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You are holding (and hopefully are reading) an advance copy
of the premier issue of the Toronto Entomologists' Association's
Newsletter and Journal. Please note that this issue is Vol. 0, NO.1,
meaning that this is a preliminary look at what your journal and
newsletter can be. Its appearance, contents, publication schedule
and more importantly its success or failure is entirely up to you,
the members.
The SChedule of the T.EA (meetings in Sept., Oct., Nov. and
Jan. through Apr. with a summer field season hiatus) lends itself
most easily to a triannual rather than quarterly publication
schedule, although this is suqed to change. Issues could be
published for September (to cover field trip reports and upcoming
programs for Sept. - Nov. meetings), January (meeting reports for
Sept. - Nov. and upcoming programs for Jan. - l\pr.), and May (Jan.
- Apr. meeting reports and upcoming field trips) in order to best
balance the need to inform members of upcoming events with the
need to provide a record of meetings while minimising both the
production and mailing costs. Volume 1will begin production this
coming summer for a formal introdudion in September of 1995.
Alan Hanks has produced the minutes of T.E.A. meetings in
the past and has graciously offered to continue to provide his skill
(and time) as co-editor of this newsletter. Since Alan and • use
similar computer programs. are reasonably close to each other,
and (most recently) have been able to successfully transmit files
back and forth over telephone lines,' have agreed to help with the
initial set-up and produdion of Ontario Insects. As you can see a
number of contributors have made this pre-issue chock full of
good reading. Many thanks are due to all of the authors for being
able and willing to prepare pieces on relatively short notice.
I fervently hope that this is the beginning of great things for
the Toronto Entomologists' Association. You can and should be a
part of it.
Phil Schappert
Ps. Your comments on this pre-issue are solicited and welcome.
Ontario Insects
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A triannual newsletter in a format similar to what you're
holding now could publish anything from entertainment articles
and observation notes to "real" research papers which could be
peer-reviewed. It will definitely provide a record of meetings
(although probably not in the way that you're used to) and be a
vehicle to keep members advised of upcoming events. It could
include .members advertising as well as commercial (i.e.
somebody pays for them) ads. But this is not the type of
endeavour that can be done wholly by two people (no matter
how talented we are...).
The participation of other T.EA
members will be adively needed. Writing, artwork, computer
help, and ideas are only some of the tasks that we'll need help
with. We need your comments on this pre-issue to help refine the
focus and scope of this prqed. Should we concentrate on
Insects in Ontario? Any ideas for an alternate title? How about
writing an article or two? Research contributions are welcomed!
We need your observation data and notes. Opinions? Members
Advertisements? Jokes, cartoons, poetry? Review a book you
enjoyed. Share your garden lore. Anything... And please let me
know what you think...

~t4e7~·~~

...

As of September sales of The Ontario Butterfly Atlas have
accumulated $7358 in the bank account with approximately 440
copies remaining. The regular membership account stood at $975
with 50 members paid as of the September meeting. By October
almost 70% of the membership had now paid their dues and the
regular membership account stood at $1234. If you have not sent
in your dues yet then please do so as soon as possible.
Submissions for the annual summary should also be sent in
as soon as possible, together with any photographs which may
be of interest...
Ontario Insects
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Saturday. February 25. 1995
STEVEN PRICE
(World Wildlife Fund. Canada)

The Toronto Entomologists' Association wiIl meet on Nov.
26. 1994 and Jan. 28. Feb. 25. Mar. 25, and Apr. 22 in 1995. All
meetings are held in the McLaughlin Planetarium starting at 1p.m.

NOVEMBER

INSECT CONSERVATION PRIORITIES

Steven will discuss insed conservation priorities from the
vie\vpoint of the WWF. Along the way he'll cover status reports.
atlasing prqeds. habitat conservation priorities and the role of the
International Red Data Book. This is the one you asked for.

Saturday, November 26, 1994
DARRYL GWYNNE
(University of.Toronto, Erindale)

MARCH.

Saturday. March 25. 1995

THE WETAS OF NEW ZEALAND

PAULSYME
(Canadian Forest Service. retired)

Dr. Gwynne is an Orthoptera specialist who has given very
el~oyable talks to the T.EA before (some of you may remember

the "beer-bottle" loving cockroaches of Australia). Novembers talk.
will be on the Giant Crickets of New Zealand. Don't miss this onel

JA~UARY

BENEFICIAL FOREST INSECTS

We were fortunate to have long-time member Dr. Syme visit
us recently and present a talk at U. of T. With the help of U. of T's
John McKerron we were able to video tape Paul's presentation so
that all of the members would have a chance to see his excellent
talk. As you'll learn there are some beneficial forest insects!

Saturday, January 28, 1995
DAVID GIBO
(University of Toronto, Erindate)

APRIL

Saturday. April 22. 1995
FLYlNG HIGH OR FLYING LOW

What does it cost butterflies to evade their enemies during
migration? Dr. Goo wiIl try to answer this question by revealing
the flight strategies used by migrating Monarchs and other butterflies on the move. Dr. Gibo has been known to follow migrating
Monarchs using ultralight aircraft so this should be very revealing!

Ontario Insecls
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GRADUATE SYMPOSIUM

Graduate Research at Southern Ontario Universilies
A special day for the TEA. This symposium will give many
of you your first taste of what it's like to attend a professional
symposium. Come and find out the extent and variety of research
on entomological suqects that is being undertaken by Graduate
Students at local Universities. I have a feeling you'll be pleasantly
surprised at what you'll learn...
Ontario Insects
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There were, as U5ual, large numbers of European skippers but not
as many sulphurs as one would have expected. Look for an
announcement of the 1995 count and come out to join U5!

~~1ttJtu

T. Mason, M. van der Poorten & N. van der Poorten

TEA. Butterflv COluJlS - }992-}994: a summary
For the past three years, the T.EA has conduded butterfly
counts under the diredion of Tom Mason of the Metro Toronto
Zoo. The surveys have included six sites within two larger areas,
the Rouge River and Don River valleys. The following tables (1 ·6)
provide a summary of each years count results and allow for
some contrasts and comparisons to be made between years.
In 1992 the weather on the count day was lightly overcast to
dull and the year as a whole was extremely cool and damp. This
lead to a delayed season, low numbers and fewer species than
normal. In 1993, count day weather was more agreeable: the
count day was sunny and quite warm. In 1994, the count day's
weather was perfect: sunny, warm, and not too hot. After a very
long, very cold winter, the season was fairly warm with a dry spell
in late May/early June, but with adequate rain in the week
preceding the count.
Of the past three years in which a count has been held, 1994
was the best year as a whole. We encountered a new species in
the Rouge Valley (Juvenal's DU5kywing) and the American Copper
was very abundant at the Zoo. However, it was a poorer year for
the Don Valley . this is the first year the Silver Bordered Fritillary
hasn't been seen (although it had been seen the day before).

Year

1992
1993
1994

Summary Table
Notable sightings
Total
Total
Total
number of seen only seen only
species
inRo~e in the Don
10
23
3*
35
7
Harvester at the Zoo
8
3
Juvenal's DU5kywing
38
16
at l\-\yn Rivers;
American Copper at
Zoo

.

_........ - . """'.
.. ............
,_ ..
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Common Name Species Name
~_

'-

.

~

--

1992*

1993

1994

15+

~+

EurqJeal1~

~ia.slineda

T~~esl¢pff

Fdites th6Tistcdes

6

~ dlsh sI¢per

Fdites ~'Stic

3

Hd::>an::k sI¢per

Ptanes trlx:m::k

2

C3ttlage Wlite

Piet'isrcpae

3

~eSuiptu

CoIlas euytherre

2

Pearl Descent

F't¥<X>idt's th:lrcs

1

Q.Jestion ITBIk.

RJlygonia intet'cgatiaYlis

Red Spotted PUple

Basilardlla artherris

I

I
I

Na1hem Pearly Eye

Enodia anthedon

Uttle Wocxi satyr

M~to cyrreIa

3

5

tncmate Ri~et
Mooardls

Coenonyrrprn inarnta

2
I

I

IHEt.s ple<WlS

1993

1994

I

* Not surveyed in 1992
-~~.-

_.

_ ....... ,--

Common Name

-_.

-

. . . . . --.:::::I'

-

-..

Species Name

Silver Spotted ~ EpaIgyreu; dartS
Na1hem Ocu::iy

Wi~

Thaybes pylades

..

•

--

1992

4

I
I

JLlVenaI'sDtEkywi~

Erynnis j t.JVern1is

Eurcpean~
Ped<s sI¢per

1l¥I"Elia.Js Iineda
Fdites peckiu;

T8\'\~ ~e sJ¢,per

Fdites th6Tistcdes

16

15+

40+

~dlsh~

Fdites~tic

12

10

40

I
100+

25+

100+
2

Na1hem Brcken Dash \'\oaI1~enia~erret

3

Uttle Glassy VVJ~

FtnpeiLS verna

Hd::>an::k sI¢per

3

k:An~

Ptanes Irl>ard<
ELphyes vestris

c:Bl:b:lge Wlite

Pierisrcpae

I

~eSulphur

CoIlas euythene

3
I

5

I

I

5
2

I

* Note: only Twyn Rivers surveyed in the Rouge Valley in 1992
Ontario Insects
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IBrooze 0+Per

~lIdycaera11YI116

I

~V\hite

Pieris~e

12

4

CcraI H:liIstrffi<

H:ukerden.s titl6

I

~eSulptu

CoIias euytherre

4

~oo H:liIstrffi<

satyriun calan..s

I

Feniseca tarquini16

I

l=.astem Tailoo Blue

EYeres cx:nyntffi

3

Lyrnera phlaeas

I

fspri~A2ue

celastrina loom

I

Irhe H3rVester
V\rrerK:an 0+Per
!Bronze cewer

~lIdyrnem ~1I16

3

Geat~.

A'itillazy ~eria cybeIe

Acadian H:liIstrffi<

satyriunacadiam

I

spri~ j\Zllfe

celastrina ladm

:2

A'itillazy Speyeria cybeIe

3

~mides ma;
Pearl O'esrent
~e O'esrent spot ~mides rrnphas

I

6

5

5
14

12
4

SOt

Great~.

QJestim rrBIk

Pdygmia intercgatiCfilic;

4

G:nrra

Pdygmia ccmra

I

~a.mi~aai<

r-.yIYptais antiqJa

4

Vvrer. Paintoo Lady

Vanessa virginien;is

I

f«x:i AdniraI

Vanessa atalanta

3

Red Spottoo FUple
~a:r0y'

Basilardlia anhenis
Basilardlia ardlfJp16

Noohem Pearly EYe

Enodia antOO:icn

~ttle Wocd satyr

Mc:gisto c:yrn::ja

8

3

II

Incmate Ril~et
Woo:i r-.yIYprs

Coena1yrrpha incmata
Cacymis pegala

7

9

17

~1onardE

Lanal6 plexw16

--

. a_.

••

- -

_ ..

..

I

4

10
:2
I

4

:2
.. -

.~-

,--

Common Name Species Name
Silver Spottoo SI<n:>er EpaJgyreus darl6

- .
1993

13

- -_.

1992*

1994
I

Noohml acu::ty Wi~ 1luybes pyIOOes

I

Least~

Arq10xypha ruritcr

I

Eurcpean~

1l¥reJiCl6lineda

15

ro+

Pffk's~

Polites pOO<h.s

:2

TCI\\Ir¥ ~e 9¢per

Polites thenistodes

O'a;sline~

Polites crigenes

~ dash sIq::pas

Polites nvstic

-

1\1eadcl\.v A'itillazy

I

Pearl O'escent

~mides th3ra;

15+

20

Q.lestim rrBIk

Polygonia intercgationnis

I

4

G:::rrTra

Pdygonia ccmra

3

I

1\1a.Jmi~

Nyrrphalis antiqJa

:2

Arm: Paintoo Lady
Rff:t Adrriral

Vanessa virginien;is

I

Vanessa atalanta

I

3

Red Spo1too FUple

Basilardlia anhenis

3

2

aai<

VicerOy'

Basilardlia arc:hiJ:l>16

5

Ncrthffn Pearly EYe

Encdia anthedm

I

Unle Wocd satyr

Megisto cyrrela

5

9

Incrnate Rirglet

C<:Jer1c.f¥Tpha incmata

6

10

Wocd r-.yIYprs

Cffcyonis pegala

4

2

MorardE

Danal6 ple<iJ:::p16

I

5

• Not surveyed in 1992

Species Name

1992

1993

1994

I:Ucpean~

~iCl6lineda

95+

20+

100+

9

TC:M-T¥ Edge skirPff

Polites thenistodes

5

15

~ dash skiwffs

Polites fl1!Stic

I

:2

HdJcm::k~

Pcanes hdx::rrd<

8

7

I

IUnle Gassy Wi~

fUTpeius verna

:2

I

Hcban::K~

Pcanes~

6

4

iDllfl~

Elp~es

~iger Swallowtail

P1er<U'LS gtatO.S

I

vestris

8

5

acssiana beUora

Common Name

Na1hem Brcken Dash \f\.aIlergrenia c:gt:rerl'"El

Ontario Insects
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:2

1
:2

Tiger SwalICM-lail

P1erOJUS gtatO.S

<J:lbbage Y\hite

Pieris~e

cemron Sulptu

CoIias philcdice

~eSulptu

CoIias eury1herre

[Spri~ j\21Jre

celastrina loom

9
I

3

I

3

6

14

I

I

2
I

4

I
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~e

Qescent spot ~coidcsrrapheu;

Q..Jestion ITBlk

Pdygonia intffcgnictTlis

Cc::nTrB

Pdygonia cx:.rmH

Mcuni~doo<

3

. U U I V V.

Common Name Species Name
Silvff 5pottoo S<if::l:Jer EParSYreus darus

r

llx:rybes pyla::les

1

!'o/ITPraIis anticpa

Faintoo Locty

Vanessa carch.i

6

Rt"rl AdrriraI

Vanessa atalanta

2

EYe:iBrawn
Unle Wocx:i satyr

satyr<Xies euydice

18

15+

25

Mfgisto cyrreIa
Darnu:; ple¢pus

12

10+

6

1

1

2

MonardE

-

3

'able 5: CharI es ~aunol conservation Heserve (von vall(: VI

Common Name

Species Name

1992

1993

"u,.""'" _ .. ""'................ _....................... _..-

1

1994

Noohffn da.dy \.yj~

1llyIreIirus Iineola
turqJean sk.PPets
rra'A-T¥ ~ skf.lx:r Pdites therristocJes

ffigff Svva1ICM1ail

P1ffCUUS g1at.n.6

Qlbbage White
<:c:nrrrn Sulphur

Piffisrcpae
Qjias philo::lice
Qjias euytherre

T~~e~

eaat H:lirstrffi<

I-tlIkff'denus titus

I...crgdash~

Pdites nvstic

9

2

3

Barded H:lirstrffi<

satyriun calarus

Hd:x:rrd<~

4

2

3

DLn skir:lJer

Pcerts hd.>ard<
Etphyes vestris

Spri~A2U"e

celastrirn 10000

Tigff S'M:1IICMllail

P1ffCUUS g1auu;

c:al:t>age White
~SUptu

Pieris rcpae
aiias euytherre

StrPffi H:lirstrffi<

5atyriun IparqlS

eaat H:lirstrffi<

I-tlIkff'dcns titus

Aca::tian H:lirstrffi<

5atyriun aca:Iia..m

1

6
1

3

1

3

Silvery Qe:sant Spot dwichyas nydeis

33

1

2

1
15+

1

1

6

1

tl

1

3

3

I

Baltim::re

EtphydJyas pt-aetoo

9

2

Q...Jestioo ITBlk

PoIygonia intffcgnioonis

3

a:rnm

PoIygonia corrrre

3

Mcuni~doo<

~h31is

2

V\rrer. Paintoo Locty

Vanessa vilginiersis

anticpa

celastrina laim

1

2

Pear1 Qe:sant
~e Qe:sant spot

~coides tharcs

3

3

~coides rrapheu;

5

Paintoo Locty

Vanessa cardui

2

RerlAdniral

Vanessa atalanta

1
1

Baltirra"e
Q..Jestion ITBlk

cmna
Red AdrriraI
Red Spoltoo Puple
EYe:iBrawn
Unle Wocrl satyr

Etphydryas phaeton
Pdygcnia intffcgnictTlis
Pdygonia cx:.rmH
Vanessa atalanta
Basilarchia arthenis
satyr<Xies euydice

lnanate~et

Mfgisto cyrreIa
Coef1a'¥Tpha incrnata

l\1cn:lrdE

Darnu:; ple¢pus
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10

1
3

1

10

3

3

1
8
1

1

Roo Spoltoo Puple

Basilarchia artherris

3

5atyrcx1es euydice

12

1

6

1

EYooBro.VIl
Unle Wocx:i satyr

rv~to cyrreIa

9

tl

5

l\.1<::.rardE

D3r6L5 ple¢pus

25
2

1

7

2
30

12

Qescent spot ~roidts m:::rpheus

~e

Spri~Azue

4

18

9
4

~coides tharcs

Pearl Qescent

15+

1

~eSuiphur

1

2

2

12

10

2

4

12

6

1

2

Fames hd:xnrl<
Etphyes vestris

25

1

ro+

I-Ici.xnrl< ~
PU1~

Pdites therristocJes

1

7

15+

1

Pdites ped<ius

ro+

3

43

Pdites rrvstic
Ptnpeius verna

1l¥reJicus lineda

1

1994

2

~ dash skippefs
Unle Glassy \VI~

POO<s skf.lx:r

8

1993

6

4

Euq:x:an skippefs

33

1992

4

10

1

2

1

1
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Field Trip Report: peterborough, June )9, 1994
What a marvellous day I The last day of a week-long hot,
humid, breezeless and generally uncomfortable week dawned
with the breeze that had been missing. Even some scattered
cloud provided some relief from the unforgiving sun. Fifteen
intrepid souls met at Peterborough to see if we could find some
butterflies "in-between times". TEA. members present included
Chris Rickard, Michael and Nancy van der Poorten, Doug Scovell
and his wife Barb., and Jim Spottiswood accompanied by the
formerly lost John Prideaux. The Peterborough Field Naturalists'
were represented by AI Blewett, Bill Brooks and June Hitchcox.
Other "peterpatch" people included Don Sutherland, a zoologist
with the Natural Heritage Information Centre, Rob Tuckerman and
Sandy Berg (both of "no acknowledged affiliation"!). All were
introduced to my Dad (it being Father's Day...).
First stop...the Cavan Bog area. On the east side road we
encountered Pearl Crescents (Phyciodes tharos), a Silvery
Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis), Viceroys (Limenitis archippus),
White Admirals (Limenilis ar th emis), Ringlets (Ceononympha
inornata), and a slew of skippers including the Arctic
(Carterocephalus palaemon), Hobomoks (Poanes hobomok)
including a pocahontas form female, Long Dash (Polites mystic),
Tawny-edged (P. th emis tocJes), and Least (Ancyloxypha numilor).
Moving to the south road we added Red Admiral (Vanessa
atalanta), Mouming Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa), Tiger Swallowtail
(presumably Papilio canadensis) and a late Spring Azure
(Ce/astrina argiolus). Disappointedly we were a tad early for the
Fritillaries and other early July species. _
Moving to the campus of Trent University (specifically the
area between the canal and the road on which the nature
sanctuary is located) the trip leader was pleased to find that at
least one of his promises could be keptl Many, many Northern
Cloudy Wings (Thorybes pylades) were out and about. At least
two separate groups were lucky to observe courtship behaviour
with unsuccessful copulation attempts. In addition to the species
Ontario Insects
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seen earlier we added a female Common (Clouded?) Sulphur
(Colias philodice) ovipositing on clover. Cabbage Whites (Pieris
rapae), Little Wood Satyrs (Megisto cyme/a), a Monarch or two
(Danaus p/exippus) and an early European Skipper (Thymelicus
lin eo/a). Between the canal and the river we found good numbers
of Silvery Blues (G/aucopsyche /ygdamus) and a Juvenal's
Duskywing (Erynnis j uvenalis).
Not a bad day considering the timing in between broods, a
total of 22 species. The hoped for (anticipated) but missed
species would have considerably increased that number (by at
least 15 or 16 species!). Oh, well. Still, what a marvellous day...
phil Schappert

Field Trip Report: Branchton, July 16, )994
There was some doubt as to what the weather would be like
for the planned day, but it ended up being perfect weather for the
butterflies and for the participants - lots of sun but not too hot.
There were 8 of us - Nancy and myself. Paul McGaw and Caroline
King, Bill and Irene Mcilveen, Jim Spottiswood, and John Prideaux.
We thought upon first arriving that there wasn't much about, but
we ended up seeing 44 species between 9 am and 2 pm.
Branchton is an old railway line. The ties were removed some
years ago, and the pathway left goes through some different
habitats, though not much forest. There are a few patches of
boggy area that are home to many species, including the sedge
skippers. Even over our picnic lunch we managed to see a few
more species. The following is a list of what we saw:
Common sulpher (2)
Alfalfa Sulphur (10)
Cabbage Whites (4)
Mustard White (3)
Pearl Crescent (10)
Meadow Fritillary (I)
Great Spangled Fritillary (3 males)
Question Mark (2)
Bronze Copper (2)
Acadian Hair Streak (5)
Coral Hair Streak (3)
Edwards Hair Streak (l)
Banded Hair Streak (3)
Striped Hair Streak (I)
Broadwing Skipper (15)
Mulberry Skipper (8)
Black Dash (3 males)
Long Dash (2 old)
Northern Broken Dash (8 males, I female)
Tawny Edged Skipper (3 relatively old)
Crossline Skipper (2)
Silver Spotted Skipper
Peck's Skipper (I)
Least Skipper (I)
Dun Skipper(6)
Delaware Skipper (4)
Ontario Insects
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Little Glassy Wing (4)
Europeans Skipper (4)
Dion Skipper (2)
Northern Pearly Eye (6)
Little Wood Satyr (6)
Wood Nymph (6)
Eyed Brown (4 old ones)
Spring Azure (I)
Eastern Tailed Blue (3)
Tiger Swallowtail (I)
Eastern Black Swallowtail (lalVa)
Red Admiral
Red Spotted Purple (2 old specimens) Mourning Cloak (2)
Baltimore (3 old, 1fairly fresh)
Viceroy (2 old ones)
Monarch (2)
American Painted Lady (1 specimen)
Michael van der Poorten
SEPTEMBER

Members'Meeting
The first meeting of the 1994/95 season was held Sept. 24th in the
Planetarium Multi-Room. There were 27 members and guests in
attendance. Phil Schappert advised that member Paul Syme from
Sault Ste. Marie would be giving a presentation, co-presented by
the TEA, U. of T Department of Forestry and the RO.M., on
'Beneficial Forest Inseds' on Thursday, Nov. 3rd. Alan Hanks
reported that the application of B t to the Pottageville Swamp to
control mosquitoes has been postponed for another year.
Various items of new correspondence dealt with the space
assigned to the TEA in the Planetarium; the Global Releaf tree
planting fund; the Quetico Newsletter for Spring 1994; updates are
available from the F.ON. for the Ontario Mammal Atlas prqed for
$10. One of our members, George Bryant, is now running Natural
History Tours around the Province and a listing is available; Ron
Tasker has been communicating with the King Township Clerk re:
milkweeds on the noxious weed list and a good deal of
information on the Monarch was received from Don Davis.
New books available include "Karner Blue Butterfly: a symbol of a
vanishing landscape" edited by David A~ Andow, Richard J. Baker
and Cynthia P. Lane, Misc. Publication 84-1994 from the Minnesota
Agriculture Experiment Station at the University of Minnesota.
This worthwhile volume is the result of the 1992 zanesville, Ohio
symposium on the Karner Blue. 11 is available for $17 U.S.
(postage included) from DA Andow, Dept. of Entomology,
University of Minnesota, 219 Hodson Hall, 1980 Folwell Ave.. St.
Paul, MN 55108-6125. Also newly available is "Butterflies of the
Ontario Insects
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West Indies and South Florida" by David Spencer Smith, Lee D.
Miller and Jacqueline Y. Miller. with superb illustrations (available
from EW. Classey in the UK at £90). See the book review
sedion for short reviews of both of these volumes.
John Eberlie noted that a Lycaenid butterfly presumed extind in
California had been re-discovered. The Hackberry Butterfly was
found this year near Belleville and Alan Wormington reports the
first record for the Long-Tailed Skipper in Canada at Point Pelee.
The balance of the meeting was taken up with slides from a
number of members on the interesting work they had been
engaged in during the summer months. Especially welcome was
the return of John Eberlie after being laid up for awhile, his life
history slides were (as per usual) wonderful. Duncan Robertson
showed us slides of some of the interesting moths he'd
encountered over the summer while Phil Schappert showed
some slides of the interesting people and butterflies (most of both
caught in compromising positions) he'd met over the summer.

OCTOBER

DAVID MALLOCH
University of Toronto

Insects And Fungi
The second meeting of the season, on October 22nd, had 29
members and guests in the same location - the multi-room. The
speaker for the meeting was David Malloch of the University of
Toronto Botany Department. David's chief interests are fungi and
moulds. Recently his w.search has him working for Agriculture
Canada looking into sick-building syndrome (buildings that have
poor air quality which may affed the health of the occupants). His
presentation, however. revolved around the relationships
between fungi and inseds.
There are many species of minute fungi for which the life histories
are unknown. Many of these have an affiliation in some way with
insects. David used slides to illustrate such things as the
Stinkhorn, which develops a spore mass on top of the cap with
an awful odour which attracts flies. The flies eat the spores and
thereby disperse them. Even more bizarre are the relationships in
Ontario Insects
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which some f~i. in particular those found on moose dl.Jllg. rely
on mites to cany the spores on to flies that are blood feeders on
the moose. When the moose defecates. the flies swarm down to
lay eggs on the dt.tng. thereby depositing the mites. who feed on
the dt.tng. and indirectly. the f~al spores. which create a new
body of f~ll'>.
Other species of mites. with attendant f~al complexes. attach
themselves to d~ or wood feeding beetles and some mites
infest seaweed. Some f~i are parasitic on scale insects . the
ftm,gal growth covering the colony of scales. with occasional (1 in
5) scales being invaded by the f~ll'>. which then grows a
"shoot" with spores at the end to be broadcast. Some insects
have a fl.Jllgai growth that intrudes into the body cavity by means
of a 'hall'>torium'. but the insed is not harmed. Others. such as
beetle larvae. may be killed by the fl.Jllgus. which goes into a
cell-splitting mode and eventually sends out a growth with spores
at the end which can be borne away by air or other insedS.
Clll'>ter flies are often invaded by this type of fungus. and the
spore dispersal pattern may be observed if the fly dies on a
window panel A number of questions followed Dr. Malloch's
marvelloll'> presentation.
After a short break. the meeting continued with various reports.
There was some discll'>sion on the use of the multi-room. which
is not very comfortable. while the ledure room downstairs
remains empty during our meetings I Don Davis noted that there
were still Monarchs flying in the general area of Toronto. Carolyn
King had advised ll'> of a symposiUffilWoIkshop on the Weed
Control Ad being held at the University of Guelph Arboretum on
November 3rd. QUimby Hess will attend on behalf of the T.E.A..
member (and new program co-ordinator volunteer) Paul McGaw
will be there representing the Canadian Wildflower Society and
Carolyn King will try her best to represent bothl The latest volume
of the d'Abrera series (Neotropical Riodinidae) has been issued
and Carolyn brought a new book tIlled "Butterflies Through
Binoculars" by NABA president Jeffery Glassberg.
Alan Hanks requested that submissions for the annual summary
be sent in as soon as possible. together with any photographs
which may be of interest. It's possible there may be funds for a
colour page this year. so send your interesting colour photos.

Ontario Insects
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Some In teresdng NorfJern ontario High ways
Highway 599 is a paved road that runs 292 km north from
Ignace. Most maps show it going to Pickle Lake. but actually it
goes to Central Patricia. an old mining community. with Pickle
Lake a few km west of the highway at this point. At Central
Patricia there are several stores and service stations. essential if
you intend· going further north. Scenery is varied. though I saw
only one bog. 45 km north of Savant Lake.

g
~

Just beyond Central Patricia the pavement ends. but the road
continues as a wide. very well maintained gravel road which goes
on for another 238 km to Windigo Lake. where it ends at the
Northern Native Fisherman's Co-operative. on the north shore of
the lake. This is at 52.37N. 91.28·W. the most northerly point to
which you can drive in Ontario. The 1:25 000 topographic map
52-0 identifies this road as Hwy. 808. but I saw no signs showing
this on the road itself. The scenery is much less varied. almost all
sandy andlor gravelly moraines. with pradically no flowery
roadside areas. There were about eight small bogs between km
147 and 221. Near Windigo Lake. the road crosses the
Sheawunegum Portage. which appears to be a winter road
heading towards Weagamow Lake Indian Reserve. It is about 50
yards Wide. through a damp. almost boggy area. and would
probably provide some colleding in a good year.
Highway 105 is a paved road that runs 173 km north from
Vermilion Bay through Ear Falls to Red Lake. Balmertown and
Cochenour. This is a very atttrac· tive road with varied scenery.
though only two bogs. 27 and 34 km NW of Ear Falls. Beyond
Red Lake. the road continues north towards Berens Lake and
Pikangicum Lake. This sedion is called the N~essor Road. It
. branches off from the main highway between Balmertown and
Cochenour. with no services beyond Balmertown. The first 35 km
is paved. but rough. and beyond th.at it is an unmaintained gravel
road. with very deep loose gravel. not at all pleasant to drive.
Ontario Insects
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There were no bogs and nothing notable about the scenery. At
km 83 there is a non-signpostedjunction left to Pikangicum Lake. I
continued right. past a campsite on Berens Lake at km 94 and
came very abruptly to a stop at about km 101. Here. a bridge over
a \..'ide muddy creek is out. seemingly deliberately destroyed. but
there is no warning at all. The road passes through a wide cleared
area before dipping down steeply to the creek. This is at 51.44'N.
93.40'W. The creek may be crossed by climbing over the remains
of the bridge and the road continues beyond it.
Highway 527 is a good. paved road that runs north 242 km
from Hwy. 17 to Armstrong. Scenery is varied and attradive. but
again no bogs. Beyond Armstrong. there is a dirt road heading
NW to Caribou Lake. and a whole network of small roads heading
north and east along the railway. across the north end of Lake
Nipigon. never collected by anyone. and 1had no time to do thisl
It was very noticeable from the condition of the commonest
roadside flowers. daisy. orange hawkweed and dandelion. that
the season at Armstrong was 7 to 10 days delayed by
comparison with Windigo Lake or Berens Lake. despite the fact
that Armstrong is much further south. There were not enough
butterflies to see any differences with them. Returning south. I left
Hwy. 527 about 00 kmsouth of Armstrong. taking a road which
goes past Black Sturgeon Lake to Hurkett. on (-My. 17. 1 do not
recommend this road: there are many junctions not shown on any
map. so that one has to keep guessing which way to go. Nso.
much of the road is very rough. with long stretches of the very
worst washboard that 1have ever seen.

km further on (at 51.01'N. 79.50'W) and I stopped there. Until a few
years ago. I-My. 652 ended 33 km east of Cochrane. and
everything else was called Detour Lake Road: the TEA
Summaries about 10 years ago had some records from Detour
Lake Road which seem to refer to the first few km of the second
stretch of what is now called Hwy. 652. Scenery is varied and
interesting. with several clay areas which give very rich flowery
roadsides. and at the north end. several rich areas of Shrubby
Cinquefoil. the foodplant of E. dorcas. Only two bogs were seen:
a large one right where the road turns north and a fringing bog
around a small lake at km 82.3. almost hidden from view because
the road at that point is on a high esker.
The point 33 km east of Cochrane. where Hwy 652 turns
north is the starting point of two other potentially interesting and
uncolleded roads. The Translimit Road goes due east. and
according to the roadmaps. passes north of Lake Abitibi all the
way to the Quebec border. It appears to connect with the area I
colledecj last year. which 1reached via Val·Paradis. Quebec. From
the same point. the Northwest Industrial Road heads due south
to Iroquois Falls. Maps show this as a private road. however.
there is no restridion at all at the north end. but it comes out in
Iroquois Falls by passing right through the gigantic Abitibi-Price
yard: it might be difficult to access it from this end.
Ross Layberry

Monarch Notes: Monarchs on the Move· 1994

Highway 652/Detour Lake Roast north-east of Cochrane. has
changed in the last decade. Today. the highway runs 33 km due
east from Cochrane. then turns due north for another 122 km to a
bridge over the Kattawagami River. There are km posts over most
of the road. but they refer to the point where the road turns north
as km o. Beyond the river. the Detour Lake Road continues for
another 34 km to Detour Lake Mine. almost at the Quebec border.
There is a large "Private, No Trespassing" sign just beyond the
bridge. but 1saw this ignored by several groups of fishermen. and
1 ignored it too. There is another such sign. and a large gate, 28

The 1994 Monarch season in Ontario began while there was
stlll snow on the grOlU1dl It was most interesting to receive
periodic reports via FAX from the Minnesota "Journey North"
program. designed to help elementary school students study the
spring migration of the monarch butterfly using reports of first
sightings via eledronic mail. and to contribute data on the first
sightings throughout Ontario. The first sighting at Presqu~le
Provincial Park was on May 20th. other first sightings included
June 3rd at Samia. June 7th at St. Lawrence Islands National Park.
June 14th at Bon Echo Provincial Park. June 15th at Sault Ste.
Marie, and so on. More importantly, this prqed confirmed Dr.
Fred Urquhart's proposal that the spring Monarchs gradually
re-populate the continent (as opposed to the theory that suggests
that most of the first generation of Monarchs lay their eggs and die
in the southern U.S. and the next generation continues the
journey). Monarchs arriving in Rochester, NY. in late April. for
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Highway 672 is a small paved road between Hwy. 101 and
66. j l15t west of the Quebec border. It goes through very dry.
sandy terrain. not at all interesting or attractive. but it has one very
beautiful bog. right beside the road. 23 km south of Hwy. 101. On
JlU1e 27. there were absolutely no butterflies to be seen.
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example, would not have had time to have emerged from a
second generation.
At the March 1994 meeting of the T.EA, Jurgen Hoth of
Mexico, a doctoral candidate at the University of Waterloo, spoke
about "Rural Development and the Protection of the Monarch
Butterfly: a necessary conflict".
Some of Jurgen's research
findings suggest that Monarchs prefer to overwinter in forests
where there has been a historv of moderate disturbance. He
further stressed that for any conServation effort to be effedive, the
local communities must be adivelv involved. It is not known how
the recently implemented "Productive Ecology" program will be
affected by the assassination of the Minister responsible for the
initiative, Luis Colosio. An article on Jurgen's research appeared
in the Fall 1994 issue of the University of Waterloo Alumni
Magazine. Research reports continue to be published on a wide
variety of topics related to the monarch buttertly and milkweeds.
One recent report has shown that monarch pupae can be sexed
by the presence or absence of a line disseding the eighth
abdominal sternite of the female pupa.
Fifty-seven years after the first alar tag was placed on the
wing of a monarch butterfly, Dr. Fred Urquhart and his wife,
Norah, have disbanded their Ir1Sed Migration Association. Limited
tagging will continue in specific areas along the Atlantic coast, the
Gldf of Mexico, the Caribbean islands, the Yucatan peninsula, and
Florida.
The association had grown from the original 12
volunteers who had responded to Dr. Urquhart's request for
assistance in a 1952 Natural History article to involve more than
4000 individuals and organisations. Many, including myself.
remained loyal to the prqjed for over 25 years! One of the
original 12 volunteers is still tagging monarchs. Dr. Urquhart will
celebrate his 83rd birthday in December.
The general consensus is that there were many more
monarch butterflies seen this suml]Jer in Ontario than last year. I
began tagging at Presqu'i1e in mid-August and managed to tag
3800 individuals by mid-September. During the migration period I
managed to locate a number of abandoned, golden-rod filled,
farm fields along the shoreline of Lake Ontario near Presqu'i1e.
From these vantage points one could observe the deliberate
westward movement of thousands of Monarchs which eventually
congregated, later in the migration, on the Presqu'i1e peninsula. Of
the 3800 tags noted above, 500 were tagged using a new method
advocated by Dr. Orley Taylor (Univ. of Kansas). Although
Ontario Insects
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somewhat.slower than the traditional method it is hoped that by
gluing the tags to the rear Wing tagged Monarchs can be spotted
in the overwintering clusters using a spotting scope or binoculars.
I should note that advance preparation, including the creation of
report forms using a computer program, contributed to the greater
number of tags this year.
Although a few days in September were cooler than usual,
the end of the month warmed considerably, allOWing for rapid
development of adults and assisting the migration. OCtober was
very sunny which again aided the south-westward movement of
the butterflies.
The migration has continued to date, with
stragglers stll! heading southward. On OCtober 15th scores of
Monarchs were reported at Lake Ontario at Port Hope while four
were seen during the Cranberry Festival at Bala. On OCtober 31st
at least 10 Monarchs were sighted at Presqu'ile, more were seen
there on November 1st. Early recapture reports include ones
found at New Wales, Ithaca, and Sodus (New York) and at
Lenhartsville, Pennsylvania.
Advertising campaigns continue to utilise the monarch
butterfly as do the postal authorities in a variety of countries. Over
35 countries have issued postage stamps bearing the Monarch.
There is a computer program called "Monarch" and the butterfly
has recently appeared in a "ExLax" Lite commercial! The Monarca
Travelling Exhibit will spend a number of months in the Children's
Museum in Mexico City. A recent communication from the
Canadian Embassy in Mexico informed me that the Embassy was
able to encourage local businesses to cover the 525,000 deposit
required for the exhibit.
My interest in the range of the monarch butterfly continues.
Recently established colonies in Spain have suffered but remain.
In Canada, Monarchs were again seen this year at Riding
Mountain National Park in Manitoba. This large wilderness area
on the Manitoba escarpment is surrounded by prairie. Monarchs
were also seen again this year in Newfoundland despite not being
native to the island and that no milkweed grows there.
This spring I intend to re-evaluate my work with the Monarch.
It appears that tagging of large numbers of monarch butterflies at
Presqu~le is not providing any new information. Perhaps some
new strategy or prqed might be useful. I will, however, continue
to write articles on the status of the monarch butterfly in Ontario
for "The Monarch Newsletter" and other nature magaZines, and
Ontario Insects
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\vill continue to speak to Field Naturalists. junior field naturalist
and school groups. I recently addressed the McIllwraith Field
Naturalists club in London and have fielded many telephone calls
this year from all over Canada and the United States. There is a
great deal of satisfadion in sharing information concerning the
Monarch and it remains an effedive means of bring the loss of
wildlife habitat and the deterioration of ecosystems in Ontario to
the attention of the general public
Don Davis

eaILltn 'P~
The Toronto Entomologists' Association will host a symposium
on Saturday. April 22nd.. 1995. The purpose of the symposium is
to proVide a local venue for southern Ontario and Great Lakes
region Graduate Students to report on their research interests and
studies to the members of the T. E. A.. other attending students
and professional entomologists. We're looking for at least six to
eight students to present a typical "contributed paper" type talk on
their research prqeds. The format of the presentations will be 15
or 20 minutes depending on the number of participants. If you (or
your students) would be interested in presenting a paper on this
date please contact Phil Schappert (Yolk University. Department of
Biology. 4700 Keele St.. North Yolk, Ont., M3J IP3.416-736·2100
ext. 33492. e-mail: philjs@yolku.ca) as soon as possible.
Abstrads of papers will be required by Mar. 1st, 1995 for distribution to attendees. Presenters will have the opportunity to have
their paper published in Ontario Insects. Vol. I, No.1 (membership
fees for contributed symposium·papers will be waived). All
submissions will be reviewed by two of the other participants and
one faculty member on the supervisory committee of a participant. Vol. I, No. 1 of Ontario Insects will be given the widest
possible distribution.
We hope that you and your students will choose to participate in
this symposium. We look forward to hearing from you.
Ontario Insects
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Insects on the /- Way: entomo-stuff on the Internet
There are a number of resources available for bug people on
what is often called, inappropriately I might add. the "Information
Superhighway" (more like a cart track at this point in time - yes.
you can get from point to point quite speedily but there are still a
lot of bumps). For those of you who are adventurous enough to
"surf the 'net" I offer the following pointers to interesting places
and discussion groups. I'll start with the basics and wolk towards
the more adventurous.
If you have an e-mail address you can subscribe to a mail-list
administered by Peter Kevan at the University of Guelph
(pkevan®uoguelph.ca). Called "ENTOMO-L". this list offers general
discussion about a wide variety of insedS. There are many
knowledgeable specialists and academics willing to answer
questions. offer advice or information. or simply discuss any
entomological topic you could care to name. To subscribe send
an e-mail message to: listserv®uoguelph.ca and include the
follOWing (without the brackets) in the body of the message:
Subscribe ENTOMO-L <your first name> <your last name>.
ObViously you should use your real first and last namell
For those who are especially interested in Lepidoptera there
is a mail-list called LEPS. To subscribe send an e-mail message
to: listserv®kaiwan.com and include this message: add <your
e-mail address> LEPS. Please note that this list will be shut down
within the next couple of months because a new usenet
newsgroup has been formed to replace it. The new group is
called sci.bio.entomology.lepidoptera and will soon be brought
online. For more info. about this newsgroup contad Chris Me;yka
(nextug@ac.dal.ca). If you're of a taxonomic bent then the mail-list
TAXACOM will be more your cup of tea. To subscribe send
e-mail to your favourite listserver (I use listserv®harvarda.harvard.
edu but the list originates out of Belkeley) and include the message: Subscribe TAXACOM <firstname> <lastname>. To find out
more about the "Journey North" program mentioned in DonDavis's
article send e-mail toElizabethDonnelly(ehd@jriverjriver.com).
Ontario Insects
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For those of you who have usenet newsgroup access I have
found the following groups deal with a variety of s~eds and
insects pop-up every now and then: sci.bio.ecology; sci.bio.
ethology; bionet.biology.tropical; and bionet.plants. A growing
number of organizations are going "online". For example. Rudi
Matton;' the editor of The Journal of Research on the Lepidoptera
(Lepidoptera Research Foundation) can be contaded at mattoni@
uclaue.mbi.ucla.edu. You can add Ontario Insects to this elite
little group since you can contact one of the co-editors (me!) at
butrfly@cm!.com. See you online...
Phil Schappert

Ontario Weed Control Act Workshm - Nov. 1994
On Nov. 3rd a workshop was held at the Arboretum. University of Guelph to consider the need for, purpose of. and.
COSt/benefit of the Weed Control Act (Hevised Statutes of Ontario.
1990. Chapter W.S and Regulation 1096). The idea ,vas to evaluate all aspects of the Act and its enforcement and make recommendations for change.
The workshop was hosted by the Arboretum and the Ontario
Parks i\ssociation with financial support from the participants and
from "Restoring Nature's Place".
The Weed Control Ad and the way it is enforced impacts on
every landowner in Ontario and particularly on landowners in
southern Ontario. Here the agricultural. horticultural and urban
interests compete for space. but nature and natural areas are of a
low priority. However, as the population urbanises the need for
protecting nature and natural areas increases Ul priority.
The participants in the Workshop included a broad spectrum
of interest groups as follows: representatives of municipalities and
some weed Inspedors (Huron County Weed Inspedor John
Gibson for example). government ministries V\griculture. Food and
Rural Development. Natural Resources. Environment. Transportation and Communications) and the Canadian Forestry Service.
Universities. Conservation Authorities. Ontario Parks Association.
Ontario Federation of Agriculture. Chief Inspector (Weed Control
Act). Federation of Ontario Naturalists. Canadian Wildflower
Society. Toronto Entomologists' Association (represented by the
'''Titer). Royal Botanical Gardens. Wildlands League. Field
Ontario Insects
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Naturalists clubs. Landscape Ontario. Ontario Association of Landscape Architeds, Ontario Com Producers Association. Ontario
Beekeepers Association, Uniroyal Chemical Ltd.. Dufferin Aggregates. Ontario Soybean Growers Marketing Board. Niagara
Parks Commission. and the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement
Association.
The Workshop participants totalled over 100 and were
organised into round-table groups of 9 persons each. As the
writer sat with the other participants and listened to the opening
statements by the facilitator. Prof. Alan Watson. and Andy
Wickens of the Ontario Parks Association. Howard Lang. Chief
Inspedor for the Weed Control Ad, and Violet Vingilis. Counsel.
O.MAF.R.D. Legal Services review the history of the Weed
Control Act and its aims and its impads my mind flashed back to
1984 and my experience as a small landowner in Huron County.
As Ontario urbanises and citizens who own under 10 acres
multiply. and want natural areas to have priority up there with
those in the agri-industry the need to either withdraw the Weed
Control Ad or revise it drastically becomes more and more
urgent.
One of the urgent matters brainstormed by the participants
was the list of so-called noxious weeds under Regulation 1096. A
mqjor question which is of great importance is who gets to
designate a plant as a noxious weed? In fad what is the
definition of noxious? . According to Webster. noxious means
harmful. pernicious. deadly. In resped of the Regulation 1096 the
designators are thinking harmful or deadly. that is harmful or
deadly to crops. But people who own the land are raising many
kinds of crops. that is agriculture or food crops, horticulture crops,
and quality of life crops such as flowers, butterflies. birds. vistas
and so forth. Each of the crops have their own needs and so we
have controversy. Regulation 1096 addresses, so we are told by
agribusiness, harm to farm crops. The list does not recognise
other values at stake some of which are equal in importance but
difficult to quantify in terms of costs and benefits.
Referring to the list of "noxious" weeds we see that all
species of Milkweeds (Asclepias) are included, yet with the possible exception of the Common Milkweed IA. syriaca). the other
several species such as the beautiful Orange Milkweed or
Butterfly-weed (A. tuberosa) or the Swamp Milkweed IA. incarnata)
are of little or no concern to agri-crops. Milkweeds are the sole
Ontario Insects
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foodplant in southern Ontario of the well-known and popular
Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexipp us). Milkweeds are also nectar
sources for many beneficial inseds. Other examples include the
Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes)! Wild Carrot or Queen Anne's
Lace (Daueus earota) and the Painted Lady (Vanessa eardui)/
Thistle (eirsium uulgare) association and so on.
Therefore, it was not suqxising that the question of
designation of plants as "noxious" received a lot of attention. In
conclusion, the Workshop was a great educational experience. It
remains to be seen what the Ontario government will do with our
recommendations.
QUimby F. Hess
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1heBUl1erOles of lJe wesllndles and SoulJ Florida
by 0.5. Smith, LD. Miller and J.Y. Miller (264 pp., 31 colour plates, Oxford U.
Press, Oxford, U.K., 1994, ISBN 019857199 2l, avail. from Classey, P.O. Box
93, Faringdon, Oxon SN7 ?DR, England. (approx. £90 Sterlingl

This is a wonderful book, carrying on the wolk started by Norman
Riley with his 1975 Field Guide, but including the peninsula of
South Florida due to its biogeographic similarity to the islands of
the Caribbean. With 255 pages and 32 colour plates of paintings,
the book indudes notes on biogeography, ranges, history and a
taxonomic checklist. The mqj ority of the wolk is in the butterfly
descriptions which are vel)! comprehensive and thorough.
AlI·in·a1l an excellent publication, despite the high cost.
Alan J. Hanks
Karner Blue BUl1erOy: a symbol ofa vanishing landscipe
edited by DA Andow, R.J. Baker, and c.P. Lane (222 pp, 1 colour plate, U.
of Minnesota Misc. Publ. 84·1994,51. Paul, Minn., 1994l, Available for $17 U.S.
(postage included) from D.A. Andow, Dept. of Entomology, University of
Minnesota, 219 Hodson Hall, 1980 Folwell Ave., 51. Paul, MN 55108-6125.

Original Art by member Noel Pabalan. Noel's detailed and colourful entomological and musical creations can be fOlllld on note
cards and t-shirts. Contad Noel at 416·667·8897 for information.
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The proceedings of the '92 zanesville, Ohio symposium (the
proceedings of the population and habitat Viability assessment
workshop "are forthcoming"). Contains 23 papers by a number of
authors, organized into sedions covering biology and ecology (9
chapters), current status (9 chapters), recovery (4 chapters) and a
final chapter on future dirooions by the volume editors. Papers
cover taxonomy, history, ant associations, demography/popula·
tion biology, habitat preferences, distribution, disturbance, Lu·
pine ecology and status of the Kamer Blue throughout its range.
Of special interest to T.EA members is The Extirpation oj the
Karner Blue Butteiflyjrom Ontario by member Laurence Packer of
Yolk University. This is a very worthwhile volume for everyone
with an interest in the Lycaenidae. Highly recommended (and
cheap tool)
Phil Schappert
Ontario Insects
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Contributions to Ontario Insects may deal with any aspect of
entomological study_ Research Papers, Feature Articles, Notes or
Communications, Book Reviews and Miscellaneolls Notes
acceptable, as is Original Artwork. Research Papers include
original research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable
fArm.:>t

of a similar content journal (eg.: Title, Abstract, Introduction.

Materials and Methods, Results. Discussion, Summary). Feature
A nlrlP<;:
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Eggs, Larva and Pupa of the Baltimore butterfly IElphVdryas phaeton)
Photos by W. J. D. Eberlie
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L4G 2KI. phone: 005·727·6993. You are also welcome to contact
any member of the executive (see inside front cover).
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elcome to the premier
issue of Ontario Insects.
i

You are holding, and, if we've done our job correctly,
will shortly be reading, the premier issue of the Toronto
Entomologists'.:.::~ssociation's new NewsJournal. Born out
of the rising:':"':coS(:s:::::::9f producing, copying and mailing
monthly Il,li:firttes::Qttpeetings, and the desire of the current Ex~::ctlt:!ve '~n~~:: t'~:~:. Board of Directors to provide
T.E.A. rhemBers andJ~::otHer insect lovers with a newslet·

~~t~;~\\~;~~:;:~tS·

the way of g:o'oa':':'reaaI;g:~::;;::~~~y thanks to all of the authors for being part of thi's::"premier issue. It is the beginning of great things for the T.E.A. You can and should be
a part of it. ..
Phil & Pat Schappert, Editors
September, 1995
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President's
Message

Letters
~---~
Changes at High Park
On July 2nd, I participated in a tour with
100 + walkers to the western edge of
High Park. It was sponsered by the
Toronto Historical Board and Sun Life
of Canada. I led a TEA field trip to the
park on July 9 (see Field Trip report in
this issue - Ed.) and tagged along on another butterfly walk, led by Mel
Tintpulver, on July 30th. Here are some
of my observations and comments on
the changes I've seen at High Park.
New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus americaus)
was once common in the Park but was
not found on these outings. It is a major
nectar source for Hairstreaks, Blues and
Skippers and the larval hostplant for
Spring Azures and the Mottled Dusky
Wing. The latter has not been seen in
the park for many years.
There has also been a serious decline in
Black Oak (Quercus velutina) saplings in
the last decade. It is a mystery why
they've practically disappeared in areas
where they were once common. Without them the Edward's Hairstreak will
not survive. I learned from the leader
of the July 2nd walk (Rene Malagonl that
the High Park Restoration Committee
plan to take out some of the Sassafrass
(Sassafrass albidum) in the park and replace it with other rarer plants of the
Oak woodlands.
Remarkably few butterflies were seen
on the July 9th and July 30th trips although it's interesting to note that many
male Gypsy Moths (Lyman tria dispar) ,
in their typical erratic flight, were seen
on July 30th. It appears that there are
relatively few species now in High Park
when compared to earlier records. In
TEA seasonal summaries from 1969-79

2

there are, I believe, no records for the
park. However, from 1980-88, nine collecting seasons, ten contributors recorded 22 species from the park. None
of the species was new to the park.
I can easily recall when it was not unusual to see more than 20 species in a
single afternoon. For example, I found
24 species on July 8, 1959! Six species
of Hairstreaks accounted for more than
150 individuals. Two species recorded
on that date, Silvery Checkerspot
(Charidryas nycteis) and Meadow Fritillary (Clossiana bellona), are probably no
longer to be found in High Park.
Bill Edmonds, Toronto

Letters received before
the premier issue...
I would greatly appreciate receiving
more information about "Ontario
Insects"
D.F.]. Hilton, Bishop's University,
Lennoxville, Quebec

I am interested in the newsletter/journal, Ontario Insects, that will be
launched this year. Could you please
send me information on the cost.

Well, it's been an eventful year (this
should qualify for the "understatement
of the year" award)! As you can see,
the executive and board have been busy.
There have been some personnel
changes to the Board of Directors,
there's this new journal that you're holding, plus amendments to the constitution to be voted on (make sure you get
your votes in), an upcoming meeting
season that looks very entertaining
(thanks, Paul) and a membership which
is growing in leaps and bounds, or
should I say, hops and flights.

There was also a Graduate Student Symposium in April, an abundance of butterfly counts in Ontario this summer,
three TEA field trips, and quite a number of opportunities to interact with, and
educate, John & Jane Q. Public - certainly a lot more of them than there've
been in the past. My impression is that
this reflects a genuine increase in interest of insects and entomology in this
province. The launch of Ontario Insects
could not have happened at abetter
time!
And there's never been a better time to
get more involved with the TEA. Besides, if you do get more involved then
I can stop bugging you about it.

How do I get a copy of Ontario Insects?
How does it compare to the ill-fated
Ontario Insect Collector's News or its
successor? I am only guessing (and hoping) that it fills this important vacant
niche.

Many thanks for your inquiries and the
kind words. We hope the real thing lives
up to your expectations. All ofyou will receive a complimentary copy of the premier
issue to satisfy your curiousity. Subscribing to Ontario Insects is easy - join the
Toronto Entomologists' Association! See
the membership information in the masthead on the inside of the front cover for
further info.

Steve Marshall, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario (via e-mail)

Phil & Pat,
Editors

A. Robbie-Draward, Parks & Recreation
Dept., City of Winnepeg, Manitoba

September, 1995
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Treasurer's Report
As of September, sales of the Ontario
Butterfly Atlas have accumulated
$7584.06, $6500.00 of which has been
placed in a G.S.C. There are approximately 392 copies of the atlas remaining. The regular membership account
is summarized below. Forty-four of 114
members had already remitted their
dues as of September 1, 1995, raising
the current bank balance to $1113.35.
If you have not sent in your dues yet
then please do so as soon as possible.

Upcoming

IPrograms~
September
Saturday, September 23, 1995

Dr. Tim Myles
Director,. Urban Entomol. Program, Faculty
of Forestry, University of Toronto

North American Termites: cuticular coatings for social insect control
Balance Forward (July 6, 19941
Income:
Membership 2172.79
Sales
40.00
Interest
3.08

Net Income

$108.47

Dr. Myles will introduce us to some of the 41 species of North American termites
concentrating on tropical species from Mexico and Reticulitermes {lavipes (Kollarl,
the pest termite of northeastern North America. As the title suggests, Dr. Myles
has discovered that we can use their social grooming behaviour to control or even
eradicate this voracious pest.

October

$2215.87

Saturday, October 21, 1995

Expenses:

Printing
Postage
Misc.
Supplies
Phone/Fax
Bank Charges
Net Expenses

1255.37
424.92
196.51
58.62
13.01
2.00
$1950.43

Balance (July 25, 19951

Members Meeting
This is the annual "bring and brag" meeting. Come out
and see what your colleagues have been up to this past
summer! By the way, just what have you been up to anyway? Don't you think it's about time that you 'fessed up?
They say confession is good for the soul... Besides, where else are you going to
find a more sympathetic audience?

November
Saturday, November 25, 1995

Submissions to
Annual Summaries:

Lorraine Johnson
Freelance Writer and Editor

Attracting Butterflies to Your Garden
A reminder to please submit your It's called naturalistic gardening and bestrecords for the occasional publications selling author Lorraine Johnson has writ"in format", that is in the same format ten the definitive guidebook to this landin which the records are presented in scaping trend. Ms. Johnson is the author
the summaries. If possible, please sub- of The Ontario Naturalized Garden:
mit your records on a 31/2" disk, in any the complete guide to using native plants (see review in this issue - Ed.), the
or legibly typed on clean 81/2" X first-ever guide to gardening with native plants in Ontario. Whether you have a
11" paper so that they may be scanned tiny urban plot or a large expanse, come and learn how to create a shady woodland, a sunny meadow or a rippling water garden using the native plants which
into the computer. Many thanks,
are
adapted to Ontario's conditions and are favourites of butterflies and insects.
Alan

$eptember, 1995
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Notes on Behaviour of a European Earwig (Forficula auricularia)
Everyone knows earwigs. Most people
don't have much use for them. Some
are definite pests of small seedlings, but
overall they tend not to be pests of crops
or plants in general. In fact some species are predacious and play a role in
controlling mites and aphids. I would
say that it is the fact they just get into
every nook and cranny that makes them
irritating. It is probably this characteristic that initiated the belief that the earwig would climb into people's ears.

ders web. The spider had reacted by
attacking the earwig. In this case the
spider would have come down the web
and then attempted to subdue the earwig by throwing silk at it to restrict the
preys movement. The earwig in response would have lifted its abdomen
over its head and closed its cerci around
the spider. In the struggle that followed,
the spider must have lost its grip allowing the earwig to escape. The result was
the trapped spider.

In July of 1994 I observed another little
known defensive behaviour in the earwig. A mature earwig was observed carrying an adult house spider (Acharanea
tepidariorum). The earwig was using its
cerci and had caught the spider between
the abdomen and its cephalothorax. As
the spiders legs were facing upwards, it
was unable to gain any purchase or grip
and was thus defenceless.

I do not know how long the earwig
would hold the spider in this manner,
but it was certainly long enough for the
spider to give up its attempt at prey capture. Although I had been pinched by
earwigs, I had never seen or heard of
these cerci being of any real use. The
observation was therefore a surprise. In
all references that I have subsequently
looked up, I have only come across one
other comment on a similar behaviour.
Swan & Papp (1972) report the cerci
were used against ants that attacked

I am unsure of the events that lead to
this observation. I can only assume that
the earwig had blundered into the spi-

Rearing the Black Swallowtail (papilio
polyxenes asterias) in York County
The female of this common species
seems to readily lay its eggs. Early in
August 1994, one layed eggs on a carrot
within two days of placing it on the plant
under a plastic bag and coathanger tent
to prevent escape. About six days later,
approximately half of the eggs hatched.
At first, the larvae didn't eat much and
unfortunately, only one survived - it
seems that the reason may be that some
were midgets (maybe because some did
not eat their eggshells). By August 18,
when the larva was in about its third
instar, I found a full grown polyxenes
larva on dill, which I took home as a
specimen to aid in a specimen diagram
of the life cycle of the black swallowtail.
I later found another, which I took into
captivity, and reared to the pupal stage.
It pupated on the 29th of August. I then

set it in my diagram, completing
it. As for the surviving larva whose
mother layed its
egg on my carrot, it
pupated on the 4th
of September.
Black swallowtail
larvae of the late
brood (the one that
Larva of the Black
will fly in spring)
Swallowtail
seem to come in
two colour forms. If they hatch around
late July, they are a deep green, with
light yellow dots, and relatively thin
black bands. Those hatching one or two
weeks later have smaller dots going on
orange, much wider black bands, and

continued on page 10...

them. In this case the spider was
nitely unable to protect itself vv 11\;1111'
was observed.
It would be interesting to note just

well developed this technique is in
various species of earwigs. It
behaviour such as this that could ac·
count for the earwigs tremendous suc·
cess in establishing itself. I would be
interested in hearing from anyone thai
has seen similar occurrences.
Reference:
Swan, L.A. and C.S. Papp, 1972. Thl
Common Insects of North America.

Tom Masol
Metro Toronto ZOI

Harvester (Feniseca
tarquinius) larva

feeiliny_on Slleckle~

Alder (Alnus incana]

On July 9, 1995, I observed 8-10 H~I
vester (Feniseca tarquinius) larvae 0n.,:
Speckled Alder (Alnus incana) shrub. ~
location was the south shore of M~~
Lake at Port Sydney, 50 meters eastc~
the Muskoka River. The shrub had
number of half-eaten leaves an5Jcl
appeared that these caterpillars wer~tj
sponsible. Based on the presence ofS~
tered cottony bits on the back of thel~
vae, I made a tentative identificati0n.jl
Feniseca tarquinius. Knowing that th~l
larvae are carnivorous and feed:~
woolly alder aphids, I made a cursgl
but unsuccessful search for the ap~i~
As I was then not certain of the corr~(
i

continued on page 1.!~
i
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T.E.A. Butterfly Counts - 1992-1995: a summary
by Tom Mason, Michael van der Poorten & Nancy van der Poorten

For the past four years, the T.E.A. has conducted butterfly
counts under the direction of Tom Mason, Curator of Invertebrates at the Metro Toronto Zoo. The surveys include six
sites within two larger areas, the Rouge River and Don River
valleys. The following figure and tables provide a summary
of each years count results and allow for some contrasts and
comparisons to be made betw~en years.

Michael and Nancy van der Poorten, Kym Welstead, Jason
Krogh; Weather: Perfect, sunny, warm, not too hot. After a
long cold winter, the season has been fairly warm with a dry
spell in late May/early June, but with adequate rain in the
preceeding week; Highlights: Juvenal's Duskywing (Twyn
Rivers I and the American Copper IZoo) were new records
for the Rouge Valley.

I

1995 Present in Rouge: Tom Mason, Carolyn King, Paul
McGaw, Michael & Nancy van der Poorten; Present in Don:
1992 Weather: Lightly overcast to dull. The year was ex- Site 1 & 2: Tom Mason, Carolyn King, Paul McGaw; Site 3:
tremely cool and damp. This lead to a delayed season and Michael & Nancy van der Poorten; Weather: Perfect. Sunny,
warm, not too hot; after a fairly mild winter, a cold spring,
low numbers and fewer species than is normal.
and a dry, hot June. Of the
1993 Present in Rouge:
past
four years in which a
Nick Tsovolos, Marilyn Cole,
count
has been held, 1995
Michael and Nancy van der
was
the
best year as a whole
Poorten, Jim Spottiswood,
7
8
although
we had the poorest
10
Tom Mason; Present in Don:
3
attendance
to date. We enNick Tsovolos, Michael and
countered
more
species than
Nancy van der Poorten, Tom
ever
before,
but
fewer indiMason, Allan & Catherine
viduals.
This
was
the second
1991
1992
Hanks, Jim Spottiswood;
year
in
a
row
that
the Silvery
Highlights: Harvester was a
Checkerspot
wasn't
seen in
14
first record for the Zoo.
the
Don
Valley.
There
were
6
1994 Present in Rouge:
3
also fewer European skippers
Tom Mason, Al Hanks, Jim
and Monarchs than usual.
Spottiswood, Bill & Irene
Look for an announcement of
McIlveen, Neb Lecic and Mr.
the 1996 count and come out
1993
1994
Lecic, Michael and Nancy
to join us! We look forward
van der Poorten, Kevin
to having more people to help
Rouge Valley only
Don Valley only
Thompson, Kym Welstead,
out next year so that we can
Jason Krogh; Present in Don: Four Years of Butterfly Counts: 1992-1995. The size of each pie chart is cover the areas in two groups
Tom Mason, Jim Spottiswood, proportional to the total species recorded for that year. Note that only Twyn and be able to spend more
Pat and Phil Schappert, Rivers was surveyed in the Rouge Valley in 1992.
time enjoying the butterflies.

Personnel, Weather, and Highlight Summaries:

•

•

Area A: Rouge River - Site 1: Kingston Road at Rouge River
SPl't it's :\al1H'

Area A: Rouge River - Site 2: Twyn Rivers Drive at Rouge River

1992 l'llU l'll)4 I'll}:>

European Skippers
Tawny Edged Skipper
Crossline Skippers
Long Dash Skippers
Hobomok Skipper
Cabbage White
Orange Sulphur
Pearl Crescent
Question Mark
Banded Purple
Northern Pearly Eye
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
Monarch

Thymelicus lineola
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Pieris rapae
Colias eurytheme
Phyciodes tharos

33 15+
6

4

3
2
3
2

1995

30
7
1
10
4
1
1

1

Poo/gonwinre"ogation~

Basilarchia a. arthemis
Enodia anthedon
Megisto cymela
30
Coenonympha inomata
Danaus plexippus

20

1

1
3
2
1

1
5
1

3
4

SPl't il's :\ dl1H'

1992 l'llU l'l'l..J. 199,)

Silver Spotted Skipper Epargyreus clarus
1
4
1
Northern Cloudy Wing Thorybes pylades
1
1
Dreamy Duskywing Erynnis icelus
2
Juvenal's Duskywing Erynnis juvenalis
1
European Skippers
Thymelicus lineola
100 25+ 100+ 100+
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
1
2
Tawny Edged Skipper Polites themistocles
16 15+
40
30
Crossline Skipper
Polites origenes
3
Long Dash Skippers
Polites mystic
12
10
20
40
Northern Broken Dash WaUengrenia egeremet
3
8
Little Glassy Wing
Pompeius vema
3
4
Hobomok
Poanes hobomok
3
1
5
5
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
1
1
9
continued on next page...
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...continued from previous page
Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Spring Azure
Great Spang. Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Orange Crescentspot
Question Mark
Comma
Mourning Cloak
Amer. Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Banded Purple
Red Spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly Eye
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
Wood Nymph
Monarch

Pterourus glaucus
Pieris rapae
1
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Hyllolycaena hyllus
Harkenclenus titus
Satyrium calanus
Everes comyntas
Celastrina ladon
Speyeria cybele
1
Phycoides tharos
5
Phyciodes t. pascoensis 14
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Basilarchia a. arthemis 4
Basilarchia a. astyanax
Basilarchia archippus
Enodia anthedon
Megisto cymela
8
Coenonympha inomata 7
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

3
1
1
2

5
2

6
12
4

1
1
1
1
3
1
5
50

9
2

17
14

2
3
1
3

5
8
35
5

Area A: Rouge River· Site 3: Metro Zoo at West Rouge River
Silver Spotted Skipper Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudy Wing Thorybes pylades
Least Skippers
Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skippers
Thymelicus lineola
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
Tawny Edge Skipper Polites themistocles
Crossline Skippers
Polites origenes
Long Dash Skippers
Polites mystic
Northern Broken Dash Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassy Wing
Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper
A trytone logan
Hobomok
Poanes hobomok
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
Tiger Swallowtail
Pterourus glaucus
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
Common Sulphur
Colias philodice
Alfalfa Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
Harvester
Feniseca tarquinius
American Copper
Lycaena phlaeas
Bronze Copper
Hyllolycaena hyllus
Coral Hairstreak
Harkenclenus titus
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
Spring Azure
Celastrina ladon
Great Spang. Fritillary Speyeria cybele
Meadow Fritillary
Clossiana bellona
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes tharos
Question Mark
Polygonia interogationnis
Comma
Polygonia comma
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
Amer. Painted Lady
Vanessa virginiensis
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
Banded Purple
Basilarchia a. arthemis
Viceroy
Basilarchia archippus

6

1
1
15+ 100+
2
9
5
15
1
2
8
7
1
2
6
2
12

4
1
1
4

2
2
1
1
2
30
2
12
2
1
6
5
3
9
1

4
1
1
3
1
2
3
1
15+
1
3

1
3

5
20
4
1
2
1
3
5

5
6
4
1

1
9
10

2
5

16
8
1

Area B: Don River· Site 1: East Don River at Leslie & Sheppard

1

3

Enodia anthedon
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha inomata
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

1

4
1
2
1
3
10
2
1
11
17
4
13

Northern Pearly Eye
Little Wood Satyr
Ringlets
Wood Nymphs
Monarchs

1
1
4
1
1
9
40

3
2
8
10

European Skippers
Tawny Edge Skipper
Long Dash Skippers
Hobomok
Black Swallowtail
Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Alfalfa Sulphur
Acadian Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Orange Crescentspot
Question Mark
Comma
Mourning Cloak
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Monarchs

Thymelicus lineola
95 20+
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
2
Poanes hobomok
1
Papilio polyxenes
Pterourus glaucus
1
Pieris rapae
3
6
Colias philodice
1
Colias eurytheme
2
Satyrium acadicum
Celastrina ladon
1
4
Phyciodes t. pascoensis 3
Porygonminrerogationnis
Polygonia comma
1
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa cardui
6
Vanessa atalanta
2
Basilarchia archippus
Satyrodes eurydice
18 15+
Megisto cymela
12 10+
Danaus plexippus
1
1

100100+
1
3
9
2
3
1
1
14
25
1
1
15

1

3
25
6
2

2
25
10

Area B: Don River· Site 2: Charles Sauriol Conserv. Reserve
Spl'l il's "dllll'

European skippers
Peck's skipper
Tawny Edge skipper
Long Dash skippers
Hobomok
Dun Skipper
Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Pearl Crescent
Orange Crescentspot
Baltimore
Question Mark
Comma
Red Admiral
Banded Purple
Red Spotted Purple
Banded/Red-Spotted
Purple Hybrid
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Ringlets
Monarch

l'l'l.! l'l'l l ]'l'l-l ]')')

Thymelicus lineola
33
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
25
Polites mystic
9
Poanes hobomok
4
Euphyes vestris
1
Pterourus glaucus
Pieris rapae
2
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Harkenclenus titus
Sa tyrium acadicurrz
Satyrium liparops'
Celastrina ladon
1
Phyciodes tharos
3
Phyciodes t. pascoensis 5
Euphydryas phaeton
2
Polygonia interogationnis
Polygonia comma
1
Vanessa atalanta
3
Basilarchia a. arthemis 7
Basilarchia a. astyanax 3
Basilarchia
arthemis x astyanax
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
30
Coenonympha inomata
Danaus plexippus

8
1

100100+

2
2

10
3
3

10
4
4

1
1

1
1

4
3
5

1

2

4

5

3
1
3
1

5

6

5
3
1
2
3
8

1
1
2

1

2
4
3
1

4
1
1

2
10
2
1

8
1
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Area B: Don River - Site 3: Taylor Creek Park
Spl'( it's :\<lI11t'

1 ()l)2

!l)l),\ jl)l)-l jl)'l)

2
Silver Spotted Skipper Epargyreus clarus
3
7
Northern Cloudy Wing Thorybes pylades
6
Ancyloxypha numitor
Least Skipper
Thymelicus Iineola
43 15+ 100+
European Skippers
4
2
2
Tawny Edge Skipper Polites themistocles
2
3
4
Long Dash Skippers
Polites mystic
1
Little Glassy Wing
Pompeius verna
12 15+
30
Poanes hobomok
Hobomok
2
1
Euphyes vestris
1
Dun Skipper
1
Tiger Swallowtail
Pterourus glaucus
12 15+
18
Cabbage White
Pieris tapae
1
Colias philodice
Common Sulphur
9
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
1
Coral Hairstreak
Harkenclenus titus
4
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
1
Satyrium calanus
Banded Hairstreak
1
Spring Azure
Celastrina ladon
1
Silvery Checkerspot
Charidryas nycteis
11
3
12
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes tharos
1
Orange Cresentspot
Phyciodes t. pascoensis 3
2
Baltimore
Euphydryas phaeton
9
3
Question Mark
Polygonia interogationnis
Polygonia comma
3
Comma
2
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
1
Vanessa virginiensis
Amer. Painted Lady
Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
8
1
1
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
Basilarchia a, astyanax
1
Red Spotted Purple
Viceroy
Basilarchia archippus
Pearly Eye
Enodia anthedon
12
1
6
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
11
Megisto cymela
25
9
Little Wood Satyr
7
1
Monarchs
Danaus plexippus
2

Total species (over all sites)

23

35

38

1
6
1
1
8
3
12
1
15
2
1
1

3
1
1
1

1
1

8
10
3

41

EntoJ/Dophilia

_ _ _¥I
The Mourning Cloak (Butterfly)
Where snow lies cold upon the ground,
And leaves of brown in carpet show,
A stillness in the woods around,
Still in the hemlocks breezes blow.
Now booms the grouse from mossed log,
Breaking the silence of its range,
And slanting rays across the bog,
It's time for nature's guard to change.
All through the days of dark and cold,
The northern grip held fast,
But now it's April and the old
Signs of its strength are past.
Now from the tiny pool some "quacks"
Where willow catkins droop and long,
And pulsing are the wood frogs' sacs,
in unrestrained joy of song.
Across the open glade aflight,
And all attired in sombre hue,
Its mourning cloak with edges light,
And speckles of the finest blue.
What joy again this sight does make
Appearing yet for Easter day.
And signaling the final break,
To user in a lighter way.
How long you slept, oh butterfly,
Dreaming in some ancient log,
While winter's bitter storms did try
To freeze and bury all the bog.
But now the winter ways are gone,
And only remnants link the past.
A brighter season moves along
A gentle calm is holding fast.

:

'
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Beating To collect beetles and caterpillars from trees, spread
a bedsheet under a selected tree, Now, with a stout stick, give
a branch a sharp tap. This dislodges the insects so that they
drop onto the sheet. Incidentally, this is also an excellent way
to familiarize yourself with the wasp population of the area...

September, 1995

And next your offspring will appear
To greet the corning seasons warm.
And then with winter growing near
Will go to sleep before the storm.
And once again when seasons round,"
A loosened grip for which we yearn.
I will be waiting on your ground,
For your awakened glad return.

Barry Harrison
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Durham Region Butterfly Counts: results from three years
by James Kamstra

A butterfly count has been conducted in the south central
portion of the Regional Municipality of Durham for the past
three years. Following the protocols set out by the North
American Butterfly Association (NABAl, a somewhat unrealistic attempt is made to count all of the individual butterflies within a 15 mile (24 km) diameter circle. The Durham
count is centered on the village of Raglan, extending from
north Oshawa in the south to Port Perry in the north and
from Enniskillen in the east to Glen Major in the west. The
circle straddles the Oak Ridges Moraine, an area of sandy
soils, but also includes large wetlands associated with Lake
Scugog and the Nonquon River floodplain. The results of the
counts are shown in the table below. Count dates for the
three years are July 11, 1993; June 26, 1994 and June 25,
1994.
1993

199.+

1993

Tiger Swallowtail
P. glaucus canadensis
13
Black Swallowtail
Papilio polyxenes
2
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
31
Common Sulphur
Colias philodice
63
Mustard White
Pieris napi
30
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
1405
Bronze Copper
Hyllolycaena hyllus
1
Little Copper
Lycaena phlaeas
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
3
Coral Hairstreak
Harkenclenus titus
9
Spring Azure
Celastrina ladon
19
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntas
4
Meadow Fritillary
Clossiana bellona
25
Silver-bordered Frit.
Clossiana selene
1
Aphrodite Fritillary
Speyeria aphrodite
8
Great Spang. Fritillary Speyeria cybele
37
Viceroy
Basilarchia archippus
7
White Admiral
Basilarchia a. arthemis
31
Red Spotted Purple
Basilarchia a. astyanax
1
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
2
Silvery Checkerspot
Charidryas nycteis
N. Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes selenis
79
Pearl Crescent
Phycoides tharos
2
Hop Merchant
Polygonia comma
1
Question Mark
Polygonia interrogationis
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
21
Amer. Painted Lady
Vanessa virginiensis
1
Wood Nymph
Cercyonis pegala
137
Inornate Ringlet
Coenonympha inomata
3
Northern Pearly Eye Enodia anthedon
18
Little Wood Satyr
Megisto cymela
26
Appal. Eyed Brown
Satyrodes appalachia
N. Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
25
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
63
Silver Spotted Skipper Epargyreus clarus
3
Dreamy Duskywing Erynnis icelus
Juvenal's Duskywing Erynnis juvenalis
Northern Cloudy Wing Thorybes pylades
Roadside Skipper
Amblyscirtes vialis
Least Skipper
Ancyloxpha numitor
Arctic Skipper
Carterocephalus palaemon
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
26
Hobomok
Poanes hobomok
7

Butterflies

21
1
4
36
8

29
6

8

Species

11

5
27
1
1
2

8
7
49
12
8

1
12
18
123

3
1
4
3
1
19
25
106

11

10

14

7
1
468
1

339
3
2
27
13
11

443
15
160
12
32
123
18
6
23
13
3
2
95

2
3
3
3
655
24
164
7
147
13
35
12
1
2
1
45
12
1
93

174
2
52
4287

162
16
101
2454
1

39
3140

40
6152

44
4718

12 (5)
32 (27)
272 (56)
22°.30°

19 (6)
39 (30)
315 (45)
17°.25°

15 (6)
45 (34)
313 (43)
22°.29°

Long Dash Skippers
Polites mystic
Peck's Skipper
Polites pechius
Tawny Edged Skipper Polites themistocles
European Skippers
Thymelicus lineola
Northern Broken Dash Wallengrenia egeremet
Total Species (48)
Total Indiviuals
Number of Participants (Parties)
Total Hours (on foot)
Total kIn (on foot)
Temperature {0C!

32
4
11

987
1

A rougly similar amount of field effort was conducted each
year. Note that the 1994 and 1995 counts were held about
two weeks earlier than in 1993. This is significant, for many
species show substantially greater numbers in the latter two
years (e.g. Wood Satyr, Ringlet, most Skippers). Conversely
a few species showed higher popUlations in 1993 (e.g. Wood
Nymph, Dun Skipper, Hairstreaks). Cabbage Whites seemed
to experience a population crash in 1994, although populations increased substantially by mid-summer 1995. Migrant
species such as the Monarch and Red Admiral were noticeably less numerous in 1995 than in 1994.

Canada's Naturium Site Selected
After 14 years of planning and research, John G. Powers of
Cambridge is proceeding with his plans to build a world class
facility dedicated to the appreciation, education, and preservation of the world's natural environment.
Canada's Naturium will operate year-round and will feature
hundreds of free-flying butterflies showcased in an ecological and educational manner along with a host of other exhibits and services.
John has acquired a 116 acre site with a 50 acre woodlot at
3500 Kossuth Road (between FOlfntain St. and Speedsville
Rd.) just minutes from Hwy. 401. An official unveiling of the
Naturium sign took place at this site on July 5th, 1995. It is
hoped that ground will be broken this fall after all zoning
applications, final design criteria, building permits and financial arrangements are in place.
For further information, contact:
Canada's Naturium
Butterfly Observatory & Tropical Garden,
Box 1995,
Cambridge, Ontario,
NIR 5S8,
519-653-1234.
Don Davis
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Lambton County Butterfly Counts: results from two years
by Quimby F. Hess, Jeff Skevington and Les Kobayashi
The first known butterfly count in Lambton County, north
of Samia, Ontario, was made on July 3rd, 1994 with a second
count occuring on July 2nd of this year. Both counts have
been organized by Jeff Skevington, Park Naturalist at Pinery
Provincial Park located a few kilometers south of Grand Bend.
There were 21 participants in 1994 and a superb showing of
66 participants for the 1995 count.
The count center is Port Frlmks and the 15 mile circle includes Thedford Sewage Lagoons, Kettle Point, Ravenswood,
Kinnard, Ipperwash Provo Pk., Ipperwash or Stony Pt. Military Reserve, Port Franks and Pinery Provo Park. This years
highlights included the discovery of several late Dusted Skippers, a previously unknown colony of Little Glassy Wings,
Appalachian Eyed Browns (new for Pinery) and incredible
numbers of Silvery Checkerspots, Little Wood Satyrs and Red
Admirals. Next year's count is scheduled for Sunday, June
30th, 1996 with a rain date of July 1st.
Bullerflies
Silver Spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudy Wing
Dreamy Dusky Wing
Juvenal's Dusky Wing
Columbine Dusky Wing
Common Sooty Wing
Least Skipper
European Skippers
Peck's Skipper
Tawny Edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skippers
Northern Broken Dash
Delaware Skipper
Little Glassy Wing
Hobomok
Dun Skipper
Dusted Skipper
Roadside Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Orange Sulphur
Common Sulphur
Cabbage White
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Edward's Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Pine Elfin
Eastern Tailed Blue
Spring Azure
Great Spang. Fritillary

September, 1995

Species
Epargyreus e/arus
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Pholisora catullus
Ancyloxpha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistoe/es
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Atrytone logan
Pompeius vema
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris
Atryonopsis hianna
Amblyscirtes vialis
Papilio polyxenes
Herae/ides cresphontes
P. glaucus canadensis'
Pterourus troilus
Colias eurytheme
Colias philodice
Pieris rapae
Hyllolycaena hyllus
Harkenclenus titus
Satyrium acadicum
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium caryaevorum
Satyrium lipaprops
Incisalia niphon
Everes comyntas
Celastrina ladon
Speyeria cybele

199....

1995

4
10
1
1
3

13
33
5
1

3

9
15
7
1
2
3
11
1
54
1
5
4
18
4
1
37
15
28

4
1

18
3833
4
12
2
21
31
5
5
175
4
5
18
7
1
71
11
4
9
1883
16
9

23
1
41

Clossiana bellona
Charidryas nycteis
1252
Phycoides tharos
3
Phyciodes selenis
Phyciodes batesii
46
Porygonminrerrogationis
8
Polygonia comma
6
Nymphalis antiopa
20
Aglais milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
17
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
38
Basilarchia a. arthemis
3
Basilarchia a. astyanax
206
Basilarchia archippus
5
Asterocampa e/yton
8
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Megisto cymela
295
Coenonympha inomata
Cercyonis pegala
3
Danaus plexippus
24

1
5082

44
2381

55
13967

21
110 (104)
155 (46)

66
139 (1251
333 (841

Total Species (60)
Total Indiviuals
Number of Participants
Total Hours (on footl
Total km (on footl

29
2
7
3
10
5
4
10
236
3
171
36
8
39
2
4
1828
20
79
55

1 Pterourous glaucus in Pinery Provincial Park in 1994 was singlebrooded, thus in this year was the Canadian Tiger Swallowtail (QFHI

The Hazards of Night Collecting:
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1
2
28
31

Meadow Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
N. Pearl Crescent
Tawny Crescent
Question Mark
Hop Merchant
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
Amer. Painted Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red Spotted Purple
Viceroy
Tawny Emperor
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Appal. Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
Wood Nymph
Monarch

7

62

"

/'/ '

Quimby Hess

Many a fine specimen of moth has been collected at the common porch
light. The experienced collector, however, wisely sticks to his own porch.
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Such a question has often been put to
me when I mention my interest in bugs
and photography. In fact there are many
ways of keeping busy with one's hobby
during the winter without having to buzz
off with net and camera to warmer
climes where butterflies and moths are
still flying.

plan such activities well ahead as one
doesn't want to waste time on a nice

So, herewith a few tips to prevent the
budding lepidopterist from getting bored
in winter. Firstly, if you have a collection, and I still believe that acquiring a
small representative collection is the
best way to begin learning about lepidoptera and indeed insects, then properly maintaining such a collection takes
up a lot of time which is available during the winter. When I was younger and
building up such a collection, I used to
spend the winters relaxing and spreading specimens which had been collected
during the summer and stored in paper
triangles in air-tight containers. Some
collections may have to be respread as
wings can droop and so on; also data
labels have to be checked for legibility
and some rewritten when, for instance,
a geographical name changes.
Here is a short list of other ways that
one can keep busy:

the ground freezes, one can dig for moth
pupae; this used to be a very popular
activity when I was growing up in England, where of course the ground is wet
for most of the winter rather than frozen solid as it is in Ontario. We used to
dig around the bases of Poplar and Oak
trees, both trees very popular with moth
larvae. Digging for pupae can be done
in Ontario in October and November
before the ground freezes; however I
must confess I have not had much suc-

Repair nets. I always keep a spare net
in the car as my net once had an argument with a Prickly Ash shrub. In my
opinion, nets are still necessary equipment for lepidopterists because you cannot identify many insects without catching them first.
Check, clean and repair entomological equipment. Check and clean camera and photographic equipment. Clean
camera and slide projector lenses.
Sort photographic slides. Put aside
duplicates of, get duplicates made of
one's best photos, especially for the
T.E.A.'s resource collection.
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sunny day searching for a locality or
even searching for a place to park one's
car or bicycle.
There are outdoor activities too that
one can indulge in. For instance one can
search for Saturnid cocoons, and before

cess here.
The ova of some Lycaenids, particular
the hairstreaks can, in theory, be found
in winter by searching twigs of the
foodplants, e.g. choke cherry and oak
saplings (H. titus and S. liparops lay eggs
on the former plant and S. calanus on
the latter). I have never had any success in finding these eggs in Ontario but
younger eyes could well be more successful, especially if one is searching in
an area where adult butterflies are
known to occur.
Authors of older butterfly books used
to recommend searching for hibernating nymphalids in the winter, by peering into hollows in trees and fallen logs.
Again I have never had any success with
such searches in Ontario, but occasionally hibernating butterflies can be found
in attics and garden sheds; N. antiopa
seems to like hibernating in piles of logs
and I have found N. vau-album hibernating in an old hut in the middle of a
wood.

Attend local Field Naturalists' Sodety meetings and propagate the importance of insects and their conservation.
If possible, get invited to speak at such
meetings; I am sure that every member
of the T.E.A. will find that he knows a
lot more about insects than other members of field naturalist groups.
Finally, write articles, notes etc. for
Ontario Insects!

w.]. D. Eberlie

Swallowtail... continued from page 4
green going on white! While rearing, I
tried an experiment: I had the older
larva pupate on green paper, and the
younger on bark. The one on bark
turned mot-tled brown, just like the
bark. The other had some green, as the
paper, but not as much as in some pictures I have seen. This, and that later
larvae had more black, may be evidence
that colder weather
(August was quite
cool, though July
was warm, and excellent for painted
ladies!) had an impact on the bright
colours of the larvae and pupae.

Pre-pupal stadium of
Black Swallowtail

The process of pupation in polyxenes
appears to take

about 48 hours,
starting with the habitual pre-moult unwillingness to eat. Around mid-day, it
starts defecating until it suddently lets
out a thin wet waste mass. By morning,
it is in its pupation position (a silk belt
holds it more or less upright, and a silk
pad at the tail attaches it to the surface
it is on). By next morning, it is a pupa.

Neb Lecic
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports
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March
Steven Price (WWF)
Insect Conservation: a
view from the WWF
There were 27 members and 8 visitors
present on March 25, 1995. After a short
welcome, the President introduced the
speaker, Steven Price of World Wildlife
Fund (Canada). Steven completed his
BSc and MSc at the University of
Toronto and is currently Vice-President
of International Programs for the WWF.
Steven introduced and discussed a number of conservation projects relating to
insects that the WWF has been or is involved with, specifically Monarch migration monitoring, the Karner Blue and
the Maritime Ringlet. As Steven discussed, the problem in many projects
such as these is not knowing the full
natural history of the insect - in most
cases all of the factors are not known.
The approach now being taken is to preserve the habitat in which the insect
resides rather than concentrating on
saving the insect per se. Often the insect is interdependent with the plants
and other wildlife in its particular habitat so that is what should be prefierved.
The larger goal of the WWF is to protect a network of complete representative habitat samples in Canada by the
year 2000. Some of these habitats include short grass prairie, tall grass prairie, temperate rainforest, coastal dunes,
etc. We now have a wealth of information regarding both endangered species
and their endangered spaces and we
must look at the root causes of these
endangerments such as the underlying
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geological or meteorological considerations. Steven's intriguing and thought
provoking presentation was followed by
a brisk question period. In thanks,
Steven was presented with a copy of the
Ontario Butterfly Atlas.

April
Graduate Student
Research in Entomology:
a symposium
Twenty-two members, the presenters
and four guests were present for this
symposium. Not as good a turnout as
had been hoped for but it was a worthwhile effort. If another such symposium
is held in the future it is suggested that
it be held earlier in the meeting season
(before the university teach year ends!)
and that some consideration is given to
including the Entomological Society of
Ontario in the organization and planning. The abstracts of the six contributed papers, presented by students from
four Ontario universities, are printed
elsewhere in this issue of Ontario In'&.sects.

Field Trip
Twin Lakes, May 13,
1995
A bewildering spring...talk about running hot and cold! But trip day was
lovely, especially for mid-May. The
rarely intrepid leader, with spouse and
father in tow, was late getting to the
meeting site in Havelock. Thankfully,
there were enough members present
who'd been there before so we didn't

hold anyone up. All told a total of 15
members and friends met at Twin
Lakes: Mike Bransfield, Carol Brotman,
Malcolm Campbell, John Eberlie, Alan
and Barbara Hanks, Tom Ikeda, Jim
Lane, Phil and Pat Schappert, Reuben
Schappert, Jim Spottiswood, Don
Sutherland, and Michael and Nancy van
der Poorten.
We encountered a total of 11 sp. of Leps.
(see below) including all four Elfins.
Surprises were in store. The weather
was so odd that Olympia Marblewings
appeared to be just getting started - very .
few of their Arabis hosts were in evidence. Careful searches finally turned
up a number of pre-blooming plants but
most had no eggs - but there were good
numbers of Arctics already on the wing.
Columbine Duskywings were surprisingly common, as were Hoary Elfins,
and a single Snowberry Clearwing was
an early delight. Some excitement was
generated when Don Sutherland
thought that he'd caught Cicindela
patruela - a rare tiger beetle, but it turned
out to be C. purpurea a far more commonly seen species. I think it's safe to
say that a good time was had by all...
Here's a list of everything seen: Columbine Duskywing, Erynnis lucilius (7);
Cabbage White, Pieris rapae (1); Olympia Marblewing, Euchloe olympia (8);
Pine Elfin, Incisalia niphon (1); Brown
Elfin, 1. augustinus (3); Henry's Elfin, 1.
henrici (1); Hoary Elfin, 1. polia (15+);
Spring Azure, Celastrina ladon (100 + I;
Mourning Cloak, Nymphalis antiopa (3);
Chryxus Arctic, Geneis chryxus (8);
Snowberry Clearwing; Hemaris di({inis

(1)
Phil Schappert
More! Continued on page 13...
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trol investigations by amateurs.

Monarch

Watch

by Don Davis

~

--------------------------Monarch numbers in eastern North
America may be the lowest they've been
in years. There are fewer Monarchs
being recorded in the north midwest
than at any time in the past decade, according to Monarch expert Lincoln
Brower. Recent butterfly counts and
observations from the recent migration
confirm a sharp drop in numbers. The
Durham Region Butterfly Count (reported elsewhere in this issue - Ed.) found
only 12 Monarchs during the June 25th
count, compared to 123 found on June
26, 1994. Reasons suggested for the decline include harsh spring storms and
abnormal freezing temperatures that
may have killed many Monarchs as they
migrated to the U.S. from Mexico in
March and April.
It's interesting to note that there was a
similar situation in California, where the
numbers of western Monarchs along the
coast this past winter were the lowest
ever recorded. Now, summer breeding
populations appear to be recovering at
an astouding pace from what seemed
like a hopeless situation only a few short
months ago. Dr. Fred Urquhart noted
that about every seven years, the Monarch population would drop dramatically and then rebound in subsequent
years. He postulated that the Monarchs
were devastated by a virus and that the
population would rebound until the virus mutated, causing another crash in
the population.

kkk
Migrating Monarchs are often subjected
to sub-zero temperatures, heavy dews
and frosts in late September and October. Kirk Larsen and Richard Lee, Jr.lJ.
Insect Physiol. 40) demonstrate that this
generation has the capacity to rapidly
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increase their cold-hardiness. A chilling
period of 1 hour at 4°C before exposure
to -4°C for 24 hours significantly improved their survival over those with
no chilling period prior to the exposure
(> 80% vs. < 40%). The authors suggest
that the capacity to cold-harden may
protect Monarchs against cold injury
during diurnal changes in temperature.
As has been noted in Mexico, external
moisture on the exoskeleton significantly reduces the survival rate of the
butterflies.
The September 1995 issue of
"BioScience" will include a special article entitled "On the dangers of
interpopulational transfers of Monarch
butterflies". The paper, authored by 14
biologists from the U.S., England, and
Australia who are all actively engaged
in research on various aspects of the
biology of butterflies, concludes that it
is highly inadvisable to transfer and release living Monarchs (in any life history stage) between populations that are
naturally separated from each other.
Reasons cited include the spreading of
disease and the mixing of genetically
different populations.
Critics state that these concerns are not
valid and that at a number of geographical locations the eastern and western
populations do, in fact, meet. Such transfer experiments are useful in evaluating whether or not the direction of migration is innate (ie. genetically fixed)
or determined by the butterflies from
stimuli perceived in the external environment (terrestrial or extraterrestrial
parameters). Further to this the critics
state that this is simply another attempt
by certain professional scientists to con-

Of note is that this writer participated
in one of Dr. Urquhart's transfer experiments, shipping 900 pre-tagged Monarchs from Colborne, Ontario to Gibsons
Landing, B.C. in 1972. Released individuals were later recovered in Washington, Oregon and California indicating that these particular butterflies had
migrated from north to south.

C.N.F. Ladybug
Survey Ends
As part of the Canadian Nature
Federation's Endangered Plants and Invertebrates in Canada Program (EPIC),
the CNF Ladybug survey ends October
1, 1995. Those who took part in the survey are automatically entered into a
draw for Peterson's Field Guides. The
spring 1995 issue of "Nature Canada"
contained the details, including a sample
reporting card and colour illustrations
of the various lady beetle species.
As members of the invertebrates, ladybugs belong to the "silent majority" the 95% of all Canadian species that are
not considered under current national
conservation programs. The CNF has
initiated several projects to conserve
EPIC species, restore their habitat, and
educate Canadian about their importance.
Steve Marshall, from the Department of
Environmental Biology at the University of Guelph, and who contributed to
this program, also wrote an article entitled "Ladybird, Fly Away Home" for
the spring 1995 issue of "Seasons"
magazine, which also included coloured
photos of different ladybug species.
Don Davis
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Harvester... continued from page 4
ness of my identification, I placed one
larva along with a fresh alder leaf in a
screened container and took it back to
my cottage near Gravenhurst. The next
morning I compared the larva to the
various field guides and was satisfied
with my original identification. To my
surprise, the alder leaf was half consumed. The larva was then
, released on
a convenient Speckled Alder shrub.
It would seen that, at least on some occasions, these larvae are not 100% carnivorous - perhaps the word "omnivorous" might be more appropriate in describing their diet.

George Bryant

More Trips... continued from pg. 11

Field Trip
High Park, Toronto,
July 9, 1995
Intermittent light showers with brief
periods of sunshine, temperature about
18°C, 17 members and friends in attendance (I learned later that a half
dozen waited in vain at the corner of
High Park Ave. and Bloor St. and never
did join the group). A total of nine butterflies species were seen:
Northern Cloudy Wing (Thorybes
pylades) , a few; European Skipper
(Thymelicus lineola), a few; Northern
Broken Dash (Wallengrenia egeremet), 1;
Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris), 1; Cabbage White (pieris rapae), a few; Striped
Hairstreak (Satyrium lipaprops), 1 very
fresh (three other Hairstreaks were
sighted but not netted for positive J.D. they appeared to be S. calanus or S.
edwardsii); Eastern Tailed Blue (Everes
comyntas), 1; Little Wood Satyr (Megisto
cymela), a few; Monarch (Danaus
plexippus) , no adults but 6 or 7 mature
larvae were found on Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca). Four species of
moths were also seen (list from Paul
continued on page 14...
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NET

by Phil Schappert

~

----------------------------

No, it's not about catching insects! This
is a regular column about the interesting places and information resources
that are available for bug people on the
Internet -- and there are more being created all the time. In future columns I'll
discuss basics like obtaining an e-mail
address, equipment needs, levels of access, and offer pointers to the most interesting places but in this inaugural column I'll simply list all of the available
mail-lists which are specific to those
with entomological interests.
Mail-lists are the easiest part of the 'Net.
Subscribing to a mail-list brings the individual messages directly to your e-mail
box where you can read 'em, reply or
not (as the bug bites), save 'em for future reference, or discard them. The best
description I can offer of a mail-list is
that it's like being at a party - there are
numerous conversations ("threads" in
net-speak) all happening at once and you
can choose to enter into any of them.
The biggest difference is that you can
"hear" all of the conversations, not just
the one you're involved in, so if something else takes your fancy you can respond to it too. You can carry on multiple conversations at the same time! Or
you can just listen ("lurk" in netspeak) ...
If you have an e-mail address you can

subscribe to any (or al1!)of these maillists. Many thanks to L. B. Bjostad (Colorado State University) andJ. K. VanDyk
(Iowa State University) who compiled
this list of lists.
ACAROLOGY: This list pertains to the Acari
(mites and ticks). Subscribe by sending
SUBSCRIBE ACAROLOGY (in the text part of
the message) to listserver@nhm.ac.uk.
This command must NOT be sent to the

list address, acarology@nhm.ac.uk.
Please remember NOT to add a signature
to your message. Leave the list by sending UNSUBSCRIBE ACAROLOGY to
listserver@nhm.ac.uk. Send a HELP command to listserver@nhm.ac.uk for information on listserver commands. The
contact person for the list is Dr. ZhiQiang Zhang (Z.Zhang@nhm.ac.ukl.
ARACHNID: To subscribe, send a message
to majordomo@bga.com where Jane
Doe is your real name and jdoe
@anyplace.edu is your e-mail address.
The first line of your message should .
read SUBSCRIBE ARACHNID JANE DOE
JDOE@ANYPLACE.EDU and the last line of
your message should contain the single
word END.
ARACHNOLOGY: To subscribe, send a message to majordomo@ufsia.ac.be with
SUBSCRIBE ARACHNOLOGY on one line and
END on the next line.
This list provides a format for discussion of bee research and biology.
Subjects include sociobiology, behavior,
ecology, genetics, taxonomy, physiology, pollination, and many others. The
contact person for the list is Mary Jo
Orzech (mjo@brock1p.bitnet). To subscribe, send an e-mail message to
listserv@uacscZ.albany.edu with body
text consisting of SUBSCRIBE BEE-L JANE DOE
where Jane Doe is your real name. You
will receive further instructions from
the listserver.

BEE-L:

BOMBUS: is dedicated to bumblebees. To
subscribe, send a message to bombusrequest@csLuottawa.ca. To send a message to everyone on the list, mail it to
bombus@csLuottawa.ca. The Bombus
list is maintained by Chris Plowright
(plowright@csLuottawa.ca).

continued on next page...
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The NeLcontinued from previous page
BUGNET: has been formed to meet the
need for a "non-professional" entomology mailing list, Le. to serve as a resource for teachers and bug enthusiasts
to ask questions to professional entomologists. To subscribe, send an email
message to listproc@listproc.wsu.edu
with a blank subject line and body text
consisting of SUBSCRIBE BUGNET JOHN DOE
where John Doe is your real name. For
messages to the subscribers, send to
bugnet@listproc.wsu.edu.
DPLEX-L: is for use by teachers, researchers, students and others interested in the
Monarch Watch and/or monarch biology. Contact Julie Ellis at jellis
@kuhub.cc.ukans.edu for more information.
ENTNET: is maintained by the Entomological Society of America, and automatically provides weekly updates of the up-

More Trips... continued from page 13
McGaw): Sharp-lined Yellow (Sicy
macularia); Chickweed Geometer
(Haematopsis grataria); Large Lace-border (Scapula limboundata); Grape
Leaffolder (Desmia funeralis).
Bill Edmonds

~
Field Trip
Branchton, July 23,

1995
We woke up Sunday morning to pouring rain in Toronto. We quickly turned
on the weather channel to try to determine what the weather was like in Cambridge. Rain and thunderstorms were
forecast. What should we do? Those
who were coming that day started to
phone us to find out if the trip was on
or not. We hemmed and hawed and then
decided to go on with the trip but to
change the starting time to 11 :30 instead
of our intended 9:30. When we left
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coming ESA Annual Meeting, complete
texts of the table of contents of ESAjournals that won't be published until three
months later, listings of articles tentatively scheduled for journals that will
not be printed for another five or six
months, weekly electronic versions of
the ESA Newsletter, and more. To subscribe, send a message to listmgr
@entsoc.org with the single line SUBSCRIBE ENTNET YOUR-REAL-NAME YOUR-EMAILADDRESS.
ENTOMO-L: is maintained at the University of Guelph in Canada, and pertains
to entomology in general. To join the
list, send an e-mail message with a blank
subject line to listserv@uoguelph.ca
with the text as follows: SUBSCRIBE
ENTOMO-L YOUR-NAME (where your-name
is your real name). You will then receive
regular messages on entomological topics (usually about 5-10 per day) from
other members in the group.
Toronto it was raining, but as we neared
Cambridge the rain stopped. By the time
we all met at Tim Horton's, it seemed
that the rain was gone, and by 4 pm the
sky was a perfect blue.
There were 9 of us -- Nancy and myself, Paul McGaw, Caroline King,
Quimby Hess, Jim Spottiswood, John
Prideaux, Chris Rickard, and Charles
Heller. We saw 34 species between 12
and 5 (much less than the 44 species
that we saw last year), but the season
had been a bit odd. Branchton is an old
railway line. The ties were removed
some years ago, and the pathway left
goes through some different habitats,
though not much forest. There are a few
patches of boggy area that are home to
many species, including the sedge skippers. Paul and Caroline pursued the
moths and identified 10 of them. The
following is a list of what we saw:

MOSQUITO-L: is for the discussion of topics related to mosquitoes (Diptera:
Culicidae). Send an e-mail message to
mosquito-I-request@iastate.edu with the
word SUBSCRIBE in the body of the message (subject field will be ignored). If
your e-mail program automatically adds
your signature to the end of your message, put the word END on a separate
line after the word subscribe. Once you
are subscribed to Mosquito-L, sending
a message to mosquito-l@iastate.edu
will send your message to all the subscribers. If you prefer a digest version,
send a message to mosquito-I-digestrequest@iastate.edu in lieu of the above.
The list is maintained by John VanDyk
Uvandyk@iastate.edu) at Iowa State
University.
MOTH@GYPSY: is a listserver that is dedicated to exchange of information about
the gypsy moth world-wide. You can
continued on page 19...
(3); Striped Hairstreak (1); Broadwing
Skipper (37); Black Dash (21); Northern
Broken Dash (1); Tawny Edged Skipper
(2); Crossline Skipper (1); Silver Spotted
Skipper (1); Peck's Skipper (1); Dun Skipper(3); Delaware Skipper (8); European
Skipper (1); Dion Skipper (1 female);
Common Sooty Wing (1); Northern
Pearly Eye (2); Wood Nymph (4); Eyed
Brown (10 including one mating pair);
Spring Azure (4); Eastern Tailed Blue (4);
Viceroy (2); Monarch (5); American
Painted Lady (1); Baltimore (4); Eastern
Black Swallowtail (3 + 1 larva on wild
carrot); Tiger Swallowtail (2)
~

Hummingbird Clearwing; Forage
Looper; Large Lace Border; European
Corn Borer; Slant lined Owlet; Confused
Eusarca; Helvibotys helvialis; Celery
Looper; Reversed Haploa; Grape
Leaffolder moth (Desmia funeralis)
Michael van der Poorten

Alfalfa Sulphur (4); Cabbage Whites (10);
Mustard White (6); Pearl Crescent (10);
Question Mark (1); Great Spangled Fritillary (9); Bronze Copper (1); Acadian
Hairstreak (11 including 2 mating pairs);
Coral Hairstreak (1); Banded Hairstreak
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The Bookworm
The Ontario Naturalized
Garden: the complete guide
to using native plants
by Lorraine Johnson (218pp.,B & W
illustrations, 7~ x 91,4, Whitecap Books,
(Toronto) Ltd. 1995, ISBN 1-55110-3052, softcover, $18.95)

For anyone gardening with native plants
or naturalizing their lawn or garden to
attract birds, butterflies and other wildlife, this book is essential! If you are
contemplating the creation of a natural
woodland, meadow, prairie, wetland or
pond habitat, Ms. Johnson will guide
you there in a highly readable fashion.
I particularly enjoyed the chapter on the
history of our changing attitudes towards "weeds" and the following chapter about that most dominant of North
American weeds, lawn grass!
The most important section of the book
may be the 75 + native plant listings
with information on each species, its
appearance, height, soil and light requirements, flower colour, habitat preference and even seed germination procedures for everything from Beardtongue to Woodland Sunflower.
For those who are primarily interested
in attracting butterflies, moths or other
insects I shall quote from the chapter
on Attracting Wildlife: " ...native plants
are ideal for this purpose as they have
evolved over thousands of years in association with butterflies - the symbiotic fit of butterfly mouth parts and corresponding nectar parts is truly incredible - and they have the perfumed nectar that has been bred out of many
faintly scented hybrids... "

September, 1995
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There is a useful list of nectar-produc. ing native wildflowers and those which
attract specific butterfly species for egglaying, such as Turtlehead for the Baltimore Checkerspot. The author has also
compiled one of the most comprehensive and useful resource sections I've
seen - more than 35 pages of books,
magazines and organizations related to
ecology, naturalization, conservation,
threatened species, plant propagation
and, most importantly, a list of almost
50 native plant sources to begin your
Ontario naturalized garden!

flies of Alberta, published in 1993 by
Lone Pine Publishing of Edmonton,
Alberta.

As an experienced native plant gardener
of over a decade, I can highly recommend this book!

I was particularly impressed with the
photographic identification keys provided for each of the families. In my
opinion these break new ground in the
way that keys are presented. Each of
the 176 species of butterflies recorded
in the province is given complete and
thorough coverage including colour illustrations of the adults, the hostplants,
an occurrence map and a North American range map.

Paul McGaw
(Please note that Ms. Johnson will be our
speaker for the November 25th meeting and
that she will have copies of her book for
sale at that time - Ed. )

Alberta Butterflies
by C.D. Bird, G.]. Hilchie, N. G. Kondla,
E.M. Pike and F.A.H. Sperling (347pp.,
numerous colour photographs and illustrations, 8lh x 11, The Provincial Museum of
Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta. 1995, ISBN
0-7732-1672, hardcover, $44.95 + $4.36
shipping in Canada + G.S. T. Available
from Federation of Alberta Naturalists,
Box 1472, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 2N5,
403-453-8629, fax: 403-453-8553)

This is a finely crafted publication which
is packaged in an attractive jacket illustrated by a colour plate of a Spring Azure
as photographed by John Acorn, a wellknown Alberta Naturalist and TV nature show producer and star, who is the
author of the field guide, The Butter-

Alberta Butterflies has eight chapters.
Chapter 1 has eight sections which cover
Butterfly Study in Alberta, Biographical
History of Butterfly Study in Alberta,
Butterfly Habitat in Alberta, Evolution,
Life History, Ecology, Behaviour, and
Butterfly Gardening in Alberta. Chapters 2 through 8 are dedicated to each
butterfly family that occurs in Alberta.
There is also a checklist of Alberta Butterflies.

The authors impress me as being more
up-to-date in their nomenclature than
any other similar publication that I am
aware of. For example, they show the
Northern Pearl Crescent as Phyciodes
cocyta (Cramer)(1777) and clarified the
differences between it and P. tharos.
This book is recommended.
Quimby F. Hess

More Book Reviews on page 18...
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Graduate Student Research in Entomology:
April 22, 1995 Symposium Abstracts
FEMALE QUALITY AND MATE CHOICE IN THE
FIELD CRICKET, GRYLLUS INTEGER. Allen D.
MacDougall*, Anne-Marie Murray, and William H. Cade
(Dept. of Biology, Brock University).

and the remaining third being mature forests of other species composition. Pitfall catches have been tabulated, and
significant results have been found between location andlor
type of forest, for various ant species.

Female crickets respond selectively to variations in speciesspecific male calling songs. This selectivity has been shown
to be age-dependent; older females are less choosy. HOWe
ever, female quality should also affect female selectivity. The
effect of female quality on mate choice was examined in
Gryllus integer by comparing the phonotactic responses of
females on different diets and with different parasite loads
to various synthetic models of conspecific calling song. Test
females were virgin, 11-14 days old, and had been maintained on one of five diets varying in protein and fat content.
Phonotaxis was quantified using a non-compensating Kugel
treadmill which generates vector scores incorporating the
speed and direction of movement of each female. Test females were presented with four calling song models which
differed in pulse rate but were still within the natural range
of the species for the experimental temperature. After testing, females were dissected and the number of gregarine
parasites within the digestive tract counted.

Using the preliminary study as a foundation, a more intensive study will take place during the summer of 1995. Ants
will be looked at from an ecological slant. Ant colonies, and
foraging patterns, in addition to species abundance and diversity, will be looked at.

Females discriminated among song types preferring lower to
higher pulse rates. This selectivity was apparent in all dietary groups and did not differ significantly among groups.
Highly parasitized females preferred the extreme lower pulse
rate over the extreme higher pulse rate, irrespective of diet
treatment. However, there was no significant relationship
between selectivity and the interaction between diet and
parasite load on female phonotaxis. These results are discussed in terms of sexual selection and female mate choice.
OLD GROWTH WHITE PINE -- ANT ASSOCIATIONS.
Leigh Ann Walton * and Sandy Smith (Faculty of Forestry,
University of Toronto)
The ecology of ants in white pine (Pinus strobus) forests is
currently being studied. The purpose of this study is to answer three basic questions concerning the ecology of ants:
(11 Is there a difference in ants between different regions in
Ontario? (2) If the forest is old, are ants associated with white
pine different than those associated with other forest types?
(3) Are there differences in ants between mature and overmature white pine stands?
A preliminary survey took place in July and August of 1994,
using pitfall traps and baitboards as methods of sampling.
Forty-five plots in three site regions of Ontario were selected,
with approximately one third of the plots being over-mature
("old-growth") white pine, one third being mature white pine,
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GENERALISTS VS. SPECIALISTS: THE EFFECT OF
AGRICULTURAL VS. BOREAL FOREST ENVIRONMENTS ON THE ABUNDANCE AND DIVERSITY OF
SPRUCE BUDWORM (CHORISTONEURA FUMIFERA
CLEMENS) PARASITOIDS. Brad Henry* (Department of
Environmental Biology, University of Guelphl
Studies in New Brunswick, the Gaspe-Ste. Lawrence region
of Quebec, Maine and Northern Ontario have delineated the
parasitoid complex which attacks the spruce budworm in a
boreal forest environment. To date, no study has examined
the parasitoid complex in white spruce, Picea glauca (Moench)
Voss., plantations in southern Ontario, or plantations in agricultural landscapes. Several differences were found in the
relative abundance of parasitoids collected. Specific parasitoids, Apanteles fumiferanae (Viers) and Glypta fumiferanae
(VieLL which accounted for 15-30% and 10-15% of larval
mortality, respectively, in other regions, accounted for a combined rate of less than 10% in the plantations. Itoplectis
conquisitor (Say.), which attacks a variety of Lepidopteran
hosts and accounts for 1-8% of pupal mortality in other regions, accounted for 23% of pupal mortality in the plantations. The concept of "generalist" parasitoids being more
dominant than specific parasitoids will be discussed.
POPULATION STRUCTURE OF A NON-RAINFOREST
NEOTROPICAL BUTTERFLY~, EUPTOIETA HEGESIA
(NYMPHALIDAE): HOSTPLANTS OR PREDATORS?
Phil Schappert* and Joel Shore (Department of Biology, York
University, North Yorkl
Population studies of non-rainforest tropical butterflies are
unusually rare. A study of Euptoieta hegesia 1. (NymphalidaeL
a coastal lowland species which utilizes a hostplant with discrete populations, was undertaken to address two questions:
1) How vagile is the butterfly population with respect to the
discrete nature of its primary hostplant populations? and 2)
What factors limit the size of the butterfly population? Markrelease-recapture (MRR) studies, using a modified Bailey's
Triple Catch design, were conducted at one large and two
small hostplant populations on the north coast of Jamaica.
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Additional data collected at the time of marking included
sex, age (ie. wing wear), forewing length, and wing damage
and damage symmetry. A survey of available hostplants at
the large study site revealed that hosts were extremely under-utilized. Subsequent analysis of the MRR data showed
that females suffered significantly more damage than males
and that the damage sustained tended to be symmetrical suggesting that ground-based predation of females may be a factor limiting this species' population size. This suggestion is at
odds with findings of studies on rainforest species showing
that host availability and aerial predators are important factors controlling butterfly population size.
THE USE OF TERMITES FOR THE BIOCONVERSION
OF LIGNOCELLULOSE AND AGRICULTURAL
WASTES TO ANIMAL BIOMASS. Ralph Toninger* (Urban Entomology, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto)
As our population continues to grow two important considerations arise: the increase in the amount of waste produced,
and the increased demand on our food production systems.
The utilization of termites for the bioconversion of waste lignocellulose is able to address both these problems. Therefore
the objective of the proposed research, is to assess the feasibility, and develop a protocol for termite mediated bioconversion of lignocellulosic wastes to animal biomass. The proposal is centered around five points: 1. humanity produces
huge amounts of lignocellulosic waste, 2. termites are able to
efficiently convert lignocellulosic material to animal biomass,
3. a termite production system can potentially reduce the
amount of lignocellulosic wastes needing disposal, 4. the production system may generate useful byproducts, and 5. the
resulting termite biomass can potentially be utilized as a food
source for aquiculture.
SPERMATHECAL CHAMBER AND COLONY SIZE
VARIATION IN HALICTID BEES. Noel Pabalan* and
Laurence Packer (Department of Biology, York University,
North York)
Spermathecal chamber size, expressed as CVI, and colony
size were compared among halictine bees ranging from solitary to primitively eusocial species using phylogenetic independent contrasts. The hypothesis that chamber size increases
with eusociality was tested. Extant phylogeneis based on
allozyme data, social behaviour and nest architecture were
used to map data of the two characters. Comparison of 14
species in two genera and five subgenera of halictine bees
resulted in seven independent contrasts, three for Halictus
and four for Lasioglossum, the latter genus showing a greater
range in CVI and colony size than the former. There was a
significant tendency for elevation in CVI to be associated
with increases in colony size, and vice versa. This positive
correlation rejects the hypothesis that the species level correlation is wholly due to phylogenetic similarity in these two
characters.
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Spiders! At the R.O.M.
An exhibition about spiders
spins through the Royal
Ontario Museum from October22,1995throughJanuary
14,1996. Live spiders, freezedried spiders in simulated settings, models, videos, interactive games and photographs
set the facts straight about
these often misunderstood
creatures. Organized by the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of Natural
History, this traveling exhibition makes its only Canadian
stop at the ROM.

Spiders! addresses a web-full of topics such as how these
creatures protect themselves through camouflage, reproduce
the next generation of spiderlings, use poison to capture prey,
and develop different web-weaving strategies. The show also
explores the many ways spiders have influenced humans
through myths and popular culture and how they benefit the
environment.
Visitors will enjoy weaving their way through the section on
complex courtship rituals. A series of interactive displays help
children experience for themselves what life on the line is
like. One display uses a system of vibratory cords to duplicate what a spider feels when an insect lands on its web. The
cords duplicate the hairs spiders use as sensory organs instead of their generally nearsighted eyes. An interactive computer game allows kids to weave their own webs.
The show also reveals how spiders have been portrayed in
different cultures such as Navajo legends, Korean myths,
Afro-American folktales and The Holy Scriptures according
to the Masoretic Text.
"In addition to the sheer awe and wonder of the remarkable
lives of spiders, visitors will also leave the exhibition with a
much better appreciation of the important roles spiders play
in all terrestrial ecosystems," says ROM Entomologist Dr.
Chris Darling. "Most spiders are predators -- feeding on insects and other arthropods -- and they in turn are the food for
larger insects, lizards, frogs, birds and mammals. But because
they are generally small and secretive, spiders essential roles
in structuring food chains often goes unnoticed."
Spiders! is included with Museum admission which is $8
for adults; $4 for seniors, students, and children; and $16 for
family groups. For 24-hour information in English and French,
call (416) 586-8000.
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Book RevieWS... continued from page 15

Broadsides from the Other
Orders: a book of bugs
by Sue Hubbell. 1993. Random House of
Canada Limited, Toronto. xx + 276 pages
with black & white illustrations by Dimitry
Schidlovsky. Hardbound. ISBN 0-67940062-1. ($29.00 in Canada).

The author was a bookstore manager
and librarian before becoming a beekeeper, which she has called "farming
for intellectuals", and has written two
previous volumes entitled "A Country
Year" and"A Book of Bees". The chapters in the current work each deal with
one or more members of a particular
insect order, for example, the chapter
on the order Coleoptera deals with Ladybugs. Each chapter is a mixture of
scientific fact and anecdotes on the subject. The ladybug chapter, for instance,
contains a great deal of information on
the "ladybug business" in the United
States - ladybug hunting and harvesting, processing and marketing across the
country. The chapter ends with a waitress in a Sacramento restaurant asking
the author what she was doing in town.
On being told she was taking in the ladybug harvest in the mountains, the
waitress said "Oooh, Ladybugs, I just
love to see 'em in my garden. What are
they supposed to do anyway?"
Alan]. Hanks

Bugs in the System:
insects and their impact on
human affairs

The Entomological
Society of Ontario

by May R. Berenbaum. 1995. AddisonWesley Publishing Company. xiii + 377
pages with a few black & white illustrations.
Hardbound. ISBN 0-201-62499-0. ($31.95
in Canada).

Biotechnology, Biodiversity and
Biocontrol

The author is currently Head of the
Entomology Department at the University of Illinois and was elected in 1994
to the National Academy of Sciences,
the highest honour that the U.S. can
bestow on an American scientist. She
has written an extremely interesting
book covering many aspects of the insect world and the impact of insects on
humanity. There are chapters on classification, physiology, behaviour, social
lives, eating insects, parasites, insects
and people and appreciating insects. The
latter chapter contains sections on "bugs
on the big screen" and "collecting insects for fun and profit". Most of the
chapters and subsections are prefaced
by quotes from literature which I found
most enlightening. There is a great deal
of historical information and each chapter has a list of references, which are
extremely useful for anyone wishing to
pursue a particular aspect of insect
behaviour.

Market Square

Alan]. Hanks

~

132nd Annual General Meeting:

September 22-24, 1995
Holiday Inn
350 Dalhousie Street
Ottawa, Ontario
Contact Dr. Jean Hollebone (Chairl at
613-952·8000, ext. 4316 for further info.
Why not consider joining the E.S.O. ,
it's free for amateurs, $10 for students
and $20 for professionals. For an application and more information, contact:
D. Barry Lyons, Secretary, E.S.O.,
P.O. Box 490, 1219 Queen St. E.,
Natural Resources Canada, Canadian
Forest Service - Ontario Region,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
P6A 5M7,
705-949-9461, Fax: 705-759-5700.
Are you an Odonata watcher? If you've
got records for Odonata in Ontario for
the past year (or before even!) then
please send them to Bob Bowles at:
374 Grenville Ave., OriIlia, Ontario,
L3V 7P7, phone/fax: 705-325-3149
What's thelbest way to prevent infections caused by biting insects?
Don't bite any insects!

We need your artworkl
Submission deadlines for the coming
January and May issues of Ontario Insects are Dec. 15, 1995 and April 15,
1996 respectively.
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The Net...continued from page 14
subscribe by sending a message to
listserv@gypsy.fsl.wvnet.edu with SUBSCRIBE MOTH YOUR NAME in the body of
the message. Alternatively, if your www
browser has forms support, you can
subscribe at http://gypsy.fsl.wvnet.edu/
- sandy/subscribe.html.
NEUROPTERA-L: is a list server for lacewings, alder flies, snake flies, mantis flies,
ant-lions, and their kin. To subscribe,
contact majordomo@cardiff.ac.uk and
send the message SUBSCRIBE NEUROPTERA1. The list is maintained by Peter
McEwen (sabpkm1@cardiff.ac.uk).

is dedicated to all aspects of
the study of parasitic Hymenoptera.
Subscribe by sending SUBSCRIBE PARAHYM
PARAHYM:

September, 1995

Geo. D. Bryant Enterprises
Ltd., 58 Fairmeadow Ave.,
Willowdale, ant., M2P 1W7
416-223·6284,705-687-5771,
Fax: 416-223-7083
This is my 4th year of leading nature
tours for small groups, generally a maximum of 10, in southern Ontario and
some exotic locales. There is only one
leader -- me. We study all aspects of
natural history and a leisurely hike is
planned for most days in the field.
Upcoming: Algonquin Park, Oct. 11-13
(2 nights); Credit Forks Fall Colours,
Oct. 18; Oak Ridges Moraine, Oct. 2829 (1 night); Texas, Nov. 13-20 (7 nights);
Costa Rica, Mar. 1-15, 1996 (14 nights);
Southern California, Apr. 7-17,1996 (11
nights); England, May 6-19, 1996 (13
nights)

(in the text part of the messagel to
listserver@nhm.ac.uk. This command
must not be sent to the list address
parahym@nhm.ac.uk. Please remember
not to add a signature to your message.
Leave the list by sending UNSUBSCRIBE
PARAHYM to listserver@nhm.ac.uk. Send
a HELP command to listserver@nhm.
ac.uk for information on listserver commands. For more information on this
list, contact John Noyes (jsn@nhm.
ac.uk) or John LaSalle (jl@nhm.ac.ukl.
SIMULIIDAE: is maintained by the British
Simuliid Group (BSGI. Join by sending
email tomailbase@mailbase.ac.uk. with
the message JOIN SIMULIIDAE YOURFIRSTNAME(S) LASTNAME STOP. You can
email T.R.Williamsatsp36@liv.ac.uk
for more information.

This Space For Rent
Non-commercial, personal advertisements are free to all members

Commercial advertising rates:
1/6 page: $10.00 per issue
1/6 page (3 issues, same ad.): $20.00
Ads should be 5.8 cm x 8.5 cm (2 1,4"
x 3Vz"I, vertical or horizontal format,
layout/print/camera ready
Layout & design services for advertisements is available at additional
charge
Ads. must be of a topical nature
(ie, 1-800-SEXLINE need not apply)

is available for discussion
about social insects. Computerized administrator: listserv@uacsc2.albany
.edu, Human administrator: socinsctrequest@uacsc2.albany.edu, To send
mail to the group write to: socinsct
@uacsc2.albany.edu.

SOCINSCT:

I'd like to hear your comments, ideas,
suggestions, complaints, questions, etc.
about this column, the internet in general and how it can be of use to you, so
send them on in. My addresses, both
surface and electronic, are listed in the
masthead on the inside cover.
See you online!
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TEA Public Relations and Education Activities Report '95
Over the past season the TEA has taken
advantage of a number of opportunities
to educate members of the general public about, and to generally promote, insects. Of course, doing so not only serves
to promote entomology to those who are
most in need of a change in viewpoint,
it also publicizes the club, gets our name
out there so that people know that the
organization exists (you might be surprised how often I meet people with a
professed love of insects who have
never heard of the TEA) and allows us
to recruit new members. I'd especially
like to thank the volunteers who participated in these activities on behalf of
the TEA - without them our Association
would be much poorer - Don Davis,
John Eberlie, Alan & Barbara Hanks,
Quimby Hess, Tony Holmes (who built
display boards for the club in time for
the FON Conference), Carolyn King,
Paul McGaw, Michael & Nancy van der
Poorten, Pat Schappert, and Richard
Tanner. Thank you, all!

Wildlife: Yours to Recover
Kortright Centre, April 9, 1995
Pat & I manned the table at this one.
Kortright loaned us a self-contained slide
projector on which we showed various
and sundry insects from the collections
of Alan Hanks and myself. Half of my
entomology library and my one and only
drawer of insects made the trip - the
specimens and slides were a big hit with
the kids.

National Wildlife Week at
the Royal Ontario Museum
R.O.M., Toronto, April 14·16, 1995
The whole crew managed this one since
it covered an entire weekend, Good Friday through Easter Sunday. Our table
was upstairs with the Flying Colours
exhibit and the other wildlife groups
(Herps., Birds and Bats, respectively).
Part of Alan's educational collection
(matched specimens of Ontario butter-
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flies which show the upper and under
side of the wings I was on show, along
with the slide show we'd used the previous weekend (Thanks to the ROM for
providing a self-contained slide projector). Once again the kids made the whole
thing worthwhile - there's nothing like
the look on the face of a child when they
see insects (it's a pity, for the most part,
that they have parents).

Federation of Ontario
Naturalists Annual General
Meeting and Conference
Trent University, Peterborough, May
26·28,1995
Don Davis picked up, transported, and
set-up the display panels that had been
made by Tony Holmes. Both Don and
then John Eberlie manned the table for
awhile, John complete with live summer breeding stock. Don also dismantled and transported the display
back from Peterborough. Thanks guys!

The History of Butterflies
and Moths
Bramalea City Centre, Brampton,
May 29 . june24, 1995
This was a "travelling" exhibit of specimens from the John Powers "Flying
Jewels" collection together with poster
boards from the Eyewitness Book "Butterfly and Moth". Sponsored by the
Bramalea City Centre Merchants' Association and Stoddart Publishing, Alan
and I were hired to act as "experts" on
weekends during the exhibit. It was a
massive display - eight display cabinets
of beautiful specimens (each with 2 to 4
display drawers of specimens) and 18
large display panels - spread out along
the main mall. I even got to appear on
"Breakfast Television" with CITY-TV's
lovely (and talented) Ann Rohmer! This
was a paying gig (I guess this makes us
professionals, eh?!), and Alan and I have
donated $109.00 from our earnings to

the TEA. Thanks to Dan Stuckey at
Kortright for passing along the information about this exhibit.

Bugs are Beautiful
Bronte Creek Provincial Park,
Oakville, JUly 22·23, 1995
We were contacted by the naturalist at
Bronte Ck. Provo Pk. about this weekend while Alan was away on holidays.
Thanks to Cathy Hanks, I found out
about it, however, it was too late to arrange a display. In lieu of a display, the
TEA donated a copy of The Ontario
Butterfly Atlas, as well as the past two
years' Summaries, to the Park. Maybe
next year...

Phil Schappert

Beautiful Butterflies at
Scanlon Creek
Scanlon Creek Conservation Area,

Aug. 11,1995
On August 11th, Richard Tanner and I
gave a combined field walk and slide
show on the butterflies of Ontario at the
Scanlon Creek Conservation Area just
north of Bradford. Unfortunately, the
program was scheduled to begin at 7
p.m. and only one butterfly, an Inornate
Ringlet, was caught by Alan to show to
the participants. However, the slides
and commentary which Richard had
prepared were well received by the audience. The building was not air conditioned, and it was very hot, despite this,
many of the audience stayed after the
slides and posed questions to the two
"experts" . Refreshments were provided
by local volunteers, and the cool soft
drinks were very popular. This rewarding experience might benefit from some
publicity to encourage other conservation areas to put on similar programs.

Alan Hanks
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Don It Bug Me!
Puzzles, etc.

'\Jr./@..

This month by John Eberlie

~

(Answer next issuel

The compiler is one.
How skippers fly.
A margin of butterfly's hindwing.
Part of a moth's forewing.
Ancient carriages or Euphydryas
in plural.
Actor's tip or billiard _.
A digger in the kitchen.
This instar may provide useful
evolutionary information.
Legumes eaten by many larvae.
A South American mammal.
Species of showy Ontario moth.
1 sp. butterfly genus in Ontario.
Certain lepidopteran wing veins.
Nymph. common name...or cats.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
11.
12.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
21.
22.

Immature lepidoptera.
Ditto.
An extinct bird.
The soul (Gr.) or symbol of the butterfly
Genus of coppers.
Descriptive of volcanic rock.
Type of bird that eats larvae.
Young of 19 across.
State of notorious beetle fame.
Openness.
A wetland habitat.
Cheerful.
Old name of butterfly genus.
__fly,Odonata.
Customary practice.
Species of holarctic blue.

Notice to Contributors

Instructions
to Authors
Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable format of a similar
content journal leg: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Summary). Feature articles should
be both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews should be of titles published
within the last three years. Puzzles
should be original. Guest columns for
Entomophilia may encompass any subject related to the love of insects. Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any other submission. Original artwork should be line drawings in pen and
ink or a good photocopy of colour works.

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Text editing is done in Ami Pro 3.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 3.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk (any format) would be
welcome. Submissions via e-mail are
also welcome. Please forward all submissions and questions to the editors
(see inside cover for addresses). There
are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a
membership purchase prior to publication. Offprints are available at cost +
10% + postage.
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from the same area which eclosed and
mated in early June. A first instar larva
did not survive as I tried rearing it on
sugar maple after reading from an unreliable source that this was its food
plant. Apparently, in this region, they
thrive on wild cherry.

Letters
----~

Again, this past season, I found C.

Dear Editors,

I just received my issue of Ontario
I'v~ fired off a
cheque for TEA membership.

Insects.. .it looks great!

In return, I'm enclosing a little book for
the TEA Library. My husband, Ian (an
obsessed flyfisherperson) and I published it this spring in time for the opening of trout season. Of course,
fisherpersons have ulterior motives for
wanting to know more about bugs!!

from the News of the Lepidopterists' Society, October 1995, p. 94. We may also
wish to reprint articles from Ontario Insects. Do we have your permission? In
fact, we would very much like to exchange newsletters with you. Let me
know if this is possible.
Marc Minno, PhD, Editor,
News of the Lepdiopterists'
Society, Gainesville, Florida

Jane Rutherford, Wilfrid
Laurier University, Waterloo

Dear Editors,
Congratulations on Volume 1, Number
1 of Ontario Insects. Thank you for sending me a copy. The newsjournal has
prompted us to join the TEA.
Best wishes for the success of Ontario
Dear Editors,
John Carley, Toronto

Dear Editors,

k

Thanks so much for your several recent
e-mail messages and the copy of Ontario
Insects. Wow! It's a beautiful newsletter. So sorry for not getting back to you
sooner. We have been too busy lately
with preparation of books, reports and
the newsletter.
You are most welcome to reprint articles
from News of the Lepidopterists' Society.
There's no need to request permission
each time. We do request that you acknowledge the newsletter from which
the article was taken, e.g. Reprinted

Januaryt 1996

seems to be the least reported of the
Saturnidae species in this region,
Antheraea polyphemus being the most
commonly sighted. Yet, eighty per cent
of my findings have been C. promethea,
and I have yet to see any stage of A.
polyphemus! I'm sure, with a little diligence, I will eventually find it and other
species of the giant silkmoths.
If there are other members who are
presently rearing Saturnidae, I would be
interested in sharing information and!
or live specimens.

I wish you and the TEA every success
for Ontario Insects.

Insects.

promethea in the Frontenac Park area.
Surprisingly, Callosamia promethea

The large beetle in the photo (above) is
preying upon a Colorado potato beetle
larva and is orange and black. I also
found a smaller one preying upon a
black swallowtail larva and it is green
with black dots. Does anyone know one
or both of these species' names? I have
yet to find photos of them in any books
I have come across.
In the autumn of '94, for the first time,
I began searching for Saturnidae on the
bare branches of trees in and north of
the Kingston area. The very first outing
turned up one parasitized Hyalophora
cecropia and four empty Callosamia
promethea from previous broods, near
Frontenac Park. I eventually found a
live female and a male C. promethea

Also, I have a limited amount of the following seeds to give away. Elecampane,
Joe-pye-weed, Liatris, New England aster, bull thistle, pearly everlasting, goldenrod, turtlehead, milkweed, and small
daisies with yellow and red disks that
bloom at the same time as New England
asters and the butterflies are crazy about
them! Anyone who would like any of
these, please send me a self-addressed,
stamped enveloppe.
Suzanne Reid, 1559
Hwy 15, Kingston,
Ont, K7L 5H6

photo by Suzanne Reid
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More Letters...
Dear Editors,
On the late afternoon of September 21,
1995, a couple in Sydenham, Ontario,
watched a rare Northern· Wheatear
springing about their lawn, pouncing on
insects. The following morning, they
spotted its body lying close to the house.
The little corpse was fresh, so fresh in
fact that it was still warm and limp,
though rigor mortis sets up in only minutes in such a small creature. They
brought their trophy to me.
The Wheatear was a plump 40-gram
immature female with no cat or collision signs. I noticed something dark
protruding from her beak: a 'thing' that
proved to be a dead earwig, For{i.cula
auricularia. The bird had died immediately after seizing the earwig, before it
could even be swallowed. When I
opened her beak
wide, we could all
clearly see the
sharp dark tips of
the male earwig's
claspers buried in
the soft, pale mucus membrane at
the back of the
tongue, one on
each side of the
glottis. The earwig's claspers had
pinched it shut, suffocating the bird instantly.
In the Wheatear's gizzard I
found fresh insect remains, including six
pairs of earwig claspers, two male, four
female. The rest of her body was very
fat and healthy, with only the lungs
showing the congestion of asphyxiation.
I took the Wheatear to show to
Dr. Rudolph Harmsen, who confirmed
the identification of the earwig and
marvelled at the amazing sight. He put
the story on the Entomology Internet,
but none of the eleven replies were related to birds.
Kit Chubb, Director, Avian
Care and Research Foundation
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President's
Message
A few quick notes.
The Toronto Entomologists' Association
has a new constitution. A total of 61
votes were cast (57% of the September
membership), all of them affirmative.
Welcome to the '90's, everyone. There
were a few suggestions for
ammendments to the ByLaws which
will be taken up at the next Board of
Directors meeting.

Ontario Insects has been assigned an
ISSN (1203-3995). Please add this to your
copy of the premier issue. Also, after
going to press with the premier issue
we discovered an error which needs
correcting - the charts for the butterfly
counts on pp. 5 should show the years
1992 - 1995 (not 1991 - 19941.
As many of you have heard, the
McLaughlin Planetarium has been
closed to the public. Our meeting venue
for more than a few years, the Planetarium is to be given a facelift and overhaul. What it will become is something
of a mystery at this point in time. The
R.O.M. has assured us that our upcoming meetings can be held as per usual,
but it's possible that we could be searching for a new venue come next season.
Last (but certainly not leastl, after five
years, I've made the decision to resign
as President due to increases in my other
commitments. Pat and I will continue
to edit Ontario Insects, however. There
will be an election in January to fill the
vacancy. Anyone have minor political
aspirations?

Front cover
photograph. of
Hyllolycaena
hyllus taken at
Trent University
campus, 1989,
Peterborough,
Ont. Copyright,
Phil Schappert

As of January, sales of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas have accumulated $7885.50,
$6500.00 of which, previously placed in
a G.S.C., earned $143.42 in interest.
There are approximately 380 copies of
the atlas remaining. The current balance
in the regular membership account is
$1472.32. A few tardy members will
shortly be reminded of their tardiness.
The Butterflies of Ontario & Summaries
ofLepidoptera Encountered in Ontario for
the 1995 season is now in production.
If you haven't submitted your records
then please do so now. Make sure that
the records are formatted, that is presented in the same format in which they
appear in the Occasional Publication. If
at all possible, please submit your
records on a 3Y2" disk, in any format,
or legibly typed on clean 8Vz" x 11" paper so that they may be scanned into
the computer.
More Letters...
Dear Editors,
A belated comment on the new Ontario
Insects, I think it is great. I like the informal approach and the odd items like
cartoons and miscellaneous chit-chat.
I hope this winter to be able to put a
few relevant thoughts down on paper
that may be of interest to the readers.
As I get further into being the F.O.N.
rep. there should be some relevant
news.
Anyway, my congratulations and make
sure to keep up the momentum.
Anthony Holmes, Toronto

Many thanks to all who took the time to
write in. We do appreciate your kind words
{especially while preparing this issue}. We
are getting better at this...
Phil & Pat, Editors
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Upcoming

Programs

-------~

All meetings are held at 1:00 pm in the Public Lecture Room at McLaughlin Planetarium, next to the R.O.M.

January
l

Saturday, January 20, 1996

Dr. Laurence Packer
of Science/Faculty of Environmental Studies,
Australian Social Insects

Faculty

York University

Dr. Packer will take us along on his recent four month winter sabbatical to Australia's summer as
a pre-celebration of Australia Day, January 25th. Dr. Packer is well known to TEA members,
being one himself, and is always entertaining and informative (although a tad bee-centricl!

February
Saturday, February 24, 1996

Tom Mason
Curator of Invertebrates, Metro
Rainforest Conservation

Toronto Zoo

Tom wears many hats. For this meeting he'll be wearing that of executive director of the Canadian Organization for Tropical Education and Rainforest Conservation. Tom will talk about the
sustainability of rainforests, the importance of education in tropical conservation and a few
insects and spiders along the way, no doubt.

March
Saturday, March 23, 1996

Dr. Tom Alloway
of Toronto, Erindale
How do Ants in Slave-making Colonies Recognize Each Other?

Psychology, University

Dr. Alloway studies the biology of socially parasitic ants and their host species, with special
emphasis on species of the genera Leptothorax and Harpagoxenus. His research has an ethological
emphasis, but also addresses problems related to ecology, population biology and physiology.

April
Saturday, April 20, 1996

Dr. Jim Corrigan
of Guelph
Biological Control of Purple Loosestrife, Lythrum salicaria

Biological Science, University

Dr. Corrigan has been involved in the controlled introduction of 2 beetles (Galerucella calmariensis
and G. pusillal and a root borer (Hylobius transversovittatusl from Europe that show great promise
for controlling the familiar purple menace of our wetlands. Applied entomology at its best!
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An Update on the Karner Blue Captive Breeding Project
by Tom Mason

In April of 1992, I represented the
Karner Blue Recovery Team, at The
Karner Blue Butterfly Population and
Habitat Viability Assessment Workshop
in Zanesville, Ohio. By that time, the
Karner Blue (Lycaeides melissa samuelisJ
had disappeared from Ontario and was
considered endangered throughout its
range. Methods to help reduce the rate
of loss of the species were discussed
including changes in land management,
restoration and re-introduction. Mass
rearing of the species was presented as
a reasonable method for obtaining large
enough quantities for re-release. Since
the workshop the Metro Toronto Zoo
(MTZ) has been developing a method
for captive-rearing Karner Blues.
There are valid reasons for working on
captive production of the Karner Blue.
During the 1993 meeting of the Karner
Blue Recovery Team, Dale Schweitzer
suggested that at least 500 butterflies
would have to be released each time for
a period of up to several years, if we
were to be successful at reintroducing
the butterfly into rehabilitated habitat.
No present population of butterflies
could take this amount of culling from
their own populations at one time. However, if 25 females were taken from the
spring brood of a strong population, it
is probable that under favourable conditions 800 + butterflies could be produced for a summer release.
To be able to obtain an endangered species for captive rearing, the institute
doing the rearing must first show that
they are competent. To accomplish this,
MTZ has worked on breeding a similar
species, the Eastern tailed blue (Everes
comyntasl. This species is relatively
abundant throughout its range and has
a similar life history including an association with ants. Over the past 3 summers we have reared this species both
indoors and outside in tents. To do this,
we have cultured and grown quantities
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of Desmodeum and several flowering
plants as nectar sources. Time and effort have also been spent on the cultivation of lupine for use with the Karner
Blues. The use of artificial diets for larval rearing and overwintering techniques have also been explored.
In 1995, two occurences slowed down
the project's progress. The first was the
extremely early emergence of the first
brood of E. comyntas in our area. The

Artwork by TEA member Noel Pabalan - A
male Kamer Blue and a flowering lupine
against a black oak leaf - proposed as the logo
for the Ontario Kamer Blue Recovery Team

Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes, et al.,
19911 shows that, on average, the Eastern tailed blue is found first at the end
of May and continues until July. This
year, a few worn adults were found at
the end of May, showing that they had
been out some time and young adults
began to appear again in mid-June.
These animals could have been an early
second brood or perhaps a delayed first.
Either way our work was delayed.

The second event that slowed our work
down was a leaf beetle, Anomoca

Iaticlavia (Chrysomelidae) which was
first found on Desmodeum flower heads
in the Rouge Valley in the summer of
1994. By 1995, virtually every stand of
Desmodeum, the chief larval food for
Eastern tailed blues in the area, was
being attacked by this beetle and its larvae. This appeared to decrease the numbers of Eastern tailed blues.

Despite these setbacks, we managed to
rear some blues and get information on
the use of artificial diets for larvae, obtain seed for nectar sources, more larval food plants and additional sites for
captive rearing tents were built for increased production in 1996.
There are several things to look at in
1996 for the Karner Blue Project. I have
recently received word that the Karner
Blue will feed and survive on garden
lupine (M. Magditch, Toledo Zoo, pers.
comm.). This would greatly enhance the
efforts at MTZ where wild lupine has
proven difficult to grow. We will begin
planting stands of domestic lupine in
1996 to enhance breeding at the zoo.
Eastern tailed blues are becoming more
scarce locally due to competition with
the leaf beetle, we must consider changing our model. The Melissa blue, a close
relative of the Karner could be available
through the Toledo Zoo. This would be
an appropriate substitute for our purposes. Finally, the Karner Blue Recov
ery Team mbst determine whether th
butterflies should be raised ex-situ at th
zoo or in-situ at the site of release, ifi
is possible.
The upcoming year, 1996, will be
important year for the efforts to re
this endangered species to its fo
range in Ontario. Every effort will
taken to lead to a successful year.
hoped with a success in the next
years that Karner Blues willha
chance of release in at least one sit
1998. With this a self sustainingp
lation could be formed by 2001.
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Inaugural Toronto Centre Butterfly Count · July 15, 1995
by John Robert Carley
A parallel joy of bird-watching is, for many, the sighting of
other mammals, reptiles, and insects. Perhaps you have noted
that many birders have expanded their horizons and are
watching with close focus crazily weaving butterflies through
fields. That interest soon becomes more of an obsession and
one wants to know more and participate more in documentin our region.
ing and understanding butterflies
,
Personally, I have always had a strong interest in the regeneration of various so-called "urban wastelands". I felt that
somehow the butterflies of the Leslie Street Spit should be
documented, so that when I heard that there was a Butterfly
Count patterned much like· Christmas Bird Counts, I contacted the North American Butterfly Association. They informed me of the Eastern Toronto Count undertaken by the
TEA but after determining that Count's circle, it was apparent that central Toronto had not been censused before!
Using a 7.5 mile radius centered at Dundas Street West where
it crosses Bloor Street West, our Count circle was established.
On July IS, 1995, 14 counters plus 4 garden watchers braved
the 35C heat and counted 42 species and 1,817 individuals.
Not knowing what to expect, those present generally felt that
the Count had been better than expected. Despite being a
heavily urbanized area, Toronto has enough ravines, parks,
and "left-over land" to support some very interesting populations of butterflies. Our routes included the Spit and Cherry
Beach, High Park, the Lower Humber River, Etobicoke Creek
and Sam Smith Park, the Lower Don River, mid-town ravines through the city, and the Lambton prairie.
The count figures begin a process of documenting the populations present in these existing parklands, ravines, and waste
lands, and will over the years illustrate the changes to the
populations of these areas, and hopefully, indicate the improvements and increases in populations on new lands such
as the Spit, Humber Bay Park, and Sam Smith Park.
The Count also received good press. CBC Metro Morning
interviewed me on the Friday prior to the Count, and again
on the following Monday to sum up the Count results! That
nature of exposure can only serve to better educate the public at large, especially those at Cherry Beach who looked
rather askance at two large burly chaps carrying nets on a
hot summer's day! Additionally, I was "educated" and
learned of the TEA, and am pleased to be one of your new
members.
Tentatively, the 1996 Count date is set for Saturday, July 13.
Those interested in participating in the 2nd Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest
Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416)766-1330.
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Spelies

Numbn Seen

Silver Spotted Skipper
Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudy Wing
Thorybes pylades
Least Skipper
Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper
Thymelicus lineola
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
Tawny Edged Skipper
Polites themistocles
Cross Line Skipper
Polites origenes
Long Dash
Polites mystic
Northern Broken Dash
Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassy Wing
Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper
Atrytone logan
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
Black Swallowtail
Papilio polyxenes
Tiger Swallowtail
Pterourus glaucus
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
Common {CloudedI Sulphur Colias philodice
Orange (Alfalfa) Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
Little Sulphur
Eurema lisa
Coral Hairstreak
Harkenclenus titus
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
Edwards' Hairstreak
Satyrium edwardsii
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
Hickory Hairstreak
Satyrium caryaevorum
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium liparops
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntas
Spring Azure
Celastrina ladon
Great Spangled Fritillary
Speyeria cybele
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes tharos
Tawny Crescent
Phyciodes batesii
The Baltimore
Euphydryas phaeton
Question mark
Polygonia interrogationis
Hop Merchant
Polygonia comma
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
American Painted Lady
Vanessa virginiensis
Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
Banded/Red Spotted Purple Basilarchia arthemis
The Viceroy
Basilarchia archippus
(Northern) Pearly Eye
Enodia anthedon
Little Wood Satyr
Megisto cymela
Grayling or Common Wood Nymph
Cercyonis pegala
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
Total:

Species: 42

34
10
119
326
1
9
4
5
53
1
3
43
15
11
687
72
47
1
4
54
8
5
2
1
5
2
15
44
2
1
5
7
11
3
4
35
8
2
2
51
51
54

Individuals: 1817

Number of participants: 14 in 7 parties plus 4 garden watchers.
Total party hours: 85 hours (76 on foot, 8 by carl. Temperature: 35C ±.
Observers:]. Carley, D. Cattrall, G. Cattrall, H. Currie, R. Curry, B. Foss,
V. Higgins, M. King, ]. Prideau, D. Salter, ]. Spottiswood, M. van der
Poorten, N. van der Poorten, R. Yukich.
Garden Watchers: V. Carley, G. Carley, R. Carley,]. Eckenwalder.

The Bookworm...

~.
o~c~~~

Book reviews
...worth
reading about
see page 34
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Butterfly Population Fluctuations in a Dry Field near Port Perry
by James Kamstra
Because of the short adult life cycle and the specific flight
period of most butterfly species, it is not possible to observe
the full picture of butterfly populations at a given site without repeated visits through the spring and summer season. I
documented the progress of butterfly flight periods in one
3.5 hectare field over the course of two summers to determine species present, their relative populations, and if the
compliment of species changed appreciably between years.
Methods
Butterfly surveys to document numbers and species were
conducted approximately once a week in the same field during the spring to autumn period in 1994 and 1995. The study
began on June 26, 1994, consequently data was not collected
for Mayor most of June of that year. Sixteen counts were
made in 1994 and 20 in 1995. Each survey consisted of walking a roughly similar course to cover the entire field which
took about 1 hour. A careful search was done to detect all
butterflies. Most butterflies were identified by sight or using
binoculars but more difficult taxa were netted for positive
identification. Surveys were only done during suitable conditions for butterfly activity, i.e. sunny or mostly sunny
weather.
Description of Study Site
The study site consists of a 3.5 hectare field located approximately 10 km southwest of Port Perry, Scugog Township,
Regional Municipality of Durham. The field is bordered on
two sides by rural roads and the other two sides by rather
mature deciduous or mixed forest dominated by Sugar Maple
(Acer saccharum), Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloidesl,
White Pine (Pinus strobus) and containing a variety of other
trees. Very sandy soils underly the site which slopes down
gradually to the east. The higher western section is driest
and dominated by Canada Bluegrass (Poa compressa), Quack
Grass (Agropyron repens), Wild Strawberry (Fragaria
virginiana), Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), Gray Goldenrod (Solidago nemoralis), Cow Vetch (Vicia cracca) and hawkweed (Hieracium spp.). The more mesic eastern section was
dominated by Canada Bluegrass, Canada Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis!, asters (Aster spp.) and Wild Carrot (Daucus
carota).
Several spreading groves of Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) grow
within the field as do Apples (Malus domestica), remnants of
a former orchard that occured here. A tall stand of Black
Locust (Robinia pseudo-acacia) and several dense thickets of
Red Raspberry (Rubus strigosus) grow along the north side of
the field.
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Observations and Results
All of the species encountered over the two years are shown
in Table 1 along with the earliest and latest dates and maximum numbers for each species. A total of 31 species were
recorded in 1994 and 41 species in 1995.
Of the 31 species observed in 1994, all but two were noted
again in 1995. The greater numbers of some species in 1995
(e.g. Megisto cymela, Coenonympha tuIlia) resulted from the
survey beginning earlier in the second year. Colias philodice,
T bl 1 S
pel ies

f B tte fl Observations
J)<1ll's

J)<1ll's

Obsel \ ell
in l'l'l-l-

Obsel \ ell
in 1'1'1,

Papilio canadensis
J103
In 01-J113
Papilio polyxenes
JI29
J1 30-Au 18
Colias eurytheme
J123·0c 15 Se 12-0c 01
Colias philodice
J1 11-0c 15 In 01-0c 01
Pieris napi
JI29·Se 01 Ma 13-Jn 25
Pieris rapae
J111-0c 08 In 14-0c 01
Lycaena phleas
In 26-0c 02 In 01-Se 23
Lycaena hyllus
J1 13
Incisalia niphon
In 01
Satyrium liparops
J1 01
Satyrium titus
J1 03·J1 23
Celastrina argiolus
J1 11
Ma 22-Jn 25
Everes comyntas
J111-Se 17 In 07-Se 04
Boloria bellona
Se 03
Au 18
Boloria selenis
In 14
Limenitis archippus JI 03-Se 17 In 07-Ju 30
Limenitis a. arthemis In 26-Au 20 In 25-Ju 24
Limenitis a. astyanax JI 09
Nymphalis antiopa
JIll
Ma 07-Jn 07
Phyciodes selenis
In 26·J129 In 07-JI13
Polygonia comma
In 26
Ma 07-Ma 22
P. interrogationis
Au 06-Se 26
Speyeria cybele
JIll-Au 27 JI 01-Se 04
Vanessa atalanta
J1 03
Ma 22-Jn 01
Vanessa cardui
Se 04-0c 01
Vanessa virginiensis JI 03-Au 06 In 25-JI13
Cercyonis pegala
J1 03-Au 27 JI 01-Au 18
Coenonympha tullia In 26-Se 25 In 01-Se 12
Enodia anthedon
JI11-J116 In 26-Jl24
Megisto cymela
In 26-JI11 In 07-JI 01
Danaus plexippus
In 26-0c 08 In 07-0c 01
Epargyreus clarus
In 26-JI23 In 01-JI30
Erynnis icelus
In 07-JI 01
A try tone logan
JI 09-JI 24
Carterocephalus palaemon
In 07-Jn 19
Euphyes vestris
JI 03-Au 06 JI 09·Au 07
Poanes hobomok
In 26-JI 03 In 07-JI 09
Polites mystic
In 26-JI16 In 14-JI13
Polites origenes
JI 01-J1 13
Polites peckius
Au 07
Polites themistocles
In 26-JI16 In 07-JI24
Thymelicus lineola
In 26-JI11 In 19-JI 01
Wallengrenia egeremet In 25-JI24
Total Observations
Total Species
Maximum Count

In 26-0c 15 Ma 07-0c 01

:\0. 01
Obs.

\1,lX.
Obs.

''l-l-

''1,

''l-l-

''1,

1
1
11
14
3
13
10

5

1

2

2

1

1

3 36
2
12 165 46
221
13 12 70
12
8 12
1
1
1
1
4

1
8
1
4
6
1

1
4
1
7
1
3
9
8
2
3
14
5

1
1
3

516
432
111
1
1
734
3
3
3
1
2
2
1
7 13 21
2
1
1
4
1
737
2
1
1
2
1
212
7 42 73
12 52 417
5
3 13
5 16 53
7
10 40
955
3
2

3
5
2
4

3
5
6
6
3

2
8
20
12

1

3
3
5
16
31

7

4

3

79
3

20 542
41
248
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eurytheme and Danaus plexippus were less common in
the previous year. The greater number of skipper
p~cies in 1995 is partly due to the earlier period. One spes, Polites origenes may have been overlooked in 1994 bep!l\1se of the similarity to P. themistocles. A trytone logan and
Wallengrenia egeremet are quite distinctive, however and may
have moved into the field since.
IQQ" tl",n

By watching the butterflies week by week, a number of other
observations were made. Lycaena hyllus and Boloria selenis
are wet meadow species which would not find suitable habitat in the study area. Both were only seen on one occasion,
probably passing through. Some of the larger butterflies (e.g.
Papilio canadensis, Limenitis arthemis and Speyeria cybele) appear to fly over large territories of which the study area may
be only part. Other species such as Danaus plexippus and
sulfurs do not show strong site fidelity and often appeared to
be moving unidirectionally through the field while feeding
at flowers. Many of the other smaller butterflies, including
Hesperiids, Satyrids, Lycaenids and smaller Nymphalids,
show strong site fidelity and have home ranges confined
within the study area.
I noted where butterflies congregated within the study area.
Enodia anthedon is confined to the shaded woodland edge,
Megisto cymela likes partial shade while Coenonympha tuIlia
prefers full sun in the open field. As a generalization, numbers of butterflies were greatest in northern part of field near
the edge of the forest. Plant diversity is higher there and it is
more sheltered from wind. After mid July, however, butterfly activity is more evenly distributed. Also there were more
species and individuals in the dry field at the west than the
dry-mesic field at the east.
These observations show some patterns thus far. The populations of many butterfly species are known to fluctuate from
one year to another. I intend to continue surveying the study
area in coming years to document these changes and attempt
to learn more about population dynamics on a micro scale.

The Niagara Parks
Butterfly Conservatory

Artist's rendering of the new Niagara Butterfly ConseTllatory

The grounds of the Niagara Parks Botanical Gardens will be
home to one of North America's largest collections of free
flying butterflies when the Niagara Butterfly Conservatory
opens in the summer of 1996.
This year round exhibit will showcase a wide variety of butterflies from around the world, living in a lush, rainforest
environment. A 56 metre (600 ftl network of pathways with
access for the physically challenged will wind through the
1022 metre (11,00 square footl conservatory, allowing visitors a rare opportunity to watch numerous species of butterflies floating majestically among nectar-producing flowers
such as Lantanas, Pentas and passion flowers.
The number of butterflies will fluctuate throughout the year
according to the conservatory's breeding program. However,
the goal is to have at least 2,000 butterflies on display. Some
butterflies will be obtained from butterfly farms in Malaysia, EI Salvador and the Philippines. Ecological themes will
complement the conservatory's environmentally sensitive
surrounds and pesticides will not be used.
Because butterflies prefer natural light, the conservatory has
been designed with a clear glass skin. Sunlight encourages
flight. Temperature will be maintained about 85F. Construction costs are expected to exceed $15 million. The Conservatory will include a 200-seat auditorium, gift shop and two 40seat rooms where orientation films will be shown.
For further information, contact:
Niagara Parks Botanical Gardens, Box 150, Niagara Falls,
Ontario, L2E 6T2, Phone: (9051356-8554, Fax: (905)356-5488,
E-mail: contactJasonShoupatJshoup@niagara.com
Don Davis
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Entornophilia

---~
Collecting Lepidoptera in Winter
One way to deal with the withdrawal symptoms of a lepidopterist faced with a Canadian winter is to book a trip to
Africa, Papua New Guinea or anywhere in the Caribbean or
South America, which guarantees that one will be able to see
live butterflies and moths flying about. However, for those
of us on a limited budget, another possibility may be examined. This is the collection of our favourite creatures on stamps
and other philatelic items. One advantage. to be gained is
that no insects will find their way into a collecting box or
display case, thereby helping the general ecological situation. On the other hand, collecting these pretty pieces of paper can run into serious money if one gets into it too deeply.
There are 46 families of butterflies and moths represented
on stamps from around the world, with the highest number
of stamps for an individual family being in the Papilionidae,
or swallowtails. It has 730 stamps, with 62 in the Parnassiinae
and the rest in the Papilioninae; 132 in the Leptocircini, 396
in the Papilionini and 140 in the Troidini. There are a number of moth families such as the Psychidae, Sesiidae and
Drepanidae that are represented by a single species on a single
stamp, but the Saturniidae, Noctuidae and Sphingidae are
well represented. From these figures it may be seen that a
collection of Lepidoptera on stamps could be as large or small
as one wished, based on thich families were selected.
Although representations of Lepidoptera have appeared on
philatelic items from the 1800's, the first properly identified
species was issued by Sarawak (Scott # 180) on January 3,
1950 in a definitive series for that country. It depicted Brooke's
Birdwing (Trogonoptera brookianus), unfortunately only in a
uniform grey colour, rather
than the brilliant colours of the
actual insect. However, also in
1950, Switzerland started a series of insects in their annual
'Pro Juventute' issues which
ran through to 1957, with 22
species of butterflies and moths shown in full colour during
the period. These issues were produced by the Courvoisier
Company, who produce excellent stamps. The issue in December of 1950 portrayed the Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta),
Clifden Nonpareil (Catocala fraxini) and Moorland Clouded
Yellow (Coliaspalaeno) on Scott #'s B197, 198 and 200. Guyana
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probably holds the record for the number of butterfly stamps
issued by a single country, but that includes the many overprints applied to stamps for other non-lepidopteran events.
In fact, there are many countries which abuse normal stamp
issuing policy with a stream of gold and silver foil sheets and
miniature sheets with combinations of scouts and mushrooms
with butterflies. Needless to say, all of these items are very
expensive, and avoided by all serious collectors.
There have been a number of books issued on the subject of
butterflies and moths or insects on stamps, including TEA
Publication # 8-77, Butterflies & Moths on Stamps by the author of this article. In 1989, the Entomological Unit of the
Japan Philatelic Society published a Checklist ofthe Insects on
Stamps with every stamp illustrated and in 1993, the American Topical Association issued their handbook # 123 Insects
on Stamps of the World by Don Wright. There are a number
of others available.
Equipped with one of the above listings and the names of
some dealers in this type of material, one can assemble a
reasonable collection and while away some of the hours of
the winter when real insects are unavailable for study.
Alan]. Hanks

Wild Honey Bees a Thing of the Past?
Researchers predict a mite half the size of a pinhead and its
microscopic cousin will annihilate wild honey bees across
Ontario by 1998 - and that a major impact will be felt on fruit
and vegetable crops.
Varroa and honey bee trachea mites infest the bees, sucking
away their hemolymph, and making them weaker and susceptible to infection. The infestation does not affect the quality of honey.
Pesticides have been developed to control the mites in commercial hives, and some fruit growers are experimenting with
a new highly resistant breed known as Buckfast bees.
The varroa mite is commonly found in the area around
Brockville. Provincial apiarist D~g McRory says that the
mite lives inside the hive's egg cells with the developing larvae. Emerging bees fail to develop legs or wings. The microscopic trachea mite lives inside the bee's air passages and
multiplies in such numbers that it interferes with breathing.
It is predicted that fruit crops such as strawberries, apples
and pears could be hardest hit.
The trachea mite first showed up in eastern Ontario in 1988.
Its cousin arrived in 1993 -likely spread by bees from northern New York state.
Don Davis
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September

Tim Myles (U. of T.)
North American Termites
There were 25 members and 6 visitors
in attendance on September 23, 1995.
The President introduced the speaker,
Tim Myles, Director of the Urban Entomology section of the Forestry Dept. at
the University of Toronto. Dr. Myles obtained his Ph.D at the University of Arizona. His talk was on North American
Termites and the use of cuticular coatings for social insect control.
Termites are tropical insects that do not
hibernate. There are 5 species found in
Canada, but only one species, found in
British Columbia, may be native. There
are 4 types of termites; dry wood, rotten wood, subterranean and the higher
or more derived ones. Dry wood termites, the Calotermitidae, are found in
the southern U.S. in standing dead
wood, including wooden furniture. The
higher termites, or Amitermes, are found
only in Mexico. The subterranean termites, Reticulotermes, are found around
the world but in Canada are found only
in southern Ontario.
Termites species are identified mainly
by the mandibles of the soldiers, which
are hard, easy to work with and specific for each species. The other life
stages have greater similarity between
species.
Termites eat wood and have nitrogen
fixing bacteria in their gut which allow
them to digest the wood fibres. Termites
are a problem to man primarily because
they can damage the walls, beams and
floors of buildings. But because the damage cannot be observed 'until it is too
late', they also cause us a great deal of
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anxiety. Usually, all we see are their
'shelter tubes' either as a projection
from the wall or floor, or hanging like
stalagmites. Conventional termite control uses chemicals to drench the soil
underneath the house to prevent the
termites from coming into the house.
These chemicals are not only toxic, but
appear to be relatively ineffective.

ate animal biomass. Termites occupy all
niches; wood, dry plant litter, dung,
humus and convert low nitrogen materials to animal biomass. Dr. Myles calls
it 'decompiculture'.

Dr. Myles has been working on other
methods to control and suppress the
populations of subterranean termites,
including baits, coatings (of the termites I
and bio-control. He has developed a
coating method that works quite well.
Termites are social insects which groom
each other, so if a slow-acting toxic coat·
ing is applied to some individuals, and
the individual is reintroduced to the
colony, others in the colony will be exposed through grooming! At least one
percent of the population must be
treated for full effect. The method consists of setting out rolled cardboard
traps, collecting termites for about two
weeks until there are enough individuals and treating them with the toxic formulation by blotting it onto them with
a sponge. The termites are placed back
into the cardboard rolls and returned to
the site. Monitoring studies indicate a
dramatic decrease in numbers up to two
years later at some sites. This system is
being developed for commercial use.

After a break, a short business meeting
followed and there were many subjects
discussed. Highlights included:

There are some positive aspects to termites. Wood is the most abundantly
available material in the world, but we
have a crisis in waste, including wood
waste. Wood waste is termite food and
when termites eat wood, it is converted
to animal biomass, which can be used
as a feed for animals. This is in contrast
to fungi, the other major non-animal
consumer of wood which does not cre-

This interesting presentation was followed by a brisk question period and
Tim was presented with a copy of the
Ontario Butterfly Atlas.

1. Financial report: al regular account-

$711 after printing and mailing of
Ontario Insects. bl Atlas account •
$1134 plus the $6500 G.S.C., which
is accruing interest.
2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that the membership stood at around
118, including three institutions and
one honorary member (Father
Riottel·
3. Correspondence: a) A card from Father Riotte in Hawaii with the usual
compliments on our publications. b)
A Lepidoptera price list from member Ken Thorne (a commercial
dealer).
4. The F.O.N.: There has been a restructuring of the Board and the Executive, coupled with a regionalisation
of the federated and associated clubs.
The TEA has been included in the
'Lake Ontario North' area despite our
provincial focus (such are the hazards of being the Toronto E.A.I. A liaison for clubs has been set up
(Sandy Symmes) and the FON is asking for a voluntary financial contribution from clubs. We are unable to
make a contribution at present. Tony
continued on next page...
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Meetings... continued from pg. 9
Holmes is our FON representative.
5. Don Davis noted that member M.
Gurr had found the Crossline Skipper {Polites origenes} at Presqu'ile - a
new species for the area.
6. Canada Post issued 4 stamps recently
portraying migratory species which
go to Mexico. There were 2 birds 1
bat and an almost indistinguishable
Monarch. Mexico issued a similar
set.

October
Members Meeting
There were 21 members in attendance
on October 21, 1995.
1. Financial report: There was $1320.10
in the regular account; $1205.84 in
the Atlas account and $6560 in the
term deposit. There are 12 new members (presumably through Ontario In-

sects)!
2. Correspondence: a) Ontario Insects:
an ISSN number (1203-3995) has
been obtained; a number of letters
of congratulations were received;
new member Jane Rutherford
(Wilfrid Laurier University) sent us
a copy of her book titled FLy Fishing
the Grand River which contains a
great deal of information on some
aquatic insects. b) Don Davis: information re: entomologists on the
Internet; piece in the Globe & Mail
re: the agreement between Canada
and Mexico on the Monarch; should
we as a group write letters re: the
Ontario Weed Act?; a recent Monarch Newsletter mentioned the TEA.
3. New Books available: a) The Evolution ofInsect FLight by A.K. Brodskiiy
(to be reviewed in an upcoming issue of Ontario Insects) bl Swallowtail
Butterflies of the Americas by H.A.
Tyler, K.S. Brown, Jr. and K. Wilson

(see review in this issue - Eds.)
4. TEA Constitution - over a 50% return
was realised on the questionnaire, all
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of which agreed to the proposed
changes, with one change suggested
to the Bylaws, so the new constitution is passed!
5. Phil Schappert is stepping down as
President (but will stay on as Supervising Editor of Ontario Insects). A
volunteer or n,-"minee is needed for
formal election in January! The presidential duties are largely to chair the
monthly meetings and take speakers
to lunch.
6. Programme: Alan Hanks showed a
number of philatelic items, including cards and covers, all of which
had an "entomological" flavour.
Duncan Robertson showed slides of
many
resting and intriguing
moths. Joi 'nberlie showed numerous slides of his ongoing rearing studies on butterflies and moths. Quimby
Hess showed some slides from trips
to the South American rainforest.
Peter Hallett showed some slides,
and brought a drawer of specimens,
of Megachilid (leaf cutter) bees. Paul
McGaw showed slides of some of the
various moths he has encountered
in his garden.

November
Lorraine Johnson
Attracting Butterflies to
Your Garden
There were 25 members in attendance
on November 25, 1995, together with
Lorraine Johnson, the guest speaker and
21 visitors, some of which learned of
the meeting in NOW magazine.
The President made a short announcement/clarification regarding the lecture
room where we hold our meetings. The
McLaughlin Planetarium is now closed
to the public but the ROM has reaffirmed that it will honour all of its commitment for the room through June
1996. We may need to find a new venue
for our meetings in the fall but it's too
soon to tell what exactly will happen.

Paul McGaw introduced the speaker,
Lorraine Johnson whose topic was Attracting Butterflies to Your Garden. One
of the main ideas for this is to 'go with'
nature rather than 'fighting it', in other
words, let the plants do what they will
rather than indulging in excessive 'management'. One needs to pay attention
to the fact that many of the plants
needed will be larval food plants as well
as nectar sources for the adults. A butterfly garden should be in a sunny location because of the heat requirements
of butterflies and there should be wind
breaks to keep wind off the flowers, as
well as hedges for roosting. Pinching and
dead heading can encourage longer
blooming and compulsive fall cleaning
should be avoided. Applying compost
could be of assistance to overwintering
larvae/ pupae.
Ideal plants for butterflies include joepye-weed, bee balm, phlox, coneflower,
black-eyed susan, liatris, goldenrod,
butterfly weed, prairie dock and ironweed. It is a good idea to have a 'wild
side' to the garden to allow 'weeds' to
have some space, since many of them
are larval food plants. One appeal of a
wildflower garden is the unexpected
surprise of biennials turning up in different places, which is not good for those
who need 'order' in their gardens.
Slides were used to show some gardens
that use native plants - Victor Chernass'
in Guelph, John Powers' in Kitchener,
Tim French's in Peterborough and the
speaker's in Toronto. The FON brochure cauti~ning on the use of some
plants/weeds was mentioned and it was
noted that there will be a Wildflower
Society Garden Sale on May 14th, 1996.
A lengthy question period followed the
presentation, including ideas on where
to get seed, are there commercial mixes
and which plants are good for various
purposes. All in all a very diverting presentation. Lorraine was presented with
a copy of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas.
After a break, the meeting continued
with regular business.
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1. Membership and Financial report: Al Hanks reported a total of 130
members, with some still unpaid for
the season. There is $1366 in the
regular account; $1237 in the Atlas
account and $6560 in the term deposit.
Correspondence: al A letter, addressed to Sheila Copps, Environment Minster, regarding press conferences on the proposed Endangered Species Act, was ~ead. Canada
does not have such an act - the draft
bill is deficient and there should be
petitions to change it. Public hearings were to be held in Ottawa Dec.
11 and 12. b) A letter from Mark
Minno of the Lepidopterists Society
giving permission to reprint material
from their newsletter with
acknowledgement. He wishes to exchange newsletters.
3. Other Business: a) The newly passed
Constitution states that expenditures
greater than 25% of the budget need
a vote and since the next edition of
Ontario Insects will probably cost in
the order of $500, it was proposed
by Tony Holmes that the money
should be spent on the journal - seconded by Al Hanks - motion carried.
There is a possibility of obtaining a
small grant, to help defer the costs
of Ontario Insects, through the OES
and the ESC. Phil will investigate. bl
Bill McIlveen requests that any
members with information on butterfly sightings from Halton County
send him lists as he is making a database to produce computer generated maps. c) Ideas for future TEA
projects were discussed. Ideas include a Moth Atlas, a Dragonfly Atlas, and a book on Ontario butterfly
life histories. dl Charitable status:
forms have been completed, signed,
and will be submitted shortly.
Publications: The latest issue of Nature Canada contained a very good
article on the Karner Blue. A copy
was available for inspection.
Van der Poorten & Alan Hanks
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Monarch Butterfly Increases Its Range
The Mascarene archipelago is located
about 600 miles east of Madagascar in
the Indian Ocean. A report in the Bulletin de la Societe entomologique de
France 99(5): 517-524 (1994) gives information about some species of Lepidoptera (Rhopalocera, Nymphalidae) living
on these islands. It also describes the
recent successful establishment of the
monarch butterfly. It would be interesting to surmise from whence they came!

New Butterfly Tag Developed
A new tag has been designed for monarchs west of the Rockies. TimeMed
Corporation is printing a tag that will
include the Monarch Program's 1-800
number. This new design may improve
the recovery rate because it is much
easier to call and report a tag number
than mailing the butterfly to an address.
Too many people keep the tagged monarchs as souvenirs and fail to report the
tag number.

Monarca Travelling Exhibit Update
Having undergone a recent refurbishing in Ottawa, the Monarca Travelling
Exhibit - a trilingual exhibit about the
monarch butterfly, developed by the
Canadian Museum of Nature - makes
its next stop at the Dallas Museum in
Dallas, Texas from January 27 through
to June 2, 1996.
The 3,600 square foot exhibit, modelled
after Mexican village market stalls, has
five learning centres incorporating multimedia, hands-on and living elements.
The cost of producing the exhibit was
about $1 million.
The Dallas Museum will augment the
exhibit with displays on local butterflies.

Their trip to visit monarchs in Mexico
in February 1996 is sold out.
For further information, contact Gail
Manning, Collections manager/entomologist at grm_denh@ix.netcom.com.
The Royal Ontario Museum has indicated that it will be unable to host this
Canadian-made exhibit in one of its galleries in the foreseeable future, due to
fiscal restraints.

Autumn 1995 Monarch Butterfly
Numbers Remain Low
As reported in Ontario Insects, Vol. 1,
No.1, monarch numbers in eastern
North America appeared to be the lowest in recent years. During the Monarchs and Migrants Weekend help September 2-4, 1995 at Presqu'ile Provincial Park, only about 200 monarchs were
collected from nearby abandoned farm
fields and a large field of clover bordering Lake Ontario, for demonstration
purposes. However, in late September,
during a particularly warm day, Don
Tyerman, Senior Natural Heritage Education Leader, reported seeing about
1000 monarch butterflies feeding on
goldenrod and New England aster along
the southern shore of the Presqu'ile peninsula. This was the only report of large
numbers of monarch butterflies being
seen in the park this season.
During a visit to Point Pelee Provincial
Park on October 29, this writer found
10 monarch butterflies at the tip. Although accustomed to seeing roosts of
monarch butterflies numbering in the
thousands, Al Wormington reported that
the largest roost of monarchs he had
seen at Pelee this fall numbered about
400 individuals.
continued on next page...
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Monarchs... continued from pg. 11
A report on the Internet by Charles
Covell notes that monarchs were relatively uncommon in Louisville, Kentucky in September. Numbers were also
reported to be very low in Virginia
Beach, VA. Thus, VA and KY seemed
to have a 'down year'. (Charles V. Covell
Jr. is the author of the Peterson Field
Guide on the Moths of Eastern North
America).
Hopefully, the population will rebound
next year.

Forthcoming Monarch Butterfly Articles:
Anderson, J.B. and L.P. Brower. In
press. The fir forest as a thermal blanket and rain umbrella critical to the
freeze-protection of overwintering monarch butterflies Danaus plexippus . (Lepidoptera: Danaidae) in Mexico. Ecological Entomology
Brower, L.P. 1995. Understanding and
misunderstanding the migration of the
monarch butterfly (Nymphalidae) in
North America: 1957-1995. Journal of
the Lepidopterists' Society 49: (in press)
Walton, R.K. and L.P. Brower, 1996.
Monitoring the fall migration of the
monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus L.
(Nymphalidae, Danaidae) in eastern
North America 1991-1994. Journal of the
Lepidopterists' Society 50: (in press)

The Editor's Pursuits...
... to be continued in the next issue

courtesy of
Quimby Hess
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The Insect

NET

by Phil Schappert
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----~
As promised in my last column, this time
I'll discuss getting online so that you too
can visit the entomological wonders on
the 'net. You can find discussion groups,
info. on upcoming meetings of entomological interest, digital movies, photos,
sound bites, screen savers, software you name it and you'll find something
out there. I assume that you have a computer and modem and that you're ready
to head out into the online world.
The first, and most frequently asked,
question (a FAQ in net-speak) is, what
exactly is the internet anyways?
Loosely, the internet is a worldwide
network of computers all connected together in the same way as you connect
your computer at home or work to the
office network or to an ISP (internet service provider). A protocol known as
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol!
Internet Protocol) permits the transfer
of data between different kinds of computers (ie. UNIX, DOSlWindows, Mac,
etc.). The Internet really consists of a
number of different networks that accomplish different purposes:
Usenet is a public message base that
consists of more than 10,000
'newsgroups' that you can subscribe,
and post messages, to. Topics vary from
the ALT. (alternative) hierarchy to REC.
(recreational), SCI. (science) and local
geographic groups such as aNT.
(ontario) or TOR. (toronto). FrP or File
Transfer Protocol is a means of moving
both text and binary (ie. non-text) files
between computers. Gopher is an information server that allows the user to
access text using a menu-type structure.
IRe or Internet Relay Chat is used to
permit real-time communication (chatting) amongst users and is divided into
channels by topics and by users.

The most talked-about aspect of the 'net
is "the Web", WWW or World Wide
Web. You've probably begun to see
unpronounceable things like ''http://
www.cbc.ca.. or "I speak URL" in everything from printed advertising to
your local news. Isn't it interesting that
many Internet terms are related to entomology (eg. net, web, etc.)! The Web
is a means of viewing and accessing information in the form of documents
complete with text, graphics, sound
files, animation and multimedia applications via the Internet. It's one of those
things that is very difficult to describe,
but once you've seen it you know (if
you know what I mean)...
So, how do you get on the 'net? This is
the payment part - you have to contract
with an ISP in your area unless you're
one of the lucky few who can get access through your work or an educational institution. Depending on the type
of access you set up it can cost nothing
(via a 'freenet' which is generally limited to E-mail and Usenet and often very
difficult to connect to - because they're
free everyone wants in) up to $500 or
more per year. The only way to choose
amongst the various ISP's, and there are
more springing up by the minute, is to
figure out what you want, what you can
afford, talking to friends or colleages
about their access and then go comparison shopping. In other words, it's a lot
like buying a new car!
Be careful. What looks like the lowest
rates may not be - it could mean by the
hour charges after a short 'free' time
period (and these can really mount up)
or it could mean that you'll never get
connected during the evening hours
because everyone else went for the 'bargain' too. Most services will send out
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information packages and offer limited
time trial periods so that you can try
the service without buying the farm. Be
very careful of hidden service charges,
especially with the large online services
like Compuserve and AOL (America
OnLine). Also, don't miss the local BBS's
(Bulletin Board Systems) which may
offer E-mail and Usenet (or even text
access to FTP and WWW) at reduced
rates. For example, a one-year subscription to Computerlink, a ldcal Toronto
BBS which I use for e-mail, can be had
for only $89/year. As a comparison the
average rate for a TCP/IP connection to
an ISP is about $25-$30/month ($300$350/year).
Useful sources of information are the
free computer papers that can be found
at most computer shops. Toronto has
three monthly papers: Toronto Computes, The Computer Paper, and We
Compute. Besides being a good source
of information on the 'net and any local BBS's with Internet e-mail, they also
offer reviews of software and hardware
and are chock full of advertisements
which allow you to comparison shop
without leaving your home. Herewith
is a list of some ISP providers in the
Toronto (416/905 area codes) region.
Please remember to verify modem calls
before you squeal in someone's ear...
ISP
sub.dom,lin
Phone
Hookup
hookup.net
1-800-363-0400
Infinity Online infinity
416-638-9797
jmodem)
416-363-9100
InfoRamp
inforamp.net
Interlog
interlog.com
416-975-2655
Internet Direct idirect.com 416-233-7150
Internex Online io.org
416-363-8676
MapleNet
maple.net
416-756-2000
NSTN
nstn.ca
1-800-848-NSTN
ONRAMP
onramp.ca
905-470-4064
Passport
passport.ca
416-516-1616
Toronto FreeNet torfree.net 416-979-9242
UUNet
uunet.ca
416-368-6621

I'd like to hear your comments, ideas,
suggestions, complaints, questions, etc.
so send them in. My addresses, both
surface and electronic, are listed in the
masthead on the inside cover.
See you online!
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Canada/Mexico Sign Monarch
Butterfly Agreement
On October 12, 1995, in Oaxaca,
Mexico, the Deputy Prime Minister of
Canada and Minister of the Environment, Sheila Copps, and Mexican Secretary for the Environment, Natural
Resources and Fisheries, Julia Carabias
Lillo, announced a series of environmental initiatives for the coming year.

search of Hobson and Wassenaar; the
butterfly component is entirely new.
Samples will be collected in Mexico
from November 1995 to March 1996,
and in Canada from June to August
1996. Isotopic analyses will be conducted in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan by
Dr. Keith A. Hobson.

Among these initiatives was an agreement for the creation of an International
Network of Monarch Butterfly Reserves. To date, Long Point National
Wildlife Area, Point Pelee National
Park, and Prince Edward Point National
Wildlife Area have been designated as
Canadian Sites. It is hoped that negotiations with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources will result in Presqu'ile
and Rondeau Provincial Parks being
included in this Network. Out of this
agreement will also flow a number of
education, conservation, and research
initiatives and projects. This agreement
is believed to mark the ftrst time Canada
has taken formal international action to
protect an insect.

Recent developments in stable-isotopic
research have indicated that stable-hydrogen isotope abundance in rainfall
shows continent-wide patterns, and
these are translated through food webs
to birds, butterflies and other organisms.

Among the conservation issues to be
explored in Ontario will be the rapid loss
of habitat and a review of the Ontario
Weed Act. Under this Act, all milkweed
species - the sole food plant of monarch
butterfly larvae - are listed as "noxious
weeds". Most milkweed species are of
little concern to agriculture.
Among the research projects being carried out under this agreement will be
stable-isotope analysis of monarch butterflies and feathers of neotropical migrant songbirds wintering at the Bosque
Modello Mariposa Monarca (Monarch
Butterfly Model Forest) in Mochoacan,
Mexico to link breeding and wintering
grounds of these species. This will be
twinned with similar sampling in
Canada and the U.S. to isotopically map
individual populations. The songbird
component is an extention of the re-

By measuring isotopic profiles (fingerprints), in species on wintering grounds
in the tropics, it will be possible to better delineate their origins in North
America. Preliminary research by
Hobson and Wassenaar of Environment
Canada has shown the potential of this
technique (Oecologia, in review). The
proposed isotopic work on monarch
butterflies and migrant songbirds represents the first major application of the
technique and would be a major breakthrough in the way we approach international conservation of biodiversity.
For further information:
Duncan Dee, Press Secretary
SEMARNAP, Office of the Deputy Minister of Canada and Minister of the En..
vironment, (819) 977-1441
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The Bookworm
Swallowtail Butterflies of
the Americas: a study in
biological dynamics, ecological
diversity, biosystematics and
conservation.
by H. A. Tyler, K.S. Brown, Jr., and K. H.
Wilson. 1994. ISBN 0-945417-90-X {cloth,
approx $50 US}, 0-945417-91-8 {paper,
approx. $25 US}. Scientific Publishers, Inc.,
P.O. Box 15718, Gainesville, FL 32604,
U.S.A.

This book had its genesis in the late
Hamilton Tyler's The Swallowtail Butterflies ofNorth America, published in 1975,
which went beyond traditional species
descriptions. In fact, in this new book
such descriptions are fairly ~l and
what there are essentially comprises
notes and annotations associated with
distribution maps and illustrations.
The distribution maps are rather generalized especially where they refer to
species with wide ranges. Those with
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more restricted distributions or habitats
are noted more specifically and relevant
data for all illustrated species included.
The illustrations cover all the known
species and most of the well differentiated sub-species, are at SA size, and are
of more than adequate, though rather
variable quality. The arrangements and
legends are, at times, confusing; the information is certainly there but at times
requires a degree of investigation and
cross-referencing to elucidate.
There are also photographic illustrations
of the early stages from egg to pupa, for
100 species, which are extremely useful. A few habitats and behavioural patterns are also illustrated. The text includes many line drawings, maps,
tables, and boxes, and contains a great
deal of detailed but very condensed information.
Considerable space is devoted to biogeography, systematics and classification
of swallowtails, including some more
extended treatment of a number of 'species groups', what the authors refer to
as biogeographical species, such as the
Pterourus glaucus group. Considerable
weight is given to the biology and characters of early stages in the authors' discussion of classification. A comprehensive bibliography and fast-keys for identification of early stages and adults are
included, though the writer has yet to
get up to speed on them!
The book is very densely written and is
packed - one might say crammed - with
information, which at times requires
significant cross-referencing to correlate. However, it is aimed at a broad
market and a stated aim of the authors
was to keep the cost down to a level
that, in the paperbound edition, would

~

allow it to be affordable to third-world
residents and students.
The result is a stimulating, thought-provoking treatment of a fascinating, well
known family of butterflies, related to
general biological concepts and issues.
Richard Tanner

The Cutworm Moths of
Ontario and Quebec
by Eric W. Rockbourne, J. Donald
Lafontaine {Biosystematics Research
Institute, Ottawa, Ontario} with
photographs by Thomas H. Tovell. 1976.
Research Branch, Canada, Department of
Agriculture Publication 1593.

Where can you find a hard cover field
guide with more than 40 colour plates
illustrating over 600 moth species and
descriptions for only 4 "bucks" and
change? Here it is, from our (apparentlYl
overstocked Federal warehouses.
The introduction includes sections on
the structure, habits and life history of
the Noctuidae (or cutworm) family with
information about collecting specimens.
The authors have collected many of
these moths in such obscure (at least to
me) localities in Ontario as Ogoki,
Hymers, Cape Henrietta Maria and Ft.
Chimo, and in Mistassini Post and Lac
Mondor in Quebec.
For each species there is a short description, including known distribution, frequency of occurrence, possible
tion months and, more importantly,
plant species or genus the larvae
on, from ragweed to hollyhock!
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The book contains many Noctuids not
included in Charles Covell's Moths of
Eastern North America (Peterson Field
Guide Series, Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, 19841. Although not a collector, I have been identifying and recording moth species for ten years, many of
which have been attracted to the UV
and black lights, sugar bait and bright
incandescent bulbs in my carport.

band experienced in the late 1970's.

With this book (and together with
Covell's Field Guide), I can surmise
which of the 150 + native (and introduced or exotic) plants in my garden are
attracting these fascinating nocturnal
visitors! The brightly-coloured Catocala
sub-family of underwing moths are also
Noctuids of which 38 species are described. The two largest North American Noctuid moths, the Black Witch
(Erubus odora) and the Owl Moth
(Thysania zenobia), are underwings that
occasionally migrate north from the
tropics in late autumn.

"Stalking the Great Spangled Fritillary"
by George Plimpton in NEW YORK
TIMES MAGAZINE, Sept. 3/95, 38-41

This inexpensive book will, I hope, help
people to appreciate and understand the
noctuids better. To obtain a copy, phone
the privately owned "Federal Publications, Inc. Bookstore" at 416-860-1611,
at 165 University Avenue and they will
mail it to you!
Paul McGaw

Worth Reading About...
As a follow-up to our November 25th
meeting about butterfly gardening, I
would recommend reading an excellent
article in the August 1995 issue of American Horticulturalist, entitled 'A Birder
Looks to the Ground' (page 32-37) and
describing the unique 36 foot wide
horse-shoe shaped butterfly garden developed by none other than internationally renowned ornithologist Dr. Roger
Tory Peterson.
he garden was inspired by Dr.
eterson's wife, Virginia, as a cure for
period of "creative block" her hus-
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Blackflies:
"Little Demons" by Douglas C. Currie
in ROTUNDA, Vol. 28, No.1, Summer
1995,16-24
Butterfly Counts:
"Futterby and Be Counted" by Sue
Hubbell in SMITHSONIAN, Vol. 26, No.
3, June 1995, 114-126

Butterfly Photography:
"Metamorphosis: How to change your
butterfly shots from ugly nothings to
winged splendors" by Darwin Wissett
in PHOTO LIFE, Vol. 19, No.4, Je-Aug
1995, 10-11
Entomology and Internet Resources:
"Entomologists and the Internet: It's
Time to Get Online" by John K. VanDyk
in AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGIST, Vol.
41, No.3, Fall 1995, 162-168
Insects, General and Close-up Photography:
"Bug-eyed Demons" by Christian
Autotte in CANADIAN WILDLIFE, Vol.
1, No.2, July-Aug 1995, 20-27
Insects, Disease and Napoleonic
Campaigns:
"Insects, Disease, and Military History:
The Napoleonic Campaigns and Historical Perspective" by Robert K.D.
Peterson in AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGIST, Vol. 41, No.3, Fall 1995, 169-176
Karner Blue Butterfly:
"Butterfly Blues" by Brad Cundiffe in
NATURE CANADA, Vol. 24, No.4,
Autumn 1995,37-42
Pitcher Plants and Insect Larva that
Feed Them:
"The Processing Plant" by Carl Zimmer
in DISCOVER Vol. 16, No.2, September 1995, 92-97
Walking Sticks:

Criticism of Canada's
Proposed Endangered
Species Legislation
More than 200 of Canada's top scientists and academics are strongly critical
of the proposed law. In an open letter
to Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Environment Sheila Copps, released
November 22, 1995 at eight simultaneous news conferences held from St.
John's to Vancouver, academics from
more than 35 institutions told Ottawa
that unless the proposed law is strengthened in four critical areas it will not be
effective.
The TEA was a signatory of the letter.
The letter addressed the fact that the
proposed law contains no legal provisions for protection of the habitats of
endangered species despite widespread
agreement among biologists that habitat loss is the leading cause of extinction. The proposed legislation also fails
to provide a strict time frame for action
on response statements and recovery
plans, contains no provisions for mechanisms to protect species before they
reach endangered status, and applies
only to federally-controlled lands and
water which account for only a very
small fraction of Canada's area.
About 260 species are considered to be
in danger of disappearing in Canada as
a result of critical habitat loss,
overharvesting, foreign species introductions, climate change and pollution.
Some of these species may be on their
way to joining the nine species which
have become extinct in Canada over the
past 200 years.
Superficial protection, as proposed in
the new law, only gives the appearance
that Canada has done something when
in fact it has not.
Phil Schappert

"What on Earth" in SEASONS, Vol. 35,
No.2, Summer 1995, 5-6
Don Davis
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The Flea

Market
-------~
BOTANY
AND
BIRDING
TOURS

Actually we look at all aspects of natural history but birds and wildflowers
are the main interests for most participants. Van excursions from
Toronto subway for small groups to
Algonquin Park, Pelee Island, Bruce
Peninsula, Rideau Trail. Also Newfoundland, Grand Manan, Belize, and
Costa Rica. For further information
on these and other trips, call or write
George Bryant at Natural History
Tours, 58 Fairmeadow Ave., Willowdale, Ont., M2P 1W7, 416-223-6284.
Acrylic Insect Boxes, hinged lid, 4V2" x
5W', $1.00 each. World hairstreak collection, pinned with data in Schmitt box,
negotiable. Q.F. Hess, (416) 482-1637.
Graduate Research Opportunities in
Entomology. I am interested in increasing the number of graduate students in
my laboratory in the following two research areas: I) Biodiversity - current
studies involve insect biodiversity of oak
savannah habitats and in the various

SPECIMEN SUPPLIES FROM AROUND THE
WORLD
Huge. worldwide selection. (icluding Canada) - Gauranteed quality
Suppliers to institutions and collectors worldwide - All legally imported
Many CITES approved species in stock - On site collections for specialist
and public viewing - Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, Arachnidae. Phasmidae etc..
PRICE LISTS ON REQUESTS - VISITATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
KEN THORNE
P.O.BOX 684. LAMBETH. ONTARIO. NOL ISO
TEL (519)-652-6696 FAX (519)-652-6259
Remember to Attend The Annual Open House and Sale
This years dates are
Saturday March 30.1996
Sunday March 31. 1996
Choose from the many pinned and papered specimens
View the collections - Refreshments provided
Directions supplied upon request

habitats found at the Long Point Bird
Observatory. A phylogenetic approach
to biodiversity is emphasised. 2) Bee
systematics and sociobiology - molecular and morphological phylogenetic
studies of sweat bees with special emphasis on placing social behavioural
variation within a phylogenetic framework, population structure and gene
flow, and field research on comparative
social behaviour. Laurence Packer,

Dept. of Biology, York University,4700
Keele St., North York, Ont., M3J 1P3.
Phone: (416) 736-2100 ext. 22663, email:
bugsrus@yorku.ca
Dragonflies! If you've got Odonata
records in Ontario for the past year or
earlier please send them to: Bob Bowles,
374 Grenville Ave., OriIlia, Ont., L3V
7P7, phone/fax: (705) 325-3149.
l

Advertising rates:
Non-commercial, personal advertisements are free to all members. Commercial ads, based on 1/6 page, are:$10.00
per issue, 3 issues, same ad. $20.00. Ads
should be 5.8cmx8.5cm (2W' x 3W'l,
vertical or horizontal format, layout/
print/camera ready.
Submission deadlines: for Volume I,
No.3 due by April IS, 1996. for Volume 2, No.1 due by August 15, 1996.
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20 Questions to drive you UU,ftftY'" Sulbmit
Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ont., L4G 2Kl. M~~mlber's;
included with this issue of Ontario Insects. A
respondent with the most correct answers...
1; What is the least diverse order of insects?
2; What is the name giyen the two-pronged reversible organ
odorous butyric acid in swallowtail caterpillars?
3: What world-famous moth and mosquito expert was discovered to have to have
2 wives and 2 families?
4: The corbicula serves what function in honey bees?
5: V. B. Wigglesworth is the best known physiologist in the history of entomology. Name the area of entomology in which he was trained.
6: What is the name of the extrusible organs that function as scent filled brushes
in some male Lepidoptera?

7: The 1987 film "The Nest" was about mutant, carnivorous cockroaches. How
did the town entomologist in the film identify the species of cockroach?
What order does the earwigfly belong to?
9: When a mosquito bites a human, howIllany stylets penetrate the skin?
10: What is the only insect order in which molting occurs after the wings have
become functional?
11: What plant genus contains the primary hosts of insects in the genus Heliconius?
12: In "Through the Looking Glass," Alice talked with an insect about insects.
With what kind of insect did she talk?
13: Members of which insect order
have a proboscis but no special saliSolution to Last Issue's Puzzle:
vary channel?
14: What suborder of Lepidoptera
includes the mandibulate moths?
15: Insects that lack the ability to
position their wings backwards, over
the abdomen, are called what?
16: Which order does not possess
spiracles?
17: In which order of insects would
you find a tenaculum?
18: The distal segments of an antenna is called what?
19: What is the scientific name of
the bacteria that causes Lyme disease?
20: What is the term for an animal
which completes only one generation
annually?'

low the acc'eptcl1:>l~
content ;n11,rn,,,l
terials and Me:thcds, lleliult$,
sion, Summary). Fecltul,e aJ:tiCJl~SIShouJ
be both informative & enteI1ain.b:\,g,
format is left up to the 'UI'WUl.
short communications
obl;erlTa.
tional, historical, review or eX];>erimlen.
tal studies which do not fall
purvue of research papers. Book
views should be of titles pulblilshe:d
within the last three years. Pu:zz1E~s
should be original. Guest columns
Entomophilia may encompass any
ject related to the love of insects.
ions may take the form of letters to
editor, feature articles, or ShC)rtcolmnlunications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any other submission. OriigiJ:lallutwork should be line drclwinjtls in 1""1., ....."...
ink or a goc>d I)ho,tocop)( of' collour wor.k:s.
Ontario Insects is produced on a
Text editing is done in Ami Pro
graphics are scanned or obtained
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in CorelDRAW 3.0 with fmal page layout in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or
work on disk (any formatl would be
welcome. Submissions via e-mail are
also welcome. Please forward all submissions and questions to the editors
(see inside cover for addressesl.
are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a
membership purchase prior to pul)lication. Offprints are available at cost
10%
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narrower at the tip compared to the
base, while in black, the ends of the
segments are broader.

Letters
~---~

Plant guy,

Wasyl Bakowsky
Natural Heritage Information Centre,
Peterborough, Ont.

lW:~ltulati()ns on
...;>;7V

the excellent Janu-

J,"'''''' of Ontario Insects. I sup-

people have written in to
out that the mystery "beetle"
len'tiOIled in the letter from Suzanne
the nymph of an asopine
'PeIltaltonlid, possibly the introduced
Pil~rmnel7.S bidens which is now the most
cOlrnnlon large predaceous pentatomid
my area. Adult asopines are easily
identifieej, but I am not too familiar with
nymphs.
I found Alan Hanks' article on collecting leps. in winter interesting, and
would like to ask readers of Ontario Insects to keep their eyes on the snow for
some less colourful, but live, insects next
year. There have been several good winter insect collecting days this year, and
in addition to the usual assortment of
snow scorpionflies (Boreus) , wingless
crane flies (Chionea) and other well
known winter-active insects I have been
picking up some unusual heleomyzid
flies on the snow, including a couple of
females of a poorly known species in a
rarely collected genus (Orbellia). I would
like a male of this species for the Guelph
collection, so if you spot large (elongate
house fly sized) acalyptrate flies on the
snow, hang on to them for me please.
While on the subject of insects to watch
out for, I would also like to put your
readership on the alert for giant lacewings. I put an enquiry on entomoline
(an internet discussion group -Eds.) some
time ago, and had previously sent enquiries to museum curators and colleagues, asking for post 1950 records of
giant lacewings. With the exception of
one unverified report from British Colombia, all the evidence suggests that
Polystoechotes punctatus is extirpated
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from Canada, but it doesn't hurt to keep
looking!

(Thanks Wasyl, we'll be more careful in
the future!! - Eds.)

Steve Marshall
Department of Environmental Biology
University of Guelph

Dear Editors,

(See Dr. Marshall's article on the giant
lacewing in this issue -Eds.)

Dear Editors
I just got a look at your 2nd Ontario
Insects, it looks and reads as great as
the first one!
Just a quick comment about the proposed logo for the Karner Blue Recovery Team. The leaf shown is clearly that
of red oak, not black oak. In black oak,
the basal portion of the leaf lobes are
narrower than the terminal portion, but
in the drawing they are broader, which
is characteristic of red oak. In other
words, in red oaks, the segments are

A couple of months ago, I set up a world
wide web site called 'Gardeners of the
Golden Horseshoe', at HTTP://WWW.WEB.
APC.ORG!- PNEWBY!GGH.HTM The purpose
of the site is to bring together as much
information as possible on gardening in
the region around the south end of Lake
Ontario, and to help promote the exchange of information among regional
gardeners.
As we move into spring, we're beginning to think more about our gardens,
and some of the people I've been in
touch with have expressed a desire to
have some kind of regional discussion
forum. I'm trying to figure out what
form this should take, and how much
interest there is in this idea.
I've set up a page called 'In this season', where people can post observations and comments about what they're
seeing and doing as the growing season
comes in. If there's a lot of activity on
this page, I'll be setting something more
technically capable, such as a listserver
or HyperNews.
Note that in addition to links to personal
gardens and events listings, I'm also
looking for children's garden art to post
on a new 'Kids' page.
Your comments and observations would
be greatly appreciated.
Paul Newby
pnewby@web.apc.org

The O.K.B.R. T. Logo

by Noel Pabalan
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President's Message

The Editor1s Desk

With the first issues of Ontario Insects,
a consistently stimulating series of guest
speakers at our meetings, and a notable
growth in our membership, the TEA has
had a great year and climactic testimony
to the energy and expertise of Phil
Schappert's years as President. As the
new President, I hope I can do half as
well and that Phil will still be around to
do the other half, or three quarters, or
whatever.

Yes the desk is smarter than both of us!

Our application for status as a charitable

organization will soon be decided upon.
If it is received favourably, the contributions we may reasonably expect
should help us better fulfil our purposes.
We might, for example, be able to afford colour plates in the annual Publication or Ontario Insects and so both

Treasurer's Report
The regular account stood at $1450.40
at the beginning of January and now
stands at $1487.97. Income was gained
from many new members and the second edition of Ontario Insects was
printed and mailed, at a cost of $498.59.

encourage insect photography and provide a powerful aid in the identification
of species. The educational value of the
Publication has been otherwise enhanced in that its contents are now once
more listed in the British serial The Zoological Record. Perhaps as much may
soon be done for Ontario Insects as
well.

As for the spring and summer before
us, my best wishes to all our members The sixth verse of Barry Harrison's
and friends: may your butterfly gardens poem The Mourning Cloak (Butterfly),
flourish; the sun shine on your butter- . Entomophilia, Vol. 1, No.1, pp. 7, confly counts and the moon be dark for your tained a typographical error. The last
black-lighting; and the specimens you line of that verse should read: ''To usher
collect, photograph, catch and release, in a lighter way". Please correct your
or just observe at a close distance be copies. Our apologies to Barry.
many and interesting, and the records
Many thanks to those of you who did
you keep thereof, meticulous. it
(you know who you are) and a "bad
Duncan entomologist" to all of you that didn't
(you know who you are too!) send in
the membership info. forms that were
included with the last issue. Since knowing the interests of only 25% of the memThe Atlas account stood at $1286.79 at bership doesn't really allow us to comthe beginning of January and now pile a useful membership list, we've destands at $1460.80. The GIC stands at cided to hold off publishing this list un$6716.07 and there are 348 copies of the til Vol. 2, No.1 (September 1996). A second form goes along with this issue.
Atlas still in stock. it
Please fill it out and send it in - and while
Alan you're at it take a crack at the Quiz with your 1996/97 dues.

...The Editor1s Pursuits.
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Jeff Skevington and Nick Tzovolos each
managed 16 correct of the 20 questions
in the Don't Bug Me quiz. Both have
won their next year's membership free!
A prize will also be awarded for the new
Quiz in this issue - another round of 20
questions that will drive you buggy...
Congratulations to Jeff and Nick. Looks
like a challenge match to us!

...continued from the last issue.

The next issue of Ontario Insects will
be in your mailbox before the September Member~ meeting and will also include the meeting schedule for the coming season. The upcoming volume looks
exciting. We'll finally get to the Common Names article we've threatened to
do all year, there'll be trip and butterfly
count reports, more from the Karner
Blue Recovery Team, plus articles on
the Insect Fauna of the Queen's University Biological Station, tiger beetles,
insect conservation, and much more.
What do you want to see in Ontario
Insects? This is your newjournal - use
it! 7lt
Pat & Phil
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Upcoming

-

Programs

¥8

There's an abundance of Canada Day Butterfly Counts (they call them 4th of July counts south of the border for some
strange reasonl being conducted in Ontario this year with more being started all the time. You can - and should - be involved
in at least one of these, m~re if you can... It doesn't cost anything but your time, and we can virtually guarantee that you'll
get more out of it than you put in.
Jack Holliday has been conducting one-man butterfly counts in the Kanata (Ottawa Region) area for many years. As Jack is
now 74 years young, he could use some help! Contact Jack at 613-728-8339.

Saturday, June 29th
T.E.A. East Toronto Count: this year the count will be split into two "teams" one of which will do the area around the
Metro Toronto Zoo and the Rouge Valley (including the lower Rouge for the first time) while the other does the north Don
Valley, the Charles Sauriol Conservation Reserve and Taylor Creek Park. Contact Tom Mason (Zoo: 416-392-5972, Home:
905-839-6764) or Nancy van der Poorten (Home: 416-466-9013) to confirm your participation and arrange meeting times and
places. Raindate is Sunday, June 30th.

Sunday, June 30th
Lambton/Pinery Count: Contact Jeff Skevington (Home: 519-236-4258) to participate. Raindate is Monday, July 1st.
Severn Township Count: Contact Margo Holt (Home: 705-835-5741) to participate. Raindate is Monday, July 1st. Also note
that Margo and Nancy Ironside may do a count on Manitoulin Is. again this year, check with Margo for details.

Saturday, July 6th
Windsor Count: Contact Paul Pratt (Ojibway Prairie: 519-966-5852; e-mail: prairie@netcore.ca) to participate. The Friends
of Ojibway Prairie are providing lunch to all participants.
Long Point Count: Contact Chauncey Wood (Home: 905-648-4845, e-mail: cdwood@mcmaster.ca) or Peter Carson (Home:
519-586-3985, e-mail: gartcar@kwic.com) to participate.
Algonquin Park Count: Contact Colin Jones (Algonquin Visitor Centre: 613-637-2828) to participate.

Sunday, July 7th
Durham/Oshawa Count: Contact James Kamstra (Home: 905-985-4497) to participate. The potluck dinner afterwards
while count results are tabulated is always fun.

Saturday, July 13th
Toronto Centre Count: Contact John Carley (Home: 416-766-1330) to participate. Raindate is Sunday, July 14th.

Field Trip
T.E.A. member Matt Holder, author of the article "Algonquin Provincial Park's Dragonflies and Damselflies" in this issue,
and co-author of the upcoming The Dragonflies and Damselflies of Algonquin Provincial Park, has agreed to meet
anyone with an interest in Odonates for an excursion to discover the Odonata of Algonquin Provincial Park. The trip is set
to meet in the parking lot at the East Gate of Algonquin (Hwy. 60, Whitney, Ont.) at 11:00 am on Sunday, July 7th. Note that
participants will be required to obtain day-use (or camping - if you decide to do the Algonquin Butterfly Count on the
Saturday...hint, hint) permits (obtained at the East Gate) for the trip. Please contact Matt c/o 905-668-1449 to confirm your
participation in this field trip. 7!i
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One Hundred Years of Butterflies at Orillia, Ontario
by Margo Holt & Nancy Ironside

In 1896, C.E. Grant published in The Canadian Entomologist an annotated list of butterflies collected at Orillia and
vicinity. We thought it would be interesting and worthwhile
to compare Grant's published list to our recent observations
of butterflies in the same area.
Many familiar species such as the Monarch (Danaus
plexippusl, Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopal.and Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) that are common today were also
common in 1896. The Cabbage White (pieris rapael. introduced about 1860 in Quebec, was "everywhere abundant"
according to Grant. Another introduced species, the European Skipper (Thymelicus lineolal, abundant today at Orillia
was unknown to Grant as it was not brought to Ontario until
1910.
There are some startling and unexpected revelations when
looking at Grant's list and comparing it to the 1990's. Grant
claims the Checkered White (Pontia protodice) was common
years ago". Today it is a very rare butterfly in the province.
The West Virginia White (pieris virginiensis) was listed as uncommon in 1896 but is very rare in Orillia today. In 1896
there was a significant migration of the very rare Southern
Dogface butterfly (Colias cesonia) into Ontario. There are only
two recent provincial records. Surprisingly, the Common
Wood Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) was listed as very rare by
Grant. This butterfly is common in the Orillia area today.
II

The following chart lists the 55 species of butterflies mentioned by Grant and compares their current status.
Bullerflies

Species

1896

1990's

Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Sleepy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Columbine Duskywing
Common Sootywing
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Checkered White
Mustard White
West Virginia White

Epargyreus clarus
U
Thorybes pylades
C
Erynnis icelus
C
Erynnis brizo
U
Erynnis juvenalis
C
Erynnis lucilius
U
Pholisora catullus
U
Polites peckius
C
Polites themistocles
C
Polites mystic
C
Poanes hobomok
C
Euphyes vestris
U
Papilio polyxenes
U
Papilio cresphontes VR
Papilio canadensis
Cl
Pontia protodice
VR
Pieris napi
C
Pieris virginiensis
U

U
C
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C
U
C
U
U
C

C
C
C
C
U
VR
C
VR
C
VR

Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
C
Colias philodice
C
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
R2
Southern Dogface
Colias cesonia
VR3
Harvester
Feniseca tarquinius C4
Lycaena phlaeas
C
American Copper
Bronze Copper
Lycaena hyllus
C4
Coral Hairstreak
Satyrium titus
C
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadica
U3
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
R
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium liparops
U
Celastrina ladon
C
Spring Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele
C
Aphrodite Fritillary
Speyeria aphrodite
U
Speyeria atlantis
C
Atlantis Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Boloria bellona
C
Northern Crescent
Phyciodes selenis
C
Tawny Crescent
Phyciodes batesii
VR
Chlosyne nycteis
C
Silvery Checkerspot
Question Mark
Polygonia interrogationis C
Eastern Comma
Polygonia comma
C
Green Comma
Polygonia faunus
R
Hoary Comma
Polygonia gracilis
R
Gray Comma
Polygonia progne
C
Compton Tortoiseshell Nymphalis vau-album C
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
C
Milbert's Tortoiseshell Nymphalis milberti
C
American Lady
Vanessa virginienis
U
Vanessa cardui
C
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
C
White Admiral
Limenitis a. arthemis U
Viceroy
Limenitis archippus C
Northern Pearly Eye
Enodia anthedon
R
Satyrodes eurydice
C
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Megisto cymela
C
Common Wood Nymph Cercyonis pegala
VR
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
C

C
C
C
VR
U
C
C
C
C
C
U
C
C
C
C
C
C
R

C
C
C
R
VR
U
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
U
C
C
C

C

Notes: 1) U 1896; 2) C 1872; 3) C 1896; 4) local
Key: C (COMMON) seen most years in good numbers; U
(UNCOMMON) seen most years in low numbers; R (RARE)
not seen every year or in years when it should occur; VR
(VERY RARE) not seen most years
Reference
Grant,C.R. 1896. Butterflies taken at Orillia, Onto Canadian
Entomologist 28:271-274.
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Algonquin Provincial Park1s Dragonflies and Damselflies
by Matt Holder

Algonquin Provincial Park has a northern atmosphere that
sets it apart from the surrounding area, and it is recognized
as a superb location for wildlife. Though most visitors are
interested in the larger animals, such as moose and wolves,
Algonquin does offer a vast assortment of insects that can
occupy and arouse those with an entomological streak. Formal field research in the park has included studies on blackflies and butterflies, their results shedding light on the life
histories of these animals. Amateurs, too, have shown a great
deal of interest in Algonquin's insect fauna, with butterflies
being by far the most popular. Butterfly-watchers from southern Ontario visit the Park· in hopes of seeing some of the
more northern species, such as Pink-edged Sulphur and Green
Comma, and specialties like Macoun's Arctic. Interest in
Algonquin's butterflies has led to the publication of an official checklist of the area and photographic guide to their natural history, and these, in turn, have increased the interest in
these creatures, encouraging more and more people to look
at insects for the first time.
While our knowledge of Algonquin's butterflies increases
through the efforts of amateurs and professionals alike, other
insect groups are receiving much less attention. A group that
is slowly beginning to share the spotlight is the Odonata.

Calopteryx maculata by Andrea Kingsley

Several people have been actively searching for species
throughout Algonquin Park, including Colin Jones; Peter
Burke, Andrea Kingsley and myself. Surveys have resulted
in a number of interesting observations - eleven new species
for Algonquin Park have been found during the past two
years, including the rare Extra-striped Snaketail Ophiogomphus
anomalus, Mottled Darner Aeshna clepsydra, and Zebra
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Clubtail Stylurus scudderi. Also, the rare Beaverpond Clubtail
Gomphus borealis, last seen in Algonquin in 1947, was found
at a new location on the east side of the Park. As more people
go out looking for these insects, our knowledge of their distribution and status, important for their conservation, increases. But how does one create interest in dragonflies and
damselflies in order for this recruitment into the
odonatological ranks to happen?
A publication due out this spring will hopefully change this
situation and encourage naturalists to broaden their horizons
by at least one notch. This new publication, The Dragonflies and Damselflies of Algonquin Provincial Park, will
place a spotlight on the 86 species of Odonata known to have
occurred in Algonquin. Lepidopterists who look to butterflies because of their color and ease of field identification
must realize that dragonflies and damselflies can be just as
colorful, almost as easy to identify in the field, and are actually much more interesting with respect to behavior, in my
eyes at least. A problem facing people interested in Odonata,
however, is the sparseness of guides dealing with field identification, and most can't see themselves sitting down with
pages of keys and a dissecting scope just for fun (though it
seems a lot of entomologists do - hmmmq. Few works exist
in the popular literature, with none considering Ontario's
fauna, so this Algonquin guide is aimed to introduce the beginner to these insects and to begin to fill this obvious gap.
The publication is meant to provide an introduction to dragonflies and damselflies, and is geared for an audience composed of both beginners and experienced entomologists. A
short introduction to the life history of our species, explaining the habits and behavior of a typical odonate, is meant to
give the reader an appreciation of the insects' interesting lives
and to supply the necessary information required to understand these creatures. The meat of the publication is the set
of species accounts detailing most of Algonquin's common
species, including information on their relative status, habitat, behavior and field identification. As an aid to their field
identification, the species accounts will be accompanied by
color illustrations, the result of many hours of labor in the
studio for artists Peter Burke and Andrea Kingsley. Though
not all of Algonquin's species are illustrated, by quickly referring to the illustrations a person may identify most of the
dragonflies and damselflies seen, either to species or at least
to genus for some of the trickier groups (e.g. bluets Enallagmal.
Finally, the last few pages will contain the Park's official list,
all 86 species, with a section for expected species that may
graduate to the official list in the future.
continued on page 45...
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The Odonata of Long Point
by Bruce Falls
Dragonflies and damselflies (Order Odonata) are attractive
insects that have caught the fancy of many birders and other
naturalists. The number of species in Ontario (close to 160) is
roughly the same as the number of butterflies. Because banders at Long Point expressed interest, and I had done some
earlier collecting there, I decided to draw up a list for Long
Point. I hope this list will help to characterize the Long Point
Biosphere Reserve.
The present list should be regarded as preliminary. Undoubtedly, other species will be found in the future. Long Point is
well situated to receive southern species but, being limited
largely to marsh and dune habitats with little dense forest
and no running water, it is not likely to harbour all the species typical of the mainland.
The 46 species (28 dragonflies, 18 damselflies) found at Long
Point compares favourably with the 59 species listed by
Stewart and Carmichael (1993) for nearby Elgin County.
However, the expected differences between the point and
the mainland are illustrated by the fact that 22 of their species have not been found on the point, while 11 of our species are missing from their list. The following list includes 19
species reported by Walker (1941) for Long Point, of which 6
(attributed to Walker in list) have not been recorded recently,
and 15 species that I found near the Tip in 1950 (two of these
also listed by Walker have not been recorded recently). Recent observations began in 1991, with Peter Burke and Dawn
Brenner assembling information mainly near the Tip, while
I worked mainly near the base of the point. A few specimens
have come from other sources. Traps placed near the Tip by
Laurence Packer have taken 5 species, none of which was
new.
Altogether, we observed on 55 days, visiting 23 localities on
Long Point and recorded close to 200 occurrences (a species
at a site on one day). Coverage has been good early and late
in the season but there are gaps in late July, late August and
early September. This may bias our list against a few species
that may occur chiefly in those periods. Another source of
bias is the difficulty of capturing the larger dragonflies, some
of which cannot be separated by observation in the field.
Despite these shortcomings, I feel confident that we have
identified all the common species.
Identifications were made using Walker (1953, 1958) and
Walker and Corbet (1975). Paul Pratt kindly checked some
difficult identifications. Although we made' many sight observations, all the species recorded in the 1990s are supported
by specimens.
Dragonflies, especially the larger species, are highly mobile
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and some may have originated off the point. Four of those
listed below are migratory, which means that the first adults
seen in the spring arrive from farther south, while at least
some of the later emerging individuals travel south in the
fall, often in impressive numbers. Damselflies, being weak
fliers, tend to be more sedentary.
I have provided as much annotation to the list as space permits. Scientific names and arrangement are from Bowles
(1995). There are no standard common names. I used those
given by Paulson and Dunkle (1986). Next, I give the number of records (R) on which our list is based, followed by the
range of dates of these records and then (in brackets) the
range of flight dates for Ontario (Walker 1953, 1958; Walker
and Corbet 1975). I then give some information on the status
and distribution of the species in Ontario. Finally, I provide
some notes on appearance followed by (in brackets) the range
of total length in millimetres from Walker (1953, 1958) and
Walker and Corbet (1975). It is not possible to describe field
marks of all species. The hints given here should be used
with caution. Some identifications require examination of
anatomical details with a powerful lens. Also, similar species not listed may occur at Long Point. Unfortunately, there
is presently no popular field guide covering this group of
insects.

Damselflies (Zygoptera)
Slender, fore and hind wings similar, held together along the
back or slightly apart (Spreadwings) at rest. Sexes differ, males
often blue, females may become bluish (pruinose) with age.
Identification often entails examining genitalia (external reproductive structures) and other anatomical details. Stay close
to vegetation or surface of water.
Family Lestidae (SpreadwingsJ
Several species at Long Point, none abundant; identification
by genitalia.

£estes disjunctus (Common Spreadwing): 5R, Jy6-A2 Uy2-S21);
common late summer, throughout Ont.; dark, slender (3337).
I
:s +Dc.k...} /-..Q..":" (!J,x)
L. Dryas (Emerald Spreaawing): 1R, Ju13 (M30-A25); widespread; bright metallic green, stocky (32-38).
L. inequalis (Elegant Spreadwing): 5R, Jn14-Jy15 (M30-A8J;

southern, through S. Ont.; metallic green, long abdomen (4650).
L. rectangularis (Slender Spreadwing): 2R, Jy12-A7 Un15-S21);

abundant along Lake Erie through S. Ont.; dark brown, short
wings, long abdomen (37-47).
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L. vigiIax (Swamp Spreadwing): 3R, Jn25-Jy30 (Jn16-A27); late
summer, through S. ant.; dark metallic, long, slender (4247).
Family Coenagriidae (Pond Damsels)
Many species at Long Point (several abundant); mostly small,
males often blue.

by examining genitalia. Some hunt on the wing and may fly
high, others hunt from perches.
Family Aeschnidae (Darners)
Large, long abdomen, clear wings, strong flying, identification by pattern on thorax, genitalia, some difficult.

Enallagma aspersum (Bog Bluet): 2R, JnlO-Jyll (Jn26-Jy17);
unusual at Long Point, mostly Muskoka (23-33).

Aeschna canadensis (Canada Darner): 3R, Jn20-S16 (Jn21-S27);
common in S. ant.; two pale stripes on thorax vary among
species of this genus, blue markings (64-73).

E. boreaIe (Boreal Bluet): 2R, Jn4-13, (ca M16-Jy17); early,
northern, widespread (28-37).

A. clepsydra (Mottled Darner): 2R, A3-20 (Jy19-S12); east coast
species, rare in ant.; distinctive thoracic pattern (67-70).

E. caruncuIatum (Tule Bluetl: 17R, Jn24-A17 (In 19-520); common in reed beds at Long Point, through S. ant., male with
black and blue abdomen, relatively large (30-37).

A. constricta (Lance-tailed Darner): 3R, S12-16 (Jy9-011); common late summer at Long Point, through S. ant.; similar to
A. canadensis distinctive genitalia (65-73).

E. civile (Familiar Bluet): 6R, A7-S16 (Jn6-S12); mostly Lake
Erie counties in ant.; similar to E. carunculatum (31-39).

Anaxjunius (Common Green Darner): 21R, A17-02 (ca Ap15015); abundant at Long Point, S. and C. ant., migratory;
plain green thorax, abdomen brown, green or blue (69-84).

E. cyathigerum vernaIe (Springtime Bluet): 1R (Walker 1952),
JnlO (M29-All); early season, in S. ant. mainly Lake Ontario
and Lake Erie (28-33).
E. ebrium (Marsh Bluet): 19R, JnlO-A7 (My30-A24); most abundant Bluet at Long Point in mid summer, through S. ant.;
male with less black and smaller than E. caruncuIatum (2733).
K germinatum (Skimming Bluet): 5R, Jn24-A7 (Jn28-S3); found
only near base of Long Point, through S. ant.; smallest bluet
(18-28).

E. hageni (Hagen's Bluet): 1R, (Walker 1941), (M30-A21); abundant in S. ant. but not along Lake Erie; similar to E. ebrium
(26-33).
E. signatum (Orange Bluet): 17R, JnlO-S12 (Jn3-S9); common
at Long Point, through S. ant., semi-crepuscular; yellow-orange and black (29-35).
E. vesperum (Vesper Bluet): 7R, JnlO-A7 (Jn18-A29); southern
part of S. ant., semi-crepuscular; like E. signatum but male
with blue-tipped abdomen (31-37).
Ischnura posita (Fragile Forktail): lOR, M30-S12 (Jn4-S9); common at Long Point, through S. ant.; dark, exclamation mark
on thorax, small slender (24-27).
1. verticalis (Eastern Forktail): 33R, Jn12-S16 (M5-015); long

season, abundant at Long Point, through S. ant.; males with
green and black thorax, blue-tipped abdomen (23-33).

NehaIennia irene (Sedge Sprite): 2R, Jn13 (Jn1-A19); through
ant.; metallic green, male with blue-tipped abdomen, small
(25-28).

Dragonflies (Anisoptera)
Generally larger and stouter than damselflies, wings held
horizontal, hindwing broader. Sexes differ, some species become pruinose with age. Some identifiable on sight, others
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Epiaeschna heros (Swamp Darner): 3R, JlO-A? (Jn7-S9); common through S. ant., high flying; brown and green, largest
Canadian dragonfly (80-94).
Family Gomphidae (Clubtails)
Medium to large size, eyes separated, long abdomen often
expanded near the tip, clear wings, tend to rest on ground,
most in early summer, identification of some difficult, based
on genitalia, etc.

Arigomphus furcifer (Lilypad Clubtail): 1R (Walker 1941) (M27A17); common Lake Erie counties, through S. ant.; abdomen not flared (46-53).
Gomphus fraternus (Midland Clubtail): 2R (Walker 1941) (M31Jy23); common Lake Erie, through S. ant.; abdomen flared
(48-54).
G, spicatus (Dusky Clubtails): 2R (Walker 1941) (M18-Jy23);
common Lake Erie, through most of ant.; abdomen not flared
(41-52).
Family Corduliidae (Emeralds)
Those below have green or blue eyes and black, slender abdomens.

Epicordulia princeps (Prince Baskettail): 1R, Jn25 (Jn6-A20);
common Lake Erie and through S. ant.; those at Long Point
with three dark (no white) spots on clear wings (59-68).
Tetragoneuria cynosura (Common Baskettail): 4R, Jn24-25 (Jn5Jy31); common Lake Erie and through S. ant.; blue eyes,
basal spots on hindwings (37-44).
Family Libellulidae (Skimmers)
Especially well-represented along Lake Erie; several genera,
many with stout tapering abdomens, wider than deep; identification by wing pattern, genitalia.
continued on pg. 46
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EntoJnophilia
Insect P69tography1 01

~

As an alternative to collecting insects, there is much to be
said for photographing~em live: it requires somewhat less
patience and dexterity tljan mounting them; pictures take up
less space than pinned specimens and may keep their fresh
colours long after pinned specimens have faded or turned
brown; and the insects themselves very much prefer being
photographed. In addition, many species that most people
cannot identify at a glance, they may be able to identify on
perusing a picture, and the picture may serve (though less
firmly than an actual specimen) as evidence for the correctness (or incorrectness) of the identification.
Since insects must be photographed close up, a single-lens
reflex (SLRI camera is essential. Most of the SLRs now sold
have automatic focusing. Whether such cameras can be made
to focus close enough or, if they can, the automatic focusing
still works, I do not know, but I do know that they cost a
fortune. If you already have one, ask your dealer about the
essential point: can it be made to focus close enough to provide an enlargement of 1:2, that is, an image on the negative
or slide that is half the size of the object photographed? If
you already have a non-AF SLR with its standard 50mm lens
(or, better for the purpose, a 100mm lens), then all you need
in addition is a set of relatively inexpensive attachments designed to fit that lens: either a set of close-up lenses, usually
three, that screw on, singly or in combination, to the front of
the camera lens or a set of extension tubes, usually three,
that fit in, singly or in combination, between the lens and the
camera body.
If you do not have a non-AF SLR, then the all-manual Pentax

K1000 (body only) may still be available new at about $200;
otherwise you will probably have to buy secondhand. Most
secondhand SLRs are sold with a 50mm lens, but, if you can
get one with a 100mm lens, that would be better. But best of
all would be a macro lens, which is specially designed for
close-ups and needs no attachments. Possibly the best lens
for insects, and also among the less expensive macros, is the
Tarnron gOmmlf2.S macro, which can be focused to an enlargement of half life size and may still be available new (as
it was few years ago) for about $400. Otherwise, look for it
(more cheaply) secondhand. With the appropriate adapter, it
can be fitted to almost any brand of SLR. If you happen to
have a zoom lens, it may well have its own macro setting,
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but will probably not allow for an enlargement of more than
1:4, which will not fill the frame with anything much smaller
than a swallowtail.
The great virtue of the macro lens is that its power to focus
close does not diminish its overall focusing range. An ordinary lens with enlarging attachments is out of focus at all but
a limited range of distances from the object: if it is set up to
show a large butterfly sharp and filling the frame, then the
attempt to make a small butterfly fill the frame will show it
more or less fuzzy, unless a stronger close-up lens or combination of lenses is substituted or a longer extension tubes or
combination of tubes is inserted. But a macro lens can adjust
to the smaller butterfly merely by a turn of the lens barrel,
or, in the opposite direction, all the way up to an object at
infinity. It can be used to photograph landscapes, people,
and pets, as well as insects.
Among insects, butterflies and moths are easier to photograph than, say beetles, because they present a flatter surface, but, even so, to be all in focus at close distances, they
will need all the depth of field they can get. Depth of field
requires narrow apertures, narrow apertures require lots of
light, and lots of light requires a flash. Fidgety and often
windblown insects such as butterflies, even in sunlight and
at a speed of 1/2S0 sec., may often make shaky-looking pictures, and also appear partly out of focus because of the wider
aperture that a high speed requires. But the light of a flash at
close distances is bright enough to permit a narrow aperture
and typically occupies only 1/1000 sec. or less and so can
easily freeze a sharp image of an object in motion. Since,
however, most SLRs require flash pictures to be taken at a
speed no faster than 1/60 or 1/12Ssec., the motion of the object during that time may register, under the available light,
as a faint ghostly aura around the edges of the sharp image.
For this reason it is better if possible
to avoid close-up flash photography
in full sunlight. Not a problem, happily, with most moths.
For pictures up to half life size, a flash
attached to the camera hot-shoe will
be close enough to the object and high
enough so that the end of the lens
barrel does not cut the light off from
the object. Built-in flashes, even if
sitting atop the camera, will be too
low. A smallish flash unit will make
the camera easier to manipulate and
should be powerful enough. It should
however, take four AA batteries, not
just two. If many opportunities for a
good shot are not to be lost, speed of
re-charging between flashes is essential, and four batteries supply speedy
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re-charging for much longer than twice as long as two.
Proper exposure settings for photography with the Tarnron
90mm are a matter of trial and error, and depend much less
upon distance from the object (which generally depends upon
its size) than its lightness or darkness. For a very light object,
f32 may be suitable; for a very dark one, £16. For a very large
and darkish object such as a Cecropia, £11 may be needed.
For focusing, it is generally better first to set the focus that
you estimate will permit the object to fill the frame and then
move the camera toward the, object until it comes into focus.
Slides are better for insect photography than prints because
they are cheaper, because they take up less space (especially
if you insist on cardboard mountsl than prints, and because,
when projected or especially when examined through a magnifying glass (5-10 powerl, they show more detail than prints.
Slides of some brands often seem too greenish or bluish when
used with flash, but Fujichrome 100 works very well. The
manufacturer often temporarily reduces the price for promotions. If not, your dealer might give you a discount on
rolls bought ten at a time (36-exposure rolls, that is, 24s are
uneconomical at any price).
I should add that there is a x2 converter for the Tarnron 90
macro: this doubles its focal length and permits an enlargement of 1:1, life size. If you can pick this up economically
packaged with the lens, do so. But I shall have to leave to
another occasion consideration of the problems that arise with
photography at enlargements life size (or greater). Meanwile
a 1:2 enlargement will produce handsome pictures of all large
and medium-sized butterflies and moths and pictures of many
smaller species (such as skippers and smallish moths) that
may look a little lost in the frame but, when magnified, will
be easily sharp enough to be identified. -j;t
Duncan Robertson

Algonquin Park Dragonflies... continued from pg. 41
By providing a more user-friendly medium, with colour illustrations instead of keys, people will be encouraged to go
exploring in Algonquin and elsewhere, looking for dragonflies and damselflies and putting names on them.
Algonquin Provincial Park, though established over 100 years
ago, is still a place yet to be fully discovered, and this new
publication may shed some light on this interesting group of
insects. I encourage all readers to visit this interesting park
and help us learn more about Algonquin's Odonata and other
insect fauna. -j;t

Polystoechotes punctatus·
an extirpated giant.

Judging by the material in Canadian insect collections, the
giant lacewing, Polystoechotes punctatus, was a common insect in Ontario 50 years ago. These large (50mm wingspanl
neuropterans were a regular feature around porch lights
throughout the province, and found their way into a variety
of student, amateur and professional insect collections made
in the first half of the century. For some reason, however,
giant lacewings don't seem to be there anymore, and the last
eastern North American specimen of this species was taken
at Marmora, Ontario in 1952. The disappearance of these
attractive insects from collections raises interesting questions.
Is it really extirpated? If so, what caused the extirpation?
How many less conspicuous insects disappeared due to the
same causes, undocumented by collectors? We can't do much
with the last two questions (other than offer endless interesting speculationl, but the first question represents a challenge
for the entomological community. I think most of us would
find it a great thrill to rediscover Canada's only polystoechotid
in the face of mounting evidence of its extirpation.
Now, having thrown out the challenge, let me add some advice and caveats. Most records of giant lacewings are from
the month of August, and most are from near or in forested
areas, and most specimens were taken at lights. They look
very much like the common dobsonflies (Megaloptera;
Corydalidae), but the dense packing of short, almost parallel,
wing veins around the edge of the giant lacewing's wings is
really distinctive. Polystoechotes wings remind me a bit of the
new two-dollar coin, because the centre part looks so different than the rim. Antlion wings are somewhat similar, but
giant lacewings are much more robust, and the antennae are
not clubbed like those of antlions.

If you do come across some of these elusive insects, I would
suggest taking a photograph rather than a specimen, although
it is highly unlikely the taking of a few adult specimens is
going to harm populations of this or any other insect. Current sensibilities being what they are, however, I would hate
to go on record as recommending the collection of what is
clearly an endangered species (although it is not listed as
suchl, and possibly one already lost from all or most of North
America. A specimen or good photo would be needed to verify
the record, and a specimen deposited in a major insect collection has many advantages for data storage, data access,
and study of attributes other than those visible on the photo.
Good luck - I hope someone does verify the continued existence of these spectacular neuropterans in Canada. -j;t
Steve Marshall
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph
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Odonata of Long Point... continued from pg. 43
Celithemis elisa (Calico Pennant): 13R, Jn8-A19 Un18-A23);
common outer part of Long Point through S. Ont.; wings short,
yellow with red-brown spots (28-32).
C. eponina (Halloween Pennant): 8R, In?-A20 Un 15-A16);
common at Long Point, confined to Lake Erie in Ont.; wings
long, yellow-orange with brown bands (33-39).
Erythemis simplicicollis (Eastern Pondhawk): 17R, Jn14-02

Un19-S5); common at Long Point, through S. Ont.; green with
blue abdomen in male, wings clear (40-46).
Leueorrhinia intacta (iSc!t{'a~ed Whiteface): 8R, Jn3-26 (M20A26); common at Long Point, through S. Ont.; white face,
black with yellow spot on abdomen (30-36).
Libellula incesta (Slaty Skimmer): 6R, Jnll-Jy16 (caJn21-A14);

outer part of Long Point, common Lake Erie and Muskoka;
older adults slate blue, wings clear (47-55).
L.julia (Chalk-fronted Skimmer): 7R,Jn3-15 Un7-Jy30); early

summer, through S. and C. Ont.; older adults with whitish
thorax and base of abdomen, wings clear (38-44).
1M lv~~.)
L. luctosa (Pled Sklmmer): 7R, Jn12-A19 (caJn15-A31); common outer part of Long Point, through S. Ont.; broad dark
bar at base of both wings (38-48).
L. lydia (Common Whitetail): 3R, Jn14-Jy15 (M28-A25); com-

mon through S. Ont.; male with dark band across centre of
wings, abdomen whitish in older adults, female resembles L.
pulchella but smaller (37-47).
L. pulchella (Twelve-spotted Skimmer): 16R, Jn24-S13 (ca M31-

S28); abundant at Long Point, common through S. Ont.; black
and white spots on wing of adult male, large (43-52).
L. quadrimaeulata (Four-spotted Skimmer): 1R (Walker 1941)

(M8-A28); through Ont., uncommon Lake Erie; small dark
spots on wings (39-44).
L. semifasciata (painted Skimmer): 3R, JnlO-20 (M25-Jy15);

outer Long Point, southern, Lake Erie only in Ont.; wings
yellow with brown spots (37-45).
Pachydiplax longipennis (Blue Dasher): 22R, Jn12-S12 Unll-

S5); most abundant dragonfly at Long Point, southern part of
S. Ont., striped thorax, blue abdomen in older males (35-41).
G t.d:.PtAotJQA.)
Pantala flavescens (Wandering Glider): 1R, S13 Uy13-S12);
southern, rare S. Ont., only cosmopolitan dragonfly, migratory; yellow-orange body, broad unspotted hindwing (45-49).
P. hymenaea (Spot-winged Glider): 6R, Jy6-S13 Unll-A27);

common Tip of Long Point, early Jy, extreme S. Ont., migratory; like P. flavescens but with dark spot base of hindwing
(44-49).
Sympetrum corruptum (Variegated Meadowfly): 1R, A17 Un27-

01); through S. Ont.; two oblique white stripes on thorax,
light reddish, large for this genus (37-43).
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S. obtrusum (White-faced Meadowfly): 2R, Jy2-S16 (ea Jn20-

021); through S. Ont.; white face, yellow becoming bright
red as in most other Sympetrum species (30-36).
S. vicinum (Yellow-legged Meadowfly): 24R, Jy12-02 (ea Jy25-

N3); abundant at Long Point late summer, through S. and C.
Ont.; females with scoop under tip of abdomen (26-35).
Tramea lacerata (B¥~clt-~tldd Glider): 16R, Jn24-02 (ca M15014); abundant at Long Point and southern S. Ont.; strong
flier, migratory; blackish, dark blotches at base of wings (4552).
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January
Laurence Packer (York)
Social Insects of Australia
There were 28 members and 6 visitors
in attendance on January 20, 1996. The
President introduced the speaker, T.E.A.
member Laurence Packer from the Departments of Biology & Environmental
Science at York University.
There are solitary members of the Hymenoptera which prey on social insects,
an example of which is a solitary parasitic wasp that paralyses honey bees,
takes the nectar from the victims and
discards them. Another example oviposits on other social bees. Most of the 'social' insects are well-studied, but the solitary insects have not had the benefit of
as much work.
The sweat bees contain some members
which are solitary, some that are social
and some that exhibit both characteristics - possibly indicative of many evolutionary origins. Some sweat bees nest
in the ground and some of these nests
may be up to 2 m in depth. In Australia,
many sweat bees nest in twigs, which
makes study easier than those which
nest in the ground. The life cycles of a
number of species were illustrated.
Males and females overwinter in twigs
and in the spring, some lay eggs in the
old nesting site while others fly off and
find a new nest site. However, it is remarka.ble that individuals who may be
relatives may nest together. The
indlividuals mature over the summer
the traditional bush fires which
over much of Australia will credead flower heads, producing new
sites for the sweat bees to use.

Dr. Packer showed many slides taken
during his journeying around Australia,
some of the most notable being from
Kangaroo Island, the Opal mines, a
5,000 km long "dog fence" (longest
fence in the world) which keeps dingoes
to the north and sheep to the south. Also
views of the Painted Desert, Dalhousie
Hot Springs, Alice Springs and wild camels. On the down side, he noted that
much of Australia's natural vegetation
is disappearing, such as the rainforest
in northern Queensland, where much
of the area has been given over to sugar
cane and pineapples.
The regular meeting portion had the
usual treasurer's report, correspondence
and publication reviews. Correspondence included a letter from Revenue
Canada regarding our application for
charitable status. Also a letter from
Lorraine Johnson thanking us for inviting her to speak at our November meet~
ing and material on the Niagara Butterfly House. The ROM has confirmed that
we shall be able to use the Planetarium
lecture room for the next season.
The vacancy for the position of President was discussed. There were no volunteers or nominations for the position.
Quimby Hess brought forward the possibility of issuing a revised version of
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas to include the new records which have accumulated since the 1991 publication.

February
Tom Mason (Metro Zoo)
Rainforest Conservation
There were 32 members in attendance
and 4 visitors on February 24, 1996. The
meeting began with Phil Schappert, the

out-going President, introducing Duncan Robertson as the new President and
Board of Directors member (F.O.N.
Rep.) Tony Holmes as acting vice-president. The new President reported on the
Board of Directors meeting which had
been held that morning. The editors of
Ontario Insects (Phil & Pat Schappert)
have been appointed to the Board. Phil
declined the Past President position in
favour of retaining Quimby Hess as Past
President. The current Board of Directors has 10 members (see masthead on
inside cover for further details).
Paul McGaw introduced Tom Mason,
the speaker for the meeting. Tom is
Curator of Invertebrates at the Metro
Toronto Zoo and he spoke very briefly
about some of the new innovations
planned at the zoo, such as butterflies
in the Malayan Pavilion, before addressing his main topic.
His talk was on work being carried out
in Costa Rica for the Canadian
Organisation for Tropical Education and
Rainforest Conservation (COTERC).
Two zoo employees were sent to the
Tortugera wet lowland rainforest area,
where the rainfall is over 200 inches per
year. This area, a rainforest similar to
the Amazon Basin, has been purchased
by the Costa Rican Govt. and a research
station has been set up with COTERC
to run it. The goals are to establish a
biological station for researchers, act as
a bridge between local people and researchers, and develop sustainable
methods for preserving the area's
rainforest.
The area has never been 'colonised', as
it is too swampy, however, malaria has
never been a problem. There are no 'natives' or 'old cultures' in the area, all
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the people having arrived there recently.
Problems occur with 'squatters' who
want to clear the land for farming.
The Tortugera area is on the N.E. coast
and there are 60-100 acres of forest, only
accessible at present by plane or boat.
The area is perhaps best known as a
nesting site for green sea turtles. A small
information centre has been set up and
tours are run through the forest. There
is a great diversity of wildlife, including animals such as jaguars, tapirs, mono
keys and peccaries, also many insects,
spiders, scorpions reptiles and amphibians, together with diverse plant life.
Bird and botanical surveys are being carried out. A main objective of the project
is to teach the villagers how they can
earn a living from the forest without
destroying it. Butterfly farming and the
rearing of animals for trade are being
explored.
Mter a short break the regular meeting
continued with the usual treasurer's report, correspondence and publication reviews. It was noted that the majority of
new members had been gained as a direct result of Ontario Insects, showing that the new publication is being successful at raising awareness of the TEA.
Phil Schappert has been asked to submit a report on current status and conservation of the Monarch butterfly in
Canada. Various upcoming events were
noted, such as "Insects for Dinner" at
University of Guelph and a symposium
at York U. on the evolution and ecology of mating systems.
Suggestions for field trips were solicited
and it was noted that an attempt will be
made to have the Annual Summary
available for the April meeting.

March
Tom Alloway (Erindale)
Slave Making Ants
There were 31 members and visitors in
attendance on March 23, 1996. The
speaker for the meeting was Tom
Alloway, a Professor at the U of T,
whose speciality is the behaviour of
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ants, especially slave-making ants. Tom
obtained his Ph.D. at Northwestern
University in Illinois working on mealworm beetles.
There are three species of slave-making ants in north-eastern America. The
workers of these ants do not carry out
the usual worker tasks but plan raids to
other ant nests and supervise the slaves
obtained from them. The average slavemaking ant colony consists of 1 queen,
3 or 4 slave-making workers and 40-50
slaves. These colonies are normally
found in acorns that have been hollowed
out by beetle or Lepidoptera larvae.
When they go on a raid, the slave-maker
workers take 2 or 3 slaves with them.
They all enter the target nest and secrete a pheromone that causes the
colony to panic. The raided ants are all
allowed to leave, but if they are carrying eggs, they are frightened into dropping the eggs. It takes only 2-3 minutes
for the nest to be emptied and the raiders then carry the larvae and pupae back
to their own nest and when the slave
ants mature, they carry out the usual
'worker ant' functions. The slave-making ant colonies seem unable to subsist
properly without the slaves.
Tom has studied not only the behaviour
of these colonies, but how the ants
recognise a 'friend' and an 'enemy'. He
found that each worker produces a
chemical recognition cue on the surface
of their body and that these chemical
cues rub off on each other. The younger
workers pick up the cues from the mature workers. The ants recognise their
own queen and fellow workers but seem
not to recognise the pupae. The queen
seems to be marked by the worker slavemaking ants. In these colonies, the
queen also marks the workers. The
slaves are also marked, and are therefore unable to 'go back home'.
Since the treasurer was absent, there
was no financial report. The dates of the
various butterfly counts which had been
arranged were given (see Upcoming
Programs for details).
The next issue of Ontario Insects is

scheduled for the April meeting. A new
book is now available: Insects of the
Great Lakes Region by Gary Dunn,
University of Michigan Press, $19.51 US
before May 1st. Obtain from the Young
Entomologists Society, 1915 Peggy
Place, Lansing, MI 48910-2553.
Ken Thorne of Lambeth, Ontario, was
holding an open house on the weekend
of March 30-31. Ken sells specimens
from around the world (refer to Ken's
ad. in the last issue). ~

Book Announcement:

Insects of the Great
Lakes Region
by Gary A. Dunn, M.S., F.R.E.S.

Insects of the Great Lakes Region is the
first comprehensive guide to document
the rich and diverse insect fauna of the
Great Lakes Region. Educators, insect
enthusiasts and the general public will
find high-quality, well presented, easyto-understand information with over
250 illustrations of insects found in
yards, gardens, fields and forests.
Among the topics discussed are the geological, biological and entomological
history of the region, the distributional
patterns of insects in the region, and
insect classification and identification.
Appendices guide the reader to entomological organizations, entomological
periodicals, public insect collections,
regulations Ion collecting insects from
public lands, as well as rare, threatened
and endangered insects.
20% pre-publication discount if prepaid
before May I, 1996. Only $13.56 US +
7 % GST + $5.00 postage ($2.00 for
each additional book) for a total of
$19.51 US before May 1,1996 ONLY.
Send your name, complete mailing address, and payment (checks made payable to "Young Entomologists' Society")
to: Young Entomologists' Society, 1915
Peggy Place, Lansing, MI 48910-2553,
U.S.A. Phone 517-887-0499 for info. !t
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1996 Journey North Program:
engaging students in a global study
of wildlife migration
Journey North is an internet-based
learning adventure where students
travel northward together with the
spring as it sweeps across the North
American continent, global classmates,
and the aid of state-of-the-art computer
technology.
The migrations of several species - including Monarch butterflies, whales, sea
turtles, bald eagles, songbirds and caribou - are followed via satellite tracking
or daily reports from the students and
other observers. The study of the various species re-populating the continent
has applications in many academic areas including science, geography, math,
and art. The studies occur between
Groundhog's Day and the end of school
for summer vacation.
The program has contributed to our
understanding of animal migration. For
example, the fact that migrating Monarch butterflies were reported last year
in late April at Rochester, New York
confirms Dr. Fred Urquhart's hypothesis that some Monarchs that have overwintered in Mexico do fly all the way
back to their northern breeding ground.
Journey North is presented in collaboration with Hamline University's Centre for Global Environmental Education
in Minneapolis, Minnesota). This year
the project is being presented by the
Annenberg/CPB K-12 Math and Science
Project with additonal support from the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
he Corporation for Public Broadcastg has provided funding to develop the
ogram as a national model of math
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and science education reform.
To find out more, or participate in the
program (a teacher's guide and other
program materials will soon be available) contact Elizabeth Donnelly, Program Director, Journey North, at:
Journey North, 125 North First St., Minneapolis, Minnnesota, 55401, U.S.A.,
612-339-6959, fax: 612-339-7056, e-mail:
edonnelly@jriver.jriver.com, website:

archs do perish. However, in comparison to previous winter storms, this storm
was brief, lasting only a couple of days.
It's the accompanying rain and freezing
temperatures below -4°C that are lethal.
Butterflies that are covered with snow
often survive. However, there remains
universal concern about the effects of
deforestation and habitat loss changing
the conditions which the Monarchs find
favourable for roosts.
During the week of April 8-12 a meeting was held in Oaxaca, Mexico with
the Wildlife General of Mexico and key
personnel from the United States and
Canada to map out strategies for the
protection of the Monarch and related
habitats. More on this meeting in the
next issue of Ontario Insects.

HTTP://WWW.LEARNER.ORG/K12

Monarch butterflies in Europe

Did 30 Million Monarch butterflies
die in Mexico?

P.J. Dubois reports, in the Bulletin of
the Entomological Society of France,
that Monarchs were seen in France in
October 1995, 3 in Vendee on the Atlantic Coast and 1 on Sein Island in
southern Brittany. B. Van Holder also
reported one in October 1995 along the
sea shore of Belgium. These sightings
coincide with an important arrival of
North American Birds to Britain and
Europe. It's hypothesized that the Monarchs seen came from North America
to Great Britain and then tried to migrate south. This kind of behaviour may
explain the colonization of the Canary
Islands at the end of the 19th century.

As many as 30,000,000 butterflies are
reported to have perished in a snow
storm in late December 1995. A lively
debate now rages on how many butterflies actually died.
Dr. Lincoln Brower drew my attention
to his January 26th editorial in the New
York Times. He suspects that the damage is severe - up to 30% of the population -and reports that the guards on duty
at the sites are under political pressure
to minimize the damage. Dr. David
Marriott, in a recent Monarch Newsletter article, states that studies show that
deaths are 95% due to predation by birds
and other animals with only 5% by the
freezing temperatures. In his view, the
snow has had little impact on the El
Rosario site, where many of this writer's
tagged Monarchs have been recovered.
One anonymous letter suggests that it
is a case of "desk-jockey ecology - manipulating numbers and making educated guesses". Jurgen Hoth, formerly
with the World Wildlife Fund in Oaxaca,
Mexico, believes that the mortality rate
is about 5%.
Snow does fall, on occasion, below the
11,000 foot elevation and some Mon-

Monarch migration update
As of April 10, 1996, migrating Monarchs had been sighted in Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
and on an oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico.
On April 11th students from the
Monticello campus of the University of
Arkansas captured a migrant female.
The female shortly began to lay eggs in
captivity. Dr. O.R Taylor asked that this
female be kept after it dies for migration studies using a new stable hydrogen ion technique. Reports of a Monarch sighted April 12th in Quebec City
continued on pg. 50
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This time out I thought I'd give the adventurous among you some pointers to
some interesting web sites. By now everyone must be aware of the hype generated in the media about the world
wide web (wwwJ. The web is the internet
as far as news people go (of course regular readers of this column will know that
the internet is more than just pretty pictures on the web - it's a pity more news
people don't read this column!). Is it
worth all of the hype? Probably, but you
should decide for yourself. Check out
these sites...

entomological comic strip by Steve
Ward, the Butterfly Website (HTTP://MGFX

All net-aware entomologists should
know about the extensive web-sites at
Colorado and Iowa State Universities.
At HTTP://WWW.COLOSTATE.EDU/DEPTS/ENTOMOLOGY/ENT.HTML you'll find pointers
to upcoming events of entomological
interest, listings of available jobs, and
pointers to publications (online or
maildoors to print publications), archives of pictures, digital movies and
graphics, and extensive lists of other
sites on the web. At HTTP://WWW.IASTATE.
EDU/ - ENTOMOLOGy/RESOURCELIST.HTML
you'll find pointers to everything from
beekeeping to usenet newsgroups: beekeeping, bibliographies, companies,
databases, electronic publications, images, collections, institutions, integrated
pest management, mailing lists, medical entomology, miscellaneous sites,
organisms, pesticides and regulations,
societies, software and usenet
newsgroups. These two sites alone will
keep you busy for many, many hours
(and dollars!) of enjoyment.

"VEMJS" the fly

Some of my favourite sites include Bee
Eye (HTTP://CVS.ANU.EDU .AU/ANDY/BEYE/
BEYEHOME.HTML) where you can "see"
through a bee's eyes, Buzz the Fly IHTTP:/
/WWW.PORTAL.CoM!-coRSNBUZZ.HTML).an
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"BUZZ" the fly

his grlfriend

'-

"FANG" the mosqlito
his friend

The ESA (Entomological Society of
America) has just announced that it is
online with an official site (HTTP://
WWW.ENTSOC.ORG) of some 40 plus pages
which contain info. about the society
and its publications (including a bookstore where you can order their publications), downloadable portable document files (pdf) of the ESA newsletter
and the tables of contents for J. Econ.
Entomol., J. Medical Entomol., and the
Ann. Ent. Soc. Am. The ESA newsletter
will also soon be indexed on the site.
I'd like to hear your comments, ideas,
suggestions, complaints, questions, etc.
so send them in. My addresses, both
surface and electronic, are listed in the
masthead on the inside cover. See you
online! 7l);-

"Q.YDE"

the horsefly
his cousin

The cast of characters for the online comic
strip, Buzz the Fly. @ 1996 Steve Ward.

.COM/BUTTERFLY!l where you can find
info. on watching, gardening for, and
rearing butterflies as well as a bulletin
board where you can post questions and
help out others if you're so inclined, Ask
Orkin (HTTP://WWW.ORKIN.COM). a pesticide/exterminator company with a fun
website that includes a bug zoo, recipes
and the virtual cockroach (you have to
see it to believe it!).
Monarch Watch, where you can find
everything about everyone's favourite
butterfly, can be found at URL (universal resource locator) HTTP://MONARCH.
BIO.UKANS.EDU or you can search the
LEPS-L mailing list archives (or browse
through the Online Lepidopterists'
Who's Who, compiled by yours trulYl
at the Peabody Museum of Yale University (GOPHER://GEORGE.PEABODY.
YALE.EDu:70/111MAIN/ENTOMOLOGY/LEPsL).
Note that LEPS-L and the archive site
are maintained by TEA member
Lawrence Gall.

Monarchs... continued from pg. 49
are probably erroneous. If it was indeed
a Monarch, it would likely have been
an escapee from captivity.

Early Ontario Butterfly Sightings
A few warIljl sunny days across southern Ontario resulted in the emergence
of a few overwintering .species. Anne
White reported seeing Compton's Tortoiseshell and a Mourning Cloak in the
London area on March 31st. On the
same day Chauncey Wood reported seeing these two species, as well as a
Comma, near Long Point. Hugh Currie
reported (via the Rare Bird Hotline in
Toronto) early sightings of these two
species on the banks of the Humber
River. An unidentified species was
sighed by Marc Johnson at Presqu'ile
Provo Park near Brighton, Ontario. Jl
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The Bookworm
Restoring Natural
Habitats: a manual for
habitat restoration In the
Greater Toronto Bioregion.
by Hough, Woodland Naylor Dance, Ltd.
and Gore & Storrie Ltd. 1995. 180 pp.,
illus., ISBN 0-7778-4607-1 {paperback,
$15.95 + GST = $17.07}. Waterfront Regeneration Trust, 207 Queen's Quay W.,
Suite 580, Box 129, Toronto, Ont., 416314-9490, Fax: 416-314-9497.
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"This is a how-to manual" (pp. 2). These
are the words used to define the purpose of the book in the introduction. To
my delight, the implementation of this
purpose held true throughout. The
reater Toronto Bioregion is defined as
e area east of the Niagara Escarpment
d south of the Oak Ridges Moraine,
us including parts of the regional mucipalities of Halton, Peel, York, and

Durham, and Northumberland County.
But the scope of the book goes far beyond these geographical boundaries.
Ecological restoration is the process of
"re-establishing biological diversity and
resilience to land and its life processes
that have been seriously disturbed or
destroyed" (pp. 2). This book guides the
reader -landowners, government agencies, development/community groups,
planners, politicians, students, environmental consultants or anyone with an
interest - through all of the steps necessary to prepare and implement a restoration and management plan. These
steps are of general validity regardless
of where you live.
The book is divided into four basic sections: a short introduction which includes the guiding principles and rationale for habitat restoration; the development of a restoration strategy including biological inventories, objectives,
specific instructions for drawing up restoration plans, and implementation;
management and monitoring guidelines;
six individual sections dealing with the
specifics of four major habitat types
(wetlands, meadow and grasslands,
woodlands, and riparian habitats) plus
pit and quarry restoration and
stormwater management; and some
truly useful appendices and a glossary.

~

pp. 921, and "cautions" (e.g. "Disking
and rototilling exposes seeds in the soil
to light, resulting in increased weed
growth. It disturbs the root zones of existing trees", pp. 117). Diagrams, plans,
and drawings are used to very good effect to illustrate the text and aid in comprehension, and there a number of
tables of potential wildlife species to
watch for in each of the various habitats. Probably the most useful part of
the book, to entomologists at any rate,
are the extensive tables of common native and non-native indicator plants for
the various habitat types.
For anyone who is contemplating undertaking a restoration project, anywhere in southern Ontario, this book is
recommended reading. It's also highly
recommended for those who'd just like
to learn about features of the landscape
that surround them and how all of the
pieces fit together - explanations are
down to earth, simple to understand and
accurate. However, if you live in the
Greater Toronto Bioregion it is an absolute requirement that you have a copy
of this book prior to planning any restoration or habitat management project.
Read it. 7!
Phil Schappert
continued on next page...

Each of the habitat sections includes
definitions of various sub-habitats, biological and habitat design considerations, specific tasks required (e.g. seed
collection and propagation, transplanting aquatic macrophytes, dealing with
problem species!, management and
monitoring guidelines and selected references. Throughout there are "reality
checks" (e.g. "ls eliminating introduced
species a realistic restoration objective",
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Insect Potpourri:
adventures in entomology.
ed. by Jean Adams for the Chesapeake
Chapter ofARPE (The American Registry
of Professional Entomologists). 1992. 336
pp., ISBN 1-877743-09·7 {paperback,
$15.95 US}. Sandhill Crane Press, Inc.,
2406 NW 47th Terrace, Gainesville, FL
32606, USA.

This book is an eclectic, highly readable
collection of short articles by more than
50 professional entomologists on a wide
variety of subjects. It is intended, according to the preface, to be "an informative, popularized version of entomology which will serve to make students
and the general public more aware of
and provide a better understanding of
our profession" (pp. v). In effect, the
book is a career manual for entomologists - with some entomological history
and related general interest material
thrown in. Multi-authorship makes for
variable quality, but on the whole very
enjoyable, reading.
The book is divided into 7 chapters with
from 3 to 11 short articles in each chapter. The chapters cover insects as
friends, insects affecting public health
of man and animals, insects as enemies
of our trees and forests, insects around
the house, controlling insects of agricultural crops, protecting our environment
and the challenge of entomology as a
career, and unusual facts about insects
and other arthropods. The articles deal
with subjects as far afield as bees and
pollination, insects as an overlooked
food resource, malaria and mosquito
control, forensic entomology, the gypsy
moth, war and peace in wardrobe and
pantry, fire ants, cockroaches and
africanized honey bees, insect pests,
chemical control, insect behaviour, insects as vectors of plant diseases, and
commercial entomology for fun and
profit.
Of particular interest to Canadian readers is the article on Insect Pathology in
Canada by J.C. Cunningham. Some of
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the fun reading is in the last chapter
which contains articles on andent and
modern illustrations in entomology, insects on stamps, bible references to insects and other arthropods, a hypothesis that the pyramids are deified dung
pats, arthropods on the silver screen, entomophobia and the case of Miss Muffett, and stranger than fiction (it is).
This book is as close as you're going to
get to a "wild romp" through entomology. For its varied subject matter alone,
this is a must have for the amateur
entomologist's bookshelf. -it

mals, fish, reptiles and insects including 5 articles on honey bees, one on
ground nesting bees and wasps, three
general articles on insect navigation, and
"Monarch Butterfly Orientation: missing pieces of a magnificient puzzle" by
L.P. Brower, pp. 93-103.
Flight of the Dragonfly: "Aerodynamic characteristics of the wings and
body of a dragonfly", M. Okamotot, K.
Ysuda & A. Azuma, J. Exp. BioI. 199(2):
281-305, Feb. 1996. it
Don Davis

Phil Schappert

Worth Reading About
Caddisflies: "Larvae of the North
American Caddisfly Genera (Trichoptera)", 2nd Edition by Glenn
B.Wiggins, 1996, University of Toronto
Press.
Potato Beetles: "Voyage of the Beetle"
by Wenhua Lu & James Lazell in Natural History 105(1): 36-39, January 1996.
Butterfly Wars: "The Great Butterfly
Bust" by Ted Williams in Audubon
98(2): 30-37, March-April 1996.
Bee Survival Strategies: "If attacked,
Japanese Bees shake & bake" in National Geographic 189(4): 136.
Nature's Inventions: "Stealing
Nature's Secrets" by Gary Hamilton in
Equinox 86: 48-55, March-April 1996.
Swallowtail Butterflies I: "Tiger
Tales: natural history of native North
American Swallowtails" by J. Mark
Scriber in American Entomologist 42( 1):
19-32, Spring 1996.
Swallowtail Butterflies II: "Maintenance of ecologically significant genetic
variation in the tiger swallowtail
buttefly through differential selection
and gene flow", J.1. Bossart & J.M.
Scriber, Evolution 49(2): 1163-1171.
Insect Navigation: a special issue of
The Journal of Experimental Biology
(199(1): 1-261, January 1996) includes
articles on navigation by birds, mam-
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BOTANY
AND
BIRDING
TOURS

Actually we look at all aspects of natural history but birds and wildflowers
are the main interests for most particiJ
pants. Van excursions from Toro~~g;
subway for small groups to Algonquin
Park, Pelee Island, Bruce Penins
Rideau Trail. Also Newfoundl
Grand Manan, Belize, Costa Ric
For further information onth
other trips, call or write ?eotg~
at Natural HistoryTour~,
meadow Ave., Willowdale
lW7, 1-800-371-7779,

Don It Bug Me!
Puzzles, etc.
This month by Phil Schappert

~Ilt..
~

Notice to Contributors

Instructions
to Authors

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
?() More Questions to drive you buggy... Submit your answers to
entomological study.- Research papers,
~4Seaton Dr., Aurora, Ont., L4G 2Kl. Members: see the membership
feature articles, notes or short commuincluded with this issue. Once again, A prize will be awarded to nications, book reviews, original artdent with the most correct answers... Answers in the next issue. work, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
is the family name for mosquitoes?
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
j
Research papers may include original
one insect order possessing a medial caudal filament?
research or scholarly reviews that folfamily of beetles is known as mealybug predators?
low the acceptable format of a similar
content journal (eg: Introduction, Mae a family of beetles that undergoes hypermetamorphosis.
terials and Methods, Results, Discuse two suborders of the beetles?
sion, Summary). Feature articles should
g flies that prefer to feed on humans are referred to as what?
be both informative & entertaining, thus
result of evolutionary convergence in shape, pattern and color of dis- format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observaelated, unpalatable species is termed what?
tional, historical, review or experiment is another name for poly-beta- (l,41-N-acetyl-D -glucosamine?
tal studies which do not fall under the
me the three orders of Entognatha.
purvue of research papers. Book reviews should be of titles published
at famous sex researcher was a specialist with Homoptera?
within the last three years. Puzzles
A syntype designated as the single name-bearing specimen, subsequent to
should be original. Guest columns for
~tablishment of the species, is termed what?
Entomophilia may encompass any subIn the Bible there were ten plagues mentioned in the Book of Exodus. Name ject related to the love of insects. Opinee involving insects.
ions may take the form of letters to the
editor,
feature articles, or short commuWhat day in Biblical creation were the land dwelling insects created?
nications. Miscellaneous notes encomSubsequent to the original description of a species, if the primary types are pass any other submission. Original artn to be destroyed, which kind of supplementary type is to be designated?
work should be line drawings in pen and
ink or a good photocopy of colour works.
Name four honey bee products that are sold commercially?
With respect to grading honey, which of the following is not a quality factor:
or, clarity, color, absence of defects or moisture content?
Who won a Nobel prize for the study of insect behavior?
What term refers to the behavior of an insect orienting itself toward the
area available?
Give the scientific name of the "cactus moth" that was imported into Austrasuppression of prickly pear cactus.
When a species is described, a single specimen is designated as the holotype.
en available, what is a specimen of the opposite sex designated as?

Zoraptera; 2: Osmeterium; 3: Harrison G. Dyar; 4: pollen basket; 5: None, he is
ctor of medicine; 6: Hairpencils; 7: He tasted them; 8: Mecoptera; 9: six; 10:
emeroptera; 11: Passiflora (passion flowers); 12: A gnat; 13: Lepidoptera; 14:
gloptera; 15: paleopterous; 16: Collembola; 17: Collembola; 18: flagellum; 19:
elia burgdorfen; 20: Univoltine
gratulations to Jeff Skevington & Nick Tzovolos (each got 16 correct) who each
eive their next year's membership free ...

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Text editing is done in Ami Pro 3.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 3.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
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President's Message

Treasurer's Report (1995-1996)

Some good news is that the TEA has
been granted status as a charitable organization (official registration number
1069095-211. We may therefore expect
contributions sufficient to cover such
things as increases in the cost of producing Ontario Insects and our annual
Publication or, if necessary, renting a
room for our monthly meetings. Prospective contributors may be reminded
that the tax credit of 29% (for total charitable contributions over and beyond
$200.00) is subtracted from the federal
tax and that the provincial tax is calculated on this reduced amount. The total
reduction in the amount of income tax
paid, then, will often be not much less
than 50% of the amount contributed. A
contribution to the TEA (or any charity)
may in effect entail an almost matching
grant from government.

As of September 1st, 1996, sales of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas have accumulated
$8669.18, with $6798.57 currently in the G.S.C. There are approximately 336
copies of the atlas remaining. The regular membership account is summarized
below. Seventy-eight of t~e 158 members have already paid their dues for the
1996/97 season, and the current bank balance stands at $1113.17. If you have not
sent in your dues yet, please do so as soon as possible.

Good news also from the June
meeting of the Lepidopterists' Society in
Houston, Texas. Among many interesting papers on a variety of lepidopterological topics, one of the most interesting was a paper on relations among butterflies, predators, and cyanogenic
hostplants, read by our Ontario Insects
co-editor and TEA past president Phil
Schappert (and written in collaboration
with Joel S. Shorel. Which paper won
this year's Harry K. Clench Memorial
Award for Outstanding Student Paper.
Congratulations, Phil.
As for the past summer, I hope
there are lots of leps. to report for the
summaries in our Publication. Send
reports of butterflies and skippers, as
usual, to Al Hanks (34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Onto L4G 2K11 and moths to me
(at 52 Florence Street, Kingston, Ont.
K7M 1Y6, e-mail: robertdr@knot.
queensu.ca).
Duncan Robertson
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Alan Hanks

Balance Forward (July 25 1995)
Income:
Membership
Bramalea Display
Summary Sales
Interest
Net Income
Sub-Total
Expenses:
Printing - Ontario Insects
Printing - Summary
Printing - Miscellaneous
Mailing - Ontario Insects
Mailing - 0.1.3 + Summary
Mailing - Miscellaneous
Misc. Expenses
Supplies
Net Expenses

$373.91
2892.01
122.50
124.53
2.49
$3141.53

1321.03
940.49
68.56
268.09
247.77
130.62
146.94
319.31
$3442.81

Balance (May 24, 1996)

$3141.53
$3515.44

$3515.44

$3442.81
$72.63

Your F.O.N. Representative
Most of you know that F.O.N. stands
for Federation of Ontario Naturalists
and that it is an organization of people
and organizations with interests in, and
concerns about; our natural history. It
also counts as members many organizations such as the TEA with specialized natural history interests. Each club
appoints a liaison person, in our case,
myself.
My responsibilities include receiving
F.O.N.literature, which I pass along to
our members at meetings, and telling
the F.O.N. about us and things which
concern us. The club representatives
also get together at occasional meetings
to discuss topics of universal concern.
F.O.N matters that may be of interest
to our members, besides the obvious lit-

erature, include awards, news of other
clubs, and trips and outings. Awards are
made annually and are given for such
things as service to conservation, contributions to natural history education
and particularly for outstanding environmental contributions. Club news,
trips and outings, and F.O.N. publications periodically include items concerning insects. These may range from Monarch butterfly data collection by the
Hawk Cliff Foundation of Port Stanley
to Insect Workshops run by the Nature
Centre of the University of Guelph.
If members of the TEA are interested

in, or have questions about, the relationship between the F.O.N. and the TEA,
they may call me at 416-483-4192.
Tony Holmes
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Notes From The Editor's Desk
Well!
Volume 2!
Now there's another milestone/landmark. Pat & I have been amazed at, but
very gratified by, the overwhelming
positive response to Ontario Insects.
Membership in the TEA is the highest
that it's ever been and the number and
scope of submissions to 01 just keeps
on growing with it! Over the summer
we've received our very first paper suitable for peer review (it's being reviewed
now so expect to see it in the next issue), have received status as a charitable
organization (!) and have also been successful in an application for a one-time
grant of $450.00 from the Ontario Entomological Society (many thanks go out
to TEA members Chris Darling, for suggesting the possibility of funding, and
Sandy Smith, current OES president, for
taking our application to their Board) to
help defray the costs of production of
the first year of 01. A lot happens behind the scenes in the TEA! You should
get involved...
On a more personal note, I'm fast approaching the end of my seemingly endless dissertation studies at York University and I expect to defend my thesis
sometime in the spring. I've also been
very lucky to receive an invitation to
conduct post-doctoral research in Larry
Gilbert's lab. at the University of Texas
at Austin so Pat and I are planning to
move to Texas next summer! To top it
all off, I've been asked (and have accepted) to become Editor of the News
of the Lepidopterists' Society as of
Jan. I, 1997 (although taking over from
the Minnos will not be an easy task can you say "tough act to follow"? I
knew you could!). Needless to say, these
new undertakings will necessitate our
"passing on the torch" of 01.
So here it is. The "job" (and I use this
term loosely because it's really a lot
more fun than this moniker implies)
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takes about 3 or 4 days three times a
year. Submissions come in (usually just
a suggestion to the right person will yield
an article) on disk or by e-mail (e-mail
has been a real boon) so there's very
little typing involved. The process of
reading, and then doing minor editing
of, the pieces is really quite enjoyable.
Editing really just means checking spelling, grammer, tracking the number of
words of each article so you know how
much space it will take up, suitability
of content (hasn't been a problem yet),
.and just using some common sense
about the focus of the article. Pat is very
good at this since she's not an entomologist - if she understands it then the article is reasonably clear and concise!
Sometimes being an entomologist (or a
reasonable facsimile thereof) can be a
disadvantage! All of the work to this
point uses a common word processor,
any brand will do the job fine.

simply a matter of placing the work into
the layout program and adjusting the
articles and graphic layouts until they
look right! It's really quite simple to do,
is fun (if one likes to play about on computers) and could probably be done just
as well in MS Publisher, Ventura, or any
of the other DTP programs that are available. We're "donating" the software
that we've been using to do all of this
so all anyone person will need is a computer, even an older one will do. We
think that a 486/33 with 8Mb of ram,
Windows 3.x or higher and a laser
printer (or access to a laser printer) for
nice output is all that's needed to use
the archaic software we've used to do
01. And you don't need to be a
computerphile! It's really quite simple
to learn and to do. If you can move bits
of paper (which represent columns of
type and graphics) around on a desk
then you can do this too!

A concurrent task to assembling the articles is finding some graphics to illustrate the words and break up the monotony of columns upon columns of text!
This is, we must say, the hardest part
of the whole process. The problem is
that artwork must be original (ie. submitted by a member) or copyright-free.
There are some things that are in the
public domain (eg. antique wood cuts
and other printers illustrations) and
some, such as the images which come
with CorelDraw (a graphics software
package), are "licensed" for use. We do
have some members with an artistic side
and we suspect there are more of them
out there (hint, hint).

What we'd like is to find some volunteers to learn how to do this by helping
us to produce the next issue (Vol. 2, No.
2, January 1997). Note that 01 could easily be done by a "team". This could consist of someone to receive the submissions (maybe someone who has e-mail
and could also act as a submission point)
and read them, possibly two or more
people to edit them together, maybe including a "scientific advisor" for the
more tecl:\nical pieces, someone to do
the computer work, someone to do the
laser printing and someone to arrange
for the final printing. We would hope
that Vol. 2, No.3 (May 1997) would be
done "solo" by the new editors while
we're here to help out or offer advice
and that this process will allow a smooth
transition to Volume 3 (which, of course,
would begin in Sept. 1997).

Once all of the images and words are
collected together (approximately 1/2 of
the time is used just "getting it all together") then assembly of 01 can begin. We use an older version of PageMaker, a layout or desktop publishing
program, to do this. Since the format,
type styles, etc. are all worked out it's

Any volunteers?
Yes, you can do this!
Phil & Pat
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Upcoming

Programs

~

Surprise! Thanks to Paul McGaw we have found a place to hold a few meetings so
have scheduled speakers for the fall. Please note that the arrangements change
from month to month so it's a good idea to check with Alan Hanks (905-727-6993)
or Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) the week before the meeting to conftrm the time
and place. This is an absolute must for the November meeting!

Saturday, September 28 th
Members Meeting
This meeting will be held beginning at 3 pm in Metro Hall Room 309. Metro
Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station - follow the signs in the
underground. For those arriving on the surface, Metro Hall is located at 55 John
St. Please note that due to the late start time we're asking members to limit the
number of slides they bring to the meeting to no more than 12-15 each. Come on
out, get involved!
.

Saturday, October 26 th
Locke Rowe (Zoology, University of Toronto)
Sexual Conftict in Insects
Dr. Rowe's research is on evolutionary ecology problems most often related to
insect mating behaviour. Expect to find out about water striders and get the
lowdown on the sexual escapades of insects (every entomologists' favourite subject)! This meeting will be held beginning at 1 pm in Metro Hall Room 304 (not
room 309). Building location as per the September meeting above.

Saturday, November 23 rd
Jeff Skevington
Insects of Lambton Co., Ont.

;:;~:Q:~r.f4.~;:;:;;"'~",:,;·,:&

Qt~
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Jeff, a TEA member as well as being Chair of the Port Franks Properties Committee of Lambton Wildlife Inc., has been conducting an Insect Inventory of the
properties. For more info. on this project see Jeff's article in this issue. Jeff will
have pictures of some of the more interesting insects that he's identified so if you
don't know a leafhopper from a robber fly you should plan on attending. This will
be a great opportunity to learn about a wide variety of Ontario Insects (pun intended). Please note that time and location for this meeting are yet to be
determined. Call Alan Hanks {905-727-69931 or Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) the
week before the meeting to find out where this mystery meeting will be held...
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The Tiger Beetles (Family: Cicindelidae) of Ontario
Marvin Gunderman

As all of you entomophiles know, one
must specialize on a certain group of
insects in order to understand them
well. With the myriad of insect species
present in any geographical region, it is
an impossible task to know and understand them all. Each one of us has come
to this realization early in our career.
Why we choose to study a particular
group is a more personal process. For
me, beetles have held my fascination
because of their robust shape, endless
variation and unparalleled success
in the animal kingdom.
Of course the Coleoptera is the largest order of insects
(with more species
than the mammals,
reptiles, amphibians and birds combined) so further
specialization usually follows. Why I
chose to devote so much of my free time
to the tiger beetles is a mystery. I collected my first Cicindela (the only genus in Ontario) in 1975 in my home
town of Ancaster, Ontario.
Maybe I was attracted to the overall
form of this "terror of the grassroots
jungle". The Cicindelids possess large
eyes with long filiform antennae, huge
sickle-like mandibles and long legs.
They use these features to detect and
then run down their favourite prey (ants
and spiders). They are also strong fliers
and are very difficult to approach and
capture.
Knowing their preference to run and fly
it should come as no surprise that they
prefer open paths or sandy areas, especially near water. Tiger beetles are
strongly heliophilic. Dark overcast days
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keep the beetles in their shallow shelters under flat chunks of wood or stones.
But once the sun heats up the soil surface to at least 24 degrees celsius the
beetles will emerge and start to hunt.
Yet even tiger beetles have an upper
tolerance limit to temperature. The highest temperature that I have recorded at
the soil surface with active Cicindelids
is 41 degrees celsius. They can thermoregulate to some degree by simply "stilt-

nation must occur. This process begins
in the fall when the larva digs out the
burrow below the frost line (as deep as
four feet!!. Interestingly, the adults also
hibernate in burrows dug below the
frost line.
Wallis' landmark book, The Cicindelidae
ofCanada (1961), listed thirteen species
in Ontario. Three years later Graves
(1964) supported Wallis' species list (he
added a few more collecting localities)
but noted that he could not locate
C.Iepida and C.patruela. Neither can I.
{But see Lambton Insect Inventory in this
issue - Edl;. J

I must admit that I have not been diligent in my journal perusals so I may
have missed some new records for locality capture and for this I apologize.
Here is the list of the thirteen species
that roamed Ontario back in 1961 and
1964 compared to what I have been able
to capture from 1975 to 1995:
\\',iIlis (I'lb 1)/
Gr,IYCS (I'lb'+)

ing" or lifting their body further from
the surface using their long legs. Otherwise excessive heat will drive them to
shelter.
The life history of tiger beetles can be
summarized as follows (adapted from
Wallis, 19611. Females lay a single egg
in a shallow burrow with their ovipositor. The larva hatches and then enlarges
the burrow. The larva is also predatory,
feeding on any soft-bodied insect it can
grab from the top of the burrow with
it's mandibles. Once it has attained critical mass it is ready to moult. It then
closes the burrow, retreats to the bottom, moults and then reappears. This
takes about one week. There are only
three larval instars and depending on
feeding success, it takes two to three
years to complete the life cycle. Since it
takes this long it is obvious that hiber-

Gunckrm,1I1
(1'l7:1-1'l'l:1)

Cicindela repanda
Cicindela duodecimguttata
Cicindela hirticollis
Cicindela sexguttata
Cicindela patruela
Cicindela scutellaris
Cicindela formosa
Cicindela limbalis
Cicindela pJrpurea
Cicindela longilabris
Cicindela tranquebarica
Cicindela punctulata
Cicindela lepida

References:
Graves, RC (1964). The distribution of
Tiger Beetles in Ontario. Proc. Entomol.
Soc. Ontario. Vo1.95.
Wallis, JB (1961). The Cicindelidae of
Canada. Univ. Toronto Press. xii + 74 pp.
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2nd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
John Robert Carley
On Saturday, July 13, 1996, the Second Annual Butterfly
Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twentysix counters, in nine parties, censused butterflies in the 15
mile diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas
Street West and Bloor StreetWest.
Unlike last year, when counters braved heat of over 35°C,
this year's count temperature ranged between 21°C and 26°C.
Some morning rain had generally ended by 10:30 am. The
routes censused include the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto
Islands, High Park, Humber River, Etobicoke Creek, Sam
Smith Park, lower Don ravines, the Lambton prairie, and
other parklands, ravines and so-called wastelands in the city.
In total, 6,069 individual butterflies were counted, of 41 species. The 1995 total saw a similar number of species (42) but
only 1,826 individuals. Immediately one can surmise that
the high heat and generally advanced season of 1995 kept
numbers lower. Six species seen in 1995 were not seen in
1996, while an additional five (Hobomok Skipper, Silvery
Checkerspot, Compton Tortoiseshell, Eyed Brown, and
Inornate Ringlet) were added to the list, thus making a cumulative two year total of 47 species. Not seen this year
were Little Sulphur, Hickory Hairstreak, Tawny Crescent,
Baltimore, American Painted Lady, and Painted Lady.
While the tripling in number of individuals seen meant general across the board increases, some species showed large
increases, notably, an additional 3,200 European Skippersl
Other species showing dramatic increases were Little Wood
Satyrs (51 in 1995, 554 this year), and Eastern Tailed Blues (5
last year, 58 this year). Most interestingly, Cabbage White
numbers remained constant at 688 (687 last year)! This year's
cold and wet spring and early summer seem to have retarded
the emergence dates for adult butterflies of certain populations, which meant greater numbers, and some new species
for our relatively late count date.
Another curious fact was that the route at the Leslie Street
Spit totalled only 7 species, compared to 20 the previous year.
In 1995, the moderating effect of the lake would have made
the temperatures at the Spit "better", while this year, with
such a cool and wet spring; the lake would have kept the Spit
lands cooler longer than comparable inland areas.
We look forward to monitoring these trends further in coming years' counts.
The 1997 Count date is set for Saturday, July 12. Those interested in participating in the 3rd Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest
Blvd.,Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330.
The number of participants: 26 in 9 parties. Total party hours:
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48 hours. (errata: the 1995 total party hours were 45.5, not
85). Temperature: 21°C to 26°C; rain before 10:30 a.m., later
to miXed sun and cloud. Observers: A. Adamo, J. Barker, D.
Beadle, B. Campbell, J. Carley, G. Carley, D. Cattrall, H.
Currie, A. Farraway, M. Hamilton, T. Hamilton, V. Higgins,
C. King, M. Liubavicius, P. McGaw, E.Mihals, D. Peuramaki,
G. Riley, N. Riley, D. Salter, K. Thomas, P. Thomas, M. van
der Poorten, N. van der Poorten, A. Yukich, R. Yukich.
Common \:anw' Species

.YlIlI/('

Silver Spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudy Wing - Thorybes pylades
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
Peck's Skipper - Polites peckius
Tawny Edged Skipper - Polites themistocles
Cross Line Skipper - Polites origenes
Long Dash - Polites mystic
Northern Broken Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassy Wing - Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper - A try tone logan
Hobomok Skipper - Poanes hobomok
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris
Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenes
Tiger Swallowtail - Pterourus glaucus
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
Common/Clouded Sulphur - Colias philodice
Orange Sulphur/Alfalfa Butterfly - C. eurytheme
Coral Hairstreak - Harkenclenus titus
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadicum
Edwards' Hairstreak - Satyrium edwardsii
Banded Hairstreak • Satyrium calanus
Striped Hairstreak - Satyrium liparops
Eastern Tailed Blue - Everes comyntas
Spring Azure - Celastrina ladon (f. neglectal
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria cybele
Silvery Checkerspot - Charidryas nycteis
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
Question mark - Polygonia interrogationis
Hop Merchant - Polygonia comma
Compton Tortoiseshell - Nymphalis vau-album
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
Banded Purple· Basilarchia arthemis arthemis /
Red Spotted Purple - Basilarchia arthemis astyanax
The Viceroy - Basilarchia archippus
Pearly Eye/Northern Pearly Eye - Enodia anthedon
Eyed Brown - Satyrodes eurydice
Little Wood Satyr - Megisto cymela
Inornate Ringlet - Coenonympha inornata
Grayling/Wood Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Pearl Crescent / Silvery Checkerspot

Total:

\:umhcr

Sl'CIl

42
105
24
3597
7
7

12
11

85
12
1
20
67
2

20
688
84
17
7
127
93

29
4

58
1
1

82
46
4
4
2
10
3

2
1
3
1

554
1

42
105
53

41 species, 6,069 individuals.
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Lambton Insect Inventory
Jeff Skevington

Lambton Wildlife Incorporated ILWI) played a major role in
the recent acquisition of two Port Franks properties, the
Karner Blue Sanctuary and the Watson Property. The 39
acre Karner Blue Sanctuary supports an Oak Savanna ecosystem, one of the most endangered communities of plants
and animals in eastern North America. The significance of
this open, prairie-like area is reflected most dramatically in
the presence of many rare, threatened and endangered plants
and insects. The more recently acquired Watson Property
shares some of these oak savanna affinities, but is even more
significant in its varied assemblage of species. It consists of
spectacular riparian forest dominated by towering Tulip
Trees, stunted shrubland highlighted by Spicebush, lush sedge
meadows, cattail marshes, a quiet, slow-moving creek and
huge sand dunes thrust out of the forest and covered by savanna vegetation.
Part of our mandate in protecting these areas is to better
acquaint ourselves with the flora and fauna found there. We
have a reasonable, although incomplete, knowledge of the
vascular plants, mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles
found on the properties, but know next to nothing about the
insects that reside there. This is especially lamentable given
that the Karner Blue Sanctuary was purchased primarily to
protect an endangered insect, the Karner Blue Butterfly (and
given that 85% of the fauna present are insects). This summer, we are rectifying this situation. I have been hired to
collect as many insects as possible from the properties. If
adequate funding is obtained I will spend the fall and early
winter identifying the finds.
Previous research in North Lambton suggests that our forests and grasslands support a far richer biodiversity of rare
and important insects than any other place in Ontario. In
fact, I found 164 species of rare insects during studies of the
insect fauna of Pinery (of about 1400 species identified). It
thus appears that over 10% of the insects of our area are of
significance by their rarity. These include a spectacular Carolinian Rhinoceros Beetle (Xyloryctes jamaicensis), a brilliant
green Tiger Beetle found at only a few sites worldwide
(Cicindela patruela), a metallic Goldsmith Beetle (Cotalpa
lanigeral and two species of predatory Robber Flies found
nowhere else in Canada (Holcocephala calva and Stichopogon
argenteus).

Research on the properties to date has resulted in the discovery of some of these species as well as others of equal or
greater significance. A leafhopper (Philaenarcys killal that
occurs nowhere else in the world and a critically endangered
wasp, the antennal waving wasp (Tachysphex pechumani),
occur at both the Watson Property and the Karner Blue Sanc-
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tuary. The wasp is a particularly exciting find. Dr. Frank
Kurczewski, an entomologist at Suny College in New York,
and I discovered the wasps in late-June. These small, red
and black, non-aggressive wasps inhabit sandy openings in
savanna forests. We watched them capturing and paralysing
small grasshoppers, and dragging their prey back to their
nests where they laid an egg on them. Cleptoparasitic flies
called Satellite Flies (Sarcophagidae, Miltograminael followed
the wasps around and sometimes succeeded in laying a live
larva on the wasp's prey. It was amazing to watch! These
fly larvae have a temporal advantage over the wasp eggs and
out-compete the wasp larva; however, this is not why the
wasps are rare. They have lost their savanna habitat throughout eastern North America and now inhabit only a few sites
such as are found on the Port Franks properties.
This is the type of information that we are trying to discover
during our research. We are responsible for managing both
properties and in doing so our goal is to protect all indigenous species. Most insects are like this wasp, a crucial part
of the ecosystem of no direct benefit or detriment to humans.
Their loss damages the fabric of this remarkable ecosystem
but may go unnoticed by people. Only a few spectacular
species like Karner Blue Butterflies may not slip through the
cracks of normal ecosystem management. LWI does not intend to follow "normal" management practices. We plan to
learn as much about all of the species that inhabit our properties as possible, before more become extirpated like the
Karner Blue. In fact, the Karner Blue creates some of our
concerns. With upcoming plans to reintroduce this butterfly
we are modifying the habitat at the Karner Blue Sanctuary to
better suit this species. Possessing a knowledge of other insects found at this site is the only way to avoid sending many
species down the route to local extirpation and ultimately
extinction.
As you have probably guessed, this exercise will involve considerable expenditure for materials and professional services.
The proposed budget for the survey, equipment, report and
journal publications is $24,700. The cost includes over 350
hours of volunteer time. Phase I, the trapping, collecting
and preservation of specimens is now in progress and is being funded by the LWI Conservation Fund ($5200). Phase II
will include the identification of as many species as possible
given the funding. Identification of 2000 species is a reasonable goal. Given adequate funding, assistance from specialists from all over North America will be sought and the species total will be much higher. The successful and timely
completion of the whole project will depend on private and
corporate donations. An extensive fund raising blitz is being
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conducted. To date we have received donations from LWI
members, previous supporters of the Karner Blue Sanctuary
and George Weston Limited. This article is part of the campaign.

TEA Butterfly Count 1996

Do you think that you might be able to help? A tax receipt
will be given for all donations. Contributions to the Oak
Savanna Insect Inventory can be mailed to Lambton Wildlife
Incorporated, Box 681, Sarnia, ON, NIT 7]7. Please include
your name, address and postal code with donations. Thanks
in advance for your generosity.

The TEA once again held a N. A. B. A. butterfly count on
Saturday, June 29. Since the day started out cloudy with intermittent rain and never improved, the count was not much
of a success and we were unfortunately unable to reschedule it. However, we had a good turnout of eager observersTom Mason, Paul McGaw & Carolyn King, Richard Aaron &
Shirley, Terry McQuiston, Frank (sorry, I didn't get your last
name!), Bill & Irene McIlveen, and Nancy and Michael van
der Poorten. We did not survey the first usual site at Kingston
Road and the Rouge River as this area is undergoing heavy
construction and most of the site has been destroyed. The
Zoo was also off limits this year due to the strike. We concentrated our efforts on the Twyn Rivers site (Sheppard &
Meadowvale) from 10 am to noon. We saw only 11 species
this year and 184 individuals - a miserable count. We saw 1
Eastern Tailed Blue, 1 Spring Azure, 1 Pearl Crescent, 1 White
Admiral, 31 Little Wood Satyrs, 471nornate Ringlets, 3 Northern Cloudywings, 46 European Skippers, 16 Tawny-edged
Skippers, 8 Long Dash Skippers, and 12 Hobomok Skippers.
This area continues to be overrun by the dog strangling vine

If you want to see these exbjaordinary properties or if you

are interested in helping me with the collections give me a
call at 519-236-4258. Of course, systematic expertise is also
welcomed. I will be going out twice weekly until the end of
September, and occasionally thereafter. Feel free to call with
any questions that you have.

Gorgone Checkerspot
(Chlosyne gorgone ssp. carlola)
Rediscovered in Ontario
Paul M. Catling & Ross A. Layberry

Nancy van der Poorten

(Vincetoxicum nigra).

This year Gorgone Checkerspots have been found at 10 locations in eastern Ontario from Kemptville west to Merrickville,
south to Brockville and east to Spencerville. The first adults
were seen in late May and early June, and a second generation appeared from early to late July.
Originally reported from London, the Humber valley on the
west side of Toronto, and Scarborough (east side of Toronto),
the Gorgone Checkerspot has not been seen in Ontario for
105 years. It was treated as a stray in the Ontario butterfly
atlas and a recent list of Ontario butterflies produced by the
Ontario Natural Heritage Information Centre lists it as "extirpated". Chlosyne gorgone has been absent or overlooked
for long periods in other eastern parts of its range including
Georgia and Illinois.
The habitats of C. gorgone in the recently discovered sites
include shrubby openings and roadsides where sand shallowly to deeply overlies limestone rock. The general area is
.one where large areas of marginal farmland have been abandoned and where natural openings existed in presettlement
times. In early June the habitats are characterized by flowering Balsam Ragwort (Senecio pauperculus), whereas the habitats can be identified in July by an abundance of flowering
Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta), the principal larval
foodplant.
Specimens documenting the recent observations have been
deposited in the Canadian National Collection, and status is
under investigation. Additional observations are welcome.
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Though this years count was not a grand success, we look
forward to having a better year in 1997. We plan to return to
a count in 2 main areas within the count circle - the lower
Rouge Valley and the upper Don Valley. Everyone is welcome. Even if you know little about butterflies, this is a good
chance to come out and learn about them. Children are also
welcome. The meeting places are set up so that those without a car can come by TIC. Watch for next years date in an
upcoming Ontario Insects.

News In Brief:
Don Davis

Lacewings Produce Repellant "Some green lacewing mothers produce an unusual compound that both protects their
eggs from marauding ants and serves as their offspring's first
meal. Before depositing their eggs, gren lacewings release
from their reproductive glands a substance that forms stalks
for their eggs to sit on. One species also takes an additional
precaution, producing droplets of an iritating fatty liquid that
they deposit on the stalks to repel invaders. The offspring
later ingest this defensive substance. Researchers hope to
test how a replicated version of this oil might work to repell
ants in a regular kitchen. (See "Lacewings have their armor
and eat it too" in Science News, Vol 149, pg. 262, April 27196
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The Monarch of the Fields
Who has not seen the Monarch glide
In graceful course across the fields?
With power strokes a scource of pride
Sheer beauty, overall appeal
It comes on never failing wings

From distant heights in Mexico
Where from the trees its columns cling
In semi-torpor, golden glow
Now back the Monarchs move in haste
Deliberately north by east
In June's warm rays last laps of race
An ingrained duty to appease
The milkweed spattered fields or bogs
Or often by some country lane
The destined end of lengthy jog
As life begins so life must wane
It sallies through the summer days

Though casual south in hot July
About the fields it sails and plays
A languid style, or so belied
Cool August nights a change have spun
Momentum towards September's glow
A gradual yearning has begun
Now south and west the migrants flow
An yet a time to pause and dine
On aster's purple, goldenrod
Still time to rest though southward pine
A leisured movement oft by plod
October's close, most migrants through
While asters dim their purple flaunts
The pinkish clover sates a few
As most have moved to southern haunts
And so November fmds a change
The fabled movement shifts its ground
Across the continent its ranged
A spectacle is winding down
The milkweed drifts its harveset sails
The sun retrenches living rays
The Monarch leaves the fields all veiled
The ochres interspersed with rain
Barry Harrison
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15t Annual Point Pelee
Butterfly Count· a summary
Alan Wormington

The first Point Pelee butterfly count was held on August 10th,
1996 - 52 observers logged a total of 59 party hours. The area
covered was a standardized 15 mile diameter circle which
included Point Pelee National Park (PPNP), Hillman March,
Wheatley Provincial Park and the communities of Wheatley
and Leamington.
The count produced 43 species with a total of 7722 individual
butterflies. An additional two species were found during count
week but not on the count day. Significant counts were tallied for Black Swallowtail (392), Giant Swallowtail (170), Spicebush Swallowtail (211), Bronze Copper (62), Summer Azure
(751), Summer Crescent (558), Orange Crescent (1062), Tawny
Emperor (156) and Common Sooty-Wing (65).
Other highlights included Banded Hairstreak (record late date
for PPNP), Variegated Fritillary (rare), Appalachian EyedBrown (record late date for PPNP), Little Wood Satyr (lateI
and European Skipper (rare second brood).
The 1997 count is scheduled for Saturday, August 9th.

133rd Meeting of the
Entomological Society of
Ontario
The 133rd meeting of the ESO takes place at the Guelph
Turfgrass Institute, University of Guelph, on October 24th26th, 1996. This years theme is "Getting the Bugs into Teaching and Extension". Of particular interest to TEA members
at this years meeting is the Open Session, "Biology and Diversity of Ontario Insects" being held on Saturday, October
26th from 8:30 am to 12:15 pm. A special registration fee of
only $5.00 will allow you to atterld this special session only.
Registration is from 8:30-9:30 am but the program begins at
8:50 am with opening remarks by the session organizer and
moderator, TEA member Steve Marshall. Talks are 1/2 hour
each and include: Gossamer-Winged Butterflies of Ontario
(G. Otis, 9:00 amI, Ground Beetles of Ontario (H. Goulet,
9:30 am), Dragonflies of Ontario U. Skevington (TEA member), 10:15 am), Diversity of Fresh Water Invertebrates of
Ontario (W.B. Morton & G.E. Gale, 10:45 am), Diversity of
Ontario Syrphidae U.R. Vockeroth, 11:15 amI and Social Diversity of Ontario Bees (L. Packer (TEA member), 11:45 am).
For further info. please contact: Steve Marshall at 519-8244120, ext. 2720, Fax: 519-837-0442, E-mail: smarshal1@
evbhort.uoguelph.ca
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Checklist of the Odonata of Ontario
Paul D. Pratt
Calopterygidae
BROAD-WINGED DAMSELS

o Calopteryx aequabilis (river jewelwing)

o Calopteryx

macula fa (ebony jewelwing)

o Argia moesta (powdered dancer)
o Argia sedula (blue-ringed dancer)
o Argia tibialis (blue-tipped dancer)
o Argia translata (dusky dancer)

o Chromagrion conditum (au~ora damsel)
o Coenagrion angulatum (prairie bluet)
o Coenagrion interrogatum

(subarctic bluet)
Coenagrion resolutum (tiaga bluet)
o Enallagma antennatum (rainbow bluet)
Enallagma aspersum (azure bluet)
Enallagma basidens (double-striped bluet)
Enallagma boreale (boreal bluet)
Enallagma carunculatum. (tule bluet)
Enallagma civile (familiar bluet)
Enallagma clausum (alkali bluet)
Enallagma cyathigerum2 (northern bluet)
o Enallagma ebrium (marsh bluet)
Enallagma exsulans (stream bluet)
Enallagma geminatum (skimming bluet)
Enallagma hageni (Hagen's bluet)
Enallagma signatum (orange bluet)
o Enallagma traviatum (slender bluet)
Enallagma vesperum (vesper bluet)
Ischnura hastata (citrine forktail)
Ischnura posita (fragile forktail)
Ischnura verticalis (eastern forktail)
o Nehalennia gracilis (sphagnum sprite)
Nehalinnia irene (sedge sprite)

o

o Hetaerina americana (American rubyspot)
o Hetaerina titia (smoky rubyspot)
Lestidae
SPREADWINGS

o Lestes congener (spotted spreadwing)

o Lestes disjunctus (common spreadwing)
o Lestes dryas (emerald spreadwing).

o Lestes eurinus (amber-winged spreadwing)
o Lestes forcipatus (sweetflag spreadwing)
o Lestes inequalis (elegant spreadwing)
o Lestes rectangularis (slender spreadwing)

o Lestes unguiculatus (lyre-tipped spreadwing)
o Lestes vigilax (swamp spreadwing)
Coenagriidae

o Amphiagrion saucium (eastern red damsel)

o Argia apicalis (blue-fronted dancer)
Volume 2, Number 1

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Aeshnidae

POND DAMSELS

o Argia fumipennis violacea

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

(variable dancer)

DARNERS

o Aeshna canadensis (Canada darner)
o Aeshna clepsydra (mottled darner)
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o Aeshna constricta (lance-tipped darner)
o Aeshna eremita (lake darner)
o Aeshna i. interrupta (variable darner)
o Aeshna juncea americana (rush darner)

o Aeshna mutata (spatterdock darner)
o Aeshna septentrionalis (azure darner)
o Aeshna sitchensis (zigzag darnerI

o Aeshna subarctica (subarctic darner)
o Aeshna tuberculifera (black-tipped darner)
o Aeshna umbrosa (shadow darnerl
o Aeshna verticalis (green-striped darnerl
o Anax junius (common green darI\erl

o Anax longi.pes (comet darner)
o Basiaeschna janata (springtime darner)

o Boyeria grafiana (ocellated darner)
o Boyeria vinosa (fawn darner)
o Epiaeschna heros (swamp darner)
o Gomphaeschna furcillata (harlequin darner)
o Nasiaeschna pentacantha (Cyrano darner)
Gomphidae
CLUBTAILS

o Arigomphus cornutus (homed clubtail)
o Arigomphus furcifer (lilypad clubtail)
o Arigomphus villosipes (unicorn clubtail)
o Dromogomphus spinosus (black-shouldered
spinyleg)
o Dromogomphus spoliatus (flag-tailed spinyleg)
o Gomphus adelphus3 (moustached clubtail)
Gomphus borealis (beaverpond clubtail)
o Gomphus descriptus (harpoon clubtail)
o Gomphus exilis (lancet clubtail)
o Gomphus fraternus (midland clubtail)
Gomphus graslinellus (pronghorn clubtail)
o Gomphus lividus (ashy clubtail)
o Gomphus quadricolor (rapids clubtail)
o Gomphus spicatus (dusky clubtail)
o Gomphus vastus (cobra clubtail)
o Gomphus ventricosus (skillet clubtail)
Gomphus viridifrons (green-faced clubtail)
o Hagenius brevistylus (dragonhunter)
o Ophiogomphus anomalus (extra-striped
snaketail)
o Ophiogomphus carolus (riffle snaketail)
Ophiogomphus colubrinus (boreal snaketail)
o Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis (rusty snaketail)
o Progomphus obscurus (common sanddragon)
o Stylogomphus albistylus (least clubtail)
o Stylurus notatus (elusive clubtail)
Stylurus plagiatus (russet-tipped clubtail)

o

o

o

o

o
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o Styluru~ scudderi (zebra clubtail)
o Stylurus spiniceps (arrow clubtail)
Cordulegastridae
SPIKETAILS

o Cordulegaster diastatops (delta-spotted
o
o

spiketail)
Cordulegaster maculata (twin-spotted
spiketail)
Cordulegaster obliqua (arrowhead spiketail)

Macromiidae
CRUISERS

o Didymops transversa (stream cruiser)
o Macromia illinoiensis (Illinois river cruiser)
o Macromia taeniolata (royal river cruiser)
Corduliidae
EMERALDS

o Cordulia shurtleffl (American emerald)
o Dorocordulia libera (racket-tailed emerald)
o Epitheca canis (beaverpond baskettail)
o Epitheca cynosura (common baskettail)
o Epitheca princeps (prince baskettail)

o Epitheca spinigera (spiny baskettail)
o Helocordulia uhleri (Uhler's sundragon)
o Neurocordulia yamaskanensis (stygian

o Somatochlora tenebrosa (clamp-tipped

o

o

o

o

emerald)
o Somatochlora walshii (brush-tipped emerald)
Somatochlora whitehousei (Whitehouse's
emerald)
Somatochlora williamsoni (Williamson's
emerald)
o Williamsonia fletcheri (ebony boghaunter)

shadowdragon)
Somatochlora albicincta (ringed emerald)
o Somatochlora cingulata (lake emerald)
Somatochloraelongata (ski-tailed emerald)
o Somatochlora ensigera (plains emerald)
Somatochlora forcipata (forcipate emerald)
Libellulidae
Somatochlora franklini (delicate emerald)
o Somatochlora hudsonica (Hudsonian emerald) SKIMMERS
o Celithemis elisa (calico pennant)
Somatochlora incurvata (incurvate emerald)
Celithemis eponina (halloween pennant)
Somatochlora kennedyi (Kennedy's emerald)
Celithemis fasciata 4 (banded pennant)
Somatochlora minor (ocellated emerald)
Erythemis simplicicollis (Eastern pondhawk)
Somatochlora septentrionalis (muskeg emerald)

o
o

o
o
o
o
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o Sympetrum costiferum (saffron-winged

o
o
o
o

o Leucorrhinia borealis (boreal whiteface)
o Leucorrhinia frigida (frosted whiteface)

o Leucorrhinia glacialis (crimson-ringed
whiteface)
o Leucorrhinia hudsonica(Hudsonian whiteface)
o Leucorrhinia intacta (dot-tailed whiteface)
o Leucorrhinia patricia (Canada whiteface)
o Leucorrhinia proxima (red-waisted whiteface)
o Libellula incesta (slaty skimmer)
o Libellula julia (chalk-fronted skimmer)

o Libellula luctuosa (widow skimmer)

o
o
o
o
o

meadowhawk)
Sympetrum danae (black meadowhawk)
Sympetrum internum (cherry-faced
meadowhawk)
Sympetrum obtrusum (white-faced
meadowhawk)
Sympetrum rubicundulum (ruby
meadowhawkl
Sympetrum semicinctum (band-winged
meadowhawkl
Sympetrum vicinum (yellow-legged
meadowhawk)
Tramea carolina (Carolina saddlebags)
Tramea lacerata (black saddlebags)
Tramea onusta (red-mantledsaddlebags)

Common names for North American damselflies and dragonflies were adopted by the Dragonfly Society of the Americas in August 1996
(Argia, Volume 8, No.2).

Argia violacea
2 includes E. vernaIe
3 Gomphus brevis
4 Celithemis monomelena
1

o Libellula lydia (common whitetail)
o Libellula pulchella (twelve-spotted skimmer)
o Libellula quadrimaculata (four-spotted
skimmer)
Libellula semifasciata (painted skimmer)
Libellula vibrans (great blue skimmer)
Nannothemis bella (elfin skimmer)
Pachydiplax longjpennis (blue dasher)
Pantala flavescens (wandering glider)
Pantala hymenea (spot-winged glider)
Perithemis tenera (Eastern amberwing)
o Sympetrum ambiguum (blue-faced
meadowhawkl
o Sympetrum corruptum (variegated

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

m~adowhawk)
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4th Annual Durham Region Butterfly Count
James Kamstra

On July 7, 1996, the fourth butterfly count was held in
Durham Region. It was a less than ideal day for such an
event, being overcast all day with only a few sporadic moments when the sun tried to poke through. Consequently,
the total numbers were probably down from what they should
have been. Neverthe less we had a record number of participants: 23 persons in 9 parties. Four species were new to the
count (Banded Hairstreak, Grossline .Skipper, Broad-winged
Skipper and Deleware Skipper) bringing a grand total of 52
species recorded in the four years.
Migratory and semi-migratory species numbers were low.
Monarch numbers were particularly low, as wer Red Admiral, Question Mark, and Common Sulphur. American Painted
Lady and Alfalfa Butterfly which are often common, were
not recorded at all. The following species and numbers were
recorded this year:
Common :\ame - Species NUlIle

:\umlJer Seen

Tiger Swallowtail - Pterourus glaucus
Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenes
Common Sulphur (Clouded Sulphurl - Colias philodice
Mustard White - Pieris napi
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
Bronze Copper - Hyllolycaena hyllus
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadicum
Coral Hairstreak - Harkenclenus titus
Spring Azure - Celastrina ladon
Eastern Tailed Blue - Everes comyntas
Meadow Fritillary - Clossiana bellona
Silver-bordered Fritillary - Clossiana selene
Aphrodite - Speyeria aphrodite
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria cybele
The Viceroy - Basilarchia archippus
White AdmirallBanded Purple - Basilarchia arthemis arthemis

9
1
2
2
97
6
2
3
4
1
3
12
1
2
80
14
45

Red-Spotted Purple - Basilarchia arthemis astyanax
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
Northern Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes selenis
Question mark - Polygonia inte"ogationis
unknown - Polygonia sp.
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
Grayling/Common Wood Nymphl- Cercyonis pegala
Inornate Ringlet - Coenonympha inomata
Pearly Eye (Northern Pearly Eye) - Enodia anthedon
Little Wood Satyr - Megisto cymela
Northern Eyed Brown· Satyrodes eurydice
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Silver Spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudy Wing - Thorybes pylades
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris
Hobomok Skipper - Poanes hobomok
Broad-winged Skipper - Poanes viator
Delaware Skipper - A try tone logan
Long Dash - Polites mystic
Peck's Skipper - Polites peckius
Tawny Edged Skipper - Polites themistocles
Cross Line Skipper - Polites origenes
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola·
Northern Broken Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet

2
3
2
357
1
1
1
62
165

111
168

103
10
49
4
32
34
76

3
1
40

13
31
6
3984
4

Total: 42 species, 5547 individuals
Total Hours: 54 (9.5 by car, 44.5 on foot)
Total Kilometres: 449 (383 by car, 66 on footl
Weather: 20 - 25 C, overcast through most of day, brief sunny
periods in afternoon, calm or light winds from west
Participants: Dennis Barry, Dana, Eric, Kailee, Dalyn and
May Bryant, Margaret Carney, David Cattrall, Beverly Foss,
Brian Henshaw, Quimby Hess, Dale Hoy, James Kamstra,
Carolyn King, Les McClair, Paul McGaw, Todd Norris, Nancy
Pearson, Rayfield Pye, Dale Roy, Paul Smith, Jim Spottiswood

3rd Annual North Lambton Butterfly Count a Huge Success
Jeff Skevington

Since the turn of the century, birders have been conducting
Christmas Bird Counts (CBC's) with the goals of monitoring
bird populations and determining winter bird distributions.
In Lambton County, we have been a part of this tradition
since 1972 with our Kettle Point CBC. Now there's a new
kid on the block. Butterfly Counts, modelled after CBC's,
have been held throughout North America since 1975. The
goals are similar, but the weather's always better.
As with CBC's, participants in the Butterfly count conduct a
one day census of all butterflies observed within a.z4
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kilometre diameter circle. Our count is centred in Port Franks
and includes all of Kettle Point and Pinery Provincial Park
and extends inland to include the Ausable River near Sylvan. This year, the count was held on Sunday June 30, what
felt like the hottest day of the summer (mark June 29 on your
calender for next year's count).
Generally, butterfly diversity and numbers were low, following a very cool, wet spring; however, there were some
extraordinary highlights. Four species were found that we
continued on next page...
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Lambton BF Count...continued from

previous page

had not found in previous years, including Sleepy Duskywing,
Baltimore, Southern Cloudywing and Pearl Crescent. The
latter two species are southern in their distribution and approach the edge of their range in our area. Southern
Cloudywings are a particularly good find since they are rare
and local in Ontario. Baltimore butterflies are one of our
most spectacular species. They are very local as their larvae
feed only on turtlehead (the plant, not the reptile).
I expect that we will set new record counts for a few species
again this year, despite our overall lower numbers. Little
Wood-Satyrs were everywhere and we shattered last year's
record count by nearly 1000. One group of observers discovered a huge colony of over 100 Bronze Coppers, likely also a
North American record. These spectacular little orange butterflies are normally found in low numbers around their larval host plants, dock and smartweed. Sewage lagoons are
good places to look for them. Colonies of Tawny Crescents
and Little Glassy Wings, both rare butterflies, also seemed
healthy and intact this year. Tawny Crescents are disappearing throughout their range so our large local population
is very significant.
Thanks to all of the members who participated this year. If
you haven't been on a butterfly count, consider coming out
next year. With the new Peterson Field Guide to Butterflies
(by Opler) you can easily learn many of the 62 species found
on our counts so far. Of course, even if you can only recognize Monarchs, you can help by joining a group and providing an extra pair of eyes for spotting. It's always a fun day.
Good butterflying.
Com mOil

:\cll111'

Scientific :\dme

1 'l'l..J.

3·
Columbine Duskywing
Erynnis lucilius
Common Roadside-Skipper Amblyscirtes vialis
5
. Pholisora catullus
Common Sootywing
2
Polites origenes
Crossline Skipper
Anatrytone logan
Delaware Skipper
Erynnis icelus
Dreamy Duskywing
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
1
Atrytonopsis hianna
Dusted Skipper
152
Thymelicus lineola
European Skipper
54
Poanes hobomok
Hobomok Skipper
1
Erynnis juvenalis
Juvenal's Duskywing
9
Least Skipper
Ancyloxypha numitor
1
Pompeius vema
Little Glassywing
3
Polites mystic
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Wallengrenia egeremet 11
10
Thorybes pylades
Northern Cloudywing
7
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
4
Silver-spotted Skipper
Epargyreus clarus
Sleepy Duskywing
Erynnis brizo
Thorybes bathyllus
Southern Cloudywing
Polites themistocles
Tawny-edged Skipper

14

1'1'13

1c)c)b

1*

18*

5

3
2
5

1
4
1

4
5
3833
175·
5
18
5
21
31
33
4
13

1
5
1501
103
4
12
5
30
2
18
2
4
1
3
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4
7
Papilio polyxenes
18 71+
Papilio canadensis
Papilio cresphontes
1
4
Papilio troilus
11
37 1883·
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
1
9
Colias eurytheme
4
Lycaena hyllus
15
16
Satyrium acadica
23
Satyrium calanus
4
41
Satyrium titus
28
9
1·
Callophrys niphon
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium caryaevorum
Satyrium liparops
2
Everes comyntas
Celastrina neglecta
25
7
Vanessa virginiensis
17
4
Euphydryas phaeton
Speyeria cybele
62
37
Polygonia comma
6
3
1
Boloria bellona
Nymphalis milberti
5
Nymphalis antiopa
20
10
Phyciodes selenis
3
29
10
Vanessa cardui
Phyciodes tharos
Polygonia inte"ogationis 8
7
Vanessa atalanta
38 236·
252+ 5082+
Chlosyne nycteis
46·
2
Phyciodes batesii
8
Asterocampa clyton
8
36
Limenitis archippus
5
3
L. arthemis arthemis
3
L. arthemis astyanax 206·
171
Polygonia spp.
4
Satyrodes appalachia
Appalachian Brown
3
79
Common Wood-Nymph
Cercyonis pegala
2
Satyrodes eurydice
Eyed Brown
20
Common (Inornatel Ringlet Coenonympha tuIlia
Little Wood-Satyr
Megisto cymela
295+ 1828+
39
Enodia anthedon
Northern Pearly-Eye
29
55
Danaus plexippus
Monarch

Black Swallowtail
Canadian Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Acadian Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Coral Hairstreak
Eastern Pine Elfin
Edward's Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Summer ("Spring"l Azure
American (painted) Lady
Baltimore
Great Spangled Fritillary
Eastern Comma
Meadow Fritillary
Milbert's Tortoise Shell
Mourning Cloak
Northern (Pearl) Crescent
Painted Lady
Pearl Crescent
Question Mark
Red Admiral
Silvery Checkerspot
Tawny Crescent
Tawny Emperor
Viceroy
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple

Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Butterflies/Party Hour:
*North American High Counts
(year of count only):
+ North American High Counts
(over 21 years of counts):
Cumulative Total Species:

9
85
12
298
17
18
105
2
4

1
12
1
2
66
2
3
14
107
1
5
3
7
245
23
43
68
1
4
1
79
2812
3
46

50
43
54
2381 13968 5801
97
21
66
105 139 136.5
22.7 100.5 42.5
6

8

?

2
43

3
58

?
62
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3rd Annual Windsor Butterfly Count
Paul Pratt & David D'hondt

Fifty-three participants enjoyed a full day of butterflying on
Saturday, July 6, 1996. The Ojibway Prairie Complex received
the majority of coverage. The count was hosted by the
Ojibway Nature Centre, Windsor Parks & Recreation. The
Friends of Ojibway Prairie provided a picnic lunch for all
participants. This year 53 participants logged 52 party-hours
to record 2,945 butterflies of 56 species.
Butterflies missed in 1996 tncluded. Red Admiral, Painted
Lady, Common Sooty-Wing and Duke's Skipper. Three species new to the count in 1996 were Compton's Tortoiseshell,
Buckeye and Hoary Edge Skipper (only the 4th record for
Canada). Monarch numbers increased over 1995 but remained lower than 1994 (1.4 per party-hour vs. 0.4 in 1995
and 1.9 in 1994). Reserve Saturday, July 5, 1997 for next
year's count.
1996 NABA Participants: Bonnie Anderson, Jessica Barrie,
Pierre Boulos, Andrea Cassedy, Karen Cedar, Cathy Crowell,
Paul Desjardins, David D'hondt, Matt Feldman, Trevor
Garant, Alexander Gervais, Glenn Gervais, Steve Grein, Barb
Groves, Brett Groves, Steve Groves, Lacey Hatfield, Tiffany
Hecnar, Marion Hinton, Ray Hinton, Irene Hugill, June
Hurley, Jeff Jacquot, Alisa Krause, Margaret Krause, Ben
Kulon, Brenda Kulon, Lisa Ladd, Jeff Larson, Betty
Learmouth, Kathy Lesperance, Carl Maiolani, Christopher
Maiolani, Aimee McGuffin, Vicki McKay, Larry Onysko,
Michelle Owen, Steve Pike, Kim Pitcher, Paul Pratt, Juliet
Renaud, Donna Roemmele, Renee Sauve, Andy Simko, Elaine
Sinnott, Amy Sydor, Caren Teskey, Beryl Tong, Kevin Towers, Mark Uriarte, Susan Walker. Deb Waugh catered lunch.
Common :'\allll' . Species

SWill'

Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenus asterius
Giant Swallowtail - Papilio cresphontes
Tiger Swallowtail - Papilio glaucus
Spicebush Swallowtail· Papilio t. troilus
Cabbage Butterfly - Pieris rapae
Clouded Sulphur - Colias philodice
Alfalfa Butterfly - Colias eurytheme
Bronze Copper - Lycaena hyllus
Coral Hairstreak - Satyrium titus
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadicum
Edwards' Hairstreak - Satyrium edwardsii
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus falacer
Hickory Hairstreak - Satyrium caryaevorum
Striped Hairstreak - Satyrium liparops strigosum
Eastern Tailed Blue - Everes c. comyntas
Spring Azure - Celastrina argiolus
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria c. cybele
Aphrodite - Speyeria aphrodite
Meadow Fritillary - Boloria bellona toddi
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:'\umber Seen

28
2
38

Silvery Checkerspot - Chlosyne nycteis nycteis
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
Northern Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes selenis
Question Mark - Polygonia interrogationis
Hop Merchant - Polygonia comma
Compton's Tortoiseshell- Nymphalis vau-album
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis a. antiopa
Milbert's Tortoiseshell· Nymphalis milberti
American Painted Lady - Vanessa virginiensis
Buckeye - Junonia coenia
Red-Spotted Purple· Limenitis arthemis astyanax
Viceroy - Limenitis a. archippus
Northern Pearly Eye - Lethe anthedon
Eyed Brown - Lethe e.eurydice
Appalachian Eyed Brown - Lethe appalachia
Little Wood Satyr· Megisto cymela
Common Wood Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus .
Silver-Spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Hoary Edge Skipper - Achalarus lyciades
Southern Cloudy Wing - Thorybes bathylus
Northern Cloudy Wing' Thorybes pylades
Wild Indigo Dusky Wing - Erynnis baptisiae
Least Skipper· Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
Peck's Skipper - Polites peckius
Tawny·Edged Skipper· Polites themistocles
Cross-Line Skipper - Polites origenes
Long Dash - Polites m. mystic
Northern Broken Dash· Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassy Wing - Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper - Atrytone 1. logan
Mulberry Wing Skipper - Poanes massasoit
Hobomok Skipper - Poanes hobomok
Dion Skipper - Euphyes d. dion
Black Dash - Euphyes c. conspicua
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris

46

25
64
4
3
1
59

2
7
1
2
35
11

21
42

205
191

73
325
1
28

14
4
66
361

20
12
11
8
34
15
53
10
9
14
26
7

6
358

122
45
4

12
24
4
141
3
2
19
5
108

1
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A Synoptic Insect Checklist of the
Queen's University Biological Station
Marvin Gunderman

I am the instructor for the field course "Insect Taxononmy/
Ecology" offered by McMaster University as part of the
Ontario Universities Program in Field Biology (OUPFBl. I
have instructed this course since August 1993. Students must
collect, kill, label, identify and organize insects into a synoptic collection which counts for 50% of their grade. I have
summarized their finds over the last three years in the following list (to the family level).
The Queen's University Biological Station (QUBS) is owned
and operated by Queen's University. It is located near
Chaffeys Locks, about 15 minutes drive from Elgin, Ontario.
Elgin is about a 45 minute drive north of Kingston, Ontario
on Hwy.15.
ORDER· COLLEMBOLA . Fa. Isotomidae
ORDER· MICROCORYPHIA . Fa. Meinertellidae
ORDER· EPHEMEROPTERA . Fa. Baetidae, Heptageniidae,
Ephemeridae, Baetiscidae
ORDER· ODONATA . Fa. Gomphidae, Aeshnidae, Libellulidae,
Lestidae, Coenagrionidae
ORDER· PHASMIDA • Fa. Phasmatidae
ORDER· ORTHOPTERA . Fa. Acrididae, Tettigoniidae,
Gryllacrididae, Gryllidae

Berytidae, Phymatidae, Reduviidae, Nabidae, Miridae, Gerridae,
Corixidae, Notonectidae, Belostomatidae, Nepidae
ORDER· HOMOPTERA . Fa. Cicadidae, Membracidae, Cercopidae,
Cicadellidae, Aphididae
ORDER· NEUROPTERA . Fa. Corydalidae, Chrysopidae,
Myrmeleontidae
ORDER· COLEOPTERA· Fa. Cicindelidae, Carabidae, Dytiscidae,
Gyrinidae, Hydrophilidae, Histeridae, StaphYlinidae, Silphidae,
Lucanidae, Scarabaeidae, Buprestidae, Elateridae, Lampyridae,
Cantharidae, Lycidae, Bostrichidae, Cleridae, Nitudulidae, Cucujidae,
Coccinellidae, Endomychidae, Ciidae, Tenebrionidae, Meloidae,
Cerambycidae, Chrysomelidae, Curculionidae, Scolytidae
ORDER· MECOPTERA . Fa. Bittacidae, Panorpidae
ORDER . TRICHOPTERA . Fa. Limnephilidae, Phryganeidae,
Hydropsychidae, Leptoceridae
ORDER . LEPIDOPTERA . Fa. Gelechiidae, Tortricidae, Pyralidae,
Hesperiidae, Pieridae, Lycaenidae, Nymphalidae, Satyridae, Danaidae,
Drepanidae, Geometridae, Saturniidae, Sphingidae, Notodontidae,
Lymantriidae, Arctiidae, Noctuidae
ORDER· DIPTERA . Fa. Tipulidae, Dixidae, Culicidae, Chironomidae,
Anisopodidae, Xylophagidae, Stratiomyidae, Tabanidae, Therevidae,
Asilidae, Bombyliidae, Dolichopodidae, Syrphidae, Conopidae,
Micropezidae, Tephritidae, Sciomyzidae, Drosophilidae, Anthomyiidae,
Muscidae, Calliphoridae, Sarcophagidae, Tachinidae, Oestridae

ORDER· BLATTARIA - Fa. Blattellidae

ORDER· SIPHONAPTERA· Fa. Ischnopsyllidae

ORDER· MANTODEA . Fa. Mantidae

ORDER - PSOCOPTERA . Fa. Psocidae

ORDER· HYMENOPTERA· Fa. Tenthredinidae, Braconidae,
Ichneumonidae, Pelecinidae, Chrysididae, Formicidae, Tiphiida~,
Pompilidae, Vespidae, Sphecidae, Halictidae, Andrenidae, Megachilidae,
Apidae

ORDER· HEMIPTERA· Fa. Pentatomidae, Alydidae, Lygaeidae,

(Composite list compiled by M.Gunderman, August 1993-95)

ORDER - DERMAPTERA . Fa. Forficulidae

Free Catalogue of Entomology Publications

How to Assess Insect Biodiversity?

Entomology Publications (catalogue number P62-46-1996) is
a free bilingual (English/French) catalogue put out by Canada
Communication Group - Publishing, the publisher for the
Canadian Federal Government. It lists products developed
by the departments of Forestry and Agriculture and AgriFood - more than 50 entomology-related publications are
listed. Entomology Publications would be of interest to entomologists, silviculturists, ecologists, biologists, agrologists,
natural scientists and horticultralists. It can be ordered from:
CCG - P, Ottawa, Canada, K1A OS9, Tel: 819-956-4800, Fax:
819-994-1498.

The Terrestrial Arthropods division of the Biological Survey
of Canada has published a brief entitled "How to assess insect biodiversity without wasting your time". The brief is
intended to serve as a primer for individuals (with or without a specific background in entomology) who have been
called upon to lead or organize studies of insect biodiversity.
Copies are available free of charge on request from the secretariat: Dr. H.V. Danks, Head, Biological Survey of Canada
(Terrestrial Arthropods), Canadian Museum of Nature, P.O.
Box 3443, Station "0", Ottawa, Ont., K1P 6P4, Tel: 819-9940078, Fax: 819-953-6220/9831, e-mail: hdanks@mus-nature.ca
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Field Trip Report: Algonquin Odonata
Matt Holder

Despite the weather forecast calling for
rain, ten people made the trek to the
Highway Corridor of Algonquin Provincial Park on Sunday, July 7th, 1996 to
participate in the dragonfly outing. After I shamelessly publicized the recent
dragonfly and damselfly publication offered by the park, we set off tor our first
spot near the east gate, a marshy area
dominated by sedge.
The cool overcast day did not provide
great conditions for dragonfly activity,
but we were able to spot a variety of
common species and see them closely
in the hand, including: Sedge Sprite
(Nehalinnia irene), Marsh Bluet
(Enallagma ebrium), Eastern Forktail
(Ischnura verticalis), Lancet Clubtail
(Gomphus exilis), Common Baskettail

(Tetragoneuria cynosura), Hudsonian Costello Creek and saw several Ebony
Whiteface (Leucorrhinia hudsonica), Jewelwings (Calopteryx maculata) and a
Chalk-fronted Skimmer (Libellulajulia), Spiny Baskettail (Tetragoneuria spinigera)
Common Whitetail (L. lydia), and Four- as the rain gained momentum.
spotted Skimmer (L. quadrimaculata). , Forever an optimist, I persuaded the
Leaving that location for a site further group to continue, believing the rain was
west, we visited the shores of Costello going to stop at any moment. A walk
Lake, the location of Canada's first through spruce bog habitat further north
Beaverpond Clubtail (Gomphus borealis). provided nothing but a brief look at a
Although we were not fortunate enough blue darner (Aeshna sp.) as it zoomed
to see one, I magically pulled out of my past us at Mach 1; none of the small
satchel a male that I had caught earlier boggy pools were patrolled by any
at another location to show everyone; Striped Emeralds (Somatochlora sp.) as
after the outing, it was released at the was hoped.
original site of capture. At Costello Lake, Finally, walking near some open bog!
Eastern Forktails (Ischnura verticalis) marsh, the group surrendered to the
were in abundance but little else in the now heavy rain and almost complete
light rain that then began to fall. Fur- absence of odonates. The weather did
ther along the road, we stopped by not cooperate with the outing, the total

of 14 dragonfly and damselfly species
overshadowed by the casual cout of approximately 40 species during the previous (warm and sunny) day. Nevertheless, the group received a handy introduction to the interesting world of
Odonata and were encouraged to explore it further during drier conditions.

News In Brief:
Don Davis

Smaller Radar Tags - Radar tags with
reduced sizes are available for tagging
insects to obtain knowledge about their
movement and population dynamics.
The small tags have no effect on the
normal movement of insects. The radar
tag is attached to the insect's thorax or
abdomen with rubber cement, while the
near-invisible dipole of radar follows the
insect. The tag sends signals which are
received by the transmitter receiver up
to a range of 50 m. Tagged insects are
relocated with the help of systematic
searching and reflected signals. See
Nature 381(6578), May 9, 1996, pg 120
for further details.
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Shortage of Bees - The winter of 1996
took a dreadful toll on commercial
honey bees. Some report losing 80 - 90%
of their bees. A report in the June 29,
1996 issue of Science News (page 4067) notes that two parasitic mites have
also contributed to the decline in the
honeybee population. Researchers also
note a 70% loss in wild honeybees since
1991. Loss of habitat and pesticide use
have also contributed to this decline.
Some apple growers in Northumberland
County (Ontario) report that in spite of
favourable weather conditions (cool
weather helped apple trees retain their
blossoms longer), a lack of pollination
may contribute to smaller-than-expected
apple crop.

Beetles Push Parish from Church An infestation of wood-eating beetles
forced the congregation of a small village church to find a new place of worship. An engineering firm found that
powder post beetles had been eating at
the floor beams of St. John's Anglican
Church in Port Rowan, Ontario on the
north shore of Lake Erie. Spraying the
beetles would cost $20,000 - $30,000.
and extensive structural damage would
still need fixing. The community has
been asked to help raise $350,000 for a
new church. (Summary of Canadian
Press report published in the Commercial Daily News, 1995)

,

.~.
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Notes
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The Model Forest Program:
Building Partnerships in Sustainable
Forest Management

For further information concerning the
Model Forest Program, take a look at
Environment Canada's web site on the
Internet (www.doe.ca).

The Model Forest Network is an initiaStatus Reports on the Monarch
tive in building local, national and international partnerships to generate new Butterfly in Canada
ideas and on-the-ground solutions to sus- In recent months, three status reports
tainable forest management issues. A . concerning the monarch butterfly have
Canadian initiative, the network has ex- been completed. Phil Schappert, editor
panded to include Russia, Mexico, Ma- of Ontario Insects, was commissioned
laysia, and the United States, with more by the Council for Environmental Cothan 25 other countries expressing in- operation to complete one such report.
terest in getting involved. Currently TEA member Jeffrey Crolla and J.
there are 18 model forests: 10 in Canada, Donald Lafontaine completed a status
3 in Mexico, 1 each in Russian and Ma- report for the Canadian Wildlife Service.
laysia, and 3 in the United States.
Leslie Ogden was commissioned by the
World
Wildlife Fund to prepare a simiMexico was the first international partlar
report.
A portion of the status report
ner. In February, 1995, a third Mexican
by
Crolla and Lafontaine has
prepared
forest - the Mariposa Monarca Model
been
posted
on
the Monarch Watch site
Forest in Michoacan, consisting of
(http://monarch.bio.ukans.edu).
477,000 hectares of temperate forest,
was welcomed into the network at a In addition, David White prepared a staModel Forest Workshop held in Mexico. tus report on the milkweeds of Canada
In this forest are located a number of for the Canadian Wildlife Service. Acwell known overwintering sites for the cording to his report, there are now 14
monarch butterfly.
milkweed species to be found in
Each of the Mexican model forests has Ontario. Most of these species are cona "twinning" relationship with a Cana- sidered rare vascular plants.
dian counterpart. The Mariposa C.E.C. Adopts Monarch Butterfly
Monarca Model Forest is twinned with
Accord
the Manitoba Model forest for technical and administrative support. Other The Council for Environmental Coopneotropical migrants that breed in eration (CEq, based out of Montreal,
was formed as part of the NAFTA agreeCanada also overwinter in Mexico.
ment to deal with environmental issues.
Local people are caught between conThe three Council members represent
serving butterfly habitat on one hand,
the environmental ministries of Canada,
and maintaining economic self-suffithe United States, and Mexico. These
ciency on the other. The Model Forest
are: Sergio Marchi, Minister of the EnProgram provides a forum to allow for
vironment (Canadal: Carol Browner,
the conservation of this important habiAdministrator of the U.S. Environmentat and aid in the development of optal Protection Agency (United States);
portunities for economic diversification.
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andJulia Carabias, Secretary of State for
the Environment, Natural Resources,
and Fisheries (Mexico).
The Third Regular Session of the Council was held at the Crown Plaza Hotel·
in Toronto on August 1 - 2, 1996, with
this writer attending as an observer. The
theme for the meeting was "Building a
North American Community". Some
meetings were public and some were
in-camera. I found my first foray into
the international conservation forum
most interesting. Simultaneous translations of addresses given in Spanish and
French were provided.
A number of agreements were signed
with regard to the conservation of birds,
air quality monitoring, and enforcement
of environmental standards. However,
the highlight for me was the signing of
a tri-Iateral agreement for the conservation and protection of the monarch butterfly. According to Sergio Marchi, Minister for the Environment (Canada), ,'the
monarch butterfly is a symbol of the
shared responsibilities our three countries have for the conservation of the
biological diversity of the North American region".
All three countries have agreed to establish protected areas and monitoring
programs to ensure the continuation of
the monarch's migratory phenomenon.
The CEC will begin a series of conservation programs for the monarch butterfly across the range of its migration
routes between Canada and Mexico.
New programs would include establishment of n~w protected areas, eco- tourism projects and site management of
monarch habitats.
For further information contact Irene
Pisanty, CEC's ecosystem protection
program manager at: ipisanty@
ccemtl.org.

Monarch Migration Delayed by Cool
Spring Weather
Reports from across North America indicate that the monarch migration was
delayed by cold, wet weather condi-
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tions. Numerous reports indicated that
the growth of milkweed was delayed,
or that few monarch eggs and larvae
were to be found. The lack of adult monarch butterflies was reflected in low
numbers found on most butterfly counts
held in June and July. During July, fully
developed monarch larva were rarely
seen at Presqu'ile Provincial Park. It is
also suggested that the moist conditions
encouraged lush vegetat~on and an
abundance of predators for monarch
eggs and larva. Earwings were abundant
in the top leaves on milkweed plants.
Hemiptera were often seen sucking
juices from monarch larva. Various viruses and bacteria also flourished.
August was a different story, with temperatures about 4 or 5 degrees above
normal. About mid August, it appears
that either a large number of adult monarch butterflies emerged or arrived in
the park and began extensive egg laying. Stands of milkweed in the park are
now denuded of leaves, and the remaining lower leaves are covered in larval
fecal matter. Numerous larvae were
found in the fifth instar. By the Labour
Day weekend, the population of monarch butterflies had increased to the
point where they were seen frequently,
and specific migratory directional flight
was being observed. By September 4th,
this writer had tagged 1500 monarchs.
A few old monarchs were tagged in
early August at Presqu'ile in order to
give some sort of indication of the monarch population at that time. One of
these individuals managed to find its
way to Toronto (Agincourt)!

Monarch Notes from Across the
Continent
- Researchers who said 20 million monarch butterflies died during a snow
storm in Mexico in late December 1995
now say they greatly overestimated the
death count (The Globe and Mail, May
29/96). Dr. Lincoln Brower confirmed
this in his message to the Journey North
Program, stating that the mortality rate
was 6-7%.
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- Mexican President Ernesto Zedilla visited Ottawa in June. With Gov. Gen.
Romeo Leblanc, they planted an Oyamel
fir tree on the grounds on Rideau Hall,
and released more than 100 monarch
butterflies as a good will gesture between the two countries (Ottawa Citizen - June 8/96)
- The June 8th edition of the Ottawa
Citizen contained two items about monarch butterflies. There was a story about
Mexican and Montreal students joining
forces to save the Monarch Butterfly,
and there was a notice from the City of
Ottawa ordering citizens to destroy milkweed.
- The Monarch Program has produced
new tags asking those who find a tagged
monarch butterfly to dial a 1-800 telephone number. One out of every 100
tagged monarchs was found and reported· a highly successful rate. The
usual odds of having a tagged monarch
found and reported are one in one thousand!
- Protozoa continue to plague those trying to rear monarch butterflies. It is vital to keep rearing cages clean and to
periodically disinfect them.
- Monarchs are remarkably abundant
throughout northern and central California this summer.
- This writer discovered an abundance
of monarch butterfly larva recently in a
partially harvested wheat field in
Northumberland County. Turns out that
prior to planting, the field was sprayed
with Round-Up herbicide. In the spring,
when the wheat had emerged, the field
was again sprayed with broad leaf weed
herbicides and others. Hence the field
was devoid of almost any other plants
except wheat, and abundant milkweed
that emerged later from the ground. As
a result, there were also very few other
insects in this field. Consequently, there
were ideal conditions in this most environmentally unfriendly environment for
monarch larva to flourish. Some plants
had as many as 5 fully developed monarch larva on them. I was able to collect

over 700 monarch larva before the field
was harvested a few days later.
- Rod Parrott of Port Hope reports a complete absence of the two varieties of
painted
lady
butterfly
in
Northumberland County as of mid August. Rod also reports that his wife discovered a fully developed monarch
larva in Northumberland County in
early May. This evidence further supports the belief that some monarchs that
spend the winter in Mexico do, in deed,
return to Canada.
...continued from page 20

Dragonflies: "Dragonfly Watching" by
Alan Pistorius in Birdwatcher's Digest
18(6): 60-65, July- August 1996
Biting, Stinging Insects: "Nature's
Nasties" by Bill Thompson in Ontario
Out of Doors 28(4): 23-33, May 1996
Environmentally Friendly Insect
Control: " What's Bugging Your Perennials" by Anne Marie Van Nest in Canadian Gardening 7(3): 34-41, May 1996
Mayflies: "Recovery of Burrowing
Mayflies in Western Lake Erie" by Kenneth A. Krieger et al. in Journal of Great
Lakes Research 22(2): 254 - , 1996
Damselflies: "Damselflies of North
America" by Minter J. Westfall Jr. and
Michael L. May, Scientific Publishers
(Gainesville, Florida), 1996, ISBN 0945417-93-4
Internet Resources: "Insect information, mailing lists, and newsgroups" in
Newsletter of the Biological Survey of
Canada (Terrestrial Arthropods) 15(2):
44-46, Fall 1996
Insect Flight: "How Insects Learn to
Fly" by James H. Marden in The Sciences 35(6)26-30, Nov - Dec 1995
Ontario Butterfly Count: "First Annual Middlesex County Butterfly
Count" by Winifred Wake in The Cardinal, No. 164, August 1996, pp. 18-19.
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The Bookworm
The Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Algonquin
Provincial Park.
Algonquin Park Technical Bulletin No. 11.
By Matt Holder. fllustrated by Peter Burke
and Andrea Kingsley. 1996. 4Opp.

Where do you find dragonflies and damselflies. These are followed by species
accounts for eight damselflies and 28
dragonflies carefully selected to cover
the most common species in the park
and yet include the majority of genera.

Thirty-seven species are illustrated with
superb colour illustrations. Information
ISBN 1-895709-26-1 {paper, $2. 95J. The . on the ecology of these appealing insects
Friends ofAlgonquin Park, P.D. Box 248, is interwoven within the species acWhitney, Ontario KO] 2MO
counts. A check-list of 85 species completes the booklet.
Do not trust the indicated scale for illustrations. For example on page 27 the
Swift River Cruiser is closer to 1.5x
lifesize and the Prince Basketail 1x
lifesize. Since this publication went to
press an additional five species have
been added to the park list (fide M.
Holder): £estes forcipatus, Coenagrion
interrogatum, Nehalinnia gracilis,
Williamsonia fletcheri and Nannothemis
bella.

The newest publication from the Friends
of Algonquin continues to maintain the
high standard of excellence found in
their past publications. Although part of
their technical series this booklet is intended for the beginner "dragonflyer"
and should be in the library of anyone
interested in this group of insects.
This publication includes sections on
What are dragonflies and damselflies,
Eyesight, Flight, Life Cycle, Sex, and
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In addition to the suggested literature I
would highly recommend the Dragonfly Society of the Americas. It offers
much help for fledgling odonate fans
and membership is only $15 US per year
which includes ARGIA, a quarterly
newsletter of non-technical papers and
news items (DSA, clo T.Donnelly, 2091
Partridge Lane, Binghampton, NY
13903).

~

Worth Reading About.....
Monarch Habitat: "Freeze-protection
of overwintering monarch butterflies in
Mexico......" by J. B. Anderson and L.P.
Brower in Ecological Entomology(1996)
21/ 107-116
.
Tagged Monarch Found: "Flying
Down to Mexico" by William E.
Ferguson in Wild 1(4): 43- 45, March
1996
Moths: "When it comes to moths, nature pulls out all the stops" by Richard
Conniff in Smithsonian 26(11): 68-81/
February 1996
Butterfly Photography: ' 'How to
shoot butterflies" by Michael. J.
McNamara in Popular Photography
60(9): 69, September 1996
Butterfly Houses: "Butterfly Magic"
by Gary Noel Ross and D. Robert Franx
in Wildlife Conservation 99(4): 20 - 26/
August 1996
continued on page 19...

The species illustrated are, for the most
part, of widespread occurrence in southern Ontario making this booklet a useful reference for any region of the province. Even my home county of Essex,
an area most dissimilar to Algonquin,
has recorded 18 of the illustrated species.
Paul Pratt
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Answers for Quiz 2:
1: Culicidae; 2: Ephemeroptera or Thysanura; 3: Coccinelidae; 4: Meloidae or
Rhipiphoridae; 5: Adephaga, Polyphaga, Archostemata or Myxophaga; 6:
Anthropophilous; 7: Mullerian mimicry; 8: Chitin; 9: Protura, Collembola & Diplura;
10: Alfred Kinsey; 11: Lectotype; 12: Locusts, Lice & Flies; 13: 6th day; 14: Neotype;
15: honey, wax, pollen propolis, royal jelly or venom; 16: colour; 17: Karl von Frisch;
18: scototaxis; 19: Cactoblastis cactorum; 20: Allotype

Congratulations once again to Jeff Skevington (15 correct) who receives a copy of From
the Edge of Extinction: endangered species in North America (1978) by Darryl Stewart,
a founding member of the TEA)

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable format of a similar
content journal leg: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Summary). Feature articles should
be both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews should be of titles published
within the last three years. Puzzles
should be original. Guest columns for
Entomophilia may encompass any subject related to the love of insects. Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any other submission. Original artwork should be line drawings in pen and
ink or a good photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Text editing is done in Ami Pro 3.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk (any format) would be
welcome. Submissions via e-mail are
also welcome. Please forward all submissions and questions to the editors
(see inside cover for addresses). There
are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a
membership purchase prior to publication. Offprints are available at cost +
10% + postage.
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Notes From The Editor's Desks
, lQ97, sales of the
as have accumuq.68 currently
J?J?rQximately
~t::n::laining. The
~9f the regular
ount stands at
ership stands at 164
st01J.Ilding 45 m~mbers curin arrears. Members in arrears
receive a notice that this issue of
ta.rio Insects has been sent to memers and that they will not receive this
,r subsequent issues of Ontario Insects
their dues are paid in full. It is
imperative that all members pay their
at the beginning of each season
(that is, by October 31st of each year)
because the production of both Ontario
Insects and the yearly Butterflies of
Ontario and Summaries of Lepidoptera Encountered in Ontario are
completely dependent on membership
funding.

We are pleased to be able to tell you
that we have two volunteers, Philip
Lester and Matt Holder, to be the new
editors of Ontario Insects. Phil Lester
is a New Zealander who is a doctoral
candidate at Queens University in the
lab of Dr. R. Harmsen but is currently
conducting research at Agriculture
Canada in Vineland. You'll get a chance
to meet Philip and learn about his research interests in April since he will
be our April speaker. Matt Holder will
be familiar to many of you as the author of the recent The Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Algonquin Provincial
Park. Matt is an accomplished naturalist and birder who also co-edits Birders
Journal. Together, they offer a combination of spirit, interest, and experience
that we feel will not only keep Ontario
Insects coming to your door but take it
to new heights!

flying on its own. We could not have
done it without you. We also offer our
thanks to Phil and Matt for volunteering to carry the torch - we have no
doubt that 01 will continue to improve
under your guidance. Finally, to all
members of the TEA, we hope that you
will offer them all of the support that
you've given us over the first 2 years...
A few last pieces of business: We must
(once again, unfortunately I offer our
apologies to Barry Harrison. Barry's
poem, The Monarch of the Fields
(Entomophilia, Vol. 2, No. I, pp. 8), contained a typo in the first line of the last
verse - harveset should read harvest. I
don't know why poems are so hard to
get right, they just are...sorry Barry! It
also came to our attention that we omitted the report on the April 1996 meeting from the last issue - you will find it
in this one. Finally, John Carley provides
the following correction to the report of
the 2nd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count (Vol. 2, No. I, pp. 5): The 46 Pearl
Crescents (phyciodes tharos) should have
been 46 Nqrthern Crescents (P. selenis).

Pat and I would like to take this bit of
space to thank everyone - especially
all of you who have submitted letters,
Weed Control Act
articles, photos, and what-have-you As a follow-up to the November 1994 for all of the help we've had in getting
meeting held at the University of Guelph Ontario Insects off of the ground and
Phil & Pat
- attended by some members of the
TEA - to examine Ontario's Weed Con----~.t-'i~:~~;:;;;:;~.~•
.,;:_!!e5l·..,.....- - - - trol Act and make recommendations for
change, John Riley, Director, Conservation and Environment, Federation of A good deal of gratitude must be given five issues of Ontario Insects, and we
Ontario Naturalists wrote a letter dated to departing editors Phil and Pat intend to continue bringing the TEA a
September 12, 1996, to the Honourable Schappert, as they have given the medium for discussion, news and items
Nobel Villeneuve, Minister of Agricul- Toronto Entomologists' Association a of interest from Ontario. As a member
ture and Food. In his letter, Mr. Riley valuable asset with their efforts creat- wishing to publish data summaries, inrecommends diat. municipalities be ing Ontario Insects and bringing it to teresting field notes and other articles
given a mechanism by which plants spe- the membership for the first year and of interest, thereby making friends and
cies can be removed from their local list two-thirds of its existence. Certainly, the colleagues in the TEA aware of what
of weeds. He further recommends the creation of this newsjournal has pro- you find interesting, we hope that you
deregulation of any provincially rare na- vided incentive for many amateur and will continue looking at Ontario Intive species listed under the Act and that professional entomologists in southern sects as a suitable forum. With your
the Act be amended so it applies only in Ontario and farther afield to join our help, Phil and I will keep the
areas with production agriculture and organization. It is with a little trepida- newsjournal successful and interesting.
only where species post a specific threat tion, but also a lot of eagerness that Phil We are both looking forward to the tasks
to production agriculture. Mr. Riley Lester and myself take over as co-edi- put before us, and hope that you won't
comments further in The Sorry Saga of tors. We hope that our own efforts will see a difference after the Schapperts are
Monarchs and Milkweed (Seasons, Au- result in a newsjournal that equals that in warmer climes.
which we have already seen in the first
tumn 1996 , page 9-101.
Matt & Phil
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Butterflies in the Garden
by W]. D. Eberlie

This is not an article on 'butterfly gardening' but a retrospective survey of
butterfly species seen in a garden. Most
gardens do not provide natural habitats
for Ontario butterflies, therefore the
butterflies seen are mostly 'strays' and,
so I believe, may be indicators of the
ability of a species to disperse and thus
have the potential to form new colonies
or to establish themselves in new areas.
This 'dispersal capability' is an important aspect of the biology of a species
and knowledge of this is particularly
relevant when studying endangered
and/or threatened species. The more a
species is prone to disperse, the more
likely it is that dispersal may lead to a
mixing of genes which may result in the
stronger health of the species.

It has been stated that it is important to

know the frequency, magnitude and
direction of movement for a particular
butterfly species and the success of such
dispersal activity, but such detailed information requires more time and personnel than is possible for amateurs.
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However, amateurs can record 'strays'
and with sufficient numbers of records
over time, this leads to valuable biological information; and not just for
localised, endangered or threatened species, because unfortunately we do not
know which species, now common, may
some day become rare or endangered.
Now 'strays' are often older, worn butterflies and thus easily ignored and less
easily recognised on the wing. Even
when captured, some worn species, e.g.
hairstreaks, can be very difficult to identify. Amongst the many hairstreaks that
I have found in my garden, there were
many that were so worn that I could
not identify them for certain and therefore they were not recorded.
As an example of such difficulties, on
one occasion in early September 1991, I
saw a whitish butterfly fluttering near
the ground over a dry meadow a
kilometre or so from the Lake Ontario
shoreline and I could not imagine what
it was until I caught it and then discovered by its markings that it was a very
worn and faded female Bronze Copper
which had lost all of its characteristic
colouring and also its characteristic
vigour. It was certainly a stray being in
a very unnatural habitat for the species.
Therefore, it seemed that a retrospective search of records of butterflies seen
in my garden might be worthwhile. For
19 years, from 1967-1985 inclusive, I
lived in Colborne, Northumberland
County, where I had a Ph acre garden
in the middle of the village about 2 km.
from the fields and woodland at the
borders of the village.
The garden consisted of the usual lawn
with beds of perennials, amongst which
a few wild flowering plants, such as
goldenrod, asters and milkweed were
encouraged. There were also a few trees
such as aspen, birch and Weeping Wil-

lows. At the bottom of the garden was a
wild area of grasses, nettles, wild plum
trees and hazel bushes over shadowed
by willows and black walnut trees.
Occasional observations were made of
the butterflies, usually when I was
working in the garden or sitting on the
veranda in the sunshine, so my records
clearly represent a very small proportion of the actual numbers of insects.
For instance, Black Swallowtail adults,
though common enough outside the village, were not seen as often as one might
expect, but their ova and larvae were
found nearly every year on dill and parsley plants growing in the Herb garden;
so female Black Swallowtails must have
been frequent but unseen visitors.

The Records
As expected, the NYMPHALIDAE was the
family most represented in these obser-

v~~il~sii');\"i),
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v'diiessa 'atalanta, Nymphalis antiopa &
polyg;}n~tli~'ierrogationis were commonly
seen every year and larvae of V. atalanta
were occasionally found on the nettles;
one year N. antiopa larvae temporarily
defoliated a couple of branches of a
Weeping Willow. Nymphalis milberti was
seen on three occasions in the 10 years
until 1977. (Since 1979 no milberti have
been seen by me in Northumberland
County.l One adult was found hibernating in the house in the fall of 1978 and
larvae were found on the nettles in July

1~~~.\>:\! fifl.))
V~~~~~'c~~dui was se~n occasionally in
'cardui years'; one was seen feeding on
a rotten apple on the lawn in October
1991 and larvae were occasionally found
on thistles and once, in ,August 1979,
on a hollyhock plant. A female V. cardui
was once observed ovipositing on a Sage
plant in the herb garden.

Continued on page 24...
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Upcoming

Programs

~

The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall Room 303, but, please note that meeting arrangements are
subject to change from month to month so it's vital to check with Alan Hanks (905-727-69931 or Paul McGaw (416-261-6272)
the week before the meeting to confirm the time and place. Metro Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station follow the signs in the underground. For those arriving on the surface, Metro Hall is located at 55 John St., just up from the
Metro Convention Centre.

Saturday, January 25th
Daphne Svenningson
Insect Photography
An instructional program and workshop. Ms. Svenningson is an award winning
nature photographer and a member of the Toronto Guild for Colour Photography.
She will be demonstrating the equipment she uses during the instructional part of
her presentation and showing examples of the results. The program also includes
a short entertaining slide programme on The Beauty of Insects.

Saturday, February 22nd
Peter Kevan (Zoology, University of Toronto)
Insect and Flower Relationships
Dr. Kevan's research is on pollination biology and community level evolutionary
ecology of plant/animal interactions, plant breeding systems, pollinator behaviour
in tropical to tundra and natural to agricultural ecosystems. Present research
projects include assessing ecosystem function ("ecosystem health"), the importance of pollination in boreal ecology, pollinator behaviour and floral characteristics and sexually transmitted diseases of plants. This promises to be a very informative presentation!

Saturday, March 22nd
James Fullard (Zoology, University of Toronto, Erindale Collegel
Moth Ears: different solutions for different problems
Dr. Fullard studies the neural control of defensive behaviour in moths. Moths
detect the echolocation calls of hunting bats with simple ears and use the neural
information provided to regulate their evasive flight and sound production defenses. He last spoke to us in January of 1991 and it was so interesting that we had
to have him back!

Saturday, April 26th
Philip Lester (Agriculture Canada, Vineland; Biology, Queen's University)
The Ecology and Effects of Tracheal Mites on Honey Bees
Tracheal mites (Acarapis woodil have had a large impact on honey bees (Aphis
melIifera) since their discovery in North America in 1984. Heavy infections of
tracheal mites can reduce reproduction, result in smaller populations, increase
honey consumption, and ultimately cause colony demise. Research on tracheal
mite biology, control, and economic effects will be discussed, with emphasis on
Ontario populations.
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Garden... continued from page 22
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butterfly being each year until 1985.
LYCAENIDAE: Celastrina ltidon was comA female was seen ovipositing on grass monly seen in the garden in May and
o.,-p_,r__ ,,-.ct.I.>_J
i>_ ((A-!
Vanessa virginie'nsis was recorded on on 2 August 1980, but larvae were never J!te~.ln~:)\~~;~~Jcionally in. August.
three occasions only, but larvae were found. Evidently, this is a butterfly that Satyrium' calanus' was seen farrly regufound on the perennial garden plant is attracted to light; a dead adult was lady over the years, Lp.. once in July
Lychnis coronaria on 12 June 1978 and found in the house on 22 July 1975 and 1977, twice in July 1983, four times in
on a 'hairy' but unide~tifiedrpckery afreshadultwasseenflutteringaround July 1984 and once in July 1985.
plant, also in 1978. !J~"rph~lisvJu~lbum an outside light at midnight at a friend's Satyflt;izca~Wot6fJs'wtas seen on four
was seen three times in the 19 years. house, just outside the village, on 2 July separate days in July 1984 only.
Polygonia comma was seen on nine oc- 1983.
S5Jy:;f~:n Itp~~c)~~c;;.j~s relatively common
casions, whereas (surprisingly) P. progne
Sa~tbd~s
er,JijJtce was seen three times in the garden. It was recorded at least
was recorded only once, although it is
in the 19 years. Satyrpdesappalachiawas onc~ ~July of 1973, 1974 and 1975, ~d
more common than P. comma in the
",ct;'WC:i.V)uo\l. SiT-I·,!'....·
agam m July 1981. After that year, It
seen onIyonce. EUpryCrLla Cy'm,eLa was
. .
surrounding (;ountryside.
·P..l'1':-dE.!.e ~'l'"
seemed
that it must be breedmg m the
a I so seen onIyonce. Coenonympn
za . \
.
.
.
V ) ",,0' ",L\ o·,garden as It was seen m every year m
&lii~~c~i~~~;th~mis frequently paid was recorded at Ieast SIX
· t'IDles. Cercyonz~
\
.
the following years as very fresh speClfleeting visits to the garden and was pega Ia was record ed onIy tw ICe.
actually recorded on seven occasions,
C"J'/c",c•.J
mens in early July.
PIERIDAE: Piens rapae was, of course, a
where~s,~.' fl,~b~pYA~a{s2?,nlY seen once constant
inhabitant of the garden and No ova or larvae were ever found, howand'B. astjl1:znax, fafe irt#orthumberland
larvae were frequently found on vari- ever, although the plum trees, in the
County, was also seen once.
ous members of the cabbage family in wild part of the garden, were probably
~pJ;:H~'dyb~lf~~s only occasionally the vegetable garden and also on nas- the food plant. Later, when I had moved
seen and then only near the end of its turtiums. Pieris napi was recorded only to Cobourg, I found larvae atten~ed by
natural flight period, e.g. on 20 August twice, on both occasions in July (1972 ants on a choke cherry hedge m the
1973 and 11 September 1983. Clossiana and 1979). The individual recorded in middle of the town on 30 May 1986, thus
toddi, a somewhat colonial species, was 1979 was a female and interestingly in confirming that this species is capable
,s~~.p; ~igh~ timesJ~ the 19 years, whereas July 1989, when I was living in Cobo~g, of breeding in ~hat would seem to be
. an unusual habItat.
t:ZosS{atZQ ls~rJn~: 'l!f much more colonial
I caugh t anoth er stray femaIe P. napz &1l~'~ C-u )(lav
S~~~~~,~: Qv;as seen once 124 June 19791. fluttering along a hedgerow in the" Hyllo~caena hyllus was recorded four
,
times in the garden, twice in 1983, once
junonzd: coenia was seen twic~, on 8 middle of the town.
August and 12 August 1984. PhYf;io11dl coliJlJ~ijt~~me & i5kir~~i~e(~~;~~~~m- in ~uly ~d. once in early A~~st and
tharos & pascoensis were seen five times, mon visitors to the garden, tending to a~am twIce m July 1?84. So this IS a sp:on three occasions in September when nectar on the white clover which was Cles, normally confmed to damp hablit was probably tharos, and on two oc- encouraged in the lawn. C. philodice, but
casions in early July when it was prob- not C. eurytheme, was often observed,
ably pascoensis. C ' . .
ovipositing on the clover. kuW'fn{{'ti~~"~"
LIBYTHEIDAE: Libytheana bachmcinii was
w~s~~en'~l}ce on 22 July 1968.
seen once on 6 August 1984.
P~~ILI~NI~~E: Pterourus gta~t~~/cana.

tur

o

,:;;, t-j)\.(.f

Danat~(jf,Ie'ilppus

was of
course a common visitor to the garden,
nectaring principally on wild flowers
rather than on cultivated plants. Ova,
larvae and pupae were also regularly
found on or near the milkweeds in the
garden.
DANAIDAE:

SATYRIDAE: Enbdi;l~k~1z~J~n. Rather surprisingly this species was seen once or
twice every year in the very small 'wild'
part of the garden until 1976, when three
different individuals were seen on one
day on 3 July. Thereafter the species
evidently became a resident with the
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1".I.C"I'J

densis and Papilfo'polyxenes were all seen

commonly, the former usually flying
rapidly over the garden and never seen
to stop at flowers but, as previously
mentioned, the latter often stopped to
lay eggs and occasionally visit flowers.
e,:,p{:,lt,.:',f:

Rattus philenor was seen once, on 21
August 1981, when it was recognised
as something unusual because it was
seen nectaring on garden phlox whilst
no other swallowtails or indeed any
butterfly had ever been seen to visit the
phlox.
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tats, such as marshes, wet meadows and
ditches, that cap in fact disperse c'Nidely.

s. v~)-{,'_-\.

HESPERIDAE:

•

<:', ,", (r-i~(ll

fi.

(lA,'h r ?',@.,'\-

EpargyreusClarus hfUSually

regarded as a fau'ly common garden visitor, but in spite of the proximity of Black
Locust trees, I only recorded it once in
the garden on 13 July 1982. Ancyloxypha
numitor was seen once only on 9 June
1979. Like H. hyllus, it was an unexpected visitor, because of its similar preference for wet habitats. l

"E.J.,.LfcP-CttA,,- :" k,1<7~iJ/'0

Thymelicus tineola was. c~~on every
summer-:'PO!itei tJiefnisfdct~f 'Recorded

twice but only in one year, July 1983.

PoHfe'llffzysl{c. Recorded twice in late
June iIl.l~75and 1978. One specimen
of ~~~eiuJr,/erha;~a female, was found
dead in the house, apparently having
been attracted to light on 22 July 1975.
Brof)_J~{

t,,)

c-;~<.r(t (\ (,./ {;;;;,{'

Poanes viator. Again one specimen was

Comments
These records confirm some obvious
facts, such as that common migrants,
including Monarchs and Painted Ladies,
are commonly seen in gardens, but less
frequent migrants, such as the Buckeye,
Little Sulphur, the Snout butterfly, and
the Pipevine Swallowtail, are also occasionally seen.
Widespread butterflies, such as the Cabbage White, Common and Orange
Sulphurs, Red and White Admirals, the
Mourning Cloak and European and Dun
Skippers are regular garden visitors.
Some moderately colonial butterflies
and those with somewhat restricted
habitats such as the Meadow Fritillary,
the Eyed Brown, the Bronze Copper,
several of the Hairstreaks and the
Hobomok Skipper are regularly though
less frequently seen, but a few highly
colonial species and those with very
restricted habitats are occasionally seen.
Such are the Silver-Bordered Fritillary
and the Least Skipper.

found in the house on 15 July 1976,
again apparently attracted by light.
Many years later, I found a colony of P.
viator in Northumberland County; this
colony and another at Presqu'ile Provincial Park are both about 16 km. from Because these observations were not
Colborne west and east respectively.
systematic and were collected over a
P~~t~'S" 'Ji~bomok. Recorded only twJc17. relatively short period of year~, it sugin mid June in 1967 and 1979. Euphye§I",gests that all the butterfly speCIes have
vestris. Quite often seen in the garden a good potential for dispersal. It was a
and like T. lineola, was very fond of surprise on reviewing the records to find
nectaring at the blossoms of garden that the Viceroy was only recorded in
thyme.
the garden once when it is relatively

common in the surrounding countryside
in Northumberland County.
It is interesting in this regard to note

that C. J. S. Bethune (1894, Butterflies
of the Eastern Provinces of Canada,
25th Annual Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario; and 1896, Butterflies of the Eastern Provinces of
Canada, 27th Annual Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario), who
lived in neighbouring Port Hope in the
last few years of the last century, recorded this species very rarely in this
province, whereas it is now widespread
throughout southern Ontario. So, in
spite of my single record, it must in fact
be able to disperse widely.
I believe that the most interesting re-

sult of these garden records is the demonstration that two Ontario species, S.
liparops, the Striped Hairstreak and E.
anthedon, the Pearly Eye, are capable of
easily establishing new colonies by regular dispersal over a number of years.
It seems to me that similar observations
in other parts of Ontario would be well
worthwhile; an accumulation of such
records would be even more valuable
so that perhaps in the future we will be
able, more certainly, to classify a butterfly species not only as common, rare,
endangered, threatened etc., but also as
to its dispersal capability;

Niagara Falls Butterfly Conservatory Opens
The Niagara Falls Butterfly Conservatory opened on December 14th. Hours
are 9 am to 6 pm, but may vary with
season. Admission is $6.00 for adults
and $3.00 for children 6 - 12 years. Children under age 6 are free.
The Conservatory is located on the
Niagara Parkway, just south of Hwy.
405 and north of the Floral Clock ( near
the power generating station). The Conservatory plans to have a minimum of
2000 butterflies on display at any given
time.
Stephen Sugrim reports that the conser-
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vatory is very well done and very informative. He states that the educational
value of the conservatory cannot be
measured, and that he used two rolls of
film in the first half hour!
Karyl McLean of Fredonia, New York
reported that the opening day crowd
was huge and that it took them 25 minutes to get inside. She reports that the
plantings and waterfalls are quite spectacular and that most of the plants are
labeled. There is a nice informationall
interactive display about butterflies and
a great gift shop area. Total time in the

conservatory was about an hour and a
half. Karyl notes that the light is great
for video cameras. For now, she suggests visits during non-peak times.
A large poster advertising the Conservatory shows a beautiful side-view picture of a Viceroy, covered with droplets of water.

For further information, contact:
Also
check out their Web Site at: HTTP://

JSHOUP@CHARDONNAY.NIAGARA.COM.
WWW.NPBG.ORG

Don Davis
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Haute-Cuisine Entomology
(or, Creepy Crawly Cooking)
by Heather Middleton

Does the thought of chewing on an insect fill you with a
sense of disgust? Sure, many of us have eaten a mosquito or
two by accident; but most of us would never dream of purposefully snacking on bugs. Well my friends, we might be
missing out on one of the greatest foods around, plus missing
out on an increasingly trendy novelty.

Why do average Canadians prefer butter tarts over bugs?
To most people this question comes with an easy answer:
bugs are multi-legged creepy-crawlies that should be ignored
or avoided, not roasted or sauteed. But, if you look at the
facts, our reaction is only a result of cultural upbringing.
Food habits are often determined by elements of culture such
as religion, history and fashion. One of these food habits,
entomophagy, is the practice of eating insects. This practice
is common for cultures from Asia, Latin America, native North
America and Africa. For some reason it never became very
popular in societies derived from western Europe.
Historically our society has been greatly influenced by agriculture. In the past, pest insects could represent a direct threat
to survival when they consumed crops and stored products.
In this light, it is not surprising that insects have a negative
image in our culture. In fashionable circles, food spoiled by
insect damage was considered to be only fit for peasants, or
the damage was hidden using various cooking methods. These
attitudes are still reflected in present-day society.
Our avoidance of insects in food is ironic since we eat other
arthropods such as crabs and lobster, and we consider fish
eggs (caviar) a delicacy. Generally, we like to eat the things
that we know and have an irrational fear of anything new.
Habits are hard to break - especially when it comes to food.

Why should we be eating insects?
The United Nations has forecast that, by the year 2010, our
growing human population will have reached 7.2 billion
people. With swelling population numbers such as these, the
U.N. predicts that it will be increasingly difficult to meet the
food requirements of the future (FAO 1995). Entomophagy
may provide an interesting alternative to help meet these
future food requirements, due to its nutritional benefits as
well as its environmental and economical advantages.
Insects are quite nutritious. Many are high in protein and
contain important vitamins and minerals. Insect protein can
be a perfect substitute for almost all meat or vegetable protein. In fact, insects are very similar in percentage of protein
composition to many livestock animals (15% for cricket, 13%
pig, 15% sheep and 18.2% steer; Nakagaki & DeFoliart 19911.
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On the other hand, due to the indigestible chitin, whole insects are somewhat lower in protein quality than vertebrate
animal products. But if chitin is removed, the quality of protein does increase to that of vertebrate livestock levels
(DeFoliart 19921. In addition, the chitin by-product can then
be used as a source of biodegradable fiber for food production or other industrial purposes.
Insects such as caterpillars and termites have high caloric
values, and can be an important food source in areas of the
world where malnutrition is common. Other insects, such as
leaf cutter ants, have very low to no cholesterol at all although this is not the case for all insects. Various insects are
also good sources of different kinds of vitamins and minerals
such as iron, thiamin (vitamin B2 ), vitamin A and D, magnesium, riboflavin, zinc and copper (Caron 1978, DeFoliart 1989,
DeFoliart 1992).
There has been much concern expressed over the practices
of conventional livestock raising. This practice may be having major effects on the planet's environment, and it may
not represent a sustainable food source given the needs of
the growing world population. Entomophagy is an alternative to this agriculture problem. As mini-livestock, insects
such as crickets have been shown to have food conversion
efficiencies that are three times better than conventional livestock (Nakagaki & DeFoliart 1991) and can live in higher
biomass densities (1000 kilos per ha.l compared to traditional
livestock « 100 kilos per ha.; Vane-Wright 1991).
Many insect species that are important crop and apiculture
pests are also edible. Harvesting these crop pests for food or
other uses could lead to a reduction in the amount of insecticides we now use to control them. This in tum could provide
alternative economic opportunities, especially for small land
owners in developing countries. For example, rural people
in southern Africa make a bit of money by selling mopanie
caterpillars (Gonimbrasia belina, Saturniidae) they have collected to merchants at 50 cents for an 85 gram bag (about 60
caterpillars). These caterpillars are later distributed to stores
and restaurants in cities like Johannesburg or they are sold
to a food processing company in Botswana, that specializes
in mopanie caterpillar products (Brandon 1987).

What do insects taste like and are they safe to eat?
One of the first questions that most people wonder when
offered edible insects is "what do they taste like"? For the
most part they don't really taste like anything, but that depends on the species of insect and whether they are fresh or
cooked. A native tribe in north-western South America uses
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certain ground up insects as spices, while Aborigines in Australia use honeypot ants as sweets. For the most part, when
insects are used as an ingredient in cooking, you taste more
of the main ingredients of the food than you do of them.
There are some dangers in eating insects, especially eating
certain types of insects. Some insects sequester toxic chemicals from the plants they eat while others produce toxic metabolites. Insects that are scavengers, like cockroaches and
houseflies, may carry harmful bacteria. All insects are potential carriers of parasites such as viruses and protozoa.
Certain other insects, such as spiny and hairy caterpillars,
are also known to cause dermatitis and other allergic reactions. Therefore, as a rule of caution, when choosing insects
to eat, pick the green or brown plant eaters, or pale,
unicolorous larvae. In addition, they should all be caught
live and processed immediately.

Bug Feedlots: Is entomophagy practical on a large scale?
. Insect rearing on a large scale has been developed in many
areas such as in biological control, the pet and bait trade and
in bee keeping. Many of these techniques can be modified
for efficient and economic rearing of insect livestock for human and animal consumption. There are many food companies around the world that already process insects on a mass
scale, especially if they are in areas where insects are byproducts of some system, such as in the silk industry.
Mass producing and processing insects on a large scale can
be difficult due to their small size. Fortunately, engineers in
the Agricultural Engineering Department at McGill University have made efforts to design appropriate mass production equipment for entomophagy uses. There are wide ranges
of potential uses for this entomophagy technology; everything from low cost protein production for livestock and human consumption, to food production in space stations and
subaqueous or subterranean habitations.
It is exciting to see that interest in entomophagy is growing
in North America, and that it has been receiving an increasing amount of attention in the radio and television media.
My first hand experience in doing public displays about edible insects, leads me to think that parts of our modem society might be ready for edible insects. On the other hand, I
also believe that for the most part our society still considers
entomophagy as a simple curiosity, or something that we do
"when we get lost in the woods".
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by Kathy Gee and Julie Stephens ~ ~
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Chocolate Chirp Cookies
2 ~ cup
1 tsp.
1 tsp.
1 cup
3,4 cup
3,4 cup
1 tsp.
2
1 cup
1 cup
V2 cup

550 ml
5 ml
5 ml
250 ml
150 ml
150 ml
5 ml
2
250 ml
250 ml
125 ml

All-purpose Flour
Baking Soda
Salt
Softened Butter
Sugar
Brown Sugar
Vanilla
Eggs
Chocolate Chips
Chopped Nuts
Dry-Roasted Crickets

Sort through the live crickets by picking out the best looking
ones and putting them in a large sealable container. Put the
container in the freezer for 1 hour or until they are immobile.
Pre-heat the oven at 200°F. Wash the crickets using a strainer
and spread them evenly on a cookie sheet. Bake them for 12 hours until the crickets can be easily crushed with a spoon.
If you like, you can take out some of the legs or crush the
insects up a bit, if you are feeding them to people that may
be a little squeamish about eating bugs.
Pre-heat oven to 375°F. In a small bowl, combine flour, baking soda and salt; set aside. In a large bowl, combine butter,
sugar, brown sugar and vanilla; beat until creamy. Beat in
eggs. Gradually add flour mixture and insects, mix well. Stir
in chocolate chips. Drop by rounded measuring teaspoonfuls
onto cookie sheet. Bake for 8-10 minutes.
DeFoliart, G.R. 1992. Insects as human food. Crop Protection. 11( 5 ):395-399.
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
1995. Food, Agriculture and Food Security, the global
dimension: historic development, present situ ation, future prospects. FAO Publishing, Rome.
Nakagaki, B.J. & G.E. DeFoliart. 1991. Comparison of Diets
for Mass-Rearing Acheta domesticus ( Orthoptera:
Gryllidae 1as a Novelty Food, and Comparison of Food
Conversion Efficiency with Values Reported for Livestock. Journal of Economic Entomology. 84(3):891-896.
Vane-Wright, R.I. 1991. Why Not Eat Insects? Bulletin of
Entomological Research. 81(1) : 1-4.
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The Tiger Beetles of Ontario, Part 2:
Notes, Dates and Localities of Capture
by Marvin Gunderman
My intent in my first article on tiger beetles (see Ontario
Insects, Vo1.2, No.1, Sept. 1996) was to briefly describe their
characteristics, habitat preferences and life history tactics.
As with all groups of insects, there are exceptions to the generalizations I set forth in the previous article. This doesn't
bother me though since I believe that the goal of science is to
carefully gather facts in order to make generalizations. I guess
we're driven to make order out of chaos. In order to make
my chaotic data on tiger beetles presentable I need to initially present some facts on their classification.
For a relatively small group of insects (in terms of species
numbers) there appears to be much dispute regarding their
status. There are two main camps: one which believes that
they are their own family (Cicindelidae) and the other which
insists that they are ground beetles (Carabidae). This latter
group is often split as well. Some believe that the tiger beetles
are a subfamily of the carabids: the Cicindelinae (Lawrence
and Newton, Jr. 1995). Others argue that they are a supertribe:
the Cicindelitae (Erwin-et aI, 1977; Bousquet and Larochelle,
1993). After brief discussions with Terry Erwin (National
Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Smithsonian Institution in Washington,DC) and Steve Marshall (Curator of Entomology at the University of Guelph) plus lots of reading
and internet time, I believe that the tiger beetles are members of the Carabidae. I have adopted the classification of
theNMNH:
Family: Carabidae
Division: Nebriiformes
Subfamily: Carabinae
Supertribe: Cicindelitae
Tribe: Cicindelini

Cicindela duodecimguttata Dejean
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Brockville

Algonquin Park
Algonquin Park
Algonquin Park
Algonquin Park
Algonquin Park
Haliburton
Algonquin Park
Algonquin Park
Haliburton
Algonquin Park
Haliburton
Algonquin Park
Elgin (QUBS)
Arrowhead Park
Bruce Pen. Park

Rosebary L. beach
Galeairy L. beach
Rosebary L. beach
Ragged L. (island)
Sawyer L. beach
Big Hawk L. beach
St.Andrews L. beach
Stratton L. beach
Big Hawk L. beach
Pen Lake beach
Big Hawk L. beach
North Tea L. beach
main road
beach at lake
Cyprus L. beach

C. duodecimguttata appears to favour sand-dominated soils
and is equally at home at the edge of rivers and lakes or in
the middle of a field. It is strongly associated with C. repanda
as they are frequently found together often sharing beach
habitats: repanda favours the dry, loose and open sand farthest from the water while duodecimguttata favours the harder
packed wet sand closer to the water. This close relationship
is noted by Wallis (1961) but the soil preferences he noted
contrast with my observations. C. duodecimguttata has been
active at soil surface temperatures between 27°C and 31°C.

Cicindela formosa generosa Dejean
16 August 1978
13 May 1995
12 June 1995
21 June 1996

All Ontario tiger beetles belong to the Cicindelini. At the
species level, there are thirteen taxa in Ontario. At the subspecies level there are fourteen. The remainder of this article will deal with the species (which I have observed) singly, outlining dates and localities of capture and interesting
field observations. Please note that the locality of capture is
a short habitat description. If you need the exact place of
capture I can give it to you if you contact me (see the TEA
membership list). I've adopted the following abbreviations:
QUBS = Queen's University Biological Station, UV = ultraviolet, Rd. = road, L. = lake, Pen. = peninsula, FON
Federation of Ontario Naturalists, Pt. = point.
16 August 1978

31 July 1990
24 August 1990
8 September 1990
31 July 1991
7 September 1991
14 September 1991
13 July 1992
15 July 1992
23 August 1992
5 September 1992
3 October 1992
27 June 1993
16 August 1993
26 May 1995
31 May 1996

Brockville
Turkey Pt. Park
Pinery Park
Pinery Park

sand pit in field
Fin/Feather trail
Amphitheater road
Amphitheater road

C. formosa forages primarily in open areas in or adjacent to
field habitats. I believe an exceptipn is the open, sandy path
which wends its way through a planted pine forest at Turkey
Point. This location seems peculiar with respect to Wallis'
notes (1961). There seems to be a strong association with C.
scutellaris, which favours similar habitats. C. formosa is active at a surface temperature range of 24°C to 36°C.

Cicindela limbalis Klug
24 May 1992
11 August 1994

Point Farms Park
Point Farms Park

beach by bluffs
beach by bluffs

C. Iimbalis is unique in its habitat preference: steep-sided
cliffs or bluffs with open, sandy areas. They were active at a
surface temperature of 35°C.

sandpit
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Cicindela longilabris longilabris Say

Cicindela purpurea purpurea Olivier

27 May 1995

13 August 1978

Arrowhead Park Homesteaders Trail

C.longilabris also prefers a distinct habitat: open areas with
sparse vegetation through or adjacent to a coniferous forest.

Cicindela punctulata punctulata Olivier
12 August 1978
13 August 1978
30 July 1989
5 August 1992
5 August 1992
7 August 1992
5 August 1993
16 August 1993
19 August 1993
3 August 1994
3 August 1994
17 August 1994
2 August 1995
16 August 1995

Westport
Westport
Young's Point
Young's Point
Young's Point
Young'~ Point
Young's Point
Elgin (QUBS)
Elgin (QUBS)
Young's Point
Young's Point
Elgin (QUBS)
Young's Point
Elgin (QUBS)

UV lamp
dirt road
streetlight
South Shore Rd.
Hwy 28 sand pit
Hwy 28 field
South Shore Rd.
main road
sand pit in field
South Shore Rd.
Hwy 28/Birchview Rd.
sand pit in field
Birchview Rd.
sand pit in field

C. punctulata may be found in open areas of hard-packed soil
with sparse vegetation. It also frequents roads and paths in
fields. Interestingly, it is the only Ontario tiger beetle that I
know of which is attracted to UV light and bright streetlights
at night. Its soil surface activity range is 29-41°C.

Cicindela purpurea auduboni LeConte
1 June 1996
15 June 1996

Bruce Pen. Park FON trail
Bruce Pen. Park FON trail

The presence of this subspecies in Ontario is quite remarkable. Wallis (1961) notes that this subspecies occurs in the
prairie provinces! I know that some taxonomists may refer
to these individuals as p. purpurea x p. auduboni, but until I
see a type specimen I'm going with Wallis' simplified scheme:
p. purpurea to the east, p. auduboni to the west. These beetles
were captured in a very rocky, open area with very little
soil. The area was dominated with small cedars and pines.
The temperature range of
activity was 28°C to 33 °C
at the soil surface. Orie
final note: another TEA
member,
Malcolm
Campbell, has also ccHlected this green-coloured
p. auduboni{?) in Ontario
as well.

Westport

dirt road

C. p. pupurea has been hard to find. My only record of capture indicates that it favours open areas of hard-packed soil
adjacent to a field habitat.

Cicindela repanda repanda Dejean
6 June 1978
Mallorytown
field path
7 June 1978
Casselman
riverbed
22 June 1978
Wilberforce
field path
31 July 1990
Algonquin Park Rosebary 1. beach
8 September 1990 Algonquin Park Rosebary L. beach
7 August 1991
Young's Point
Clear Lake road
23 May 1992
Point Farms Park main beach
13 July 1992
Algonquin Park St.Andrews Lake
15 July 1992
Algonquin Park Stratten L. beach
5 August 1992
Young's Point
Hwy 28 sandpit
4 September 1992 Algonquin Park Pen Lake beach
29 May 1993
Presqu'ile Park main dunes
25 June 1993
Algonquin Park North Tea L. beach
5 August 1993
Young's Point
Hwy 28/Stoney 1.road
19 August 1993
Elgin (QUBS)
sand pit in field
11 June 1994
MacGregor Pt.Park day use beach
11 August 1994
Point Farms Park
main beach
17 September 1994 Bon Echo Park Bon Echo L. beach
13 May 1995
Turkey Point Park
Fin/Feather trail
26 May 1995
Arrowhead Park Arrowhead L. beach
26 May 1995
Arrowhead Park Big Bend bluffs
25 August 1995
Cheapside
Lake Erie beach
1 June 1996
Bruce Pen. Park Lake Huron beach
21 June 19960
Pinery Park
Cedar trail
C. repanda can truly be thought of as ubiquitous. Almost any
bare patch of soil in almost any habitat will support this obviously well-adapted beetle. Please refer to the notes for C.
duodecimguttata as well. Activity was noted at surface temperatures of 20°C to 41°C.

Cicindela tranquebarica by Andrea Kingsley
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Cicindela scute/laris lecontei Haldeman
16 June 1978
16 August 1978
5 August 1992
29 May 1993
19 August 1993
13 May 1995
13 May 1995
27 May 1995
12 June 1995
16 August 1995
12 May 1996

Renfrew
Brockville
Young's Point
Presqu'ile Park
Elgin IQUBS)
Turkey Pt. Park
Turkey Pt. Park
Arrowhead Park
Pinery Park
Elgin (QUBS)
Turkey Pt. Park

sandpit in field
sandpit
South Shore road
main dunes
sandpit in field
group camp #2
Fin/Feather trail
Beaver Meadow trail
Amphitheater road
sandpit in field
sandy campsite

C. scutellaris can usually be found in open patches of loose
sand in fields with early succession plants. The surface temperature range was 20°C to 41°C. Additional notes may be
found under C. formosa.

Cicindela sexgunata sexgunata Fabricius
20 June 1975
7 June 1978
9 June 1978
July 1982
23 May 1988
4 July 1989
9 May 1990
5 June 1990
14 May 1991
21 May 1991
28 April 1992
11 June 1993
12 June 1994
12 June 1994

Ancaster
field path
Casselman
riverbed
Hawkesbury
farm path
Hamilton
field path
Ancaster
in spider's web
Ancaster
in pool
Dundas
Cootes Paradise
Hamilton
Cootes Paradise
Dundas
Cootes Paradise
Dundas
Cootes Paradise
Hamilton
McMaster University
Ancaster
Sulphur Springs
MacGregor Pt. Park Ducks Unlimited trail
MacGregor Pt. Park Lakeridge trail

In order to end this article on a more interesting note I want
to share some observations with you. On two separate occasions I have collected four different species foraging together
in the same small patch of soil. As noted above there are
intimate associations between some pairs of species but I
find four species competing together in such close proximity
remarkable. I return to one of these areas regularly and keep
track of the fluctuating presence/absence of those species
(but I'll save that for the next article). Here are the species
that I have noted to share the same patch: Area 1
(Brockville): C. duodecimguttata, formosa, scutellaris &
tranquebarica; Area 2 (Elgin,QUBS): C. punctulata, repanda,
scutellaris & tranquebarica.
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Thus it favours the cooler open areas afforded by mature
Special thanks: I am indeed fortunate to have met or have
deciduous forests and large hedgerows which block the sun.
corresponded with many (and I'm sure I'll meet more) fasciThe soil in these areas are almost always hard-packed and
nating entomologists and biologists, some of whom share my
rich in clay. They are active at surface temperatures ranging
fondness for tiger beetles: Malcolm Campbell, Terry Erwin,
from 16°C to 32°C. It should be noted that the beetles active
Gloria House, Steve Marshall and Michael Runtz. I also want
at 32°C. were stilting in order to thermoregulate.
to say thanks to my friends, Rob Gilli~s and especially Paul
Cicindela tranquebarica tranquebarica Herbst
Hoffman, who have become acute Cicindela spotters and collectors for me. Naturally my wife Laurie gets a big thanks for
17 April 1976
Ancaster
path in field
tolerating my obsessive/compulsive belyaviour (Thanks Laurie!
16 June 1978
Renfrew
sandpit in field
-Eels.).
16 August 1978
Brockville
sandpit by road
25 September 1992 Algonquin Park Whitefish Lake
29 May 1993
Presqu'ile Park dunes
16 August 1993
Elgin (QUBS)
main road
19 August 1993
Elgin IQUBS)
sand pit in field
26 May 1995
Arrowhead Park beach
27 May 1995
Arrowhead Park Beaver Meadow Trail
16 August 1995
Elgin (QUBS)
sand pit in field
C. tranquebarica prefers open areas of loose sand with sparse
vegetation. It's active surface temperature range is 26-41 °C.
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Algonquin Butterfly Counts: results from 1995 and 1996
by Colin D. Jones
For the past two years, a butterfly count has been conducted
in Algonquin Provincial Park. The 15 mile diameter count
circle is the same circle that has been used for the Algonquin
Christmas Bird Count since 1981 (the Algonquin CBC actually started in 1974 but the count circle was moved to its
present location in 1981). The
, circle is centred at Rutter Lake,
Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridorfrom
Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the east.
Within the circle, butterfly habitats include hardwood forests, coniferous forests, spruce bogs, wet sedge meadows,
and ~u~n disturbed open areas such as roadsides and an
old arrfleid.
The 1995 count was held on a very hot and humid July 13.
The temperatu.re range~ between 24° ~ and ~O~ C as the ~un
§h~ne down wI~h very little cloud or wmd activIty to prOVIde
relief. By the rmddle ofthe day, butterfly presence decreased
§they presumably sought refuge from the dehydrating heat.
I)espite the high heat and humidity, 16 observers managed
to keep themselves hydrated with copious amounts of fluid
and in doing so logged a total of 29 party hours, during which
1089 butterflies of 23 species were observed.
After the inaugural Algonquin Butterfly Count in 1995, it
was decided (based on flight times observed in 1995, as well
as those recorded in previous years) that a count day at least
one week earlier might prove to be more productive. As a
result, the 1996 count was held on July 6. The dates were
not the only differences between the two counts. In 1996,
the day started off overcast and quite cool (13°C). Despite
the slow start to the day lmy party's
first butterfly was not noted until
11 am!), the afternoon was mostly
sunny and the temperature rose to
a pleasant 21°C by mid-afternoon.
In contrast to 1995, the afternoon
was the most productive part of the
day for butterfly activity. By the
end of the day, 26 observers had
totalled 72.5 party hours, observing 2826 butterflies of 35 species
(19 of which were not observed in
19951)
The combination of a one week
difference in the count date between 1995 and 1996, and noted
seasonal differences between 1995
(generally advanced) and 1996
(quite late in getting started), had
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an obvious effect on species composition between the two
counts. In 1996, earlier flying species such as Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Dreamy Dusky Wing, Juvenal's Dusky Wing,
Arctic Skipper, Roadside Skipper, Pepper and Salt Skipper,
Spring Azure, Silvery Blue, Silvery Checkerspot, and Harris'
Checkerspot were recorded whereas in 1995 they were not.
In order to further illustrate how late the 1996 season was,
the previously recorded late dates in Algonquin for Roadside
Skipper, and Pepper and Salt Skipper were June 27 and June
24 respectively - almost a two week difference!
Although no entirely unexpected species were present on
the 1995 count, several rare species were located on the 1996
count including:
~ one Saepiolus Blue (Plebejus saepiolus) found by Michael
and Nancy van der Poorten. Rare in Algonquin. Algonquin
Park's fifth record on file and first since July 10 1956.
~ ,
, . .
,
~ two No~thern Clou~y Wmg~ (Thorym:s pylades) ~ound.by
Nancy IronSIde and Melinda Collins. Rare m Algonqum. AsIde
from two individuals being found earlier this year by the
author, each at a separate location, this species has not been
recorded in Algonquin Park since 1960 when 6 individuals
where collected.
,,
.
.
~ 8 Two-spotted SkIppers (Euphyes blmacula) .also found ~y
MIchael and Nancy van derPoorten. Very rare m Algonqum.
Perhaps the most unexpected and exciting find of the count,
this record of 8 individuals in one location represents
Algonquin's third record of this southern species.
It is interesting to note that of the
• =~.: above three species, two are at the
Ooux_
limit of their ranges. Algonquin
Park represents both the southern
boundary of Saepiolus Blue and
the northern boundary of Twospotted Skipper, illustrating very
nicely how Algonquin Park lies in
a transition zone between the
more northern Boreal Forest Region, and the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence Forest Region to the
south.
The lack of Pierids in 1996, with
only 18 Pink Edged Sulphurs observed, in contrast to 5 species of
Pierids in 1995, including a total
of 214 Pink Edged Sulphurs, is
worth noting. All of these Pierids
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are normally flying well before early July and their low numbers were noted throughout the summer of 1996. With the
late and wet spring, perhaps it was just a poor year for Pierids
in Algonquin Park.
A full species list with totals for each count is found in the
table below.
Thanks to all of the participants in both the 1995 and 1996
counts and a special thank-you to those who travelled from
elsewhere in the province to lend their time, effort and skill.
The 1997 count date is set for Saturday, July 5. In addition to
the Third Annual Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count,
the First (hopefully annual) East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count will be held in the Lake Travers area on the Park's
east side on Saturday, May 31. This promises to be an interesting count for North America for it will census species presently under-represented in NABA counts such as: Dreamy
and Juvenal's Dusky Wings, Arctic Skipper, Pepper and Salt
Skipper, Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, the elfins (Brown,
Hoary, Eastern Pine, and Western Pine), Silvery Blue, Green
Common N,lme

Scientific Name

Northern Cloudy Wing
Dreamy Dusky Wing
Juvenal's Dusky Wing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny Edged Skipper
Long Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Two Spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Pepper and Salt Skipper
Roadside Skipper
Hesperiidae sp.

2
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis iceIus
13
4
Erynnis juvenalis
Carterocephalus palaemon
13
Ancyloxypha numitor
3
10
Thymelicus lineola
453 1438
Polites peckius
1
10
Polites themistocles
17
82
Polites mystic
5
Poanes hobomok
4
55
Euphyes bimacula
8
Euphyes vestris
4
47
Amblyscirtes hegon
8
Amblyscirtes vialis
13
10
2

Cdn. Tiger Swallowtail

Papilio canadensis

Mustard White
Cabbage White

Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Pieris sp.
Colias philodice
Colias interior
Colias sp.

Clouded Sulphur
Pink Edged Sulphur
Bog Copper
Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Saepiolus Blue
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1995 Observers: Sean Blaney, Marianne Clark, George Fritz,
Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Annick Levesque, Gordon Lewer,
Gard Otis, Carl Rothfels, Jeff Skevington, Dan Strickland,
Ken Symington, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer, Becky Whittam,
Dan Whittam.
1996 Observers: S. Blaney, Dawn Brenner, Peter Burke,
Kevin Clute, Justine Collins, Melinda Collins, Matt Cornish,
Lisa Enright, Cynthia Friedrich, Matt Holder, Margo Holt,
Nancy Ironside, M. Johnson, Dave Jolly, C. Jones, Andrea
Kingsley, G. Lewer, Libor Michalek, Laura Nagel, Lee Pauze,
C. Rothfels, D. Strickland, D. Tozer, R. Tozer, Michael van
der Poorten, Nancy van der Poorten.
Scientific Name

1995 1996

4
Speyeria cybele
52
Speyeria atlantis
12
Speyeria sp.
Silver Bordered Fritillary Boloria selene
1
Boloria sp.
Chlosyne nycteis
Silvery Checkerspot
Chlosyne harrisii
Harris' Checkerspot
Chlosyne sp.
Northern Pearl Crescent Phyciodes selenis
Polygonia interrogation is
Question Mark
1
Comma or Hop Merchant Polygonia comma
1
Polygonia progne
Gray Comma
2
Polygonia sp.
1
Nymphalis antiopa
Mourning Cloak
1
Nymphalis milberti
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
2
Vanessa cardui
Painted Lady
Limenitis a. arthemis 72
White Admiral
Limenitis archippus
The Viceroy
Great Spangled Fritillary
Atlantis Fritillary

115

Lycaena epixanthe
13
Celastrina ladon
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Plebejus saepiolus

Those interested in participating in either of the 1997
Algonquin Butterfly Counts should contact the author at the
Algonquin Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ
2MO, (613) 637-2828.

Common Name

1995 1996

3
52
5
15
214
132

Comma, and the arctics (Chryxus, Jutta, and in even-numbered years, Macoun's!.

Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Com. (Inornate) Ringlet
Satyrid sp.

Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tuIlia

5

Monarch

Danaus

6

Butterflies/Party Hour
Cumulative Total Species

18

1

15
11

1
51
1
25
27
7
2
8
1
1
2
1

692
1
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The Algonquin Odonate Count: a first for Canada?
by Colin D. Jones

The summer of 1996 saw what we hope will be an annual
event in Algonquin Park. Following a suggestion from Peter
Burke, we decided to combine the Second Annual Algonquin
Butterfly Count with a count of Algonquin's dragonflies and
damselflies (odonates). With the ever increasing interest in
these fascinating insects, as,well as the fact that several participants on the Algonquin Butterfly Count were able to identify most, if not all of the species encountered, we felt that
such a tally could easily be taken while counting butterflies.
Naturally, because the odonate count was taking place simultaneously with the butterfly count, the same 15 mile diameter count circle was used. For details on the circle itself,
as well as weather conditions, please refer to the article in
this issue on the Algonquin Butterfly Count.

for that matter. If anyone has details on the existence of such
counts please contact me. As far as we know, this count could
be the first of its kind (but hopefully not the last!). As interest
builds among amateur naturalists in this group of insects,
and as our ability to readily identify odonates in the field
increases, such counts would help in our understanding of
their distribution and relative abundance from year to year.
Due to the success of the Algonquin Odonate Count, as well
as the fact that a more concentrated effort would be even
more successful, we have decided to hold the 1997 Odonate
Count on a separate day from the butterfly count. Recognizing that participants from elsewhere may wish to be involved
in both of these counts we intend to hold them on the same
weekend, namely July 6-7 with butterflies on the Saturday
and odonates on the Sunday.

The results of the count were very encouraging. By the end
of the day, 11 observers had totaled 38 party hours, observ- Those interested in participating in either of these counts
ing 760 odonates of 38 species (3 more species than the total should contact the author at the Algonquin Visitor Centre,
butterfly tally with far less effort!). Although many odonates P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637-2828.
can be found in the same habitats as butterflies, concentratNalne
NUlllber
Nalne
NUlnber
ing observer effort on additional odonate habitats, such as
forest streams, lakeshores, etc. would have undoubtedly Calopteryx aequabilis
2 Calopteryx maculata
59
turned up an even larger species total.
3 Argia fumipennis
Argia moesta
1
Chromagrion
conditum
3
Coenagrion
interrogatum
2
The highlights for the day were two Subarctic Bluets
1 Enallagma hageni
46
(Coenagrion interrogatum), not known from Algonquin Park Enallagma civile
Enallagma
vesperum
1
10
Ischnura
verticalis
until the 1996 season; and 13 individuals of the rare
Nehalennia
irene
15
6
Aeshna
canadensis
Beaverpond Clubtail (Gomphus borealis), a species once only
Aeshna
interrupta
1
3
sp.
Aeshna
known in Ontario from Costello Lake, Algonquin Park, but
Dromogomphus
spinosus
9
Gomphus
borealis
13
appearing to be widespread throughout the Park (and
3 Gomphus exilis
19
possibly elsewhere). A full species list with totals for each is Gomphus descriptus
1
Gomphus
lividus
10
Gomphus
spicatus
presented in the table below.
Gomphus sp.
51 Hagenius brevistylus
6
We would be very interested to know if similar counts have Cordulegaster diastotops 8 Cordulegaster sp.
2
taken place elsewhere in Canada, or the rest of North America Didymops transversa
3 Cordulia shurtleffl
6
14 Epitheca princeps
Epitheca cynosura
11
Somatochlora forcipata
1 Somatochlora minor
1
Somatochlora walshii
2 Celithimus elisa
5
4 Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia {rigida
22
Leucorrhinia hudsonica 18 Leucorrhinia proxima
2
Leucorrhinia sp.
15 Libellula julia
296
Libellula lydia
27 Libellula pulchella
1
Libellula quadrimaculata 53 Sympetrum obtrusum
2
2
Sympetrum sp.
Odonates/Party Hour

20

Observers: Dawn Brenner, Peter Burke, Melinda Collins,
Matt Cornish, Lisa Enright, Matt Holder, Margo Holt, Nancy
Ironside, Colin Jones, Andrea Kingsley, Dan Strickland.
Gomphus exilis by Andrea Kingsley
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from the Blake School in Minnesota reported that the migrating monarchs
were arriving at the overwintering sites.

Monarch

Notes

by Don Davis

¥j

--------------------

1996 Fall Migration Spectacular!
Anyone looking for monarch butterflies,
eggs or larva, up to the middle of August would have come to the conclusion
that this was going to be a very dismal
year for the annual monarch migration.
However, about mid-August, adults and
larva suddenly began to appear
(whether they were more abundant elsewhere and migrated into Southern
Ontario has yet to be determined). Numbers gradually built up and their deliberate flight in a south-westerly direction
(from my vantage point at Presqu'ile
Provincial Park) clearly indicated that
migration was underway.
But nothing prepared us for the display
of monarchs on Saturday, September
14 th • Strong south-westerly winds
slowed down the migration resulting in
monarchs clinging to the shoreline of
Lake Ontario and struggling to make
progress. The vegetation at Owen Point
was absolutely covered with monarchs
- either exhausted and resting on vegetation or feeding on the abundant goldenrod. Even in mid-afternoon, groups
of roosting monarchs could be found in
the trees.
A couple of roosts in sheltered parts of
the park contained at least 500 monarch
butterflies each. Park Naturalist Steve
laForest and I estimated that there were
at least 8000 monarch butterflies in the
park that day. Large numbers of monarch butterflies were also reported outside of the park and in Prince Edward
County.
On Tuesday, September 17th, I received
an urgent e-mail message from Tom
Hince, Chief Naturalist at Point Pelee
National Park concerning the
motherlode! Tom and three other
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birdwatchers had gone to the tip of Point
Pelee National Park to look for rare
tropical birds such as a sooty tern recently deposited in Southern Ontario
compliments of Hurricane Fran.
As these four naturalists - among the
best in the business for estimating the
number of birds in large flocks - stood
at the tip, tens of thousands of monarch
butterflies began moving through Point
Pelee National Park and heading out
towards Pelee Island. Each of the four
split up the sky and using their spotting
scopes, did several one minute counts,
conservatively estimating that 4000 +
monarchs were passing every minute.
This continued from 8 am to 9:30 am.
They estimated that a minimum of
250,000 monarch butterflies (and perhaps as many as 500,000) passed
through Point Pelee that morning. The
event was "staggeringly beautiful, wonderful, spine-tingling and much more"
according to Tom. Whether the hurricane was responsible for this once-in-alifetime event would be interesting to
consider.
The migration continued on into late
September and gradually wound down
by mid- to late October. It appeared that
the bulk of the monarchs had moved
through during the movements noted
above. Dr. Orley Taylor in Kansas reported an enormous migration through
Kansas as the monarchs headed southward. On September 30th , Elizabeth
Munger of Mexico noted the first monarch sighting of the year in Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico. On October 8th ,
Dr. Bill Calvert reported hundreds of
monarchs per minute at Kerrville, Texas
crossing the border and entering
Mexico. On November 6th , Jon Dicus

Meanwhile, stragglers continued to
move through Southern Ontario. Gerald
Paul spotted two monarchs on October
26 th on Wolf Island near Kingston. Peter J. Carson of Walsingham, Ontario
spotted one on October 29 th • A few were
seen at Pelee on November 6th • My latest record comes from T.E.A. member
Chauncy Wood - sighting a monarch
on Monday, November 11 th at Port Ryerse, Ontario. I was able to tag a few
thousand monarchs this fall. To date,
the only note-worthy recapture was one
tagged at Presqu'ile Provincial Park and
recaptured a few days later in a begonia bed near Simcoe Hall, University of
Toronto. Another was recaptured in
Agincourt and reported to Elizabeth
Agnew at the World Wildlife Fund offices in Toronto, who, in short order,
sent me an e-mail message about this
recovery.

Sexing Monarch Larvae
It has been suggested that it is possible
to distinguish male from female larvae
by looking at marks on the dorsum of
the larva. The marks on the larvae are
close to its antennas (tentacles at the
beginning of the second segment of the
thorax). Close to the antenna there is a
bold black line on the thorax behind the
front-anterior of the antennas. There
will be a "Y" or two dots right behind
the black line. In the early stages on the
female, the lines will be tiny. Then in
later stages, the "Y" will start to become
more visible and will get big. The same
thing happens to the male, except then
you're dealing with dots. You will be
able to see the marks much better in
mid to late stages. I see the main problem as getting the larva to stay still long
enough to examine these markings!

Deuterium Study Update
Dr. Keith Hobson reported on December 17"' that they were running samples
through the lab from the large-scale captive-rearing study. These were monarch
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butterflies reared by school groups and
others across the Eastern United States
and Canada this past summer to
"groundtruth" data they intend to obtain on wild butterflies. Presqu'ile Provincial Park participated in this rearing
experiment. Dr. Hobson reports that the
lab work is tedious and progresses
slowly. By the end of the spring, they
hope to have the captive work written
up and will be into samples of wild butterflies from three of the wihtering sites
in Michoacan, Mexico.

Day of the Dead
Legends about monarch butterflies
abound in the traditions of Mexico's
ancient tribes. The Nahuatls believed
the butterflies were the souls of dead
children returning to the homes of their
ancestors. This myth has been carried
into present-day beliefs where the monarchs overwinter in Mexico. The official arrival date of the monarchs has
been pegged to the Day of the Dead religious celebration. Botanists will note
that the scientific name for the fir tree
on which the monarchs roost is Albies
religiosa.
The annual festival La Fiesta de Los
Muertos combines native Indian beliefs
with Catholic traditions of Medieval
Spain. From the book Mexico's Feasts
of Life by Patricia Quintana: "In the fiesta of Muertos (the Dead), time no
longer bars one spirit from another by
reason of death. Mothers and fathers
welcome back the spirits of children by
creating altars in their homes. On the
morning of October 31, the souls of los
angelitos, the little ones, return".
"Everything on their altars is new, and
there are favorite sweets, toys, flowers
and candles. By noon on November 1,
the children have left and the souls of
the departed adults begin to return, to
feast at altars with their favorite foods".
Words to a famous native hymn to the
dead include the lines: "Awaken, the
heavens become reddish/the aurora appears/the flame colored peasants are
singing/the fire colored swallows too/the
butterflies are in flight."
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The 133rd Meeting of the
Entomological Society of Ontario:
The Biology and Diversity of Ontario Insects
This was an event which was attended
by quite a few TEA members (our apologies to Locke Rowe, the TEA meeting
speaker of the same day! - Eels.). My ad
hoc count was of more than 90 attendees for the first talk of the morning.
There were six scheduled talks and all
were quite interesting, some more than
others, but that's that way it goes...
The symposium proper began with a
wide-ranging and informative talk by
Gard Otis (Guelph) on IIGossamerWinged Butteflies of Ontario. Dr. Otis
spent far more time talking about the
general biology and diversity of all butterflies in Ontario than he did on the
Lycaenidae which the title of the talk
had suggested! The following talk, by
H. Goulet (Ag. Can.), was on the Ground
Beetles of Ontario and their diversity
(there are some 511 species in Ontario55% of the Canadian fauna, 494 of
which are native) and uses as
bioindicators.
h

by a presentation on the Diversity of
Freshwater Invertebrates in Ontario by
W.P. Morton (MNR). About 30% of the
Canadian Fauna, some 6,420 species
from a wide variety of insect families,
are found in Ontario.
The fifth talk was on the Diversity of
Ontario Syrphidae (hover or flower flies)
by J.R. Vockeroth (Ag. Can.). Interesting gems of wisdom included how to
sex Syrphids (males have eyes that meet
in the centre while female eyes are separate) and that they include predacious,
pollen and plant feeding and scavenging groups of species. The final talk (almost 40 minutes later than scheduled!)
was presented by TEA member
Laurence Packer (York) on the Social
Diversity of Ontario Bees. From Dr.
Packer we learned of the remarkable
diversity of social systems displayed by
the 1000 or so species of bees that can
be found in this province, even including the dreaded, overstudied honeybee!

After a short coffee break, TEA member Jeff Skevington presented a talk on
the Dragonflies of Ontario. There are
about 159 species (dragonflies and damselflies) in Ontario, some of which are
migratory and all of which are predatory both as larvae and adults! If you
saw Jeff's recent talk to the TEA then
you know the high quality of the talk
he gave here. Jeff's talk was followed

Congratulations to Steve Marshall and
the organizers of the ESO meeting for
pulling together such an illustrious
group of speakers for this very worthwhile symposium. I strongly urge other
TEA members to partake of.such future
events, although maybe in the future
our two groups can co-ordinate the tim·
ing of our respective meetings!

Urquharts Honored

Advertising Monarchs

A report in The Curlew notes that Fred
and Norah Urquhart received a letter
and award from Sergio Marchi, Minister of the Environment (Canada) stating that they were finalists in the Lifetime Achievement Category of the Canadian Health and Environment
Awards.

Still a favorite for companies, a large
monarch butterfly appears on advertising for The Monarch Funds - a new series of mutual funds being sold in
Toronto. The Maldive Islands released
a number of postage stamps on July 10th
depicting monarch lava, pupa and
adults.

Phil Schappert
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports
~~
-------~
April
Jim Corrigan
Biological Control of Purple loosestrife
The last meeting of the 1995/96 season,
and - while we didn't know it thenthe last meeting at the McLaughlin Planetarium, took place on April 20, 1996
and had 35 members and visitors
present. President Duncan Robertson
welcomed one and all then introduced
Paul McGaw who introduced our
speaker, Dr. Jim Corrigan from the Department of Environmental Biology at
the University of Guelph.
Dr. Corrigan's discussed the efforts that
he and his colleagues have been involved in to control purple loosestrife,
Lythrum salicaria, by the controlled release of insect herbivores. When plants
or animals are introduced to novel environments they are all too often released from the natural predators that
keep their population numbers in check
- "control" of the invaders is best accomplished by introducing their natural predators. A three step process is
needed to assess the suitability and impact of "yet another alien introduction":
1) Determine the suitability of the target organism (purple loosestrife in this
casel. Is it native or alien? Does it have
close relatives which are native and/or
beneficial? Are there alternatives to introducing a control agent?
2) Search for natural enemies in the
invader's place of origin.
31 Assess the ecological impact of potential control agents on the invader and
on the habitat and neighbourhood that
they've invaded. How specific are the
impacts of the agent? Does the damage
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occur at stages where control of the invader is possible? What tolerance do the
surrounding plants and animals have to
the new invader?
Purple loosestrife is a "classic" subject
for potential biological control and 2 species of Chrysomelid beetles, Galerucella
calmariensis and G. pusilla, were identified as potential control agents. After a
very extensive testing period where
these beetles were tested on a wide variety of plants, including native species
of loosestrife, they were approved for
release against purple loosestrife.
Dr. Corrigan and colleagues have studied and documented the biology of these
beetles including their impact on a variety of test plants. They have since been
involved with the test release of these
beetles and are continuing to mass-rear
them in captivity for further releases
and to follow their progress, establishment success, and their success at controlling purple loosestrife in test plots.
Early indications are that this will be a
very successful program - test plants
were severely retarded in their growth
and either flowered considerably less
profusely or did not flower at all - and
many more releases are planned.
A vigorous question period followed and
the speaker was thanked with a copy of
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas. A short
break for socializing followed the
speaker's presentation before we reconvened for a short business meeting.
1. Correspondence: a) A flyer regarding
a new (currently available) book (Spanish only) and CD-ROM (Spanish and
English) about Mexican Butterflies was
available. b) The Toronto Star had an

article on bugs in the Friday, April 19th
edition. cl A new book on Butteflies and
Climate Change by Roger Dennis was
available for browsing. d) Duncan
Robertson had a few copies of a disk
containing a list of Lepidoptera recorded
within 50 km of the Parlaiment Buildings in Ottawa which was compiled by
Don LaFontaine. The list contains some
2,070 species. e) The April issue of
Audubon Magazine has an article on
"Butterfly Wars" (re: trafficking and
trading in specimens of endangered species) that all members should try to read.
fl Don Davis reported that Dr. Brower
had revised reports of a major kill in
the overwintering Monarch colonies in
Mexico. Only 6·7% were killed by the
January storm, far less than had been
previously estimated.
2. Financial report: al regular account
stood at $1573.12 before the expenses
for printing Ontario Insects and the summary were deducted 1$1318.72) b) Atlas account stands at $1729 plus the mc
which is now at $6716.
3. The Annual Summary and the third
issue of Ontario Insects were available
to be picked up by members. Having
these available for pickup yielded about
a $50 saving in postage!

September
Members Meeting
This was the first meeting to be held in
our new location - Metro Hall in downtown Toronto. There were 21 members
in attendance on September 28th at 3
p.m. -later than usual and all were welcomed by President Duncan Robertson.
Since there was no speaker, the business session was first on the agenda.
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1. Correspondence: a) The Niagara

Parks Commission is chairing a conference on February 7th & 8th, 1997 which
will include a visit to the new butterfly
house. It is hoped to have a TEA representative in attendance. b) A letter has
been sent to the FON asking that they
give us more notice regarding their activities. c) The FON has sent a letter to
the Ministry of Agriculture re: removing milkweed from the noxious weed
list. Apparently individual municipalities can take items off the list and the
City of Toronto has already done so.
2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that from the listing of 158 members,
88 had paid their dues and there were 2
new members.
3. Financial report: al regular account
currently stands at $918. bl Atlas account stands at $1894 plus the mc
which is now at $6837.
4. Annual Summary: it was requested
that butterfly records be sent to Alan
Hanks and moth records to Duncan
Robertson as soon as possible, and on
computer disks if possible.
5. Aprovisional Board of Directors meeting was held this morning and it was
noted that printing costs are now available for the potential reprinting of
Odonata of Alaska and Canada and
work will proceed on trying to contact
as many organisations as possible for
publicity and monitoring of potential
interest in this. The room space was discussed and is now settled for October
and November - same location but starting at 1 PM as usual. A new editor or
editors is needed for Ontario Insects,
as Phil and Pat Schappert will be leaving for Texas in the next year.
The program consisted of members
slides and those participating were Paul
McGaw with moths and dragonflies;
Michael & Nancy van der Poorten with
dragonflies; Don Davis with Monarch
related material and finally Duncan
Robertson with Ontario moths and some
pictures from the Cockerell Butterfly
Center at the Houston Museum.
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October

After a short break, the meeting resumed with the business session.

Locke Rowe

1. Correspondence: a) A letter was received from Father Riotte in Hawaii
Sexual Conflict in Insects
thanking the TEA for all the informaThere were only 11 members in atten- tion which has been sent to the Bishop
dance for this meeting on October 26th Museum over the years. bl The nonin room 304 of Metro Hall- a disappoint- profit status paper work for the TEA is
ing turnout! (Note that, unfortunately, this now completed and we have been acmeeting was the same day as the ESO Sym- cepted as a non-profit organization. Any
posium on the Biology and Diversity of donations may now be claimed on inOntario Insects in Guelph - Eds.) Paul come tax and a suitable receipt will be
McGaw introduced the speaker, Lock issued to any donors. c) Material has
Rowe from U. of T. Zoology Depart- been received from Canada Post re: the
ment. Lock obtained his PhD in Evolu- mailing permit for Ontario Insects. This
tionary Biology at UBC, followed by will be reviewed and reported on later.
some time in Kentucky and at the Uni2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
versity of California. He is studying the
that from the listing of 158 members,
life histories of various insects from the
107 had paid their dues and there were
viewpoint of evolutionary ecology.
3 new members.
Locke talked about the "sexual conflict"
3. Financial report: al regular account
which is seen in water striders and ilcurrently stands at $1100. b) Atlas aclustrated his material with numerous
count stands at $1800 plus the mc
slides. Water striders tend to "mate all which is now at $6853.
day" and there is a constant struggle
between the females, who see constant Don Davis reported that many Provinmating as consuming large amounts of cial Parks now have a winter use fee.
energy and time, which results in an Also, a biodiversity specialist has been
increase in susceptibility to predation appointed at Presqu'ile Park.
and a decrease in time for foraging.

The reproductive success of males depends on the frequency of mating, with
the females trying to control this frequency. A number of adaptations in
male morphology to increase their reproductive success have been noted,
including the development of larger
forelegs, spines and/or spikes on the
forelegs to give a better grasp and larger
antennae to grip the female with.
On the other hand, females are seen to
counter these adaptations by the development of long spines on the hind parts
to repel the males. These adaptations
also have a cost in the fact that moulting becomes more difficult. New insights into behaviour have been gained
from the study of the differing agendas
of the males and females in this "sexual
arms race!"
A question period followed and Paul
thanked the speaker.

November
Jeff Skevington

Insects of Lambton County, Ontario
There were 36 members and 9 guests
in attendance on November 30th in the
27th floor room of the Metro Hall.
Duncan Robertson, our President
greeted everyone and there was a flurry
of activity trying to get the lights
dimmed for slide viewing. This was fi·
nally accomplished and Paul McGaw
introduced the speaker, member Jeff
Skevington, along with member Ken
Stead, who Jeff had asked to co-present.
Jeff spoke at length on the survey project
that he has been conducting in Lambton
County to try and establish a baseline
for all insect species. This will enable
future study to document trends in
population density, movement etc.
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Many interesting areas within the
County were shown on slides, together
with some of the species encountered,
among which were many surprises and
new records for Ontario. Jeff then answered a number of questions on the
work and Ken Stead followed up with
slides of many new moth species. Altogether a very interesting and informative presentation which was also supported by a display of photo prints and
specimens.
After the usual short break, the business session was started.
1. Correspondence: a) A le~er was received from the Ministry of Agriculture
stating that Milkweeds are now only
considered noxious when they "pose an
agricultural or horticultural threat. .. ".

2. Membership: Alan Hanks reported
that from the listing now of 163 members, 116 had paid their dues.
3. Financial report: a) regular account
currently stands at $1232. b) Atlas account stands at $1821 plus the GIC
which is now at $6869.
Tony Holmes, our FON Representative
reported that the FON will establish a
series of meetings at which the various
organisation representatives will get together to discuss issues of mutual interest. A program is to be started in High
Park to restore original vegetation, including lupines, with a hope to perhaps
re-introduce the Kamer Blue. Rearing
studies may be started in conjunction
with the Metro Zoo.
Karen Yukich talked about the High
Park Citizens Advisory Committee, and
their interest in having a representative
from the TEA on the committee.
An article in the Globe & Mail for Octo-

ber 26th was titled "Layman's Guide to
Gobs of Bug GOO... "and gave a humorous account of identifying bugs by remains on car windshields! Also in the
Globe & Mail travel section for November 29, an introductory piece for the
Niagara Parks butterfly conservatory,
which opened on December 14.
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Odonate Monitoring Project Begins
by Matt Holder

The Natural Heritage Information Cen- These maps, one created for each spetre (NHICJ in Peterborough has begun cies, will be by no means comprehena project monitoring Ontario's dragon- sive, but will offer the observer an opflies and damselflies, and is in the pro- portunity to determine holes in covercess of collecting existing records from age and overall knowledge of the distrivarious institutions and individuals. All bution of some of our Odonata. All of
records are to be added into the newly these maps, as well as a few species
formed Ontario Odonata Database, accounts of Ontario's rare species and
housed at the NHIC, and persons inter- minor discussion about changes in
ested in submitting their records should range, will be displayed in a report to
include as many of the following as pos- be published in early March and will
sible: species, date, location (please be be available free to any contributor;
as specific as possible, with a UTM map additional copies will be available to
reference and the age of your map if others for the cost of printing and postpossible), number of seen and/or col- age. Although this project will be ongolected, the name of the observer if it is ing, records are needed as soon as possomeone other than yourself (and please sible for them to be included in the
include your name, of course), the dis- March report, preferably before the beposition of the specimen if one was ginning of February. This will give more
taken and its catalogue number if it has detail to the dot distribution maps and
one, and any other comments that you will provide a little clearer view into the
wish to provide, such as the gender of distribution of Ontario's dragonflies and
the individuals, their behaviour (e.g. damselflies. Hopefully, this will be the
mating), the habitat, etc. Records may precursor of a comprehensive Odonata
be submitted via any of the means listed atlas that has conjured up much interbelow. If your records are already com- est recently.
puterized, it would be preferable if they Queries and records may be directed to:
were sent via e-mail or disk; please call Matt Holder, Natural Heritage Informa(705) 799-1624 for information pertain- tion
Centre,
P.O.Box
7000,
ing to software compatibility.
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 8M5. Fax
The first result of this work will be the (705) 755-2168 or e-mail Matt Holder
compilation of records into dot distri- c/o HOLDER@NETcoM.cA.
bution maps using the locality data.
I

New Canadian Millipede Species

N.S.T.AlS.T.A.O. Conference

As reported in Entomological News
107(5):276, November/December 1996,
a conotylid diplopod, Conotyla blakei
(Verhoeff), that occurs in caves and
epigean environments in West Virginia,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York,
Massachusetts, Vermont and New
Hampshire, was collected by F. Landry,
25-28 September 1991 from a pitfall trap
in a conifer forest near Lake Caribou,
Parc de la Gaspesie on the Gaspe Peninsula. The specimen was an adult male.

This fall, the National Science Teachers
Association of the United States and the
Science Teacher's Association of Ontario
held a joint conference in Toronto at the
Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, the Royal
York Hotel, and the Metro Convention
Centre. On November 22 00 , Don Davis
met once again with Dr. Orley (Chip)
Taylor from the University of Kansas,
who was making a presentation about
the Monarch Watch (HTTP://MONARCH.
BIO.UKANS.EDU).
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The Bookworm
New Book Available:
AMonograph to The North American
Heliothentinae by David F. Hardwick
The Heliothentinae are a group of
colourful little moths that constitute a
subfamily of the lepidopterous family
Noctuidae. The included species are
characterized by the habits of the larvae feeding on the blossoms and seeds
of their food plants. The adults often rest
on the flowering heads of their food
plants and are frequently protectively
coloured in this situation, resembling
the blossoms. Many of the moths are
diurnally active. The subfamily includes
such economically important species as
the com earworm (Helicoverpa zeal, the
tobacco budworm (Heliothis virescensl
and the flax bollworm (Heliothis ononis).
Physically the monograph is in a 7" by
10" format, with 279 pages and includes
316 photographs composed into 25 fullpage colour plates of both adults and
larval stages (the grey-scale reproduction
shown here do not do these plates any justice, the plates are simply magnificent -

Fig. ell

26 mm

Fig. C12

Eds.l. The paper employed in the publication is acid-free. The book is available
either in perfect binding or as a hardcovered and cloth-bound volume. Introductory sections deal with rearing techniques, the external morphology of various stages, and the spatial and temporal distribution of the subfamily.
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The monograph includes a treatment of
the heliothentine fauna of Canada, the
United States, and Mexico. The taxonomic status, period of flight and distribution of the 147 included species are
considered. Over half the species have
been reared from the egg stage by the
author. The food plants and adaptation
to food plants of the individual species
are discussed, and the immature stages
described. The adults of all species and
the ultimate-stadium larvae of more
thatn half the species are illustrated in
colour. Emphasis is placed on distin.guishing similar species.
The monograph includes a check list of
valid species and their synonyms, and
also a list of heliothentine food-plants.
An extensive bibliography to the
Heliothentinae is presented. Eight new
species are described, 23 lectotypes are
designated, and 40 nominal species relegated to synonymy.
The author, formerly employed as an
insect taxonomist by Agriculture
Canada, has published four previous
books on moths. In 1984, he was
awarded the Karl Jordan
Medal by the Lepidopterists'
Society for outstanding research on the com earworm
complex. To purchase A
Monograph to the North
2llJ1llD
American Heliothentinae, send a cheque made
payable to D.F. Hardwick to: Ms. Julia
Hardwick, 535 Highland Avenue, Ot·
tawa, Ontario, K2A 2J8, Canada. Price:
Canada: Perfect Binding $70 + $10 S &
H, Hard-covered $95 + $10 S & H, U.S.:
Perfect Binding $50 + $10 S & H, Hardcovered $70 + $10 S & H. (Watch for a
review ofthis monograph in the next issue
of Ontario Insects - Eds.)

~

Recent Book Reviews
A Field Guide to Butterflies of Texas reviewed by John W. Bran in Annals
of the Entomological Society of
America, Vol. 89(61: 906, November
1996
Butterflies ofthe Florida Keys - reviewed
by Boyce Drummond in Annals of the
Entomological Society of America,
89(5): 770-771, September 1996
The Butterflies of the West Indies and
South FLorida - reviewed by James A.
Scott in The Quarterly Review of Biology 71(31:417, September 1996
Bug Explorers (computer programl multimedia review in Publishers
Weekly, page 32, November 25/96
Insects of the Great Lakes Region - reo
viewed in Entomological News 107(5),
NovemberlDecember 1996
Insects Through the Seasons - reviewed
in Entomological News 107(41, September/October 1996
Orthoptera Species File - a systematic
catalogue (Volumes 1- 51- reviewed in
Entomological News 107(4): 247

Worth Reading About
Chemical Communication: Chemical
Communication in Honey Bees by Gene
E. Robinson, Science 27(5257): 18241825, March 29/96
Biological Pest Control: Risks ofHost
Range Expansion by Parasites of Insects
by David W. Onstad and Michael L.
McManus, Bioscience 461(6): 430-435,
June 1996
Insect Bites: Rating Insect Repellents by
Ruth Winter, Consumer's Digest, pp.
59-62, July/August 1996, When Insects
Bite, Let Nature Bite Back by Joyce
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Pierdinock, CountryJournal 23(3):7476/ May/June 1996
Orthoptera: What's The Difference between Crickets and Grasshoppers by B.
T. Aniskowicz, Nature Canada
25(3):10, Summer 1996

October 1996
Insect Transfer Experiments: Monarch Transfer: A Real Concern? by J. B.
Keiper and A Reply by Lincoln P. Brower
et al (two letters), Bioscience 46(8): 562562, Sept. 1996

Antler Flies: Storm in a Teacup - The
Passionate Life ofthe Antler Fly by Russell

Restocking Nature: Returning the Natives (includes Schaus Swallowtail) by

Bonduriansky, Seasons 36(2): 27-28 and
31, Summer 1996

Don Stop, Audubon 98(6): 54-60 and
120-123, Nov.lDec. 1996

Insect Control: Solar-Powered Fly Controller by Lawrence Pickens, Electronics Now 67(6): 40,77-78, June 1996
Insect Hearing: How Well are Frequency
Sensitivities ofGrasshopper Ears Tuned to
Species-Specific Song Spectra by Jens

Meyer and Norbert Eisner, Journal of
Experimental Biology 199(7): 16311642, July 1996
Biodiversity: Biodiversity Gets a Big
Boost by Dan Falk,The Toronto Star,
page F8, August 18/ 1996
Studying Endangered Insects: The
Collector (about Jon Shepard of British
Columbia) by Ross Sullivan, Nature
Canada 25(4): 16-17, Autumn 1996
Termites: Nature's Wrecking Crew by
Garry Hamilton, Nature Canada 25(4):
44, Autumn 1996
Insect Vision: Secrets in a Fly's Eye by
Rosie Mestil, Discover 17(7): 106-114/
July 1996; The Eyes ofBees by Kathleen
Spiessbach, Discover 17(9):32, September 1996
Insect Stamps: Netting Butterflies by
Les Rimes, Canadian Stamp News
21(13): 9, November 12 - 15, 1996
Monarch Butterflies: The Winter Palace by W. S. Merwin, Orion 15: 44-53,
Winter 1996; Monarch Migration by Brad
Williamson and Orley Taylor, The Science Teacher, May 1996,pages 26-29;
Measuring Monarchs by Paula Donham
and Dr. Orley Taylor, Dragonfly, September/October 1996.
Gourmet Insects: Bugs for Breakfast by
Peggy Thomas, Cricket 24(1):11-12,
September 1996, The Bug Banquet by
Sherrill Kushner, Faces 13(2): 33-37,
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Insect TV Series
This fall, the Discovery Channel aired
a six-part series called "Amazing Lives
of Insects". This excellent series of halfhour programs covered various topics
related to insects - with one episode
devoted to the monarch butterfly. We
will let you know if The Discovery
Channel plans to air this series again.

Microcosmos In Toronto
It only took one year of preparation, 3

years of shooting, and 6 months of editing, sound editing and mising for one of
the most unusual and impressive films
ever to be made. This one hour and
twenty minute film was winner of
Grand Prize Technical Achievement at
the 1996 Cannes Festival in France. Film
makers Claude Nuridsany and Marie
Perennou of France actually built the
film equipment they used - including
filming by remote-control helicopter and
computerized remote-control camera
robot. The music and cinematography
provided a very haunting mysterious
tone to the film. The stars of the show
included a seven spot ladybird, swallowtail butterfly, bee gathering pollen,
long-tailed blue butterfly, Bergundy
snails, argiope spider, processionary caterpillars, polistes wasps, sacred beetle
and water striders. Gregor Ehrlich of Interview magazine said that the film is
"as fascinating as it gets. Will leave you
bug-eyed". Released in Canada by Alliance Releasing. Thanks to T.E.A. members who informed us that it was showing at the Canada Square Theatres.

Journey South Program a Success
Hundreds of classrooms from across
North America participated in the first
Journey South program. Classrooms and
individuals created paper monarch butterflies which were sent, along with a
message of greeting, to Minnesota, to
be shipped to the Children's Museum
(Museo del Ninos) in Mexico City. In
_Ontario, some classrooms made origami
butterflies. Others translated their message of greeting into Spanish. The first
symbolically-tagged paper monarch
butterfly received to initiate the program
was sent in by Fred and Norah
Urquhart. In the end, over 40,000 paper monarch butterflies, weighing in
excess of 860 pounds, were shipped to
Mexico compliments of UPS.

Register for Journey North 1997
Journey North begins again on February 2nd. The program studies and monitors the movement of many animals via
first sightings (robins, hummingbirds,
whales, loons, orioles, whooping cranes,
bats) and others via satellite (bald eagles,
caribou, manatees). An extensive study
is made of the northward migration of
the monarch butterfly from Mexico.
Last year, hundreds of classrooms from
across Canada and the United States participated. Visit Journey North at: H'ITP:/
/WWW.LEARNER.ORG/12. You can register
by sending an e-mail request to: IN-REGISTER@ LEARNER.ORG.
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Don Jt Bug Me!
Puzzles, etc.
This month by Matt Hold'"

Instructions
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A Puzzle within a Puzzle!
1. Dipteran criminals
3. 1914 was a big year for this order
5. A soulful butterfly of the far north
7. Rich Damselfly
9. Sweet-smelling tree moth
11. Ichneumon
13. Terminal sense organs

Answers in the next issue!

Notice to Contributors

2. Corixid
4. P. americana
6. Curried Papilionid?
8. Hard-topped wanderer
10. Suppressed development
12. Wing spot
14. Stilts, water giants & striders

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable format of a similar
content journal leg: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, Summaryl. Feature articles should
be both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews should be of titles published
within the last three years. Puzzles
should be original. Guest columns for
Entomophilia may encompass any subject related to the love of insects. Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any other submission. Original artwork should be line drawings in pen and
ink or a good photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Text editing is done in Ami Pro 3.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 4.0. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk would be appreciated. Submissions via e-mail are also welcome.
Please forward all submissions and
questions to the editors (see inside cover
for address). There are no page charges,
however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.
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Letters
-------~
Correspondence wanted:
I'm very interested in the itaxonomy,
zQobiogeography, and general ecology
of, primarily, but not only, e. U.S. and
Canada species of Lepidoptera (esp.
butterflies), all tiger beetles,
Siphonaptera, and Odonata. I'd greatly
appreciate being able to correspond with
anyone in your organization with similar
interests and to exchange reprints or
information by whatever platform
possible. I'm especially interested in
how the studies of these groups supports
and illuminates the bigger issues of
conservation biology and/or biological
diversity.
Donald H. Miller
Dept. Science, Lyndon State College
Lyndonville, VT 05851
Fax: (802) 626-9770
Tel.:office (802) 626-6246
E-mail: MILLERD@QUEEN.LSC.VSC.EDU.

On Colour & Behaviour:
In the ten years I have been filming
butterfly activity and reading about their
behaviour, I have encountered two
mysteries which, perhaps, your readers
can help me resolve. 1. I am intrigued
by the viceroy caterpillar's practice of
constructing a ball of leaf and silk during
.its first instars. This ball is solid and
hangs like an ornament from the mid-rib
of the leaf being eaten. I cannot
determine any function for the ball, yet
it seems to have determined to a great
extent the behaviour and physiology of
the viceroy. 2. There is no commonly
accepted explanation for the dramatic
colouration of non-aposematic
butterflies. It seems to me that Benjamin
H. Pending's book, Factors in the
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Distribution of Butterfly Color and
Behavior Patterns- Selected Aspects
offers a highly plausible theory, yet I
have heard no discussion of it.
I am making a nature documentary on
the behaviour of temperate zone
butterflies and any comments on the
above questions would be greatly
appreciated.
Also, I would love to hear from anyone
who has had success breeding Canadian
tiger swallowtail butterflies or who has
pupae available for sale.
Yours truly,
David McCallum
394 Meadowcrest Rd.
Kingston, ON K7M 3S5
Tel.: (613) 389·1126

Moth collecting project in
Northeastern Ontario:
As part of a Masters thesis, being
undertaken at the Faculty of Forestry,
University of Toronto, I am looking for
people willing to assist me in moth
collecting, for a one to two week period
this summer, 1997. The project involves
examining the diversity of moths, using
light traps, at a variety of sites that have
been logged or burned, 5 and 30 years
ago.
I will be doing this field work in
northeastern Ontario, over three 2-week

periods, each starting approximately at
the beginning of the months of June,
July and August. I will provide room
(in a cabin with showers and electricity)
and board. You would help me carry
equipment, take notes, and sort
specimens. Any help in identifying
moths would be useful if you have this
experience. If you are interested in
volunteering for a week or two, please
contact:
Rosalind Chaundy
33 Willcocks St.
Toronto, ON M5S 3B3
Tel.: (416) 968-7110 (Home)
E-mail:
CHAUNDY@LARVA.FORESTRY.UTORONTO.CA

Significant new Canadian Odonata
records, 1973-1997. Request for help
Several people have suggested that I
assemble significant records of Canadian
Odonata that have occurred since Walker
and Corbet (Odonata of Canada and
Alaska, Volume 3) was published in
1975. A 25-year update (1973-1997) would
be appropriate (Corbet's cutoff date for
inclusion of data in Volume 3 and the
addendum therein was 1973). This idea
was stimulated by the recent
announcement that the three volumes of
Walker might be reprinted soon. Whether
continued on next page...

Membership directory update:
Have you moved? Do you have a new telephone number or
E-mail address? We would like to know so we can update our
Membership Directory. Please send changes to:
Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, ON L4G 2Kl.
Tel.: (905) 727-6993, Email: A.HANKS@ACI.ON.CA
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such a list would be published as part of
the reprinted volumes or if it will end up in
a scientific journal has not yet been
determined, but I would bet on the latter.
Anyway, I have agreed to produce such a
list. I'd like to restrict the taxa included to
those recorded in Canada only since 1973
and to those others for which our knowlege
of distribution or status has significantly
changed (new provincial records, more
records of particularly rare species,
significant range extensions or infillings of
really large distributional gaps). I'm rather
dependent on colleagues helping me out by
sendingpublishedand unpublished records.
I'll be going through the literature, but I may
miss something, and I won't know about
all the unpublished material. Perhaps the
easiest way to do this is for me to prepare a
rough draft of the records I know about and
send it around for corrections and additions.
In the meantime it would be good to get
any unpublished records so that I can
include them right away. If you have any,
I'd be grateful if you could send complete
collection! sight record data (summarized
for large numbers of records of a single
species). I'll include the 1997 season in the
final list. All those supplying information
will be acknowledged in print.
I hope to complete a manuscript by
October 1997. I'd be happy to receive
any comments on this idea. And thanks
very much for your help.
Rob Cannings,
Royal British Columbia Museum, P.O.
Box 9815 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, B.C.
Canada V8W 9W2
Tel.: (250) 356-8242 (w);
Fax (250) 387-5360
E-mail:
RCANNINGS@RBML01.RBCM.GOV.Bc.cA

Notes From The Editor's Desks
This is our fIrst issue of Ontario Insects
as editors, and we would like to thank
those who have contributed. Thanks
should also go to Phil Schappert, Phill
Holder, Jon Hyslop and Andrea Kingsley
for their contributions to the production
of this issue.

If you are thinking of submitting an
article for the next issue, please do! As
well as articles, we would especially
welcome pictures. We can scan both
your pen or pencil drawings, and even
prints and slides of local insects. And
we promise to get them back to you in
the best condition Canada Post will
allow (or we can return them at the
meetings). With your support we hope
to keep Ontario Insects at the high
standard the previous editors, Phil and
Pat Shappert, maintained.
In this issue we have some great articles,
including the third and final installment
of Marvin Gunderman's treatise on the
tiger beetles of Ontario. Also, we have
an article on pollination by megachilid
bees in Ontario, which among other
things describes the problems facing
Ontario populations of these often
overlooked and underestimated bees.
This issue also contains an article on the
identification of Galerucella beetles, the
biological control used against that
"scourge" of the marshes Purple
Loosestrife. You can help monitor the
spread and success of these beetles
against loosestrife in Ontario. As the

calender teases us into thinking that
summer is here (it's snowing as I write
this!), there is a method of finding some
insects, discussed in this issue, that can
be done even in subzero temperatures.
We find all of these articles interesting,
and we would like your feedback on
these and others published in future
issues. We believe that Ontario Insects
may not only be a forum for member
communication, but also an ideal place
to publish other items that members
would find interesting and relevant to
them. Although the prerequisite for
publishing in Ontario Insects is the
purchase of a T.E.A. membership, we
think that invited papers from outside
of the organization would be a benefit
if it piqued our interest or answered
some burning questions. What do you
think? If you have comments or
suggestions, pertaining to this or other
issues, they would be very welcome.
Lastly we have the list of Ontario
butterfly counts and field trips for the
oncoming summer (when or maybe if it
ever gets here - the weather forecaster
says it should arrive within the next year
and a half). We hope you will support
the efforts of the organizers and join in.
As for the tour of the butterfly
conservancy in Niagara, having been
there already we can tell you that it will
be an excellent trip. So come along and
l
join in!
Matt and Phil.

Andrea Kingsley
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With the rising temperatures come an increase in insect activity, so we should all be out there exploring our surroundings.
There are, of course, no meetings during the summer but they will continue in September. Organised activities during the
summer include many butterfly counts (see page 44 for a separate listing of these counts), as well as several organised walks
led by T.E.A. members. Also note the Algonquin Odonate Count, a new event and believed to be the first of its kind (see the
last issue of Ontario Insects for last year's results). And don't forget, please tell us of your success during the summer of
1997, on these outings, or on your own expeditions.

Field Trips
Saturday, June 28
Niagara Butterfly Conservatory. A trip to the newly-opened, very popular conservatory where we will see species of Heliconius,
Morphos and Parides as well as other tropical and semi-tropical butterflies. We will meet at 10 a.m. at the entrance of the
Conservatory (which is near the Niagara Parks Commission's "Floral Clock''). Please call Paul McGaw at (416)261-6272 for
details.

Saturday, July 19
Branchton Butterflies. As many as 49 butterfly species have been seen in the varied habitats along this adandoned rail line
near Cambridge on a previous TEA outing, including Broad-winged, Peck's and Delaware skippers. Michael van der Poorten,
who knows this area well, will lead the walk. We will meet in Cambridge at 9 a.m. Please call Michael at (416) 466-9013 for
details.

Sunday, July 27

--..........

Presqu'ile Provincial Park Butterflies and Dragonflies. 54 species of butterflies have been
recorded for the Park, including Arctic Skippers and Silver-bordered Fritillaries. We may add
to this list and start a park list of odonata species! Our leader will be Michael Gurr, a 4-year
interpreter at Presqu'ile. We will meet Mike at the park gates at 10 a.m. Please call Paul
McGaw at (416)261-6272 for details.

\.
,

......

\. \

~,

Other Events
Sunday, July 6th

Algonquin Odonate Count. Take part in this exciting new event, the day after the Algonquin
Butterfly Count. The count is open to all that are interested. Participants who are relatively
unfamiliar with dragonflies and damselflies will be paired up with experienced people, and this count is a perfect opportunity
for entomologists to learn more about some of Ontario's Odonata. All that is required is a good insect net if you have one,
and an interest in learning. Contact Colin Jones at (613) 637-2828, or e-mail (FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET) if you would like to attend.

See page 44 for Butterfly Counts happening this summer,
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As the summer approaches so too does the butterfly count season. Don Davis has kindly summarised below some of the
butterfly counts taking place in Ontario, with some information gleaned from the NABA website (HTIP:l!wWW.NABA.ORG).
Please note that in some cases, the date for the count has not been set or is tentative. At the time of this writing, the date for
the T.E.A. count has yet to be set in stone, so contact Paul McGaw @ (416)261-6272 for details. As interest increases more
counts seem to be popping up at new locations, so keep your eyes and ears open for others not included in the list, and let
us know of new counts. Count organisers, don't forget to let us the success of your count.

Saturday, May 31st
1't Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count: a count looking for northern favourites in pine forest. Contact: Colin D. Jones -.
(613) 637-2828; E-mail: FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET

Sunday, June 29th
3rd Annual Pinery Provincial Park Butterfly Count. Contact: Terry Crabe - (519) 243-8508; E-mail:

CRABETE@EPO.GOV.ON.CA

Saturday, July 5th
4th Annual Windsor Butterfly Count. Contact: Paul Pratt - (519) 966-5852; E-mail:

PPRATI@CITY.WINDSOR.ON.CA

3'd Annual Algonquin Butterfly Count. Contact: Colin D. Jones - (613) 637-2828; E-mail:

FRIENDS@MV.IGS.NET

9th Lake Dore Butterfly Count. Rain date is Sunday, July 6. Contact: Chris Michener - (613) 625-2263); E-mail:
CMICHENER@RENC.IGS.NET

Long Point Butterfly Count. Contact: Chauncey Wood - (519) 525-9140, ext 23742; E-mail:

CDWOOO@MCMASTER.CA

Saturday, July 12th
3rd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count. Contact: John Carley - (416) 766-1330; E-mail: JRC_ARCH@COMPUSERVE.COM
6th Orillia Butterfly Count. Contact: Bob Bowles - (705) 325-3149; E-mail:

BOWLES@BCONNEX.NET

Saturday, July 19th
6th Hog Island Butterfly Count. Rain date is Sunday, July 20. Contact: Chris Michener - ,(613) 625-2263); E-mail:
CMICHENER@RENC.IGS.NET

Saturday, August 9th
2nd Annual Point Pelee Butterfly Count. Contact: Dan Dufour - (519)322-0851; E-mail:

DAN_DUFOUR@PCH.GC.CA

Other Counts (Dates to be determined)
1st Ottawa District Butterfly Count. Contact: Peter Hall - (613) 733-0698; E-mail:

HALLP@EM.AGR.CA

Severn Township Butterfly Count. Contact: Nancy Ironside, 16 O'Brien Street, Suite 102, OriIlia, ON, L3V 5S2
Manitoulin Island Butterfly Count. Contact: Nancy Ironside, 16 O'Brien Street, Suite 102, OriIlia, ON, L3V 5S2
5th Durham Region Butterfly Count. Contact: James Kamstra - (905) 985-4497
2 nd Annual Middlesex Butterfly Count. Contact: Anne White - (519)457-6586; E-mail:
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Mexican Monarch Tour a True Adventure
by Don Davis

As my plane prepared to land in Mexico City on February
15th, I surveyed the rounded mountains of the Trans-Volcanic
Plateau in the distance in eager anticipation of seeing millions
of monarch butterflies that overwinter there. The actual
journey to reached these sites is indeed arduous. Leaving
Mexico City on a modern e~ressway and driving past a
scenic, snow-capped volcano, road conditions gradually
deteriorate - twisting and turning through the mountainous
countryside. Rural roads were sometimes extremely rough
and dangerous. It took us almost one hour to drive 12 km
from the town of Ocampo and up a mountain side to the El
Rosario sanctuary! The risk of an automobile accident is high.
Stopping at the base of a mountain called Herrada,
our timing was perfect as a river of monarchs - tens of
thousands of individuals - soared down the mountain,
following the twisting paved highway to seek moisture below.
Paid locals called "vigilantes" ensured their unhindered
movement and very slow speed limits were posted and strictly
enforced by police.
Staying at the Quinta Mitzi Motel in Tuxpan (elevation
5800 feet) gave us a brief opportunity to adjust to the higher
elevation. Many famous monarch researchers - Fred and
Norah Urquhart, Lincoln Brower, Bill Calvert and others have stayed here. Our unheated rooms were chilled by outside
temperatures as low as 39°F.
The first sight of millions of monarch butterflies is a
bit overwhelming - especially after huffing and puffing up a
45 degree mountain slope at 10,000 feet. On this warm day
at El Rosario, the sound of millions of monarch butterflies
flying in the air - wings hitting each other - resembled leaves
rustling in the wind. The ground was littered with hundreds
of thousands of dead monarchs - some showing signs of
predation by birds.

from British Columbia was producing a new monarch film
for The Discovery Channel. There I was, being filmed as
scores of monarch butterflies landed on my clothing! Biologist
Benigno Martinez asked me to convey his hand-written note
to Fred and Norah Urquhart, who remain highly respected
here. When the Urquharts first visited the area, superstitious
locals went into hiding - fearing the Urquharts would abduct
their children!
From a scientific standpoint, this trip was most
interesting. As opposed to four seasons, Mexico experiences
a dry and wet season. This was the dry season and no rain
had fallen for months. Discussions among our group of eleven
- now known as the "Monarch Mafia" - concluded that there
is a need to review and revise our knowledge, theories and
assumptions concerning the monarch butterfly and its
migration as we utilize new tools such as time-lapse weather
satellite pictures to separate fact from fiction. Deep down in
the mountain valleys, we found milkweed leaves bearing
monarch butterfly eggs and larva, and we found one fully
grown larva. Do the resulting adult monarchs migrate? At
the overwintering sites and in the valleys were many
flowering plants on which adult monarchs were feeding beautiful blue lupines, salvias, thistles, and so on. What role
do these flowering plants play?
There is much to learn. And for me, the adventure is
not yet over. A delegation from the Monarch Program will
be heading to Mexico at the end of April to meet with officials
near the overwintering sites to set up a system with incentives
for reporting the recovery of tagged monarchs. I have been
invited to join this delegation.

Tagged monarch butterflies have now become a
commercial commodity - fetching about $20.00U5. A smaller
fee is often charged to photograph them. Sadly, tag numbers
are often not reported. We discovered one individual in
possession of a monarch tagged last fall in Illinois. During
our trip, I discreetly tagged about 100 monarchs - hoping one
of these would make it back to Ontario!
A second sanctuary at Cerro Chincua had just opened
to the public for the first time. A new paved road twisted
and turned up the mountain. While the EI Rosario site has
become somewhat commercialized, with rows of stalls
creating a marketplace, there were none here. A film crew
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Megachilid bees and the pollination crisis
By Peter Hallett.

Some Natural History
Megachilid (= big jawed) bees are long-tongued "pollen bees"
that will nest in high density where nest sites are abundant.
Some are miners, carpenters in plant stems, or masons
building exposed nests, but most are lodgers in pre-existing
cavities in timber, stems, rock or snail shells. Usually the
female can be recognized as a megachilid by her conspicuous
abdominal pollen brush or "fuzzy tummy". Most commonly
she makes a few nests in beetle borings in wood, partitioning
each boring into a chain of half-inch cells with mud or a pulp
of chewed leaves. Leafcutters line the cells with leaf cuttings,
often using more than one shape. Carders similarly use felts
made from plant hairs. Other megachilids employ sticky
resins or various mixtures of mud, pulp, debris and resin.

cuckoo megachilids that lack pollen collecting tools {but have
precocious larvae equipped with sharp jawsl, tiny chalcid
wasps, bee flies and flesh flies, meloid beetles, stored products
beetles, pyralid wax moths, mesostigmatid mites, and the
devastating fungal disease, chalkbrood (a different species to
the one that afflicts honey bees). The long-ante~naed males
emerge first in spring, from the outermost more vulnerable
cells, to await the females. As the cells are in a linear chain,
emergence may involve awaking or digging through the
remains of the bee in the cell ahead. Mating occurs at the
nest entrance or on flowers. The industrious females may
make as many as three dozen cells in a flight period that can
be as short as 6 weeks.

Each cell is provisioned with a pad of pollen, nectar and
glandular secretions on which the egg is laid before the cell
partition is sealed. A protective empty cell or vestibule is
often placed next to the entrance plug of the boring. Times
vary with the species and climate but, to give some idea,
eggs may hatch at 2 days to 3 weeks, the full-grown larva
may spin a cocoon at around 5-6 weeks, with pupation at
about 9 weeks and the cocooned overwintering adult at
around 15 weeks; however, some species overwinter as a
prepupa. Amongst risks leading to a roughly 50% mortality
during development are: drowning if the nest is knocked in
the early weeks {the eggs and young larvae are often on the
surface of thin honeYl, scavenging fungi and moulds (partly
kept in check by beneficial acarine mites), well armoured

Megachilids excel in pollination, those that emerge early being
important for fruit trees. Pollination advantages over the
honey bee include visiting far more flowers, flying earlier
and later in the day and in less clement weather, scattering
pollen, significant pollination by the males, and the absence
of "scout" bees to narrowly focus activities on individual trees.
Major disadvantages are not producing honey or wax. My
Southern Ontario list has 25 native species (Grey, York,
Lambton, Halton counties). Two species are available
commercially (International Pollination Systems Canada, Box
241, Fisher Branch, Manitoba ROC OZO): the local blue-black
Osmia !ignaria {see the excellent little book by B.L. Griffin,
1993, The Orchard Mason Bee, ISBN 0-9635841-1-11 and
the introduced Megachile rotundata, the Alfalfa bee.

<

Andrea Kingsley
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A"Pollination Crisis"?

"So What Can I Do?"

S.L. Buchmann and G.P. Nabham (1996, The Forgotten
Pollinators, ISBN 1-55963-352-2) in a fascinating review of
pollination by insects, birds and bats, argue that we are at
the beginning of a pollination crisis: an increasing percentage
of North America is seriously disturbed by humans; some
pollinators have reduced ranges; and some plant communities
are doomed because they have lost species-specific
pollinators. Of course a "devil's advocate" might argue to the
contrary, that humans are naturally focussed on their
grandchildrens' survival, apd that farmers supply their own
pollinators when necessary. Long established examples of
biologically adaptive farming are the use of honey bees for
fruit tree and clover pollination, of long-tongued bumble bees
in New Zealand for red clover, and of huge artificial beds of
"alkali" bees for alfalfa. Grooved boards and special
machinery are deployed on an industrial scale to nest, harvest
and manage megachilid bees in alfalfa fields in Western
Canada. Tomatoes are now very successfully pollinated by
bumble bees within massive commercial greenhouses, and
sarcophagid blowflies similarly service brussel sprouts. In
its extreme the devil's view is that the planet remains
"overdiversified" -there are still more than enough bugs and
technological fixes to meet all needs.

As a naturalist you can directly or indirectly make many
people aware of the potential of a diverse flora and fauna by
discussing the issue with friends and workmates who, in turn,
will talk to their acquaintances if they judge the topic
sufficiently important. Such evangelism brings personal
responsibilities: if you are concerned about countering the
effects of habitat fragmentation then the management of not
only national parks, farms, city parks and "parkettes" matters
-but also what you do with your own garden!

The severity of the "pollination crisis" is not a topic on which
we will all agree; there is much information to be evaluated
and more that needs gathering. We depend on scientists,
politicians, lawyers and industrialists, farmers and beekeepers
to act wisely, ethically, and in good time. Meanwhile, it is
only sensible for the rest of us to assume that biodiversity is
a fundamental requirement for human survival and
happiness, and to individually do what we can to preserve it.
In any case there are obvious holes in the optimistic devil's
argument above. In general, scientific research has always
supported the idea that a highly diverse flora, with its
agricultural, horticultural and pharmaceutical promise, depends
on a corresponding diversity of pollinators -but habitats are
still being fragmented or eliminated by human actions. Being a
focus of financial investment and intensive research has not
spared the European honey bee its recent rapid devastation by
varroa mites. Insight does not guarantee sensible action: when
US farmers wisely created alkali bee beds in the 1940s, they
simultaneously ploughed the "waste land" for even larger
yields of alfalfa, leaving themselves too few wild nests to
reseed their failed bee beds in the 1960s. Commercial bumble
bee producers similarly depend on capturing wild queens in
the spring. In historic times the Western Canadian alfalfa
crop was pollinated by a variety of native bees that "looked
after themselves"; now it is dependent on a European bee
that cannot flourish unless intensively farmed.
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With very little trouble you can give the megachilids in your
local neighbourhood more nesting opportunities by drilling
numerous horizontal 3-6 inch holes of varying sizes between
3/16th to 3/Sth inch diameter in scrap timber. A good size for
the orchard mason bee is 5/16th inch, as she needs some
bending room to lay female eggs, but other species prefer
other sizes. The borings should be placed well above ground
level, shielded from rain, and oriented to catch the morning
sunshine during the spring. If nests are few in the first year
they should multiply by a factor of 2-6 in the second year. Or
you might wish to consider hanging drilled wooden blocks
or bundles of paper straws under your eaves; it's best if these
are secured so that the nests are not disturbed by the wind.
It's very important to avoid disseminating chalkbrood, so put
out clean nesting material each year and sterilize the old (e.g.,
rebore the holes in timber, rinse with diluted bleach, and
store for next year). Planting wild flowers or letting a few
weeds flourish is a good idea. Although megachilids can use
a variety of flowers it is probably a good idea if you include
white and yellow flowers with simple shapes and short
corollas for any short-tongued pollen bees that may be nesting
in undisturbed soil.
The dedicated naturalist might consider constructing
observation nests, such as by drilling sticks lengthways,
splitting along the top of the boring, wrapping with stretchable
kitchen plastic, and reassembling the stick with rubber bands.
Expect to find more than you bargained for, such as signs of
parasitism and predation by a wide variety of insects, or
hunting wasp cells loaded with spiders and insect prey.
Annual observation nests will allow you to monitor the insect
biodiversity of your neighbourhood, and discuss the
pollination crisis from direct experience.
There is really no risk in this enterprise, with the possible
exception of disseminating chalkbrood. Solitary bees will not
sting unless pinched, and then only weakly. There is very
little expense or effort in putting out nests, and there should
be a lot to enjoy. As an entomologist, think about actually
doing something for your native bees and flowers, even if
your garden is small and near a city centre.
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Earwigs
Is this the year of the earwig?
That creepy crawly bug.
The one thing I hate worse than

Is this the end of the insect
net as we know it? ~
CORDLESS INSECT
.
DISPOSAL VACUUM. This
Iiintweigh(battery-powered device
lets yoU quickly capture and dispose
of insects at a comfonable distance
without ever having to touch them.
Flies. spiders and bees are suctioned
by the 14.000 rpm fan. and drawn
into a sealed disposable cartridge
(included). Lined with a non·toxIc gel
(harmless to humans and petS), the
cartridge traps and kills insects.
Powered by a built-In rechargeable
battery. Comes with one disposable
cartridge. ABS plastic. 24" L. (1 lb.)

50700A

a "lowly" garden slug.

$49.95 .

Six AddlUonal DIsposable

Cartrldaes.

5070IA

$29.95

Now as a city dweller
With lawn and garden small,
I get shudders of revulsion when
You wanted to see
a better insurance company.
So didtve.

I find them in my hall.

Tu find oul more, Colli us bt.'tw~11
8 am.OO midnight. nstmt, Munda}' to Friday.

1 800 269-9242
C~
rnTTTTn
W.... wh.t!JOus.,,,
~ .....tn(".ua:IM~~t=rr.l_
. ........
. . "-"'/ro~lIr(IIICUlon_
....~~lirufo!,l .. ~
...... ~d~."t.Jl:........dU;a....

Into our house they slink about
In bathtub and in sink,
And every time we find one
Our hearts begin to sink.
They eat our gladiolas
And our roses too,
In our shrubs and morning glories,
Each day they hide anew.

They must
have read
Heather
Middleton's
article in
our last
issue!

+-

So please Mother Nature,
one year please delay,
And keep these pesky creatures
Far far away!

Thanks to Phil Schappert for submitting these two
humorous entomologically-oriented advertisements,

PJ
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Field Identification of Galerucella Beetles:
Biological Control Agents of Purple Loosestrife
by

J. E. Laing and J. E.

Corrigan

Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph

Purple loosestrife Lythrum salicaria is a herbaceous perennial
that was imported to eastern North America early in the
nineteenth century. It has spread westward from its original
range and can now be fOl,1nd across Canada. The plant is
easily recognized by the presence of spikes of bright pinkish
flowers that stand on top of 4 to 7 foot stalks. Purple loosestrife
is an aggressive invader of wetlands, marshes and riparian
meadows. It forms dense, monospecific stands that displace
native plant species, reducing the diversity of natural plant
communities. Few Canadian animals utilize it as a food
source, so it forces the native wildlife out of the habitat. On
an annual basis in North America, it is estimated that 190,000
hectares are lost to purple loosestrife with an estimated
economic impact of 45 million dollars. Two species of leaffeeding insects of the family Chrysomelidae, Galerucella

calmariensis and G. pusilla have been released against purple

loosestrife in North America.
The biology of the two species is very similar. They
overwinter as adults in the soil, becoming active in mid to
late May and feeding on the leaves and new shoot growth of
the plants. The eggs are laid in small batches on the basal
parts of the stems, shoot axils and lower sides of the leaves
in June and July. Each female is capable of producing about
500 eggs. The eggs hatch in about one week and the larvae
feed on the leaves, moving from the top to the bottom of the
plant. On completion of feeding they pupate in the soil. Egg
to adult development takes about 6 weeks, after which the
adults emerge and feed prior to going into the soil to
overwinter. There is usually one generation per year.

Adult Galerucella. Many times magnified.
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for adult beetles. Without touching the plant, look closely for
beetles on the foliage, particularly at the growing tips of the
shoots. If beetles are not seen, turn the stem on its side to
reveal the undersides of the leaves. Try to avoid handling
the plants roughly as this will cause the beetles to jump off
the plant. As the season progresses, look for "windowing"
feeding damage. This damage is produced by the larvae as
they eat the leaf tissue, leaving only a clear epidermal layer.
If a plant is found with windowed leaves, look for larvae on
leaves lower down on the plant. Towards the end of the
summer (August-September), the adults produced from the
summer generation will be actively feeding. Look for feeding
damage and adult beetles on the smaller, more tender plants

Galerucella egg mass. Egg masses are difficult to find in the

field. With the naked eye, they have a "salt and pepper"
appearance caused by the frass put on the eggs at
oviposition by the female. An egg mass usually consists of
2-10 eggs.
The best time to start to monitor for presence and/or activity
of the beetles is when the loosestrife plants are 8" to l' high
(generally late May to early June in southern Ontario). Look
for plants with small holes in the leaves ("shot-hole" feeding
damage). Examine any plant showing this damage closely

Feeding (shot-hole) damage inflicted by adult
Galerucella beetles.

Life stages of the Galerucella beetles. Clockwise from 7
O'clock: eggs, mature larvae, pupae, adults. About 2X
natural size.
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or shoots at this time of the year. Purple loosestrife is eaten
by very few other insect species. Shot-hole damage observed
early in the season is a very strong indicator of the presence
of Galerucella beetles.
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Gaierucella larva. The larvae look like tiny caterpillars
with black heads and yellowish bodies. They are usually
found on the underside of the leaves and are solitary
feeders in their later instars.

Feeding (windowing) damage inflicted by Gaierucella
larvae. The larvae often make elongated, trench·like
windows in a series of leaves going down a plant stem.
The adult beetles are light brown and about 3 to 5
millimeters in length. Some individuals will be more lightly
coloured along the middle of their back than at the edges of
their elytra. The adults are slow moving and will tend to fall
off a plant when it is handled. The adult Galerucella should

not be confused with flea beetles that can be found on purple
loosestrife plants in the late summer. The flea beetles are
slightly larger, black in colour and will jump strongly when
disturbed.
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The Tiger Beetles of Ontario, Part 3:
Final Notes and a Complete Checklist
by Marvin Gunderman
This series began with a general overview on tiger beetles
[Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(1), Sept. 1996]. That article was
followed -by a detailed synopsis of the Cicindela species that I
have captured with notes on their date and locality of capture
and their habitat preferences [Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(2),
Jan. 1997]. This article will describe the locality and habitat
which supports the cicindelids which I have not found, but
others have. I will end this article with a complete checklist
of Ontario cicindelids based on collection data and recent
literature.

Cicindela hirticollis rhodensis Calder
Wallis (1961) notes that this is a widespread species in Canada
yet it is sparsely distributed in Ontario. It prefers lightcoloured sand adjacent to water, especially large bodies of
water (e.g. Atlantic Ocean, Nova Scotia, R.Lauff, 1996,
pers.comm.). In fact it was quite common along the sandy
shores of the Great Lakes until recently. Development and
shoreline destruction have seriously reduced their numbers
to the point where C. hirticollis is considered scarce (Graves
and Brzoska, 1991). Malcolm Campbell (pers.comm.) has
collected C. hirticollis in Sand Banks Provincial Park (prince
Edward County) and Long Point Provincial Park (HaldimandNorfolk County).

Cicindela patruela patruela Dejean
This species shows a strong resemblance to C. sexguttata
sexguttata. Wallis (1961) noted that C. p. patruela was found
in only one spot in Canada: Constance Bay (Ottawa-Carleton
County) on the Ottawa River. This sandy spot supported jack
pine, sweet fern and blueberry. A nearby forest offering a
coniferous/deciduous mix seems to be impo:rtant to this
species. In Ohio, Graves and Brzoska (1991) have found it in
pine-oak forests while in Ontario it has been collected by Jeff
Skevington [see Ontario Insects, Vol. 2(1)] on a trail through
a similar forest in Pinery Provincial Park (Lambton County).
This is still the rarest tiger beetle in Ontario but Jeff
Skevington's recent find gives me hope that population
pockets exist elsewhere as well.

Cicindela sexguttata denikei Brown
This species is found only in Northwestern Ontario along
the Laurentian Highland. The type specimen was collected
in Ingolf but other collecting sites include: Malachi, Sioux
Narrows and Kenora (all in the District of Kenora). Cicindela
s. denikei can be found in habitats which include rocks and
gravelly soil adjacent to conifers such as pine or spruce
(Wallis, 1961).

Cicindela lepida Dejean
This species thrives on pure white or pale yellow sand away
from vegetation (Wallis, 1961; Graves and Brzoska, 1991). It
seems to be sparsely distributed but this may be due in part
to its cryptic colouration and small size (relative to most
cicindelids). Nevertheless it has been recently collected: in
St.Williams (Haldimand-Norfolk County) by Steve Marshall
(pers.comm.); near Ottawa by Michael Runtz (pers.comm.)
and in both Johnstown (Leeds and Grenville County) and
Hepworth (Bruce-Grey County) (University of Guelph Insect
Collection). Cicindela lepida appears to be more heat sensitive
than most cicindelids and therefore it ceases activity during
the heat of mid-day (Graves and Brzoska, 1991). Interestingly,
Graves and Brzoska (1991) note that C. lepida is often attracted
to lights at night. This would make it the second in Ontario
that exhibits this behaviour (my second article noted this
behaviour for C. punctulata punctulata).
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Notes related to habitat sharing.
I introduced an interesting observation in my second article
regarding the presence of four species of Cicindela occupying
the same habitat (a sand pit \n a field near Elgin, Ontario). I
have returned to this site for four straight years during August
and have summarized the presence/absence of each species
above (including their life-cycle types as outlined by Graves
and Brzoska, 1991).
I am usually cautious when presented with data like
these. There are many factors which contribute to the
complexity of an ecological process (e.g. predation,
competition and environmental factors) and in this case I
have isolated none of them. The only trend that seems clear
is that each species appears to follow it's life-cycle type: the
summer type takes 1-2 years to complete it's life cycle while
the spring-fall type takes 2-4 years. Therefore, I expect that
spring-fall cicindelids will be absent in some years due to
little or no emergence of adults. Their longer development

time may also increase the risk of parasitism. For example,
this sand pit has a healthy population of Bombyliid flies which
are parasites of tiger beetle larvae. In contrast, I expect that
the summer type (C. p. punctulata) will be present every year
and so far the data support this expectation.
Little can be said about habitat sharing at this point.
The habitat must be remarkable in terms of its soil type since
it is suitable for the larvae of four species of Cicindela and it's
support for tiger beetle prey. A few more years of observations
will probably be enough to indicate whether this sand pit
can continue to support such a rich mix of cicindelid species.
Cicindela r. repanda may be gone already.

Literature Cited:
Graves, R. C. and D. W. Brzoska. 1991. The tiger beetles of
Ohio (Coleoptera: Cicindelidae). Ohio Biological Survey
Bulletin New Series Volume 8 (4): 42 pp.
Wallis, J.B. 1961. The Cicindelidae of Canada. University of
Toronto Press. 74 pp.
Special thanks: Sincere thanks to the following biologists
who collaborated with me at various times with regards to
tiger beetles specifically and insects generally: Malcolm
Campbell, Randy Lauff, Steve Marshall and Michael Runtz.

Checklist of the Tiger Beetles of Ontario
_Cicindela duodecimguttata Dejean

_ Cicindela purpurea auduboni LeConte

_Cicindela formosa generosa Dejean

_ Cicindela purpurea purpurea Olivier

Cicindela hirticollis rhodensis Calder
_ Cicindela lepida Dejean
_ Cicindela limbalis Klug
_ Cicindela longilabris longilabris Say
_Cicindela patruela patruela Dejean

_ Cicindela repanda repanda Dejean
Cicindela scutellans lecontei Haldeman
_ Cicindela sexguttata denikei Brown
_ Cicindela sexguttata sexguttata Fabricius
_acindela tranquebarica tranquebarica Herbst

_Cicindela punctulata punctulata Olivier
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Searching for Underwater Odonata
by Matt Holder
Many adult insects are attractive and interesting to watch.
Although we explore our surroundings looking for insects
and may feel we know quite a bit about certain insect orders,
the individuals seeked are most often adults. Part of the
problem is that few works detailing the identification of
immatures are available, except technical papers and
monographs. Some lepidopterists exhibit interest in
caterpillars because a number of books do exist that illustrate
some of the immatures that we are likely to see. Also, because
moths and butterflies are tightly linked to host plant species,
it is often worthwhile to look for caterpillars on host plants
outside of the adult flying season as a way of censusing a
population (and boosting up a trip list!). Unfortunately, they're
just not as attractive as the adults that fly by, and most of us
put little or no effort in looking for the larvae, although it is a
lot easier to catch a slowly crawling bug than a fast-flying one.
With the growing interest in dragonflies and damselflies,
I think it should be pointed out that looking for the aquatic
immatures of these insects is also important, especially since
some species are notoriously difficult to find as adults and may
be overlooked at a location. Despite the absence of a field guide
to them (but watch out for a book now in progress and probably
out in the near future), there are some techniques that will
allow you to identify them with relative ease. Below I outline
how you can capture and raise odonate larvae, and collect
voucher specimens without killing a single individual.

Catching Young Odonata For Rearing
The best thing about looking for odonate larvae (a.k.a. naiads
or nymphs) is that you can do it in almost any type of weather,
even when there are no other insects around. Mucking about
in water is a great way to cool off during the hot days of
summer, but if you have an intense craving for seeing some
insects during the dead of winter, you can just drill through
the ice over a lake or marsh and find some. I know that in
the early spring, just as the ice is melting leaving open patches
near the shores of small lakes and ponds, I can't wait for the
adult odonates to start flying so I go looking for larvae.
To catch odonate larvae, you do need some simple
equipment, besides gear necessary for the weather conditions.
First, you need an aquatic net. These nets can be ones that
you buy from a store or catalogue (e.g. BioQuip has a variety
of good ones to offer), or may be ones that you make yourself
out of old or new fishing nets. The ring must be strong enough
to survive the force of drag through water, muck and aquatic
plants, and the netting should be fine enough to be able to
capture the small larvae while being coarse enough to allow
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Dragonfly larva by"Andrea
Kingsley. {Reprinted from
Dragonflies and Damselflies
of Algonquin Provincial Park
by permission of the artist}

mud to filter through. Try your own experiments with
different net frames and net bags to see which suits you better.
Personally, I own both a store-bought net and a homemade
one, and both serve me well.
Other equipment needed to catch odonate larvae
include rubber waders (especially needed in cooler weather)
or rubber boots, a pale open container to sort through your
net's contents (a white dissecting pan, or even a big white
bowl will do), and containers to place your catch. It is best to
keep each larva in a different container for the trip home as
a larger nymph could very well cannibalize a smaller
individual, even of the same species!
Looking for larvae doesn't take a lot of skill, just a
little bit of knowledge. Odonate larvae may be found in a
variety of aquatic habitats, from marshes to lakes to streams.
Many can be found by using your net to sweep aquatic plants
underwater, especially along the edges of water bodies.
Others may be found by dredging the bottom with your net,
especially clubtails and skimmers. In water bodies with
muddy substrates, such as lakes, ponds and marshes, it is
often enough to just scoop up a net full of mud and carefully
pick through it when placed in your pan. In rivers and streams
with a current, it is best to carefully disturb the pebbly bottom
with your feet as you travel upstream, while your assistant
(everyone has one of these, right?) holds the net downstream
of you, scooping up the stuff th~t floats down. If you are
unable to find an assistant, you can do this yourself by
carefully walking backwards upstream, disturbing the bottom
with your feet and holding your net in front of you so that
larvae dislodged by your feet will be scooped up. Be especially
careful when you are walking backwards, however, as you
may lose your footing and be swept downstream in a strong
current, or plunge into a deep hole when looking the other
way! Some odonatists use fine-meshed seine nets to help them
pick up floating larvae, but most people do not have access to
one and the expense may not be worth it unless it is used with
frequency. Care must be taken when kicking up the bottom,
otherwise you could damage the very animals you are trying
to catch, as well as other animals and plants; a motorized water
pump has even been suggested to reduce impact on the habitat.
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When you have caught one or more larvae, take note of
the microhabitat from which they came (e.g. pond bottom, water
plants near shore, between submerged tree roots), and place
them in containers. It is a good idea to also collect some of the
aquatic vegetation and/or substrate to place in its aquarium so
as to simulate its natural environment. Some Odonata are as
habitat specific as Lepidoptera are to host plants, so it would
also be helpful to take notes of the habitat, such as the typical
aquatic plants, the substrate type, and the water depth.

Rearing Your Odonate Larvae
One of the best ways to identify odonate larvae is to keep
them alive until they transform into adults and then identify
the adults. The larvae of a great many species have been
discovered using this method. All you need to do is to roughly
simulate the natural environment and give them as much
care as you would a pet fish.
Any size of aquarium may be used, but it should be
remembered that nymphs of different sizes should be
separated to prevent them from preying upon one another.
Substrate similar to that found at the collection site should
be placed in the bottom of the tank, and aquatic plants should
also be introduced to provide cover preferred by some species.
Water does not have to be heated or treated (but try to use
pond water), and lack of oxygen is not usually a problem as
long as there is not too much decaying matter; however, it is
always best to oxygenate the water with an airstone and/or a
pump if you have them.
Larvae are relatively easy to feed, but sadly, there is
no commercial "Odonata Food" on the market. For many of
the smaller larvae, all that is needed is for you to go to the
nearby marsh or pond and scoop up some water with your
aquatic net. The tiny water organisms that you capture, such
as Daphnia and beetles, may then be placed into the larva's
aquarium to give it a prey base. Larger larvae may be given
larger prey, such as small minnows, tadpoles or smaller
odonate larvae! They are not particularly picky and will go
after anything that comes too close.
Feeding larvae is a truly fascinating activity. Most of
us are aware of the extendable "mask", the fiercesome labium
or lower lip used to capture prey. Few of us, however, have
had the opportunity to see this weapon in action. By looking
through the side of the aquarium, you are able to watch that
larva wait in ambush until that juicy tadpole swims within
striking distance, then closely observe the larva shoot out its
labium and capture the squirming meal.
In preparation for the emergence of a larva, you should
provide it with some structure that projects above the water's
surface, such as several sticks. Some species are poor climbers,
so a flat piece of wood or rocks piled up to a level above the
surface should be placed in the tank to allow the larva to crawl
out of the water. Also, a net or cage should cover the top of the
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tank, unless you wish to have an adult dragonfly or damselfly
flying around your bedroom (something I have experienced
many times!). If you can identify the newly emerged adult
(called a teneral) then you can release it back into the wild after
it has been identified. Otherwise, you can keep it in a small
terrarium II use a small plastic terrarium with a holed lid bought
from a pet store) until it dries and hardens, showing its colours
and facilitating an easier identification.

Collecting Exuviae
To substantiate a record, it is necessary to either collect an
individual or take a perfectly diagnostic photograph. Collecting
usually means the killing of an individual, and some people
have ethical problems with it, but by collecting the shed skin,
or exuvia, of an emerged odonate, you can fully support a record
without killing anything. After rearing a larva, it is important
to keep the spent exuvia for reference, especially as the emerged
adult will facilitate a more accurate I?) identification.
Exuviae may be collected in the wild by scouring the
rocks and emergent plants along the edges of water bodies.
Look especially for newly emerged adults sitting on or near
their shed skins for the easy identification of the exuviae (use
the same procedure as above if you cannot identify the teneral).
Exuviae should be labelled with the date, location and collector,
and placed in a protective container. I place exuviae in empty
film cannisters to keep them, but they may also be pinned and
placed with the rest of your collection (if you have one).

Identifying Larvae and Exuviae
Besides rearing larvae or catching wild adults with their
exuviae, many references have keys for the identification of
larvae. The three volumes of the Odonata of Canada and
Alaska have good keys for most of our species. Needham
and Westfall's 1955 work, A Manual of the Dragonflies of
North America has keys for many of our dragonfly species
(all of the ones described up to that time). The new
Damselflies of North America by Westfall and May, a
companion to Needham and Westfall (1955), has very
comprehensive keys for the larvae of damselflies. Also good
for general information pertaining to finding and keeping your
larvae/exuviae is Collecting Dragonflies and Damselflies
in Atlantic Canada by Paul-Michael Brunelle.
Even if you can't identify an exuvia, it is still important
to collect it and keep it safe, then show it to an expert for
proper determination. Some rare species are often detected
only by their exuviae, such as the Extra-striped Snaketail
Ophiogomphus anomalus. Recently, a species of clubtail new
to science was first detected by exuviae! More importantly,
it can be fun to raise your own dragonflies and damselflies,
learning about their interesting and voracious behaviour as
immatures, and collecting important specimens without
killing a single odonate.
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports

~

------------------------------------

January
Daphne Svenningson

Photographing Insects
Duncan Roberston welcomed the
members and guests to the first meeting
of 1997. The speaker for the day was
Daphne Svenningson. She spoke about
the equipment to use, what camera
settings are best for photographing
insects, and provided many other helpful
hints to the members. A ring flash and
tripod is important for insect
photography, and other helpful
equipment include insect rearing boxes,
containers, clothes pins. Crickets,
katydids and grasshoppers are easy to
find, but one must know where to look
to find many insects. They are not always
in the sun on top of a flower, but instead
may be in glades, woods, underneath
leaves and on the backs of flowers. For
Lepidoptera it is best to raise them
yourself and photograph them in the
early morning when they are still cool
and not as active. For the best effect,
spider webs should be photographed
early in the morning, especially in the
fall when frost begins to form. Her slides
illustrated not only the best of her
photography but also the mistakes.
After the speaker was thanked, the
business meeting commenced following
a short break. The treasurer reported that
there was $1587 in the regular account;
$1821 in the atlas account; and $6880 in
the GIC. There are 164 members on the
list with 44 unpaid. Other business
included the following: J. Eberlie and T.
Holmes will be examining the common
names of butterflies and making a report;
the summary of Lepidoptera is in
progress; and discussion about a mail
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agreement with Canada Post so that we
can get a cheaper rate for Ontario
Insects. Members were asked to think
about field trips for the year.

February
Peter Kevan

Insect and Flower Relationships
Duncan Robertson welcomed 25
members and 5 guests to this meeting.
The speaker for the day was Peter Kevan
of the University of Guelph. Dr. Kevan is
interested in the pollination relationships of
plants and insects, and conservation and
environmental issues, and fully conveyed
his interests during his talk.
The business meeting began after the
speaker was thanked. The treasurer
reported that the regular account has
$1418; the atlas account $1842; and the
GIC $6903. There are 167 members on
the list with 26 unpaid. There was some
correspondence: Craig Gatehouse who is
taking a program in outdoor recreation
sent the TEA a questionnaire about what
the TEA does regarding conservation.
Alan filled out the questionnaire and
returned it; the Computer Management
Committee of the Ottawa Field
Naturalists sent the results of their study
on how various groups use computers;
Jonathan McBride of the Bronx, NY
wrote a letter asking for information
about some insects. Alan reported that
the yearly summary is nearly complete
and he hopes that it will be complete for
the April meeting. It will include reports
on the Gorgone Checkerspot. There was
information about seasonal employment
at provincial parks. There was some
discussion about field trips for the season
and it was suggested that John Ambrose
of the Zoo could do a pollination field trip.

March
David Gaskin

Insects along the Rio Frio in Texas
Duncan Robertson welcomed members
and guests to the meeting. The scheduled
speaker had to cancel at the last minute
but Paul McGaw was able to get David
Gaskin of the University of Guelph to
come to speak to us. Dr. Gaskin has spent
much time in the Rio Frio area studying
insect diversity, especially of butterflies.
He noted that in this area, the butterfly
diversity is greatest near the river, and
drops off the further away you go. He
looked at differences in heavily vs
moderately vs lightly grazed areas;
ungrazed areas vs mown areas; and
"enhanced" areas (Le. ones where deer
are kept out). The area has a number of
important nectar plants including Indian
Blanket, Frostweed, Boneset, and Yellow
Crown-Beard. He has noted that there is a
great difference in sizes of butterflies and
that there are many dwarf forms in the drier
parts. He noticed that in areas that are often
flooded, there was no difference in
Lepidoptera abundance, but in areas subject
to drought, Lepidoptera numbers fell to less
than 10%. He also enlightened us with his
behavioural study of individual butterflies.
His slides and humour really brought the
area alive for us.
After expressing our gratitude to the
speaker, business matters were
discussed. The treasurer reported that
the regular account has $1435.93; the
atlas account has $1843.08; and the GIC
has $6903.32. There are 168 members,
24 of whom are unpaid. Information
was received of the Marsh Monitoring
continued on next page...
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MONARCH@FALCON.CC.UKANS.EDU.

Monarch

Notesby

Don Davw

~

This project is funded by Environment
Canada and The Monarch Watch. The
Mexican component is sponsored in part
by the Monarch Butterfly Model Forest
Project (Michoacan, Mexico). Dr. Keith
Hobson can be reached at:
HOBSON@SASK.USASK.CA.

Monarch Larva Monitoring Project
Dr. Karen Oberhauser of the University
of Minnesota is looking for v6lunteers to
participate in a monarch butterfly larval
monitoring project. Participants would
need access to a reliable location in which
milkweed grows - preferably of at least
an acre in size, although smaller sites may
be acceptable. You would need to be
willing to monitor the site at weekly to
ten-day intervals. Monitoring would
involve keeping track of how many
milkweed plants you check for eggs or
larvae, and the number of individuals
observed. Please contact Dr. Oberhauser
at: KOBER@BIOSCI.CBS.UMN.EDU.

Although milkweed remains classified as
a noxious weed in Ontario, many seed
companies and larger nurseries have
seeds and young plants for sale.
A.tuberosa and some hybridized varieties
.are available for planting in your butterfly
garden. Bobby Gendron, an 18 year-old
dent from California, has studied and
ultivated milkweed extensively. He
ecently released an electronic catalogue
isting the seeds of 19 milkweed species
he has for sale. You may contact Bobby
at: BGENDRON@PACBELL.NET.

their natal origin. This method has proven
successful in studying birds. Last
summer, volunteers across North
America reared monarchs on foliage of
milkweeds exposed only to natural
rainwater. Of these volunteers, 88 of 99
returned samples of plants and butterflies
to Dr. Keith Hobson and Dr. Len
Wassenaar of Environment Canada
(Saskatchewan) for analysis.
Initial results are promising and it is
suspected that further analysis for carbon
isotopes and sulphur content will allow
further pinpointing of the probable origin
of individuals in areas which show similar
hydrogen isotope ratios.
Studies continued during the past winter,
with Dr. Hobson and Dr. Wassenaar
traveling to Mexico to collect samples of
dead monarchs from various overwintering sites. As well, volunteers are
collecting samples of worn male
monarchs as they migrate northward this
spring for further analysis.

collaborative project was initiated in
1996 to determine if hydrogen isotope
.easurements from monarch butterflies
uld be used as a means of determining

There is still a need for further sampling
from various regions of North America
in order to have a complete profile of the
isotope ratios in plants and monarchs for
all of Canada and the United States east
of the Rockies. Volunteers are needed
from New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan to rear
monarchs and send in samples for
analysis. Should you be interested in
participating in this project, please contact
Dr. OrIey ("Chip") Taylor at:

enort...continued from Drevious DQJze
rogram which is looking for
olunteers. There are several volumes
ublished of a new series listing North
merican Insects. Correspondence
eluded a notice that Hugh Currie
oronto) and Dave McLeod (London)

have moved; Jeff Glassberg (of
Butterflies Through Binoculars
fame) has sent in a questionnaire to help
in the making of a new field guide for
butterflies of Northeastern North
America.

Deuterium Studies Update
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Monarch Butterfly Tagging
The Monarch Watch is a collaborative
network of students, teachers, volunteers
and researchers investigating the
monarch
butterfly
migration
phenomenon and its biology. The goals
of this non-profit organization are to
further science education, to promote
conservation of monarch butterflies and
to involve thousands of students and
adults in a cooperative study of the
monarch's fall migration. To join the
Monarch Watch or to participate in their
Monarch Tagging program, please
contact Dr. OrIey ("Chip"l Taylor at
Monarch Watch, Department of
Entomology, Haworth Hall, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045, or contact Dr.
Taylor at: MONARCH@FALCON.CC.UKANS.EDU.
Check out their website at:
HTTP://WWW.KElL.UKANS.EDU/- MONARCH.

Journey North Monitoring Monarch
Migration
As the northward migrating monarchs
invade the southern United States,
Journey North and 1500 classrooms in
Canada and the United States are
following this movement via first
sightings reported bye-mail. On April 7th,
Charles Covell reported seeing monarchs
in Louisville, Kentucky, as did Chip
Taylor in Oklahoma. Noted birdwatcher
Paul Pratt of Windsor spotted monarchs
in Tennessee recently.
Regular monarch migration updates are
archived at the Journey North website:
HTTP://WWW.TIES.K12.MN.US/- JNORTH.

Please support this program by sending
a report of your first monarch sighting
to: IN-REPORT@LEARNER.ORG. Other species
being monitored by Journey North include
common loon, Baltimore oriole and bats.
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Damselfly Atlas:

Summer 1997 F.O.N.lnsect Field Trips:

Paul Catling and Vivien Brownell have
recently compiled Ontario Zygoptera
records from all of E.M.Walker's
published papers dated from 1900 to
1952, and have produced an atlas of these
records using dot-distribution maps. A
brief discussion of historical collecting in
Ontario and changes in habitat, among
other useful information, precedes the
maps, one for each of Ontario's 41
damselfly species (and two subspecies)
found before 1952. These maps give a
rough idea of species ranges during the
first half of this century. For the price of
$10, you can receive a copy from the
authors at 2326 Scrivens Drive, Metcalfe,
Ontario KOA 2PO.

The Federation of Ontario Naturalists and
Canadian Nature Federation are holding
a Joint conference in Windsor, Ontario
from August 14 to 17/97. Among the field
trips being held in conjunction with this
conference are the following:

Endangered Species in Canada:
Leslie J. Evans Ogden, who wrote a report
on the monarch butterfly in Canada last
year, is preparing a database of endangered
species in Canada. She is particularly
looking for information concerning
invertebrates that may be at risk.
Kindly pass your comments on to:
Leslie J. Evans Ogden,
71412.1300@coMPusERvE.coM

E-mail:

Odonata Preliminary Atlas:
As a result of the first investigation of
Ontario Odonata, a report will soon be
available presenting dot-distribution
maps for each of Ontario's 159 species of
dragonflies and damselflies. Both
historical and recent data were used to
create the maps and records of different
ages are differentiated using symbols, an
aid to determining apparent distributional
changes. Contributors will receive a free
copy, but others may order a copy in
return for the cost of printing and postage,
as yet undetermined. Write to Don
Sutherland, Natural Heritage Information
Centre, P.O.Box 7000, Peterborough,
Ontario K9J 8M5, or fax (705) 755-2168
for more information.
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Field Trip #3 - Ojibway Prairie and
Savanna Complex: Dragonflies and
Damselflies
Forty-six species of odonates are known
from just the Ojibway area. This
workshop will help participants learn the
common dragonflies and damselflies of
southern Ontario. This is also a good time
of the season to search for southern
species such as Spot-winged and
Wandering Gliders and Eastern
Amberwing. Half-day trip.
Field Trip #6 - Butterflies of Point Pelee
National Park
Many southern butterflies such as the
Giant Swallowtail, Hackberry, Tawny
Emperor and Snout should be flying at
this time of the year and migrants such
as Monarchs are building in numbers.
Southern strays such as Fiery Skipper,
Pipevine Swallowtail and Gray
Hairstreak are also possible. For
conference information, contact Karen
Cedar, Conference Coordinator at:
PARKREC@ClTY.WINDSOR.ON.CA,INTERNET.
From the F.O.N. Excursions Quarterly,
we note the following trip:
Bird, Botany and Butterflies of Carden
Alvar (near OriIlia) on Sunday, May 25/
1997, led by T.E.A. member Bob Bowles.
Conference and Excursions Quarterly
brochures are available in Toronto at the
F.O.N. office located at 355 Lesmill Road
(Hwy. 401 and Leslie St.). Phone (416)
888-8419 or 1-800-440-2366 to register.
Fees apply. Registration limited.

information on lady beetles and their
preferred habitat across Canada, and to
assess the impact of introduced species
on native species. Participants search for
lady beetles and fill out reporting cards
on any of the 13 chosen species. For
further information, contact The
Canadian Nature Federation, 1 Nicholas
Street, Suite 520, Ottawa, Ontario KIN
7B7 or phone (613) 562- 3447. Scott
Plunkett can be reached at:
EPICCNF@WEB.APC.ORG. Also, check out the
link to the Lady Beetle Survey web site
at: HTTP://WWW.WEB.APC.ORG/-CNF. Folk
singer Arlo Guthrie even sent in a report
about a southern lady beetle!

Presqu'i1e Butterfly Checklist Compiled:
T.E.A. member Mike Gurr, who has
worked during the past few summers at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park, has just
compiled a draft checklist of 53 species
of butterflies seen to date in the park.
Previous checklists had simply been
inventories of the species that were
known to exist, with little or no
commentary as to why those particular
species occurred. The number of species
noted is relatively small in comparison
to the number of species known to occur
in the surrounding area. Old files and
field notes from past naturalists that were
reviewed by Mike lacked sufficient
documentation concerning a number of
previously reported species, such as Dion
Skipper, Two Spotted Skipper, and
Milbert's Tortoiseshell. Mike consulted
recently with T.E.A. past president Dr.
John Eberlie to review the Presqu'ile
Butterfly cUecklist. Dr. Eberlie was able
to contribute a new species - Broadwinged Skipper - to the checklist. Mike
would appreciate hearing from any other
T.E.A. member or other person who has
documented butterfly sightings at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park.

Lady Beetle Survey Update:
The Lady Beetle Survey is part of the
Canadian
Nature
Federation's
Endangered Plants and Invertebrates in
Canada program. Over 9000 people from
across Canada have participated to gather
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The Bookworm
FORTHCOMING
BUTTERFLY BOOKS· AN
UPDATE
The Butterflies of Canada by Peter
Hall, Ross Layberry and Don
Lafontaine
The University of Toronto Press and the
National Research Council are copublishing The Butterflies of Canada
due out in spring 1998. This first
comprehensive book on all the 293
butterfly species ever recorded in
Canada is co-authored by Peter Hall,
Ross Layberry and Don Lafontaine.
The book has introductory chapters on
topics such as Canadian geography and
butterfly distribution, the history of
butterfly study in Canada, butterfly
conservation and butterfly observation.
There is a separate account for each
species with distribution maps and 32
colour plates (12 of immatures and
adults in nature with habitats and 20
specimen plates based on new
digitalized technology showing upper
and undersides). Specimens for the
identification plates were photographed
by John Folwer of Almonte, Ontario.
Much of the information in the book is
based on the Nationa Lepidoptera
Collection in Ottawa. However, it also
llses photos, specimens and data from
contributors across Canada (there are
close to 90,000 location records now on
the data base used to produce the
<llstribution mapsl. This five-year project
is nearing completion with the
manuscript now in the hands of the
publisher.
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Western Field Guide to the
Butterflies by Paul Opler
The manuscript of the new Western
Field Guide to the Butterflies is due
to the editors at Houghton Mifflin in
spring 1998, and the projected
publication date is spring 1999. Amy
Bartlett Wright is preparing all new color
plates, illustrating as many of the
butterflies as possible in lifelike
postures. In addition there will be an
abundance of photographs of living
butterflies, and accurate range maps as
in the Eastern Field Guide. A completely
new text is being drafted by Paul Opler.
(Thanks to Peter Hall and Paul Opler
for updating us about these important
works).

Don Davis

Worth reading about
In the 24 Jan 97 edition of Science are
three articles of general interest to those
of us who follow Monarchs and other
butterflies with something of an
ecological perspective:
1. "Much-Studied Butterfly Winks Out
on Stanford Preserve", a Research News
article by Ellen McGarrahan, pp 479480 reviews studies of an isolated colony
of the Bay Checkerspot.

The threatened species had been in
decline in this area, but this last year's
count came back empty. Much of the
article muses on the ethics of
intervention (which Stanford chose not
to do). The difficulty is, intensive
counting is itself an intervention, and is
speculated to have contributed to the

~

decline. Additional speculation rests on
too small an ecosystem to withstand the
extremes of California weather, and
additional changes in the habitat by
removing grazing animals which may
have kept the butterfly food, California
plantain more competitive. Food for
thought as we worry about the effects
of roadside mowing of milkweed.
2. "Geographic Distribution of
Endangered Species in the United
States", A.P .Dobson, J.P.Rodriguez,
W.M.Roberts, and D.S. Wilcove; pp 550- .'
553.
This article does not deal with butterflies
or even insects. The focus is on
endangered plants, birds, fish and
molluscs, but the implications on
Lepidoptera can be considered in the
same light. The article identifies a
number of "hotspots" of threatened
biodiversity, and has nicely illustrated
US maps colored to indicate level of
endangerment by county. They also
map areas with high correlation in loss
of diversity between taxa. While I'm
not trained as an ecologist, it is my
understanding that the long-term
survivability of any ecosystem is at least
proportional to its biodiversity, and that
dependence may even have an exponent
significantly greater than one. You
REAL ecologists out there might want
to set me straight on this point. The
authors propose that currently
endangered and threatened species may
be better protected by setting aside a
relatively small proportion of the
country for that purpose.
3. "Science and the Protection of
Endangered Species", a News

continued on next page...
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...continued from previous page
Persectives article by H.Ronald Pulliam
(Science advisor to the Secretary of the
Interior) and Bruce Babbitt (Secretary
of the Interior); pp 499-500.

Insect Photography I: The Magnificent
Mantis in PSA Journal 63(1): 12,
January 1997
Insect Photography II: The Miniature
World ofInsects in Photo Life 22(3): 17
·20, March/April 1997

They discuss effects on endemic species
(i.e. somewhat localized) not only due Insect Robotics: A Cricket Robot by
to agriculture and urbanization, but also Barbara Webb in Scientific American
introduction of exotic species, and man's 275(6): 94-99, December 1996
re-engineering of nature (dams, drainage
Insects and Caribou: Effects of Insect
ditches, channelization, etc). They also
Harrassment on the Behaviour of the
point out that while many species are
still in serious decline, some, such as Riviere George Caribou in Arctic 49{4J:
375-82, December 1996
the bald eagle are recovering due to
recognition and elimination of causes. Millipede Defences I: A Long-Secret
They support the need for increased Weapon of Millipede is Unveiled by Les
knowledge. This article can be found in Line in New York Times 146(50714):
an enhanced version in Science Online, . BlO, Feb. 25/97
HTIP://WWW.SCIENCEMAG.ORG/

Many of the kinds of observations we
have shared over the last year in this
newsgroup may well lead to more
directed research and ultimate
protection of species such as the
monarch butterfly, and many others,
whose value we have not yet begun to
understand.

Millipede Defences II: The Littlest
Porcupine by Dawn Stover in Popular
Science, p25, January 1997
Monarch Butterflies: On The Track Of
the Monarch Butterfly by Bill Rankin in
National Wildlife 35(3): 46-51, April!
May 1997

Other titles

Montreal Insectarium: What's Buzzin'
at the Insect Zoo in Ranger Rick 31(3):
40 - 45, March 1997

Ant Life: It's a Sister-Bat-Brother World
by T. Adler in Science News
150(19):295, November 9/96

Moths: The WhistlingMothsofNambung
by John Alcock in Natural History
105(8): 32-35, August 1996

Ant Lions: Naughty? Nice? or Neutral in
Organic Gardening 44(4): 22, April 1997

More Moths: Moths Come to Light in
National Geographic 191(3): 40 - 47,
March 1997

Bee Mites: Bees and Keepers Tackle
Mite-y Problem by Christine Mlot in
Science News 151(6): 92, Feb. 8/97
Book Reviews: What Bugs You (short
reviews) in Emergency Librarian
24(2): 52-53, NID 96
Butterfly Wings: Message in a Mottle
by Mary Beth Aberlin in The Sciences t
37(2):10-11, Mar/April 1997

New at the R.O.M. Library:
Caddis(lies {Trichoptera} of the Interior
Highlands ofNorth America by Stephen
R. Moulton II and Kenneth W. Steward
(Memoirs
of
the
American
Entomological Institute - Volume 56).
Published
by
the
American
Entomological Institute, Gainesville,
Florida - 1996

Coast·to·coast Moth and Butterfly
Survey:
This project - directed by the Canadian
Wildlife Federation - tracks moth and
butterfly populations in order to
investigate habitat loss and ecosystem
health; to learn more about which plants
are most attractive to which moths and
butterflies; and to assess the merits of
butterfly gardening. Participants keep
watch in their backyards, school yards,
parks, or by the porch light at night and
report sightings of white admiral, red
admiral, painted lady, mourning cloak,
monarch, tiger swallowtail, black
swallowtail, luna moth and polyphemus
moth. Contact Canadian Wildlife
Federation, 2740 Queensview Dr.,
Ottawa, ON K2B 1A2, or telephone 1-800565-6305. E-mail: INFO@CWF-FCF.ORG.
Check out their web site at: HTTP://
WWW.CWF-FCF.ORG.

Oceanic Insects: Where Insects Fear to
Tread by Josie Glausiusz in Discovery
18(3): 26, March 1997
Tracking Insects: The Wired Butterfly:
the world's tiniest radar tags are making a
Rocky Mountain butterfly - and its ecology
- easier to follow by Mark Caldwell in
Discovery 18{2}: 40 - 48, February 1997

Insect Humour: The Sultan ofSplat by
Mark Wheeler in Discovery 18(3): 3235, March 1997
Karner Blue: The Lupine and the
Butterfly by Kim Mitchell and Cathy
Carnes in Endangered Species
Update 13(10-11): pS6(2), Oct-Nov 1996
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Bug Me!

Puzzles, etc.

ThO; month by Phil Schoppe>'t

.

~

Notice to Contributors

Instructions
to Authors
Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original art·
work, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable format of a similar
content journal (e.g.: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Summary). Feature articles should be
both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the .
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the
last three years. Puzzles should be
original. Guest columns for Entomophilia
may encompass any subject related to
the love of insects. Opinions may take
the form of letters to the editor, feature
articles, or short communications.
Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork
should be line drawings in pen and ink
or a good photocopy of colour works.
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Answers to last issue's puzzle: 1 - Asilidae (a.k.a. robberflies), 2 - boatman,
3· Grylloblattodea (1914 was the year that this order's first representative was
described, by E.M. Walker), 4· cockroach (as in "american", Periplaneta americana),
5 . Arctic Blue, 6 - Spicebush (Swallowtail), 7 - kewelwing (should have been
"jewelwing" {genus Calopteryx}; there was a typo in the puzzle!), 8 - rove beetle,
9 - rosy maple (a.k.a. green-striped mapleworm Dryocampa rubicunda), 10 - diapause,
11 - parasitoid, 12 - pterostigma, 13 • cerci, 14· Hemiptera.

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensed CD-ROM collections and edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 and Adobe
Photoshop, with final page layout in
PageMaker 5.0. The original is printed
on a 600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or art·
work on disk would be welcome. Submissions via e-mail are also welcome.
Please forward all submissions and questions to the editors (see inside cover for
address). There are no page charges,
however, submissions from non-memo
bers will require a membership purchase
prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.
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Notes From The Editor's Desks
Firstly, we would like to thank those
members who submitted material for
Ontario Insects. Thanks should also go
to Phill Holder and Andrea Kingsley for
their invaluable help with hardware and
illustrations. We hope thai you enjoy
reading the present issue, and would love
to hear your comments.
This issue signals the end of summer, and
most butterfly and insect counting for
1997. To mark this occasion we have an
issue of Ontario Insects packed with
butterfly counts. There was a total of 18
counts submitted from a variety of regions
within Ontario, most of which are
published within the follOWing pages; the
remainder, and others submitted later this
fall, will be published in the next issue.
These counts are not only a great way to
spend a day, but are also a valuable
resource for future comparisons of
diversity and abundance. Congratulations
and thanks to those who took the time to
organize, run, and write-up these counts!
We hope these counts can become a
regular and large part of Ontario Insects.
We have amended the nomenclature and
taxonomic order of the submitted counts
to follow the North American Butterfly
Association's list, a way to standardize all
of the counts in order to compare them
more readily. For the purpose of using
submitted count data, we will place in
the next Spring issue of Ontario Insects
(Volume 3, Number 3) a copy of a
butterfly collecting form, as well as a
World Wide Web site so people can
download the form directly. StandardiZing
the collection form will reduce confusion
on common and scientific names, which
we hope has not happened in this issue
but apologize in advance if it has. Such a
form also ensures that with the species
counts the necessary environmental
conditions, site data and counter
information are included, resulting in even
more valuable data!
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In future issues of Ontario Insects, we
intend to publish the butterfly counts
which did not make it into this issue, and
hope to include counts and observations
of other insect groups, such as the
AlgonqUin Odonate Count. We are, after
all, an entomological organization which
has members interested in various insect
groups, and we would like to reflect the
organization's interest through this
newsjournal. If you have any interesting
observations of insects, both Lepidoptera
and non-Lepidoptera, we would like to
hear about them and so would your
colleagues and friends within the TEA.
We hope to publish a summary of
interesting non-Lepidoptera seen during
the summer in the next issue (January),
but we need to hear about them first! The
deadline for submissions for the next issue
is January 7, 1998.
Also, as Phil and Pat Schappert did last
year, one of us would like to announce
his exit from the editorial staff. Matt will
be leaving to pursue further academia in
the Maritimes, and will be unable to
continue as co-editor of Ontario Insects

after the Spring issue. Matt had only
offered to help out the replacement
editor(s) for Phil and Pat, and did not
intend, at first, to take as active a role as
he has. Phil will continue to edit Ontario
Insects (as it presently stands), but it is a
big job for one person. If you have the
time and/or skill, and would like to help
Phil co-edit (or offer any assistance) in
future volumes of Ontario Insects, please
contact us at the phone number or
addresses listed on the inside front cover.
Despite the changing of editorial staff, we
hope to maintain and improve the quality
of Ontario Insects initiated by the
previous editors.
Finally, speaking of Ontario Insects
editors, we would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate the past
president and editor Dr Phil Schappert for
receiving his Ph.D. During his time with
the Toronto Entomologists' Association,
Phil did a great job in getting Ontario
Insects in the state it is now (or the state
to which we aspire). We are glad to hear
he did as well with his research as he did
with this newsjournal!
Matt & Phil.
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Treasurer's Report (1996·1997)
Alan Hanks.

Presgu'ile .
Trip Report
By Paul McGaw and Carolyn King

Below is the TEA Financial Report for the 1996/97 season, the general account. If you
have not sent in your dues yet, please do so as soon as possible.
Balance Forward (May 24, 1996)
Income:
Memberships & publications
Interest
Donations
Bank transfer
Net Income
Sub-Total
Expenditure:
Printing - Ontario Insects
Printing - Annual Summary
Mail costs
Misc. printing, supplies & expenses
NABA count
Net Expenses

$72.63
$3,185.20
$2.02
$150.00
$100.00
$3.,43.222
$3,50985

$1,272.05
$956.94
$781.01
$382.46
$51.00
$3,44346

Current balance

Niagara Butterfly Conservatory·
Trip Report
By Paul McGaw and Caro~)ln King
We were very impressed by the
Conservatory, which was originally
planned as a tropical plant collection.
Although not very large, it is well designed
for vieWing and photographing both
butterflies and plants. During our visit on
June 28, we were given a tour of the the
greenhouses and rearing cages by
Assistant Curator Margaret Pickles, viewed
a private screening of the introductory
video and got an interesting behind-thescenes look at the facility. We did not

experience the crowding we had expected
on a summer weekend. We were asked
to use our tripods as monopods so as not
to inconvenience people, but there was
no problem seeing or photographing the
many butterflies that were constantly
around us or landing on us. (We will have
pictures of some of these at the September
meeting.) We were adVised, however, that
the best time to visit (at least at that time
of year) is 6:30 or 7 in the evening, when
the butterflies settle down more.

We had a very successful outing at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park on July 27. We
were led by Mike Gurr, formerly a
Naturalist at the Park. We saw only 22
butterfly species, but we aere able to
contribute to the new butterfly list shortly
to be printed for the Park. Our list
included a Dion Skipper, preViously
unconfirmed here. Rare sightings included
an Acadian Hairstreak and a number of
Appalachian Browns which we had a
chance to compare with Eyed Browns.
Black Swallowtail and Delaware and Dun
skippers were uncommon sightings in the
Park.
We were delighted to spot a number of
Odonata species particularly the more
spectacular ones such as Halloween
Pennant Celithemis eponina, Calico
Pennant Celithemiselisa, Widow Skimmer
Libellula luctuosa and Eastern Pondhawk
Elythemis simplicicollis.
We also paid a visit to a cottage property
adjoining the Park where a fellow moth
enthusiast had captured a several
interesting species including a Great Ash
Sphinx and a Snowberry Clearwing.
Many thanks to Mike for a good day.

Membership directory update:
Have you moved? Do you have a new telephone number or E-mail address? We would
like to know so we can update our Membership Directory. Please send changes to:
Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, ON L4G 2Kl.
Tel.: (905) 727-6993, Email: A.HANKS@ACI.ON.CA
2
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Upcoming

Programs

~

The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall, Room 314, but please note that the September meeting will start 30
minutes later at 1:30 pm. Metro Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station - follow the signs in the underground system. For
those arriving on the surfac~, Metro Hall is located at 55 John St., just up from the Metro Convention Centre.

Saturday, September 27th
Members' Meeting

This is your opportunity to show the other members what you've been doing
entomologically during the past year. Please bring slides (up to 20) of interesting insects
you've seen. Mounted specimens or prints are okay, too. Or just come along to see
what's new. Remember, this meeting starts thirty minutes later, at 1:30 pm.

Saturday, October 25
John Eberle
"My successes and failures in raising insects"
John Eberle has been a TEA member since 1969, and has raised insects for the past 60
years. His exploits have taken himto different parts of the globe, where he has raised
insects in Africa and England; for the last three decades, John has lived in
Northumberland County, the location of much of his recent insect "husbandry". Join
John in reliving those tremendous successes (and deflating failures) with insect rearing,
and be given some tips on how you may begin your own caterpillar farm.

Saturday, November 22
Glenn Morris (Biology, Erindale College, University of Toronto)
Singing Katydids ofthe]ungle
Dr. Morris has been a professor at the University of Toronto for decades and has
concentrated his research efforts towards the acoustic communication of Orthoptera,
especially in the family Tettigoniidae, the katydids. Although he has studied the
mechanics and ecology of singing in both temperate and tropical katydid species, his
slide talk will involve the singing of tropical katydids in particular. Hopefully, we'll
even get to hear some tape recordings of the more exotic species.
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Branchton· Trip Report
By Michael van der Poorten.

Nine people attended the field trip to
Branchton this year, on]uly 19. We were
lucky to have a great day weather-wise
and insect-wise. The Branchton walk is
an abandoned railway line that is
bordered by marsh, bog, and ponds. It is
an easy walk. Although billed as a
butterfly trip, we always look at whatever
else is there and use the expertise and
interest of the individuals who attend to
learn more. We saw 29 species of
butterflies this year, and although this was
less than usual, some of the less common
species were seen in unusual abundance.
We saw lots of gorgeous skippers Delawares, Dions, and Black Dashes and

Broad Winged Skippers; almost all the
hairstreaks (Coral, Banded, Hickory and
Striped); two blues (Eastern Tailed and
Spring Azure); a Great Spangled Fritillary,
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail and the natty
Baltimore. There were lots of odonates
as well. We managed to identify Fourspotted
Skimmer
Libel/ula
quadrimaculata, Common Baskettail
Epitheca cynosura, Eastern Forktail
Ischnura vel1icalis, Eastern Pondhawk
Erythemis simplicicollis and Twelvespotted Skimmer Libellula pulchella.
Numerous bluets and meadowhawks
eluded our identification abilities. Paul
McGaw identified ten moth species for

us as well. Among the more interesting
ones were Yellow Slant-line Tetracis
crocallata,
Snowy
Geometer
Eugonobapta nivosaria, Grape Leaffolder
Desmia ftmeralis and DelicateCycnia
Cycnia tenera. Plants were not ignored
either as those with botanical interests
pointed out the interesting plants of this
unusual area.
We also made a side-trip to Brantford to
see the Dorcas Copper, and we were not
disappointed - we found a colony of about
100 individuals, along with Crossline
Skippers, Black Dashes, Delaware
Skippers and Pearl Crescents.

Ontario Insects wants to know about your summer
adventures!
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Metro Toronto Area Butterfly Counts 1997
By Tom Mason.

Four counts were undertaken around the Metro Toronto area,
by Tom Mason, Gary Lee, Collin Anderson,. Carolyn King, Nancy
Pearson, Paul Smith, Charles Heller, Ann Mollett, Paul McGaw,
David Cottrell and James Kamstra.

Metro Zoo (MZ)
ThiS count was undertaken from 9:30aam to 11:30 am on July
1st. Counting was in the West Rouge River, and Settling Pond.
Each person covered 2km, with a 20km total area and 20 hours
by the group.

Twyn Rivers (TR).

was covered, 4 km by each team member.

Charles Sauriol Conservation Area (CS).
A total of 32 km was covered in this count, with 4krn by each of
the members present. The count was started late in the afternoon,
from 3:45 pm to 5:30 pm, with a total of 14 person hours.

North of the Zoo site (SR).
A total of 5krn was covered by foot on this count, and 7krn by
vehicle, North of the zoo site, at Sewells Road at the railroad
tracks. James Kamstra counted for 2.5 hours, and was the only
individual present for this count.

We started from the Twyn Rivers park at 11:45 am, and went
both north and south from there until 3:00 pm. A total of 40 krn
Common Name

Scientific Name

Black Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red Spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Silver-Spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudy Wing
]uvenal's Dusky Wing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-Edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio canadetlSis
1
Pieris mpae
1
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium titus
Celastrina fadon
Speyeria cybele
4
Phyciodes tharos
27
Phyciodes sefenis
8
Euphydlyas phaeton
Polygonia inJernJgationis
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
1
Vanessa atalanta
4
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 2
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
Limenitis archippus
4
Enodia anthedon
3
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymefa
14
Coenonympha ttlllia inomata15
Cercyonis pegafa
Danaus plexippus
5
Epargyreus claus
Tborybes pylades
1
Erynnis juvenalis
2
Ancyloxypha numitor
3
Tbymelicus lineola
300+
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
1
Polites origenes
Polites mystiC
10
lVallengrel1ia egeremet
1
Pompeius vema
Poanes hobomok
8
Euphyes vestris

Totals

38 Species
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MZ

415

11{

CS

9

3
4

8
2
17
1
2
1
5
24
18

SR

Total

2
1
7
4
6
1

8

2
5
1

2
14
20
6
35
2
2
2
9
51
136
40
1
3
1
7
23
15
18
10
50
146
141
2
41
24
23
5
23
1880
4
67
30
185
6
5
30
3

225

1593

3062

2

1
6
40

104
1

3
12
3
7
5
4
120+
70+
2
18
18
22
3
7
225+
4
54
26
120+
5
3

9

2

9
2
4

5
2
46
8
56

4
2

14
4

125+

13
1230

2
7

2

829

3
6

10
4
48
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Severn Area Butterfly Counts 1997
By Nancy Ironside.

Two "1st ofJuly" butterfly counts were undertaken in the Severn
area. The Manutoulin count was near the southwest shore of
Manitoulin, at Misery Bay eM), which is a new Provincal Park
Nature Preserve, by Margo Holt and Nancy Ironside. The Severn

count (S) was undertaken in the area between Orillia and
Coldwater, and areas north, and was supported by the Orillia
Naturalists' Club.

Common Namc

Scicntific Namc

Common Namc

Scicntific Namc

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Canadian TIger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Bronze Copper
Spring Azure
Silver-Bordered Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
Ivlilbert's Tortoise Shell
American Lady
White Admiral
Viceroy
Linle Wood Satyr

Papilio glaucus
4
Papilio catuldensis
Pieris tulpi
2
Hyllolycaetul byllus
Celastritul ladon
3
Boloria selene atl'Ocostalis
Cblosyne nycteis nycteis
11
6
Cblosyne banisii
Pbyciodes tbal'Os
39
Pbyciodes selenis
Polygonia comma
Nympbalis antiopa
Nympbalis milberti
Vmlessa virginiensis
Limenitis artbemis artbemis 38
6
Limenitis arcbippus
Megisto cymela
8

Common Ringlet
Eyed Brown
luna Arctic
Monarch
Northern Cloudywing
]uvenal's Duskywing
Columbine Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
European Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Common Roadside Skipper

Coenonympba tullia
Satyrodes eurydice
Oeneis jutta
Datulus plexippus
7borybes pylades
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Pampbila mandan
7bymelicus lineola
Polites origelles
Polites mystic
Poanes bobomok
Eupbyes bimacula
Amblyscirtes samoset

39
5
5
1
1
1
1
4
4
4194
4194
1
1
5
5
8
5
3
4
4
6
6

Total

31 Species

4369 115 4484

S

M Total

5
6
3
4
1
2
1
24
2
1
3
3
12

4
5
6
2
6
4
12
8

40
24
1
3
1
3
41
6
20

S

1\1 Total

5

4

9
14

7
21

7

14
18

Oshawa & Sunderland Butterfly Counts
ByJames Kamstra.

5th Annual Oshawa Butterfly
This year the Oshawa and south Durham Region count was
held 011 June 22. Seventeen participants in seven parties covered
the count circle centered on Raglan village. The unusually late
spring which delayed emerging dates for many butterfly species,
combined with the early count date, noticeably influenced the
results. Record high counts were tallied of several early species
such as Inomate Ringlet, Little Wood Satyr, Dreamy Duskywing,
Hobomok Skipper and Arctic Skipper. Even more noteworthy
was the presence of Eastern Pine Elfin and Silvery Blue. The
Silvery Blue seems to be undergoing a range expansion
southward since it was only first recorded in Durham R.M. three
years ago. It is now well established here. With all of the early
species, it is surprising that single individuals of three later
species were also noted: Common Wood Nymph, Banded

6

Hairstreak and Dun Skipper yet no Northern Pearly Eyes nor
Eyed Browns could be found.
It was apparent that significantly higher densities of butterflies
were recorded on the Oak Ridges Moraine (which runs eastwest through the middle of the count circle) than on adjacent
lands to the north or south. Habitats on the moraine occur mainly
on sandy soils, while elsewhere soils are primarily till.

The count was compiled by James Kamstra and the participants
included: Richard Aaron, Dennis Barry, Dana Bryant, Eric Bryant,
Margaret Carney, Dave Cattrall, Barb Glass, Lynda Kamstra,
Carolyn King, Les McClair, Paul McGaw, Rayfield Pye, Dale
Roy, Bev Porter, Mark Saunders and Norbert Woems.
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First Sunderland Count
A second, more northern butterfly count was held in the Regional
Municipality of Durham on July 6, 1997. The Sunderland count
circle is centered on the village of Udora and encompasses
parts of Uxbridge and Brock Townships. Part of Georgina
Township (York R.M.) lies within the circle but was not covered
this year. The area is about 40% forested and includes extensive
wetlands associated with the Beaverton River, Uxbridge Brook
and Pefferlaw Brook as well as Derryville Bog and Gibson Hill
Fen.

Common Name

Scientific Name

0

S

Black Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger SwailoWlail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
American Copper
Bronze Copper
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Pine Elfin
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Silver-Bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Harris' Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Gray COl1m1a
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias pbilodice
Collas eurytbeme
Lycaena pblaeas
Lycaena byllus
Satyrium liparops
CallopbT)'s nipbon
E/)en~s cOl1lyntas
Celastrina ladon
Glaucopsycbe lygdamus
Speyeria cybele
Boloria selene atrocostalis
Boloria bellona toddi
Chlosyne harrisii
Pbyciodes tharos
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryas pbaeton
Polygonia intel7ugationis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia progne
Nympbalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis a. artbel1lis
Limenitis a. astyanax

11

2
12

"'~JI
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51
9
28
22
1
7
4
1
4
8
38
9
1
17
7

39
2
1
2
7

1
31
6
14
2
1 2
707 490
75
2
1
1
8
4
1
1
13 7
13 67
1 1

Total

13
63
9
67
24
2
9
11

1
4
8
38
10
32
23
21
2
3
1197
75
2
1

1
12
1
1
20

The unusually late spring delayed emergence of some species
or extended the season for others. It was surprising to still record
Silvery Blue, Juvenal's Duskywing, and Arctic Skipper.
Unexpectedly high counts were tallied for Baltimore and
Northern Eyed Brown. The Two-spotted Skipper recorded near
Blackwater, is a new species for Durham R.M.
The count was compiled by James Kamstra and executed by
seven participants in four parties. The other participants were:
Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Brian Henshaw, Dale Leadbeater,
Rayfield Pye and Dale Roy.

Common Name

Scientific Name

Limenitis arcbippus
Viceroy
EllOdia antbedon
Northern Pearly Eye
Satyrodes eurydice
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes appalacbia
Appalachian Brown
Megisto cymela
Little Wood Satyr
Coenonympba Tullia
Common Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Monarch
Epargyreus claus
Silver-Spotted Skipper
Tborybes pylades
Northern Cloudywing
Erynnis icelus
Dreamy DuskYWing
Erynnis juvenalis
Juvenal's Duskywing
Pampbila mandan
Arctic Skipper
Ancyloxypba nUl1litor
Least Skipper
Tbymelicus lineola
European Skipper
Polites peckius
Peck's Skipper
Polites tbel1listocles
Tawny-Edged Skipper
Polites origenes
Crossline Skipper
Polites mystiC
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash Wallengnmia ege~met
A trytone logan
Delaware Skipper
Poanes hobomok
Hobomok Skipper
Poanes viator
Broad-Winged Skipper
Dion Skipper
Eupbyes dion
Eupbyes bimacula
Two-Spotted Skipper
Eupbyes vestris
Dun Skipper

0

S

77

Total

15
22
477
29
817 17
1964 60
1 4
34 99
43 9
61 4
16 1
6 1
41 1
43 56
472 4626
2 6
98 38
5
33 109
8
1
220 30
8
5
3
1 6

92
22
477
29
834
2024
5
133
52
65
17
7
42
99
5098
8
136
5
142

4967 6334

11301

8

1
250
8
5
3

7

80

2

Totals

55 Species

l ' .~
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4th Annual Windsor Butterfly Count
By Paul Pratt & David D'bondt.

Twenty-five participants enjoyed a full day of butterflying on
Saturday, July 5,1997. The centre for the Windsor count includes
Windsor, LaSalle, the lower portion of the Canard River,
McGregor, Maidstone and Tecumseh. The Ojibway Prairie
Complex received the majority of coverage. David D'hondt and
Paul Pratt covered the Spring Garden Prairie ANSI, Karen Cedar
led in Ojibway and Tallgrass Prairie Parks, Brenda and Ben
Kulon at Ojibway Prairie Provincial Nature Reserve, and Jeff
Larson and Maurice Bottes at Black Oak Heritage Park, and
laSalle Woodlot ESA. David and Fox D'hondt, Candace Newman,
and Jim McCoy covered McGregor Sewage Lagoons, Canard
River Conservation Area, and McCauliffe Woods Conservation
Area. The count was hosted by the Ojibway Nature Centre,
Windsor Parks & Recreation. The Friends of Ojibway Prairie
proVided a picnic lunch for all participants.

The unseasonably cold spring definitely hampered this year's
results. Most of the butterflies observed were those typically
seen during the monthofJune. European Skipper observations
increased 300%, from 361 in 1996 to 1001 this year. Silvery
Checkerspots observations increased by 475% (46 in 1996 to
217 in 1997). Count totals for the folloWing species experienced
significant declines; Banded Hairstreak, Great Spangled Fritillary,
Mourning Cloak, Silver-spotted Skipper, Delaware Skipper and
Black Dash. Butterflies missed in 1997 included Spicebush
Swallowtail, Acadian Hairstreak, Striped Hairstreak, Aphrodite
Fritillary, Eastern· Comma, Hoary-edged Skipper, Common
Sootywing, Mulberry Wing, Dion Skipper and Duke's Skipper.
Two species new to the count in 1997 were Baltimore and
Columbine Duskywing .

Last year 28 counts were held in Canada and 301 counts in
North America. Windsor reported the highest total for Canada
and was ninth overall with 56 species. We also recorded the
highest count for Hickory Hairstreak in North America. This
year 25 participants logged 30.5 party-hours to record 2,821
butterflies of 50 species.

Participants: Maurice Bottes, Karen Cedar, Gerry Clements, Cathy
Crowell, Paul Desjardins, David D'hondt, Fox D'hondt , Ryan
Giroux, Brett Groves, June Hurley, Russell Jones, Muriel
Kasimatis, Ben Kulon, Brenda Kulon, Jeff Larson, Kathy
Lesperance, Jim McCoy, Vicki McKay, Ron Morneau, Candace
Newman, Larry Onysko, Paul Pratt, Andy Simko, Elaine Sinnott,
Thelma Walker. Deb Waugh catered lunch.

Common Name

Scientific Name

Common Name

Scientific Name

Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage Butterfly
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Edwards' Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Spring Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Meadow Fritillarv
Silvery Checkers'pot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
crescent species
Baltimore
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Ladv
Red Admirai
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy

Papilio polyxenus
Papilio cresphotlfes
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena hyl/us
Satyrium titus
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanusjalacer
Satyrium caryaevorum
Everes comyntas
CelastrilUl argiolus
Speyeria cybele
Boloria bel/OIUl toddi
Chlos)me nycteis nyc~eis
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes selenis
Phycoides sp.
Euphydryas phaetol1
Polygonia interrogation is
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milbeni
Vmzessa vi18iniensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta rubria
Limenitis anhemis astyanax
Limenitis archippus

Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Southern Cloudywing
Northern Cloudywing
Columbine Duskywing
Wild Indigo Duskywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-Edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Black Dash
Dun Skipper

Lethe anthedon
Lethe eurydice
Lethe appalachia
Megisto cymela
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plex;ppus
Epargyreus clarus
1borybes bathylus
1borybei pylades
Erynnislucilius
Erynnis baptisiae
AncyloX)pha numitol'
1bymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystiC
Wal/engrenia egeremet
Pompe;us ver1Ul
Atrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes conspicua
Euphyes vestris

Totals

49 Species

8

Total

24
3

23
316

74
67
1

3
1
12
2

2
2

29
11
217

47
68
19
3
3
6
1

Total

13
3
1

342
75
59
58
16

32
1

1

38
1001
10

6
12
7

25

30
4

68
1

3

24
1
8

3
40

2816

Reserve Saturday, July 6th, 1998, for next year's count!
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3rd Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
ByJohn Robert Carley.

On Saturday, July 12, 1997, the Third Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-eight
counters, in eight parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street
West and Bloor Street West4
This year's count took place on a sunny, calm day with
temperatures ranging from 24°C to 29°C. The routes censused
included the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park,
Humber River, Etobicoke Creek, Sam Smith Park, the Lambton
prairie, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands"
in the city.
In total 4,305 individual butterflies were counted, of 43 species.
This species total is the highest of the 3 years in which the
count has been conducted. Two new species (Bronze Copper
and Spicebush Swallowtail) were added to the overall cumulative
list which now totals 49.
Compared to 1996, the overall numbers were down by a third
from last year's 6,069 individuals. The leading species was again
European Skipper, with 2509 tallied. The total of 249 Monarchs
more than doubled last year's total.
Of additional note was a Large Yellow Underwing Noctua
pmnuba seen at the Devilliers/Don Roadway site by R. Curry,

J. Carley and G. Carley. The individual was collected by R.
Curry.
The 1998 Count date is set for Saturday, July 11. Those interested
in participating in the 4th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
should contact the author at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto,
M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330.
The number of participants: 28 in 8 parties.
Total party hours: 44 hours.
Temperature: 24°C to 29°C; sunny; calm.
Observers: A. Adamo, J. Carley, G. Carley, D. Cattrall, T.
Christensen, Sean Compall, Stephen Compall, T. Cosburn, H.
Currie, R. Curry, K. Dinsmore, A. Farraway, G. Frechette, M.
Gahbauer, M.Hamilton, T. Hamilton, V. Higgins, N. McPherson,
E. Mihalj, A. Millett, C. Millett, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, G. Riley,
C. Sellars, P. Thomas, A. Yukich, R. Yukich.
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Common Namc

Scicnlil1c Namc

Papilio polyxenes
Black Swallowtail
Papflio glaucus
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Papilio troilus
Spicebush Swallowtail
Pieris rapae
Cabbage White
Colfas philodfce
Clouded Sulphur
Colfas eurytheme
Orange Sulphur
Lycaena hyllus
Bronze Copper
Satyrium titus
Coral Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium edwardsii
Edwards' Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calmlus
Satyrium caryaevorum
Hickory Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium liparops
Everes comyntas
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Speyeria cybele
Charidryas nycteis
Silvery Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Phyciodes selellis
.
Question Mark
Polygonia illterrogationis
Polygonia comma
Eastern Comma
Nymphalis a1ltiopa
Mourning Cloak
Vanessa virgilliellsis
American Lady
Vanessa atalanta
Red Admiral
Limenitis arrhemis
Red-spotted Purple
Limenitis archippus
Viceroy
Enodia anthedon
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Little Wood Satyr
Inornate Ringlet
CoenolIympha Tullia illomata
CercyolIis pegala
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Danaus plexiPPUS
Epargyreus ctarus
Silver-spotted Skipper
Thorybes pylades
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
A1lcyloxypha llumitor
European Skipper
Thymelicus lilleola
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
Tawny-edged Skipper
Polites themistoctes
Crossline Skipper
Polites orige1U!S
Polites mystiC
Long Dash
Wallengrenia egeremet
Northern Broken-Dash
Pompeius vema
Little Glassywing
Atrytone logml
Delaware Skipper
Poanes hobomok
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
Witch species
Pearl Crescent I Silvery Checkerspot
Blue sp.
Polygollia sp.
Totals

49 species

Total
2

38
2

398
136

90
1
8

25
40
52
4
1

5
1

25
48
3
2
16
1

15
7
14

2
4
280
I

66
249
30
27

29
2509
3
2
12
8

68
1

5
5
35
18

15
1
1

4312
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Algonquin Butterfly Counts 1997
By Colin D.]ones.

First Annual East Side Butterfly Count
On Saturday, May 31, 1997, the First Annual East Side Butterfly
Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred at
Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers
Road from Lake Travers in the northwest to Forbes Lake in the
southeast. This count is unique in that it is held earlier than
most other counts and therefore censuses species currently
under-represented in NABA counts.
The weather for the day was cool in the morning at about lOOC
but with the sun shining down, the temperature qUickly rose to
a vel)' pleasant 17°C. With a total of nine observers, clocking 24
party hours, we were vel)' happy at the end of the day to have
tallied 288 individuals of 16 species. Elfins put in a good showing,
with all four Algonquin species present. A Gray Hairstreak flying
around the vehicles during the vel)' informal compilation was a
nice addition to the day's list. The most significant find of the
day, however, was a Columbine Duskywing, a species that has
been reported from the Park, but for which we have no previous
substantiated records.

Third Annual Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Saturday, July 5, 1997, the third annual Highway 60
Algonquin Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count
circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes
the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the
Park's boundal)' in the east.

Those interested in participating in either of the 1998 Algonquin
Butterfly Counts should contact the author at the Algonquin
Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 6372828.

East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count
Common Name

Scientific Name

Mustard White
Cabbage White

Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Pierissp.
Callophrys augustinus
Callophrys polia
Callophrys niphon
Callophrys eryphon
Strymon melinus
Celastrlna ladon
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis vau-album
Nymphalis antiopa
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Amhlysci11es vialis
Amblysci11es sp.

Brown Elfin
HoalY Elfin
Eastern Pine Elfin
Western Pine Elfin
Gray Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Gray Comma
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
Dreamy Dusky Wing
Juvenal's Dusky Wing
Columbine Dusky Wing
Roadside Skipper

Totals

16 species

Total
2
1

1

4
11
40

74
1
102

16
1

7

2
18

2

3
1
1
1

288

The weather for the day was vel)' pleasant. The temperature
ranged between 20°C and 27°C and was sunny with scattered
clouds and only moderate wind.

Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Bunerflies/Party Hour

By the end of the day, 21 observers had totalled 67 party hours,
observing 1;835 butterflies of 36 species (our highest species
count to date!). Although no entirely unexpected species were
present on this year's count, four species had not been recorded
in previous years, including Orange Sulphur, Aphrodite,
American Lady and Red Admiral.

Observers: Jean Brereton, Marianne Clark, Kevin Clute,Jason Dombroskie,
Colin Jones, Chris Michener, Lee Pauze, Michael Runtz, Rick Stronks.

9
24

12

A full species list for each count, with totals, is found in the
accompanying tables.
Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 1997 Algonquin
butterfly counts and a special thank-you to those who travelled
from elsewhere in the province to lend their time, effort and
skill. The Second Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count
is set for Saturday, May 30, 1998 (Macoun's Arctics should be
flying!), and the Fourth Annual Highway 60 AlgonqUin Butterfly
Count is set for Saturday, July 4, 1998.
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Orillia ButteJfly Count
By Bob Bowles.

This count was undertaken on the 12th of July, from 10 am to
5pm, with sunny conditions in the morning and partial cloudy
in the afternoon. The temperature was between 29°C and 31°C.
Areas covered were as follows:
I

1 - Orillia Horticulture Garden on Division Road

Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count
Common Namc

Scicntific Namc

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur

Papilio ca1Uldensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Colias sp.
Celastrina ladon
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Speyeria aphrodite
Speyeria atlantis
Speyeria sp.
Boloria selene
Chlosylle nycteis
Chlosyne hamsii
Phyciodes selenis
Polygonia interrogationis
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha Tullia
Danaus plexippus
Erymnis icelus
E7ymtis juvenalis
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
Tbymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hohomok
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes hegon
Amblyscirtes vialis

Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Aphrodite Fritillary
Atlantis Fritillary
Silver Bordered Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Northern Pearly Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Pepper and Salt Skipper
Roadside Skipper
Totals

36 species

Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Buuerflies/Party Hour
Cumulative Total Species

2 - a.w.L.p. Silver Creek Station
Total

52
1
2

9

14
9

4
6
1
72
8

19
41
5
3
1

3
3
2

6
579

44
8

51
21

156
7

4
7
1

465
5
28

110

41
35
1
8

1835

21

67

3 - Uhthoff Trail at Division Road
4 - Ontario Hydro's Orillia T.S. Station
5 - Mara Provincial Park
6 - McRae Point Provincial Park
7 - Georgian College, 4 Mile Point
There were eight observers in two parties. Party-hours were
4.0 by foot, 4.5 by car, and 0.5 by Argo, for a total of 9 hours;
party-miles were 2.0 by foot, 25.5 by car, and 2.5 by Argo, for
a total of 30 miles. Thanks to all of the observers, all of whom
are listed below: Lorraine Baycroft, Adam Bowles, Bob Bowles,
Scott Bowles, Jack Gilhooly, Carolyn Leclair, Lawrence Leclair,
Sandra Northey.
Common Namc

Scicntific Namc

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Striped Hairstreak
Great Spangled Fritillary
Northern Crescent
BaltinlOre
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
White Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Columbine Duskywing
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper

Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Satyrlum liparops
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha Tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Da1Ulus plexippus
Erymnis lucilius
Tbymelicus Ii/leola
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Wallengrrmia egeremet
POa/leS hobomok
Euphyes vestris

Total

24 species

27

46

Total

18

6

56
1

1
2

32
1
1
I

17

3
2

1

6
1

48
1
750

3
5
1
1

5

963

Observers: Marianne Clark, Kevin Clute, Melinda Collins, Jason
Dombroskie, George Fritz, William Godsoe, Margo Holt, Nancy Ironside,
Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Gordon Lewer, Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Brad
Steinberg, Dan Strickland, Sarah Strickland, Ken Symington, Doug Tozer,
Ron Tozer, Michael van der Poorten, Nancy van der Poorten.
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Ontario Odonate News
Matt Holder

The recent upsurge in interest for Odonata has done wonders
for our knowledge of the distribution and status of dragonfly
and damselfly species in Ontario. With renewed vigour and
anticipation of sexy records, amateur odonatists across the
province have been scouring suitable habitat for rare and seldom
seen species, turning up some interesting records as a result.
Although the season is not yet over, and not all records have
come in, below is a taste of what species were seen. Hopefully,
I can provide· a summary of the more interesting records in
future issues.

---Various clubtails (family Gomphidae) have been found at
new and significant locations across southern Ontario, including
the scarce Unicorn Clubtail Arigompbus vi!losipes, Beaverpond
Clubtail Gornphlls borealis, Pronghorn Clubtail G. graslinellus
and Cobra Clubtail G. vastus, a report of Plains Clubtail G.
extemliS was received from northern Ontario, the province's
first if the specimen is confirmed.

---The Harlequin Darner G011lpbaeschnajilrcillata, not reported
from the province until recently, and then only from two
distantly-spaced records, has been found in Simcoe and
Peterborough Counties and Parry Sound District, as well as in
the Ottawa Valley.

away from the far southwest.

---The Stygian Shadowdragon Neurocordulia yamaskanerzsis is
a species not normally seen due to its habit of flying late in the
evening. By looking for exuviae, however (see Ontario Insects
---Algonquin Park had several additions this year, the most 2(3):54-55), it's becoming more apparent that the species is
unusual of which being Eastern Red Damsel A11lphiagrion much more numerous than once thought, being found allover
sallciu11l. A seasonal park naturalist found a small population· the Ottawa Valley, for example.
of this equally small damselfly right along Highway 60, the ---Several Red Saddlebags Tramea onusta were seen in Durham
main access corridor of the park.
R.M. during the summer for only the province's second record

Northern Ontario, a perennially underwatched area, was
investigated by several observers, both southerners and "locals",
and several species were discovered in new areas, especially in
the northwest. Not all specimens collected by a
"northerner" have been identified yet, so who knows
what interesting records are hidden in his sample.

Please send me your odonate records, past and
present, to be entered in the Ontario Odonata
Database (N.B. the preliminary atlas announced in
previous issues, based on this database, has been
sidetracked due to some logistical problems, but it
is hoped to be out soon). It is my personal
suggestion that an annual summary be initiated,
such as that for Lepidoptera. Would anyone be
interested in that?

Thanks to Bob Bracken, Darren Elder, Brian
Henshaw, Phill Holder, Colin Jones, Mike King,
Andrea Kingsley, Carl Rothfels, and Michael Runtz
for supplying information.
Send records or comments to:
Matt Holder,
17 Flemington Court, \Vhitby, Ontario LIN SKI.
BeatJerpond Clubtail Gomphus borealis, rare but not as much as Olzce thought.
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Attack of the Asian Long-horned Beetle
Blaine P. Friedlander, Jr., Cornell University

Cornell University scientists have confirmed what they believe
is the first known infestation of an Asian longhorned beetle,
Anoplophora glabripennis, a large beetle that is attacking
Brooklyn's horsechestnut and Norway maple tree population.
This beady-eyed beetle, about 1.5 inches long, has coal-black
Wing covers sprinkled with startling white spots. The black and
white antennae are long and impreSSive, even for a cerambycid.
The beetles are not harmful to humans, but it was found
devastating trees in the Greenpoint neighborhood of northern
Brooklyn last year and has also now been found in Amityville,
New York.
U.s. border entrances are jealously
guarded to keep such pests from
infiltrating this country. This
beetle's anthology: Native to Japan,
Korea and the southern sections of
China, this is the first time this
beetle has been seen outside of
Asia, said E. Richard Hoebeke,
Cornell entomologist and associate
curator of the Cornell Insect
Collection.
It did not have a ticket to ride. "I
don't know how it got here from
Asia," Hoebeke said. "As if the trees
in an urban environment are not
traumatized enough as it is. This doesn't bode well for a tree
that is under a lot of pressure to grow."
New York City's Department of Parks and Recreation sent
samples of the beetles to Carolyn Klass, Cornell Cooperative
Extension entomologist in Ithaca, NY, to determine the species.
Klass had not seen the species before and showed it to her
colleague, Hoebeke.
"I gasped when 1 saw it," Hoebeke said. "I knew this wasn't a
species native to North America."
These beetles might prove to be the ultimate Brooklyn dodgers.
Short of cutting down the maple and horsechestnut trees, there
is little that can be done to curb the Greenpoint infestation,
Hoebeke said, adding that there are no known natural predators
and no pesticide.
For back-up species confirmation, Hoebeke. sent specimens to
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, which
verified the species. Hoebeke also has sent some of the Cornell
samples to the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii, which
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has one of the world's largest collection of Asian beetles - the

J. Lensley Gressitt collection. Since the confirmation, federal,
state and local officials have been keeping close watch on the
Asian long-horned beetle invasion. To help people identify it,
the U.S. Forestry Service has pinned up "wanted posters" printed
on Tyvek paper, while the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
printed door-hangers for the area.
Three-quarter inch, circular holes in the Brooklyn trees led
authorities to think pranksters were drilling them. But rather
than human teen-agers causing the damage, adult beetles
emerging from the heartwood center of the trees bore an exit
hole through the outer bark.
After beetle emergence, mating
occurs, and eggs are laid in
cavities in the bark, chewed out
by females and covered with a
cement secretion. Eggs hatch
and young larvae bore into the
inner bark, feed for awhile, and
upon growing larger, bore into
the tree's heartwood and pupate
in the spring. The adult beetle
then chews its way out, thus
leaVing the hole.
Larval feeding could hurt a tree's
vascular system in an area
where trees are under enormous pressure to grow, said Nina
Bassuk, Cornell professor of floriculture and ornamental
horticulture in Ithaca. "These trees are generally groWing in
places not made for trees, since there are sidewalks, houses,
cement. The tree-lawns in Brooklyn are only 5 or 6 feet Wide,"
Bassuk said. "The roots have little chance for water and the
roots tend to be restricted. Thesb insects might weaken the
trees structually."
Bassuk took a survey of Brooklyn trees in 1990. She found that
27 percent of the 110,000 street trees in Brooklyn are Norway
maples - the trees this new beetle attacks most often.
"I think this could be devastating for the city," Bassuk said.
"After all, the Norway maple is the most Widely planted shade
tree in New York State."
This year, a Cornell University entomologist has confirmed the
summer's first adult Asian long-horned beetles have emerged
from their larval stage, and several have been found in hardwood
trees in Amityville. The beetle attacks and kills hardwoods like
the Norway maple.
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"We were hoping that we wouldn't find it, but we figured we'd
probably find it and we did," said Hoebeke. He expected the
beetles to emerge from the hardwood trees much earlier than
they did. "I don't know why they came out so late this year, but
now we know to expect them in late July."
Joe Cavey, an entomologist with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS),
based in Riverdale, Md., said that in the past week as many as
15 hardwood trees have been removed in the Amityville area.
"Although we do not have a pheromone trap yet, what is making
our job easier to find these beetles is the amount of publicity
this beetle is getting. They are showy, obvious beetles," Cavey
said.
In the past year, USDNAPHIS inspectors have intercepted the
beetle at ports on the West and East Coasts. Last week, port
inspectors with the USDNAPHIS were put on a beetle-watch
alert. Inspectors, who typically watch a percentage of the heavy
cargo coming in from Asia, now inspect all heavy cargo imported
from there. This is the perfect time for heavy-duty inspections,
according to Hoebeke, as the beetles emerge now as adults
and are ready to reproduce.
While USDA inspectors watch the ports, agriculture and forestry
officials are combing eastern Long Island, northern New Jersey,
southeastern New York state, and southern Connecticut for any
signs of the beetles. Parts of Brooklyn, and Amityville already
have been quarantined by federal and state officials, which
means that cut hardwood cannot be taken out of the area.
Thankfully, the beetle has a low dispersal rate, Cavey said. "It
doesn't even fly a mile from its source," he said. "If we keep up
our efforts, we'll have a good shot at containing it. It's the best
shot at eradicating anything like this in my 21 years of service."
Hoebeke and Cavey are currently preparing a detailed
description and diagnosis of the larval stage of the Asian longhorned beetle for an upcoming issue of The Coleopterists

New Book on
Long-horned Beetles
(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)
The field guide is hard cover, 184 pp., with 32 color plates
containing photos (actually high-resolution scanned images
processed from slides) and diagnostic features for all 350 species
(well, there is one undescribed species I couldn't get a photo
of, but I think the photos of some holotypes I include
compensate for this) of Cerambycidae occurring or potentially
occurring in Northeastern North America, defined here as the
entire area, including eastern Canada, bounded by imaginary
lines drawn up from the western border of Missouri and
eastwards from the southern border of Missouri. There are very
brief introductory chapters on things like morphology, life
history, taxonomy, and collecting techniques, but the focus is
entirely on species diagnoses; it was written primarily to enable
non-experts to identify any NE cerambycid to species without
having to struggle with dichotomous keys (or anything more
sophisticated than a good hand lens). For the taxonomicallyinclined out there, the book does include many synonymies in
the index, and there is also a brief appendix revising a few
sticky matters in the genus Oberea. In some cases, prepare to
be surprised (for example, many collections supposedly
containing Gaurotes thomcica or Callidium scbotti actually do
not).

Note also that the price is set at $15 US -including postage-,
regardless of the source of the order, so foreign orders are
more than welcome, and do NOT cost extra. Service with a
smile.

Bulletin.

While the New York invasion poses a possible threat to the
maple industry and the autumn-foliage tourism industry,
Hoebeke noted that the Pacific Northwest has an obvious, vested
interest in the wood industry, as well. "If we are importing
products from China or Asia and those products come shipped
with wood -- such as crates, blocking, pallets, even large spools
for wire -- we've got to be concerned," said Hoebeke. "This
really should become a national concern."

People who want to order the field gUide should contact:

Distribution Office
Illinois Natural History Survey
607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Tel.: (217) 333-6880
e-mail: cwarwick@denrl.igis.uiuc.edu
Cost = US$15 per copy (includes postage, to all countries)

Watcb OlitJor it in Ontario and check out tbe recent cemmbycid
gUide! Eels
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Attack of the Asian Long-horned Beetle
Blaine P. Friedlander, Jr., Cornell University

Cornell University scientists have confirmed what they believe
is the first known infestation of an Asian longhorned beetle,
Anoplophora glabripennis, a large beetle that is attacking
Brooklyn's horsechestnut and Norway maple tree population.
This beady-eyed beetle, about 1.5 inches long, has coal-black
Wing covers sprinkled with startling white spots. The black and
white antennae are long and impreSSive, even for a cerambycid.
The beetles are not harmful to humans, but it was found
devastating trees in the Greenpoint neighborhood of northern
Brooklyn last year and has also now been found in Amityville,
New York.
U.s. border entrances are jealously
guarded to keep such pests from
infiltrating this country. This
beetle's anthology: Native to Japan,
Korea and the southern sections of
China, this is the first time this
beetle has been seen outside of
Asia, said E. Richard Hoebeke,
Cornell entomologist and associate
curator of the Cornell Insect
Collection.
It did not have a ticket to ride. "I
don't know how it got here from
Asia," Hoebeke said. "As if the trees
in an urban environment are not
traumatized enough as it is. This doesn't bode well for a tree
that is under a lot of pressure to grow."
New York City's Department of Parks and Recreation sent
samples of the beetles to Carolyn Klass, Cornell Cooperative
Extension entomologist in Ithaca, NY, to determine the species.
Klass had not seen the species before and showed it to her
colleague, Hoebeke.
"I gasped when 1 saw it," Hoebeke said. "I knew this wasn't a
species native to North America."
These beetles might prove to be the ultimate Brooklyn dodgers.
Short of cutting down the maple and horsechestnut trees, there
is little that can be done to curb the Greenpoint infestation,
Hoebeke said, adding that there are no known natural predators
and no pesticide.
For back-up species confirmation, Hoebeke. sent specimens to
the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, which
verified the species. Hoebeke also has sent some of the Cornell
samples to the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii, which
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has one of the world's largest collection of Asian beetles - the

J. Lensley Gressitt collection. Since the confirmation, federal,
state and local officials have been keeping close watch on the
Asian long-horned beetle invasion. To help people identify it,
the U.S. Forestry Service has pinned up "wanted posters" printed
on Tyvek paper, while the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
printed door-hangers for the area.
Three-quarter inch, circular holes in the Brooklyn trees led
authorities to think pranksters were drilling them. But rather
than human teen-agers causing the damage, adult beetles
emerging from the heartwood center of the trees bore an exit
hole through the outer bark.
After beetle emergence, mating
occurs, and eggs are laid in
cavities in the bark, chewed out
by females and covered with a
cement secretion. Eggs hatch
and young larvae bore into the
inner bark, feed for awhile, and
upon growing larger, bore into
the tree's heartwood and pupate
in the spring. The adult beetle
then chews its way out, thus
leaVing the hole.
Larval feeding could hurt a tree's
vascular system in an area
where trees are under enormous pressure to grow, said Nina
Bassuk, Cornell professor of floriculture and ornamental
horticulture in Ithaca. "These trees are generally groWing in
places not made for trees, since there are sidewalks, houses,
cement. The tree-lawns in Brooklyn are only 5 or 6 feet Wide,"
Bassuk said. "The roots have little chance for water and the
roots tend to be restricted. Thesb insects might weaken the
trees structually."
Bassuk took a survey of Brooklyn trees in 1990. She found that
27 percent of the 110,000 street trees in Brooklyn are Norway
maples - the trees this new beetle attacks most often.
"I think this could be devastating for the city," Bassuk said.
"After all, the Norway maple is the most Widely planted shade
tree in New York State."
This year, a Cornell University entomologist has confirmed the
summer's first adult Asian long-horned beetles have emerged
from their larval stage, and several have been found in hardwood
trees in Amityville. The beetle attacks and kills hardwoods like
the Norway maple.
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"We were hoping that we wouldn't find it, but we figured we'd
probably find it and we did," said Hoebeke. He expected the
beetles to emerge from the hardwood trees much earlier than
they did. "I don't know why they came out so late this year, but
now we know to expect them in late July."
Joe Cavey, an entomologist with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS),
based in Riverdale, Md., said that in the past week as many as
15 hardwood trees have been removed in the Amityville area.
"Although we do not have a pheromone trap yet, what is making
our job easier to find these beetles is the amount of publicity
this beetle is getting. They are showy, obvious beetles," Cavey
said.
In the past year, USDNAPHIS inspectors have intercepted the
beetle at ports on the West and East Coasts. Last week, port
inspectors with the USDNAPHIS were put on a beetle-watch
alert. Inspectors, who typically watch a percentage of the heavy
cargo coming in from Asia, now inspect all heavy cargo imported
from there. This is the perfect time for heavy-duty inspections,
according to Hoebeke, as the beetles emerge now as adults
and are ready to reproduce.
While USDA inspectors watch the ports, agriculture and forestry
officials are combing eastern Long Island, northern New Jersey,
southeastern New York state, and southern Connecticut for any
signs of the beetles. Parts of Brooklyn, and Amityville already
have been quarantined by federal and state officials, which
means that cut hardwood cannot be taken out of the area.
Thankfully, the beetle has a low dispersal rate, Cavey said. "It
doesn't even fly a mile from its source," he said. "If we keep up
our efforts, we'll have a good shot at containing it. It's the best
shot at eradicating anything like this in my 21 years of service."
Hoebeke and Cavey are currently preparing a detailed
description and diagnosis of the larval stage of the Asian longhorned beetle for an upcoming issue of The Coleopterists

New Book on
Long-horned Beetles
(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)
The field guide is hard cover, 184 pp., with 32 color plates
containing photos (actually high-resolution scanned images
processed from slides) and diagnostic features for all 350 species
(well, there is one undescribed species I couldn't get a photo
of, but I think the photos of some holotypes I include
compensate for this) of Cerambycidae occurring or potentially
occurring in Northeastern North America, defined here as the
entire area, including eastern Canada, bounded by imaginary
lines drawn up from the western border of Missouri and
eastwards from the southern border of Missouri. There are very
brief introductory chapters on things like morphology, life
history, taxonomy, and collecting techniques, but the focus is
entirely on species diagnoses; it was written primarily to enable
non-experts to identify any NE cerambycid to species without
having to struggle with dichotomous keys (or anything more
sophisticated than a good hand lens). For the taxonomicallyinclined out there, the book does include many synonymies in
the index, and there is also a brief appendix revising a few
sticky matters in the genus Oberea. In some cases, prepare to
be surprised (for example, many collections supposedly
containing Gaurotes thomcica or Callidium scbotti actually do
not).

Note also that the price is set at $15 US -including postage-,
regardless of the source of the order, so foreign orders are
more than welcome, and do NOT cost extra. Service with a
smile.

Bulletin.

While the New York invasion poses a possible threat to the
maple industry and the autumn-foliage tourism industry,
Hoebeke noted that the Pacific Northwest has an obvious, vested
interest in the wood industry, as well. "If we are importing
products from China or Asia and those products come shipped
with wood -- such as crates, blocking, pallets, even large spools
for wire -- we've got to be concerned," said Hoebeke. "This
really should become a national concern."

People who want to order the field gUide should contact:

Distribution Office
Illinois Natural History Survey
607 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Tel.: (217) 333-6880
e-mail: cwarwick@denrl.igis.uiuc.edu
Cost = US$15 per copy (includes postage, to all countries)
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Butterflies Declared "At Risk"

Monarch

Notes
North American Conference on the
Monarch Butterfly
A North American Conference on the
Monarch Butterfly will be held in Morelia,
Michoacan, Mexico from Monday,
November 10 through Saturday,
November 15,1997. This conference was
recommended by a working group that
met in Montreal on May 9th to examine
the implementation of Council Resolution
96-04 (the Protection and Conservation
of the Monarch Butterfly). Resolution 9604 was adopted August 2nd, 1996 in
Toronto at a meeting of the Council for
Environmental Cooperation (NAFTA).
Three representatives from each member
country attended the May 9th meeting,
including former T.E.A. President Dr. Phil
Schappert from York University, and
representatives from Environment Canada
and the World Wildlife Fund (Canada).
The stated objectives of the conference
are:
1) to contribute to our understanding of
the conservation issues surrounding the
Monarch butterfly from a tri-national and
a multidisciplinary perspective; 2) to
proVide a forum for dialogue among
people from Canada, Mexico, the United
States and other countries interested in
the many facets of Monarch Butterfly
biology and conservation, including
educators, government offiCials,
representatives of conservation groups
and scientists; 3) to present initiatives
addressing Monarch Butterfly ecology,
behavior and conservation; and 4) identify
and propose actions which address both
the conservation requirements of the
Monarch Butterfly and associated human
needs.

The conference will include three days
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by Don Davis

of oral and poster presentations in four
thematic areas: 1) Biology, including
ecology, reproduction, larval ecology,
overwintering biology and migration; 2)
Education, including both formal and
informal outreach programs, commerce
for educational purposes, and butterfly
gardening; 3) Conservation and
. Protection, including population dynamics
and monitoring, pesticides and pollutants,
socioeconomic problems associated with
conservation, restoration projects, reserves
and habitat management; and 4)
Socioeconomic Issues, including patterns
of land use, land ownership/development
and environmental deterioration, public
participation in consensus building
processes, costs and benefits of
ecotourism, and trade in Monarch
products.
The first three days of the conference will
be followed by two days of open public
symposia consisting of roundtable
discussions among specialists and
representatives of all stakeholders.
Specific subjects will include: 1)
monitoring and data collection; 2)
education and communication strategies;
3) sustainable development and Monarch
conservation in breeding habitat and
overWintering sites in Mexico and
California; 4) biodiversity and resource
management; and 5) national and
international laws, policies and
regulations.
For additional information, please contact:
Irene Pisanty, Commission for
Environmental Cooperation, 393 St.
Jacques Street West, Suite 200, Montreal,
Quebec H2Y IN9, Canada, phone: (514)
350-4335, fax: (514) 350-4314, E-mail:
IPISANIY@CCEMTI.ORG

At their annual meeting in April, the
Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) added 15
species to the list of Species at Risk in
Canada. In an unexpected move, the
Monarch Butterfly was declared as
"vulnerable". Also listed were the Karner
Blue (extirpated) and the Maritime Ringlet
(endangered). A "vulnerable" species is
of concern because of characteristics that
make it particularly sensitive to human
activities or natural events (COSEWIC).
Some officials have made reference to loss
of habitat for the Monarch in Canada,
while others have made reference to
threats to their overwintering sites in
Mexico.
In its recently released brochure "Wildlife
in Jeopardy", CaSSARO (The Committee
on the Status of Species-At-Risk in
Ontario) also ranks Ontario Species at
Risk. However, this brochure notes that
the "vulnerable" status of the Monarch
(COSEWIC) is under review by
COSSARO/MNR. The CaSSARO ranking
is as follows for invertebrates:
Endangered: Frosted Elfin, Karner Blue
Vulnerable: Monarch, West Virginia White
Extirpated or Historic: Persius Duskywing,
Regal Fritillary
Other Species of Conservation Concern:
Bog Elfin, Duke's Skipper, Dusted
Skipper, Garita Skipperling, Scalloped
Sootywing, Wild Indigo Duskywing
Comments concerning Ontario Species at
Risk may be submitted to CaSSARO, c/o
Natural Heritage Section, MNR, Box 7000,
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 8M5.
Comments concerning the COSEWIC
Species at Risk may be submitted to the
COSEWIC Secretariat, Canadian Wildlife
Service, Environment Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA OH3.

New Monarch Butterfly
Documentary to Air
A new Monarch Butterfly documentary
entitled "The Monarch: a Butterfly Beyond
Borders" will air on The Discovery
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Channel on Sunday, December 7th at 9:00
pm. Produced by Asterisk Productions Ltd.
of Victoria, British Columbia, this film has
been in the works for well over a year, as
the film crew travelled all over North
America to gather footage.
I first met David Springbett, Heather
Macandrew and Mike Simpson in Toronto
on August 2, 1996, as they recorded the
signing of an agreement for the
Conservation and Prott¥=tion of the
Monarch Butterfly by the Council for
Environmental Cooperation (NAFfA). The
next day, they visited Dr. Fred Urquhart
and his wife, Norah, at their home in
Scarborough.
As fate would have it, we met again. This
time, at the Sierra Chincua overwintering
colony 00,000 ft elevation) in the State
of Michoacan, Mexico in February 1997.
At that time, I was interviewed and filmed
as I demonstrated the technique for alar
tagging Monarch Butterflies developed by
Dr. Urquhart. As I stood on the edge of
the mountain, scores of Monarch
Butterflies landed on my clothing and
millions of Monarchs flew in the
background. I am told that this interview
will be included in the documentary.
After it airs on December 7th, the film
will be available in Canada for purchase
from
Asterisk
Productions
(ASTEIUSK@ISLANDNET.COM, (250) 480-5256).
However, in the United States, it will be
available soon from Bullfrog Films (1-800543-3764) for $34.99.

New Monarch Books
Dr. Fred Urquhart recently announced that
his 1987 book, "The Monarch Butterfly International Traveller", is currently being
re-published in paperback. Details are
unavailable as to when this book will be
available and who is publishing it.
A new Monarch Butterfly book will be
released later in September by Greystone
Books - a division of Douglas & McIntyre
of Vancouver, B.c. The book is entitled,
"The Nature of Monarch Butterflies" by
Eric Grace. It is one of a series of books
in "The Nature of" series. The book will
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sell for about $32.50. While I haven't had
time to review the contents yet, it certainly
is an attractive volume, filled with 53 fullpage color photographs. There appears
to be a French language edition (Editions
du Trecarre). ISBN 1-55054-570-1. 128
pages.
Below is a description of this book from
the Greystone Books Fall 1997 catalogue:
"A graceful text combines with stunning
full-colour photographs to capture the
essence of this fragile yet hardy species.
Well-known science writer Eric Grace
explores these and other questions,
describing the Monarch's remarkable
metamorphosis from caterpillar to adult,
its use of the milkweed plant as a defense
against predators, its feeding habits and
the dangers of migration. Grace also
presents the Monarch and other butterflies
in myth, where they are often a symbol
of resurrection. Finally, he discusses the
loss of Monarch Butterfly habitat and the
need for international co-operation to
protect the Monarch."

New Monarch Website
Dr. David Gibo, Erindale College,
University of Toronto, has studied
Monarch Butterfly flight tactics for over
20 years and recently set up a web site to
promote field studies by volunteer
researchers on the flight behaviour and
navigation of migrating butterflies in North
America. He invites all interested
individuals to participate in this study.
Dr. Gibo's website is wealth of
information concerning migrating butterfly
species, flight strategies, hypotheses about
butterfly migration. He notes that at least

nine other North American butterflIy
species migrate north, south ancVor soar
in thermals - noting that the list of species
is subject to change as more information
becomes available.
FollOWing the example of Dr. Fred
Urquhart and others in enabling
individuals without extensive post
secondary education to make significant
contributions to a long term scientific
project, Dr. Gibo prOVides information
concerning the tools and methods
required to gather data. The basic field
kit consists of a pair of binoculars, a good
compass, a watch, a method of measuring
the wind, a thermometer, a clipboard and
data forms.
The description of hypotheses on
navigation by migrating Monarch
Butterflies is particularly well done, and
includes the basic concept, assumptions,
predictions, limitations of the hypotheses,
advantages and problems of naVigating
as described by the hypotheses, and
various tests, limitations and problems
related to the hypotheses.
An Associate Professor of Zoology at the
University of Toronto, Dr. Gibo has made
many significant contributions in the areas
of animal behaViour, entomology, forensic
entomology, mechanisms of evolution
and has published numerous scientific
papers. Dr. Gibo has studied Monarch
flight from ultralight aircraft and gliders,
and has even made use of surplus W.W.II
radar equipment in his studies!
Dr. Gibo's web site can be accessed at:
1fITP://WWW.EIUN.lTfORONTO.CA!-w3GIBO.

Dr. Gibo can also be contacted at:
DGIBO@CREDIT.EIUN.lTfORONTO.C.'\..

ffi~~ ffi~~ ffi~~
ffi~~ ffi~~
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News in Brief

Entornophilia

Disarray in international odonatological circles
For those of you that have a keen interest in odonatology, you
may be aware of the Societas Internationalis Odonatologica
(SIO), the international body responsible for the technical journal
Odonatologica. During the recent symposium and SIO business
meeting at Maribor, Slovenia, tempers flared within the council
and the organization collapsed to some degree. Many resigned
from the organization and have started a new group, the
Worldwide Dragonfly Association (WDA), nicknamed the
Phoenix as it rose from the ashes of the old SIO. With greater
democratic freedom and more organization, the WDA seems to
be going in the right direction, although whether it takes off
will depend on the support (both emotionally and financially)
it receives in the next little while. Those interested in joining
the new WDA should send a money order for £15 (student),
£20 (single) or £30 (family), or US equivalent, to Vicky McMillan,
WDA Treasurer, Biology Dept., Colgate University, Hamilton,
New York 13346 USA. Donations are also appreciated. Additional
information is available at the website

HTI1':I/HOME. T-ONLlNE.DE/HOME/ODONATA.
Although the old SIO is gone for the most part, it has
been reorganized as an "international odonatological foundation"
and production of Odonatologica and other publications will
continue. Visit their website at
H1TP://~IEMBERS.AOL.COM/FSIO/SIO.HTM.

Stay tuned in future issues for more odonate news
pertaining to other organizations, among other things.

.~
Word Play with Insect Names
As far as I know, this game was started at the University of
Guelph as a means of remembering the scientific names of
certain animals. Thanks should go to Ken Symington for
introducing me to this game, although it can get quite annoying
over time, as it gradually takes over your every waking thought
(at least with those of us with severe psychosis!)
Essentially, you are given two words which have synonyms
that rhyme. One of the initial words is the scientific name. You
have to find the synonyms (the synonym for the scientific name
is the English name) that rhyme to have a correct answer.
An example: Inebriated Mepbitus = drunk skunk

Have fun with these entomologically-oriented word puzzles
(Answers on page 20).

1 - Overcast Ephemeroptera

2 -Hemipteran affection

Forthcoming books on Odonata

3 - Sealed Isoptera

Manual of North American Dragonflies

4 - Small Apidae

Coming up in 1998, Needham and Westfall's Manual of North
American Dragonflies will be republished. Watch out for more
information on this much-needed re-release, a book which has
been out-of-print for decades and covers dragonflies from across
the continent

5 - Gerridae kite

8 - Hermaphroditic Bombyliidae

Ouebec Odonata

9 - Floating Asilidae

This book is expected to be out in December, written by J.G.Pilon
and D.Lagace. It's 500 pages long and is titled Les Odonates
du Quebec. The book can be ordered from the follOWing address
for $75.

10 - Anisopteran cart

Entomofaune du Quebec Inc.
637, boulevard Talbot
Suite 108
Chicoutimi, Quebec
G7H 6A4
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6 - Metallic Membracidae
7 - Sneaky Diptera

Think of your own and we can publish them in a future
EntomophiIia (or torture your friends and keep us out of it).

MLH
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The Bookworm
..

NEW ALGONOUIN PARK
INSECT BOOK

sections dealing with the ecology of
insects. Such sections as Insects at Night,
Parasitoids, Insects of Wood, Bog Insects
and others offer an opportunity for us to
learn more about the
insects than just their
identification, something
that most books do not
tackle.
The text is accompanied
by stunning photos
depicting living insects in
action. See especially the
close-up of a punkie
(biting midge) gorging
itself with blood from a
frog! I have enough
problems photographing
frogs, never mind flies on
frogs, yet when I asked
Steve how he got the
shot, he stated "Oh, I just
crawled." All but one of
the 230+ photos were
taken by the author.
One of the finest and
more unique additions to
the Algonquin series,
Insects of Algonquin
Provincial Park should
enter your library.

Once again, Algonquin Park produces
another reason for visiting Ontario's oldest
provincial park The newly published
Insects of Algonquin Provincial Park
by Dr. Steve Marshall of the University of
Guelph is available from the Friends of
Algonquin Park, Box 248, Whitney,
Ontario KOJ 2MO for the miniscule price
of $2.95! The text is organized into
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Worth Reading About
Bees As Pollution Sensors: Chemical
Buzz - Honey bees and their hives act as
sensors for pollution by Corinna Wu in
Science News 151(21): 325-5, May 24/97
Bee Foraging: Honey Bee, Apis melli/era,
Pollen Foraging in Southern Ontario by
Jennifer Stimec et aI. in The Canadian Fiekl·
Naturalist 111(3):454-6, July-Sept./97

~

Black Flies: Lord of the Black Flies by
Margaret Webb in Seasons 37(2):13-15,
Summer 1997
Butterfly Study: How To's of Butterfly
Rookeries by Shawn Carlson in Scientific
American 277(1): 90-92, July 1997
Dragonflies: Dragonflies by Jake
Berkowitz in Bruce Trail News 34(3): 16
- 19, Summer 1997
Dung Beetles: Natures Own PooperScoopers Keep Earth Liveable For All Of
Us by David Holzman in Smithsonian
28(2):116 - 125, June 1997
Cicadas in the Classroom: Cicada
Studies by Catherine Matthews and David
Hildreth in The Science Teacher
64(6):34-37, September 1997
Electronic Control of Insects: Robo
Roach Is Born by Peter Hadfield in New
Scientist 153(2074):26-28, March 22/97
Endangered Species: Species-At-Risk
Growing in Canadian Wildlife 3(3):5-6,
August 1997 and Ontario's Endangered
Species by Beth Easton in Seasons 37(3):
19 - 26, Autumn 1997
Entomological Projects: Ongoing
Entomological Projects for Teachers and
Students by Don Davis in Crucible 28(5):
31, June 1997
High Park Savanna: The Dream in High
Park by Catherine Collins in Seasons
37(3): 28 - 34,45, Autumn 1997
House Flies: Can Houseflies Spread the
Ulcer Bacterium by C. Mlot in Science
News 151(23): 350, June 7/97
Ineffectiveness of Electronic Insect
Traps: Small Frey by Steve Mirsky in
Scientific American 276(6):30, June 1997

continued on next page...
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...continued from previous page

Insect Flight: Against All Odds - How
Bugs Take Wing by Steven Ashley in
Mechanical Engineering 119(3): 144,
March 1997
Monarch Butterflies: Reflections School of Higher Learning by David Gibo
in Seasons 37(2):46, Summer 1997

Official Opening of the Urquhart
Butterfly Garden
The Urquhart Butterfly Garden in
Centennial Park, Dundas, Ontario
officially opened on Saturday July 26th.
After five years of fundraising and
construction, this glorious haven for
butterflies was ready to spread its Wings.

The garden relies heavily on volunteer
skills and labour. The maintenance team
meets every fine Tuesday at Centennial
Park and works from 5:30 pm until dusk.
Volunteers are always welcome. During
the Opening Ceremonies, a letter was read
from Fred and Norah Urquhart, praising
the work of Joanna Chapman and the
Butterfly Coalition and gratefully
acknowledging this tribute to their work.

One fine day in September 1991, a Giant
Swallowtail deposited a tiny egg on a rue Joanna and the Coalition forged on with
plant in the front garden of Chapman the project, undaunted by the skeptiCS and
Books in downtown Dundas. This rare periodic setbacks. Canada geese devoured
New Beetle Species Hidden in butterfly and her single egg provided the
the first planting of perennials!
Collection: An Indecent Beetle in impetus for Canada's first municipal
The Urquhart Butterfly Garden is located
Discover May 1997, page 24
butterfly garden. The garden provides not
in Dundas, Ontario, directly west of the
Point Pe1ee Butterflies: The Pretty, The only the flowering nectar plants for the
of Hamilton, and directly adjacent to
City
Rare and The Ugly by Tim Sabo in .adult butterflies, but also the green leafy
the
renowned
Cootes Paradise wetland,
food plants required by their caterpillars.
Seasons 37(2): 16 - 32, Summer 1997
the
Royal
Botanical
Gardens and
Twenty-one butterfly species are regular
Preying Mantis: The Devil's Riding Horse
McMaster
University.
To
reach the
visitors.
by Dan Schneider in Canadian
Gardens, take Hwy. #403 to the Main
This garden has already caught the Street West exit. Take Main Street West
Geographic 117(4), July/Aug 1997
imagination and support of people across (left tum) to Cootes Drive. Follow cootes
Silkworm Moths: Night Makes Right by
Canada and the United States. Since the Drive down into the valley to the outskirts
Dan Schneider in Nature Canada 26(3):17
planning began five years ago, over 500 of Dundas. On your right, you will see
- 23, Summer 1997
letters have been received - many Ben Velduis Cactus Greenhouses. The first
Termites: Taking A Bite Out Of Toronto enclosing donations towards the garden.
street is East Street. Turn right and
by Wayne Grady in Canadian
The Urquhart Butterfly Garden is named immediately on your right is Centennial
Geographic 117(5):46-52. Sept/Oct 1997
in honour of the work and dedication of Park. At the far right end is the Desjardins
(NB: The work of Tim Myles, one of our
Professor F. A. Urquhart and his wife Canal and the Urquhart Butterfly Garden.
past T.E.A. speakers, is described)
Norah.
Those wishing to make a tax-deductible
Tracking Insects: Tracking Insects Goes
This exciting project was fortunate to donation or requesting further information
High Tech by Allan Lynch in University
receive over 40% of its funding from the should contact Joanna Chapman at 11
Affairs, page 18, May 1997
Federal Government (Environment Cross St., Dundas, ON, L9H 2R3
Canada). The remainder of the money was
donated by local foundations,
Answers to Entomophilia
corporations and individuals. In all, over
$65,000
was raised!
1 - Grey sky mayfly
Mosquitoes in Winnipeg: Buzz! Zapp!
It's Total War in Reader's Digest
150(901): 79-83, May 1997

2 - Bug hug
3 - Airtight termite
4 - Wee bee
5 - Strider glider
6 - Copper hopper
7 - Sly fly
8 - She-guy Bee Fly
9 - Bobber robber
10 - Dragon wagon
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The project consists of six huge raised
planting beds - each about 75 ft. by 35 ft.
- surrounded with a maze of walkways.
There are also three natural areas. The
garden is situated at the east of Centennial
Park at the end of the Desjardins Canal,
and is completely free of herbicides,
pesticides and other chemicals.
The interpretive panels on the information
kiosk are packed with information about
the lives of butterflies and the history of
the garden, all beautifully illustrated with
excellent nature photographs.

September, 1997

Notice to COlltlibutors

..Don't Bug Me! Instructions
___~u:~lesletc.
_¥j to Authors
Entomological Math

I

You are confronted with a problem. When you return home from a tremendously
successful insect-watching trip, you open up your jar full of insects that you wished
to photograph. Too late, yclu remembered that you should have probably kept all the
insects separate, especially separate from the wolf spider which you also caught and
placed in the jar. Now, the spider is the only living animal in the jar, but you are left
with the wings and the legs of all of the deceased insects.
To make matters worse, you· desparately needed data from those insects to finish off
a major research study which, if complete, will undoubtedly win you all sorts of
major awards and prizes.

Here is what information you have (assuming that all had a full set of
bodyparts and none have gone missing):
-The jar holds 40 wings
-The jar holds 92 legs
-From your notebook (fortunately, you did take some notes in the field!), you know
you had in your jar at least one individual from each of the following insect families
(in no particular order):
Aeshnidae

Formicidae - female worker(s)

Calopterygidae - male(s)

Micropterygidae

Culicidae - female(s)

Mantispidae

Corydalidae

Bruchidae

Panorpidae

Coccidae - male(s)

Reduviidae

Nepidae

What you need to receive your awards:
1 - The number of individuals of each family that you originally had contained in your jar.
2 - The number of insects that had ocelli.
3 - The number that had sucking mouthparts.
4 - The number that had pterostigmata (thickened wingspots, often shortened to stigma).

Send in your answers to the addresses listed on the inside front cover. The person
with the most correct answers will have his/her name published in the next Ontario
Insects, accompanying the correct answers. She/he will also receive a full set of
Algonquin insect publications, including the butterfly checklist and guide, the dragonfly
and damselfly gUide, and the new Insects of Algonquin Provincial Park. Answers
be received by January 7, 1998.

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original artwork,
puzzles, guest columns, opinions and
miscellaneous notes are acceptable. Research
papers may include original research or
scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable
format of a similar content journal (eg:
Introduction, Materials and Methods,
Results, Discussion, Summary). Feature
articles should be both informative &
entertaining, thus format is left up to the
author. Notes or short communications may
be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the last
three years. Puzzles should be originaL Guest
columns for Entomophilia may encompass
any subject related to the love of insects.
Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork should
be line draWings in pen and ink or a good
photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC.
Graphics are scanned or obtained from
licensee! CD-ROM collections anel edited
in CorelDRAW 4.0 anel Adobe Photoshop.
with final page layout in PageMaker 5.0.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
primer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles andlor artwork on disk (any format) would be
welcome. Submissions via e-mail are also
welcome. Please forward all submissions
and questions to the editors (see inside
cover for addresses). There are no page
charges, however, submissions from nonmembers will reqUire a membership purchase prior to publication. Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.
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Letters
AForeign Exchange
l

I am an Italian Lepidopterist, member
of the Association for Tropical
Lepidoptera and I am studying
Palearctic Lepidoptera in relation with
the Nearctic Rhopalocera. For my
research, I need some specimens of
North American Butterflies, in
particular Pieridae, Satyridae,

Nymphalidae, Lycaenidae and some
Hesperiidae. If any member is
interested in sending some species in
envelopes with data, I will send in
exchange butterflies from Italy, the
Balkans and other parts of Europe.
Please write first.
Teobaldelli, Dr. Adriano, Via Peranda
38, I - 62010 Sforzacosta, Italy

Another Foreign Exchange
I am interested in correcponding with
any members who may wish to
exchange
information
and/or
specimens, or to purchase material.
Gorban Rahmani, P.O.Box 16415-413,
Tehran, Iran

Notes From The Editor's Desks
Welcome to the second issue of
Volume Three!

exists. If you know of one, let us
know.

As the ice of January 1998 creates
havoc in eastern Ontario and for our
neighbors further east, we long for the
warm, insect-full days. They certainly
seem a long way away, don't they?

Following the odonate trend, we also
present a note illustrating a unique
"bond" between a zebra mussel and
dragonfly nymph. Finally, we include
a feature article introducing the
Natural Heritage Information Centre
and their tracking of rare insects. With
the regular features and a multitude
of illustrations, we hope you find this
issue of Ontario Insects an enjoyable
read. This issue could not have been
produced without the help of Andrea
Kingsley, Don Davis and Alan Hanks;
our hats go off to you all!

In this issue, we have included a
report by Don Davis on the recent
Monarch conference in Morelia,
Mexico. Don was kind enough to
bring back some photos, and we
couldn't resist printing one of former
or editor Phil Schappert! Dr. Schappert
was also kind enough to write a book
review for this issue.
We also bring to you three more
butterfly count summaries - Point
Pelee, Long Point and Rock Chapel.
Just think, only five more months to
the first of the 1998 butterfly counts!
Also, we have the summary of the 2nd
Annual Algonquin Odonate Count, an
Ontario endemic it seems. Despite the
recent popularity that odonates are
garnering across North America,
apparently no other odonate count

Volume 3, Number 2

As Matt will soon be leaving his role
as co-editor of Ontario Insects, Phil
is planning to take on the challenge

alone. Are you interested in helping
Phil out? Even helping solicit articles,
perhaps proofreading, will be an aid
to Phil. We may be contacted at the
addresses/number listed on the bottom
right corner of the inside front cover.
Finally, the deadline for the next issue
of Ontario Insects is set as March
28, 1998. Please send in your notes,
letters, photos and artwork to the
editors. Also, if you are willing and
able to lead an outing during the
summer, let us know and we will pass
it on.
Enjoy the rest of the winter!

Matt and Phil

Membership directory update:
Have you moved? Do you have a new telephone number or
E-mail address? We would like to know 50 we can update our
Membership Directory. Please send changes to:
Alan J. Hanks, 34 Seaton Dr., Aurora, ON L4G 2Kl.
Tel.: 1905) 727-6993, Email: A.HANKS@ACI.ON.CA
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Tri-National Conference in Mexico
Emphasized Conservancy
By Don Davis.

the NAFTA countries for the protection and conservation
of the Monarch butterfly. In attendance were 13
Canadians, including myself, Steven Price, World Wildlife
Fund(Canada),T.E.A. Past President Dr. Phil Schappert,
and Dr. Steve Wendt, Canadian Wildlife Service. Former
T.E.A. speaker, Jurgen Hoth, now Environmental Attache
to the Mexican Embassy in Ottawa was also in attendance.
During these five busy days, conference delegates listened
toa series of key note addresses and scientific papers,
and participated in various workshops which attempted to
establish priorities for the conservation and protection of
the Monarch butterfly in the areas of research, policy and
laws, and communication and outreach. Simultaneous
presentations were presented in English and Spanish. Dr.
Phil Schappert (shown in the accompanying photograph)
gave a presentation on the Distribution, Status and
Conservation of the Monarch Butterfly in Canada, while
I described the Urquhart Butterfly Garden - Canada's First
Municipal Butterfly Garden. The sessions began at 9 am
each day, and often, due to questions and debate, did not
end until late in the evening.
Ninety-one ejidos (landowners) and campesinos (farmers)
were in attendance to express concern about how to
manage their land near the overwintering sites. They feel
that the Presidential Decree, establishing protected areas,
needs immediate revision.

The North American Conference on the Monarch Butterfly
in Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico from November 10-14,
1997, was nothing less than a historical event. The main
emphasis of the conference was to provide a forum for
dialogue among individuals, institutions and groups from
Canada, U.S.A. and Mexico. Please refer to Ontario
Insects, September 1997, for a description of the purpose
of this conference.
Opening Ceremony speakers included Victor Manuel
Tinoco Rubi, Governor of Michoacan, Cesar Camacho
Quiroz, Governor of Mexico, Bruce Babbitt, Secretary of
the Interior, U.S.A., and Julia Carabias, Minister of the
Environment, Natural Resource's and Fisheries, Mexico.
All speakers stressed the importance of cooperation among

22

As pointed out in Key Lectures by David Gauthier of the
Canadian Plains Research Centre and by Dr. Lincoln
Brower of Sweet Briar College, any program to preserve
and protect the Monarch butttjrfly must be an ecological
one, that takes into consideration the biological, social and
economic needs of the area.
Representing Hon. Christine Stewart, Minister of the
Environment for Canada, at the closing ceremonies was
her Parliamentary Secretary Karen Kraft. Proceedings from
this conference are being published and will be distributed
to the participants.

January, 1998
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Upcoming

Programs

¥j

The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall, Room 314. Metro Hall is accessible from the St.
Andrew subway station - follow
, the signs in the underground system. For those arriving on the surface, Metro Hall is
located at 55 John St., just up from the Metro Convention Centre. Note that instead of a slide talk, the April meeting
will have a private screening of the film Microcosmos. Don't miss it!

Saturday, January 24th
Sandy Smith (Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto)
Using Insects for Biological Control
Dr. Smith, an associate professor at the University of Toronto, will give an illustrated
talk on the involvement of insects in forestry. Many of us have heard about the damage
to forests caused by some of the more devestating insects, such as Spruce Budworm,
tent caterpillars and Gypsy Moth. Come and learn about some of the interesting insect
species which keep foresters busy.

Saturday, February 28th
Melvin Dell (Curator, Niagara Butterfly Conservatory)
Butterflies from Costa Rica to Niagara
Many of us have visited the Niagara Butterfly Conservatory and witnessed the many
beautiful butterflies flying within the building. Melvin Dell, the curator of this institution,
will tell us how the conservatory came to be and how the butterflies we see during our
visits are raised in Costa Rican butterfly farms. If you haven't yet visited the conservatory,
this talk will surely provide the impetus for a visit to the Niagara Peninsula.

Saturday, March 28th
Matt Holder (lowly co-editor of Ontario Insects)
Algonquin Provincial Park and its Insects
Algonquin Park is Ontario's third largest provincial park and is also one of the most
popular for camping and hiking. It is also popular for research, and many entomologists
have performed studies on some of Algonquin's insect inhabitants. Matt will introduce
you to some of the more interesting of Algonquin's insects, including, of course,
dragonflies and damselflies!

Saturday, April 25th
Private viewing of the feature film
Microcosmos
Microcosmos, an award winner, is a film that takes the "up-close-and-personal" approach,

with fantastic footage of many different species of insects. This film puts the insects
which fascinate us in a different light. After watching this film, you'll think twice
before stepping on that column of ants. Pop the popcorn and buy the milkduds, this film
is more than worth the price of admission (free!!!).

Volume 3, Number 2
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1997 Point Pelee Butterfly Count
by Dan Dufour

The 2nd annual Point Pelee Butterfly Count was held on
August 9, 1997. The count circle was split up into five
areas, and during the day 49 party-hours were spent
searching. A total of 5992 individuals of 38 species were
observed. The results of the count are shown below.
[Readers should compare this count to the unofficial counts
on nearby Pelee Island at the same time {Ontario Insects 3{1}:
12}. Eds.J

Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
American Snout
Great Spangled Fritillary
Northern Crescent
Summer Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoise Shell
American Lady

Papilio pOlyxenes
Papilio cresphontes
Papilio glaucus
Papilio troilus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena hyllus
Everes comyntas
Celastrina neglecta
Libytheana carineta
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes selenis
Phyciodes tharos
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis

262

183
24
165

1908
32
926

21
25
233
1
1

515
3
3
4
3
1
4

Red Admiral
Common Buckeye
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Hackberry Emperor
Tawny Emperor
Eyed Brown
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Common Sooty-wing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper
Dukes' Skipper

Vanessa atalanta
]unonia coenia
Limenitis arthemis
Lime';itis archippus
Asterocampa celtis
Asterocampa clyton
Satyrodes eurydice
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Epargyeus claus
Pholisora catullusAncyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Wallengrenia egerement
Poanes viator
Euphyes dion
Euphyes dukes

42
2

21
152
4

47
15
339
578
1
57

358
33

13
2

1
5
1

7

News in Brief
Native Lady Beetle Decline?

Official Insect for Quebec?

The arrival of new species of lady
beetles in southern Ontario has
scien tists fearing the extinction of
native species. CNF lady beetle
surveys indicate that the non-native
Coccinella septempunctata - sevenspotted ladybug - is now the most
common in Canada. Another new
species, Harmonia axyridis (Southern
or Halloween lady beetle) was
brought to the U.S. from Russian and
japan to control pests. The CNF lady
beetle survey continues. Visit their
website (WWW.WEB.NET/- CNF).

So far, 23 U.S. states have one. So
Quebec hopes to earn the distinction
of being the first province to declare
its own official insect. The campaign
is being spearheaded by the Montreal
Insectarium, which will ask
Quebecers to cast their votes by mail
or via the Internet starting in April for
one of five candidates: the twelvespotted lady beetle, the white admiral
butterfly, the ebony jewelwing
damselfly, the six-spotted tiger beetle
and the frisky bumblebee.
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Project organizers include three
entomological associations. Many
activities are planned, including an
exhibit at the Insectarium. Votes will
be accepted at the new Internet site
of the Societe d'Entomologie du
Quebec when the site is ready. The
winner will be announced next fall.
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1997 Long Point Butterfly Count
By Chauncey Wood

--l

---------

----

------------Tiger Swallowtail at Long Point
by Andrea Kingsley.

In spite of a spring with record cold, and our coolest count day ever, the total number of species was near average.
Because of huge numbers of European Skippers our total of individuals was in fact the largest ever by far. Exceptionally
high water levels made it almost impossible to splash after Two-spotted Skippers, and this species was missed for the
second year in a row. The 33 Bronze Coppers were almost twice as numerous as they were in 1995; the 17 recorded
that year led all counts. Silvery Checkerspots were very high for this area last year at 30; this year's 47 eclipses that
record.
The species totals attained during the Long Point butterfly count follow:
Common Name

Species

Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
American Copper
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Papilio troilus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena phlaeas
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium titus
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Celastrina ladon
Speyeria cybele
Chlosyne nycteis
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon

Total
8
45
39
114
44
51
2
33
2
1
1
4
12
47
307
10
7
10
4
2
47
30
28
11

Common Name

Species

Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Southern Cloudywing
Northern Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Sleepy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Common Sootywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper

Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus -cIarus
Thorybes bathyllus
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis brizo
Erynnis juvenalis
Pholisora catullus
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Walengrenia egeremet
Anatrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Poanes viator
Euphyes dion

Total
19
19

265
17
3
134
64
18
14
1
2
1
1

72
3913
4
2
32
8
2
19
2
1

47 species, 5472 individuals

Observers:
A.Arndt, M.Arndt, P.Carson, B.Charlton, B.Curry, ].Davies, R.Dobos, M.Gartshore, A.Heagy, E.Machell, A.Machell,
K.McLaughlin, M.Mills, B.Patterson, P.Perdichuk, G.Platt, E.Pond, G.Pond, S.Pond, W.Pond, R.Waldhuber, A.White,
S.Wilcox, C.Wood (compiler), S.Wood.
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Rock Chapel Butterfly Count 1997
By Brian Pomfret.

Two counts in this area were performed in 1997, one on July 12 and the other on July 17. The sites surveyed on July
12 were Rock Chapel (Rq, the Berry Tract (BT), and the prairie remnant site along the railroad tracks adjacent to
Mercer's Glen (PS). Rock Chapel is located along the Niagara Escarpment and contains a mix of deciduous forest and
old field habitats, and wet meadow species and an old orchard characterize the Berry Tract. The North Shore trails area
was surveyed on July 17. This area consists of old field habitat along the north shore of Cootes Paradise. Observer
effort differed between the two days: eight people spent seven hours searching for butterflies on July 12, while four
people spent three hours surveying on July 17.

July 12th, 1997
Common Name

Scienl1f1c Name

Black Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Hickory Hairstreak
White Admiral
Northern Pearly Eye
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
European Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken Dash

Papilio polyxenes
Pterourus canadensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Satyrium caryaevorum
Basilarchia arthemis arthemis
Enodia anthedon
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Thymelicus lineola
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet

RC

BT

8
39
29
3

1
1
10
2
1
2

PS

Total

1
11
50
32
4
2
6
5
1
31
51
237
1
2

2
1
1

6

2
1
18
50
158

3
10
1
75

3
4

1
2

July 17ili, 1997
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Black Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Mourning Cloak
Red Admiral
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Northern Cloudywing
European Skipper

Papilio polyxenes
Pterourus canadensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Lycaena hyllus
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes morpheus
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa atalanta
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Thorybes pylades
Thymelicus lineola

Total
2

S

249
141
1

93
11
1
1

32
32
1
72
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The Zebra Mussel and the Dragonfly

During the summer of 1997, while walking around on the
lakefront lawn of his cottage on Clear Lake, Peterborough
County, Dave Ness made an interesting observation.
Looking down on the grass, he spotted the dragonfly
exuvia illustrated in the accompanying photograph. What
made him take a second look was the zebra mussel
Dreissena polymorpha attached to its side!
The exuvia, later identified as being that of a Prince
Baskettail Epitheca (Epicordulia) princeps, was fully 20' from
the lakeshore clinging to the grass of the lawn. As the
shore at that point on the lake was a bare sand beach with
no emergent vegetation, the emerging adult apparently
had to crawl this far to reach an appropriate site. This
distance is not especially unusual, as many odonatists have
found individual dragonfly exuviae, such as those of
Macromiidae and Aeshnidae, far from their presumed
emerging sites. The fact that it crawled this distance with
a zebra mussel attached to its side is, however,
extraordinary.
Zebra mussels have been recognised as a problem
to industry and to natural systems in North America. Due

to their great success at reproducing themselves and their
need for anchoring their shells to hard substrates, they
often clog up outflow pipes and the like. They are also a
major threat to Ontario's native mollusc community due
to competition. Zebra mussels are known to attach
themselves to other hard-bodied animals, such as other
molluscs and crayfish, but an observation of this nature,
where an aquatic insect was used, is very unusual. It
appears that the attachment of the zebra mussel to the
outer skin of the dragonfly larva (obviously in its last instar
or development stage) did not affect its health or ability to
survive.
This observation will also be published in the
newsletter Zebra Mussel Update, and subscribers to that
publication will be asked for any other observations where
a zebra mussel was found on a dragonfly exuvia or other
insect. Do any Ontario Insects subscribers have similar
observations? If so, we would love to hear about them
and publish them in a future issue.
Many thanks are to be directed to Karen Ness for
bringing our attention to this very interesting record.

zebra mussel

Photographed by Wasyl Bakowsky
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Tracking Rare Insects in Ontario
By Matt Holder and Don Sutherland.

We live in one of the largest political regions in North
America. Covering more than a million square kilometres,
Ontario's landscape is filled with vast forests, extensive
wetlands and many hundreds of thousands of lakes and
streams. Ontario presents a wide range of different
habitats, from the southern Carolinian forests to the mixed
and boreal forests of the Canadian Shield to the taiga and
tundra of the far north where it meets the 1400km of
maritime coast. Associated with this mixture of habitats
are diverse communities of flora and fauna, including over
3000 taxa of vascular plants, over 750 species of vertebrate
animals and thousands of insect species, not to mention
the many thousands of other taxa that live in Ontario.
Many species are known to be common, while others are
thought or known to be rare, but for most species,
especially invertebrates and non-vascular plants, we simply
don't know their true status in Ontario. To maintain this
diversity, species and communities must be monitored,
especially those which are rare, and we need to learn
more about species which have not been satisfactorily
studied or inventoried.
The Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) was
officially opened in 1993, an agency whose mandate is to
compile, validate, maintain and provide information on
rare species, rare communities and significant natural areas
in Ontario. Initially created as a joint venture between
The Nature Conservancy, Nature Conservancy Canada,
Natural Heritage League and Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources (OMNR), the NHIC is now part of the
Information Management and Systems Branch of the
OMNR in Peterborough. The centre is also a natural
heritage program within a network of other similar
programs distributed across much of the Western
Hemisphere, including seven Canadian provinces, all U.S.
states and 13 countries in Central and South America. Each
program employs the Natural Heritage Program
methodology developed by The Nature Conservancy. The
centre fills an important role in monitoring and preserving
Ontario's biodiversity, and contributes valuable information
to international agencies concerned with the conservation
and global status of species and spaces. This article will
concentrate upon the species "tracking" (monitoring)
function of the NHIC.

With what is the NHIC concerned?
Although it is necessary to monitor the biota as a whole,
and all of the included species and communities, this is
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beyond the scope of the NHIC; in fact, other organizations
and government agencies already perform many of these
surveys. Much of the NHIC's effort is directed towards
the tracking of rare plant and animal species, but the
decision of what is rare must first be agreed upon. The
guidelines followed by the NHIC are explained below,
but include the number of occurrences (see below), the
health of the population and the presence of factors that
threaten the existence of the species in Ontario; these are
all related to the rank of a species. Also, if the Committee
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC) or the Committee on the Status of Species at
Risk in Ontario (COSSARO) list a species on their respective
priority lists, the NHIC tracks the species regardless of its
provincial rank (see below). A list of tracked insect species
is presented in Table 2.

From where does the NHIC acquire its information?
Although museums and certain institutional collections
have traditionally been, and continue to be, an important
archive of biological specimen records, the NHIC is
attempting to bring together data from a range of different
sources to create a single databank for Ontario. Published
literature is an important source of information, and the
NHIC has a growing library of scientific and popular
journals, thanks in part to a number of generous
donors.NHIC holdings also include the many government
reports, site species checklists, maps and correspondence
which are not easily available to the public. Museums
and other institutions have databases of their own, not to
mention specimen collections, and have provided raw data
to the NHIC which support literature records as well as
records that remain unpublished. Also, private individuals,
both professionals and amatelirs alike, have a wealth of
knowledge. In their spare time, amateur naturalists with
a predilection for exploration often visit locations that have
not yet been properly surveyed by agencies or other
professionals. By repeatedly visiting local woodlots or
marshes, sometimes for many years in succession,
amateur naturalists collect many valuable data on these
locations. Because they also spend more time at a location,
they are perhaps more likely to see the area's rarer
inhabitants, or find the nest of a bird or caterpillar of a
butterfly that would confirm the belief that breeding
occurred. The information provided by these naturalists is
invaluable. Finally, NHIC staff biologists perform their
own fieldwork, surveying significant natural areas and
searching for target species; a number of species new for
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Ontario have been found during this work, not to mention
volumes of other valuable information regarding the
distribution and status of other rare species and
communities. All of these sources are tapped by the NHIC
in an effort to flesh out the large central conservation
database.
This database is far from complete, however. There is
presently much information out there that has not yet been
acquired by the NHIC. Although we have received valuable
information from many amateur and professional
individuals, institutions al}d agencies, there are still many
more databases that we have not yet accessed. The
maintenance of the NHIC's database is an ongoing task,
as recent publications and acquisitions by the centre make
it necessary to update the databases with new information
as it becomes available. An example of how quickly new
information can change the database is the Gorgone
Checkerspot Chlosyne gorgone, a species considered to have
only a historic status in Ontario until it was rediscovered
recently in eastern Ontario (Catling and Layberry 1996).

How is the information kept?
The information that is compiled and reviewed is stored
at the NHIC using manual paper files and maps, database
software and a network of computers. Using programs
that have been specially developed for the NHIC by
computer experts, the data are organised and sorted,
allowing the staff to access all necessary information on
a species, area or specific occurrence within seconds. Using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the information
can also be organised in such a way to produce maps,
such as that of a species' range in Ontario, or the biological
hotspots within the province where species diversity is
especially high; this is integral in work performed for the
provincial government's current "Lands For Life" project
and other large scale biodiversity connservation initiatives
conducted by both government and non-government
agencies. Using this same technology and the skills of
GIS and database specialists on the NHIC's staff, the
preliminary atlas of Ontario's dragonflies and damselflies
will soon be produced.

fate unbeknownst to us?
Tracking a species entails: the cataloguing of exact
locations using maps, attempting to be accurate to within
100m or finer, if possible; the monitoring of the breeding
(or non-breeding) population using field observations; and
the ranking of each occurrence using standard specifications
and field observations. The definition of an occurrence
differs between species, but is usually considered the
specific location of a localized population. An example of
an occurrence for a butterfly species would be a stand of
hackberry supporting a subpopuIation of Tawny Emperor
Asterocampa dyton. If the stand were surrounded by other
stands of hackberry where Tawny Emperors also breed,
separated only by a pathway, then they would all be
considered one occurrence. However, if the stand is
surrounded by fields or other unsuitable habitat for that
species, and the closest hackberry stand with Tawny
Emperors is several kilometres away, the breeding
population in each stand would be considered separate
occurrences. Occurrences are separated geographically
only, not temporally (Le., a population in a stand one year
is the same occurrence as the population in the same stand
ten years later).
Each occurrence is given a rank with respect to its
significance. Again, there is a difference between the
species, but generally, ranks from NA" to "D" are those
given to populations with varying degrees of health and
viability, from best to worst; NE" is given to a population
that is extant but with unknown viability; "H" is given to
populations which are historic (Le., not known to be extant
in the past 20 or so years); and "X" is given to extirpated
populations. The rank of an occurrence means a lot to a
biologist wishing to protect a species, as she/he can quickly
determine which occurrences to give priority to and on which
to concentrate management efforts. This is why, as an aid
to occurrence ranking, it is so important to include not only
presence/absence data but also population size, breeding
success, habitat quality and other observations in the
database and, accordingly, in data collected in the field.
Ultimately, the acquired information is reviewed, sorted

Why is this information kept?
Much of the NHIC's effort is directed towards the tracking
of rare plant and animal species. By tracking a rare species
(or community) we can more closely monitor a species'
status over time to discover disturbing or encouraging
trends and modify management accordingly. If we had
tracked the Giant Lacewing Polystoechotes punctatus fifty
years ago, we may have identified that the species was in
decline and considered a plan to prevent its apparent
extirpation from Ontario (see Marshall 1996). Who knows
what other less popular species have shared the same
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by Andrea Kingsley.
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Table 1. The definition of provincial ranks ISRanks) given to taxa, as
used by the Natural Heritage Information Centre. For a complete
list, see the NHIC website (see belowl.
Rank

DeflllltlOn

Sl

Extremely rare in Ontario; usually five or fewer occurrences
in the province or very few remaining individuals; often
especially vulnerable to extirpation

S2

Very rare in Ontario; usually between five and 20 occurrences
in the province or with many individuals in fewer occurrences;
often susceptible to extirpation

S3

Rare to uncommon in Ontario; usually between 20 and 100
occurrences in the province, but may have fewer occurrences
with large numbers of individuals in some populations; may
be susceptible to large-scale disturbances

S4

Common and apparently secure in Ontario; usually with more
than 100 occurrences in the province

S5

Very common and demonstrably secure in Ontario

SH

Historically known from Ontario, but not verified recently;
suitable habitat is thought to be still present and there is
reasonable expectation that the species may be rediscovered

SX

Apparently extirpated from Ontario, with little likelihood of
rediscovery; typically not seen in the province for decades
despite searches at known sites

SZ

Split into SZB lbreeding vagrants or transitory species) and
SZN lnon-breeding vagrants or transitory speciesl. These
species are not of practical conservation concern due to their
transitory and irregular nature and cannot be reliably mapped.

SA

Of accidental or casual occurrence in Ontario, far outside its
normal range. Some species may breed in the province, but
are of no conservation concern in Ontario.

S?

Rank uncertain. Insufficient information prevents a definitive
rank from being given.

and placed in the database, then later used for a variety of
purposes. Information from the NHIC's database is used
in management, both of areas and species. One important
way in which the data are used is for determining the
status of a species in Ontario, Canada and globally.
Increasingly, the information maintained in the NHIC's
database allows biologists to see in front of them a
·complete" list of known occurrences for a species in the
province, and use the data in their studies. The NHIC also
maintains species lists for all priority groups and ranks
them according to the relative number and status of extant
occurrences in the province. Most ranks are defined in
Table 1. The rank assigned to a species may change over
time, as new information becomes available. For example,
the aforementioned Gorgone Checkerspot was ranked as
"SH" until 1996 when it was changed to "S2". The provincial
ranks (a.k.a. SRanks) are used by other natural heritage
programs across the Americas, following the same
specifications created by The Nature Conservancy. By
examining the range of a species and considering the
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various SRanks for it in different areas, a GRank (Global
Rank) may be assigned. This GRank may then be used
further in management (Le., a species with the same
provincial rank as another but with a different global rank
may be managed differently). Standardization of the
ranking system, and the creation of a network is vital to
the preservation of our biodiversity.
NHIC data may also be used at a smaller scale, by private
individuals and agencies. For example, nature consultants
wishing to study an area proposed for development may
request from an OMNR District Office information
regarding the presence of rare species and communities
at the proposed site. The new Natural Resources Values
and Information System (NRVIS) allows district offices
access to much of these NHIC data, but NRVIS has not
yet been fully implemented, so a request may be forwarded
to the NHIC itself.
When the request is received, by either the NHIC or a
district office, the first thing to be decided is what
information is necessary to fill the request and whether
the requested information is actually needed by the person.
A keen naturalist who just wants to photograph a
population of rare dragonflies does not need to know the
locations of occurrences to enhance the population's
survival, but a biologist wanting to survey a population
for conservation purposes may need to know the exact
location of an occurrence. This "need-to-know" policy
protects species potentially exploitable to their detriment,
a concern of many naturalists who are reluctant to share
their data because of fears it will be released
indescriminately.and get into the hands of someone who
might harm the species. However, by suppressing the
whereabouts of a rare species one may, in certain
circumstances, be contributing to its demise. With the
knowledge that sensitive species occur at a proposed
development site, the government and/or developer can
change the development to accommodate the species, or
halt it altogether. If data were suppressed, the government
and/or developer may not learn about the species'
occurrence at the proposed site, and there would be little
chance that the species receives protection.
Biologists researching the biota of an area may request
information from the NHIC. If there is little concern over
potential harm to a species by giving out locational
information, this information is often provided to a
researcher whose purpose is for conservation or improved
scientific knowledge. Sometimes, a researcher may be
combining his/her field data with NHIC information.
During these instances, an agreement is often entered
whereupon large datasets are swapped or shared. For more
information regarding our protocol regarding data-sharing,
visit our website (see below).
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Table 2. List insect species tracked by the Natural Heritage Information Centre, as of January 10, 1998. See definitions for Sranks in Table
1. Nomenclature and common names follow those of The Nature Conservancy.

Scientific Name

Common Name

Scientific Name

Common Name

Cicindela hirticollis rhodensis
Cicindela limbalis limbalis
Cicindela patruela patruela
Cicindela lepida
Cicindela sexguttata denikei
Nicrophorus americanus
Brychius hungerfordi
Xylotrechus schaefferi
Af/exia rubranura
Tachysphex pechumani
Thorybes bathyllus
Staphylus hayhurstii
Erynnis brizo brizo
Erynnis martialis
Erynnis baptisiae
Erynnis persius persius
Erynnis persius borealis
Oarisma garita
Poanes massasoit
Euphyes duhesi
Euphyes bimacula
Atrytonopsis hianna
Amblyscirtes hegon
Papilio machaon
Papilio cresphontes
Pontia occidentalis
Pieris virginiensis
Euchloe ausonides
Euchloe olympia
Colias gigantea
Colias pelidne
Colias palaeno
Lycaena xanthoides dione
Lycaena helloides
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium caryaevorum
Mitoura grynea
Incisalia irus
Incisalia lanoraieensis
Fixsenia favonius ontario
Strymon melinus
Erora laeta
Lycaeides melissasamuelis
Agriades franklinii
Speyeria idalia
Chlosyne gorgone
Phyciodes batesii
Polygonia gracilis
Asterocampa celtis
Asterocampa clyton
Erebia disa
Erebia discoidalis
Oeneis macounii
Oeneis melissa
Hemileuca sp 1
Callosamia angulifera
Paratrea plebeja
Hemaris gracilis
Eumorpha pandorus
Eumorpha achemon
Catocala serena
Catocala judith
Catocala clintoni
Catocala micronympha
Catocala connubialis
Acronicta albarufa
Papaipema aweme
Pyreferra ceromatica
Schinia gloriosa
Polystoechotes punctatus
Cordulegaster obliqua
Gomphus vastus
Gomphus ventricosus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus

A Tiger Beetle
A Tiger Beetle
A Tiger Beetle
Little White Tiger Beetle
A Tiger Beetle
American Burying Beetle
Hungerford's Crawling Water Beetle
A Longhorn Beetle
Red-tailed Prairie Leafhopper
A Sphecid Wasp
Southern Cloudywing
Scalloped Sooty Wing
Sleepy Duskywing
Mottled Duskywing
Wild Indigo Duskywing
Persius Duskywing
Boreal Duskywing
Garita Skipper
Mulberry Wing
Duke's Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dusted Skipper
Salt-and-Pepper Skipper
Old World Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Western White
West Virginia White
Large Marble
Olympia Marble
Giant Sulphur
Pelidne Sulphur
Palaeno Sulphur
Dione Copper
Purplish Copper
Edwards' Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Olive Hairstreak
Frosted Elfin
Bog Elfin
Northern Hairstreak
Gray Hairstreak
Early Hairstreak
Karner Blue Butterfly
Arctic Blue
Regal Fritillary
Gorgone Checkerspot
Tawny Crescent
Hoary Comma
Hackberry Butterfly
Tawny Emperor
Disa Alpine
Red-disked Alpine
Macoun's Arctic
Melissa Arctic
Bogbean Buckmoth
Tulip Tree Silk Moth
Plebeian Sphinx
Slender Clearwing
Pandorus Sphinx
Achemon Sphinx
Serene Underwing
judith's Underwing
Clinton's Underwing
Little Nymph
Cannubal Underwing
Barrens Daggermoth
Aweme Borer
Annointed Sallow Moth
Giorius Flower Moth
A Giant Lacewing
Arrowhead Spiketail
Cobra Clubtail
Skillet Clubtail
Beaverpond Clubtail
HarPOon Clubtail

Gomphus graslinellus
Gomphus quadricolor
Gomphus viridifrons
Stylurus notatus
Stylurus plagiatus
Stylurus scudderi
Stylurus spiniceps
Arigomphus comutus
Arigomphus furcifer
Arigomphus villosipes
Stylogomphus albistylus
Ophiogomphus anomalus
Ophiogomphus carolus
Aeshna clepsydra
Aeshna mutata
Macromia taeniolata
Somatochlora ensigera
Somatochlora forcipata
Somatochlora incurvata
Somatochlora tenebrosa
Williamsonia fletcheri
Leucorrhinia borealis
Leucorrhinia patricia
Libellula vibrans
Perithemis tenera
Hetaerina titia
Lestes eurinus
Argia tibialis
Argia apicalis
Argia sedula
Argia translata
Coenagrion angulatum
Enallagma traviatum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma basidens
Enallagma clausum
Anomalagrion hastatum
Melanoplus mancus
Melanoplus punctulatus punctulatus
Melanoplus stonei
Melanoplus huroni
Scirtetica marmorata marmorata
Oecanthus pini
Oecanthus niveus
Atlanticus monticola
Atlanticus testaceus
Trimerotropis huroniana
Orphulella pelidna pelidna
Paroxya hoosieri
Neoconocephalus lyristes
Neoconocephalus robustus
Orchelimum delicatum
Orchelimum concinnum
Orchelimum campestre
Orchelimum nigripes
Scudderia fasciata
Scudderia septentrionalis
Allonemobius macularns
Ceuthophilus latens
Ceuthophilus maculatus
Ceuthophilus meridionalis
Ceuthophilus uhleri
Stethophyma gracile
Stethophyma lineata
Schistocerca emarginata
Pseudopomala brachyptera
Syrbula admirabilis
Conocephalus saltans
Conocephalus strictus
Anaxipha exigua
Neocurtilla hexadactyla
Microcentrum rhombifolium
Paratettix cucullatus
Neotridactylus apicialis
Dendrotettix auercus

Pronghorn Clubtail
Rapids Clubtail
Green-Faced Clubtail
Elusive Clubtail
Russet-tipped Clubtail
Zebra Clubtail
Arrow Clubtail
Horned Clubtail
Lilypad Clubtail
Unicorn Clubtail
Least Clubtail
Extra-Striped Snaketail
Riffle Snaketail
Mottled Darner
Spatterdock Darner
Royal River Cruiser
Lemon-faced Emerald
Forcipate Emerald
Warpaint Emerald
Clamp-tipped Emerald
Ebony Boghaunter
Boreal Whiteface
Canada Whiteface
Great Blue Skimmer
Eastern Amberwing
Smoky Rubyspot
Amber-winged'Spreadwing
Blue-tipped Dancer
Blue-fronted Dancer
Blue-ringed Dancer
Dusky Dancer
Prairie Bluet
Slender Bluet
Bog Bluet
Double-striped Bluet
Alkali Bluet
Citrine Forktail
A Locust
A Locust
A Locust
Huron Short-winged Locust
Northern Marbled Locust
Pine Tree Cricket
Narrow Winged Tree Cricket
Davis' Shield-Bearer
Short-legged Shield·Bearer
Lake Huron 'Locust
Barrens Locust
Hoosier Locust
Bog Conehead
Crepitating Conehead
Delicate Meadow Katydid
Red-faced Meadow Katydid
Dusky-faced Meadow Katydid
Black·legged Meadow Katydid
Black-striped Katydid
Northern Bush Katydid
Spotted Ground Cricket
Black-sided Camel Cricket
Spotted Camel Cricket
Striped Camel Cricket
Uhler's Camel Cricket
Northern Sedge Locust
Striped Sedge Locust
Prairie Bird-Locust
Bunch Grass Locust
Handsome Locust
Prairie Meadow Katydid
Straight Lanced Meadow Katydid
Say's Bush Cricket
Northern Mole Cricket
Angle-winged Katydid
Hooded Grouse Locust
Larger Pygmy Locust
Post-Oak Locust
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Insects tracked by the NHIC
What is rare? The guidelines followed by the NHIC are
easy: any species considered S1, S2, S3, SH or SX is
considered rare and is tracked. As mentioned earlier,
species assigned ranks by COSEWIC and/or COSSARO are
also usually tracked.
Although relatively few insect groups have been sorted
and ranked yet, four groups for which there is substantial
occurrence data have been organised and ranked. These
are Lepidoptera (partial list with all butterflies and some
moths), Coleoptera (partial list with all tiger beetles and
some other known-to-be-rare beetles from assorted
families!, Orthoptera (all grasshoppers, crickets, and
katydids), and Odonata (all dragonflies and damselflies);
other groups have working lists which require much more
development. These insect lists may change more quickly
than those for other groups, like vascular plants, birds
and mammals, due to our relatively poor knowledge of
insect distribution; this is quickly changing as the
entomological community swells and more questions are
answered.
A list of the insect species currently tracked by the NHIC
is presented on the preceding page (Table 2). Ranks are
not provided due to space, but all have a rank of S1, S2,
S3, SH or SX. The NHIC would be interested in records
regarding any of these species. This list will be updated
in the future as more groups are investigated.

Contacting the NHIC
If you would like to contribute to the NHIC database by
submitting information regarding a rare species, it is
important that we receive as much of the below
information as possible. To properly evalua.te the record
and place it correctly in the database, we need:
Species scientific name and common name
Name of observer
Full address, telephone and fax number{s) and e-mail address,
if applicable
Observation Data
Date last observed
Date first observed
Description of the occurrence (e.g. number of adults, young,
behaviour)
Quality of the occurrence (Poor to Excellent) and an
explanation why
Site description (habitat) and quality (Poor to Excellent)
Substantiating evidence (i.e. photograph, specimen) and
location of evidence
How did you identify this species and separate it from other
similar species?
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Geographic Information
Location name
Topographic map number
Coordinates (full UTM grid reference is preferred)
County{s) and township{s)
Directions to the occurrence (describe the precise location,
giving distances to nearby landmarks)
Landowner's name and address
Current land use
Disturbance and possible threats
Conservation/management needs
There are a number of ways to contact the NHIC if you
have comments, observations, requests or queries. Try one
of the addresses/numbers listed at the end of this article.
Our website, accessed through the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources website at WWW.MNR.GOV.ON.CA. has
further information on the NHIC, complete lists of species
and communities, database information, the NHIC's
newsletters, links to other data ,centres, and a list of contact
email addresses and phone numbers for each of the NHIC's
staff biologists. An on-line data form is available to anyone
wishing to submit data. Also, visitors to the site can perform
either a Natural Areas query or a Rare Species query. By
performing a Natural Areas query, one can receive a
generated list of natural areas in the NHIC's database for a
selected map sheet. The Rare Species query generates a
species list for a selected county based on NHIC records.
Visit our website and watch for future additions.
The Natural Heritage Information Centre was created to
monitor biodiversity in Ontario so that we all may enjoy
tomorrow what we see today. Although it can help you
directly and indirectly, the NHIC also requires your support
and data for its full potential to be realised, and we will
be happy to receive any additions to our database.
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Entolllophilia
by Don Davis
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Recipe for Attracting Moths
Don took this from Gardel1 Moth Guide in BBC Wildlife
4(8). August 1996. Although British, this recipe will
certainly work for some of our Ontario species. If you
omit the sash cord and nails, it might also be sufficient
when unexpected guests arrive for dessert!! Here is the
recipe for Simon King's Wine Ropes.

Ingredients
2 ripe, sweet apples
1 sweet orange
1 banana
500 g granulated sugar
2 bottles of red wine (one cheap plonk, one good table wine)
100 ml stout ale
6 metres of sash cord
6 nails or tacks

---

---

Directions
Quarter the apples, peel and slice the orange and banana,
and place fruit in a large saucepan. Add bottle of cheap
plonk and warm gently over a low heat for five minutes,
stirring occasionally. Gradually stir in the sugar until
dissolved. Cut the sash cord into 1m lengths and soak in
warm wine. Add the stout and remove from heat. Allow
to stand for half an hour and - voila! - wine ropes. (The
second bottle of wine? That's for you.) Feeds several
hundred.
You have just created one of the best moth magnets going
- entirely harmless (the only effect on the moths is a slight
inebriation and better than jam smeared over a post, which
can damage stuck moths).
Once your ropes have soaked, hang or nail them
outside about an hour before dusk. Good spots are on an
open porch or pegged to the washing line, close to
vegetation if possible. Check the ropes about an hour after
sunset, using a dim or red-filtered flashlight and if
conditions are right, you should find moths of various
species perched happily, sipping the concoction. Not all
moth species are attracted to the brew, but many of the
more showy ones are among those that are.
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We want your stories, notes
of interest, artwork,
photographs, trip reports.
This is your forum - Take
advantage of it!
The deadline for the next
Ontario Insects is March 28!

Catocala rehcta
by Andrea
I
Kingsey.
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The 1997 Algonquin Odonate Count
By Colin Jones

Sunday, July 6, 1997 marked the date of the second annual
Algonquin Odonate Count - still the first, and only, count
of its kind of which I am aware. The 15-mile diameter
count circle, located entirely within Algonquin Provincial
Park, is the same circle used for both the Algonquin
Christmas Bird Count and the Highway 60 Algonquin
Butterfly Count. The circle is centred at Rutter Lake,
Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor
from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the
east. Within the circle, odonate habitats include lakes,
beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce bogs, wet sedge
meadows, and human disturbed operi areas such as
roadside ditches.
Unlike 1996, when the odonate count was held in
conjunction with the Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly
Count, in 1997 the odonate count was held on the day
following the butterfly count. As a result, observers
(although tired from looking for butterflies all day Saturday)
were able to concentrate their efforts specifically on
odonates, greatly increasing the diversity of habitats
checked. By the end of the day, 27 observers had totalled
38 party hours, observing 3157 odonates of 55 species
(compared to 760 odonates of 38 species in 1996).

dried-up beaver pond. This record confirms this skimmer
as a new species for the Park. Although Twelve-spotted
Skimmer is included in the Park's checklist, found at the
back of The Dragonflies and Damselflies of Algonquin
Provincial Park, previous reports were later found to be
unsubstantiated and may have been female Common
Whitetails Libellula lydia.
Other highlights included records for the Northern
Bluet Enallagma cyathigerum and the Sphagnum Sprite
Nehalennia gracilis. Although probably locally common in
Algonquin Park, neither of these species had been recorded
in the Park until the 1995 and 1996 seasons, respectively.
The Northern Bluet is usually found in shallow, marshy
areas of lakes, whereas the Sphagnum Sprite, as its name
suggests, is found almost exclusively in sphagnum-bog
ponds.
Also of note was one individual of both the Tule
Bluet Enallagma carunculatum and the Azure Bluet
Enallagma aspersum. We only have a handful of records
for each of these species in Algonquin, most of which
have been from 1995 to present. As a side note of interest,
the Azure Bluet is a damselfly which presently appears to
be far more common and widespread in Ontario than it
was in the first half of this century, possibly due to an
expanding "race", as suggested by Paul Catling and Paul
Pratt in a recent issue of Argia.
Some of the more spectacular species recorded on
the count were: three species of striking clubtails in the
genus Gomphus, namely the Moustached G. adelphus,
Beaverpond G. borealis, and Harpoon G. descriptus
Clubtails; the ever-impressive Dragonhunter Hagenius
brevistylus; both species of Algonquin spiketails, the Deltaspotted Cordulegaster diastotopd and the Twin-spotted C.
maculata Spiketails; and one of my personal favourites,
the Royal River Cruiser Macromia illinoiensis.
A full species list with totals for the count is found
in the table below. New species for the count appear in
bold type.

Female Twelve-spotted Skimmer Libellula pulchella (Andrea Kingsley).

Although not too exciting for those familiar with
dragonflies in more southern parts of Ontario, the highlight
of the day was two Twelve-spotted Skimmers Libellula
pulchella. found flying over a shallow pool at the end of a
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Thanks to all of the participants and a special thankyou to those who traveled from elsewhere in the province
to lend their time, effort and skill. The 1998 Algonquin
Odonate Count is scheduled for Saturday, June 27. Those
interested in participating on this count should contact the
author at the Algonquin Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219,
Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637-2828.
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Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes rectangularis
Argia fumipennis
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum .
Enallagma cyathigerum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna eremita
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna sp.
Anax junius
Basiaeshna janata
Boyeria vinosa
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus adelphus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus lividus

Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Number of Party Hours:
Odonates/Party Hour
Cumulative Total Species:

34

139
22
17
1

72
44
34
1

14
1

6
117
79
4
370
4
81

7
1

2
2
1

12
2
4
5
3
1
46
6

Gomphus spicatus
Hagenius brevistylus
Cordulegaster diastotops
Cordulegaster maculata
Didymops transversa
Macromia illinoiensis
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Epitheca spinigera
Epitheca sp.
Helocordulia uhleri
Somatochlora elongata
Somatochlora minor
Somatochlora tenebrosa
Somatochlora sp.
Celithimus elisa
Leucorrhinia frigida
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia hudsonica
Leucorrhinia proxima
Leucorrhinia sp.
Libellula julia
Libellula lydia
Libellula pulchella
Libellula quadrimaculata
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum sp.

18
9
19

17
3
9
31
37
12

104
62

10
10

5
4
1
1

27
68
87
30
90
80
145
949
48
2

137
7
3

55
3157
27
38
83

60

Observers:
Dawn Brenner, Peter Burke, Kevin Clute, Melinda Collins,
Bill Crins, Jason Dombroskie, George Fritz, Deirdre Gall,
William Godsoe, Matt Holder, Margo Holt, Nancy Ironside,
Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Andrea Kingsley, Gordon
Lewer, Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Michael Runtz, Brad
Steinberg, Dan Strickland, Ken Symington, Doug Tozer,
Ron Tozer, Michael and Nancy van der Poorten, Ellie Zajc.
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Sweet/lag Spreading Lestes forcipatus
by Andrea Kingsley
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Notes

Fall Monarch Butterfly Migration

1997
For the second year in a row, Monarch
butterflies were found in abundance
throughout Southern Ontario. Reports
from various points along the north
shores of lakes Ontario and Erie
suggest abundant numbers of
Monarchs were heading in a
southwesterly direction towards
Mexico. Due to the high numbers,
there were reports of Monarch
butterflies being spotted in extreme
parts of their range, including
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan; Grand
Manan Island, Nova Scotia; St. Pierre
et Miquelon (Territory of France) near
Newfoundland.
This year, the Monarch Watch issued
new white circular tags that could be
applied to the rear wings of the
Monarchs without having to remove
any scales. These new tags seemed
particularly visible and certainly
increased the number of Monarchs
that could be tagged.
T.E.A. member Bob Curry reported
that on August 28th, he witnessed the
largest flight of Monarchs he had ever
seen. He estimated that about 1000
Monarchs per minute were coming
ashore at the extreme west end of Lake
Ontario at Hamilton. In the two hours
he observed this phenomenon, he
estimated that 120,000 Monarchs
passed. How many others passed in
the hours beforehand?
Over the Labour Day Weekend period,
there were many reports of large
numbers of Monarchs on the move.
Just outside of Presqu'He Provincial
Park, thousands nectared on joe-pye
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Elizabeth Hunter, who tagged
Monarch butterflies with Dr. Fred
Urquhart in the 1960's, had a most
unusual recovery. Her Cape May
Point, New Jersey Monarch was
recovered near San Salvador,
Bahamas.

Second Journey South Program a
Success

weed. At Sandbanks Provincial Park
Yvette Bree reported that Monarch~ This past fall, scores of Ontario
were jostling for space on the beach classrooms participated in the 2nd
with sunbathers! Larger numbers than Journey South program. Paper
she had seen for several years.
Monarch butterflies were made and
As the month progressed, similar sent on a symbolic migration to the
reports were received. John Children's Museum in Mexico City.
McCracken of Long Point reported This spring, these same classrooms
that on September 14th, the Monarchs will receive back the same number of
were moving due west along the Lake paper Monarchs they sent, except
Erie shoreline in a broad band about these paper Monarchs will have been
3km wide. He estimates the numbers made in classrooms all over the
to be in the tens of thousands. In a continent. In the end, 1,864
15-minute period, he counted 553 go classrooms from four countries, 50
past his field of view while sitting on states and four provinces sent in over
the lakeshore. Again, Jon noted this 48,000 butterflies, weighing over 900
to be the best migration he had seen pounds. Again, UPS provided
complementary transportation.
for several years.
At PointPelee, the highest count totals
for the year occurred on the 19th and
20th of September, with 1504 on the
19th and 1368 on the 20th.
Coincidently, on September 20th, the
naturalists manning the Holiday
Beach Migration Observatory tower at
the Holiday Beach Conservation area
near Amherstburg counted 12,000
Monarchs fly past their tower.
Across the province, Monarch
sightings continued well into October
with stragglers being spotted eve~
later. I was particularly surprised to
find a few Monarch larva at Presqu'ile
Provincial Park at the end of
September.
I was able to tag about two thousand
Monarchs at Presqu'ile Provincial Park
during the month of September. One
individual was recovered at Astor,
Florida. Another tagged Monarch that
I released at Tommy Thompson Park
in Toronto was later found near
Julian, Pennsylvania.

The Monarch Butterfly Sanctuary
Foundation has been established to
help protect the Monarch's winter
habitat in Mexico. Those classrooms
participating in Journey South raised
over $2000.00 towards this project. The
Chair of the foundation is Dr. Lincoln
Brower. The goal is to raise $1 million
to protect the Sierra Chincua colony
and to construct a small interpretive
centre. Anyone interested in making
a contribuVon can contact Elizabeth
Donnelly, Secretary-Treasurer at:
EDONNELLY@JRIVER.JRIVER.COM. In return,
you will receive a personalized
certificate and other tokens of
appreciation.

Western Monarch Conference III
This writer was also invited to attend
the Western Monarch Conference
held from December 5-8, 1997 at th~
Monarch
Program's
Butterfly
Vivarium in Encinitas, California.
While presented on a much smaller
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the season. It is anticipated that 4000
trees may be covered with 30 million
Monarch butterflies this year.

scale than the Morelia Conference,
there were equally impressive
presentations
concerning
the
conservation and protection of the
Monarch butterfly.
I was very honored to spend a
considerable amount of time with
noted lepidopterist, Dr. Robert Pyle,
author of the Audubon Field Guide
to North American Butterflies. Dr.
Pyle has an impressive encyclopedic
knowledge of lepidoptera and of the
contributions of other researchers. I
was also pleased to meet Steve Kutch,
best known for his work with
Hollywood film directors. When he is
not teaching entomology, Steve uses
his skill and knowledge to make
insects perform on cue. His film
credits include Arachniphobia, James
and the Giant Peach, and Aliens 3. (See
accompanying photograph of Dr. Pyle
and Steve Kutch.)
During the conference, Dr. Pyle
reviewed his expedition along the
Okanagan, Snake and Columbia River
systems and his observations of
Monarchs flying in a south-easterly
direction through the western states.
Dr. Pyle's field observations suggest
some western Monarchs migrate into
Mexico. One of his Washingtontagged Monarchs was later recovered
near Santa Cruz, California. Dr. Pyle
is now writing a book about his
travels and the western Monarch
migration.
Another highlight of the conference
was a trip into Baja California, where
Monarch overwintering sites have
been discovered. At mile 55 at La
Salina, we observed 1,700 Monarchs
roosting on eucalyptus trees. Our trip
ended at Ensenada - about 10"0 miles
south of the U.S. border.

Butterflies of Canada . Release
Update
Peter Hall reports that the new book,
The Butterflies of Canada, is slated
for release in mid-February, 1998. The
final manuscript is with the publisher
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Ontario Milkweed Species
Here is a summary of milkweed
species found in Ontario according to
Jeff Crolla's excellent report on the
Status and Distribution of Milkweed
in Canada. The majority are rare
species, found only in Carolinian
Canada:

(University of Toronto Press and the
National Research Council), and Peter
reported that they had to give final
comments on the plate proofs before
Christmas. There may be a launching
in early March in the Toronto area.

Monarchs Swarm into the Mexican
Overwintering Sites during Morelia
Conference
Dr. Karen Oberhauser of the
University of Minnesota visited the
Monarch overwintering sanctuaries
near Sierra Chincua, El Rosario and
Cerro Pelon the weekend of November
15 and 16, following the Morelia
conference. She reports that Monarchs
streamed through the small town of
Angangueo like a river on their way
to El Rosario. Children walking from
school had to actually brush Monarchs
out of their eyes!
The El Rosario overwintering site
officially opened to the public for the
97/98 season on November 15th. On
this date, only 30 - 40 trees were
covered with Monarchs near the
ridgetop. This is only 1 - 2 % of the
expected total. Normally 3000 trees are
covered with Monarchs at the peak of

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

syriaca - common
incarnata - common
tuberosa - uncommon
exaltata - uncommon
hirtella - rare
ovalifolia - rare
purpurascens - rare
quadrifolia - rare
sullivantii - rare
verticillata - rare
viridiflora - rare
variegata - extirpated

Scientists Discourage Butterfly
Bouquets
In recent months, a number of
companies have opened their doors for
business on the internet, offering to
provide Monarch butterflies for
release at weddings. Some charge as
much as $129.00 per dozen! One such
company is located in Hawaii.
However, scientists are concerned
about the movement of butterflies or
insects from one region of the country
to another. They feel that there may
be unpredictable results, such as the
spread of disease or altering of gene
pools. Those studying Monarch
migration are concerned that some of
their visual sightings might be of
transplanted Monarchs. Among those
sounding the alarm are Lincoln
Brower, Paul Opler, and Robert Pyle.
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Meeting & Field Trip

_ _ _....:..--R_e_p_o-'---r_ts
September

October

Members Meeting

John Eberlie

The meeting was quite well attended,
although members were given such
short notice. Karen Yukich had some
slides of interesting insects she was
trying to identify, and also one of a
Garita Skipper from La Cloche Island..
Paul McGaw showed butterflies he'd
photographed on his China trip in
June, and some moths from home and
from northern Ontario. Nancy van der
Poorten brought some slides of some
very interesting butterflies, moths and
Odonata, especially the Early
Hairstreak and Laurentian Skipper
from Quebec. Quimby Hess had some
fascinating tales to tell with his slides
of a trip to the Amazon in the 80' s.
Don Davis, our Monarch expert, was
able to visit his favourite butterflies
in their wintering grounds in Mexico
and had slides of his visit there.
Duncan Robertson had his usual
excellent pictures of moths, some
amazing ones of very tiny micros.
Another member brought some insect
cases he makes himself, several with
tropical butterflies and one with a very
good collection of Ontario moths and
other insects.

My Successes and Failures in Raising
Insects

The proceedings of the business
meeting are not available.

John Eberlie, a past president of the
TEA, has been raising insects in
Northumberland County for 30 years.
His talk was illustrated with his
excellent slides of eggs, larvae and
adults in all stages of development.
He is admirably skilled at finding eggs
and larvae in the field, but more often
he captures females and induces them
to lay eggs on host plants in captivity.
It was exciting to see the variation of
form and colour in the early instars
of different larvae which are almost
never described. As well as
Lepidoptera, he has also raised
dragonflies, ladybirds and several
species of bugs. Two of the more
significant findings from his butterfly
rearing experiences are that the
Hobomok Skipper winters as a larva,
not as a pupa as is generally believed,
and that the Ringlet is a bivoltine
species, not two separate species as
has been reported.
The proceedings of the business
meeting are not available.

November
Glenn Morris
Singing Katydids of the Jungle
Eighteen people attended this meeting
held on November 22. The speaker,
Glenn Morris, presented an interesting
talk entitled "Singing Katydids of the
Jungle". Dr. Morris received his Ph.D.
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from Cornell University and has been
a professor for 30 years at Erindale in
the Zoology Department.
"Katydids and crickets are orthopteran
insects known for their songs. These
sound signals are made by the males
to attract females. A scraper on one
forewing slides along a row of teeth
lining a vein on the other and
stimulates wing cells to vibrate and
radiate sound. Tympana on the front
legs move in response to sounds
arriving from front and back; in front
katydids have slitted chambers, in back
modified tracheae which serve as
wave guides conducting sound
through the body from thoracic
spiracles. Localization by side to side
sound intensity differences in crickets
depends upon phase differences
created by the different length of
external and internal sound paths.
Song spectra may be broadbanded or musical and one katydid,
Metrioptera sphagnorum, endemic to
Canada, produces a two part song that
alternates broad-band audio with pure
tone ultrasonic. On many trips to
South America I have studied the
diversity bf katydid song structure.
Over 25 years I have found many
tropical katydid species that produce
extremes of high, pure tone, carrier
frequencies while singIng with very
short calls widely separated in time.
Recently a Colombian coastal species,
a predator in the canopy, was
discovered calling at 135 kHz, the
highest principal carrier currently
known for any acoustic insect. These
high frequencies are severely
attenuated by vegetation in the
continued on next page...
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The Bookworm

¥j

The Nature of Monarch Butterflies:
beauty takes flight
This is a photographically stunning
"coffee table" book which, for a book
of the coffee table genre, is
surprisingly well written by Canadian
science writer Eric Grace. The stars,
undoubtedly, are the 53 color photos
- and the Monarch butterfly itself although Grace does not begrudge
their position. It is, however, the
thoughtful text which makes the book
a worthwhile purchase.

The Nature of Monarch Butterflies:
beauty takes flight
By Eric S. Grace. 1997. Greystone
Books, Douglas & McIntyre, 1615
Venables Street, Vancouver, BC,
Canada V5L 2Hl. 128 pp. Hardcover,
24.1 x 24.1 em, ISBN 1-55054-570-1,
$32.50.

The Life of a Monarch introduces the
life history with short sections
providing the usual coverage of the
egg, larva, pupa and adult butterfly as
well as an introduction to courtship
and mating. Migration, looks first at
the migratory staging areas in the
north and the habitat requirements of
the butterflies during the southward
migration, then covers both the

Mexican and Californian overwintering roosts, and continues
through the recolonization of the US
and Canada. It concludes with a short,
but worthwhile, digression of the need
for continued monitoring of migration
routes, including in its coverage the
commendable work of Chip Taylor's
Monarch Watch.
The Monarch's World is a refreshing
look at habitat requirements in the
breeding range, has the usual stuff
about mimicry (thankfully, the
manuscript was reviewed by Lincoln
Brower
so
the
common
oversimplifications that generally
abound in this sort of book are
missing), and a thorough, so
somewhat unusual, examination of
the role of various sources of
mortality.
continued on next page...

Reports... continued from previous page

environment and may have been
selected for in this context to minimize
eavesdropping by predatory bats.
Walking trails and wading
streams in tropical rainforests affords
great enjoyment to the person
knowledgeable
about
insects.
Butterflies, spiny caterpillars,
grasshoppers, leafcutter ants, termites,
mantids are all visible in the day. But
discovery is more rewarding at night.
With a flashlight the vegetation is seen
to be alive with frogs, spiders,
scorpions, and many many katydids,
some of these signalling by vibrating
their plant substrate."
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3. Business Meeting
Financial: Regular account $1218.90;
Atlas account $1400; GIC $7000. There
are 150 members on our list; 77 are
unpaid.
Correspondence:
- Phil Schappert sends his regards
from Texas
- Tom Mason (Metro Toronto Zoo) sent
news of a proposed Butterfly
Conference in Ontario. It is proposed
to have a number of
themes
including governmental issues, exotic
displays, and conservation. TEA will
be asked to participate and will be sent

an official invitation when plans are
finalized.
. there is a Monarch Poster available
contact Alan for details
- The Bailey Project Fund has funds
available for bird projects
- Please send your moth records to
Duncan Robertson (email or mail is
fine)
News:
- Tropical Lepidoptera Newsletter has
an article about killer caterpillars
- bring ideas for field trips for summer
1998
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Review...continued from previous page

New Website

The final section extends the first Past Ontario Insects Editor, Phil
three sections into the future with The Schappert, has opened up his own
Need for Conservation. This is very website at
timely since a major conference on
this very subject has just been held in WWW .ESB. UTEXAS .EDU/PHILJS/NEWS/
Morelia, Mexico. It covers the NEWS.HTML
controversial winter kills in Mexico, The website is mainly devoted to the
discusses threats to the roosts and News of the Lepidopterists' Society
continues with a look at the often (see Phil's below blurb for details).
overlooked threats to the Monarch in "Currently, the site contains contact
its breeding areas. Finally, under the information,
instructions
to
auspices of "lending a helping hand" contributors (including submission
it touches on the need for social and dates for the upcoming volume), the
economic reform and its potential for contents of all of the issues of Vol. 39
conservation of the Mexican (with some Adobe Acrobat PDF's of
overwintering roosts.
. some individual stories to show you
For the beautiful photos alone, this non-members what you're missing),
book is worth considering, but for the and links to the Lep. Soc. home page.
depth of the written coverage it is Scheduled for future additions will be
worth purchasing.
forms for submitting advertisements
(members only) to the Marketplace
Phil Schappert
and for sending letters to the editor. ..
Department of Zoology, University of
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712- If anyone has any other ideas about
what the site should offer (remember
1064
that the Society does have it's own site
(reprinted from News of the at WWW.FURMAN.EDU/ - SNYDER/SNYDER/
Lepidopterists' Society, Vol. 39(4), LEP/), then please contact me. I'm
1997)
interested in your comments,
suggestions, criticisms, etc. in any
event."
Phil also maintains the On-Line
Lepidopterists' Who's Who, a worldwide listing of lepidopterists (for
A team of University of Toronto private use only) to facilitate contacts
zoologists, led by Stephen Tobe, , related to various aspects of research
announced their discovery of a peptide and study pertaining to lepidoptera - a short chain of amino acids - which is also maintained by Phil. That new
affects a specific hormone in address is:
cockroaches. Juvenile hormone WWW.ESB. UTEXAS .EDU/PHILJS/ OLWW /
con troIs
reproduction
and OLWW.HTML
metamorphosis. By introducing the Give both of them a visit when you're
peptide, Tobe has been able to inhibit surfing the web.
metamorphosis and reproduction.
Practical application of this discovery
may offer some challenges. However,
Tobe thinks that the hormone inhibitor
could be put on bait. What makes this
research significant is that it is so
discriminatory, whereas pesticides kill
everything.

U of T Discovery May Reduce
Pesticide Use
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Proposed Heliwells Butterfly
Natural Preserve Project Receives
$40,000 Grant
On October 8, 1997, the Commission
for Environmental Cooperation
(NAFTA) announced the grants
awarded by the North American Fund
for Environmental Cooperation to 32
community groups across Canada,
Mexico and the United States.
Among the grant recipients was the
Latin American Working Group of
Toronto. In partnership with the Task
Force to Bring Back the Don, this
organization plans to create the
Heliwells Butterfly Natural Preserve
on a degraded and neglected natural
area in the lower part of the Don River
watershed. It is hoped to bring
together Latin Americans living in
Toronto with Canadian groups/
individuals. Volunteers will be sought
for community outreach, fundraising
and on-site naturalization work. It is
hoped at the beginning of the year to
have a schedule of activities and time
frame in place.
For further information, contact
Eduardo Garay, Latin American
Working Group, 761 Queen St. West,
Suite 101, Toronto, Ontario M6J 1Gl.
Tel: (416) 763-9933.
E-mail: LAWGEDWG@WEB.APC.ORG
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Review...continued from previous page
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together Latin Americans living in
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Bug Me!

Puzzles, etc.

This month by Andrea King,ky

Notice to Contributors

Instructions
~ to Authors

Entomological Scramble
Your goal is to unscramble each of the entomologically-related words below.
Once completed, your fin'll challenge is to take the first letter of each of ten
of the words (discard fourl, unscramble them, and find an insect sometimes
seen indoors during this time of year. Good Luck!!

Contributions to Ontario Insects may
address any subject or aspect related to
entomological study. Research papers,
feature articles, notes or short communications, book reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions
and miscellaneous notes are acceptable.
Research papers may include original
research or scholarly reviews that follow the acceptable format of a similar
content journal (e.g.: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Summary). Feature articles should be
both informative & entertaining, thus
format is left up to the author. Notes or
short communications may be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the
last three years. Puzzles should be
original. Guest columns for Entomophilia
may encompass any subject related to
the love of insects. Opinions may take
the form of letters to the editor, feature
articles, or short communications.
Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork
should be line drawings in pen and ink
or a good photocopy of colour works.
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Notes From The Editor's Desk
This issue of Ontario Insects is the first
without Matt Holder as co-editor. He has
now moved on to greener pastures to
continue his post-graduate studies. Matt,
with his combined extensive natural history
knowledge and desk-top publishing skills,
has been
. invaluable for the production of
OntarIO Insects. Many thanks Matt! We hope
you will 'remember us with an occasional
article on your work on the East Coast.

interest in this role, please feel free to contact
me at the address on the inside of the front
cover. Editing Ontario Insects requires only
a few hours on three occasions every year,
and requires a 486 (or higher processor)
computer with a scanner and laser printer.
The Toronto Entomologist's Assocciation
supplies the software. It is fun, but also a
challenge to keep up the high standards set
by the initial editor, Phil Schappert.

With Matt's departure, and my own before
the end of the year, we are now beginning
the search for new editors. If you have some

At last the temperatures are rising and insects
are starting to appear. The season of field
trips and counts is nearly upon us. In this

,

Treasurer's Report
As of April 1st, 1998, the current balance in
the regular membership account stands at
$2294.08, sufficient to cover the cost of the
1997 Summary and one issue of Ontario
Insects. Membership stands at 140, with
unpaid members now removed from the
roster.

New conservatory features native
butterflies & moths
Humber Nursery will be the home of a new
Butterfly Conservatory opening May 1. An
1100 square foot mesh-enclosed house has
been planted with food plants for the larvae
of the 30 butterfly species which will be
introduced there this spring. Throughout the
summer, floral baskets, potted annuals,
perennials and herbs will be brought in to
ensure a continuing source of nectar. There
will also be two areas of moist sand for
butterflies to "puddle," and a log pile for
Mourning Cloaks to shelter overnight or
overwinter.

new sources of pupas, so if you have any
you would like to sell, he would be glad to
hear from you (phone/e-mail below). Tom
has promised us our own private TEA tour
on June 20 (see TEA Field Trips).
As well as some more spectacular species
such as Black, Tiger, Pipevine and Spicebush
Swallowtails, they are planning to raise
Buckeyes, Milbert's Tortoiseshells, Harris'
Checkerspots, Baltimores, Bronze Coppers
and 20 others. A. more unusual plan is to
include 14 species ofnative moths, including
Lunas, Prometias, Cynthias, los and Regals.
Admission to the Conservatory is free and
both guided and group tours are available.
Humber Nursery is on Hwy. 50 south of
Hwy. 7. More information is available on the
Humber Website at www.gardencentre.com
or phone(905)794-0555 or e-mail
humber@gardencentre.com

issue there are lists of both the Toronto
Entomologist's field trips for the summer,
and of the butterfly counts for Ontario.
Participation is the key to the success ofthese
trips. I encourage you to take your family
out on some or if you want, all of these
trips. With these trips being led by experts
in insect identification, I am sure they will
be informative and enjoyable!
Phil Lester.
p.s. thanks to Sarah Ball who proofread this
issue

Elections at the Fall TEA
meeting
According to the constitution of the TEA,
we must hold an election of the executive
officers ofthe Board of Directors at the first
fall meeting of 1998. The executive offcers
comprise a president, vice-president, treasurer, and secretary. Nominations for these
positions may be made to any member ofthe
Board of Directors. The present executive
officers may re-run for election, but the president, having regretfully concluded that he
needs a rest, will not.
Duncan Robertson (President, TEA)

Deadline for submissions for the
next Ontario Insects
The deadline for your articles and submissions for the September issue of Onatario
Insects is September 5.

Nearly all the butterflies planned for the
Conservatory are native to Southern Ontario
and most are obtained from local sources,
notably TEA member Rod Parrott. Humber's
Tom Thomson is always on the lookout for
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With summer nearly here, there are many entomologists waiting to chase insects again in the great outdoors. So there are, of course, no
meetings during the summer months. Instead there are a variety offield trips listed below and butterfly counts listed on the opposite page.
The field trips are led by TEA members, and are a great opportunity to see a variety of insects and sights. The monthly meetings will
continue in September with a members meeting, where you can show us your pictures and brag of your success. Note that the first two
field trips, to Humber Butterfly Conservatory and the Mothing Night at Scugog are on the same day, June 20.

Saturday, June 20

......... ..._.~G::"'"'- ...~ ......

Humber Butterfly Conservatory
We will have a private tour ofthis brand new Butterfly Conservatory (see article on page 41) Opening
May 1, they hope to have most of the 30 species of butterflies introduced by mid-June. Humber
horticulturalist Tom Thomson is not a trained entomologist, but has put in a lot ofresearch and planning •.
to make this project successful. He would appreciate our feedback regarding the facilities and his
lecture material. Starting time 2:30 p.m. Please call Paul McGaw at (416)26 I-6272 to reserve a place.

Saturday, June 20

Mothing Night at SGtttJeg. ~ J>~I--d

Early summer is an excellent time to attract giant silkworm, sphinx and tiger moth species. We will uSe
ultraviolet and mercury vapour lights and sugar bait on trees. This will be a catch and release outing,
and is expected to start at approximately 9 p.m. Please bring flashlights, insect containers and moth J
guides ifyou have them. James Kamstra will be hosting this event on his property near Lake Scugog.
Please call Paul McGaw for directions (416)261-6272.

Saturday July 18

Branchton Butterflies.
One ofour favourite outing locations, this abandoned rail line's varied habitat may have as many as 50
species ofbutterflies at this time ofyear. It's also a great spot to see drligonflies and damselflies. This
will be a joint outing with Hugh Currie and the students in his butterfly course. We will meet in
Cambridge at 9:30 a.m. Please call Paul McGaw for details (416)261-6272.

mid August, TRA.

Dragonflies & Dragonflies.
We are planning an odonata outing in mid to late August in Durham Region, but the details have yet to
be finalised. Beginners are welcome. Please call Paul McGaw for information (416)261-6272.
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BUTTEBiFLYCOUNTS~
As the summer approaches, so does the butterfly count season. Don Davis has kindly summarized below some of the butterfly and insect
counts taking place in Ontario, with some information gleaned from the NABA website(http://www.naba.org). Please note that in some
cases, the date for the count h~s not been set or is tentative. Count organisers, don't forget to let us know about the success of your count.

Monday, June 8th.

Saturday, July 11th.

2nd Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count. Contact Colin
D. Jones - (613) 637-2828; E-mail: naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca.
Camping is available at the Achray Campground.

4th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count. Contact John Carley (416) 766-1330; E-mail: jrc_arch@compuserve.com

Saturday, June 27th.
(1). 3rd Annual Highway 60 Odonata Count. Contact Colin Jones(705) 637-2828; E-mail: naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca. Camping
is available along Hwy. 60.
(2). The Severn Count, with a rain date of June 28. Contact Nancy
Ironside, ph 705-326-4384 E-mail: nancy.ironside@encode.com
(3). 4th Annual Pinery Provincial Count Butterfly Count. Rain day
June 28th. Contact: Terry Crabe - (519) 243-8757. E- mail:
crabete@epo.gov.on.ca

Sunday, June 28th.
Carden Alvar Butterfly Count. Contact: Bob Bowles - (705) 3253149; E-mail: bowles@bconnex.net

Saturday, July 4th.
(1). 4th Annual Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count.
Contact Colin D. Jones - (705) 637-2828; E-mail:
naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca. Camping is available along Hwy.
60.
(2). Long Point Butterfly Count. Contact Chauncey Wood - (905)
648-4845 or (519) 426-0039 (weekends);
E-mail: cdwood@mcmaster.ca
(3). 7th Orillia Butterfly Count. Contact: Bob Bowles - (705) 3253149; E-mail: bowles@bconnex.net
(4). 4th Annual Windsor Butterfly Count. Contact: Paul Pratt - (519)
966-5852; E-mail: ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
(5). Rock Chapel (and hopefully other local sites). Contact: Brian
Pomfret, Phone #: (905) 527-1158 ext 248 email: bpomfret@rbg.ca
(6). Lake Dore Butterfly Count. (Rain/wind date, SunJuly 5). 9 AM.
Chris Michener ph 625-2263. Meeting Place north of Eganville on
Hwy 41 at County Road 30.

Sunday, July 5th.
(1). 3rd Annual London (Middesex) Butterfly Count. Contact: Anne
White - (519) 457-6586; E-mail: dowhite@ibm.net
(2). The Oshawa Count (Durham South). Contact person is still James
Kamstra (905) 985-4497
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Sunday, July 12th.
The Sunderland Count (Durham North). Contact person is still James
Kamstra (905) 985-4497

Saturday, July 18.
Hog Island Butterfly Count. 9 AM (lousy weather day, Sun., July
19). Contact Chris Michener (613) 625-2263; E-mail:
cmichener@renc.igs.net Meet at Mullen's Esso, Pembroke St. E.
(Old Hwy.17,near the tum to Quebec).

Thursday, August 6th.
(1). Pelee Island Butterfly Count. Contact Bob Bowles - (705) 3253149, E-mail: bowles@bconnex.net
(2). 2nd Annual Butterfly Count for Pelee Island. Bob Bowles

Saturday, August 8th.
(1). 3rd Annual Point Pelee Butterfly Count. Contact: Amy Tesolin
- (519) 322-0851; E-mail: AmLTesolin@pch.gc.ca
(2). Lake Dore circle. Dragonflies and Damselflies (First Time Count)
9 AM. Chris Michener ph 625-2263.

Other Counts (Dates to be Determined)
(1). Kanata Butterfly Count. Contact: J. Holliday, 198 Keyworth,
Ottawa, ON, KIY OE9
(2). Metro Toronto Area Butterfly Counts. Contact: Tom Mason (416) 392-5900; E-mail: tmason@zoo.metrotor.on.ca
(3). 6th Oshawa Butterfly Count and 2nd Sunderland Butterfly Count
- Contact: James Kamstra - (905) 985-4497, E-mail:
gllmkm@ibm.net (Attention: James Kamstra)
(4). 2nd Ottawa District Butterfly Count - Contact: Peter Hall- (613)
733-0698; E-mail: hallp@em.agr.ca
(5). Peterborough Butterfly Count - This count is being planned.
Contact Chris Risley, President, Peterborough Field Naturalists (705) 743-9707, E-mail: crisley@trentu.ca
(6). Rock Chapel Butterfly Count. Contact: Brian Pomfret, ph 905527-1158 ext 248, E-mail: BPomfret@rgb.ca
(7). Manitoulin Island Butterfly Count. Between July 1 & July 5.
Contact Nancy Ironside, ph 705-326-4384 E-mail:
nancy.ironside@encode.com
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THE 1997 ETOBICOKE BUTTERFLY OUTING
by Hugh Currie

These counts are from every outing in 1997 of the Members of the
Etobicoke Board ofEducation Continuing Education butterfly class.
The course consisted of one classroom meeting and seven outings.
The trips were to the Pinery PP on Lake Huron (weekend counted as
2), the Toronto annual butterfly count, Brantford Long Point, High
Park - Humber River in Toronto and a full weekend at Point Pelee Windsor (2).

On the Civic Holiday we rendezvoused at a motel in Kingsville at
noon on Saturday. After checking in, we set out for Point Pelee where
we were dazzled by all the Giant Swallowtails. Another pair oflifers
for most of us were the Hackberry Butterflies and the Tawny
Emperors which were both fairly common. We saw about 70 of the
butterflies which local expert, AI Wormington, categorizes as the
separate species, "Orange Crescent".

The group of20 was split in halfwith Garth Riley leading the second
group at the Toronto and Pinery "fourth of July" butterfly counts.
The spread sheet shows the results of the censuses. These outings
were a repeat of 1996 with a few variations and the 1996 results are
summarized in the column on the left. On each ofthese outings first
time butterflies and other insects were netted, bagged then released
- no specimens were taken.

On Saturday we went to the Windsor OJ ibway Park with its extensive
original prairie-type vegetation. Though hampered by rain, we
succeeded in seeing half a dozen Indigo Duskywings. Ironically I
have yet to show the group the much more widespread Columbine
Duskywing.

At Pinery, the Currie group found a Common Sootywing (on lamb's
quarters naturally) and a Dusted Skipper (ID, confirmed by Jeff
Skevington). This species is very rare in Ontario but can be found at
Pinery.
Garth's group meanwhile turned up the count's only Meadow
Fritillary and good counts ofLeast Skipper and Black Swallowtails.
Next day we combined forces and drove about looking for some of
the goodies found by the other groups on the Pinery census. We
turned up a Mottled Duskywing - unfortunately a specimen would
have been helpful here since the Horace's Duskywing can be very
similar. Thirty Eyed Browns was a good number. Our quest for a
repeat sighting of Baltimore Checkerspot at Harrington was
unsuccessful but an 10 Moth (dead) and a Cecropia Moth (very
much alive) more than compensated.

There were 8 Duke's Skippers and 2 Black Dash (but no Dion
Skippers) and 8 Hickory Hairstreaks. At nearby McGregor we turned
up a Tawny-edged Skipper and a lovely Snowberry Clearwing (a
moth).
On Monday morning, we returned to Point Pelee where we definitely
saved the best for the last. On west beach about 200 metres from the
tip we found an Olive Hairstreak, well seen by all and photographed.
To give an idea of the rarity of this species here, Tim Sabo didn't
find one until his 20th try. We also had a Snout Butterfly seen by
almost the entire group.
Ifyou would like to join this group for 1998 call Diane Salter at 4 I6
- 394-7395 daytime by April I to enrol, space is limited.

On the Toronto census July 12th the Currie group found 7 of the 8
Long Dashes for the Count, a Striped Hairstreak near the Don Valley
brickworks and a Question Mark.
Garth's group on the Humber west side from the Lambton Woods
north, did well with Crossline Skippers finding nine, Peck's Skippers
with two, the only two Eastern Commas for the count, and all four
Eyed Browns for the count (at Lambton Woods).
July 19 the group headed for Long Point with a brief but successful
stop in north west Brantford for Dorcas Copper. At the sandy open
area north of St. Williams we found three Southern Cloudywings
and 25 American Coppers. Elsewhere in the Long Point area, we
turned up eight Spicebush Swallowtails, our first three Coral
Hairstreaks and an Appalachian Eyed Brown.
The July 26 day in West Toronto produced another Striped Hairstreak
but little else that was new.
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Key.
(A)= PineryJune 28 Currie Group, (B) = Pinery June 28 Riley Group,
(C) = Total Pinery Census, (D)= Pinery and Harrington Day 2.
(E)= Toronto Currie Group, (F)= Toronto Riley Group, (G)= Total
Toronto census on July 12, (H)= Brantford on July 19, (1)= Toronto
West End July 26.
(J)= Pnt. Pelee on August 2, (K)= Winsor on August 3,
(L)= Pnt. Pelee on August 4.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

Papilio polyxenes
1
15
7
1
2
Black swallowtail
4
Papilio cresphontes
Giant swallowtail
7
1
Papilio canadensis
73
8
Canadian tiger swallowtail
7
37
2
15
12
5
Tiger swallotail
Papilio glaucus
pterourus troilus
6
2
8
Spicebush swallowtail
11
118 398
97
6
8
12
Pieris rapae
10
71
Cabbage white
3
21
31
151
2
2
12
Golias philodice
25
Clouded sulpher
2
9
23
2
7
8
90
2
Orange sulphur
Golias eurytheme
Lycaena phlaeas
American copper
25
2
5
15
Hyllolycaena hyllus
Bronze copper
Epidemia dorcas (?)
14
Dorcase copper (?)
8
3
Satyrium titus
Coral hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
11
7
24
2
Acadian hairstreak
40
Satrium edwardsii
1
15
3
Edward's hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
20
52
4
2
2
Banded Hairstreak
i
4
Satyrium caryaevorum
Hickory hairstreak
1
Satyrium liparops
1
Striped hairstreak
Callophrys gryneus gryneus
'Olive' Juniper Hairstreak
5
3
Everes comyntas
Eastern tailed blue
Celestrina ladon
3
16
Spring azure
Celastrina ladon neglecta
'Summer' Spring Azure
3
Speyeria cybele
1
4
Great spangled fritillary
Bo/oria bellona
1
1
Meadow fritillary
43
20
1
25
1
Chlosyne nycteis
Silvery checkerspot
48
Phyciodes tharos
12
17
3
3
Pearl cresent
10
99
15
3
33
Northern cresent
Phyciodes selenis
1
3
Polygonia interrogationis
1
1
Question mark
2
2
Polygonia comma
Eastern comma
Nymphalis vau-ablum
Compton tortoisehell
16
7
2
8
8
Nymphalis antiopa
1
Mourning cloak
Vanessa virginiensis
6
American lady
1
Vanessa cardui
Painted lady
15
9
2
2'
3
Vanessa atalanta
1
Red admiral
5
1
3
1
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
White admiral
2
2
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
2
1
80
1
5
Red spotted purple
4
40
4
14
1
8
Limenitis archippus
Viceroy
Asterocampa celtis
Hackberry butterfly
Tawnyemporer
Asterocampa ely/on
2
Enodia anthedon
Northern Pearly-eye
1
30
4
4
Satyrodes eurydice
Eyed brown
1
Appalachian brown
Satyrodes appalachia
29
6
16 290
15
10 2521
6
5
Megisto cymeia
Little WOOd-satyr
11
4
1
1
Coenonympha tuffia inomata
40 222
'Inornate' Common Ringlet
66
The grayling (?) .
Gercyonis pegaia (?)
3
2
8
5
12- 66 223 25
10
6
20
50 142
Danaus plexippus
Monarch butterfly
16
1
4
30
1
2
1
Epargyreus carus
Silver spotted skipper
Thorybes bathylius
3
Southen cloudywing
14
1
1
27
5
Northern cloudywing
Thorybes pylades
1
2
Common sootywing
Pholisora catullus
6
Juvenal's duskywing
Erynnis juvenalis
Mottled duskywing
Erynnis martialis
6
Columbine duskywing
Erynnis lucilus
Erynnis baptisae
Wild indigo duskywing
9
12
Crossline skipper
Polites origenes
1
13
8
29
8
Ancyloxypha numitor
Least skipper
Thymelicus lineola
9
64 346 15 435 446 2509 1
5
European skipper
8
2
3
Peck's skipper
Polites peckius
2
2
Tawny-edged skipper
Polites themistocles
8
1
7
1
7
Long dash
Polites mystic
68
5
5
20
Walfengrenia egeremet
Northern broken dash
Pompeius vema
1
Little glassy wing
5
Anatrytone logan
1
Delaware skipper
Poanes hobomok
7
59
1
1
5
Hobomok skipper
Poanes viator
Broad winged skipper
Dukes' skipper
Euphyes dukesi
Euphyes conspicua
Black dash
35
5
4
6
10
Dun skipper
Euphyes vestris
Dusted skipper
Atrytonopsis hianna
11
Amblyscirtes vialis
1
Common Roadside-Skipper
All names correspond to English names by North American Butterfly Association, at http://www.naba.org/pubs/enames.html
(?)- unsure of common and latin species names [ed.)
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(J)

(K)

(L)

2
25

3
5

3
20

5
1
50
50

2
20
10
5

50
5
50

2

8
2

6
5

1

5
1

2
2

15

10

1
1
5
12

1
5

6
30
2

3
5

25

6
6

8

2

1

1
8
2
5
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On the fauna of some Mexican caves
A reprint ofan early Toronoto Entomologists Newsletter article, by Henry Frania

Caves are associated with many limestone areas ofthe world where
a suitable climate in the past or at present time has favoured the
development of karst topography through differential solution of
limestone. A unique mixture of life, both aquatic and terrestrial is
found exclusively within caves. These animals are characterized by
certain features which set them apart from related species living on
the surface. Morphological differences may include depigmentation,
loss of eyes, elaborate development of other sensory organs such as
large tactile hairs on beetles and extensive lateral line systems in
cavefish, or an. increase or decrease in the number of segments of
the body appendages. Biological changes could include an increase
or reduction in the number and length of immature stages, fewer
progeny per female, and an increased developmental time for the
egg within the female. As Vandel (1965) has pointed out, none of
these features belong to cave animals alone, but it is the incorporation
of most ofthese features in one species that makes the cave animal
unique.
The climate in caves is fairly stable, a given part of a cave showing
only small fluctuations in conditions. Humidity is generally high
and the temperature corresponds roughly to the yearly average
temperature of the surrounding countryside. No green plants can
survive in caves, thus no phytophagous groups of invertebrates are
found there. Such non-hexapod arthropods as Arachnida and
Crustacea have a larger representation ofomnivorous and carnivorous
forms than the insects, and these approach or exceed the insects in
both the number ofindividuals and offamilies, genera etc. represented
in cave faunas.
The animals one finds in caves can be put in one ofthree categories.
Trogophiles can complete their life cycle underground but exhibit
no adaptations and can also survive outside of caves. Trogloxenes
are animals having part of their life cycle underground. Finally,
Troglobites are true cave animals. They exhibit modifications and
cannot survive outside the cave environment.
As one moves from temperate to tropical areas the proportion of
true cave animals to trogophiles decreases until in the tropics although
a rich cave fauna exists, it consists entirely oftrogophiles which can
be found in moist, dark habitat on the surface. This is consistent as
Barr (1966) shows with the theory that the terrestrial cave fauna
consists ofrelics of a fauna adapted to cool, humid boreal forest that
occurred extensively on karst in the United States, Europe, Japan,
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New Zealand and at high altitudes in Mexico during the Pleistocene
glaciations. The interglacials brought warm, dry weather, these forests
disappeared from most of the above area, and so did most of the
associated fauna. A few species took refuge in caves and the
descendents ofthese presumably make up the present-day cave fauna.
In the last forty years, it has been found that Mexico has some ofthe
largest and deepest cave systems in North America. The Sotano de
San Agustin in Oxaca state is over 1700 feet deep. The entrance pit
of the Sotano de las Golondrinas in San Luis Potosi has a free drop
of 1306 feet (Russel and Raines 1967). Associated with the Mexican
caves is a rich fauna, mostly trogophiles, but true cave animals do
exist. Having been on several caving trips to the Appalachians in
West Virginia, I eagerly joined a McMaster University Caving and
Climbing Club group that left for Mexico during the mid-semester
break at Christmas 1971-72 to explore and survey the caves. We
spent the time in an area of north-eastern Mexico in the states of
Tamaulipas and San Luis Potosi. 1shall describe some ofthe aspects
oftwo cave systems, their fauna and the flora and insect fauna ofthe
surrounding areas.
Our first camp was at the village of Los Sabonos, Tamaulipas state,
situated in poor tropical deciduous forest. It was the dry season, and
many trees had little foliage. The canopy is low and broken, and
many plants are leathery or armed with spines. Lepidoptera were
numerous both in individuals and species. Hemiptera were also
conspicuous. However, most of the insect orders such as the
Coleoptera, Diptera and Hymenoptera (except for the ants) seemed
to be scarce.
A string oflarge, spectacular and only partially explored caves occur
east ofthe village. The Sotano del Tigre drains a large arroyo which
has cut a canyon about seventy feet deep leading to the cave. Thus
three sides of the cave entrance are surrounded by dissected walls.
The arroyo acts as a trough collecting cool, moist air. In keeping
with this, I found, near the entrance drop ofthe cave, some families
ofmoisture loving Coleoptera (Carabidae and Staphylinidae) which
were poorly represented in the drier countryside. The entrance drop
totalled 300 feet interrupted by a ledge that had developed into a
deep, water-filled plunge pool at 180 feet. Vertical desc~nts are done
either on a rope or on aluminum wire ladders. The latter is a popular
method in Europe but is limited in North America to drops of less
than about 100 feet, thus this pit was done by rappelling on a rope
(best learned with expert help).
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A Staphylinid (left)

A Thsanurid (J soligus) (right)

The floor of the large chamber at the bottom was covered in a thick
layer ofblack silt. There were many beetles here ofthe species found
in the arroyo immediately around the entrance. In addition, some of
the remarkable Arachnida characteristic ofcool, damp, dark tropical
habitats were on the moist flo.Jvstone walls and under debris. Many
of the Arachnids had greatly elongated legs, and enlarged, curved
mouthparts armed with spines and teeth. Among these there were
some spider-like Amblypygi with inch long darkly pigemented bodies
and elongated legs giving them a total span on inches. These were
often sitting in crevices on walls as their bodies are flattened, and a
touch would send them scurrying in any convenient direction. Also
present was a species of the order Phalangida, orange coloured 1.5
inches in span, resembling daddy-long legs "spider" which belongs
to the same order, but the former had greatly swollen chelicera and
spiny elaborate palps. Another Arachnid belonged to the family
Schizomidae. Pale yellow, about one eighth inches long, I found it
under rotting debris. Along with spiders, the above Arachnids
occurred throughout the lowland cave. The spiders were
depigmented, with tiny bodies and elongated legs, the total span
rarely exceeding Y2 inch. White eyeless Collembola also occurred
throughout the cave.
A walk along a horizontal passage brought us to a smali thirty foot
sloping drop which was rigged with a ladder. The rock was ofsmooth,
moist flowstone. Here I observed a translucent isopod resembling a
common family of flattened pillbugs found in most gardens, in its
multisegmented oval body, each segment carrying a pair of
appendages, but the latter has a hard, dark integument. The cave
isopod belongs to the family Trichioniscidae and I saw many
examples of the species throughout wet portions of the cave.
Essentially an aquatic animal, in the high humidity it readily entered
and left pools of water without effect. At the base of the drop was a
small, shallow pool in which swam a blind cavefish of the genus
Anoptichthys. Two inches long, eyeless, pink and flattened laterally,
it moved through the water slowly, changing direction frequently.
Where there were extensive pools of water (there is a side passage
which requires swimming), amazing numbers of this fish up to five
inches long occurred. These picked at our clothing as we waded
through the water. The passage dropped steeply and we scrambled
down over beautiful rimstone pools, flowstone formations, and
boulders. In pockets of water between the rocks, I found large
specimens of a crustacean belonging to the marine family, the
Circolanidae. Eyeless, white, convex dorsally and two inches long,
these are believed to be remnants of a fauna inhabiting shallow seas
which covered the area during Tertiary pluvials (Russel and Raines
1967). The passage levelled out and in the roof high above us we
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could hear bats. Small pools here were filled with a black viscous
fluid which I was told was the excretia of vampire bats. There was
much clay covering the floor here and a few patches oforganic flood
debris. Amid the leaves and rotting twigs, I found representatives of
the Coleopterous families Staphylinidae, Leptodiridae, and
Histeridae. Only a tiny species of the last family had any unusual
modifications, it being eyeless, partially depigmented, with rather
slender legs and strongly reduced striae on the wing covers. I do not
know if it is a troglobite.
A rappel of90 feet put us in a large room. A passage to the left took
one through several waist deep pools, each having a large population
of blindfish. The passage roof was low and here and from several
spots hung sticky threads made by a fly larvae which feeds upon
insects that become entangled in the threads. The right-hand passage
led up into a crawlway covered with dry granular pellets ofbat guano.
Small isopods ofthe family Porcellioniscidae occurred here. White
and strongly convex, these had a tough integument, perhaps reflecting
the drier conditions of their habitat. They retain small pigmented
eyes and possibly occur on the surface. A crawl offifty feet led into
a passage housing a bat colony. Roosting bats, spaced a few inches
apart hung from the walls. The bats were easily disturbed and in a
few seconds the passage was filled with the whirr of bat wings and '
their high pitched cries. In those close quarters several collided with
cavers. The airtemperatures was very high here as was the ammonia
concentration and the slightest exertion resulted in great gasps for
air. The flames form our carbide lamps flickered and yellowed. Yet
life was abundant and brown millipedes, many four or five inches
long, crwaled about on the guano. Phalangida, ticks, a species of
Pseudoscorpion, along with the Amblypygi found elsewhere in the
cave were here. Most exciting was a species of the very rare and
exotic Arachnid order, the Ricimilei. The species ofthis group look
somewhat like ticks and reach a great abundance in Mexican caves
but are otherwise known from only a handful of specimens in the
tropical areas of the world. These were red or pale yellow
(immature?), had a span up to three-eights of an inch, moved with a
slow deliberate gait, the elongate first pair oflegs tapping the floor
in front of them. Large cockroaches and blind white' Thysanura of
the family Nicoletiidae also were found here, but the animals on
guano are considered to be adapted to the special conditions of bat
colonies and are not classified as true cave animals.
The trip out of the cave, climbing ropes was much more arduous
than the descent in and after about fourteen hours underground we
came out ofthe entrance drop. I had seen a rich fauna but probably
only the aquatic animals I described were true cavemicoles. Despite
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The major goal ofour trip was to survey and bottom the Sotano de la
Hoya de Salas, located in a high mountain valley at 6000 feet in the
Sierra de Guatemale, San Luis Potosi. The west slopes ofthe valley
were covered in dry montane forest of pine, juniper and oak, The
east facing slopes were in thorn scrub. The village of Hoya de Salas
sits in the middle ofthe valley at the north end ofa shallow lake said
to be formed by the plugging of an underground drainage system.
The temperature never reached 80, and cooled off considerably at
night, a thick layer of dew falling by morning. The montane fauna
included a few Lepidoptera (Blues and Fritillaries), while Phalangids,
Orthoptera, Hemiptera, and beetles ofthe family Tenebrionidae were
more numerous as were scorpions and leaf-cutting ants. Certainly,
the fauna was impoverished as compared to the lowlands.

Vandel, A.; 1965; Biospeleology; Pergamon Press.

The Sotano opens at the edge ofthe village in a spectacular slot 40
feet by 150 feet dropping straight down 280 feet. The cave consists
mainly of vertical drops with small sections of horizontal passage
separating the drops. The first pitch landed one among the carcasses
of several animals from the village. There were also many shrunken
and dying leopard frogs which had probably been washed in during
the rainy season. The passage was quite dry, but I found large eyeless
depigmented crickets. I had found similar crickets, in lowland caves
but those were deeply pigmented and had functional eyes. Under a
.rock was a partially depigmented Carabid beetle with reduced eyes,
Mexisphodrus profundus, considered by Bar (1966) to be an incipient
troglobite. Large opilionids (harvestmen) were abundant but these
showed no modifications toward life in the cave and I found large
congregations of them in shady damp spots in the valley. Lower
levels of the cave were progressively wetter and I found partially
depigmenmted millipedes, isopods ofthe family Trichioniscidae and
eyeless depigmented Collembola, the latter congregating on the thin
surface film of tiny pools which accumulated among flowstone
concretious at the 530 foot level of the cave. Tiny white spiders
occurred on the walls throughout the cave. Unlike the terrestrial
creatures inhabiting lowland caves, most ofthe invertebrates ofthis
Sotano probably could not survive in the dry habitat outside this
cave and the Sotano could easily be considered an island, isolated
from similar cool, humid habitat by miles ofarid countryside. In this
isolation several of the terrestrial animals had or are evolving into
troglobites. Barr (1966) feels that true terrestrial.
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Rare burrowing mayfly found
The burrowing mayfly (Ephemeridae, Litobrancha) is quite rare, and
has never before been identified in Ontario. Last fall, a Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority/Niagara College water-monitoring
team scooped it up in Twelve Mile Creek. "This creature requires

clean, well- oxygenated water quality conditions, and its presence
in Twelve Mile Creek says good things about the water quality of
the creek," Jocelyn Forsey, NPCA Water Quality Technician said.
"This species has until now, only been located in New Brunswick".
(from Conservation Niagara, Spring 1998)
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Trapping Moths with Light Sources
By J c.E. Riotte
As far back as Aristotle (350 B.C.) and Pliny
(50 A.D.), it was observed that moths are
attracted to light and to fire. For these men,
this was something extraordinary, perhaps
even miraculous, and it was a long time
before scientists tried to find an explanation
for this obvious, but nevertheless
unexplainable, fact.
'

wondrous gyrations, almost drunken-like
attitudes they take. They will sometimes lie
on their backs on the ground, bat madly at
the sheet when there is no need, etc. The sheet
finally holds the moth. If however, the sheet
is put up in such a fashion that the moth can
get behind it (out ofthe main light rays) very
often it will take offagain. This fact everyone
has had the occasion to confirm.

It wasn'{ until our own times that the first

papers were published to explain
phototropism, the term used for the attraction
of insects to light sources. The main
publications came from Cleve (1964, 1966),
Dufay (1964), Ebert (1961) and Marten
(1956). It was found that moths have to have
some means of navigation during the night
so that they would not run into trees and other
obstacles. It was also found that moths are
guided by the light from fixed stars, lighted
cloud banks and the moon, in some instances,
thus avoiding collision.
The question which quite naturally arose now
was: on what wavelength are the stars
operating? The wavelength is at least 280
nanometres since our atmosphere screens out
anything less. Cleve showed in his
experiments that moths may be seeing stars
with between 350 and 700 nm; the optimum
is a little over 400nm. The moon and the
planets have a somewhat higher light
wavelength, about 500nm. Cleve found that
the moths prefer the fixed stars with the lower
wavelength.
Moths see the stars the same as we do; the
main thing is the so-called "light density".
We all know that shining objects are best
seen when the light density is smaller at the
point of observation. High light-density at
the point of observation makes the far away
object of low light-density obscure.
Therefore, moths at about 30 to 100 metres
from our light source and sheet probably do
not take notice of the stars anymore since
the light-density ofthe lamp and sheet is too
high. The eye of the moth is focussed. at
"infinite" to stars and therefore when they
are close to the sheets they are apt to act
abnormally. This would explain the
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It should now be understood that the best

kind of lamp to use in such a trap is one

it has to be a strong one. The faintly visible
violet light which we get in this way is the
right kind of light. Ultraviolet light alone
does absolutely nothing, and there is no other
way known to get this type oflow violet light.
Therefore, do not listen to anybody who tries
to sell you expensive so-called "mixed-light"
bulbs or even special quartz lamps which
only ruin your own eyes and bring in no more
moths (if any at all).
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Undertaker Bees

emanating a wavelength of 400nm; and this
is the ordinary, inexpensive fluorescent BL
lamp. This is the BL lamp without any filter,
which is very important. Higher wattage,
larger lamps, etc., do not make any
difference, only the wavelength counts and
this is the same at 15 watt as it is in a higher
wattage lamp.
The BL tube gives the main radiation at
360nm. This should be brought up to about
400 to 420nm by bleaching the screen with
one ofthe "super" modem bleaching agents:

Recent work by entomologist Gene E.
Robinson and his colleagues at the
University of Illinois say that bees which
serve as undertakers - removing dead
bees from the hive - appear to be a
distinct cadre of developmentally
advanced, midcareer workers. They
represent only 1 percent of the hive and
perform their thankless function for only
a day or so before moving on to foraging
before their peers do. Robinson's earlier
work showed that some bees are
genetically included to serve as
undertakers. (Science News, September
27/97, Page 200)
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MONARCH

NOTES

by Don Davis
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---~~
The monarch migration from Mexico
has begun!
And Journey North - in its 5th year - will
monitor that migration.· Monarch Butterfly
Migration Updates Will be Posted on TUESDAYS: Mar. 3,10,17,24,31, Apr. 7,14, .
21,28, May 5,12,19,26.
To see current and past reports, go to the
Journey North Web site at: http://
www.Iearner.orgljnorth/. You can contribute
your observations by either registering with
Journey North, or sending your observations
directly
to
this
writer
at:
donald.davis@utoronto.ca.

Articles Now Available On-Line
The Winter 1997 issue of American
Butterflies contains a number of articles of
interest. These include: Editorial - Dreams
of Mexico - Jeffrey Glassberg; Goddesses
Fly Again - Butterfly Images in Mexican
Myth and Textiles by Gary Ross; Children
ofMexico Welcome the Monarchs by Rocio
Trevino. These can be downloaded from the
NABA Web site: www.naba.org

Classic Being

British. French and Spanish
Monarchs
Again this past fall, there were reports of
monarch butterflies being recovered in Great
Britain and Ireland. Neil Jones wrote: "I have
in my possession a dead and rather battered
Monarch which was found in some water a
few miles away from my home. ~his may
not sound unusual until you realize that I live
on the wrong side ofthe Atlantic Ocean. The
monarch was found about a fortnight ago in
Caswell on the Gower Peninsula near
Swansea in South Wales in the UK. It was
brought to the Environment Centre in
Swansea where I was called in to confirm
the identification. This one has probably
flown right across the ocean to reach the coast
at Caswell."

\,...;<..~
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"....
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R~printed

With regard to the reprinting of Fred
Urquhart's second book, The Monarch
Butterfly - International Traveller (1987), it
is being reprinted in paperback by Wm.
Caxton Publishers, 12037 Highway 42,
Ellison Bay, Wisconsin, 54210. The
telephone number is (920) 854-2955. The
books should be available in early 1998 probably January. The price will be under
$20.00, according to Nelson-Hall Publishers,
the publishers of the first edition.
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The owner of Caxton Limited is Mr. Kubet
Luchterhand, a retired professor of physical
anthropology from Chicago, Illinois.

In reply to a letter 1sent to France, I received
this reply: "The monarch is common in the
French Antilles. The butterflies occur as
migrants from the continent as well as
resident populations. In France, migrant
specimens from North America are seen, but
not every year. Last year (1997), about 20

sightings in western France in AugustSeptember (maybe the same ones seen
several times). It's more common in the U.K.
We are starting the butterfly pages in the
Catalogue of Antillean leps ! Cheers, Pierre
Zagatti (INRA Unite de Phytopharmacie et
Mediateurs
Chimiques,
e-mail
zagatti@versailles.inra.fr,
http://
www.jouy.inra.fr/papillonl)
Again, the internet and e-mail facilitate
international correspondence from Spain:
"Dear Mr. Davis, In this moment the
Monarch it's present in the South of Spain
and Portugal, and in the Canary Island. In
this moment this specie is stable, we have
studied your evolution in this year. Yours
sincerely, Dr. Antonio Vives ( Secretary
General,
SHILAP,
E-mail:
avives@mad.servicom.es)

Terms of Reference
Terms of Reference have been agreed upon
for the North American Plan to Preserve and
Protect the Monarch Butterfly. I received the
following item from former T.E.A. speaker,
Jurgen Hoth, now the Environmental Attache
to the Mexican Embassy in Ottawa: "Please
find herewith the copies of the agreements
signed by the representatives of the wildlife
services of the three North American
countries, as kindly transferred to me by
Ellen Murphy (USF&WS). These
agreements were signed last week in
Vancouver, BC. to establish the Monarch
Butterfly working group, as part ofthe Third
Meeting ofthe Mexico/CanadalUnited States
Trilateral Committee for Wildlife and
Ecosystellls Conservation and Management.
Saludos, Jurgen Hoth.
Terms of Reference: The Trilateral
Committee Working Group for Conservation
of the Monarch Butterfly Goal: The
"Monarch Butterfly Working Group" is
established to facilitate tri-national
cooperation for conservation, public
education and outreach for the Monarch
Butterfly in North America. Objectives: To
promote conservation activities throughout
the range ofthe Monarch Butterfly in North
America within a framework of sustainable
development. This includes efforts in the
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areas of breeding, migration and wintering
grounds....To enhance communication and
collaboration among parties within and
among all three countries interested in
conservation and outreach regarding the
Monarch Butterfly. Such entities include,
but are not limited to governmental agencies,
academic and other educational institutions,
nongovernmental organizations, the private
sector, local and indigenou~ communities,
and ejidos.... To promote use ofthe Monarch
Butterfly as an educational tool and to
enhance public awareness ofthe Butterfly's
uniqueness and with the ecology and the
environment of North America....To
promote and facilitate public participation in
the identification and solution of problems
associated with conservation ofthe Monarch
Butterfly.

directly with the Monarch Butterfly.
Creating a web page to facilitate information
exchange between parties interested in the
Monarch Butterfly.
- Evaluating the efforts already undertaken
to conserve the Monarch Butterfly.
Singed by Mr. Felipe Ramirez Ruiz (Director
General for Wildlife, National Institute for
Ecology), Mr. David Brackett (Director
General of the Canadian Wildlife Service,
Environment Canada) and Mr. John Rogers
(Deputy Director of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Department ofthe Interior)
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, on I I
March,1998.

Structure: The working group will be
comprised of representatives of the wildlife
agencies of the three federal governments;
Canada, Mexico and the United States.
The working group will meet at the Trilateral
Committee Meeting and on an as needed
basis throughout the year. The working group
will report its activities to the Trilateral
Committee at the annual meeting of that
body. Meetings and activities ofthe working
group will be open to all interested parties.

Release of "Butterflies of Canada"

- Identifying the environmental risks faced
by the butterfly throughout its migratory
routes and under different habitat conditions.

The following letter was received from Peter
Hall in reply to a request I received from
noted lepidopterist Dr. Robert Pyle, who
requested an autographed copy of
"Butterflies ofCanada". I hope to attend this
launching: "Happy to oblige Bob Pyle with
an autographed version ofthe book. We are
expecting to be signing a number of them
once they are available. The launch is now
definite for Tuesday, April 2 I starting at 7:00
pm at the Museum ofNature here in Ottawa.
From 7:00 to 7:45 p.m., there will be
refreshments. At 7:45 p.m. will be the launch
speeches (They are going to ask David
Suzuki or Jay Ingram ofDiscovery Channel
to Me). This will be followed by a slide show
in the auditorium given by the three authors."
Peter Hall.

- Evaluating management options available
to assure continuation of the migratory
phenomenon.

Monarch Butterflies on Film

- Working to ameliorate the socioeconomic
conditions of the local people who interact

This past winter, a film crew from California
began filming footage for a new IMAX film

Funding: Costs associated with meeting
attendance will be borne by each attendee
individually. Should funds become available
to cover such costs, they will be made
availabIe to interested parties on an as needed
basis. To the extent possible, this working
group shall seek funding mechanisms to
support the objectives outlined above.
Potential Activities: Numerous potential
activities might be considered to achieve the
objectives outlined above. A few of these
include:

Vr\ll1rr1p
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on animal migration. About 9 minutes ofthis
film will be devoted to the monarch butterfly.
Here is a report I received from Dr. Orley
Taylor of the Monarch Watch: "David
Marriott called me late on Sunday 8 March
to give an update on his recent experiences
at EI Rosario where he was assisting on the
production of an IMAX film on monarchs.
Because the film crew needed assistance
moving equipment, Marriott was in the
position to hire 10 ofthe local guides, most
of whom were his friends. The guides at EI
Rosario are the people who recover most of
the butterflies tagged by Monarch Watch
participants and others. Marriott took
advantage ofthe opportunity ofworking with
these men to explain the reasons for the
tagging and the goals of both the Monarch
Watch and the Monarch Program. His
support for the guides, his persistence, and
the good will he fostered produced an
incredible, and totally unprecedented
bonanza oftag recovery data. On a previous
trip, Marriott reported information from 3
tagged monarchs. Sandra Perez and I
acquired data from two more on a brief trip
we made to EI Rosario on 16-17 February.
The previous Monday, 2 March, Marriott
called from Angangueo to report that tag
recovery was going well and that he had 12
new tags! Wow! This was exciting. In the
five previous years of the Monarch Watch
tagging program, the greatest number of
recoveries in Mexico for one year was 13
(1995). With these 12, the number for the
1997/98 season would be 17! More than we
hoped for. On Sunday, Marriott teased me a
bit by not immediately revealing his final
total. I was expecting maybe 20, if we were
lucky, but when he said that he, and his
assistant Christian Manion, had the data from
40 recovered butterflies I was stunned. This
is an amazing number of recoveries in one
season and for the entire history oftagging."

Resignation of Victor Lichtinger
Questioned
In the New Year, I received an announcement
that Victor Lichtinger, Executive Director of
the Commission for Environmental
Cooperation (the folks who put on the
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International Conference on the Monarch
Butterfly in Morelia last November) had
resigned. Press releases at the time stated that
Mr. Lichtinger had voluntarily decided to
move on.
The Globe and Mail later carried a front-page
article with the headline "Environment
Official Forced Out - NAFTA commission
head embarrassed three governments". The
article states that Mr. Lichtinger was gaining
a reputation as an activist who pushed hard
for the independence ofthe commission and
as someone who regularly embarrassed the
politicians to whom he reported. Insiders fear
the commission could become a farce now
that Mr. Lichtinger is gone.
The article states that Mr. Lichtinger was
forced to resign by all three governments.
He had embarrassed Mexico by launching
an investigation into a massive bird kill in
central Mexico as well as the controversial
construction of a pier in Cozumel. The
Americans were upset that he had just fired
their top man at the commission - for
allegedly leaking privileged information to
U.S. officials. As for Canada - the
commission released a study that found that
Ontario is the third- worst polluter in North
America, behind Texas and Tennessee.
I had the privilege ofmeeting Victor prior to
the start of the Morelia conference in
November. He was a very capable and
talented gentleman. Much will depend on
who Victor's successor is. The Commission
headquarters is located in Montreal, Quebec.

Monarchs Killed by Illegal Logging
The following report was received on
February 1/98. However, it has been
extremely difficult to get additional
confirmation ofthe report:
MILLIONS
OF
MONARCH
BUTTERFLIES DIE AFTER LOGGERS
ILLEGALLY CUT TREES (AP) MEXICO
CITY - Millions of migrating monarch
butterflies died when one of their winter
nesting sites was destroyed by illegal
logging, local media reported yesterday. As
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many as 4 million butterflies died in
December and January at the Sierra de San
Andres nesting site in eastern Michoacan,
Roberto Solis, director ofthe butterfly nature
preserve, told radio station Formato 21.
Unidentified loggers illegally cut down some
660 fir trees at the site, about 105 miles west
of Mexico City, destroying the butterflies
habitat.
Monarch butterflies from the central United
States and Canada migrate en masse in the
fall, reaching a few mountainous spots of
central Mexico, where they spend the winter
hibernating in great clumps on fir trees. But
the sites are few, small and vulnerable to
loggers. The butterflies are not an endangered
species, but the migration is "an endangered
natural phenomenon," said Lincoln Brower
of the University of Florida who has been
studying monarchs since 1958.

that it and the Mexican Environment
Ministry had agreed to contribute $837,000
(U.S.) each to setting up the 1.96 million
acres reserve. "This region, one ofthe poorest
in Mexico, is home to more than 900,000
people and provides a refuge for millions of
monarch butterflies each winter," the IDRC
said. The pact was part of the renewal of a
cooperation agreement between the two
countries, one of several accords signed by
Canadian and Mexican officials at the start
of a two-day "Team Canada" visit.
Millions of distinctive orange-and-black
monarch butterflies fly 2,400 miles every
year between their breeding grounds in the
eastern United States and Canada and their
winter refuge in Mexico's Michoacan and
Mexico states. The monarch reserve will be
the third "model forest" sponsored by Canada
in Mexico after Chihuahua in the north and
Calakmul in the Yucatan peninsula in the
southeast. The aim is to encourage
sustainable development, the IDRC said.
"Sustainable management ofthis new model
forest is aimed at protecting an environment
that provides sustenance not only to the
monarch butterfly, but also to nearly a million
people," said Mexican Environment Minister
Julia Carabias.

New Monarch Documentary to Air
Again on The Discovery Channel
Mariposa Monarca Model Forest
Funding
In early January, we received news from
many sources about an agreement between
Canada and the U.S. to fund projects in the
Mariposa Model Forest. I had been contacted
the night before by Dr. Lincoln Brower, who
wondered if I had any news about this
particular model forest. MEXICO CITY
(January 12, 1998 10:49 p.m. EST http://
www.nando.net) - Mexico and Canada on
Monday signed an agreement to create a
protected forest in Mexico for migrating
monarch butterflies, Canadian officials said.
Canada's International Development
Research Center (IDRC) said in a statement

The new monarch documentary, "Monarch:
Butterfly Beyond Borders", will air again on
the Discovery Channel on Friday, June 19th
at 9:00 pm, on June 20th at 1:00 am, and on
June 21 st at 2 pm. The program prior to this
showing will be an episode of Rhino & CO.
(Wild Discdvery) entitled "Messengers of
the Gods: Butterflies". Kurt Mundi, a master
of macro-cinematography, reveals the
splendour and beauty ofthat most colourful
group of insects, the butterflies (June 19, 8
pm, 12 am; June 22, 3 pm).

Editor's note: in a previous issue we said
that the Pelee Island count was unofficialBob Bowles informs us that it actually was
official, started in 1997.
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Sandy Smith
Biocontrol in forestry
Sandy received her B.A.Sc. in 1978 from
Guelph; an M.Sc in Economic Agriculture;
and a Ph.D. in biocontrol. She has been
teaching at U of Toronto for 10 years.
Sandy started by telling us that biocontrol
scientists used to be considered as "knights
in shining armour" who were protecting our
forests. Now however the picture is not as
clear. Because Canada has huge forests that
are inaccessible for spraying, biocontrol has
been emphasized. There are many aspects to
biocontrol. It can include chemical sex lures
(pheromones), predators (e.g. birds that eat
the insects), parasites (especially parasitic
wasps and tachinid flies) and pathogens (e.g.
fungi). In Ontario forests, sacrophagic flies
are a major regulator offorest tent caterpillars.
There are three major approaches to
biocontrol: conservation, introductions, and
augmentation. Introductions refers to the
process of taking predators from one place
and introducing them into another. The
success rate is estimated to be about 16%.
Most "pests" are introduced e.g. gypsy moth;
most of the controls are also introduced.
Sometimes viruses are introduced as well,
unintentionally. There have been some
successes with the Introductions method. The

First instar gypsy moth (Porthetria dispar)
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notable failures are with the gypsy moth and
the spruce budworm. Recently new
strategies for introductions have been
employed. One strategy aims to prolong the
endemic phase (i.e. the phase in which the
numbers of the control species are low);
another looks to establish new associations
by using closely related control species and
not the actual species.
Augmentation means to try to deliberately
increase natural enemies by releasing them
and by environmental manipulation. In an
inoculative release, the natural enemies are
released at a specific time in order to increase
the population overall; in an inundative
release, the natural enemies are released at
the most susceptible time for the target
species with no concern for long term
increase. Environmental manipulation
includes direct methods such as putting out
shelters, reproductive sites e.g. bird boxes,
alternate food sources and indirect methods
such as cutting trees, orderly plantings or
random plantings. These strategies an:
usually very successful but expensive. There
are also concerns about the effects on other,
non-harmful insects, and many of the
methods are temperature sensitive.
Conservation acts to maintain what's there
and to work on the large scale by looking at
how stands interact. As an example, when
Eastern tent caterpillars are associated with
gypsy moths the levels of tent caterpillars
are always low. The usual highs and lows
do not occur because the fly that feed on
the tent caterpillars also feeds on the gypsy
moth. With a steady supply of food, the
populations ofthe fly never bottom out but
remain relatively constant.

will also kill the natural parasitoids too. It is
important then to find the best time to apply
it.

Compsilura concinnata, an imported
parasite of gypsy moth.

Duncan Robertson, the president, welcomed
everyone. There were 37 members and 3
others.
Business Meeting:
1. Financial report

Regular account has $1705.92; atlas account
- $1469; qIC - $7031; the last issue of
Ontario Insects cost $30 for printing and
$160 to mail;
.
2. Membership: 155; 44 unpaid
3. New TEA Membership List will be
included in the next issue of Ontario Insects

New Books:
1. Nature Guide to Ontario

2. Butterflies of Canada by Ross Layberry,
Bt is a popular insecticide that is used against '
Peter Hall, J. Donald Lafontaine; availabie
the spruce budworm. It is relative selective
April 1998; $75 hardcover; $29.95 paper;
in that it attracts only lepidopterous
order from U of T Press 800-565-9523;
caterpillars, but if it is sprayed too early, it
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Horticulture and was a senior instructor in
plant pathology. He is also a member of the
Garden Writers of America.

utpbooks@utpress.toronto.ca
3. Butterflies of West Virginia and their
Caterpillars; available from Division of
Natural Resources, Wildlife Resources
Section, P.O. Box 67, Elkins, WV 26241;
$20 US; $30 US hardcover.

The conservatory purchases thousands of
butterfly larvae yearly from breeders in Costa
Rica although conservatory breed species
tend to become larger adults than the
imported ones. Some of the conservatory
species are the Owl butterfly (Caligo
memnon), Cattleheart (Parides anchises),
Tailed Jay (Graphium agamemnon), White
peacock (Anartia jatrophae), Gulf fritillary
(Dione vanillae), Morpho peleides (a fruit
feeder) and the white Morpho polyphemus.
So far, they have been able to induce the
Queen (Danaus gilippus) to lay eggs!

4. Three new books on the Trichoptera: Larva
-Some good nectaring plants in the
of the North American Caddisfly Genera
conservatory are lantana, pentas and fennel
(2nd ed) by G. Wiggins; The Caddisfly
(a nutritious plant).
Family Phryganeidae (Trichoptera) by G.
Wiggins; and Analysis ofMorphological and In the future they are planning to breed some
Behavioral Evidence for the Phylogeny and giant silk moths (Satumidae).
Higher Classification ofTrichoptera (Insecta) Paul McGaw.
by H. Frania and G. Wiggins - order from U
ofT press (see #2 above)
Correspondence:

March

1. FON has new membership rates; now $150
(up from $100) for TEA; voted to continue

Matt Holder

Other information:
1. Hugh Currie is teaching a course on
butterflies through the Etobicoke Continuing
Education Department
2. Don Davis informed us that Canada and
Mexico have signed an agreement to support
the Mariposa Monarch Model Forest; there
were 12 records of Monarchs from England
in 1997 where it is an infrequent visitor

Algoquin National Park
The speaker for the day was our departing
co-editor, Matt Holder. To the attending
members and guests, Matt introduced the
interesting insect fauna of Ontario's oldest
and third largest park. Algonquin Park has

3. Please send your sightings for the
summary ASAP

February
Melvin Dell
Niiagara Butterfly Conservatory
Melvin Dell, the curator of the new Niagara
Butterfly Conservatory, gave an interesting
talk about the phenomenal success of the
conservatory. For 28 year Melvin was
employed by the Niagara Parks School of
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including those of a fifty-year study
monitoring the effects of acidity on
populations ofblack flies; a stream subjected
to high acidity during the spring thaw has
seen a dramatic increase in emerging black
flies compared to a relatively unaltered
waterway.

been the haunt ofmany noted entomologists,
both past and present, and as such, many
interesting and curious things have been
discovered within the park's boundaries.
Much ofthe formal research taking place in
Algonquin has concentrated on biting flies,
and Matt outlined some of the results,

Canada's Naturium
Update
The first issue of "Rainbows and Butterflies"
newsletter was recently mailed out to
founding members of Canada's Naturium,
along with an attractive plastic Lifetime
Membership Card and lapel pin. The
newsletter reports that the Regional Planning
and Engineering approval for Canada's
Naturium site plan has been almost
completed with private sewage system still
being analysed by the Provincial Ministry in
charge. The city ofCambridge has been very
supportive and the final Regional approvals
are needed in order to finalize the site plan
agreement.
Last November 15th, a special fund raising
dinner was held in Kitchener and the guest
ofhonour was Naturium supporter and noted
singer Roger).Whittaker.
Canada's Naturium is the vision of John
Powers ofCambridge, Ontario. This butterfly
conservatory will be "a facility dedicated to
the education, appreciation and preservation
of our world's natural environment". For
further information, contact the Director of
Communications, Canada's Naturium at
(519)
653-1234,
or
e-mail:
ron@disktop.on.ca.
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THE BOOKWOBSM ~
The Butterflies of Canada. by Ross A.
Layberry. Peter W. Hall ana J.
Donald Lafontaine
"The Butterflies ofCanada", provides a comprehensive guide to over 300 species of butterflies native to Canada. The book has 32
colour plates and is priced at $29.95. It is
available from the University of Toronto
Press, 5201 Dufferin Street, North York,
Ontario M3H 5Y8 - phone 1 800 565-9523
or fax 1 800221-9985.

Insect recipe books
Publishers Weekly (January 19/98) notes
three new books that deal with the topic of
Insects As Food. Creepy Crawly Cuisine by
Julieta Ramos-Elorduy is a feast of 60 gourmet recipes featuring ants, bee larvae, crickets, grasshoppers and more. For more real
recipes, see The Eat-A-Bug Cookbook by
David George Gordon. The Handy Bug Answer Book by Gilbert Waldbauer answers
1200 insect-related questions, including
"How do they taste?".

Tiger Beetles the Subject of New
Museum Publication
The Virginia Museum ofNaturaI History has
just published the second in a series offield
guides. The Biology of Tiger Beetles and
Guide to the Species of the South Atlantic
States by C. Barry Kniseley and Tom D.
Schultz is now available from the museum's
publications office.
Tiger beetles, with their colorful appearance,
interesting habits, and amazing diversity,
have long attracted the attention of amateur
naturalists and professional biologists. In the
last 20 years, tiger beetles have become one

Volume 3, Number 3

ofthe best-studied groups ofnon-pest insects
and are increasingly chosen as indicator
species or "poster insects" for efforts to
preserve natural habitats.
This richly illustrated book provides a
comprehensive review of research on the
natural history, systematics, behavior,
physiology, ecology, and conservation of
tiger beetles. The authors draw upon past and
recent studies and their own extensive
research experience to provide a synthesis
ofcurrent knowledge on tiger beetle biology.
Moreover, they apply this knowledge to a
detailed description of the rich fauna of the
south Atlantic coastal states (Delaware to
Georgia); a region where tiger beetle
populations have been little studied but
heavily affected by change.
Accounts ono species include descriptions
(with color photos), adult and larval habitats,
distributions (with maps and county records),
and extensive summaries of what is known
about the biology of each species. A key to
the species is provided as well as methods
for collecting, preserving, studying, and
caring for both larval and adult tiger beetles.
This book will be a valuable resource for
professional entomologists, amateur
cicindelophiles, educators, conservationists
and anyone who wishes to learn more about
these fascinating beetles.
C. Barry Knisley is professor of biology at
Randolph-Macon College where he teaches
courses in ecology, entomology,
environmental studies and field biology. His
primary research interests include the
ecology and natural history of larval and
adult tiger beetles and tiger beetle
conservation. He formerly taught at Franklin
College, Indiana.
His coauthor, Tom D. Schultz, is an associate
professor of biology at Denison University
where he teaches courses in animal behavior,

entomology, evolution, and conservation
biology. His research concerns anti-predator
defenses and adaptive coloration in tiger
beetles and other insects. He is also director
ofthe Denison University Biological Reserve
in Granville, Ohio.
Copies ofthis colorful book are available for
$19.95 (US) each from the Publications
Department, Virginia Museum of Natural
History, 1001 Douglas Avenue, Martinsville,
Virginia 24112 or by calling 540-666-8656.
E-mail Donna Greytak at dar''k@vmnh&W.
The museum accepts MasterCard and VISA.
Please add $1.50 for shipping and handling..
Orders may be faxed to Donna Greytak at
540-632-6487.
http:www.vmnh.org/tiger.htm

Recent Aquisitions at the R.O.M.
Library
Insects ofthe Yukon. E.ditied by H.V. Danks
and J. A. Downes. Published by the
Biological Survey of Canada (Terrestrial
Arthropods) 1997. ISBN 0-9692727-8-2.
1034 pages. Library Number QL476 167
1997

Forthcoming Books
Jackman, John A. & Drees, Batiaan M., Field
Guide to Texas Insects (Texas Monthly Field
Guide Ser.). 300 p. Mar. 1998.pap.18.95 (087719-263-4,9263). Gulf. Pub.

Book Reviews
Evolution of Social Insect Colonies (1996),
reviewed by James T. Costa in Annals ofthe
Entomological Society of America,
90(6):861 November 1997
Insects of the Great Lakes (1996) reviewed
by Steve Marshall in Bulletin of the
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Entomological Society of Canada 29(4),
December 1997
The Wild Silk Moths of North America - A
Natural History ofthe Saturniidae ofthe U.S.
& Canada (1996), reviewed by Paul Galstein
in Journal of the New York Entomological
Society, 105(2-1) 121-125, 1997

Worth Reading About

http://www.naba.org/pubs/enames.html
If you are unable to access this site, please
inform the Ontario Insect editor who will
forward you a copy.

Hallett Pollen Bees
"Diverse docile pollinators for crops, gardens
and restoration of the environment".
Consulting. Call Peter at (416) 221-4844.

Assessing Biodiversity - Assessing Insect
Biodiversity - Without Wasting Your Time
by H. V. Danks in Global Biodiversity
7(3): 17 - 21, Winter 1997
Beetles - Plant of the Beetles by Douglas
Chadwick in National Geographic
193(3):100-119, March 1998
Blood Feeding Flies - Fascinating, Beautiful
Blood Feeders: Deer Flies and Horseflies,
The Tabanidae by Sturgis McKeever and
Frank E. French in American Entomologist
43(4):217-26, Winter 1997
Blow Flies - Dead and Gone (Blow Flies)
by Garry Hamilton in Nature Canada 27(1):

Notices
Summary Contributors Notice:
Alan Hanks has input from one of our
members who has been tracking input to the
Annual Summary over the past few years and
recording the information in a data base.
During the course ofthis effort, some unusual
facts have come to light. New county records
and early and late date claims have, in some
instances, been found in error, with previous
records for the county with earlier or later
dates already in existence. In addition, county
locations are sometimes in error for the
location cited. If you are a contributor to the
Annual Summary, please ensure that your
records and data are accurate. It is hoped in
the future to have a database available for
checking data, but this is not yet in place.
Please also use the nomemclature used by
the North American Butterfly Association,
which can be found at
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Tiger swallowtail research
I am a graduate student from Michigan State
University in the Department ofEntomology.
I am doing my research on the Tiger
Swallowtail (Papilio canadensis) of Isle
Royale National Park. I was wondering how
I might find and contact any Lepidopterists
who are working near Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Your help in this endeavor would be greatly
appreciated. Sincerely, Gabriel 1. Ording
(Department ofEntomology Michigan State
University).

frying spices, any delay will cause them to
blacken. Stir in some chicken stock, season
to taste, and simmer until the mixture
thickens and is free from moisture. You must
stir frequently. For that final gourmet touch
put in a dash ofCuracao, Cointreau, or Grand
Marnier in the final few minutes ofcooking.
Prepare pastry by rubbing a tablespoon of
butter into 2 cups of flour, mix with warm
milk to form a pliable dough which should
have a silky feel. Roll out thinly and cut out
discs about 5cm in diameter with a wineglass
or small ring cutter. Put a little of the
mealworm mixture in the centre ofa disk then
fold it in half, sealing the edges with a little
water. Repeat with the rest and deep fry until
golden brown. Best eaten while still hot.
Sources: Pet stores; Biological supply
dealers; aviary owners. You can culture them
yourself if you can get a starter stock. Puta
layer of50:50 branlwheatgerm mixture about
30 cm deep in a large rectangular plastic or
wooden box. You can also use an aquarium.
Add insects and cover with paper towelling.
Give them an occasional feed of chopped
carrot and change the bran when necessary.
Mealworms are the basis of many recipes.
To prepare leave a cup of live larvae
overnight in fresh bran, next day sieve or pick
them out of the bran, wash well in several
changes ofwater, and dry on paper towelling.

Savoury mealworm
samosas (Tenebrio
molitor larvae)
A variation on a wonderful savoury from the
Indian subcontinent. First wash and dry a cup
of mealworms but do not chop up at this
stage. Fry an onion until soft, not browned,
in a little peanut oil, add a crushed garlic
clove and a teaspoon of finely chopped ginger and continue frying. To this add good
quality curry powder to taste, say a tablespoon for starters, and a little chilli powder,
fry until you can smell the cooking spices.
Finely chop the mealworms with kitchen
scissors and immediately throw them into the
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DONTBU6MEf
PUZZ~£T~
_

rhi, monlh by Phil L,,'"

1. Which insects have been on earth the longest?

How many generations of fruit fly can be produced in a year?

3. How long can an insect live and which insects live the longest?

4. What is the smallest insect, and how big is it?

5. What is the heaviest insect?

6. What is the longest insect?

7. Which insect has the biggest wingspan?

8. Which insects fly the fastest and how fast can they fly?

9. What insect provides the red colouring for Hawaiian punch?

10. What is the "worm" in a bottle ofmezcal or tequila?

Answers for January 1998 puzzle
1 - earwig, 2 - thrip, 3 - dobsonfly, 4 -lacewing, 5 - elytra, 6 louse, 7 - beetle, 8 - entomology, 9 - yellowjacket, 10 - aphid, 11 scutellum, 12 - horntail, 13 - flea, 14 - oviposit.
Use fIrst letters of 1-10 to come up with "ladybeetle"

Answers to this issue's quiz
1. Cockroaches and dragonflies, for about 350 million years. Some dragonflies used to have a wingspan of up to 3 feet! (90cm)
2. 25 generations.
3. Termite queens and leaf cutter ant queens live up to 20 years. Some
cicadas may live even longer.
4. Feather winged beetles are 0.25mm long and feed on fungal spores.
5. Goliath beetle - up to O.llkg (114 pound)
6. Walking stick insect from Malaysia - 30cm (12 inches).
7. Queen Alexandra's birdwing butterfly. Early entomologists used a
shotgun to collect them.
8. Hawkmoths, horseflies and dragonflies reach speeds in excess of 40kmlh.
9. Cochineal insect, a scale insect which occurs on prickly pears.
10. The tequila worm is a larvae of the skipper butterfly.

Notice to Contributors

Instructions
~ to Authors
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Research papers, feature
articles, notes or short communications, book
reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions and miscellaneous notes are
acceptable. Research papers may include
original research or scholarly reviews that
follow the acceptable format ofa similar content journal (eg: Introduction, Materials and
Methods, Results, Discussion, Summary).
Feature articles should be both informative
& entertaining, thus format is left up to the
author. Notes or short communications may
be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the last
three years. Puzzles should be original. Guest
columns for Entomophilia may encompass
any subject related to the love of insects.
Opinions may take the form ofletters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork should
be line drawings in pen and ink or a good
photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a Pc. Text
editing is done in Word for Windows 6.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from licensed CD-ROM collections and edited in
CorelDRAW 4.0 with fInal page layout in
PageMaker 4.0. The original is printed on a
600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on
disk would be appreciated. Submissions via
e-mail are also welcome. Please forward all
submissions and questions to the editors (see
inside cover for address). There are no page
charges, however, submissions from nonmembers will require a membership purchase
prior to publication. Offprints are available
at cost + 10% + postage.
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Notes From The Editor's Desk
Firstly, my apologies for the late arrival of
this issue ofOntario Insects. With my degree
defense and thesis corrections it has been a
busy month! Secondly, it is my pleasure to
say that Ontario Insects has a new editor.
Vanessa Camey is a gradllate of University
of Guelph, with a BSc. in Wildlife Biology.
Currently, she is involved in entomological
surveys with Royal Botanical Gardens,
Hamilton, ON. Among her entomological
experiences, Vanessa has raised colonies of
Colorado potato beetles for work on control
strategies, and designed seasonal butterfly
and moth surveys. For the next issue of
Ontario Insects, please submit your articles,
counts, pictures and comments to me, as
usual. Vanessa and I will work on the next
issue together. After the January issue,

New Book:

The Butterflies of Point Pelee
National Park: A Seasonal Guide and
Checklist
by Alan Wormington

This is a new book is on the Point Pe1ee
butterflies and is a publication ofthe Ontario
Natural History Press. Designed to fit in your
pocket (11 cm by 14cm), this 12 page booklet
includes information on 85 species that have
been recorded at Point Pelee National park.
For each species in the booklet, there is
information on the resident versus immigrant
status, the flight seasonal abundance with bar
graphs indicating abundance, the dates of
extreme observed occurrences, and an all time
maximum count on a single day. Also
included are guides to the areas where
butterflies can be found and the number of
species that have been recorded during each
month of the year. Blank columns are also
given "for user notation.
By mail the publication is offered at the
following rates (prices include postage and
applicable taxes):

Volume 4, Number 1

Vanessa will take on the role of sole editor.
By that time I hope to have found a job.
Although I'm not sure where it will be, but
it's likely to be outside of Canada and
unfortunately away from Ontario Insects.
So as this is my last editorial, I'd like to thank
those that have submitted work over the last
two years. In particular I'd like to thank Don
Davis. Don is an asset to Ontario Insects and
the Toronto Entomologists' Association. We
could always count on Don to contribute his
regular column, Monarch Notes, as well as
many others articles. Don is an example to
us all! Thanks also to all the others who have
helped me with Ontario Insects over the last
while. Phil Schappert helped me initially,
Matt Holder was the mainstay while he was
in Ontario, and Sarah Ball has helped with

putting Ontario Insects together. I would
encourage everyone to help Vanessa as much
as possible- especially with the submission
oflots of insect articles!
One article from Don in this issue is
'Presqu'ile Provincial Park management
plan' (page 14). This is an issue that needs
your contribution. Organized input from
groups such as the Toronto Entomologists'
Association can make a real difference.
Thi~ Ontario

Insects issue also has a variety
of butterfly counts from all over Ontario.
Thanks and congratulations to those who
took the time to organize, run and compile
the data for these counts.

To Canada (Can$): $3.50 each (for 1 copy)
or $3.00 each (for orders of2 or more)

Deadline for submissions for the
next Ontario Insects

To USA (US$) $2.30 each (for 1 COPy) or
$2.00 (for orders of2 or more).

The deadline for your articles and submissions for the January issue of Onatario Insects is January 1, 1999.
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The Butterflies
of Point Pelee National Park:

Alan Wormington
ONTARIO

NATuRAL

HISTORV

PRESS

I heard a fly buzz when I died;
The stillness round my form
Was like the stillness in the air
Between the heaves of storm.
The eyes beside had wrung them dry,
And breaths were gathering sure
For that last onset, when the king
Be witnessed in his power.
I willed my keepsakes, signed away
What portion of me I
Could make assignable,-and then
There interposed a fly,
With blue, uncertain, stumbling
buzz,
Between the light and me;
And then the windows failed, and
then
I could not see to see.
-Emily Dickinson
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---------------------Both meetings are at Ipm, in Rm. 314, Metro Hall, Toronto.

Saturday, October 24th
Peter Hallet (University of Toronto)
Pollen Bees and Hunting Wasps- One Naturalist's response to Worsening Biodiversity

Saturday, November 28th
Micheal Enright (Presqu'ile Provincial Park)
Dragonflies & Damselflies

FROM THE SEPTEMBER
MEETING
Alan Hanks welcomed everyone to the first
meeting of the year.

1. Treasurer's Report: Regular account:
$1839.64; Atlas account: $4869; mc:
$7179.00
2. Walker's Odonata of Canada and Alaska:
the TEA ordered 175 sets which have all been
sold and sent and has ordered another 25
copies for sale.Alan doesn't yet have a final
statement but prices were set so that all costs
are covered.
3. Correspondence
- there is lots of information send by the
WWF Endangered Spaces program
- Tom Mason of the Toronto Zoo is giving a
talk on Vietnam Biodiversity on November
5 at the Zoo. Contact the Zoo for registration
information
- Al Wormington has published a Nature
Guide, A Checklist of the
Butterflies of Point Pelee. The cost is S3.50
each or $3 each for two or more. Anyone
interested should contact Alan who will place
the order.
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- Alan Brown of Oakville reported that he
has a 39-year old pipevine plant on his
property that was 'infested' with pipevine
swallowtail larvae this year. At one point, he
counted 79 larvae but many of them were
parasitized. There were some butterflies that
emerged this year.
- George Sutton, a past TEA member, wrote
to say that he has reluctantly put his collection
up for sale. Briefly, the collection includes
mounted butterflies from around the world
as well as unmounted butterflies. Books and
other paraphernalia are also available. Please
contact George at 211 Rich St. Goderich
N7A lX4, (519) 524-9376
- TEA member David Gaskin, a professor of
Zoology at the University of Guelph died
recently. The TEA has been asked to make a
contribution to the Gaskin Medal. It was
agreed to do so.
- Member Paul Catling is interested in
receiving information about large
congregations of dragonflies that may be
migrating. - Hugh Currie reported that the
High Park Hawk Watch is also watching
dragonflies and they need help. If you are
interested, go to the Grenadier Restaurant they are there every day that is nice until the
end of November
- Phil Schappert is doing a book on butterflies

and is looking for photographs
- Don Davis sent information about Presquile
Park management plan
3. TEA Elections - according to our
constitution, we are required to have an
election today. All members have agreed to
continue with their positions except for
Duncan Robertson who wishes to step down
as President. Anyone who is interested in this
position, please contact Alan.
4. There was some discussion about
recruiting student members and the location
of the meetings (it was suggested that
downtown was difficult to get to)
5. Members' Presentations
Carolyn King showed slides ofbutterflies and
motHs that she and Paul McGaw saw in
Oregon and Washington this year, as well as
damselflies from Prince Edward County.
Karen Yukich showed a slide of a Horace's
Duskywing that she and her husband saw at
St. Williams in late May; also a newly
hatched Dog Day Cicada.
Michael and Nancy van der Poorten showed
slides of the Gorgone Checkerspot that they
saw near Ottawa
Chris Rickard showed slides of various
moths and butterflies, both local ones and
from Costa Rica
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AHOT SUMMER WITH LYGUS· THE TARNISHED
PLANT BUG
By Rebecca Schneider

Ifanyone had told me in March that I would be spending my summer
sweeping for bugs and performing dissections under a microscope, I
would have thought they were either delusional, or knew nothing
about me. Yet, this is exactly how I spent my summer.

Establishment of an effective imported parasitoid will decrease
background Lygus population levels in plants bordering agricultural
crops in Ontario, which in tum will decrease the need for insecticides
in many crops.

The reason for my disbeliMis simply that I have never been an insect
person. Sure, I've killed the odd spider around the house when others
were too squeamish to do it themselves, but being an atmospheric
science student, bugs weren't on my mind. Now, I even dream about
them!

What I have found quite amusing about my experience with tamished
plant bug, is that when people ask me about my summer job, I choose
my response quite carefully. I have found that some people are just
trying to be polite, so it's not really worth the time to describe, in
detail, everything from the sweeping to the dissections. To these
people I will simply say, "I work with bugs". Actually, there are
times when I enjoy giving this curt response, because for all these
people know I'm tackling huge, flying beasts that they can only
"eww" at. Still, there are some people who I feel are genuinely
interested in my employment and do care to hear all the tidbits, right
down to the field types that I sweep in! I really appreciate these
people, even if they tear down the mystery surrounding my "bug"
job.

I have had the amazing opportunity this summer to work with Lygus

Working with insects has even led to exuberance when spotting a
tarnished plant bug outside of my work area. For instance, one day
lineolaris (tarnished plant bug), and must admit it has been a blast. I was out with some friends in my hometown, and to my excitement
My work with Agriculture Canada demanded that I drive out to a spotted an adult Lygus on the back of my friend's t-shirt. I
variety of different sites, sweep for the Lygus, bring them back to immediately shrieked with joy and tried to get the insect onto my
my lab and dissect the adults and nymphs to check for parasites. finger so my friend could see just what "my bug" looks like.
This job has given me the opportunity to work both within a laboratory Unfortunately, the Lygus flew away and my friend still doesn't
environment, and to enjoy the good weather that has been granted to understand how seeing one little insect can cause me to display so
our area this summer. Certainly, I've endured some very nasty insect much emotion.
bites, and been rudely introduced to a fair number ofnot too pleasant
farm dogs, but overall I couldn't have asked for a better summer job. While I wouldn't consider myself a lover of all insects after
Recorded hosts of the tarnished plant bug, or Lygus bug, include
328 plants, with at least 130 being economically important plants!
In Ontario, Lygus is a major pest of many vegetables and tender
fruit, especially peaches and strawberries, and is an occasional pest
of forage and greenhouse crops.
In a classical biological control approach, researchers at Agriculture
Canada are evaluating the potential ofestablishing European species
of Peristenus parasitoids to control the Lygus bug in Ontario. My
job was to investigate baseline data on parasitism rates by the native
parasitoid complex found locally around Vineland (near St.
Catherines, ON). Aspects ofthe project being investigated by others
at Agriculture Canada include: development of a mass-rearing
technique for the parasitoids; manipulation of diapause and coldstorage potential; synchrony of Lygus with parasitoid emergence;
and development of a DNA-based technique for rapid identification
of the parasitoid larvae. Researchers are also testing strains offungi
that attack Lygus to work with parasitoids for a more integrated pest
management, or biological control ofLygus.
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completing my work term, (earwigs are still despised), I have
managed to get together a small collection of bugs. In fact, I am
very proud of my collection and every time I pin a few more bugs I
let any interested party have a look. Ifnothing else this summer, I
have leamed that there are so many fascinating branches of science
that are out there, even if entomology is not my number one choice.
This last fact is still a matter of discussion with a particular scientist
in my lab who told me that one day I'd forget about atmospheric
science and discover, "That entomology is where it's at".
We'll see.
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A NEW METHOD FOR TRAP-NESTING WOODNESTING POLLEN BEES AND HUNTING WASPS
REPORT FOR 1997.
by Peter Hallett,
Hallett Pollen Bees, 144 Hendon Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario M2M 1A 7

Introduction
Pollen bees and hunting wasps are generally small docile solitary
insects. Because good nesting sites are rare, the industrious female
is often willing to build her linear series of cells, each with one egg
and provisions ofpollen and nectar or paralyzed prey, in an artificial
"trap- nest" from which she is free to go but in which her offspring
remain until mature. The numerous species are increasingly threatened by loss of"waste land", wood lots and scrub (Vitousek, Mooney,
Lubchenko & Mellilo, 1997), but the real problem is lack of public
awareness (Buchbaum & Nabhan, 1996).
The availability of a practical method for observing and managing at
least a few of the species might make the study of these beneficial
insects more attractive to entomologists and naturalists, and increase
the chances of large scale propagation by the more experimentally
inclined beekeepers, farmers and gardeners. However the classic
method oftrap nesting (e.g., Krombein, 1967) is unreasonably laborious, as drilled sticks or blocks must be tied to very many trees or
bushes before collection and opening in a laboratory for study. The
new method concentrates 200 or so transparent observation nests
into a single visually conspicuous hive which can be stacked on top
ofother hives. An appreciable fraction, about 25%, ofthe proffered
empty nests ("bores") were used, with the added benefits that monitoring, photography and simple interventions are easily done in the
field. Extant studies appear too few and divergent to allow a final
judgment of current success, but any potential inefficiency is easily
offset, without much loss of convenience, by placing hives at a few,
rather than one or many, sites.

willow and balsam poplar in highland swampland by the River
Saugeen, near Flesherton, Grey County, Ontario. Its two hive bodies contained about 90 borings of each diameter or 360 in all.

Results
The 3/16" borings produced 86% of the viable overwintering nests.
The first column in Table 1 shows the materials used by the bee or
wasp in constructing the nest, subdivided for mud nests by the provisions. There are correlations at the family to genus level. Many
mud nests, where the provisions were totally consumed, were likely
by eumenid (potter) wasps. "Caterpillars" means largely lepidopterous prey ("inchworms") of Eumenidae, though beetle and sawfly
grubs went unidentified. Pompilid (spider)'wasps provision with
single spiders, trypoxylonine sphecid wasps with several small spiders. Resin nests are built by small pemphredonine sphecid wasps
with aphids as prey. Cellophane nests are by the wasp-like bee genus Hyleus. Leaves are used by Megachile leafcutter bees, and
chewed leaf mastic by the orchard mason bees Osmia. The most
colourful parasites were brilliant green chrysid wasps. Direct observations and incubations of diapaused material support these comments. The parasitic bee Coelioxys was seen but not reared. Occasionally flies and ichneumons were trapped within mud cells and
unable to emerge, possibly arising from prey rather than the rightful
occupant. There were only one or two attacks by fungi or minute
chalcid wasps.

Methods
Potential nests were provided as end-stopped, round-bottomed
grooves of four different diameters, routered lengthwise in blocks
of "1 by 4" pine and closed with acrylic tops for easy observing.
The resulting "bores" were 6" long by 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" or 3/8"
wide, with a minimum wooden wall thickness of 1/4" (150 mm by
4.8,6.4, 7.9 or 9.5 mm, with 6.4 mm minimum wall). Nest blocks
were stacked inside an open-faced "hive body" of Langstroth beehive dimensions as a shelter against the weather. 70% of the exposed ends of the nest blocks were painted black and 30% were
wildflower colours (yellow, rose, white). The conspicuous hive
(painted in the same colours) was erected in early May, immediately
after the snow melt, facing Southeast, at a height of 1.5 metre, near
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nests E, numbers of provisioned nests P and of viable nests V,
estimates of the numbers in the emerged summer generation S, and
counts for the overwintering generation W. Fractional nests can
arise from parasitism and nest supercedure. The columns for Cells
have similar meanings, E now denoting empty, vestibular or
intercalated cells, which are commoner in the overwintering
Eumenidae (according to Fye, 1965a), and P all cells that received
provisions; V, Sand W represent numbers of viable, summer
generation cells and viable over-wintering cells respectively. There
are no separate columns for failed or parasitized nests or cells. So
for both Nests and Cells N r E + P, P = V + (number failed or
parasitized), and V = S + W.

(1965a,b) in Northwestern Ontario. Such retropective comparisons
hinge on the literature counts being complete, rather than sample
sizes. However it is possible that my single site was too shaded and
the immediate concentration of flowers too low.
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W

MUD
Food consumed

33

3

30

11

15.3

201

75

126

52

47

"Caterpillars'

20

1

19

2.5

3.3

85

20

10

10

6

Spiders

3

0

3

0

1

4

1

3

0

1

Spider

2

0

2

0

1

7

1

6

0

2

Total

58

4

54

13.5

20.6

297

97

62

62

56

Resin

24

4

20

0

16

83

19

0

0

49

Cellophane

5

0

5

0

5

25

8

0

0

14

Leaf

4

2

2

0

1

12

0

0

0

11

Mastic

2

0

2

0

1

22

3

0

0

14

Total

93

10

83

13.5

43.6

439

127

62

62

144

%Total

100

11

89

15

47

100

29

14

14

33

26

3

23

4

12

% Occupancy
per 360 nests
% Mud wasps! W

47

39

% Resin wasps! W

37

34

% bees!W

16

27

L
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ALGONQUIN PARK BUTTERFLY COUNTS:
RESULTS FROM 1998
by Colin D. Jones

Second Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count

duskywings, Arctic Skipper, Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Silvery
On Monday, June 8, 1998, the Second Annual Algonquin East Side Blue, and the arctics (in particular Macoun's Arctic).
Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred Due to the advanced spring this year, and because the count was
at Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers Road held one week later than in 1997, the count results were quite different
from Lake Travers in the northwest to Forbes Lake in the southeast. from last year. The species total more than doubled in 1998 (33
Under a mixture of sun and cloud, the temperature rose from 12 species) compared to 1997 (16 species). In addition, there were far
degrees Celsius in the morning to a pleasant 22 degrees Celsius by more individuals tallied, with a total of 1404 (compared to 288 in
mid-afternoon. The 15 observers put in 27 party-hours and managed 1997).
to get through the entire day without rain. The skies did, however, Despite the increase in individuals and diversity this year, the early
open up during the informal roadside compilation - now that's what spring and later count date resulted in an almost complete lack of
I call timing!
elfins (one ofthe groups that this count is designed to monitor). Six
This count is unique in that it is held earlier than most other counts
and therefore censuses early flying species currently underrepresented in NABA counts. It is timed in an attempt to tally both
spring flying species such as the elfins (at the end dftheir flight) and
the early summer flyers (at the beginning oftheir flight), such as the

Common Name

SCientific Name

Canadian tiger swallowtail
Mustard white
Cabbage white
Clouded sulphur
Orange sulphur
Pink-edged sulphur
Bog copper
American copper
Eastern pine elfin
Banded hairstreak
Grey hairstreak
Striped hairstreak
Spring azure
Summer azure
Silvery blue
Greenish blue
Atlantis fritillary
Great spangled fritillary
Aphrodite fritillary
Silver-bordered fritillary
Meadow fritillary
Silvery checkerspot
Harris' checkerspot
Northern crescent
Eastern comma
Green comma
Grey comma

Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eutytheme
Co/ias interior
Lycaena epixanthe
Lycaena phlaeas
Callophrys niphon
Satyrium calanus
Strymon melinus
Satyrium liparops
Ce/astrina /adon
Ce/astrina neg/ecta
G/aucopsyche /ygdamus
Plebejus saepiolus
Speyeria atlantis
Speyeria cybe/e
Speyeria aphrodite
Boloria selene
Bo/oria bellona
Chlosyne nycteis
Chlosyne harrisii
Phyciodes selenis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia faunus
Polygonia progne

1

2

165
1
0
5
4
1
0
13
6
0
4
0
2
0
36
1
1
0
0
8
0
263
209
124

0
18
26
22
0
84
16
0
0
7
0
1
0
2
0
0
691
397
26
2
1
4
0
3
6
1
7

0
0
1

Eastern Pine Elfins and I elfin sp. were tallied compared to 1997
when good numbers of all four ofAlgonquin's elfins (Brown, Hoary,
Eastern Pine, and Western Pine) were present. We were successful,
however, in our search for Macoun's Arctic, having tallied 15 by the
end of the day. This northern species, flies only in even num

Common Name

SCientific Name

Compton tortoiseshell
Milbert's tortoiseshell
Mourning cloak
American lady
Red admiral
White admiral
Viceroy
Northern pearly-eye
Eyed brown
Little wood satyr
Common wood-nymph
Common ringlet
Macoun's arctic
Monarch
Dreamy duskywing
Juvenal's duskywing
Arctic skipper
Least skipper
European skipper
Peck's skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Long dash
Hobomok
Two-spotted skipper
Dun skipper
Common roadside skipper

Nymphalis vaualbum
Nymphalis milberti
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Cercyonis pegala
Coenonympha tullia
Oeneis macounii ~
Danaus plexippus
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineo/a
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes bimacula
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes vialis

1

2

0
0
1
26
0
51
3
0
0
278
0
15
15
1
31
12
20
0
0
0
1
4
78
0
1
15

2
2
0
9
5
114
0
65

34
3
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
67
552
163
7
142
34
12
255

0

1: Agonquin East Side Count. 2: Highway 60 Count.
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bered years and the isolated population found in the Jack Pine forests
of Algonquin's East Side, represents the southern-most population
in Canada.
The following records were also of note:
13 American Coppers - apart from one single record from
Algonquin's East Side last year, this species has not been recorded
in Algonquin since 1960.
I Greenish Blue· rare in Algonquin, this represents the 6th Park
record of this northern butterfly.
Checkerspots - both Silvery~and Harris's put in a good showing with
a total of263 and 209 individuals respectively. In addition, a very
odd and striking checkerspot was collected, originally causing a great
deal of excitement. Upon closer examination, it was deemed to be
an aberrant Harris's. The specimen will be sent to the National Capital
Collection for closer examination.

* Compton Tortoiseshell- an early record for the summer generation
of this species.
*

Fourth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Sunday, July 5,1998, the fourth annual Algonquin Highway 60
Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred
at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60
corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the
east.
The weather for the day was very pleasant and under sunny skies the
temperature ranged from 18 degrees Celsius in the morning to 25
degrees Celsius by mid-afternoon.
By the end of the day, 20 observers had totalled 60 party-hours,
observing 2867 butterflies of 36 species (tying our highest species
count, set last year). Six species had not been recorded in previous
years, including:

Common Wood-Nymph - also an early record for this species.

Also ofnote were 12 Two-spotted Skippers. This species is proving
to be more common in Algonquin than previously realized. Due to
it's habitat preference (wet sedge meadows), most naturalists have
probably overlooked this species in the past. Searching in appropriate
habitat on this year's count, and looking at the base of Blue Flag Iris
(Iris versicolor) flowers, where Two-spotted Skippers often nectar,
we found this species in five locations this year!
Monarchs were noticeably absent from both counts, with only one
adult on each count - although several larvae were noticed during
the Highway 60 count.
A full species list for each count, with totals, is found in the tables.
Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 1998 Algonquin
butterfly counts. The Third Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count is set for Saturday, June 5, 1999, and the Fifth Annual Highway
60 Algonquin Butterfly Count is set for Saturday, July 3, 1999.
Those interested in participating in either of the 1999 Algonquin
Butterfly Counts should contact the author at the Algonquin Visitor
Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney, ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637-2828.

* Banded Hairstreak - interestingly, this species was not recorded in
Algonquin Park until 1995, with the first Highway 60 record
occurring in 1997.
* Striped Hairsteak - rare in Algonquin.
* Summer Azure - one of only a few records of this "new" species
from Algonquin.

* Meadow Fritillary - although more common on the Park's East
Side, this species is very rare along the Highway 60 corridor and this
record is only the third substantiated record we are aware of.
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CARDEN ALVAH BUTTERFLY COUNT OF
JUNE 28, 1998
by Bob Bowles

This years Carden Alvar 1998 butterfly count was undertaken on
June 28. Species new to the Carden list included the Banded
Hairstreak, Silvery Checkerspot and the Broad-winged Skipper.
There were four groups this year:

Group 2 : Bill McIlveen, Irene McIlveen, Nancy Ironside. South of
hwy 503 and north of Liftlock (50 km).

Group 1 : Tom Cosburn, Sandra Northey, Bob Bowles. South of
Kirkfield Liftlock (40 km).

Group 4 : Jim Wilson, Ann Brander. North of McNamee Road &
South of Alvar Road (40 km).

8

Common name

SCientific name

Black swallowtail
Canadian tiger swallowtail
Mustard white
Cabbage white
Clouded sulphur
Orange SUlphur
American copper
Bronze copper
Acadian hairstreak
Banded hairstreak
Striped hairstreak
Summer' spring azure
Great spangled fritillary
Aphrodite fritillary
Atlantis fritillary
Silver-bordered fritillary
Meadow fritillary
Silvery checkerspot
Northern crescent
Baltimore checkerspot
Question mark
Eastern comma
Gray comma
Mourning cloak
American lady
Painted lady
Red admiral
White admiral
Red-spotted purple
Viceroy
Northern pearly-eye
Eyed brown
Little wood satyr
Common ringlet
Common wood nymph
Milkweed butterflies
Juvenal's duskywing
Least skipper
European skipper
Peck's skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Long dash
Northern broken-dash
Hobomok skipper
Broad-winged skipper
Dun skipper

Papilio polyxenes
Papillo canadensis
Pierisnapl
Pieris rapae
Colias phllodice
Colias eurytheme
Lycaena phlaeas
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium acadica
Satryrium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Celastrina ladon neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Speyeria aphrodite
Speyeria atlantis
Boloria selene
Boloria bellona
Chlosyne nycteis
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia progne
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danainae
Erynnis juvenalis
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Poanes hobomok
Poanes viator
Euphyes vestris

Group 3 : Ann Hide, Don Dohoerty, Margo Holt. North of Alvar
Road (40 km).

1

2

3
3
30

39
14
78
1

1
2
1

3
1

7
41

33
67

4

2
1
24

35
39
1

74
14

1
2
5

18

3

2
8
3
3

.

5

28
16
2
8

1
6
3
6
15

6
30
2

1
1
4
5
237

40

2
14

16
1

2
3

6

4

15

19

14
2
1
1

17

1
32

3

2
1
1
40
2

36

20
2

2
2
1500
1
10
3
10
4

5
3400
2
1
5
1
5
4

70

1000

1
2
78
20
127
1
2
12
4
7
3
52
153
2
3
3
33
5
386
53
19
16
1
4
11
1
3
78
4
1
55
2
1
88
2
7
5970
3
2
15
1
5
15
9
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FOURTH ANNUAL TORONTO CENTRE
BUTTERFLY COUNT, JULY 11TH 1998.
by John Robert Carley

On Saturday, July 11, 1998, the Fourth Annual Butterfly Count for
the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-three counters,
in eight parties, censused 'butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle
centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West and Bloor Street
West.
This year's count took place on a sunny, slightly breezy day with
temperatures ranging from 21 C to 25C. The routes censused included
the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park, Humber River,
Etobicoke Creek, Sam Smith Park, the Lambton prairie, Downsview
Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in
the city.
In total 1,125 individual butterflies were counted, of35 species. This
species total is the lowest ofthe 4 years in which the count has been
conducted. The overall cumulative list now totals 50, with the addition
of Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos).
We tallied 385 Cabbage Whites as our leading species. The 150
European Skippers fell far short oflast year's 2509! Count highs
were recorded for Banded Hairstreak (96), Striped Hairstreak (7),

Summer Azure (17), Red Admiral (38) and Pearly Eye (4). At the
other end ofthe numeric scale, we tallied single individuals for five
species. Monarchs, at 13, were woefully low, compared to 249 last
year.
Compared to 1997, the overall numbers were down drastically from
last year's 4,305 individuals.
The 1999 Count date is set for Saturday, July 10. Those interested in
participating in the 5th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count should
contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 413,
(416) 766-1330.
The number ofparticipants this year: 23 in 8 parties, with a total of
48 party hours. The temperature was between 21 C and 25C; sunny,
with a slight breeze (wnw 20 kmlhr average). Observers were: J.
Barker, M. Bates, D. Bone, J. Carley, R. Carley, A. Farraway, A.
Gray, N. McPherson, S. MacKay, E. Mihalj, A. Millett, C. Millett,
D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, A. Riley, D. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, D.
Shilman, P. Thomas, N. Woems, A. Yukich, R. Yukich.

Common name

Scientific name

Total

Common name

Scientific name

Black swallowtail
Eastern tiger swallowtail
Cabbage white
Clouded sulphur
Orange sulphur
Acadian hairstreak
Coral hairstreak
Edwards' hairstreak
Banded hairstreak
Hickory hairstreak
Striped hairstreak

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Satyrium acadica
Satyrium titus
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium caryaevorum
Satyrium liparops

13
16
385
78

Monarch
Silver-spoiled skipper
Northern cloudywing
European skipper
Peck's skipper
Crossline skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Northern broken-dash
Little glassywing
Dun skipper

Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes py/ades
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites origenes
Polites themistoc/es
Wa/lengrenia egeremet
Pompeius vema
Euphyes vestris

Eastern tailed blue

Everes comyntas

1

Summer' spring azure

Celastrina ladon neglecta

17

5
28

2
18
96

4

Great spangled fritillary

Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes tharos

3
3

Northern crescent

Phyciodes selinis

3

Question mark

Po/ygonia interrogationis

3

Eastern comma

Polygonia comma

5

Mourning cloak

Nymphalis antiopa

6

Red admiral

Vanessa atalanta

38

While admiral! Red spoiled purple

Limentlis arfhemis sp.

1

Viceroy

Limenitis archippus

2
4

Northern pearty-eye

Enodia anthedon
Megisto cymela

Common wood·nymph

Cercyonis pega/a

Volume 4, Number 1
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29
5
150
1

11
1
83
1
28

7

Peart crescent

Little wood satyr

Total

4

41
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ORILLIA JULY 4 TH BUTTERFLY COUNT FOR 1998
by Bob Bowles

There were 5 areas in this year's 4th July, Orillia butterfly count: (1)
Uhthoff Trail at Division Road, (2) Ontario Hydro's Orillia T.S.
Station, (3 ) Orillia Horticulture Garden on Division Road, (4 )
Georgian College, (5 )Woodland Drive Trail. This is the 7th year
year for this count, at 440 38' N, 790 23' W, center at point of
Couchiching Point in Lake Couchiching. See the 1992 report for
habitat coverage. The counts were undertaken from 10:00 - 16:00
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Common name

SCientific name

Canadian tiger swallowtail
Mustard white
Cabbage white
ClOUded sulphur
Striped hairstreak
Summer' spring azure
Great spangled fritillary
Eastern comma
Mourning cloak
White admiral
Viceroy
Northern crescent
Baltimore checkerspot
Northern pearly eye
Eyed brown
Little wood-satyr
Common ringlet
Common wood nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted skipper
Columbine duskywing
European skipper
Long dash
Northern broken-dash
Peck's skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Hobomok skipper
Dun skipper

Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Golias philodice
Satyrium Iiparops
Gelastrina ladon neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Polygonia comms
Nymphalis antiopa
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Phyciodes selenis
Euphydryas phaeton
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Goenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Erynnis lucilius
Thymelicus Iineola
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris

hours; AM rain cloudy, PM partly cloudy, 10% sunshine, 600 - 650
F; wind NW, 0 - 6 mph. Nine observers were in one party. Total
party-hours = 6.0 (5.0 on foot, 1.0 by car); total party-miles = 15
(2.0 on foot, 13 by car). Observers were Bob Bowles, Lisa Callsen,
Alan & Grace Craig, Sandra Northey, David & Bev Scallen, Don
Scalien, Micheal Tazaras.
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ORILLIA JULY 5TH BUTTERFLY COUNT FOR 1998
by Bob Bowles

There were 8 areas in this year's 5th July, Orillia butterfly count: (1)
Uhthoff Trail at Division Road, (2) Ontario Hydro's Orillia T.S.
Station, (3 ) Orillia Horticulture Garden on Division Road, (4 )
Georgian College, (5 )Woodland Drive (6) con 11 typha stand, (7)
sideroad 20 typha stand, (8) end of Mara/Rama line. This is the 7th
year for this count (as for the 4th July count), at 44038' N, 790 23'
Common name

Scientific name

Canadian tiger swallowtail
Mustard whtte
CabbagewMe
Clouded sulphur
Acadian hairstreak
Banded hairsteak
Striped hairstreak
Summe~ spring azure
Great spangled fritillary
Aphrodtte fritillary
Meadow fritillary
Northem crescent
Baltimore checkerspot
Question mark
Eastern comma
Mourning cloak
American lady
Red admiral
WMeadmiral
Viceroy
Northern pearly-eye
Eyed brown
Little woodsatyr
Common ringlet
Common wood nymph
Monarch
Silver-spolled skipper
Columbine duskywing
Least skipper
European skipper
Long dash
Northem broken-dash
Peck's skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Hobomok skipper
Dun skipper

Papilio canadensis
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias phi/odice
Satyrium acadica
Satryium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Ce/astrina ladon neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Speryeria aphrodite
Bo/oria bellona
Phyciodes se/enis
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis aJ1hemis aJ1hemis
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Erynnis luci/ius
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris

W, center at point of Couchiching Point in Lake Couchiching. The
counts were undertaken from 10:00 - 16:00 hours; AM sunny, PM
partly cloudy, 90% sunshine, 600 - 750 F; wind N, 0 - 14 mph. Four
observers in 1 party. Total party-hours = 6.0 (5.0 on foot, 1.0 by
car); total party-miles = 15 (2.0 on foot, 13 by car). Observers were:
Adam Bowles, Bob Bowles, Connie Bowles, Scott Bowles.
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3RD ANNUAL (1998) POINT PELEE BUTTERFLY COUNT
by Alan Wormington and Jason Boire

The third Point Pelee Butterfly Count was held on August 8, 1998.
The count area (a standardized IS-mile diameter circle) is the same
as that used for the annual Christmas Bird Count. The results of our
butterfly census have been forwarded to the North American Butterfly
Association (NABA), where it will be compiled and published with
other counts from across the continent.
In 1998 the 45 observers (44 field observers + I garden watcher)
logged a record total of 85.5 party hours (79.5 on foot + 6 by car).
The 1998 count produced 42 species and a total of 6461 individuals;
an additional species was found during count week (CW), but not
on count day. In comparison to the previous
counts, coverage
outside Point Pelee National Park (PPNP) was exceptionally thorough
with 22 counters covering this extensive (yet productive) area.

two

Hayes, Lawrence Heidinga, Ruth-Ann Hickey, Fraser Hopkins, Tom
Hurst, Karl Konze, Ben Kulon (Area 3 Leader), Brenda Kulon, Dave
Martin (Area 5 Leader), Kevin McLaughlin, Jose Medina, Jeff
Mellow, Ashley Moffat, Henrietta T. O'Neill, Steve Pike, Gavin Platt,
Beverley Porter, Pauline Renaud, Richard Roman, Sarah Rupert, Amy
Tesolin, Dino Tesolin, Ann White, Bette-Jean Whittaker, Christine
Wilson, Linda Wladarski, and Alan Wormington (Count CoCompiler and Area 4 Leader). Count Sponsors: Point Pelee National
Park and The Friends of Point Pelee.

The 1999 count will be held on Saturday, August 7th- hope to
see you there!

As expected, there were several southern species found including
Little Sulphur (one north ofHighway #3), two Gray Hairstreak (North
Dike east and Marentette Beach) and two Variegated Fritillary
(DeLaurier Trail and SE Leamington). In the same category were
two Fiery Skipper seen at NE Hillman Marsh; these were originally
reported as European Skipper, but verified as Fiery Skipper on August
11 tho
Every year we become increasingly more familiar with the extensive
area of the count circle that lies north of PPNP. This year, at
Kopegaron Woods Conservation Area, an extensive area of sedge
(Carex) was discovered that harbours previously unknown colonies
of Dukes' Skipper, Dion Skipper and Appalachian Eyed-Brown; an
impressive total of 15 Dion Skipper was located at this site. Prior to
the count (on August 6th) a single Broad-winged Skipper was found
in the concession block north of the Leamington Dump. This
represents only the third known locality for this species in Essex
County, but the site is only 1.5 km northwest ofwhere Broad-winged
Skipper was discovered on last year's count; both sites are
rehabiiitated quarry ponds with extensive stands of Common Reed
(Phragmites communs), a known larval foodplant. Unfortunately,
on count day the species could not be found at either site.
Also ofinteres·t were the numbers tallied inside PPNP of four Silverspotted Skipper (ties the one-day count for the second brood of the
species); 64 Least Skipper (previous one-day count was 48); 336
Orange Crescent (previous one-day count was 55); and 52 Viceroy
(previous one-day count was 50). Count Participants: David
Alderdice, Mary Lynne Alderdice, Jason Boire (Count Co- Compiler),
Lloyd Brown-John, Suzan Campbell, Barb Casier, David Cattrall,
Barbara Chariton, Jay Cossey, Susan Cossey, Gordon Crook, Tanya
Dadswell, Paul Desjardins (Area 2 Leader), Lucille Dinyarian, Robert
Dobos (Area I Leader), Dar: Dufour, Judy Hall, Peter Hall, Barbara
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Area I PPNP, from the Tip north to include White Pine Picnic Area
and Tilden's Woods.
Area 2 PPNP, all areas north of - but not including - White Pine
Picnic Area and Tilden's Woods (includes the west section of North
Dike).
Area 3 Wheatley, Wheatley Provincial Park and Wheatley Harbour,
etc.
Area 4 All areas north ofPPNP between Leamington and Wheatley,
north to include the east- west railway line north of Highway #3
(includes the east section of North Dike).
Area 5 All areas west and north of Leamington, to include all areas
west and north of Area 4.
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Common name

Scientific name

Black swallowtail
Giant swallowtail
Canadian tiger swallowtail
Spicebush swallowtail
Cabbage white
Clouded sUlphur
Orange sulphur
Little sulpher
Bronze sulpher
'Olive' juniper hairstreak
Gray hairstreak
Eastern tailed-blue
'Summer' spring azure
American snout
Variegated fritillary
Great spangled fritillary
Orange cresent
Pearl cresent
Question mark
Eastern comma
Mourning cloak
American lady
Painted-lady
Red admiral
Common buckeye
Red-spotted purple
Viceroy
Hackberry emperor
Tawny emperor
Eyed-brown
Appalachian brown
Common wood-nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted skipper
Common sootywing
Least skipper
Fiery skipper
Peck's skipper
Northern broken-dash
Dion skipper
Duk'es\ skipper
Dun skipper

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio cresphontes
Papi/io canadensis
Papilio troi/us
Pieris rapae
Colias phi/odice
Colias eurytheme
Eurema lisa
(?)
Callophrys gryneus gryneus
Strymon melinus
Everes comyntas
Celastrina ladon neglecta
Libytheana carinenta
Euptoieta claudia
Speyeria cybele
(?)
Phyciodes tharos
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Junonia coenia
Limenitis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Asterocampa celtis
Asterocampa clyton
Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Cercyonis pega/a
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Pholisora catu/lus
Ancyloxypha numitor
Hylephi/a phyleus
Polites peckius
Wallengrenia egeremet
Euphyes dion
Euphyes dukesi
Euphyes vestris
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Presqu'ile Provincial Park management plan
By Don Davis

Thank you to those who have written letters or made telephone calls
to Hon. John Snobelen and Dr. Doug Galt (M.P.P. for
Northumberland), urging Mr. Sobelen take whatever measures are
necessary to complete the Presqu'ile Provincial Park management
plan, now in its 25th year. Shortly after the letters began to pour into
the Minister's office from all over Canada and the United States,
this writer received a telephone call from Paul Kelly, Policy Advisor
to the Minister, advising that he had just assumed the position of
Policy Advisor, and that Mr. Kelly intended to release the draft
management plan on or before October 15,1998. While this is good
news, the battle is not over!
As noted in my earlier posting, the battle is far from over. One ofthe
most contentious issues - the continuation of the annual waterfowl
hunt - appears to have been already settled, with the Minister ignoring
the advice of the general public, Ontario Parks staff and Board of
Directors and his own advisors. From documents leaked today to the
Animal Alliance in Toronto, it appears that the Minister has met
with the Ontario Federation of Hunters and Anglers, and a plan has
been developed to increase hunting opportunities in Ontario by adding
27 additional provincial parks (including 9 on the Niagara

Escarpment) to the 68 in which hunting is already aIJowed. In fact,
to bypass the usual Environmental Assessment process, the Minister
intends to make this happen through the Lands for Life process. As
stated in my earlier letter, I am not opposed to hunting or hunters,
but feel that hunting is a most inappropriate activity in such a
remarkable park as Presqu'ile.
There is also a concern that after a year and a half hiatus, the draft
management plan wiJI be rushed out and satisfactory decisions or
solutions to significant unresolved issues wiIJ not be made.
If you have not already done so, please send a letter or make a
telephone caIJ to Mr. Snobelen and Dr. Galt. Please advise your
friends, colJeagues, fellow field naturalists and environmentalists
and any other concerned individual or organization about these
developments:
Honourable John C. Snobelen, Minister of Natural Resources:
john_snobelen@ontJa.ola.org, or telephone (416) 314-2301
Dr. Doug Galt, Member of Parliament, Northumberland Riding douggalt@eagle.ca(ortelephone 1-800-263-3980, or (905) 372-400
(Cobourg) or (416) 314-6835 (Toronto)

NABA- PINERY PARK & NORTH LAMBTON BUTTERFLY
COUNT, JUNE 27 1998
by Brenda & Ben Kulon

This year's 5th NABA -Pinery Park - North Lambton) Butterfly
Count took place on June 27, 1998 It has been an annual event, held
at the same time ofthe year, since 1994. NABA stands for the North
American Butterfly Association and is also known as the Xerces
Society.
This year we found 49 species in the park and area. The highest
individual group tally was 33. Sightings of the Edwards Hairstreak
(early), Tawny-edge skipper, Striped Hairstreak, and Appalachian
Brown were all good sightings compared to previous years when
low numbers were recorded. The addition of the Little YeIJow, a
migratory species, that could become a summer resident, is a new
butterfly for the count. It is generally located in the southern US
Again, a large number of Cabbage white and European Skipper
wereon wing again this year. Nectaring plants were available and
estimated by some naturalists to be approximately 2 weeks ahead,
thus causing many butterflies to emerge earlier than usual. Likewise,
butterflies normally found at this time of year, might not have been
found as they emerged earlier than the count.
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The dryness ofthe latter spring and early summer, we believe had an
effect on numbers. Also, some species that we usually see on the
annual count, that are near the end of their brood times, such as the
Dusted Skipper, Prairie Ringlet, Juvenal's Duskywing were not even
spotted. Obviously they were long gone. Most Prairie Ringlets went
through our area in mid May. Certainly the variety of weather
conditions, had to have played an important part in the low numbers
spotted. Butterflies like sunlight. Overcast, cool wet weather really
wasn't needed on the day of the count.
Various milkweeds, excellent summer nectaring sources, were in
bloom early this year. Purple milkweed is an excellent nectaring
source for hairstreaks, and these arrived early as did many hairatreaks.
As stated on previous counts, statistics do reveal trends. Our numbers,
are very interesting, when compared to other Pinery counts.

Next year's count is scheduled tentatively for Saturday June 26,
1998. The rain date-will be Sunday July 27, 1998.
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Common name

Scientific name

Black swallowtail
Canadian tiger swallowtail
Giant swallowtail
Spicebush swallowtail
Eastern tiger swallowtail
Cabbage white
Clouded sulphur
Orange sulphur
Little sulphur
Eastern pine elfin
Bronze copper
Acadian hairstreak
Banded hairstreak
Coral hailitreak
Edwards' hairstreak
Hickory hairstreak
Striped hairstreak
Eastern tailed blue
Summer' spring azure
Great spangled fritillary
Meadow fritillary
Baltimore checkerspot
Silvery checkerspot
Pearl cresent
Tawny cresent
Northern crescent
Question mark
Eastern comma
Mounring cloak
Milbert's tortoiseshell
American lady
Painted lady
Red admiral
White admiral
Red-spotted purple
Viceroy
Tawny emperor
Northern pearly-eye
Eyed brown
Appalachian brown
Little woodsatyr
Common ringlet
Common wood nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted skipper
Common sootywing
Southern cloudywing
Northern cloudywing
Dreamy duskywing
Sleepy duskywing
Juvenal's duskywing
Columbine duskywing
Least skipper
Common roadside-skipper
European skipper
Peck's skipper
Crossline skipper
Tawny-edged skipper
Long dash
Northern broken-dash
Little glassywing
Delaware skipper
Hobomok skipper
Dusted skipper
Dun skipper

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio canadensis
Papilio cresphontes
Papilio troilus
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Euremalisa
Callophrys niphon
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium acadica
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium titus
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium caryaeorum
Satyrium liparops
Everes comyntas
Celestrina neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Bo/oria bellona
Euphydras phaeton
Chlosyne nycteis
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes batesii
Phyciodes se/enis
Polygonia interranis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberli
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis a. arthemis
Limenitis a. astyanax
Limenitis archippus
Asterocampa ely/on
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pega/a
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Pholisora catu/lus
Thorybes bathyllus
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis brizo
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Ancyloxypha numitor
Amblyscirtes vialis
Thymelicus lineo/a
Polites peckius
Polites or/genes
Polites thermistoeles
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Pompeius verna
Anatrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Atrytonopsis hianna
Euphyes vestris
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New monarch documentary wins
award

MONARCH

NOTES
by Don Davis

~

-----------------------------

UROUHARTS APPOINTED TO ORDER

OF CANADA
Two butterfly researchers were appointed to
the Order of Canada, in an announcement
made by Governor General Romeo LeBlanc
July 8th.
Dr. Fred Urquhart, Professor Emeritus,
University of Toronto, and his wife, Norah,
were named Members of the Order.
Internationally known for their research on
monarch butterflies, they are credited with
one ofthe greatest natural history discoveries
of our time, their citation from Rideau Hall
says. Over a 40-year period, they organized
thousands of people in a massive tagging
program and succeeded in locating the
remote area of Mexico where the monarch
butterfly winters. "Thanks to their advocacy
of protecting the butterflies habitat,
ecological preserves have been established
throughout North America including the first
municipal butterfly garden, named in their
honour, in Dundas, Ontario," the citation
states. "Their lifelong dedicated research on
insect migration has raised environmental

awareness among everyone from scientists
to school children." In 1979 they received
the Franklin L. Burr Award from the National
Geographic Society in recognition of their
outstanding contributions to science. In
1989, they were awarded the W.W.H. Gunn
Award from the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists. Dr. Urquhart had served with
the original committee that founded the
Federation of Ontario Naturalists.
Over the years, individuals from across
Canada and the United States participated in
theUrquharts' monarch tagging project,
including Hon. Christine Stewart, Minister
of the Environment. Dr. Urquhart fondly
remembers that one of his former biology
students was none other than noted Canadian
author Farley Mowat.
Among the lasting contributions made by the
Urquharts is their strong advocacy for
environmental and wildlife protection, and
for a reduction in herbicide and pesticide use.
Dr. Urquhart will celebrate his 87th birthday
this December. Mrs Urquhart celebrated her
80th birthday in July.

Monarch Numbers Down
Reports from across eastern North America
indicate that the numbers of monarch
butterflies appear to be down from previous
years. This observation has been confirmed
by the results ofvarious butterfly counts held
across Ontario this summer. However, in
recent weeks, numbers have increased.
Gordon Vogg at Darlington Provincial Park
reported that monarchs were quite numerous
in the park on Labour Day Monday, Sept.
7th, and that he came across 2 roosts
containing about 300 monarchs each.
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The new monarch butterfly documentary
"The Monarch: A Butterfly Beyond Borders"
was awarded "Best Independent" plus a
Merit award for "Wildlife/Cultural
Interrelationships" at the International
Wildlife Film Festival. It's also just been
awarded a Bronze Apple at the National
Educational Media Awards. I understand that
most recently, it was nominated for a Gemini
Award.

Milkweed Salad, Anyone?
According to Newsweek (Aug. 31/98), chefs
are scouting the globe - and sometimes
nearby fields - for the new, the exotic and
the plain ugly to keep customers entertained.
Salad chefs blanche milkweed pods three
times to remove toxins, but their charm is
more texture than taste!
(NB. Milkweed pods - particularly young
pods - are frequently listed as edible wild
plants, and were used by early settlers as a
food stuff. )

Turbine impacting monarchs?
The Toronto Renewal Energy Corporation
would like to construct a wind turbine on the
Toronto Waterfront, and the company
contacted Don Davis to see if there would
be an impact on the monarch butterfly or the
migration route. Many are concerned about
the impact of such a turbine on this major
wildlife corridor.

White monarch morph
In Hawaii, there is found a white color morph
of the monarch butterfly. If you would like
to learn more about white monarchs, you can
find a briefsummary ofwhat is known about
this phenotype on the Monarch Watch web
site. http://www.MonarchWatch.org/

New monarch book coming
Noted lepidopterist Dr. Robert Pyle of
Washington State has just completed the
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third draft of his new book, "Following
Monarchs". The book will document Dr.
Pyle's travels throughout the western United
States in an attempt to learn more about the
monarch migration. Dr. Pyle's observations
suggest that some western monarchs may
migrate to Mexico. Dr. Pyle released a tagged
monarch butterfly on the Washington side
ofthe Columbia Gorge, and this butterfly was
later recovered near an overwintering site at
Santa Cruz, California.

Spring 1998 Fires in the Monarch
Butterfly Sanctuaries in Mexico
by Lincoln P. Brower, Department of
Biology, Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar
Virginia 24595 and Monica Missrie, Av.
Mexico 129-1001, Col. Hipodromo Condesa,
Mexico, D.F. 06100
The following is a report on observations we
made from 26-29 June 1998 in three of the
five overwintering reserves of the monarch
butterfly in Mexico. We left Mexico City
early on 26 June and drove via Villa Victoria
to the Sierra Chincua. As we drove
westwards over the mountain pass on
Highway 15, we noted numerous areas high
in the mountains where there had been fires
during this EI Nino spring. According to
various government officials and press
reports, the majority of these fires resulted
from the usual preparatory agricultural
practices, including slash and burn
techniques that farmers use every spring at
the end ofthe dry season. In addition, many
fires are started intentionally by individuals
seeking a change in land use classification
in order to overcome legal obstacles for the
expansion ofthe agricultural frontier into the
forests. Because of the extreme dryness this
year, many fires raged out of control and
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burned into the higher forests and to the
summits of numerous mountains.
We also noted many Oyamel Fir trees that
were brown and apparently dead due to
extreme water stress. Most of these trees
were at the lower altitudinal limits of the
Oyamel forest, near areas that had been
cleared by the local communities. It seems
reasonable to hypothesize that clearing and
thinning of the trees causes higher
evaporation and transpiration rates and that
during a severe drought year such as this one,
the straw that breaks the camel's back
syndrome comes into play. However, it
should be remembered that, although
conditions were particularly dry this season,
fires occur every spring in Mexico. Because
of this year's EI Nino phenomenon, they
received more media attention than
previously.
Sr. Roberto Solis, the INE (Mexico's
National Institute ofEcology) Director ofthe
Monarch Butterfly Special Biosphere
Reserve, drove us into the core area of the
Sierra Chincua Sanctuary where we visited
an 83 hectare bum that occurred this past
spring in the core area ofthe reserve (i.e. the
portion of the sanctuary allocated for total
protection). The fire was thought to have
been started illegally and burned up the
southern, very steep slopes of the Chincua.
It also burned along the Llanos de los Torros
ridge eastwards out to the rocky point that
overlooks the Arroyo Barranca Honda. At
least 105 hectares of the Sierra Chincua
reserve burned. Sr. Solis also informed us
that the fire-fighting efforts by the
government were intense. A Canadian plane
fitted to carry large volumes of water was
rented and the fire in the Chincua was
controlled in about 4 days. It apparently took
the plane only seven minutes to refill and
come back to pour more water on the fire.
As we walked across the burned soil surface
along the ridge with its sweeping panoramic
view to the south, we noted numerous species
of wildflowers sprouting out of the charred
soil and realized the startling delicacy ofthis
ecosystem. Simply walking on the firedisturbed surface breaks up what soil
structure remains, promotes major washouts
during the mid-summer rainy season, and

leads to loss oftopsoil, nutrient depletion and
the loss of dormant seeds that have been
activated by the fire and are on the verge of
sprouting.
Sr. Solis gave us a copy ofa preliminary fire
inventory of 3 of the 5 protected monarch
reserves: the following is therefore tentative
and subject to revision. In the Chivati-Huacal
Reserve, 257 hectares burned, about 13% of
the reserve. We surveyed this extensive fire
by flying over the area in a helicopter on 25
June. This bum had been extremely hot: the
northeastern slope and the summit were
charred and black. This is especially
disappointing because the area was
recovering with a rich undergrowth that had
been undergoing ecological succession back
to Oyamel forest (following the very
extensive illegal logging that took place in
1987). An adjacent area, out ofthe preserve,
lost an additional 55 hectares to the same fire.
Our helicopter also flew over the Cerro Pelon
Monarch Reserve. As we approached the
summit from the south side, we looked down
onto steep forested slopes blanketed with
magnificent Oyamel richness and bathed in
moisture by huge billowing clouds. Flying
over the summit from the State ofMichocan
to the State of Mexico, we viewed
devastation and burned areas where the forest
also had been regenerating from prior
logging: an estimated total of over 700
hectares burned, about 8.6% of the reserve.
On 26 June we walked through the Ejido Los
Remedios in the Sierra Chincua sanctuary
which borders the Ejido Cerro Prieto. On
the highest point of the ejido, mist swirled
about us and water dripped from the oyamel
and cedar needles. Here we were witnessing
the beauty of an undisturbed forest: silent,
mystical, exquisite. As we walked down
slope, reality struck: we observed clearings,
dryness, little green, no mist, rusted needles,
brown patches and eroding logging paths.
Earlier in March we had noticed that the
lower reaches ofthe Arroyo Barranca Honda
on the south side of the Chincua had been
extensively thinned in the very area where
we have conducted research over the years.
We counted more than 30 large piles of cut
and split logs along the trail that borders the
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Insect Programs on The Discovery
Channel
Please note that most of these programs are
aired two or three times during the week they
are scheduled:
September 30/98 - Jewelled Wings (Africa
Week) - 10pm, 2 am (Oct. I) ET (dragonflies)
stream. This is a key watercourse that the
monarchs drink extensively from as the
winter colonies break up and the butterflies
stage their spring emigration to the United
States. Now, looking down into the valley
from the ridge above the Llano de los Toros
we noted extensive deforested patches. Sr:
Solis said that they resulted from a huge
illegal logging operation that has invaded the
buffer zone on the south side of the Sierra
Chincua Reserve that the authorities had been
unable to control.
We also learned from Sr. Solis that once a
forest is burned in Mexico, no matter where
it is or what its protected status, the law
allows logging ofthe burned wood (so-called
"salvage-logging"). Inevitable land use
change ensues, i.e. literally thousands of
hectares (I hectare = 2.47 acres) ofwhat was
and should remain in pristine forest
ecosystems become subject to massive
disturbance. The lesson learned from the
Yellowstone fire a few years back - that a
burned forest rapidly recovers if it is left
undisturbed by humans - is highly relevant
to the Oyamel Forest Ecosystem in Mexico.
Now that the traumatic fires of this past
spring are over, the Mexican government has
an important new contingency plan. Due to
the lack of resources to implement post-fire
strategies in all of the forests that burned in
Mexico, the government will make an
assessment to establish those high-priority
areas that need to be protected immediately.
All ofthe current monarch butterfly reserves,
as well as those not currently protected,
should be among these.
While we applaud the good efforts
demonstrated by the Government of Mexico
this past spring in dealing with the potentially
devastating fires, the overall fire situation is
a recurring one and new long term solutions
are needed. Major policies need to be
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changed and the long standing agricultural
practices need to be phased out. As long as
Mexican agriculture continues to be
dependent on slash and burn methodology,
the problems will exacerbate.
This past spring was a clarion call. Planning
for the future must take into consideration
the effects of extreme years. As Brower
emphasized in his keynote address at the
Morelia CEC conference in November 1997
long term and permanent conservatio~ ofth~
monarch butterfly migration and
overwintering phenomena must be
inexorably linked with conservation of the
Oyamel Forest as an intact and healthy
ecosystem. Brower's prediction of the
collapse of the eastern population of the
monarch butterfly now seems closer to reality
than ever. It is imperative to keep
international pressure on the Government of
Mexico to provide effective and rapid
enforcement against illegal logging to protect
this unique forest ecosystem and the
butterflies for which it provides a benevolent
winter home.

(This article was submitted by Don Davis,
and is reprinted with permission of Dr.
Lincoln Brower)

November 25/98 - Beauties And The
Beasties (Wild Discovery: Profiles ofNature
Specials) - 8 pm, 12 midnight (Nov. 26) ET
(butterflies and spiders)
November 29/98 - Microcosmos - The Movie
- 8 pm, 12 am (Nov.30)
December 2/98 - Nature in Close-Up (Wild
Discovery: Profiles of Nature Specials) - 8
pm, 12 am (Dec. 3) ET (close-up
photography)

Reprints of 'The Odonata of Canada
& Alaska' (Walker)
T.E.A. is pleased to announce that there are
additional copies available for sale of the 3volume set of Walker's The Odonata of
Canada & Alaska. These volumes that have
long been out of print are now available
through a university press Back-In-Print
service. These excellent quality hardcover
books are r~productions of the original
volumes printed on acid-free paper. The 3volume set may be ordered by sending a
cheque or money order (sorry, no credit
cards) to Toronto Entomologists'
Association, c/o Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora Ontario Canada L4G 2KI.
Cost for Canadian orders: $196 Can.
(includes gst/shipping & handling). Cost for
U.S. orders: $145 U.S. (includes shipping &
handling). Please inquire for airmail and
international orders. Email inquiries to:
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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THEBOOKWORM ~
BOOKS

WORTH READING ABOUT

Moth Guide Available. Charles V. Covell Jr.
has a few copies ofthe Field Guide to Moths
ifanyone wishes to get one. Dr. Covell notes
that while many Peterson Field Guides have
been reprinted and revised, the moth guide
did not "make the cut". Dr. Covell can be
reached at: cvcoveO l@homer.louisville.edu.
(Posted August 22/98 on the newsgroup
sci.bio.entomology.lepidoptera)

Bee Parasites: MITEY BIG TROUBLE FOR
BEES by Andrew Nikiforuk in The Globe
and Mail, Aug. 29/98 05(1)

The Butterfly Gardeners' Quarterly is a newsletter containing articles about butterfly species, plants and gardening styles, experts'
butterfly gardens, information on organizations, publications and events related to butterfly gardening. Readers are encouraged to
contribute their own gardening experiences
in a column called "From your Garden...".
Butterfly Gardeners' Quarterly is published
in March, June, September and December.
It costs $11 US/yr. Back issues are available
for $2.00 each.
Contact Claire Hagen Dole, PublisherlEditor, Box 30931, Seattle, WA 98103
"IF YOU PLANT IT, THEY WILL COME"

BOOK REVIEWS
The Butterflies of Canada by Ross A.
Layberry, Peter Hall and Donald Lafontaine
- Reviewed by Tom Shardlow in Quill &
Quire, May 1998, p25(l)

Biting Insects: GOTCHA - SURVIVING
NATURE'S LITTLE NASTIES by S. R.
Gage in Explore, 92, Jul/Aug 1998, p51(5)
Butterfly Gardening: BRINGING IN BUTTERFLIES by Cheryl Long in Organic Gardening, 45(5), May/June 1998, p11(5), and
BUTTERFLY GARDENING by Nancy
Hugo in Country Journal, 25(4), Jul/Aug 98,
P 28(5), and WINGED BEAUTY IN THE
GARDEN by Janice Mawhinney in The
Toronto Star, August 15/98, pLl(2)
Collecting Specimens: AT LARGE AND AT
SMALL by A. Fadman in The American
Scholar, 62(2) Spring 1998, p7(7)
Entomology:
ENTOMOLOGY IN
CANADA - WHERE IS IT GOING by Bernard J. R. Philogene in American Entomologist, 44(2), Summer 1998, p72(2)
Henry's Elfin: INCREASE IN POPULATIONS OF HENRY'S ELFIN IN OTTAWACARLETON ASSOCIATED WITH MANMADE HABITATS AND GLOSSY BUCKTHORN by P. Catling, R. Layberry, J Crolla
and P. Hall in The Canadian Field Naturalist, 112(2), Apr/June 1998, p335(3)
Insect Camouflage: PLEASE DON'T EAT
THE KATYDIDS by James L. Castner in
International Wildlife, 28(3), May-June
1998, p22(8)
Goldenrod Gall Fly - JUST LOOKIN' FOR
A HOME by Arthur E. Weis et al in Natural
History, 107(7), Sept. 1998, p60(4)
Insect Photography: GET THE MOST
FROM YOUR BUTTERFLY HUNT by
Jakub Jasinski in PSA Journal, 64(6), June
1998, p26(4)

Volume 4, Number 1

Insect Populations: THE CONTINENTAL
CRASHES OF INSECT POPULATIONS by
Bradford A. Howkins et al in American Naturalist, 152(3), Sept. 1998, p480(5)

Loss of Habitat: FLIGHT PATTERN (illegal logging in Mexico) by Jean-Claude
Teyssier in Life, 21(6), May 1998, p20(2)
Massive Insect Swarms: COMING OUT
PARTIES by Eddie Nickens in Backpacker,
26(5) June 1998, p34(3)
Mating Strategies: MATING STRATEGIES
IN BUTTERFLIES by Ronald Rutowski in
Scientific American, 279(1), July 1998,
p64(6)
Monarch Butterfly Resources: CITIZEN
SCIENCE in Whole Earth, Summer 98,
p20(1)
Singing Insects: A SEASONAL SYMPHONY by Dan Schneider in Nature
Canada, 27(3), Summer 1998, p24(4)
Tiger Mosquitoes: TALES OF A BLOODSUCKER by Gary Taubes in Discover,
19(7), July 1998, P124(7)
White Monarch Butterflies: THE CASE OF
THE ELUSIVE MONARCH by Sue Halpern
in Conde Nast Traveler, p 116(6)
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS
Wade, Nicholas, ed, Science Times Book of
Insects (Science Times ser.) (IIIus.).288 p.
Sept. 1998.25.00.(1-55821-702-9) Lyons Pr.
Arnett.American Insects.2nd ed.Dec.
I998.(I-57444-185-X).St. Lucie pr.
Butterflies Through Binoculars: The East.
Jeffrey Glassberg. (Butterflies (or Others)
Through Binoculars Ser.).(IIIus). 416pJune
1998 .pap.18 .95 .(0-19-51 0668-7 .OUP

These beetles are a maj or pest in China. They
could survive here without any problem. Investigators say they can't be killed by pesticide and the only way to get rid ofthem is to
chop down and burn the infested tree. A
major battle with this insect is being waged
in New York City. Anyone who spots one of
these 3 cm. long beetles, with black wings
with
white
spots
(Anoplophora
f!labriTJennis), is asked to call (416) 954-

BUTTERFLY HOUSES DON'T WORK

Butterfly Conservation.2nd ed.T. R.
New.(IIIus).26Op.Mar. 1998.pap.2795.(0-195541 24-3).OUP
Butterfly Gardening.Sierra Club Books Staff.
Dec.1998.pap.(0-375-75259-5).Random

"Tree ·Killing Beetles Hunted"
Teams offood inspection agents are hunting
across Ontario for Asian long-horned beetles
which threaten to wipe out the nations' maple
and hardwood trees. Investigators from the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency are
searching for the bugs on ships, cargo
containers, parks and businesses doing trade
with China, including several Toronto
companies. "These beetles are tree-killers,"
CFIA spokesman Ken Marchant said. "they
are very difficult to control. Marchant said
two ofthe destructive bugs were first spotted
last July in wooden crates at a Waterloo firm
that imports goods from China. Marchant
said there's a good chance more beetles may
arrive in Toronto since there are many
companies here that import from China.
"These beetles could spread coast-to-coast,
wiping out all the maple trees," Marchant
said. "They are a big concem." He said his
agents are working with forestry, parks and
recreation and natural resources ministry
officials and have examined sites in Niagara
Falls, Georgetown, Rockwood and St.
Thomas.

bright yell, while on others it is dull. Are these
males and females? It turns out that the
coloration of wing margins becomes
increasing pale with age. Mourning cloaks
are some of the longest-lived of our
butterflies, spending up to 11 months in the
adult stage. The yellow wing borders fades
to a dirty white with age. (Reference: Nature
Canada, Summer 1998, page 10)

THINGS TO DO
"Wings of Paradise Butterfly Research and
Educational Greenhouse" On the site of
Canada's Naturium, this facility houses live
butterflies and their caterpillars and butterflyattracting plants. Visitors also get to see the
"Flying Jewels" butterfly exhibit and the
"Incredible World of Bugs" exhibit. There
is also a wildlife art exhibit. The first phase
of The Lightfoot Nature Trail is also open.
This project is the vision of John G. Powers.
During September and October, the facility
will be open lOam to 5 pm, Thursday
through to Sunday. Admission is $4.00 for
adults, seniors and members $3.00, and
children under 14 are free. Light refreshments
are available.

Butterfly houses make pretty garden
ornaments, but "they probably don't do
anything to help butterflies." That's the
conclusion of Claire Hagen Dole, editor of
Butterfly Gardeners' Quarterly. The boxes
are intended to provide winter shelter for the
few butterfly species that overwinter as
adults, including mourning cloaks, commas
and question marks. But according to reports
from both amateur naturalist and butterfly
specialists, the houses do not seem to attract
even the overwintering species. At
Pennsylvania State University, for instance,
entomologists monitored 40 houses set out
along woodland trails where overwintering
butterflies were common, but found no
evidence of butterfly use during a two-year
study. "If you want to do something useful
for butterflies," states Robert "butterfly Bob"
Snetsinger, PhD "I suggest you build them a
mud puddle." Male butterflies feed on salts
and proteins dissolved in the puddle water.
To make a puddle, simply fill a shallow pan
with wet soil or sand, and add a bit ofmanure
and more water from time to time. (from
Organic Gardening, May/June 1998, pll)

The Greenhouse is located at 2500 Kossuth
Road, Cambridge, Ontario (north of Hwy.
401). Exit at Hwy. 24 or Hwy. 8 and go
north to Kossuth Road. Telephone (519) 6531234.

Butterfly Variations
The questions was asked: Why is the yellow
border on some mourning cloak butterflies
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Notice to Contributors

Instructions
~ to Authors
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Research papers, feature
articles, notes or short communications, book
reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions and miscellaneous notes are
acceptable. Research papers may include
original research or scholarly reviews that
follow the acceptable format ofa similar content journal (eg: Introduction, Materials and
Methods, Results, Discussion, Summary).
Feature articles should be both informative
& entertaining, thus format is left up to the
author. Notes or short communications may
be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be oftitles published within the last
three years. Puzzles should be original. Guest
columns for Entomophilia may encompass
any subject related to the love of insects.
Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork should
be line drawings in pen and ink or a good
photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Word for Windows 6.0,
graphics are scanned or obtained from licensed CD-ROM collections and edited in
CorelDRAW 4.0 with final page layout in
PageMaker 4.0. The original is printed on a
600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on
disk would be appreciated. Submissions via
e-mail are also welcome. Please forward all
submissions and questions to the editors (see
inside cover for address). There are no page
charges, however, submissions from nonmembers will require a membership purchase
prior to publication. Offprints are available
at cost + 10% + postage.
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Announcements
1.
The Toronto Entomologists'
Association announces

that it is preparing to REPRODUCE the
following 3 out-of-print books and is
interested in gauging the interest ofpotential
buyers before printing. These are NOT
photocopies but are high quality scans done
by University of Toronto Press - the interior
pages are on acid-free paper; the cover is a
deluxe-quality hardcover but is not the same
as the original. If you have an interest in
purchasing these books, please reply to
T.E.A. c/o Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G 2Kl, (905)
727-6993;
or
e-mail
to
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
-The Cicindelidae of Canada by J.B.Wallis
(1961 ) (approximate cost $25 Canadian, $18
US)
-The North American Dragonflies of the
Genus Somatochlora by E.M. Walker (1925)
(approximate cost $55 Canadian, $40 US)
-The North American Dragonflies of the
Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1912) (with
color plates) (approximate cost $65

Canadian, $45 US)
2. Dr. Jeffrey Glassberg of the North
American Butterfiy Association is writing
a new butterfly identification guide. Here is
one comment about this forthcoming
publication: "I have just seen the future of
"Butterflying" and it is identifiable!!!"
Jeffery Glassberg is coming out with a totally
new Field Guide to the Butterflies ofEastem
North America. No more "field guides" to
pinned specimens. He shows crisp, clear
photographic views of upper and lower
surfaces of males and females side-by-side
with the same views of similar species.
Diagnostic characters are clearly marked.
Text and range maps are opposite the color
plates. He even includes graphs of species'
abundance through time!!! This field guide
is going to totally blow everyone away!!! It
will immediately ascend to the top of
everyone's field guide want list. It is going
to do far more for butterflying than the
National Geographic's Field Guide to the
Birds of North America did for birding.
Butterflying will step out ofthe shadows and
into the full sunshine with this guide!

Notes From The Editor's Desk
Greetings entomology fans! As your new
editor, I must tell you that I am excited by
this new issue of Ontario Insects. We have
articles that span a diversity ofentomological
interests, including agricultural pest
management (thanks to my co-editor, Phil!!)
and the exploration of exotic places and
species. Not to mention one member's
observations of insect behaviour relative to
the seemingly crazy weather we've
experienced this past couple of years. We
also have a few more butterfly and odonate
counts from 1998 to, hopefully, get you
reminiscing about warmer times and exciting
discoveries!
As you've read, this is Phil's last issue as
editor of Ontario Insects. He initially took
over the reins of OJ in April, 1997, and has
since produced outstanding issues! I would
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like to take the opportunity to thank him for
his patience and all ofhis help with this issue
(I think my computer and I have finally
reached an understanding!!). Phil is moving
on to pursue new adventures, having made
his mark on agricl.J!ture and obtaining his

Ph.D. Best ofluck, Dr. Lester, we're going
to miss you around here!

Coming to a store near you in January or
February of1999.

3. Federation of Ontario Naturalists
ButterOy T-shirts:
Each t-shirt features 18 Ontario butterflies
and 9 caterpillars in beautiful full colour
design on a good quality organic cotton shirts
(no herbicides or pesticides). Only $15!
Limited numbers are available at TEA
meetings. Please phone to reserve one in
your size (M, L, XL): Paul McGaw (416)
261-6272.
4. Graduate Research in Entomology
Symposium 1999:
In April 1995, we invited graduate students
to give short talks on their current work in
entomological research. We had six students
from four different universities speak on a
variety ofsubjects (see Ontario Insects, V01.1
No.1). It was a very successful Symposium,
and we would like to repeat it Saturday, April
24. Ifyou would like to participate, or know
someone who would, please contact Peter
Hallett: laboratoty:(416) 978-4339,
fax:(416) 978-4940.

have a favor to ask ofthe membership. After
attending presentations, speaking to
numerous members and having read past
issues, I am left with the impression that there
is a wealth of entomological knowledge and
interest within the group. I would like to
know more about what those interests
include. So, while you are driven indoors this
season by unrelenting snowfall and plunging
temperatures, please drop me a line and let
me know what you'd like to see in future
issues Ontario Insects. Or tell me about your
insect breeding successes, your wildlifeattracting garden, the really neat creepy
crawlies that you spent time examining at the
cottage last summer, or the insects you work
with... Most importantly, please enjoy this
issue and don't forget to keep those
submissions corning in!
Vanessa

As I am a relative newcomer to the TEA, I
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The upcoming meetings are scheduled for 1 pm in Metro Hall Room 303, but, please note that meeting arrangements are subject to change
from month to month so it's vital to check with Alan Hanks (905-727-6993) or Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) the week before the meeting
to confirm the time and place. Metro Hall is accessible from the St. Andrew subway station - follow the signs in the underground. For those
arriving on the surface, Metro Hall is located at 55 John St., just up from the Metro Convention Centre.

Saturday, January 23
TOM MASON (Curator oflnvertebrates, Metro Zoo)

INSECTS & BIODIVERSITY IN VIETNAM
In May 1998, TEA member Tom Mason spent a month in Vietnam with a group from the
Royal Ontario Museum studying the problem of worsening biodiversity there. Although
their main focus was reptiles and amphibians, they observed a multitude ofother fascinating
creatures. Tom will show us slides of SOme ofthe insects, spiders and other arthropods they
saw and tell us something about the problems that Vietnam is facing.

Saturday, February 27
TIM SABO

BUTTERFLIES OF ONTARIO
Tim is a nature photographer specializing in butterfly photography. He has images of 130
native Ontario species, and his book "Butterflies of Ontario" will be published later this
year. He is a past editor of Birding Journal and his photographs have appeared in many
magazines and other publications. He will discuss the techniques he has used to find
butterflies and photograph them, from Moosonee to Point Pelee.

Saturday, March 27
DR. STEPHEN TOBE (Department of Zoology, University of Toronto)

COCKROACHES ? ALTERNATE STRATEGIES FORCQNTROL
Dr. Tobe will discuss using cockroach hormones as agents to control reproduction and
development. He has promised to bring along some livespecimens!

Saturday, April 24

GRADUATE RESEARCH IN ENTOMOLOGY: SYMPOSIUM 1999
Graduate students are asked to contact Peter Hallett lab:(416)978-4339, fax:(416)978-4940
for information on participating.
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Photographs Wanted:

4) Baronia brevicornis

25) mimetic species (preferably together)

T.E.A. Past President, Dr.jPhil Schappert, is
in the process of writing a new butterfly
book. In the note below, Phil describes some
photographs that he is seeking:

5) any Hedylidae

26) oviposition "accidents" (e.g. laying on
inappropriate hosts)

"I have received many wonderful messages
(not to mention some beautiful, unusual
photographs) from many correspondents that
answered my first call for photos for my
upcoming book. The best part of all is that
I've "met" a number offine folks, and to all
ofyou, I give my thanks.

6) courtship sequences (e.g. wing wave in
Eurema, flight sequence, grayling
(Hipparchia) "bow", etc.)
7) phoretic and/or parasitic mites

larvae, etc.)

8) conservation subjects/species (rare
protected and/or invasive aliens)

28) flash & conceal color (e.g. sequence of
uns offw "flash" & fw "conceal" in Vanessa
sp.)

9) gynandromorphs (in nature?)
10) images of butterfly farming
11) hairpencils, hindwing fringes, details of
androconial scales
12) butterfly fossils
13) egg guarding (Hypolimnas, others?)
14) territorial or male-male interactions
15) close-up of/detail showing coiled and
uncoiled proboscis (same species/series
preferable)

For those ofyou who missed the first call, or
simply desire more information about the
project,
please
visit
http://
www.esb.utexas.edu/philjs/bookinfo.html.
After perusing the submissions so far, I find
that I'm in a better position to request photos
of more specific subjects and ofa few more
general topics. Please remember that I'm
looking for photos of "living" subjects,
preferably in nature. They are (in no
particular order):
I) predators, parasitoids and pathogens (ants,
other insects or non-insects, fungus, other)
with butterfly eggs, caterpillars or pupae
2) color forms of single species (seasonal
polyphenism, geographic or sexual
morphism, etc.) including eggs, larvae or
pupae

3) Urania sp. moth
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27) unusual foods (adult: aphid honeydew,
carrion, etc.; larvae: ant

16) ultraviolet reflectance (flowers and/or
butterflies)
17) wing uncoupling during flight (not
Papilionidhovering)
18) wing scale micrographs and photos
19) close-up of oviposition/ovipositor and/
or adeagus/clasper

There are bound to be more! If you have
photos of any of the above, I would
appreciate it ifyou would contact me at your
earliest convenience. If you have any ideas
or photos ofsubjects that I haven't listed (but
you think I should!) then I'd also be
interested in hearing from you. My deadline
to submit photos to the publisher is Feb. 1,
1999. Many thanks."

Dr. Phil Schappert
Zoology, University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712-1064
Office: 512-471-8240; Fax: 512-471-9651
Stengl- Lost Pines Biological Station: 512237-3864
mail to:philjs@mail.utexas.edu
http://www.esb.utexas.edu/philjs''

20) overwintering (diapause/aestivating)
butterflies (any life stage)
21) color sensitivity of male butterflies
looking for mates (e.g. Pierids fluttering at
orange or yellow objects)
22) color sensitivity of larvae/pupae (color
"matching" crypsis)
23) migration/aggregations roosts (not
puddling)
24) camouflage/color morphs (pupae or
adults; moths ok)

Letters are continued on page 30
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Global Warming or Chaos
by Ken Stead
As you enjoyed the prolonged warm weather of 1998 and the mild
winter preceding it, you could be lulled into the belief that global
warming could provide us with a milder climate. It is easy to forget
that 1997 produced a different weather pattern, with a cool mild wet
spring warming up gradually and a quick end to fall weather with a
cold snap in mid-October. The differences between these two years
can he seen in the emergence of vegetation and insects.
The documentation ofmoth records is based on collections
made at my cottage in Port Franks, Ontario, on the shore of Lake
Huron adjacent to the Pinery Provincial Park. The trap used was a
Robertson trap using AC current and a self-ballasted 160-watt
Mercury-Vapour bulb. A Robertson trap looks like the top section
of a 45 gallon drum with the open section covered by a clear plastic
cone with the bulb and holder perched on top. This is a live trap,
and recording is done in the morning using a tape-recorder, and
minimal collecting is undertaken for new species or difficult
determinations.
For 1997, 132 ofthe 221 species ofNoctuids recorded had
later emergence dates than previously recorded. The expected rate
would have been 20%, as this was the 5th year ofrecording, and not
the remarkable 60% as seen. I was unable to express this as a
probability factor, but it is evident that there was a pronounced shift
in the flight range to a later time. This shift was most pronounced
for the end-of-spring to mid-summer emergence ofmoths. Forthis
determination, overwintering moths, and those with late emergence,
that would normally be present in October, were excluded due to a
cold late-October when sampling ceased.
The following spring of 1998 came early, and combined
with the preceding mild winter, produced a pronounced shift in the

likely produced good results, however, I was there in time to set up
my trap in the backyard.
What was amazing were both the quantity and the quality
of macro moths and their early emergence. April 30th produced
two
Zales
(galbanata and
unilineata) and three of
the Plagodis genus
(phlogosaria,jervidaria and
alcoolaria) among the 41 macro
species seen. Of these species, 26
were seen for the first time in 1998 and
23 of these were the earliest I have recorded
them in my survey. This was followed up on
May 8th with 50 macro moths, and all 26 species I
saw for the first time in 1998 were the earliest known
data in this survey. I also recorded 40 identifiable micro moths
on the same day. Then came next weekend. The evening of May
15th produced a stunning 112 species of macro moths in the one
trap and combined with the evening of May 16th raised the total
number of species seen in those two nights to 142. Included were 7
species of Sphinx moths, 7 species of Acronicta and 6 species of
Semiothisa moths. Incredibly, 90 of these species were observed
for the first time in 1998, and of these 89 represented the earliest
known date recorded in the survey. These results showed an even
more remarkable 97% shift to the earlier emergence dates.
The theory of chaos demonstrates that an external force
applied to a stable system will have unpredictable results. The
example often cited is that of the air movement produced by a
butterfly moving its' wings may result in a storm pattern on the other
side of the world. The climate, with countless variables, would be
affected by human interference from pollution and greenhouse gases
not in calm pattern ofwarmer weather, but with unpredictable results.
This data demonstrates a clear shift in the spring of 1998 and the
opposite effect with a 60% late emergende seen in 1997 flight date
records. While this may be due to normal fluctuations in the weather,
it demonstrates that the study of insects may prove to be a useful
tool in determining whether or not there are disruptions to the normal
climate variation.

emergence of many moths to earlier dates. That spring, I spent the
evenings of April 30th, May 8th and the long weekend of May 15th
and 16th at Port Franks. I was unable to bait, which would have
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News in Brief
by Don Davis

NEWS FROM THE FEDERATION OF
ONTARIO NATURALISTS

A meeting was held on Nov.14/98 of the
Lake Ontario North group offederated clubs
at Black Creek Pioneer Village. Ofparticular
interest to the T.E.A. is a proposed change
in the design of the F.O.N. Web Site
(www.ontarionature.org).Itis proposed that .
the site be modified to create Club pages, on
which the various clubs can post a history of
their club, contact information, a copy oftheir
newsletter or summary, upcoming events,
merchandise and publications. The meeting
also heard reports from each member club
in attendance concerning the activities ofthat
club, and issues pertaining to Lands for Life.

Georges Brossard, is a new weekly series that
focuses on the astonishing analogies between
our behaviour and activities and those of
insects. Insectia covers virtually everything
you've always wanted to know ·about these
amazing creatures ...and more. You'll be
amazed at how much these tiny creatures are
like us!
Episodes include: Insect Gods; Invertebrate
Inventors; Living Art; Mating Game; Myths
and Legends; New World Order; Silent
Partners; Very Fast Food; Wicked
Butterflies.

The next Lake Ontario North meeting will
be held in Port Hope, Ontario.

You'll be absolutely bug-eyed! Insectia,
. hosted by Insectarium de Montreal founder

INTERNET DEBATE CONCERNING
USE OF SCIENTIFIC NAMES AND
TERMINOLOGY

A major debate erupted after the publication
of an editorial written by Jeffrey Glassberg
in the Fall 1998 issue of American
Butterflies. In essence, Dr. Glassberg argued
in his editorial entitled, "To Communicate
or To Intimidate: That is the Question", that
the use ofscientific terminology, jargon and
scientific names created a barrier to outsiders
seeking to study butterflies and moths (a.k.a.
Lepidoptera!)

Mr. Glassberg's position was quickly refuted
my many notable professionals and amateurs,
including T.E.A. past president Dr. Phil
Schappert, who wrote, "His (Dr. Glassberg's)
argument, that the language of
lepidopterology is too difficult for the
lay-person to understand, fails to account for
the intelligence of amateurs, especially, in
my experience, amateur lepidopterists."

Comments about the F.O.N. Web Site can
be forwarded to Kerry Everitt at:
kerrye@ontarionature.org, or by telephoning
her at (416) 444-8419, ext. 271.

NEW INSECT SERIES ON THE
DISCOVERY CHANNEL

butterflies on December 13th at Point Pelee
National Park ...record late sightings. Similar
late sightings were made at many observation
points such as Cape May Observatory.

The series begins February 4, 1999 and airs
on Thursdays at 8:30 pm, 12:30 am; Fridays
at 3:30 am; Saturdays at 12:30 pm.

You may order your own Discovery Channel
Guide with a complete description of the
episodes noted above by telephoning (800)
370-2332, or by sending an e-mail note to:
comments@discovery.ca.

Phil's excellent editorial, which appeared in
the News of the Lepidopterists' Society,
40(4) can be seen in PDF format at: http://
www.esb.utexas.edu/philjs/news/
404contents.htmI.

W ARM DECEMBER TEMPERATURES RESULT IN RECORD LATE
SIGHTINGS OF BUTTERFLIES

All across eastern North America,
warmer-than-normal temperatures resulted in
record late sightings of many butterfly
species. One example was the sighting of
Orange Sulphur and Eastern Comma
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Some Madagascar I South African Insects
article and photographs by Paul McGaw

While most Quest Nature Tours focus on bird listing, I also made
entomological excursions whenever possible during my trip to Madagascar
and South Africa. I made a special entomological effort on the greener, eastern
side of Madagascar. This is an island famous for its thousands of endemic
species including birds, amphibians, mammals, thousands of undiscovered
moths and a complex, botanically challenging plant diversity. Although
Madagascar has only 300 butterfly species- due to its isolation- I recorded
more species in two weeks than in three weeks in South Africa which has 830
species!

In Madagascar, the African monarch (Danaus chrysippus) was seen a
few times. Two members of the subfamily Nymphlinae were seen, Junonia
oenone (Black Pansy) and J. orithya madagascariensis (Ox-Eyed Pansy). I saw
one Acraeinae , the Polka Dot butterfly (Pardopsis panctatissima) and one
Papilionidae, the Mocker Swallowtail (Princeps dardanus cenea). The remaining
species were mostly pierids, which display the confusing phenomenon of
seasonal dimorphism, where wet-season (summer) forms differremarkably from
dry-season (winter) forms in coloration and in size.
Eleven ofthe 31 butterfly species were identified from South Africa,
thanks to an excellent field guide (since I had no madagascar field guide, some
were given only genus names).
The Island is home to many other entomological oddities. On our rambles, we saw large Pill Millipedes (Sphaerotherium), Thorn
spiders (Gastemacanthus sp.), Dung beetles (Scaraphainae) industriously roIling zebra cattle dung across the road, leaf-mimic praying
mantises (Phyllocrania sp.), long-homed beetles (Cerambycidae) and Mole crickets (Gryllotalpidae).

I photographed about 25 moths in the
Cossidae (goat moths), Zygaenidae
(Burnets), Geometridae (Loopers),
Sphingidae (Sphinxes), Saturnidae
(Silkworms), Lasiocamphidae and
Arctiidae and Noctuidae.
New moth species are being
discovered every year, especially in
Madagascar!
It is a fascinating
island, but its natural habitats are
disappearing quickly due to its "slash and
bum" agricultural methods.
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Royal Botanical Gardens 1998 Butterfly Count Results
by Brian Pomfret

Date: July 11 th, 1998

Time of Count: 0930-1645

Number of Observers: 8

Party Hours: 39.5

Total Number of Species: 24
The following sites were surveyed July 11: Rock Chapel, Berry
Tract, Segato Field, Prarie Site
Observers included: Brian Pomfret, Kelly Scott, Vanessa Carney,
Mary Pomfret, Norman Pomfret, Megan Hawkins, Cindy Hawkins,
Tyler Smith.
Common Name

Scienlific Name

Date: July 15th, 1998

Time of Count: 0915-1020

Number of Observers: 4

Party Hours: 4.3

Total Number of Species: 9
Site Surveyed: the Pinetum
Observers included: Brian Pomfret, Kelly Scott, Vanessa Carney,
Marleen Pomfret.

Rock Chapel

Berry Tracl

Black Swallowtail

Papilio polyxenes

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail

Papilio canadensis

Cabbage While

Pieris rapae

Clouded Sulphur

Golias philodice

1

Banded Hairslreak

Satyrium calanus

2

Hickory Hairslreak

Satyrium caryaevoroum

5

9
27

Segalo Field

Prairie Sile

1

2

3

7

25

35

169

6

2
22

259

35

2

3

41

1

3
1

3

1

34

26

Ge/astrina neglecta

Pearl Crescent

Phyciodes tharos

Northern Crescent

Phyciodes morpheus

Eastem Comma

Polygonia comma

Mouming Cloak

Nymphalis antiopa

1

American Painted Lady

Vanessa virginiensis

Red Admiral

Vanessa atlanta

1
1

1

Northern Pearly Eye

Enodia anthedon

2

5

Little Wood Satyr

Megisto cymela

1
1

30

2
2
2
23

13

8

Silver Spotted Skipper

Epargyreus clarus

1
26

1

10

3

2

Thymelicus lineola

Peck's Skipper

Polites peckius

1

3

Northern Broken Dash

Wallengrenia egeremet

1

1

Delaware Skipper

Atrytone logan

1

\

.
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European Skipper
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2

1

Gercyonis pegala
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4

1

Danaus plexippus

Poanes hobomok

264

1

4

Common Wood Nymph

Euphyes vestris

6
4

203

Monarch

Dun Skipper

Tolal

7

Summer Azure

Hobomok Skipper

Pinelum

3
8

1
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The Use of Predatory Mites to Reduce Pesticide Use in
Ontario
by Phil Lester, Queen's University & Agriculture Canada, Vineland, Ontario
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Egg

.

,

Larva

Arthropods have been considered agricultural pests since humankind began culturing plants many
thousands ofyears ago. Currently, an estimated 67,000 pest species damage crops, including 9,000
arthropods, 8,000 species of weeds and 50,000 plant pathogens. Even with the wide arsenal of
pesticides available today, crop losses due to pathogens, arthropods and weeds are estimated to
reach 37%. Estimates of crop damage due to insects has nearly doubled over the last 40 years,
despite a greater than lO-fold increase in insecticide toxicity and use. In the absence of control, it
has been estimated that these pests would reduce world crop production by at least 70% and create
severe food shortages.
Much work in research facilities, such as Agriculture Canada, and at universities attempts
to reduce the use ofpesticides while maintaining, or even increasing, crop production. My research
at Queen's University and Agriculture Canada has focused on methods for the reduction ofpesticides
used to control mites.

Protonymph

Male

Deutonymph

Female

Fig].: The life stages ofthe European
red mile, Panonychus ulmi. The egg
stage to the adult takes from ]0 to 20
days, depending on temperature. The
adult female is about] mm in length.

Mites are generally quite small animals, often barely visible to the naked eye. They are
characterized by generally having four pairs oflegs in the adult stage, by having an un-segmented
body form without the head, thorax and abdomen distinction of insects, and by having external
mouth parts. The particular mite I am researching is commonly called the European red mite, or
Panonychus ulmi. This species is less than a millimeter in length and feeds by piercing individual
plant cells and sucking the cellular contents from the leaf. Being so small, it is generally inconspicuous,
as are most mites. It has a common distribution, and is likely to be on the apple tree in your backyard. At a density of 100 mites per apple or peach tree leaf (or a million mites per average tree), it's
feeding will remove a large proportion ofthe plants chlorophyll. This feeding gives the leafa brown
'bronzed' appearance. Such leaves are oflittle use for primary production, and often fall from the
tree.

A density of a million mites per tree, however, is not common to apple trees outside of
horticultural systems. On the tree in your backyard, the European red mite is reduced to average
densities ofless than one mite per leafby a host ofpredators. These predators include beetle species,
about 1-2 mm in length, that consume up to fifty mites per day. But the main predators ofthe European red mite are other predatory mites,
The mites of the phytoseiid family are known to be vital in controlling the European red mite in orchard systems around the world.
However, these phytoseiid predators are particularly susceptible to pesticides applied to kill insect pests in orchards. Synthetic pyrethroids,
used to control pests such as the Oriental fruit moth, kill these
predatory mites and repel them for many weeks after application.
Meanwhile, the European red mite has developed resistance
to pyrethroids and many other pesticides. This result was not
altogether unexpected. Pyrethroids are a natural plant chemical
defense weapon, found in plants such as chrysanthemums. Plant
feeding animals, such as the European red mite, have a host of
enzymes and methods to overcome plant chemical defenses. Hence,
the development of resistance to synthetic pyrethroids by the
European red mite was only a matter of time. Similarly, pests like
the Oriental fruit moth are also likely to develop pyrethroid resistance
and careful use of these insecticides is necessary to avoid the
development of resistance in the Oriental fruit moth.
So, in Ontario orchards and vineyards we currently have a
situation where pyrethroids are sprayed to control insect pests, but
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Fig2.: The predatory miles, Amblyseiusfallacis (left) and Typhlodromus pyri
(right). These two predators are ofthe same family, but can be identified by
the hair or seatal pattern on their backs. Each are about] mm in length.
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these sprays have the side-effect of killing off beneficial mite
predators. Natural methods of population regulation are removed
for the pyrethroid-resistant European red mite, and outbreaks ofthis
mite then occur to densities in excess of economic thresholds.
The biological control method I have been investigating to
control the European red mite is the introduction ofpesticide resistant
predators. In Agriculture Canada laboratories in Vineland, we have
been selecting the predatory mite Amblyseius fallacis for resistance
to pyrethroids for several years. Each month, several hundred
individuals ofthis predator species are exposed to low concentrations
ofpyrethroids over many generations, with the live mites then being
used to initiate a new population. Repeating this process many,
many times has resulted in increased resistance to pyrethroids in A.
fallacis.
This type of process to select for insecticide resistance has
been used around the world. In New Zealand, another predatory
mite species has been selected for resistance to pyrethroids and to a
Fig3.: A scanning electron micrograph ofa mite predator.
range ofother insecticides. Typhlodromus pyri is in the same family
of predators as A. fallacis. Earlier this decade, T. pyri was introduced successfully for European red mite control in England, where this
species originated. It was also introduced into Nova Scotia apple orchards, where it was successful in controlling mite pests and in
overwintering the comparatively harsh Canadian winters.
We have been testing both A. fallacis and T. pyri for their potential in controlling the European red mite in Ontario apple and
peach orchards, and in vineyards. Our results indicate that A. fallacis is a particularly voracious predator, consuming more prey and
reproducing much faster than T. pyri. Yet, T. pyri is a more reliable predator for biological control. We can introduce T. pyri onto a tree,
where populations of this predator will establish and exist for many years. Comparatively, A. fallacis biological control is sporadic. In
some years we will observe biological control of European
red mite by A. fallacis, but not in other years.
The success ofT. pyri, but not of A. fallacis, can be
probably be traced to differences life history traits. Although
both predators are closely related and look extremely similar,
aspects of their life history such as overwintering behavior
are quite different. In overwintering, T. pyri will stay on fruit
trees or vines hiding under the bark, while A. fallacis will
leave the tree are hibernate in the soil. This results in A. fallacis
taking much longer to arrive on the trees in spring, giving
European red mite populations an opportunity to increase. As
well, T. pyri is able to consume other food sources, such as
fungi or plant pollen.
Large scale trials with T. pyri are now being
undertaken throughout Ontario, and in New York State
orchards and vineyards. We expect, and hope, that the
introduction T. pyri will substantially reduce the need for
applications of pesticides to control European red mite.
Ideally, I would like to see growers in Ontario using
no pesticides. I'm sure that we would see large increases native
insects if we achieved this result. The goal of using no
pesticides is, however, some ways off. But we can make small
steps towards this goal, and the use ofT. pyri may be such a
step. Other technologies are currently being examined in
Fig4.: A scanning electron micrograph ofa mite related the European red
mite.
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Agriculture Canada and in universities to
substantially reduce pesticide use. Experiments
have found that spraying only the borders of an
orchard limits pest migration into the orchard
and the growers do not need to spray the entire
orchard. More excitingly, researchers have
found that the use of pheromone traps that
interrupt the mating of specific pests can
eliminate the need for certain pesticides
altogether. We hope that by combining
technologies, including the use ofpredators like
T. pyri, the use of pheromone traps and border
sprays, we can substantially reduce pesticide use
in Ontario.
Fig5.: A predatory mite attacking a phytophagous
mite on a bean leaf The predatory mite is slightly
larger than I mm.

SEM pictures contributed by P. W Sutherland,
Hort+Research, Mnt Albert, Auckland, New
Zealand

Insect Sayings
(the following saying comes from William Hone's The Every-Day
Book, 1826)

by Vanessa Carney

~

--------------------

"A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay;
A swarm of bees in June
Is worth a silver spune (=spoon);

Butterfly Superstitions
(taken from W.J. Holland's The Butterfly Book, 1898)

- from Pennsylvania & Maryland, USA -"If a butterfly alights upon
your head, it foretells good news from a distance."

A swarm of bees in July
Is not worth a fly!"

Letters

continuedfrom page 23

Stingless Nettle Seeds Available:
-from New York -"The first butterfly seen in the summer brings
good luck to him who catches it."

-also from Pennsylvania -"If a chrysalid of butterflies be found
suspended mostly on the under sides of rails, limbs, etc., as it were
to protect them from rain, there will soon be much rain, or, as it is
termed, a 'rainy spell'; but, on the contrary, if they are found on
twigs and slender branches, that the weather will be dry and clear."

I have a surplus of seeds for Boehmeria cylindrica (false nettle or
bog hemp), host to most butterflies who use Urtica dioica (stinging
nettle). Anyone wishing to obtain some from me, can send a self
addressed stamped envelope to: Suzanne Reid
436 Parkway Dr.
Kingston, On
K7M4B3
Letters continued on page 55
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DURHAM BUTTERFLY COUNTS IN 1998
by James Kamstra

Two very successful butterfly counts took place in the Durham Region during this past summer. The first took place in the vicinity of
Sunderland County in the northern part ofthe region (with about one third of the count circle within York Region). It is centered on Udora
and encompasses communities such as Brown Hill, Pefferlaw, Leaskdale and Blackwater. The Oshawa count, now in its sixth year,
extends from the north edge of the city to the south portion of Lake Scugog.
The unusually eat;ly spring this year had a significant effect on butterflies. Most butterflies emerged about 2.5 weeks earlier than
normal as a result. This year, the six teams tallied an impressive 52 species, making it one of the highest counts in the province. An
extensive wetland along the Beaverton River was found to harbor a rich assortment and high numbers ofbutterflies. Among the highlights:
-Mustard Whites, which are usually scarce, were unbelievably abundant (this may be the North American all time high count).
-Several rare Durham species turned up along the Beaverton River, including Edward's Hairstreak, Hickory Hairstreak and Two-spotted
Skipper.
-The Broad-winged Skipper is a sedge marsh specialist that proved to be numerous along the Beaverton River and some other marshes.
The Oshawa count recorded 49 species, which was six higher than the previous best. The most interesting finds included a single
Little Glassywing Skipper at Chalk Lake, a couple of Edward's Hairstreaks near Burketon and several Dion Skippers. A large number of
Broad-winged Skippers were tallied in Nonquon River and the south end of Lake Scugog.

Oshawa

Sunderland

TOTAL SPECIES

49

52

INDIVIDUALS

3624

5437

DATE

July 5

June 28

No. of Participants

17

20

No. of Parties

6

6

Hours on foot

48.5

48

Hours by car

6.5

4

Km. on foot

64

54

Km. by car

242

160

Butterflies / Hour

56.6

100.7

Participants:
Oshawa: John Barker, Dennis Barry, Eric & Dana Bryant, Margaret Camey, Susan Casson, Karen Fullbrook, Brian Henshaw, James &
Lynda Kamstra, Tom Mason, Les McClair, Satu Pernanen, Bev Porter, Rayfield Pye, Dale Roy, Norbert Woerns
Sunderland: Dennis Barry, Margaret Camey, Dave Cattrall, Paul Harpley, James & Lynda Kamstra, Tom Mason, Terrence McDougall,
Mike & Steve McMurtry, Steve Pallett, Linda & Mike & Rachel Pauer, Bev Porter, Rayfield Pye, Dale Roy, Stan Ward, Maretta Warianko,
Norbert Woems
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Durham Count Results
COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Black Swallowtail

Papilio polyxenes

canadian Tiger Swallowtail

Papilio canadensis

Mustard White
Cabbage White

aSH

SUN

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

aSH

SUN

White Admiral

Limenitis arthemis arthemis

67

45

64

31

Red-spoiled Purple

Limenitis arthemis astyanax

5

3

Pieris napi

207

855

Viceroy

Limenitis archippus

11

8

Pierisrapae

1056

278

Northem Pearty-Eye

Enodia anthedon

49

51

148

58

Northem Eyed Brown

134

436

3

Appalachian Brown

Satyrodes appalachia

Common Sulfur

1

Alfalfa Orange

6

Bronze Copper

Lycaena hyl/us

2

11

Little Wood Satyr

Megisto cyme/a

22

1

Coral Hairstreak

Satyrium titus

7

5

Common Wood Nymph

Cercyonis pegala

413

102

Acadian Hairstreak

Satyrium acadicum

14

21

Inomate Ringlet

Coenonympha tul/ia inomata

1

102

Edward's Hairstreak

Satyrium edwardsii

2

3

Monarch

Danaus plexippus

33

15

Banded Hairstreak

Satyrium calanus

9

4

Silver-spolled Skipper

Epargyreus clarus

56

3

Hickory Hairstreak

Satyrium caryaevorum

4

3

Northern Cloudywing

Thorybes pylades

1

Striped Hairstreak

Satyrium liparops

11

7

Columbine Duskywing

Erynnis lucilius

Summer Azure

Ce/astrina ladon neg/ecta

17

77

Arctic Skipper

Carterocepha/us palaemon

Silvery Blue

Glaucopsyche ligdamus

24

Least Skipper

Ancyloxypha numitor

89

174

Great Spangled Fritillary

Speyeria cybe/e

188

96

European Skipper

Thymelicus lineola

176

1152

Aphrodite Fritillary

Speyeria aphrodite

27

10

Peck's Skipper

Polites peckius

30

65

Silver-bordered Fritillary

Boloria selene

1

17

Tawny-edged Skipper

Polites themistocles

15

57

Meadow Fritillary

Boloria bel/ona toddi

12

59

Crossline Skipper

Polites origenes

12

12

Peart Crescent

Phyciodes tharos

2

6

Long Dash Skipper

Polites mystic

58

185

Northern Crescent

Phyciodes selenis

88

834

Northern Broken Dash

Wal/engrenia egeremet

42

11

Baltimore

Euphydras phaeton

89

Little Glassywing

Pompeius vema

1

8
1

Delaware Skipper

Atrytone logan

11

6

Hobomok Skipper

Poaneshobomok

2

32

13
4

Question Mark

Polygonia interrogationis

7

Eastern Comma

Polygonia comma

5

Gray Comma

Polygonia progne

3

Broad-winged Skipper

Poanes viator

249

365

Mourning Cloak

Nymphalis antiopa

13

6

Dion Skipper

Euphyes dion

7

3

American Painted Lady

Vanessa virginiensis

18

7

Two-spoiled Skipper

Euphyes bimacula

Painted Lady

Vanessa cardui

2

Dun Skipper

Euphyes vestris

214

73

9

OSH-OSHAWA
SUN=SUNDERLAND

Butterfly Gardening 101: Basic Tips for Attracting and
Maintaining Butterflies in Your Yard
by Vanessa Carney

Lately, butterfly gardening has become a very fashionable pursuit.
Who can be blamed for wanting to attract these superstars of the
insect world to their yard? Let's face it, while even the mention of
the word insect elicits a shudder from many, the innocent, yet showy,
nature of butterflies grants them immunity from their heritage.
Butterfly gardening can not only be a means of arousing curiosity
and educating those that are otherwise squeamish about insects in
general, but also provides a form of entertainment and aesthetic
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enjoyment that other garden themes cannot provide.
The books listed below provide detailed information on butterfly
garden design, hostplant selection and, in some cases, butterfly
identification. I would recommend picking up these and other books
if you are seriously interested in gardening for butterflies and other
wildlife. In contrast, the following is a general summary of the
requirements for a successful butterfly garden.
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Location, Location, Location
The best place to try butterfly gardening is near natural butterfly
habitats so as to woo local residents (hopefully, the Lepidopterous
variety!) to your yard. However, if you do not have the luxury of
several hundred acres of meadow and forest nearby (as most of us
don't), don't despair, you can still garden for butterflies. Even those
living in apartments can have good luck attracting these winged wonders using a proper arrangement of butterfly plant favorites. Of
course, the size of your garden will influence what type of butterfly
populations you can suct:essfully maintain. Container gardeners ,
should stick to attracting the occasional passing butterflies, but those
with significantly larger yards can focus their gardening energy on
creating spaces which allow butterflies to move in and stay for a
while!

Home Sweet Home
Here are some landscape necessities for a truly triumphant butterfly
garden:
Windbreak or Shelter - As you have observed in nature, butterflies
are not as likely to frequent nectar plants in windy conditions. Sheltered areas within your yard can easily be constructed by planting a
medium-tall growing hedge around to border ofthe property, or utilizing trees and shrubs that are already in place, and filling in gaps
with trellises.
Sunlight and Basking Perch - As exothermic creatures, butterflies
rely on the sun to warm them during the day, particularly for flight.
Placing a broad, flat, light-colored stone (we don't want to fry them!)
down in an area that receives a quantity of sunlight will provide
butterflies with an ideal spot to bask, and a fabulous stage for photographs!
Mud Puddle - Providing puddles for butterflies (often simply consisting of moist depressions in the ground or stream banks) allows
them to forage for minerals and salts that are otherwise difficult to
obtain. With this homemade butterfly spa, you can observe dozens
of individuals (frequently several different species at once) on warm
summer days. This is a great photo opportunity, as butterflies often
alight on the puddle and remain there greedily lapping up salts for
quite some time.

Restaurant or Housing Complex?

purples and pinks. Chosen plants should be clumped by colour to
provide a visual enticement to passing butterflies, rather than scattering individual plants throughout the garden. Keep in mind the
species you will be attracting. Larger butterflies prefer composites
and sturdy blooms that can support them while they perch to feed.
Favorite nectar plants include asters, purple coneflower, bee balm,
clovers, butterfly weed and other milkweeds. Choosing the right
combination of nectar plants will keep your garden blooming
throughout the season!
The alternative to catching the attention oftransient butterflies is to
provide the proper plants for a sort of butterfly nursery. This involves becoming very familiar with the hostplant preferences ofthe
butterflies you would like to see in your garden, and planting accordingly. Since Lepidoptera, for the most part, are very host specific, it is important to learn what species/subspecies of plant are
preferred hostplants in your area. Also, when buying hostplants, it
is important to be aware of pesticide applications made by your
local greenhouse or garden centre. Your garden, if it is to be successful as a true butterfly garden, must be pesticide free!

Further Reading
-Dennis, J. V. and M. Tekulsky. 1991. How to Attract Hummingbirds and Butterflies. Ortho Books, San Ramon, CA. 112pp.
-Ellis, B. 1997. Attracting Birds and Butterflies: How to Plan and
Plant a Backyard Habitat. Taylors Weekend Gardening Guides.
Houghton Mifflin Co., New York. 122pp.
-Emmel, T.C. 1997. Butterfly Gardening: Creating a Butterfly
Haven in Your Garden. Cavendish Books Inc., North Vancouver.
I 12pp.
-Newman, L. H. and M. Savonius. 1967. Create a Butterfly Garden. The Country Book Club, Readers Union Ltd., London. 115pp.
-Rothschild, M. and C. Farrell. 1983. The Butterfly Gardener. The
Rainbird Publishing Group Ltd., London. 128pp.
-Schneck, M. 1990. Butterflies: How to Identify and Attract them
to Your Garden. Rodale Press Inc. Emmaus, PA. 160pp.
-Tekulsky, M. 1985. The Butterfly Garden: Turning Your Garden
Window Box or Backyard into a Beautiful Home/or Butterflies. The
Harvard Common Press, Boston. 144pp.
-Xerces Society/Smithsonian Institute. 1990. Butterfly Gardening:
Creating Summer Magic in Your Garden. L. Gunnarson and F.
Haselsteiner, eds. Whitecap Books, Toronto. 192pp.

As we are discussing a type of gardening, after all, this article
wouldn't be complete without discussing plant choices. Here are
some things to keep in mind when choosing your garden style:
If you are limited for space, or want to keep things simply on the
level of attracting adult butterflies, you can concentrate your planting efforts on favorite nectar plants. It is said that butterflies are
attracted to particular colour groups, favoring reds and oranges,
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turned 87 on December 13, 1998.. His 1987
book, The Monarch Butterfly - International
Traveler, was recently republished.

MONARCH

NOTES
by Don Davis

----------------------

KENNETH C. BRUGGER SR. PASSES
AWAY
Kenneth C. Brugger Sr. died on
November 23, 1998, at his home in Austin,
Texas. Ken and his wife, Cathy, were
volunteer research associates with Dr. Fred
Urquhart. On January 2,1975, while hiking
through a forest ofOyamel fir trees in Mexico
at the 10,000 foot level, the Bruggers
suddenly realized that the trees were all
covered with monarch butterflies. The rest
is history and was documented in the August
1976 cover story published in National
Geographic.
T.E.A. member Don Davis had the
good fortune of speaking with Ken by
telephone just a few months prior to his
death. Ken was in poor health, but
appreciated knowing that his contributions
had not been forgotten. Ken recalled the
hazards of trying to discover monarch
overwintering sites. He and his wife were
prevented, at gunpoint, from entering certain
lands and slid down a mountain while they
were on their motorcycle.
Ken was also a brilliant textile
engineer, and was very proud ofinventing a
machine that produced unshrinkable

~

A scene in the new movie, "Patch
Adams" includes a shot of a monarch
butterfly, giving an actor contemplating
suicide hope to carry on. This particular
monarch was reared at the facilities of The
Monarch Program near Encinitas, California.

undergarments for Jockey.
It is noteworthy that the New York
Times published an obituary on December
12, 1998 that filled a third of a page. Also
noteworthy is the fact that Ken was totally
color-blind. He saw monarchs as shades of
gray.

MONARCH DOCUMENTARY TO AIR
AGAIN
The one-hour documentary "The
Monarch: Butterfly Beyond Borders" will air
again on the Discovery Channel on February
5, at 10 pm and February 6, at 2 am and 5
am. Produced in 1996 by Asterisk
Productions of Victoria, B.C., this
award-winning documentary describes the
story of the monarch butterfly's
4,OOO-kilometre migration from Canada to
Mexico. It explores how they find their way
to sites they've never seen before and
discusses threats to the butterflies very
existence. The documentary includes a brief
demonstration ofmonarch tagging by T.E.A.
member Don Davis, filmed on location at the
Sierra Chincua overwintering site in
Michoacan, Mexico.
URQUHARTS RECEIVE ORDER OF
CANADA INSIGNIA
Unable to attend the investiture
ceremony held in Ottawa in October to accept
their Order of Canada insignia, Doug
Urquhart of the Yukon, son of Dr. Fred and
Mrs. Norah Urquhart, later gratefully
accepted their insignia on their behalf. In
his congratulatory letter, Toronto Mayor Mel
Lastman wrote, "1 commend you for sharing
your incredible knowledge on the important
role both insects and humans play in ensuring
the survival of our planet.". Fred Urquhart
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MONARCHS MAKE THE MOVIES

CONTROLLING DEVELOPMENT or
"MOM,
CAN
I
PUT
MY
CATERPILLAR IN THE FRIDGE
Ifyou are rearing monarchs and are
running out ofleaves, need to hold butterflies
for later tagging, suspect that larvae will
pupate or butterflies will emerge over the
weekend in the classroom when the students
would not be there, Do Not Panic! Use lower
temperatures to slow the developmental
process. All stages of the monarch can be
refrigerated to control development and
careful use of cooling can be used to
manipulate egg hatching, larval
development, pupation and emergence.
Refrigeration works best if the
temperatures are in the range of42-50 F. All
life stages should be placed in closed
containers, in which a moist paper towel has
also been placed. Guidelines suggest eggs
can be maintained for 1 week; larvae for 2
or 3 days, pupae 1 week (but 2 weeks is
possible); adults 3 days, but can be
maintained longer with feeding at 3 - 4 day
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intervals.
(Summarized from Monarch Watch 1997
Season Summary)

TORONTO LESLIE STREET SPIT A
MONARCH MECCA
Again during this fall migration
season, the Toronto Leslie Street Spit was a
monarch taggers delight, with abundant
flowering plants and equally abundant
numbers of migrating monarch butterflies.
In all, T.EA. member DOIll Davis tagged over
3,000 monarchs using the new circular tags
produced by The Monarch Watch. To date,
no returns have been reported.
DEUTERIUM PAPER RELEASED
Dr. Leonard Wassenaar and Keith
Hobson of Environment Canada recently
published their scientific paper, summarizing
research to create a method of determining
the natal origins of monarch butterflies by
measuring the stable hydrogen and carbon
isotope ratios in the wings of the butterfly,
in the Proceedings ofthe National Academy
of Sciences of the United States of America
(see "Worth Reading About"). In the
summer of 1997, many individuals and
groups across eastern North America reared
monarch butterflies under natural conditions
and later shipped the adults that emerged to
the researchers. Using these specimens, Dr.'s
Wassenaar and Hobson were able to establish
a gradient map for eastern North America.
Later they traveled to the overwintering sites
in Mexico, collected specimens and made
their comparisons. The authors conclude that
this new method presents a new and powerful
tool for understanding the ecology of the
monarch butterfly and implications for
conservation efforts.

Letters
continuedfrom page 50

Presqu'ile Update:
Please find, below, a copy ofthe press release
just issued by Ontario Parks concerning the
closure of Presqu'i1e Provincial Park. Of
course, the situation is ludicrous and is a
direct result ofthe negligence ofthe Minister
of Natural Resources and the failure of the
Minister to release the draft management plan
for public scrutiny and completion. Ontario
birders are again deprived of one of the
greatest birdwatching sites in Eastern
Canada.
Letters of indignation can be send directly
to John Snobelen at: ontpc@ontla.ola,org,
with a copy to this writer.

made under the Provincial Parks Act: "The
Superintendent may open or close a
provincial park, or any portion thereof, to the
public by the erection of signs or other
suitable means, for the purpose of public
safety".
the park entrance will be gated and staffed
throughout the demonstration. Other safety
measures will include regular park patrols
and gating of internal roads. Unauthorized
persons will be subjected to arrest, eviction
and upon conviction, a fine.
Park staff request the public's cooperation
and sincerely regret any inconvenience to the
park patrons. for additional information,
please contact the park office during regular
business hours at (613) 475-4324.
Tom Mates Park Superintendent Presqu'ile
Provincial Park

Don Davis Toronto, ON
PUBLIC NOTICE TO PATRONS OF
PRESQU'ILE PROVINCIAL PARK
"Presqu'ile Provincial Park will be closed on
a daily basis until further notice. This closure
will occur in the interest of public safety
during the staging ofa demonstration to carry
out a ceremonial deer hunt by First Nations
people.
Restricted access may be granted to the
residents of the Township of Brighton who
own property in the township and by
accessing their said property through the
park. Park staffreserve the right to access to
any persons.
Under Clause 32. (1) (c) of the Regulation
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MEETIN6 & FIELD TRIP

REPORTS

~

------------------------------------

October
Peter Hallet
Pollen Bees and Hunting Wasps - One
Naturalist's Response to Worsening
Biodiversity
Carolyn King introduced the speaker, Peter
Hallett, a TEA member and professor in
Zoology at the University of Toronto, who
studies human vision but whose passion is
pollen bees and hunting wasps.
Peter spoke to us about pollen bees
and hunting wasps, and the nest boxes that
he has constructed to provide habitat for
them. Pollen bees and hunting wasps have
been affected by loss of habitat, as we know
too well so many other species have, and
Peter hopes to raise public awareness ofthese
species that are not well studied or
appreciated.

September 1998 issue ofOntario Insects. He
has been observing how they construct their
nests, what nesting materials they use, and
how they overwinter. Peter is hoping to
interest people in making the boxes
themselves and observing the insects'
behaviours. Peter is interested in finding
someone who can identifY the lepidopterous
larvae prey for him. Please give him a call if
you can help.
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During the last two summers as Park
Interpreter, Michael has recorded many
species and their habitat preferences
throughout the Park. On the Newcastle Trail,
which winds through the wet meadows of

Business:
Present: 15 members. Duncan Robertson, the
president, welcomed everyone.
1. There was no financial report for this
meeting.
2. Correspondence:
-Xerces Society has published a revised
edition of their Butterfly Gardening book.
The book includes a chapter on the Role of
Biological Diversity, in which they suggest
that, rather than focusing only on providing
nectar and larval plants for butterflies,
butterfly gardeners should consider planting
other plants, especially umbels and
composites, that will attract other insects,
including parasitic wasps.
- Jim Tuttle ofthe Lep. Soc. requested further
information from the T.E.A. moth records
which Duncan had sent to him.

Peter has constructed nesting boxes
for pollen bees and hunting wasps in the hope
that these artificial habitats will help to
replace the lost natural habitats. The boxes
have been specially constructed with one side
made of clear acrylic so that Peter is able to
see and photograph the contents inside. He
showed us some slides which showed how
the pollen bees and hunting wasps have
constructed their nests and what the contents
are. Details for construction are found in the

illustrated with excellent slides loaned to him
by John Mitchell of St. Catharines.

November
Michael Enright
Dragonflies and Damselfliesof Presqu'ile
Provincial Park
Michael Enright, who is studying biology
and anthropology at Trent University, gave
a very interesting talk on Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Presqu'ile Provincial Park,

the "pannes" habitat, he has recorded several
Somatochlora (Emerald) species, Sympetrum
(Meadowflies) and Lestes (Spreadwings).
He noticed that the same species seen along
streams seemed to also inhabit lakeshore
areas. The "Calf Pasture" old field area
attracted Baskettails, Aeshna and Anax
(Darners), Libellula (Skimmers) and
Tetragoneuria species, while the marshy
habitats attracted Enallagma (Bluets), the
Eastern Forktaill and Ebony JeweIwing.
Along the Jobe's Woods trail, the Prince
Baskettail and Common Whitetail have been
recorded.
Michael has given us a fascinating
account of these superbly designed winged
predators. We will be planning a TEA outing
to Presqu'ile next summer.
Michael would appreciate it if we
could add a species or two to his park
Odonata list.
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Business:

GlC has $7,200.

Alan Hanks welcomed everyone to the
meeting. We started this session with the
association's business.

3. To date we have sold almost 200 copies
ofThe Odonata ofCanada & Alaska and we
are discussing reproducing some other classic
books: The Cicindelidae of Canada by J.B.
Wallis (Tiger Beetles); The North American
Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by
E.M. Walker, and The North American
Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M.
Walker.

1. Board of Directors' Meeting: Alan
reported briefly on the Board of Directors'
meeting this morning. First, he presented the
new slate for the members' approval.
President: Nancy van der Poorten;
Vice-president: Alan Hanks; Recording
Secretary: Paul McGaw( Treasurer: Alan
Hanks. He proposed a vote of thanks for
Duncan Robertson for his presidency of the
past 2-1/2 years. Second, he presented the
idea of changing the name of the TEA in
order to better reflect the actual scope of our
activities and membership. The Board is
proposing that the name be changed to the
Ontario Entomologists' Association. It was
noted that this has been discussed before; one
member felt that we shouldn't change the
name. The proposal will be brought to the
whole membership.

4. Correspondence and other news:
-Don Davis sent a notice of a new book by
Jeffrey Glassberg, Butterflies Through
Binoculars (North Eastern US). The book is
expected to be out in the new year.
-Jim Tuttle is writing a book aboutthe North
American Sphingidae (Hawk Moths).
-Copies of The Butterflies of Point Pelee
National Park: Seasonal Guide and Checklist
are available from Alan for $3.
-FON has a butterfly t-shirt available for sale
to clubs; TEA will be looking into purchasing
them.

2. Financial report: We have 154 members
(41 unpaid); the general account contains
$2600; the Atlas account has $10,400; the

~

,,-/

-Philip Corbet has a new book on dragonflies
that will be out sometime in the new year.

iViB

~

Buggy Websites Worth Checking Out!!!
http://www.milkweedcafe.com/
Milkweed Cafe -site includes a catalogue of
butterfly rearing supplies and a free
electronic postcard service featuring photos
of some spectacular leps!

http://butterflywebsite.com
The Butterfly Website -a familiar site for
many, but always seems to add something
new between visits, described by its creators
as "a page dedicated to providing the most
complete information on butterfly gardening,
farming, ecology and education", includes
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photos, articles, a well stocked gift shop and
many, many links ...

http://home5.inet. tele.dk/cryptol
index.htm
Mantipolis -an amateur site for mantis
lovers, has a livestock exchange and features
a Mantis ofthe Month section.

audio clips on crickets, butterflies, tiger
beetles and more, has educational kits
available and other materials to order.

http://www.sirius.com/-fonzilla/insect.htm
Fon's Bug World -contains lots of insect
photos, poetry, and tons oflinks to other insect

http://www.cricketscience.com/
Cricket Science -contains unique video and
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The 1998 Algonquin Odonata Count
by Colin D. Jones
Saturday, June 27, 1998 marked the date ofthe third annual Algonquin Odonata Count. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centered at
Rutter Lake, Sproule Township, Algonquin Provincial Park and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east. Within the circle, habitats for Odonata include lakes, beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce bogs, wet sedge
meadows, and human disturbed open areas such as roadside ditches.
We had a total of only 15 observers in 1998, compared to 27 in 1997. Despite the lower number of participants, we managed to
tie the species count from last year of 55 species. Overall numbers were much lower, however, with a total of 1546 individuals, which is
less than half of 1997's total of3157.
Since our first Odonata count in 1996, we have recorded 70 ofthe 98 species known to exist in Algonquin Park! Ten ofthese 70
species were added during the 1998 count. Among them, some of the highlights were:
-Eastern Red Damsel - this beautiful little red and black damselfly is only known from one location in Algonquin Park and is associated
with spring-fed pools.
-Amber-winged Spreadwing and Cyrano Darner - the complete daily totals ofthese two relatively rare and local dragonflies, were found at
Bat Lake. Bat Lake is a beautiful little, naturally acidic, fishless lake. Interestingly, the daily total ofthe Northern Bluet, well known to be
associated with fishless bodies ofwater, also came from Bat Lake. Are the other two species also primarily associated with fishless bodies
of water?
-Elegant Spreadwing - during an unsuccessful attempt to find the beautiful Vesper Bluet by wading out waist deep into muck and water,
Doug Tozer and Colin Jones managed to capture one of these large and striking metallic green damselflies instead.
-Least Clubtail - long overdue for the Algonquin Odonata Count, this beautifully marked little clubtail was found in two locations. Both
locations were typical haunts of this species - clean, shallow streams with lots of emergent rocks, on which the Least Clubtail is typically
found perching.
-Lake Emerald - by far the most exciting find of the day, this species was previously unrecorded from Algonquin Park. Found by Jason
Dombroskie and Bill Crins on Rock Lake, this was to be the first oftwo records ofthis species from Algonquin in I998! (the second record
was from Cache Lake on August 8).
A full species list with totals for the count is found in the table below. New species for the count appear in bold type.
Thanks to all of the participants who helped to make this count possible. The 1999 Algonquin Odonate Count is scheduled for Saturday,
June 26. Those interested in participating on this count should contact the author at the Algonquin Visitor Centre, P.O. Box 219, Whitney,
ON, KOJ 2MO, (613) 637-2828.

Total Number of Species:

55

Cumulative Total Species:

70

Total Number of Individuals:

1546

Number of Observers:

16

Observers: Kevin Clute, Melinda Collins, Bill Crins, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, William Godsoe, Marc Johnson, Colin Jones,
Anastasia Kuzyk, Brenda Laking, Lee Pauz , Carl Rothfels, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer, Anne Wilson, Jim Wilson.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Common Name

Scientific Name

Ashy Clubtail

Gomphus lividus

Dusky Clubtail

Gomphus spicatus

20

Gomphussp.

24

Dragonhunter

Hagenius brevistylus

10

I

River Jewelwing

Calopteryx aequabilis

Ebony Jewelwing

Calopteryx maculata

6
100

Common Spreadwing

Lestes disjunctus

1

Emerald Spreadwing

Lestes dryas

4

Amber-winged Spreadwing

Lestes eurinus

Sweetflag Spreadwing

Lestes forcipatus

Elegant Spreadwing

32

6

Ophiogomphus sp.

1

1

Least Clubtail

Stylogomphus albistylus

2

Lestes inequalis

1

Delta-spoiled Spiketail

Cordulegaster diastotops

5

Lestes sp.

5

Eastem Red Damsel

Amphiagrion saucium

3

Variable Dancer

Argia fumipennis

56

lliinois River Cruiser

Macromia iIIinoiensis

Powdered Dancer

Argia moesta

80

American Emerald

Cordulia shurtleffi

18

Racket-tailed Emerald

Dorocordulia libera

28

9

Beaverpond Baskellail

Epitheca canis

26

Aurora Damsel

Chromagrion conditum

Subarctic Bluet

Coenagrion interrogatum

Stream Cruiser

Cordulegaster sp.

3

Didymops transversa

5
3
20

Boreal Bluet

Enal/agma boreale

3

Common Baskettail

Epitheca cynosura

14

Marsh Bluet

Enal/agma ebrium

58

Prince Baskettail

Epitheca princeps

31

Stream Bluet

Enal/agma exsulans

4

Spiny Baskettail

Epitheca spinigera

13

Hagen's Bluet

Enal/agma hageni

Uhler's Sunflier

Helocordulia uhleri

3

109

Enal/agma sp.

13

Lake Emerald

Somatochlora cingulata

1

Eastern Forktail

Ischnura verticalis

33

Williamson's Emerald

Somatochlora williamsonii

2

Sphagnum Sprite

Nehalennia gracilis

Sedge Sprite

Nehalennia irene

Canada Darner

Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna sp.

4

Calico Pennant

Celithimus elisa

27

Frosted Whiteface

Leucorrhinia frigida

43

1

Crimson-ringed Whiteface

Leucorrhinia glacialis

7

Hudsonian Whiteface

Leucorrhinia hudsonica

20

3
25

Common Green Darner

Anaxjunius

7

Red-waisted Whiteface

Leucorrhinia proxima

Springtime Damer

Basiaeschna janata

3

Chalk-fronted Skimmer

Libel/ula julia

309
31

Cyrano Damer

Nasiaeschna pentacantha

3

Common Whitetail

Libel/ula lydia

Black-shouldered Spinyleg

Dromogomphus spinosus

2

Twelve-spotted Skimmer

Libellula pulchella

Moustached Clubtail

Gomphus adelphus

2

Four-spoiled Skimmer

Libel/ula quadrimaculata

White-faced Meadowhawk

Sympetrum obtrusum

Beaverpond Clubtail

Gomphus borealis

Lancet Clubtail

Gomphus exilis
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Sympetrum sp.

88

1
77

4
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THE BOOKWORM ~
Worth Reading About
Beetle Pollination: BEETLEMANIA:
FLOWER POWER (Role of beetles in the
development of flowering plants) in
Canadian Wildlife, 4(4), Oct. 1998, p42

CONNECTION by Paula Wagsy in Science
Teacher, 65(7), Oct. 1998, p40(4)
Insects in Winter: HOW SOME INSECTS
BEAT WINTER in National Post, 1(1), Oct.
27/98, pA17
Mayfly Egg Laying: WHY DO MAYFLIES
LAY THEIR EGGS EN MASS IN DRY
ASPHALT ROADS? by Gyorgy Kriska et
al in Journal of Experimental Biology,
201(15), Aug. 1998, p2273(14)
New/Exotic Insects in Canada: THE
BEETLE FROM HELL (Asian Longhomed
Beetle) in The Toronto Star, Oct. 17/98, pB6

Butterfly Surveys: CHECKLIST AND
"POLLARD WALK" BUTTERFLY
SURVEY METHODS ON PUBLIC
LANDS by Roland A. Rover in American
Midland Naturalists, 140(2), Oct. 1998,
p358(l4)

PlantlInsect Interactions: EFFECTS OF
PLANT METABOLITES ON THE
BEHAVIOUR AND DEVELOPMENT OF

Deuterium Study Results: NA TAL
ORIGINS OF MIGRATORY MONARCH
BUTTERFLIES AT
WINTERING
COLONIES IN MEXICO: NEW ISOTOPIC
EVIDENCE by Leonard I. Wassenaar and
Keith A. Hobson in Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences ofthe United
States, Vol. 95, Dec. 1998, pI5436(4)
Insect Flight: THE CONTROL OF
MECHANICAL POWER IN INSECT
FLIGHT by Michael H. Dickinson et al. in
American Zoologist, 38, Sept. 1998,
p718(11)
Insects and their Young: CHILD CARE
AMONG THE INSECTS by Douglas W.
Tallamy in Scientific American, 280( I),
Jan. 1999, p72(7)
Insects at Sea: WHY ARE THERE NO
INSECTS IN THE OPEN SEA by S. H. P.
Maddrell in Journal of Experimental
Biology, 201 (17), Sept. 1998, p2461 (4)
Insects in Teaching: THE INSECT
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Man Eating Bugs by Faith D' Aluisio, Ten
Speed Press (Visiting I3 countries on four
continents, photographer Peter Menzel and
former TV producer Faith D' Aluisio
document entomophagy - the eating of
insects - with gleeful disregard for the
squeamish. In Peru, the couple slurp fried
worms. They crunch into grasshoppers in
Japan. In Uganda, they watch locals prepare
a soup of grubs. Not for the faint of heart,
but fascinating in its exploration ofwhat we
- and others -define as food.)

Common Dragonflies of the Northeast
(Video) by Richard K. Walton and Richard
A. Forster: 1-800-343-5540, Natural History
Services (22 D Hollywood Ave.,
Ho-Ho-Has, New Jersey 07423), 30 minutes
running time.

Book Review
Evolution of Mating Systems in Insects
and Arachnids by J.C. Choe and B. J.
Crespi, reviewed by Mercedes Ebbert in
Annals of the Entomological Society of
America, 91(5), Sept. 1998, p758

PARASITIC WASPS in Ecoscience, 5(3),
1998, p321(l3)
Biomimetics: NATURE'S SMOKE-ANDMIRROR SHOW in National Post, Nov. 26/
98, pA17

New Publications/Videos
A Preliminary Atlas of Butterflies of New
Brunswick by Anthony W. Thomas,
Publications in Natural Science, No. 11,
1996, New Brunswick Museum (Natural
Sciences Dept, New Brunswick Museum,
277 Douglas Ave., St. John, NB, E2K IE5).
ISBN #0823-1885
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Did you know?
1. The order with the highest number of known species worldwide (approximately
350,000 species) is Coleoptera.
2. Dragonflies have been nicknamed, among other things, Mosquito Hawks and
Caballitos del Diablo (devil's ponies) and Devil's Riding Horses.
3. Blister beetles, of the family Meloidae, produce cantharidin, a chemical irritant
that causes blistering to skin and has been exploited by humans in the production of
topical applications, such as wart remover and Spanish fly. It is also of great concern
to livestock farmers, as beetle infested hay can kill animals, such as horses, at rates of
Yzmg/kg horse weight.
4. North American natives applied red ochre to themselves as protection against
mosquitos and blackflies. John Cabot, upon arriving in North America and observing this practice, coined the phrase "Red Indian".

Our Mistake...
The following list of observers for this year's Algonquin Butterfly count was accidentally
omitted from the September 1998 issue ofOntario Insects. The editors would like to extend
our apologies to the participants of this count, and to thank Colin Jones of the Algonquin
Visitor Centre, for bringing this omission to our attention. Without the scores ofdedicated
volunteers participating in butterfly surveys throughout Ontario, our current understanding
ofthe ranges and abundance ofnative butterfly species would be seriously limited. Thanks
to all who participated!

East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count (June 8, 1998) Observers:
Jean Brereton, Kevin Clute, Melinda Collins, Jason Dombroskie, Jeremy Inglis, Colin Jones,
Brenda Laking, Gordon Lewer, Chris Michener, Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Kelly Stronks,
Rick Stronks, Anne Wilson, Jim Wilson

Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count (July 5, 1998) Observers:
Marianne Clark, Bev Clute, Kevin Clute, Peter Clute, Melinda Collins, Jason Dombroskie,
Lisa Enright, William Godsoe, Marc Johnson, Colin Jones, Anastasia Kuzyk, Brenda Laking,
Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Dan Strickland,
Rick Stronks, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer, Anne Wilson, Jim Wilson

Notice to Contributors

Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Research papers, feature
articles, notes or short communications, book
reviews, original artwork, puzzles, guest columns, opinions and miscellaneous notes are
acceptable. Research papers may include
original research or scholarly reviews that
follow the acceptable format of a similar contentjoumal (eg: Introduction, Materials and
Methods, Results, Discussion, Summary).
Feature articles should be both informative
& entertaining, thus format is left up to the
author. Notes or short communications may
be observational, historical, review or experimental studies which do not fall under the
purvue of research papers. Book reviews
should be of titles published within the last
three years. Puzzles should be original. Guest
columns for Entomophilia may encompass
any subject related to the love of insects.
Opinions may take the form of letters to the
editor, feature articles, or short communications. Miscellaneous notes encompass any
other submission. Original artwork should
be line drawings in pen and ink or a good
photocopy of colour works.
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Corel WordPerfect 7,
graphics are scanned or obtained from licensed CD-ROM collections and edited in
CorelDRAW 4.0 with final page layout in
PageMaker 4.0. The original is printed on a
600 dpi laser printer.
Any submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on
disk would be appreciated. Submissions via
e-mail are also welcome. Please forward all
submissions and questions to the editors (see
inside cover for address). There are no page
charges, however, submissions from nonmembers will require a membership purchase
prior to publication. Offprints are available
at cost + 10% + postage.
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Announcements
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
PROJECT UNDERWAY
The Spreading Wings Butterfly Project
is taking flight in 1999! This year we
have received two grants, one from
Canada Trust Friends of the
Environment Fund and the pther from
The Helen McCrea Peacock
Foundation. The Rouge Valley
Naturalists and the Spreading Wings
project have also received in-kind
donations and support from the
follOWing groups and individuals;
-Rouge Valley Conservation Centre,
Chris Evans, Bill Lewis and
Murray Johnston
-City of Toronto
-Save The Rouge Valley Sy~tem
-Toronto Entomologists' Association,
Alan Hanks
-Karen Yukich
-Canadian Wildflower Society, Paul
McGaw

With the grant from Canada Trust we
have been able to begin planning and
preparing for a demonstration planting
this spring. Native plants, such as
Showy Tick Trefoil, New England Aster,
Wild Bergamot and Common Milkweed
will be purchased and planted with the
help of student volunteers. In addition
to the planting we are in the process of
building rearing cages for butterflies
which school children will use to raise
their own butterflies and moths so they
can witness the incredible
metamorphosis that all Lepidoptera
(butterflies and moths) undergo.
The project is also strongly dedicated to
promoting a toxin-free environment that
ensures butterfly populations and
human health are not negatively
impacted by pesticides. We would like
to convert private households that are
now using chemical pesticides on their
lawns and gardens to a more ecological
approach. Once converted, a sign
declaring:

Notes from the Editor's Desk
Greetings from behind the computer! I
must tell you that, as I sit at my desk
working out the inevitable personality
.conflicts with this machine, I can't help
being envious of those of you who are
out enjoying the beautiful spring
weather! Okay, I must admit to taking
some time off yesterday to ramble
around the nature trails at Royal
Botanical Gardens. It was a trip well
worth playing hooky for, having
recorded 10 butterfly species in an
afternoon! What a great time of year!
You'll notice that this issue is somewhat
modified and jam-packed with
information, including dates for
upcoming counts and trips. Paul and
Carolyn have been putting in a huge
effort to organize this summer's field
trips, as Bob Bowles has in organizing
the Ontario butterfly and odonate
counts.
We have included the Outline for
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submitting data to the New Odonata
Summary by Paul Catling. He will be
acting as the Provincial Compiler for
odonate records and has put together a
really comprehensive guide to collecting
and identifying Odonata that you will
find in his summary article. Excellent
job Paul! The Ontario Odonata
Summary will be produced in a similar
fashion to our Annual Ontario
Lepidoptera Summary.
Something that will be of interest to a
significant portion of our membership is
the modification of Ontario's Fish and
Wildlife Act to include invertebrates as
wildlife. The amendments may have
direct impact on entomology
enthusiasts, particularly those
interested in breeding, farming and/or
collecting certain insects. If you have
comments or questions for the
membership regarding this Act, please
feel free to pass them along to 01.

"CHEMICAL - FREE LAWN, SAFE
FOR ALL LIVING THINGS" is placed
on the lawn to help encourage other
households in the area to do the same.
Various activities are planned for the
spring and summer including the
follOWing;
-nature hikes through the Rouge Park
(Spring, Summer)
-butterfly counts (JUly)
-trips to the Butterfly Conservatory in
Niagara Falls and Humber Nurseries
(dates TBA)
-participation in various events such as
Earth Day (April 22), Markham Fair
(November)
We need members and volunteers to
join us. If you are interested in the
project or would like to join us please
call us at (416) 284-0257.

ContinUed on page 42...
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And finally, the TEA had a sad turn of
events this spring, with the death of
member John Eberlie. I was not
fortunate enough to know Dr. Eberlie
personally, but after speaking to various
TEA members, I realized that he was a
significant part of the lives of many TEA
members. Phil Schappert summarizes
this most eloquently in his tribute to Dr.
Eberlie in this issue of 01.
Have a safe, exciting summer... 1 want
to hear all about it in the fall!
Vanessa
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.Announcing: Entomology Resources of Potential Interest...
HELP NEEDED TO PRODUCE FIELD
GUIDE TO NA CATERPILLARS
(taken from leps-I Iistserve, submitted
by Tom Allen)
I am working on a new field guide to the
caterpillars of North American butterflies. (I authored ''The Butterflies of
West Virginia and Their Caterpillars")
This new book will be published in 2002
and will cover species of the US and
southern Canada. To date Jim Brock,
my coauthor, and I have about 260
species completed. (Jim coauthored
"The butterflies of SE Arizona") We are
aiming for 400 species. We want to do
all the swallowtail, all the showy
nymphalids at least, and genera
representatives of the Iycaenids,
pierids, etc., as well as the skippers.
Our biggest weakness to this point are
the alpine and northern species. Can
any of you out there help with this
effort, and will you help? We will
acknowledge any contributions, and I
will pay for your shipping costs of
larvae. I need 1 or 2 larvae of various
species. I can send a list of material
upon request. I am interested in
northern sulphurs, skippers, arctics,
wood nymphs, and others. I especially
want a larva or 2 of Papilio brevicauda
and Nyphalis vau-album. Northwestern
material is also important. Thanks for·
any help you are willing to give.
Tom Allen
Tallen@mail.dnr.state.wv.us

this field guide by Paul Opler, illustrated
by Amy Bartlett Wright available
through Houghton Mifflin Publ. This
updated guide has 540 pp., all new text,
44 colour plates, and 2")(2" range maps
in colour. The guide can be ordered
from Amazon.com, Borders.com,
BarnesandNoble.com or your local
bookstore.
PaulOpler
paulevi@webaccess.net

PUBLICATION NOW AVAILABLE
(from Robert Loiselle rloisell@uqac
.uquebec.ca)
Les Odonates du Quebec is a
publication produced by the Corporation
Entomofaune du Quebec. It is available
for the following prices:
$55 to non-members
$45 to members of la Corporation
Entomotaune du Quebec, la Societe
d'Entomologie du Quebec or
l'Association des Entomologistes
Amateurs du Quebec
Also, add $10 S&H. Cheques can be
made payable to: Corporation
Entomofaune du Quebec, 637 boul.
Talbot, bureau 108, Chicoutimi, Quebec
G7H 6A4. Allow several weeks for
delivery.

orders. Outside the US, the cost is $75
US ($67.50, plus $7.50 S&H). More
information can be obtained at:
www.afn.org/-ioril
WEB-BASED CHECKLIST
(by Bill Mauffray, International Odonata
Research Institute):
Anisoptera of North America This
checklist covers the entire continental
US, Canada, the Greater Antilles, and
Mexican states along the US border
(covering the same areas as the
previous reference). The list holders are
asking for people to critique the list,
submit additions or deletions and
supporting data. The deadline for final
corrections is August 31, 1999. The list
is found at: www.afn.org/-ioril
oinlist.html

In the Next Issue
•••••••••••••••
- more Student Abstracts
- continuation of Quimby
Hess's "Of Morpho Butter
flies and Things in a Tropical
Rain Forest of Guyana,
South America"
- 1998 Carden Alvar Odonate
Count Summary by Bob
Bowles

lORI NOW TAKING ORDERS

NEW FIELD GUIDE AVAILABLE
(taken from leps-I Iistserve, submitted
by Paul Opler)
The Peterson Field Guide to Western
Butterflies There is a new version of
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(from Bill Mauffray, International
Odonata Research Institute)
Dragonflies of North America by JG
Needham, MJ Westfall, Jr., ML May.
650+pp. This is a revision of the classic
"Manual of the Dragonflies of North
America" by Needham and Westfall
(1955). It is expected to be finished
winter 1999-2000. Additions include
many new species (treating about 360
species), revised keys, diagnoses and
checklist, plus several pages of colour
plates. The IORI is taking advance
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Letters
ATTENTION: NEW ONTARIO
GUIDELINES REGARDING,
SPECIALLY PROTECTED
BUTTERFLY SPECIES
The Ontario Government has come up
with a list of Ontario butterflies which
have been given specially protected
status. While this list gives protected
status to a few "legitimately needed"
species, although many years too late,
it also includes all the Ontario
swallowtail species. The Swallowtail
species in Ontario have been declared
as "threatened:' This should cause
great concern among entomologists,
both amateur and professional, in
Ontario. A check with most major
professional lepidopterists working for
Agriculture Canada and highly visible
groups constantly stUdying our
lepidoptera (like TEA and the Canadian
Entomological Society), and even
prominent amateurs, who contribute to
our butterfly literature reveal that no
consultation regarding the status of our
swallowtails was ever received or asked
for.
This should be of major concern to
every person who stUdies, rears,
collects and photographs butterflies.
The act outlines penalties for
possessing and hunting these species.
This will affect every teaching situation
in Ontario schools where common
swallowtails and monarch butterflies are
reared in captivity. Every situation
where a gardener has to spray his
carrot crop (or milkweed patch in the
case of Monarchs) to protect from
Black Swallowtail pests comes under
consideration of the Noxious Weed Act.
(These Acts would then contradict each
other). This Act has huge ramifications,
which I don't think the government has
even thought of, for all professionals
engaged in research and amateurs
engaged in an enjoyable hobby.
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The Government of Ontario, through
the Ministry of Natural Resources
should be accountable to produce hard
copy scientific evidence to show that all
of our Swallowtails are indeed
threatened. Evidence based on true
distribution and habitat information not
evidence based on emotion has to be
shown. In summary, where is the body
of work from which a decision like this
is based? Failure to show this
information that should result from the
recommendations of people in the
position of trust and knowledge about
our butterflies would possibly indicate
that this Act is fraudulently conceived
and would not survive an Ontario court
challenge.
I would ask that any entomologist,
amateur or professional, who has been
contacted to help with the decisions of
the Act please contact me at the
address below. We are trying to
understand the reasons behind it. Also,
any concerned person should contact
me for information on pooling efforts to
bring changes based on hard evidence
and common sense and the
understanding of butterfly life cycles
which cannot be equated with
vertebrate conditions.
Ken Thorne
6 Scottsbury Place Lambeth(London)
Ontario N6P 1R2
Tel 519-652-6696 Fax 519-652-6259
email tis@lonet.ca

~
DRAGONFLY VS. ZEBRA MUSSEL
In ''The Zebra Mussel and the
Dragonfly" (Ontario Insects 3(2): 27), a
discussion about a zebra mussel
(Dreissena polymorpha) attached to a
dragonfly exuvia (Epitheca princeps),
the editors requested additional

¥j

information on this apparently rare
phenomenon. I thought readers of 01
would be interested to know about a
comparable record published in 1994.
The authors, J.K. Tucker and J.B.
Camerer, discuss the entrapment of a
larval Cobra Clubtail (Gomphus vastus)
by several zebra mussels found on a
twig that had been washed up onto the
shore of the Mississippi River in Illinois
(Odonatologica 23(2): 179-181).
Although the larva was still alive, it
would seem unlikely that the odonate
would have escaped from the mussel's
bissal threads and survived. With the
dramatic spread of the zebra mussel in
the Great Lakes area since its
discovery in 1988, it is important for
records of this kind to be documented,
and I urge readers to take note of these
instances and document them as best
they can. HopefUlly, occurrences of this
nature will continue to be rare but
unless observers are aware, this
potential problem may escape notice.
Matthew L. Holder
Atlantic Cooperative Wildlife Ecology
Research Network (ACWERN)
Biology Dept., Acadia University
Wolfville, Nova Scotia BOP 1XO

~
SPECIMENS WANTED
I have been collecting exuviae of
Odonata found in Japan. I would like to
get various exuviae found in several
countries and study them. If you have
some exuviae of Odonata in your
country, I would like to exchange some
common species of Odonata found in
Japan for some found in your country. I
would like to get exuviae of Odonata

Letters continued on page 52...
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Summary of the Ontario Fish and Wildlife Act 1997
How Does it Relate to Insect Enthusiasts?
Summarized by Nancy van der Poorten
In January 1999, the Ontario government passed the new
Fish & Wildlife Act (dated 1997). The government had been
trying to update the Fish & Wildlife Act for the past 14 years
because the old one was a patchwork of regulations and
difficult to understand and apply. In the early 1990's, they
consulted with many people including ROM, FON etc.
However the act was never passed at that time. About 3
years ago, they started again with new directions from the
new government. They picked up things from the past and
interfaced them with the new ideas to come up with the
present act. For this round, they directly consulted only with
major provincial organizations such as the FON rather than
the smaller groups. The present schedules are close to those
that were developed in the early '90's.
The act covers a number of areas and for the first time
includes invertebrates in general. In addition, there are
several 'specially protected invertebrates'. These have been
included on the schedule not just because they are scarce or
endangered but also because they are of special significance
to or particularly representative of Ontario (for example, the
Blue Jay is a specially protected bird though it's by no means
scarce or endangered), or because they are globally significant (e.g. Monarch).

The specially protected invertebrates (as defined in
Schedule 11) inclUde:
Karner Blue
Monarch
West Virginia White
Mottled Dusky Wing
Bog Elfin
Frosted Elfin
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Old World Swallowtail
Pipevine Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Tiger Swallowtail
Zebra Swallowtail
It is extremely difficult to remove something from the schedule, as this requires an amendment to the Act. However, it is
relatively easy to add things to the schedule, as it requires
only a regulation. One source said that it is expected that in
time more species will be added to the schedule.
References to invertebrates in the Act include the follOWing
conditions -dead or alive; parts or the whole; at any stage of
development unless inside parent's body; originating in
Ontario or not.
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Some Key Provisions of the Act:
"A person shall not hunt or trap a specially protected invertebrate" [Section 5 (1) (d)]
"A person shall not hunt, trap or possess wildlife (which
includes specially protected invertebrates) in a provincial park
or Crown game preserve" [Section 9 (1)]
"The Minister can authorize a person to capture, kill or
possess wildlife (Which inclUdes specially protected invertebrates) for educational or scientific purposes" [Section 39]
"A person can keep in captivity a single individual of a
specially protected invertebrate for personal education"
[Section 40 (b)]
"A person shall not hunt or trap for the purposes of keeping a
specially protected invertebrate in captivity except with the
authorization of the Minister" [Section 40 (4)]
"A person shall not propagate or offer to propagate a specially protected invertebrate, or possess for purposes of
propagation except with a license" [Section 45 (1)]
"A person shall not buy or sell a specially protected invertebrate except with a license" [Section 48 (1)]
"A person shall not release any invertebrate that has been
transported into Ontario, or propagate from stock that has
been imported into Ontario" [Section 54 (1)]
"A person shall not possess invertebrates that were killed,
captured etc. contrary to laws of another jurisdiction or that
were removed from another jurisdiction contrary to the laws
of that jurisdiction" [Section 58 (1)]

Implications for TEA Members:
Tracy Smith of the MNR has said that he believes that netting
and releasing of butterflies for the purposes of photographing, measuring or identifying them does not contravene the
act. However, collecting the specially protected butterflies
would be in contravention. Raising more than one larva of
these specially protected butterflies is also in contravention of
the act.

Continued on page 45... ,
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Report on the 1998 NABA-Xerces 4th July Butterfly Count
By Bob Bowles, with addmonal information submitted by Matt Holder
The 24th annual North American Butterfly Association
(NABA)-Xerces Fourth of July Butterfly Count was held in the
summer of 1998 and sponsored by NABA. Participants in the
count conducted a one-day census of all butterflies observed
at sites within the count area, a 15-mile diameter circle.

in second place, with 21 counts (19 in 1997), and New York in
third, with 19 counts (18 in 1997). Also reporting 19 counts,
Ontario moved up from fifth (17 in 1997) to share third place.
Close behind are Virginia (17 in 1998) and Pennsylvania and
Wisconsin (14 each).

There were 346 counts held in 1998, with 295 in the United
States and 45 Canadian counts. This has increased by 3%
since 1997 which had a total of 337 counts (296 U.S. and 34
Canadian counts). Overall, the number of counts has risen an
outstanding 36% from the 254 counts reported in 1994 (17%
increase in 1994-1995,7% from 1995-1996,6% from 19961997). Counts with the greatest species diversity occurred in
Mexico (home to 5 counts) with a record 175 species on La
Bajada, Nayarit. North of Mexico, Gilpin County, CO set a
record with 111 species. Sunderland, Ontario recorded the
highest Canadian total of 51 species but Windsor still holds
the Canadian record of 56 species set in 1996. There were
four more counts with 45 or more species in Ontario Windsor, Pinery Provo Park, Oshawa, and Carden.

This is a great way to spend a summer day and learn more
about butterflies for a cost of only $5.00 US to cover the cost
of publishing the records and mailing. The following is a list of
the Ontario counts with dates and contact name. I would like
to see at least one new count for Ontario this year, hopefully
in the north around Matachewan, North Bay, or Sudbury.
There are no counts for the Bruce Peninsula, Parry Sound, or
Muskoka. If we had five new counts for Ontario this year we
could tie the California record with the most counts of any
state or province. Much more inportant, it would give us more
records and more data for butterflies in Ontario. I would like to
see the Ontario Butterfly Atlas updated in a few years and
these counts would help towards that goal. It would also help
record population changes and trends.

Fox River-Seney, MI counted the most adult individuals
(18,943), followed by Rancho Picachos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico
(17,094) and in 1998 was Carden, Ontario (7274). The
Canadian record is 13,968 at Pinery Provincial Park, Ontario
in 1995.

Copies of the NABA 4th July Butterfly Count results can be
ordered by sending a cheque or money order for $10 US
(NABA members) or $15 US (non-members) to NABA, 4
Delaware Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960 USA. It is advised that
you specify the year required.

California continues to report the most counts of any state or
prOVince with 24 counts in 1998 (23 in 1997). Florida remains

I would like to thank Ann Swengel, International Count Coeditor of Baraboo, Wisconsin for prOViding the data results for
the 1998 counts. Happy butterfly counting in 1999!

I.p----------------------------------~
Check out page 47 in this issue of Ontario Insects for the 1999 Ontario
I
1 Butterfly Count Dates, compiled by Bob Bowles, with help from Don Davis!!! I

~----------------------------------~

Fish and Wildlife Act Summary continued...

When in the field, if you exercise 'due diligence', Le. if you
make efforts not to contravene the act, then you would not be
held liable if a butterfly that you captured happened to die.
He felt that activities of amateur enthusiasts had been
overlooked in this legislation. He recommended that we write
to Bob Beecher, Director of Wildlife, MNR, 300 Water St,
Peterborough, about any concerns.

This act lists species that are endangered by "destruction or
drastic modifications in habitat, over exploitation, disease,
predacity, use of chemicals, and other relevant factors". It is
limited to territory, time or otherwise.
No person shall willfully "kill, injure, interfere with or take or
attempt to kill, injure or interfere with or take any species of
fauna or flora" on the list.

Endangered Species Act, 1990:

No person shall "destroy or interfere with or attempt to
destroy or interfere with the habitaf' of any species of flora or
fauna declared to be threatened with extinction.

Ontario also has an endangered species act which lists the
Karner Blue and the Frosted Elfin.

The fine, if convicted, is not more than $50,000 and not more
than 2 years in jail.
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Upcoming
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Saturday, June 12
MOTHS OF THE CAROLINIAN FOREST
For this trip, we will be teaming up with the Fort Erie Naturalists Club, Buffalo Entomological Society and Niagara Peninsula
Field Naturalists to explore the silkworm moths of the Darcie Property at Point Albino, a piece of Carolinian forest privately
owned by the Fort Erie Naturalists Club. ihls is a unique chance to see the property and potentially see some of the rare
insects and animals found in that area, such as the hognose snake. Please bring moth lights (many outiets), extra extension
cords, moth bait (see 01, Volume 3, Number 2 for a moth bait recipe), field gUides and bug boxes. The meeting place (set for
8pm) will be arranged prior to the outing. Contact Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) prior to June 12 for information, a map to the
location, or to make carpool arrangements (leaving from the Wilson subway station). There are campgrounds and motels in
the area, if accommodation is required, inclUding the following:
Sandman Motel 905-894-1011, $35 per room
Sherkston Shores Campground 905-894-0972, $18 per night
Pleasant Beach Tent & Trailer Park 905-894-4249
Thursday, July 1
EAST TORONTO TEA BUTTERFLY COUNT
Join us for a day of butterfly counting! Everyone from beginners on welcome. The count area includes the Toronto Zoo, Don
River and Rouge Valley. We'll meet at 9am at a location to be determined. Contact Nancy van der Poorten (W 416-966-9904,
H 416-466-9013) nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatlco.ca for detalls.
Sunday, August 8
OAK RIDGES TRAPNEST & INSECT WALK
We will be looking at Peter Hallett's "hives" of trapnests for solitary wasps and bees, and at any other interesting insects we
may tind along the Oak Ridges traiL We will start at 10am from the corner of King Side Road 16 & Jane Street, walking to Mary
lake Monastery and possibly to Seneca College (5 km). Bring lunch and insect repellent. This will be a joint walk with the
Toronto & District Beekeepers' Assoc., the Ontario Beekeepers' Assoc. and the Toronto Wildflower Society. Please contact
Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) by August 1 forfinal meeting arrangements and to organise carpooling.
Tuesday, August 10
HIGH PARK PUBLICITEA MOTHING NIGHT
Everyone is to meet at Grenadier Restaurant in High Park at 8:15pm to start an evening of mothing entertainment. Please
bring extra bug boxes, field gUides and other relevant equipment. Contact Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) prior to AugUS110.
Saturday, August 14
TORONTO BRICK WORKS
Carol Sellers, a TEA member, will lead the walk to this new habitat-restored area of the Don Vajley. There will be plenty of
insects! Meet at 10am, rain or shine, at the Brick Works parking lot. Bring a lunch. Access is by car only (no buses to the area).
Contact Paul McGaw (416-261-6272) for details.
October (date TBA)
KORTRIGHT HONEY BEE DEMONSTRATION & WALK
The Provincial Apiarist Doug McRory has agreed to demonstrate at the Kortright hives, and we will follow up with an insect
walk through the Conservation Area. More detalls to come.
SEPTEMBER (MEMBERS') MEETING, Saturday, September 25, 1pm
Members are welcome to bring in slides, specimens etc. to share with the group.
OCTOBER MEETiNG, Saturday, October 23: TBA
NOVEMBER MEETING, Saturday, November 27: TeA
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Compiled by Bob Bowles, NABA Eastern Canada Regional Editor, with thanks to Don Davis and Nancy van der Poorten

COUNT & DATE

CONTACT

ADDRESS INFORMATION

Saturday June 5 1999
East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count

Colin Jones

(613) 637-2828

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca

Saturday June 26 1999
Algonquin Odonata Count
Carden Butterfly Count
Misery Bay Butterfly Count
Pinery Park Butterfly Count

Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Nancy Ironside
Brenda & Ben Kulon

(613) 637-2828
(705) 325-3149
(705) 326-4384
(519) 869-2833

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
nancY.ironside@encode.com
hawkowl@ebtech.net

Sunday June 27, 1999
Manion Corners Butterfly Count
Oshawa Butterfly Count
Petrogylphs Butterfly Count

Peter Hall
James Kamstra
Chris Risley

(613) 733-0698
(905) 985-4497
(705) 743-9707

phall@cen.web.net
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
crisley@trentu.ca

Thursday. July 1, 1999
Toronto TEA Butterfly Count

Nancy van der Poorten (416) 466-9013 nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

Saturday. July 3,1999
Lake Dore Butterfly Count
Hwy. 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count
Long Point Butterfly Count
McGregor Point Butterfly Count
Orillia Butterfly Count
Severn Township Butterfly Count
Windsor Butterfly Count

Chris Michener
Colin Jones
Chauncey Wood
Lorraine Brown
Bob Bowles
Nancy Ironside
Paul Pratt

(613)
(613)
(519)
(519)
(705)
(705)
(519)

625-2263
637-2828
426-0039
372·0322
325-3149
326-4384
966-5852

cmichener@renc.igs.net
naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
cdwood@mcmaster.ca
lorraine@apropos.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
nancY.ironside@encode.com
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca

Sunday July 4 1999
Sunderland Butterfly Count (Call To Confirm) James Kamstra
Middlesex County Butterfly Count
Amy White

(905) 985-4497
(519) 457-6586

jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca

Saturday July 10 1999
Carden Odonata Count
Toronto Centre Butterfly Count

Bob Bowles
John Carley

(705) 325-3149
(416) 766-1330

bowles@bconnex.net
jrc_arch@compuserve.com

Saturday. July 17 1999
Hog Island Butterfly Count

Chris Michener

(613) 625-2263

cmichener@renc.igs.net

Sunday August 01 1999
Pelee Island Butterfly Count

Bob Bowles

(705) 325-3149

bowles@bconnex.net

Chris Michener
Amy Tesolin
Alan Wormington

(613) 625-2263
(519) 322-5700
(519) 326-0687

cmichener@renc.igs.net
Amy-Tesolin@PCH.gc.ca

Saturday. August 7 1999
Lake Dore Odonate Count
Point Pelee Butterfly Count

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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GOOD NEWS: THE 1999 ONTARIO ODONATA SUMMARY
Paul M. Gatling
In 2000 the first seasonal summary of damselfly and
dragonfly records will be produced by TEA. This plan is
largely due to the effort of TEA President Nancy van der
Poorten with encouragement from dragonfly specialist Matt
Holder. Nancy noticed increasing interest and expertise
across the province, developed a goal, canvassed for ideas
and brought interested people together. The summary will
follow the general pattern of the very successful seasonal
summaries of lepidoptera.

Objectives of the summary
. A specific objective will be to develop a better understanding
of the seasonal and geographic occurrence of damselflies
and dragonflies in Ontario. It will also contribute to the
monitoring of species, allow changes in overall and local
distributions to be detected, and it will also assist with the
protection of VUlnerable, threatened and endangered species
by prOViding the accurate information needed for status
reports and recovery plans.
Although details are not yet finalized, it is likely that the
summary will appear in a publication produced annually by
TEA called "Ontario Odonata". This publication will address
the additional objectives of providing information on Odonata
projects, indicate how people interested in studying Odonata
can do valuable work, encourage cooperation and
communication, and contribute to and facilitate education. As
with the seasonal summary of lepidoptera, it will be possible
for members to publish the results of a dragonfly project here,
including regional lists, notable range extensions, and other
observations.

How to submit records
Records will be submitted using a form with several basic
information fields. A copy of the form is enclosed in this issue
of 01. It can be Xeroxed to make additional copies.
Contributors may submit records electronically if they Wish,
for example by attaching a database file (dBase, Access,
Excel) based on the paper form to email or sending a
diskette. Submitting records in electronic form saves a great
deal of time and is preferred. Hand written sheets are better
than nothing. A database will be developed for use in
generating the summary, and to provide for future analyses. It
has been designed (fields, codes) through cooperation with
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the Ontario's Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC).
We expect identifications to be based on adults, but records
of larvae or exuviae are also acceptable, but should be
indicated with a lower case "i" in the "numbers" column. Only
reliable records are acceptable, and those providing records
should be prepared and willing to discuss the validity of their
submitted records. If you are submitting records for a
number of different observers add an "observer" column. Put
numbers observed in the numbers column using the format
"5, 1c" which would indicate 5 seen of which one was
collected. Observations on numbers of different sexes, when
available, should be recorded in the numbers column (e.g. 3,
1f,2m).
Precise locations are very important. Locations should
indicate a position through the use of a distance and direction
from a prominent landmark. A post office is useful, but a
distant post office is less useful than a nearby one. For
example a particular collection site may be described as "65
km W of Atikokan" but a more usefUl description of this
particUlar location would be "1 km W of Mine Centre on south
shore of Little Turtle Lake".
You will need a 1:50,000 (1 mile to an inch) topographic map.
Maps and map indexes are available from: Federal Maps Inc.,
# 1, 52 Antares Drive. Nepean, Ontario K2E 7Z1, tel. 613723-6366, FAX 613 723 6995, Email fedmaps@istar.ca. They
are the official regional distributor and supply regional dealers
including certain bookstores and outdoor suppliers, and they
should be able to tell you how to find a map in your region.
The map numbers for 1:50,000 (1 mile to an inch)
topographic maps appear in the lower right corner of the map
sheet. Locations should indicate a position precisely through
the use of a distance and direction from a prominent
landmark. A precise location is necessary to verify a UTM
(see below) and a UTM is necessary to verify a location. The
ZONE, EASTING and NORTHING refer to the Universal
Transverse Mercator Grid (UTM) reference. ZONE is
indicated in a blue GRID ZONE square on the right side of
the map. Within another blue box the method used to
describe a reference point by easting and northing is outlined.
The easting number obtained is 3 digits to which two zeros
are added on the right side and to which the appropriate
number for vertical lines can be determined by reading on the
upper or lower edge of the map at each corner. The northing
number obtained is also three digits to which two zeros are
added to the right and a two digit number is added to the left.
The two digit number is obtained by reading the whole
numbers for horizontal lines on the right or left edges of the
map, again near the corner of the sheet. A portable
geographic positioning system (GPS) is a little more
convenient and they are now much more widely available and'
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do so. In this case the same field names and contents
should be used. Simply add another text field for notes if
there is additional information. Do not force it into the specific
fields already outlined.

widely used than a few years ago. Regardless of how it is
obtained, the UTM and location data, and for that matter all
data entered on the form should be double-checked.
Remember the old saying about databases: garbage in,
garbage out!

Where to send observations
The county codes are: ALGO - Algoma, BRAN • Brant,
BRUC - Bruce, COCH - Cochrane, DUFF - Dufferin, DURH Durham, ELGI - Elgin, ESSE - Essex, FRON - Frontenac,
GREY - Grey, HALO - Haldimand-Norfolk, HAll - Haliburton,
HALT - Halton, HAMI - Hamilton-Wentworth, HASTHastings, HURO - Huron,,, KENO - Kenora, KENT - Kent,
LAMB - Lambton, LANA - Lanark, LEED - Leeds & Grenville,
LENN - Lennox & Addington, MANI - Manitoulin, METRO Metropolitan Toronto, MIDD - Middlesex, MUSK - Muskoka,
NIAG - Niagara, NIPI - Nipissing, NORT - Northumberland,
OTTA - Ottawa-Carleton, OXFO - Oxford, PARR - Parry
Sound, PEEL - Peel, PERT - Perth, PETE - Peterborough,
PRES - Prescott & Russell, PRIN - Prince Edward, RAIN Rainy River
RENF - Renfrew, SIMC - Simcoe, STOR - Stormont, Dundas
& Glengarry, SUDB - Sudbury, THUN - Thunder Bay, TIMI Temiskaming, VICT - Victoria, WATE - Waterloo, WELL Wellington, YORK - York

Completed forms should be sent to regional compilers who
will edit them and then pass them on to the provincial
compiler for the annual summary. Regional compilers may
provide summaries of significant regional observations and
may also assist with identifications. Specimens may be sent
to the regional compilers, the provincial compiler or directly to
the CNC (see address below) with a note to the attention of
the provincial compiler. The deadline for inclusion in the 1999
summary will be 1 Jan. 2000. The following regional divisions
(see also Fig. 1) are based on convenience and are not
intended to represent actual biological zonations. It is
expected that further divisions of the province will be made,
and more regional compilers will be appointed as the
summary project groWs.

Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario
for this year will be Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON
KOL 2HO. work: 6136372828, home: 7056525004,
naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca). Northern Ontario for the
purposes of the summary is defined as all parts of Ontario
north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing District, but including
Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough.

To add additional information on migration, behaviour, or
other additional observations, simply place a number beside
the row and a corresponding number at the bottom of the
sheet. When a number of species are collected at the same
location, ditto marks may be used in the location, date fields,
etc. Anyone wanting to submit data in a database format
either on diskette or by an email attachment is encouraged to
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(2326 Scrivens Drive, RR3 Metclafe, ON KOA 2PO 613-8212064, brownell@achilles.net). This portion of Ontario includes
most of the region east of a line from the south end of
Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and S1. Lawrence valleys
(with the exceptions of Peterborough, Haliburton, and
Muskoka).

The glassine envelopes can be obtained from stores
supplying stamp collector materials, or from biology supply
companies (see below). The stores supplying stamp and coin
collector materials may also carry hand lenses (a little more
powerful and useful for identification than a simple magnifying
glass).

Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region
will be Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3.
5199665852, prairie@netcore.ca). This area is that part of
Ontario to the south and southwest of a line connecting the
south end of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the
Lake.

It is not absolutely necessary to soak specimens in acetone
and use glassine envelopes, but it is always necessary to kill
and dry specimens as quickly as possible (without too much
heat). They can be placed in paper envelopes or paper
triangles, following killing in a wide-mouthed bottle with cotton
or paper in the bottom to which a few tablespoons of acetone
have been added. Soon after the cessation of movement
(before hardening) they shOUld be transferred to envelopes
so that the required compression can be achieved while they
are still flexible. A delay will result in specimens that are easily
broken once they are placed in envelopes.
For more information on collecting methods see www.afn.orgl
-iori and use link to Dennis Paulson's site for more.

Provincial compiler: PaUl Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR
3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net)

Collecting
In some cases it is necessary to collect voucher specimens
to justify significant occurrences. Put the insect alive in a 3 3/
16 x 4 7/8 inch glassine envelope. Either put a slip of paper
with a date and location in the envelope or write directly on
the envelope. It is often a good idea to keep a dragonfly alive
in an envelope for at least a couple of hours (in a cool place).
This allows it to rid itself of feces before drying and may
improve colour retention. Next put the envelope in acetone
[WARNING: ACETONE IS TOXIC AND HIGHLY
FLAMMABLE, as well as being highly volatile. It may be
harmful by inhalation to the liver and kidneys, and it may also
cause eye and skin irritation. Smoking and dragonfly
collecting is a very dangerous combination. Acetone should
be kept in a tightly closed unbreakable container inside a box.
Use it only under well ventilated conditions. Since acetone
has a drying effect on the skin, direct contact should be
avoided through the use of forceps. Acetone should not be
poured down the drain, but disposed of like other organic
solvents through drop off at a waste disposal site designated
by the municipality. Acetone is used for removing grease,
varnish, resins, lacquer, and nailpolish, and the least
expensive stock can usually be obtained from hardware
stores.]
Acetone quickly kills the insect, removes fat and permits rapid
drying without excess color loss. In a fresh acetone solution
one to five hours is often long enough. In used solutions a
day may be sufficient. After removing the glassine envelope
from the acetone, let it dry (in a well ventilated space). If
becoming part of a permanent collection the specimen can
be placed with a 3 x 5 file card (for support) and an accurate
label in a clear cellophane envelope (an odonata envelope,
see list of suppliers below). This has become a standard
method for collecting damselflies and dragonflies and is more
economical for storage than pins. Any parts that become
detached stay with the specimen.

Suppliers of dragonfly envelopes, nets, etc.
American Biological Supply Co., 2405 NW. 66th Court,
Gainsville, Florida 32653-1633. Phone: 352-377-3299; Fax:
352-375-AMBL Full line supplier of fine entomologicaV
biological equipment for over 30 years.
BioQuip Products, 17803 La Salle Avenue, Gardena,
California 90248-3602. Phqne: 310-324-0620; Fax: 310-3247931. Entomological & botanical equipment, books, software.
International Odonata Research Institute (IORI) - Odonata
envelopes, books. LORL, c/o Division of Plant Industry, P.O.
Box 147100, Gainsville, Florida 32614-7100 Phone: 352-3755903. Email: iori@afn.org

Collector's Code of Ethics
A great deal of valuable information can be obtained from
reliable sight records. Collecting a lot of specimens is, thus,
generally unnecessary. To the extent that it is necessary, it
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should be justified. Never collect a rare or restricted species
unless it is relatively common at a site. Never collect on
private land without landowner permission and remember
that it is only possible to collect in parks with a special permit
that may be given to researchers following consideration of a
research proposal. Parks often do not issue permits for more
casual inventory type work, and issuance of any permit
requires a detailed proposal and a detailed report. This does
not mean that parks should be avoided. It means that they
have to be treated as special places. Lands belonging to or
managed by native peoples are also special places, and
collecting in such areas, even on the roadside is often strictly
prohibited. For more information on collecting policy and
guidelines see the IORI web site (www.afn.orgl-iori) and the
guidelines produced by the Dragonfly Society of the
Americas.

Ontario Dragonfly Survey
The "Ontario Dragonfly Survey" refers to the acquisition and
safeguarding of specimens documenting important
discoveries or serving as vouchers for specialized surveys.
The. idea is that important voucher specimens should be
placed in institutional collections which have a prominent
collection maintenance, scientific research, and education
mandate. We recommend the CNC at the present time since
Odonata specialists are available there to provide
identification support. Material sent to CNC (the specimen
properly labeled inside the envelope) should be placed in a
box with some padding (eg. Kleenex) and the box should be
placed within a padded envelope. Although CNC cannot
reimburse contributors to the National Collection, it does
assure that the costs to contributors are made worthwhile to
the extent that specimens will be well cared for and available
for a great variety of future uses that extends far beyond their
value as location vouchers. Material should be sent to a
-regional compiler (who will pass it on), or directly to:
Dr. J. Huber, Biological Resources Program, Eastern Cereal
and Oilseed Research Centre, Agriculture Canada, Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OC6.
The collection of specimens and their deposition in an
institutional collection has a broader purpose than the
summary in contributing generally to a better understanding
of the biology and systematics of the Odonata. In the states
of Ohio and Michigan a network of collectors working toward
this goal is referred to as a state "Odonata Survey". Such a
survey has been initiated in Ontario at this time to support
the annual summary and to help increase the value of the
work of part-time entomologists by ensuring that the best
possible use is made of collected material, and by providing
support and service to the extent possible.

of Walker (Walker 1941, 1953, 1958, Walker & Corbet 1975)
are especially useful and the three volume set has recently
been reprinted (available from TEA treasurer Alan Hanks).
Walker's monographs on Somatochlora (1925) and Aeschna
(1912) may also become available from TEA soon (but keys
and descriptions for these genera are also in the three
volume set). An atlas of the damselfly data published by
Walker is also available (Catling & Brownell 1997). For
information on damselflies Westfall and May (1996) is useful
and has been updated recently by Bill Mauffray (see
www.afn.org/-iori/zyglist.html). A companion volume to the
damselfly book, a revision of the 1955 Needham & Westfall
book (Needham, Westfall & May 1999) is expected to be
available late in 1999. ''The Dragonflies and Damselflies of
Algonquin Park" is a useful field guide that illustrates many
species (available from Friends of Algonquin Park, P.O. Box
248, Whitney, Ontario KOJ 2MO). Work has already begun on
an improved revised version of this excellent value.
The assessment of dragonfly diversity in the Mixedwood
Plains ecozone on the EMAN site provides information useful
for southern Ontario and Quebec (see www.cciw.calemantemp/reports/p ublications/Mixedwood/odonatalintro.html).
Corbet's (1962 and 1980) publications provide a good basic
introduction to biology. Some useful information on
southwestern Ontario is available at the city of Windsor web
site through Paul Pratt's work (www.city.windsor.on.cal
ojibway/odonata.htm) including species lists for several
counties, and abundance data for Essex and Ojibway prairie
complex.

Useful work covering adjacent areas
The manual produced by O'Brien et al. (1997) includes useful
information and Michigan current dot maps. This manual is a
bargain for $5 US available from Dr. Mark F. O'Brien, Insect
Division, Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA. Information for Ohio is
available at www.mcnet.marietta.edul-odonata. Donnelly
(1992) produced a list for New York and there is also a recent
book for Quebec (Pilon & Legace 1998). Using the web sites
noted above and links one can reach a great deal of
additional valuable information. The IORI site is well
connected and includes hotlinks to email for many odonata
specialists. The colour illustrations at www.capecod.neV
-bnikulalodenews.htm are especially notable. Finally the
Dragonfly Society of the Americas (DSA) produces the
newsletter "Argia", which contains a wealth of useful
information, and the Bulletin of American Odonatology is also
produced by DSA. For subscription information write to: Dr. T.
Donnelly, 2091 Partridge Lane, Binghamton NY 13903.

Books and other information

Parts of Ontario where Odonata are poorly
known and places to look

For damselflies and dragonflies, the recently reprinted texts

The follOWing counties are relatively poorly known: Algoma,
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Bruce, Dundas, Glengarry, Manitoulin, Huron, Perth, Rainy
River, Regional Municipality of Niagara, Stormont, Sudbury.
Habitats under represented include bogs, fens, interior of
marshlands (away from shore over water lilies and floating
aquatics, open water away from pond edges, and over
deeper water of larger rivers including rapids.

Odonata Projects
The following projects/interests have been alluded to in
correspondence over the past few months. If you have an
Odonata project that you would like people to know about,
send a brief note in to the editor of Ontario Insects.
Bowles, Bob: Muskoka and Simcoe county lists.
Catling, Paul: Ontario damselfly manual, eastern Ontario,
Prince Edward, Hastings, Frontenac Counties,
systematics, biogeography, ecology, Lestes disjunctus,
Ena/lagma cyathigerum, Epitheca cynosura.
Elliot, George: Prince Edward County, photography
Enright, Michael: Presqu'ile Provincial Park
Holder, Matt: Algonquin Provincial Park database
Jones, Colin: Algonquin Park database, Peterborough County
list
Pratt, Paul: Southwestern Ontario including particularly
Bruce, Elgin, Essex, Grey, Huron, Kent, Lambton,
Middlesex.
Mason, Tom: Odonata of the Rouge valley, west Toronto.
Steffens, Wayne: Somatochlora hineana in Bruce and
Manitoulin
Sutherland, Don: Ontario Odonate Atlas database

Why
Why? Sooner or later someone will ask why you are studying
dragonflies. Of course you enjoy it? But are dragonflies
important? Without insects like dragonflies that eat other
insects there would very soon be no room for any other
organisms on earth, including people. Can you possibly
imagine how many more mosquitoes there would be without
dragonflies? The aquatic dragonfly nymphs eat mosquito
larvae and the airborne adults feed on adult mosquitoes, as
well as other pest insects. Dragonflies are sensitive to climate
and habitat making them potentially useful environmental
indicators; in other words they can be used to indicate the
quality of our environment. Dragonflies are an important part
of the balance of nature providing food for many other
organisms. The aquatic nymphs in particular can be an
important food for gamefish.
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Now Available from the TEA
The Toronto Entomologists' Association announces that it is NOW taking PREPAID ORDERS for
reproductions of the following out-of-print books:

+0zU\ tQQI-e~~

1. The Ciaindelidae of Canada by J.B.Wallis (1961) (with colour plates) (In Canada-$28 Can.
(includes gst and S&H via surface post); In USA $23 US (includes S&H via surface post; add $3 US
for airmail).
2. The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M. Walker (1925) (In
Canada-$55 Can. (includes gst and S&H via surface post); In USA $43 US (includes S&H via
surface post; add $3 US for airmail).
3. The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1912) (with colour
plates) (In Canada-$65 Can. (includes gst and S&H via surface post); In USA $50 US (includes S&H
via surface post; add $3 US for airmail).
4. Copies are still available for the 3-volume set The Odonata of Canada & Alaska by Walker &
Corbet; cost for 3-vol set: In Canada- $196 Can. (includes gst and S&H via surface post); In USA
$145 US (includes S&H via surface post; add $5 US for airmail).
Please inquire for international rates. These are NOT photocopies but are high quality scans by
University of Toronto Press - the interior pages are on acid-free paper; the cover is a deluxe-quality
hardcover but is not the same as the original. Orders must be PREPAID (personal cheques
accepted for US or Canadian orders; money or postal orders only for others; sorry we can't take
credit card orders but can invoice you). Please send your order (please be sure to specify which
book(s) and to give your address!) to TEA cia Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ontario Canada
L4G 2K1, (905) 727-6993; or e-mail inquiriestonmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

Letters continued from page 43...
pairs (more than two pairs -male and female- is preferable)
per species and in good condition (no lack of legs, antennae,
gills etc.) if possible. I would appreciate your kind cooperation.
Very sincerely yours,
¥oshihiko Nakaoka 71-34, Aza-Mitiue, Ushikawa-cho,
Toyohashi-shi, Aichi, 440-0016, Japan phone (0532) 54-2193
mitiue@quartz.ocn.ne.jp

SPECIMENS WANTED

~

Dear Madam,
I am writing in the capacity of Ph. D student, currently
involved in the study of Odonata Anisoptera phylogeny, under
the direction of Dr. Nel Andre. Although my research includes
macrostructures, there is also an aspect concerning
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microstructures (using SEM) and DNA analysis.
Unfortunately, despite having a limited number of specimens
available for some families or genera, the (museum
specimens) are often badly preserved and never stored in
90-100 ethanol, vital for DNA study. I would be very grateful if
you could send me specimens (larva and/or imago) of
Zoraena (=Cordulegaste" diastatops (vital), Taeniogaster
(=Cordulegaste" obliqua (vital), Neurocordulia (vital),
Didymops, Epiaeschna or Nasiaeschna, Progomphus,
Epitheca, Epicordulia, Helocordulia, Williamsonia or
Dorocordulia. So I can realize my thesis. In return, perhaps, I
can offer an exchange of Odonata or Ephemeroptera (or
French insects).
Thank you in advance for your help. If you need further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours faithfully,
Gunther Fleck
c/o Dr. Andre Nel, Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle,
Laboratoire d'Entomologie, 45, rue Buffon, F-75005 Paris
email: fleck@mnhn.froranel@mnhn.fr
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A NEW METHOD FOR TRAP-NESTING WOOD-NESTING
POLLEN BEES AND HUNTING WASPS - REPORT FOR 1997
by Peter Hallett,
Hallett Pollen Bees, 144 Hendon Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario M2M IA 7

Introduction

Results

Pollen bees and hunting wasps are generally small docile
solitary insects. Because good nesting sites are rare, the
industrious female is often willing to build her linear series of
cells, each with one egg and provisions of pollen and nectar
or paralyzed prey, in an artificial "trap-nest" from which she is
free to go but in Which her offspring remain until mature. The
numerous species are increasingly threatened by loss of
''waste land", wood lots and scrub (Vitousek, Mooney,
Lubchenko & Mellilo, 1997), but the real problem is lack of
pUblic awareness (Buchbaum & Nabhan, 1996).
The availability of a practical method for observing and
managing at least a few of the species might make the study
of these beneficial insects more attractive to entomologists
and naturalists, and increase the chances of large scale
propagation by the more experimentally inclined beekeepers,
farmers and gardeners. However the classic method of trap
nesting (e.g., Krombein, 1967) is unreasonably laborious, as
drilled sticks or blocks must be tied to very many trees or
bushes before collection and opening in a laboratory for
study. The new method concentrates 200 or so transparent
observation nests into a single visually conspicuous hive
which can be stacked on top of other hives. An appreciable
fraction, about 25%, of the proffered empty nests ("bores")
were used, with the added benefits that monitoring,
photography and simple interventions are easily done in the
field. Extant studies appear too few and divergent to allow a
final judgment of current success, but any potential
inefficiency is easily offset, without much loss ot convenience,
by placing hives at a few, rather than one or many, sites.

The 3/16" borings produced 86% of the viable overwintering
nests. The first column in Table 1 shows the materials used
by the bee or wasp in constructing the nest, sUbdivided for
mud nests by the provisions. There are correlations at the
family to genus level. Many mud nests, where the provisions
were totally consumed, were likely by eumenid (potter)
wasps. "Caterpillars" means largely lepidopterous prey
("inchworms") of Eumenidae, though beetle and sawfly grubs
went unidentified. Pompilid (spider) wasps provision with
single spiders, trypoxylonine sphecid wasps with several
small spiders. Resin nests are built by small pemphredonine
sphecid wasps with aphids as prey. Cellophane nests are by
the wasp-like bee genus Hyleus. Leaves are used by
Megachile leafcutter bees, and chewed leaf mastic by the
orchard mason bees Osmia. The most colourful parasites
were brilliant green chrysid wasps. Direct observations and
incubations of diapaused material support these comments.
The parasitic bee Coelioxys was seen but not reared.
Occasionally flies and ichneumons were trapped within mud
cells and unable to emerge, possibly arising from prey rather
than the rightful occupant. There were only one or two
attacks by fungi or minute chalcid wasps.
The columns for Nests in Table 1 show totals N, number of
empty nests E, numbers of provisioned nests P and of viable
nests V, estimates of the numbers in the emerged summer
generation S, and counts for the overwintering generation W.
"Empty" nests are oddities (provisions without construction or
vice versa). Fractional nests can arise from parasitism and
nest supercedure. The columns for Cells have similar
meanings, E now denoting empty, vestibular or intercalated
cells, which are commoner in the overwintering Eumenidae

Methods
Potential nests were provided as end-stopped,
round-bottomed grooves of four different diameters, routered
lengthWise in blocks of "1 by 4" pine and closed with acrylic
tops for easy observing. The resulting "bores" were 6" long
by 3/16",114",5/16" or 3/8" Wide, with a minimum wooden
wall thickness of 1/4" (150 mm by 4.8,6.4,7.9 or 9.5 mm,
with 6.4 mm minimum wall). Nest blocks were stacked inside
an open-faced "hive body" of Langstroth beehive dimensions
as a shelter against the weather. 70% of the exposed ends
of the nest blocks were painted black and 30% were
wildflower colours (yellow, rose, white). The conspicuous hive
(painted in the same colours) was erected in early May,
immediately after the snow melt, facing Southeast, at a
height of 1.5 metre, near willow and balsam poplar in
highland swampland by the River Saugeen, near Flesherton,
Grey County, Ontario. Its two hive bodies contained about 90
borings of each diameter or 360 in all.
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that my single site was too shaded and the immediate
concentration of flowers too low.

(according to Fye, 1965a), and P all cells that received
provisions; V, Sand W represent numbers of viable, summer
generation cells and viable over-wintering cells respectively.
There are no separate columns for failed or parasitized nests
or cells. So for both Nests and Cells N = E + P, P = V +
(number failed or parasitized), and V = S + W.

Acknowledgements
I am indebted to John and Pauline Dixie and Helena Hallett
for help, and to Rheal LaFreniere (Manitoba) and Dick Rogers
(Nova Scotia) for information about the Canadian leafcutter
bee industry.

Discussion
The numbers in the table show that the summer generation is
restricted to eumenid mud nests with lepidopterous prey.
There have been no indications that the pemphredonine resin
wasps attempt a summer geheration to date. The ratios of
the different types of nest or insect differ from the small
literature which has already identified geographic region, local
site and year as major variables.
The percentages at the foot of Table 1 show the statistics
most relevant to productivity. The occupancy rate is quoted
as 12% for viable overwintering nests in all sizes of bore but,
given the success of the narrowest bore, occupancy can also
be stated to be 41 % for the 3/16" nests alone. This latter
figure compares reasonably with 9% for Osmia bees in a
Californian study that used a bore size optimized for that
gen.us (Torchio & Tepedino, 1982). The proportion of 16% for
bee nests is definitely low relative to indirect estimates of
33% from Krombein (1967) in the United States and 55%
from Fye (1965a,b) in Northwestern Ontario. Such
retropective comparisons hinge on the literature counts being
complete, rather than sample sizes. However it is possible
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CeDs

Nests
Construction:
Provisions (insect)
(wasps)
Mud:
Food consumed
"caterpillars'
Small spiders
Spider
Total

Resin:

(wasps)

Cellophane:

(bees)

Leafcuttings:
Mastic:

(bees)
(bees)

Grand Total
as%
% OCCupancy
of 360 nests

% Mud wasps! Wlotal
% Resin wasps! Wlotal
% bees! W Iotal

N

E

P

V
S

V
W

N

E

P

V
S

V
W

33
20
3
2
58

3
1
0
0
4

30
19
3
2

15.3
3.3
1
1
20.6

201
85
4

75
20
1

7

1

54

11
2.5
0
0
13.5

297

97

126
65
3
6
200

52
10
0
0
62

47
6
1
2
56

24
5
4
2

4
0
2
0

20
5
2
2

0
0
0
0

16
5
1
1

83
25
12
22

19
8
0
3

64
17
12
19

0
0
0
0

49
14
11
14

93
100

10
11

83
89

13.5
15

43.6
47

439
100

127
29

312
71

62
14

144
33

26

3

23

4

12

47
37
16

39
34
27

Please Note: In order to correct errors appearing in the previous printing in Ontario Insects Volume 4, Number 1,
this article has been reprinted in its entirety.
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Damselflies of Ontario...
Potential additions and recent range extensions
By Paul. M. Catling,
2326 Scrivens Drive, R.R. 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO Brownel/@achilles.net
Damselflies are mostly easily identified using Westfall and
May (1996). Walker (1953) is equally useful but does not
include 3 species recently discovered in the province. These
are Double-striped Bluet (Enallagma basidens), Westfall's
Slender Bluet (Enallagma traviatum westfalli) and Smoky
RUbyspot (Hetaerina titia). The latter two are not listed in
Ontario by Westfall and May (1996) but are described and
included in their keys which cover all of North America.
Fourty-four damselflies have been recorded in Ontario (see
list provided by Pratt 1996, as well as distributional data in
Walker 1953 and Catling & Brownell 1997). A survey of the
species present in surrounding regions (Donnelly 1992,
Glotzhober 1995, O'Brien et at. 1997) suggests that 4
species are vel}' likely additions and a few others are also
possibilities. If you find any of them please let me know so
that they can be included in the upcoming guide to
Ontario Damselflies. Here they are:

GREAT SPREADWING Archilestes grandis (Rambur)
Known from Lake County, Ohio, on the south shore of Lake
Erie, and also from New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont.
This large damselfly, the size of Lestes inaequalis, has
expanded its range since 1920 from southwestern North
America (Westfall & May 1996). It looks like a member of the
genus Lestes with prominent pleural stripes, but has the
proximal side of the quadrangle of the forewing about half the
length of the posterior side instead of less than 1/3, and the
pterostigma is more than 3 mm long instead of less (see
Westfall & May 1996, pp. 9, 106, 112). Males have diverging
paraprocts half the length of the cerci. It occurs in ponds and
rivers. It flies late in the season with a peak in late August and
September.
TURQUOISE BLUET Enallagma divagans Selys
Known from several counties outside of Detroit in southern
Michigan and is widespread in Ohio. It is evidently most often
found along the slow reaches of streams, but also occurs in
lakes in southern Michigan. Males resemble the widespread
stream-inhabiting Enallagma exsulans but abdominal segment 8 is almost entirely blue instead of mostly black dorsally
and the cerci are essentially without a dorsal arm. In Michigan it has been observed from early to late June (E. Bright,
pers. comm.), and in Ohio the peak of activity is in June
(Glotzhober 1995).

stripes reduced to a pair of widely separated and equallysized spots instead of complete or with anterior spot much
larger (see Westfall & May 1996, p. 443). In Manitoba it has
been observed from early to mid-July (Walker 1953).

L1LYPAD FORKTAIL Ischnura kellicotti Williamson
Known from the southern border of Michigan north to the
central portion of the state (O'Brien 1998) and occurs north
to Manitoba and Maine. This blue and black species defends
territories in waterlily beds and is usually accessible only by
boat. It is similar to Enallagma geminatum but differs in
usually haVing a basal blue dorsal spot on segment 10 (see
Westfall & May plate 6C), and in the upper appendage
projecting downward in lateral view, instead of curving
upward. It flies in Ohio from mid-June to early July
(Glotzhober 1995) but has been collected in Michigan in late
July (E. Bright, pers. comm.).

Other possibilities:
Three species known from central Ohio and New York, Argia
bipunctulata, Ischnura prognata and Enallagma doubledayi
are also possibilities, but seem less likely due to their rarity
and occurrence further from the Ontario border. Calopteryx
amata on the other hand occurs vel}' close to the Ontario
border in St. Lawrence and Franklin Counties on the south
side of the St. Lawrence River and also in the eastern
townships of Quebec. However, mountain streams of the type
frequented by C. amata do not occur in flat landscape of
eastern Ontario. Ichnura perparva Selys. was reported from
Oakland County, Michigan (Kielb 1997) nearly opposite to
Lambton County, Ontario, but the specimen was later found
to be misidentified (E. Bright, pers. comm.), so that its
occurrence in Ontario does not seem likely.

PLAINS FORKTAIL Ischnura dammula Calvert
Known from a pond '1ull of white water-lilies" in Whiteshell
Park 12 miles west of the Ontario boundary (Walker 1953).
This species differs from other Ontario Forktails, as well as
the other two potential species in haVing the antehumeral
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Range extensions:
Since Walker's work three additional species have been found
in Ontario including Double-striped Bluet (Enallagma
basidens, see Cannings 1989), Westfall's Slender Bluet
(Enallagma traviatum westfalli, see Catling 1999) and Smoky
Rubyspot (Hetaerina titia, see Pratt & Catling 1999). Significant range extensions have been reported for other species
already known in Ontario including Azure Bluet (Enallagma
aspersum, Catling & Pratt 1997) and Civile Bluet (Enallagma
civile, see Catling 1996, 1998). Significant range extensions
have been noted for a number of other species, especially
southern species extending further into northern Ontario, but
they have not been reported yet. Information on extensions
of range to those noted in the atlas (Catling & Brownell
1997 would be very much appreciated).

Insects 2(1): 9-12.
Pratt, P.O. and P.M. Catling. 1999. Distribution of Hetaerina
titia (Odonata: Calopterygidae) in the eastern Great Lakes
region. Great Lakes Entomologist 31(3&4): 205-208.
Walker, E.M. 1953. The Odonata of Canada and Alaska. vol
1. Univ. of Toronto Press. 292 pp.

Additional Information:
For additional information on damselflies and dragonflies in
Ontario see the Ecological Monitoring and Assessment Web
Site (www.cciw/eman-temp/reports/publications/Mixedwood/
odonatalintro.html
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The Paper Wasp Nest

(Nov 1997)

A paper globe in branches sure
Now oversees the trail below
So delicate and yet secure
The fallen leaves have left on show

s

Suppressed in green through summer heat
And known to none but waspish clan
Of ceaseless toil a hard won feat
The cycle ends as it began
Andyet a magic act designed
ReqUired. decaying stumps or posts
A constant visitation styled
The papered prize from pulp thus shorn
So now it hangs exposed to all
As hostage to the growing storm
Deserted host. encroaching fall
To face the elements forlorn
But nature has a plan on hand
The queens to sleep the winter through
Secure 'neath fallen leafy mask
Till spring reveals emergence due
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Mfonarch
Notes

By Don Davis

The Monarch Program is the generic name for the many projects conducted by the California Monarch Studies, Inc. Objectives
of the program include: preserving monarch butterfly breeding and overwintering habitats, monitoring monarch migrations,
collecting scientific data, promoting educational programs, supporting related conservancy issues and encouraging the study of
plant and insect relationships through educational curricula. Single, family or group membership is $25.00 in the U.S.A., and
$30.00 outside the U.S.A.
The program also operates a 1,200 square foot Butterfly Vivarium north of San Diego at Encinitas, and thousands of students
visit the Vivarium each year to learn about plant and animal relationships using the monarch as an educational model.
Monarch News is their monthly publication and is dedicated to research and education pertaining to the monarch butterfly,
butterflies in general and butterfly gardening. TEA. member Don Davis is a regUlar contributor to this newsletter.
This spring, Monarch Program founder Dr. David
Marriott conducted a number of field trips to the
monarch overwintering sites in central Mexico. Over
the years, Dr. Marriott has worked very hard to build
trust with local property owners (ejidatarios). Hence
this year, when David requested that guides at the
overwintering sites report any tagged monarchs that
they find, in return for a fifty peso reward, David was
overwhelmed with the response. Over 200 tagged
monarchs were reported from overwintering
colonies at EI Campanario (Ejido EI Rosario), Sierra
Chincua (Ejido Cerro Prieto) and Cerro Pelon (Ejido
EI Capulin)! Besides 198 tags used by volunteers
from The Monarch Watch program, 9 from Dr.
Lincoln Brower, and one tag from Dr. Fred Urquhart,
the following three tagged monarchs, released by
TEA. member Don Davis on Tommy Thompson
Park in Toronto last fall, were recovered at the EI
Rosario Sanctuary near Angangueo, Michoacan:
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Monarch # 24268 was featured on the cover of the
March 1999 issue of Monarch News. David reported
that it appeared that the left hind wing bore bird
beak marks.
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24333 (tag only, alive) was tagged on Sept. 19/98
and reported on March 10/99
24387 (dead specimen) was tagged on Sept. 20/98
and reported on March 3-4/99
24628 was tagged on Sept. 20/98 and reported on
March 3-4/99
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For further information about The Monarch Program, contact Dr. David Marriott, The Monarch Program, Box 178671, San
Diego, CA 92177. David can also be contacted at: monarchprg@aol.com.
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports
February Meeting
There were 35 people in attendance
including a number of non-members.
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone and introduced the
board.
Paul McGaw introduced the speaker,
Tim Sabo. Tim is a TEA member who is
working on a soon-to-be-released book,
The Butterflies of Ontario. As well as
presenting a spectacular sample of his
butterfly slide collection, Tim gave tips
on locating particular butterfly species,
stalking and photographing these rapid
fliers. He treated us to some amusing
anecdotes about how he obtained
some of his more difficult shots. The
format of his upcoming book should
include range and location information,
identification features and beautiful
colour shots of each of the Ontario
butterfly species.
There was a short business meeting:
1. Financial report: Membership
account $2550; Publications account
$9880; GIC $7340. Alan reported
,issuing a cheque for $11 ,000 for the
reproduction of the 3 new books
(Cicindelidae of Canada, The Aeshna of
North America and The Somatochlora
of North America). This money will be
quickly replaced as orders for the books
start coming in.
2. Board of Directors meeting: A
number of issues were discussed.
Field trips -a number of ideas were
offered for field trips including a trip to a
bee yard in conjunction with the Ontario
Bee Association; the Urquhart Butterfly
Garden in Dundas; Leslie Spit; Tim
Sabo offered to lead a trip.
Research scholarship -the Board has
been discussing that the TEA should
offer a research scholarship. This could
take the form of a 'prize' of $500 or a
standard scholarship of $3000. It is
intended to be an annual event and so
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needs sufficient funding. It is being
looked into further.
Web page -FON is offering web pages
to its member clubs. This is still in the
preliminary stages and we expect to
receive more information. Everyone
agreed that it was a good initiative.
Michael van der Poorten offered to help
with this.
Odonata summary -we are considering
doing an annual Odonata summary just
as we do for the Lepidoptera. More
information to follow. Anyone interested
in helping, please contact Nancy.
Ontario Insects -Vanessa Carney, the
editor, welcomes submissions from
members. They don't have to be big
articles and can be as simple as a
question or an observation.
Board members needed -including
Vice-President and Recording
Secretary. Jim Spottiswood agreed to
be Vice-president.

March Meeting
Apologies to those who didn't hear
about the room change! We were
forced to find a new venue at the last
minute and tried to contact everyone.
Consequently, there were 12 people in
attendance.
Paul McGaw, the programs coordinator,
introduced the speaker for the day, Dr.
Stephen Tobe. Dr. Tobe's work involves
utilizing alternative strategies such as
hormones as reproductive and growth
regulators to control cockroach
populations. He brought in a number of
cockroach specimens and provided us
with an informative and entertaining
presentation (including animated
cockroach video clips from the mOVie,
Joe's Apartment).
There was a short business meeting:
1. There was no treasurer's report.
2. Jim Spottiswood has agreed to be
Vice-President of the Association.
Thank you and welcome!

~

3. The Federation of Ontario Naturalists
is having its 1999 Annual Conference
on May 28-30 at Queen's University in
Kingston. "Protected Areas" is the
theme. To register and for more
information, contact: (613) 389-6742;
http://www. ontarionature.org; http://
psyc.queensu. cal-davids/fon99.html
4. Ontario Odonate Summary -TEA has
decided to sponsor the annual Ontario
Odonate Summary. Paul Catling, one of
our members in Ottawa, has agreed to
be the provincial compiler. There will be
a number of regional compilers as well.
Everyone is welcome to participate in
this initiative. The summary will be
printed at the end of the year, similar to
the Lepidoptera Summary and will be
included as part of membership dues.
Look for details in this issue of 01.
5. Lepidoptera Journal -we have
received a request to exchange information and newsletters with the
Lepidoptera Journal from Quebec. We
have membership flyers and a copy of
the journal. You may contact them at:
The Lepidoptera Journal, 1470, StOlivier, Anciennne-Lorette, Quebec,
G2E 2N9; phone (410) 760-3447
(Michael Soukup/day); fax (418) 8721929 (P. Marceau/day); lepsjournal@
sympatico.ca; http://www3.sympatico.ca
/Iepsjournal
6. Fish & Wildlife Act -there is a new
Fish & Wildlife Act that now protects
invertebrates in general as well as
"specially protected invertebrates". See
the report in 01 for details.
7. Field trips -Carolyn reported that the
TEA Butterfly Count is on Thursday,
July 1; there is a field trip planned for
Saturday, August 14 at the Toronto
Brick Works; plans for other trips,
including mothing nights, are detailed in
this issue of 01.
8. Peter Hallett reported that everything
is on track for April's student
symposium.
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April Meeting
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the last meeting
of the year and the special student
symposium. There were 34 people in
attendance including members,
students and their professors. There
were a few announcements at the
beginning about the first annual
Odonate summary and the death of
long-time member Dr. John Eberlie.

The symposium consisted of 4 talks
with a poster session in between. The
titles of the talks and posters are listed
below. Abstracts are printed in this and
subsequent issues of Ontario Insects.
The following are the talks presented:
Luc Bussier (D. Gwynne's lab,
University of Toronto): ''The mating
system of the long-tailed dance fly,
Rhamphomyia longicauda Loew
(Diptera: Empididae): females "pump
up" while males prepare the meal:'
Hume Douglas (L. Packer's lab, York
University): "Carabid diversity in Ontario
oak savannahs and adjacent nonsavannah habitats:'
Colleen Christopherson (S. Marshall's
lab, University of Guelph):
"Investigations of biodiversity sampling
techniques using saprophagous diptera
collected from carrion and small
mammal burrows".
Alissa Sugar (J. Malcolm's lab,
University of Toronto): ''The impacts of

clear-cutting on insect communities in
the boreal forests of northeastern
Ontario".
The poster sessions were:
Jessica Janjic (L. PaCker's lab York
University): "Phylogeny of New World
Halictus (Seladonia)"
Joel Gibson (R. Hallett's lab, University
of Guelph): "Synonymy of two species
of palm weevil"
V. Amon, J. Chan, K. Haynes, K.
Kirby, J. Ngai (P. Hallett's class,
University of Toronto): ''Trapnesting for
solitary bees and wasps"
Cara Gibson (C. Darling's lab,
University of Toronto): "Gall Maker
parasitoid community of the Leslie St.
Spit:'
Suzie Kovacs, Kristine Haggerty,
Melanie Fleming and Catherine
Toews (G. Otis' lab, University of
Guelph): "Possible aggregation
pheromone in Oncopeltus fasciatus, the
common milkweed bug:'

Ir--------------------------------------~
I
I Notice to Contributors: The deadline for submissions to the September issue of
I
I Ontario Insects is August 1, 1999. If submitting information electronically or on disk,
I

I please minimize formatting and save in either .rtf or .wpd format, if possible.

I

I

I

._------------------------------------_.
Student Symposium Abstract No.1
(Abstracts from the April student presentations and posters will be presented in a serialized form over the next few issues of 01)

The mating system of the long-tailed dance fly, Rhamphomyia longicauda Loew (Diptera: Empididae):
females "pump up" while males prepare the meal.
By Luc Bussiere
University of Toronto
Supervisor: Darryl T. Gwynne
Although several researchers have postUlated that the ornaments of female dance flies may be sexually selected characters,
especially in putatively sex role-reversed species, there are few data to support this hypothesis. Swarming females of the
long-tailed dance fly (Rhamphomyia longicauda) have large inflatable pleural sacs that appear to be ornaments for attracting
prey-providing males (evolved in the context of sexual selection). Males transfer prey to females during "nuptial flights" which
apparently represent the only source of food for adult females. Previous work has indicated that males approach large female
models more often than smaller models. Consistent with the sexual selection hypothesis for pleural sac evolution, I
demonstrate that the pleural sacs reliably indicate female body size and egg number, and that females possessing large pleural
sacs fly lower within swarms than smaller rivals, where they are more likely to encounter prey-laden males entering the swarm.
However, I find no evidence that mating females have larger pleural sacs than swarming females. The size of the members in
a copulating pair is significantly correlated (size-assortative mating), likely because of limits in the load carrying capacity of
males. Thus, although there is mounting evidence that pleural sacs are sexually selected, the fact that males must carry
females during the nuptial flight imposes sexual selection on male body size as well.
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Of Morpho Butterflies and Things in a Tropical Rain Forest
of Guyana, South America
By QUimby Hess
The snake sUddenly became violent and, being a constrictor,
in a flash it threw its coils upwards around the forked stick
which held its head to the ground. Moses Matai, my bUdding
Guyanese naturalist friend, jumped back but he held the stick
firmly. It was a hot humid February 6th, and we were on our
way in the Landrover from Glur tent camp in the midst of the
virgin rainforest which comprises the Bartica Forest Reserve
to observe and collect insects and plants en route to
Wineperu. This is a headquarters depot for Guyana Timbers
Ltd., on the Essequibo River. Our primary collecting objective
was butterflies.
Moses wants the snake alive for a friend back at
Georgetown, Guyana's capital city. I get the biggest bottle I
have in my equipment bag. SloWly, the snake's tail is forced
into the bottle, then its body. Now the head has to be
released. He places the blade of his machete under the head,
slips the bottle's mouth slowly across the blade leaving
sufficient space for the body and , presto, it is done. The
bottle is capped. We have the snake alive in the bottle.
I had left the Canadian winter at Toronto on February 2nd, at
9:45am. Snow on the big jets's wings flew off as we headed
out, down the runway and up. Later, after landing at
Barbados and changing aircraft at Trinidad, I arrived at
Georgetown, Guyana that evening at 7:30pm. As I stepped
off the plane, the moist, soft tropical air wafted over me. It
was dark and, after the interminable line-ups at the Timehri
airport, I was on my way to my hotel in Georgetown, 25 miles
to the north.
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The snake safely in the bottle, we continue on our way along
the sandy track through the forest which is the Bartica-Potaro
road. It begins to rain as we pass two road maintenance men
who are shoveling more sand onto a soft section of the road.
The terrain is fairly flat and the soil is a greyish sand. Where
the road cuts through to show the soil profile, the effect of
100 and more inches of rain per year is quite evident. Other
than a shallow layer of rapidly decomposing plant litter on the
surface, there are no soil horizons. The continuous
downpours have leached out the nutrients. The local
ecosystem is perched on a shallow layer of nutritious humus
on the surface of the soil and the nutrients in the plants of the
rainforest itself.
We come to the turnoff onto the Wineperu road, a narrow,
sandy track through a disturbed rainforest. Signs of past
logging activities are common. The area had been logged for
the valuable greentieart (Ocotea rodiaeJ), a tropical hardwood
favoured for the construction of docks, boats and for houses
and other frame bUildings. It is a heavy, greenish wood which
is resistant to rot and attack by insects and teredos. It
dresses well and makes beautiful flooring and finished wood
items. In common with other tropical woods, it is rarely found
in stands, but rather occurs as scattered trees throughout the
rainforest. The average occurrence is said to be 3 trees per 2
acres.

"
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Next morning, after a good breakfast, I stepped into a
Georgetown street in the city's centre, to meet an already
warm, humid day. Across the street, purple martins were
raising a fuss around a favourite roosting place. I wondered if
they summered in Ontario. Later, after I changed some
money at the bank, my forester friend came up and we went
to his office to make further arrangements for the study trip to
the rainforest area we had selected - the Bartica Forest
Reserve. This Reserve is virgin high rainforest located off the
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Potaro road, 24 miles south of Bartica, a town at the
confluence of the Essequibe and Cuyuni Rivers.

A blue flash appears ahead of us. A Morpho butterfly
(Morpho menelaus) is dancing on its big wings along the road
towards us. We stop the Landrover, and Moses and I get out,
grab our nets and start toward it. The big blue dazzling insect
zigs as I zag with the net and I watch it fade down an old
logging skidding trail.
A red-barred black long-Winged helicont (Heliconius
melpomene) flutters down in front of me and a swing of the
net captures it. A bluish skipper (Pythonides jovianus) settles
across the road on a leaf. I take it. In the meantime, Moses
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catches a brown-barred helicont (Heliconius sp.) And a
hairstreak (Thecla sp.).
We continue on our way, the Landrover and us laboring over
the sections of the road which are overlain with large chunks
of broken rock to prevent washouts. The sun has been out for
three-quarters of an hour but now another cloud bank moves
in and a new downpour begins. We close the air vents and
the humidity and heat suddenly close over us. Moses gives
an exclamation, the Landrover stops. He has sighted a
Morpho clinging to a branch. We get out, grab our nets and
walk cautiously towards the place, My net has the longest
handle and the Morpho is spotted just within its reach.
Cautiously, I move the net towards the insect. A swing and I
have it. It is a Morpho menelaus and the first I have ever
collected. The brilliant blue of its upper wing surface contrasts
with the warm brown of the under surfaces and explains why
it seems to disappear into the vegetation when resting.
We pass bales of wooden shingles piled on the road~ide for
pickup and then a shingle-maker's day camp consisting of a
thatch roof over a wooden platform full of debris. Two men
appear ahead. They wave as we pass. They are laboriously
producing shingles from the heartwood of wallaba (Eperua
sp.) tree logs by hand. The road ahead sUddenly cuts deep
into a sandy bank and the trees arch over to form a cool,
shaded tunnel. It has stopped raining. A blue flash catches
my eye high up in the trees. Nets are grabbed as a big, blue
insect flops down, thrashing around some branches. It settles
high up on a branch. With my long-handled net and on tip
toes, I swing. Luck is with me and the big butterfly is in the
net. Examination shows that it is a Prepona, my first for
Guyana. It is a large, blackish butterfly with brilliant blue bars
transversing the upper side of the fore and hind wings, but
smaller than Morpho menelaus.

We come to a fairyland of dense lacy-leaved vegetation
hanging over the steep sandy banks on either side of the
road. A whole new group of butterfly species are visible in the
underbrush and in the open. Snakes are a distinct possibility
and we dare not go too far off the road. Butterflies including
skippers, heliconts, hairstreaks and admirals are netted.
The road is now on a long down slope. Blue morphos appear
to our rear and ahead. We are out with our nets and sWinging.
I catch one as it flies past. It is my second Morpho
amazonicus since my arrival in Guyana. Then I get another.
There is another. It settles on a leaf. It is added to my
collection. We are close to a bridge. There is a small river not
far below, flowing strongly past the luxuriant vegetation. It
seems to be a magnet for the big Morpho amazonicus, a
butterfly with darkish wings and a broad blue bar running
transversely across the upper side of both fore and hind
Wings.
(To be continued in Ontario Insects, September 1999)

Notice to Contributors to the TEA Annual Summaries' on
Ontario Lepidoptera
By Quimby Hess
Contributors, members and researchers are advised that eleven hardcover volumes containing the Annual Summaries for
the years 1971 to 1995, inclusive, are now with the Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Biology, at the Royal Ontario
Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto, phone (416) 5764/8059.
Each volume has an index for the contents. Each volume has been corrected in accordance with the Corrections Section
of Succeeding Summaries and other data. The volumes are illustrated with the original colour/black and white photographs
as submitted by the contributors. For example, the volume covering the years 1980 to 1988 has 85 colour plates in
appropriate places.
As members of the TEA know, the Annual Summaries for Ontario Lepidoptera include records and reports on flight
periods, abundance, occurrence, habitats used, life history, foodplants, nectar sources, weather, unusual observations, etc.
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Remembering John Eberlie
I was never one of those "knee-high to a grasshopper" kids who collected insects. It wasn't until the early 80's that I even
discovered natural history. Pat and I were still "closet naturalists" when my parents convinced us to go for a hike with them. It
was near the end of March, a lovely warm day, and we saw a few butterflies (in retrospect I know they were all overwintering
Nymphalids but still, it was all downhill from there...) Before I knew it, I'd quit a lucrative job and was beginning an
undergraduate degree in Biology to study, of all possible things, butterflies.
At that time I knew next to nothing about butterflies and had never collected one. I had just joined the Toronto Entomologists'
Association (TEA) and the Lepidopterists' Society and wanted to survey the butterflies of Peterborough (PTBO) County while I
was there. I ordered back issues of the yearly TEA summaries, sifting through them looking at the records for PTBO and the
surrounding counties to ge' an idea of when and where I should be looking for what. This is how I met John Eberlie.
John lived in Northumberland Co., the county directly south of PTBO, and was the president of the TEA at the time. I quizzed
him on his records (as I qUizzed a number of folks from the surrounding areas), trying to glean as much information from him
as I COUld. Little did I know that I'd struck the fatherlode! He had personally reared and photographed the complete life histories
of some 50 species of Ontario butterflies and there was likely no-one more knowledgeable. He offered to meet me at one of his
favorite haunts, the Twin Lakes area of eastern PTBO and, although I was more than a little leery of looking for butterflies in
central Ontario on the first weekend of May (he promised me a dozen or more species on the wing but I was privately
incredulous), I jumped at the chance.
I borrowed a net and some killing jars from school and followed John's very detailed directions on where to meet, some 3 hours
from home. We'd never met, just talked on the phone, and while I knew he had slight traces of a British accent, I was
somewhat surprised to meet this distinguished older gentleman. He was the very image of the qUintessential Old World
Lepidopterist: the boyhood hobbyist who became a medical doctor. I'd seen the rather bizarre portrayals of butterfly hunters
madly careening about the countryside chasing anything with Wings so was more than a little agog when I saw John 'stalk' his
first butterfly. What an eye opener! For the first time I realized that you didn't really need to collect 10 Ibs. of shrubbery with
your quarry nor was it really necessary to work up a sweat...it was all so, so, well, so civilized!
Thus was I introduced to the finer points of collecting. John taught me to capture without injury, sex them in the net (releasing
most females unharmed), and collect only that which was absolutely necessary more often than not, a notation in a diary. He
once told me that "the data is the important part, not necessarily the bodies" and to this day it sticks like glue. We met at Twin
Lakes, to begin the collecting season together, for the next three years (and for two of the follOWing four after that). I know that
he was proud that I had used my PTBO collection in my undergraduate thesis.
Along the way, and early enough in my career for it to be an almost unbelievable gift, he gave me a shelf-full of the Journal of
the Lepidopterists' Society because "he didn't have room for them anymore:' He enriched my life with discussions in which his
almost encyclopedic knowledge of the life histories of Ontario butterflies always played a large role. When he gave up the
presidency of the TEA it was almost as if he abdicated in my favor (although I insisted that, for at least one year, another of the
"old guard" bear the mantle while I learned the ropes as vice-president). But I graduated from "school" on that day...
This last March was a hard month: I lost two fathers in qUick succession. My biological father (who is, in no small way,
responsible for my love of nature) passed away on March 12th and just after I arrived back home in Texas I learned that John,
who I consider my "Iepidopterological father;' was also gone. Funnily enough, my two "dads" only met once on an excursion to
Twin Lakes. John had written to me near the end of February (offering me slides for my book) and Pat had received it while I
was in Ontario with my father. I had just read the letter and was preparing to answer and thank him when the word came in
that he wasn't going to be able to answer me...
There are relatively few people, lepidopterists or not, who really make an impression on our lives but, to me, John was one of
those very few. Suffice it to say, I am forever in his debt and I hope that there are always new butterflies for him to study
wherever he finds himself.
Phil Schappert

[First appeared in News of the Lepidopterists' Society, Summer 1999, 41(2): 48, 56.]

Editor's Note: Dr. John Eberlie passed away March 26 of this year at the age of 78. He was a family physician in Colborne, ON for 20 years. As well,
Dr. Eberlie was a knowledgeable amateur entomologist, who was best known for speaking to local horticulture and naturalists'groups, and his active
participation in the TEA. As some ofyou may remember, Dr. Eberlie was a past president of the TEA. His butterfly observations from Northumberland County helped in the production of the Ontario Butterffy Atlas. Dr. Eberlie recently submitted an article to 01 (early March), which you will find
published in this year's Lepidoptera Summary. His contributions and dedication to the TEA will be missed. Memorial donations are being made to the
World Wildlife Fund (Canada) in his name.
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The Bookworm

---------'---------~
Worth Reading About

one might see in the Eastern United
States, including photos of both sexes,
or as one reviewer stated, "628 high
quality photos (and one bad one)".

ONTARIO ODONATA: Distribution of
Hetaerina titia (Odonata:
Calopterygidae) in the Eastern Great
Lakes Region by Paul D. Pratt and
Paul M. Catling, and Enallagma anna,a
Damselfly New To The Great Lakes
Region (Odonata: Coenagrionidae)
by Mark O'Brien and Paul D. Pratt in
The Great Lakes Entomologist, 31(3 &
4), FalllllVinter 1998, p209(5)
INSECT POLLINATION (children's
magazine): Pollinators: Working the
Night Shitt by Stephen Buchmann in
Odyssey; 8(3), March 1999, p14(5)
INSECT FLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS:
Flying Machines by John Brackenburg
in International Wildlife, 29(2), Mar/Apr
1999, p52(6)
DRAGONFLY REFERENCES: Some
Useful References for the
"Dragonhunter" by Colin Jones in The
Orchid, 45(3), Apr. 1999, p8(2)
MIDDLESEX COUNTY BUTTERFLIES:
Bog Coppers and Brown Elfins at
Sitton Bog by Dave Martin in Cardinal,
#175, April 1999, p24(3)
INVASIVE INSECTS: Alien Invasions
by Steve Marshall in Seasons, 39(1),
Summer 1999, p26(3)
ANTIPLANT INTERACTIONS: Ants
and Plants by Mark W Moffett in
National Geographic, 195(5), May
1999, ptoO(13)
BUTTERFLY GARDENING: Birds &
Butterflies & Bees, Oh My by Marion
Lyons in Home, 45(4), May 1999,
p62(6)
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Book Review
Butterflies through Binoculars: the
East, A Field Guide to the Butterflies
of Eastern North America
by Jeffrey Glassberg. Oxford University
Press, New York. 1999.
ISBN: 0-19-510668-7,
251 pages, 71 Color plates. $18.95(US)
softcover
This new volume was awaited with
eager anticipation by entomologists
from across North America. Reports
suggested that this book would
revolutionize butterfly identification in
the same way that Peterson's "Field
Guide" did for bird identification.
Dr. Jeffrey Glassberg is President of the
North American Butterfly Association
and a past President of the Xerces
Society. His new gUide is intended to be
a true "field" gUide - to allow people to
identify butterflies in the field. The
photographs, taken in natural settings,
have been manipulated digitally, and
are reported to allow observers to be
better able to spot subtle differences
between very similar species. And as
the photos were taken in the field, what
you see in the plates will be very similar
to what you see in the field.
Photos include almost every butterfly

The text is geared to field identification
and bulk of the text is devoted to
species accounts. Introductory chapters
deal with a variety of topics pertaining
to butterfly identification, biology,
gardening and so on, and are of
interest and relevance to both the
beginner and expert. I am personally
impressed by the general layout of the
text, its readability and use of modern
graphics and fonts.
Others who have reviewed this book
note that the color reproduction is true.
Some species, such as Appalachian
Brown and Eyed Brown remain difficult
to identify using field marks provided.
Apparently there are two misidentified
photos among the Azures and there
has been some criticism concerning the
. range maps for Julia's Skipper and Little
Glassywing. T.E.A. member Dr. Nancy
Ironside rightly points out that the range
maps leave out about 1/3 of Eastern
North America, inclUding Northern
Ontario, Northern Quebec, Labrador,
Newfoundland and the whole of the
North West Territories.

,

However, most of those who offered
criticisms or who point out areas that
could be improved, were equally quick
to describe the new volume as a
"wonderful book" and "a steal, even at
the list price".
We would appreciate hearing your
views on this new book. It is now
available in Toronto bookstores. Oxford
University Press (Canada) is located at
70 Wynford Drive, Don Mills, ON M3C
1J9 (www.oupcan.com).M.S.R.P.is
$30.50.
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Market
- - - - - - - - -~
Members· Ads
HELP WANTED:

BOOK WANTED:

Prey sampled from wooden trapnests
for solitary wasps available for identification, e.g., inchworms, aphids, spiders, beetle and sawfly larvae. Peter
Hallett (416) 978-4339 peter@biovision
.mad.utoronto.ca

Hoping to buy a copy of the out-of-print
Peterson's Reid Guide -A Field Guide

to the Moths of Eastern North
America by CV Covell (any publ. year).

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE:

RECORDS WANTED:

Hives ~nd observation trapnests for
solitary bees and solitary wasps
manufactured on request. For research,
education, conservation or assessing
environmental biodIversity. Peter
Hallett (416) 221-4844 (message)

Odonate and lepidoptera sightings
from the Carden Alvar area wanted.
Please contact BOb Bowles (705)
325-3149 bOWles@bCOnheX.net

Please contact Vanessa carney (519)
826-5875 (eve) cameyv@em.agr.ca

p-----------..
DATA ANALYSIS REQUEST:

Rent this Space!
••••••••••••••••

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and

Non- Members...
10 em x 5.5 em OR
4inches x 2.25 inches
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues

••••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

If you are submitting insect
counts to 01 this season.
please try to include some data
analysislinterpretaion with
count numbers (i.e. timing of
species appearance as it
relates to weather.
comparisons between years of
data collection. etc.).

I
I
I

All submissions are welcome.
from annual count summaries
to individQal observations and
interesting anecdotes!

~----------_ ..
TEA LIBRARY:
Reminder to members that the TEA
has numerous entomologically interesting books, publications and papers in
its library. Look for a detailed bibliography in a future issue of Ontario
Insects.
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Letters
Fish and Wildlife Act
On January 1/99, the new l=ish and
Wildlife Conservation Act (1997) was
proclaimed as law in Ontario. Under
this Act, various species of
invertebrates are now given protection,
and activities pertaining to these
species, such as capture and
propagation, are regulated_ We are just
now learning how this Act impacts on
lepidopterists and others in Ontario.
In fairness to those officials with our
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,
who must administer this Act, they are
very supportive, eager to learn about
what invertebrate activities are taking
place in Ontario, eager to receive
recommendations for changes to the
regulations to the Act. Under Schedule
11 of the Act, some invertebrates are
given "Specially Protected" status. As
someone who regularly captures, rears
and tags monarch butterflies, it has

been necessary to obtain a Wildlife
Scientific Collector's Authorization for
this fall's activities. It would seem that
those who put Schedule 11 together
did not consult with provincial
entomologists (ie. Toronto
Entomologists' Association).
Ministry officials will be attending the
next regular meeting of the Toronto
Entomologists' Association at the Royal
Ontario Museum in Toronto on Sept.
25th. Your comments and
recommendations to this writer with
regard to improving this Act would be
appreciated.
Don Davis
Toronto, ON

~

__¥J;

Note to Members Regarding
Legislation
(from John Johnson, MNR):
"Recently, a number of Notices have
been posted on the Environmental Bill
of Rights registry with respect to
Draft Policies developed under the
FWCA. Two in particular PB9E6007 and
PB9E6008 would likely be of interest to
TEA members. They were posted
August 3,1999 and comments will be
accepted until September 17,1999.
Draft Policy" Management of specially
protected invertebrates under the
FWCA" will be of particular interest. The
policies themselves are not posted on
the registry but can be viewed at the
MNR Info Ctre at MacDonald Block or
Peterborough. I would be willing to
send out copies at members requests.
Access the EBR: http://
www.ene.gov.on.cale nvregistry."

Notes From the Editor's Desk

Hi Butterfly Hunters!
From the influx of count info and
interesteing sightings, it is apparent that
many of you have been busy enjoying
th ebeautiful summer weather and
keeping a good eye out for all things six
legged! Thanks to everyone who
submitted counts, articles, notes and, of
course, regular features.
We have had some interesting notes
about butterflies being found in
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locations which they do not normally
frequent. One report that paricularly
interests me is the Giant Swallowtails
(Papilio cresphontes) seen at the
University of Guelph's Arboretum by
Interpretive Naturalist, Chris Earley.
These big beauties are commonly seen
travelling around the southernmost
points of Ontario. I was fortunate
enough during my frist trip to Point
Pelee "to meet up with one that was
content to fly alongside the open
window of my car for about a kilometre
as we drove out to the Visitor Centre.
Ever since, I have been enchanted with
these mammoth leps! The notes
regarding this species being spotted,
not once but twice, this summer in

Guelph are exciting and remind me of a
conversation with John Powers,
President of Canada's Naturium in
Cambridge. John mentioned his plans
for rearing populations of P.
cresphontes and releasing them locally.
It would seem that he has successfully
releasied some Giant Swallowtails in
the region this season. As for their
establishment, hopefully, in future
issues, I can bring you more
information regarding the plans for
proViding a stable habitat to this
species. In the meantime, these
sighting and others keep entomologists
on their toes. You never know what you
might see on a lovely summer day!
Vanessa
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Announcements
Back to the Future! -- The
Royal Ontario Museum
Insect Collection
Christopher Darling, Curator of Insects,
Centre for Biodiversity and
Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario
Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto,
email: chrisd@rom.on.ca
ROM Entomologists' are excited that
the TEA will once again be meeting at
the Royal Ontario Museum. The return
to the ROM will allow us to show you
what changes have made to the
collection in the past few years, and will
also provide opportunities for TEA
members to work with the ROM insect
collection. We will be available before
each TEA meeting to host visits to the
collection and to work with anyone
willing to volunteer with our ongoing
curatorial projects on Lepidoptera and
Odonata. The following is a brief
summary of recent initiatives with these
parts of the collection.
Lepidoptera
Beginning in August of 1990, the former
Department of Entomology (now a
discipline within the Centre for
Biodiversity and Conservation Biology)
embarked on a campaign to replace 18
large cabinets which were inadequate
for long-term storage of pinned
Lepidoptera. Funding obtained during
1990-91 allowed us to transfer
specimens from 7 cabinets into 20
Cornell-style storage cabinets. In 1998
additional funding allowed us to
purchase 9 more cabinets and drawers,
facilitating the complete transfer of all of
our butterflies from older cabinets into
newer ones. An additional 20 cabinets
and drawers are still required to
complete the transfer of the moths. The
Lepidoptera will also be re-organized
from its current phylogenetic
arrangement to alphabetic which
should facilitate access to the
specimens.
Volunteers willing to assist with the
transfer of the butterflies to new
cabinets are most welcome. The work
involves three aspects: the physical
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transfer of specimens to new cabinets
and drawers; the examination of
Lepidoptera literature to ensure that
current taxonomic names are used; and
the entry of specimen collecting
information into our database.
Eventually, this information will be
incorporated into the Butterflies of
Canada Project which is being
coordinated by Ross Layberry and Don
Lafontaine in Ottawa. In addition,
volunteers are encouraged to help us
incorporate specimens recently
donated from the collections of Walter
Plath Jr. & Sr., Quimby Hess, Bill
Edmunds, and John Eberlie.
Odonata
The Odonata collection at the ROM,
developed by E. M. Walker, numbers
about 26,000 specimens. Much of Dr.
Walker's material is reared specimens,
containing complete life history
associations and therefore provides
excellent research potential. These
specimens formed the basis for
Walker's three volume treatise ''The
Odonata of Alaska and Canada", the
most comprehensive reference work on
any order of insects in Canada. The
majority of these dragonflies and
damselflies have been stored in paper
triangles in Schmidt boxes.
Over the past year, we have developed
a database to catalogue information
associated with each specimen. Once
catalogued, specimens are being
tran!;ferred to archival-quality Mylar
envelopes with acid-free index cards
for long-term storage. To date,
approximately 4,000 specimens have
been entered into the database and
transferred to the new envelopes and
another 5,000 having been entered into
the database.
The most time-consuming aspect of this
project is the verification and entry of
date/locality information into the
database. We are looking for
volunteers who have a familiarity with
computers, an interest in damselflies
and dragonflies and who are willing to
verify each specimen record with the
original hand-written data. In addition,
we need volunteers to transfer
specimens from the original paper
triangles into the new envelopes.

/
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ESO Annual Meeting
The 136'h Annual Meeting of the
Entomological Society of Ontario is
being held this year October 16-17, at
the Metro Toronto Zoo. Members'
registration fees (includes the banquet
and GST) are $70, Students $50,
Banquet Only $25. If you are not a
member of the ESO and would like
more information, please contact Dr.
Barry Lyons, Secretary, at ESO, clo
Canadian Forest Service, P.O. Box 490,
Sault Ste. Marie, ON, P6A 5M7, or visit
the website at: www.utoronto.calforestl
eso/eso.htm.

Sightings Request
I

Tamara Chipperfield who manages
Tommy Thompson Park (aka Leslie
Spit) would like to receive insect
sightings from anyone for the park
database. Sightings can be sent to her
at: Environmental Services Section, The
Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority, 5 Shoreham Drive,
Downsview, Ontario. M3N 1S4; fax 416661-6898; email:
tchipperfield@trca.on.ca

continued on next page
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Bird Studies Canada
Bird Studies Canada proudly presents
its Fall Bird Fair & Annual Members
Meeting featuring Bob McDonald of
CBC's Quirks and Quarks speaking on
"Science in the 3rd Millennium".
Please join us at the Royal Botanical
Gardens in Burlington on Sunday the
24th of October 1999 from 1-6 pm. Bob
McDonald's presentations are
enlightening and fun· a fascinating
show. Watch him model a paper
airplane based entirely on the
principles of avian dynamics!
Don't miss it! Admission price is $15.00
advanced or $20.00 at the door.
Children under 16 years are free.
Lots of exhibits, self-guided RBG
garden tours, and RBG will have a cash
kiosk with light refreshments. For tickets
contact Bird Studies Canada: toll-free
telephone number 1-888-448-2473
(BIRD); e-mail at <generalinfo@bsceoc.org>; website <www.bsc-eoc.org/
tickets.html>; fax number 1-519-5863532; Our address is Bird Studies
Canada, P.O. Box 160, Port Rowan,
Ontario NOE 1MO.

HFN MONTHLY MEETINGS
1999-2000
Hamilton Field Naturalists Club
meetings are held at 8:00 p.m. at the
Royal Botanical Gardens Centre, 680
Plains Road West, Burlington. Visitors
are always welcome.
April 10, 2000 - Bill Randall - "Love at
4:00 a.m.: the Life of the Cecropia Moth"
Please check the Wood Duck, the
monthly newsletter of the HNC, for
notices of additional activities, and
updates on meetings, hikes and other
events.
The Hamilton Naturalists' Club
assumes no responsibility for injuries of
any kind sustained by anyone as a
result of participating in any of the
Club's or related activities.
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WWF LAUNCHES "BE BUG
FRIENDLY" PROGRAM
The World Wildlife Federation launched
a campaign on July 19th to recognize
the importance of insects to healthy
farms, crops and gardens. The
campaign began with the release of a
report that concludes heavy pesticide
use is killing off insects that feed on
destructive pests and benefit the
environment. Julia Langer, director of
the WWF's wildlife toxicology program,
said that toxic pesticides do not
discriminate between pests and
beneficial insects. The report also
warns of damage inflicted on
earthworms and other terrestrial
organisms. The dependence on toxic
chemicals has created what Ms. Langer
described as a "vicious cycle". A
spokesperson with the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture stated that
farmers need a reliable form of pest
control, and natural methods are not
predictable. Some farmers spray at
night to minimize damage to helpful
insects such as bees. Prof. Peter Kevan,
at the University of Guelph, says
pesticides pose a serious threat to
bees, but it is impossible to estimate the
damage done to native populations.
A copy of the WWF's new report
"Beneficial Bugs at Risk from
Pesticides" can be downloaded from:
http://W\./w.wwfcanada.org/home.htm..
References: 'Good bugs' under attack,
wildlife group says, National Post, July
20/99, Page A11; WWF(Canada}
Website

WANTED: LIVE INSECTS
COLLECTED FOR FILMING
Filmmakers of a documentary series
about animals and insects found in
Ontario gardens and wild lands request
the assistance of entomology
,
enthusiasts in the Toronto area to
collect LIVE insect specimens. Of
particular interest are moths, beetles,
flies, snakes, toads and spiders.
Contact Susan or Brooke by email at
gfilms@interlog.com, or phone 416534-8822.

Field Guide to Western
Butterflies
The new version of the Peterson Field
Guide to Western Butterflies by Paul
Opler and illustrated by Amy Bartlett
Wright has been printed and bound
and is being shipped to Houghton
Mifflin's distribution center. It has
completely new text and all new plates
as well as mble, images on the plates
were painted in natural postures from
color slides. Many photos were
contributed by many well-known
photographers including John Acorn,
Greg Ballmer, Jim Brock, Evi Buckner;
Steve Cary, Jim Ebner, Jeff Glassberg,
Frank Hedges, Jack Levy, David
Nunnallee, Jim Troubridge, and Idie
Ulsh.
It can ordered from Amazon.com,
Borders.com, Barnes and Noble.com or
your local bookstore.
Cheers,
Paul Opler, author
paulevi@webaccess.net
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Notable Insect Sightings 1999
This is a new feature based solely on reader submissions. Please feel free to send in any observations that you think are of
interest. This year, we have noted several unconventional and interesting observations on particular butterfly species'
ranges. Keep those sightings coming in'
The Baltimore
In September 1997, while walking
through my swamp with sharp eyed
friends, a nest of larvae was discovered
on the edge of the trail I clear for XC
skiing. All that winter I looked at it as I
went past and made sure I didn't·
trample on it. I never discovered when
the larvae moved down stem but in
early May I finally pulled the empty nest
apart and then found them at the base
in a loose web which they seemed to
wriggle in and out of, the turtlehead had
been eaten down to a stump. At this
point I phoned Rod Parrot who
suggested taking ten and feeding them
on lilac. They didn't appreciate that and
made for whatever exit was handy, two
disappeared. The Audubon listed
plantain, which is convenient as it
makes up 25% of my "lawn", that was
eagerly attacked. They are supposed to
move to ash but that spring it seemed to
bud after they were in their last instar,
given a choice they were happy to
munch on either. I found one larva in
the swamp on ash and another on
some plant I couldn't identify, possibly
goldenrod. I suspect they wander
around and eat various plants on the
way to the nearest ash. I released
seven survivors in mid-June, and they
seemed to hang around that part of the
swamp and even laid a mat of eggs on
the original Turtlehead. I believe they
are very local and may fly only short
distances from where they emerge. I
see them sitting and basking in the sun
often on the same perch.
In Sept. 98, I found five nests, most of
them in danger of being run down
during the winter or under water in the
spring flood. So I moved them,
complete with Turtlehead. I made such
a mess of one nest...1 put it in a jam jar
but with an insecure mesh lid, and most
of them escaped and died on the shelf
in the garage before I got smart and
closed the hatch. I had to keep them
hibernating in the wine cellar until their
transplanted food plant started growing
hoping they wouldn't starve.
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My wife's strainer is a perfect fit for an
ice cream tub and makes a domed lid
which allows for food plant growth, and
it worked well after they got too fat to
crawl through the mesh. They like to
cuddle up to each other in a web
between foraging expeditions and
seemed to prefer the outside of the
cage! This lot went on eating turtlehead
as long as it lasted but preferred narrow
leaf plantain to ash, which they only
nibbled on occasionally. On May 10, I
found five survivors of a relocated
colony clinging to log, they were half
the size of my captives and in the end
only one pupated the others failed to
thrive and shriveled up. I ended up
releasing four butterflies, and one of
them was chased by a wild cousin
before it had gone ten feet, so
.
presumably all is well. I even found two
of them flying around my "garden" this
year annoying the resident meadow
fritillaries.
The mortality in the wild must be very
high. I believe even the few who
managed to survive my good intentions
made a difference to the population. I
have been here ten years and saw one
adult in 1990 and no more sightings
until finding the nest in 98.
I am inspired by the idea of building a
small version of the butterfly house at
Humber Nursery, which some of us
visited last year, and have a shot at
raising more species in a protected
space to populate my garden.
Cameron Cochrane

On May 8th, 1999, we were on our
usual Spring birding week-end at Point
Pelee. After visiting the tip, we were
working our way back north on the east
side of the park toward Sparrow Field.
About 150m south of Sparrow Field, the
leader of our group, Dave Milsom,
turned to me and said "take a look at
that butterfly on the cedar". I did so and
after a double-take recognized that this
was Battus phi/enor. There was also a
non-melanic female P. glaucus on the
same bush, all basking about 4 metres
above the ground. I described these to
our group, who are primarily birders,
and commented on this remarkably
early sighting. All three butterflies were
in good, close to fresh, condition. It was
a warm, sunny day, though it hadn't got
hot yet as it was only about 9.30 a.m.
Subsequently, when we got to the
Visitor Centre, I made a "rare butterfly
report" (adapting the "rare bird" form)
and, while I was doing so and talking to
the staff on duty, a gentleman came up
and said that he had reported a
sighting of 2 phi/enor close to the same
location on Thursday May 6th and, in
his own words, was "questioned closely
by the staff". He had the impression
that there was some doubt as to the
accuracy of his identification. However,
I'm sure he was correct, and of course
our two reports. independently verify
each other. This obviously represents
an extraordinarily early record for this
species in Ontario.
Interestingly enough, we did not see
any P. qresphontes over the week-end,
though in 1998 on the equivalent weekend in early May, we saw several
specimens.
The birding was good too!
Richard Tanner
email: tanner@neptune.on.ca

More sightings reported on page 21
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Upcoming

Programs -~
Please Note: Meeting Location has Changed!
Meetings for the fall will be held at the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM). We're quite
excited to be returning to the ROM to rekindle our close association. The meetings
will be held in Room 603 on the 6th floor of the staff office area. You must enter via
the Staff Entrance (South Entrance) of the ROM, not the main entrance. Check in
with the security desk, telling them that you are attending the TEA meeting. You will
get instructions from there. And as a bonus, coffee will be served at break!
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Saturday, September 25, 1999
THE NEW FISH AND WILDLIFE ACT & MEMBERS' MEETING
John Johnson, from the Ministry of Natural Resources will be here to speak to us
regarding the changes to the Fish and Wildlife Act that affect entomologists, amateur
and professional. He is very interested in gathering feedback from the TEA
membership.
Don't forget to bring in your favourite slides, prints (or stories) of your spring and
summer insect encounters for the Members' portion of the meeting!

1"i\tf73
.. ..

Saturday, October 23, 1999
BUTTERFLIES AND DRAGONFLIES OF PARADISE (SRI LANKA)
Growing up in Sri Lanka has given Michael van der Poorten a special interest in the
entomology of his native country. He and Nancy have been back many times to
discover new butterfly species. They will share their discoveries with us. Don't miss
seeing these wonderful images of tropical insects!

Saturday, November 27, 1999
BIOLOGICAL INSECT CONTROL
Peter Dmytrasz works in the Forestry section of Toronto Parks. He has been involved
in strategies to combat the damage done to Toronto's trees by the fall cankerworm
(A/sophi/a pometaria). He encourages the public to use methods other than chemicals
to lessen damage. The program is called Integrated Pest Management.

Saturday, January 22, 2000
MIGRATION STRATEGIES OF BUTTERFLIES AND DRAGONFLIES
. This meeting's topics include using Radar and the Web to study flight patterns of
migrating butterflies, such as Buckeyes and Painted Ladies, and current research on
migrating dragonflies (e.g. Red Saddlebags - Tramea carD/ina and Darners - Aeshna
sp). David Gibo, from Erindale Campus, University of Toronto, has been studying
insect migration tactics for 25 years. He is also an experienced glider pilot! His
enthusiasm will captivate you.
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Results of First Annual Presqu'He Provincial Park Butterfly Count
by DOll Davis
This count was held on Wednesday, July 7th, with 18 volunteers spending a total of 61 hours scouring three designated areas
for butterflies. A remarkable 1309 individuals from 42 species were counted, including 2 new species for the park (Grey
Hairstreak, Fiery Skipper).
Please note that due to time availability and difficulties with 10, some species were lumped together with more likely species
(ie. tiger swallowtail species were recorded as Canadian Tiger Swallowtails; Aphrodite and Great Spangled Fritillary were
recorded as Great Spangled Fritillary; pearl crescents were all recorded as Northern Pearl Crescents; azure species were all
recorded as Summer Azure). However, positive 10 was made on some individuals by our more experienced volunteers (ie.
Tiger Swallowtail vs. Canadian Tiger Swallowtail).
A number of species, previously seen in the park, were not observed, including American Copper, American Painted Lady,
Arctic Skipper, Black Swallowtail, Bronze Copper Columbine Dusky Wing, Compton Tortoise Shell, Gray Comma, Harvester,
Juvenal's dusky Wing, Meadow Fritillary, Painted Lady, Silvery Blue, Viceroy.
Nonetheless, this first count created a great deal of interest and enthusiasm for the participants and increased our knowledge
of the park butterfly population. From this initial experience, we can plan for next year's count. Any questions or suggestions
can be directed to Don Tyerman, Biodiversity Specialist at Presqu'i1e Provincial Park.
The final draft of a park butterfly checklist is being reviewed and should be published shortly.

Common Name
Acadian Hairstreak
Alfalfa Butterfly (Orange Sulphur)

SCientific Name
Satyrium acadica

Count

_._-

77 Long Dash Skipper

Colias eurytheme

~J?_~!odite

Speyeria aphrodite
1
Fritillary
Appalachian Eyed Brown
Satyrodes appalachia
4
Br~ad-winged Skipper
Poanes viator
8
--Buckeye
Junonia coenia
9
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
72
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Papilio canadensis
51
_CloUded Sulphur (Common Sulphur) Colias philodice
91
'Comma (Hop Merchant)
Polygonia comma
15
Crossline Skipper
Polites origenes
1
---I--Delaware Skipper
Anatrytone logan
1
-Dion Skipper
Euphyes dlon
1
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
13
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntas
9
.--_..Thymelicus lineola
European Skipper
159
---Eyed Brown
90
_._--_._--_._-- Sa.!Y.rodes e!Jry~ice _____.
Great Spangled Fritillary
Speyeria cybele
45
Hobomok Skipper
Poanes hobomok
2
-Least Skipper
Ancyloxypha numitor
21
Little Wood Satyr
Megisto cymela
13

~-

"-
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Common Name

7 Little Sulphur
Monarch
Mouming Cloak
Mustard White
Northern Broken Dash
Northern Pearl Cr.3scent
Northern Pearly Eye
Peck's Skipper
Question Mark
Red Admiral
Ringlet (Common/lnomate)
Silver Bordered Fritillary
Striped Hairstreak
Summer Azure
Tawny Edged Skipper
Tiger Swallowtail
White Admiral
Common Wood Nym~h
Gray Hairstreak
Fiery Skipper

Scienliflc Name
Eurema lisa

Polites mystic
Danaus plexippus
Nymphalis antiopa
Pieris napi
Wallengrenia egeremet
Phyciodes selenis
Enodia anthedon
Polites peckius
Polygonia interrogationis
Vanessa atlanta
Coenonypha tullia
Boloria selene
Satyrium liparops
Celastrina ladon neglecta

Count

4
4
70
5
10
17
171
31
9
14
23
2
4
7
49

I-

Polites themistocles
Papilio glaucus
Limenitis arthemis arthemis

6
6
6

Cercyonis pegala

178

Strymon melinus

2

Hylephila phyleus

1
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Toronto T.E.A. 1999 Butterfly Count - The Rouge & Don Valleys
by Nanc)' vall der Poorten
This year our luck held out and the rain didn't come as predicted. However, the day was mostly cloudy with only a few sunny
breaks. This meant that the number of individuals we counted was low, but we were able to flush out enough butterflies to get
the highest number of species in this 5 th year of the count - we counted 43 species with one new species for the count, the Gray
Comma. This was also a new species for the Rouge Valley as a whole. Thanks to all who came out!
Participants: Richard Aaron, Jim Fairchild, James Kamstra, Carolyn King, Michael King, Shirley Lee, Tom Mason, Paul McGaw,
Ann Millett, Carol Sellars, Miriam Webster, Michael van der Poorten, and Nancy van der Poorten.
Next year, we should be aple to get close to 50 species on this count. There were a number of species that we should have
seen this year but didn't on the day of the count. More volunteers are always welcome.

Common Name
Silver Spotted Skipper

Count Common Name
23 Summer Azure
_._---Thorybes
pylades
6
!:J~~~~~~~u~!'.~~._._ .. _
---------_._-- - - Least Skipper
Ancyloxypha numitof _._-1 Great Spangled Fritillery
Thymelicus lineola
877 Meadow Fritillary
European ~kippers
-Peck's skipper
Polites peckius
17 Pearl Crescent
Tawny Edged skipper
Polites themistocles
6 Northern Crescent
Crossline Skipper
Polites origenes
3
Long Dash skippers
70 Question Mark
!:olites mystic
-------------~
Wallengrenia egeremet
65 Comma
Northern Broken Dash
Little Glassy Wing
Pompeius
vema
10 Gray Comma
_.
Delaware Skipper
Anatrytone logan
5
--Hobomok
Poanes
hobomok
21
Mourning Cloak.. __. _____..
-"
__
.. _._._.. ..
.. _... __ ._'.- .. _..
----------_._.-.",--,. -_.Dun skipper . _--Euphyes vestris
43
Red
Admiral
.
17 White Admiral
s;anadian !iger S",:~!!?_wta_i!.... Papilio canadensis -_ ..•
-_._-Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
182 Red Spotted Purple
Colias philodice
49 Viceroy
.~ommon Sulphur
Alfalfa (Orange Sulphur)
Colias eurytheme
14 Northern Pearly Eye
Coral Hairstreak
Satyrium titus
49 Eyed Brown
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadica
9 Appalachian Eyed Brown
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
14 Little Wood Satyr
Hickory Hairstreak
Satyrium caryaevorum
3 Inomate Ringlet
4 Wood Nymph
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium Iiparops
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntas
12 Monarch
~_.~.~_.

._

_~_.-

Scientific Name

Scientific Name

Epargyreus clarus

Ce/astrina ladon neglecta

_-_

_

_--~
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Count

14
-1
f-----.-Speyeria cybele
117
Boloria bellona
1
Phycoides tharos
3
Phycoides selenis
71
Phycoides sp.
5
Polygonia interrogationis
21
Polygonia comma
9
Polygonia progne
1
Polygonia sp.
1
Nymphalis antiopa
9
-- -_._---Vanessa atalanta
6
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
15
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
2
Limenitis archippus
7

Celastrina sp.

Enodia anthedon
Satyndes eurydice
Satyrodesappaffichm
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia inomata
Cercyonis pegala
Oanaus plexippus

51
11
2
59
9
200
7 + 3 larvae
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Of Morpho Butterflies and Things in a Tropical Rain Forest
of Guyana, So~th America
by Quimby Hess

Continued from Ontario Insects, May 1999, Vol. 4, Number 3...
And so it went, as species after species is added to the
collection. Wineperu is just ahead now. The forest drops
away from the road and becomes brush land. The first
building appears and then a large ballfield to the left
surrounded by a single tier of small weather-stained houses.
The field is full of butterflies common in open areas in the
tropics. Included are the following species, most of which
were feeding on the white flowers of a low plant, or resting on
the ground: Anartia jatrophe (very common), Precis lavinia
(very common), Papilio polydamas (two observed, one
captured), Papilio thoas (four observed, three captured), and
several species of the Pieridae family, including Phoebis
sennae, P. philea, P. agarithe and P. statira.
Moses and I collect the field under the stares of some of the
local inhabitants taking advantage of the fresh breeze as they
loll on their porches. A darkening sky heralds the advent of
another storm and we ran for the shelter of the porch attached
to the one general store of the camp. Here, I paper the
insects collected so far, under the bored gaze of several black
Guyanese also waiting out the downpour. Across the muddy
yard, the big garage complex used in connection with the
maintenance of the camp and the logging machinery and
vehicles is crowded with machinery in various stages of repair
and men engaged in various activities.
Papering the butterflies is hard work and I stand up for a
break. Below the porch, the muddy ground is strewn with
garbage, a common sight in GuyanA. A mongrel dog is
nosing it in hopes of finding an edible morsel. His ribs stand
out and as the rain continues to pour down his bedraggled
hair, I wonder if he is a stray or a pet. I feel sorry for him. The
rain diminishes as a big diesel logging truck pulls up into the
mUddy yard and stops. I am reminded of a rainy day in a
Great Clay Belt of Northern Ontario logging camp, except
there are no clouds of blackflies and mosquitos eager for
blood.
Our spirits lift as the rain stops. Moses and I start down
towards the river, attracted by a big, open area below the
bank which is covered with grass, flowers and brush. Here we
collect species of butterflies we have not yet encountered so
far, including: Dryadu/a phaetusa, Urbana sp., and Dione
vanillae.
I look up as a pair of macaws with long tails glide past. I hear
voices and chopping further towards the river. Walking past
an area of bushes, I come to mud flats. They are covered with
logs and with chips. For the first time since 1938, on a
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logging trip to Temagami, in Northern Ontario, I see men
wielding broadaxes producing long square timbers from the
greenheart logs scattered on the flats. The Guyanese
choppers are working energetically, as I guess they are being
paid piece-work. Large scows on the nearby Essequibo River
are being loaded with logs and timbers by a modern crane.
These will be towed to the main plant at Georgetown.
Back up on the bank, Moses and I go into the Guyana
Timbers Ltd. office to talk to the resident forester. He is busy
working out operating cost figures for his logging trucks.
Despite the lack of modern office facilities, I see he has near
him an up-tO-date vacation schedule for his staff, parts books
for
equipment,
up-to-date
costing
forms and
cutting
plans. We
leave to
return to
our camp
in the
Bartica
Forest
Reserve,
arriving
just before
dark.
People who are not used to the tropics will notice the sudden
transition from day to night. There is little afterglow once the
sun sets. Our camp is in a hole 120 feet deep in the high rain
forest and, as a result, the transition from light to dark is
abrupt.
Our camp is sited on an easy slope 'just above the bank of a
small stream which provides the necessary water. To get to
the camp, the Amerindians had cut a Landrover-wide track
through the forest for 1 % miles off the Bartica-Potaro road.
The Arawak Indian crew from Bartica had setup two camps
separated by a pile of slash. They sleep and rest in
hammocks under a big green tarpaulin stretched over the
necessary pole structure. The ground is covered by a second
green tarp, and a drainage ditch on each side drains away the
water. They cook and eat under a second tarpaulin nearby
where a cook fire, Indian-style, smoulders or flames. My
setup on the other side of the pile of slash is a tent for
sleeping and equipment, and a tarpaulin roof nearby over a
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cooking and dining area. Mike Chan, a Chinese-Indian, does
my cooking and camp chores. By the third day, the canned
meat we depend on for protein intake has already palled.
That was when we started on a bush meat diet supplied by
one of the Arawaks, who found and shot a young deer (Dama
virginianus) and, later, an agouti (Dasyprocta agut/), a South
American rat-like animal about the size of a beaver, but
without the tail.

and the local cicadas, or 6 o'clock flies, as they are called by
the Indians, have commenced their shrill crying. By 7:10a.m.,
I have been down to the creek and back, and the cicadas are
silent. Mike has been rattling dishes for a half hour and
breakfast is ready. As we eat. the nearby bird population can
be heard as usual, but not seen. Toucans bark in the
distance, parrots caucus, and a pair of flycatchers call
monotonously.
I go over to the can of mashed bananas I am ripening as bait,
pour in some rum and stale beer and close up the container.
Tomorrow, I will bait my traps and set out additional ripe
bananas. I hope to bait the larger, elusive forest-dwelling
Morphos, Caligos and Opsiphanes species of butterflies.
Moses comes over with his net and jar, and we start out on
the day's collecting. This time, we decide to walk a trail
through the forest to a clearing further down the creek about a
mile. It is dim under the heavy canopy, but even here, there
are butterflies. We collect ghost-like Pierel/a and Cal/itaera
and other small species. There is a snorting and crashing
nearby, as an agouti takes flight.

CntlA". "'il.t> 01411 .,lh )''''''' 11"',* I1ttt.

&mir. Ffl#'f'll RriI'ft"t

My trip to Wineperu had been most successful, but an
undesirable result was the attack of a tick-like spider mite,
whose bite produces red, itchy spots. I now know that the
application of insect repellent to my feet, legs and body each
morning and washing in the creek has not been sufficiently
thorough. The red spots are there, and their itch is more than
annoying. The problem is to increase as the days pass by.
On the fourth day at camp, I wake up as usual to the terrifying
roar of the howling monkey (Alouatta sp.) troupe, whose
territory came to within maybe a half mile of our camp. The
natives call them baboons. Sun-up is at a quarter to seven

Senior

Rall~er.

The clearing is high up on the bank overlooking a steep
valley, at the bottom of which we assume the creek meanders.
We assume this as we cannot go down to it due to heavy
brush, second growth jungle. The clearing had been cut out
for a campsite and then burned off. This had destroyed the
shallow humus layer, and thus completely changing the
ecosystem. The hot sand now supports a low plant with white
flowers, attractive to some butterflies. At the edge of the
clearing, the greyish sand is being reclaimed to the forest by a
pioneer growth of legumes and trees such as the Cecropia
(Cecropia sp.).
A black, ominous wall of cloud shuts out the sun suddenly. As

Alec Boyall (lefT J. ami Forc.u Tt'dllli('i"I;. '-foses ,Hawi.
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we watch, the clouds cover the sky. It is eerie and quiet now.
A loud dull thud reverberates through the forest. A big jungle
tree has succumbed and fallen as a strong wind from the
squall hits it. In a few minutes, the trees around us shake and
bend. Leaves and branches fall down in a rain of debris from
high up in the forest. The downpour advances toward us with
a roar. We scramble into our storm suits and wait, dripping
perspiration in the steamy breath of the tropics.
It is over. The sun shines down fiercely again into the
clearing. Butterflies appear and search out their favourite
flowers or for mates. We work fast. A lull and I look across
the valley. Over it, a moist blue sky flecked with white puffy
clouds arches. Down near where I think the creek should be,
a great Blue Morpho butterfly flies out of the greenery and
circles erratically back into the protective cover. My eyes
catch a yellow-brown flash high up on my right. As I turn, a
great sun-coloured butterfly glides down from the trees into
the clearing and on down the valley until it is below me. It is
the huge Sun Morpho (Morpho hecuba). As it is borne on the
air currents, the huge wings seem motionless, yet the insect
makes jerky up and down movements. Later we capture one
which lands in our camp clearing. It dropped down from the
trees, possibly to get clear of the annoyance of a darting
dragonfly, or a bird.
Next morning, we prepare to set out as many baited traps and
baits as our materials permit. Alec Boyan, the head Arawak,
and I take machetes, bait and traps, nets and jars, and start
off on a freshly cut trail leading to a flat bottomland beside the
creek. The virgin rainforest closes over us. The huge flaring
butts of the Morabukea (Mora) trees are the most prominent
feature of the area we have selected. They obviously favour a
bottomland site. Where the creek makes a U-turn, we
commence clearing away the underbrush. We watch for
snakes. The day before, the Arawaks out cutting the trail had
just missed stepping on a fer-de-lance, a very poisonous
snake. There are more about, but luckily, they are of a retiring
nature in daylight. The brushing-out completed, I hang up the
traps with the special banana bait and Alec ties up pieces of
ripe banana about 30 feet apart. Later, I place more along the
trail. Within two days, the baits are attracting Caligo sp. (Owl
butterflies), Morpho amazonicus and M. deidamia,
Opsiphanes sp., Bia sp., Euptychia sp., Prepona sp.,
Catonephele sp., Nessaea sp., as well as several species of
moths and even beetles. I note there is a variation in
attractiveness as between baits. Is it accidental or an
expression of location or bait odour?
Alec Boyan, like all Amerindians, is a born botanist. I spend
hours with him discussing the plants of the rainforest. During
my first few days, all is strange, but as each day passes, I
begin to recognize certain species. A noticeable feature of
the forest which surrounds us is the relative scarcity of palms.
Guyana's rainforest includes a wide range of species. It is
rare to find pure stands of anyone species. The Amerindian
is noted for his knowledge of the uses which can be made of
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plants for food, shelter, liquids, and especially for medicine. A
book, which is a valuable reference in this respect is Forestrv
Bulletin No.2, of the Forestry Department of Guyana.
Dave Persram, my forester friend, arrives at the camp a few
days before we plan to leave. One of his interests is the study
of the commercial use of the great number of beautiful
hardwoods, which occur in Guyana. But his primary interest
is in their culture. The delicate ecosystems of the rainforest
means that the culture of hardwoods is dependent on the
maintenance of the existing nutrient level. Because of the
high rainfall, the leaching of nutrients from the soil is
incessant. The rainforest maintains itself by recycling the
nutrients held in the plants themselves, and by the protection
from direct rainfall that the plants afford to the soil on which
they stand. Thus the basis of silvculture of the most valuable
hardwoods and other plants is to maintain the rainforest at a
determined level of stocking. Valuable hardwoods include:
Greenheart (Ocotea rodiael) Lauraceae, Purpleheart
(Peltogyne sp.) Caesalpiniaceae, Locust (Hymenaea sp.)
Caesalpiniaceae, Aromata (Clathrotropis brachypetola)
Papilionaceae, Brown Silverball (Licarla canella) Lauraceae,
Wallaba (Eperua sp.), Kabukalli (Goupia glabra)
Celastraceae, Crabwood (Carpa guianensis) Meleaceae,
Manniballi (Moronobea coccinea) Guttiferae.
Q'---
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:C'Th~'res~lts anticipated when I was planning the trip to the
Bartica Forest Reserve (Virgin high rainforest research
reserve of the Forest Department, Guyana) met expectations
in some respects, but also held surprises. During the 18 day
stay in Guyana, the apparent scarcity of swallowtail butterflies
(Papilio sp.) was a surprise. Other than Papilio thoas (4),
polydamus (2), Parides neophilus parianus (3), and a Papilio
androgeus observed at Wineperu, no others were seen. This
included Georgetown, Bartica, Wineperu and the Bartica
Forest Reserve. A second surprise was the absence of moths
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around lights at Georgetown, at Bartica, and at out camp. A
few were observed in daylight near night lights at Wineperu.
These included a Geometrid and a Saturnid (Automeris sp.).
One of my bait traps captured several species of Noctuidae.
Other than collecting some day-flying moths, that was the
extent of the observed moth population. Another surprise was
the beautiful day-flying moth Urania lei/us. During the whole
stay, only three were seen, of which one came to light at
Bartica and was collected. In the vicinity of our camp, small
whitish butterflies, such as Nymphidium sp. and Leucidia
brephos were in fair numbers, as well as various Heliconiinae,
Hesperiidae (Skippers), Dismorphia and Theclinae
(Hairstreaks). Several blue Anaea of one species were
observed in one place around a tree. One was collected.
Only one Megalura sp., i.e. peleus, was collected from a
sunny leaf beside the trail, while the same situation attracted
several Victorina steneles, with four being collected.

effects are an expression of the country's history.

Other insects observed included the following: Beetles,
including Buprestidae and Elateridae; two very large
bumblebees; one very solitary wasp, probably a predator on
l?piders; several kinds of Orthoptera, including grasshoppers
of various species; praying mantids; neither spiders nor their
webs were observed, but they must have been present; ants
of all sizes were everywhere, day and night; various Odonata,
both dragonflies and damselflies were common (especially
interesting were the damselflies with 6 inch long bodies, which
were seen only in the virgin high rainforest).

We are packing our gear because todaY'we are departing for
Bartica and our return to Georgetown. I return to my tent,
which has been my humid home for the last 12 days. Only my
straw hat remains where I placed it when I moved into the
tent. I pick it up off the tent floor. A big black scorpion lies
exposed. I collect it. I check the inside of my hat. It is
covered with mildew. The mildew removed, I put on my hat
and we begin to dismantle the tent.

The stay in the rainforest, contrary to expectation, was notable
for the absence of insect pests such as mosquitos and other
blood-thirsty species. Other than the spider mite and a few
ticks, there were no insect pests which annoyed us. This
compared to Bartica and even Georgetown, where a fly-bar
over the bed was standard equipment.
The Co-operative Republic of Guyana is one of the interesting
places on this planet for natural history buffs. It is a country of
many contrasts. Not the least of its interesting features is its
people. It is called the land of the six races. The causes and
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Mainly friendly to foreign visitors, one senses, however, a
restless undercurrent which probably stems from the
economic and political realities that each Guyanese must
contend with daily. The progressiveness of the people is
exemplified by their rather well organized education system.
The backwardness of the people is exemplified by the use of
the machete in jobs for which much better tools are available.
Life in Guyana ranges from the urbanization of Georgetown,
the rice and cane farming in Berbice, the bauxite mines of
Mackenzie, diamond fields of Potaro, the savannah land
ranching in the Southwest in the Rupununi, in contrast to the
relatively vast expanse of forest lands, which extend inland
from the low coastal plain along the Atlantic coast to and over
the forested mountain ranges.

The Landrover, full of gear and people, bounces over the road
to Bartica. After a few days rest, we leave Bartica airport by
Twin Otter and fly over the so-called green hell to Timehri
airport.
I am aboard the big BW.I.A. jet, which takes me on the
journey from Guyana to Piarco airport near Port of Spain,
Trinidad. As I look out over the huge Orinoco River delta and
the Venezuelan coast, I think of some of the people I have met
and associated with during my stay in Guyana. I thought of
the Conservator of Forests, Mr. Dow, and his obvious
administrative talents. Dave Persram, a forester whose
responsibility it was to search out the silviculture requirements
of the forests occurring in the various regions of the country.
Moses Matai, a forestry technician with a bright, enquiring
mind and plenty of energy and initiative, whose know-how in
the natural history field developed rapidly during my stay.
Leonardo Wong, another forestry technician, who had a well
developed talent in nature photography. I remembered his
disappointment that his workload prevented his participation
in our field trips. Then there was Alec Boyan, a ranger with a
remarkable knowledge of the botany of the country. His pride
in his father's fame as a botanist was particularly evident.
Also, Mike Chan, a young man without special training, but
whose sharp eyes and awaking interest resulted in the
collection of specimens which would have otherwise been
missed. There were many others who made it a point of being
friendly and helpful. I felt a glow in the knowledge that
Canadians are welcome in Guyana. So I left Guyana, The
Land of Many Waters, but not without regret.
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1999 Pelee Island Butterfly Count
by Bob Bowles

1·West Dock, 2- Fish Pt., 3- Curry Oyke Rd .. 4·Stone Rd.• 50- lighthOuse Pt.. 6- Sheridan Pt., 7- Middle Is

Bartus phllenor

..

PlpevlOe SwallOWtail

PaDII/o (JCl/yXencs

BlaCk SwallOwtail

Papillo ClesoflOntes

Giant Swallowtail

Pap,IIa glaucfJ$

Eastern Tiger Swallowtail

Papilio trio/us

Spicebush Swallowtail

Piansrapae

Cabbage White

Collas phl/odice

Clouded Sulphur

CeI,as eurytheme
Euromalisa

Orange Sulphur
LlttIe YellOw

Lycaena hyflus

Bronze Copper

Gal/cohrys grynea grynea

JUlllper(OhvelHairstreak

Strymon rneUnus

Gray Hairstreak

Everos comynras

Eastern Tailed-Blue

Celastrina ladon neglecta

Summer Azure

LJbytheana carinenta bachmani
EUDlowta claudia

American Snout
Vanegated Frttillary

$peyeria cybe/e

Great Spangled Fritillary

Phyciodes Iharos

Pearl(Summer)Crescent

PhyCiOdes selenis
Polygonia interrogationis

NO!'themfOrange)Crescent
Question Mart.

Polygonia

comma
Nymt:JIUtllS an/,oca

Eastern Comma

NymDhaJls mifbertl

Mourning Cloak
Milberrs Tortoiseshell

Vanessa virgmiensss

American Lady

Vanessa cardui

Painted Lady

Vanessa atlanta

Red Admiral

Junonta cocnia

Common Buckeye

UmonitlS arthemis astyanax
LJmenifls archipDU$
Astcrocampa celtis
Asterocamp3 dyton
eercyorlls pegaJa
Danaus /)Iexi/JDus
Epargyreus darus

Red-spOned Purple

Pyrgus commvnis

Viceroy

Hackbeny Emoeror
Tawny Emperor
Common Wood Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spatted Skipper

..
1
33
46
18
3
320
2
55
1

1
79
15
113
2875
62
265
5

35
6
18
1100
4
25

49
51
32
2
2033
8
66
4

49
7
30
3840
1
120

Pho/isora catul/us

Common Sootywing

HyfeDhila phyfeus

Least Skipper
Fiery Skipper

Po/itGS peekjus

PeCk's Skipper

Wa/lengrenia egeremel

Northern Broken-dash

Euphyes vestris

Dun Skipper
TotallndiYIduals

Total Species
Monarch Lava.

80

30
2

14

62
5
159
39
8
1
45
6
2
1

1
3
10
8
5
14
9

2
23
8

2
175
103
14

19
100
10
11
1
4
1
14
16
17
24
13
15
2
80
12

14
15
3

10
8

2
32
37
1

9
20
4

1
40
2

1
1
11
5

13
20
1
4
1
4
..7
36

8
46
2
8

32
2

10
2
1
2
1
21

3
2
19
10
11
6
5
40

3
4
9
11
1
4

1
11
3
15
4

18

6

1
57

1
12

29
3
1
4
24

9
4

2

2
285
129
226
7
10767
97
613
10
14
62
9
411
219
35
1
1
108
151
42
17
2
5
1
1
26
43
66
67
44

36
10
211
23
1
27
165
3
13
1
9

1

2
4114
33
1

22
5
5

1

Common ChedC.ered Skipper

Ancy10xyPha nlPTlllor

40
4
15
2
569
20

1281
18

2514
25

4162
23

29
24
5
5.5
1
4.5
95
95

22
15
7
6
2
4
95
95

3
895
24

47
5

13960

29
23
6
7
3
4

3
0
3
4
0
4

150
100
50
41.5
10.5
31

41

Pamcip.ants
1- West Oock. - Dean Ware. Ga\iln Platt. Ann White
2- Fish Pt - James Kamstra. Midlael van del' Paorten. Nancy van del' Poorten. Sandra Northey
3- Cuny Dyke Rd • Ben POrdluk
4· Stone Road • Bob Yukich. Karen Yukich, Margo Holt. Paul Osadchuk
5- Ligtlttlouse Pt. • Bob Bowles. Paul Desjardins. Jill Purchell. Darwin Smith
&- Sheriden Pt. - Hugh CUrrie. carotyn King. Paul McGaw
7· Middle ISland· Amy Teselin, Sarah Primeau

..
Total

DIStance

D\stance by car
Distance on Foot

Total Time
Time by ear
Time on Foot

% Sunshine A.M.
% Sunshine P.M.

Odonata

27
15
12
7
2
5
100
100

30
18
12
9
0.5
8.5

10
5
5
3
2
1

90

Moths

Enallagma ebrium

Marsh Bluet

Ischnura vertiCaliS

Eastern For1rtail

Anaxjunius

Epitheca princeps
Erythe:mis simphcicoUis
UbeliuJatydia

Common Green Darner

Grape Leaffolder
Hog Sphinx
Five-spaned Hawk Moth

Darapsa myron
Manduca quil"lQuemaculata

Prince Baskettail
Eastern Pondhawk

Harnessed Moth

Apantesis Pl'lalerata

Virginian Tiger Moth

Spilosoma virginica

Common Whitetail

Gypsy Moth

Libellula pulchella
Padlydiplax Iongipennis
Pantala flavesc:ens

Twelve-SpOtted Skimmer

RlJddy Dagger Moth

Lymantria dispar
Acronieta rubriCOma

Blue Dasher
Wandering Glider

Many-lined Wainscol

Leucania muttilinea

American Ear Moth

Amphipoea americana

Pantala hymenaea

$pot-winged Glider

Ragweed Flower Moth

Schinia rivulosa

Tramea Iacerata

Blae!< Sadd"bags

Celery Looper Moth

Anagrapha falcifera
Noetua pronuba

Large Yellow Underwing
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Trapnesting for Woodnesting Wasps and Bees in Southern
Ontario - 1998 season
By J Ngai, K Kirby, K Haines, J Chan, V Amon & PE Hallett. Department ojZoo!ogy, University oj Toronto. Ontario. Canada

Introduction
The decline of solitary bees and wasps due to reduced
habitat and increasing pesticide use has been noted by
several sources (Day 1991 in Williams 1996; O'Toole 1994 in
Williams 1996; Buchmann and Nabhan 1996). Research.on
Hymenoptera has been largely on the social honeybee Apis
mellifera and the biology of solitary wasps and bees has been
relatively neglected. Solitary bees, however, are recognized
as important pollinators of insect pollinated plants. Solitary
wasps, which for the most part are species specific hunters,
have been successfully used for biological control of such
crop pests as caterpillars and aphids since the beginning of
the century (Spradbery 1973), reducing the need for
pesticides. The decline of both groups is a possible problem
for the agricultural industry as 30% of the world's 1500 crops
are insect pollinated and there is a growing concern about
loss of habitat and overuse of pesticides (Buchmann and
Nabhan 1996). Besides the loss of their benefits to humans,
their decline will also drastically affect local ecosystems.
With little research on the solitary Hymenoptera, public
awareness as to their plight, let alone of their ecological role,
has not been raised. Although awareness is needed for
success of conservation efforts (Buchmann and Nabhan
1996), filling the gap of scientific knowledge will have to
precede this. To these ends, this project aims to develop an
improved method of trapnesting solitary wasps and bees
which could be used to propagate a narrowed mix of hunters
or pollinators beneficial to agriculture or to the conservation of
other resources. The use of observation nests for education
would enhance public awareness campaigns such as the
"Forgott~n Pollinator" and "Guardians of the Countryside"
campaigns which have been initiated in North America and
the U.K. respectively (Buchmann 1996). There may be a
considerable opportunity for education here as solitary
Hymenoptera are even found in the inner city wherever there
are weeds or old gardens.
Trapnesting was pioneered by Fabre in the early
twentieth century when he set out bundles of reeds to lure
portential wasp and bee inhabitants for easier observation.
Since then, everything from glass tubing to soda straws has
been proffered as nesting sites. From 1961 to 1963 R.E. Fye
used hollowed twigs to study the biology of wasps and bees in
northwestern Ontario. K.V. Krombein used borings in white
pine to attract his subjects in a meticulous study of
woodnesting Hymenoptera in several regions of the United
States from 1954 to 1963. The trapnests used in the current
study were designed by P.E. Hallett and consist of several
grooves routered in a pine block and covered by a clear
acrylic window to form blind-ended bores.
This design takes advantage of the limited availability
of good nesting sites, such as beetle borings in wood
(Williams 1996). Stacking the trapnests in visually
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conspicuous hives on tall stands concentrates the nests for
the convenience of the human propagator and exploits
tendencies to nest in dense, communal aggregations. The
majority of the solitary wasps and bees build a linear
sequence of cells. Each provisioned cell contains a single
egg and food for the offspring. The cells are separated by
walls constructed from a species-specific melange of mud,
leaves, felt, gravel, 'cellophane' or resin. These taxon-specific
characteristics, including the type of provisions (e.g.
caterpillars, spiders, beetle grubs, pollen) and appearance of
cell walls, are easily observed through the clear cover of the
observation nest which can be removed without damaging the
inhabitants. The Ontario winter facilitates extensive study as
cold temperatures necessitate an overwintering generation.
The eggs are laid in late summer or early fall and the offspring
spend the winter, in all but one case, as diapausing prepupae,
so there is a four month interval during which activity and
development in trapnests proceeds imperceptibly. Individual
trapnests are easily transported from the field to refrigerator,
and can be studied under a dissecting microscope for up to
one hour at room temperature without harm. Investigation can
be highly invasive, provided the prepupae are not nipped or
bruised, as we have opened every cell in the present series
without much harm being detected by summer 1999.
This report gives a list of the genera so far recognized
in the different nest constructions, and considers
management issues relevant to conservation and
propagation. We calculate success and productivity (e.g., the
number of successfully overwintering cells as a proportion of
the number of nests), and relate the different nest
constructions to particular sizes of bore.
Methods
A hive consists of a five walled box set at a height of
1.5 m in which 45 to 49 1" by 4" pine blocks were stacked.
Each block is covered in a clear acrylic lid attached by four
screws and has 6" long bores of 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" or 3/8" in
width. Each block contains bores of only one size and
depending on the width of a bore, between four and seven
bores were routered into a block. About 687 3/16" bores, 468
1/4" bores, 364 5/16" bores and 256 3/8" bores were put out
(1775 total). The fronts of 30% of blocks were coloured
primrose yellow, white or rose, the remainder black. From
April to September 1998, seven hives were placed at two
localities in southern Ontario: Flesherton in Grey county and
along the Oak Ridges Trail, near King City. At Felsherton a
pair of yellow and rose hives seeded with about 36 nests from
1997 were placed on top of each other in old highlands
farmland and willow swamp about 100m away from a new pair
of yellow hives. At Oak Ridges three new yellow hives were
placed at different locations along a roughly 2Km stretch of
the trail in orchard and gardens. Several nest characteristics
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Fig. 1 An incomplete potter wasp nest (probably
Ancistrocerus) showing mud partitions, mass provisioning
with inchworms, and eggs suspendedji-om cell ceilings
(Mw98C044; photo: PE Hallett).

mostly spiders).
Table 1 summarizes complete counts for a total of 469
nests and 2721 cells of the summer and winter generations
(rows 1 and 3). Omitting nests which emerged in the summer
(mud, cellophane and leaf constructions), before
identifications were complete, gives 414 overwintering nests
and 2395.5 overwintering cells in rows 2 and 4. Row 5 is
appreciably smaller than row 4 because provisioned cells
alternate with empty intercalary cells in many mud nests, and
empty cells are found at the entrance plug in some other
constructions. Very occasionally an entire nest is empty of
provisions. Consequently, only 51 % of total winter cells
contained viable offspring (row 6). Because some species
have only a winter generation (I.e., are univoltine) winter nests
showed more varied construction than summer nests and
greatly outnumbered them. Mud nests were most common in
summer and winter generations, and resin nests were next .
most abundant, though univoltine. These resin nesters,
though very small, were effective superceders of much larger
wasps.
The analyses of Table 2 deal with the relative
abundances of the different constructions and are for the
overwintering nests only. The final averages in rows 1 and 2
are calculated, like the figures in the preceding columns, from
Table 1. Several ratios are based on small counts. Row 1 of
Table 2 shows success or productivity at the cell level, as the
fraction of provisioned cells that produce viable winter
offspring. Row 2 shows productivity as cells per nest.
Interestingly, mud constructions, which are the most
numerous in nests and cells (Table 1), are not so successful
by these new criteria --- there are fewer cells per nest (Table
2, row 2) and more failures due to lack of eggs, disease or
parasitic insects. Cellophane constructions, despite their
scarcity are very successful. Little can be said about the rarer
constructions.

Results
Occupancy (occupancy/provided) can be examined in
terms of hive, block and bore. All seven hives were occupied,
47% of the 283 blocks contained at least one nest, and nests
were made in 26% of the 1775 bores provided.
The columns of Tables 1 and 2 correspond to the
seven major nest constructions. These (with their builders by
FAMILY, subfamily, common name and Genus) were:
-cellophane cells (COLLETIDAE Hyleus masked bees),
-felt walls and partitions of plant hairs (MEGACHILIDAE
Anthidium carder bees),
-leaf walls and partitions (MEGACHILIDAE Megachile
leafcutter bees),
-masticated leaf partitions (MEGACHILIDAE Osmia spring
mason bees, Hoplitis) ,
-mud partitions (VESPIDAE Eumeninae potter wasps
Ancistrocerus (2 spp) eating inchworms, and Symorphus
eating beetle larvae; SPHECIDAE Larrinae sand-loving wasps
eating hoppers),
-resin partitions (SPHECIDAE Pemphredoninae aphid wasps
Passoloecus),
-tubes of mud, etc. (SPHECIDAE Trvpoxyloninae organ pipe
mud daubers and Sphecinae thread-waisted wasps eating

Discussion
The experience for the 1998 season, up to summer
1999, is that the Hallett method of trapnesting permits not
only easy observation in field and laboratory but also direct
interventions without any apparent increase in mortality.
Older methods (Krombein, Fye) tended to sacrifice the
individuals observed. The data in Table 1 and 2 are an
appreciable extension on previous knowledge that is useful for
management and conservatiol1. From Table 1, for example,
one can estimate the emergent population size by counting
number of nests from the front of a hive and multiplying by the
average number of winter viable cells per nest (2.6). This
gross estimate depends on the particular mix of species at the
chosen locality and perhaps the year, but as it is based on
several sites in two different geographic regions in Southern
Ontario, and a variety of bore sizes and colour attractants, it is
a reasonable starting point for future work. A more refined
. and necessarily slightly slower count of the different types of
nest, with sufficient inspection of each observation nest block
to identify the types of construction, would allow an improved
estimate of the expected productivity by using, e.g., row 2 of
Table 2, for the conversion factors.

were recorded in the lab, with the intention of eventually being
able to discern species in a particular nest based on nest
construction. Other details were recorded to assess the
success of the trapnesting method. Sampling of parasites
and inhabitants was done while observations were taken.
Each sample was placed in a petri dish and incubated in a
series of progressively colder refrigerators and freezers in
order to break diapause, after which they were brought back
to room temperature. They were placed at 1Q°C (7 days) then
at 5°C (7 days), O°C (7 days), -5°C (7 days) and -10°C (14
days), and then returned through the series. When samples
completed metamorphosis, they were killed with ethyl acetate
vapour, pinned and identified using keys including Bohart and
Kimsey (1982), Carpenter and Cumming (1985), Chu and
Cutkomp (1992), Goulet and Huber (1993), Krombein (1938),
Mitchell 1962 Shewell 1987 and Yoshimoto 1984.
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We have made only limited attempts to analyze for
geographical location and bore size, as the experimental
design was not perfectly balanced across locations and hives.
There was not much qualitative difference in the variety of
genera with location (Table 3) but bee nests were 13% of
nests at Oakridges versus 7% at Flesherton, and 91 % of all
resin and 91 % of all cellophane nests were from Flesherton.
However, only a few sites were sampled in each location. For
example, it would be erroneous to conclude that mastic nests
were abserit from Flesherton as several mastic nests were
observed there in 1997.
In estimating the influence of bore size one must allow
for the preponderance of 'smaller bores. The 3/16" bore was
the most popular and larger sizes correspondingly less so
(Table 4). The finding that cellophane and resin nesters prefer
3/16" bores, mud nesters 3/16" to 5/16" bores, and leaf
nesters 1/14" to 5/16" bores is fully consistent with field
experience, and could be used to target particular groups.
The parasites associated with the different nest
constructions were a minute chalcidoid wasp and laboratory
pest (EULOPHIDAE Melittobia) mainly in the leaf
constructions, cuckoo wasps commonly in mud but also in
resin nests (CHRYSIDIDAE Chrysis and Omalus
respectively), a destructive flesh fly in mud nests
(SARCOPHAGIDAE Miltogramminae Amobia), and a few
ichneumonoids (BRACONIDAE, ICHNEMONIDAE
Ctenopelmatinae and Anomaloniniae) in resin and cellophane
nests. These four groups respectively account for 47%, 30%,
17% and 10% of the 103 winter and summer nests
parasitized. The percentages do not add up to 100% as some
nests were parasitized by two groups. Commensal mites
were found only in a few mud nests, despite opening all
cocoons.
To compare parasitism between the two localities, the
proportion of nests parasitized of the total nests constructed
was calculated for both locations. Oak Ridges nests seem to
experience more parasitism than Flesherton, with 25% nests
parasitized as compared to 1!J%. Parasitism is an interesting
dilemma for the naturalist or conservationist. A scientist may
not wish to discourage it (in fact, almost half of Krombein's
1967 publication examines parasite biology and host-parasite
interactions). The possible long term beneficial roles of
parasites to ecosystems should also be investigated before
they are labeled undesirable to commercial propagators.
Many species of minute chalcidoid wasps, for instance, are
used in biocontrol (New 1991). A finding which needs
exploring with a balanced design is a strong bias for the
parasites as a whole to exploit 1/4" bores.
The 1998 results have proven to be comparable to
previous trapnesting studies (Fye 1965a,b; Krombein 1967)
and have shown consistency with the 1997 data. In order to
reduce the possible influences of an additional location when
comparing with 1997 numbers, only the summer and winter
nests from Flesherton were considered (as they were in
Hallett (1998)). Although the number of bores provided in
1998 increased over three times, the occupancy rate
remained virtually unchanged at 25%. The proportion of the
different constructions was nearly identical across the two
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years. Putting out hives of new trapnests annually may
provide a means of tracking group abundances from year to
year.
Although there is a wealth of biological information in
Fye and Krombein's studies, no "practical" statistics, such as
occupancy and productivity were published. A comparison
with Fye's trapnests (whose study was also conducted in
Ontario) would have been particularly interesting.
Unfortunately, Fye did not include total numbers of bores
provided.
Conclusions
The 1998 project confirmed the general practicality of
these trapnests. Of the seven constructions seen in the
trapnests, mud and resin nests were most abundant both in
terms of nest numbers and contribution to the predicted
emergent population, and cellophane nests were the most
reproductively successful. General location did not seem to
affect occupancy rate of the nests, though certain
constructions were present in much larger numbers at one
location. There were differences in occupancy rates of the
various bore sizes, with decreasing occupancy as bore size
increased, and bore size appears to be a prospective
targeting technique. We were unable to locate previous data
with which to compare the efficiency of this trapnesting
method at attracting or propagating nesters. The 1998
combination of variables attracted far more hunting wasp than
pollen bee nesters, though new localities might change this.
Compared to previous designs, these trapnests more
effectively address the varied needs of agriCUlture, education
and science as observation facilitates propagation or
selection.
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Table 1 Breakdown of total nests and cells and winter nests and cells in 1998 trapnests
cellophane
number of nests of this

mastic

leaf

felt
4

13

23

resin

mud

total

tube

356

6

66

469

1

construction
11

4

19

6

307

'66

1

414

total cells TC

126.5

17

114

16

1970.5

475

2

2721

winter cells WC

118.5

17

92

16

1675

475

2

2395.5

winter provisioned cells
WPC

101.5

17

89

8

946.5

392

2

1556

winter viable cells WVC

93.5

16

84

3

730.5

303.5

2

1232.5

total winter nests WN

_.

..

Table' Comparisons between constructions concemin.. productivitv and abundance
cellophane

felt

mastic

leaf

resin

mud

average

tube

0.92

0.94

0.94

0.38

0.77

0.77

1

0.74

8.5

4

4.4

0.5

2.4

4.6

2

3.0

% of total winter nests.
WNrrWN

2.7%

1.0%

4.6%

1.4%

74.2%

15.9%

0.2%

% of total winter cells. wcrrwc

4.9%

0.7%

3.8%

0.7%

69.9%

19.8%

0.1%

% of total winter viable cells.
wvcrrwvc

7.6%

1.3%

6.8%

0.2%

59.3%

24.6%

0.2%

success of winter generation
cells. WVCIWPC
average number of winter viable
cells per nest. WVCIWN

;.

Table 3. Number of winter nests of each construction.
leaf

cellophane

mud

resin

etc.

Flesherton

10

6

157

59

1

Oak Ridges

1

13

150

7

10

Table 4. Number of winter nests of each construction found in each size of bore.

16

resin

mud

leaf

cellophane

etc.

total provided bores

total winter nests

II

0

199

65

0

275

687

1/4"

0

10

74

1

6

91

468

5/16"

0

7

33

0

0

40

364

3/8"

0

2

1

0

5

8

256

3/16"
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1999 Carden Alvar Odonate Count
by Bob Bowles

(Beauvais, 1805)
Selys, 1862
Lestes eurinus Selys, 1839
Lestes unguiculatus Hagen, 1861
Lestes vigilax Hagen in Selys, 1862
Argia moesta (Hagen, 1861)
Enal/agma ebrium (Hagen, 1861)
Enal/agma exsulans (Hagen, 1861)
Ischnura verticalis (Say, 1839)
Nehalinnia gracilis Morse, 1895
NehaJinnia irene (Hagen, 1861)
Celithemis elisa (Hagen, 1861)
Leucorrhinia intacta (Hagen, 1861)
Leucorrhinia proxima Calvert, 1890
Libel/ula luctuosa Burmeister, 1839
Libel/ula lydia Drury, 1770
Libel/ula pulchel/a Drury, 1773
Libel/ula quadrimaculata Linnaeus, 1758
Sympetrum intemum Montgomery, 1943
Sympetrum obtrusum (Hagen, 1867)
Sympetrum semicinctum (Say, 1839)
Sympetrum vicinum (Hagen, 1861)
Calopteryx maculata

Ebony Jewelwing

8

Lestes disjunctus disjunctus

Common Spreadwing

5

Amber-winged Spreadwing

2

Lyre-tipped Spreadwing

5

15
2

5

Swamp Spreadwing
Powdered Dancer

2

Marsh Bluet

20

Stream Bluet
Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite
Calico Pennant
Dot-tailed Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Widow Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Twelve-spotted Skimmer

2
15
1
1
3
24
4
10
14

Four-spotted Skimmer
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk
Band-winged Meadowhawk

10
6
24

Yellow-legged Meadowhawk

total individuals
total species

23
7
2

156
18

2
1
20
3
3

2
3

40
3
5

15
1
1
2
6
13
5
4
2
203
1
285
17

2
5

30
4
23
19
4
12
209
24
1
441
23

team 1 - Bob Bowles, Terry Bradt, Carolyn King, Paul McGaw, Sandra Northey
(south Wylie Rd, Victoria Rd bog, Kirkfield Locks)
team 2 - Jerry Ball, Margo Holt, Brenda Laking, Neil Taylor
(Black Bear Rd, Alvar Rd, Head River, Sebright)
"""three species in boldface print new to the Carden list
"'cloudy, windy, light rain, cool, not a good day for Odonates
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Monarch
Notes

By Don Davis

SPRING MIGRATION 1999
For a 6th season, Journey North, an
award-winning internet-based science
program, monitored the arrival of spring
across North America through reports
of first sightings of various species and
phenomena, including the return of the
monarch butterfly. At present, this
program and the data bases are utilized
by over 4000 classrooms and 200,000
students in Canada and the United
States.
The data provides an interesting picture
of the monarch migration, and raises a
number of interesting questions related
to migration routes and factors
impacting migration. For example, Alan
Wilson at Elliott Lake reported his first
monarch on May 29th (along with 150
eggs found on June 6th), while first
monarchs were reported in Toronto, Port
Hope and Presqu'i1e on May 19th. Here
is a sampling of Ontario sightings
reported to Journey North. Complete
data on the monarch and other species
can be found at the Journey North
website: www.learner.org/jnorth.
May 9 Simcoe
May 10 Leamington
May 16 Guelph
May 17 Erieau
May 18 Blackstock
May 19 Toronto, Port Hope, Presqu'ile
May 21 Selkirk
May 27 Algonquin Park
May 28 Picton, Bancroft, Rousseau
May 29 Elliott Lake, Milton
May 30 Cobalt, Niagara Falls, Glen
Robertson
June 2 Uffington
June 4 Sault Ste Marie
June 5 Cambridge
June 10 Ajax
June 11 Thorold
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RESULTS OF MONARCH
TAGGING - FALL 1998
Due to the efforts of Dr. David Marriott
of the Monarch Program to garner the
trust of Mexican guides and citizens
living in the vicinity of the overwintering
sites of the monarch butterfly in Mexico,
a remarkable number of tagged
monarchs were reported from Mexico
this spring. Among the incentives
offered was a small reward to purchase
or photograph the tag. Out of an
estimated 65-80,000 monarchs tagged
by the Monarch Watch participants, 430
were recovered in Mexico.
Also recovered in Mexico were a
number of monarchs tagged by other
programs, including Don Davis
(Presqu'ile Provincial Park), associates
of Dr. Lincoln Brower, Gayle Steffy of
Pennsylvania, and a single tagged
monarch released by an associate of Dr.
Fred Urquhart.
T.E.A. member Don Davis was informed
of the following results: Using Urquharttype Tags - a monarch released at
Toronto on Sept. 19 and recovered at EI
Rosario on March 10/99; 2 monarchs
tagged on Sept. 20th were both
recovered at EI Rosario on March 3/99:
Using Monarch Watch Tags (small
circular tags applied to the outside rear
wing): a monarch released at Toronto on
Sept. 14 and recoverd at EI Rosario on
March 1/99; a monarch tagged at
Presqu'ile Provincial Park on August 28/
97 was reported at EI Rosario on
February 19/99.
Also noteworthy was a monarch tagged
by John Charleton of Trenton, Ontario at
Point Petre, Prince Edward County, on
September 7/99, and recovered on
February 10th at EI Rosario, Mexico.

MONARCH WATCH TAGS
NOW AVAILABLE
Attention Monarch Watch Taggers: The
tags are here! It is time to order your
tags if you haven't already. We are
expecting a good Monarch migration
this year so be prepared and send in
your orders now. Large numbers of new
adults are beginning to emerge in the
northern states and those females will
lay the eggs (mostly from 20 July - 5
August) that give rise to the migratory
generation. Overall, the migration in
1999 should be better than in 1998.
Monarch Watch sends out tags to
participants in states East of the
Rockies. The tagging membership is
$12.00 and after becoming a member
you can purchase sets of 96 additional
tags for $5.00 (prices are in US funds).
Large numbers of tags can be
purchased at 4 cents per tag after the
$12.00 membership fee is paid. We will
begin sending out tags the first week in
August and we will be accepting orders
for tags through October 10th. If you live
in an area with a Regional Coordinator
(including Canada), your tag orders can
be sent to them. Order forms are
available on our Web site at
www.MonarchWatch.org, by calling 1888-TAGGING (US only) or in Canada
1-785-864-4441, or by emailing
monarch@ukans.edu.
Thank youlto all the loyal participants
that tag Monarchs every year, this
should be a great year for tagging and
we are looking forward to a busy
season.
Dana Wilfong
Program Assistant
MONARCH WATCH REGIONAL
COORDINATORS:
Canada
Nomad Scientists
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NEW MONARCH LIFE
CYCLE POSTER
This full-color laminated poster depicts
the annual cycle of the Eastern North
American Monarch population. This is a
wonderful teaching tool with lots of
graphics and easy to read text. A large
format (24" x 36") version is available
for $15 and a 17" x 24" version may be
purchased for $10 (shipping and
handling included). This poster can be
viewed at the Monarch Watch website:
www monarch watch.org).

MONARCH WATCH
SEASON SUMMARY
AVAILABLE
The Monarch Watch has produced an
outstanding Season Summary for 1998.
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Monarch Watch
Email: monarch@ukans.edu
WWW: http://www.MonarchWatch.org/
Dplex-L: send message "info Dplex-L:'
to Listproc@ukans.edu'
Phone: 1 (888) TAGGING (toll-free!) or- 1 (785) 864 4441
Fax: 1 (785) 864 4441 -or- 1 (785) 864
5321
Snail: c/o a.R. Taylor, Dept. of
Entomology, 7005 Haworth Hall, Univ. of
KS, Lawrence KS 66045

It is 56 pages long and contains a
wealth of information concerning the
Monarch Butterfly, including a
compilation of tagging results for 1998.
At $3.00 (U.S. Funds) per copy, it is a
real bargain! It can be ordered directly
from: Monarch Watch, c/o a.R. tyalor,
Department of Entomology, Haworth
Hall, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas, 66045. Inquiries can be made
to: monarch@ukans.edu.

_

Harold Spanier, Brian Visser
3285 Cavendish Blvd Ste 605
Montreal, Quebec H4B 2L9
nomade@cam.org
1.514.481.3456
Make your check payable to: Harold
Spanier
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MONARCH RESEARCH
WEBSITE
Monarchs in the Classroom has
launched a website called MonarchLab.
The dual goals of the site are to teach
about monarch butterfly biology and
illustrate the process scientific research,
and its centrepiece will be reports of
research projects conducted by
scientists of all ages and backgrounps.
MonarchLab is organized by research
topics: reproductive biology, physiology
and development, migration, population
biology, relationships between
monarchs and milkweed, parasites and
natural enemies, and evolution and
genetics. Each of these topics includes
background information and a summary
of past research, but the bulk of each
section is devoted to reports of actual
research reports. Featured researchers
include professors, graduate students,
high school and under-graduate
.
students working at the University of
Minnesota; K-12 teachers in U of MN
summer courses and their students who
carried out independent projects.

monitoring directed by Michelle Prysby.
MonarchLab provides directions for
readers interested in becoming involved
in this project was well as updates and
summaries of data collected in previous
years. Teachers will be able to use the
date to illustrate how monarch
populations fluctuate in time and
space, a well as the importance of
large- scale research in understanding
the abundance and distribution of an
organism with a broad geographic
range.
The goal is to make the site interactive.
In a section on basic monarch biology,
site visitors are able to take a quiz to
rate their knowledge. There are
discussion and question forums in each
research section that allows visitors to
submit comments and questions to the
scientists that have conducted the
research. Potential future scientists (and
their teachers) are able to meet
practicing scientists in cyberspace,
asking about the personal and
professional steps that have led to
research careers, and touring our lab
and field sites. A section on the process
of scientific study provides an
"interactive walk" thorough steps of the
research process - from the generation
of questions and testable hypotheses; to
experimental design; to data collection,
interpretation and presentation.
Check out this website at:
www.monarchlab.umn.edu.

MONARCH "FIRST
SIGHTINGS" ACROSS
CANADA
May 22 Halifax, Nova Scotia
May 27 Grand Manan Island, Nova
Scotia
May 28 Montreal, Quebec
May 29 Hampton, New Brunswick
June 8 Winnipeg, Manitoba
June 11 St. Louis Du Ha! Hal, Quebec
June 11 Lennoxville, Quebec
June 15 Bactouche, New Brunswick
June 18 St. Victor, Quebec
June 20 Edumunston, New Brunswick
June 20 Warman, Saskatchewan

A focal research project is the larval
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DOES GENETICALLYENGINEERED CORN PUT
MONARCHS AT RISK?
There is one big difference between
traditional plant breeding and genetic
engineering: The latter allows scientists
to make crosses that nature would
never permit. Scientists can, and do,
take human, fish and leech genes and
insert them into canola, corn, tobacco
and mustard. But more commonly, they
insert genes from bacterial, viruses and
fungi into the plant. They also frequently
re-engineer existing plant genes and
stick them back in.

In experiments described in the journal
Nature Today, John Losey and his
colleagues at Cornell University found
that 44% of monarch larvae died when
they were reared on milkweed leaves
dusted with pollen from genetically
engineered corn. The survivors ate less
and grew more slowly than larvae fed
leaves dusted with pollen from normal
corn. ''These results have potentially
profound implications for the
conservation of monarch butterflies"
writes Losey. Close to 400,000 hectares
of Southern Ontario and Quebec will be
planted with GM corn this year.
This particular corn is designed to kill
the European corn borer. The corn has
been given genes from the bacterium
Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). The toxin,

which is said to be harmless to humans,
kills the core borer by bursting their guts
open.
This study has been given extensive
news coverage and initiated extensive
discussions and debates concerning
the safety of genetically engineered
food stuffs for humans and their impact
on other species. As direct result of the
results of this study, steps were recently
taken to ban genetically engineered
foods in Europe. On the monarch
butterfly discussion group, Dplex-I, the
debate has been extremely heated, with
some pointing out the millions of dollars
of profits that to be gained by pesticide
corporations.

Student Symposium Abstract 2
Phylogeny, behaviour, and biogeography of New World. Seladonia
Jessica Janjic York University Supervisor: Laurence Packer
Eusocial behaviour, with the evolution of comparatively sterile castes, runs counter to the idea of natural selection at the
individual level. How does such a situation evolve? To stUdy the origins of social behaviour, Se/adonia, a subgenus of Ha/ictus,
was studied. The species in this exhibit solitary behaviour, polymorphism, and eusociality, and thus may be very close to the
origins of this behaviour. A morphology-based phylogeny was used to determine the pattern of social evolution in Se/adonia.
Twenty-five Se/adonia were studied, as well as eight closely related taxa. Eighty-six characters were found that varied among
the taxa, and these were used in computer analysis to construct the phylogeny. One most parsimonious tree was found.
Mapping social behaviour onto this tree showed that eusociality is ancestral to Se/adonia and that there are two incidents of
reversal to solitary or polymorphic behaviour. This can occur in high altitudes and high latitudes, where the growing season is
short. AdditionaHy, this tree demonstrates that there have been four origins of Se/adonia in the New World, and thus the species
in the Americas do not form a group in which all species are more closely related to each other than to Old World taxa. With the
inclusion of one species of Vestitohalictus, another Halictus subgenus, it was determined that Se/adonia is paraphyletic and that
the two subgenera should be merged.

Student Symposium Abstract 3
DISTRIBUTIONS OF THREE GOLDENROD GALL-MAKERS, AND THEIR ASSOCIATED
PREDATORS AND PARASITOIDS ATTHE LESLIE STREET SPIT
CARA GIBSON· SUPERVISOR: D. C. DARLING
The abundances of three goldenrod gall-makers and their associated predators, parasitoids and hyperparasitoids are examined
from 17 sites along the Leslie Street Spit, a recent landfill site in Toronto, Ontario. Eurosta solidaginis Fitch (Diptera:
Tephritidae); Epib/ema scudderiana (Clemens) (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae); and Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis (Riley)
(Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) galls were collected from sites established between 1956 and 1989. Distributions of various gall
contents are influenced by both community age and vegetation type; however, the latter has a more pronounced effect.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published as a yearly summary and are sent to members as a benefit of membership. The yearly summaries may be
purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more details. Here's how you can
contribute:
Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the nam~ of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca
Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. A form is available from
the provincial compiler or you can send your data electronically using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel. Any
other observations can be added at the bottom.
Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 613 637 2828, home: 705 652 5004, naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a line
from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and S1. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achillas.net).
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966
5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net
For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.

Additional 1999 Insect Sightings of Interest
jrompage4
1) some Giant Swallowtails at Walpole
Island during the week of July 19 (they
have been recorded as far north as
Simcoe and Ottawa) (Bob Bowles)
2) Buckeye reports as far north as
Algonquin Park this year (Colin Jones,
via Don Davis), in many areas of both

Volume 5, Number 1

Ontario and Quebec (Don Davis)
3) two separate sightings of Giant
Swallowtails in The Arboretum at the
University of Guelph, the second time
near a hop tree planting (Chris Earley,
Interpretive Naturalist, University of
Guelph, via Bob Bowles)
4) a fresh Buckeye July 23 on Tremblay

Island, south of S1. Ignace Island in the
Thunder Bay District, at 48*38'30",
88*04'20" Don Sutherland, Natural
Heritage Zoologist, Ontario Natural
History Information Centre, OMNR, via
Don Davis)
5) on July 21, a single Pantala
flavescens was observed defending a

continued on page 24
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The Bookworm

~

------------.,------------------------WORTH READING ABOUT
BOOK REVIEWS
first butterfly in the world known to have
Butterfly Gardening - GARDENING
FOR BUTIERFLIES by Kris Wetherbee
in Audubon 101 (3):92-95, May - June
1999
Fireflies - DANCE OFTHE FIREFLIES
by Susan Tweit in Audubon 101 (4):2631 , July/Aug. 1999
Global Warming - POLEWARD
SHIFTS IN GEOGRAPHICAL RANGES
OF BUTIERFLY SPECIES
ASSOCIATED WITH REGIONAL
WARMING by Camille Parmesan et. al.
in Nature 399(6736):579-583, June 10,
1999
Insect Flight - HOW FLIES FLY by
Robin Wooton in Nature, pg. 112-113,
July 8,1999
June Insects - JUNE'S BUGS in
Natural History 108(5):p14-15, June
1999
Mayflies - STREAMBORNE BEAUTIES
by Tom Rosenbauer in Audubon
101 (3):30-35, May/June 1999
Vladimir Nabokov - NABOKOV,
SCIENTIST by Brian Boyd & Kurt
Johnson in Natural History 108(6):4653, July/Aug. 1999

Butterflies of the World by V. Sbordoni
and S. Forestiero (1985)
Insects of Algonquin Park by Steve
Marshall (1997)
Noctuiodea, Noctuidae(part) by J. D.
Lafontaine in The Moths of America
North of Mexico (1998)
Phylogeny and classification of the
staphyliniform beetle famiies
(Coleoptera) by M. Hansen (1997)
The Birder's Bug Book by Gilbert
Waldbauer (1998)

an ear. Yack proved that the hedylidae
family of butterflies are able to detect
the sounds of predatory bats. What's
more, hedylidae are the only butterflies
to fly at night and are considered
"ancient" because they never evolved
for daytime flying. There are many
moths that have ears, but this is the first
discovered in a butterfly. Identifying the
ear was one thing, but Ms. Yack, 38, still
needed to prove the butterfly could hear.
When exposed to ultrasound during
experiments conducted in the
Smithsonian's tropical research facility
on Barro Colorado Island, Panama, the
butterflies did an about-face, a nosedive or soared straight up.

SHORT NOTES

Source: Ottawa Citizen

The following books are reviewed in the
Bulletin of the Entomological Society of
Canada 3(2), June 1999:

"Butterflying is going to be as big as
birding", declares Dr. Jeffrey Glassberg,
president of the North American
Butterfly Association. Membership in his
organization has jumped to 3,500 from
a mere 500 when Glassberg, a
molecular biologist turned full time
butterfly watcher, founded it in 1992;
Today, it's close-focusing binoculars that
allow people to examine their subject
from just two metres away. "For the first
time, a significant portion of the public is
beginning to see butterflies and insects
as wildlife and this never really existed
before. Butterflies are really the wildlife
of the 21 st century. They are small, they
don't bite or sting,"says Glassberg. The
NABA website is: www.naba.org.
Source: Reuters
Ottawa Biologist Discovers "Hearing"
Butterfly
Jayne Yack, a post -doctorate fellow
from Cornell University working at
Carleton University has identified the
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WEB SITE
Butterfly Gardeners Quarterly - http://
butterflygardeners.com
- the Summer 1999 issue (Number 21)
deals exclusively with the monarch
butterfly, growing milkweed, and related
issues.
- it is produced in a four-page
newspaper format and deals with
various aspects
of butterfly gardening
- you receive 4 issues per year
- Claire Hagen Dole, Editor, can be
reached at: skipper@scn.org
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Book Review - Pyle, Robert Michael, 1999. Chasing Monarchs: A Migration with the
Butterflies of Passage. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, MA
Submitted by Don Davis
Review by Bill Howell, Assistant Director, Monarch Program
Along with his quest to add data
countering the dogma that all west
coast monarchs winter in California,
Robert Michael Pyle writes Chasing
Monarchs, a beautiful saga of his
personal migration with the butterflies of
passage during a recent autumnal
migration. Documentation of this unique
adventure following monarchs from just
north of Washington to just south of
Arizona could stand alone, but his
ability to enhance the story with
delightful anecdotes, thought provoking
philosophical questions and personal
passion makes this chronicle a potential
classic. Pyle reveals his intense intellect
with detailed knowledge and intimate
understanding of all the birds, bugs and
beasts he meets along the trek. Not
only does this author know each·plant
and animal by name, he also divulges
interesting little factoids about many,
especially with fascinating bits about
monarchs.
In his heart he is an old timer, but
instead of a mule, he travels the back
roads and waterways of the Pacific
states and Arizona in "Powdermilk, his
ancient Honda civic. Pyle notes one
night, while viewing a lunar eclipse that
his little car has endured enough miles
to have reached the moon.
Affectionately called "Marsha, his trusty
butterfly net has been his companion
since the Palaeozoic. Shamelessly
confessing to "bricking" many an
important catch, he still manages to tag

enough south bound monarchs to add
to the recovery data base.
The scientific aspects could have been
reported in a dry three page paper, but
the science is not the story. It is all the
fun in between that makes this book a
need to read. The bug man's vocabulary
is creative and his word pictures are
elegant. I learned that some butterflies
approach a flyway, "into a gauntlet of
sprawl and a hydra of freeways," while a
desert sunset revealed "a big tusk of a
peak shining in a stray beam". Pyle's
descriptions of natural phenomena are
downright gastronomical: The dried
brine of a desert dry lake "gave to the
touch like a glazed donut does, but
sparkled like a sugared [one]". Another
playa surface was "like pancake batter
just starting to bubble", while one more
was "Cream of Wheat". An additional
word visual is described as "more maple
than marmalade, more nutmeg than
cinnamon" and it was not food. The
blush of a queen butterfly is "more root
beer than orange jUice".
The butterfly guy's experiences were
enchanting, as well as his prose and
poetry. Nearing the end of his journey,
he "swing past Portland like a rocket
borrowing the gravity of a handy planet".
I was sorry it was over, but now I will go
back and read Pyle's other books while
waiting for his next adventure to be
published. I would have liked the book
to have included maps because
someday I may yearn to visit places

with magical names like: Osoyoos,
Umatilla, Okanogan, Ephrata, Sinking
Creek, Hell's Canyon, Duck Valley,
Pinery Canyon and Gringo Pass.

NB. In Canada, Chasing Monarchs
will be distributed by Thomas Allen
Publishers. The book should be
released some time in August 1999. A
monarch, tagged by Dr. Pyle in
Klickitat County. Eastern Washington,
was
later recapturedjust south ofSanta
Cruz, California. Dr. Pyle is the author
ofsix books on Lepidoptera, including
The Handbookfor Butterfly Watchers
and The Audubon society Field Guilde
to North Butterflies. In December 1997,
T.E.A. member Don Davis, Dr. Pyle
and delegates to the Western Monarch
Conference III drove south into the
Baja California, Mexico. to observe
roosting monarchs. D.D.
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Members Please Note

~
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The deadline for submissions to the January 2000 issue of Ontario Insects is
December 1. Late submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor after
that date. If there are any questions or concerns regarding submissions, please feel
free to contact Vanessa Carney at (905) 521-0749 eve., or email:
carneyv@em.agr.ca. Please remember when submitting electronic information to
minimize formatting and send documents as plain text wherever possible.
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Now Available from the TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it up
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up

~'.\~l." '.~'.
7'}~'

The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up

Books: TEA pUblications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up

,'til~~~l:~1!;

ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each

.. :-

,

Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present)
$10 each
Annual Odonata Summaries - New for 1999.
$10 each

T-Shirts
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
~

For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@aci.on.ca

Sightings continuedfrom page 21
territory over a small beach pool at
Shesheeb Bay on the Black Bay
Peninsula, Thunder Bay District (Don
Sutherland, via Don Davis)
6) the first ever common checkered
skipper for Pelee Island was seen
during the August 1 Pelee Island
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Butterfly Count
7) on Friday, July 30th, a Giant
Swallowtail and white M hairstreak were
seen on the Leslie Street Strip (fiery
skippers are also commonly found
along the Toronto waterfront) (Don
Davis)
8) first sighting of a Michigan Little
Yellow and Pipevine Swallowtails on

August 6 (John Swales)
9) along the old Whitefish Millsite, west
of Whitefish Lake, Algonquin Park, Rick
Stronks and Colin Jones saw a beautiful
Common Buckeye, as Colin was
remarking on the "relatively strong
movement of southern species into
Southern Ontario this year." (Reported
by Don Davis July 20)

September 1999

Flea
Market

-
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Members' Ads
Rent this Space!
••••••••••••••••
Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members•..

BOOK SALE
Private collection includes out-of-print
editions, field guides, research papers
etc., for North America, some international. Topics include Butterflies,
Beetles, Plants, Moths. Contact
Quimby Hess, (416) 482-1637.

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm OR
4inches x 2.25 inches
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues

••••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

Ir--------------------------~I
I Correction Notice
I
I The editor would like to apologize for any inconvenience
I
I caused by the incomplete telephone number included in
I
I the May 1999 Notice to Contributors to the TEA Annual
I
I Summaries on Ontario Lepidoptera. Those wishing to
I
I access the summaries at the Centre for Biodiversity and
I
Conservation
Biology,
Royal
Ontario
Museum,
100
I
I
I Queen's Park, Toronto, should telephone (416) 586I
I 5764/8059.
I
I
I

~--------------------------~
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Letters
Re: Notes from the Editor's Desk, 01
Vol 5(1), Sept. 1999
Dear Ms. Carney,
Your editorial makes a positive link
between a captive-reared lpopulation of
Giant Swallowtails, their successful
release near Guelph, and SUbsequent
sightings at Guelph. This editorial
appears to give tacit approval to these
releases.
If you had substituted the words House
Sparrow, Starling, Mute Swan, or any
other out-of-range species in lieu of the
words Giant Swallowtail, would you
have been as supportive of this captiverearing and release program?
I believe it is incumbent upon our
organization to enter into a meaningful
debate and dialogue about this form of

endeavor. With the new Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act, it is now
possible for us to examine our attitudes
and examine how they should change.
Much as the last 60 years of birding has
seen an enormous change in attitude
(no one goes bird watching with a gun
anymore, nest egging is thankfully at a
minimum, and no one admits to
transporting populations and releasing
them in new territory), so we should
examine those same attitudes of
capture, release, etc. While we're at it,
we might even throw in the
philosophical questions pertaining to
the release of butterflies at weddings,
the aspect of selling framed specimens
in the gift shop at the Niagara Butterfly
Conservatory and have a really good
philosophical free-for-all.

~
In any case, if I haven't been clear so
far in this letter, put me on the side of
those who feel that releasing captivereared butterflies out of territory is iIIconsidered and dangerous to the
environment, as well as nonproductive.
Yours sincerely,
John Robert Carley

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Notes From the Editor's Desk
Welcome to the New Millennium!!! I hope everyone had an enjoyable, safe holiday.
This issue is packed with information...my thanks to all of the contributors. One recurring thread over the past couple of issues
and, certainly the past several meetings, is the response to John Johnson's visit to the TEA on September 25 of last year. I have
had the opportunity to speak with a number of members regarding the new legislation and the formation of our collective
stance on it. Several strong impressions arise from these interactions. Individual views are as varied as they come. I believe
that the TEA membership does agree that any exploitation of natural fauna ought to be done in as respectful and
environmentally friendly manner as possible. Defining which forms of exploitation are acceptable is an entirely different,
muddier issue. Before getting myself into hot water, I should clarify what I mean by exploitation - any and all leisure, scientific,
commercial or other activities revolving around insects. Butterfly counts, for example, are a minimally invasive form of
exploitation that contribute a great deal to scientific knowledge of butterfly habits, range and general occurrence. The other end
of the spectrum, and a rather controversial subject (no personal opinion expressed here!), is the capture and release of insects
for commercial purposes -butterfly releases, educational kits, etc. In discussing our Response the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Act (which, by the way, is summarized on page 4 of this issue), members were challenged to find a mutually
acceptable voice that maintains a level of respect and responsibility towards our environment without unduly penalizing
members that are more consumptively involved with insects. For we do have members that are butterfly farmers, brokers and
educational suppliers. We also have members that have a broad spectrum of views on collecting and trading insects.
I want to thank John Carley for his frank and eloquent letter in response to my Editorial in September 1999's issue. Although I
did not intentionally express any support for releasing Giant Swallowtails in the Guelph area, John pointed out in his letter the
detrimental consequences of not giving full thought to introducing a species into an area that it doesn't currently inhabit. The
Toronto Entomologists' Association is composed of members with a huge variety of entomological interests and beliefs
accompanying them. I have always viewed this as a strength of the club, as it excludes no one. It doesn't always mean we'll
agree, and the debates may get rather heated, as witnessed recently. But those interactions mean that we, as an Association,
are thinking on a higher ethical level and are trying to set a responsible example for future entomologists.
Vanessa
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Notable Insect Sightings 1999
Invasion of Cabbage Whites (Pieris rapae) in Toronto
By Barry Harrison
At 10am on July 27, I was driving along a main road in
Scarborough, when I observed numerous Cabbage Whites
flying low to the ground. This in itself might not be so unusual,
but the difference was that every single one was flying
directly north! I soon tallied 300. Returning home soon, I went
into the garden and found they were slightly deterred by
flowers but soon continued on their northward course
resembling an army of programmed robots. Now, there had
been other concentrations of this species in the past few
days, but this was clearly a northward migration.
Since they were not going west or east, I became curious as
to what was happening down by Lake Ontario. Arriving at the
Scarborough Bluffs in the early afternoon, I proceeded to look
out over the water. As far out as the eye could see, the
butterflies seemed to appear as they moved in closer to the
bluffs. There was a slight breeze from the west which
somewhat deterred them east a little, close to the bluffs. But
they soon steered back and, after slowing down briefly at

vegetation, moved on over to join their northbound brethren.
It should be noted that, as they crossed the lake (about 30
miles wide at this point), they seemed to be flying at different
heights, some low and some high. The movement continued
most of the day, a massed front of thousands. It was clearly
petering out the next day.
I suppose this is another facet of the unusually hot summer.
Presumably, there was a population explosion to the south
and it was natural for them to expand northward. On
occasions before, I have noticed evidence of what seemed
like a casual movement south-west from Toronto of big
numbers of this species in July, but I have never seen such
an obviously direct movement of them, and from south to
north. It would be easier to assume they were following the
north shore of Lake Ontario but apparently that was not the
case here. In conclusion, I wonder how many other migrants
choose to hurdle this body of water directly rather than the
general route along the lake's north shore.

Report on Wild Indigo Dusky Wing: Identified at Raymore Park, on the flood plain of the
Humber River in West Toronto (formerly Etobicoke) on JUly 10, 1999
By Garth Riley
I spotted a dark small "skipper" while doing the Fifth Annual
Toronto Centre Butterfly Count. I captured the butterfly and
placed it in a ziploc bag. My first impression was that it was a
Wild Indigo Duskywing. I had experience seeing this butterfly
the two previous years while on butterflying trips to Ojibwa
Park in Windsor.
Recognizing the diffiCUlty in identifying duskywings, I decided
to take the butterfly back with me to the count tally party to ask
for other opinions and to take a closer look. Some of the other
participants thought that it might be a Columbine Duskywing.
A conversation with Bob Yukich, who was unable to attend
the tally, suggested that the butterfly was more probably a
Wild Indigo Duskywing than a Columbine Duskywing, based
on the historical flight times of these butterflies.
Observation of the butterfly:
-A measurement of the forewing was taken and it was 11/
16ths of an inch long
-Upon first Viewing the butterfly after catching it, the butterfly
seemed to have a dark blue-gray oily appearance
Further study revealed:
-Upper surface of hindwing with two lines of lighter smudgy
spots set in from the edge
-Upper surface of forewing had become worn, but there was
the impression of a black wavy line inset from the exterior
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edge of the Wing and running across the width of the
forewing
-There were lighter brown areas on each side of the line
-An incomplete oval lighter gray circle was observed in the
cell of each forewing, these had a dark centre which gave the
spot a kind of three dimensional appearance (see sketch
below). See plate 52 in Glassberg's Butterflies Through
Binoculars: East Region. The accompanying text mentions
that this is a characteristic on some female Wild Indigo
Duskywings. I couldn't find any other mention of it in the text
or in several other North American butterfly field guides that I
referred to.
-There were two subapical white spots visible on the
forewing
Plants observed in the meado~ where this butterfly was
captured include: Queen Anne's lace, crown vetch, milkweed,
sweet clover and thistle, among many grasses and other
wildflowers.
The butterfly was released unharmed. Unfortunately, I did not
take a photograph.
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Upconring
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Programs
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Meetings for February and April will be held at the Royal Ontario Museum
(ROM). They will be held in Room 603 on the 6th floor of the staff office
area at 1pm. You must enten via the Staff Entrance (South Entrance) of the
ROM, not the main entrance. Check in with the security desk, telling them
that you are attending the TEA meeting. You will get instructions from there.
And as a bonus, coffee will be served at break!
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See the March program description for directions to the March Student
Symposium held at the University of Toronto.
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Saturday, February 26
MEMBERS' MEETING
Bring slides, prints, specimens or stories about butterflies, moths, dragonflies or
other insects you encountered in 1999. Vanessa would also like to have written
submissions about your observations for the next Ontario Insects.
Saturday, March 25
STUDENT RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Last year we held our second symposium on insect field research. It was a great
success, with students from the University of Guelph, U of T and York University
presenting 4 papers and 5 posters on a variety of fascinating topics. We are
planning to make this an annual event, and hope to get additional students from
universities farther afield. If you are a student who would like to participate, or know
of someone else who would, please contact Peter Hallett,
peter. hallett @utoronto.ca or (416)221-4844.
NOTE SPECIAL LOCATION for MARCH MEETING: Room 432, Ramsay Wright
Zoological Laboratories, southwest corner Harbord St. & St. George Oust south of
the Robarts Library).
Saturday, April 22
JAMES KAMSTRA
BUTTERFLIES OF DURHAM REGION
James is an environmental consultant, field researcher and tour leader for nature
trips to many parts of the world. He organizes two annual butterfly counts in
Durham Region. He will discuss the results of an on-going 6 year study of the
fluctuation of population of butterfly species in a 4 hectare research area.

Ir--------------------------------------~
The ROM needs volunteers to assist in various aspects of collections maintenance!!!
I
I
I
I

Anyone who can offer even an hour of time is asked to contact Brad Hubley, Entomology Collections Manager, Centre for
Biodiversity and Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto M5S 2C6. Phone (416) 5865764; Fax (416) 586-5553; email: bradh@rom.on.ca
In addition, Chris Darling has offered to have a staff member available at 10am on meeting days for TEA members to view
the collections and hopefully pitch in with the work that needs to be done.

I
I
I

~--------------------------------------~
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Update on the TEA's Response to the New FWCA
By Nancy Van der Poorten
The TEA sent in its proposal regarding regulations for the
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act with respect to Specially
Protected Invertebrates. We have asked the MNR to continue
to keep us informed of what they are doing. This is a very brief
summary of what we sent. Anyone wishing to have a full copy
of the proposal, please send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA, 164
Morse St., Toronto Ont. M4M 2P8. Additionally, a copy is
available in the TEA library, along with member input. Thanks
to all who took the time to respond to this very important
issue. A very special thanks to Phil Schappert and Tom
Mason for their help.
We briefly expressed our opposition to the Specially
Protected Invertebrates (SPI) section of the new Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act (FWCA). This act is deeply flawed in
a number of key areas:
1) Habitat protection is a key provision for the protection of
any species and it is not addressed by the FWCA.
Recommendations: Habitat protection must be included in
the Act. Funds must be earmarked to sponsor study.
2) The FWCA contains no definition of an SPI, nor does it list
criteria for designating an insect as an SPI.
Recommendation: define the criteria to designate a species
as an SPI.
3) The FWCA has no mechanism to amend the list or to
remove a listed species other than through further legislation.
Recommendation: Species listed as SPls should be listed in
the Regulations not in the Act with the provision that status is
reviewed at set intervals.
4) Insects have life-cycles that are fundamentally different
from the vertebrates that the act has traditionally protected.
Recommendation:The Act must include provisions that deal
with the complexity of insect life stages.
5) The legislation offers no proactive measures such as
funding or providing direction for studies of the biology and
ecology of the species included.
Recommendation: Include proactive measures such as
providing direction and funding for studies of the biology and
ecology of the species included.

Proposal for RegUlations for Hobbyists and Educators
One of the major considerations for this proposal is the fact
that the many of the SPls designated under this act are not in
need of protection on scientific or conservation grounds.
Accordingly, the most meaningful way to present
recommendations is to divide the SPls into three categories;
those requiring high-level protection, those requiring
medium-level protection, and those requiring low-level
protection. This arrangement allows for species to be moved
from one category to another as their status changes.
Category A: Requires high level protection because of rarity
or other considerations. Includes species designated by the
Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) as S1, SZB if
they are endangered anywhere else in their range, or as SX.
Category B: Requires medium level protection because of
uncommon status or other considerations. Includes species
designated by the NHIC as S2 or as S3.
Category C: Requires low level protection because of
common, secure status, or other considerations. Includes
species designated by the NHIC as S4, S5, or as SZB if they
are not endangered anywhere else in their range.
Category A: (require high level protection)
Karner Blue, Frosted Elfin, Bog Elfin
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography
(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. The Act allows possession of 1 egg or adult for
personal study. No buying and selling of Ontario specimens
dated after the effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of
the Act; donation of Ontario specimens dated prior to the
effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of the Act allowed
to public institutions.
Category 8: (require medium level prote~tion)
West Virginia White, Mottled Dusky Wing, Giant Swallowtail,
Old World Swallowtail, Spicebush Swallowtail, Monarch
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography
(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. Maximum of 20 ~individuals is not
unreasonable. No buying and selling of Ontario specimens
dated after the effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of
the Act; donation of Ontario specimens dated prior to the
effective date imposed by the SPI schedule of the Act allowed
to public institutions.
Category C: (require low level protection)
Black Swallowtail, Pipevine Swallowtail, Tiger Swallowtail,
Zebra Swallowtail
Allow collecting for purposes of rearing and photography

continued on page 5
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TEA Announces the W. John D. Eberlie Field Research Travel Award
In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists' Association is offering a
research travel award of $300 to assist graduate or undergraduate students conducting original field research
into Ontario insects. The award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. The award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.

Invitation for applications:
Eligibility: Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or
undergraduate student at an Ontario university.
How to apply:
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the TEA. The original application plus 3 copies
must be submitted to the TEA, postmarked no later than March 25, 2000.
Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the TEA Student Symposium in March of the following year.
The recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a
naturalist or researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded
by the award fits into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible,
will be printed in Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the TEA.
Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the TEA. The announcement of the recipient of the award will
be made at the April meeting of the TEA. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant
will be announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.
The application form for the award and for membership in the TEA ($10 per year for students) may be requested
by writing from: Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA, 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8;
Phone (416) 466-9013; e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

(personal study); adults and progeny should be returned to
point of origin. Maximum of 100 individuals is not
unreasonable. Buying and selling of Ontario specimens
allowed; donation of Ontario specimens allowed to public
institutions.
For educational purposes: should be allowed to purchase
kits, of local source of parents, for rearing if needed; as long
as the reproductives are released back into suitable habitat
(Le. more important and easier to control the source of the
parents rather than the release of progeny).
Exceptions:
- catch and release (for example, for butterfly counts and
identification) should be allowed across all categories
- provision must be made for voucher specimens
- road kills should be allowed

world, and educate them how to act responsibly, not provide
new restrictions.
Collecting of specimens is not as prevalent as it used to be.
Many people do not collect specimens (though they may
collect road kills), preferring instead to photograph and rear
butterflies. People commonly rear butterflies from eggs that
they find in their garden. And with the growing interest in
butterfly gardening, this activity would be expected to
increase.
Butterfly counts are also a popular and growing activity.
Regulations should not interfere with the responsible
undertaking of these activities.

General Comments:
The vast majority of amateur entomologists and naturalists
carry on their activities in a responsible manner. They are
concerned about the well-being of these insects. We need to
encourage more people to become interested in the natural
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1999 Student Symposium Abstracts
Trapnesting solitary pollen bees and hunting wasps for observation and propagation

v. Amon, J. Chan, K. Haines, K. Kirby* and J Ngai * (* presenter; P.E. Hallett's student)
Department ofZoology, University ofToronto supervised by Professor P.E. Hallett
This paper summarizes the 1998 study of a trapnesting method aimed at solitary pollen bees and hunting wasps (Order:
Hymenoptera). The study was conducted at two locations in southern Ontario (Flesherton and Oak Ridges near King City) where
seven hives were erected from May to September. A hive consists of a five walled box with stacks of 1" by 4" pine blocks drilled with
tunnels (bores) of various sizes. Of the 283 blocks put out, 47% were occupied. 26% of the 1775 bores provided as nesting sites
were occupied. Seven nest constructions were present in the winter trapnests in 1998: cellophane (2.7% of total nests), felt (1 %),
leaf (4.6%), mastic (1.4%), mud (74.2%), resin (15.9%) and tube (.2%). Cellophane was the most productive construction, in terms
of viable offspring per nest, but because of the total nest numbers, mud nests produced the majority of the viable offspring
population. The construction distribution found at the Flesherton site this year is very similar to that found in the 1997 study. A
correlation between taxonomic group and nest construction has previously been shown. Bore size seemed to most influence the
distribution of nest constructions in the nesting sites provided, and therefore shows the most potential for targeting the trapnests.
General location of the trapnests did not seem to influence the distribution of the different constructions. Further studies on the
effects of microsite and design details, such as colour, are needed. Ecological surveys of invertebrates in the localities studied
would render our research relevant to ecosystem studies of the southern Ontario region.

••••••••••••••••••••
The effects of clear-cutting on insects in the boreal mixedwood forests of northeastern
Ontario
Alissa Sugar and Jay R. Malcolm
Faculty ofForesty, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 3B3, (phone)(416) 946-3121, (fax)(416)9783834, alissa.sugar@.utoronto.ca, jay.malcolm@utoronto.ca
Extensive clear-cutting in the boreal forest has resulted in large-scale habitat loss and fragmentation, which may contribute to
the loss of insect biodiversity. However, few studies have addressed this issue, and hence, the impacts of logging on insect
communities within Ontario's boreal forest are poorly known. We are investigating the impacts of commercial logging on
Diptera and Hymenoptera in the boreal mixedwood forests of northeastern Ontario. Our main objectives are to compare insect
diversity and composition in mature logged and unlogged forests, and to determine which habitat characteristics are influential
in determining patterns of insect diversity. Insect sampling occurred in 12 paired logged and unlogged stands, and was
repeated three times throughout the summer of 1998. Individuals captured in malaise traps are being counted for a number of
groups (16 families, one suborder, one superfamily), and in addition, three of these groups will be identified to species
(Syrphidae, hover flies; Pipunculidae, big-headed flies; and Symphyta, sawflies). Preliminary results indicate that the selected
insect groups caught in malaise traps are dominated by three groups of Diptera (Tabanidae, horse/deer flies; Mycetophilidae/
Sciaridae, fungus-gnats; and Bibionidae, march flies, and one group of Hymenoptera (Ichneumonoidea, parasitoid wasps).
There is a significantly higher abundance of Dolichopodidae (long-legged flies) observed in unlogged stands compared to
logged stands. Further analyses with the species data are to be undertaken to identify habitat associations and indicators of
the effects of harvesting practices.

• •••••••••••••••••••
Possible aggregation pheromone in Oncopeltus fasciatus, the common milkweed bug
Melanie Fleming, Kristine Haggerty, Suzie Kovacs and Catherine Toews
Department ofEnvironmental Biology, University ofGuelph Supervisor: Dr. Gard Otis
Observations of gregarious behaviour in the milkweed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus, led us to investigate the possible existence
of an aggregation pheromone. In choice tests, both male and female adult bugs were more attracted to papers conditioned by
the odor of their conspecifics. Each individual was given the choice of contacting a piece of paper towel covered with fecal
material or a piece of clean paper towel. There was a significant trend of increasing contact with the fecal-covered paper over
time. Our experiment showed no significant difference between the aggregation behaviour of males and females. This
apparent attraction to the fecal-covered paper towel may provide evidence for the existence of an aggregation pheromone in
O. fasciatus.

continued on page 22
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Dragonflies of Ontario ... Recent additions and species to
watch for
By Paul M Catling
The interest in an article on potential new damselflies, as well
as the need to ensure accurate identification in connection
with the seasonal summary of Ontario dragonflies, prompted
a consideration of dragonflies likely to be found in Ontario.
This not only contributes to more accurate identification, but it
also contributes to the wotection of rare species. The sooner
a rare species is discovered, the sooner it can be protected. It
is a shame to miss a fascinating new provincial record as a
result of being confined to provincial literature that does not
make reference to possible additions. That dragonfly
additions are possible is indicated by the fact that in the
1980's Paul Pratt found Dromogomphus spoliatus Hagen in
Selyys (Flag-tailed Spinyleg) and Macromia taenio/ata
Rambur (Royal River Cruiser) in southwestern Ontario, and a
few years ago two dragonflies were reported as new to the
province, these being Progomphus obscurus (Ranbur), the
Common Sanddragon, and Gomphaeschna furcillata (Say),
the Halequin Darner, both discovered in the Lakefield area
(Burke 1996). In 1999, three species new to Ontario were
discovered including Ophiogomphus mainensis Packard in
Walsh, the Maine Snaketail (Catling & Brownell 1999),
Sty/urus amnico/a (Walsh), the Riverine Clubtail (Catling,
Brownell & Pratt 1999) , and Sty/urus /aurae, Laura's Clubtail
(Catling & Catling 1999). Most, if not all of the previously
mentioned species occur as well established resident Ontario
populations (ie. they did not blow in).
In addition to the potential new taxa for the province, major
range extensions within Ontario are of particular interest.
Some species found in southern Ontario may be expected in
northwestern Ontario on the basis of occurrence in Manitoba
(Walker 1941, 1953, 1958, Walker & Corbet 1975), Wisconsin
(Legler & Westover 1998), northern Michigan (O'Brien et al.
1997), or Minnesota (Carroll & Gunderson 1995). Among
these is Pachydip/ax /ongipennis (Blue Dasher), known from
Lac Bonnet, Manitoba and northern Minnesota. Celithemis
elisa (Calico Pennant), Ce/ithemis eponina (Halloween
Pennant), and Erythemis simplicicolis (Eastern Pondhawk) all
extend into northern Minnesota. Extension of the range of
these more southern species into northwestern Ontario may
be anticipated due to climate warming. Although the following
list relates to entirely new taxa which we need to know about
to include in provincial identification keys, significant range
extensions within the province are also very important.
A list of likely additions to the Ontario list is readily developed
through considering what has been found in surrounding
areas. Generally I confined the list to species known relatively
nearby and/or from the same latitude. Species known from
northwestern Ohio seem less likely to occur in Ontario than
species from northeastern Ohio. Thus I did not include
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species found in northwestern Ohio such as two species of
Cruisers, Macromia pacifica Hagen (Gilded River Cruiser),
Macromia wabashensis Williamson (Wabash River Cruiser),
and Gomphus crassus (Handsome Clubtail) which resembles
G. fraternus (subgenus Gomphurus) but differs in having the
inferior appendage as viewed from above semi-circular
instead of straight-edged. This list may thus be considered as
a list of the most likely, but it is always a good idea to check
an identity using a textbook that covers a much broader area
and also to believe that anything can turn up. No one would
have predicted Enallagma anna (River Bluet) in Ontario (see
O'Brien and Pratt 1998), nor would anyone in the northeast
have predicted the giant Archi/estes grandis 50 years ago, but
it came (Westfall & May 1996).

The most likely future additions are the following:

Arigomphus submedianus Williamson, JADE CLUBTAIL
Reported from Wayne County in Michigan opposite Windsor,
Ontario (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), but it was
considered unlikely to be resident in Michigan (O'Brien 1998).
This species is similar to A. villosipes in its black and yellow
tibiae but without the elevation in the middle of the occiput.

Cordu/egaster erronea Hagen, TIGER SPIKETAIL
This species occurs mostly south of Ontario but Michigan
records (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997) are north of parts of
Ontario. In Ohio it occurs in small streams l' wide and 1/2-3"
deep (Glotzhober & Riggs 1996). It flies in Ohio from early
June to early September (Glotzhober 1999). Unlike our other
Spiketails which have abdominal yellow spots, this one has
segments 2-7 banded with yellow (Needham & Westfall
1955). Barlow (1995) provides an interesting discussion of
the habitat of this species in New Jersey. A report from
Schuyler Co., New York (Argia 11 (3): 13. 1999) is only about
150km from the Ontario Niagara Peninsula.
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Dorocordulia lepida (Selys), PETITE EMERALD
Known from Franklin Co., New York, across the S1. Lawrence
River from eastern Ontario (Donnelly 1992) and in the
maritime provinces where it flies near bogs and lakes from
June to the end of July (Walker & Corbet 1975). In Maine
almost half of the records are for mid-August (Brunelle 1999).
It differs from Dorocordulia libera in the rear of the occiput
being yellowish instead of blackish.
Erythrodiplax berenice (Drury), SEASIDE DRAGON LET
Reported from the Thousand Islands in Jefferson Co., New
York (Donnelly 1992) adjacent to the Thousand Islands of
Ontario, this is mostly a species of coastal saltmarsh. In the
maritime provinces it flies from July 16 to Aug. 6 and in Maine
there are records for mid-June and early July as well
(Brunelle 1999). Seaside Dragonlets are 32-35mm long. The
abdomen becomes black in males but has yellow or red
dorsal spots in females. Two cross veins are present under
the stigma unlike species of Sympetrum. Also distinctive is
the fact that Cu 1 departs from the edge of the triangle, as in
Erythemis and Pachydiplax, instead of at the angle.
Gomphus externus (Hagen in Selys), PLAINS CLUBTAIL
Known from Erie Co, Ohio on south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies in Ohio mostly in late July and early
August. Gomphus extemus is similar to G. fraternus but
differs in having the entire 9th segment of the abdomen with a
yellow spot and the dorsal dark stripes on the thorax as wide
as the pale stripes. In addition to southern Ontario, this
species could turn up in northwestern Ontario since it occurs
in Manitoba at Aweme (Treesbank) and Winnipeg (Walker
1933, 1958). In Wisconsin it occurs in turbid rivers with
moderate current (Legler et al. 1998).

Gomphus fraternus manitobanus Walker, MANITOBA
MIDLAND CLUBTAIL
This subspecies has more extensive yellow markings on the
legs and abdomen and is smaller than the typical subspecies
(Walker 1958). It is known from the Red River area, Winnipeg
and the Assiniboine at Aweme (Treesbank) where it has been
recorded from June 7 to July 14 (Walker 1958).
Gomphus lineatifrons (Calvert), SPLENDID CLUBTAIL
Known from Lake and Ashtabula Counties on south shore of
Lake Erie, it flies in late May and June (Glotzhober 1999). It is
also reported from Michigan well to the north of parts of
southwestern Ontario (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997, O'Brien
1998) and is known from east-central Minnesota (Carroll &
Gundersen 1995).
Lanthus parvulus (Selys), NORTHERN PYGMY CLUBTAIL
Known from Quebec (Pilon and Lagace 1998), the
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Adirondacks of New York (Donnelly 1992) and from counties
in northeastern Ohio on the south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies over rocky streams in June, but half
the observations for Maine have been in late July (Brunelle
1999). For information on biology, see Hutchinson (1990).
This species resembles Stylogomphus albistylis, the Least
Clubtail, but the outer side of the triangle is essentially straight
instead of angulate and the superior appendage of the male
has the tips curved out and up. The nymphs differ from those
of Stylogomphus in having the final segment of the antenna
not triangular but spatulate. See also under Lanthus vernalis.

Lanthus vernalis Carle, SINGLE STRIPED CLUBTAIL
The record from Allegheny State Park in New York is not far
from Ontario, but this unglaciated area nevertheless has a
very different flora and fauna. Records in Maine are more
distant but perhaps more like Ontario. It is also known from
northeastern Ohio (Glotzhober 1999). It flies mostly in June
south of Ontario. Most of the side of the second thoracic
segment is pale, unlike that of L. parvulus, where black lines
divide this pale area into three separate spots (Carle 1980).
Single Striped Clubtails occur in pristine upland streams. For
information on habitat and occurance with L. parvulus see
Donelly (1992).
Libellula auripennis Burmeister, GOLDEN-WINGED
SKIMMER
A report from Ottawa Co., Ohio on the south shore of Lake
Erie is one of only two for the state making the occurrence of
this species in Ontario seem unlikely, but it fulfills the criteria
of having been recorded nearby. The Ohio records are for late
June. The wings are yellow becoming red in old males, and
the wing veins are red.
Libellula cyanea Fabricius, SPANGLED SKIMMER
This species has essentially unmarkeql wings (only basal
streaks) and the bicolored stigma is very distinctive. It has
been reported from 12 counties in southern Michigan
(O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), many of which are north of
portions of southwestern Ontario. In Ohio it flies from mid-May
to mid-Sept. with a peak in June and July (Glotzhober 1999).
In Maine it flies in late June and early July (Brunelle 1999).
Libellula exusta Say, WHITE CORPORAL
A handful of species of the eastern coastal plain are unlikely
to occur in Ontario, but this one would be easily overlooked
because of its similarity to L. jUlia, the Chalk-fronted Corporal.
It differs in its smaller size and in having the pterothorax with
a pale brown stripe bordering the mid-dorsal carina and the
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pruinose area only 1/2 as extensive as that of L. julia in which
it covers most of the dorsal pterothorax. It occurs in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Maine. In both Maine and the
Maritime provinces it flies over ponds and lakes in June and
July (Brunelle 1999, Walker & Corbet 1975).

Macromia alleghaniensis Williamson, ALLEGHANY RIVER
CRUISER
Known from Ottawa Co., Ohio on south shore of Lake Erie
(Glotzhober 1999). It flies in Ohio from late June to August.
This species is similar to M. illinoensis (and different from M.
taeniolata) in having the yellow stripe vestigial or absent.
Males differ from those pf M. illinoensis in having the auricles
of abdominal segment 2 yellow instead of black and the
females have longer tibiae than those of M. iIIinoensis.
Neurocordulia molesta (Walsh), SMOKEY
SHADOWDRAGON
Known from a county on the south shore of Lake Erie in Ohio
where flying mostly in June. Smokey Shadowdragons have
relatively long caudal appendages, in females 2.4mm long,
and the males have a distinctive truncated process on the
trochanter.

Neurocordulia obsoleta Say, UMBER SHADOWDRAGON
Known from a county on the south shore of Lake Erie in Ohio
where it is flying mostly in June but also into July (Glotzhober
1999). There is also a report from Michigan (O'Brien, Kielb
and Bright 1997). In Maine it flies mostly from mid-June into
July (Brunelle 1999). This species is distinctive among
Shadowdragons in having three veins under the stigma
instead of two. It is likely to be flying only after sunset on
lakeshores.
Ophiogomphus aspersus Morse, BROOK SNAKETAIL
Shown for Ontario by Catling et al. (1998), it is now not clear
where this record originated since the species is not listed for
Ontario by Walker (1958), nor in other recent lists (eg. Pratt
1999, Carle 1981, 1992). Consequently, it appears that it
should be excluded from Ontario, but is still a possible
occurrence. It is known from the Adirondacks in New York
(across the St. Lawrence River from Ontario) and is said to
occur about small rocky streams (Donnelly 1992) where it
occurs with Calopteryx amata (Superb Jewelwing). In Quebec
it flies from early June to late August and is widespread in the
southern part of the province east to the Ottawa valley (Pilon
& Lagace 1998). In Maine it has been recorded from late June
to the end of July (Brunelle 1999). The basis for its reported
occurrence in Michigan is under review (Tennessen & Bright
1998). Brook Snaketails are distinctive in having the face
uniformly pale (not transversely striped with black), the tibiae
black and the inferior appendage much shorter than the
superior appendage.
Ophigomphus howei Bromley, PYGMY SNAKETAIL
A very distinctive Gomphid, this relatively small (31-37 mm
long) species has the basal half of the hindwings amber. It
occurs north of much of southern Ontario in northern Maine
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and northern and central Wisconsin (Tennessen 1993), north
to Warren County in New York (Argia 11 (3): 14. 1999), and it
is also present in the upper peninsula of Michigan (O'Brien
1998) and in east-central Minnesota (Carroll & Gundersen
1995). Exuviae are more readily found than adults and these
are distinctive in their small size (less than 22mm long) and
lack of dorsal hooks. In Wisconsin the first exuviae are found
in late May and adults are last seen in late June. It occurs on
rivers 10-200m wide with sandy and/or gravelly bottoms and
wooded banks.

Ophiogomphus susbehcha Vogt & Smith, WISCONSIN
SNAKETAIL
A recently described (Vogt & Smith 1993) species, this one is
still known only from the the St. Croix and Chippewa Rivers
on the Minnesota-Wisconsin border and further east within
Wisconsin at approx. 46°N. It occurs north of the Wisconsin
tension zone within the northern mixed forest region, and
some of that region is similar to parts of Ontario in southern
Algoma. It seems unlikely that it is confined to Wisconsin. At
least there is no compelling biogeographical reason for
exclUding it as a possibility in Ontario. It emerges in late May
before other riverine Anisoptera when water temperature is
14.rC (Vogt & Smith 1993). Adults have been most often
observed in fields near the river feeding on flies. Inflated
protuberances on the dorsal inferior appendage, which has an
upturned tip, are distinctive in the male and the vulvar lamina
resembling that of O. anomalis but with less attenuate
processes, is distinctive in the female.

~~

~

Somatochlora brevicincta Robert, QUEBEC EMERALD
For a long period this species was known only from Quebec,
but it has recently been reported from Maine, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick and is much more widespread in Quebec than
previously thought (Tingley 1998, Tingley & Brunelle 1998,
Brunelle 1998). It occurs in parts of Quebec south of James
Bay not far from the border of northern Ontario (Pilon &
Legace 1998). In Quebec adults have been observed from 19
June to early September. The nymphs have been found in
pools in graminoid fens and bogs. This species resembles S.
albicincta, but brevicincta males have a spine near the base
of the superior appendage and lack a basal tubercle;
brevicincta females have a vulvar lamina almost as long as
9th abdominal segment and not more or less bilobed.
Somatochlora hineana Williamson, HINE'S EMERALD
There is a record from Lucas Co., Ohio on the south shore of
Lake Erie (Glotzhober 1999) and it was also recently found in
the upper peninsula of Michigan (Williamsonia 1(3): 7. 1997)
and is also known from northern Wisconsin (Argia 6(4): 8.
1995). It flies in Ohio in June and early July, but further north
in Michigan and Wisconsin it has been observed from early to
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late JUly (Cashelt 1999). This species resembles S. tenebrosa
but has more conspicuous lateral colour patches. It is
illustrated in Williamsonia 1(3): 7. 1997 and also on the cover
of Argia 11 (3). 1999. . The habitat is described as "highly
calcareous fens characterized by shallow dolomite bedrock
and abundant growth of Narrow-leaved Cattail (Typha
angustifolia, see Argia 4(2): 12. 1992). Other habitats may
also be important further south and nymphs have been
reported to congregate in crayfish burrows (Williamsonia 3(2):
7.1999). See also Steffens (1998).

Somatochlora linearis Hagen, MOCHA EMERALD
Unique among eastern species in its entire lack of yellow
stripes on the thorax (Needham & Westfall 1955), the Mocha
Emerald has been reported from the central portion of
Michigan (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997), Oswego County at
the eastern end of Lake Ontario in New York (Donnelly 1992),
and occurs throughout much of Ohio including counties on the
Lake Erie shoreline. In Ohio it flies from late June to early
September and also in mid-October (Glotzhober 1999). The
peak flight period appears to be mid-August.
Sympetrum madidum Hagen, RED-VEINED
MEADOWHAWK
Reported by Walker (1933), as well as Walker and Corbet
(1975) from Aweme, Portage La Prairie and Cormorant Lake
in Manitoba, this species could occur in northwestern Ontario.
It flies from mid-June to July and can be distinguished by the
two rows of cells between IR3 and Rspl of foreWing like S.
corruptum. Unlike S. corruptum the tergite of segment 4 IS
lacking a transverse carina.

longest along the long axis of the wing and the eyes are
widely separated as in the gomphids, but this species differs
from gomphids in not having a terminally enlarged abdomen,
and the pterostigma is longer than 1/4 the distance from the
nodus to the distal end of R1 (instead of shorter). The Gray
Petaltail is the only representative of its family (Petaluridae) in
northeastern North America.

Williamsonia lintneri (Hagen in Selys) , RINGED
BOGHAUNTER
Occurs in Maine in bog habitat with pools and ericaceous
shrubs (McCollough 1997). In Maine it flies through the month
of May. In Rhode Island it occurs in bog and fen pools with
submerged sphagnum, but adults may be found along roads
and paths through upland woods (Carpenter 1993). In
Mecosta Co., Michigan the first observation was on 2 May
(Williamsonia 3(3): 7. 1999). In Wisconsin both W. lintneri and
W. fletcheri have been found in the same place and in tandem
(Carpenter & Legler 1998). Williamsonia lintneri differs from
Williamsonia fletcheri in its mostly yellow or greenish (instead
of blackish) face and prominently pale-ringed abdomen
(orange markings on the apex of segments 2-9).
Zoraena bilineata Carle, (BROWN DELTA-SPOTED
SPIKETAIL)
Reported from Michigan and Ohio (Carle 1983). The Michigan
records (O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997) are to the north of
much of southwestern Ontario. Brown base colour
(particularly anteclypeus and legs light brown instead of
black) and less extensive yellow markings distinguish this
species from Z. diastatops. The nymphs are reported to prefer
pools of spring seeps and the adults occur along spring runs,
the males perching on sunlit stems (Carle 1983).
How does the Ontario list compare?

Tachopteryx thoreyi(Hagen), GRAY PETALTAIL
Known from Lake and Cuyahoga counties in Ohio on the
south shore of Lake Erie (Glotzhober 1999), from the only
Pennsylvania county on the south shore of Lake Erie (Beatty
& Beatty 1971) and also from southwestern Michigan
(O'Brien, Kielb and Bright 1997). In Ohio it flies mostly in June
but into July and August. It occurs in semi-open areas around
springs and seeps and perches on tree trunks. Much of the
prey may be gleaned from tree trunks (Waltz 1998). The
nymphs (see Williamson (1901) for a fine illustration) have
been found in very little water or where the ground is merely
wet near small springs. Savard (1987) has discussed the
Quebec record of this species. The forewing triangle is
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Twenty-five species to watch for are listed above and
previously four damselflieswere listed as potential additions,
thus making 29. It is likely that at least half of these will be
found in the next decade, and if so Ontario would lead among
the states and provinces of the northeast. Currently with 165
taxa of Odonata (of which 3 are represented by 2 subspecies)
and 162 taxa of species rank, Ontario's list is exceeded in the
region only by that of New York State which has 177 taxa.
Maine, Michigan, and Ohio are Jl6xt with approximately 156.
Quebec has 135 and Wisconsin is next with 110. Minnesota
and Manitoba both have approximately 90 taxa. Of Ontario's
165 taxa, 157 have been reported from southern Ontario (Le.
south of 46°N), and 119 are present in the Ottawa area alone.
These are relatively high numbers for geographical areas of
this size. For example BritiSh Columbia has 80 species and
the British Isles has 45 species (of which three are extinct).
More dragonflies are seen in one day during the Algonquin
Odonata count (55, see Jones 1999) than have ever occurred
in entire British Isles! The total for all of New England and
Atlantic Canada is 188 species. On a global scale Ontario has
a very impressive diversity of Odonata, but it is almost
certainly more impressive than we presently realize.
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Announcements
Bronte Creek Provincial Park Threatened
The province of Ontario is considering a proposal that could
see a large portion of Bronte Creek Provincial Park turned
into a golf course. A 165-hectare eastern corner of the park is
on a short list of sites selected by the Royal Canadian Golf
Association. This area is home to one of the few remaining
Carolinian forests in Halton and it contains prairie remnants.
Bronte Creek Valley is a Provincially significant Life Science
Area of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI). It is the only
Ontario provincial park se~ in an urban area.
If you would like to express your disapproval with this action,
you can request a copy of a petition to distribute in your own
community, or you can write to the RCGA directly, or to the
Minister of Natural Resources, John Snobelen.

Walker, E.M. 1941. List of the Odonata of Ontario with
distributional and seasonal data. Transaction of the Royal
Canadian Institute 23 (50) pt. 2: 201-265
Walker, E.M. 1958. The Odonata of Canada and Alaska,
vOlume 2, part III: The Anisoptera - four families. University of
Toronto Press. 318 pp.
Walker, E.M. 1953. The Odonata of Canada and Alaska,
volume 1, part 1: General. part 2: The Zygoptera Damselflies. University of Toronto Press. 292 pp.
Walker, E.M. 1908. The dragonflies (Odonata) of the Ottawa
district. Ottawa Naturalist 22(1): 16-23, 22(3): 49-64
Walker, E.M. 1933. The Odonata of Manitoba. Can. Ent. 73:
35-36
Walker, E.M. 1941. New records of Odonata from Manitoba.
Can. Ent. 73: 35-36
Walker, E.M. and P.S. Corbet. 1975. The Odonata of Canada
and Alaska, volume 3, part III: The Anisoptera -three families.
University of Toronto Press. 307 pp.

Moira Latham, Bronte Creek East Preservation Association,
64 Cudmore Road, Oakville, ON L6L 2Y5 905-847-5667
Stephen Ross, Executive Director, Royal Canadian Golf
Association, 1333 Dorval Dr., Oakville, Ontario L6J 4Z3,
Phone (905) 849-9700; Fax (905) 845-7040, sdross@rcga.org
Hon. John Snobelen, Minister of Natural Resources, Room
6301, Whitney Block, 99 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON
M7A 1W3 Fax (416) 314-2216
New Book Available
Andre Larochelle, 1990. The Food of Carabid Beetles
(Coleoptera: Carabidae, including Cicindelinae). Fabreries:
(Supplement 5) 1-132
This is a publication of the Association des Entomologistes
Amateurs du Quebec, available through: Dr. Yves Bousquet,
Eastern Cereal and Oil Seeds Research Centre, Central
Experimental Farm, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OC6.
This publication is said to be a multi-purpose compilation of
information on Carabids with a reference list of over 1000
citations and was mentioned on ENTOMO-L listserve as
costing under $20 CON.

Westfall, M.J. and M.L. May. 1996. Damselflies of North
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Westfall, M.J. and M.L. May. 1996. Damselflies of North
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: results from 1999
By Colin D. Jones

Third Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count
On Saturday, June 5, 1999, the Third Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter
count circle is centred at Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers Road from Lake Travers in
the northwest to Forbes Lake in the southeast.
It was a hot early-summer day in Algonquin Park (21-27 degrees Celsius) and butterflies were flying in good
numbers. In fact, we nearly doubled our previous total of individual butterflies (2469 this year compared to our
previous highest total of 1404 in 1998!). The 15 observers put in 32.5 party-hours and tallied an impressive record
total of 35 species!
As was the case in 1998, due to unseasonably warm weather in late April and May, many species began and
finished flying earlier than normal. Despite this, however, this year's count only missed two of the early flying
species it is meant to attempt to census (Brown and Hoary Elfin). The other two elfins (Eastern and Western Pine
Elfin) were definitely near the end of their flight period though. In fact, many were so worn that a positive
identification could not be made and we had to settle ourselves with pine elfin sp.
As a result of the advanced season, species that we do not always expect on this count were noted, sometimes in
impressive numbers! Examples include: 154 Hobomok Skippers (9 of which were the dark "Pocohontas" form), 121
Silver-bordered Fritillaries, 736 Silvery Checkerspots, 167 Northern Crescents, and 357 Little Wood Satyrs.
A total of seven species were new to the count: Pepper and Salt Skipper, Harvester, Great Spangled Fritillary,
Meadow Fritillary, Eastern Comma, Red Admiral, and Chryxus Arctic. All of these were expected to occur with the
exception of Great Spangled Fritillary. Seen by Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney and Ron Tozer, Great Spangled
Fritillary was, by far, the most exciting butterfly of the day as it was 22 days earlier than the earliest Algonquin record
and a full month earlier than the average flight date for this species! It should be noted that the butterfly records used
to calculate the average flight dates for Algonquin are from the Highway 60 corridor. This is important because the
east side of the Park, where this count takes place, is at a lower elevation resulting in warmer temperatures and
therefore earlier emergence dates for butterflies. Despite this fact, however, June 5th relnains an exceptionally early
date for Great Spangled Fritillary. As it turned out, Great Spangled Fritillaries had a fabulous year in Algonquin Park
in 1999, greatly outnumbering Atlantis Fritillaries. Normally it is just the opposite!
One final pattern that was noticed this year was the near lack of Harris's Checkerspots, with a total of only 17. In
1998, Harris's and Silvery Checkerspots were both high in numbers, totaling 209 and 263 respectively. It is very
interesting to note such changes from year to year and we look forward to many more years of butterfly counts in
Algonquin Park!
Observers: Ethan Anderman, Jean Brereton, Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones,
Gordon Lewer, Chris Michener, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Carl Rothfels, Dan Strickland, Kelly Stronks, Rick
Stronks, Ron Tozer
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Summary of the Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count

Common Name

SCientific Name

Dreamy Duskyw!ng _.

Erynnis icelus

~enal's

Erynnis juvenalis

Duskywing

Columbine Dusky Wing

Numbers
41

--

131

Common Name
Great Spangled Fritillary

1 Silver-bordered Fritillary

Erynnis lucilius

62 Silvery Checkerspot

Chlosyne nycteis

736

Chlosyne harrisii

17

Chlosyne sp.

52

Pepper and Salt Skipper

Amblyscirtes hegon

Roadside Skipper

Amblyscirtes vialis

57

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail

Papilio canadensis

251

Mustard White

Pieris napi

Clouded Sulphur

Colias philodice

Orange Sulphur

Colias eurytheme
Colias sp.

10
Northem Crescent

Phyciodes cocyta

Eastem Comma

Polygonia comma

2

Polygonia progne

2

48

Polygonia sp.

2

12 Mourning Cloak

Nymphalis antiopa

10 American Lady

Vanessa virginiensis

4 Grey Comma

2 Red Admiral

Harvester

Feniseca tarquinius

American Copper

Lycaena phlaeas

13 White Admiral
66 Viceroy

Eastern Pine Elfin

Callophrys niphon

Westem Pine Elfin

Callophrys eryphon

Pine Elfin sp.

Callophrys sp.

Grey Hairslreak

Strymon melinus

~~gAzure

Celastrina ladon

24

Silvery Blue

Glaucopsyche Iygdamus

20

Number of Party-hours:

1 Little Wood Satyr
15 Common Ringlet
9 Chryxus Arctic
Monarch

167

1
15

Vanessa atalanta

1

Limenitis arthemis arthemis

7

Limenitis archippus
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tul/ia

8
357
37

Oeneis chryxus

1

Danaus plexippus

8

35
2469
15
32.5

Butterflies/Party-hour

76

Cumulative Total Species

46
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1

154 Harris's Checkerspot

fJarterocephalus palaemon
Poanes hobomok

Number of Observers:

1
Speyeria cybele

121

Hobomok Skipper

Total Number of Individuals:

Numbers

Boloria selene

Arctic Skipper

Total Number of Species:

SCientific Name

Blue sp.
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Fifth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
By Colin D. Jones
On Saturday, July 3, 1999, the fifth annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15 mile diameter count circle is
centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east.
The weather for the day began under partly cloudy skies but the butterflying was good! By mid-afternoon, however, the rain
began to fall and most parties were finished (or had at least stopped seeing butterflies) by 3:30 p.m.
In total, 36 observers put in 67.5 party-hours, and observed 2180 butterflies of 41 species. This species total breaks our
previous highest species total by five - not bad for an incomplete day of butterflying!
Only one species was new for the count this year, but it was a very exciting and interesting addition. A total of six Eastern Tailed
Blues were found in six different sites! There is only one other record of this species from Algonquin Park dating back to the late
1950's.
There was one other exciting find - a black Papilio (swallowtail) species! Unfortunately, a satisfactory look was not obtained and
the butterfly in question managed to elude the watchers net! Whatever this individual was it would have been a highly significant
sighting for Algonquin Park!
Overall, this year, skippers appeared to be in lower numbers than usual, with the exceptions of Least Skipper (132 was a record
high for this count), Dun Skipper (122) and Two-spotted Skipper (11). Formally thought of as very rare in Algonquin, the Twospotted Skipper continues to be found in new sites by concentrating on searching in the appropriate habitat - wet, sedge
meadows.
Possibly due to observers checking appropriate habitat more than in past years, we tallied a record high count of Bog Coppers
(44). Grey Commas obviously had a great year in 1999 as is indicated by the count total of 55! In past years we have never
totalled more than 7 Grey Commas and in most years we have one or none! Other species that we tallied a record high number
of include Northern Pearly-Eye (101) and Eyed Brown (129). With respect to Monarchs, in contrast to last year when they were
noticeably absent, this year a total of 66 adults and many larvae were seen.
Observers on the Hwy 60 Count:
Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Linda Boone, Margaret Carney, Marianne Clark, Bev Clute, Kevin Clute, Peter Clute, Eric Davies, Uyen
Dias, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, Erin Forster, William Godsoe, Trevor Griffin, Andrew Jobes, Marc Johnson, Colin Jones,
Shan Jones, Anastasia Kuzyk, Brenda Laking, Lee Pauze, Becky Pollock, Chris Robinson, Melissa Rose, Carl Rothfels, Mike
Runtz, Anna Sandilands, Michelle Schafer, Lou Spence, Paul Smith, Dan Strickland, Matt Strickland, Reagan Szabo, Doug
Tozer, Ron Tozer.

Total Number of Species: 41
Total Number of Individuals: 2180
Number of Observers: 36
Number of Party-hours: 67.5
Butterflies/Party-hour: 32
Cumulative Total Species: 53

Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 1999 Algonquin butterfly counts.
The Forth Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly Count is set for Saturday, June 3, 2000, and the Sixth Annual Highway 60
Algonquin Butterfly Count is set for Saturday, July 1, 2000.
Those interested in participating in either of the year 2000 Algonquin Butterfly Counts should contact the author at P.O. Box 248,
Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, (705) 652-5004 or by email atnaturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca.
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Summary of the Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count

Common Name
Least Skipper

Scienliflc Name

European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Skipper sp.
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur

Numbers

Ancy/oxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineo/a
Polites peckius
Polites themistoc/es
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes bima_cu/a
Euphyes vestris
Papilio canadensis

- - Pae!!.i.9 sp.
-- Pieris napi

..-

Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Colias sp.

Bog Copper
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure'
Blue sp.
Great Spangled Fritillary
Aphrodite Fritillary
Atlantis Fritillary

Lycaena epixanthe
Satyrium liparops
Everes comyntas
Ce/astrina /adon neg/ecta
Speyeria cybe/e
Speyeria aphrodite
Speyeria atlantis

132
474
44
7
55
14
11
122
30
2
1
f---8
49
22
12
22
26
44
1
6
,.-,
11
1
227
2
101

Common Name

SCientific Name

Numbers

Speyeria sp.

Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary

B%ria selene
B%ria bellona
B%ria sp.

Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Green Comma
Grey Comma

Ch/osyne nycteis
Ch/osyne harrisii
Phyciodes cocyta
Po/ygonia interrogationis
Po/ygonia comma
Po/ygonia faunus
Po/ygonia progne
Po/ygonia sp.

Mouming Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
White Admiral
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Satyrid sp.
Monarch

17
3
3

Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Limenitis arthemis arthemis

-

Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cyme/a
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pega/a
Danaus p/exippus

100
8
1
1
1
1
6
2
3
2
55

3
1
227
101
129
7
2
2
15
66

- - --_.

Proposal to the TEA to Publish the 2nd Edition of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas as
the Primary Millennium Project
By Quimby Hess
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas was published by the TEA in 1991.
The major funding for the printing was provided by the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources on the premise that it provided
authoritative data of value in deciding government policy on
our natural resources.
The Atlas was unique in that it broke new ground in providing
a rating of the status of each butterfly species occurring in
Ontario. This is the information needed when creating policies
and legislation concerned with the protection of a species and
its habitat.
The 2 nd edition of the Atlas is a revised and up-dated version
of the present publication. This was the result of incorporating
the new records and reports in the TEA's Annual Summaries,
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other available information, etc., over the years since 1991, to
October 1999. In the writer's opinion and knowledge, reported
data not now in the 2 nd Edition will add little to the contents. It
is important to note that the submissions of the contributors to
the Annual Summaries were the most important in formulating
the 2 nd Edition.
The writer has submitted two copies of the 2 nd Edition, one to
the President and one to the Vice-President. I understand this
proposal will be discussed at the next Board meeting.
The writer has been approached recently by some TEA
members regarding the production of a 2 nd Edition of the
Atlas. This report is for the information of the TEA
membership.
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_____R_e_~_p_~_~_ie~_;_riP_ _ ~
September 25, 1999
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of the season, held once again in the
ROM, thanks to the efforts of Chris
Darling. There were 26 members and 1
guest present.
The speakers for the day were John
Johnson and Tom Cumby of the Ministry
of Natural Resources. They came to
speak to us about the very contentious
issue of the inclusion of certain
butterflies as Specially Protected
Species in the newly passed Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act. John's
intention was to present the parts of the
act that affect our activities in the field
and to get feedback from us. The Act
itself is very difficult to change, but John
and Tom are working on the regulations
that will be used for the 2000 field
season. It was a lively meeting and a
number of ideas were put forth. It was
decided that the membership would be
canvassed for their views on a number
of issues.

1) The position of Recording Secretary
is still open
2) FON Summer camp for children proposal to contribute
3) Research grant -proposal to offer an
annual research prize
4) Discussion of fund raising needed to
support these
. 5) Chris has arranged for someone to
be at the ROM at 10 am on TEA
meeting dates so that TEA members
can help out with or look at the
collections
6) Project proposed to print up John
Eberlie's writings
7) Project proposed to print up Toronto
butterfly checklist by Barry Harrison
8) Carolyn, Paul and Vanessa will
represent the TEA with an exhibit at the
Fall Bird Fair, Royal Botanical Gardens,
October 24
Anyone interested in doing insect
surveys near Fort Erie is asked to
contact the Fort Erie Naturalists Club they have a piece of property that they
wish inventoried and they may be able
to provide accommodation as well.
Contact Rob Eberlie at 470 Glenwood,
Ridgeway, Ontario LOS 1NO, 905-8945850; eberly@inter-pc.com
There is a new book available -Michigan
butterflies and skippers, $19.95 US. Let
Alan know if you are interested as he is
going to see if we can get a discounted
price for us.

Business:
Alan presented the financial report: the
membership fund contains $180
(renewals are just being received); the
publications fund contains $10,535; the
GIC stands at $7,400. Alan said that he
will not be sending receipts or
membership cards unless they are
specifically requested.
Nancy gave a short report on the Board
meeting that had been held that
morning.
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October 23,1999
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were 27 members and 2 guests
present.
The speaker for the day was TEA
member, Michael van der Poorten, who
spoke about the butterflies and
dragonflies of Sri Lanka. He took us
through a trip around the country,
showing slides of the different
ecological zones 'and the insects found

in each area, from the dry hot dunes to
the cool, moist hills. The collection of
slides that Michael brought, combined
with his personal insight and anecdotes
about the region were captivating!
Business:
There was no financial report. Nancy
gave a report on the results of the
membership survey regarding the Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Act. There
were, as expected, a range of views. It
was decided that Nancy would set up a
committee with Tom Mason and Phil
Schappert to work on the
\
recommendations.
\
,I

November 27,1999
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were 23 members and 5 guests
present.
The speaker for the day was Peter
Dimitris from the City of Toronto. The
City ofToronto initiated an Integrated
Pest Management program a number of
years ago. It is now called the Integrated
Healthy Plant Management program
because if you keep a plant healthy, it is
less likely to be harmed by pest
problems. There are a number of insect
pests that city trees can be affected by
including the native fall cankerworm, the
exotic Asian longhorn beetle, Dutch elm
disease, elm leaf beetle larvae,
carpenter ants, gypsy moths, and
eastern tent caterpillars. Each of these
insects affects different trees in different
ways. They try to avoid spraying for
insect pests if other methods are
available. Other things that affect city
trees include fungi, which often simply
indicate a tree that is already decaying,
and beavers. In the city, they only worry
about trees that are near power lines or
bridges (they put mesh around them so
that the beavers can't chew on them).
We also had a report from Don
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Lafontaine about the Biota of Canada
Project. This is an ambitious project that
the government has undertaken to
catalogue all plants and animals in
Canada. They are starting with the
butterflies of Canada because much of
the preliminary work has been done
and it showed that it was possible to get
cooperation from both professional and
amateur groups across Canada. Every
specimen in any major collection·
(including those in the U.S.) is being put
into a database that will be accessible
to everyone. When the project is
finished, someone will be able to
access various bits of information in the
database. You will be able to isolate the
occurrence of specimens during time
(e.g. compare the 1920's to the1980's)
as well as in space. Once the other data
bases are in place, you will also be able
to cross-reference them so that you
could compare soil types with
occurrence of specimens. The TEA is
being asked to help by volunteering
their time to identify specimens that the

ROM has in its collections.
Anyone who can offer even an hour of
time is asked to contact Brad Hubley,
Entomology Collections Manager,
Centre for Biodiversity and
Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario
Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto
M5S 2C6. Phone (416) 586-5764; Fax
(416) 586-5553; email:
bradh@ rom.on.ca

4) T-shirt design -Paul and Carolyn will
look into production
5) FWCA Proposal -preliminary draft
presented, agreement reached in
principle
6)Web site update -ROM site is not
available to us but looking into other
possibilities
7)Odonata summary-Paul Catling sent a
proposal, agreed that summary will be
sold for approx $20

Business:
There was no financial report. Nancy
said that the proposal for the FWCA
was almost ready.
Board Meeting Highlights:
1) FON Summer Camp proposal approved (see write-up in this issue of
01)
2). Research grant proposal -approved
amount of $300
3) Printing proposal re: Barry Harrison's
Toronto butterflies checklist -agreed in
principle to sponsor the printing as long
as the design is 'camera-ready'

FON Summer Camp for Children
TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from this
experience? Let us know!
FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior).
The Junior Young Naturalist Camp takes place at the Leslie M. Frost Natural Resources Centre in Minden, Ontario for 9-10
days, probably at the end of July. Campers participate in a wide variety of activities focusing on natural habitats. They visit
sites such as old growth forests, wetlands, and shoreline areas. They learn about plant communities, animal populations
and the health of ecosystems. There is even a computer lab. Campers also participate in a conservation project and have
many other options such as swimming, canoeing, and camp crafts. Accommodation is in comfortable dorms and the food
is great (they are able to accommodate a variety of dietary needs).
The Senior Young Naturalist Camp is a wilderness adventure that takes place in August for 12 days. The base is at the
Smoothwater Outfitters in Temagami. For the first six days, the campers learn all about planning a canoe trip, receive
instruction in paddling and canoe rescue techniques, and learn important wilderness survival skills. On the seventh day,
the campers embark on a 6-day canoe trip, paddling, camping, and hiking through some of the most ancient and beautiful
areas in Ontario.
The JuniorYoung Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15) costs $700.
TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay for the rest.
The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to
sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child
should send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child, age, and how the child will
benefit from the program and what is exceptional about the child.
The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to
share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario Insects.
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DURHAM REGION BUTTERFLY COUNTS IN 1999
By James Kamstra
Two butterfly counts took place in the Durham Region in the early part of the summer of 1999. The Oshawa count, now in its
seventh year, was conducted on June 27th. The Sunderland count, in the north central part of the region (with about one third of
the count circle within York Region) was completed on the 4th of July. It is centered on Udora and encompasses the
communities of Sunderland, Brown Hill, Pefferlaw, Leaskdale and Blackwater. Members from Durham Region Field Naturalists,
Pickering Naturalists, South Lake Simcoe Naturalists and Toronto Entomologists' Association participated in the two counts.
Like 1998, this year also witnessed an unusually early spring which caused most butterflies to emerge about two weeks earlier
than normal. The Oshawa count recorded 51 species, which is the highest ever. It is interesting to note that only one or two
individuals were tallied for 13 of the species. Rain at noon suspended the count for a few hours. A few groups resumed the hunt
when the skies cleared in mid afternoon. The count total would have likely produced significantly greater numbers of individuals
without the rain. Harvester and Baltimore were both new for the count.
Meanwhile, the Sunderland count was done on a humid day when the thermometer soared to 34°C. The total of 50 species is
two short of last years record. Extensive wetlands along the Beaverton River, Pefferlaw Brook and Zephyr Creek produced a rich
assortment and high numbers of butterflies. We recorded some high species totals, in particular, Mustard Whites were
unbelievably abundant (nearly 1500 which will probably be the North American all time high count). Common Sulfur, Summer
Azure, Meadow Fritillary, Baltimore, Least Skipper, Peck's Skipper and Dion Skipper were also in record numbers. One of the
highlights was finding 39 of the diminutive Harvesters within areas of alder swamp. The totals of the two counts are provided
below.
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Participants
Oshawa:
John Barker, Dennis Barry, Eric & Dana Bryant, Dayln Bryant, Kayly Bryant, Margaret Carney, Dave Cattrall, James Kamstra,
Dale Leadbeater, Tom Mason, Les McClair, Bev Porter, Rayfield Pye, Norbert Woerns
Sunderland:
Dennis Barry, Eric & Dana Bryant, Shari Bowler, Margaret Carney, Jill Clyde, Jim Fairchild, Karen Fullbrook, Dan Geiger, Brian
Henshaw, James Kamstra, Dale Leadbeater, Tom Mason, Les McClair, Terrence McDougall, Mike & Steve McMurtry, Steve
Pallett, Linda & Mike & Rachel Pauer, Ed Poropat, Rayfield Pye, Willy Rauchenstein, Michael & Nancy Vander Poorten, Stan
Ward, Norbert Woerns
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Fifth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count, July 10th, 1999
By Garth Vernon Riley
On Saturday, July 10, 1999, the Fifth Annual Butterfly Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-four counters, in
eight parties, conducted a census of butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle centered on the intersection of Dundas Street West and
Bloor Street West.
This year's count took place on a sunny, breezy day with temperatures ranging from 150C to 220C. The routes for the census included
the Leslie St. Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park, Humber River, Etobicoke Creek, Sam Smith Park, the Lambton prairie, Downsview
Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in the city.
In total, 2,259 individual butterflies were counted, of 42 species. This species total is lightly below the average of the 5 years in which
the count has been conqucted. The overall cumulative list now totals 54, with the addition of Wild Indigo Dusky-wing, Fiery Skipper,
Gray Hairstreak, and Common Buckeye.
Once again Cabbage Whites were our most common species with a count high of 721. High counts were also recorded for: Silver
Spotted Skipper (50); Cross Line Skipper (25); Northern Broken-Dash (170); Delaware Skipper (7); Dun Skipper (87); Black
Swallowtail (44); Common (=Clouded) Sulphur (345); Orange Sulphur (aka Alfalfa Butterfly) (195); Summer Azure (112); Great
Spangled Fritillary (21); Pearl Crescent (67); Northern Crescent (50); Question Mark (32); Hop Merchant (10); Mourning Cloak
(17); American Lady (6); Red Admiral (50); and The Grayling (aka Common Wood Nymph) (69).
Monarchs showed resurgence with 78 being counted this year compared to last years count of 13.
Next year's count will be either July 8th or July 15th, 2000. Those interested in participating in the 6th Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact John Carley at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330.
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Total:
42 species, 2,259 individuals
24 in 8 parties
The number of participants:
48 hours
Total party hours:
Temperature:
15°C to 22°C; sunny; breezy (nw 25 km/hr average)
Observers:
J. Barker, D. Bone, D. Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway, A. Gray, M. Hamilton, T. Hamilton, V. Higgins, J. Iron, S.
MacKay, N. McPherson, E. Mihalj, A. Millet, C. Millet, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, A. Riley, D. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, P.
Thomas, N. Woems, B. Yukich
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Student Symposium 1999 continuedfrom page 6...

Synonymization of two species of Rhynchophorus palm weevils (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Rhynchophorinae) based on larval morphology
Joel Gibson
Department 0/ Environmental Biology, University 0/ Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, N 1G 2 WI, gibsonj@uoguelph.ca
While the red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) and the Asian palm weevil, Rhynchophorus vulneratus (Panzer)
are distinct from one another in outward adult appearance, many intermediate forms also exist in nature. The larvae of the two
species are currently differentiated based on the structure of the labrum. The number of lateral labral setae and the location of
the epipharyngeal sensory pore relative to two setae are the present means of distinguishing between the larvae of the two
species. This study investigated the current taxonomy to determine whether present descriptive characteristics hold up to
statistical rigour. Comparisons of the microscope mounts of dissected and cleared labra of bothR. ferrugineus and R.
vulneratus, as well as F1 hybrids, revealed that the two species cannot be recognized based on present descriptions of larval
morphology. From a taxonomic standpoint, it is likely that the two species are, in fact, a single species.

••••••••••••••••••••
Carabid diversity in Ontario oak savannahs and adjacent non-savannah habitats
Hume Douglas
In Ontario, the area covered by oak savannah and tallgrass prairie have been reduced by more than 96% since the end of the
18th century. While some host specific herbivores have been found to depend entirely on these habitats, the degree of remnant
dependence of other insects of these communities including carabid beetles was not known. A pitfall survey (28 days in July
1998) of regions in Southern Ontario was conducted, in which savannah (N=5) and prairie sites (N=3) were compared with both"
nearby old field (N=4) and oak woodland (N=4) sites as controls captured 86 species, but did not reveal any strictly tallgrass
dependant species. It was expected that oak savannah fauna would be an assemblage including a variety of carabids also
found in woodlands and prairies. Contrary to this expectation, principle components analysis (PCA) indicated that the beetle
fauna of savannah sites may be distinct from both prairie and old field sites, but not similar to some woodland sites. PCA did not
indicate any other clear between habitat faunal differences. More beetle species considered rare and unusual in Ontario were
found in both of the control types than in tallgrass communities, indicating that commonly used vegetation-based insect
conservation approaches may be inappropriate for these carabid communities. This result indicates that a thorough survey of
carabid species living in sandy habitats in southern Ontario would be more useful from a conservation perspective than one
considering only native vegetation communities.

••••••••••••••••••••
Investigation of biodiversity sampling techniques using saprophagous Diptera collected
from carrion and prairie dog burrows
Colleen Christopherson
Dept. o/Environmental Biology, University o/Guelph, Guelph, Onto NIH 2Wl, christopherson23@hotmail.com Advisor: S. A.
Marshall
Arthropods constitute approximately 82 % of the described global biodiversity. Sampling insects is becpming increasingly
important in biodiversity inventories. Previous studies have provided insight into the general diversity of the phylum, described
numerous sampling methods, and demonstrated the relationships between arthropod communities and their ecosystems.
Generally, these studies utilized a variety of traditional sampling techniques such as; Malaise traps, pitfall traps, and pan traps to
describe arthropods. These techniques provide valuable information however; they are often time consuming, expensive,
destructive to the study site and produce samples which are difficult to process. A new technique, Raised Emergence Traps
(RET's), was designed to provide a cost-effective, low maintenance, and comparable way to accurately sample arthropods
associated with decomposing materials. The objectives of this study are: (1) to investigate and compare (to traditional methods)
the effectiveness of RET's for sampling saprophagous Diptera associated with the two microhabitats; (2) to recommend
standard protocols for sampling the saprophagous Diptera associated with carrion and prairie dog burrows; (3) to produce lists
of the selected saprophagous Diptera associated with these microhabitats. Preliminary data suggest that RET sampling is a
cost-effective and comparable method for sampling the two microhabitats. Recommendations for standardized biodiveristy
protocols will be presented.
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Some Historical Highlights Concerning Some of the People Involved in Providing Reports
and Records on Ontario Lepidoptera
by QUimby Hess
In compiling the Annual Summaries on Ontario Lepidoptera
over the years, certain highlights come to mind. The TEA was
started in Toronto in 1968 by a small group of lepidopterists
lead by Father J. C. E. Riotte, S. J., M. A. The First Annual
Summary appeared in 1969. Father Riotte was employed by
the Royal Ontario Museum.
The writer remembers his first highlight, the capture of a male
Phoebis philea, on October 13th , 1930 in my hometown,
Zurich, in Southwestern Ontario. Zurich was only 12 miles
from the Pinery, south of Grand Bend. In the 1930's, it was
paradise for a naturalist. I remember May 2 nd , 1936 especially.
This was a record hot year and I made several first-time
occurrence records, including Euchloe olympia. When I
showed one of my University of Toronto professors, Dr. Fred
Ide, the specimens, he was quite excited. Along with the
Orange-barred Sulphur, it was donated to the ROM.
The history of the production of the TEA's Annual Summaries,
as far as the writer is concerned, brings to mind many people
and many highlights. An important highlight was Alan Hanks'
offer to assist me with the production of the Annual
Summaries in the early 1970's. There are many more. Such
as the TEA's leadership in pinpointing the precarious nature,
due to habitat degradation, of butterfly species in Ontario,
including the West Virginia White, the Karner Blue and the
Frosted Elfin.
I know that there are numerous people who made important
contributions. Among them, we have Irene Trigg (now
remarried), who made us aware of Lloyd Taman of
Matachewan. Mr. Taman provided much needed data from an
area in Ontario for which we had few records. David H. Elder,
of Atikokan, provided field data from the Rainy River region.
He was one of my students when I was Director of the Forest
Technical School in Haliburton County. Primarily a birder, he
was an all-around naturalist and contributed many great
records, including a female Sleepy Sulphur photographed by
an employee in Quetico Provincial Park. Name after name of
contributors of valuable data and assistance come to mind,

including Irene Bowman, a fellow co-worker in the Policy
Research Branch of the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources; Paul Catling, who compiled the 1970 Summary
and reported new data on Ontario Leps; Tony Holmes and Dr.
Tasker, who supplied new records; Wm. Edmonds, one of the
originals, who made pioneer field trips to Northern Ontario;
John Walas and Dr. Nick Escott of Thunder Bay and
numerous others who contributed valuable data and whose
names are listed in the Annual Summaries.
In conclusion, the writer also remembers the Ontario
Lepidoptera highlights reported over the years by gifted
people such as:
Walter Plath, Jr. (deceased), one of my best friends and a
powerhouse in butterfly life history findings and nature
photography. Walter and the writer spent many happy days out
in the field in many parts of Ontario and Northern Manitoba,
collecting and photographing. Our favourite habitats were in
the Geraldton and Lukinto Lake area.
Norman Tremblay, another powerhouse field man and
highlight producer. He and I made extensive field trips to
various countries in Central and South America.
Alan Wormington, who is an accomplished field Lepidopterist.
His new findings regarding Ontario Lepidoptera are of very
significant importance, especially in Southern Ontario.
Brenda Kulon and Gerry Clements of the Sarnia area, whose
special reports and photographs are among the finest
submitted.
Sidney Daniels and Robert Curry, who submitted their
important field data for areas difficult to access.
To all of the contributors to the TEA's Annual Summaries,
which are the foundation of data in the proposed 2nd Edition
of the Ontario Butterfly Atlas, we say "Well done true and
faithful Ontario Lepidopterists".

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Deadline Notice

~

The deadline for submissions to the May 2000 issue of Ontario Insects is April 1. Late
~
submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor after that date. If there are any
questions or concerns regarding submissions, please feel free to contact Vanessa Carney at (905)
•
521-0749 eve., or email: carneyv@em.agr.ca. Please remember when submitting electronic
information to minimize formatting and send documents as plain text wherever possible.
Thanks to everybody that's been contributing material to Ontario Insects. Keep it coming!!!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Monarch Notes ~
MONARCH CONSERVATION UPDATE
FROM THE COMMISSION FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION
Since the 1997 North American
Conference on the Monarch Butterfly,
several key conservation initiatives have
taken place following recommendations
made during the conference. The
following list compiled by the Editorial
Committee offers an account of the
actions of which we have knowledge
and is intended to share this information
with individuals and institutions working
across North America toward the
conservation goals set out during the
conference. We believe that frequent
and open communication, as well as
collaborative efforts, will help us meet
these goals.
Concerning the status of the monarch
butterflies in the overwintering colonies
this year (98-99), Eligio Garcia reports
that 4.31 hectares were occupied,
compared to 97-98 when there were
4.532 hectares covered. The greatest
coverage he has reported was in 96-97,
when 16.63 hectares were covered with
monarchs. The kind of research this will
encourage is directed towards
understanding the causes and
implications of these kinds of
fluctuations. We are working together to
learn how resource availability and
environmental conditions during all of
the periods in the monarch's yearly life
cycle -breeding, migrating and
overwintering- act in concert to
determine population densities and
health. The challenges of monarch
conservation provide an ideal
opportunity to bridge international and
interdisciplinary boundaries as we work
together to understand the preserve this
incredible species.
Three months after the Morelia meeting,
representatives of the three North
American countries established a trinational working group "to facilitate
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cooperation for conservation, public
education and outreach for the Monarch
butterfly" (Trilateral committee for
Wildlife and Ecosystem Conservation
and Management, 1998). It is expected
that wildlife services in the three
countries will exchange reports on an
annual basis about advancements
related to Monarch conservation
initiatives.
In 1998, Michelle Prysby and Karen
Oberhauser at the University of
Minnesota developed a larval
monitoring project that included
volunteers in 10 US states and 1
Canadian province. The overarching
goal of this project is to better
understand how and why monarch
populations vary in time and space, with
a focus on larval distribution and.
abundance during the breeding season.
Data will help determine how monarch
recruitment varies with geographic
location, habitat size, and degree of
disturbance.

On January 13, 1998, Mexico and
Canada established the Monarch
Butterfly Model Forest in the States of
Mexico and Michoacan. This bilateral
agreement was signed by Julia
Carabias, Head of the Secretariat of the
Environment, Natural Resources and
Fisheries (SEMARNAP) and Maureen
O'Neil, President of the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC).
This project will last three years and
aims at promoting the sustainable use
of the forest through improving forestry
practices, economic diversification, fair
distribution of benefits, and promoting
environmental awareness.

On July 7,1998, the Canadian Museum
of Nature launched again its itinerant
exhibit"Monarca... Butterfly Beyond
Borders". This exhibit presents to the
general public the main issues to the
biology and conservation of the
monarch butterfly throughout North
America. Its initial inauguration took
place in 1993. During the next five years
it toured through several of the
museums of Canada, Mexico and the
United States. Following the
recommendation made at the Morelia
meeting, the exhibit was refurbished
and is currently scheduled to travel
through Saskatchewan and Nova
Scotia.
During the summer of 1998, Morelia
meeting participants from Alternare,
Profauna, Journey North, the Monarch
Butterfly Sanctuary Foundation, and
Monarchs in the Classroom met in
Minnesota to develop a proposal to
implement an environmental education
program based on the monarch butterfly
and specifically designed for sanctuary
schools. Support for the meeting was
provided by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS).
After the Mexican government
committed, during the 1997 Morelia
Conference, to review the presidential
decree, which in 1986 established the
Monarch Reserve -Mexican scientists,
government officials, and NGO
representatives together with the US
scientists have carried out several
workshops sponsored by WWF to
update the existing knowledge on the
habitat needs of the overwintering
monarchs. It is expected that the results
of this report w~1I provide sound
guidelines to managers when including
social, economic and political
dimensions to regional and national
monarch conservation efforts.
Finally, a survey of pesticide use along
migration routes, which may affect
milkweed, nectaring flowers or the
monarchs directly, is to be underway
soon under the leadership of WWFCanada's Wildlife Toxicology director,
Julia Langer, and will see to involve all
three countries.

January 2000
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Entomophilia
Insects & Spiders
(Released in October 1999)
By Don Davis

Insects and spiders have always sparked
the interest and imagination of youth.
These stamps will be the highlight of National Stamp Collecting Month, October
1999. The 20 different computer-enhanced
stamp designs included in this Classic
Collection are representative of a range of
colors, lifestyles and behaviors common to
insect and spider communities in the U.S.
Text printed on the gummed side of each stamp describes the unique features of each
of the 16 insects and four spiders. Illustrator Steve Buchanan used live and preserved
specimens and color photographs as references for his intricately detailed sketches.
For sharpness and contrast, Buchanan added color and shadows by computer at high
resolution.

Now that's a Computer Bug!
Submitted by Carolyn King (from the
Apple website)

Back in 1945, industry pioneer Grace
Murray Hopper coined the word "bug"
to describe a glitch in computer hardware or software (following her discovery of a moth that crashed the
computer she was working on; the
mummified insect was taped into her
log book with the note, "First actual
case of bug being found", and is on
display at the Naval Surface Warfare
Museum in Dahlgren, VA).

••••••••••••••••••

: In the Next Issue: :
•• Summary

•
Butterfly.

of 1999
: Counts by Bob Bowles

:

•

•

• •••••••••••••••••

Rent this Space!
••••••••••••••••
Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members.•.

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm OR
4inches x 2.25 inches
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues

• •••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

M~rket

-

~

Age Forces Sale
-books, papers, field guides for Ontario & World

Rent this Space!

-tropical Lepidoptera & Coleoptera collections
(pairs & singles)

••••••••••••••••

-Kodachrome slides of Ontario insects/plants/
habitats

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members...
Size: 10 cm

Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Butterflies Galore!!

x 5.5 cm OR

4inches x 2.25 inches
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
Cost per Ad: ,$10 per issue OR

$20 for 3 issues

••••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

Lepidoptera Books for Sale
From the library of Former TEA President

Monarch, Red-Spotted Purple, and Black
Swallowtail Butterfly lacquered enamel
pins have landed at the ROM Reproductions Shop, just inside the front doors of
the Royal Ontario Museum! Also see a
bumble bee, spider and dragonflies.
Choose your favourite specimen, authenticated by ROM entomologists, to wear or
give to someone special!
Phone (416) 586-8026, fax (416) 586·
8075 or e-mail romrepro@rom.on.ca.

Douglas E. Scovell:
D'Abrera, Bernard

Sphingidae Mundi: Hawkmoths of the World

D'Abrera, Bernard

Field Guides - Butterflies of Australia & New Zealand. Hc O.p. 30.00

200.00

D'Abrera, Bernard

Moths of Australia Hc. O.p.

110.00

D'Abrera, Bernard

Butterflies of the Neotropics, Volumes 1-6 (as New) each

200.00

Dillon, Lawrence

The Tribe Catagrammini (Lepid: Nymphalidae) Catagramma

35.00

dos Passos, Cyril A

Synonymic List of the Nearctic Rhopalocera

20.00

Ferris, C. & Brown, F. M.

Butterflies of the Rocky Mountain States

25.00

Forster, W. & Wolfhardt

Tagfalter: Diuma (Rhopalocera & Hesperiidae)

40.00

Fracker, Stanley

The Classification of Lepidopterous Larvae (1 st Ed.)

15.00

Hardwick, D. E.

Taxonomy, L.H., & Habits of the Elliptoid Sp. Of Schinea

17.00

Lewis, H. L.

Butterflies of the World (5000 in full colour)

Miller, L. & Brown, F. M.

A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies of America

40.00
40.00

Parsons, Michael

Butterflies of the Bulolo-Wau Valley (New GUinea) pb. New

60.00

Riley, Norman

Butterflies & Moths

35.00

Tveten, J. & G.

Butterflies of Houston & Southem Texas. New

25.00

Woodworth, C. W.

The Wing Veins of Insects

20.00

Ron Scovell, 3 Simms Cres., Toronto, ON M9V 2S9, (416) 744-3888, hillstar@sympatico.ca
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Carney at the address below.
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Notes from the Editor's Desk

Letters to the Editor
Has, Anyone Seen This Insect!
Invertebrate?
I am a biochemist doing work on how
animals survive winter. We study
several species but we now have a
specific need/request. I am searching
for a 'model' insect for our studies of
gene regulation during freeze survival
in overwintering.
This insect MUST MEET ALL
REQUIREMENTS:
1. FREEZES internally DURING THE
• WINTER ( many are cold, but few are
frozen!)
2. is an ADULT when it freezes ( and
the larger the better!)
3. is at least over one centimeter long
as an adult ( no Collembola need
apply!)
4. is relatively ABUNDANT ( we would

Volume 5, Number 3

, 32 years of history

I also wanted to congratulate Don
Davis for another successful monarch
tagging season (and for the recognition
from Guinness!). There's a list of Don's
tag recoveries on page 68.
And finally, I wanted to mention Steve
Marshall's new website that includes
pictorial guides to tiger and lady
beetles of Ontario.
My thanks to Carolyn King, Paul
McGaw and Bob Bowles for their
planning and organization of this
season's field trips and butterfly/
odonate counts. There;s a bunch of stuff
to keep us all focused on entomology
this year! Happy bug hunting!
Vanessa

need 100 plus specimens/experiment
year)
NOTE: If you have insects that might be
freeze tolerant, we can check them in
the lab to quantify internal ice formation
and survival rates.
In a perfect world it would BE NICE IF :
1. they were also easy to catch. I have
access to hundreds of protected acres
of woodlots and also ponds, meadows,
bat caves, marshes, etc. but I can't cut
down trees and I don't have the
manpower to strip multiple logs in
woodpiles.
2. if there were two closely related
species - ONE that overwintered as a
FROZEN adult and one that
overwintered as a NON-FROZEN adult.
We are always looking at comparative
aspects.
*OR*
3. If not insects, how about other
invertebrates: Do you know of ADULT,
FREEZE TOLERANT ( local and

TORONTO
ENTOMOLOGISTS'
ASSOCIATION
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Also, I am thrilled to present an excerpt
from the book Phil Schappert has
written entitled A World for Butterflies
on page 62. It is a thoughtful
commentary on insect, particularly

of the Toronto Region

_

For starters, Barry Harrjson has recently
finished designing and creating The
Butterflies of the Toronto Region
checklist (see right). This compact
guide, in a format similar to the
Butterflies of Point Pelee National Park:
A seasonal guide & checklist, by Alan
Wormington, was published and is
available through the TEA for $2 at
meetings or $2.50 mailed. Great job
Barry!

The Butterflies

butterfly, conservation. This hardcover
will be available this spring from Key
Porter publishers for $45 and includes
over 300 gorgeous photos. Thanks,
Phil, for passing along a portion of your
book for 01.

~

One thing that struck me as I put this
issue together was the diverse talent
and vast entomological knowledge we
have within the membership. I wanted
to take a moment and highlight some of
the accomplishments of TEA members
that have been brought to my recent
attention (and placed into 01).

........

o',i

.....

Complied by Barry Harrison

~:

relatively abundant) slugs, snails,
worms, isopods, amphipods, spiders...
I have attached my contact addresses
and the address of our web site which
you can check to see what are doing
research with. Thanks for any help you
can give me. We are now at exactly the
right time of year for this sort of search.
Spring is a perfect time to gather some
animals and test them for freeze
tolerance.
Kenneth B. Storey, F.R.S.C., Professor
of Biochemistry, Carleton University,
Dept. of Biology or Dept. of Chemistry,
1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1 S 5B6 Canada
Tel: (613) 520-3678, Res: (613) 2259015, Fax: (613) 520-2569 (office) or2710, -3830 (lab),
kbstorey@ccs.carleton.ca or
kenneth_storey@carleton.ca,
homepage: http://www.carleton.cal
-kbstorey
Letters continued on page 50...
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Request for Insect Sightingsl
Observations
Your help is requested by Tamara
Chipperfield of the Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority. She would
appreciate any reports of insect
sightings and/or observations made at
Tommy Thompson Park. Reports can be
filed several ways. They can be emailed
to Tamara at tchipperfield@trca.on.ca or
reported to the Tommy Thompson Park
Wildlife Hotline at (416) 661-6600 ext.
5233 where you can leave a recorded
message, or fax them to Tamara at
(416) 661-6898.

garlic mustard are spreading quicker
than native species. In April 2000, one
site in the north end of the park, and
three sites on the east side of
Grenadier Pond will be burned. Two test
burns in recent years were successful
and this major burn - the first plantregenerating fire in over a century - will
be carried out by a former MNR fire
boss on one day that presents suitable
weather conditions.
Wild lupine is the food plant of the
extirpated Karner blue butterfly. It is
hoped that, one day, this species may
be reintroduced to Ontario.
(Submitted by Don Davis, from The
Toronto Star, March 8/00, Page A3)

Black Flies in the New Millennium
There will be an International Meeting
of Black Fly Workers at Brock
University, St. Catharines, Ontario from
June 17-21,2000. Planned Symposia
include: I Taxonomy and Systematics; II
Ecology and Behaviour of Immatures; III
Ecology and Behaviour of Adults; IV
Disease Transmission; V Black Fly
Control. Please check our Website http:/
/www.brocku.calblackfly2000/ for
registration information and forms. For
further information, contact Dr. F.F.
Hunter, Conference Organizer at 905688-5550 ext 3394 or
hunterf@spartan.ac.brocku.ca.
High Park Burn Planned
Over the next eight years, about 40
hectares of High Park in Toronto will be
burned in order to facilitate the
regeneration of the rare black oak
savannah and other indigenous
species such as wild lupine. Almost half
of the parks 200 year old oak trees are
expected to die of natural causes over
the next 30 years. Newer plant species
such as honeysuckle and
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Upcoming Event at Presqu'i1e
Provincial Park
Butterfly Workshop, Saturday, June 24,
10 am to 5 pm
Come and learn to identify 30-40
species of butterflies in Presqu'ile
Provincial Park; visit their habitat and
learn how to attract your own butterflies
at home. There is a $10.00 fee for
instructional material. Regular park
admission fees apply. For further
information, call (613) 475-4324 or email Don Tyerman, Biodiversity
Specialist:
don.tyerman@mnr.gov.on.ca.

Note: An illustrated butterfly checklist for
Presqu'ile Provincial Park will be going
to press shortly.
Summer Events at the Insectarium de
Montreal and the Biodome
The Monarca Traveling Exhibit will be
opening for the summer at the Biodome
in Montreal. The dates for the duration
of the exhibit have not been released.
The Monarca Traveling Exhibit opened
at the Canadian Museum of Nature in
1992, and has traveled to Mexico City;
Sherbrooke, Quebec; Dallas, Texas;
San Francisco, California; to name a
few cities that have welcomed the
exhibit. The exhibit showcases the
monarch butterfly, and was a joint
creation of The Canadian Museum of
Nature, the Canadian Nature
Federation, Monarca A.C. and the
Mexican Embassy in Ottawa.
Adjacent to the Biodome, at the
Insectarium de Montreal, a full
schedule of events has been planned,
and a brochure describing these
events, as well as other events taking
place nearby in the Botanical Garden,
has just been released. Highlights
include Butterfly House (in the
Insectarium Garden from June 17 to
Sept. 4), The Monarch Odyssey
(includes monarch tagging on Aug. 26,
27, Sept. 2,3,4,9,10), Great Gardening
Weekend (May 26 - 28), Georges
Brossard's Notebooks (April 13 - Nov. 5,
Georges Brossard will be unpacking
specimens brought back from all over
the world).
A "Nature Package", including
admission to the Biodome, Botanical
Garden and Insectarium, is available.
For information, call (514) 872-1400.
Also, visit the Insectarium website:
www.ville.montreal.qc.calinsectarium.
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Upcoming FON Conference

New Lepidoptera Resources

New Odonate Described by Canadian

The 69th Annual FON General Meeting
& Conference will be hosted from May
26 - 28 by the MidlandPenetanguishene Field Naturalists at
Midland, Ontario. Keynote speakers will
include John and Mary Theberge
(noted experts on wolves), Dan Tuckey
(talented birdwatcher from the Kortright
Centre for Conservation), Rick Symmes
(Executive Director of the FON and
coordinator for "Partnership for Public
Lands") and Terence DicRinson (noted
astronomer).

Two new publications have recently
come to the TEA's attention that may
provide useful supplemental
information to our Lepidoptera
standards (Ontario Butterfly Atlas, The
Butterflies of Canada etc.). Louis
Handfield, a TEA member, has created
Le Guide des Papillons du Quebec
(see the insert in this issue). This
resource is available for $90 plus S&H.
As well, the Liste des Lepidopteres du
Quebec et du Labrador, an exhaustive
list of Lepidoptera in Quebec and
Labrador, is offered as a Supplement to
the Association's quarterly publication
Fabreries. Also authored by Louis
Handfield, with collaboration from
Jean-Francois Landry, Bernard Landry
and Donald Lafontaine, it is now available for $18 plus S&H to nonmembers through the Association des
Entomologistes- Amateurs du Quebec,
c/o Insectarium de Montreal, 4581 rue
Sherbrooke Est, Montreal H1X 2B2,
email info@aeaq.qc.ca. (514) 6526087. Check out the website
www.aeaq.qc.ca for more information.

Announcing the first newly described
North American odonate of the 21st
century, Neurocordulia michaeli
Brunelle 2000, which debuted in the
Jan-Feb issue of Canadian
Entomologist (132:39-48). This odonate
is named for Paul Michel Brunelle, a
Canadian living in New Brunswick.

Events and presentations of interest to
entomologists include:
- Pre-Conference Trips - May 24 - The
Carden Alvar; May 26 - Birding and
Dragonflies of Tiny Marsh
- May 26 (1 :30 - 3:05) - Case Study The Oak Ridges Moraine
- May 27 (11 :00 am - 11 :45 am) Butterflies & Dragonflies of Simcoe
County (Bob Bowles)
- May 28 - Field Trips: (1) Butterflies and
Dragonflies of Simcoe County, (2)
Carden Plain (birds, butterflies and
botany)

.

\

\

Donations are welcome to support
these initiatives of the TEA:

ENTOMOLOGY ONTHE "TUBE"
Submitted by Don Davis

FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a
TEA member's child for summer
camp
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel
Grant - to help to sponsor research
into Ontario insects

Television programs about insects are
being regularly aired. Your best bet is to
check your local listings closely,
particularly Public Television and The
Discovery Channel.

All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

1._---------_..
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Today, Premier Mike Harris announced
that the province would spend $15.5
million over four years to conserve and
replenish fish and wildlife populations.
The money is in addition to the $72million currently spent by the Ministry of
Natural Resource on managing fish
and wildlife. The new funding will be
used for projects that could include
developing fish hatcheries, stocking
fish in depleted lakes, rehabilitating
habitat, reintroducing wildlife species,
building portages and vieWing
platforms and marketing new hunting
and fishing opportunities.
Source: Canadian Press via the Globe and
Mail (March I lIOO),submitted by Don Davis
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Provincial Funding for Wildlife

"INSECTIA", hosted by Georges
Brossard of the Insectarium of Montreal,
will continue to air Saturdays (8:00 am
and 9:30 pm) and Sundays (1 :30 am
and 4:30 am).
Home Garden Television (HGTV)

1)

recently began airing a new, 13 part
Canadian series on March 19, "The
Secret World of Gardens" ,airing
Sundays at 8 pm. A major focus of this
series is insects. Producer Susan
Fleming (TEA members may recall her
request for assistance in collecting live
insects to film) filmed "everywhere": in a
bat laboratory at York University; on top
of a Queen's University professor's
house for three days to catch a
hummingbird feed her young; in ponds
of slime; in bumble bee burrows; inside
stumps of trees. To show a lady bug's
perspective, they put a little harness on
one and flew her in front of the camera.
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TEA Field Trips
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Other field trips not organized by the TEA are listed on page 72...

Saturday, June 10
Beaver Creek/Blackwater Butterfly Walk
This is a great location for many butterflies, Last year 37 species were recorded, including harvesters, hundreds of mustard
whites, 4 or 5 different hairstreaks and many skippers, including the rare two-spotted skipper (Euphyes bimacula). We will
meet at 10 am, where Beaver Creek flows under Hwy., 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring nets, insect containers and a picnic
lunch. Collecting allowed within TEA and MNR guidelines. For more details contact leader Tom Mason, (H) 905-839-6764 or
(W) 416-392-5972.
Saturday, June 24
Leslie Street Spit Moth Night
We will be going to Tommy Thompson Park on the Leslie Street Spit on two nights this summer to see what moths have
colonized this man-made peninsula. Many interesting plants, reptiles and birds have made it their home, and we will see what
moth species we can add to the Park inventory. Bring guides, insect containers, flashlights and moth lights if you have them.
Collecting allowed only by leaders for voucher specimens, This trip is limited to a small number of people, so phone early to
register: Paul McGaw 416-261-6272.
Monday, July 3
TEA East Toronto Butterfly Count
Join us for a day of butterfly counting. Everyone is welcome from beginners on. The count area includes the Toronto Zoo and
parts of the Don and Rouge Valleys. This is an official NABA Count; the TEA will pay your participation
fee. Collecting not allowed on zoo property; allowed within TEA and other governmental guidelines elsewhere.
Would participants please contact leader Tom Mason at 905-839-6764 if they wish to attend?
Saturday, July 8
Urquhart Garden-Wainfleet Bog-Marcy Woods Butterflies and Moths
The Urquhart Butterfly Garden in Dundas was created to honour Fred Urquhart, who discovered the Monarch overwintering
sites in Mexico. Joanna Chapman, the co-ordinator of the Garden, will be there to show us around and answer any questions.
We will travel on together to the 1500-acre Wainfleet Bog, south of Weiland. This is one of Ontario's few southern acid bogs,
and'has a number of rare plants, birds and (of course) butterflies. At this time of year we may be lucky enough to spot a bog
copper! For the daytime part of the trip bring nets, guides, a picnic lunch and footwear suitable for a bog. After dinner at a local
restaurant, we will gather at 8:30 pm for a night of mothing at Marcy Farm & Woods. Last year in June we recorded 120 species
in this wonderful Carolinian habitat, so we are eager to see what a July night will bring! Bring books, insect containers and
moth lights if you have them. Collecting not allowed on this trip. Directions to the Urquhart Garden or more information can be
obtained by phoning Paul McGaw at 416-261-6272. You may join us for just the evening mothing if you prefer (maps to Marcy
Woods can be mailed or faxed to you). As for accommodations, some of the places we stayed overni~ht last year were:
Sandman Motel 905-894-1011 $35 per room, Pleasant Beach Tent & Trailer Park 905-894-4249, Sherkston Shores
Campground 905-894-0972 $18 per night.
Tuesday, July 18
High Park Moth Night
This is a joint outing organized with the Friends of High Park. Members of the public are invited to join leader Paul McGaw and
TEA members Carolyn King and Karen Yukich to see what interesting moth species can be lured by mercury vapour and black
lights in the heart of the City. In its 4th year, this Moth Night is attended by budding entomologists of all ages. Meet at the
Grenadier Restaurant at 8:30 p.m. with guide books, flashlights and insect containers. Collecting is not allowed.
Phone Paul McGaw 416-261-6272 for more information.
Saturday, July 22
Leslie Street Spit Moth Night
Details are the same as for June 24,
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For all dav trips please be sure to bring adequate sunscreen and water.
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2000 Ontario
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Insect Counts
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Compiled by Bob Bowles, NABA Eastern Canada Regional Editor, with thanks to Don Davis and Nancy van der Poorten

DATE RAIN DATE LOCATION

CONTACT

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

BUTTERFLIES
06-03
06-17
06-24
06-24
06-24
06-25
06-25
07-01
07-01
07-01
07-02
07-03
07-08
07-08
07-08
07-15
07-15
07·16
08-05
08-12

06-18

06-25
07-02
07-02
07-02
07-02

07-09

07-16
08·06

East Side Algonquin
Carden Plains
Misery Bay
South River
Pinery Provo Park
Muskoka Bala
Oshawa
Lake Dore
Orillia
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Sunderland
Toronto T.E.A.
Windsor
McGregor Point
Long Point
Toronto Centre
Hog Island
Manion Corners
Pelee Island
Point Pelee

Colin Jones
(613) 637-2828
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149
Nancy Ironside
(705) 326-4384
Martin & Kathy Parker
Brenda Kulon
(519) 869-2833
Lou Spence
(705) 765-6072
James Kamstra
(905) 985-4497
Chris Michener
(613) 625-2263
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149
Colin Jones
(613) 637-2828
James Kamstra
(905) 985-4497
Nancy van der Poorten (416) 466-9013
Paul Pratt
(519) 966-5852
Mary Rapati
(519) 832-2492
Chauncey Wood
(519) 426-0039
John Carley
(416) 766-1330
Chris Michener
(613) 625-2263
Peter Hall
(613) 733-0698
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149
Wormingtonrresolin (519) 326-0687

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
nancy.ironside@encode.com
southrive@onlink.net
hawkowl@ebtech.net
louspence@ muskoka.com
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
cmichener@ renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net
naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
jkamstra @gartnerlee.com
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
cdwood@mcmaster.ca
jrc_arch@compuserve.com
cmichener@ renc.igs.net
phall@cen.web.net
bowles@bconnex.net
Any_Tesolin@ PCH.gc.ca

Algonquin
Carden Plains
Lake Dore
Pelee Island

Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carey Purdon
Bob Bowles

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
purdon@renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net

ODONATE COUNTS
06-24
07-08
08-05
08-06

(613)
(705)
(613)
(705)

637-2828
325-3149
625-2610
325-3149

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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A Visit to Guyana
by Paul McGaw

From Jan. 27, to Feb. 10, 2000, Carolyn King and I had the
opportunity to experience the birds, butterflies, moths and
mammals of the savanna and rainforest of Guyana, South
America. We were fortunate enough to have James Kamstra,
of Quest Nature Tours, and his wide experience of tropical
natural history with us.
We were in Guyana at about the same time of year as
Quimby Hess, whose butterfly collecting experiences were
recounted so eloquently in his article in the May and
September 1999 issues of 01. Although our trip centered on
birding (170 species), with nets, binoculars, flash camera,
two reference books on the butterflies of Costa Rica and
Venezuela and my mercury-vapour moth light, we managed
some entomological activities!

Syngamia fiorella, a Pyraild wasp moth, photo by Paul McGaw.

identified Phoebis sennae, the Cloudless Sulphur (Southern
USA to Argentina!), Ascia monuste and two Euremes; E.
elathea and E. albula (a difficult genus, which has dimorphic
sexes and seasonal variations in its 37 neotropic species).
As Quimby Hess noted, swallowtails (Papilio sp.) were
scarce. We recorded only Battus polydamus (believed to be
protected from predation by toxins secreted by its hostplant,
Aristolochia sp. or Dutchman's pipe) A Riodinidae
(Metalmark) was found and photographed in the rainforest,
one of more than 1000 species found mostly in Central and
South America, either hiding under leaves or flying over the
canopy! One Brazillian collector is reported to have spent 33
years collecting only 70 species! The only Lycaenidae
recorded was the bizarre Neotropical Hairstreak (Arawacus
sp.), which has a conspicuous false head and antennae on
the hindwings, with dark lines converging on them (see cover
photo). And, finally, in Georgetown, we saw our ubiquitous
world traveller, Danaus plexippus, which can be found as far
as Australia, or wherever Asclepiaceae grows!

Drepanidae sp. (hooktip) moth, photo by Paul McGaw.

Of the many Heliconius members of that complex family, we
identified H. melpomene, H. sara fulgidus, H. hecale zuleika
(a very widely distributed species found in all habitats on
both coasts), Dryadula phaetusa (a one-species genus) and
Philaethria dido, a beautiful green and brown species which
is the most primitive member of the Heliconiines and the only
species which feeds sometimes on mammal dung. Seven
Nymphalinae were recorded: Colobura dirce (resembling
several others in flight), Hamadryas feronia, Biblis hyperia
(the only species), Mestra hypermestra (also found in
Southern USA), Adelpha cytherea marcia (a genus which
some entomologists consider the most taxonomically
difficult), Precis lavinia zonatis, the Tropical Buckeye
(common on the flora-rich savanna) and Anartia jatrophe, the
White Peacock (very common with a wide range from
Southern USA to South America). Of the Pierinae, we
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Hyalurga fenestra, an Arctiid moth, photo by Paul McGaw.
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Unlike Quimby, who did not see many moths around the
camp lights or at his moth bait (see 01, Sept. 1999), I was able
to use a mercury-vapour light for four nights at two locations,
on the Rupununi River and at the Iwokrama Rainforest
Research Station on the Essequibo River. I estimate that over
50 species were attracted, of which I photographed 33. There
appeared to be more Notodontidae, Pyralidae, Noctuidae
and Sphingidae with scatterings of Arctiidae, Drepanoidea,
Lasciocampidae, Geometridae, Lymantriidae and
Saturniinae. There were some rather bizarre specimens of
Tussock and Prominent moths.
Due to limited reference material in neotropical moths, I was
able to name only two to ~pecies (so far), Syngamia f10rella
(Pyralid) and Hyalurga fenestrata (Arctiid).
Observing tropical caimans, tortoises, geckos, iguanas, tree
frogs, tree boas, river otters, agoutis and giant tapirs, was
certainly an added bonus! To quote Quimby Hess, "so I left
Guyana, the Land of Many Waters, but not without regret."
Stalachtis sp. (right), a Nemeobiid butterfly, photo by Paul McGaw.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions at Out-at-Print Books

T-Shirts

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping;
$190 for TEA members who pick it up

Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton.
Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.

The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA
members who pick it up
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus.Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA
members who pick it up
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus
Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA
members who pick it up

Books:TEA publications
The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA
members who pick it up
ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to
present)
$10 each
Annual Odonata Summaries - New for 1999.
$10 each

For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Summary of the 1999 Ontario Butterfly Counts
SPECIES
Pipevine Swallowtail
Zebra Swallowtail
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Swallowtail species
Mustard White
cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur
Colias species

1

2

3

4

5

Compiled by Bob Bowies

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

10

14

15

285

129
175
251

226

20

110

17

4

54

105

48
12

1
8
49
22
12

10

22
26

61
197
103
5
1

1
95
318
6

28
24
150
1
17

205
169
62

8
8
5

1756
569

13

22
2

38
123
57
4

92
500 10,767
39
97
1
588

Little Yellow

16

17

18

27
1
53
48
12

220

55

2782
143
122

3574
84
562

1401
81
134

365
63

133

19

20

148
16
44

18

21

22

23

44
26
17

64

2
37
3
4

1487
425
628
19

721
345
195

182
49
19

2
13

Bronze Copper
Bog Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Edwards' Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium species
Eastern Pine Elfin
Western Pine Elfin
callaphrys species
Olive Juniper Hairstreak
White M Hairstreak
Gray Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed·blue
Spring Azure
Summer Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Greenish Blue
Blue species

20

1
17

44

2
13

6
28
5

39

2

40
19
1
8
29

62
9
408

2
22
24
11

78

33

81

20

15
1

71

32

American Snout
227

Atlantis Fritillary

121
2
736
17

2
101
100
8
1
1
1
1

167

Polygonia species
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral

66
1
16

21
8
2

138

2
2

189

28

29

2

4

37

132
3

5
276

219

35
1
1

176

2
CW
37
297

2
41

261

204

6
1
2

39

26

1
40
7
14

49
9
14
3
4

233

208
2

2
31

12

112

14

21

117

14

12

20

1
38

5
158
73

1
4

3
67

1
143

3
223

52
2
3
2
55
17

8
2
3
15

3
71

451
3

Tawny Crescent
Crescent species
Baltimore Checl<erspot
Question Marl<
Eastern Comma
Green Comma
Gray Comma

3
29

66
1
15

Variegated Fritillary
Great Sprangled Fritillary
Aphrodite Fritillary

Boloria species
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checl<erspot
Peart Crescent
Northern Crescent

1
4

17
3
1
14

4

18

20

Speyeria species
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary

33

38

14

41
2

12
21
9

80

1
2
10

4
2
2

59
7

3
220

91

11
801

108
151

13
10

42
17

4
7
7

19
1192

138
130

605

31
1050

67
50
1

3
71

2
8

1
4

168
2
5

8

15
55

18
8

164
19
9

33
18

32
10

21
9

R.S Purple <as
Viceroy

56

227

98

nax)
25

10

100
110
16
80
3
32
4
69
1
15
64
0
61
824
300
1427
27
0
6
41
2
1372
54
148
115
142
332
1
834
32
400
5616
15

27

8
1
39

43

138

35

16
2
9

32

19

51
2
11

26
49

45

15

3
231
1
219
2
554

1
12

2
7

93
338

50

16
66
67

12
8

3
163

400
210
205
4
81
28
8

85

17

2
5
1
1
26

6

Vanessa species
Common Buckeye
Red-spotted Purple
White Admiral

1729
22859
2907
1773
47

60

3
10
3
2
4
4
2
1

123
4

6
0
920
209
657
593
399
1

36
16
52
46
130
101

10

Harvester
American Copper

total
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10

11

12

13

14

Tawny Emperor
Northem Pearty-eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Ul1Ie Wood-satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-nymph

15

44
36

Hackberry Emperor

357
37

101

3

129

90

7

9
21

2
7

2
2

2

6
60

25

36

4

60
5
70

27
1

3

6
1

5

28

51
16

16

17

11

1

3

53

24

10

66
1
10
1

132
14

7
39
51
5
15

7

61

1

115
35
128

10

18
5
5
1
2

36

19

20

21

22

23

lolal
49

1
24
46
88
4
8
4

53
334

4

21

10

441
1

1

51
11

6

2
4

8

2
59
9

1055
153
766
125

5

223

69

200

869

Macoun's Arctic
ChryxuS Arctic
JuttaArctic
satyrodes species

1

Monarch

8

0
1
2
76

66

138

Silver-spotted Skipper
Soulhem Cloudywing
Northem Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Columbine Duskywing

1
2

41
131
1

47

21

1

105

2

17
3

1

136

12

11

23

1

3

4

211

42

23

26

691
145

133

17

2

5

40

1

2

6
1

1

2

3
1

48
137
10

128

22

132
474

4649

44

3
1

7

3

55

6

1

133

3

2

3

2

64

2
260

1

4
7

6
22

1
2103

245

44

2
312

13

165

5

200

3

75

34
14

13

81

4

124

17

3

1

54

16

2

5
29

1394

675

265

2

1

931

196
1

877

50

1

8

6
4

4

12

9

35

1
3

10
3
1

3

8

7

88

3

13

6
1

5
19
4

1
1

12
133

25

81

63
410

170

3
70
65

7

10

38

7

5

21
82
10

12

1

22

3
5

13

14

1

1
3

4
24

3
12

2

17

2

4

59

16

2

2
1

6

2

2

78

312
412

289
42

1

4
11

2
6

122

Pepper and Bait Skipper

10
57

Skipper species

1
24

50
7
5

14

1

3
9

1

6

2

1

1

4

5

20

1

9

2
1

7

15

2
179

87

19
554
1

43

10
62
30

1

30
747

5

26
JN05
JN26 JY17
15
11
9
34
1 Colin Jones

1

2470
35

2182
41
JY03

6227
47

216
549 5346
584
1135 4395 13946
15 5541
8695 3270
1541 7642 2580 2162
41
23
42
44
49
1
52
53
34
29
41
50
51
34
42
43
JN26 AG07 JY24 JY03 JY04 JY10 JY01
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Meeting & Field Trip

Reports

~

-----------------------------------------Meeting January 22, 2000
Nancy van der Poorten, the President,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of the new year. There were 38
members present. Paul McGaw, the
Programs Co-ordinator, introduced the
speaker for the day, Dr. David Gibo of
Erindale College, University of Toronto.
David spoke of the migration of
butterflies and dragonflies. He started
by telling us that monarchs, in
particular, are built as gliding
machines-they have large, curved
wings, and their antennae are on an
angle so that they can judge wind
speed; the black body keeps them
warm. He pointed out that if you wish to
study migration of butterflies, don't go to
where there are flowers! Go to open
fields; rural airports are particularly
good. He studies migrations using
various methods-binoculars, radar, and
ultra-light planes. With radar, he can
pick up the butterflies from up to one
mile away; he can tell which direction
they are facing, if they are flapping their
wings or not, and how fast they are
going. Monarchs use the thermals to go
long distances. He said that if you
understand sailing then you'll
understand the movement of the
monarchs. Unlike walking, where you
can go directly from one point to
another, in sailing, or migrating using
the thermals, the main focus is on
shortening the distance between two
points. As long as you do that, you'll
eventually get to where you want to go.
And as long as the butterfly doesn't flap
its wings, it is getting the energy for free.
He has noticed some differences
between the strategies of different
migrating butterflies. Monarchs are
poisonous with black-colored bodies.
They migrate earlier and later in the
day, at cooler temperatures; they
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compensate for cross-winds and don't
exhibit erratic flying (no need to be
concerned with predators). The
buckeyes on the other hand, are not
poisonous nor do they have black
bodies. Therefore they can't fly as long
and must do evasive maneuvers to fool
predators. They are not able to
conserve as much energy as the
monarchs. Other butterflies that migrate
include the Mourning Cloak, Red
Admiral and Painted Lady. Dragonflies
are also known to migrate. Anax junius,
the Green Darner, is not specialized for
migrating but can go long distances.
Tramea lacerata, the Black Mantled
Glider, and Pantala f1avescens, the
Wandering Glider, are both specialized
for migrating with large wings. He has
set up a web-site in which he
encourages pilots to report sightings of
the monarchs that they see. You can
check out all the information for yourself
at: http://www.erin.utoronto.caJ-w3gibo/

Research Travel Award; 3) Donations
(tax-creditable) are welcomed to help
support these initiatives; 4) Bronte
Creek Provincial Park is no longer
being considered for a golf course by
the Royal Canadian Golf Association
due to overwhelming opposition; 5) the
recommendations for the FWCA were
submitted; Tom Cumby of the MNR
reported that they had received many
letters saying that hobbyists should be
'left alone'; they will be focusing on
commercial operations and the
importation of species; they will be
sending us their draft proposals for our
consideration; 6) there was some
discussion about Directors and Officers
liability and we will be looking into this;
7) Alan brought in the copies of
Michigan Butterflies and Skippers for
those who had ordered it, let Alan know
if you would like to order a copy ($28).

Business:
1. The Butterflies of the Toronto Region
Checklist is now available! Cost is $2 if
picked up at the meeting, or $2.50 if
mailed. The checklist was compiled by
Barry Harrison; 2) Applications are now
being accepted for the TEA Summer
Camp, and for the W. John D. Eberlie

Nancy van der Poorten, the President,
welcomed everyone to the Members'
Meeting, postponed from September.
There were 25 people present. A
number of members brought slides,
specimens and books for everyone to
look at.
Paul McGaw started off by showing us
slides from their recent trip to Guyana;
there were butt~rflies, moths and
dragonflies as well as scenery shots
that gave us a feel for the countryside
and road conditions. Quimby Hess also
showed us slides of a past trip of his to
Guyana including shots of various
butterflies, snakes, and other wildlife.
Again, we got a good taste of the rain
forest environment. Lorna Huston
brought in photos that she has taken at
Leslie Spit (Tommy Tompson Park) over
the past few years. She has seen many
different butterflies; some odonates; and

Photo of Cicindela formosa taken by Steve
Marshall. Details on this beetle, other tiger
beetles can be found on Steve's website: http://
www.uoguelph.ca/-samarsha.

Members Meeting February 26, 2000

...continued on page 59
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On the Web
./

~

\~

Some great insect websites that
readers may be interested in checking
out include:
http://www.uoguelph.ctU-samarsha
Professor Steve Marshall (a TEA
member) has created a highly attractive
website to highlight the University of
Guelph's Insect Collection, providing
online descriptions of holdings and
projects currently underway at the U of
G Systematics Lab. In addition to
Collections information, Steve has
included a section that will interest
many TEA members - photographic

Photo of Coccinella transversguttata by Steve
Marshall, taken from Steve's website.

Meeting Notes, continued from page 58...

lots of birds and wildflowers. Carol
Sellars brought in photos of various
butterflies and moths in her garden.
Carolyn King and Chris Rickard also
brought in slides of various insects they
have seen over the past year. Jim
Spottiswood brought in some
specimens of dragonflies that he was
• hoping to get identified. Alissa Sugar
brought in couple boxes of various
Syrphidae (hoverflies) species from her
collections from the boreal mixedwood
forest. Heather Middleton brought in a
variety of families of Diptera and
Hymenoptera from her agroforestry
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guides to Ontario Tiger Beetles and
Ladybird Beetles. Steve's photography
has been enjoyed by the public through
his other publications (TEA members
will recall his book, Insects of
Algonquin Park, still available through
the Park) and now can be viewed in
these sections of his website. Steve is
considering highlighting other taxa on
this site, and can be reached at
smarshall@evbhort.uoguelph.ca.
http://www.web-nat.comIButterfly
Created by Gord Gallant, this site is
devoted to butterfly watching in Ontario
and includes general butterfly
information, an Ontario species list, lists
of nectar and larval host plants for
common butterflies, as well as reports
from people around Ontario of
interesting butterfly sightings. If you
have some interesting observations to
add, why not pass them along to
gord@web-nat.com?

Carolina Saddlebags (Tramea
carolina), are migrants. Little is known
about odonate migrations, particularly
spring movements. The site owners are
requesting observations across Eastern
North America in order to help in
understanding this phenomenon better.
http://clubs.yahoo.comlclubsl
insectsonstamps
Stamp collector? Insect lover? This is
the club site for you. It offers insect
stamps for exchange/sale, advertising
itself as "a club devoted to entomophilately."
http://www.friendsofpresqu·ile.on.caI
buterfly.htm
A nicely designed site with information
on Monarchs and their migration. Great
graphics!

http://members.bellatlantic.netl
-dbarber/migrantlmig.html
Did you know that dragonflies migrate?
If not, this website must be checked out.
Many of our well known species, like
Green Darner (Anax junuis) and

http://www.ent.orst.edulurbanl
home.html
Here's an update on an urban
entomology site. This recently revised
website offers information and photos
of less desirable urban insects including fleas, clothes moths, lice and
Asian longhorn beetles. A good general
information site.

project, to show some of the diversity in
her collections.
Business: There was no financial report.
Nancy gave a report from the board
meeting that was held in the morning.
TEA Board Meeting Saturday, February
26, 2000
We discussed and finalized a number
of issues: 1. We received permission
from Mrs. Eberlie to reprint her
husband's articles; 2. Decided to have a
t-shirt design contest (look for details in
an upcoming mailing); 3. No news yet
re: FWCA proposal but we'll be
contacting MNR for updates; 4. We
have decided to go ahead with a web-

site; 5. Atlas update - another updated
version is being looked into; 6.
Publicity- we are now listed on
Toronto.com; Entomology Events (online) and OEN; 7. We discussed field
trips; 8. Oak Ridges Moraine: letter sent;
9. Still looking into liability insurance
and incorporation; 10. Elections will be
coming up at the September meeting,
all board members present indicated
their willingness to continue; position of
Recording Secretary is still open; 11.
Suggestion of a joint meetings with the
Michigan entomologists association; 12;
Room for next season (Fall 2000)- we
need to look into a larger space.
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The Columbia Silkmoth (Hyalophora columbia -S. I. Smith
et al.) In Ontario
by Quimby F. Hess

According to Douglas G. Ferguson in (1), page 251, "the
Columbia Silkmoth is the smallest species of Hyalophora. It
has a relatively dull, dark, semimelanic appearance over
most of its range in Ontario." However, in far northwestern
Ontario, the appearance of some adults is not semimelanic
but a soft brownish-red. According to D. G. Ferguson, H.
columbia is restricted to larvae feeding on Larch (Larix
larcicina),also known as Tamarack. However, the writer
reared Haliburton County H. columbia on Weeping Willow
(Salix) leaves in the 1970's, while stationed at the Ontario
Forest Technical School south of Dorset.
J. C. E. Riotte, in his Annotated List of Ontario Lepidoptera,
notes that the H. columbia population "seems to have had a
comeback after the disaster of the Larch sawfly infestation
around mid-century."
The writer first became interested in H. columbia in 1966.
liVing near Dorset, I became friendly with W. H. E. (Bill)
Munro, a science teacher at the town of Haliburton nearby,
who was a forester and avid lepidopterist. In 1966, he
phoned me all excited to advise that he had taken a female
H. columbia at light at nearby Ingoldsby. We decided it would
be worthwhile to bag her to obtain her eggs, if any. He did
and she laid 106. He gave me half of them to rear. Larch was
available and the larvae were reared on Larch. Later, I
supplied Norm Tremblay, who lived in Stouffville, some eggs.
Larch was not nearby, so he fed the larvae Weeping Willow
leaves. The resulting adults were the semimelanic H.
columbia.

Hyalophora columbia specimen from Rushing River Provincial Park
(Kenora District).

On my forest property (lots 23, 24, and 25, Cone. X, Ridout
Township, Muskoka District), I had a nice bog with a resident
population of Bog Coppers and a Tamarack swamp. For
easier rearing, I bagged a few Tamarack trees and placed H.
columbia eggs on the foliage inside. This method resulted in
over 90% success.
I was curious as to the actual H. columbia population in the
Muskoka/Haliburton are centered on Dorset. To check this in
June, I took a few dozen H. columbia females and tied them,
each about 500 feet apart, from my forest property along the
Paint Lake road to Dorset and further east to Kawagama
Lake, a distance of about 8 miles. Each female was tied to a
tree or post, about breast height, using a thread harness
around the thorax. Next day, I checked the females and found
all of them copulating with a male H. columbia, except one
which was missing. The conclusion was that in the area
checked, the H. columbia population was thriving.
Another question was what prevented interbreeding between
Hyalophora species. To check this, a female H. columbia was
placed in a screened cage and' hung outside the cottage
window on lot 24. The cage was checked at intervals until 2
AM with no action. At first light, about 5 AM, the cage was
checked. A male H. columbia was fluttering around the cage.
The conclusion is that the female H. columbia started calling
after 2 AM.

Hyalophora columbia last instar larva from Haliburton County. August
10. 1971.
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During the same month, Norm Tremblay and myself in the
same area, had caged several H. cecropia females. Several
males flew in before midnight. The conclusion is that the
female H. cecropias began calling before midnight. Later,
Tuttle advised that he had similar findings in Michigan.
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In earlier years, while rearing Ca/losamia promethea in the
Zurich area (Huron County), my experience was that the
female C. promethea started calling in the afternoon. I often
had up to 40 males milling around the calling female.
According to Ferguson, page 103, (1), H. gloveri nokomis is a
smaller edition of H. gloveri and ranges from Alberta to
Manitoba. In its range, it has hybridized with related species.
Nokomis is a willow (Salix) feeder, and possibly Dogwood
(Osier). Its usual foodplant is said to be Wolf Willow
(Elaeagnu5 argentia). The usual foodplant used by H.
columbia is Larch, but it can be reared on Willow. Nokomis is
a soft brownish-red colour, which compares to the
semimelanic colour of
columbia.

H.

The writer has obtained nokomis-coloured adults from
Quetico Provincial park (Rainy River District) and from
Rushing River Provincial Park (Kenora District), both being in
far from northwestern Ontario. J. C. E. Riotte in (2), page 103,
has the following "specimens from Kenora (Rushing River
Provincial Park) should not simply be ascribed to H. nokomis
(as done in TEA Occasional Publication 1979, 10-70), but
should be kept as H. columbia (see Kohalmi and Moens,
1975).
The writer's conclusion, based on all of the above, is that the
question requires DNA testing.
Note 1 - The Saturnids mentioned above are in the ROM
collection.
Note 2 - The writer released a number of H. columbia adults
in their area"of origin.

Hyalophora columbia specimen taken from lngoldsby, Onto

Note 3 - The term 'calling' means the release by the female of
a sex pheromone into the air currents. The male is able to
detect the attractant up to a mile or more away.
References
1. Ferguson, Douglas, G. The Moths of America North of
Mexico, Fascicle 20.2 - Bombycoidea, Saturnidae 1972
2. Riotte, J. C. E. Annotated List of Ontario Lepidoptera,
ROM Life Science Series Misc. Publication 1972

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for Children

••
••
•

TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from
this experience? Let us know!
FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See the
January 2000 issue of Ontario Insects for details about these camps.
The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15)
costs $700. TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay for the rest.

•
, :
•

•
:
•

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young naturalisF who could benefit from the camp. We
prefer to sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to
suggest a child should send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child,
age, and how the child will benefit from the program and what is exceptional about the child.

•
•

The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp
experiences to share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario Insects.

:
•

•

••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••
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A World for Butterflies?
(© 2000, Phil Schappert. Photos are copyright of the respective photographer. Excerpted from the final chapter of the forthcoming book "A World
for Butterflies" by Phil Schappert, published by Key Porter Books, Toronto. Available late spring 2000. See www.keyporter.com/htmllspring41.html
for further info or contact the author at phi/js@mail.utexas.edu)

The world is changing. Of course, it would change on its own
but we - people - are causing changes that would not have
occurred naturally and are accelerating other changes to
unnatural rates. We change landscapes and habitats to suit
ourselves, put farmer's fields where there were once forests,
move rivers, level mountains, manufacture lakes, and build
cities and towns. By doing so we fracture, fragment, degrade,
damage and otherwise change the habitats of the plants and
animals around us. Inadvertently, under the guise of the
inexorable march of technological progress, we introduce
man-made chemicals to the environment and intentionally
spray pesticides and herbicides to protect our crops. We
cause acid rain, deplete ozone levels, increase carbon
dioxide levels, and are accelerating the rate of climate
change across the entire world. Many biologists believe that
our actions are precipitating an extinction crisis. To think that
all of our activities have no effect on the creatures with which
we share this planet - including butterflies and other insects
- is refusing to face reality: it's ill-informed and dangerous.

Some butterflies, like these European skippers, Thymelicus lineola
(Hesperiidae), are very common. But, in northeastern North America,
where this photo was taken, this species is an alien invader that may be
responsible for declines in the abundance of the native species that it
competes with. Photo by Patti Murray.

is found) and we still have an incredibly long way to go. There
is so much that could be done that is not being done,
problems that are not being addressed, new problems
becoming more and more apparent, and many, many species
continue to decline and go extinct at accelerating rates. The
vast majority of these species are unknown insects.
Think about this: the human popUlation of the world has just
surpassed 6 billion and our population is expected to pass 8

Conservation is everyone's concern. If we don't act now then the portent
of this sign might very well come true. Photo by Phil Schappert.

We have made tremendous strides in the past 30 years.
Slowly, but surely, we are becoming informed of the problems
that we create and continue to cause, realiZing how our
everyday lives contribute to them, and we are finding ways to
mitigate the effects of our actions or, better, not cause the
problems in the first place. Mindsets and preconceived
notions are changing. Where we once professed to have
"dominion" over all creatures we are now acknowledging and
accepting our stewardship role. We are saving increasing
numbers of species from certain extinction but we cannot
relax, stop or rest on our successes. We are largely failing to
stop the rampaging juggemaut that is habitat loss, especially
in the forests of the tropics (Where much of butterfly diversity
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Our impact on butterflies extends well beyond habitat degradation,
fragmentation or outright loss, as this red admiral, Vanessa atalanta
(Nymphalidae), perched on a warning sign, reminds us. Photo by
Andrei Sourakov.
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GLAUCOPSYCHE XERCES XERCES - BDV.
The premier insect conservation organization in North America, the
Xerces Society, took its name from the extinct Xerces blue,
Glaucopsyche xerces (Lycaenidae). The only Xerces blues that you will
ever see are specimens like these from museum collections. Photo by
PaulOpler.

billion within the next 25 years. The consequences of this
unprecedented growth continue to be worrisome. Our need to
feed our increasing population fuels our inclination to clear
more land for more crops, manufacture more and better
pesticides and herbicides to protect them, build more
pollutant-emitting vehicles to transport them and, despite our
best intentions, the cycle of habitat loss, damage and species
extinctions continues. What will happen in the next 25 years
depends on how we act now. Will the plants, animals and
insects that we know now still be around for our children to
see? Will there still be new species for them to discover? For
them to know the joy of seeing what no one else has seen?
Can we share this planet with the other life around us? Is
there a world for butterflies?

butterflies by increasing numbers of people eventually forced
governments to extend their endangered species programs
and legislation to specific butterfly (and now other insect)
species.
The 1988 IUCN Butterfly Red Data Book listed some 332
taxa of concern: 12 were extinct, 37 endangered, 81
vulnerable, 119 rare and the remainder were considered
status indeterminate or insufficiently known. Numerically they
include 142 Nymphalids, 85 Papilionids, 79 Lycaenids, 21
Hesperiids and only 5 Pierids, however, as a proportion of
the number of species of these groups these figures are
remarkable low (2% or less) for all except the Papilionids.
Almost 15% of swallowtails are listed in the 1988 Red Data
Book. Whether this is due to the relatively large size, or
notability or desirability, of the swallowtails or to some
inherent "endangerability" of the taxa is unknown. Lycaenids
are often considered unusually prone to endangerment as a
result of their small size, extremely local distributions and
complex life history, however, if this is actually the case then
the IUCN lists are biased (a not unlikely possibility).
Categorization of species into general risk categories such
as "endangered," "threatened," and "vulnerable," while
SUbjective, has focused study and initial conservation efforts.
While the IUCN has no legal or political status, its efforts

Protective Measures
The conservation of butterflies began, as most such initiatives
do, at the grassroots level. As species began to decline in
numbers or go extinct, a few well-intentioned researchers
became alarmed and, through the various entomological and
lepidopterological societies to which they belonged, began
efforts to protect specific species. New organizations such as
The Committee for the Protection of British Lepidoptera
(followed by the British Butterfly Conservation Society, now
called Butterfly Conservation) and the Xerces Society in
North America (named for the extinct Xerces Blue butterfly,
Glaucopsyche xerces, Lycaenidae) were formed for the
express purpose of conservation. Organizations such as the
IUCN (International Unions for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources, or simply the World Conservation
Union) began assembling and publishing objective
assessments of the needs for butterfly conservation in "Red
Data Books." These international examples were quickly
applied on more local scales as burgeoning interest in
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Lycaenids seem to be unusually prone to endangerment, possibly
because their life histories are often more complex than other
butterflies. The little blue, Cupido minimus (Lycaenidae), is extinct in
some former habitats but not considered threatened in others. In this
photo a mating pair is almost dwarfed by a mosquito. Photo by Oleg
Kosterin.
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There is little doubt that some species, like the zebra swallowtail,
Eurytides marcellus (Papi/ionidae) seen here, are especially
charismatic. Recent legislation in Ontario, Canada has given this
species "special protection" despite the fact that it is really just a rare
stray and is not in need of protection anywhere within its normal range.
Photo by Jeff Fengler.

became valuable guides for countries and local governments
to begin designation of protective status for butterflies within
their area. Soon, countries were cooperating by recognizing
and restricting trade in internationally endangered species,
and monitoring the trade of threatened and vulnerable
species, under CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species). Of course, simply assembling lists of
species does nothing to protect or conserve the species in
and of itself. This is one of the main criticisms leveled at
endangered species legislation by scientists and
researchers: prohibitions on collecting and trade without
study, habitat protection and management, and continual
clarification of their status and vulnerability leads to the false
impression that species are "conserved." Further, protective
legislation is frequently unevenly enforced, when it is
enforced at all, resulting in confusion, inadequate protection,
and may present a real danger by creating problems it was
meant to solve by artificially inflating the value of specimens
and increasing the danger of unscrupulous collecting of
listed species.
In many instances, it appears that species names have been
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"picked out of a hat" or randomly or haphazardly selected
without real attention to the specific needs of the listed
species. Such ill-advised legislation has recently been
initiated in Ontario, Canada. The new Specially Protected
Invertebrates category of the recently proclaimed Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act lists such common butterflies as the
Black and Tiger Swallowtails, Papilio polyxenes and P.
canadensis (Papilionidae). It lists the Kamer Blue, Lycaeides
melissa samuelis (Lycaenidae), as "specially protected"
when it is already extirpated from the province, and is also
already covered under existing endangered species
legislation. In another case it confuses the issue by again
listing the West Virginia White, Pieris virginiensis (Pieridae),
originally listed as endangered in Ontario in 1976 and
subsequently removed from the endangered list in 1990. In
yet another it lists a species, the Zebra Swallowtail, Eurytides
marcellus (Papilionidae), that is nothing more than a rare
stray and casual immigrant as requiring "special protection."
The Act prohibits collecting of Specially Protected
Invertebrates for any purpose and prohibits keeping of these
taxa in captivity, propagating them, using them in educational
programs, or displaying them in zoos without a license. The
legislation interferes with ongoing studies such as Monarch
migration tagging, life history documentation, the educational
value of a teacher rearing live caterpillars in a classroom,
and educating the general public by offering them the chance
to get "up close and personal" with local butterflies in zoos
and butterfly houses. In short, it actively interferes with many
of the valuable activities undertaken by amateur
lepidopterists. Most glaringly the legislation offers no habitat
protection and no means for ensuring funding or providing
directions for studies of the biology and ecology of included

A lone male Karner Blue, Lycaeides melissa samuelis (Lycaenidae),
perches waiting for a female that never arrives. This photo was taken on
July 9, 1988, the day that the Karner Blue Sanctuary at Port Franks,
Ontario, Canada, opened. This male is one of the last Karner Blues
ever seen in Ontario: they were declared extirpated. or locally extinct.
in 1989. Photo by Phil Schappert.
...continued on page 65
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The Butterflies of Canada by Layberry, Hall and Lafontaine Some Comments
by Quimby F. Hess

1. The Butterflies of Canada is an extremely valuable work.
Published in 1998, it fills a long felt need.
2. The Ontario Butterfly Atlas was published in 1991 by the
TEA. It has also filled a long felt need in Ontario along with
The Annotated Checklist of Ontario Lepidoptera by J. C.
Riotte and published by~the ROM in 1992.
3. In comparing the occurrences of selected Ontario species
as shown in The Butterflies of Canada and The Ontario
Butterfly Atlas, it is noted that there is disagreement. Some
comments on this situation follow:
a) Sleepy Duskywing (Erynnis brizo) - page 36 in The
Butterflies of Canada, "the species occurs throughout the
eastern and southwestern US, reaching Canada only in
southern Ontario northeast near Hamilton." "In Holmes et al.
(1991 )... records throughout southern and eastern Ontario'
are in error owing to the confusion with ice/us." The writer
must question this. E. brizo is an oak (Quercus) feeder and as
a forester with field experience, I have found oak growing
wild nearly to Kirkland Lake and in the Algoma District, etc.
Lloyd Taman (recently deceased) of Matachewan in the
Temiskaming District sent me different specimens from his
area. He identified an Erynnis as brizo and I agreed. The
specimen is in the ROM collection.
b) Frosted Elfin (Callophrys irus) - The Butterflies of Canada,
page 143, "it has been only in southern Ontario. Historically,
colonies existed only near St. Williams. Old records from
Pinery Provincial Park were examined and proved to be
misidentified C. polia." The writer was shown the misidentified
specimens by Nick Tzovolos at the ROM and agrees that the
specimens collected in the Pinery on May 27, 1937, were in
fact C. polia. However, specimens from the Pinery of the same
date which were spread later and examined by Sidney
Daniels and the writer were identified as C. irus. These two
specimens are in the ROM collection.
.

A World for Butterjlies... continued from page 64

species (in fact, it threatens to bury new research in
mountains of needless red tape). Further, it needlessly
interferes with ongoing conservation plans and scientific
studies, and offers no means to amend the list, to remove a
listed species, without enacting still further legislation.
This legislation (and other similar legislation in Australia and
many other countries) emphasizes that simply listing species
does nothing to protect or conserve them because few if any
measures are taken other than the grand "token gesture" of
listing. Such lists do nothing but prohibit collecting or study,
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c) Persius Duskywing (Erynnis persius) - The Butterflies of
Canada and the Atlas differ with respect to the occurrences of
this species in Ontario. The B of C, page 43, has E. persius
occurring only in the St. Williams area (Norfolk County). The
Atlas has E. persius occurring in several counties in southern
Ontario north to near Attawapiskat by James Bay. Many of the
E. persius specimens identified as such are in the ROM
collection. The writer was given a pair of Michigan E. persius
specimens by Dr. Mogen Neilson of East Lansing, Michigan.
These were used in identifying some E. persius in the ROM
collection.
d) Nomenclature - The B of C introduces a version of
nomenclature which is not followed in The Ontario Butterfly
Atlas. The Atlas uses A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies
of North America North of Mexico by Lee D. Miller and F. M.
Brown (The Lepidopterists' Society of America Memoir No. 21981), and the Supplement to a Catalogue/Checklist of the
Butterflies of North America North of Mexico by Clifford D.
Ferris (The Lepidopterists' Society of America Memoir No.3,
1989).
At this point, I must note that the nomenclature experts are in
a flap over names. So they have set up a new committee to
consider the questions which are before us.

Photo of Pterourus glaucus canadensis specimen from Norland. Ont.,
submitted by Quimby Hess

although these actions are rarely harmful, and may actually
increase the risk to listed taxa. Worse still, prohibitions
change with political venue: what is prohibited in one region
is not prohibited in another. The goal of any conservation
legislation should be to promote study, not prohibit it.
Legislation should increase public and political awareness of
the plight of rare or valuable species and should facilitate the
gathering of the necessary information needed to devise a
suitable conservation strategy and action plan. Habitat
preservation, restoration and protection are necessary
components of all such plans.
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Monarch
Notes
The following article is taken from the dplex-l
listserve. Thanks to Don Davis for passing it
along.

Modern-day Butterflies
'Invented' by Bats
The evolutionary development of
modern-day butterflies was so
profoundly influenced by insect-eating
bats that they could be credited with
"inventing" day-flight in butterflies,
suggests one University of Toronto
researcher. In a paper to be published
in the Jan. 20 edition of Nature,
Carleton University biology postdoctoral student Jayne Yack and
University of Toronto and Mississauga
zoology professor James Fullard
studied ultrasonic hearing in nocturnal
butterflies. They then examined the
anatomies and behaviours of day-flying
butterflies. The scientists suggest that
bats have had such an impact on dayand night-flying butterflies that their
defense and communication systems
have specifically evolved to protect
them from these natural predators.
"Bats are major predators of night-flying
insects, and this research points to the
intense pressure on all nocturnal
insects to evolve methods of detecting
and avoiding insect-eating bats," says
co-author Fullard. "With respect to
butterflies, the majority of them
switched their activity from night to day,
thereby avoiding bats altogether. But for
some rare species of nocturnal
butterflies, the evolution of ultrasoundsensitive ears means that these insects
have developed and been able to use
this sensory defense to stay alive
during the night."
On Barro Colorado Island in Panama,
Yack and Fullard found night-flying
butterflies that possess ears on their
wings that detect calls used by bats to
locate and track prey. When the
researchers exposed the nocturnal
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butterflies to simulated ultrasonic
stimulus - such as the type given off by
bats - the insects exhibited bat-evasion
flight maneuvers characterized by
steep dives, climbs or up- or down
loops and spirals. Until now, it was
believed that ultrasonic hearing was a
common defense and communication
mechanism for moths and other
nocturnal insects but not butterflies.
"The discovery of ultrasonic hearing in
this species of night-flying butterflies in
Panama is quite remarkable," says
Fullard. "Clearly, bat predators imposed
a great selection pressure on the
evolution of ears in this type of butterfly."
By and large, butterflies are
predominantly day-flying, say the
researchers. It was thought that the
daytime behaviour of butterflies was
enough to protect them from bats.
However, day butterflies have evolved
highly developed visual systems for
communication and to detect other
types of predators that hunt during the
day. This study was funded by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Council of Canada.
CONTACT: Prof. James Fullard, U of T
at Mississauga Dept. of Zoology, (905)
828-5416,
jfullard@credit.erin.utoronto.ca
Butterflies: Longe;! migration cUtance

Donald Davis

By Don Davis

Urquhart Tags
Some TEA members may remember
seeing 'Urquhart tags', designed by Dr.
Fred Urquhart for use in his insect
migration research. Urquhart tags have
been recovered a few times in recent
years as monarch taggers have been
using up their old tag supply.
Dr. Urquhart's tags are very similar to
the material price tags are made from.
Vinyl paper, with an indelible ink and a
pressure sensitive adhesive. For the tag
to adhere to the butterfly, the scales in
the large cell at the top of the front wing
had to be gently rubbed off. The tag was
bent in half and folded over the leading
edge of the wing.
The previous photo, and another of a tagged
monarch, are featured on a CD entitled
"GUINNESS MULTIMEDIA DISC OF
RECORDS" (1996), published by Grolier
Interactive Inc., for which Don was given the
appropriate photo credit. The Guinness
Record pertaining to the above noted photo is
"Butterflies: Longest migration distance", and
described a tagged monarch Don released at
Presqu 'ile Provincial Park near Brighton,
Ontario, later recovered 2,133 miles away at
EI Rosario.

Monarch Larval Monitoring
Project Needs Volunteer
Researchers
Volunteers from across North America
are working with researchers at the
University of Minnesota to monitor
monarch butterfly populations in North
America. The Monarch Larval
Monitoring Project is a citizen science
project coordinated by Michelle Prysby
and Karen Oberhauser. We are
collecting long-term data on larval
monarch populations and milkweed
habitat to address questions such as:
(1) How do population densities
fluctuate throughout the monarch
breeding season in North America? (2)
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At what larval stages does the highest
mortality occur? (3) What plant qualities
affect female monarch host plant
choice? (4) What is the timing of
movement of reproductive monarchs
throughout their breeding range? (5)
How does monarch recruitment vary
with larval habitat size and degree of
disturbance?
Since the project began in 1997, over
80 volunteers have participated,
monitoring more than 40 sites in the
United States and Can~da. We are
recruiting more volunteers for the 2000
season, and invite you to join our team.
First and foremost, volunteers must
have an interest in monarch ecology
and an enthusiasm for learning more!
Volunteers will choose a site with
milkweed and monitor it once a week
throughout the time that milkweed is
present. Sites may include backyards,
roadsides, gardens, natural areas, old
fields, etc. The monitoring takes about
1-3 hours per week. All volunteers who
commit to monitoring all season will
receive basic equipment (field guides
for identifying monarch larval instars
and data sheets).
Monitoring directions and data sheets
are available on the website. We hope
to hear from you soon! Michelle Prysby
and Karen Oberhauser Monarch Larval
Monitoring Project Directors Dr. Karen
Oberhauser University of Minnesota
Department of Ecology 1987 Upper
Buford Circle St. Paul MN 55108,612
624-8706, fax: 612624-6777,
www.monarchlab.umn.edu

Impact of BT Corn on
Monarch Butterflies:
University of Guelph
Findings
Note: The following press release was issued
by University of Guelph for journalists and
other members of the public. For further
information, please see the website http://
www.sciencedaily.comlreleases/2000/02/
000208094017.htm

The Monarch butterfly is alive and well,
despite exaggerated and misleading
reports that biotechnology is
threatening it, says a University of
Guelph researcher.
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Field research conducted by Prof. Mark
Sears, chair of the University of
Guelph's Department of Environmental
Biology and chair of the Canadian Corn
Pest Coalition, shows pollen from Bt
corn --Bacillus thuringiensis, a
naturally-occurring soil-borne
bacterium which selectively targets
specific groups of insects -- is not found
in high enough doses on most
milkweed plants (the food plant of the
caterpillars) to hurt Monarch butterfly
larvae.
Although Bt is harmless to humans and
other animals, a U.S. study claimed
pollen from Bt-corn damaged Monarch
butterfly larvae. The study sparked a
media frenzy and public concern about
genetically modified foods.
Sears says the U.S. study didn't
demonstrate to what extent its
preliminary findings applied to field
situations. The study was completed in
a lab, and the dosage of pollen used
wasn't reported.
"The actual threat to the Monarch
butterfly can only be determined by
assessing the dosage that affects the
larvae and their degree of exposure to
Bt-corn pollen in the field," says Sears.
Sears is leading a two-year project to
determine the ecological impacts of Btcorn pollen on selected non-target
butterfly species, including the
Monarch. So far, studies indicate that
Bt- corn is not as big a threat as
environmentalists and the news media
had anticipated.
"Outside of corn fields, you probably
wouldn't find concentrated dosages of
pollen because wind and rain removes
it from the surface of the milkweed
leaves," says Sears. Sears's study
focused on Bt pollen and how far it
travels. He examined milkweed stands
in corn fields, at their edges, then at
distances of five, 10, 25, 50 and 100
metres away.
He found that within the fields,
approximately 150 pollen grains/cm2
were found on milkweed leaves. At the
field edges, 80 to 100 grains/cm2 were
found, and at five metres, only 1 grain!
cm2 was found. He then compared
these findings to values obtained from
a "dose-response assay" from which
data of increasing doses are plotted

against increased mortality rates to
determine dosages with negative
effects on Monarch butterfly larvae.
Results show that 135 grains/cm2, the
lowest dosage he has tested on
milkweed leaves so far, and similar to
that found on milkweed leaves in the
field had no greater effect on Monarch
larvae than when they were fed non-Bt
pollen.
"Our findings are consistent with other
studies across North America," says
Sears. "Bt- corn has always shown to
be harmless to both humans and
animals, and we now know it isn't a
major threat to the Monarch butterfly."
Sears is being assisted by research
associate Diane Stanley-Horn and
research technician Heather Mattila
from the University of Guelph, along
with seed industry representatives and
corn growers. His research is
sponsored by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency and Environment
Canada.

The featured poster created by Graphic Artist
Kehben Grifter reflects public concerns over
genetically modified organisms such as Bt
com. Thanks to Don Davis for passing along
both this and the update on University of
Guelph's Bt corn research.
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Do Monarch Butterflies Use
Magnetic Compasses?
Built-in magnetic compasses may
orient monarch butterflies during their
southwestern migration, according to
new experiments in Kansas. The
generation taking to the air in the fall
represents the great-great
grandchildren, or even more distant
descendants, of the monarchs that left
Mexico the previous spring. Yet the new
generation returns to the same dozen
or so roosting areas that their ancestors
used.
Previous studies showed that
monarchs can orient by the sun. The
new work provides the first direct
evidence that monarchs can also sense
directions from the magnetic field,
according to Dr. Orley R. Taylor of the

University of Kansas - a proposal first
put forth many years ago by Dr. Fred
Urquhart. However, Dr. Taylor warns that
the migration of the monarch butterfly is
very complicated, and this may only be
one piece of the puzzle.
The researchers caught migrating
monarchs in the fall and released them
into a tube, in which they crawled
upward to a circular tabletop arena. In a
room with no shielding from Earth's
magnetic field, most of the butterflies
took flight toward the southwest. In the
shielded room, however, they flew in
random directions. Next, researchers
created a magnetic field oriented in the
opposite direction from Earth's.
Butterflies then flew northeast, as if their
compasses had reversed.
. Dr. Karen S. Oberhauser, a monarch
researcher at the University of

Minnesota, echoes Dr. Taylor's words of
caution, noting that insects sense the
world in very different ways from
humans. They may use things we can't
perceive and maybe even things we
can conceive.

Monarch Named State
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On Friday, 3/31, Governor Jesse
Ventura signed a bill making the
monarch the state butterfly of MN. A
group of fourth grade monarch fans
from Mahtomedi, MN spearheaded the
effort that resulted in this bill! (about 6
or 7 other states have the monarch as
state insect).
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submitted by
Quimby Hess.
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* All recoveries were made at the overwintering site located near the
communal village of EI Rosario, near the to,+,n of Angangeo, State of
Michoacan, Mexico.
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Congratulations to Don Davis for another
successful monarch tagging year! The following
summary is a tally ofDon 's recovered tags from
the 1999 season. The certificates displayed on
this page are acknowledgements of these
recoveries from Monarch Watch.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM DON DAVIS' MONARCH
BUTTERFLYTAGGING
AUTUMN 1999 TAGGING SEASON

TAG #
DX200
249KF
418 KF
579KF
732KF
833KF
946KF
873KU
925KU

SEX
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M

TAGGED
11/9/99
5/9/99
6/9/99
12/9/99
12/9/99
12/9/99
18/9/99
21/9/99
21/9/99

PLACE
Presqu'ile PP
Presqu'ile PP
Presqu'i1e PP
Darlington PP
Darlington PP
Darlington PP
Toronto
Presqu'i1e PP
Presqu'i1e PP

RECOVERED
9/1/00
9/1/00
21/1/00
2611/00
1111/00
9/1/00
14/1/00
28/1/00
1/3/00
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Insect Sightings for the 1999 Fall and 2000 Spring Season
Single Reports of Butterflies
Common Buckeye
Eastern Comma
Compton's Tortoiseshell
Satyr Comma
Mourning Cloaks (9)
Compton's Tortoiseshell
Red Admiral
Red Admiral

Toronto
Toronto
Windsor area
St. Victor, Sask.
Shell Park, Oakville
Shell Park, Oakville
Presqu'ile Provo Park
Hamilton

October 16, 1999
week of March 6, 2000
March 3, 2000
February 27, 2000
March 31, 2000
March 31,2000
April 15, 2000
April 15, 2000

Bob Bowles
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline (via Don Davis)
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline (via Don Davis)
Daniel Glaeske (via Don Davis)
Fred Urie (via Don Davis)
Fred Urie (via Don Davis)
Paul McGaw & Carolyn King
Irene Mcllvene

Point Pelee Spring Sightings Reported
Report by Alan Wormington, Dave Martin and Barb Casier Staff, Friends of Point Pelee, submitted by Don Davis
May 13, 2000
An incredible 26 species were observed inside Point Pelee. Exceptional sightings include:
(51) Variegated Fritillary
Little Sulphur (record early for Ontario)
Snout Butterfly (record early for Ontario)
a few Pipevine Swallowtails

(30+) Common Buckeye
Fiery Skipper (record early for Ontario)
Gray Hairstreak

Common species present include Giant Swallowtail, Spicebush Swallowtail, American Painted Lady, Red Admiral, Question
Mark and Orange Sulphur.

Meeting Notes, continued from page 59

Members Meeting April 22, 2000
We had a good turnout for the last
meeting of the season despite its being
the Easter weekend The president,
Nancy van der Poorten, welcomed
everyone. There were 35 members and
guests present. The first matter of the
day was the announcement of the
recipient of the W. John D. Eberlie
Research Travel Award, and the
presentation of the award. The recipient
was Aaron Deans of the Faculty of
Forestry at the University of Toronto.
Congratulations Aaron!
We then proceeded to the speaker of
the day. James Kamstra is a TEA
member who presented us with some
research that he has undertaken over
the past six years. Since 1994, James
has sampled the butterfly populations
in a field across the road from his
house every week to observe how the
populations change over the summer,
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and over the years, and to see if he
could determine what was causing the
changes. The meadow is a rather dry
one, and fairly sheltered. There are
patches of scots pine and poplars and
areas of open meadow with milkweed
and goldenrod. There are lots of edges,
and forest areas and forest gaps. He
has counted up to 45 species in one
year, and a total of 51 species over the
six years. Some species have stayed
fairly constant but others have changed.
Since it is not a wet meadow, he rarely
sees a bronze copper or silver
bordered fritillary. Delaware skippers
are becoming more common, as are
the pearl crescents (northern crescents
were the only ones that showed up
before). He has been able to discern
those species that are resident, those
that fly through regularly and those that
are vagrants. He is trying to figure out
what affects the abundance of the
various species. There are probably
many factors including photoperiod,
temperature,

plant populations, competition,
predators, and parasites. Though he
didn't intend to continue the study for so
long, it is likely that he will continue.
Business:
1. Financial report: Alan reported that
we have $2504 in the regular account;
$11,200 in the book account, and
$7500 in a GIC. We have 150
members, some of whom are still
unpaid.
2. There was no correspondence.
3. Wildlife Scientific Collector's Permit:
see page 70 for further information
4. Field trips: Carolyn and Paul
presented a preliminary list of field trips
for the year. Final details are printed in
this issue of 01.
Meetings will resume in September. A
good summer to everyone!
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
"Code for Insect Collecting" for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the "Code for Insect Collecting" issued by the Joint Committee for
the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the Lepidopterists' Society in the
USA.

Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to
an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific
information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which
to develop rational means for protecting the environment and
its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a
manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and
education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of
species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of
populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments
threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and
institutional reference collections. The Canadian National
Collection and collections in museums and universities have
depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur
collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the
population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not
required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year
after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.

5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes;
for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from
old collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare
should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested
that one pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local
forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the
population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be
exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be
reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary,
but the exact locality should not be published, only the
township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited
regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for
subsequent examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and
provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas.
Cause as little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in
captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for
personal collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the
available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in
the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs.
In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and
deterioration.
... continued on next page

r--------------------------------------~
TEAT-Shirt Design Contest
Create a Moth T-Shirt for the TEA and win a t-shirt of your design!
Design Guidelines:
- The design can be full colour or monochrome.
• It can be of one moth or many, have different life stages if you
prefer, can include food plant or some habitat.
- The moth(s) must be normally found in Ontario.
- It should be designed so it can be printed on unbleached
cotton.
- It could include the name of the TEA,or we can add it in later.
- The image should fit on the front of a t-shirt (maximum 11"
wide, 10" long).
- Contestants do not have to be TEA members, so tell your
artistic friends and relatives!
- Preference will be given to designs which are eye-catching but
must be accurate.

- The design cannot have been used on a t-shirt before.
- The winner will be announced at the September 23 TEA meeting
and the design printed in Ontario Insects.
- Designs will not be returned unless mailer and postage is
included.
- Copies of your image may be used by the TEA for Ontario
Insects, promotion, etc.
- The deadline is July 31, 2000.

The design should be submitted for size as reproduction and sent
to Paul McGaw, 43 Anaconda Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1L
4M1. For more information, contact Carolyn King 416-222-5736,
cking@yorku.ca.

~--------------------------------------~
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3. Collections should be available for examination by
qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered
to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or
university, in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should
be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat,
weather conditions and other pertinent information.

2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological
interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting;
such observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in
TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is
emphasized that full data for each photograph should be
recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and
conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be
undertaken whenever possible.

TEA Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
TEA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two summaries:
one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are published
as a yearly summary and are sent to members as a benefit of membership. The yearly summaries may be purchased by
non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more details. Here's how you can contribute:
Lepidoptera Summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and whether or not
they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the
order that the species are listed in the summary.

When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca
Odonata Summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. A form is available from
the provincial compiler or you can send your data electronically using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel. Any
other observations can be added at the bottom.

Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 6136372828, home: 705 652 5004, naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a line
from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net).
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966
5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net
For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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Other Trips - Fort Erie Summer Insect Outings
...continued from page 52

Saturday, June 17

June Butterflies of the Marcy Farm & Woods
We should find many good butterflies in this Carolinian habitat on the shore of Lake Erie, south of Niagara Falls. Meet at 10 am
at the intersection of Hwy. 3 and Holloway Bay Rd. This is a joint trip of the Bert Miller Fort Erie Nature Club and the Niagara
Frontier Entomological Society which TEA members are welcome to attend. For more information contact David Cooper at 716284-4118 or coopdoc@aol.com or Rob Eberly at 905-894-5850 or eberly@inter-pc.com.
Saturday, August 19

Dragonflies, Butterflies and Night-flying Insects of the Marcy Farm & Woods
This is an all day trip, also organized by the Bert Miller Fort Erie Nature Club and the Niagara Frontier Entomological Society,
observing both day fliers and later, after dark, insects attracted to mercury vapour and ultraviolet lights. Participants meet at 10
am at the intersection of Hwy. 3 and Holloway Bay Rd., and may come and go as they wish. Those wishing to attend the
evening activities only may meet at the southern end of Holloway Bay Rd. at 7:30 pm. For day-time, bring lunch, water,
binoculars (close-focusing, if possible) and insect repellent. There will be a social hour and dinner at a local restaurant. For the
evening, you are welcome to bring your own moth lights and other gear. For more information, contact the same leaders as the
June 17 trip above.

TEA Members Will Be Missed

Acknowledgment

Submitted by Alan Hanks

Submitted by Don Davis

The Association has recently lost two of its members. Lloyd
Taman of Matachewan passed away in August of 1999. He
was an ardent enthusiast on the butterflies of Northern
Ontario and had made many valuable contributions to the
TEA Annual Summary over the years. Lothar Jung of Toronto
also passed away recently, although no details are available.
Our condolences to the families.

The Results of the First Annual Presqu'ile Provincial Park
Butterfly Count were compiled by Philip Careless of Toronto,
a summer employee at Presqu'ile, who now attends the
University of Guelph. Phil is an enthusiastic park supporter,
and he did a fine job of compiling the results and sharing
them with us.

Ir--------------------------------------~
In the Next Issue...
I
I - Abstracts from the Student Symposium March 25, 2000
I
I
I - Upcoming Meeting Information for the 2000-2001 Sessions

I
I

Members Please Note: The first fall meeting will take place September 23, 2000 at our usual ROM location and will be a
Members' Meeting, so please bring slides, specimens and stories from your summer adventures!

I
I

~--------------------------------------~
FWCA and Wildlife Scientific Collector's Permit
The MNR has issued a permit to the Toronto Entomologists' Association that allows all T.E.A. memqers toengage in 'noncommercial collection, possession, propagation, trading and releasing of specially protected invertebrates' up to a 25
individuals of a species except for VTEEE, S1 or S2 scheduled species (Le. the permit allows for the collection of the monarch,
black swallowtail, pipevine swallowtail, spicebush swallowtail, tiger swallowtail and zebra swallowtail) from April 29 to October
31, 2000. You may not buy or sell any of these specimens. You must carry a copy of this permit on your person when collecting
these particular species. If you undertake a research project that requires marking of individual specially protected insects, you
must get individual permission from the MNR.
To obtain your copy of the permit, contact Alan Hanks with a self-addressed, stamped envelope, at 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora,
Ontario L4G 2K1. You will be required to supply the TEA with a report on your activities by mid-November.
This permit may not be copied or used by anyone other than a TEA member. Each member is responsible for thoroughly
reading and complying with the restrictions of the permit. The permit does not allow you to collect in places that would normally
be prohibited.
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Age Forces Sale
-books, papers, field guides for Ontario & World

Rent this Space!

-tropical Lepidoptera & Coleoptera collections
(pairs & singles)

••••••••••••••••

-Kodachrome slides of Ontario insects/plants/
habitats

Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members...
Size: 10 cm

Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Butterflies Galore!!

x 5.5 cm OR

4inches x 2.25 inches
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
Cost per Ad: ,$10 per issue OR

$20 for 3 issues

••••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members!!!

Lepidoptera Books for Sale
From the library of Former TEA President

Monarch, Red-Spotted Purple, and Black
Swallowtail Butterfly lacquered enamel
pins have landed at the ROM Reproductions Shop, just inside the front doors of
the Royal Ontario Museum! Also see a
bumble bee, spider and dragonflies.
Choose your favourite specimen, authenticated by ROM entomologists, to wear or
give to someone special!
Phone (416) 586-8026, fax (416) 586·
8075 or e-mail romrepro@rom.on.ca.

Douglas E. Scovell:
D'Abrera, Bernard

Sphingidae Mundi: Hawkmoths of the World

D'Abrera, Bernard

Field Guides - Butterflies of Australia & New Zealand. Hc O.p. 30.00

200.00

D'Abrera, Bernard

Moths of Australia Hc. O.p.

110.00

D'Abrera, Bernard

Butterflies of the Neotropics, Volumes 1-6 (as New) each

200.00

Dillon, Lawrence

The Tribe Catagrammini (Lepid: Nymphalidae) Catagramma

35.00

dos Passos, Cyril A

Synonymic List of the Nearctic Rhopalocera

20.00

Ferris, C. & Brown, F. M.

Butterflies of the Rocky Mountain States

25.00

Forster, W. & Wolfhardt

Tagfalter: Diuma (Rhopalocera & Hesperiidae)

40.00

Fracker, Stanley

The Classification of Lepidopterous Larvae (1 st Ed.)

15.00

Hardwick, D. E.

Taxonomy, L.H., & Habits of the Elliptoid Sp. Of Schinea

17.00

Lewis, H. L.

Butterflies of the World (5000 in full colour)

Miller, L. & Brown, F. M.

A Catalogue/Checklist of the Butterflies of America

40.00
40.00

Parsons, Michael

Butterflies of the Bulolo-Wau Valley (New GUinea) pb. New

60.00

Riley, Norman

Butterflies & Moths

35.00

Tveten, J. & G.

Butterflies of Houston & Southem Texas. New

25.00

Woodworth, C. W.

The Wing Veins of Insects

20.00

Ron Scovell, 3 Simms Cres., Toronto, ON M9V 2S9, (416) 744-3888, hillstar@sympatico.ca
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Notes from the Editor's
Desk
As summer draws to a close for another
season, it is time to reflect on this year's
events. From the reports submitted, it is
easy to see that this summer has been
one of the most entomologically
interesting seasons in recent memory.
New species appeared on many of the
counts, as it seemed that many insects
ranged farther north than usual and
Southern species appeared in
previously unrecorded areas (see
Sightings, page 3). I don't personally
remember a year where I have seen as
many Monarchs, nor one that prompted
them to begin migrating so early (Don,
correct me if I'm wrong...). An
encouraging season for Monarch
populations. What habitat that is
available in Mexico to support this and
future generations is, however, another
issue of increasing concern...one that is
tackled in Monarch Notes (page 18).
This time of year usually sees us
packing away insect nets and bug
boxes in preparation for next year's
insect adventures and turning our
attention to other, often indoor, pursuits.
Just to keep you in an entomological
frame of mind, there are a number of
books that have recently become
available. These include the new TEA
Ontario Odonata, Volume 1 (as
featured on the cover and page 8), Phil
Schappert's much exciting new book A
World for Butterflies: their lives,
behaviour and future, a handy field
reference Dragonflies Through
Binoculars and a new softcover
version of Papillons du Quebec. See
pages 2-3 for more details. Enjoy!
See you at the meetings!
Vanessa

The TEA is searching for someone
who would like to put their creative
talents to entomological use as Editor
of Ontario Insects. If anyone is
interested in working on the
publication of this newsjournal,
please contact me at (416) 253-9873.
It is a great opportunity to get to know
the entomological community!
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Letters

Dear friends:
The Association friends of the
Butterflies of the World Museum (civil
entity without external funding support)
informs that the book BUTIERFLIES
ARGENTINEAN Volume 1 (author
Andres E.Varga), a didactic and
unpublished work in our country, is for
sale. It comes with the cultured guide
for the identification and classification
of the main day and night butterflies of
the County of Buenos Aires and their
food plants. It includes the most
modern technical information and
methods for the breeding, collection
and preservation of collections with
scientific bases. Of luxurious
presentation (measures 20 x 28cm), it
possesses 150 pages of paper
illustration, with more than 400 pictures

~
~i
~

and designs with all the splendor of the
highest colour photographic quality.
Their rights and edition have been
donated to this entity, and he/she offers
sale to the public for $60 US, being
granted an allowance of 20% at the
moment for all societies, professional,
educational and student. Write to
observe details of the work in our
pages: http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com/
promolibro.html or http://
www.mariposasdelmundo.com. Or to go
to: Asociacion Amigos del Museo
Mariposas del Mundo, calle Italia 650
San Miguel (C.P. 1663), Provincia de
Buenos Aires - Republica Argentina,
Telefax: (54 11) 4664-2108,
museo@mariposasdelmundo.com.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Of Entomological Interest
Submitted by Don Davis

TEA Member's Photography Featured in Seasons
The summer 2000 issue of Seasons is out, and the cover photo of a Luna
moth was taken by Steven Marshall. There is an article entitled "Whitecaps &
butterflies" - about canoeing the Berens River. Also, a one page interview with
this writer.
TV Program to Note
The Discovery Channel presents HONEYBEES:Ladies of the Dance, Nov. 3
at 8pm, Nov. 4 at 1 am, 5 am, 2 pm, Nov. 10 at 11 am. All times E.ST
Maggots for Health
(condensed from the Toronto Star, July 21/00, 03)
Canadian biologist Rob Anderson of Alberta is setting up Canada's first
medical maggot-rearing business. Until now, the supply for North American
doctors has come from a California scientist. At times, shipments were
delayed clearing Canada Customs offices. Certain fly larva act as precise
surgeons, consuming dead and diseased material cell by cell, resulting in a
dramatic regeneration of tissue at the wound site. Anderson and his wife will
also teach this unique therapy.

•
•
•

•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Noteworthy Insect Sightings
Submitted by TEA Members and Friends

Excerpts from ONTBIRDS postings by Alan Wormington (Staff), Friends of Point Pelee (via Don Davis):
"During the period of June 13th to 25th inclusive there was a significant influx of Zebra Swallowtail, with numbers not seen
since the turn of the century; in total there were undoubtedly at least 10 to 20 individuals, as up to six were seen per day. Other
immigrants that were being seen daily during the same time period include: Little Sulphur, Common Buckeye, Snout Butterfly
and Pipevine Swallowtail (in extremely fresh condition). Present but observed less frequently are Variegated Fritillary and
Fiery Skipper. The 5th ever Point Pelee Harvester was found on July 6th. Also noteworthy for Point Pelee was a rash of recent
Gray Comma sightings - most years this species is not recorded here."
''The first Monarch detected flying south was on July 22nd. On August 18th, 17 Gray Hairstreaks were counted from West
Beach to the Tip. OnlAugust 18th and 19th, a single Variegated Fritillary was also present at West Beach. This summer,
Horace's Dusky-Wing colonized Point Pelee - eggs and larvae have been found on 3 separate Chinquipin Oak shrubs at White
Pine Beach and West Beach, one (worn) adult was still present today (August 21), fresh individuals may appear during the last
half of September. On July 30th, there was a Black Witch moth (not a butterfly!) at the Tip washrooms."
"Certainly the rarest species reported recently is White-M Hairstreak, with one on August 28th and another September 2nd;
both were on the Woodland Nature Trail (recorded previously at Point Pelee only in 1960, 1992 and 1999). A Wild Indigo
Dusky-Wing was at the west side of the Tip on September 1st. There have been no recent reports of Horace's Dusky-Wing, but
newly-emerged individuals may appear in the last half of September. A common Painted-Lady was reported for the first time
this year on August 24th. A new brood of Gray Comma has emerged, with one seen on August 29th. Species seen daily
include Common Buckeye, Gray Hairstreak and Snout
Butterfly.
PREDICTION: The period of mid September to early October can produce some amazing records of southern immigrants
(particularly monarchs). I suspect this year will be exceptional at Point Pelee, based on the ultra-hot and dry conditions in the
southern United States, plus the fact that numerous species are already in abundance further north than normal. These
include Queen, Gulf Fritillary and Lyside Sulphur -- so expect the unexpected!"
From Bob Bowles (09/02):
"I was out on Carden Plain yesterday, working on my Orthoptera and Grylloptera
lists for Carden Alvar. I was checking the areas where Loggerhead Shrikes nested
this year and counted 54 Monarch butterflies in a small area in the afternoon.
These were all single sightings as they moved south over the fields. There seem to
be a lot of them this year."
From John Swales (07/03):
"One of your US members from Washtenaw County (University of Michigan/Ann
Arbor) is pleased to report that 5 Powersheik Skippers were found on the Chelsea
Count on Saturday. the last confirmed county sighting was, I
believe, around 1987."
From Walter Osborn (09/02):
While watching a group of honeybees collecting pollen from Japanese knotweed in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Walter observed a
giant hornet (Vespa crabro) fly in and capture one of the honeybees. These large (up to 1 1/4 inches in length) wasps are North
America's only true hornet, having been introduced from Europe in the mid-1800s. Needless to say, they make quite an impact
on entomology enthusiasts when spotted!
.. from page 2

2) DragonfliesThrough Binoculars
By Sidney W. Dunkle
It is currently listed on www.chapters.ca
at 20% off the regular price of $47.95.
Produced in May 2000, this book is
5.5" by 8.5" (similar to Butterflies
through Binoculars) and offers 352
pages. I ordered several and hope to
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have it, as well as the Dragonflies of
Wisconsin, at TEA meetings.
3) Papillons du Quebec
By Louis Handfield
As well as the Scientific Version
covered by the flyer which came with
your Ontario Insects, there is a
softcover Popular Edition. The $90
hardcover edition is about 3 inches

thick and has the 122 plates loose in a
pocket. The $50 softcover is still a hefty
book, but has the plates bound in. In
French, it covers all of the butterflies,
including strays like the Peacock and
over 1300 moths, with photographs
showing species variations. I've
ordered extra copies from
www.indigo.ca at a 10% discount so I
can pass them on to members. A good
deal at $38.50.
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2000 Pelee Island Butterfly Count
By Bob Bowles
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Participants:
1- West Dock - Ann White, Matt Mills, Gavin Platt
2- Fish Pt. - James Kamstra, Lynda Kamstra, Ben Porchuk
3- Stone Road - Bob Bowles, Mike Gurr, Barbara Wykes, Roger Wykes
4- Lighthouse Pt. - Paul Desjardins, Jerry Ball, Tom Hanrahan
5- Sheriden Pt. - Bob Yukich, Alfred Adamo, Vi Benner, John M. Swales
6- Middle Island -

Total Distance
Distance by Car
Distance on Foot
Total Time
Time by Car
Time on Foot
% Sunshine A.M.
% Sunshine P.M.

4

1
29
19
10
7
1
6
95
95

2
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8.5
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8
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1
6
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4
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5
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5
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total

128
81
47
36.5
6
30.5
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NEW BUTTERFLY RECORDS
Date: Sat. August 5, 2000

Feniseca tarquinius
"First record for Pelee Island
Goenonympha tullia
"First record for Essex County
Poanes zabulon
"First record for Canada
Odonata
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma civile
Ischnura posita posita
Ischnura verticalis
Anax junius
Erythemis simplicicollis
Libellula pulchella
Pachydip~xlong~ennffl

Pantala
Pantsla
Tramea
Tramea
Tramea

flavescens
hymenaea
carolina
onusta
lacerata
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Harvester
Common Ringlet

Moths
Gypsy Moth
Grape Leaffolder
Large Yellow Underwing
White-spotted Black

White-striped Black

Lymantria dispar
Desmia funeralis
Noctua pronuba
Anania funebris
glomeralis
Trichodezia albovittata

Beetles
Goccinelila septempunctata
Goleomegilla maculata
Gycloneda munda
Harmonia axyridis
Gincindela formosa
Gincindela punctulata
Gincindela scutellaris

Seven-spotted Lady Beetle
Spotted Lady Beetle
Polished Lady Beetle
Southern Lady Beetle
Beautiful Tiger Beetle
Dotted Tiger Beetle
Scutelled Tiger Beetle

Zabulon Skipper

Tule Bluet
Familiar Bluet
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Common Green Darner
Eastern Pondhawk
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Blue Dasher
Wandering Glider
Spot-winged Glider
Carolina Saddlebags
Red-mamtled Saddlebags
Black Saddlebags
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Photos from the 2000 Pelee Island Butterfly Count

Above: Photo of the FIRST recorded Harvester butterfly (Feniseca
tarquinius) on PELEE ISLAND.
Above: FIRST record of The Common Ringlet (Coenonympha tullia) in
ESSEX COUNTY.

Above: upper view of the FIRST Zabulon Skipper (Poanes zabulon)
recorded in CANADA.
Below: underside of the same skipper.

The Mystery Beetle. later identified as the Cottonwood Leaf Beetle
(Chrysomela scripta). This Chrysomelid was seen as both larvae and
adults on cottonwood saplings at Lighthouse Point.
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March 2000 Student Symposium Abstracts
Thanks to Peter Hallett (Symposium Co-Ordinator) for Technical Editing of the abstracts.
A cytological study of the Pacific black fly (Diptera:
Simuliidae)
Mike Spironello, Fiona F. Hunter, Brock University
There is little cytological data known of the subgenus
InselieJlum (Diptera: Simuliidae). Recent attempts at
chromosome analysis of Polynesian simuliids from
collections by CraifJ and Sechan have not been successful
(Craig et al. 1995). In this study, an attempt was made to
study the larval salivary gland chromosomes in various
populations of Inseliellum intra-specifically. The species
under study was S. cataractarUln, with populations collected
from the islands of Moorea and Tahiti by Dr. D.A. Craig
(University of Alberta). By isolating and photographing the
salivary gland chromosomes of these larvae, the
chromosomes were mapped, and observed for any
chromosomal polymorphisms. The results of this study
showed that there was a polymorphism in the short arm of
chromosome I, termed the IS-1 inversion. This inversion
sequence (s/i) however, was only present in the Tahitian
populations, while the Moorean populations were all
homozygous for the standard sequence (sis). Reproductive
isolation between the two island populations of S.
cataractarum can be presumed in two ways: (1) as a result of
the consistency of the IS-1 inversion between the islands
over time, and (2) the lack of gene flow between the islands
over time, despite their closeness. Due to this polymorphism
in the Tahitian populations, sibling species may exist in S.
cataractarum between Moorean and Tahitian populations.
Due to the fact that Moorea is 0.9 million years older than
Tahiti, the Moorean sibling may be ancestral to the Tahitian
Sibling. In Tahiti however, something is still happening - a
heterozygote advantage may exist in the Tahitian sibling,
since low frequencies of the sis sequence have been
observed, as well as no iii sequences have been observed
within the Tahitian populations.
Impact of egg predation on the bio-control of coniferous
pests with Trichogramma sp.
D. Yurman, A. Braybrooks, S.M. Smith, Forest Entomology,
University of Toronto
Eggs of the Spruce Budworm parasitized by the wasp
Trichogramma sp. are sprayed in the woods in bio-control
programs. Little is known about the survival of the
parasitoid-infested eggs under natural conditions. Our
results show that more than half of the eggs remain intact
on the trees after one day of spraying. More eggs are lost
when deposited lower on the trees, particularly when
released on immature red pine and during wet cold days. In
terms of predation and loss, there is annual variation.
There is significant predation by the ant Lasius neoniger
Emery (Hymenoptera: Formicidae).
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Agapostemon: a preliminary phylogeny
Jessica Janjic, (Supervisor Laurence Packer) York University
In a morphological investigation of behaviour and
biogeography, the phylogenetic method was used to
determine evolutionary relationships within Agapostemon
and among Agapostemonine genera. A matrix of 177
characters was constructed for 48 taxa, including 9
representatives of Agapostemonine genera and nearly all
species of Agapostemon. A consensus of two most
parsimonious trees demonstrates a greater affinity between
North American and Caribbean taxa than between the
Caribbean and those from Central or South America. The
possibility of Caribbean invasion through Florida is thus
supported. Methods used to examine social behaviour in
simulated nest tunnels, phenology, and nesting architecture
in Brazilian Agapostemonines are presented, and will be
employed over the course of the 2000-2001 activity season
in Sao Paulo state, Brazil.
The insects found in the corridor and row of selectively
harvested black spruce forests of northeastern Ontario
Aaron M. Deans, Sandy M. Smith and Jay R. Malcolm, Faculty
of Forestry, University of Toronto
Harvesting with Advanced Regeneration Protection (HARP),
is a type of corridor selection harvesting system which has
been implemented in the Lake Abitibi Model Forest (LAMF),
lowland Black Spruce (Picea mariana Mill), forests of
northeastern Ontario. Retention of advanced regeneration
and residual seed trees in rows is thought to reduce the time
to the next rotation while maintaining structural components
within the stand (Gemmell 1997). It is thought that these
structural elements will maintain greater biological diversity
than occurs under clear-cutting regimes (Franklin et al. 1997).
In order to test this theory, and elucidate any effects HARP
has on biodiversity, insect communities have been sampled
from sites representing variable levels of harvest intensity.
Samples were collected from each of the 24 study sites
during June, July and August 1999. One malaise trap was
set in each, the cleared corridor and residual row of trees, to
survey and compare the arboreal insect populations within
the stand. A comparison of those insects found in the corridor
versus those in the row has revealed significant differences
(p < 0.05) in the abundance of individuals found in five of the
more abundant families of insects. Dolichopodidae,
Syrphidae, Tenthridinidae, and Braconidae were all more
abundant in the cleared corridor, while Mycetophilidae was
more abundant in the residual row. Overall, significantly
higher abundances of insects were collected from malaise
traps set in the corridor.
continued on next page...
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Effect of black fly sugar meals on longevity, fecundity and
parasite transmission
Christie-Lee Hazzard, Fiona F. Hunter, Brock University.

Recent studies have shown that black flies are opportunistic
sugar-feeders. They take sugar meals from aphid honeydew
secretions or plant nectars, depending on availability. Aphid
honeydew secretions contain both simple and complex
carbohydrates while plant nectars contain primarily simple
carbohydrates. It has been suggested that honeydew
secretions may offer more nutrients than plant nectars to their
insect visitors. Therefore, it is hypothesized that female black
flies maintained on honeydew sugars will survive longer,
produce more eggs and have a greater parasite vectoring
potential than those maintained on artificial nectar or distilled
water. Results demonstrate that: (1) female Prosimulim
fuscum/mixtum and Simulium venustum maintained on
artificial honeydew do not survive longer than those
maintained on artificial nectar; (2) S. venustum and Simulium
rugglesi maintained on artificial honeydew do not produce
more eggs than those maintained on artificial nectar; and (3)
S. rugglesi does not have a greater vectoring potential of
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Leucocytozoon simondi when maintained on artificial
honeydew as opposed to artificial nectar. However, all flies
maintained on the two sugars (artificial honeydew and
artificial nectar) survive longer, produce more eggs and have
greater vectoring potential than those maintained on distilled
water alone.
What is sexy about field cricket courtship song?
Mark J. Fitzpatrick, D. A. Gray & W. H. Cade, Brock University

The field cricket mating system is composed of three song
types used by males. Calling song is used to attract females
from distances, aggressive song is used for territorial
aggressions between conspecifics, and courtship song is
necessary for mating. Much is known about calling song
phonotaxis in field crickets. In the Texas trilling cricket, Gryllus
texensis (formerly G. integer), females have a net stabilizing
selection for the average male calling song. The courtship
song is far less studied across all field crickets. We used G.
texensis as a model to investigate if females show
c'ontinued on page 16...

NEW FROM THE TEA (June 2000)

The Toronto Entomologists' Association announces that the first annual summary of Odonata observations in Ontario,
Canada is now available for sale. This 8Yz x 11 publication with 153 pages includes 1999 Odonata
observations and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario. The articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks,
natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern Canadian
Stylurus. This initiative supports the objectives of the Toronto Entomologists Association: to
bring amateurs and professionals together, to educate the public and to produce information on the insects of Ontario.
To order your copy, please send a cheque/check to: Toronto Entomologists' Association, c/o Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G 2K1. Cost is $20 Cdn., including taxes & shipping for TEA. members; $25 Cdn., including
taxes & shipping for non-members in Canada; and $20 U.S. or $30 Cdn. including shipping for U.S. and overseas
addresses. Membership in the TEA. is $20 Cdn. ($20 US for U.S. addresses) per year and includes a subscription to the
newsjournal Ontario Insects. Sorry but we can't take credit card orders.
There has been some confusion about the new Odonata summary. We had originally thought of including it as part of
membership but it became clear that this was not possible without substantially raising membership fees. In addition,
the Odonata summary became a much bigger project than we first envisioned and those of you who have seen it, know
what an impressive piece of work it'is. A tremendous amount of volunteer work and time has gone into producing a
publication that has value for the international community. We are sorry for the confusion. We have a
special price for members ($20 by mail; $18 if picked up at the meetings) that is almost at cost. We hope that you'll agree
that your $20 membership is an excellent value.
If there is anyone who has joined the TEA. specifically to get Ontario Odonata, we offer you the option of choosing a
TEA. membership (and paying the reduced fee for Ontario Odonata) or receiving volume 1 of Ontario Odonata. Please
contact me if you are in this situation.
Thank you for your understanding. Nancy van der Poorten, President
P.S. We are already supplying members $19 in value for their $20 membership*this includes 3 copies of Ontario Insects
and the annual Lepidoptera summary. These, together with miscellaneous operating costs, came to roughly $3121 for the
past season. Membership dues brought in $2694. (We do have money available for special projects but need to be
careful about 'daily' expenses) As well, the ROM is unfortunately not available to us this year as a free meeting space and
we are forced to pay for meeting space and slide projector rental, which we haven't had
to do before.
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Sixth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count, July 15, 2000
By John Robert Carley

On Saturday, July 15, 2000, the Sixth Annual Toronto Butterfly Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-one
countries, in eight parties, censussed butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle centered on the intersection of Dundas Street
West and Bloor Street West.
This year's count took place on a generally overcast, slightly breezy, slightly humid day (one which threatened rain), with
temperatures ranging from 21°C to 23°C. The routes censussed included the Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park,
Humber River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in the city.
In total, 2973 individual butterflies were counted of 41 species. This species total is the third highest of the 6 years in which the
count has been conducted. The overall cumulative list now totals 55, with the addition of Dian Skipper.
We tallied 800 European Skippers as our leading species. Count highs were recorded for Tawny-edged Skipper (13),
Delaware Skipper (22), Dun Skipper (147), Eastern-tailed Blue (95), Summer Azure (130), Eastern Comma (11), Mourning
Cloak (40), and Red Admiral (126). The Red Admiral count well eclipsed the previous high of 50 set the year before. Two
butterflies, Hickory Hairstreak (4) and Question Mark (32), equaled the previous year's total. Most exciting, though, was the
addition of Dian Skipper to our overall count total. One was found by Dan Bone's group at the Downsview Dells Park in sedge
habitat.
Compared to 1999, the overall numbers and species count were very similar to that year's 2259 individuals and 42 species.
The 2001 count date is set for Saturday, July 14. Those interested in participating in the 7th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, ON M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330, or at
carley.la@sympatico.ca.

Observers:

A. Adamo, M. Bates, S. Blayney, D. Bone, J. Carley, D. Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway, A. Gray, V. Higgins, E. Mihalj, A. Millett, D.
Peuramaki, B. Porter, E. Redrupp, G. Riley, D. Salter, C. Sellers, S. van der Grinten, A. Yukich, R. Yukich

Common Name
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail

Scientific Name
Count
Papilio polyxenes
17
Papilio glaucus
14
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...- -......- -.....- --Ef31r
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f
Satyrium calanus
5
Satyrium caryaevorum
4

Acadian Hairstreak
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Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak

Common Name
Scientific Name
Count
Viceroy
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3
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3"
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----aoo
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, _

QuestioiiMark'"
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Total: 41 species. 2973 individuals

Mourning Cloak
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Painted Lady
'Red Admiral
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Saturday, September 23, 1pm
MEMBERS' MEETING
Show us those interesting insect discoveries you made this summer. Bring in your
slides, prints or specimens to share with us.
September Location: Room 307, Metro Hall, 55 John St., Toronto (entrance off King
St or John St), nearest subway is St. Andrews (University line at King St).

Saturday, October 28, 1pm
DOUG McRORY
BEEKEEPING IN ONTARIO
Doug McRory, the Provincial Apiarist, will discuss the species used, different types of
honey, beekeeping equipment and the problems raised by parasitic mites and a small
hive beetle introduced from South Africa.
October Location: Room 119, Northrop Frye Hall, Victoria University at University of
Toronto, 73 Queen's Park Crescent, Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on
the east side.

Saturday, November 25, 1pm
LESTER KOHALMI
COLUMBIA AND CECROPIA SILKMOTHS: NEW RESEARCH AND DISCOVERIES
The large and colourful silkmoths of the genus Hylophora have a long history of
popular and scientific interest, and fascinating new observations continue to be made
on these native North American moths. TEA member Lester Kohalmi will bring us upto-date on current knowledge with a colour slide illustrated presentation. The talk will
include Lester's research on the interaction of H. cecropia and H. columbia in central
Canada where the distributions of these two species overlap.
November Location: Room 113, Northrop Frye Hall, Victoria University, 73 Queen's
Park Crescent, Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side.

2001 T.E.A. Student Symposium announced for Saturday, March 24, 1pm '
The Toronto Entomologists' Association (T.E.A.) is pleased to invite graduate students or senior undergraduate
students to either present a talk or a poster at the Annual Student Symposium. Everyone is welcome to attend the
symposium. The location for this event will be announced later in Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the T.E.A.
Please e-mail Nancy van der Poorten, President of the T.E.A., or Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer, if you are
interested in participating or would like more information. Provisional titles will be published in Ontario Insects. Final
submitted and edited abstracts will also be published in Ontario Insects. Longer reports are optional. We look forward
to your participation and attendance at the symposium. Please pass this information on to anyone
you know who might be interested.
Nancy van der Poorten, T.E.A. President: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: Results from 2000
By Colin D. Jones

Fourth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count
On Saturday, June 3, 2000, the Fourth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter count
circle is centered at Pretty Lake, Edgar Township, and includes the Lake Travers Road from Lake Travers in the northwest to
Forbes Lake in the southeast.
The morning started off cool, but it quickly warmed up and was a beautiful spring day in Algonquin Park with temperatures
ranging from 10 to 23 degrees Celsius. We had a record high number of observers this year (as well as blackflies!) - 26
dedicated people counted butterflies for a total of 43 party-hours. Although overall numbers were lower than the past two
years (1091 individual butterflies this year compared to 2469 in 1999 and 1404 in 1998) we still managed to tally an
impressive recor'd total of 37 species!
Unlike 1998 and 1999, which experienced unseasonably warm weather in late April and May, this year was only a little earlier
than average in terms of flight dates (mostly due to warm weather in the early spring). As a result, a good mixture of early and
late spring species were tallied, resulting in our impressive species list. Early spring species included the elfins, Spring Azure,
the anglewings and Chryxus Arctic, while late spring species included the duskywings, Arctic Skipper, Hobomok Skipper,
Pepper and Salt and Common Roadside Skippers, Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Silver-bordered Fritillary, and Little Wood
Satyr. In addition, a total of 52 American Ladies were seen during the day, resulting from a strong influx of migrants this spring.
Four species were new to the count: Henry's Elfin, Satyr Comma, Green Comma, and Jutta Arctic. By far, the most exciting of
these were the Henry's Elfins. Not one, but two were discovered, each at separate locations along the Lake Travers Road, by
Ethan Andermann, Chris Michener and Jean Brereton. This species had never before been recorded in Algonquin Park and
was therefore an extremely exciting discovery! The Satyr Comma, found by Rick and Kelly Stronks, was also very exciting and
is only the 6th record for the Park. The five Jutta Arctics, seen by Jason Dombroskie also deserve mention, as it is an extremely
local species and is often very difficult to find.
One of the big target species for many people participating in the Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count is Macoun's Arctic. This
species is more northern and western in distribution but has a small disjunct population in the Jack Pine forests of the Park's
East Side. In addition, in our area, it only flies in even numbered years. I'm very happy to report that those people covering the
Lake Travers area, did not go home unhappy - they spotted a total of 8 extremely fresh Macoun's Arctics!

Sixth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Saturday, July 1, 2000, the sixth annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter count circle
is centered at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east.
Although the day began pleasantly enough (mostly sunny with warm temperatures), by the afternoon it had clouded over and
by 3:00 p.m. the rain began to fall, bringing a premature ending to the day for most participants. In total, 22 observers put in
54.5 party-hours, recording 1006 individual butterflies of 41 species - tying the record high count for species. Oddly, this total is
shared with 1999 - another year when the count ended prematurely because of poor weather - Deja Vu!
Two species were new for the count. A Bog Fritillary was found by Rick Stronks near the East Gate. This very local species had
not been recorded in Algonquin since the late 1980's. The other species new for the count was Eastern Pine Elfin. Individuals
were found at two separate locations representing a record late date for Algonquin by nearly 3 weeks (and possibly a record
late date for Ontario!). I'm sure that the abnormally cool temperatures experienced in June caused their flight season to be
prolonged.
The cool temperatures in June seem to have also prolonged the flight period for other spring and early summer species such
as the duskywings, Pepper and Salt and Common Roadside Skippers, Spring Azure, and Silvery Blue. In addition, cool
temperatures delayed the emergence of other species usually present in larger numbers on this count to include: the Polites
skippers, Dun Skipper, Clouded and Pink-edged Sulphurs, White Admiral, Northern Pearly-Eye, and especially the Speyeria
fritillaries (with only 8 Atlantis recorded on this year's count). Mourning Cloaks and Milbert's Tortoiseshells were in good
numbers this year (totaling 52 and 25 respectively on count day).
A full species list for each count, with totals, is found in the tables on the following pages. Species shown in bold face are new
species for the respective count.
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Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count
Common Name

Scientific Name

Dre..amy Duskywing

~rynnis

Numbers

icelus

..

~~~":~~us~ywi!2..Q.._ _____ J=ry12.nE!(J!'(J_~~~___ ._________.
Erynr:Js sp_,____._.____

53
_---

121
-----_2..
------------Arctic Skipper
27
Carterocephalus palaemon
__· ___.v_"._._··_w
Hobomok Skipper
23
Poanes hobomok
Pepper and Salt Skipper
Amblyscirtes hegon
6
-Roadside Skipper
76
Amblyscirtes vialis
--1
_Skipper sp.
---------Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Papilio canadensis
123
-----_._--_.-~--~-

.. ..
~~

",,"~-_.

Total Number of Species: 37
Total Number of Individuals: 1091
Number of Observers: 26
Number of Party-hours: 43
Butterflies/Party-hour: 26
Cumulative Total Species: 50

------

i--=----.--------Mustard White
Pieris napi

8

"-

,

1
Cabbage Whi~_._ _ _ _ Pie~s rapa~.__._____.__.
1---..- Clouded Sulphur
6
Colias philodice
.
.. ... __.-_.-

__

Orange Sulphur

Colias sp.
Harvester

Feniseca tarquinius

.~_

--1

Colias eurytheme

------- - - -33

---1

American Copper

Lycaena phla,eas

Brown Elfin

Incisalia augustinus

Henry's Eflin

Incisalia henrici

Eastern Pine Elfin

Incisalia niphon

Western Pine Elfin

Incisalia eryphon

.-

Grey Hairstreak

Strymon melinus

Spring Azure

Celastrina ladon

8
,---

Pine Elfin sp.

Silvery Blue

_G/auc:.9psyche IYfl.damus

Blue sp.
Silver-bordered Fritillary

Boloria selene

Meadow Fritillary

Boloria bellona

Silvery Checkerspot

Chlosyne nycteis
Chlosyne sp.

Northern Crescent

Phyciodes cocyta

Eastern Comma

Polygonia comma

Satyr Comma

Polygonia satyrus

Green Comma

Polygonia faunus

Grey Comma

Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.

Mourning Cloak

Nymphalis antiopa

American Lady
Red Admiral

Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta

Little Wood Satyr

Megisto cymela

49
2
115
26
14
140
41
43
27
4

----

-~
6
14
4
1
5
9
6
4
52

Ethan Anderman, Jean Brereton, Lisa
Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Siobhan
Girling, William Godsoe, Tom Hanrahan,
Margo Holt, Holly Johnson, Marc
Johnson, Colin Jones, Telen'a Kraus,
Brenda Laking, Chris Michener, Cat
Onodera, Carl Rothfels, Harrison Runtz,
Michael Runtz, Kim Smith, Paul Smith,
Forest Smith, Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks,
Ron Tozer, Michael van der Poorten,
Nancy van der Poorten

8

22

_Common Ringlet

Coenonympha tullia

1

Macoun's Arctic

Oeneis macounii

8

Chryxus Arctic

Oeneis chryxus

Jutta Arctic

Oeneis jutta

Monarch

Danaus plexippus

12

Algonquin East Side Observers:

- -1
5
3

Thanks to all of the participants in both of
the 2000 Algonquin butterfly counts. The
Fifth Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count is scheduled for Saturday, June 2,
2001, and the Seventh Annual Highway
60 Algonquin Butterfly Count is
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,2001.
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Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
Common Name

Scientific Name

Dreamy Dusky'wing

Erynnis ice/us

Juvenal's Duskywin~

Erynnis juvena/is

Numbers

16
----,--~

Total Number of Species: 41
Total Number of Individuals: 1006
Number of Observers: 24
Number of Party-hours: 54.5
Butterflies/Party-hour: 18
Cumulative Total 'Species: 55

8
--_.._--,
Carterocepha/us pa/aemo,!__
Arctic Skipper
5
,------,
Least Skipper
2
Ancy/oxyph'! numi!!J!-,.__,_,_,_
______,
Thymelicus lineo/a
European Skipper
145
Peck's Skipper
Polites peckius
1
_.-._Tawny-edged Skipper
Polites themistoc/es
4
52
Long Dash ~ki~E~ _____, Polite.s mystic
Poanes hobomok
Hobomok Skipper
130
Two-spotted Skipper ,__,___ Euph~s bimac0...'!______
14
----------,,Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
46
---,--._---- ,---------Pepper and Salt Skipper
2
Am~ty.!cirt~, he!?9_'2_______
Amb/yscirtes vialis._._--._Roadside Skipper
20
Skipper sp.
36
PapJ1io canadensis
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
91
.-,-,----Pieris rapae
Cabbage White
3
._
.. _.f---------------Clouded SUlphur
Colias philodice
3
-,----Orange Sulphur
Co/ias eurytheme
------ -----7
Pink-edged Sulphur
Colias interior
-- -----8
Co/ias sp.
6
Bog Copper
Lycaena epixanthe
12
Eastern Pine
/ncisalia niphon
2
.. Elfin
"'- -,-,-----7
Spring Azure
Ce/astrina /adon
Silvery Blue
2
.. .,,------ ~~ucopsyche /y.2~amus_ _
Blue sp.
-- --,---3
Atlantis Fritillary
Speyeria atlantis
8
----Speyeria sp.
1
B%ria eunomia
1
Bog Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
B%ria selene
9
Silvery Checkerspot
Chlosyne nyctejs
27
Harris' Checkerspot
Ch/osyne harrisii
11
Northern Crescent
Phyciodes cocyta
,- : - - - - -4
~~nMark
Po/ygonia interrogationis
5
Grey Comma
Po/ygonia pr'!.gne _
1
Po/ygonia sp.
2
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
52,.
Nymphalis mJ1berti
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
25
American Lady
Vanessa virginiensis
1
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
6
White Admiral
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
83
Northern Pearly-Eye
Enodia anthedon
6
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
6
Megisto cyme/a
Little Wood Satyr
51
Common Ringlet
Coenonympha tullia
33
----Cercyonis pega/a
Common Wood-Nymph
1
Satyrid sp.
6
-Monarch
Danaus p/exippus
42
·~v_·,

___M

---~_._"

_ _ _ _ _ W _ " . _ _ M"'

------~

._-,-_¥_----~

-------,~

.~.

__

"'

_ " _ _ _ _ _ _v

Algonquin Highway 60 Observers:

Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney,
Marianne Clark, Bev Clute, Peter Clute,
Melinda Collins, Lisa Cornish, Jason
Dombroskie, William Godsoe, Tom
Hanrahan, Colin Jones, Andrew
Keaveney, Katherine Kitching, Anastasia
Kuzyk, Brenda Laking, Gordon Lewer,
Jennifer Neate, Lee Pauze, Lou Spence,
Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks, Dan
Strickland, Ron Tozer.

--

Those interested in participating in either
of the year 2001 Algonquin Butterfly
Counts should contact the author at P.O.
Box 248, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, (705)
652-5004 or by email at
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca.
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w. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award
In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists'Association is offering a research
travel award of $300 to assist graduate or undergraduate students conducting original field research into Ontario
insects. The award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for research. The award

will be made on the basis of merit and quality.

Invitation for Applications
Eligibilitv.
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or undergraduate student
at an Ontario university.
How to apDIv.
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the T.E.A. The original application plus 3 copies must
be submitted to the T.E.A., postmarked no later than March 25, 2001.
Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the T.E.A. symposium in March of the following year. The
recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a naturalist or
researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded by the award fits
into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible, will be printed in
Ontario Insects, the newsjournal of the T.E.A.
Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the T.E.A. The announcement of the recipient of the award will be
made at the April meeting of the T.E.A. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant will be
announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.
Previous recipients:
2000 Aaron Deans, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto

About the T.E.A.
Membership in the T.EA ($10 per year for students) gives
the following benefits:
- subscription to Ontario Insects (published 3 times a year)
• opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects
- publication: annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario
• discounts on book sales
The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from September to April, including a student symposium in March. We run field
trips over the summer months. We also sponsor a child for the FON summer camp and the field research travel
award. The TEA. has published The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes et al) and the checklist of Toronto butterflies
and has sponsored the reprinting of classic books on Ontario and Canadian insects (including Walker's The
Odonata of Canada and Alaska and Wallis'The Cicindelidae of Canada).
An application form for the award, or for membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) may be requested by
writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A., 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8, phone (416) 4669013, e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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2000 W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award Recipient
The TEA is pleased to announce the recipient of the first W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award: Aaron Deans of the Faculty
of Forestry, University of Toronto. His project is entitled "Effects of Variable Retention Harvesting on Lowland Black Spruce
Insect communities in the Lake Abitibi Model Forest". This award of $300 has helped Aaron to travel to this site to do additional
sampling of the insect populations in the 2000 field season. Aaron presented the preliminary results of his research at the TEA
Student Symposium in March, and will also be presenting his results at a conference in June. His supervisors are Dr. Sandy
Smith and Dr. Jay Malcolm. Congratulations Aaron!
Report from Aaron Deans
Receiving the W. John D. Eberlie Field Research Travel Scholarship this year allowed me to return to the Lake
Abitibi Model Fo~st in northeastern Ontario. It has been from the lowland black spruce forests of the model forest that I have
been collecting the data necessary for my master's thesis. The ecological study examines the effects of harvesting in the
above forest type on the distribution of insects across its landscape. Returning this summer allowed for the last of the habitat
variables to be measured from the 24 study sites.
The abundance of 32 insect Families has been tallied for three consecutive months of samples taken from the sites during the
summer of 1999. The final analysis will attempt to correlate the Family abundance to the habitat from which they were
collected. One objective of the study is to establish a baseline inventory of the insects found in lowland black spruce forests.
Another is to identify insects that may serve as indicators of a particular forest condition for longer term monitoring of forest
health. Two of the Families identified thus far as possible indicators are the Dolichopodidae, the long-legged flies, and the
Syrphidae, the hover flies. Results, which are pending further statistical analysis, will be presented at the TEA Student
Symposium next Spring.
The Board of Directors would also like to extend their welcome to Aaron, who has been asked to take a position on the Board
as Student Representative, beginning in September 2000.
Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for Children
TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist
Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from
this experience? Let us know!
FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12
(Junior), and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See
the January issue of Ontario Insects for details about
these camps.
The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs
$485; the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15)
costs $700. TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The
parents need to pay for the rest.
Above: 2000 W. John D. Eberlie Travel Award recipient being presented
with the award by TEA President Nancy van der Poorten.

r------------------------------,
Donations are welcome to support these TEA initiatives:

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a TEA member's child for
summer camp
I
I W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award - to help to
I
: sponsor research into Ontario insects
:
I

I

I

All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be
: issued. Even $5 will help!
I Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton
I Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

I

I

:
I

The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional
young naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We
prefer to sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other
suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to
suggest a child should send a note to the TEA before
June 15, 2000 letting us know the name of the child,
age, and how the child will benefit from the program
and what is exceptional about the child.
The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly
encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp
experiences to share with the TEA membership in a
future issue of Ontario Insects.

I

~------------------------------~
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Monarch Notes
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _B_y_D_OI_l_D_a_vi_s
Forwarded from the dplex-l monarch
butterfly discussion group by Don Davis:

Threatened Monarchs Lose Much of
TheirWinter Habitat
September 12, 2000
By CAROL KAESUK YOON

Over the past 20 years, biologists have
voiced increasing concern about the
monarch butterfly's most threatened
and critical habitat, a single stretch of
Mexican forest to which hundreds of
millions of these butterflies migrate from
the United States each year to spend
the winter. Yet in spite of intense interest
in this region, which is thought to be the
species' Achilles' heel, little had been
known about how these forests were
actually faring.
Now an international team of
researchers has reported that what was
a broad swath of thousands of acres of
intact forest just 30 years ago has since
been reduced to peppered remnants in
a sea of farms, homes, cattle-grazing
areas and logged and degraded
woods. This has occurred even in areas
designated as protected monarch
sanctuaries for more than a decade.
The survey, the first scientific study of
the monarchs' habitat in the mountains
of central Mexico, mapped forest
changes using aerial photographs
taken over three decades. The findings,
which were made available to The New
York Times, showed that only a little
more than half of what was intact forest
remained. The rest has suffered some
degree of degradation, from minor
logging to having had the forest entirely
removed. The researchers estimate that
in 50 years, at the current rate of
deforestation, nearly all the original
forest will be similarly degraded.
"From what I've seen there year after

18

year, I predicted it would be bad and
getting worse," said Dr. Lincoln P.
Brower, a monarch biologist at Sweet
Briar College who was an author of the
new study with colleagues at the
National Autonomous University of
Mexico and the World Wildlife Fund.
"But I didn't predict it would be this bad.
The maps just floored me."
The study, undertaken to assist in the
Mexican government's review of the
monarch's wintering areas, has not yet
been submitted for publication but has
been given to the government. In
response in part to the findings, the
Mexican government unveiled a
proposal last Thursday for the creation
of an expanded preserve already
ardently contested by some local
residents that would be more than three
times the size of the current protected
areas.
Dr. Karen Oberhauser, a monarch
ecologist at the University of Minnesota
who was not involved in the study,
praised the quality of the work, saying:
"It's the first study and a really important
study. We didn't expect the change to
be this great."

~

Across the country now, monarchs are
just beginning their fall migration, an
annual trek that takes the butterflies
from across the central and eastern
United States and Canada down to the
mountains of central Mexico. There they
roost as they have for millenniums,
clustered in wintering areas sprinkled
throughout what were once dense,
remote mountain forests. They remain
there until spring, when they fly north
once again to breed. In each area, the
butterflies gather in huge roosting
groups that thickly paper the fir trees in
the orange and black of their wings.
In order to study changes to the forests
since the roosts were discovered 25
years ago, the researchers examined a
series of aerial photographs taken in
the 1970's, 1983 and 1999 of a
100,000-acre area that includes three
of the most important wintering sites,
each of which was designated as a
preserve in 1986.
What researchers found was that not
only was forest disappearing both
inside and outside the preserves, but it
was being removed in such a way that
what forest remained was highly
fragmented. Much of the forest had
been significantly thinned, a process
leading not to regeneration but instead
to further degradatiqn. Over the 28-year
period of the study, the average size of
the conserved patches of forest
decreased nearly 90 percent, from
5,000 acres to 500.
"It's not as if we're talking about the
clearcuts of the Western states in the
U.S.," said Dr. Guillermo Castilleja, an
author of the study who is the World
Wildlife Fund representative in Mexico.
"Here people go in and selectively log.
They take certain trees. They take
saplings for fence posts or beams in
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their homes. Then as forests become
more degraded they are used for
grazing by sheep or cows."

hundred angry residents staged a
protest at the Ministry, the local press
reported. The Ministry is accepting
public comments on the new preserve
until Sept. 28.

As a result, even in remaining forest
stands, trees are more exposed to
wind, drying, greater temperature
extremes and are more at risk of fire,
all of which make the forests less
suitable as resting grounds for the
butterflies.
Despite the degradation, rough
estimates of the area occupied by
monarchs in the Wintering grounds do
not show any
significant decreases in the butterflies
so far, though anecdotal evidence
suggests that monarchs have begun
to feel the effects.
For example, Dr. Brower said that in
one region where there has always
been a large monarch colony,
development has encroached to the
point that the once remote roosts of
monarchs are now dangling in trees
right next to farm fields. This winter, the
butterflies startled biologists by
abandoning the site, moving over the
mountains to a more intact forest area,
an increasingly rare commodity, that
they had never used before.
Scientists on the study collaborated
with Mexico's Ministry of the
Environment, Natural Resources and
Fisheries in the design of the new
reserve, which, they say, takes the
biological needs of the monarch into
much better account than previous
reserves. Previous protected areas
were 40,000 acres in total and
dispersed over five sites. The
proposed new reserve spans 140,000
contiguous acres, more adequately
covers known wintering sites and is
intended to protect not only the
individual roosting areas but the
watersheds of which the forests are
an integral part.
But it remains to be seen whether the
expanded preserve will suit the needs
of local people well enough to prevent
the illegal logging that has devastated
current reserves.
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Others note that whatever the
monetary incentives, it will always be
difficult to prevent illegal cutting in an
area as
desperately impoverished as that
around the wintering grounds.

Part of the problem, reserve proponents
say, is that in 1986, when the Mexican
government set aside the first
sanctuaries, land was appropriated
without compensation for the residents,
who owned the land communally. As a
result, researchers say, many residents
are angry and have shown a blatant
disregard for the prohibition of logging
inside the sanctuaries.

Dr. Dennis Frey, behavioral ecologist
studying monarchs at California
Polytechnic State University, said that
on a recent visit to a monarch sanctuary
with a group of scientists, the sound of
their approach silenced the work of a
nearby, but
hidden, woodsman.
"For the next two hours, as we headed
up toward the butterflies, there was no
cutting," he said. "But as soon we got
back into our vehicles to go, the chop,
chop, chop started up again
immediately."

In the hopes of curbing illegal logging
in the new sanctuary, Mario Huacuja,
director of communications for the
Ministry, said in a telephone interview
last week that in collaboration with
private foundations, the Ministry was
negotiating a novel system to pay local
people for their lost logging rights in the
preserve. In addition, there will be
payments to people who help protect or
restore the forest.
Dr. Castilleja said payments, which are
to be administered by the World Wildlife
Fund and another private conservation
group, the Mexican Fund for the
Conservation of Nature, will come from
$5 million that is to be provided by an
anonymous source once final action is
taken to create the new preserve.
Despite the monetary incentives, there
is already opposition to an expanded
preserve. Some have argued, for
example, that the money being offered
for logging rights, about $16 per cubic
meter of wood, is below the market
value and that residents will lose
money. Last Thursday, when the new
sanctuary was announced, several
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Memories from 2000
TEA Field Trips
Photos submitted by Nancy van der Poorten

Pictures 1 & 2 on the Right: TEA trip to
the Urqhart Buttetfly Garden in Dundas,
on July 8, 2000.. Shown are Carolyn
King, Paul McGaw and Michael van der
Poorten with one of the volunteer
gardeners.

Picture 3 (Above): Photo taken on the TEA
July 8th trip at Wain fleet Bog near
Weiland.

Picture 4 (Right): Moth night at Marcie
Woods, Fort Erie, on the same TEA trip,
July 8, 2000. Shown are Carolyn King,
Paul McGaw and Michael van der
Poorten.
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In Memoriam: Paul McGaw
By Nancy van der Poorten

Paul McGaw died on August 31, 2000 after a brief illness. A memorial service was held on
September 4. There were flowers from his garden and photos of Paul, in his shorts, in his
garden, with his family, with his familiar smile. One after another, friends and colleagues
rose to give their remembrances. Each person had their own particular story, but all
touched on common themes: Paul's boundless, infectious enthusiasm for teaching and
learning, for nature of all sorts (birds, butterflies, moths, wildflowers, mushrooms and
trees), for music (classical, opera and jazz), for literature (poems were a special favorite),
and for people. Paul was, as someone said, not just 'a member' of so many organizations,
but a person who contributed huge amounts of time and enthusiasm to each of them,
doing a tremendous amount of work. The speakers also highlighted the close relationships that Paul had with his late wife, Margaret, his daughter Jennifer and with our own
member, Carolyn King. Paul is deeply missed. I, personally, hope to learn a lesson from
his life: to live each day with enthusiasm and care for others, appreciating whatever is
around us and doing what we can to 'make the world a better place.' Our sympathies to
Carolyn and Jennifer.
Editor's Note: StafJReporter Penny Laughren wrote an obituaryfor Paul in the September 11 issue
ofthe Toronto Star, page B 7, entitled Paul McGaw cared for nature. It is an excellent write-up and
photo. Paul, we're really going to miss you.
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Celithemis elisa
Leucorrhinia frigida
Leucorrhinia hudsonica
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula julia
Libellula .Iuctuosa
Libellula lydia
Libelfula pulchel/a
Libellula quadrimaculata
Nannothemis bella
'Pantala flavescens
Sympetrum costiferum
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum semicinctum
Sympetrum vicinum

SKIMMERS
Holt/Laking
Calico Pennant
X
Frosted Whiteface
X
Hudsonian Whiteface
X
Dot-tailed Whiteface
X
Red-waisted Whiteface
X
Chalk-fronted Skimmer
X
Widow Skimmer
Common Whitetail
X
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
X
Four-spotted Skimmer
X
Elfin Skimmer
X
Wandering Glider
X
Saffron-winged Meadowhawk
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk
X
Band-winged Meadowhawk
X
Yellow-legged Meadowhawk
X

Total

49

L1BELLULIDAE

36

Walker

X

X
X
X
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Student Symposium Abstracts
... continued from page 8

(continuation of What is sexy about field cricket courtship
song? by Mark J. Fitzpatrick)
preferences for characters in the male courtship song. Both
correlational and experimental trials have shown that
females were selecting males using courtship song.
Composed of two types of sound pulses, high frequency and
low frequency ticks, females were selecting for shorter time
intervals (silences) between the ticks - termed Gap 1. This
gap was also correlated with male condition such that males
with long silences were significantly in poor condition (light
for their body size) when compared to males having short
silences. Both Gap 1 and condition were repeatable, an
indication of the amount of variation that can be attributed to
consistency among males, suggesting a possible genetic
basis. If heritable, females can increase the probability of
mating with a genetically superior male by selecting against
long Gap 1 durations - a potential example of the good
genes model of selection.

agriculture system. The purpose of this research is to study
the diversity and abundance of insects within an intercropped
agroforestry system and to compare this to a conventional
monoculture system. An entomological survey was
performed within both a 12-year-old agroforestry site with
intercropped black walnut (Juglans nigra L.), Norway spruce
(Picea abies L.) and corn (Zea mays L.); and in an adjacent
monocropped corn field. Arthropods were collected in early
June through to September in 1999, using Malaise traps.
Further understanding of the dynamics of arthropods utilizing
agroforestry systems may help improve the design of future
agroforestry sites. These improvements may enhance
populations of beneficial insects and thereby provide
potential ecological and economic benefits to the
agroecosystem.

Comparison of arthropod abundance and diversity within
intercropping agroforestry and monoculture systems
Heather Middleton, (Supervisor: Sandy Smith) University of
Toronto
Intercropping agroforestry has the potential of providing
many benefits to a diverse community of insects and other
arthropods that inhabit agroecosystems. These benefits are
realized through the integration of an undisturbed,
structurally complex and diverse vegetative habitat into the
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The
sightings are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a
variety of topics covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to
members at a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend
that you contact the compiler directly for more details.
Here's how you can contribute:
l

Lepidoptera Summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written
note or submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Odonata Summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. The compiler's
strongly suggest that individuals submitting data obtain a printed form or an electronic template of the database prior to
submitting their records - both of these are available from any of the following three compilers. For those submitting
data electronically any database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel is fine.
Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705 652 5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a
line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613821-2064, brownell@achilles.net).
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966-5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net
For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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ODONATA OF MANITOULIN DISTRICT
By Margo Holt & Brenda Laking

E. M. Walker in The Odonata of Canada and Alaska listed 18 species for Manitoulin. Three field trips to Manitoulin during
August 1999, June & July 2000 by M. Holt & B. Laking added 31 species of odonates to the Manitoulin District list. The total
odonata species list for Manitoulin District presently stands at 49. More field work is planned for the 2001 field season to
expand the species list further. The authors would appreciate hearing from anyone with additional records of Manitoulin
odonates.
M. Holt, 68 Huron Woods Dr., RR4 Coldwater ON LOK 1EO, holtm@bconnex.net
Brenda Laking, 9 Glenwood Dr., Huntsville ON P1 H 1B8, huntsvilledragonlady@hotmail.com
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LESTIDAE

SPREADWINGS

Lestes
Lestes
Lestes
Lestes

Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing
Swamp Spreadwing

disjunctus
dryas
rectangularis
vigilax

COENAGRIIDAE

POND DAMSELS

Amphiagrion saucium
Argia moesta
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma signatum
Ischnura posita
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene

Eastern Red Damsel
Powdered Dancer
Boreal Bluet
Tule Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Orange Bluet
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite

AESHNIDAE

DARNERS

Aeshna canadens~
Aeshna i. interrupta
Aeshna sitchensis
Aeshna umbrosa
Anax junius
Nasiaeshna pentacantha

Canada Darner
Variable Darner
Zigzag Darner
Shadow Darner
Common Green Darner
Cyrano Darner

GOMPHIDAE

CLUBTAILS

Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus spicatus
Ophiogomphus carolus

Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Dusky Clubtail
Riffle Snaketail

CORDULEGASTRIDAE

SPIKETAILS

Cordulegaster diastatops
Cordulegaster maculata
Cordulegaster obliqua

Delta-spotted Spiketail
Twin-spotted Spiketail
Arrowhead Spiketail

MACROMIIDAE

CRUISERS

Macromia illinoiensis

Illinois River Cruiser

CORDULIIDAE

EMERALDS

Cordulia shurtleffi
Epitheca spinigera
Somatochlora walshii
Somatochlora williamsoni

American Emerald
Spiny Baskettail
Brush-tipped Emerald
Williamson's Emerald

Holt/Laking
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
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Notes from the up-and-coming editor:
Greetings fellow TEA members! As the
up-and-coming editor of Ontario
Insects, I thought that I would take this
opportunity to introduce myself to the
readership. My name is Colin Jones
and I have been a member of the TEA
for about 6 years. I have been
interested in natural history since I was
very young (I was one of those kids that
used to flip over logs and rocks and
wade in the creek behind my house).
Although I am interested in all areas of
natural history, I have a particular
fascination with birds and insects. My
interest and knowledge of insects grew
when I began working as a seasonal
Park Naturalist in Algonquin Park in
1990 and was further fueled by Dr.
Steve Marshall's excellent insect
courses at the University of Guelph
(thanks Steve!). I left Algonquin Park in
the fall of 1999 and am currently
working on contract at the Natural
Heritage Information Centre, Ministry of

Farewell Notes:
As I put the final touches on this issue, I
can't help reflecting back over the past
couple years as Editor of Ontario
Insects. Overall, it was quite enjoyable
and provided me with a great
opportunity to work with and get to
know a number of members, as well as
regular contributors. I am constantly
amazed at the breadth and depth of
entomological experience found within
this Association, not to mention the
unique character of the group that
makes field trips and meetings so much
fun!
As an Association, we have become a
pretty vigorous society, contributing
experience and a strong voice to many
diverse endeavors. A few that come to
mind are the reprinting and production
of entomological references (pg. 39 has
a list of books available through the
TEA), lending our input into the revised
and highly contentious Ontario Fish
and Wildlife Act, encouraging
conservation of ecologically important
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Natural Resources, Peterborough. I live
in Lakefield (just north of Peterborough)
with my wife, Marianne and my two
children, Shan and Klara.
I have always enjoyed reading Ontario
Insects and now I find myself in the
position of editor. Although Vanessa
and I worked together on editing this
issue, Vanessa has carried the bulk of
the work, due mostly to the
incompatibility of our two computer
platforms - thanks Vanessa! Beginning
with the May issue, however, I will be
taking over the reigns. I hope to
maintain the high standards that Phil
and Pat Schappert established when
they first began editing 01 back in
September of 1995. These standards
have since been carried forth, first by
Matt Holder and Phil Lester, and over
the past two years by Vanessa.
For those of you who have been

~

areas (such as Presqu-lie Provincial
Park and Marcie Woods), and
furthering the aims of entomological
education in Ontario through Annual
Student Symposia (see pg. 27 for the
date of this year's symposium) and the
W. John D. Eberlie Student Research
Travel Award (an invitation for student
applications can be found on pg. 35). I
would like to take the opportunity to
thank everyone who has played a part
in putting these efforts together.
The experience of being Editor of one
of the many Association projects has
also been a humbling one. I am
constantly reminded of how much there
is to learn, both entomologically and
with putting a publication of this size
together. Each issue is an exercise in
gathering material to publish, setting it
into the software, and trying not to lose
patience when computer gremlins are
at play within your publication. I have
been very fortunate that the many
contributors to Ontario Insects have

regular contributors to 01 in the past, I
look forward to working with you in the
future. It has been your hard work and
expertise, combined with that of the
editors, that have made 01 a success.
For those of you who have ideas for
articles, notes, or any other
submissions, I encourage you to either
put something together or to talk to me
about your ideas. Fresh ideas and new
contributors are always welcome and I
am happy to assist in any way that I
can. I would also encourage those of
you with original photographs or
artwork to submit some of your material
for inclusion in 01.
Lastly, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Vanessa for all of
her hard work as editor over the past
two years and wish her all the best in
the future.
Colin Jones

~

ensured that I have always had enough
material...thank you. And I would like to
extend my apologies to Bill Mcilveen
(whose Sphecid wasp nest article
appears on pg. 34) for not getting this
into print faster. A small envelope
containing his article, disk and slide
managed to get hidden in a box of
older 01 material until last month, when
I was sorting things out to pass along to
the new Editor. Please forgive me Bill!
And finally, I would like to extend my
appreciation to Colin Jones for
agreeing to become the new Editor of
Ontario Insects. Not only is Colin an
excellent entomological resource, he is
also experienced with the software
used to produce 01. Thanks for your
help editing this issue Colin, and I wish
you very few gremlins in your future
work as Editor!
Vanessa
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Entomophilia
Submitted by Carolyn King

The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
October 13, 2000
How do fungus-farming ants keep
weeds at bay?

Many kinds of ants are fungus farmers,
growing mold on leaves or other foods
and eating the mold themselves. But
the ants only want one kind of mold to
grow, a variety called Attamycetes, and
must constantly remove another kind, a
"weed" species called Escovopsis.
According to a recent study, at least 22
kinds of fungus-farming ants use
Streptomyces bacteria as a living
weed-killer. These ants have special
patches of the bacteria on the
undersides of their bodies. When the
unwanted Escovopsis mold grows in
their fungus farms, the ants apply the
Streptomyces bacteria from their
bodies, and the bacteria secrete an
antibiotic that kills the Escovopsis.
This close relationship between the
ants, the bacteria, and two different
kinds of fungi has been going on for
millions of years. The human "invention"

of using antibiotics to control pests was
in use by the ants long before we
discovered it.
Article describing the relationship in
more detail:
http://biology.uoregon.edu/enhs/
archive/may99/may992.html
Illustrated research paper reporting
the discovery:
http://cas.bellarmine.edu/tietjen/
Ecology/fungus.htm
Some ants can swim:
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1999/05/26.html

The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
August 30, 2000
What are the only insects known to
sweat?

If you've ever lived where there are
cicadas, you know that these extremely
noisy insects make the most racket
when it's blistering hot. How do they

Announcements
POINT PELEE NATURAL
HISTORY NEWS
Published by:
The Friends of Point Pelee
Editor:
Alan Wormington
This new publication will focus on the
natural history of Point Pelee and
immediate area. Contents will include
feature articles and notes (with
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photographs), seasonal summaries of
bird observations, an annual summary
of butterfly observations, miscellaneous
reports (Christmas Bird Count results,
etc.), a listing of upcoming natural
history events at and near Point Pelee,
letters to the editor, and much more.
Four issues will be published per year
with the first issue to be mailed in April
2001.
Subscription fees are for a calendar
year only, as follows:

keep cool while remaining so active in
the hot sun?
The secret is that cicadas sweat. These
finger-long, winged insects have pores
through which they secrete a watery
liquid derived from the tree sap they
drink. While they sing (by vibrating
ridged membranes against their
bodies), they sweat profusely, thus
dissipating the heat of their efforts.
Those efforts result in the loudest
sounds made by any insect. In Missouri
in the summer of 1999, the din reached
85 decibels at some locations,louder
than a large diesel truck at full power.
Outdoor cafes had to close because the
noise was too much for the customers.
What's making all that noise?
http://www.amelianow.com/
fall98tibican.htm
The insect opera:
http://magazine.audubon.org/
truenature/truenature0005. html
Why do the world's loudest insects
sing?
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1998/04/07.html

Canada:
CAN $15 (one ~ear) or $30 (two years)
International:
US $15 (one year) or $30 (two years)
Send subscription fees and your e-mail
address (optional) to: The Friends of
Point Pelee, 1118 Point Pelee Drive,
Leamington, Ontario, Canada N8H
3V4.
For additional information contact:
The Friends of Point Pelee at
fopp@wincom.net
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Upcoming
Meetings

.,~

~~i

Saturday, January 27
RICHARD TANNER
BUTTERFLIES OF COSTA RICA
Costa Rica has an amafing number of beautiful species in its many habitats, from mountain cloud forests to Caribbean and
Pacific lowlands. Richard Tanner has captured many of these on film during his five trips searching out the birds and butterflies
of this fascinating country, He will show us some of his excellent slide collection, including some interesting examples of
species mimicry,
Saturday, February 24
MARTIN HUBBES
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF DUTCH ELM DISEASE
Dr. Hubbes will tell us about the success he has had creating resistance to Dutch Elm Disease by inoculating 5 year old Elm
seedlings with non-aggressive fungal strains. Further, he has isolated fungal products that have the same affect, rendering
seedlings resistant to aggressive strains of the disease after only 14 days, Mature trees present a more difficult problem, one
which Dr. Hubbes is addressing in his current research at the University of Toronto.
Saturday, March 24
TEA STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Graduate and undergraduate students from universities around Ontario will be presenting talks and posters based on their
original research into various aspects of insect life. Come out to hear the latest in research in the field!
Saturday, April 28
WILLIAM RANDALL
LOVE AT 4 A.M., LIFE OF THE CECROPIA MOTH
The mating, egg-laying, egg-hatching and various instars, the cessation of eating, searching, silk-spinning, pupation, winter
dormancy, June emergence and the mystery of metamorphosis. TEA member William Randall will show us the intimate details
of the life of our largest and most beautiful silk moth.

January to April meetings will be
held at 1 PM in:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University
(at University of Toronto)
73 Queen's Park Crescent Toronto,
ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite
the Museum, on the east side).
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Notable Late Season 2000 Insect Sightings
Date

Submitted By

Insect

Reported By

Location

late summer
Don Davis
(report Sept. 11, 2000)

Dennis Barry

giant swallowtail
Thickson Road
(near Darlington Provo Park)

late summer
Don Davis
(report Sept. 11, 2000)

Dennis Barry

Thickson Road

pipevine swallowtail

Sept. 30, 2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

buckeyes (4)

Sept. 30, 2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

Milbert's tortoiseshell

Oct. 1,2000

Don Davis

Hugh Currie
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Leslie Street Spit

buckeye

Oct. 1,2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

buckeye

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

regal fritillary

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

orange sulphur

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

buckeye

Oct. 6, 2000

Carolyn King

Hugh Currie
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Col. Samuel Smith Park

buckeye

Oct. 19, 2000

Carolyn King

Tom Hince
Ontario Birds Hotline

Wheatley

buckeye (fresh)

Oct. 19,2000

Don Davis

Marcel Gahbauer

East Point Park

monarchs (12)

Oct. 22, 2000

Don Davis

Presqu'lie Provinicial Park

Presqu'lie Provinicial Park monarchs (4)

Oct. 22, 2000

Carolyn King

Dean Ware

Pelee Island

buckeye (fresh)

Oct. 23, 2000

Carolyn King

Barbara Taylor

Lake Muskoka
(near Bracebridge)

monarch

Oct. 25, 2000

Don Davis

Carl Rothfels, Colin Jones

Hamilton Harbour
LaSalle Marina

monarch

Oct. 25, 2000

Carolyn King

Barbara Taylor

Lake Muskoka

mourning cloaks (2)

Oct. 30, 2000

Carolyn King

Jason Sodergren

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 6, 2000

Don Davis

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

buckeye

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

orange sulphurs (2)

More late season sightings can be found on the website: http://www.web-nat.com/Butterfly/
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The
sightings are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a
variety of topics covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to
members at a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend
that you contact the compiler directly for more details.
Here's how you can contribute:
l

Lepidoptera Summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written
note or submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Odonata Summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. The compiler's
strongly suggest that individuals submitting data obtain a printed form or an electronic template of the database prior to
submitting their records - both of these are available from any of the following three compilers. For those submitting
data electronically any database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel is fine.
Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705 652 5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a
line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613821-2064, brownell@achilles.net).
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966-5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net
For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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2000 Meeting &
Fi§Jld Trip F1eports

September 23, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten welcomed
everyone to the first meeting of the
2000-2001 season. There were 23
people in attendance. She dedicated
the meeting to the memory of Paul
McGaw-the members' meeting
epitomizes Paul's outlook on life,
always sharing what he knew with
great enthusiasm.
Elections for the Executive Officer were
held. The incumbent board all agreed to
continue and there were no additional
nominations. Therefore, the incumbent
board will continue. We welcomed the
new Student Representative on the
board, Aaron Deans. Aaron was the
recipient of the WD. John Eberlie
Award in 2000 and will help us to reach
out to students at universities, colleges
and high schools. Carol Sellars has
agreed to take over the position of
coordinating the Field Trips. Carolyn
King will continue with Programs for
this year but would like to have
someone take over after that (or
additionally, help her this year). The
position of editor of Ontario Insects is
still open, as Vanessa Carney will not
be able to continue with it after
December.

brought in: one of a dung beetle that
was found in a shipment of flowers;
some moths; and an assassin bug.
Carol Sellars brought in photos of
moths and spiders.

Business:
1. Financial report: Alan presented a
financial report. The publications fund
has $13,000 and the GIC has $7676;
renewals are just being received.
2. BirdFest on Oct 1 - volunteers were
asked to run a desk at this show.
3. FON annual meeting is June 14-17,
2001 at York University. T.E.A. will be
doing something at this show.
4. T-shirt contest: The winner of the
T-shirt contest was announced Pamela Meacher submitted a painting
of a luna moth. Congratulations
Pamela! The membership indicated
their approval of the plan to print up
t-shirts using this painting. Look for
more information about this later.

Board Meeting report:

A. The board has decided to continue
with two projects:
1) An update to the atlas (done as a
supplement)
2) A memoir of John Eberlie (with his
writings and slides).
We may also possibly work on a 'lives
of Ontario butterflies' as a long-term
project.
B. We decided on a design for the
web-site and will proceed with that.
C. We are exploring the idea of
sponsoring an odonate identification
workshop.
D. We made a donation to the Nature
Conservancy in memory of Paul
McGaw and will be making a donation
to the Fort Erie Nature Club (who are
administering Marcie Woods where we
have done a number of field trips and
surveys).

We proceeded to the Members' part of
the meeting. Michael van der Poorten
showed slides of Western butterflies
that he saw in Montana this year: lots of
fritilleries, blues and skippers and
Ridings' Satyr. Duncan Robertson
showed slides of the Promethea moth
and larvae of the slug moth. Peter
Hallett showed slides from his trap
nests for wasps and bees, showing
larvae, adults and eggs. He also
brought in some of the traps showing
prepurpae that didn't emerge this year
(he expects they will emerge next year).
There were additional specimens
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Saturday, October 28, 2000
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed the guests. There were 35
people in attendance including some
new people. Carolyn King introduced
the guest speaker, Doug McRory.
Doug McRory is the provincial apiarist.
He studied entomology at the
University of Guelph when it was still
part of the University of Toronto. He then
got a job as the provincial apiarist in
Manitoba where he all:lo ran a
beekeeping business. He returned to
Ontario to take up the job as provincial
apiarist 16 years ago. As part of his job,
he speaks to the 26 bee associations in
Ontario each year. There are 3600
beekeepers and 86,000 colonies of
bees. All colonies of bees must be
registered with the government. He said
that Ontario has been quite successful
at maintaining a good bee industry
despite the problems of disease unlike
neighbouring states of Ohio or New
York, where the bee industry is not
thriving. Bees are actually more
important for the pollination services
that they do but the beekeeper makes
more money from selling honey. Ontario
honey is the cleanest in the world!
He told us about the various challenges
that face the beekeeper. Bees are very
susceptible to pesticides. When bees
are used for pollination, there has to be
great care taken so that any pesticide
applications made to the crops, or even
nearby fields, do not coincide with the
times that the bees are in the field (the
beekeeper moves the colonies into the
fields that are to be pollinated).

There are three major diseases of bees
which have, and which continue to be,
a great challenge. American Foulbrood,
a rod bacillus, is an old disease that
can be controlled with careful
management. Tracheal mites are mites
that live in the trachea of honey bees. A
colony infected with tracheal mites dies
out in mid-February. The varroa mite
lives on the outside of the bee's body
but damages the colony by being
parasitic on the bee larvae.
For more information about bees, you
can contact Doug McRory, Provincial
Apiarist OMAFRA at 1-888-466-2372
Ext. 6-3595 or 519-826-3567 (FAX); or
Email: dmcrory@OMAFRA.gov.on.ca;
www.gov.on.calOMAFRA
We had a break, and there were lots of
questions for Doug, over the break, and
then finished up with a short business
meeting. Carolyn announced the
speakers for 2001. There was no
financial report. The meeting adjourned
at 2:45 pm.

November 25, 2000
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the November
meeting. There were 38 people in
attendance. Carolyn King introduced
the speaker, Les Kohami, one of our
own members.
Les spoke on new research and
discoveries about Columbia and
Cecropia silkmoths, native North
America moths of the genus
Hyalophora. Les has been studying
these moths since the early 1970's. He

explained to us the distribution of the
various species: H. nokomis is a
Western species; H. columbia is eastern
and southern - these two species
integrate where they meet at the
Ontario/Manitoba border. The Western
species, H. euryalis is found west of the
Rockies; H. gloveri is found east of the
Rockies. If these two species are
crossed, the produce sterile females. H.
cecropia is more eastern and southern;
H. cecropia and H. columbia are
sympatric but there are various factors
that deter interbreeding. H. cecropia
tends to fly later in the season than H.
columbia; H. cecropia males tend to fly
from 11 pm to 5am while the H.
columbia males fly from 6 am to 7 am.
However, Les did find a female H.
columbia moth, some of whose
offspring seemed to be hybrids of H.
columbia and H. cecropia. But generally
there are a number of factors that keep
the two species from mating. Les is
continuing his studies of these moths
and their interactions.
Business:
1. Treasurer's report: We have 105
members who have renewed out of
145. Please send in your renewals if
you haven't yet! The membership
account stands at $1576; the book
account at $12, 770; and the GIC at
$7722.
2. Members were informed that we are
now having to pay for room rentals for
the meetings. It is difficult to find the
appropriate rooms for no charge or to
be able to book them well in advance.
Northrop Frye Hall is a convenient
location and one that we can book well
in advance.
Field Trip Reports can be found on Page 42...

Have You Seen these Ads?
Taken as excepts from d-plex listserve
re: Advertising's Interesting Butterfly
'Sightings'

Carolyn King wrote:
My favourite appeared in a recent copy
of "Vitality" (a "wellness journal" that
incidentally had images of butterflies in
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9 different ads). In an ad for the Toronto
School of Homeopathic Medicine,
illustrating "Discover the
Metamorphoses of Homeopathic
Healing" were photos of a Monarch
caterpillar, a Monarch chrysalis and an
adult Viceroy. Now that's an amazing
metamorphosis!

Adrian Wenner wrote:
My favorite is an advertisement for the
SANTA BARBARA HEALTH CLUB that
ran several times in our local
newspapers: A monarch caterpillar
labelled "before" and an adult
swallowtail butterfly labelled "after".
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Results of Presqu'ile's Butterfly Count 2000
By Philip Careless

Presqu'ile's Second Annual Butterfly Count was held on July 5th, 2000 between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. It was a warm and
sunny day with virtually no wind - perfect weather for butterfly activity.

Similar to last year's count, for the sake of easy and quick field ID:
-All Pearl and Northern Crescents were recorded as Northern Crescents
-All Eastern and Canadian Tiger Swallowtails were recorded as Canadian Tiger Swallowtails
-All Spring and Summer Azures were recorded as Summer Azures
In a few cases an individual was caught and was positively ID as the Eastern Tiger Swallowtail or a Pearl Crescent and was
recorded as such.

I would like to thank the counters. The count would be very hard and much less fun with just one person. The following is a list
of the best butterfly counters this side of the Prime Meridian (I hope I remembered every one):
Jerry Ball, David Bell, Rachel Bell, Stephanie Bell, David Bree, Maureen Campeau-Bower, Andrew Cirtwell, Mark Conboy, Dolf
Dejong, Philina English, Carolyn King, Steve LaForest, Rod Lee, Paul McGaw, Adam Moir, Julia Monkman, Shelley Morgan,
Andrea Pomery, Maureen Riggs, Heather Robertson, and AI Woodhouse

On the data sheet the short forms stand for the following locations:
SNC: South Newcastle Trail
OPT: Owen Point Trail
MPF: Marsh Boardwalk Trail and Fingers
NNC: North Newcastle Trail
3801: 3 Boulders (Section of Old Field, at north end of trail that starts at staff house)
WP: West of Park
EP: East of Park
L1C: Lighthouse Interpretive Center
CP: Calf Pasture
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Notes on Nest Cavity Excavation by a Sphecid Wasp
By W D. Mcilveen

In early July, 1999, a large Sphecid wasp was observed
excavating a nest cavity at my place of employment in
Brampton, Ontario. The wasp was seen moving sand from
below a large concrete slab which forms the front step of the
building. Since the building was constructed in 1980, the step
had shifted slightly away from the wall leaving a space
approximately 2 cm wide, partially filled with a felt mat
spacing material. The wasp used this space to reach the
sandy bed on which the concrete had been poured. Over the
next two to three weeks, the wasp had moved a noticeable
quantity of sand (see photo below), which accumulated on
the top of the step for a vertical distance of at least 20 em
(thickness of the concrete). The sand moved represented a
weight many times that of the wasp. All sand on top of the
step was collected on August 13, 1999, air dried and
weighed. The dried weight was 1371 g. This weight did not
include any sand that remained in the space between the
step or had moved back into the cavity under the influence of
rain, which could easily have accounted for another 100 g.
By the time the soil was collected, the insect had not been
seen for several days. Prior to this, the adult was observed
carrying grasshoppers in to the nest cavity. Only one wasp
was seen using the site at anyone time and it was concluded
that this represented a solitary nesting species. The identity of
the wasp was not determined, but its activity and general
appearance were consistent with that of Sphex pensylvanica
L. Sphex is a solitary ground nester who preys on Orthoptera
(Bohart and Menke, 1963; Borrer and Delong, 1973). They
are generally considered to be unspecialized or primitive
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among the wasps (Bohart and Menke, 1963). Members of the
family construct nests that are located either below ground,
usually in sandy soil, or above ground in decaying wood,
hollow twigs and stems, or as mud nests (Finnamore, 1980).
Sphex pensylvanica was reported to have nested in the floor
of a toolshed and provisioned nests with up to five
grasshoppers. It prefers dark, sheltered areas for nest sites
and constructs one to several cells at the end of a burrow. The
species is widespread in North America to the 43'd parallel
(Finnamore, 1980).
Published information on these wasps refers in general terms
to the construction of nests below ground, but does not
mention the size or amount of material excavated. The
present information is the only information of this sort that is
available. I would be most interested in receiving comparable
information or directions to relevant published data.
Bohart, R. M. and A. S. Menke. 1963. A reclassification of the
Sphecinae with a revision of the Nearctic species of the tribe
Sceliphronini and Sphecini (Hymenoptera, Sphecidae). U.
Califorina Publ. Ent. 30(2): 91-182.
Borrer, D. J. and D. M. Delong. 1973. An introduction to the
study of insects, 3rd edition. Holt, Tinehart and Winston Inc.,
New York. 812pp.
Finnamore, A. T. 1980. The Sphecoidea of Southern Quebec.
lyman Entomol. Mus. Res. lab. Mem. 11. 238pp.
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Invitation for Applications
In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists'
Association is offering a research travel award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting original field research into Ontario insects. The
award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. T;he award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.
Eligibility:
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or undergraduate student
at an Ontario university.
How to apply:
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the T.E.A. The original application plus 3 copies must
be submitted to the T.E.A., postmarked no later than March 25, 2001.
Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the T.E.A. symposium in March of the following year. The
recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a naturalist or
researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded by the award fits
into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible, will be printed in
Ontario Insects, the newsjoumal of the T.E.A.
Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the T.E.A. The announcement of the recipient of the award will be
made at the April meeting of the T.E.A. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant will be
announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.
Previous recipients:
2000 Aaron Deans, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto

About the T.E.A.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) gives the following benefits:
- subscription to Ontario Insects (published 3 times a year)
- opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects
- publication: annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario
- discounts on book sales
The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from September to April, including a student sympOSium in March. We run field
trips over the summer months. We also sponsor a child for the FON summer camp and the field research travel
award. The T.E.A. has published The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes et al) and the checklist of Toronto butterflies
and has sponsored the reprinting of classic books on Ontario and Canadian insects (including Walker's The
Odonata of Canada and Alaska and Wallis' The Cicindelidae of Canada).
An application form for the award, or for membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) may be requested by
writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A., 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8, phone (416) 4669013, e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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Results of the Algonquin Odonate Counts 1999 and 2000
By Colin D. Jones

In 1999, the fourth annual Algonquin Odonate Count was held on Saturday, June 26, and in 2000 the fifth annual count was
held on Saturday, June 24. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township, Algonquin Provincial
Park and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the east. Within the circle,
habitats for odonates include lakes, beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce bogs, wet sedge meadows, and human
disturbed open areas such as roadside ditches.
We had a total of 14 observers in 1999 and 15 in 2000. 1999 was a fantastic year and we managed to break the records for
both species total and total number of individuals. An incredible 3388 individuals of 59 species were recorded on count day
(4 more species than our previous record). In addition, record high counts were recorded for 24 species in 1999 - a very good
year for odonates indeed! On the other hand, 2000 was as productive for odonates - numbers throughout the entire season
seemed to be low. On count day itself only 2707 individuals of 45 species were recorded (5 species less than the average of
all years combined).
The cumulative total of all counts now stands at an impressive 74 of the Park's 99 species - not bad for what amounts to five
days of odonating in late June!
Four species were new to the count in 1999 and an additional two were new in 2000. They were:
Taiga Bluet (Coenagrion resolutum) - One individual was caught along an interior logging road by Carl Rothfels and Lisa
Cornish in 2000. Although not uncommon in Algonquin, this species flies early and has usually finished flying by our count
day.
Harlequin Darner (Gomphaeschna furcillata) - Not only one, but an incredible six individuals of this elusive species were
noted near the parking lot of the Hemlock Bluff Trail by Jason Dombroskie and Melinda Collins in 2000. This represents only
the 3rd record of this species from the Park.
Rusty Snaketial (Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis) - In 1998, an individual Ophiogomphus was recorded on count day. It was
almost definitely a Rusty Snaketail but was left unidentified as it was not seen well and not caught. The 1999 count managed to
confirm this species when three individuals were noted. Two were found along the Madawaska River by Carey and Gwen
Purdon and Jason Dombroskie and the third was found by Mike Runtz and Melinda Collins on Louisa Creek in the Park's
interior.
Stygian Shadowdragon (Neurocordulia yamaskanensis) - In 1999 an evening foray to Brewer Lake turned up 4 individuals of
this dusk flying species. We had missed this species in past years because we had not bothered to make an effort to look for it.
This evening foray in 1999 also recorded two Vesper Bluets (Enallagma vesperum) - another species that usually flies later in
the day. An equal effort in 2000, also at Brewer Lake, missed both of these species.
Widow Skimmer (Libellula luctuosa) - One of the most exciting finds of the 1999 count. Gwen Purdon noticed a male of this
attractive species at the dam situated along the Madawaska River near the Pog Lake Campground. The day after the count,
Carl Rothfels collected a female of this species on Whitefish Lake. Although common to the south, this,is an extremely rare
species in Algonquin and until these records, had only been recorded once before - a female was collected on the Park's east
side in June of 1995 by Matt Holder and Andrea Kingsley.
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk (Sympetrum internum) - The date of the Algonquin Odonate Count is usually too early to detect
this common late-summer species, but in 1999 one individual of this species was caught and positively identified.

Other highlights included the discovery of a second site of the Eastern Red Damsel (Amphiagrion saucium) along Highway 60.
Jason Dombroskie found a total of three individuals halfway up the hill west of the Mew Lake Campground in 1999. 20
individuals were tallied at the same site in 2000 along with 11 at the original site beside the Lookout Trail parking lot! Both of
these sites are spring-fed roadside ditches and are the only known locations for this species in Algonquin Park.
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A full species list with totals for the count is found below. Count highs are followed by an asterisk. New species for the count
appear in bold type.
Thanks to all of the participants who helped to make this count possible. The 2001 Algonquin Odonate Count is scheduled for
Saturday, June 23 (note this is one week earlier than originally published). Those interested in participating on this count
should contact the author at Box 182, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, Tel (home): 705-652-5004, Tel (work): 705-755-2166, email:
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
1999 Observers: Melinda Collins, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, Colin Jones, Telena Kraus, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey
Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, Michael Runtz, Kim Smith, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer,
2000 Observers: Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Melinda Collins, Lisa Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones, Andrew
Keaveney, Karl Konze, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, AI Sinclair, Ron Tozer
.

,

Scientific Name

Common Name

1999

2000

Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes eurinus
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inequalis
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes sp.
Amphiagrion saucium
Argia fumipennis
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Coenagrion interrogatum
Coenagrion resolutum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma cyathigerum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma vesperum
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna eremita
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna sp.
Aeshnidae (unidentified)
Anax junius
Basiaeschna janata
Boyeria vinosa
Gomphaeschna furcillata
Nasiaeschna pentacantha
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus adelphus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus
Gomphus exilis

River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Amber-winged Spreadwing
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Elegant Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing

36*
148*

12
40

2

1
6

Eastern Red Damsel
Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Subarctic Bluet
Taiga Bluet
Azure Bluet
Boreal Bluet
Tule Bluet
Northern Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Vesper Bluet

3
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Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite
Canada Darner
Lake Darner
Variable Darner

Common Green Darner
Springtime Darner
Fawn Darner
Harlequin Darner
Cyrano Darner
Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Moustached Clubtail
Beaverpond Clubtail
Harpoon Clubtail
Lancet Clubtail

11

3
5*
2*
1
17

17
31 *

66
99*
115*

1
95

2
1

22

30*

368*
237*

49

272

3
134*

42

188
59

136
141
12*
177*

4

33
3
2

9
2
4
13*

7

5
6

2
9*
26*

3
3

17

21
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Scientific Name

Common Name

1999

2000

Gomphus lividus
Gomphus spicatus
Gomphussp.
Hagenius brevistylus
Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis
Stylogomphus albistylus
Cordulegaster diastotops
Cordulegaster maculata
Cordulegaster sp.
Didymops transversa
Macromia illinoiensis
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Epitheca spinigera
Epitheca sp.
Helocordulia uhleri
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis
Somatochlora cingulata
Somatochlora elongata
Somatochlora forcipata
Somatochlora minor
Somatochlora tenebrosa
Somatochlora walshii
Somatochlora williamsonii
Somatochlora sp.
Corduliidae (unidentified)
Celithimus elisa
Leucorrhinia frigida
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia hudsonica
Leucorrhinia proxima
Leucorrhinia sp.
Libe/lula julia
Libe/lula lydia
Libel/ula luctuosa
Libe/lula pulche/la
Libe/lula quadrimaculata
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum sp.

Ashy Clubtail
Dusky Clubtail

36*
15
3
23*

12
9
16
3

Dragonhunter
Rusty Snaketail
Least CI ubtail
Delta-spotted Spiketail
Twin-spotted Spiketail
Stream Cruiser
Illinois River Cruiser
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Beaverpond Baskettail
Common Baskettail
Prince Baskettail
Spiny Baskettail
Uhler's Sundragon
Stygian Shadowdragon
Lake Emerald
Ski-tailed Emerald
Forcipate Emerald
Ocellated Emerald
Clamp-tipped Emerald
Brush-tipped Emerald
Williamson's Emerald

Calico Pennant
Frosted Whiteface
Crimson-ringed Whiteface
Hudsonian Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Chalk-fronted Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Widow Skimmer
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk

Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Cumulative Total Species for All Counts Since 1996:

38

3

16*
10
2
1
7
17
28
30
36
3
60
1

1
7
13
2
3
1
3
8
13
39
44
20*
37

4

2
3*

32
43
174*
104*
20
22
167
341
80*

2
5
31
80
8
82
130*
28
772
45

1

5*
274*

173

1

71
115
59

3388
14
72

45
2707
15
74
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions of Out-of-Print Books

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelict.ae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
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The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications

NEW!!! Ontario Odonata Volume 1
Edited and Compiled by Paul Catling, Colin Jones and Paul Pratt (2000)
153 pages includes 1999 Odonata sightings and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
$20 US or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.A. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
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ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present)
$10 each

T-Shirts

Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
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For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@acLon.ca
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Mexican President Signs
Decree to Enlarge Monarch
Sanctuaries
Submitted by Don Davis

While millions of monarch butterflies
were arriving at their over-wintering
forest, outgoing Mexican President
Ernesto Zedillo signed a decree that
will greatly increase the size of their
protected sanctuaries.
In total, the size of the monarch
sanctuaries will increase from only 62
square miles (16,000 hectares) to 216
square miles (56,000 hectares). Most
importantly, the critical "core" zone,
where logging is forbidden, will
increase from 4,491 hectares to 13,552
hectares. In the surrounding buffer
zone, controlled logging and forest
activities are allowed. Here are the final
numbers, for comparison:
Monarch Butterfly Sanctuaries
(measured in hectares)
Originally Now
Increase
Core 4,491
13,552 9,061
Buffer 11,619
42,707 31,088
Total 16,110
56,259 40,149

World Wildlife Fund's Monica Missrie,
who coordinates the Monarch Project in
Mexico, provided these summaries of
the special event, as well as an
excellent overview of the history of land
protection in Mexico for
the monarch:
Link to History of Monarch Sanctuary
Conservation in Mexico
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/SanctuaryDecreeHistory.html
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Link to Summary of Monarch Decree
Ceremony Speeches
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeCeremony.html
Link to World Wildlife Fund Press
Release
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeWWFRelease.html
Link to Sistema Internet de la
Presidencia (Spanish)
http://www.presidencia.gob.mxlpages/
Und_foto.html

Dr. Lincoln Brower, who has studied
monarchs in Mexico since 1977, was
an honored guest at the signing. He
sent this report:
"On Thursday, November 9th we all
went to the President's huge public
offices in Los Pinos, the official 'home'
of the President and where he meets
the press, dignitaries and guests.
Guiillermo Castilleja and Monica
Missrie of World Wildlife Fund and I had
assigned seats in the front row, facing
President Zedillo."
''The last speech was by the President,
who looked directly at us as he spoke.
Then, he walked forward to shake
hands with the guests. As he came to
me, he spent about 30 seconds
thanking me personally, and as he did I
handed him the beautiful photo album
that Journey North sent as a gift 'from
all the children of North America.. .' He
was very gracious, with the TV cameras
buzzing and the press flashing."

~f:J,

----------------

Historic Conservation Milestone:
Mexico's First Trust Fund for
Conservation

A $5 million trust fund has also been
established through a gift from the
Packard Foundation. The fund will
purchase the annual logging permits
from the people who own land in the
core zone of the new sanctuary. This
means that these landowners, who are
giving up their logging rights, will be
paid $18 per cubic meter for NOT
logging their forest.
How a "trust fund" works: The $5 million
will never be spent. It will be invested
so that, just like a saving account in a
bank, the money generates "interest".
These interest payments, some
$350,000 per year, will be used to buy
the logging permits.
The signing of this conservation law
was one of President Zedillo's final acts
before he left office.
A total of 30 new natural protected
areas were designated during his
administration.
Constant Vigilance Needed to Ensure
True Conservation
~

While the signing of this law is good
news, enforcement of the sanctuary
boundaries is the key to long-term
success. Logging of the forests has
been occurring at an alarming rate,
even though the land is "protected" by
law. According to Ms. Missrie: "A study
of aerial photographs taken in 1971,
1984 and 1999, shows that 44% of
conserved, dense forests were
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degraded between 1984 and 1999.
The study also indicates that
throughout this 28-year period, the
forests have been severely fragmented.
What in 1971 was an almost
continuous mass of conserved forests,
is now a series of 'islands' with great
pieces of degraded forest between
them. The main causes for deforestation
are legal and illegal logging, changes
in land use (forests have now become
agricultural and grazing lands) and
forest fires."

Monarch News Changes
Names
Submitted by Don Davis

MONARCH NEWS, published by the
Monarch Program in California will be
replaced by a quarterly publication
called ''THE MONARCH QUARTERLY",
as well as a monthly bulletin called
"MONARCH MONITOR" for members.
Inquiries concerning publications and
trips to Mexico next spring should be
sent to: monarchprg@aol.com.

Milkweed finds new uses as
a pesticide
Successful Farming, Feb 15, 2000 v98
i3 p398
Submitted by Carolyn King

Milkweed is no longer just the bane of
corn and soybean fields. New uses for
the perennial weed's seed meal and oil
have been discovered. Natural Fibers
Corp. of Ogallala, Nebraska, has been
marketing milkweed floss as a filler for
comforters since 1989. 'But the leftover
milkweed seed meal was a disposal
problem as it contains compounds
called cardenolides that produce heart
palpitations in people and animals.
USDA Agricultural Research Service
chemists have found that the seed meal
kills nematodes and fall armyworms
that affect corn, soybeans, potatoes,
tomatoes, sorghum, and peanuts.
In field studies at Washington State
University, milkweed seed meal killed
97% of nematodes on potatoes.
Incorporating the seed meal into the
soil might be an alternative to methyl

bromide, a severely restricted chemical.
ARS chemist Rogers Harry-O'kuru also
found that milkweed oil, which is rich in
Vitamin E, is free of cardenolides. This
knowledge may help establish another
market for milkweed as a skin
moisturizer.

Recent Monarch Articles
Submitted by Carolyn King

Nowhere to flutter (destruction and
deforestation of monarch butterfly
habitat in central Mexico)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 17, 2000
pWK2(N), pWK2(L)
Monarch butterflies lose much of
their wintering grounds (in central
Mexico)(Statistical Data Included)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 12, 2000
pD1(N) pF1(L)
SCIENCE - A deadly pollen (Brief
Article)
by Stacey Charles W. Schultz Petit,
Joseph P. Shapiro, Dana Hawkins, Art
Samuels,Ted Gest
U.S. News & World Report Sept 4, 2000
v129 i9 p6
A Mexican monarchy (monarch
butterflies)
by Jamie Carstairs.
Geographical Sept 2000 v72 i9p60
Bt threat to monarch caterpillars
affirmed
by Bette Hileman
Chemical & Engineering News
August 28,2000 v78 i35p7(1)
New study suggests monarch
butterfly endangered by Bt corn
by Lucy Ament
Pesticide & Toxic Chemical News
August 24, 2000 v28i44 P1
Bt Field Study
Chemical Week August 23,
2000 v162 i32 p49
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Report on 2000 Field Trips to Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog, Marcie Woods, and
Leslie St. Spit
By Nancy van der Poorten

Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog and Marcie
Woods, July 8, 2000
July 8 was a gorgeous sunny day - perfect for being outdoors
and watching insects. We stopped first at the Urquhart
Butterfly Garden in Centennial Park, Dundas. The garden
opened on Saturday July 26th, 1997 after over 5 years of
fundraising and construction. The garden is planted with
flowering nectar plants for adult butterflies, and with food
plants for the larvae. The garden is named in honour of
Professor F. A. Urquhart and his wife Norah who spent their
lives conducting scientific research on the Monarch butterfly.
They identified the wintering sites in Mexico in 1975. The
garden consists of 6 huge raised planting beds, surrounded
with a maze of walkways, and three natural areas. It is
completely free of herbicides, pesticides and other chemicals
and relies heavily on volunteer skills and labour. There is also
an information kiosk that is packed with information about the
lives of butterflies and the history of the garden, all illustrated
with excellent photographs. Though it was a beautiful day, we
didn't see a lot of butterflies.
We then stopped for lunch and headed to the Wainfleet Bog.
The Wainfleet Bog is a locally, regionally and provincially
significant area. It is the largest remaining bog in southern
Ontario and provides habitat to a number of animals and
more than 350 native plant species (some of them rare). Paul
had been there a week earlier with someone who knows the
area so he took us first up Wilson side road to see if we could
spot some snakes. The Eastern Massassauga Rattlesnake
makes its home in the bog but we unfortunately did not see
any. There were hundreds of dragonflies patrolling the deep
drainage ditches at the side of the road!
We then entered the bog itself, following a well-warm path for
about 2 km. We didn't see many butterflies of note but we did
see some rare plants. It was a pleasant walk and we even
stopped for a short siesta. The pathway seems very solid but
it has an interesting springiness to it. We were hoping to see
Bog Coppers but we didn't get into the right habitat - the
pathway skirts the edge of and didn't allow us to get into the
heart of the bog.
The day was not yet finished! Our next stop was Marcie
Woods, near Fort Erie. We have visited the area a couple of
times before at the invitation of the Fort Erie Naturalists Club
(FENC) who are taking care of the property. We met Rob
Eberlie and a few others of the FENC and set up our lights
and sheets. It was the perfect evening for moths. We saw a
number of interesting species but nothing of great note.
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Butterfly List from Wainfleet Bog
European Skipper, Northern Broken-Dash, Dun Skipper,
Tiger Swallowtail, Cabbage White, Clouded Sulphur, Orange
Sulphur, American Copper, Coral Hairstreak, Acadian
Hairstreak, Striped Hairstreak, Eastern Tailed Blue, Spring
Azure, Great Spangled Fritillary, Pearl Crescent, Eastern
Comma, American Lady, Red Admiral, Red-Spotted Purple,
Viceroy, Northern Pearly-Eye, Little Wood Satyr, Common
Wood-Nymph, Monarch.

Dragonfly List from Wainfleet Bog
Various damselflies (bluets, spreadwings and others),
Eastern Forktail (Ischnura verticalis) , Common Green Darner
(Anax junius) , Common Baskettail (Epitheca cynosura) ,
Halloween pennant (Celithemis eponina) , Common Whitetail
(Libel/ula lydia), Twlelve-spotted Skimmer (Libel/ula
pulchel/a) , Eastem amberwing (Perithemis tenera), at least
two different meadowhawks (Sympetrum sp.), Black
Saddlebags (Tramea lacerata).

Moth List from Marcie Woods
Apamea lignicolora
Blepharmastix ranalis
Chytolita morbidalis
Datana perspicua
Desmia funeralis
Dryocampa rubicunda
Dysstroma hersiliata
Epepagis huronalis
Eubaphe mendica
Euclea delphinii
Halysidota tessel/aris
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Heterophleps triguttaria
Holomelina ferruginosa
Hyphantria cunea
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis Glossy
Ledea perditalis
Lithacoides fasciola
Lystrosis unitaria
Malacosoma americanum
Nadata gibbosa
Orthonama centrostrigaria
Orthonama obstipata
Ostrinia nubilalis
Paral/elia bistriaris
Parapoynx obscuralis

Yellow Headed Cutworm
no common name
Morbid Owlet
Spotted datana
Grape Leaffolder
Rosy maple moth
Orange Barred Carpet
no common name
The Beggar
Spiny Oak Slug
Banded Tussock Moth
Large Yellow Underwing
Three-Spotted Fillip
Rusty Holomelina
Fall webworm
American idia
Black Idia
Lost Owlet
no common name
Common Lystrosis
Eastern tent caterpillar
White Dotted prominent
Bent line Carpet
Gem
European corn borer
Maple Looper moth
no common name
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Petrophyla bistasciata
Pseudorthodes vecors
Pyrrharctia isabella
Scopula Iimboundata
Spilosoma latipennis
Symmerista albitrons
Trichophaga tapetzella
Xanthorhoe terrugata
Xanthotype urticaria False
Zanclognatha pedipilalis

no common name
Small brown Quaker
Isabella Tiger Moth
Large Lace-border
Pink-Legged Tiger Moth
White-Headed Prominent
Carpet
Red Twin-spot
Crocus Geometer
Grayish Zanglocnatha

Eulithis diversilineata
Euxoa tessellata
Gluphisia septentrionis
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis
Lacanobia subjuncta
Lacinipolia renigera
Leucania multilinea
Leucanm pseudoargyria
Leuconycta diphteroides
Marathyssa inticita
Peridroma saucia
Phalaenostola larent/oides
Psuedaletia unipuncta
Scoliopteryx Iibatrix
Scopula limboundata
Urola nivalis

Lesser Grapevine Looper
Moth
Tessellate Dart
Common Gluphisia
Large Yellow Underwing
American Idia
Glossy Black Idia
Speckled Cutworm
Bristly Cutworm Moth
Many-Lined Wainscot
False Wainscot
Green Leuconycta
Dark Marathyssa
Variegated Cutworm
Black Banded Owlet
Armyworm moth
The Herald
Large Lace-Border
No common name

If you have insect sightings for the Leslie Street Spit, please
send them to: Tamara Chipperfield, Environmental Services
Section, Toronto & Region Conservation Authority, 5
Shoreham Drive
Downsview M3N 1S4. E-mail:
Tamara_Chipperfield@trca.on.ca

Leslie Street Spit Moth Night July 22,2000
The Leslie Street Spit is open to the public only on weekends
from 9 am until 6 pm, so we had to get special permission to
go in after dark to look for moths. The Leslie Street Spit is
administered by the TRCA (Toronto & Region Conservation
Authority). They do some surveys of the park but don't have
the money or manpower to survey the insects. They were
happy to have us do some surveys for them and would
appreciate receiving any of your sightings in the future.
There were 8 of us on this evening and we chose to set up at
one site about half way down the spit in a clearing. We set up
a generator and two lights. It was a lovely evening and we
kept David Beadle (our leader for the evening) busy
identifying the moths. The following is a list of the species we
observed (Latin name followed by English):

Bleptina caradrinalis
Bomolocha baltimoralis
Caenurgina erechtea
Choristoneura rosaceana
Coleophora spissicornis
Ctenucha virginica
Desmia tuneralis
Euchlaena serrata
Eudryas unio
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Bent Winged Owlet
Baltimore Bomolocha
Forage Looper
Oblique Banded Leafroller
No common name
Virginia Ctenucha
Grape Leaffolder Moth
The Saw-Wing
Pearly Wood Nymph

Trip photos and a list ofparticipants can be found in Volume 6, Issue I
(September 2000)
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Congratulations to TEA member Don Davis (seen
in the accompanying photo tagging Monarch
butterflies). He was recently honored on October
22 as Presqu'He Provincial Park's 2000 Volunteer of
the Year. He received the John Cole Award for
Volunteer Service - a framed certificate, along with
a Hoselton aluminum sculpture depicting
Presqu'ile's lighthouse.
The story can be viewed at http://www.east
northumberland.com/news/newsOctober2000/
presq10252000.html.

Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for
Children
The TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist
Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from this
experience? Let us know!
FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior),
and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See previous
issues of Ontario Insects for details about these camps.
The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485;
the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15) costs $700.
TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay
for the rest.
The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young
naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to
sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will
be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child should
send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know
the name of the child, age, and how the child will benefit from
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the program and what is exceptional about the child.
The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged
to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to
share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario
Insects.

Donations are welcome to support these
initiatives of the TEA:
~
FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a TEA member's child
for summer camp
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Grant - to help to
sponsor research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be
issued. Even $5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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For Sale
Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Books:
Wm. H. Howe

The Butterflies of North America

$50

Opler & Krizek

The Butterflies East of the Great Plains

$50

James A. Scott

The Butterflies of North America

$75

Alex B. Klots

The World of Butterflies and Moths

$45

A. H. Clark

The Butterflies of Virginia

$20

Cdn. Dept. of Forestry

Forest Lepidoptera, Volumes 1& 4

$30

W. T. M. Forbes

Lepidoptera of New York & Neighboring States $35

Alex B. Klots

Field Guides

$10

Many more titles on butterflies, moths, beetles, plants, etc.

Original colour paintings by Wm. H. Howe:
The Monarch (framed & signed by the artist)

$100

The Marcellus & Troilus Swallowtails (framed & signed by the artist)

$200
Bids Invited

Large Print in frame

Rent this Space!
•••••••••••••
Commercial Advertising Space
Now Available for Members and
Non- Members
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm OR
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
4inches x 2.25 inches
$20 for 3 issues
(as shown)
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.

•••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to
Members as Always!!!
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Announcements
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-------------------------------

2001 FON Annual General
Meeting Announced
The 2001 Annual General Meeting of
the Federation of Ontario Naturalists
will be held June 14-17 at York
University. More details on the FON
meeting will be available in later issues
of Ontario Insects.
Bird Studies Canada Invites You
Bird Studies Canada and the Royal
Botanical Gardens are hosting Birdfest
and BSC's Annual Members Meeting at
the Royal Botanical Gardens on
Sunday the 1st of October 2000 from
11 :00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The admission
price $7:00. Accompanied children are
free.
This year promises to be lots of fun for
the whole family with something for
everyone. BSC and the RBG staff are
planning for your enjoyment, guided

Books of Interest
By Carolyn King

1) A World for Butterflies: Their Lives,
Behaviour and Future
By Phil Schappert
Phil Schappert's much anticipated
book, A World for Butterflies, has just
become available. It is a large format,
with over 300 colour photos, selected
from an incredible number of
photographs sent to him from all over
the world, plus drawings and maps. It is
subtitled "Their Lives, Behaviour and
Future," and covers a wide range of
topics - origin, life cycle, population
biology, migration, lots on butterfly
behaviour and much more. Easily worth
the $45 (Indigo) or less, depending on
where it is purchased.

2

walks, bird watching, bird banding
demonstrations, speakers and
workshops. You can see raptors up
close at the live Birds of Prey shows
presented by the Canadian Raptor
Conservancy. The Market Place will
have nature-related displays and items
for sale from noon until 5:30 in the foyer
of the main building. RBG's policy
prevents us from offering food, but the
RBG will be operating a cash kiosk with
light refreshments for your
convenience.
Our guest speaker this year is Scott
Weidensaul, author of more than two
dozen books on natural history,
including "Mountains of the Heart: A
Natural History of the Appalachians",
"Raptors: The Birds of Prey", and the
first two volumes of the acclaimed
"Seasonal Guide to the Natural Year"
series. Scott also writes regularly for
Smithsonian magazine and his work
has appeared in many other natural

history publications. Scott will give us
an illustrated lecture followed by a book
signing opportunity on his latest book
"Living on the Wind" at 2:30 in the
auditorium.
For More information, contact Anne
Marie Ridout, Facilities/Events
Coordinator Bird Studies Canada, PO
Box 160, Port Rowan, ON NOE 1MO,
Toll-free (888) 448-2473 Fax (519) 5863532, email generalinfo@bsc-eoc.org.

Friends of Point Pelee
Weekend Hikes
Every weekend from July through
October 22nd, we are offering hikes for
birds and butterflies, led by local
experts. Saturdays at 9:50 a.m. and
1:50 p.m. Sundays 1:50 p.m. only. For
more information, telephone The
Friends of Point Pelee at (519) 3266173.

You can see more at Phil's web site, as
well as obtain an autographed copy of
his book ($35 US - $25 plus $1.60 for
packaging and $8.40 for 4-7 day
delivery shipping): http://
www.aworldforbutterflies.com. You can
also find Phil's book at Key Porter
Books: www.keyporter.com.
It was found to be available or coming
soon at these stores in Toronto:
Indigo - at all outlets except Yonge/
Eglinton
Chapters - on order at most outlets or
on-line at www.chapters.ca where they
currently have a 30% discount!
Or alternatively, try Open Air Books
downtown on Toronto St., where they
have a great selection of books for
nature, travel (also maps), canoeing &
hiking.

For those of you who don't know Phil,
he is a former president of the TEA. He
created Ontario Insects and edited it for
several years. After getting his
doctorate he moved to the University of
Texas at Austin, where he has an
amazing number of butterflies in his
back yard!
continued on page 3...
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Notes from the up-and-coming editor:
Greetings fellow TEA members! As the
up-and-coming editor of Ontario
Insects, I thought that I would take this
opportunity to introduce myself to the
readership. My name is Colin Jones
and I have been a member of the TEA
for about 6 years. I have been
interested in natural history since I was
very young (I was one of those kids that
used to flip over logs and rocks and
wade in the creek behind my house).
Although I am interested in all areas of
natural history, I have a particular
fascination with birds and insects. My
interest and knowledge of insects grew
when I began working as a seasonal
Park Naturalist in Algonquin Park in
1990 and was further fueled by Dr.
Steve Marshall's excellent insect
courses at the University of Guelph
(thanks Steve!). I left Algonquin Park in
the fall of 1999 and am currently
working on contract at the Natural
Heritage Information Centre, Ministry of

Farewell Notes:
As I put the final touches on this issue, I
can't help reflecting back over the past
couple years as Editor of Ontario
Insects. Overall, it was quite enjoyable
and provided me with a great
opportunity to work with and get to
know a number of members, as well as
regular contributors. I am constantly
amazed at the breadth and depth of
entomological experience found within
this Association, not to mention the
unique character of the group that
makes field trips and meetings so much
fun!
As an Association, we have become a
pretty vigorous society, contributing
experience and a strong voice to many
diverse endeavors. A few that come to
mind are the reprinting and production
of entomological references (pg. 39 has
a list of books available through the
TEA), lending our input into the revised
and highly contentious Ontario Fish
and Wildlife Act, encouraging
conservation of ecologically important
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Natural Resources, Peterborough. I live
in Lakefield (just north of Peterborough)
with my wife, Marianne and my two
children, Shan and Klara.
I have always enjoyed reading Ontario
Insects and now I find myself in the
position of editor. Although Vanessa
and I worked together on editing this
issue, Vanessa has carried the bulk of
the work, due mostly to the
incompatibility of our two computer
platforms - thanks Vanessa! Beginning
with the May issue, however, I will be
taking over the reigns. I hope to
maintain the high standards that Phil
and Pat Schappert established when
they first began editing 01 back in
September of 1995. These standards
have since been carried forth, first by
Matt Holder and Phil Lester, and over
the past two years by Vanessa.
For those of you who have been

~

areas (such as Presqu-lie Provincial
Park and Marcie Woods), and
furthering the aims of entomological
education in Ontario through Annual
Student Symposia (see pg. 27 for the
date of this year's symposium) and the
W. John D. Eberlie Student Research
Travel Award (an invitation for student
applications can be found on pg. 35). I
would like to take the opportunity to
thank everyone who has played a part
in putting these efforts together.
The experience of being Editor of one
of the many Association projects has
also been a humbling one. I am
constantly reminded of how much there
is to learn, both entomologically and
with putting a publication of this size
together. Each issue is an exercise in
gathering material to publish, setting it
into the software, and trying not to lose
patience when computer gremlins are
at play within your publication. I have
been very fortunate that the many
contributors to Ontario Insects have

regular contributors to 01 in the past, I
look forward to working with you in the
future. It has been your hard work and
expertise, combined with that of the
editors, that have made 01 a success.
For those of you who have ideas for
articles, notes, or any other
submissions, I encourage you to either
put something together or to talk to me
about your ideas. Fresh ideas and new
contributors are always welcome and I
am happy to assist in any way that I
can. I would also encourage those of
you with original photographs or
artwork to submit some of your material
for inclusion in 01.
Lastly, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Vanessa for all of
her hard work as editor over the past
two years and wish her all the best in
the future.
Colin Jones

~

ensured that I have always had enough
material...thank you. And I would like to
extend my apologies to Bill Mcilveen
(whose Sphecid wasp nest article
appears on pg. 34) for not getting this
into print faster. A small envelope
containing his article, disk and slide
managed to get hidden in a box of
older 01 material until last month, when
I was sorting things out to pass along to
the new Editor. Please forgive me Bill!
And finally, I would like to extend my
appreciation to Colin Jones for
agreeing to become the new Editor of
Ontario Insects. Not only is Colin an
excellent entomological resource, he is
also experienced with the software
used to produce 01. Thanks for your
help editing this issue Colin, and I wish
you very few gremlins in your future
work as Editor!
Vanessa
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Entomophilia
Submitted by Carolyn King

The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
October 13, 2000
How do fungus-farming ants keep
weeds at bay?

Many kinds of ants are fungus farmers,
growing mold on leaves or other foods
and eating the mold themselves. But
the ants only want one kind of mold to
grow, a variety called Attamycetes, and
must constantly remove another kind, a
"weed" species called Escovopsis.
According to a recent study, at least 22
kinds of fungus-farming ants use
Streptomyces bacteria as a living
weed-killer. These ants have special
patches of the bacteria on the
undersides of their bodies. When the
unwanted Escovopsis mold grows in
their fungus farms, the ants apply the
Streptomyces bacteria from their
bodies, and the bacteria secrete an
antibiotic that kills the Escovopsis.
This close relationship between the
ants, the bacteria, and two different
kinds of fungi has been going on for
millions of years. The human "invention"

of using antibiotics to control pests was
in use by the ants long before we
discovered it.
Article describing the relationship in
more detail:
http://biology.uoregon.edu/enhs/
archive/may99/may992.html
Illustrated research paper reporting
the discovery:
http://cas.bellarmine.edu/tietjen/
Ecology/fungus.htm
Some ants can swim:
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1999/05/26.html

The Learning Kingdom's
Cool Fact of the Day for
August 30, 2000
What are the only insects known to
sweat?

If you've ever lived where there are
cicadas, you know that these extremely
noisy insects make the most racket
when it's blistering hot. How do they

Announcements
POINT PELEE NATURAL
HISTORY NEWS
Published by:
The Friends of Point Pelee
Editor:
Alan Wormington
This new publication will focus on the
natural history of Point Pelee and
immediate area. Contents will include
feature articles and notes (with
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photographs), seasonal summaries of
bird observations, an annual summary
of butterfly observations, miscellaneous
reports (Christmas Bird Count results,
etc.), a listing of upcoming natural
history events at and near Point Pelee,
letters to the editor, and much more.
Four issues will be published per year
with the first issue to be mailed in April
2001.
Subscription fees are for a calendar
year only, as follows:

keep cool while remaining so active in
the hot sun?
The secret is that cicadas sweat. These
finger-long, winged insects have pores
through which they secrete a watery
liquid derived from the tree sap they
drink. While they sing (by vibrating
ridged membranes against their
bodies), they sweat profusely, thus
dissipating the heat of their efforts.
Those efforts result in the loudest
sounds made by any insect. In Missouri
in the summer of 1999, the din reached
85 decibels at some locations,louder
than a large diesel truck at full power.
Outdoor cafes had to close because the
noise was too much for the customers.
What's making all that noise?
http://www.amelianow.com/
fall98tibican.htm
The insect opera:
http://magazine.audubon.org/
truenature/truenature0005. html
Why do the world's loudest insects
sing?
http://features.LearningKingdom.com/
factlarchive/1998/04/07.html

Canada:
CAN $15 (one ~ear) or $30 (two years)
International:
US $15 (one year) or $30 (two years)
Send subscription fees and your e-mail
address (optional) to: The Friends of
Point Pelee, 1118 Point Pelee Drive,
Leamington, Ontario, Canada N8H
3V4.
For additional information contact:
The Friends of Point Pelee at
fopp@wincom.net
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Upcoming
Meetings
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Saturday, January 27
RICHARD TANNER
BUTTERFLIES OF COSTA RICA
Costa Rica has an amafing number of beautiful species in its many habitats, from mountain cloud forests to Caribbean and
Pacific lowlands. Richard Tanner has captured many of these on film during his five trips searching out the birds and butterflies
of this fascinating country, He will show us some of his excellent slide collection, including some interesting examples of
species mimicry,
Saturday, February 24
MARTIN HUBBES
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF DUTCH ELM DISEASE
Dr. Hubbes will tell us about the success he has had creating resistance to Dutch Elm Disease by inoculating 5 year old Elm
seedlings with non-aggressive fungal strains. Further, he has isolated fungal products that have the same affect, rendering
seedlings resistant to aggressive strains of the disease after only 14 days, Mature trees present a more difficult problem, one
which Dr. Hubbes is addressing in his current research at the University of Toronto.
Saturday, March 24
TEA STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Graduate and undergraduate students from universities around Ontario will be presenting talks and posters based on their
original research into various aspects of insect life. Come out to hear the latest in research in the field!
Saturday, April 28
WILLIAM RANDALL
LOVE AT 4 A.M., LIFE OF THE CECROPIA MOTH
The mating, egg-laying, egg-hatching and various instars, the cessation of eating, searching, silk-spinning, pupation, winter
dormancy, June emergence and the mystery of metamorphosis. TEA member William Randall will show us the intimate details
of the life of our largest and most beautiful silk moth.

January to April meetings will be
held at 1 PM in:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University
(at University of Toronto)
73 Queen's Park Crescent Toronto,
ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite
the Museum, on the east side).
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Notable Late Season 2000 Insect Sightings
Date

Submitted By

Insect

Reported By

Location

late summer
Don Davis
(report Sept. 11, 2000)

Dennis Barry

giant swallowtail
Thickson Road
(near Darlington Provo Park)

late summer
Don Davis
(report Sept. 11, 2000)

Dennis Barry

Thickson Road

pipevine swallowtail

Sept. 30, 2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

buckeyes (4)

Sept. 30, 2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

Milbert's tortoiseshell

Oct. 1,2000

Don Davis

Hugh Currie
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Leslie Street Spit

buckeye

Oct. 1,2000

Don Davis

Don Shanahan

Brighton Beach

buckeye

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

regal fritillary

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

orange sulphur

Oct. 2, 2000

Don Davis

Doris Applebaum,
Debbie Aylward, Nancy Tar

Holiday Beach

buckeye

Oct. 6, 2000

Carolyn King

Hugh Currie
Toronto Rare Bird Hotline

Col. Samuel Smith Park

buckeye

Oct. 19, 2000

Carolyn King

Tom Hince
Ontario Birds Hotline

Wheatley

buckeye (fresh)

Oct. 19,2000

Don Davis

Marcel Gahbauer

East Point Park

monarchs (12)

Oct. 22, 2000

Don Davis

Presqu'lie Provinicial Park

Presqu'lie Provinicial Park monarchs (4)

Oct. 22, 2000

Carolyn King

Dean Ware

Pelee Island

buckeye (fresh)

Oct. 23, 2000

Carolyn King

Barbara Taylor

Lake Muskoka
(near Bracebridge)

monarch

Oct. 25, 2000

Don Davis

Carl Rothfels, Colin Jones

Hamilton Harbour
LaSalle Marina

monarch

Oct. 25, 2000

Carolyn King

Barbara Taylor

Lake Muskoka

mourning cloaks (2)

Oct. 30, 2000

Carolyn King

Jason Sodergren

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 6, 2000

Don Davis

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

monarch

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

buckeye

Nov. 11, 2000

Don Davis

Fred Urie

Holiday Beach

orange sulphurs (2)

More late season sightings can be found on the website: http://www.web-nat.com/Butterfly/
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.EA invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual summaries. We now have two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The
sightings are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a
variety of topics covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to
members at a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend
that you contact the compiler directly for more details.
Here's how you can contribute:
l

Lepidoptera Summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and
whether or not they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written
note or submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1, phone (905)727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Odonata Summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, and a UTM reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date. The compiler's
strongly suggest that individuals submitting data obtain a printed form or an electronic template of the database prior to
submitting their records - both of these are available from any of the following three compilers. For those submitting
data electronically any database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel is fine.
Where to send it:
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705 652 5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the region east of a
line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613821-2064, brownell@achilles.net).
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966-5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
Provincial compiler: Paul Catling, 2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO, 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net
For complete details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52.
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2000 Meeting &
Fi§Jld Trip F1eports

September 23, 2000

Nancy van der Poorten welcomed
everyone to the first meeting of the
2000-2001 season. There were 23
people in attendance. She dedicated
the meeting to the memory of Paul
McGaw-the members' meeting
epitomizes Paul's outlook on life,
always sharing what he knew with
great enthusiasm.
Elections for the Executive Officer were
held. The incumbent board all agreed to
continue and there were no additional
nominations. Therefore, the incumbent
board will continue. We welcomed the
new Student Representative on the
board, Aaron Deans. Aaron was the
recipient of the WD. John Eberlie
Award in 2000 and will help us to reach
out to students at universities, colleges
and high schools. Carol Sellars has
agreed to take over the position of
coordinating the Field Trips. Carolyn
King will continue with Programs for
this year but would like to have
someone take over after that (or
additionally, help her this year). The
position of editor of Ontario Insects is
still open, as Vanessa Carney will not
be able to continue with it after
December.

brought in: one of a dung beetle that
was found in a shipment of flowers;
some moths; and an assassin bug.
Carol Sellars brought in photos of
moths and spiders.

Business:
1. Financial report: Alan presented a
financial report. The publications fund
has $13,000 and the GIC has $7676;
renewals are just being received.
2. BirdFest on Oct 1 - volunteers were
asked to run a desk at this show.
3. FON annual meeting is June 14-17,
2001 at York University. T.E.A. will be
doing something at this show.
4. T-shirt contest: The winner of the
T-shirt contest was announced Pamela Meacher submitted a painting
of a luna moth. Congratulations
Pamela! The membership indicated
their approval of the plan to print up
t-shirts using this painting. Look for
more information about this later.

Board Meeting report:

A. The board has decided to continue
with two projects:
1) An update to the atlas (done as a
supplement)
2) A memoir of John Eberlie (with his
writings and slides).
We may also possibly work on a 'lives
of Ontario butterflies' as a long-term
project.
B. We decided on a design for the
web-site and will proceed with that.
C. We are exploring the idea of
sponsoring an odonate identification
workshop.
D. We made a donation to the Nature
Conservancy in memory of Paul
McGaw and will be making a donation
to the Fort Erie Nature Club (who are
administering Marcie Woods where we
have done a number of field trips and
surveys).

We proceeded to the Members' part of
the meeting. Michael van der Poorten
showed slides of Western butterflies
that he saw in Montana this year: lots of
fritilleries, blues and skippers and
Ridings' Satyr. Duncan Robertson
showed slides of the Promethea moth
and larvae of the slug moth. Peter
Hallett showed slides from his trap
nests for wasps and bees, showing
larvae, adults and eggs. He also
brought in some of the traps showing
prepurpae that didn't emerge this year
(he expects they will emerge next year).
There were additional specimens
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Saturday, October 28, 2000
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed the guests. There were 35
people in attendance including some
new people. Carolyn King introduced
the guest speaker, Doug McRory.
Doug McRory is the provincial apiarist.
He studied entomology at the
University of Guelph when it was still
part of the University of Toronto. He then
got a job as the provincial apiarist in
Manitoba where he all:lo ran a
beekeeping business. He returned to
Ontario to take up the job as provincial
apiarist 16 years ago. As part of his job,
he speaks to the 26 bee associations in
Ontario each year. There are 3600
beekeepers and 86,000 colonies of
bees. All colonies of bees must be
registered with the government. He said
that Ontario has been quite successful
at maintaining a good bee industry
despite the problems of disease unlike
neighbouring states of Ohio or New
York, where the bee industry is not
thriving. Bees are actually more
important for the pollination services
that they do but the beekeeper makes
more money from selling honey. Ontario
honey is the cleanest in the world!
He told us about the various challenges
that face the beekeeper. Bees are very
susceptible to pesticides. When bees
are used for pollination, there has to be
great care taken so that any pesticide
applications made to the crops, or even
nearby fields, do not coincide with the
times that the bees are in the field (the
beekeeper moves the colonies into the
fields that are to be pollinated).

There are three major diseases of bees
which have, and which continue to be,
a great challenge. American Foulbrood,
a rod bacillus, is an old disease that
can be controlled with careful
management. Tracheal mites are mites
that live in the trachea of honey bees. A
colony infected with tracheal mites dies
out in mid-February. The varroa mite
lives on the outside of the bee's body
but damages the colony by being
parasitic on the bee larvae.
For more information about bees, you
can contact Doug McRory, Provincial
Apiarist OMAFRA at 1-888-466-2372
Ext. 6-3595 or 519-826-3567 (FAX); or
Email: dmcrory@OMAFRA.gov.on.ca;
www.gov.on.calOMAFRA
We had a break, and there were lots of
questions for Doug, over the break, and
then finished up with a short business
meeting. Carolyn announced the
speakers for 2001. There was no
financial report. The meeting adjourned
at 2:45 pm.

November 25, 2000
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the November
meeting. There were 38 people in
attendance. Carolyn King introduced
the speaker, Les Kohami, one of our
own members.
Les spoke on new research and
discoveries about Columbia and
Cecropia silkmoths, native North
America moths of the genus
Hyalophora. Les has been studying
these moths since the early 1970's. He

explained to us the distribution of the
various species: H. nokomis is a
Western species; H. columbia is eastern
and southern - these two species
integrate where they meet at the
Ontario/Manitoba border. The Western
species, H. euryalis is found west of the
Rockies; H. gloveri is found east of the
Rockies. If these two species are
crossed, the produce sterile females. H.
cecropia is more eastern and southern;
H. cecropia and H. columbia are
sympatric but there are various factors
that deter interbreeding. H. cecropia
tends to fly later in the season than H.
columbia; H. cecropia males tend to fly
from 11 pm to 5am while the H.
columbia males fly from 6 am to 7 am.
However, Les did find a female H.
columbia moth, some of whose
offspring seemed to be hybrids of H.
columbia and H. cecropia. But generally
there are a number of factors that keep
the two species from mating. Les is
continuing his studies of these moths
and their interactions.
Business:
1. Treasurer's report: We have 105
members who have renewed out of
145. Please send in your renewals if
you haven't yet! The membership
account stands at $1576; the book
account at $12, 770; and the GIC at
$7722.
2. Members were informed that we are
now having to pay for room rentals for
the meetings. It is difficult to find the
appropriate rooms for no charge or to
be able to book them well in advance.
Northrop Frye Hall is a convenient
location and one that we can book well
in advance.
Field Trip Reports can be found on Page 42...

Have You Seen these Ads?
Taken as excepts from d-plex listserve
re: Advertising's Interesting Butterfly
'Sightings'

Carolyn King wrote:
My favourite appeared in a recent copy
of "Vitality" (a "wellness journal" that
incidentally had images of butterflies in
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9 different ads). In an ad for the Toronto
School of Homeopathic Medicine,
illustrating "Discover the
Metamorphoses of Homeopathic
Healing" were photos of a Monarch
caterpillar, a Monarch chrysalis and an
adult Viceroy. Now that's an amazing
metamorphosis!

Adrian Wenner wrote:
My favorite is an advertisement for the
SANTA BARBARA HEALTH CLUB that
ran several times in our local
newspapers: A monarch caterpillar
labelled "before" and an adult
swallowtail butterfly labelled "after".
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Results of Presqu'ile's Butterfly Count 2000
By Philip Careless

Presqu'ile's Second Annual Butterfly Count was held on July 5th, 2000 between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. It was a warm and
sunny day with virtually no wind - perfect weather for butterfly activity.

Similar to last year's count, for the sake of easy and quick field ID:
-All Pearl and Northern Crescents were recorded as Northern Crescents
-All Eastern and Canadian Tiger Swallowtails were recorded as Canadian Tiger Swallowtails
-All Spring and Summer Azures were recorded as Summer Azures
In a few cases an individual was caught and was positively ID as the Eastern Tiger Swallowtail or a Pearl Crescent and was
recorded as such.

I would like to thank the counters. The count would be very hard and much less fun with just one person. The following is a list
of the best butterfly counters this side of the Prime Meridian (I hope I remembered every one):
Jerry Ball, David Bell, Rachel Bell, Stephanie Bell, David Bree, Maureen Campeau-Bower, Andrew Cirtwell, Mark Conboy, Dolf
Dejong, Philina English, Carolyn King, Steve LaForest, Rod Lee, Paul McGaw, Adam Moir, Julia Monkman, Shelley Morgan,
Andrea Pomery, Maureen Riggs, Heather Robertson, and AI Woodhouse

On the data sheet the short forms stand for the following locations:
SNC: South Newcastle Trail
OPT: Owen Point Trail
MPF: Marsh Boardwalk Trail and Fingers
NNC: North Newcastle Trail
3801: 3 Boulders (Section of Old Field, at north end of trail that starts at staff house)
WP: West of Park
EP: East of Park
L1C: Lighthouse Interpretive Center
CP: Calf Pasture
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Notes on Nest Cavity Excavation by a Sphecid Wasp
By W D. Mcilveen

In early July, 1999, a large Sphecid wasp was observed
excavating a nest cavity at my place of employment in
Brampton, Ontario. The wasp was seen moving sand from
below a large concrete slab which forms the front step of the
building. Since the building was constructed in 1980, the step
had shifted slightly away from the wall leaving a space
approximately 2 cm wide, partially filled with a felt mat
spacing material. The wasp used this space to reach the
sandy bed on which the concrete had been poured. Over the
next two to three weeks, the wasp had moved a noticeable
quantity of sand (see photo below), which accumulated on
the top of the step for a vertical distance of at least 20 em
(thickness of the concrete). The sand moved represented a
weight many times that of the wasp. All sand on top of the
step was collected on August 13, 1999, air dried and
weighed. The dried weight was 1371 g. This weight did not
include any sand that remained in the space between the
step or had moved back into the cavity under the influence of
rain, which could easily have accounted for another 100 g.
By the time the soil was collected, the insect had not been
seen for several days. Prior to this, the adult was observed
carrying grasshoppers in to the nest cavity. Only one wasp
was seen using the site at anyone time and it was concluded
that this represented a solitary nesting species. The identity of
the wasp was not determined, but its activity and general
appearance were consistent with that of Sphex pensylvanica
L. Sphex is a solitary ground nester who preys on Orthoptera
(Bohart and Menke, 1963; Borrer and Delong, 1973). They
are generally considered to be unspecialized or primitive
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among the wasps (Bohart and Menke, 1963). Members of the
family construct nests that are located either below ground,
usually in sandy soil, or above ground in decaying wood,
hollow twigs and stems, or as mud nests (Finnamore, 1980).
Sphex pensylvanica was reported to have nested in the floor
of a toolshed and provisioned nests with up to five
grasshoppers. It prefers dark, sheltered areas for nest sites
and constructs one to several cells at the end of a burrow. The
species is widespread in North America to the 43'd parallel
(Finnamore, 1980).
Published information on these wasps refers in general terms
to the construction of nests below ground, but does not
mention the size or amount of material excavated. The
present information is the only information of this sort that is
available. I would be most interested in receiving comparable
information or directions to relevant published data.
Bohart, R. M. and A. S. Menke. 1963. A reclassification of the
Sphecinae with a revision of the Nearctic species of the tribe
Sceliphronini and Sphecini (Hymenoptera, Sphecidae). U.
Califorina Publ. Ent. 30(2): 91-182.
Borrer, D. J. and D. M. Delong. 1973. An introduction to the
study of insects, 3rd edition. Holt, Tinehart and Winston Inc.,
New York. 812pp.
Finnamore, A. T. 1980. The Sphecoidea of Southern Quebec.
lyman Entomol. Mus. Res. lab. Mem. 11. 238pp.
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Invitation for Applications
In memory of long-time member, W. John D. Eberlie, the Toronto Entomologists'
Association is offering a research travel award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting original field research into Ontario insects. The
award is intended as a travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. T;he award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.
Eligibility:
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists' Association and a graduate or undergraduate student
at an Ontario university.
How to apply:
Submit a properly completed application form, available from the T.E.A. The original application plus 3 copies must
be submitted to the T.E.A., postmarked no later than March 25, 2001.
Terms of the award:
The recipient is expected to present their results at the T.E.A. symposium in March of the following year. The
recipient is also expected to give a short report on how the funds were used to facilitate their aims as a naturalist or
researcher. The report should include an abstract of the entire study and how the research funded by the award fits
into their complete research program. The report and an abstract of their research, if possible, will be printed in
Ontario Insects, the newsjoumal of the T.E.A.
Process of selection and award presentation:
Applications will be reviewed by a committee of the T.E.A. The announcement of the recipient of the award will be
made at the April meeting of the T.E.A. Payment will be made in April. The name of the successful applicant will be
announced in Ontario Insects at the earliest possible date.
Previous recipients:
2000 Aaron Deans, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto

About the T.E.A.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) gives the following benefits:
- subscription to Ontario Insects (published 3 times a year)
- opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects
- publication: annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario
- discounts on book sales
The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from September to April, including a student sympOSium in March. We run field
trips over the summer months. We also sponsor a child for the FON summer camp and the field research travel
award. The T.E.A. has published The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (Holmes et al) and the checklist of Toronto butterflies
and has sponsored the reprinting of classic books on Ontario and Canadian insects (including Walker's The
Odonata of Canada and Alaska and Wallis' The Cicindelidae of Canada).
An application form for the award, or for membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) may be requested by
writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A., 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8, phone (416) 4669013, e-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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Results of the Algonquin Odonate Counts 1999 and 2000
By Colin D. Jones

In 1999, the fourth annual Algonquin Odonate Count was held on Saturday, June 26, and in 2000 the fifth annual count was
held on Saturday, June 24. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township, Algonquin Provincial
Park and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's boundary in the east. Within the circle,
habitats for odonates include lakes, beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce bogs, wet sedge meadows, and human
disturbed open areas such as roadside ditches.
We had a total of 14 observers in 1999 and 15 in 2000. 1999 was a fantastic year and we managed to break the records for
both species total and total number of individuals. An incredible 3388 individuals of 59 species were recorded on count day
(4 more species than our previous record). In addition, record high counts were recorded for 24 species in 1999 - a very good
year for odonates indeed! On the other hand, 2000 was as productive for odonates - numbers throughout the entire season
seemed to be low. On count day itself only 2707 individuals of 45 species were recorded (5 species less than the average of
all years combined).
The cumulative total of all counts now stands at an impressive 74 of the Park's 99 species - not bad for what amounts to five
days of odonating in late June!
Four species were new to the count in 1999 and an additional two were new in 2000. They were:
Taiga Bluet (Coenagrion resolutum) - One individual was caught along an interior logging road by Carl Rothfels and Lisa
Cornish in 2000. Although not uncommon in Algonquin, this species flies early and has usually finished flying by our count
day.
Harlequin Darner (Gomphaeschna furcillata) - Not only one, but an incredible six individuals of this elusive species were
noted near the parking lot of the Hemlock Bluff Trail by Jason Dombroskie and Melinda Collins in 2000. This represents only
the 3rd record of this species from the Park.
Rusty Snaketial (Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis) - In 1998, an individual Ophiogomphus was recorded on count day. It was
almost definitely a Rusty Snaketail but was left unidentified as it was not seen well and not caught. The 1999 count managed to
confirm this species when three individuals were noted. Two were found along the Madawaska River by Carey and Gwen
Purdon and Jason Dombroskie and the third was found by Mike Runtz and Melinda Collins on Louisa Creek in the Park's
interior.
Stygian Shadowdragon (Neurocordulia yamaskanensis) - In 1999 an evening foray to Brewer Lake turned up 4 individuals of
this dusk flying species. We had missed this species in past years because we had not bothered to make an effort to look for it.
This evening foray in 1999 also recorded two Vesper Bluets (Enallagma vesperum) - another species that usually flies later in
the day. An equal effort in 2000, also at Brewer Lake, missed both of these species.
Widow Skimmer (Libellula luctuosa) - One of the most exciting finds of the 1999 count. Gwen Purdon noticed a male of this
attractive species at the dam situated along the Madawaska River near the Pog Lake Campground. The day after the count,
Carl Rothfels collected a female of this species on Whitefish Lake. Although common to the south, this,is an extremely rare
species in Algonquin and until these records, had only been recorded once before - a female was collected on the Park's east
side in June of 1995 by Matt Holder and Andrea Kingsley.
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk (Sympetrum internum) - The date of the Algonquin Odonate Count is usually too early to detect
this common late-summer species, but in 1999 one individual of this species was caught and positively identified.

Other highlights included the discovery of a second site of the Eastern Red Damsel (Amphiagrion saucium) along Highway 60.
Jason Dombroskie found a total of three individuals halfway up the hill west of the Mew Lake Campground in 1999. 20
individuals were tallied at the same site in 2000 along with 11 at the original site beside the Lookout Trail parking lot! Both of
these sites are spring-fed roadside ditches and are the only known locations for this species in Algonquin Park.
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A full species list with totals for the count is found below. Count highs are followed by an asterisk. New species for the count
appear in bold type.
Thanks to all of the participants who helped to make this count possible. The 2001 Algonquin Odonate Count is scheduled for
Saturday, June 23 (note this is one week earlier than originally published). Those interested in participating on this count
should contact the author at Box 182, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, Tel (home): 705-652-5004, Tel (work): 705-755-2166, email:
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
1999 Observers: Melinda Collins, Jason Dombroskie, Lisa Enright, Colin Jones, Telena Kraus, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey
Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, Michael Runtz, Kim Smith, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer,
2000 Observers: Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Melinda Collins, Lisa Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones, Andrew
Keaveney, Karl Konze, Anastasia Kuzyk, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Chris Robinson, Carl Rothfels, AI Sinclair, Ron Tozer
.

,

Scientific Name

Common Name

1999

2000

Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes eurinus
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inequalis
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes sp.
Amphiagrion saucium
Argia fumipennis
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Coenagrion interrogatum
Coenagrion resolutum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma cyathigerum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma vesperum
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna eremita
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna sp.
Aeshnidae (unidentified)
Anax junius
Basiaeschna janata
Boyeria vinosa
Gomphaeschna furcillata
Nasiaeschna pentacantha
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus adelphus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus
Gomphus exilis

River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Amber-winged Spreadwing
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Elegant Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing

36*
148*

12
40

2

1
6

Eastern Red Damsel
Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Subarctic Bluet
Taiga Bluet
Azure Bluet
Boreal Bluet
Tule Bluet
Northern Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Vesper Bluet

3
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Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite
Canada Darner
Lake Darner
Variable Darner

Common Green Darner
Springtime Darner
Fawn Darner
Harlequin Darner
Cyrano Darner
Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Moustached Clubtail
Beaverpond Clubtail
Harpoon Clubtail
Lancet Clubtail

11

3
5*
2*
1
17

17
31 *

66
99*
115*

1
95

2
1

22

30*

368*
237*

49

272

3
134*

42

188
59

136
141
12*
177*

4

33
3
2

9
2
4
13*

7

5
6

2
9*
26*

3
3

17

21
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Scientific Name

Common Name

1999

2000

Gomphus lividus
Gomphus spicatus
Gomphussp.
Hagenius brevistylus
Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis
Stylogomphus albistylus
Cordulegaster diastotops
Cordulegaster maculata
Cordulegaster sp.
Didymops transversa
Macromia illinoiensis
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Epitheca spinigera
Epitheca sp.
Helocordulia uhleri
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis
Somatochlora cingulata
Somatochlora elongata
Somatochlora forcipata
Somatochlora minor
Somatochlora tenebrosa
Somatochlora walshii
Somatochlora williamsonii
Somatochlora sp.
Corduliidae (unidentified)
Celithimus elisa
Leucorrhinia frigida
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia hudsonica
Leucorrhinia proxima
Leucorrhinia sp.
Libe/lula julia
Libe/lula lydia
Libel/ula luctuosa
Libe/lula pulche/la
Libe/lula quadrimaculata
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum sp.

Ashy Clubtail
Dusky Clubtail

36*
15
3
23*

12
9
16
3

Dragonhunter
Rusty Snaketail
Least CI ubtail
Delta-spotted Spiketail
Twin-spotted Spiketail
Stream Cruiser
Illinois River Cruiser
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Beaverpond Baskettail
Common Baskettail
Prince Baskettail
Spiny Baskettail
Uhler's Sundragon
Stygian Shadowdragon
Lake Emerald
Ski-tailed Emerald
Forcipate Emerald
Ocellated Emerald
Clamp-tipped Emerald
Brush-tipped Emerald
Williamson's Emerald

Calico Pennant
Frosted Whiteface
Crimson-ringed Whiteface
Hudsonian Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Chalk-fronted Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Widow Skimmer
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk

Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Cumulative Total Species for All Counts Since 1996:

38

3

16*
10
2
1
7
17
28
30
36
3
60
1

1
7
13
2
3
1
3
8
13
39
44
20*
37

4

2
3*

32
43
174*
104*
20
22
167
341
80*

2
5
31
80
8
82
130*
28
772
45

1

5*
274*

173

1

71
115
59

3388
14
72

45
2707
15
74
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions of Out-of-Print Books

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelict.ae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
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The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.MWalker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications

NEW!!! Ontario Odonata Volume 1
Edited and Compiled by Paul Catling, Colin Jones and Paul Pratt (2000)
153 pages includes 1999 Odonata sightings and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
$20 US or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.A. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
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ONTARIO INSECTS (TEA Newsjournal) Back Issues
$3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present)
$10 each

T-Shirts

Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
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For complete details and to order, contact Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993,
a.hanks@acLon.ca
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Monarch Notes
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Mexican President Signs
Decree to Enlarge Monarch
Sanctuaries
Submitted by Don Davis

While millions of monarch butterflies
were arriving at their over-wintering
forest, outgoing Mexican President
Ernesto Zedillo signed a decree that
will greatly increase the size of their
protected sanctuaries.
In total, the size of the monarch
sanctuaries will increase from only 62
square miles (16,000 hectares) to 216
square miles (56,000 hectares). Most
importantly, the critical "core" zone,
where logging is forbidden, will
increase from 4,491 hectares to 13,552
hectares. In the surrounding buffer
zone, controlled logging and forest
activities are allowed. Here are the final
numbers, for comparison:
Monarch Butterfly Sanctuaries
(measured in hectares)
Originally Now
Increase
Core 4,491
13,552 9,061
Buffer 11,619
42,707 31,088
Total 16,110
56,259 40,149

World Wildlife Fund's Monica Missrie,
who coordinates the Monarch Project in
Mexico, provided these summaries of
the special event, as well as an
excellent overview of the history of land
protection in Mexico for
the monarch:
Link to History of Monarch Sanctuary
Conservation in Mexico
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/SanctuaryDecreeHistory.html
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Link to Summary of Monarch Decree
Ceremony Speeches
http://www.learner.orgljnorth/trnl
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeCeremony.html
Link to World Wildlife Fund Press
Release
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/
monarch/
SanctuaryDecreeWWFRelease.html
Link to Sistema Internet de la
Presidencia (Spanish)
http://www.presidencia.gob.mxlpages/
Und_foto.html

Dr. Lincoln Brower, who has studied
monarchs in Mexico since 1977, was
an honored guest at the signing. He
sent this report:
"On Thursday, November 9th we all
went to the President's huge public
offices in Los Pinos, the official 'home'
of the President and where he meets
the press, dignitaries and guests.
Guiillermo Castilleja and Monica
Missrie of World Wildlife Fund and I had
assigned seats in the front row, facing
President Zedillo."
''The last speech was by the President,
who looked directly at us as he spoke.
Then, he walked forward to shake
hands with the guests. As he came to
me, he spent about 30 seconds
thanking me personally, and as he did I
handed him the beautiful photo album
that Journey North sent as a gift 'from
all the children of North America.. .' He
was very gracious, with the TV cameras
buzzing and the press flashing."

~f:J,

----------------

Historic Conservation Milestone:
Mexico's First Trust Fund for
Conservation

A $5 million trust fund has also been
established through a gift from the
Packard Foundation. The fund will
purchase the annual logging permits
from the people who own land in the
core zone of the new sanctuary. This
means that these landowners, who are
giving up their logging rights, will be
paid $18 per cubic meter for NOT
logging their forest.
How a "trust fund" works: The $5 million
will never be spent. It will be invested
so that, just like a saving account in a
bank, the money generates "interest".
These interest payments, some
$350,000 per year, will be used to buy
the logging permits.
The signing of this conservation law
was one of President Zedillo's final acts
before he left office.
A total of 30 new natural protected
areas were designated during his
administration.
Constant Vigilance Needed to Ensure
True Conservation
~

While the signing of this law is good
news, enforcement of the sanctuary
boundaries is the key to long-term
success. Logging of the forests has
been occurring at an alarming rate,
even though the land is "protected" by
law. According to Ms. Missrie: "A study
of aerial photographs taken in 1971,
1984 and 1999, shows that 44% of
conserved, dense forests were
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degraded between 1984 and 1999.
The study also indicates that
throughout this 28-year period, the
forests have been severely fragmented.
What in 1971 was an almost
continuous mass of conserved forests,
is now a series of 'islands' with great
pieces of degraded forest between
them. The main causes for deforestation
are legal and illegal logging, changes
in land use (forests have now become
agricultural and grazing lands) and
forest fires."

Monarch News Changes
Names
Submitted by Don Davis

MONARCH NEWS, published by the
Monarch Program in California will be
replaced by a quarterly publication
called ''THE MONARCH QUARTERLY",
as well as a monthly bulletin called
"MONARCH MONITOR" for members.
Inquiries concerning publications and
trips to Mexico next spring should be
sent to: monarchprg@aol.com.

Milkweed finds new uses as
a pesticide
Successful Farming, Feb 15, 2000 v98
i3 p398
Submitted by Carolyn King

Milkweed is no longer just the bane of
corn and soybean fields. New uses for
the perennial weed's seed meal and oil
have been discovered. Natural Fibers
Corp. of Ogallala, Nebraska, has been
marketing milkweed floss as a filler for
comforters since 1989. 'But the leftover
milkweed seed meal was a disposal
problem as it contains compounds
called cardenolides that produce heart
palpitations in people and animals.
USDA Agricultural Research Service
chemists have found that the seed meal
kills nematodes and fall armyworms
that affect corn, soybeans, potatoes,
tomatoes, sorghum, and peanuts.
In field studies at Washington State
University, milkweed seed meal killed
97% of nematodes on potatoes.
Incorporating the seed meal into the
soil might be an alternative to methyl

bromide, a severely restricted chemical.
ARS chemist Rogers Harry-O'kuru also
found that milkweed oil, which is rich in
Vitamin E, is free of cardenolides. This
knowledge may help establish another
market for milkweed as a skin
moisturizer.

Recent Monarch Articles
Submitted by Carolyn King

Nowhere to flutter (destruction and
deforestation of monarch butterfly
habitat in central Mexico)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 17, 2000
pWK2(N), pWK2(L)
Monarch butterflies lose much of
their wintering grounds (in central
Mexico)(Statistical Data Included)
by Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times Sept 12, 2000
pD1(N) pF1(L)
SCIENCE - A deadly pollen (Brief
Article)
by Stacey Charles W. Schultz Petit,
Joseph P. Shapiro, Dana Hawkins, Art
Samuels,Ted Gest
U.S. News & World Report Sept 4, 2000
v129 i9 p6
A Mexican monarchy (monarch
butterflies)
by Jamie Carstairs.
Geographical Sept 2000 v72 i9p60
Bt threat to monarch caterpillars
affirmed
by Bette Hileman
Chemical & Engineering News
August 28,2000 v78 i35p7(1)
New study suggests monarch
butterfly endangered by Bt corn
by Lucy Ament
Pesticide & Toxic Chemical News
August 24, 2000 v28i44 P1
Bt Field Study
Chemical Week August 23,
2000 v162 i32 p49
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Report on 2000 Field Trips to Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog, Marcie Woods, and
Leslie St. Spit
By Nancy van der Poorten

Urquart Butterfly Garden, Wainfleet Bog and Marcie
Woods, July 8, 2000
July 8 was a gorgeous sunny day - perfect for being outdoors
and watching insects. We stopped first at the Urquhart
Butterfly Garden in Centennial Park, Dundas. The garden
opened on Saturday July 26th, 1997 after over 5 years of
fundraising and construction. The garden is planted with
flowering nectar plants for adult butterflies, and with food
plants for the larvae. The garden is named in honour of
Professor F. A. Urquhart and his wife Norah who spent their
lives conducting scientific research on the Monarch butterfly.
They identified the wintering sites in Mexico in 1975. The
garden consists of 6 huge raised planting beds, surrounded
with a maze of walkways, and three natural areas. It is
completely free of herbicides, pesticides and other chemicals
and relies heavily on volunteer skills and labour. There is also
an information kiosk that is packed with information about the
lives of butterflies and the history of the garden, all illustrated
with excellent photographs. Though it was a beautiful day, we
didn't see a lot of butterflies.
We then stopped for lunch and headed to the Wainfleet Bog.
The Wainfleet Bog is a locally, regionally and provincially
significant area. It is the largest remaining bog in southern
Ontario and provides habitat to a number of animals and
more than 350 native plant species (some of them rare). Paul
had been there a week earlier with someone who knows the
area so he took us first up Wilson side road to see if we could
spot some snakes. The Eastern Massassauga Rattlesnake
makes its home in the bog but we unfortunately did not see
any. There were hundreds of dragonflies patrolling the deep
drainage ditches at the side of the road!
We then entered the bog itself, following a well-warm path for
about 2 km. We didn't see many butterflies of note but we did
see some rare plants. It was a pleasant walk and we even
stopped for a short siesta. The pathway seems very solid but
it has an interesting springiness to it. We were hoping to see
Bog Coppers but we didn't get into the right habitat - the
pathway skirts the edge of and didn't allow us to get into the
heart of the bog.
The day was not yet finished! Our next stop was Marcie
Woods, near Fort Erie. We have visited the area a couple of
times before at the invitation of the Fort Erie Naturalists Club
(FENC) who are taking care of the property. We met Rob
Eberlie and a few others of the FENC and set up our lights
and sheets. It was the perfect evening for moths. We saw a
number of interesting species but nothing of great note.
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Butterfly List from Wainfleet Bog
European Skipper, Northern Broken-Dash, Dun Skipper,
Tiger Swallowtail, Cabbage White, Clouded Sulphur, Orange
Sulphur, American Copper, Coral Hairstreak, Acadian
Hairstreak, Striped Hairstreak, Eastern Tailed Blue, Spring
Azure, Great Spangled Fritillary, Pearl Crescent, Eastern
Comma, American Lady, Red Admiral, Red-Spotted Purple,
Viceroy, Northern Pearly-Eye, Little Wood Satyr, Common
Wood-Nymph, Monarch.

Dragonfly List from Wainfleet Bog
Various damselflies (bluets, spreadwings and others),
Eastern Forktail (Ischnura verticalis) , Common Green Darner
(Anax junius) , Common Baskettail (Epitheca cynosura) ,
Halloween pennant (Celithemis eponina) , Common Whitetail
(Libel/ula lydia), Twlelve-spotted Skimmer (Libel/ula
pulchel/a) , Eastem amberwing (Perithemis tenera), at least
two different meadowhawks (Sympetrum sp.), Black
Saddlebags (Tramea lacerata).

Moth List from Marcie Woods
Apamea lignicolora
Blepharmastix ranalis
Chytolita morbidalis
Datana perspicua
Desmia funeralis
Dryocampa rubicunda
Dysstroma hersiliata
Epepagis huronalis
Eubaphe mendica
Euclea delphinii
Halysidota tessel/aris
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Heterophleps triguttaria
Holomelina ferruginosa
Hyphantria cunea
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis Glossy
Ledea perditalis
Lithacoides fasciola
Lystrosis unitaria
Malacosoma americanum
Nadata gibbosa
Orthonama centrostrigaria
Orthonama obstipata
Ostrinia nubilalis
Paral/elia bistriaris
Parapoynx obscuralis

Yellow Headed Cutworm
no common name
Morbid Owlet
Spotted datana
Grape Leaffolder
Rosy maple moth
Orange Barred Carpet
no common name
The Beggar
Spiny Oak Slug
Banded Tussock Moth
Large Yellow Underwing
Three-Spotted Fillip
Rusty Holomelina
Fall webworm
American idia
Black Idia
Lost Owlet
no common name
Common Lystrosis
Eastern tent caterpillar
White Dotted prominent
Bent line Carpet
Gem
European corn borer
Maple Looper moth
no common name
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Petrophyla bistasciata
Pseudorthodes vecors
Pyrrharctia isabella
Scopula Iimboundata
Spilosoma latipennis
Symmerista albitrons
Trichophaga tapetzella
Xanthorhoe terrugata
Xanthotype urticaria False
Zanclognatha pedipilalis

no common name
Small brown Quaker
Isabella Tiger Moth
Large Lace-border
Pink-Legged Tiger Moth
White-Headed Prominent
Carpet
Red Twin-spot
Crocus Geometer
Grayish Zanglocnatha

Eulithis diversilineata
Euxoa tessellata
Gluphisia septentrionis
Herpetrogramma thestealis
Idia americalis
Idia lubricalis
Lacanobia subjuncta
Lacinipolia renigera
Leucania multilinea
Leucanm pseudoargyria
Leuconycta diphteroides
Marathyssa inticita
Peridroma saucia
Phalaenostola larent/oides
Psuedaletia unipuncta
Scoliopteryx Iibatrix
Scopula limboundata
Urola nivalis

Lesser Grapevine Looper
Moth
Tessellate Dart
Common Gluphisia
Large Yellow Underwing
American Idia
Glossy Black Idia
Speckled Cutworm
Bristly Cutworm Moth
Many-Lined Wainscot
False Wainscot
Green Leuconycta
Dark Marathyssa
Variegated Cutworm
Black Banded Owlet
Armyworm moth
The Herald
Large Lace-Border
No common name

If you have insect sightings for the Leslie Street Spit, please
send them to: Tamara Chipperfield, Environmental Services
Section, Toronto & Region Conservation Authority, 5
Shoreham Drive
Downsview M3N 1S4. E-mail:
Tamara_Chipperfield@trca.on.ca

Leslie Street Spit Moth Night July 22,2000
The Leslie Street Spit is open to the public only on weekends
from 9 am until 6 pm, so we had to get special permission to
go in after dark to look for moths. The Leslie Street Spit is
administered by the TRCA (Toronto & Region Conservation
Authority). They do some surveys of the park but don't have
the money or manpower to survey the insects. They were
happy to have us do some surveys for them and would
appreciate receiving any of your sightings in the future.
There were 8 of us on this evening and we chose to set up at
one site about half way down the spit in a clearing. We set up
a generator and two lights. It was a lovely evening and we
kept David Beadle (our leader for the evening) busy
identifying the moths. The following is a list of the species we
observed (Latin name followed by English):

Bleptina caradrinalis
Bomolocha baltimoralis
Caenurgina erechtea
Choristoneura rosaceana
Coleophora spissicornis
Ctenucha virginica
Desmia tuneralis
Euchlaena serrata
Eudryas unio
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Bent Winged Owlet
Baltimore Bomolocha
Forage Looper
Oblique Banded Leafroller
No common name
Virginia Ctenucha
Grape Leaffolder Moth
The Saw-Wing
Pearly Wood Nymph

Trip photos and a list ofparticipants can be found in Volume 6, Issue I
(September 2000)
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Congratulations to TEA member Don Davis (seen
in the accompanying photo tagging Monarch
butterflies). He was recently honored on October
22 as Presqu'He Provincial Park's 2000 Volunteer of
the Year. He received the John Cole Award for
Volunteer Service - a framed certificate, along with
a Hoselton aluminum sculpture depicting
Presqu'ile's lighthouse.
The story can be viewed at http://www.east
northumberland.com/news/newsOctober2000/
presq10252000.html.

Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for
Children
The TEA is sponsoring a child for the FON Young Naturalist
Camp! Do you know of a child who would benefit from this
experience? Let us know!
FON has two camps; one for children ages 10-12 (Junior),
and one for children ages 13-15 (Senior). See previous
issues of Ontario Insects for details about these camps.
The Junior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 10-12) costs $485;
the Senior Young Naturalist Camp (ages 13-15) costs $700.
TEA will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay
for the rest.
The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young
naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to
sponsor the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will
be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child should
send a note to the TEA before June 15, 2000 letting us know
the name of the child, age, and how the child will benefit from
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the program and what is exceptional about the child.
The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged
to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to
share with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario
Insects.

Donations are welcome to support these
initiatives of the TEA:
~
FON Summer Camp - to sponsor a TEA member's child
for summer camp
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Grant - to help to
sponsor research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be
issued. Even $5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton
Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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For Sale
Contact Quimby Hess (416) 482-1637

Books:
Wm. H. Howe

The Butterflies of North America

$50

Opler & Krizek

The Butterflies East of the Great Plains

$50

James A. Scott

The Butterflies of North America

$75

Alex B. Klots

The World of Butterflies and Moths

$45

A. H. Clark

The Butterflies of Virginia

$20

Cdn. Dept. of Forestry

Forest Lepidoptera, Volumes 1& 4

$30

W. T. M. Forbes

Lepidoptera of New York & Neighboring States $35
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Notes from the Editor's Desk
Well folks! This is my first issue of Ontario Insects as sole editor.
Vanessa had briefed me on the amount of time it takes to pull
together an issue of 01 but I guess I didn't want to believe herit is, however, quite true! Although it takes a great deal of time to
edit and format the text, and to work on the overall layout, it
could not be done were it not for the dedication of those T.E.A.
members who contribute matelial.
In this respect I would like to extend a very sincere thankyou to Bob Bowles, Quimby Hess, Nancy van der Poorten,
Carolyn King, James Kamstra and Don Davis for supplying
material for this issue. I am fairly happy with the outcome of this
issue, but it is not my opinion that counts-it is yours! This is
your newsjournal and I would like to hear from you. If you have
comments on this, or any issue of 01, feel free to contact me via
e-mail or regular old maiL I will do my best to address your needs
and concerns.
Speaking of needs, I know there are many knowledgeable
and artistic T.E.A. members out there and I would love for some
of you to contribute material for articles, trip reports, book
reviews, etc. If you don't have time to sit down and write an
article, but you've discovered a new book, website, journal or
magazine article that other T.E.A. members might find interesting,

Journey North - Spring 2001

simply flip me an email. It is through such email from members
such as Carolyn King, Don Davis and Nancy van der POOlten
that I was able to piece together this issues regular features The
Boohvonn, and The Insect Net.
The other contribution that I could desperately use is
new artwork and/or photographs. Images are what make 01
attractive to the eye. Having a good selection of images to
choose from will help to keep 01 looking fresh and interesting. I
have managed to access two "new" sources of artwork (both of
which will hopefully appear in the September issue) but could
always use more. As far as photographs are concerned, if anyone
has good quality photographs of Ontario's insects that you
would like to appear in 01, please contact me. If they are in print
or slide format and you don't have the ability to scan them into
a digital form, you can send them to me via regular mail, I can do
the scanning from this end and get the oliginals back to you.
As far as the September issue is concerned, Peter Burke
(an excellent artist) and I are working on what we hope to be a
new regular feature. Each article will treat some aspect of insect
identification, such as distinguishing the species within a difficult
group of dragonflies, or pointing out some identification pitfalls
(i.e. how you might confuse one species for another). I hope it
proves useful!
Colin

submitted by Don Davis

Journey North is an internet-based science program that follows the arrival of spring across North America. This award winning
program is utilized by over 4000 classrooms in Canada and the United States. You can support this program by sharing your
sightings. You can register with the program, and report your sightings directly to Journey North (www.learner.org/jnorth).
Alternately, T.E.A. member Don Davis, who has supported the monarch butterfly component of this program since its inception,
would be pleased to forward your sightings to Journey North (donald.davis@utoronto.ca).
Sightings that Journey North tracks are:
Practice Renort {Any Species)
Bald Eal!le
Earthworm (FIRST sighted)
FrQg (First HEARD singing)
Humminl!bird (Feeder up)
Humminl!bird (FIRST sighted)
Ice-out
Leaf Out (Any Species)
Loon (FIRST sighted)
Manatee
Maole Syruo (FIRST Sap Run)
Monarch Adult (FIRST sighted)
Monarch Larva (FIRST sighted)
Monarch El!l! (FIRST sighted)
Monarch (OTHER observations)
Oriole (Feeder up)
Oriole (FIRST sighted)
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Oriole (FIRST nest-building)
Red-winl!ed blackbird (FIRST)
Robin (First SEEN)
Robin (First HEARD Singing)
Robin (OTHER observations
Barn Swallow (First sighted)
Tul~ PLANTED
Tulil>_s EMERGED
Tul~ BLOOMED
Unoave-the-Wav Proiect
Whale Grav (FIRST sighted)
Whale Grav (1 st Mother/Calf)
Whale. Humuback
Whale. Rh!:ht
Whale Ril!ht
Whoouinl! Crane
Other Sil!ns of Surinl!
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Announcements
Ontario Odonata: Volume 2 Now Available!

Ontario Odonata
Volume 2

Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G 2K1. Cost is $20 Can. inc!. taxes &
shipping for T.E.A. members; $25 Can. inc!. taxes & shipping for
non-members in Canada; and $20 U.S. or $30 Can. incl. shipping
for U.S. and overseas addresses. Membership in the T.E.A. is
$20 Can. per year ($20 US for non-Canadian addresses) and
includes a subscription to the newsjourna1 Ontmio Insects. Sorry
but we can't take credit card orders.

(including observations for the year 2000)

Volume 1 (1999 observations and articles) is still available for the
same price as Vo12.
Canada's Newest Butterfly Conservatory Opens

Wings of Paradise is a butterfly experience the whole family will
enjoy. This new conservatory and educational facility is the
creation of Cambridge entomologist and entrepreneur John
Powers, who has studied insects for 40 years. John's dream was
to create an indoor and outdoor butterfly environment where
visitors could see and learn about live butterflies while enjoying
the lush surroundings. So John put together a business package
and raised $3.5 million to build Wings of Paradise. The facility
was opened to the public on January 27th.
Edited and compiled by
Paul M. CatIiug, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt

Published by the Toronto Entomologists' Association, Toronto, Canada

The Toronto Entomologists' Association (T.E.A.) announces
that the second annual summary of Odonata observations in
Ontario, Canada is now available for sale. Ontario Odonata (ISBN:
0-921631-22-7) is an 8Y2 x 11 publication with 200 pages that
includes articles and observations of Ontario Odonata for the
year 2000. In addition, there are sections including news, reviews
and recent literature. The 16 articles include significant range
extensions (Argia tibialis, Enallagma anna, E. basidens, and
Somatochlora incurvata), ecology (use of temporary pools,
emergence and predation), regional lists (Lanark, Peterborough,
Sudbury, Sandbanks Provincial Park), conservation (river
systems) and information on the museum collection at the
University of Western Ontario. The printed database summary
table includes names, counties, locations, dates, numbers and
observers for over 5000 reports. This initiative supports the
objectives of the T.E.A.: to bring amateurs and professionals
together, to educate the public, and to produce information on
the insects of Ontario.
To order your copy, please send a cheque/check to: Toronto
Entomologists' Association, c/o Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
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The 117 acre facility has a 10,000 square foot butterfly house
and 25,000 feet of display rooms, classrooms, cafe and gift shop.
In the butterfly house, 2000 butterflies of 30 or more species fly
among brooks, pools, trees and exotic flowers. All the butterfliesabout 500 per week -arrive as pupae from butterfly farms in
Costa Rica, Kenya and the Philippines, arriving in Toronto by
air. In adjoining display spaces, you can admire John's remarkable
insect collections, "the incredible World of Bugs" and "Flying
Jewels".

A number of special events are being planned. American author
Sue Halpern is tentatively scheduled to do a book signing of her
new book about her travels to study monarch butterflies on
May 6th. Monarch Day will be held
in the fall.
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Hours of Operation: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm (last admission is 4 pm),
7 days a week. Admission Ptices: (taxes included): Adults: $7.50,
Seniors: $7.00, Youth (13-17): $6.50, Children (5-12): $4.00, Children
Under 5: Free, Family Pass (2 Adults & 2 Children 5-12): $21.50
You can contact Wings of Paradise in many different ways: Phone
(519) 653-1234, Fax (519) 650-2582, Mailing address is: Wings of
Paradise, 2500 Kossuth Rd., Cambridge, Ontario, Canada N3H
4R7. The web site is: www.wingsofparadise.com.

Great Lakes Odonata Meeting: July 3-6, 2001
T.E.A. member Colin Jones is organizing the first Great Lakes
Odonata Meeting to be held at Laurentian Lodge in Algoma
District. The meeting will be a chance for odonate enthusiasts
from Ontario and the neighbouring Great Lakes states to meet
each other, share ideas about provincial and state surveys, and
explore an under-surveyed portion of Ontario. Details are as
follows:

LOCATION:
Laurentian Lodge, Algoma District, Ontario
The lodge is located about 30km (19 miles) north of Elliot Lake.
There is a map on the Laurentian Lodge website. The area around
the lodge and nearby Mississagi Provincial Park has a great
variety of sites that should be excellent for odonate collecting/
observation. These include: the Boland River (a sandy bottomed
river), the Little White River (nice rapids), the Stag Lake peatlands,
and numerous lakes, ponds and creeks.
Information on Laurentian Lodge can be found on their webite:
www.laurentianlodge.com
ACCOMODATION:
Accomodation costs (including all three meals a day) are as
follows (in Canadian dollars):
• $74/person/night - double occupancy (approx. US$53)
• $89/person/night - single occupancy (approx. US$64)
Camping is also available at the lodge at $15/night/campsite for
an unserviced site (i.e. no electical or sewage hook-up). Meals
are available in the restaurant for campers if desired. Camping is
also available at Mississagi Provincial Park a few kilometres down
the road. For those interested in attending, it is recommended
that a reservation be made as soon as possible as the lodge
seems to be very popular.

meeting concentrating on meeting each other personally, sharing
ideas about provincial/state surveys and inventories, and mostly
getting out to survey the local area which has received very
little activity in the past-so there should be lots of exciting
discoveries. If anyone would like to present a short slide
presentation in the evening, suggestions are welcome.
OOONATAOFTIIEAREA:
The area has both northern and southern elements and a
combination of both northern and southern species will be flying
here. The entire district of Algoma has been very poorly
surveyed in the past. Currently, the Algoma list consists of only
72 species and the vast majority of these records are historical
records. There are therefore many possibilities for additions to
the list, and many exciting discoveries to be made. Some
particularly interesting species that are expected include:

Coenagrion interrogatum (Subarctic Bluet)
Nehalennia gracilis (Sphagnum Sprite)
Gomphus adelphus (Mustached Clubtail)
Ophiogomphus carolus (Riffle Snaketail)
Helocordulia uhler (Uhler's Sundragon)
Somatochlora cingulata (Lake Emerald)
Somatochlorafranklini (Delicate Emerald)
Somatochlora kennedyi (Kennedy's Emerald)
FORMORE INFORMATION ORIFYOUPLAN TO ATfEND

CONTACT:
Colin Jones
Natural Heritage Information Centre
Ministry of Natural Resources
300 Water St., 2nd Floor, North Tower
P.O. Box 7000, Peterborough, ON, K9J 8M5
Tel: (705) 755-2166
Fax: (705) 755-2168
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca

Attention Butterfly Count Compilers!
Bob Bowles, the regional editor for the North American Butterfly
Association (NAB A) butterfly counts, requests that any
individual who coordinates and compiles a butterfly count in
Ontario register their count with the NABA. The advantage of
registering a butterfly count is that the results are published
with those of all other registered butterfly counts across North
America in a yearly summary produced by NABA. Bob also
publishes a summary of the Ontario counts in Ontario Insects
(see page 51 of this issue).

AGENDA:
To make reservations for either a room or camping at Laurentian
Lodge, give them a call at 1-705-848-0423 and tell them that you
are attending the Dragonfly Meeting. This will be a very informal
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Details on the NABA and on registering your count can be
found at the NABA website at: www.naba.org or you can contact
Bob at (705) 325-3149 or by email atbowles@bconnex.net.
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Upcoming

FieId Tri

Pa§Septembermeeting

Saturday June 23, 1:15 PM
WINGS OF PARADISE, 2500 KOSSUTH RD., CAMBRIDGE
We've arranged for a "behind the scenes" tour of the hatchery to precede our walk through this new butterfly conservatory where
there are 30-40 species of free-flying butterflies. We'll also see the exhibits from curator John Powers' extensive collection-they're
said to be outstanding! Outside the conservatory we can browse in the wildflower meadow and walk the nature trails.
DIRECTIONS: From 401, exit north on Hwy 24 (Exit 282), then tum west (left) at Kossuth Rd. Admission is $7.50 per person unless
we have 15 or more attendees, in which case admission drops to $6.50 per person and we get a discount coupon for the gift shop.
Monday July 2, 9 AM
TEA EAST TORONTO BUTfERFLY COUNT
Join us for a day of butterfly counting. The count area includes the Toronto Metro Zoo and parts of the Rouge and the Don Valleys.
This is an official North American Butterfly Association (NABA) count. The TEA will pay your participation fee to the NABA.
Please call coordinator Tom Mason at 905-839-6764 if you plan to participate.
[For a full listing of 200 I Ontario Butterfly Counts see the facing page]
Saturday July 28, 10 AM
TORONTO WEST BUTfERFLY GARDENS
During this outing we will visit two newly created gardens that have transformed turf grass, into productive insect habitat. The first
garden is at the Environment Canada building on Dufferin north of Finch. It's a lovely wild garden of prairie wildflowers and grasses.
The second garden is at the Downsview Airport and has lots of buddleia, fireweed and coneflowers as well as nearby fields.
Butterflying should be good since the fields are rarely mowed. Meet at the entrance to G. Ross Lord Park on the east side of Dufferin
opposite Supertest Rd. Parking is available just inside on the right. Bring lunch, something to drink, and your net if you like.
Tuesday August21, 8:30 PM
fiGH PARK MOTH NIGHf
This is a joint outing organised with the Friends of High Park. Members of the public are invited to joinTEA members Tom Mason
and Carolyn King to see what moth species can be lured by mercury vapour and black lights. In its 5th year, this Moth Night is
attended by budding entomologists of all ages. Meet at the Grenadier Restaurant at 8:30 p.m. with guide books, flashlights and
insect containers. Collecting not allowed. For more information contact Carolyn King at 416-261-6272 or by email at:cking@yorku.ca
Saturday August 25, 8 PM
MOTH NIGHf ON THE ROUGE
The variety of habitat in the Rouge Valley makes it a great place for insects and we should have good luck with moths at this time
of year. Meet leader Tom Mason in the parking lot on Twyn Rivers Drive (entrance off Sheppard Ave) at 8 p.m. Bring a battery
powered light if you have one, as well as an insect jar or plastic bag to hold the moths while we identify them.
Saturday September 22, 1 PM
MEMBERS'MEEflNG
Show us those interesting insect discoveries you made this summer. Bring in your slides, prints or specimens to share with us.
Meeting location yet to be confirmed. Look for the programs flyer with your membership renewal in September for further details
or contact Carolyn King at 416-261-6272 or by email at:cking@yorku.ca
NOTE: For all outings, please let us know that you're coming so we can contact you if there are last minute changes. For all
outings, except the TEA Butterfly Count and the High Park Moth Night, please contact Carol Sellers at 416-421-7398.
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2001 Ontario

Insect Counts
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DATE RAIN DATE
LOCATION
CONTACT
TELEPHONE EMAIL
BUTTERFLIES
06-03
Eastpide Algonquin
Colin Jones
(613) 637-2828 naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
06-24 06-25 Carden Plains Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149 bowles@bconnex.net
06-24
Misery Bay
Nancy Ironside (705) 326-4384 nancy.ironside@encode.com
06-24 06-25 Pinery Provo Park
Brenda Kulon (519) 869-2833 hawkowl@ebtech.net
06-25
OshawaJames Kamstra (905) 985-4497 jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
Chris Michener (613) 625-2263 cmichener@renc.igs.net
07-01 07-02 Lake Dore
(705) 325-3149 bowles@bconnex.net
07-01 07-02 Orillia Bob Bowles
Colin Jones
(613) 637-2828 naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
07-01 07-02 Hwy 60 Algonquin
Sunderland
James Kamstra (905) 985-4497 jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
07-02
'2 07-03
Toronto T. E.A. Nancy van der Poorten (416) 466-9013 nmg.vanderpoorten @sympatico.ca
Windsor
Paul Pratt
(519) 966-5852 ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
07-08
07-08 07-09 McGregor Point Mary Rapati
(519) 832-2492 tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
07-15
Toronto Centre John Carley
(416) 766-1330 jrc_arch@compuserve.com
07-15 07-16 Hog Island
Chris Michener (613) 625-2263 cmichener@renc.igs.net
07-16
Manion Corners Peter Hall
(613) 733-0698 phall@cen.web.net
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149 bowles@bconnex.net
08-05 08-06 Pelee Island
PointPelee
WormingtonfTesolin
(519) 326-0687 Any_Tesolin@PCH.gc.ca
08-12

Petrogylphs
Chris Risley
(705) 743-9707 crisley@trentu.ca
Long Point
Chauncey Wood
(519) 426-0039 cdwood@mcmaster.ca
Severn Township
Nancy Ironside (705) 326-4384 nancy.ironside@encode.com
Haliburton
Ed Poropat
ODONATE COUNTS
06-24
Algonquin Odonate
07-08
Carden Plains Odonate
08-05
Lake Dore Odonate
08-06
Pelee Island Odonate

Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carey Purdon
Bob Bowles

(613) 637-2828
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2610
(705) 325-3149

naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
purdon@renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGEDTO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIORTOTHE COUNT DATE
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Results of the Carden Alvar Odonate Count
July 8,2000
by Bob Bowles
Scientific Name

Common Name

Calopteryx aequabilis Say, 1839
Caloptel}'x mandata (Beauvois, 1805)
Lestes disjunctus disjunctus Selys, 1862
Lestes dryas Kirby, 1890
Lestes inaequalis Walsh, 1862
Argiajumipennis violacea (Hagen, 1861)
Argia moesta (Hagen, 1861)
Chromagrion conditum (Selys, 1876)
Enallagma ebriwl1 (Hagen, 1861)
Enallagma exsulans (Hagen, 1861)
Enallagma hageni (Walsh, 1863)
Ischnura posita posita (Hagen, 1861)
Ischnura verticalis (Say, 1839)
Nehalennia irene (Hagen, 1861)
Anaxjunius (Drury, 1770)
Boyeria vinosa (Say, 1839)
Arigomphuscornutus (Tough, 1900)
Gomphus exilis Selys, 1854
Gomphus spicatus Hagen in Selys, 1854
Cordulia shurtleffi Scudder, 1866
Dorocordulia libera (Selys, 1871)
Leucorrhiniajrigida Hagen, 1890
Leucorrhinia intacta (Hagen, 1861)
Leucorrhinia proxima Calvert, 1890
Libellula incesta Hagen, 1861
Libellula julia Uhler, 1857
Libellula luctuosa Burmeister, 1839
Libellula lydia Drury, 1770
Libellula pulchella Drury, 1773
Libellula quadrimaculata Linnaeus, 1758
Sympetrum internum Montgomery, 1943
Sympetrum obtrusum (Hagen, 1867)

River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing

Teaml Team2

3
30

ElegantSpread~g

Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Sedge Sprite
Common Green Darner
Fawn Darner
Horned Oubtail
Lancet Clubtail
Dusky Clubtail
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Frosted Whiteface
Dot-tailed Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Slaty Skimmer
Chalk-fronted Skimmer
Widow Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk

Total Individuals
Total Species

1

CX)

14
5
2
1

22
1
4
25
9

41
3
22
14

6

Team3

Total

2
9

2
26
35
6
1
23
9
11
119
10
47
6
9

4

8
7
4
1
6
6
6
1
2

1
1
1
1

10

I
1
1
13

':9

16
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
18

2
':9

7

2
3
11
14
2
2
4)

::D

13
1
3
85
39
91
9
2
31

372
18

145
23

144
21

661
32

1
1
72
17
56
2

10
11
21
5

Team 1- Bob Bowles, Bill Wilson covering south Wylie Rd., Victoria Rd. bog, and the Kirkfield Locks
Team 2 - Jerry Ball, Margo Holt, Brenda Laking covering Black Bear Rd., Alvar Rd., and the Head River
Team 3 - Tom Cosburn, Bob Livsey, Dan Whittam covering Wylie Rd., Alvar Rd., and Lake Dalrymple
The six species in boldface print are new to the Carden list.
The weather for the day was sunny and warm, with some cloud cover in the morning.
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Summary of Ontario Butterfly Counts in 2000
by Bob Bowles

In the year 2000, there were 22 butterfly counts conducted in Ontario as part ofthe 4th of July North American Butterfly Association
(NABA) Butterfly Counts. There were 4 new counts this year (Haliburton Highlands, Bruce Peninsula, South River and Skunk's
Misery in Middlesex Co.). There were also four counts from previous years that did not submit reports-as a result the number of
counts in Ontario was the same as in 1999.
The Algonquin East Side count was the earliest count (June 3) with the latest being the Pelee Island count (August 5). The majority
of counts were from June 23 to July 15, which turned out to be the wettest time of the year-not very good for observing butterflies!
Many counts experienced 1?lief rain showers during the day and only a few had optimum weather.
The MacGregor Point count had the most number of observers (31) followed by the
Pinery (28) and the Algonquin East Side (26) counts. The Windsor count usually has
the most butterfly species (56 in 1999) but they did not report this year. Instead the
Long Point count tallied the most with 51 species, followed closely by the Sunderland
count with 50, the Haliburton Highlands with 49, and Skunks Misery with 48. The
Pinery count is usually in the top three for most species, but this year was a poor
year there. The average number of species per count was 36, down from 39 last
year. Haliburton Highlands recorded the most individuals (19,309) due almost
entirely to a large number of European Skippers (18,484)! The Pelee Island
count came second with 12,928. Overall, most counts were down on both
total species and total number of individuals.
Monarchs were fewer this year, with all 22 counts recording a total
of 1015 individuals (1836 in 1999), or an average of 44 per count
(down from 77 in 1999, but up from only 8 in 1998; there were 67 in
1997). No Pipevine Swallowtails and very few hairstreaks were
reported for the region compared to last year. Several species were
reported only on one count. The Algonquin East Side count was the
only count to record Brown Elfin, Henry's Elfin (new for the NABA
list), Western Pine Elfin, Satyr Comma, Macoun's Arctic, Chryxus Arctic
and Jutta Arctic. Pelee Island was the only count to record Giant
Swallowtail, Little Yellow, Juniper Hairsteak, Hackberry Emperor and
Zabulon Skipper (a new species for Canada!). Other species reported only
on one count were Dorcas Copper (Bruce Peninsula), Bog Fritillary (Algonquin
Hwy 60), Tawny Crescent (Carden), Southern Cloudywing (Long Point) and
Black Dash (Skunks Misery).

~~~~~
'J\ ~
--.:... ~
__~ ~~/;

~

Great work on the part of the compilers who started the four new counts at Bruce
_
"
Peninsula, Haliburton Highlands, Skunks Misery and South River. I would hope
:2
that the locations that have done counts in the past like Point Pelee National Park,
Petroglyphs, Windsor and Matchedash will file counts next year with the NABA. There are several Ontario Provincial Parks that
conduct counts but do not file the results with NABA and I would encourage park naturalists to send in a report next year. ~
The full results appear in the table on the next two pages.
Thanks to all the butterfly observers!
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COUNT LEGEND
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
E. TigerSwalIowtail
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail

22 OTAL
125
IJ6
ill
D9
296
46
503
2
76

Must:<lrrlWili1.e

11
15'

Ca.bbageWiliie

CloudedSuI,phur
Orange Sulphur
Pirlk:edged.Sulphm
Coliassp,
Little Yellow
Hanrester
AmertcanCopper
Bronze Copper
Bog Copper
Doocas Co'pper
CoffiiHakStreak
Acacfuul HakStreak
EdwanIs' Hairstreak

I .....................•....................,

I3638

35

E
6

I7

.

E2

I
439305

432
989

414

14
9

2

2
7
87
4
E

20
39

;...

,···················98
29

B~edH~treak""'"

36
7
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TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

#cii3sERVERs
DATE
Count #

Count Name

Compiler

Tel Number

Email Address

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Algonquin Park East Side
Carden Alvar
Misery Bay
South River
Pinery Provincial Park
Oshawa
Algonquin Park Hwy 60
Lake Dore
Long Point
Orillia
Sunderland
Muskoka
Toronto T.E.A
MacGregor Point
Skunks Misery
Haliburton Highlands
Hog Island
Toronto Centre
Rondeau Provincial Park
Manion Corners
Bruce Peninsula
Pelee Island

Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Nancy Ironside
Martin Parker
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Colin Jones
Chris Michener
Chauncey Wood
Bob Bowles
James Kamstra
Lou Spence
Nancy van der Poorten
Mary Rapati
Ann White
Ed Poropat
Chris Michener
John Carley
Sandy Dobbyn
Peter Hall
Cindy Cartwright
Bob Bowles

(705)
(705)
(705)
(705)
(519)
(905)
(705)
(613)
(519)
(705)
(905)
(705)
(416)
(519)
(519)
(705)
(613)
(416)
(519)
(613)
(519)
(705)

colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
nancy.ironside@encode.com
mkparker@onlink.net
hawkowl@ebtech.net
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
cwood@kwic.com
bowles@bconnex.net
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
louspenc@muskoka.com
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
carley.la@sympatico.ca
sandobbyn@netrover.com
hallp@em.agr.ca
cjahncartwright@hotmail.com
bowles@bconnex.net

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
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909

9: '4(5
'4 ,413'
JY23:JY29'Arn5

TOTA:LsPECIES

652-5004
325-3149
326-4384
386-1722
869-2833
985-4497
652-5004
625-2263
426-0039
325-3149
985-4497
765-6072
466-9013
832-2494
457-6586
457-3018
625-2263
766-1330
676-0184
733-0698
389-2585
325-3149
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Summary of New York State Butterfly Counts in 2000
by James Kamstra

New York State, our nem' neighbor to the south, has a butterfly fauna quite similm' to Ontario. As Regional Editor of the butterfly
counts of New York for the North American Butterfly Association (NABA), I have sununarized all ofthe counts (see table below) and
have been able to make some comparisons between the two regions. The distance to the nearest Ontario land mass is shown on the
table (in the second row) to provide some relative context.
New York and Ontmio both held 22 official counts (i.e. those counts registered with the NOlth American Butterfly Association) in
2000. One of the apparent differences is that on average, a greater field effort is expended on Ontario counts. Consequently, Ontario
counts average more participants and party hours resulting in higher counts of species and individuals than in New York. Half of
the New York counts were carried out by fewer than five participants. Ontario, in fact, averages more participants in buttedly counts
than nearly all states and provinces.
New York is further south and consequently there is more of a southern influence with respect to the species present. There are only
a few regular species that do not occur in Ontario and these are almost exclusively in the lowermost Hudson valley and Long Island.
For example, Red-banded Hairstreak, Southern Hairstreak, and Zabulon Skipper. Hoary Edge is much more widespread in New York
as is Wild Indigo Duskywing (which has greatly expanded in recent years).
Only a few counts occur in the northern (upstate) part of the state and hence only a few counts reported some of our familiar
northern species such as Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Mustard White, Bronzed Copper, Northern Crescent, Aphrodite Fritillary and
Gray Conuna. The European Skipper is widespread but not as abundant as in Ontario (lucky for them). Note also that some of our
highly restricted southern species (e.g. American Snout, Hackberry and Tawny Emperor) seen to be equally rare in New York. Some
of the New York counts tallied pmticularly high densities of American Copper, Banded Hairstreak, Edwards' Hairstreak, Silverspotted Skipper and Delaware Skipper.
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Staten Island
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Bronx
Rochester
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7
8
9
10
II
12

Vischer's Ferry
Monticello
Windsor
Chautauqua
Elizahethtown
Letchworth State Park

13
14
IS
16
17
I8

Northern Westchester County
Southeastern Orange County
Bingharnpton
Muttontown, L.I.
Lake Placid
Rockland County

Finger Lakes National Forest
Owego
21 Western Niagara County
22 Stonnville
19
20
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Five Million Years in the Making - The Amazon River Watershed
- Its Insects, Wildlife, and People
by Quimby Hess
As you approach the vast Amazon River basin by air you
suddenly notice a striking difference in the view-quite often,
very suddenly a panorama of shiny, puffy cumulus clouds appear.
The contrast when you approach the basin from a drier region,
especially in the rainy season from January to May, is amazing.
The Amazon rainforest (or the jungle of Amazonas), an area
encompassing more than 2,800,000 square miles, creates its own
climate to a considerable degree. Because the Amazonas is a
climax forest, hundreds of different types of plants co-exist within
a small area of land. The jungle trees are rooted in the soil, their
roots acting like giant pumps that take water from the water table
and transpire it into the air where it then condenses into those
wonderful clouds.
People go to the Amazon for a number of reasons: Some
because it sounds as if it would be a great adventure into an
exotic place, others to escape the northern winter. Many go to
study the abundant wildlife and plant-life, and to gain some
insight into the lives of the Native People. But let me tell you
about my first and other forays into the Central Amazonas to
collect insects.
In April of 1978, I arrived at the Amazonian river-port of
Leticia, Columbia with Norm Tremblay, another Toronto
entomologist. We had spent about a day and a half travelling
from Toronto via Miami and Bogota and when we finally arrived
in Leticia we were met by a wall ofheat and humidity quite unlike
the cool spring weather we'd found at Bogota. But the heat
outside and the steaminess of our motel room made me realize
that the jungle was finally, within reach-a mere half mile away!
It was April and the Amazon was in full flood from the
heavy rains that had fallen higher up in the tributaries. In Leticia,
we found that the floors of the houses and stores, built on stilt
foundations on the lower riverbank were barely out of reach of
the clawing waters. Nearby, great areas of the jungle adjoining
the river were flooded inland for several miles. It was a halfdrowned world in which the water logged vegetation was locked
into an endless struggle for dominance and survival with the
encroaching river. The Amazon sped relentlessly on its journey
to the Atlantic, its murky waters carrying floating debris, fallen
trees, brush and water plants that had been torn from the banks.
The first evening, we walked down to one of the houses
built on the lower river-bank to discuss our expedition with Ray
Johnson, a loquacious Texan who had been an animal trainer
back in the United States (he had supplied the bird and technical
know-how for Hitchcock's film The Birds). Ray now made his
living in Leticia as a tropical fish supplier for the North American
aquarium industry. Originally, he had come to the Amazon
because of the river's reputation as a source for exotic fresh-
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water fish and it seems he just never got around to leaving. That
night, over a round of cervezas, he proposed a combined tropical
fish/insect collecting expedition deep into the Amazonian
hinterland.

Our chartered Amazon riverboat at San Francisco,
Columbia with Ray Johnson and Manuel.
Two days later we were off, headed 75 miles upstream
toward San Francisco in a chartered riverboat. On board were
the boat captain, his engine operator, Johnson and his Amerindian
helper and fisherman, my friend and our guide and helper, Pedro.
We were travelling with a vast assortment of water containers to
hold the fish, fish nets, butterfly nets, specimen storage
envelopes and boxes, killing jars, food, cameras, sleeping
hammocks, fly bars to ward off mosquitoes while we were
sleeping, bags to hold live snakes, cans of drinking water and
much more.
The boat was one typical of the Amazon River. Built of
wood, it had a fully enclosed single deck about 26 feet long,
divided into two sections, a rear section for the engine and
freight, and a forward section for navigation and passengers.
Comforts were few. The one-Iunger diesel engine turned a single
propeller that strained mightily to push the boat against the
Amazon's powerful current. To reduce the current's pressure,
the captain steered as close to the riverbank as possible, giving
us a close-up look at the water logged shore. Trees stood
submerged in sometimes as much as 30 feet of water, their
branches jutting above the surface. A tangled mass of lianas,
vines and epiphytes (air plants) were anchored to their trunks
and branches holding on, for what seemed like dear life.
As we pounded up the river, we saw fantastically
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coloured birds of various sizes and several remarkable, flashing,
iIidescent blue Morpho butterflies. Later on in the afternoon, we
left the main liver and sailed slowly up a remote tributary where
we spotted a 15 foot long anaconda swimming casually alongside
the boat, its head raised just above the water.
Back on the main liver we continued on our way, passing
a number of small settlements and riverboats. Most of the locals
live along the liver in thatched-roof dwellings set on stilts above
the damp earth, or in the rainy season, the flooding waters. One
stilt house we passed had only one dry place, the floor, where a
large family lived above the flood. Their house was so crowded
that the family dog, in apparent desperation, had swum out to a
neighboring log where he had pulled himself out of the water to
sleep. Still further up the liver some chickens and a pig had
found a shaky haven just out of reach of the floodwaters, on a
specially built platform covered with hay.
The parade of passing boats was mainly Indian dugout
canoes as well as a few small motor boats. Toward dusk, we
passed three large scows being pushed upstream by a tlio of
straining tugboats that had sailed all the way from New Orleans
and were probably heading for Iquitos, Peru, the end of oceangoing navigation.
Hour after hour, we maintained full throttle, pounding
into the current. Finally, the din from the engine eased as we
turned into the slacker waters of a ttibutary. The black tropical
night had long since descended and we cautiously made our
way by searchlight. At midnight a small light appeared ahead
that grew brighter as we left the tributary and docked outside a
waterfront bar at Port Narino.
We-stayed the night there, placing our hammocks in
the house of the local, very hospitable police officer, who had
met us at the bar. The next morning, after a breakfast of moldy
bread, boiled eggs, and black coffee, we balanced our way over
the log walkway again and back to our boat.
The tributary, narrow with a gentle current, was full of
surprises as we headed upstream into a glorious tropical
morning. All along the banks we passed small groups of Indians
washing, cooking and bathing themselves. The day was very
hot and the sun beat down on the river making the brown water
seem almost luminescent. The boat slowed down and we chugged
by a group ofpink, freshwater Amazonian porpoises that playfully
dove and leapt alongside us.
In the middle of the afternoon we arrived at San
Francisco, a small village standing on flat lands about 50 feet
above the water. The village was home to a gentle band of
Amerindians who lived in rows of neatly laid-out houses on a
slope surrounding a central meeting place. Each house was built
on a platform made from hand-sliced boards of tropical wood
and sat about four feet above the ground. Each house had a
cooking area made by raising a large shallow box filled with sand
or dirt a few feet off the floor. In the shade nearby, were large
pottery vessels that held water, for drinking and cooking. Some
of the dwellings had a partially partitioned area where hantrnocks
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were strung up when needed for sleeping.
The captain beached the boat against the shore and
tied it to a post. The rest of us stared into the black eyes of a
throng of curious Amelindians, who had lined up on the bank to
get a closer look at us. Johnson had met the chief before, who
was an extremely pleasant, youthful looking, bronzed man, and
he was given a warm welcome. As they talked in Spanish I was
immediately struck by the beauty of the Amerindians and by
their obvious good nature. I felt it was a good omen.
Johnson told us that there was one vacant house in
the village that the chief was willing to rent to us. We accepted
and prepared to settle down for a few days. Once the bargain
had been sealed it didn't take Manuel, Johnson's Indian helper,
and Pedro long to clean up our new quarters, carry over our
equipment and set up our hammocks. We continued, however,
to cook our meals on the boat, and the captain and the engineer
slept there as they normally did, but behind closed openings to
help ward off night insects.

San Francisco, Columbia, a Ticuna village about 75 miles
upstream from Leticia.

The first day in San Francisco passed. After dinner, we
walked back to our quarters as the short dusk fell bringing with
it a horde of mosquitoes. At about 6:30 p.m. it became dark and
we moved behind our fly bars to relax in our hantrnocks and talk.
Johnson quickly discovered that his fly bar was ripped and he
spent a sleepless night swatting mosquitoes. In fact, the attacks
were so severe that he emerged in the morning literally covered
in blood. He had been a victim ofmalaria from a previous ttip and
although he didn't suffer an attack with us, later, after we returned
to Leticia he was seized by the illness again.
That first night in San Francisco gave me a glimpse
into the day-to-day problems of living in the Amazonas. Nights
were long, very black and seemed endless. The heat and humidity
was constant and it rained frequently.
...continued on page 63
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Toronto Entomologists' Association Student Symposium
We are pleased to print the abstracts of five excellent
presentations made during the 2000 Toronto Entomologists'
Association Student Symposium which was held on Saturday,
March 24, 2001 at Northrop FIye Hall, University of Toronto.

Diploid male production in Halictus poeyi a
primitively eusocial bee (Hymenoptera:
Halictidae)
Amro Zayed (Supervisor: Laurence Packer)
Department of Biology, York University
Abstract: Under single locus complementary sex determination
(sl-CSD), which is common in the Hymenoptera, diploid males
are produced from fertilized eggs that are homozygous at the
sex-determining locus. Diploid males are effectively sterile, and
thus their production generates a costly genetic load. Using
allozyme electrophoresis, a large number of diploid males were
detected in natural populations of Halictus poeyi Lepeletier in
southern and central Florida. Out of 27 males sampled from five
sites, 13 were detected to be diploid. The proportion of males
that are diploid, the proportion of diploids that are male, the
frequency of matched matings, and the effective number of alleles
at the sex determining locus were estimated using maximum
likelihood. Estimates for the proportion of males that are diploid
ranged from 31 % to 100% among samples. The proportion of
diploids that are male ranged from 9.1 % to 50%, while the
frequency of matched matings ranged from 18.2% to 100%. The
effective number of alleles at the sex-determining locus ranged
from two to eleven.

and 1,804 species collected as pmt of an ongoing survey of the
Bruce Peninsula National Park were combined into a database
and enhanced with data from directed field collecting during the
2000 field season. Although certain insect groups (eg.
Cicindelidae and Tabanidae) suggest that the peninsula effect
can explain some of the unique aspects of the Bruce Peninsula
insect fauna, the majority of insect groups analyzed do not
display this trend. This suggests that the peninsula effect is too
simplistic to explain insect distribution on the Bruce Peninsula.
Examination of the causal mechanisms that influence this
biogeographic phenomenon, such as historical and
environmental change, can provide more insight into insect
distribution on this peninsula.

Calling communication in Meadow Katydids
(Orthoptera, Tettigoniidae): female preference
for localization
Patrick A. Guerra (Supervisor: Glenn K. Morris)
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto at Mississauga

Examination of the peninsula effect upon insect
species richness of the Bruce Peninsula
Cathy S. Onodera (Supervisor: Steve A. Marshall)
Deptartment of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph
Abstract: Biogeography is the study of the geographic
distribution of organisms both past and present. Understanding
how biotic diversity patterns are generated can provide insight
into the mechanisms that define or limit species distributions.
The distributions of a number of insect orders on the Bruce
Peninsula were analyzed to examine insect species richness in
relation to the peninsula effect-the postulated tendency of
species diversity to decrease from the base to the tip of
peninsulas. In particular, the causal mechanisms of this
biogeographic phenomenon and their influence on insect
distribution were examined. Data from over 14,000 specimens
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Abstract: During their search for a mate, female Conocephalus
brevipennis (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidae) exhibit different
phontactic preferences. To determine these, we presented
females with calling song stimuli •in single-choice playback
experiments. Females oriented toward sustained noise, a signal
possessing only the ultrasonic carrier band specific to
Conocephalus spp. This noise stimulus represents the collective
output of distant aggregations of calling males in which the
species-specific features of the song are obscured by
surrounding singers. When presented with close-range stimuli
where detailed song features are not obscured (i.e. the call of a
single male), female preference was always for conspecific calling
song.
We also studied female preference for various
modifications of the major physical components of the buzz-tick
structure of C.brevipennis calling song to uncover parameters
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used by females for source 10cahzatIOn versus conspecItlc
recognition. Testing the efficacy of these components in eliciting
taxis via two-choice experiments, demonstrated that females
prefelTed the more sustained component (buzz). This may be the
most localizable element of calling song by virtue of its duration.
The complete song (sound and silent down time) and amplitude
modulated (AM) components must also be perceived by females
in order for them to approach a singing male in close proximity.

across a harvested landscape. Insects were sampled weekly with
malaise traps from 24 sites, representing six different harvesting
intensities (including three HARP treatments) in June, July and
August 1999. All specimens were identified to family and 30
families were selected for further study. Analysis reveals that
both insect abundance and family richness are higher in sites
where HARP has been conducted than in either clear-cut or
unlogged stands. Also apparent is a less disrupted insect
community structure in HARP sites than in clear-cut sites when
compared to undisturbed sites. This work improves our
understanding of the ways in which insect communities respond
to harvesting gradients, and thereby helps provide insight into
the mechanisms that maintain forest biodiversity.
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Response of insect communities to a harvest
intensity gradient in lowland black spruce forests
Aaron Deans (Supervisor: Sandra Smith)
Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto
Abstract: Sustainable forest management has led to the
development of a strip cutting harvest system known as
Harvesting with Advanced Regeneration Protection (HARP).
HARP leaves varying densities of standing trees across lowland
black spruce, Picea mariana (Mill), forests of northeastern
Ontario. The main objective of HARP is to remove as much
merchantable timber as possible, while retaining advanced
regeneration and residual seed trees in rows, thus, in theory,
accelerating the natural regeneration time of the stand. This shift
from traditional clear-cut logging creates an opportunity to
examine the ecological effects HARP has on forest insect
diversity and to identify potential indicator assemblages that
may be used to monitor forest health. Emerging evidence
suggests that systems such as HARP will maintain greater
biological diversity than clear-cutting because of increased
maintenance of overall stand heterogeneity through increased
edge and the production of both early successional and late
serial forest stages. Thus, I hypothesize that HARP will augment
insect biodiversity by increasing stand complexity and
microhabitat availability. The main objectives ofthis study were
to: (1) establish a baseline inventory of insect taxa present in
undisturbed lowland boreal black spruce forests; and (2)
deteITnine the effect of harvest intensity on insect communities
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The effects of the introduced pine shoot beetle
(Tomicus piniperda) on the native pine engraver
(Ips pini; Coleoptera: Scolytidae) on Red Pine in
southern Ontario
Michelle Yakimchuk (Supervisor: Sandra Smith)
Zoology Department, University of Toronto
Abstract: Established populations of an exotic bark beetle,
Tomicus piniperda (L.), were first reported in July 1992 near
Cleveland, Ohio. Subsequent surveys in 1999 revealed that the
beetle had spread to 11 US states, 25 counties in Ontario and 8
counties in Quebec. Tomicus feeds primarily on weak or recently
cut Scot's pine but will also feed on Red, White and Jack Pine
when available. Tomicus often coexists with an economically
important native bark beetle, Ips pini (Say), in Red and White
Pine. Tomicus initiates flight in the spring when temperatures
reach 10 to 12°C while Ips flies in the summer when temperatures
reach 20°e. Therefore, Tomicus usually has a four to eight week
colonization advantage over Ips. I predict that, due to Tomicus'
colonization time advantage over Ips, Tomicus will be a superior
competitor and will decrease the success of Ips when the two
beetles co-colonize the same pine material. Observation of natural
field colonization is cUlTently taking place in south-western
Ontario. Red Pine trees have been cut and will be infested by the
beetles together and independently. Artificial infestation will also
take place in the laboratory this summer. This will allow us to
distiguish the cause of potential competitive superiority of
Tomicus. I predict that due to Tomicus' time advantage over Ips
that the offspring will spatially segregate their galleries to avoid
contact with Tomicus. If Ips beetles are not spatially segregating
their galleries, then there must be an effect on the size or number
of offspring produce by one or both species.
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Monarch

Notes
Monarch Population Dynamics
Meeting
Monarch Watch invites you to attend the
first "Monarch Population Dynamics
Meeting" to be held May 20-23, 2001. If
you are concerned about monarch
conservation, interested in monarch
biology, or would just like to hear what
the scientists have to say about the
current and future status of monarch
populations, please join us for the first
Monarch Population Dynamics Meeting,
hosted by Monarch Watch.
When: 20-23 May 2001 (Sunday Wednesday)
Where: The University of Kansas,
Lawrence, KS, USA
Why: We need a more thorough
understanding of monarch population
dynamics to address conservation issues
posed by new developments such as:the
potential loss of monarchs associated with
the use ofBt com and Round-Up(r) Ready
crops com and soybeans; new pesticides;
habitat destruction in Mexico and in the
summer breeding range in the United
states and Canada; and anthropogenic
climate changes.
There will be a registration fee of $100 (or
$50 per day) to cover incidental costs, field
trips, and food.
Over thirty scientists have been
invited to present the results of their
research at this meeting.
Please reply to Chip Taylor of
Monarch
Watch
by
email
(monarch@ku.edu) or by telephone (785864-4441). A more detailed description of
the conference can be found at:
www.monarchwatch.org.
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Canadian Monarch Conference
Proposed
WWF Canada is planning to host a small
meeting, sometime in mid-June, with the
purpose of devising a conservation
biology framework for monarch butterfly
conservation work in Canada. For
example, we will be looking at what kinds
of habitat management actions best serve
monarchs in various habitats - urban, farm,
protected areas, roadsides - for both
migrating and breeding monarchs. We
want to consider what kinds of guidelines
are needed with regard to contaminants
such as pesticides and other chemicals.
Is there a threat from genetically modified
crops or from intensive agricultural
practices, and if so, how can we best
address these?
One focus of the meeting will be a
summary offindings from the May 20-23
monarch butterfly life meeting to be held
in Lawrence, Kansas. This meeting will
bring together over 30 North American
monarch specialists, with a view to
sharing information from various areas of
monarch study, analyzing and
documenting the state of monarch
knowledge, and devising a framework for
conservation action. It is hoped that the
information presented and the decisions
arrived at this meeting will fruitfully inform
a Canadian action plan.
At a later date, WWF plans to
involve a larger stakeholder community agricultural groups, conservation groups,
government agencies with conservation
mandates, Department of Transportation,
and others. The mid-June meeting is a
small gathering that is intended to hammer
out some basic principles that will guide
measures decided upon and taken by
various stakeholders.

BT Corn Article
From Successful Farming, February 2001
v99 i2 pSBP. Study shows Monarch
danger is exaggerated. (pollen from Bt
corn fields as threat to monarch
butterflies)(Brief Article).
Field studies of pollen from Bt
corn fields accumulating on milkweed
leaves indicate that the threat to monarch
butterflies has been exaggerated,
according to a report at the North Central
Branch of the Entomological Society of
America.
A team of entomologists at the
University of Nebraska led by Pete Clark
tracked pollen shed and monarch activity
around five Bt cornfields in Saunders
County, Nebraska.
Most of the corn pollen stayed
within 5 meters of the field edge. The
researchers found no Bt pollen on
milkweed plants more than 40 meters from
the edge of a field. According to Clark,
there were no pollen counts above 20
grains per square centimeter on any
milkweed leaves beyond 5 meters from the
field.
Otherresearchers have shown that
with Yieldgard and StarLink Bt hybrids,
pollen densities less than 150 grains per
square centimeter on milkweed leaves had
no effect on monarch butterfly larvae.
That's more than seven times higher than
the pollen levels Clark's team observed.
Clark also reported that 95% of the
pollen shed took place before they
observed the highest incidence of
monarch larvae.
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Recovered Monarchs
The implementation by monarch
researchers of a $5.00 US reward for
Mexican citizens to tum in or repOit tagged
monarchs continues to increase the
number of tagged monarchs reported from
Mexico.
A reared male monarch, # 722 xy,
released by Don Davis at Presqu'ile
Provincial Park near Brighton, Ontario on
September 17, 2000, was later recovered
i
at Wellsboro, Pa.
Word was recently received of
another tagged monarch, released in the
fall of 1999 at Darlington Provincial Park
by Don Davis and Gordon Vogg, and just
reported in January 2001 from the
overwintering site near EI Rosario,
Michoacan, Mexico.
New Monarch Book Forthcoming
from Random House
Four Wings and a Prayer: Caught in the
Mystery ofthe Monarch Butteifly by Sue
Halpem (lSBNO-375-40208-X)
American author Sue Halpern has
written a number of articles on monarch
butterflies for such noted magazines as
"SMITHSONIAN". A number of years
ago, she visited Ontario to gather material
for her book. During her visit to Ontario,
T.E.A. member Don Davis gave Ms.
Halpem a tour ofPresqu'ile Provincial Park
and described his monarch tagging
activities there.
This book will be in stores on May
1st. Ms. Halpern will tentatively appear
on May 6th for a booksigning at Wings
of Paradise butterfly conservatory near
Cambridge, Ontario.
The following reviews were among
many to be found at the Random House
website (www.randomhouse.com):
"Those who have followed Sue
Halpern's writing before this, about
solitude, survival, jeopardy, will look
forward to her new, intimate and
comprehensive summary of a subject so
vast, mysterious and delicate as the
migratory triumph of the monarch butterfly
and its relation to the behavior of our own
species, the crossing of its unknown fate
and of ours. She writes here again with a
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sure lightness and evocative precision. It
is a book we have needed whether we
knew it or not." William Merwin"
"With a scientist's precision and a
poet's grace, Sue Halpern pins our culture
and its values to the page for rigorous
scrutiny. Both adventurer and advocate,
Halpern follows butterfly men from
Ontario to Texas to the mountains of
Mexico, crafting a stirring and subtle
argument for better human stewardship
of nature. Read Four Wings and a Prayer;
it might change your life". Tony Horwitz,
author of Confederates in the Attic:
Dispatches from the Unfinished Civil War

Announcing the creation of
MonEd, an email list for teachers
and educators.
Monarch Education (MonEd) is the name
ofa new electronic mailing list for teachers,
students, and educators. To participate
in this list you must have an affiliation
with a school or educational institution,
such as a museum or nature center. Homeschoolers are welcome.
This list is intended to facilitate
discussions among teachers, students,
and educators on the biology of
monarchs and how to use monarchs in
the classroom and for scientific study. It

will also provide a forum in which those
interested in monarchs can communicate
with each other.
The list will be monitored by Chip
Taylor (Director of Monarch Watch)and
by the Monarch Watch staff. A few
scientists will be invited to join the list to
help answer questions. We all work long
hours doing other things; therefore, not
all questions posted to the list will be
answered promptly. Subscribers will have
to help each other. This should work well
sihce there are many teachers and
students who are well-informed about
basic monarch biology. Answers to most
of the common questions concerning
monarchs can be found on the Monarch
Watch website on the internet at
www.MonarchWatch.org.
Subscribers to the list are urged to
report first monarchs seen in the spring
and first eggs on milkweed plants, to
provide observations of breeding
populations during the summer months
and to report their observations ofthe fall
migration. Much of this information is
being used at present to build up a
database on the dynamics of the monarch
population and the migration. These
reports allow participants to follow the
migration. Monarch Watchers have made
many spectacular observations of the
Monarch's migration over the years.
Information on recovered tags are
reported to MonEd, to Dplex-L (another
Monarch email list) and all this information
is summarized on the website and in the
Season Summary. Subscribers might also
contribute useful tips and tricks on the
use of monarchs in classrooms, rearing
monarchs, milkweeds, and butterfly
gardening. Monarch Watch will
occasionally post announcements of
festivals, meetings, and conservation
efforts, etc. Following reports on the list
is a good way for newcomers to learn more
about monarchs.
To subscribe to MonEd send an
email to monarch@ku.edu. In the subject
line type "Add MonEd" and in the body
of the message give your name,
institutional affiliation, and email address
you would like to use.
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Meeting

Reports
January
Richard Tanner
Butterflies of Costa Rica
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of 2001. There were 38 people present,
including two new members. The speaker
for the day was our own member, Richard
Tanner.
Richard was to speak on the
butterflies of Costa Rica but we were
treated to an additional topic when he
inadvertently brought one wrong set of
slides! So we were treated to slides of
gorgeous scenery from Oregon-Cascade
Falls, Crater Lake (6 miles across, 2000 feet
deep, and a deep, deep blue color) and
Godfrey Canyon. There were pictures of
butterflies to keep us happy as well-the
California Tortoiseshell, Pine White,
Melissa Blue and the Square-spotted
Blue.
Richard then showed us his slides
from Costa Rica-ithomidae, owl butterflies,
morphos, satyrids, rhiodinae and moths.
He explained where we might see them
and their behaviours. They are truly
stunning butterflies. Richard also gave us
a quick overview of where and when to
see butterflies in Costa Rica. You can go
almost anytime of the year, depending on
where you go, since the country is so
varied.
Business:
1. Financial: we have 151 members, 15 of
who are unpaid. The regular account
contains $2020; the book account
$13,043; andtheGIC $7743.
2. We have received volume 29 of
Odonatologica that members are free
to borrow from the TEA library. The
TEA is exchanging newsletters with
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Odonatologica so we will be receiving
their volumes on a regular basis.
3. Jim Spottiswood has agreed to take
over the TEA library. Soon, we will have
a compiled list so that our members can
borrow items.
4. Alan has sent in the summary for the
Lepidoptera Society. There is a report
of a Little Glassy Wing from Northern
Ontario, far from the usual Ontario
range, but near to the Manitoba border
where it is found.
5. News of a new butterfly conservatory
in Cambridge, associated with John
Powers, who is known for his
impressive insect collections.

February
Dr. Martin Hubbes
Biological Control of Dutch Elm
Disease
Nancy van del' Poorten, the
president, welcomed everyone to the
meeting. There were 28 people present,
including 7 guests. The speaker for the
day was our Dr. Martin Hubbes.
Dr. Hubbes is with the Faculty of
Forestry at the University of Toronto.
Though he retired in 1995, he still
maintains an active research and teaching
program. His main focus is understanding
the mechanism of Dutch elm disease and
finding a treatment. Dutch elm disease was
first seen North America in 1930 in Ohio.
Until then, the elm had been one of the
most desired street trees because of its
shape, beauty and shade. The disease is
caused by a fungus that is mostly carried
by the introduced European elm bark
beetle but also by the native bark beetle.
Trees are particularly susceptible to the
infection in the spring and can be killed
within 3 weeks. Some trees can be saved,

however, if quick action is taken. In
Winnipeg, where the elm tree is one of the
few trees that grows, a lot of money ($2
million) is spent each year on preventing
the spread of the disease. As a result of
this intensive program, they are largely
successful in keeping their trees healthy.
Over the years, many methods
have been tried to control the disease.
Several methods involved the use of
systemic fungicides. These were not
particularly effective, however, and
caused more problems for the trees. If the
symptoms of the disease are noticed soon
enough, it is often effective to cut off the
diseased part and so stop the spread.
Sticky traps that contain pheromones
have also been used; they collect lots of
beetles but don't necessarily stop the
spread of the disease very effectively.
The other method of control is
biological control-using the natural
defense systems of the tree. Not all trees
infected with the fungus die, so some of
them have a natural resistance. The
fungus also has different strains, some of
which are more aggressive than others.
One method currently being worked on is
to induce resistance in the trees by
growing strains of a non-aggressive
fungus and inoculating, or vaccinating the
tree so that it will more quickly recognize
and mount a defense against further
attacks.
The best defense, however, is to
keep your trees healthy since a healthy
tree is much less susceptible to disease.
Dr. Hubbes says, "Take your chancesplant an elm, take good care of it, and
enjoy the beauty and majesty of the elm."
Business:
Nancy reported on the board meeting that
was held that morning.
1. We are still looking for someone to do
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the programs-please volunteer if you
can; we will support you.
2. Carol Sellers is finalizing plans for field
trips; look for details later.
3. We have agreed to do a one-hour
workshop on Saturday, June 16, in the
afternoon at the FON conference at
York University. If anyone is willing
to lead the workshop, please let us
know.
4. T-shirts will be available soon.
5. The board has enttjfed an agreement
with the Natural Heritage Information
Centre, a branch of the Ministry of
Natural Resources, to share data from
our Odonata and Lepidoptera
summaries. The NHIC is charged with
tracking rare species in Ontario and
maintaining databases. Some of this
information is now available on-line
at: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNRI
nhic/nhic.html
6. We confirmed dates for 2001-2002
season: Saturday, Sept 22/2001; Oct
27; Nov 24; Jan 26, 2002; Feb 23,
March 23, Apri127.
In addition to the above, Don Davis
brought news of two new books: Four
Wings and a Prayer: Monarch Butterflies
and the Magic of Everyday Life by Sue
Halpern; and Imagine a World without
Monarch Butterflies: Awakening to the
hazards of genetically altered foods.

March
TEA Student Symposium
Nancy van der Poorten, the
president, welcomed everyone to the
annual students' symposium; there were
35 people present including many guests
from the universities. Students from
various universities treated us to a
number of excellent talks.
Patrick Guerra of the Department
of Biology at the University of Toronto at
Mississauga (Supervisor: G.K. Morris)
spoke to us about how female Meadow
Katydids (Conocephalus brevipennis;
Orthoptera, Tettigoniidae) respond to the
calls of males. Michelle Yakimchuk of the
Zoology Department at the University of
Toronto (Supervisor: Sandra Smith) gave
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a preliminary report of her proposed
research on the effects of the introduced
pine shoot beetle (Tomicus piniperda) on
the native pine engraver (Ips pini;
Coleoptera: Scolytidae) on red pines of
southern Ontario. Cathy Onodera of the
department of Environmental Biology at
the University of Guelph (Supervisor:
Steve Marshall) spoke of her research on
the peninsula effect on insect species
richness of the Bruce Peninsula. We had
a break with coffee and cookies, giving
us time to discuss the students' research
further. Then Aaron Deans of the Faculty
of Forestry at the University of Toronto
(Supervisor: Sandra Smith) outlined his
research into the response of insect
communities to a harvest intensity
gradient in lowland black spruce forests.
Aaron was the recipient of the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award in
2000. Amro Zayed of the Department of
Biology at York University (Supervisor:
Laurence Packer) spoke to us of diploid
male production in the primitively eusocial
bee Halictus poeyi (Hymenoptera:
Halictidae).
Abstracts of these talks are printed in
this issue of Ontario Insects (see page
60).

Donations are welcome to.
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
FON Summer Camp - to sponsor
a TEA member's child for summer
camp

w. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl

Amazon... contillued from page 57
The Indians slept in their
hammocks at night without the protection
of fly bars. Consequently, their sleep
seemed fitful and throughout the night I
heard children crying. In each Indian
dwelling a candle burned during the night
to ward off crawling insects and, we were
told, to drive away dangerous insect
pests that carry a number of debilitating
and disfiguring diseases.
The Amazon, incidentally, is a
region in which there is the constant threat
of contracting a number of tropical
diseases including mosquito-born malaria.
We drank only bottled-water and beer,
ingested anti-malarial chloroquinine
tablets daily and covered our itchy
chigger bites with applications of
emulsified benzl benzoate. In the mid-19th
century, Charles Darwin wrote of being
attacked by South American assassin
bugs on one of his expeditions into the
jungle and it was the assassin bugs (found
in buildings with thatched roofs) that we
wanted to avoid even more, perhaps, than
malarial mosquitoes. Assassin bugs
transmit
Chaga's
Diseasea-a
debilitating, painful and potentially fatal
ailment.
Amazonian nights, especially
deep in the jungle, were a test of our
willpower and endurance. Each night
seemed to bring new dangers: strange
noises from the forest, poisonous snakes,
nasty insects and, of course, the
debilitating humidity. At San Francisco I
suffered from an attack of cramps and
diarrhea that had to be contained at all
costs to avoid venturing out into the
insect-infested dark. As I finally slept, the
resident rooster began a cacophony that
went on until I lost all hope of sleep. The
night dragged on. At daybreak the night
swiftly transformed into a magnificent
tropical morning and the mosquitoes
retreated at last. We went outside our fly
bars, stretched our cramped bodies,
devoured our breakfast and began to
prepare for our first foray into the jungle.
(Part II will be featured in the September
issue of Ontario Insects)
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Cyberbugs Minibeast e-Magazine
http://members. aol.com/yesbugsl
bugclub.html
Cyberbugs
Minibeast
eMagazine, produced by the Young
Entomologists' Society, is designed for
school aged youth (10 and up) and adults
(including educators). Cyberbugs is a
monthly e-mail publication that features
minibeast information (feature article),
bugtionary, trivia, project and activity
ideas, interactive bug quiz, and humour.
Content may be used by subscribers in
the course of their personal studies, but
all other non-commercial and commercial
uses would require written permission from
the Young Entomologists' Society.
So what's the cost? Subscriptions
are only $10.00 a year.
Complete details on Cyberbugs
and Y.E.S. memberships (including
enrollment/subscription forms) can be
obtained from our Y.E.S. Homepage at
http://members . aol.com/yesbugs/
bugclub.html. Or, send your payment
along with name, address, phone number,
and e-mail address to Young
Entomologists' Society, 6907 W. Grand
River Ave., Lansing MI 48906-9131. If you
have any questions you can contact us
at YESsales@aol.com.
(Note: since this periodical is sent
electronically, you MUST have and
maintain a valid e-mail address in order to
receive this publication! What ifyou loose
your current internet and e-mail access?
Not to worry - you can actually get FREE
internet and/or e-mail access from a
variety of sources which would allow you
to receive this electronic publication. The
biggest is Juno (call 800-TRY-JUNO or
click http://www.juno.com). Other free
services include NetZero, iFreedom, MSN
Hotmail, Eudoramail, and Yahoo.)
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ENTOMOTROPICA
http://www.redpav-fpolar.info.vel
entomol
Formally, ENTOMOTROPICA was
called Boletin de Entomologia
Venezolana. It has beeen a leading
entomological journal in Latin America
since it's foundation in 1941. They are
now broadening their scope and
changing the Journal name to
ENTOMOTROPICA in an aim to serve
the large community of entomologists
and alike, working in tropical and Iberian
entomology, in need of a modem journal
that meets their expectations for the new
millennium.
ENTOMOTROPICA will appear
thrice a year (April, August &
December) and will publish papers
dealing with all aspects of entomology
within our scope. Access to the
electronic version will continue to be
free with the added bonus of both
HTML and PDF formats (full text) for all
on-line articles.
Original papers on tropical and
Iberian entomological fauna dealing
with all its different aspects will be
considered for publication following a
wide concept of Entomology that
includes Parainsecta (Collembola, etc.),
but also arachnids and myriapods.
Manuscripts in English, Spanish
and Portuguese will be considered. All
papers will be reviewed by at least 3
specialists in the area.
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Singing Insects of North America
http://buzz.ifas.ufl.edu/
Designed to enable almost anyone
to identify the species of crickets,
katydids, and cicadas from America north
of Mexico. It features checklists of species
and their taxonomic groupings, pictorial
keys, detailed distribution maps, samples
of calling songs, multiple images of living
and pinned individuals and their parts,
and PDF files of relevant original
literature. Images are presented as
thumbnails that can be viewed at two
magnifications. Links and navigation
buttons enable the user to move easily
among keys, checklists, and pages for
subfamilies, genera, and species.
The site has been under
construction for 6 months and will be
completed in about two years. For
samples of what is envisioned check out
the mole crickets at http://
buzz.ifas.ufl.edu/s34la.htm or the
coneheaded katydids at http://
buzz.ifas.ufl.edu/s l60a.htm.
Thomas J. Walker, University of
Florida, is responsible for the ca. 400
species of crickets and katydids that the
site will cover; Thomas E. Moore,
University of Michigan, is responsible for
the ca. 200 species of cicadas. [Their home
pages
are
at
http://
csssrvr. entnem.ufl.edu/-walker/tjwbib/
walker.htm
and
http://
insects.umrnz.lsa.umich.edu/tem.htrnl.]

,

ENTOMOTROPICA will publish:
· Original research articles.
· Invited papers.
· Short Communications.
· Essays.
· Book reviews.
· Necrological notes.
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions of Out-of-Print Books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By lB. Wallis (1961) 'with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
ByE.M. Walker (192l), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.M.walker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications
Ontario Odonata: Volume 2
Edited and Compiled by Paul M. Catling, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt
186 pages includes over 5000 Odonata sightings from the year 2000 and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
US$20 or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
Volume 1 is also still available for the same price as Volume 2.
The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, AJ.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
Ontario Insects (TEA Newsjoumal)
Back Issues $3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries
(forl987, '88, '93, '95 to present) $10 each
T-Shirt
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2Kl; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
"Code for Insect Collecting" for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the "Code for Insect Collecting" issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists' Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2 Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the exact
locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.'
,
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
...continued on next page
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Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent infonnation.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.

Entomophilia
by DOll Davis
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All About Scanning
Insects
In recent months, we've seen a number of
Internet Postings about scanning insects.
Techniques used by Harlen Aschen of
Port Lavaca, Texas for scanning monarch
butterflies are described below. A recent
article in AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGIST
(I believe that this was the Summer 2000
issue that is available in the R. a.M. library)
also describes scanning dragonflies.
Apparently this method is useful in
recording with accuracy the pale colors
of dragonflies, which fade over time. Live
insects, should be chilled so they remain

still. Pencils or other objects are placed
between the scanning bed and lid to
prevent the insect from being crushed:
"Scanning Techniques... practice
with "cutouts" that you know the color
of to develop the parameters you will use
.., use pencils or dowels around the lid ...
place some scale at edge to refer to later
on ... place monarch in a small envelope
and chill in fridge for 30 plus minutes ... in
wings closed position you have time to
work, but with wings open you have one
shot and about one minute to work ...
wings open gives is a great position but
is really hard to get ... have a small cooler
with ice to keep envelopes with monarchs
in until the last moment (keep dry) ... once

I

the light from the scanner goes on and
cycles the monarch won't be happy about
any adjustments .., decide on resolution,
etc.... some scanners give a truer color
rendition than others ... possibly use with
a color wheel for practice ... a 1 cm grid
under the lid of the scanner might add a
dimension to the scannings that will be
useful ... your photo editor that allows you
full control without being overly
complicated will be important ... and a
good printer to study the photos later. If
we were to see a very faded monarch right
now, we would have to guess it is a coastal.
In another ten days and northwest of
Victoria, a monarch from the sanctuaries
might be in order. Just guessing."

Reminder about the FON Summer Camp for Children
Once again, the TEA is sponsoring a child for the Federation of Ontario Naturalists Young Naturalist Camp!
FaN has two camps; a junior camp for children ages 10-12 ($595», and a senior camp for children ages 13-15 ($700). The TEA
will contribute 50% of the fees. The parents need to pay for the rest. Both camps are held at the Leslie M. Frost Centre near
Dorset, Ontario. See the FaN website (www.ontarionature.org/actionfyouth_camp.html) for more details.
The criteria for the sponsorship are "an exceptional young naturalist" who could benefit from the camp. We prefer to sponsor
the child of a TEA member, but other suggestions will be entertained. Anyone who wishes to suggest a child should send a
note to the TEA before June 15, 2001 letting us know the name ofthe child, age, and how the child will benefit from the program
and what is exceptional about the child.
The sponsorship recipient will also be strongly encouraged to write a brief description of his/her camp experiences to share
with the TEA membership in a future issue of Ontario Insects.
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Butterflies of British Columbia,
Including Western Alberta,
Southern Yukon, the Alaska
Panhandle, Washington, Northern
Oregon, Northern Idaho, and
Northwestern Montana
by Crispin S. Guppy and Jon H. Shepard
The book "Butterflies of British Columbia"
is now available! The official publication
date is March 8, 2001 (the date stated in
the book is March 1,2001), for those that
track the publication dates of new species
and subspecies. The book is lavishly
illustrated with over 1,200 colour
photographs and over 200 distribution
maps, and includes a glossary of butterfly
terms and a bibliography of over 750
citations.
The Butterflies of British Columbia
provides the most complete coverage of
species and subspecies of any North
American regional or continental butterfly
book; it covers 187 species and 264
subspecies of butterflies, as well as 9
additional hypothetical species; it
provides descriptions of identifying
features, immature stages, larval
foodplants, biology and life history, range
and habitat, and conservation status for
each species; it describes 11 new
subspecies; it includes introductory
chapters covering the history,
zoogeography,conservation, morphology,
ecology, and biology of butterflies in BC
and adjacent areas. Each species
treatment contains maps of the
northwestern
North
American
distribution, colour photographs of adults
of all species and subspecies, and flight
season graphs. The book includes an
extensive general introduction to the
study of butterflies, containing chapters
on the history of butterfly study in BC,
the post-glacial colonization of BC by
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butterflies, the effects of European
colonization on the fauna, butterfly
conservation, butterfly gardening,
ecology, morphology, and biology.
Butterflies of British Columbia
provides butterfly watchers, naturalists,
and biologists with an overview of the
fascinating butterfly fauna of BC and
adjacent areas. It can be used by
naturalists to identify all of the butterfly
species and subspecies in BC and
adjacent areas and includes a wide range
of information about both butterflies in
general and individual species. There is
also much original infonnation in the book
that scientists will find invaluable.
For further information on the
book, see the follow website (note that
the file size of some of the "samples" is
quite large): http://www.ubcpress.ubc.ca/
butterfliesbc.html.

Tiger Beetles of Alberta: Killers on
the Clay, Stalkers on the Sand
by John Acorn
John Acorn, entomologist, photographer,
author, and media personality, takes you
into the world of the fascinating tiger
beetle. The tiger beetle's large size,
distinctive markings and brilliant
coloration make it a favorite among nature
lovers. John explains the name, habitat,
and distinguishing marks for 19 species
of Cicindela with tips on where and how
to find these remarkable insects. Many
inhabit other provinces and states
throughout North America.
With afull color gallery of drawings
for easy reference, over 100 outstanding
full-color photographs, maps, and a
detailed glossary and reference section,
Tiger Beetles of Alberta is an excellent
resource for entomologists and
enthusiasts alike. (See table of contents,

"This book is a work of art in the
tmest and nicest sense of the phrase."
~ Dr. Felix Sperling, Curator, E.H.
Strickland Entomological Museum
"The intent of this book is to bring
you under the influence of these beetles
and their cult of followers, and to allow
the phenomenon of cicindelophy (the love
or admiration of tiger beetles) to spread
to minds other than my own and those of
my friends."
~JohnAcorn

To order in the US, email BioQuip
(CyndyMapp@aol.com).
To order in Canada, email
Raincoast Books (info@raincoast.com).
The book's cover is posted at
http://www. ualberta. cal -uap/P I
frameset20.html

Worth Reading About
Basic Techniques for Observing and
Studying Moths and Butterflies
By William D. Winter Jr., Memoirs of the
Lepidopterists Society No 3., 444 pp.
Kerr, J. T. 2001. Butterfly species
richness patterns in Canada: energy,
heterogeneity, and the potential
consequences of climate change.
Conservation Ecology 5(1): 10. [online]
URL: http://www.consecol.org/voI5/
issl/artlO
Peigler, R. S. 2001. "We now know what
happened to our biggest Moths." News
of the Lep. Soc. 43(1): 30-31.
Boettner, G. iI., J. s. Elkinton & C. J.
Boettner. 2000. Effects of a biological
control introduction on three nontarget
native species of saturniid moths.
Conservation Biology 14(6): 1798-1806.
Milius, S. 2000. Fly may be depleting
U.S. giant silk moths. Science 158: 359.
Karner Blue: How a famed novelist
became godfather to a tiny endangered
Butterfly. Michael Lipske in National
Wildlife, 39(1), Pages 12 -14, December
to January 2001
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BOOKS FORSALE
Library of Quimby Hess
Downey - Butterflies ofIllinois (SC, 53 pp., 3 colour pI.)
W.T.M. - Butterflies of New York & Neighbg. States (SC, 251 pp.)

$15
$25

Ferris & Brown - Butterflies of the Rod.)' Mt. States (SC, 442 pp., b&w illus.)

$35

Kimball, c.P. - Lepidoptera of Florida (SC, 308 pp., 6 colour pI., b&w illus.)

$35

Rothschild & Jordan - A Revision of the American Papilios (SC, 752 pp., b&w pI.)

$40

Newman, L.H. - The Fascinating World of Butterflies (HC, 89 pp., 25 colour pI.)

$35

Duffy & Garland - The Skipper Butterflies of the Prov. of Quebec (SC, 150 pp., 4 colour pI.) $25
Orsak, L.J. - The Butterflies of Orange County, Calif. (SC, 349 pp., 6 b&w pI.)

$20

Emmel & Emmel- The Butterflies of Southern Calif. (SC, 148 pp., 9 colour pI.)

$25

Theberge, J.B. - Legacy, The Natural History of Ontario (HC, 397 pp., colour and b&w illus.) $50
Lawrence, R.D. - The Natural History of Canada (HC, 315 pp., colour and b&w pI.)

$40

Rutgers, A. - Birds of South America (HC, 321 pp., 150 colour pI.)

$45

Many more titles available

Rent this Space!
• • • • • • • • •• • • •
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad:
$10 per issue OR $20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad. must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.

•••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!
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Notes from the Editor's Desk
It is hard to believe it, but as I sit and write this, another summer
has drawn to an end! As usual, there have been a lot of insect
related activities this summer, from butterfly and odonate counts
to several T.E.A. field trips, as well as an odonate meeting in
northern Ontario.
It has been a phenomenal year for migrant butterflies
such as American and Painted Ladies, Red Admirals, Question
Marks and Monarchs. Several butterfly count write-ups were
submitted for inclusion in this issue and they all indicate high
numbers of these migra9ts. Many other butterfly counts took
place in Ontario in 2001, however, and I would encourage others
to submit the results of their counts for inclusion in the January
issue.
Also in this issue are several articles having to do with
the Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). Carey Purdon has
submitted an excellent report on the three year results of the
Lake Dore Odonate Count, and I have reported on the first Great

Announcements
TEA present at FON Conference - June 16, 2001
The TEA had an exhibit booth and did a presentation at the
Federation of Ontario Naturalists (FON) conference this year at
York University. The theme of the conference was Community
Action To Conserve Ontario's Woodlands. The TEA exhibit was
visited by a number of the attendees and by other exhibitors.
We had the chance to meet some TEA members and to let others
know about our activities. Visitors were especially interested in
the insect specimens that we had.
We also did a presentation, Insects are Everywhere! The theme
was what each individual person can do to make a difference.
Three TEA members presented their particular interests. The
presentation was well received.
Thanks to everyone who helped:
Carolyn King: set up and exhibit booth (and more!)
Aaron Deans: set up and exhibit booth; presentation; brought
insect specimens
Richard Tanner: presentation about insect photography
Les Kolhami: presentation about cecropia moths
Jim Spottiswood: lent us insect specimens.
Alan Hanks: lent us insect specimens.
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Lakes Odonata Meeting, held north of Elliot Lake. In addition,
Peter Burke and I have begun a new feature in Ontario Insects
that deals with insect identification - specifically identification
pitfalls (i.e. problems one can encounter with similar looking
species). We hope that this feature is useful for readers of Ontario
Insects and 1 would like to hear any feedback you may have.
While I am on the subject of feedback, this issue is the
second complete issue that I have edited on my own. I would
love to hear from you on how I'm doing. So please, do not
hesitate to send me a letter or an email (my contact information is
on the inside front cover), either addressed to me personally, or
to be printed in the next issue of Ontario Insects on any
comments, praise or criticism you may have.
Finally I want to extend a special thank-you to Jay Cossey
for allowing me to use his outstanding photograph for the front
cover. Jay is a fantastic professional photographer and you can
learn more about him and his photographs on-line at:
www.images.on.ca/JayC/jc_profile.htm

Colin

Montreal Insect Show - October 6-7,2001
Where: St-Eugene Church
3500 Beaubien St., Montreal
Admission:

5$ adults and children over 14
2$ kids under 14

The Montreal Insect show promises that you will find
everything about insects including:
• Societies and Associations
• Museums, Insectarium & Insect Zoo
• Entomological Supplies
• Dead insects for collection
• Dead insects for display
• Live insects and Arthropods
• Books & Other Publications
• Education
• Framed insects
• T-shirts & Collectibles
Everyone is welcome: Amateur & Professional Entomologists,
Collectors, Breeders, Companies, Publishers, Artworkers, and
all other insects fans.
For more information contact:
Yves-Pascal Dion
Insectes Mondiaux Inc.
271, Leo-T.-Julien,
Charlesbourg, Quebec, GIH 7Bl
Tel: (418)841-3587
Fax: (418)841-2024
e-mail: ypdion@ccapcable.com
web: http://insect-trade.com
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Upcoming

Meetings
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
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Saturday September 22,2001, 1 p.m.
MEMBERS'MEETING
It's show-and-tell time for TEA members. Bring in your slides, prints, specimens, interesting literature to share what you've
discovered in the past year. Or prepare a brief talk on conferences you've attended, butterfly count observations, etc. The more
participants the better!

Saturday, October 27,2001,1 p.m.
TOMMASON
INSECfREARINGAT THE TORONTO ZOO
This meeting will be held at the Administration bUilding ofthe Zoo starting at 1 pm sham. Tom Mason, TEA member and
Curator of Invertebrates at Toronto Zoo, has arranged for us to view his insect rearing facility. This is a wonderful chance to see
fascinating insects and arachnids up close and learn something of their life histories. The Zoo Administration building is at 361A
Old Finch Ave, just north of the Zoo between Meadowvale and Reesor Roads. Use the east entrance. Unfortunately, there is no
public transportation to the site so call a friend if you need a ride. NOTE: We are allowed to visit only the Administration
building and the rearing facility; if you want to visit the rest of the Zoo, you need to be a Zoo member or purchase admission.

Saturday, November 24,2001,1 p.m.
CHRIS JONES
AMAZING CREATURES OFNOTTAWASAGA
Chris Jones is a monitoring biologist at the Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority. He's going to introduce us to
interesting features, adaptations, and life cycles of a number of aquatic insects. He'll also discuss the concept of stream
bioassessment and what insects can tell us about the health of local streams.

Saturday, January 26, 2002, 1 p.m.
MAYDIANNEANDRADE
SEX, SUICIDE and STARVATION: Mating Behaviour ofthe Australian Redback Spider
Dr Andrade is an assistant professor of Zoology at the University of Toronto (Scarborough) and a research associate of the
Royal Ontario Museum. She will discuss the bizarre mating strategy of these Australian black widows anU how it could have
evolved by highlighting relevant aspects of their ecology and behaviour.
Additional meeting dates: Saturday February 23, March 23 (Student Symposium at York University) and April 27,2002.

Meetings are at 1 PM at (Except for October):
Northrop Frye HaIl Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:

Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking

There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Federal Species-at-risk Bill
The
federal
government
introduced Bill C-5 this past winter. It has
passed second reading and is currently
being reviewed by the Standing Committee
on Environment" and Sustainable
Development. Many believe the bill is
currently too weak, particularly in the area
of habitat protection.
FaN believes that the bill should
be strengthened to include mandatory
protection for species in areas of federal
jurisdiction (e.g. federal lands, migratory
and aquatic species), a scientific (i.e. not
strictly political) listing system, and a fair
and independent review process for
enforcement.
The Standing Committee on
Environment
and
Sustainable
Development needs public support for
meaningful changes to the proposed
Endangered Species Act. Writing letters
to the Prime Minister, the Standing
Committee on Environment and
Sustainable Development, and your local
MP is a very effective way to generate
this support and to help get the bill passed
with improvements.
If you have any questions about
Bill C-5, please contact Julie Richter
(extension 241- telephone number below,
or email: julie.richter@utoronto.ca) or
Jennifer Baker (extension 224 - telephone
number
below,
or
email:
jenniferb@ontarionature.org). FaN
telephone number 416-444-8419 (or Tollfree at 1-800-440-2366).
Niagara Escarpment Plan Review
At press time, the hearing on the
five-year review of the Niagara
Escarpment Plan is still in progress. There
are only a few issues being discussed
including winery expansion on the
Niagara Peninsula, intensive recreational
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development in Escarpment parks, and
rural tourism. The hottest issues are the
permitted expansion of Niagara wineries
and if intensive developments such as
golf courses, overnight accommodations,
and commercial water-taking should be
permitted in Escarpment parks (currently,
only passive uses such as trails and picnic
areas are permitted). For updates on how
the Plan Review is progressing, check the
CONE
website
at
www.niagaraescarpment.org.
E-symposium
The FaN would like to extend an
invitation to participate in an "esymposium" on southern Ontario
woodland conservation and restoration.
An e-symposium is exactly that. .. a
symposium conducted electronically,
over the internet! Subscribers will be able
to read and take part in discussions
around papers on a wide range of issues
relating to the conservation and
restoration of southern Ontario's
woodlands. If you would like to present a
paper at the e-symposium or to get more
information, please send an abstract or
outline
to
Andy
Kenney
(a.kenney@utoronto.ca). Posting, review
and discussion of the papers will be done
over an e-mailing list. To obtain the papers
as they become available and to join the
discussion, send an e-mail to: woodlandsdiscussion-request@icomm.ca and type
subscribe in the body of the e-mail.
Further instructions for posting to the list
will be provided upon subscription.
FON encourages Environmental
Education
Ontario students have fewer
opportunities to connect with nature as
outdoor education centres scramble for
private funding or close their doors

altogether. This is combined with a 'back
to the basics' thinking, no provincial
policy for environmental education, and
removal of environmental science from the
secondary schools. As the connection
to nature withers, so does our ability to
understand its complexity and make
responsible personal and community-wide
decisions.
Those who are interested are
urged to send a letter to Premier Harris
with the message - "Ontario needs an
environmental education policy with
funding for hands-on opportunities for
youth and training for teachers." Send
another letter to your local school board
with a clear message - "Environmental
education is important and should include
visits to outdoor education centres and
training for teachers."
EEON, Environmental Education
Ontario, is an active partnership of
private,public, and non-government
agencies whose goal is to develop a
strategic plan for environmental and
sustainability education in Ontario. For
more information call Helen Gault at 416444
-8419,
ext.
269
or
heleng@ontarionature.org.

Nature Networ1k Grants Program
Are you interested in conducting
work on an FaN Nature Reserve or on
lands owned by a member of the Ontario
Land Trust Alliance? FaN will be
distributing grants for up to $2500 for onthe-ground conservation projects, as well
as to offer leadership training sessions
through funding provided by the EJLB
Foundation. Contact FaN for more
information.

...Conservation Updates
continued on page 7
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Identification

Pitfalls

by Colin D. Jones
and Peter Burke
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As more and more naturalists become interested in the field identification of butterflies and dragonflies, more resources such as field
guides are becoming available to assist with the process. Unfortunately, however, not many of these resources do a very good job
at steering people away from what are often referred to in the birding community as "identification pitfalls". Identification pitfalls are
problems that one enQounters when two or more species share similar characteristics, often leading to misidentification.
In this article, which we hope will become a regular feature in Ontario Insects, we will deal with such identification pitfalls
from an Ontario perspective. We plan to not only cover dragonflies and damselflies but also butterflies. In this issue we deal with
a fairly straightforward problem encountered by many people when they first begin looking at dragonflies.

Separating Female Twelve-spotted Skimmer from
Female Common Whitetail
For the most part, identifying dragonflies in the skimmer genus
Libellula (family Libellulidae), at least here in Ontario, does not
present many difficulties. This group is among the most wellmarked and distinctive of the dragonfly genera, many species
having boldly patterned wings and/or bodies. By examining wing
pattern or body colouration, identification is usually straight
forward. By relying on wing pattern alone, however, there are
some problems. Such is the case with female Common Whitetails
(Libellula (Plathemis) lydia) and female or young male Twelvespotted Skimmers (Libellula pulchella). Although the wing
pattern of these two species is quite different in males (Figures
1 & 2), the wing pattern is practically identical in females, as well
as in young male Twelve-spotted Skimmers (Figures 3 & 4).
Because most of the Libellula skimmers are relatively
easy to identify, beginners and even more experienced dragonfly
enthusiasts may develop a false sense of confidence identifying
this group, and may base their identification on the wing pattern

Figure 1. Mature male Twelve-spotted Skimmer (Libellula pulchella).
The wings are boldly patterned with alternating black and white
spots. Photo by George Doerksen, Royal British Columbia Museum.
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Figure 2. Mature male Common Whitetail (Libellula lydia). The wide
dark bands on the outer half of the wings are distinctive. Photo by
George Doerksen, Royal British Columbia Museum.

alone. Such was the case with us when we first began looking at
odonates in the early 1990's. We hadn't realized the extreme
similarity between female Twelve-spotted Skimmers and female
Common Whitetails (given the difference in the males) and were
originally identifying all of our female Common Whitetails as
Twelve-spotted Skimmers, by relying on wing pattern alone.
Although the wing pattern is extremely similar in these
two species, their separation is relatively straightforward by
looking at their abdominal markings. In female and young male
Twelve-spotted Skimmers the markings on the sides of the
abdomen are a pale yellowish colour and they form a straight
stripe along each side (Figure 5). In Common Whitetails, the
pale markings are whitish, diagonal dashes on both sides of
each abdominal segment (Figure 5). The thoracic patterns also
differ. The pale stripes are yellow and relatively straight in Twelvespotted Skimmers (Figure 5). In Common Whitetails, the pale
thoracic markings form a zig-zag pattern and are mostly white
with a yellowish tinge at the base (Figure 5). These patterns can
be seen both from the lateral view and from the dorsal view. It is
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Figure 3. Female Common Whitetail (Libellula lydia). Note the
similarity between the wing pattern on this photo and the adjacent
photo. Photo by Peter Burke.

Figure 4. Female Twelve-spotted Skimmer (Libellula pulchella).
Photo courtesy of Robert A. Behrstock.

therefore important to ensure that the identity of a female or
young male Twelve-spotted Skimmer is based upon the
abdominal pattern and not wing-pattern alone.
In addition to the difference in the pattern of the
abdominal markings, there are size, proportional and behavioural
differences between the two species that can also aid in field
identification. Twelve-spotted Skimmers are both longer bodied
and longer winged than Common Whitetails. The abdomen of
the Twelve-spotted Skimmer is gently tapered towards the tip
(Figures 4 & 5d)
whereas in the
Common Whitetail,
the abdomen is
roughly parallel-sided
a
in females (Figures 3 &
5b) and slightly flared
in males (Figure 2)
before
quickly
tapering only at the
last few segments in
both sexes. These
features combine to
c
give the Twelvespotted Skimmer a
sleeker look than the
chunky, more compact
appearance of the
Common Whitetail.
Behaviourally,
Common Whitetails
tend to spend more

time perched than Twelve-spotted Skimmers, the latter species
being slightly more aerial. When perched, Twelve-spotted
Skimmers usually do so horizontally on a piece of vegetation
such as a twig or branch. Common Whitetails tend to perch
either horizontally on the ground, or vertically on rocks or walls,
although they will perch horizontally on vegetation as well
(mostly males).
In much of southern Ontario, both species are common
and widespread, and are often present in the same pond allowing
for comparisons to
be easily made. In
central Ontario,
however, Twelvespotted Skimmers
b
become far less
common
than
Common Whitetails.
In
Algonquin
Provincial Park, for
example, the Twelvespotted Skimmer is a
rare species.
d
There is one other
species in Ontario
that superficially
resembles the above
two species. The
Prince Baskettail
(Epitheca princeps)
shares a similar wing
pattern (Figure 6),

Figure 5. Thoracic and abdominal patterns of a female Common Whitetail (Libellula lydia)
(a • lateral and b - dorsal) and a female Twelve-spotted Skimmer (Libellula pulchella) (c
- lateral and d - dorsal). Compare the diagonal, broken stripes on each side of the
abdomen in the Common Whitetail to the straight, continuous stripes on each side of the
abdomen in the Twelve-spotted Skimmer. Illustration by Peter Burke.
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but it belongs to a different family of dragonflies (the Emeralds:
Corduliidae). Although the spots can be greatly reduced in the
Prince Baskettail, the spots in extreme southern Ontario, and at
least in central Ontario (including Algonquin Provincial Park), tend
to be large and conspicuous, resembling those found in Twelvespotted Skimmers and female Common Whitetails. Here the
similarities end. The Prince Baskettail is a much larger dragonfly
with no obvious markings on the thorax or on the abdomen, both
of which are a medium brown colour. In addition, the abdomen of
the Prince Baskettail is proportionately much longer and thinner
than either of the other two species. Lastly, Prince Baskettails are
aerialists and are seldom seen perched. Most observations of this
l
species are of individuals flying over water or land (often quite
high) with alternating wing beats and glides. When gliding, their
wings are held at slightly raised angles, reminding one of a Turkey
Vulture. When Prince Baskettails do perch, they hang vertically,
rather than perching horizontally.
In conclusion, the extreme similarity between the wing
pattern of the female Common Whitetail and the female and young
adult male Twelve-spotted Skimmer can lead to misidentification
if this is used as the sole field mark. When examining individuals
with such a wing pattern, it is necessary to examine the pattern of
pale markings on the sides of the abdomen in order to make a
positive identification.
The authors wish to thank Rob Cannings, Royal British Columbia
Museum, Bob Behrstock and Blair Nikula for permission to use
the respective photographs, as well as Don Sutherland for
reviewing an earlier draft of this article and providing helpful
comments.

Conservation Updates...continued
from page 4

Urban Sprawl, Smart Growth ... and
the Provincial Policy Statement
Minister of Municipal Affairs and
Housing Chris Hodgson is expected to
issue a report on the Smart Growth
initiative (see www.mah.gov.on.ca). FON
sees "smart growth" as land-use planning
that reins in urban sprawl, protects natural
areas and farmland, expands public
transit, and promotes the renewal of
existing urban areas
through
intensification and re-development of
abandoned industrial sites.
Please take a few minutes to send
a letter, email or fax to Premier Harris and!
or Minister of Municipal Affairs Chris
Hodgson about smart growth. FON's
website gives full contact information and
tips on what you can include in your letter.
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Figure 6. Male Prince Basketail (Epitheca princeps). The wing
markings on this species resemble those of the female Common
Whitetail and the Twelve-spotted Skimmer, but the long, thin body,
and the lack of stripes on the thorax and abdomen eliminate any
confusion. Photo courtesy of Blair Nikula.

Watch the January issue for another article on
Identification Pitfalls. If you have any comments or criticism
on this article the authors would love to hear from you.
Send an email tocolin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca

FON's 2002 Annual Conference:
May 31 - June 2, 2002, Port Rowan,
Ontario
The theme of the conference is the
conservation of Carolinian Canada; there
will be outings to fantastic natural areas
such as Long Point and Backus
Conservation Area and the grand opening
of Bird Studies Canada's new head office
in Port Rowan.

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
FON Summer Camp - to sponsor
a TEA member's child for summer
camp

w. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects

For more infonnation on any Federation
of Ontario Naturalist items, contact:
Federation of Ontario Naturalists
355 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario
M3B2W8
Tel: 416-444-8419 ext. 224
Toll-Free: 1-800-440-2366
Fax 416-444-9866
Email: jenniferb@ontarionature.org
Website: www.ontarionature.org

All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl
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Durham Region Butterfly Counts in 2001
by James Kamstra
Two butterfly counts were held in Durham Region. The ninth
Oshawa count, held in the southcentral part of the region, was
conducted on June 24th . while the fifth Sunderland count, in the
northern part, happened on July 8tl1 • The Sunderland count is
centred on the village ofUdora and encompasses parts of Brock,
Uxbridge and Georgina townships. Members from the Durham
Region Field Naturalists, Pickering Naturalists and the South
Lake Simcoe Naturalists participated in the two counts.
The summer of 2001 was characterized by drier than
normal conditions. Temperatures were about average on the
count days (18 - 25°C on Oshawa and 20 - 2TC on Sunderland)
with the sun shining 60% and 90% of the time on the Oshawa
and Sunderland counts respectively. The Oshawa count
recorded 7100 individuals of 48 species while on the Sunderland
count 8199 individuals of 54 species were tallied:
Particularly noteworthy throughout the spring were
significantly higher than usual numbers of the migrant butterflies
Question Mark, American Lady, Painted Lady and especially
Red Admiral. Record numbers of all of these were apparent on
both counts. Red Admirals were more than ten times greater
than the previous high of both counts. Milbert's Tortoise Shells,
which are absent from Durham most years, were noted on both
counts for the second consecutive year. Since the Oshawa count
is held two weeks before the Sunderland count, earlier species
such as Silvery Blue, Arctic Skipper and Juvenal's Duskywing
were still evident during the Oshawa count. Meanwhile later
species such as the hairstreaks, Meadow Fritillary and Delaware
Skipper had emerged for the Sunderland count.
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail and Common Roadside Skipper
were new for the Oshawa count, both carefully detailed by Jerry
Ball. The actual status of the two tiger swallowtails in Durham is
Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper

8

not well understood since this is an area of overlap. Previously
I had assumed that nearly all Durham specimens are the more
northern Canadian species, but this may not be the case. In fact,
on average, Durham tiger swallowtails are larger than those further
north and smaller than those in southwestern Ontario. The
Common Roadside Skipper, although common throughout central
Ontario, is extremely rare in Durham Region.
Weather conditions were ideal on the Sunderland count
and record high numbers were reported for 21 species. In addition
to those already mentioned, there were particularly high numbers
of Summer Azure, Gray Comma, Peck's Skipper and Delaware
Skipper. The Delaware Skipper is a recent immigrant to Durham
from further south, and it continues to increase in abundance. It
is interesting to note that several wet meadows were found to
harbour unusually high densities ofbutterflies while other similar
habitats were relatively depauperate.
The success of these counts is dependent on the large
number of participants each year who come out to have fun and
to track down the butterflies.
Oshawa Participants: Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Margaret
Carney, Peter Clute, James Kamstra, Carolyn King, Tom Mason,
Les McClair, Frank Oland, Rayfield Pye; Carol Sellers, Norbert
Woerns
Sunderland Participants: Jerry Ball, Dana, DayIn, Eric
& Kaylee Bryant, Shari Bowker, Margaret Carney, Dave
Cattrall, Jim Fairchild, Don Fraser, Karen Fullbrook, Brian
Henshaw, Jessie Henshaw, Jim Hopkins, James Kamstra,
Carolyn King, Thorn Lambert, Dale Leadbeater, Tom Mason,
Eleanor McCallum, Les McClair, Mike & Steve McMurtry, Ed
Poropat, Bev Porter, Rayfield Pye, Maria Terensio, Norbert
Woerns

Scientific Name

Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis iceIus
Erynnis juvenalis
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Anatrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Poanes viator
Euphyes dion

Oshawa
17

Sunderland
2

13

1

17
8
15
38
3147
5
75
5

126
1951

131
1
149

180
177
11
178
32
79
15
24
11
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Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Common Roadside Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Harvester
I
American Copper
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Aphrodite Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Harris's Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
No. of Participants
Party-hours

Euphyes bimacula
Euphyes vestris
Al1lblyscirtes vialis
Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Papilio canadensis
Pieris oleracea
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurythel1le
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena phlaeas
Lycaena hyllus
Satyrium titus
Satyrium acadicum
Satyrium calanus
Satyriul1l liparops
Everes comyntos
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Speyeria cybele
Speyeria aphrodite
Boloria selene
Boloria bellona
Chlosyne harrisii
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogation is
Polygonia comma
Polygonia progne
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Lil1lenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tuilia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

6
1
10
1
14
17

100
29

5
6
40

7
ffl

247
1359
716
6
2
18
7
47
1
26

6
13
40
4
16
15
865

3
403
117
4
45
2
12
329
2(i)

22

51
26

34
7

'D
30
17

g]

72

4
319
114
13
32
121
144
4
585
675
5
43

48*

102
13
434
49
2
22
71
39442
Z)

29

137
110

7100

54*
8199

12
55

78.5

28

* species total includes both forms of Limenitis arthemis (White Admiral and Red-spotted Purple)
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Results of the 2001 Windsor Butterfly Count
by Paul Pratt
Thirty participants found 1,132 butterflies of 55 species during
the Windsor Butterfly Count on July 7, 2001. The Ojibway Prairie
Complex and town of LaSalle received the majority of coverage.

The count was hosted by the Ojibway Nature Centre, Windsor
Parks & Recreation. The Friends of Ojibway Prairie sponsored a
picnic lunch which was provided by Deb Waugh.

Flight seasons for most species appeared to be normal this year.
The count day was very cloudy with only brief periods of
sunshine in the morning and a high temperature of 23°C. This
reduced individual count totals significantly for many species.
Highlights of this year's count included record high numbers of
Baltimore Checkerspots, Red Admirals and Little Glassy Wings.
65 species have been recorded over the past eight butterfly
counts.

Participants: Gordon Barnett, Sandy Benvenuto, Maurice
Bottos, Patricia Broad, Margaret Calder, Heather Campbell, Susan
Casazza, Karen Cedar, Gerry Clements, Paul Desjardins, Shirley
Grondin, Barbara Hayes, Rich King, Ben Kulon, Brenda Kulon,
Jeff Larson, Betty Learmouth, Cathy Lesperance, Terri Light,
Ken Newman, Margaret Newman, Judy Owens, Emily
Pancheshan, Matthew Pancheshan, Nancy Pancheshan, Paul
Pratt, Pauline Renaud, Bonnie Ross, Neena Roumell, Andy Simko,
Michael Simko.

CommonNarne
Silver-spotted Skipper
Southern Cloudywing
Northern Cloudywing
Wild Indigo Duskywing
Common Sootywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Mulberry Wing
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper
Duke's Skipper
Dun Skipper
"Skipper" species
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
"Swallowtail" species
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Acadian Hairstreak
Coral Hairstreak
Edward's Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak

10

Numbers
Scientific Name
Epargyreus clarus
39
Thorybes bathyllus
3
Thorybes pylades
7
Erynnis baptisiae
6
Pholisora catullus
5
Ancyloxypha numitor
1
Thymelicus lineola
47
Polites peckius
1
Polites themistocles
3
Polites origenes
15
Polites mystic
2
Wallengrenia egeremet
92
Pompeius verna
66
Anatrytone logan
19
Poanes massasoit
3
Poanes hobomok
1
Poanes viator
1
Euphyes dion
1
Euphyes dukesi
1
Euphyes vestris
4
16
Papilio polyxenes
3
Papilio glaucus
4
Papilio troilus
1
1
Pieris rapae
63
Colias philodice
13
Colias eurytheme
17
Satyrium acadicum
32
Satyrium titus
3
Satyrium edwardsii
16
Satyrium calanus
17
Satyrium caryaevorum
6

CommonNarne
Striped Hairstreak
"Hairstreak" species
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
"Crescent" species
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
"Lady" species
RedAdrniral
Common Buckeye
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
"Eyed Brown" species
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours

Scientific Name
Satyrium liparops

Everes comyntos
Celastrina neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Boloria bellona
Chlosyne nycteis
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta

Numbers
3
4
13

12
(0

6
9
8
10
2
Euphydryas phaeton
30
Polygonia interrogationis 16
Polygonia comma
3
Nymphalis antiopa
8
Nymphalis milberti
3
Vanessa virginiensis
12
Vanessa cardui
3
1
Vanessa atalanta
88
Junonia coenia
1
Limenitis qrchippus
14
Enodia anthedon
15
Satyrodes eurydice
12
Satyrodes appalachia
10
3
Megisto cymela
94Cercyonis pegala
163
:J)
Danaus plexippus

55
1132
55.5
24.25
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Results of the 7th Toronto TEA Butterfly Count
by Tom Mason
On July 2, 2001, the 7th Toronto T.EA Butterfly Count was
held. As usual, the Rouge and Don river valleys were the main
areas surveyed. The day was not the most favorable with very
little sun in the morning and only partial sun in the afternoon but
we saw a good number of species (44) nonetheless. There were
more Litlle Glassywings than usual, lots of Red Admirals, and
many monarch larvae on the milkweed.
l

Participants: Jerry Ball, Jim Fairchild, Dino Grande, Barry
Harrison, Carolyn King, Melissa Little" Tom Mason, Ann Millett,
Marilyn Murphy, Rayfield Pye, Carol Sellers and Siglinde Van
derGraten.

Oops!
On page 49 of the May 2001 issue of Ontario Insects, the
listing of 2001 Insect Counts was incorrect.
Unfortunately, an old file was still linked to the page,
even though the page appeared correct on-screen and
when I printed the proof. When the commercial printer
ran the May issue, however, the old file was printed and
thus the error. I would like to extend my sincere apology
to everyone affected, and especially to Bob Bowles who
compiles the Insect Count dates for Or.

Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Harvester
Bronze Copper
Acadian Hairstreak
Coral Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours

Scientific Name

Numbers

Epargyreus clarus
21
Wallengrenia egeremet
48
Pompeius verna
9
Anatrytone logan
8
Poanes hobomok
16
Euphyes vestris
10
Papilio glaucus
2
45
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
8
Colias eurytheme
3
1
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena hyllus
1
Satyrium acadicum
3
Satyrium titus
3
Satyrium calanus
1
Satyrium liparops
2
Everes comyntos
5
Celastrina neglecta
7
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
1
Speyeria cybele
38
Phyciodes tharos
3
Phyciodes cocyta
T1
Euphydryas phaeton
15
Polygonia interrogationis 35
Polygonia comma
9
Nymphalis antiopa
9
Vanessa virginiensis
5
Vanessa cardui
2
Vanessa atalanta
ISO
Limenitis arthemis arthemis J)
Limenitis arthemis astyanax 3
Limenitis archippus
6
Enodia anthedon
45
Satyrodes eurydice
6
Megisto cymela
ro
Coenonympha tuilia
42
Cercyonis pegala
76
Danaus plexippus
22

44
1474
17.5
15

Colin, Editor
Ontario Insects
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Haliburton Highlands Butterfly Count 2001
by Ed Poropat
On Saturday, July 14,2001, 14 individuals from across southern
Ontario gathered in a small roadside restaurant in the Haliburton
Highlands to share their findings, stories, and experiences during
the Second Annual Haliburton Highlands Butterfly Count. It
was not an optimal day for counting, due to brisk, gusty winds
and partly cloudy conditions. By the end of the day the keen
group of observers had located 7217 individuals of 50 species.
The Haliburton Highlands count circle is located on the
Canadian Shield and is roughly centered around the town of
Minden, Ontario on Hwy 35. It encompasses small towns and
hamlets such as Lochlin, Gelert, Kinmount, Ingoldsby, and Moore
Falls. The habitat within the circle consists largely of deciduous
and mixed forest cover, interspersed with many lakes, a variety
of wetlands (beaver ponds, cattail marshes, sedge meadows,
bogs, swamps) and occasional fields and meadows. This
diversity of habitats produces an abundance of lepidopteran
species, particularly skippers.
Although this is only the second year of the count, it is
possible to glean some interesting information by comparing it
to last years count (July 12,2000 - a hot, bright sunny day with
no wind) and some fairly intensive surveying during the past
few years by several local naturalists. In summary, the 2001
season can best be described as one of high diversity but low
numbers. Some common species have increased significantly
this year, but this is likely the result of better participant coverage
than a true rise in population (e.g. Clouded Sulphur, Eyed Brown,
Common Wood-Nymph). 2001 has been a tremendous year for
migrant species such as the Red Admiral, American Lady, and
Painted Lady. Other migrants such as the Question Mark and
Monarch were also abundant this year. Perhaps due to the
seasonal differences between 2000 and 2001 (i.e. overall cooler
temperatures in the summer of 2000), some early flying species
were absent this year while later emerging species were already
common. This was the case with the hairstreaks (Satyrium sp.)
this year. A record number of hairstreaks were observed (84
individuals) with the majority of them seen in one old bum area
by Thorn Lambert, Sue Shikaze, Dave Bishop, and Ed Poropat.

Common Name
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Delaware Skipper
Mulberry Wing
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper

12

Scientific Name
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Anatrytone logan
Poanes massasoit
Poanes hobomok
Poanes viator

A total of 10 new species (indicated by bold-face type in
the Table) were added to the official count this year. Norbert
Woerns and James Kamstra discovered the first Delaware
Skippers for the county near Kinmount. Based on increasing
numbers to the south and an expanding range northward, it was
only a matter of time before this species appeared in the
Haliburton area. James and Norbert also added a late Hobomok
Skipper, Bronze Copper, and a rare Banded Hairstreak. Margaret
Carney found the only Milbert's Tortoiseshell of the count. The
large colony of Pink-edged Sulphurs discovered last year by
Dennis Barry produced 17 individuals on count day. Special
thanks to Dennis for slogging to the far end of the South Lake
bog in search of our first Bog Coppers.
Several species showed a large reduction in numbers
from last year's count. This may be due to exceptionally high
numbers last year, a natural cyclic decline, or a difficult year due
to the drought-like conditions. Significant declines were noted
for the following species despite 10 more observers in the field:
Orange Sulphur, Baltimore Checkerspot, Northern Crescent,
Silver-bordered Fritillary, Least Skipper, Peck's Skipper, and
Tawny-edged Skipper. European Skipper also showed a huge
decline, but this year's count date did not coincide as well with
their peak emergence. Last year, European Skippers literally
carpeted dirt roads by the thousands, and crowded milkweed
blossoms beyond belief! Rick and Kelly Stronks, Ron Pittaway,
and Jean Iron scoured a wet meadow for Baltimore Checkerspots
this year and only turned up 14. This same area had over 200
individuals last year. Mulberry Wing, Broad-winged Skipper, and
Two-spotted Skipper are more difficult to find this year also,
despite careful, intensive surveying of suitable habitat. All of
these species were regular finds last year!
I would like to convey my sincere thanks to the following
participants for making this count such a great success and an
exciting, fun experience: Dennis Barry, Dave Bishop, Margaret
Carney, Jean Iron, James Kamstra, Thorn Lambert, Ron Pittaway,
Sue Shikaze, Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks, Doug Tozer, Ron Tozer,
and Norbert Woerns.
~

2000
115

18484
14
3
2
12

4
2

4

2001
52
5209
45
15
7
:D
19
5
3
1
1
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Common Name
Dion Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Common Roadside Skipper
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur
Harvester
Bronze Copper
Bog Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
SummerAwre
Great Spangled Fritillary
Aphrodite Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Harris's Checkerspot
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Green Comma
Grey Comma
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
No. of Participants
Party-hours
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Scientific Name
Euphyes dlOn
Euphyes bimacula
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes vialis
Papilio canadensis
Pieris oleracea
Pieris rapae
Pieris sp.
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena hyllus
Lycaena epixanthe
Satyrium titus
Satyrium acadicum
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Satyrium sp.
Celastrina neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Speyeria aphrodite
Speyeria sp.
Boloria selene
Boloria bellona
Chlosyne harrisii
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia faunus
Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis vaualbum
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tuilia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

2000
1
3
29
1
3
6
36
4
10

7

2001

1
95

1
9

100
5
141
4
17
2
6
38

33
1

2
8

15

fJ7

18

45

9

8
5

28
1
2

3
1

3

3
({)

202
3
11
1
2
3
1
12

84-

14
38

6
3
16
2
11

33
1
77
8

2

71

34

56

4
9

5
42

79
1
8

240

4

141
324

~

3
2

45

50

19309
4

7217
14

25

72.5
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Seventh Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
by John Carley
On Saturday, July 14, 2001, the Seventh Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-nine
counters, in nine parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West
and Bloor Street West.
This year's count took place on a generally sunny, breezy
(up to 25 kmh NW) day, with temperatures ranging from 20D C to
26°C. The routes censused included the Leslie Street Spit, the
Toronto Islands, High Park, the Humber River, the Lambton
prairie, Downsview Airport, and other parklands, ravines and
so-called "wastelands" in the city.
In total 2795 individual butterflies were counted, of 38
species. This species total is the second lowest of the 7 years in
which the count has been conducted. The overall cumulative
species list remains at 55.
Numerically, our high count was Cabbage White at 544.
We set some new high counts, particularly for Red Admiral at
439 (the previous high was 126). Other high counts were SilverSpotted Skipper at 65 (previously 50), Dion Skipper at 5
(previously 1), Summer Azure at 337 (previous high was 130),
Eastern Comma at 17 (previously 11), and American Lady at 32
(previous high was 6) and Painted Lady at 19 (previous high 6).
Additionally, the two Compton Tortoiseshells equalled our
previous high and only other record (from 1996).
Compared to 2000, the overall numbers and species count
were very similar to that year's 2973 individuals and41 species.
The 2002 Count date is set for Saturday, July 13. Those
interested in participating in the 8th Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest
Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, Tel: 416-766-1330 or by email at:
carley.la@sympatico.ca.
Participants: A. Adamo, M. Bates, S. Blayney, Dan Bone, David
Bone, S. Campbell, J. Carley, D. Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway,
J. Goodyear, A. Gray, V. Higgins, N. McPherson, E. Mihalj, A.
Millett, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, E. Redrupp, A. Riley, D. Riley, G.
Riley, C. Sellers, K. Seymour, J. Stirrat, P. Thomas, R. Vincent, A.
Yukich, R. Yukich.

Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Dion Skipper
Dun Skipper
Skippersp.
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Acadian Hairstreak
Coral Hairstreak
Edward's Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Striped Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Bluesp.
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Painted Lady
Lady sp.
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours
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Scientific Name

Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes pylades
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Wallengrenia egeremet
Pompeius verna
Anatrytone logan
Euphyes dion
Euphyes vestris

Numbers
65
9
15
349
2
4
71
3
9
5
130

13
Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurythel11e
Satyriul11 acadicum
Satyriul11 titus
Satyriul11 edwardsii
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Satyrium sp.
Everes comyntos
Celastrina neglecta
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes sp.
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis vaualbum
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa ca~dui

9
27

544
204
15
91
5
2
7
2
1
83
337
23
2
8
4

30
17
1
2

36
32
19
3
439

Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 3
2
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
3
Megisto cymela
38
Cercyonis pegala
39
92
Danaus plexippus

38
2795
59.25
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The 2001 Rondeau Provincial Park Butterfly Count
by Sandy Dobbyn
The Third Annual Rondeau Provincial Park Butterfly Count was
another success. Twenty-five participants combed the count
circle on July 14,2001 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and found a total of
3002 individuals of 41 species. A summary of the observer effort
and of the butterflies recorded is found in the adjacent table. I
also hope to have a three year summary up on The Friends of
Rondeau web site by early fall- www.rondeauprovincialpark.ca.
If you find any errqrs or omissions, please contact me by
telephone
at 519-674-1768 or by email at
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca.
The park count circle is centred on the intersection of
Highway 3 and Centreline Road near Blenheim, Ontario (lat/long
of 42 18, 82 03) and includes Rondeau Provincial Park, Erieau,
Blenheim, all of Rondeau Bay and some of the surrounding
agricultural areas.
Weather was warm and sunny on count day with almost
no wind, and decent numbers of butterflies. The high numbers
of butterflies on the count this year go to Red Admirals with
1231, and to Monarchs with 538 individuals. It seems as if the
talk of reduced Monarch numbers this year was wrong (we had
83 last year)! A new species, Harvester, was added to the Park's
list this year, found in area 2. This species brings the park butterfly
list to 76.
A big thanks goes out to The Friends of Rondeau
Provincial Park for providing the BBQ lunch for the participants
again this year, and particularly to Ric and Anne McArthur for
preparing it. I would also like to thank Dale Wurker for entering
all of the count data into the computer. That task has helped me
complete this report, as well as the report to the North American
Butterfly Association. The Rondeau Park Store provided ice
cream cones to the count participants again this year, which was
particularly nice on the hot day of the count!
I would like to also thank all of this year's participants,
and hope that they will all return next year.

Participants: Cory and Karen Baillargeon, Jim Burk, Keith Burk,
Heather Anne Campbell, Pete and Laura Chapman, Gerry
Clements, Nancy Cristofoli, Paul Desjardins, Myrna and Sandy
Dobbyn, Brian Erskine, Kevin Hannah, Ramsey Hart, Andrew
Keaveny, Saewan Koh, Ben and Brenda Kulon, Heather Prangley,
Blake Mann, Klarika Postma, Emily Slavik, Mika Timciska, Dale
Wurker
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Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Common Sootywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Mulberry Wing
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper
Dun Skipper
Pipevine Swallowtail
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Little Yellow
Harvester
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
American Snout
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Common Buckeye
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIFB
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours

Scientific Name
Numbers
Epargyreus clarus
5
Pholisora catullus
1
Ancyloxypha numitor
13
Thymelicus lineola
124
Polites themistocles
9
Polites origenes
1
Wallengrenia egeremet
M
Poanes massasoit
40
Poanes viator
1
Euphyes dion
5
Euphyes vestris
2
Battus philenor
2
Papilio polyxenes
5
Papilio glaucus
42
Pieris rapae
219
Colias philodice
88
Colias eurytheme
49
Eurema lisa
6
Feniseca tarquinius
1
Satyrium calanus
2
Satyrium caryaevorum
1
Everes comyntos
4
Celastrina neglecta
36
Libytheana carinenta
3
Speyeria cybele
17
Phyciodes tharos
8
Phyciodes cocyta
13
Polygonia interrogationis 43
Polygonia comma
14
Nymphalis antiopa
12
Vanessa virginiensis
76
Vanessa cardui
63
Vanessa atalanta
1231
Junonia coenia
1
Limenitis archippus
9
Enodia anthedon
34
Satyrodes appalachia
52
Megisto cymela
138
Cercyonis pegala
12
Danaus plexippus
538

41

3002
46
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Five Million Years in the Making - The Amazon River
Watershed - Its Insects, Wildlife, and People: Part II
by Quimby Hess

Continued from Part I which was featured in the last issue of
Ontario Insects.
Our second day at San Fransisco was glorious. Dressed
in cotton pants tucked into high leather boots and cotton shirts,
carrying haversacks holding killing jars and envelopes, our nets
in hand, we set off. With us were Pedro and the boat captain and
engineer who wanted to see what we were up to. They carried
our bag of overripe bananas to lure the insects, as well as
collapsible insect traps made of nylon netting and plywood.
Pedro was an excellent collector and he too carried a net and
some envelopes.
Passing through the village under the intense gaze of
some of the native people we made our way up the eroded ironrich reddish soil of the hill to the summit, where we continued
through a brushy area along a well-traveled track. Butterflies
and other insects were flitting about in the bright sunshine,
which gave a promise of the heat to come. Several richly coloured
birds flew off as we came through, calling resonantly. Eventually
we arrived at a bare, burned-over area that was criss-crossed
with fallen tree trunks. In the open spaces, the natives cultivated
their dietary staple of cassava. We collected a few butterflies
there and male and female walking sticks.
Once through the scraggly cassava field we came to the
edge of the primeval rain forest. A freshly cleared patch of field
exposed the whole face of the forest to view; giant trees soared
upward and rested on great flared buttresses; vines twisted
toward the sky and lianas dangled to the ground. The forest
edge, which had been cleared by native axemen several months
before, had already become a mini-jungle of fresh growth again,
and lower parts of the forest edge were hidden from view. We
paused there to do some collecting and observe the flora as the
heat and humidity hammered at us from all sides.
Entering the primeval forest we left the dazzling light
and heat of the clearing and found ourselves under a green,
relatively cool canopy of plants that soared as high as 130 feet.
There was little undergrowth in the dim light and the air was
humid and still. It was strangely quiet for a moment until we
heard the call of a Kiskadee flycatcher from the jungle edge
behind us.
The path we followed wound between the dull brown
mass of tree trunks. In places where the sun was able to penetrate
through the trees, exotic plants grew in profusion and the insects
became more numerous. I stopped and drew in a lung-full of
oxygen-rich air; there was no dank or oppressive odour and I
realized that, despite the heat, I felt very good.
We arrived at a small stream and put out our traps.
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Each one was hung on a branch in a selected place about 50 feet
apart. On the plywood bottom of every trap we placed a tinfoil
plate containing a bit of mashed banana. Between the nylon
netting and the plywood bottom was an inch high space through
which the insects, attracted to the bait, crawled. When they
were disturbed, they invariably flew upwards and were taken
easily without any damage to their wings or bodies.
We noticed, as we walked, that one of the most salient
features of the rain forest was the abundance of ants. Termite
nests were common and everywhere we saw termite-riddled
stumps, trees and branches. Ants were crawling in unison across
our trail like an advancing army and as we continued walking,
we discovered a number of narrow paths that radiated from a
central mound of earth. This, Johnson told us, was the city of
AHa, or umbrella, ants and the narrow paths were ant roads over
which they carried. Their endless load of leaf pieces.

Giant Owlet Moth (Thysania agrippina) from Leticia. Photograph by
Quimby Hess

We left the ants to their labours and began collecting
in earnest. I felt exhilarated. There, in the middle of this vast
green jungle were species I had only dreamed about. Calmly and
carefully we stalked our prey, watching the traps, the exuding
tree sap, the wild cat excrement, the jungle flowers and the ripe
fruits that tropical butterflies are attracted to.
After several more days spent collecting insects and
netting tropical fish we made our way back to Leticia (the trip
back was much faster because the river current was with us).
When we finally arrived at the smelly, muddy shore of Leticia we
realized that our adventure into the green hell of the Amazon
was over. The tropical fish in their makeshift tanks and the two
live snakes in their burlap bags had survived the journey. Getting
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together our gear, we returned to the motel where, out of the
sun, we examined our new insect and butterfly specimens. As
we packed our large beetles (that we had traded for knives with
the natives) our magnificent butterflies from the Agrias, Morpho
and Caligo families and our rolls of film, we felt both a keen
sense of accomplishment and a sense of loss. Our Amazonian
odyssey was finished. We had seen the blue Morpho in flight!
The Amazon rainforest became an obsession as a result
of my first experiences. One or two trips a year to the Leticia area
followed. Collecting and study trips were also made to upper
Amazon areas out of Iquitos and Tingo Maria, Peru. As each
year sped into the Pjlst I became more aware of the incredible
pressure of a burgeoning population on the Amazonian
environment, especially the rapidly accelerating destruction of
the rainforest. For example, the population ofLeticia soared from
about 25,000 to nearly 125,000 in a decade. The scramble to
secure food, employment, and reasonable living conditions
became frenetic.
Many experiences relating to habitat and fauna and
flora destruction come to mind. I remember visiting a Yagua native
village about 30 miles from Iquitos. It was supposed to be the
rainy season but the rainforest was parched. We walked a trail
and as we came close to the village we met some Yagua boys
with slingshots, shooting at everything that moved. At the village
we went into a dwelling filled with young women, numerous
children and one youngish man who the Chief. Please imagine
the relationships. These were modem Yaguas. But in a primeval
rainfores further down the river, we visited an old-school Yagua
settlement. Here the Yaguas lived much like their ancestors, and
the rainforest and its flora and fauna had not been destroyed.
Butterflies were common, especially the Morpho.
In the Leticia area we usually stayed at the Parador
Ticuna. On a stay later on, however, I had to reside at the
Anaconda Hotel. During such stays we began buying insects
from the numerous street boys. They became excellent collectors
and were eager to earn some US dollars. There were few other
sources of cash for these boys. They usually collected moths
and beetles by visiting streetlights along the road between
Leticia and Tabatinga, Brazil.
While staying at the Anaconda Hotel a stranger came
up to me and introduced himself. He had just flown in from
Milan, Italy and wanted to collect with me. His main interest was
beetles. At this time Leticia was nearly bankrupt and so the
electrical generators were shut down at 7 P.M. This curtailed our
collecting but my Italian friend had strong connections with the
local Roman Catholic people. They provided him with a Jeep
and driver. This permitted access to local settlement areas and
we went out at night and located beetles using a searchlight.
Sometimes we would go out in the morning and check
the various lights between Leticia and Tabatinga. Brazil had
power all night so we did pretty well. The paved road to Tabatinga
was an area with numerous bars and brothels. The locals in
Leticia and along the road knew we were buying insects. We
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often had young prostitutes call us over so they could sell us a
large beetle. We were glad to oblige as they needed money and
we wanted bugs.
In conclusion, saving at least some or parts of the rain
forests of the world should be a world priority. The ethics
involved, for example, in insect collecting, especially in the
tropics, have been of interest for some years. Of the greatest
importance is the maintenance of suitable habitats. In most cases
such maintenance conflicts with the livelihood of local peoples.
Along the Amazon, up until recently, the locals lived mainly off
of the natural resources, i.e. wild animals, birds, fish, turtles,
plants, insect larvae, etc. With the increasing populations in
many areas, shifting cultivation, ranching, etc., became
necessary with an increasing impact on natural habitats.

Senor Rojas buying insects from a local woman outside of Tingo
Maria, Peru. Photograph by Quimby Hess

For years, until recently, certain entrepreneurs became
established in some population centers such as Tingo Maria,
and Satipo, Peru, Leticia and Bogota, Colombia. They paid the
locals US cash or the equivalent, for insects. This became an
important sour~e of income. The buyers then sold the insects to
people in developed countries.
The local populations secured their specimens mostly
by baiting and rearing. Male specimens were predominant
because females were more elusive and spent their briefexistence
searching for suitable food plants and laying eggs. Because
insects were an important cash crop the locals had the incentive
to conserve the necessary habitats.
Eventually, politicians passed laws making it illegal to
export insects. For example, Colombia and Brazil now have such
laws. Peru requires insect exporters to pay 20 cents for each
insect being exported. These laws have made no provision for
habitat conservation.
The bottom line is that habitat conservation is the key to
insect conservation, except in a few instances which also require
an Endangered Species Protection policy.
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Amazon. .. continued from page 15
List of some of the Amazon basin insects
encountered

Butterflies
Papilio torquatus
Papilio chabrias
Papilio phosphorus
Eurytides dolicaon
Eurytides telesilous
Battus crassus
Phoebis sp.
Anteos menippe
Anartia anathea
Phyciodes claudina
Historis orion
Gynacea dirce
Pieris buniae
Pycina deucalion
Philaethria dido
Callitaera pireta
Morpho menelaus
Morpho deidamia
Morpho amazonicus
Morpho nestira
Morpho adonis
Caligo sp.
Mesosemia croesus
Lycaena sp.
Adelpha sp.
Heliconius burneyi
Heliconius sara
Napeoclus jucunda
Batesia hypochlora
Agrias lugens
Prepona omphale
Anaea marthesia

Habitat
open areas
rainforest
rainforest openings
open areas
open areas
open areas
open areas
open areas
open areas
open areas
open areas
rainforest
open areas
open areas
open areas
rainforest
rainforest
rainforest
rainforest
rainforest
rainforest - rare
openings and forest
rainforest

rainforest
semi-open areas
open areas
rainforest
rainforest
rainforest
open areas

Rothschidia forbesi from Leticia. Photograph by QUimby Hess

Moths
Rothschidia forbesi
Thysania agrippina (late Dec. at light)
Automeris sp.
Eades sp.

Megasoma mars male near Leticia. Photograph by Quimby Hess

Beetles
Megasoma mars
Megasoma acteon
Dynastes hercules
Macrodontia cervicrnus
Macrodontia armillatus
Acrocinus longimanus
Enema pan

Other Insects
Odonata sp.
Giant Water Bug
Walking Sticks
Philaethria dido near Leticia. Photograph by Quimby Hess
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A New Record of Dainty Sulphur for Ontario
by W.D. and Irene Mcilveen
On August 5,2001, we stopped for lunch at a small beach located
just east of Algoma Mills on Highway 538. This site is on the
shore of Lake Huron east ofBlind Riverin the District ofAlgoma
(UTM 17 361208 5116808).
The beach is only about 200 meters long at most. There
is a very small sand dune (in fact hardly even noticeable) on the
beach, which was wider than normal due to the low lake level
this year. The vegetaqon consisted of a few typical beach species
including such species as Wormwood (Artemisia campestris),
Beach Pea (Lathyrus japonicus) and American Beach Grass
(Ammophila brevilingulata). There is a stand of reed (Scirpus
sp.) just off shore and typical wetland species at the water's
edge. Behind the beach, there is a stand of large Eastern White
Pine under which an unofficial but little used picnic area has
developed.
We were looking at the plants, butterflies, dragonflies,
etc. when we independently observed what appeared to be an
extremely small (wingspan approximately 25 mm) Clouded
Sulphur (Colias philodice) as it fluttered about the vegetation.
We recognized immediately that this was a species worthy of
further investigation. One was netted as it nectared on Common
Boneset (Eupatorium peifoliatum) flowers on the shoreline. Very
quickly, it was identified as the Dainty Sulphur (Nathalis iole
Boisduval, 1836). It matched particularly well with illustration of
the male of the species shown in Neilsen (1999). At least two
individuals were present at this site. While one was already in
the collecting bottle, another was seen flying a short distance
away.
The Dainty Sulphur is a resident of the southern United
States but makes frequent northward migrations that often reach
as far as the northern United States. Both The Ontario Butterfly
Atlas (Holmes et aI. 1991) and Butterflies of Canada (Layberry et
al. 1998) indicate only two priorrecords of the species in Ontario.
Elsewhere in Canada, there are six records from Manitoba and
one from Saskatchewan (Layberry et al. 1998). The Atlas (Holmes
et al. 1991) states that one was reported from Bridgenorth near
Peterborough in 1947 and one from Kettle Point in 1987. The
same information is included in Layberry et al. (1998). A
photograph of the Kettle Point specimen is included on Page 76
of the Atlas (Holmes et al. 1991).
The captured specimen from Algoma was deposited in
the insect collection at the University of Guelph. The specimen
is shown in the attached figure.
Of added interest, the first record for the Common
Buckeye in Algoma, another migratory species, was made by
one of us (WDM) at nearby Blind River on Sept. 1, 1999. This is
not the most northerly sighting of the species (Layberry et al.
1998) and it has been reported on Manitoulin to the south on
other occasions (Holmes et al. 1991, Layberry et al. 1998). These
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records of Dainty Sulphur and Buckeye suggest that more effort
spent on butterfly observations might readily tum up additional
records of migrants and stray species along the north shore of
Lake Huron and improve our overall knowledge ofthe distribution
of butterflies in Ontario.
LflERATURECITED
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Male Dainty Sulphur (Nathalis iole)
Algoma Mills, Ontario, August 5, 2001
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Results of the Lake Dore Odonate Count
by Carey Purdon

The current Lake Dore Odonate Count uses the basic principles
that the Christmas Bird Count adopted many years ago. It allows
a group of volunteers to contribute a large volume of data to
help experts understand and learn more about a particular species
of interest.
Chris Michener began the Lake Dore Odonate Count in
1998. At the time it was very daunting to tackle an odonate
count as we were mostly beginners at identification. Luckily, we
had the invaluable expertise of Colin Jones, Bob Bracken and
Chris Lewis to educate and encourage us. The count provided
us with a forum to explore and share a new area of interest,
which we all enjoy and look forward to every year.
We are using the same circle we use for the Lake Dore
Butterfly Count which provides us with a plethora of habitat
diversities and great places to explore. We have consistently
used "The Shaw Pond" area to begin with. As a marshy pond
with a causeway it allows us a good platform to view and see the
odonates, and it gives them a good area to patrol, allowing us a
chance to practice our swing! It also allows us to safely introduce
children to the world of aquatics. We then move on to a different
habitat if time and enthusiasm abounds.
This year 11 people tallied 1773 individuals of 46 species,
setting a new record species total, 18 new count high's, and an
additional four species new to the count list, now at 56 species.
Wow! A great day for all!
The weather was sunny and warm - a super day for an
odonate count. Highlights included the largest colony of Bandwinged Meadowhawks (Sympetrum semicinctum) Bob and Chris
have seen. This was on a small, low, vegetated island in the
Bonnechere River at Eganville in company with Lyre-tipped
Scientific Name
Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes congener
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes jorcipatus
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes unguiculatus
Lestes vigilax
Lestes sp.
Argia jumipennis violacea
Argia moesta
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma geminatum
Enallagma hageni
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Common Name
River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Spotted Spreadwing
Common Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing
Lyre-tipped Spreadwing
Swamp Spreadwing
Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
TuleBluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Skimming Bluet
Hagen's Bluet

Spreadwing (Lestes unguiculatus), Fragile Forktail (Ischnura
posita), Fawn Darner (Boyeria vinosa), Rusty Snaketail
(Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis) and Least Clubtail
(Stylogomphus albistylus). The Lyre-tipped Spreadwing is the
second area record. New count records were a late flying Dusky
Clubtail (Gomphus spicatus) and a Racket-tailed Emerald
(Dorocordulia libera). The Bonnechere River with it's varied,
rocky bottom provides a great opportunity to see Stream Bluets
(Enallagma exsulans) and Ebony Jewelwings (Caloptelyx
maculata) along the shorelines. Shaw Pond area and the
Bonnechere River system are still the undisputed hotspots in
the Pembroke area for odonates.
I would like to thank Bob Braken and Chris Lewis, who
drove from Ottawa, and Jason Dombroskie from Algonquin
Park, all of whom shared their expertise and experiences with us
in this field. I would like to thank the new odonater's Geoff Post,
John Macgillivary, Leo and Logan Boland and Benita Richardson
who braved the mountain of names and information and still
enjoyed the day. And of course, Chris Michener who took on
the back country to look for the elusive Somatochlora species
and his favorites the Darners, as well as my wife Gwen who just
loves to catch these little beauties.
It is because of these interested, spirited naturalists that
we have created this day to learn about this order of insects.
Please feel proud as you swung at that elusive winged "T-Rex"
- it may just be a new species for your life list or even the
county! This is a wonderful opportunity to have fun, meet new
friends, while at the same time making history.
A summary of all four counts to date is featured in the
accompanying table. Count highs appear in bold-face type.

1998

1999

2000
1

2001

51

441
26
1

fJ7

150
4

9
1

123

54

1

12

!

1

1

7

6

5

75

13
155

71
14
72
233

1

984
6
4
5

71
126

ff)

12

125
357

100

m

16

6

68

63

151

206

303

146

4
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Ontario Hosts the First Great Lakes Odonata Meeting
by Colin D. Jones

From July 3-6, 2001, Ontario's Natural Heritage Infonnation Centre
(http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/mnr/nhic/nhic.html) hosted the first
Great Lakes Odonata Meeting. Twenty-five Odonata enthusiasts
from three states (Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin) and one
province (Ontario) met at Laurentian Lodge in the beautiful
Algoma District of Ontario for what will hopefully become an
annual event. The location was chosen for a number of reasons.
It was relatively central within the Great Lakes Basin, has received
little coverage in the past, and there was a lot of potential for
interesting species of dragonflies and damselflies.
The area lies approximately 150 km east ofSault Ste. Marie,
about 25 km north of the town of Elliot Lake, and is situated in
the transition zone between the Great Lakes and the Boreal Forest
Zones. As such, there are both southern and northern elements
represented in the flora and fauna. The area surrounding the
lodge is largely undeveloped and is a mixture of actively
harvested forest and protected areas, including Mississagi
Provincial Park and a number of newly created protected areas
under Ontario's Living Legacy program. In addition to numerous
lakes and beavers ponds, there is a great diversity of aquatic
habitats, ranging from rivers such as the sandy-bottomed Boland
and the gravelly-bottomed Little White, to wetlands such as the
vast Stag Lake Peatland. The high hills of the area, combined
with the vast forest and beautiful flowing rivers, were scenically
stunning and were a definite highlight of the trip.
Day one of the meeting was largely meant as a travel day.
Our first official event was a welcome and introduction to the
meeting followed by an informal "wine-and-cheese" during
which we had the opportunity to meet other ode enthusiasts
from neighboring jurisdictions.
Following breakfast on day two, the weather was looking
grim so we decided to have our first scheduled speaker, Mark
O'Brien present his material on the Michigan Odonata Survey
(MOS) in the morning, hoping that the weather would improve
later in the day. Mark's informative talk provided an overview of
Michigan's well-organized statewide survey. The survey is a

Looking for odes along the Little White River. Photo by David Bree
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Female Mustached Clubtail (Gomphus adelphus) along the Little
White River. Photographed by Jay Cossey on July 4, 2001.

volunteer-based effort and Mark is the coordinator of the project
and the webmaster for the MOS website (http://
insects.ummz.lsa.umich.edulMICHODO/MOS.HTML), which is
an excellent on-line resource.
As it turned out, we made the right choice to have Mark
speak in the morning. By the time Mark had finished his
presentation, the rain had ceased and the sun began to peak out
from behind dark clouds. In three separate parties, we convoyed
north and west from the lodge to the Little White River. An
extremely scenic road parallels the river and the three groups
"leap-frogged" along the road for the remainder of the day
surveying the river for Odonata. Highlights of the day included
Aeshna eremita (Lake Darner), Gomphus adelphus (Mustached
Clubtail), Ophiogomphus carolus (Riffle Snaketail), and
Helocordulia uhleri (Uhler's Sundragon). The most exciting
discovery of the day, and the entire trip, was Ophiogomphus
anomalus (Extra-striped Snaketail). Marianne Clark caught a
female of this attractive species along the road beside the Little
White River. In addition, the day before, David Bree had found
an individual along the aux Sables River, near Espanola, Ontario
on his way to the meeting. This globally rare species was only
previously known from a total of six sites in Ontario.
In the evening of day two, I coordinated a photo "quiz"
in order to test our identification skills. A combination of prints
and slides were used and the questions ranged from relatively
easy and straightforward identifications to those that were quite
difficult. The "quiz" was meant to be fun-filled and educational
and I think that both objectives were achieved.
Day three was very disappointing as far as the weather
was concerned. Temperatures were cool and the sky was
overcast with scattered showers. As a result, we were not very
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Scientific Name
Enallagma signatum
Enallagma vesperum
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura posita
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalenia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna constricta
Aeshna eremita
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna tuberculifera l
Aeshna umbrosa
Aeshna sp.
Anaxjunius
Boyeria vinosa
Boyeria sp.
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus spicatus
Hagenius brevistylus
Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis
Ophiogomphus sp.
Stylogomphus albistylus
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis
Somatochlora williamsoni
Somatochlora sp.
Celithemis elisa
Erythemis simplicicollis
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula incesta
Libellula (Ladona) julia
Libellula luctuosa
Libellula (Plathemis) lydia
Libellula pulchella
Libellula quadrimaculata
Libellula sp.
Sympetrum costiferum
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum semicinctum
Sympetrum vicinium
Sympetrum sp.
TOTALINDIVIDUALS
TOTALSPECIFS
NEW SPECIES
CUMULATIVE1UI'ALSPECIFS
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Common Name

1998

Orange Bluet
Vesper Bluet
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Sedge Sprite
Canada Darner
Lance-tailed Darner
Lake Darner
Variable Darner
Black-tipped Darner
Shadow Darner

2
44
2
12

1999
5
2
1

11

31
6

2
100

33
5
1

1
1
1

2
7
3

Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Lancet Clubtail
Dusky Clubtail
Dragonhunter
Rusty Snaketail

1
1
101

15
63
7
163
14

7
Common Green Darner
Fawn Darner

2001

I

328

1

1

2000

1
110
1

1
2
1

2

3
4

3
4

1

1

17
4
10

5
2
1
7
4

1
Least Clubtail
Racket-tailed Emerald
Common Baskettail
Prince Baskettail
Stygian Shadowfly (exuviae)
Williamson's Emerald

1

1
1

6
1
4

Calico Pennant
Eastern Pondhawk
Crimson-ringed Whiteface
Dot-tailed Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Slaty Skimmer
Chalk-fronted Corporal
Widow Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer

6
1
1
1

1

4

25
5

2
59

28

7

13

3
10

3
21

1
94
7
47
4

84
3
10
2

17

2

1

12
5

3

10

5

24
2

1
6

5
41

77
4

244
5
370

31
114

2627
45
9
53

1891
46
3
56

1
Saffron-bordered Meadowhawk
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk
Band-winged Meadowhawk
Yellow-legged Meadowhawk

1
6

2
(f)

T76
5

428
31
31
31

2464
35
13

44

%
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successful in finding adult adonata and our attention turned to
searching for exuviae (of which the identity of many has yet to
be determined). We began our day with the entire group along
the Boland River. After lunch we broke into two groups, one of
which slogged into the vast Stag Lake Peatland, while the other
travelled the roads northward to survey a variety of wetlands.
The Stag Lake Peatland was fantastic and if the weather had
been more cooperative we surely would have discovered some
interesting species.
In the evening of day three, I presented a brief overview
of the coordinated efforts underway in Ontario designed to gain
further insight into our Odonata fauna. Specifically, I spoke about
the yearly publication by the Toronto Entomologists' Association
entitled Ontario Odonata. This publication not only features the
year's summary of records, but also various notes, articles, and
papers on the Odonata of Ontario, as well as reviews of other
publications, and news on the various projects underway in the
province. I also spoke about the various recent publications
available such as Catling and Brownell's excellent Damselflies
and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and
Annotated List and of the Atlas of Ontario Odonata project
coordinated by the Ontario Natural Heritage Information Centre,
Ministry of Natural Resources.
Day three ended with an excellent slide presentation by
Jay Cossey, a professional photographer from London, Ontario
who dazzled us with his outstanding photographs of
invertebrates, including lots of odes. We also had fun identifying
(or at least trying to) some of his "unknowns", particularly the
female Enallagma.
Although most people left immediately after breakfast
on day four (due to the lengthy drive most had ahead of them),
some individuals spent additional time surveying a few more
areas since the weather had fmally become warm and sunny! By
the end of the meeting, we had recorded a total of 49 species
(excluding the exuviae), six of which were new for the
AlgomaDistrict list. I would be happy to supply anyone interested

Making notes in the Stag Lake Peatland. Photo by David Bree
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Male Extra-striped Snaketail (Ophiogomphus anomalus) from the
River aux Sables. Caught and photographed by David Bree,
July 3, 2001.

with a full species list. I may be contacted via email at
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.caorbytelephoneat705-655-2l66.
Mark 0' Brien will be hosting the 2nd Great Lakes Odonata
Meeting at the Ralph A. MacMullan Conference Center, Higgins
Lake, MicQigan fromJuly 1-4,2002. Formoreinformation,contact
Mark at mfobrien@urnich.edu. Additional information on the
MacMullan Center is available at the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources website (www.dnr.state.mi.us) by clicking on
the Ralph A. MacMullan Conference Center link on the righthand sidebar.
Participants list for the 2001 Great Lakes Odonata Meeting:
Name
Province/State
Rosita, John and Karen Ben-Oliel
Ontario
David Bree
Ontario
Kara Brodribb
Ontario
Marianne Clark
Ontario
Jay Cossey
Ontario
BillCrins
Ontario
Hugh Currie
Ontario
Paul Desjardin
Ontario
Bob Dubois
Wisconsin
Bruce Falls
Ontario
Lou Gardella
Ohio
Jackie Haley
Ohio
Colin Jones
Ontario
Chris Michener
Ontario
Ed Morris
Ontario
Mark, Adrienne and Matjorie O'Brien
Michigan
Carey and Gwen Purdon
Ontario
Larry Rosche
Ohio
Judy Sernroc
Ohio
Stanley Stine
Ohio
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Asian Longhorned Beetle Website
http://www.uvm.edu/albeetle
The University of Vermont
Entomology Research Laboratory
launched a comprehensive new Asian
Longhorned Beetle website in June. They
hope that this site will act as another
valuable tool for disseminating
information about Asian Longhorned
Beetles to those concerned. The web site
will continue to evolve as new infonnation
becomes available. Check it out - it really
is excellent!

Lynn Scott's Lepidoptera Index
http://www.heiconsulting.comJdls/
mothindex.htrnl
This attractive website features
photographs of approximately 150 moth
species. All of the photographs were
taken at one location (Dunrobin) on the
rural outskirts of Ottawa, Ontario.
The list is organized in numerical
order in accordance with Hodges' Check
List of the Lepidoptera of America North
ofMexico (1983).
Clicking on the Hodges number
beside the name of any species will take
you to the page for that species, where
you will find one or more photographs,
more detailed classification for the
species, date and time (Eastern Standard
regardless of season) for each
photograph, and additional infonnation
where available and relevant.
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The TIARA Biodiversity Project
http://www.csdl.tamu.edu/tiaral
The TIARA Project is a
collaborative, on-line, biological
infonnation system for the insects and
terrestrial arthropods of the south-central
United States and adjacent Mexico.
While the primary geographic
focus of the TIARA Project is the southcentral United States and adjacent
Mexico, taxa found beyond this focus
region are included in the data sets of
some collaborators. It should also be kept
in mind that the range of many species
present in the south-central U.S. extends
into Ontario.
Of the taxonomic groups
represented on the website, the
lepidoptera currently contain the most
infonnation. Approximately 1700 digital
images representing > 1000 lepidopteran
species (both butterflies and moths), are
now accessible from the Tiara
Biodiversity Project website. All images
are aggregated on taxon pages of species
and higher rank, and the site can be easily
searched by scientific name for desired
images. Common name searching, using
names from several popular sources, is
also available.
Although the site is of limited use
for entomogolists in Ontario as far as the
maps are concerned (only showing
records in Texas), the photographs are
often excellent and this is one more
electronic resource enabling users to view
images on-line.

IMAGELIST
http://www.furman. edu/- snyder/
imagelist/
No one book or resource
illustrates all of the approximately 11,000
moth species found in North America. In
particular, there are very few resources
featuring a good selection of larval
illustrations.
In order to facilitate those moth
enthusiasts searching for illustrations,
John Snyder has assembled this excellent
web-based resource. He has produced a
searchable database for a little over 5,000
species. By searching on a genera (or a
genera plus a specific name) a table is
produced listing nine commonly used and
readily accessible books and whether they
contain photographs or illustrations of
adults or larvae. The table also indicates
whether or not photographs of the species
in question is found on the world-wideweb. Unfortunately, however, there is not
a direct link from this table to the
photographs featured on the web. In order
to access the photographs on the web,
you first have to click on the link to one of
three web pages, and then somewhat
tediously locate the species from the main
page of the site. Despite the lack of these
direct links, this is an excellent resource
saving a tremendous amount of flipping
through the indices of books trying to
determine if a species is illustrated or not.
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Insect Specimens
Needed!
I

Lynne Gibson of Domtar Forestry
Centre is requesting specimens
of Ontario insects to be used in
the educational programs that
they offer.
Specimens need to be already
mounted and labelled, ready to
go.
For more information, please
contact Lynne at:
1-800-663-6342 or
613-528-4430

Rent this Space!
•••••••••••••

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad:
$10 per issue OR $20 for 3 issues

Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.

•••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Carol Sellers,
118 Ait-drie Road,
Toronto, Ontario,
M4GIM5

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions of Out-of-Print Books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
ByE.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.R Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic! I
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
ByE.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications
Ontario Odonata: Volume 2
Edited and Compiled by Paul M. Catling, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt
186 pages includes over 5000 Odonata sightings from the year 2000 and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
US$20 or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
Volume 1 is also still available for the same price as Volume 2.
The Butterflies ofthe Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
Ontario Insects (TEA Newsjournal)
Back Issues $3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries
(forl987, '88, '93, '95 to present) $10 each

T-Shirt
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.

For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2Kl; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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DEADLINE INFORMATION· Members Please Note:
The deadline for submissions to the May 2002 issue of Ontario Insects is April 1. Late
submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor after that date. If there are any
questions or concerns regarding submissions, please feel free to contact Colin Jones at the
address below. Please remember when submitting electronic information to minimize
formatting and send documents as plain text wherever possible.
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Notes from the Editor's Desk
Well it's that time of the year when almost all is quiet on the
insect front, with the exception of the few hardy winter insects
that one can find on a warm, winter day (and we've had alot of
those this winter!) It is also the time of year when alot of us get
"homework" done. By this I mean organizing our records,
photographs and collections from the previous field season. It
is while reviewing such records that we are reminded of some of

the significant finds we made, or of some of the interesting
observations we witnessed. We might even think to ourselves
"Wow, perhaps others would like to hear about this!". I strongly
encourage anyone with a significant insect record, an interesting
observation, or stunning photographs to think about putting
your material together for an article in 01. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact me (see my contact information
on the inside front cover).
Colin

Announc~ments

Annual Student Symposium - Final Call for Titles

Thank-you Duncan Robertson!

The T.E.A. is pleased to invite postdoctoral fellows, graduate
students or senior undergraduate students to submit titles
(include name, address, supervisor name, email address and
phone number) for 10 minute talks or posters at the Annual
Student Symposium. All are welcome to attend the symposium.
Please e-mail either of the following people if you are
interested in participating or would like more information.
Provisional titles will be published in Ontario Insects. Final
submitted and edited abstracts will also be published in Ontario
Insects. Longer reports are optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the symposium. Please pass this
information on to anyone you now who might be interested.

The T.E.A. wishes to thank long-time member Duncan
Robertson for all his hard work over the years in compiling the
moth records for the annual Lepidoptera summaries. This is often
a thankless job, and many people do not realize the amount of
time and coordination that such a role requires. His persistence
helped to keep the study of moths in Ontario thriving
and he has laid a great foundation for future work.
Thank you so much Duncan!

Saturday, March 23, 2002, 1 pm at York University, Toronto

Award for Original Research into Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now taking applications for
the W. John D. Eberlie Field Research Travel Award.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel award of $300 to
assist graduate or undergraduate students conducting original
field research into Ontario insects. The award is intended as a
travel grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for
research. The award will be made on the basis ofmerit and quality.
Applicants must be members of the Toronto Entomologists'
Association and a graduate or undergraduate
student at an Ontario university. To apply, submit a properly
completed application form (available from the TEA) postmarked
no later than March 25, 2002.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year for students) gives
the following benefits: subscription to Ontario Insects
(published 3x per year); opportunity to submit articles for Ontario
Insects; annual summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario; discounts
on book sales. The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from
September to April, including a student symposium in March.
We run field trips over the summer months.
An application form for the award, or for membership in the
TEA may be requested by writing to:
Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA
164 Morse Street, Toronto, ON M4M 2P8
Telephone: 416-466-9013
email: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A.
email: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer:
email: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca

Second Great Lakes Odonata Meeting
The second Great Lakes Odonata Meeting (GLOM) will be
held July 1-4, 2002 at the Ralph A. MacMullen Center (RAM
Center) located at Higgins Lake, near Roscommon, Michigan.
This event will be an opportunity for Odonata enthusiasts in the
Great Lakes Region to meet and share information, as well as
experience some of the habitats in northern Michigan and the
Odonata species living there.
GLOM 2002 will begin on the evening of Mon. July I, and
end the morning of July 4. Participants staying at the RAM
Center in double occupancy rooms can expect to pay approx.
US$172.00 per person for three nights lodging, which includes
meals. Our proposed schedule of activities includes day trips to
selected sites within 1.5 - 2 hr radius of the RAM Center, evening
programs and workshops.
For more information or to be put on the mailing list for a
registration form, contact Mark O'Brien at:
Mark O'Brien, Insect Division, Museum of Zoology,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1079.
Telephone: 734-647-2199
email: mfobrien@umich.edu
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Upcoming

Meetings
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Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday February 23, 2002, 1 p.m.
RICHARDTANNER
BUTTERFLIES OF COSTA RICA & TRINIDAD
Richard Tanner, long-time TEA member and terrific photographer, will provide an antidote to winter in the form of Costa Rican &
Trinidadian butterflies. He'll illustrate similarities and differences as well as examples of mimicry in the butterflies of the two
countries. Particular emphasis will be on the swallowtails (especially Parides) and the Satyrinae.

Saturday, March 23, 2002, 1 p.m.

ANNUAL T.E.A.STUDENTSYMPOSIUM
Please note the location: Ross Building, York University, Toronto, Room N306
Come to hear the latest research in insects from undergraduate and graduate students at our Ontario universities. Bring a friend
and join us for stimulating talks and refreshments. York University is easily accessible by car or by transit. Please note
that paid parking is available but please give yourself plenty of time to get to the meeting. For a map and directions, see
www.yorku.ca(YorkMaps. York Transit)

Saturday April 27,2002, 1 p.m.

BllLCRINS
DIVERSITY & ECOLOGY OF HOVERFLIES IN ONTARIO
Bill Crins is a senior conservation ecologist with Ontario Parks, MNR in Peterborough. His major responsiblilty is planning for
biodiversity conservation but hover flies (Syrphidae) have been a serious avocation for several years. Hover flies are one of the
most attractive groups in the Diptera (flies) and Bill will discuss morphology, taxomic diversity, feeding behaviour (larva and
adults), life history and more, and show how they may be useful organisms in applied ecology studies.

2002 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2002 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2002 season.
If you have ideas for 2002 outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Carol Sellers, Programs and Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 416-421-7398
email: csellerstor@hotmail.com

All meetings (except March - see above) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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September
TEA general meeting
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the first meeting
of the 2001-2002 year. There were 30
members and guests. The business part
of the meeting preceded the members'
presentations.
Financial:
Memberships are just being received.
The membership account stands at $786;
book account $12,833; GIC $7925.
Other business:
Nancy reported on the activities ofthe
TEA over the summer-the FON
conference, the presentation at Leslie Spit
in Toronto and the field trips. Information
appeared or will appear in 01.
Members' presentations:
Michael and Nancy van der Poorten
showed slides of some butterflies seen in
Arizona on the NABA butterfly count and
some common insects of Ontario.
Peter Hallett brought slides and
photos of his latest forays into nest boxes
for wasps etc. He gave us some very
interesting information about the various
insects that use the nest boxes.
Bob Yukich showed some of Karen
Yukich's photos of various moths,
butterflies and dragonflies that they saw
over the summer including the Black
Witch moth, hackberry larva, mating Giant
Swallowtails, and odd combinations of
mating damselflies!
Quimby Hess showed slides of
various habitats and insects illustrating a
variety of ecological and political issues.
He also brought a copy of a new book
Insects of North Lambton.
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Clwedd Burns told us of a website that
features a birding program that can be
used to collect insect sighting data and
generate maps (see The Insect Net is this
issue-ed.).
Finally, we looked at the books, photos
and specimens that people had brought
in.

October
Tom Mason
Metro Toronto Zoo
This meeting was held at the Toronto
Zoo, where Tom Mason, TEA member and
Curator of Invertebrates, and his assistant,
Lydia Attard, took us through the Zoo's
insect rearing facility. There was a good
crowd (about 30 people), so rather than
take us as a group through each room
(which are quite small), we looked through
each room at our leisure while Tom and
Lydia answered our questions. There were
plenty of spiders, red ants (which we were
warned to be careful of in case they
crawled onto us), crickets, blue shrimp,
and other critters to keep up occupied for
the afternoon.

November
Chris Jones
Amazing Creatures
Nottawasaga

of

the

Back at our usual location for this meeting,
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting. We
began with the speaker.
Chris Jones is a monitoring biologist
at the Nottawasaga Valley Conservation
Authority. Chris's slide show contained

~

several themes. It provided an
introduction to the diversity of taxa within
each of the major aquatic insect orders
(e.g.
Plecoptera
[stoneflies],
Ephemeroptem [mayflies], Hemiptem [true
bugs], Diptera [true flies], Megaloptera
[dobsonflies], Odonata [dragonflies and
damselflies], Trichoptera [caddisflies] and
Coleoptera [beetlesD. He highlighted some
examples of adaptations that these
animals possess (particularly for taxa like
beetles, that evolved to life on land and
secondarily invaded the aquatic
environment).
Chris also introduced the concept of
bioassessment of aquatic habitats, a
process in which samples of living stream
communities can be used to make
inferences about the "health" of aquatic
systems. He had some excellent slides and
gave us a good look at the mostly
immature stages of insects that we are
usually more familiar with as adults.
Business:
1. Board meeting: Nancy reported on the
board meeting that was held this
morning.
2 Alan explained that membership dues
no longer cover 'membership costs'
especially since we now have to pay
for room rental. The board had voted
to raise all dues for next year by $5 each.
The membership was asked to vote on
it and the vote carried in favour.
3. Nancy reported that the board has
undertaken to do a second edition of
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas and
expects to have the project done in two
years.
4. Nancy also reported that we are trying
to get our publications into more public
and university libraries and if anyone
has any connections, please let us
know.
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Field Trip
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June

July

August

Wings of Paradise

West Toronto Butterfly Gardens

Moth Night on the Rouge

On June 23, we visited this new
butterfly conservatory in Cambridge.
John Powers, curator, part-owner, and
driving force behind the conservatory,
spent a lot of time with us before and
during our tour.
The facility is beautiful: a nicely
landscaped room with waterfalls for the
free-flying butterflies from Costa Rica and
Malaysia and two large bright rooms to
display John's collection of insects from
around the world. There is also a small
gift shop and lunch room.
We ran out of time but there are also
trails behind the facility which would be
worth exploring (repellent advised!).

On July 28 we visited both the
Environment Canada garden and the
garden at Downsview park.
We visited the Environment Canada
garden first, located on Dufferin just north
of G Ross Lord park. It's a nice garden of
mostly prairie wildflowers and grasses,
created and maintained by staff
volunteers. The highlight was a
snowberry clearwing.
The second garden was at Downsview
Park (the old airport base). The gardens
were in full bloom with bUddleia,
coneflowers, liatris, etc and there were
picnic tables pleasantly arranged in the
middle of the garden space. The weather
was good and it was a pleasant way to
spend the day.

On August 25, Tom Mason led this
outing and we set up near the river off
Twyn Rivers Drive. Although we didn't
find many species, it was an excellent
outing from an educational standpoint
since we were able to spend time on the
,identification of each species.

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
FON Summer Camp - to sponsor
a TEA member's child for summer
camp

w. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!

TEA members anhe Environment Canada gardens during the July 28th field outing.

Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl

Photo by Don Davis
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Tiger Beetles of the Bruce Peninsula
by Steve Marshall
The Bruce Peninsula Arthropod Survey has been under way
now for the better part of a decade, and is now reflected in a
database of around 2500 species. The Bruce database is
maintained at University of Guelph, with periodically updated
copies housed at the Bruce Peninsula National Park office in
Tobermory. Although the Bruce project is slipping on to the
back burner now as personnel in the University of Guelph Insect
Systematics Laboratory focus on sites in Carolinian Ontario, the
Bruce database will continue to grow in the coming years as we
try to fill gaps in the database. My guess is that the list will top
out at around 4,000 species, considerably less than expected
totals for Carolinian sites, but still a lot ofbugs! The half a dozen
or so tiger beetle species found on the Bruce Peninsula comprise
a tiny fraction of the thousands of insects of the Peninsula, but
they are among our most easily observed and identified insects.

For that reason their current distributions are relatively well
known, and additional distributional data are likely to become
available if the entomological community represented by the
readership of this newsletter is aware of our current knowledge
of tiger beetle distributions on the Bruce. To that end, the known
distributions of tiger beetles of the Bruce are summarized below.
I would be delighted to hear from anyone willing to share
significant new Bruce Peninsula records, preferably backed up
by voucher specimens.
As is the case for many other taxa on the Bruce Peninsula, the
tiger beetle fauna is a mixture of southern and northern
distributions, with some localized populations of relatively
habitat-restricted species, and a number of widespread species.

WIDESPREADSPECIES

Cicindela purpurea
Cicindela purpurea (Purple Tiger Beetle) is the tiger beetle
most closely associated with the alvars of the Bruce Peninsula.
C. purpurea is a widespread, but usually hard-to-find species
that likes sparsely vegetated, non-sandy areas like blueberry
fields, lichen barrens, and alvars. It has been abundant on the
large alvars near Lake Scugog throughout the survey, and was
also collected right at the tip of the peninsula (in Tobermory)
during the hot, dry summer of 2001. The Purple Tiger Beetle
resembles C. limbalis (Green-margined Tiger Beetle), a similarly
coloured species that differs from C. purpurea by having
shoulder patches and much more extensive wing markings. I
have not yet seen C. limbalis from the Bruce Peninsula.

Cicindea sexguttata - Steve Marshall

Cicindela sexguttata (and C. denikei)
Cicindela sexguttata is commonly known as the Six-spotted

Cicindea purpurea - Steve Marshall
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Tiger Beetle despite the fact that some individuals have only
four, two, or even no white spots. It usually appears early in
spring, having spent the winter as an adult hidden in the same
burrow it had pupated in the previous fall (a very few adults
appear in fall). This familiar, conspicuous green species is
common in southern Ontario, and occurs well north of the
peninsula. The closest relative of the Six-spotted Tiger Beetle,
C. denikei, is known only from pavement alvars on Manitoulin
Island or similar habitats right along Ontario's western border.
This scarce species usually lacks spots but sometimes has a few
marginal spots like C. sexguttata. Cicindela denikei larvae are
the only tiger beetle larvae that make their burrows under rocks,
as befits their unusual habitat. I have searched for C. denikei on
the alvars of the Bruce Peninsula without success - Bruce
Peninsula records of this globally rare species would be exciting,
J~umy2002
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and any specimens of bright metallic green tiger beetles from the
Bruce will be welcomed into the University of Guelph insect
collection. Who knows, even the similar but rare C. patruela
(currently known in Ontario only from Lambton County) might
show up on the peninsula!

Cicindela repanda
Open, sandy areas anywhere on the Bruce shorelines support
huge numbers of our most common tiger beetle, Cicindela
repanda, especially in spring and late summer. Look for them by
the hundreds on the beaches at Dorcas Bay, Black Creek and
elsewhere.

Cicindea denikei - Steve Marshall

Cicindela tranquebarica
The widespread species C. tranquebarica has the hind part
of the shoulder marking elongated, like a finger pointing onto
the middle of the wing cover. Cicindela tranquebarica can be
found in a variety of open sandy and gravelly habitats early in
the spring, but eggs are laid early and this species is rarely seen
from late spring until late summer. There are several dense, but
apparently localized populations of this species throughout the
peninsula, the northernmost of which is along the Crane River
just west of Highway 6.

Cicindela duodecimguttata
Cicindela duodecimguttata (Twelve-spotted Tiger Beetle)
sometimes occurs in small numbers with C. repanda, but also
shows up on gravel dams and other places that lack masses of
C. repanda. This species seems to prefer sheltered areas, as
opposed to the open beaches frequented by C. repanda, and
likes a mixture of moist sand and organic soil. It occurs on the
islands ofFathom Five National Park, and forms dense but highly
localized populations on the sheltered sand beaches of Wingfield
Basin (near Cabot Head).

Cicindea duodecimguttata - Steve Marshall
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SOUTIIERNSPECIES

Cicindela punctulata
Cicindela punctulata, can be found throughout much of
southern Ontario in the late summer and early fall on almost any
dry, sunny areas with mixtures of open sand and scattered
grasses. Gravel pits and open farm tracks are good bets for these
small, dark tiger beetles with inconspicuous punctures and
variable tiny white markings. Cicindela punctulata is very
common, along with the more attractive Cicindela scutellaris,
in inland sandy areas around the base of the peninsula, but I
was unable to find it on most of the peninsula despite focused
searching in 1995-2000. In the summerof200l, however, I spotted
it at several localities on the northern part of the peninsula
including two or three sites right within a kilometer of the tip.
Records of this distinctive species from anywhere north of
Wiarton earlier than 2001 would be welcome.
NORTHERN SPECIES

Cicindela longilabris
Most of the conspicuous dune tiger beetles of southern
Ontario drop off as one heads north. For example, the sand dunes
of the upper Bruce Peninsula are conspicuously devoid of
Cicindelaformosa and C. scutellaris, species one would expect
in similar habitats further south. The tip of the Bruce, however,
supports some interesting northern insects, and the dunes of
Bruce Peninsula National Park have recently been found to
support one of Ontario's southernmost populations of Cicindela
longilabris, the big, black tiger beetle typical of boreal regions
of Canada. In the southern part of their range, this species is
also found on Manitoulin Island, in the Ottawa region, and in
northern Peterborough County. These beetles can be found from
June until August. They prefer sunny spots in open coniferous
forests, especially small sand patches. Look for them in the Jack
Pine stands near Cameron Lake and Dorcas Bay.
Cicindela scutellaris
Cicindela scutellaris is, by far, the most abundant species
in southern Ontario's inland dunes, blowouts, and open sand
roads. It varies in background colour from purple to green, but
can be easily recognized by the extensive white markings
restricted to the edge of the elytra. This common species abounds
both at nearby shoreline sites (like Inverhuron and Sauble Beach)
and inland sites (like the Hepworth dunes) during most spring
and summer months, but seems to be absent from apparently
suitable habitat on the peninsula anywhere north of Wiarton.
The Bruce Peninsula north of Wiarton has ample appropriate
habitat (Black Creek and Dorcas Bay dunes to mention only two
good sites), but this seems to be a good example of a species
with a range reaching the base of the peninsula and not beyond.
This kind of distribution is found in many other groups of insects.
Cicindea longilabris - Steve Marshall
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WESTERN SPECIES
A recurring pattern seen in various newly surveyed arthropod
taxa is one of marked disjunctions between species or populations
on the Bruce Peninsula and species or populations in Western
Canada. No such disjunctions seem to occur in the tiger beetles,
but see the notes about C. denikei above.

species was common on inland dunes near the base of the
peninsula (especially the Hepworth dunes) when I collected
insects there in the early 1970's, but I have not seen it in Bruce
County in the last decade despite focused and intensive
searches. My guess is that the small pockets of appropriate
habitat were altered by reforestation (pine plantings), and this
species is extirpated from the peninsula.

RARE orEXTIRPAlEDSPECIES

Cicindela hirticollis I
The rare and elusive Cicindela hirticollis (Beach Dune Tiger
Beetle), which has a G-shaped shoulder mark unlike the C-shape
of the otherwise similar C. repanda, is associated with white
sand shorelines, with historical records of Ontario populations
along the Great Lakes and the Ottawa River. Cicindela hirticollis
seems to be sensitive to shoreline development, and it has
apparently disappeared from much ofits original range in Ontario.
Although there are historical records from Sauble Beach and
Dyers Bay, I have been unable to find this species on the Bruce,
and I was ready to conclude that it had been extirpated from the
area till Todd Farrell recently rediscovered a population near
Kincardine (Bruce County, but below the base of the peninsula).
Cicindela hirticollis occurs on Manitoulin Island, but I doubt if
it still occurs on the Bruce Peninsula. I would be delighted to
have someone prove me wrong!

Anyone wishing to contribute significant Bruce Peninsula
records, preferably backed up by voucher specimens, can reach
me in the following ways:
Steve Marshall
Department of Environmental Biology
University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario, Canada, NlG 2Wl
Telephone: 519-824-4120 X2720
Email: smarshal@evb.uoguelph.ca
http://www.uoguelph.cal-samarsha

For More Information on Tiger Beetles in
Ontario Visit Steve Marshall's excellent
webpage at:
Cicindea hirticollis - Steve Marshall

Cicindela lepida
Cicindela lepida (White Tiger Beetle or Ghost Tiger Beetle)
is found only on open areas of pure, very fine, white or yellow
sand, especially inland areas of open, loose, deep, undisturbed
sand, during late summer or early fall. Pale and superbly
camouflaged, they are virtually invisible against a sandy
background, and are easiest to spot by their shadows. This
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Cicindela hirticollis - new to Pelee Island
byMikeGurr
One of the highlights of this year's butterfly/odonate count
on Pelee Island (see following article) was a tiger beetle
(Coleoptera: Cicindelidae). While walking the Lake Erie shoreline
at the north end of the island, at least three Cicindela hirticollis
(Beach Dune Tiger Beetle) were spotted amidst thousands of
the similar-looking, and much more common Cicindela repanda.
The area known as Lighthouse Point provided excellent habitat
for this elusive species with its extensive and relatively
untouched sandy shoreline.
Cicindela hirticollis is a species that has seen a dramatic
decline in numbers over the past few decades. The main reason
seems to be loss of habitat. Populations have all but disappeared
from areas where sandy beaches have been altered for
developmental and/or recreational purposes. These
disturbances can have devastating consequences for the larva
of certain species of tiger beetles.
Most of the tiger beetles in southern Ontario have a 2-year
life cycle. The larvae live in burrows that they dig into sand.
They are stationary predators, waiting at the top of their burrow
to seize prey. These burrows can be over a metre deep in loose
sand. Disturbances to the surrounding area in the form of foot!
vehicle traffic, encroaching vegetation, or flooding can collapse
the burrow, trapping the larva inside.
With only 14 species in the province, tiger beetles are a fairly
easy group to learn, especially with close-focusing binoculars.
There are several books about tiger beetles, but perhaps the

best way to figure out our local species is through Steve
Marshall's web site (www.uoguelph.cal-samarshaltigerbeetles.htm). It contains excellent descriptions of each Ontario
species and their habitats, along with accompanying
photographs.
Cicindela hirticollis was a particularly satisfying find on a
personal level because I had been searching for this species for
the past two years. Not taking anything away from an otherwise
pleasing weekend ofbutterflying and dragonflying in Canada's
"Deep South", but spotting a provincially rare species (even if
it's one you're not looking for) is always cause for celebration. It
just goes to show you that when prowling for insects, always
expect the unexpected.

Results of the 2001 Pelee Island
Butterfly and Odonate Counts
by Bob Bowles
The 4th annual Pelee Island butterfly count was held on
Saturday, August 4,2001. Twelve observers reported 32
species and 12,281 individuals. No new species were reported
for the count.
The 2nd annual Pelee Island Odonate count was held on
Sunday, August 5, 2001. Twelve observers reported only 12
species and 82 individuals. Hot dry weather in late July
probably contributed to the low numbers of Odonata on the
island. No new species were reported for the Pelee Island list.
A total of 33 species of moths were recorded by 9
observers on Saturday, August 4, 2001 near the West Dock on
Pelee Island. A few other insects were observed during the
weekend, including the rare tiger beetle, Cicindela hirticollis
(see above article). Full count summaries and additional insect
lists are included here, beginning with the odonate count
results.
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Common Name
Slender Spreadwing
TuleBluet
Familiar Bluet
Eastern Forktail
Common Green Damer
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Blue Dasher
Wandering Glider
Spot-winged Glider
Common Whitetail
Eastern Amberwing
Black Saddlebags

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL.INDIVIDUALS

Numbers
Scientific Name
Lestes rectangularis
2
Enallaglfla carunculatum 8
Enallagma civile
4
Ischnura verticalis
8
Anaxjunius
17
Libellula pulchella
18
Pachydiplax longipennis 11
Pantala jlavescens
3
Pantala hymenea
3
Plathemis lydia
1
Perithemis tenera
4
Tramea lacerata
3

12
82
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BUITERFLYCOUNT RESULTS
Common Name
Scientific Name
Numbers
Epargyreus clarus
24
Silver-spotted Skipper
Common Sootywing
Pholisora catullus
30
Ancyloxypha numitor
113
Least Skipper
Wallengrenia egeremet
2
Northern Broken-Dash
Euphyes vestris
12
Dun Skipper
Papilio polyxenes
119
Black Swallowtail
2f1:)
Papilio cresphontes
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Papilio glaucus
22
Papilio troilus
Spicebush Swallowtail
3
Pieris rapae
9198
Cabbage White
i
Colias philodice
128
Clouded Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
Orange Sulphur
865
Grey Hairstreak:
Strymon melinus
2
Everes comyntos
101
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Celastrina neglecta
108
American Snout
Libytheana carinenta
30
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele
1
Phyciodes tharos
161
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes cocyta
152
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Polygonia interrogationis 19
Polygonia comma
4
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak:
Nymphalis antiopa
4
Vanessa virginiensis
6
American Lady
Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
25
5}
Vanessa atalanta
Red Admiral
Common Buckeye
Junonia coenia
1
Viceroy
Limenitis archippus
83
Asterocampa celtis
18
Hackberry Emperor
Asterocampa clyton
197
Tawny Emperor
1
Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Monarch
384
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours

32
12281
195
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Butterfly Count Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Amanda
Derring, Paul Desjardins, Todd Farrell, Mike Gurr, Angie
Horner, Carolyn King, Judith Nacekivell, Dean Ware, Bob
Yukich, Karen Yukich
Odonate Count Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Clwedd
Burns, Amanda Derring, Paul Desjardins, Todd Farrell, Mike
GUff, Angie Horner, Carolyn King, Trish Murphy, Judith
Nacekivell, Dean Ware
Moth Excursion Participants: Jerry Ball, David Beadle, Bob
Bowles, Paul Desjardins, Mike GUff, Brian Henshaw, Judith
Nacekivell, Bob Yukich, Karen Yukich
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OTHERINSECTS OBSERVED
Common Name
Scientific Name
Numbers
SPHINX MOTHS
SPINGIDAE
Vrrginia Creeper Sphinx
Darapsa myron
4
Hummingbird Clearwing Hemaris thysbe
2
Small-eyed Sphinx
Paonias myops
2
TIGER MOTHS
ARCTIIDAE
Viginia Tiger Moth
Spilosoma virginica
1
GEOMETERMOTHS
GEOMETRIDAE
Celery Looper Moth
Anagrapha /alcifera
1
The Bad-Wing
Dyspteris abortivaria
I
Lesser Grapevine Looper Eulithis diversilineata
1
White-striped Black
Trichodezia albovittata
1
SLUGC~ll.LARS
LIMACODIDAE
Tortricidia jlexuosa
1
TUSSOCKMOTHS
LYMANTRllDAE
Gypsy Moth
Lymantria dispar
1
NOCTUIDMOTHS
NOCTUIDAE
Medium Dagger Moth
Acronicta modica
1
Ruddy Dagger Moth
Acronicta rubricoma
1
Ipsilon Dart
Agrotis ipsilon
1
Brown-bordered Cucullia Cucullia convexipennis
1
Small Heterocampa
Heterocampa subrotata
1
Dark Marathyssa
Marathyssa inflcita
1
Large Yellow Underwing Noctua pronuba
1
Dark-spotted Palthis
Palthis angulalis
1
PROMINENTS
NOTOOONTIDAE
Common Gluphisia
Gluphisia septentrionis
1
Unicorn Catepillar Moth Schizura unicornis
2
PYRALIDS
PYRALIDAE
White-spotted Black
Anania junebris glomeralis 1
Grape Leaffolder
Desmia juneralis
3
Nomophila nearctica
1
GIANT SILKWORMS
SATURNIIDAE
Honey Locust Moth
Spingicampa bicolor
1
TORTRICID MOTHS
TORTRICIDAE
Oblique-banded Leafroller Choristoneura rosaceana 2
CLEAR-WINGS
SESIIDAE
Maple Callus Borer Moth Synanthedon acemi
ERMINE MOTHS
YPONOMEUTIDAE
Ailanthus Webworm
Atteva punctella
1
BEEIl..ES
COLEOPIERA
7-spotted Lady Beetle
Coccinella septempunctata 100
Spotted Lady Beetle
Coleomagilla maculata
2
Southern Lady Beetle
Harmonia axyridris
4
Convergent Lady Beetle Hippodamia convergens
8
Russian Wheat Lady B.
Hippodamia variagata
4
Beach-dune Tiger Beetle Cicindela hirticollis
3
Common Shore Tiger B.
Cicindela repanda
1000's
Dotted Tiger Beetle
Cicindela punctulata
4
Cottonwood Leaf Beetle Chrysomela scripta
2
WASPS
HYMENOPIERA
Great Golden Digger
Sphex ichneumoneus
9
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Butterflies in the publication "Wild Species 2000"
- worse than it looks
by Paul M. Catling
The status of butterfly species is based on incomplete
information as a result of a contrived definition of "at risk". The
leads to a misleading impression that the situation is not as bad
as it really is. Readily available, current and reliable information
including provincial status ranking was not adequately utilized.
The main problem
In this publication, a species
requires "a formal detailed assessment"
by a province or by the Committee On
the Status of Wildlife In Canada
(COSEWIC) in order to be considered
"at risk". It may be at risk based on
adequate information, but without the
formal assessment it is relegated to a
category oflesser concern. If there were
enough formal assessments and they
were current, there would be no
problem, but that is not the case. Formal
detailed assessments are lacking for too
many species. There are about a dozen butterflies in Ontario
that are extirpated or at risk, but by using the requirement of a
"formal detailed assessment", rather than just the best available
current information, extirpated species are treated as "at risk"
and species that are "at risk" are treated as "may be at risk".
Formal detailed assessments are appropriate for use to protect
species with legislation, but an inadequate number of such
assessments, is not appropriate to characterize the status of a
group at the expense of other reliable information.
Background
Wild Species 2000: The General Status o/Species in Canada,
available from Environment Canada, is a publication (also
available on-line at www.wildspecies.ca)that addresses the need
to "monitor, assess and report regularly on the status of all wild
species". This was required by the Federal-Provincial "Accord
for the protection of species at risk" which was established in
1996, but such reporting was also agreed upon through
recommendations in the earlier Biodiversity Convention. The
idea is basically a collaborative overview of status of groups of
wild organisms that will help to answer the question of how our
biodiversity is doing. It is a very good idea and the publication
is a step in the right direction.
Butterflies a flagship
The only group of invertebrates covered are the butterflies.
We are told at the outset that butterflies are a flagship group
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because people like them. Other statements regarding the
comparison ofbutterflies and moths, life histories etc., will raise
a few entomologists' eyebrows, but the reading is not too bad,
although much of it is available in many books introducing the
Lepidoptera. A better reason for using butterflies is that there is
an abundance of reliable information, but since this information
is not sufficiently applied to an accurate portrayal of status, it
can hardly be cited as a reason to use
butterflies! It is noted that the status of
this large group is not yet been
adequately determined, yet Ontario is
one province for which much data is
available. In fact butterflies in Ontario
are quite well known and summaries of
observations have been published
annually since 1969 by the Toronto
Entomologists' Association (TEA).
There is also the Ontario Butterfly Atlas
(Holmes et al. 1991) and the database of
the Natural Heritage Information Centre
(NHIC) which include provincial status ranks. There are also
numerous experts and recent authoritative coverage and
associated databases (Layberry et al. 1998).
Suspicious histograms and specific problems
A histogram bar indicates degrees of threat from purple, red
and orange at the base (extirpated, at risk and may be at risk,
respectively) to green, grey , black and blue (secure,
undetermined, exotic, accidental, respectively) at the top. Ontario
is shown to have no extirpations and a relatively large number of
accidentals at the top. This was suspicious. Fortunately the
basis for the histograms is included in a CD in an envelope (also
available at the websit) so that it is possible to check the
histogram, at least to a degree.
I
In the database both the Karner Blue (Lycaeides melissa
samuelis) and the Frosted Elfin (Callophrys iris) are given a 1
for "at risk", but the NHIC lists them as extirpated (SX on their
website - www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNRlnhic/nhic.html). and they
have, in fact, been for many years. It seems remarkable that
another federal government report, Le. the annual Recovery
report (RENEW 2001), lists the Karner Blue correctly as
"extirpated". If it was not extirpated why would the recovery
team be planning reintroduction from the U.S.?
Bog Elfin (Callophrys lanoraieensis), Dusted Skipper
(Atrytonopsis hianna) and Garita Skipper (Oarisma garita) are
all given a status of 2 meaning "may be at risk". With small
population sizes, few occurrences in small geographic areas,
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threats to both populations and habitats, and some evidence for
decline in two cases, these species qualify for risk status under
criteria outlined on p. 11 of the publication. All have Ontario
Sranks (status ranks) of S1 (between 1 and 5 extant occurrences
provincially) and are at risk for different reasons. Regal Fritillary
is given "may be at risk", but on the basis of how many
populations. If zero, then it is extirpated! Currently it is treated
as "SAN" by the NHIC meaning a non-breeding accidental yet
there is no reason to believe that it was accidental in Ontario
prior to the destruction ofsavanna habitats. Once well established
throughout the northeast, it has now declined throughout the
entire region. Zebra Swallowtails (Eurytides marcellus) and
Snout Butterflies (Libytheana carinenta) may have once had
established populations. Although such ideas may not be able
to be proved, the evidence does not necessarily support breeding
migrant status either. I would treat these as S1 (at risk).
In each of these cases, the insects' conservation status is
worse than appears to be the case in "Species 2000". There are
examples of status looking better than it is in other groups as
well. In orchids for example, Platanthera ciliaris should be
"extirpated" instead of "accidental" in Ontario and Cypripedium
candidum should be either "extirpated" or "at risk", but definitely
not "accidental" in Saskatchewan. Since "accidental" results in
a friendly blue colour at the top of the histogram rather than the
unfriendly purple at the opposite end, the effect of visual
impression is quite different and very misleading.
Other problems
Under "Taxon-specific Resources" in Appendix 3, it would
have been appropriate to list The Butterflies a/Canada (Layberry
et al. 1998), a very valuable and authoritative publication
obviously with a great deal more Canadian content than the two
web sites that are alluded to. Also the TEA is a major resource
with over 30 years of provincial butterfly summaries as well as
the Ontario Butterfly Atlas and other publications. The record
of the TEA in organizing amateur contributions to lepidoptera
research and contributing to related training and education is
significant and notable on a global scale. In fact, the TEA had
received international recognition for their contribution in this
area 30 years ago! Both the Butterflies of Canada and TEA should
be listed under "References and Further Information".
The "Sources of Information" section on p. 13 is aggravating
because it implies that many sources were utilized. Not only
were many of the listed sources not utilized, in a few cases where
they were, the information was lost along the way.
The working group that produced this report was composed
of representatives of government agencies (p.19). There were
evidently no museum, university or non-government
organization representatives.
How bad is it?
The kind of errors and omissions outlined above are
unfortunate. Basically we are not doing as well as this report
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suggests, and it is definitely not an outstanding report. The
misleading graphics and the fact that a species may be extirpated
or endangered based on fully reliable information, but is not
defined as extirpated or endangered until there is an approved
report, is a major problem. It is especially problematic because
status reports usually take several years to be produced and
approved. On the brighter side, the very fact that we have a
report is a good sign.
In section 4 it is promised that the next report (2005) will
include new data, address gaps, and will include an assessment
of an increased number and variety of species. These
improvements will contribute to the vision of an accurate, single
information platform, but this is not enough. We desperately
need an accurate synthesis, but just as important as reporting
accurately on status is an understanding of the reasons for failure
and the limitations that will enable the real conservation job to
be done. As a matter of interest, there was advance warning of
the decline ofthe Karner Blue and Frosted Elfin butterflies, which
occurred on land managed by Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources (OMNR). The TEA toured the St. Williams forestry
station with OMNR managers and biologists twice in the late
1960s, but TEA management suggestions for this location and
Pinery Provincial Park were unheeded and the two species
became extirpated. It is important to know this because even
with the best of situations, when a government agency
controlled the land and the habitat, we have extirpation - yet
today most people seem to want to blame agriculture for habitat
loss leading to endangerment! One has to wonder what we can
expect from private landowners when we cannot protect
endangered species on public lands. We clearly need to learn
from this past rather than sweep it under the carpet. "Wild Species
2000" was an opportunity for an accurate synthesis and
evaluation, but did not go the distance. It is, however, an
encouraging step in the right direction.

References:
Canadian Endangered Species Conservation Council (CESCC).
2001. Wild Species 2000: The General Status of Species in
Canada. Minister of Public Works and Government Services
Canada, Ottawa. 48 pp + CD.
Holmes, AM., Q.F. Hess, RR. Tasker, and AJ. Hanks. 1991.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas. Toronto Entomologists'
Association, Toronto, Ontario. 167 pp.
Layberry, RA, P.w. Hall and J.D. Lafontaine. 1998. The
Butterflies of Canada. University of Toronto Press, Toronto.
280pp.
RENEW. 2001. Annual Report No. 11, Recovery ofNationally
Endangered Wildlife in Canada. Environment Canada,
Canadian Wildlife Service, Ottawa, Ontario, 28 pp.
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Results of the 2001 Carden and Orillia Butterfly Counts
by Bob Bowles
The 4th Annual Carden 4th butterfly count was held on
Saturday, June 30, 2001. Four observers recorded 36 species
and 8235 individuals. There were no new species for the count
this year.

The 10th annual Orillia butterfly count was held on
Saturday, July 1,2001. Seven observers in 3 parties recorded
only 30 species and 1350 individuals. Heavy rain and high
winds made this a less than perfect day for a butterfly count.

Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Nancy Ironside, Carolyn

Participants: Jerry Ball, Robin Bloom, Bob Bowles, Carolyn King,

King.

Bill Mcllveen, Irene Mcllvenn, Bill Wilson

Common Name
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Indian Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Summer Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours
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Scientific Name
Numbers
Thorybes pylades
2
Ancyloxypha numitor
10
Thymelicus lineola
7324
Hesperia sassacus
2
Polites peckius
3
Polites themistocles
14
Polites mystic
10
Wallengrenia egeremet
2
1
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris
10
Papilio canadensis
6
Pieris oleracea
28
Pieris rapae
39
Colias philodice
15
Colias eurytheme
2
Colias interior
1
29
Lycaena hyllus
Celastrina neglecta
108
Speyeria cybele
10
Phyciodes cocyta
26
Euphydryas phaeton
208
Polygonia interrogationis 23
Polygonia comma
19
Polygonia progne
11
Nymphalis antiopa
5
Nymphalis milberti
3
29
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
1
Vanessa atalanta
::f)
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 44
Limenitis archippus
7
Enodia anthedon
14
Satyrodes eurydice
85
Megisto cymela
2
19
Coenonympha tullia
Danaus plexippus
64

Common Name
European Skipper
Indian Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Summer Azure
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours

Scientific Name
Numbers
1084
Thymelicus lineola
1
Hesperia sassacus
1
Polites themistocles
1
Polites origenes
4
Polites mystic
1
Wallengrenia egeremet
7
Poanes hobomok
7
Euphyes vestris
1
Papilio canadensis
1
Pieris oleracea
25
Pieris rapae
2
Colias philodice
1
Lycaena hyllus
10
Celastrina neglecta
4
Speyeria cybele
1
Phyciodes tharos
16
Phyciodes cocyta
12
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis 9
2
Polygonia comma
3
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
7
83
Vanessa atalanta
19
Limenitis arthemis
13
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
7
3
Satyrodes ~appalachia
2
Megisto cymela
3
Coenonympha tullia
20
Danaus plexippus

30
1350
171
15.5

36
8235

150
14
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Results of the 2001 Carden Odonate Count
by Bob Bowles
The 5th annual Carden Odonate count was held on
Saturday, July 14,2001. Five observers tallied a total of26
species and 1581 individuals.
The highlight of the count was one male Midland Clubtail
(Gomphusjratemus). This individual was found by Jerry Ball,
Carolyn King and Neil Taylor and brought back to Bob
Bowles for identification. Bob keyed the specimen out using
Scientific Name
Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes unguiculatus
Argia jumipennis violacea
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalenia irene
Anaxjunius
Boyeria vinosa
Gomphus jratemus
Celithemis elisa
Leucorrhinia jrigida
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula incesta
Libellula luctuosa
Libellula (Plathemis) lydia
Libellula pulchella
Libellula quadrimaculata
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum vicinium
TOTALSPECIFS:

IDfALINDIVIDUAlS:
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Walker's three-volume classic work. Unfortunately, however,
the specimen was badly damaged and was not retained. This
represents a new species for Victoria County. It would be well
worth keeping and eye out for this species in the future.
Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Carolyn King, Lindsay
Rodger, Neil Taylor.

Common Name
River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
CommonSpreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Lyre-tipped Spreadwing
Variable Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Eastern Forktail
Sedge Sprite
Common Green Darner
Fawn Darner
Midland Clubtail
Calico Pennant
Frosted Whiteface
Dot-tailed Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Slaty Skimmer
Widow Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer
White-faced Meadowhawk
Yellow-legged Meadowhawk

Numbers
13
132
3
1

ro
57
18
2

648
5
3
56
3
1
I?
1
3
23
6
2
15
31
21
15

455
6

26

1581
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Sixth Annual Algonquin Odonate Count
by Colin D. Jones

In 2001, the sixth annual Algonquin Odonate Count was held
on Saturday, June 23. The 15 mile diameter count circle is centred
at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township, Algonquin Provincial Park
and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west
to the Park's boundary in the east. Within the circle, habitats for
odonates include lakes, beaver ponds, rivers and streams, spruce
bogs, wet sedge meadows, and human disturbed open areas
such as roadside ditches.
We had a total of 15 observers in 2001. Although the total
number of individual odonates (3221) on count day was close to
a record high (3388 in 1999), the species diversity was lower
than average. Forty-one species were recorded, eight species
lower than average. Although some species appeared to be in
greater abundance this year (e.g. Epitheca princeps, Celithemis
elisa, Libellulajulia), most species were in low numbers. Not
surprisingly, the early flying species Leucorrhinia frigida
(Frosted Whiteface) and L. hudsonica (Hudsonian Whiteface)
were in much higher numbers than usual this year, probably as a
result (at least in part) of the count being held on its earliest date
ever.

Bronze Copper (Lycaena hyllus) - NEW TO ALGONQUIN
PARK! Although not an odonate, this was certainly the most
significant find of the day. A single, very fresh male was found
along Martin Creek (a narrow creek bordered by sedge meadow),
by Colin Jones, Karl Konze and Charlotte Woodley. Due to the
fact that the individual was very fresh, and was in appropriate
habitat, it is presumed that there must be a population at this site
or nearby, rather than the individual having strayed from outside
of the Park. The big question is, was this population always
there or has this species moved in as a result of global warming?

There were two highlights of the count:

Arigomphus furcifer (Lilypad Clubtail) - new species to the
count list. While paddling down Costello Creek (bordering the
Opeongo Road), Mike Runtz and Bill Crins tallied 16 individuals.
The Lilypad Clubtail is a rare species in Algonquin Park, at the
northern edge of its range in Ontario. It was first discovered in
Algonquin in 1999 along Batise Creek (Jones and Holder 2000).
Costello Creek represents the only other site where this species
has been found in the Park.

Male Bronze Copper from Martin Creek, Algonquin

ar •

olin Jones

The cumulative total number of species of all six counts now
stands at an impressive 75 of the Park's 99 species!
A full species list with totals for the count is found in the
table opposite. Count highs are followed by an asterisk. New
species for the count appear in bold type.
Thanks to all of the participants who helped to make this
count possible. The 2002 Algonquin Odonate Count is
scheduled for Saturday, June 29. Those interested in
participating on this count should coptact the author at Box 182,
Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, Tel (home): 705-652-5004, Tel (work):
705-755-2166, email: colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
Participants: Dennis Barry, Margaret Carney, Bill Crins, Jason
Dombroskie, William Godsoe, Colin Jones, Karl Konze, Chris
Michener, Jason Palframann, Carey Purdon, Gwen Purdon, Mike
Runtz, Al Sinclair, Ron Tozer, Charlotted Woodley.

Literature Cited:
Jones, C.D. and M.L. Holder. 2000. Additions to (and a deletion
from) the Odonata list of Algonquin Provincial Park. pp. 13-17,
in "Ontario Odonata: Volume I" (p.M. Catting, C.D. Jones and P.
Pratt, eds.). Toronto Entomologists Association, Toronto.
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Scientific Name
Calopteryx- aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes eurinus
Amphiagrion saucium
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma cyathigerum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma sp.
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia gracilis
Nehalennia irene
Nehalennia sp.
Aeshna sp.
Aeshnidae (unidentified)
Basiaeschna janata
Arigomphusfurcifer
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus borealis
Gomphus descriptus
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus lividus
Gomphus spicatus
Gomphus sp.
Hagenius brevistylus
Cordulegaster diastotops
Cordulegaster maculata
Cordulegaster sp.
Didymops transversa
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia Libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Epitheca spinigera
Epitheca sp.
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis
Corduliidae (unidentified)
Celithimus elisa
Leucorrhinia jrigida
Leucorrhinia glacialis
Leucorrhinia hudsonica
Leucorrhinia proxima
Leucorrhinia sp.
Libellula julia
Libellula lydia
Libellula quadrimaculata
TOTALSPECIFS:
TOTALINDIVIDUALS:
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Common Name
River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
Amber-winged Spreadwing
Eastern Red Damsel
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Boreal Bluet
Northern Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Hagen's Bluet
Eastern Forktail
Sphagnum Sprite
Sedge Sprite

Total
7
19
2
55*

T1
115*
21
129
116
1
121
70
213
22*
211*

25

Springtime Darner
Lilypad Clubtail
Black-shouldered Spinyleg
Beaverpond Clubtail
Harpoon Clubtail
Lancet Clubtail
Ashy Clubtail
Dusky Clubtai1
Dragonhunter
Delta-spotted Spiketail
Twin-spotted Spiketail
Stream Cruiser
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Beaverpond Baskettail
Common Baskettail
Prince Baskettail
Spiny Baskettail
Stygian Shadowdragon
Calico Pennant
Frosted Whiteface
Crimson-ringed Whiteface
Hudsonian Whiteface
Red-waisted Whiteface
Chalk-fronted Skimmer
Common Whitetail
Four-spotted Skimmer

1
1
3

16*
4

3
1
8
3
21*
7
1
8
3
6*
11
6
3
5
186

13
13
10
3
87*
198*
7
152*
(f)

7
1159*
50
117

41
3221
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Nomina Insecta Nearctica
http://nearctica.com/nomina/main.htm
Nomina Insecta Nearctica is a
complete synonymical checklist of the
approximately 90,000 species of insects
of North America north of Mexico
published by Entomological Information
Services in 1996 and 1997 in four
volumes and a CD-ROM. An abbreviated
version of this checklist is now
available on-line at the Nearctica website.
The list contains all of the species of
insects of North America with the
synonyms removed.
The checklist is arranged
alphabetically. Families are arranged
alphabetically within orders, genera
alphabetically within families, and
species within family. A typical species
entry is:
Satyrium acadica
Edwards 1862 (Thecla)

Colias (Sulphur) ID
http://www.carolinabutterflysociety.org/
coliasOl.htm
This webpage (part of the Carolina
Butterfly Society's website) is devoted to
the problems that one can encounter when
trying to identify Orange Sulphur (Colias
eurytheme) and Clouded Sulphur (Colias
philodice). Written by Ron Gatrelle, with
stunning photographs by Randy Emmitt,
this article provides a technique for
identifying males with closed wings
(usually next to impossible to do) as well
as some advice on seperating females
(including those nasty white forms). I'm
not quite sure, however, about Mr.
Gatrelle's field marks for distinguishing
females. I find the marks he mentions far
too variable to be of much use. I find that
the characters mentioned in The
Butterflies of Canada by Layberry, Hall
and Lafontaine to be more accurate.
Regardless, white form females are very
tricky.

The name is the current generic name,
the species name, the author or
authors of the name, the date of
publication, and finally (in parenthesis)
the generic name under which the species
was originally described. The
specific name follows the original spelling
of the species group name and
has not been emended to follow the
number and gender of the current generic
name.
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One other thing Ontarian's should
keep in mind, however, is that in much of
Ontario, we also have to deal with a third
similar looking species, Pink-edged
Sulphur (Colias interior)! Fuel for a later
ill Pitfalls article perhaps!
Nature Science Update
http://www.nature.com/nsu
Nature Science Update is an excellent
way to stay up-to-date on the latest news
from the world of science. It is a collection
of authoritative, informative and
entertaining science news stories from
Nature News Service - the popular
science news syndication arm of the
leading international science journal
Nature. The website is updated every day
at midnight GMT and available for free!
You can access all the news at the above
website, or you can also choose to receive

~

the week's highlights via email by
subscribing (also via the website).
A couple of recent headlines have
been: CATERPILLARS BEAT TATTOO:
Moth larvae defend their homes with bad
vibrations; and MONARCHS SAFE
FROM BT: GM plant pollen may be off
the hook, but regulators are still feeling
the heat.

Wings Relational Database
http://homepage.mac.com/wings_4d/
Those of you who own a Macintosh
computer and have been having a hard
time finding a database to manage your
bird or butterfly records, look no further.
Steven Furino, a professeur at the
University of Waterloo has developed a
software package that not only allows you
to maintain your records and produce
checklists, but it also allows you to do
some very impressive things. For example,
it also allows you to create a number of
different reports, charts, and graphs, as
well as import maps into your locational
information. Although the only dataset
that comes with it is birds, you can easily
import butterflies, odonates, or any other
group of insects, plants, animals, or fungi
that you might be interested in.
The best thing about this database is
that it is absolutely FREE!!! Thanks
Steven!
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Point Pelee Natural History News
Produced and Published by The Friends
ofPoint Pelee. Edited by Alan
Wormington. $15/year for 4 issues.
"Point Pelee Natural History News" is
a new natural history newsletter published
by the Friends of Point Pelee, a non-profit
organization dedicated to supporting and
enhancing the programs of Point Pelee
National Park. Volume 1, Number 1 of the
newsletter was published in Spring 2001
and three issues have been published to
date (January 2002), with the 4th in press.
Each issue is between 20 and 24 pages in
length. Well-known Ontario naturalist,
Alan Wormington, currently edits "Point
Pelee Natural History News".
The goal of "Point Pelee Natural
History News" is to promote the study
and appreciation of the natural heritage
ofPoint Pelee and nearby areas. Although
Point Pelee is best known among
naturalists as an interesting birding
location it is also significant
entomologically and the first three issues
of Point Pelee Natural History News
contain almost as much insect content as
bird content. The first three issues contain
10 articles and 8 notes covering birds and
6 articles and 14 notes covering insects;
articles are typically more than a page in
length while notes are typically a
paragraph or two. Insect content is
weighted towards butterflies (6 articles
and 3 notes), but also deals with moths (6
notes), dragonflies (2 notes), cicadas (1
note), aphids (1 note) and lady-beetles (1
note). Several articles report species new
to Ontario and Canada (e.g. Zabulon
Skipper, Clouded Skipper, Bighead Carp,
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Lilypad Forktail) as well as significant
records on a more local scale (e.g. species
new to Point Pelee or Essex County).
Articles and notes to date are well-written
and technically accurate and are often
illustrated by black and white
photographs. Also included in "Point
Pelee Natural History News" are "news
and announcements" and "upcoming
events and outings".
I would highly recommend "Point
Pelee Natural History News" to anyone
with an interest in the natural history of
Canada's most southern region. The
entomology content is great enough so
that "Ontario Insects" readers without an
interest in other aspects of natural history
will find useful content in every issue; for
those with more diverse natural history
interests, "Point Pelee Natural History
News" contains a wealth of information.
Subscription rates are $15 CAN annually
and further information can be obtained
from The Friends ofPoint Pelee, 1118 Point
Pelee Drive, Leamington, Ontario N8H
3V4. Website: http://www.wincom.netl
-fopplNatural_History_News.htm
Michael J. Oldham, Ontario Natural
Heritage Information Centre, Ministry of
Natural Resources, P.O. Box 7000,
Peterborough, Ontario K9L IC8

Biotic Forest Communities of
Ontario
by N. D. Martin & N. M. Martin. 2001.
Ed. 3. Commonwealth Research,
Belleville ON. 195 pp. $10.00 + $ 2.00
shipping.
The authors present an overview of
Ontario's forest communities at the biome
level. The Boreal Forest, the Eastern

Deciduous Forest, and their ecotones or
transition zones are described. Forest
succession community descriptions are
divided into upland and bottomland
forests and their seral stages from pioneer
to forest climax communities. Six upland
and four bottomland community types are
discussed. For each community type ego
"Sugar Maple-Beech Community"
dominant trees are listed as well as short
lists of shrubs, herbaceous plants, ground
cover, indicator bird species, small
mammals, forest insect pests, and fungi.
The insects listed are only those generally
considered as forest pests that attack
trees.
The authors admit that little is known
about the large number of insect species
that abound in the various strata of the
forest. This book provides a concise
macro view ofbiome forest communities
& their indicator species in Ontario.
Margo Holt
Ecologist
Ecostudy Consulting
Coldwater ON

Worth Reading
Connop, J. (editor). 2001. Insects of
North Lambton by Skevington, Caloren,
Stead and Zufelt!. Lambton Wildlife
Incorporated. P.O. Box 681, Sarnia,
Ontario, N7T 717. 181 p.
Freitag, R. 1999. Catalogue ofthe Tiger
Beetles of Canada and the United
States. National Research Council of
Canada Research Press, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada KIA OR6. 195p.
Maw, H.E.L., Foottit, R.G., Hamilton,
KG.A, and Scudder, G.G.E. 2000.
Checklist ofthe Hemiptera ofCanada
and Alaska. National Research Council
of Canada Research Press, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada KIA OR6. 22Op.
Kearns, c.A. and J.D.Thomson. 2001.
The Natural History ofBumblebees A Sourcebook for Investigations. V.of
Colorado Press. 130 pp.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The
Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted
price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler
directly for more details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and whether or not
they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the
order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl, phone 905-727-6993; a.hanks@aci.on.ca

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 kID W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat.lLong. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by JANUARY 31, 2002. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL 2HO.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (provincial Compiler): The regional compiler for this part ofthe province (most of
the region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the
exceptions of Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA
2PO. 613-821-2064, brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end
of Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 5199665852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or Ontario Odonata Volume 2, pages 175183.
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Rent this Space!

Insect Specimens

•••••••••••••

Needed! \
Lynne Gibson of Domtar Forestry
Centre is requesting specimens
of Ontario insects to be used in
the educational programs that
they offer.
Specimens need to be already
mounted and labelled, ready to
go.
For more information, please
contact Lynne at:
1-800-663-6342 or
613-528-4430

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad:
$10 per issue OR $20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available
for extra charge.

•••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Oops!
In the September 2001 issue of Ontario Insects, in my haste to get the
issue completed on time I made an embarrassing error. On page 22, the
excellent photograph taken by Jay Cossey is not a female Mustached
Clubtail (Gomphus adelphus), but rather a male Black-shouldered Spinyleg
(Dromogomphus spinosus). Thanks to Paul Catling for pointing out the
error.
Your red-faced editor,
Colin

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions ot Out-ot-Print Books

The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
ByE.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic! I
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it
The North American Dragonflies ofthe Genus Aeshna
ByE.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies ofthe Genus Somatochlora
By E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications

Ontario Odonata: Volume 2
Edited and Compiled by Paul M. Catling, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt
186 pages includes over 5000 Odonata sightings from the year 2000 and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
US$20 or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
Volume 1 is also still available for the same price as Volume 2.
The Butterflies ofthe Toronto Region: 132 years ofhistory
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
Ontario Insects (TEA Newsjournal)
. Back Issues $3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries
(for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present) $10 each

T-Shirt
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario UG 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Announcements
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Award
Recipients
The TEA is pleased to announce the recipients of the W. John
D. Eberlie Research Travel Award. Because we didn,t present
an award last year, we decided to present two awards this year.
Both recipients presented talks at our Student Symposium in
March. Both projects are quite different.
l

Amanda Soutar is doing her Masters in Science at the University
of Toronto at Mississauga with James Fullard. Her thesis is
Lifestyle adaptations of earless moths. She will be doing her
research at Queen's University Biological Station. She will be
looking at possible secondary defenses that earless moths may
use to decrease profitability of capture, such as larger size, flight
speed and flying further in search of a mate.
Charmaine Condy is doing her Masters in Science at the
University of Toronto with Doug Currie. Her thesis is Evolution
of Glischrochilus Reitter (Coleoptera, Nitidulidae). We
expanded the idea of 'field research' in this case to include travel
to the Canadian National Collection in Ottawa to examine
specimens of Glischrochilus. Glischrochilus (Sap beetles)
species can be serious pests on corn, tomatoes and other
vegetable crops. Charmaine's work will give information that
will help to identify predators and pathogens for use in biological
control of these pest species.

For more information contact Mark O'Brien at:
Mark O'Brien, Insect Division, Museum of Zoology,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1079
Telephone: 734-647-2199
email: mfobrien@umich.edu

T.E.A. Name Change
The Toronto Entomologists' Association has always been a
province-wide organization, and over the years it has become
more and more so. Due to this, the T.E.A. executive recently
decided that it was time for a name change in order to better
reflect the true nature of our organization. At the April meeting,
the membership was asked to contribute any ideas for a new
name. Some possible ideas which have already been proposed
include:
Ontario Field Entomologists
Ontario Insect Society
Ontario Insect Association
Ontario Entomologists' Association
Ontario Entomologists
Insects Ontario
Insect Association of Ontario
If anyone has any other suggestions, please let T.E.A. president

Both recipients had excellent references and TEA is pleased to
be able to support them in their work on Ontario insects.

Nancy van der Poorten know. She can be reached in the
following ways:

Second Great Lakes Odoanta Meeting

164 Morse Street, Toronto, ON M4M 2P8
Telephone: 416-466-9013
email: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

The second Great Lakes Odonata Meeting (GLOM) will held
July 1-4, 2002 at the Ralph A. MacMullen Center (RAM Center)
located at Higgins Lake, near Roscommon, Michigan. This
event will be an opportunity for Odonata enthusiasts in the Great
Lakes Region to meet and share information, as well as
experience some of the habitats in northern Michigan and the
Odonata species living there.
GLOM 2002 will begin on the evening of Mon. July 1, and end
the morning of July 4. Participants staying at the RAM Center
in double occupancy rooms can expect to pay approximately
US$I72.00 per person for three nights lodging, which includes
meals. The proposed schedule of activities includes day trips to
selected sites within a 1.5-2 hour radius of the RAM Center,
evening programs and workshops.
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Butterflies of Toronto Checklist - 2nd Edition

Vanessa Butterfly Migration Project

The second edition of The Butterflies of Toronto checklist and
flight times is now available. The cost for the checklist is $2.50
if ordered by mail; $2.00 if picked up. For those interested in
ordering a copy please contact Alan Hanks at:

2002 marks the beginning of the Vanessa Butterfly Migration
Project. In a way similar to Journey North's and Digital Monarch
Watch's Monarch tracking, the Vanessa project will be mapping
migration and seasonal distribution of four Vanessa butterflies
in North America:

Alan Hanks
Treasurer, T.E.A.
34 Seaton Drive
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl
Telephone: 905-727-6993
email: a.hanks@aci.on.ca

Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta)
Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui)
American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis)
West Coast Lady (Vanessa annabella)
The project is seeking:
1. Observers to report the first date that they see (or have seen)
any of these butterflies in their area, and the numbers seen that
day.
2. Reports of any noticeable directional migrations of these
species this year.
3. Reports of presence or abundance of these butterflies later in
the season are also welcome. Multiple observations from the
same region are encouraged.
Observers are asked to include their full name, e-mail address,
the location and date(s) of the observation. For evident
directional migrations, please also include the direction toward
which they seem to have been moving. A rough estimate of
how frequently they are passing through (for example, 10
butterflies over 20 minutes) would also be helpful, as would
notes on temperature, wind speed and direction, and type and
extent of cloud cover.
For more information about this project and how to report your
observations, see the Red Admiral and Painted Lady Research
Site: http://www.public.iastate.edu/-mariposalhomepage.html
Select the links, "Help track the 2002 North American
Migrations" and "How to Report Your Observations."
Observations are currently beidg taken through e-mail
(mariposa@iastate.edu), but a reporting form and database
should be available soon to make reporting easier.
Maps of the progress of the large spring 2001 Red Admiral and
Painted Lady migrations are available at:
http://www.public.iastate.edu/-mariposalmaps200l.htm
If you have observations from last year that you would like to
share, please feel free to send thesealso. They will be added to
the existing maps.
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions of Out-of-Print Books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska
By E.M. Walker
A classicl
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles)
By lB. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna
By E.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications
Ontario Odonata: Volume 2
Edited and Compiled by Paul M. Catling, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt
186 pages includes over 5000 Odonata sightings from the year 2000 and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
US$20 or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
Volume 1 is also still available for the same price as Volume 2.
The Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
Ontario Insects (TEA Newsjournal)
Back Issues $3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries
(for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present) $10 each
T-Shirt
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2Kl; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Upcoming

Field Trips
Saturday June 15,10 AM
BUTTERFLIES OF HOCKLEY VALLEY
Leader: Tim Sabo
Hockley Valley Provincial Nature Reserve is a 400 hectare undeveloped park covered with woodlands and wet meadows.
We'll start here to look for early butterflies (and larva!). Time permitting, we may also visit nearby Caledon Lake Forest and
Mono Cliffs Provincial Park. Hockley Valley PNR is just north of Orangeville. From Hwy 10, tum east on Hockley Valley Rd
(County Road 10). Park at the entrance at line 2 EHS Mono. Bring nets, insect containers, lunch, water, sunscreen and a hat.
Monday July 1, 9 AM
TEA EAST TORONTO BUTTERFLY COUNT
Co-ordinator: Tom Mason
Come out and count butterflies in the Rouge or Don Valley areas. This is an official NABA count and the TEA will pay your
participation fee to NABA. Please call Tom Mason at (905) 839-6764 if you plan to participate. Bring nets, insect containers,
lunch, water, sunscreen and a hat.
Saturday July 20, 8 PM
MOTHS OF DURHAM
Leader: Dave Beadle
We'll start by checking out the moths in the garden of TEA member Brian Henshaw in Brooklin before moving on to the Oak
Ridges moraine nearby. Brooklin is just north of the junction of Hwy 7 (Winchester Rd) and Hwy 12 (Baldwin St). Tum
northwest onto Way St from Baldwin; Brian is at 172 Way. Bring insect containers, flashlight, and a lawn chair if you have
one.
Tuesday July 23, 8:15 PM
IDGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Leader: Tom Mason
This is a joint outing organised with the Friends of High Park. Members of the public are invited to join TEA members Tom
Mason, Dave Beadle, Carolyn King and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth catching and identification. This is the 6th year
for this moth night; it's proven to be very popular, especially with children. Meet at the benches just across from the Grenadier
restaurant at 8:15 pm. A $2 donation is requested. For more information contact Carolyn King at (416) 261-6272 or
cking@yorku.ca. Bring insect containers if you have them.
Saturday August 17, 10 AM
SNDERS OFBLACKWATERffiEAVER CREEK
Leader: Tom Mason
This will be our first outing to look specifically for spiders and we're sure to learn a lot. Two years ago, Tom showed us the
bowl-and-doily spider here. Blackwater is an all-round great spot for butterflies, odonates, uncommon birds, and spiders.
Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows under Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring insect containers, nets
Gust in case!), lunch, water, sunscreen and a hat.

NOTE: For all outings, please let us know that you're coming so we can contact you if there are last minute changes. For all
outings, except the TEA Butterfly Count and the High Park Moth Night, please contact Carol Sellers at 416-421-7398.
Meeting Dates for 200212003 are as follows: Saturdays at 1 pm; September 28, October 26, November 23,2002; January
25, February 22, March 22, April 26, 2003. Speakers and topics will be printed in later issues of OI.
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2002 Ontario

Insect Counts
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Compiled by Bob Bowles, North American Butterfly Assosication Eastern Canada Regional Editor.
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
i

DATE (rain date)

LOCATION

CONTACT

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

June 1
June 22
June 23 (30)
June 29 (30)
June 29 (30)
June 29
June 29
June 30 (July 7)
July 1
July 6 (July 7)
July 6
July 6 (July 7)
July 7
July 7
July 7
July 7
July 10
July 13 (14)
July 13 (14)
July 13 (14)
July 13
July 14
July 20 (21)
July 27
August 3 (4)
August 10
date unknown
date unknown

East Side Algonquin
South River
Muskoka Bala
Pinery Provo Park
Oshawa
Carden Plain
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Orillia
Toronto T.E.A.
Lake Dore
Windsor
McGregor Point
Long Point
Manion Comers
Skunk's Misery
Sunderland
Presqu'ile Provo Park
Haliburton Highlands
Hog Island
Toronto Centre
Clear Creek
Rondeau Prov. Park
Petroglyphs
Bruce Peninsula
Pelee Island
Point Pelee
Misery Bay
Severn Township

Colin Jones
Martin & Kathy Parker
Lou Spence
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Bob Bowles
Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Tom Mason
Chris Michener
Paul Pratt
Mary Rapati
Chauncey Wood
Peter Hall
Ann White
James Kamstra
Philip Careless
Ed Poropat
Chris Michener
John Carley
Steve Robinson
Sandy Dobbyn
Jerry Ball
Cindy Cartwright
Bob Bowles
Park Office
Nancy Ironside
Nancy Ironside

(705) 652-5004
(705) 386-1722
(705) 765-6072
(519) 869-2833
(905) 985-4497
(705) 325-3149
(705) 652-5004
(705) 325-3149
(905) 839-6764
(613) 625-2263
(519) 966-5852
(519) 389-6231
(519) 426-0039
(613) 733-0698
(519) 457-6586
(905) 985-4497
(613) 475-4324
(705) 457-3018
(613) 625-2263
(416) 766-i330
(416) 444-8419
(519) 674-1768
(705) 745-3272
(519) 389-2585
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700
(705) 326-4384
(705) 326-4384

colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
mkparker@onlink.net
louspence@muskoka.com
bkulon@cogeco.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
bowles@bconnex.net
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
tmason@torontozoo.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
cwood@kwic.com
hallp@em.agr.ca
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
pcareles@uoguelph.ca
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
carley.la@sympatico.ca
mnatvik@hotmail.com
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca
anthony@nexicom.net
pom@bmts.com
bowles@bconnex.net
sarah_rupert@pch.gc.ca
nancy.ironside@encode.com
nancy.ironside@encode.com

CONTACT
Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carey Purdon
Bob Bowles

TELEPHONE
(705) 652-5004
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2610
(705) 325-3149

EMAIL
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
purdon@renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net

ODONATE COUNTS
DATE (rain date)
June 30
July 6 (7)
August 3 (4)
August 4 (5)

LOCATION
Algonquin
Carden Plain
Lake Dore
Pelee Island

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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Persius Duskywing in Ontario
by Matt Holder

Introduction
Generally, skippers
are difficult to identify. Not
only are they generally
smaller than butterflies and
often elusive, differences
between species are often
subtle in nature, requiring
close scrutiny of individuals
in the field or in the hand.
One especially difficult group
is the genus Erynnis, the
duskywings.
Nine
species
of
duskywing have been found in
Ontario. Of these one of the rarest
is Persius Duskywing. Presently, two
subspecies are regarded to have occurred in
Ontario: the nominate persius subspecies found in southwestern
Ontario, and the northern subspecies borealis, found from James
Bay southward. Although the southern edge of borealis' range
is poorly known in Ontario, it probably does not extend much
past Sudbury, while the subspecies persius is not known from
any area north of the Mixedwoods Plains Ecozone (i.e., south
of the Canadian Shield). There is no overlap in distribution,
and it appears that the foodplants are different also.
Below, I discuss the interesting taxonomy of Persius
Duskywing and how to separate this skipper from other
duskywings.

What is Persius Duskywing?
Scudder (1863) first described the species, but the
original description was vague with some errors. It appears
Scudder was confusing Persius with the yet-to-be described
Wild Indigo and Columbine duskywings, as suggested by Burns
(1964). Later workers continued to be confused, although some
got it right, such as Forbes (1936). In this work, Forbes
mentioned the use of type material, although Scudder did not
assign any type specimens on which to base the description. If
this type material exists, it is unclear where it is located.
In 1907, Cary published a description of borealis as a
subspecies of Propertius Duskywing (Cary 1907), a race that
extends across northern and western Canada, from the Yukon
eastward to James Bay. In his treatment of the duskywings,
Burns (1964) considered borealis to be within the Persius
Duskywing complex, but did not specifically state that they
should be considered the same species. Despite this, subsequent
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publications have lumped
the two taxa together (e.g.,
Layberry et al. 1998), even
though they appear to have
distinct biology (Kondla
and Guppy 2001). More
work is needed to resolve
this issue, but it is becoming
widely believed that the
Persius Duskywing found in
the northeast US and southern
Ontario is a distinct species
from the other northern and
western taxa, including borealis.

Identification
Persius Duskywing is a small dark skipper, generally
intermediate in size between Columbine and Wild Indigo. The
upper forewing has a diffuse grey patch, and four white spots
are found in a row near the tip, with a fifth spot sometimes
present at the lower border of the forewing's grey patch. Fine,
hair-like scales cover the upper surface of the forewings, many
being white or pale grey.
The pattern and. shape of the forewing spots are not
diagnostic, despite statements to the contrary (e.g. Balogh
1981). Mter examining series ofspecimens at the Royal Ontario
Museum and the Canadian National Collection, I concluded
that the abundance of white hair on the forewings and the
arrangement of the small white forewing spots in a straight
line along their basal edge are indicators of the species, but
exhibit such variability within Persius, Columbine and Wild
Indigo duskywings that they
are not useful for proper
j
identification. The best method of truly identifying adult Persius
Duskywings is through an examination of the male's genitalia
- not something one can easily check in the field, and not very
useful with females! However, if one were to have a male
specimen and a dissecting microscope, the genitalia look like
those in Figure 1, after brushing away the hairs from the tip of
the abdomen.
If a specimen is not collected, a photograph or a sighting
is not good enough to identify the skipper in southern Ontario,
and one will have to be happy enough saying, "That could have
been a Persius Duskywing (but it was more likely Wild Indigo
Duskywing)."
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Figure 1. Simplified diagram showing parts of right (on right) and left

Royal Ontario Museum, and Steve Marshall, University of
Guelph, for allowing me access to their collections. My review
of these collections was done as part of a project funded by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada.
Valuable discussions were had with numerous other
entomologists, especially including, but not limited to: Sid
Daniels, Chris Durden, Quimby Hess, Norbert Kondla, Mogens
Nielsen, and Dale Schweitzer.

Literature Cited

Balogh, G. 1981. Erynnis persius (Scudder) in Ontario. Pp. 3941. In Q.F.Hess and A.lHanks. 1981. Butterflies of Ontario
and Summaries of Lepidoptera Encountered in Ontario in 1980.
Toronto Entomologists' Association Occasional Publication
#12-81.

valves of male duskywing genitalia. Valves are shown inverted, laterally
viewed. I

= both

Wild Indigo Duskywing and Columbine Duskywing,

which have very similar genitalia. II = Persius Duskywing. On the left
valve, look especially at the top lobe (fatter in Persius) and the tip of

Bums, lM. 1964. Evolution in skipper butterflies of the genus
Erynnis. University of California Publications in Entomology
Volume 37. iv + 214 pp.

the lower lobe (club-shaped and drooping downward in Persius). On
the right valve, look especially at the base of the upper lobe (narrowed
in Persius), its general shape (more sausage-like in Persius) and at
the tip of the lower lobe (club-shaped in Persius).

Conclusion
Persius Duskywing is a mess regarding its taxonomy,
its identification and its conservation. More work needs to be
done in determining whether there is one species or two in
Ontario, and if the southern Ontario population still exists.
Criteria that have been put forward as good ways to separate
Persius from Columbine and Wild Indigo are not as good as
once thought, and the best way to identify the species is through
looking at the fine detail of the male's reproductive organs.
Although this seems depressing, there is still much to learn
about this species, and observations from both amateurs and
professionals are valuable to further our understanding.
If you have any specimens or recorded observations of
what you think or know to be Persius Duskywing in Ontario,
especially southern Ontario, I would greatly appreciate hearing
about these records. Feel free to give me a call at (416) 4958614 ext. 363, or send me an email at
mholder@jacqueswhitford.com. I look forward to hearing from
you.
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American butterflies. Annals of the Carnegie Museum 19: 155160.
Kondla, N.G., and C.S.Guppy. 2001. Taxonomic and
nomenclatural notes on Northwest Territories butterflies. Report
prepared for the Government of the Northwest Territories,
November 2001. 14 pp.
Layberry, R.A., P.W.Hall and J.D.Lafontaine. 1998. The
Butterflies of Canada. University of Toronto Press, Toronto.
Scudder, S.H. 1863. A list of the butterflies of New England.
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: results from 2001
by Colin D. Jones

Fifth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count - Cancelled
On Saturday, June 2, 2001, the Fifth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count was scheduled to take place. The morning
started off very cool and wet. Despite the weather, however, several participants (most of whom had traveled some distance and
had camped at the Achray Campground the night before) ventured out to try and dig up some butterflies. As the morning progressed,
however, it became apparent that the weather was not going to improve and that there were virtually no butterflies to be found.
By lunchtime, my party had not seen a single butterfly (although the black flies didn't seem to mind the weather!). We rounded
up the other parties and finding out that they had not done much better, we made a group decision to cancel this year's count. This
is the first time that any Algonquin insect count has been cancelled - and hopefully it will be the last.
I want to thank all of the participants who made it out to the count, and especially for sticking it out so long, desperately trying to
find butterflies. At least we got an all-time high for the number of black fly bites!
Participants: Ethan Andermann, Kevin Clute, Peter Clute, Jason Dombroskie, Tom Hanrahan, Colin Jones, Chris Michener, Lee
Pauze, Chris Robinson, Paul Smith, Forest Smith, Charlotte Woodley.

Seventh Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count
On Saturday, June 30, 2001, the seventh annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter count
circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to the Park's
boundary in the east.
In total, 23 observers put in 59 party-hours, recording 2307 individual butterflies of 39 species - quite a bit above average but not
a record count in either category. Most species were down in numbers compared to average, the exception being the migrants. As
was the case across the province, migrants were present in excellent numbers this year. Question Mark, American Lady, Painted
Lady, and Red Admiral were all record highs for the Algonquin count, and Monarchs were not far off the mark. Red Admirals
were in especially high numbers with a staggering 579 individuals tallied (our previous high was only 6). One species was new
for the count. Dennis Barry found a Harvester at the beginning of the portage to Black Fox Lake (near the Trailer Sanitation
Station north of Hwy 60). This local species is rare in Algonquin and it is always exciting to find one.
A full species list for the count, with totals, is found in the tables below. Species shown in bold face are new species for the count.
Participants: Dennis Barry, Mike Burrell, Margaret Carney, Bev Clute, Peter Clute, Lisa Cornish, Jason Dombroskie, Sheryl
Fink, William Godsoe, Tom Hanrahan, Colin Jones, James King, James Klymko, Jason Palfrljffian, Lou Spence, Ron Stager, Dan
Strickland, Kelly Stronks, Rick Stronks, Ron Tozer, Michael van der Poorten, Nancy van der Poorten, Alison Veale.

Thanks to all of the participants in both of the 2001 Algonquin butterfly counts. The Fifth Annual East Side Algonquin Butterfly
Count (and it is the Fifth since the 2001 count was cancelled) is scheduled for Saturday, June 1,2002, and the Eighth Annual
Highway 60 Algonquin Butterfly Count is scheduled for Saturday, June 29,2002.

Those interested in participating in either of the year 2001 Algonquin Butterfly Counts should contact the author at
P.O. Box 248, Lakefield, ON, KOL 2HO, 705-652-5004 or by email atcolin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca.Algonquin Highway 60
Butterfly Count
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Total

Dreamy Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Common Roadside Skipper
l
Skipper sp.
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White

Erynnis iceIus
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes bimacula
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes vialis

2
1
12
1027
6
6
18
25
3
25
1
20
3
10
7
2
2
4
18
4

Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur

Harvester
Bog Copper
Great Spangled Fritillary
Atlantis Fritillary

Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Lady sp.
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Number of Party-hours:
ButtertlieslParty-hour
Cumulative Total Species
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Papilio canadensis
Pieris oleracea
Pieris rapae
Pieris sp.
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Colias sp.
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena epixanthe
Speyeria cybele
Speyeria atlantis
Speyeria sp.
Boloria sp.
Chlosyne nycteis
Chlosyne harrisii
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygoinia comma
Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis antiopa
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Satyrid sp.
Danaus plexippus

1

1
3
46
9
1
3
2
32
5
1
7
22
23
37
10
3
579
109
7
21
21
8
1
2
142
39
2307
23
59
39
56
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Toronto Entomologists' Association Student Symposium
We are pleased to print the abstracts of six excellent presentations
made during the 2002 Toronto Entomologists' Association
Student Symposium which was held on Saturday, March 23,
2002 at York University. An additional six poster presentation
abstracts will be printed in the September 2002 issue of 01.

Evolution of colour patterns in the Nearctic sap
beetle genus Glischrochilus Reitter (Coleoptera,
Nitidulidae).
Charmaine Elizabeth Cond (Supervisor: D.C.Currie)
Royal Ontario Museum
Abstract: Evolution of colour patterns in the Nearctic sap beetle
genus Glischrochilus Reitter (Coleoptera, Nitidulidae) is
investigated. Analysis is accomplished by generating the first
reconstructed phylogeny for the group and optimizing various
aspects of colour and pattern on the resulting trees. Possible
explanations for colour in Glischrochilus are discussed.
Preliminary conclusions are: (1) results support the monophyly
of Glischrochilus and Cryptarcha; (2) presence of colour
patterns is a probable synapomorphy of Glischrochilus and
Cryptarcha; (3) colour exhibits both parallelism and homology
and; (4) differences in feeding habits are associated with colour
patterns in Glischrochilus and Cryptarcha.

Bee community composition change over a 34year period.
Jennifer Grixti (Supervisor: L. Packer)
Department of Biology, York University
Abstract: My research will be the first study documenting any
effects of global warming on the bee fauna of Canada, as it
will repeat the only historical study on Canadian bee
biodiversity. In 1968/1969 a detailed inventory of bee species
was conducted in an old field habitat at the Forks of the Credit
River. My study will be conducted at the exact same localities
to investigate any changes in bee species over the intervening
34-year period. Succession and anthropogenic influences have
modified some of the original sites, so additional old field sites
in the nearby Conservation Area (Terra Cotta) will be studied
for comparative purposes. Bees will be sampled between the
months of April and October 2002/2003, from lOam to 3pm,
off the flowers, ground and air. Sites will be sampled by
intensive sweeping with an insect net, replicating the methods
of the original study. Additional sampling techniques such as
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pan traps and trap nesting will be used. Results from this study
will be compared to those obtained in 1968/1969 highlighting;
changes in the number of individuals and bee species present,
proportion of generalist to specialist bees, the number of ground
nesting and stem nesting bees, the number of species unique to
each sampling period, and the percentage of 1968/1969 species
re-collected in my study. Such comparisons will detect any
changes in bee community composition that may have resulted
from global warming, thereby making efforts to conserve these
vulnerable pollinators a possibility. My work will facilitate a
"Bees of Canada" database that will be the first attempt to
electronically document the relatively unknown bee fauna of
Canada.

Making the best of a bad situation: lifestyle
adaptations of earless moths
Amanda Soutar (Supervisor: J. Fullard)
Department of Biology, University of Toronto at Mississauga
Abstract: As a result of the predatory pressure of foraging bats,
most moths have evolved auditory systems that allow them to
escape when they detect the echolocation signals of bats.
Although the co-evolution of this predator-prey interaction has
received much attention, less is known about the survival tactics
of the substantial number of moth species that have remained
earless (e.g: silkworm moths). Since echolocating bats have
existed for at least 50 million years, the persistence of earless
moths indicates that their survival strategies are also successful,
but are poorly understood. Fullard and Napoleone found that
earless moths could be characterized as having exclusively
nocturnal lifestyles, compared to the more variable periodicity
of most eared moths. This lifestyle seems maladaptive for
insects that lack any obvious predatory defenses against
nocturnally active bats. The purpose of my research is to
examine the lifestyle adaptations' used by earless moths to
facilitate their nocturnal lifestyle in the presence of bats. Using
infrared video-recording of nocturnal flight behaviours in a
semi-natural enclosure, I have found that the total amount of
time spent flying by earless moths is significantly less than
that of eared moths. Also tested was the prediction that earless
moths rely more on visual cues than eared moths. Preliminary
results have not supported this prediction, although a trend may
be present. Future studies will examine possible secondary
defenses earless moths may use to decrease profitability of
capture.
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The Cardiophorus (Coleoptera: Elateridae)
species of eastern North America
Hume Douglas (Supervisors: L. Packer and S. Perk)
Department of Biology, Carleton University
Abstract: All Cardiophorus species found in Canada and the
United States east of the Rocky Mountains are keyed and all
but those with the majority of their ranges west of the Rocky
Mountains are revised. Eleven species are recognised, three
of which are new to science (e. catskillensis sp.nov., e.
destinensis sp.nov., andie. panamapolis sp.nov.).
Cardiophorus floridae Candeze 1865 and e. angustatus
Blanchard 1889 are new junior synonyms of e. convexus
(Say 1823). All eleven are described and taxonomically
important characters are presented. Distribution maps are
presented for each species. The following lectotypes are
designated for species which were described from more than
one specimen without former holotype designation: e.
angustatus Blanchard 1889, e.floridae Candeze 1865, e.
erythropus Erichson 1840, e. gagates Erichson 1840, e.
togatus Hom 1871, e. robustus LeConte 1853, e. convexulus
LeConte 1853 and e. amictus Melsheimer (1844). The
following neotypes were designated to replace lost or
destroyed type specimens: e. cardisce (Say) 1839, e.
convexus(Say) 1823.

taxonomy, but also systematics. The data matrix used to produce
the identification key can also be exported to the most widely
used computer programs that perform phylogenetic analyses
(e.g. PAUP and MacClade).
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The control of stable flies, Stomoxys calcitrans
L., using visually attractive panels and
Permethrin on dairy farms in south central
Ontario
David Beresford (Supervisor: James Sutcliffe)
Department of Biology, Trent University

Interactive identification keys: new tools for
taxonomy and systematics.
Sophie Cardinal (Supervisor: Chris Darling)
Royal Ontario Museum
Abstract: Assessment of globally declining biodiversity
requires innovative approaches to taxonomy and systematics.
Interactive identification keys now exist to streamline this
process; to facilitate the description and identification of
species, and to conduct phylogenetic analyses. The advantages
of interactive keys will be presented with a LucID key to the
world species groups of Leucospis (Hymenoptera:
Leucospidae). Interactive identification keys are computer
programs in which the user enters attributes of the specimen to
be identified, and the program eliminates all taxa whose
attributes do not match those of the specimen in question. This
process of elimination is repeated until only one taxon remains.
Interactive identification keys provide several advantages over
traditional dichotomous keys. They allow unrestricted character
use - any character can be used in any order. Characters that
are not clear to the user or unavailable on the specimen can be
avoided. Interactive keys allow easy updating and the
incorporation of multimedia files such as images, video and
sound. These interactive programs are not only useful in
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Abstract: Stable flies are important pests of dairy and cattle
worldwide. In south-central Ontario, we have found that dairy
farms are re-colonized each spring, and that populations grow
exponentially until frozen back in autumn. We reasoned that a
small intervention in this process should be able to have a great
impact on stable fly population growth. We predicted that the
innate capacity for increase, rc (the observed intrinsic rate of
increase) would be significantly lower on treated farms than
on untreated farms. Two killing stations were set up on each of
3 dairy farms. Killing stations were constructed of intersecting
Coroplast panels and covered with netting which had been
soaked in a permethrin solution (1 part Ectiban and 10 parts
water) and deployed from August 30 to October 3,2001.
The two Coroplast and permethrin killing stations were
capable of reducing the population growth rate of stable flies
on 3 treatment dairy farms in south-central Ontario, by targeting
specifically young nulliparous females and males. This method
reduced the impact on non-target organisms by attracting stable
flies to the killing stations, segregated livestock from the
pesticide, and limited the amount of pesticide released into the
environment. More killing stations, as well as earlier
application, should be able to reduce stable fly populations even
more, by lowering the population growth rate and delaying recolonization.
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Sandbanks First Butterfly Count
by Matt Holder

Sandbanks Provincial Park is found near the southwest corner of Prince Edward County, jutting into Lake Ontario between
Trenton and Kingston. Although it is a provincial park designated to protect the natural environment, it is known more for its
recreational opportunities, particularly beach activities. However, there are certain habitats found within the park that are special
and provide suitable environments for numerous species of rare and/or specialized plants and animals. The dune system, which
is the largest barrier beach on any freshwater system in the world, is relatively poor in nutrients and water, which allows the
occupancy of only organisms adapted to this harsh environment. Further inland, there are rich agricultural fields and fragments
of mature deciduous forest, home to different suites of flora and fauna. Although Sandbanks is not as rich in diversity as other
comparable areas in southern Ontario, it is deserved of more attention from naturalists, especially since it is only one to two hours
from Toronto, is under-explored and has such an interesting set of habitats.
In 2001, I had the pleasure of spending the summer at Sandbanks employed as a park naturalist. Casual butterfly surveys had
been done in 2000 by park naturalists, but overall, our knowledge of the butterflies of Sandbanks was incomplete. With the
encouragement of Yvette Bree, I endeavoured to further survey butterflies and organized a butterfly count to be held on June 28,
2001. Since we organized it with very little notice, and couldn't muster the experienced help needed to cover a large area, we
restricted the count to the park boundary and covered much of the readily accessible habitat during the day. As such, our results
improved our knowledge of Sandbanks butterflies but cannot be compared directly to other counts done in southern Ontario.
June 28, 2001, was warm and sunny with little breeze. Each group was led by a knowledgeable observer and spent three to four
hours in the field. Total party-hours and a list of participants are provided in Table 1. Habitats visited included old field, interdune
pannes, rich deciduous forest, pine plantation and sedge-dominated wet bays.
Butterflies observed during the count are listed in Table 1 (facing page). Being the first butterfly count for Sandbanks and the
region, little comparison can be made. However, eight species were seen during the count that had not been previously reported
for Prince Edward County, to my knowledge, including the vagrant Little Yellow (Eurema lisa). One was caught near West Point
flying in a patch of short, mown grass surrounded by old field habitat, by Corina Brdar and Angela Doxsee; the specimen is in my
private collection awaiting deposition at the Royal Ontario Museum. Several other small sulphurs were seen in the same area but
were not caught for identification. Also of note was a Coral Hairstreak (Satyrium titus) and
an amazing total of 70 Silver-spotted Skippers (Epargyreus clarns). In total, 1040
individuals of 29 species were noted.
Other notable insects observed during the count included at least one red saddlebags
(Tramea sp.), numerous mating Black Saddlebags (Tramea lacerata), Sweetflag
Spreadwing (Lestes forcipatus) and other odonates.
I am unaware of plans for a 2002 butterfly count, but I suggest contacting Yvette
Bree at Sandbanks for more information (613-393-3319).
Participants: Christina Baldasti, Corina Brdar, David Bree, Yvette Bree, Vicki
Clowater, Angela Doxsee, Walter Frey, Matt Holder, Andrea Kingsley, Joanne
Snyder, Justin Wisteard
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Silver-spotted Skipper
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Little Yellow
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

Epargyreus clarus*
Thymelicus lineola*
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok*
Papilio canadensis*
Pieris rapae*
Colias philodice*
Colias eurytheme*
Eurema lisa
Lycaena hyllus*
Satyrium titus
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus*
Phyciodes cocyta*
Polygonia interrogationis
Nymphalis antiopa*
Nymphalis milberti*
Vanessa virginiensis*
Vanessa cardui*
Vanessa atalanta*
Limenitis arthemis*
Limenitis archippus*
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela*
Coenonympha tullia*
Cercyonis pegala*
Danaus plexippus*

Fritillary sp.
Lady sp.
skipper sp.
blue sp.
Sulphur sp.
brushfoot sp.

Speyeria sp.
Vanessa sp.
Hesperiid sp.
Lycaenid sp.
Colias sp.
Nymphalid sp.

Total

70
292
1

2
113

2
115

7
3
1
2
1
2
1

5

23
7
1
1
4
100
11
11
11

2
76
36
1

79
2
11

3
2

20
22

Total Number of Individuals
Total Number of Species

1040
29

Party Hours
Hours driving
Hours walking

15.25
0.5
14.8

Total Kilometres Covered
Kilometres driving
Kilometres walking

28
8

20

* denotes a species previously confirmed for Prince Edward County, to the best of my knowledge
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Monarch Notes
by Don Davis

MONARCHS RECOVERING
FROM SEVERE JANUARY
STORM IN MEXICO
In January 2002, a severe winter storm
settled over central Mexico and
temperatures dropped well below
freezing. Millions of overwintering
monarch butterflies perished. In some
places around the base of roosting trees,
the dead monarchs were piled many
inches thick. At EI Rosario, clumps of
dead monarchs remained high in the
oyamel fir trees. The New York Times
carried two large articles with
photographs of the dead monarchs.
In late February 2002, T.E.A. member
Don Davis joined a group of monarch
enthusiasts who drove down into Mexico
from Eagle Pass, Texas, to see the results
of this storm and to assess the situation.
While this group did observe many
millions of dead monarchs, they also
observed many millions of other living
monarchs which had survived the storm.
The trek up the mountain at the EI
Rosario and Chincua sites is an arduous
task. At 10, 800+ feet, the air is quite thin.
Also, the forest floor is extremely dry and
dusty - so much so that some visitors
wear disposable masks. The trip up the
mountain at Chincua was facilitated by a
half hour horse back ride up the
mountain, followed by another half hour
walk down the other side.
One consequence of this storm and
the deaths of so many monarchs is the
recovery of many tagged monarchs. So
much so that The Monarch Watch ran out
of money to purchase tags, at the allotted
rate of $5.00 American per tag. This
represents the wages paid to the local
guides for a half days work. Dr. OrIey
"Chip" Taylor of The Monarch Watch
Program purchased over 1700 tags, with
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Some of the millions of Monarch butterflies killed in the January severe winter storm

help from Minnesota teacher Dave Kust,
who was spending the winter in nearby
Angangueo. To date, 23 tagged monarchs
released in Ontario by Don Davis have
been recovered. These monarchs were
released at Presqu'ile Provincial Park,
Leslie Street Spit (Toronto) and Belleville
last September. Other tagged monarchs
from Ontario, released by other taggers
in Cornwall, Oakville and Walkerton,
have also been recovered.
Unfortunately, someone attempted to
interfere with the research program by
producing fraudulent tags and giving
them to the guides to sell to Monarch
Watch. Fortunately, this scam was
discovered before too many phony tags
had been purchased.
Journey North is monitoring the
northward migration of the monarch
butterfly into the southern United States,

and reports that large numbers of
monarchs have streamed into Texas (see
the map of "first sightings" reports at
www.learner.org/jnorth).Soin spite of
this severe storm, favourable conditions
for migration last fall permitted many
more monarchs than usual to reach the
wintering sites in Mexico and it is
suggested that as many living monarchs
were in Mexico this spring as there were
last spring.
Anyone wishing to tag monarch
butterflies in the fall of 2002 is asked to
submit their order for tags to the Monarch
Watch by May 31/02, as the program will
only be distributing 250,000 tags
(www.monarchwatch.org)
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Certificate of appreciation awarded to T.EA member Don Davis for recovery of a
Monarch he tagged in Presquile that was recovered in Mexico.

Donations are welcome to
support the following
initiative of the TEA:

w. John D. Eberlie Researcb
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl
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Meeting

Reports
January
Dr. Maydianne Andrade
Australian Redback Spider
Dr. Maydianne Andrade of U of T
(Scarborough) gave a fascinating
presentation on the Australian redback
spider. In this spider species, a type of
black widow, the male is usually eaten
during mating. The male actually
somersaults onto the female's
mouthparts, not just once but twice,
during copulation. Maydianne's research
has identified reproductive benefits to the
male of this mating strategy at no
reproductive cost to him.

us up on that cold Saturday. Richard also
revealed the secrets of his photography:
he uses a 105mm macro, a 50mm lens, a
2x converter, and flash. He does all his
adjustments manually. His favorite film
is Kodachrome 25 which is unfortunately
no longer available. He also uses
Agfachrome 50.
There was little business. Carole
Sellers is organizing some field trips for
the summer. There is a new book
available, Butterflies of British
Columbia:
Western
Alberta,
Southwestern Yukon, Alaska Panhandle,
Washington, Northern Oregon, Northern
Idaho by Guppy, S Crispin, Jon, H.
Sheppard (ISBN: 0774808098). It comes
as a hardcover version and costs $95.

February
Richard Tanner
Butterflies of Costa Rica and
Trinidad
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were 26 people present including
some new attendees. We started with the
speaker, Richard Tanner, a long-time
TEA member. Richard spoke to us of the
butterflies of Costa Rica and Trinidad.
He started off by comparing and relating
some of the Parides Swallowtail species
in the two countries and showed some
examples of mimicry. He then went
through a number of groups, some, such
as Hamadryas, occuring in both
countries, and others such as marpesia,
occuring in one [C.R.]. He also showed
us slides of a few species of just general
interest and then showed slides of the
Satyrinae as both countries are quite rich
in some really neat species. There were
a few bird pictures and some location
shots. The slides really helped to warm
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March
TEA Student Symposium
York University
This year's Student Symposium was
held at York University. We had a full
roster with 6 talks and 6 posters covering
a range of topics from lifestyles of earless
moths, to the evolution of colour patterns
of sap beetles, interactive identification
keys, aspects of biodiversity and the
control of stable flies. See this and
subsequent issues of Ontario Insects for
abstracts. This year, we gave prizes for
the best poster and talk. This year, Peter
Hallett, the symposium convener, again
recognized the high quality of the posters
and talks. At his suggestion President
Nancy
van der Poorten presented copies of the
T.E.A. 's Butterfly Atlas of Ontario to
Jennifer Grixti for her talk, "Bee
Community Compostition Change Over
a 30 year Period", which showed us the

value of our old records, and to Christine
Vance for her poster, "Canopy Insects in
Maple and Pine Trees of Eastern
Temperate Forests: A Biodiversity
Assessment", which showed the
importance of our examining unusual
habitats. Please join us next year to hear
the latest in research in Ontario insects.

Abstracts of these talks are printed in
this issue of Ontario Insects (see page
48).

April
Dr. Bill Crins
Ministry of Natural Resources
Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed everyone to the last meeting
of the season. There were 21 members
present. We started the meeting with the
presentation of the W. John D. Eberlie
Field Research Travel Award. This year
there were two recipients, Amanda
Soutar and Charmaine Condy. Amanda
was present to receive her award in
person but Charmaine was unable to
attend. See page?? for details.
Carol Sellers then introduced the
speaker, Bill Crins, OMNR, Ontario
Parks, Peterborough. Bill has his PhD in
Botany but Hegan studying hover flies
many years ago. He spoke to us about
The Diversity and Ecology of Hoverflies
(Diptera: Syrphidae) in Ontario.
The hoverfly or flower fly family
(Diptera: Syrphidae) is a diverse but
understudied family of insects in Ontario.
There are approximately 300 species in
the province, occupying many habitats,
and with very diverse morphologies and
life histories. This talk provided an
overview of this diversity, and discussed
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some of the ecological functions that
these organisms fulfil in the environment.
In the larval stage, there are four
predominant feeding habits exhibited
within the family. These include
saprophagy (subfamily Eristalinae),
phytophagy (Cheilosia, Merodon),
predation, particularly on aphids and
other soft-bodied Homoptera (subfamily
Syrphinae, tribe Pipizini), and
scavenging, especially in ant colonies
(Volucella, Microdon)I Adult feeding
behaviour is less diverse, although there
are variations in the habitats in which
species feed and in their flower colour
preferences. There are differences among
the sexes in feeding behaviour, as well,
with females requiring both protein and
energy sources (pollen and nectar), and
males generally requiring only the latter.
Some species fly at only specific times
(univoltine species), while others with
two or more generations per year can be
found flying from spring until fall;
clearly, the former have a narrower
choice of flowers that are available and
suitable for feeding.
Little ecological research has been done
with North American syrphids, but some
inferences can be made based on studies
of related taxa in Europe. The courtship
and mating behaviour of several syrphids
has been studied in Europe, and the
spectrum of behaviour includes ambush
mating, male territoriality, and
hilltopping (lekking). Some species are
known to migrate in Europe, including
the drone fly (Eristalis tenax), which is a
common introduced species here. There
are anecdotal accounts of large numbers
ofthis species being found on the shores
of Lake Erie, suggesting that this species
may migrate here, as well. Another aspect
of the ecology and evolution of many
syrphids is their mimicry of
Hymenoptera. There has been some
speculation about the evolutionary
advantage that this mimicry may confer,
but no experimental work has been
conducted on this topic in North America.
Some syrphids are known to be indicators
of specific ecological conditions. Perhaps
the best known example is the rat-tailed
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maggot (larvae of Eristalis spp. and
relatives), which lives in stagnant,
eutrophic conditions. However, recent
research has shown that different guilds
of species are reflective of forest
condition and/or composition, and a
knowledge of the life history of the
species shows the potential value of many
more species as indicators of structural
attributes ofecosystems. A good example
would be the species whose larvae live
in downed woody debris within forests,
including the genera Xylota,
Chalcosyprhus, and Brachyopa, among
others.
There is a great deal of scope for further
observations and studies with Ontario's
syrphids. Even distributional information
is rather incomplete. At least for
subfamily'Syrphinae, there are good
identification keys available, so the group
has become somewhat more accessible
to the dedicated amateur. Even with the
information that is available presently,
there are interesting distribution patterns
among Ontario's species. Some species
are strictly Carolinian, others strictly or
mainly boreal, and, as one would expect,
central Ontario has a mixture of northern
and southern elements. Some parts of the
province remain almost entirely
unstudied, including much of the Hudson
Bay Lowlands, northwestern Ontario,
and in fact, most of the boreal portion of
Ontario (although there has been some
intensive work in the Clay Belt in recent
years). From an ecological perspective,
there is even wider scope, both in basic
and applied ecology.
Business: There were a number of items
discussed including the follwing seven
items from the board meeting that had
been held in the morning.
1. Finances: Board has set up a
subcommittee with Alan Hanks and Tony
Holmes to investigate how we can best
manage the finances of the TEA in the
future. We are in good financial shape,
but need to review our options so that we
can plan for future capital projects.
2. Membership Brochure: We reviewed
the membership brochure that is being
redesigned.

3. TEA name change: we discussed the
need to change the name of the TEA to
reflect our provincial orientation; we
agreed to ask the membership for
suggestions and to look into the
ramifications of such a name change.
4. Elections: We are due for Elections
again in September 2002. All board
members agreed to continue with their
positions.
5. FON conference: the FON conference
is on May 31- June 1 this year; we would
like to have a booth but need someone to
offer to man it for us. Anyone interested,
please let us know.
6. TEA email list: Carolyn King has been
sending members notices of TEA
meetings and activities through our TEA
email list. As time goes on, there are more
people asking us to disseminate
information. We have decided to limit the
emails that we will send to things that
are immediately TEA issues and perhaps
items of interest. If you are on our mailing
list and receive mailings that you think
are inappropriate, please let us know!
7. FON: FON had informed members
clubs that as of March 2003, all member
clubs would be required to have 'liability'
insurance. We asked for more details and
the result is that FON has retracted this
requirement until they can study it
further.
Other business: Alan reported that the
lepidoptera summary will be a bit late this
year for many reasons. Jeff Crowley has
taken over from Duncan Robertson to do
the moths. The Odonata summary should
be ready shortly. Peter Hallett mentioned
that he had had some comments from
those who attended the March Student
Symposium about the dearth of TEA
members (there were lots of profs and
students but few TEA members). Some
people said that York University was too
far away to get to comfortably; others
mentioned how confusing it was to find
your way around York. The room we had
for the seminar was excellent and we'd
appreciate any feedback you can give us
to help make the symposium better
attended.
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
"Code for Insect Collecting" for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the "Code for Insect Collecting" issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of
the Lepidopterists' Society in the USA.

Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.

Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.

Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the
exact locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
~
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
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Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.

A Summary of the 2001 Ontario Butterfly Counts
by Bob Bowles
There were a total of 20 butterfly counts held in Ontario in 2001 (two fewer counts than last year). The Clear Creek Butterfly
Count was the only new count in the province. Five additional butterfly counts were conducted in Ontario in 2001 but the North
American Butterfly Association office did not receive reports before the deadline for inclusion in the annual summary. The 78
Canadian counts in 2001 was a notable jump from 66 in 1999 and 2000 and up greatly from 47 in 1998. Canada also had the state
or province with the most counts - Alberta with 40. Several Ontario counts broke records for the highest count for a species,
which are as follows:
Carden: European Skipper - 7,324, Indian Skipper - 2
Manion Corners: Green Comma - 8, Columbine Duskywing - 6
Oshawa: Bronze Copper - 40, Northern Pearly-eye - 121, Little Wood-Satyr - 584, Common Ringlet- 675, Hobomok Skipper
-149
Pelee Island: Black Swallowtail-119, Giant Swallowtail- 209, Cabbage White - 9,198, Red-spotted Admiral- 200
Point Pelee: Northern Crescent - 910, Dukes' Skipper - 3
Sunderland: Mustard White - 247, Spring Azure - 403, Eyed Brown - 394, Peck's Skipper - 180, Tawny-edged Skipper - 177
Toronto Centre: Acadian Hairstreak - 91
A late spring and some wet weather in late May, with extremely hot, dry weather in late July made it an interesting year for
butterfly counts. Butterfly counts are very dependant on the weather therefore some counts had high numbers of butterflies the
day before the count but were rained out on count day. The earliest count reported for the Region was held on June 23 (Pinery
Provincial Park) and the latest was held on August 11 (Point Pelee National Park). Most counts were held from June 30 to July
14. Point Pelee had the most observers (30), followed by Toronto Centre (28). Sunderland had the highest total species (53)
followed by Haliburton Highlands (50). Pelee Island recorded the most individuals (12,281), as a result of a large number of
Cabbage Whites (9,198). Carden Alvar came second with 8,235 individuals. The average number of species per count was 40, up
from 36 last year. Monarchs increased this year, with all 20 Ontario counts recording a total of 2736 individuals (1015 in 2000).
It was an interesting year for migrants and some species that are usually in low numbers were in abundance. For example, Red
Admiral, American Lady and Painted Lady were present in abundance from early spring until late summer. Red Admiral was
reported on all 21 counts and the total number of individuals recorded was 6335 (586 in 2000). American Lady was reported on
all counts for a total of 565 (92 in 2000). Painted Lady reported on 17 out of 21 counts (5 of 23 in 2000) had an increase in total
individuals to 1110 (17 in 2000). Numbers of Question Mark and Eastern Comma were also up from other years.
Species recorded on only one count were Pipevine Swallowtail (2 at Rondeau), Dainty Sulphur (2 at Point Pelee), Purplish
Copper (1 at MacGregor Point), Eastern Pine Elfin (2 at Pinery), Southern Cloudywing (2 at Long Point) and Duke's Skipper (3
at Point Pelee). Dainty Sulphur and Purplish Copper were new species for the count. Most counts were up on both total species
and total individuals.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The
Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted
price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler
directly for more details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/tOWn/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and whether or not
they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the
order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl, phone 905-727-6993; a.hanks@aci.on.ca

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by JANUARY 31,2002. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL
2HO. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most
of the region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the
exceptions of Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA
2PO. 613-821-2064, brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519966
5852, prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or Ontario Odonata Volume 3, pages
197-205
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Market
Presqu'ile Provincial Park NatureWorks Courses
If you want to deepen your knowledge of some aspect of Ontario's remarkable biodiversity,
let the experienced naturalists at Presqu'ile Provincial Park, near Brighton, on Lake Ontario
take you on! Adult workshops: $12 fee per person includes Park admission. Call 613 4751688 for a reservation. Further information at www.friendsofpresquile.on.ca

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:

Insects or Us - June 15 - full day
They outnumber us two million to one, so we'd better get to know them! Using our varied
specimen collection we'll discover the fascinating habits, form, and colouration of "bugs"
Then into the field to observe current collection techniques, and try our hand at beating,
pan traps, malaise traps and identification. View the growing entomological collection at
Presqu'ile being developed for Guelph University. Course led by Jeff Skevington a university professor of entomology and former Park naturalist.

Contributions to Ontario Insects maya,
any subject or aspect related to entomol,
cal study. Submissions may be made in the
following categories:
Research papers -may include original re-

search or scholarly reviews following an appropriate journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & ente"
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may

Butterfly Flyby. June 22 • full day
Late June in the prime time for the "flying jewels" of Presqu'He. You'll receive our latest
full-colour publication on butterflies and we'll introduce you to our common species from
our rarely-seen specimen collection and slides. We will also go into butterfly habitat to see
then on the wing and to net samples for viewing. Your leader is senior Park naturalist Mike
Gurr.

..... f!E!~!.~~i.~ ~I?!'~~!.....
Commercial Advertising Space Available for Members and NonMembers

Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad:
$10 per issue OR $20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal. Ad must be layout/print/camera
ready. Layout and design available for extra charge.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members as Always!!!

servations, interpretive, historical, re
experimental studies which do not
the purvue of research papers
k reviews -preferrably titles pub

in the last three years
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DEADLINE INFORMATION· Members Please Note:
The deadline for submissions to the January 2003 issue of Ontario Insects is December 1.
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the address below. Please remember when submitting electronic information to minimize
formatting and send documents as plain text wherever possible.
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2003 T.E.A. Student Symposium

Announcements
Students Receive W.J.D. Eberlie Award
At the April meeting, T.E.A. president, Nancy van der Poorten
presented cheques to the recipients of the W. John D. Eberlie
Research Travel Award.

The Toronto Entomologists' Association (T.E.A.) is pleased to
invite graduate students, senior undergraduate students or
postdoctoral fellows to either present a talk or a poster at the
Annual Student Symposium. The symposium is scheduled for
Saturday, March 22, 2003 at 1 p.m. (location to be announced).
Everyone is welcome to attend the symposium.
Please e-mail Nancy van der Poorten, the president of the T.E.A.,
or Peter Hallett, organizer of the symposium, if you are interested
in participating or would like more information. Provisional titles
will be published in Ontario Insects, the newsjoumal of the TEA.
Final submitted and edited abstracts will also be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are optional. We look forward to
your participation and attendance at the symposium. Please pass
this information on to anyone you know who might be interested.
Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A.:
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca

Amanda Soutar (left) and T.E.A. President, Nancy van der Poorten

Call of Applicants - W.J.D. Eberlie Award
Amanda Soutar is doing her Masters of Science at the University
of Toronto at Mississauga with James Fullard. She is studying
lifestyle adaptations of earless moths. Over the summer, she has
been doing her research at the Queen's University Biological
Station looking at possible secondary defenses that earless
moths may use to decrease probability of capture, such as larger
size, flight speed and flying further in search of a mate.
Charmaine Condy (who was
unable to be present at the
meeting) is doing her Masters
of Science at the University of
Toronto with Doug Currie
studying the evolution of
Glischrochilus
reitter
(Coleoptera, Nitidulidae). Her
'field research' included travel
to the Canadian National
Collection in Ottawa to examine
specimens of Glischrochilus,
which can be serious pests on
vegetable crops. Charmaine's
work will provide information
that will help to identify
predators and pathogens for
use in biological control of
these pest species.

The T.E.A. is now taking applications for the W. John D. Eberlie
Field Research Travel Award.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel award of $300 to assist
graduate or undergraduate students conducting original field
research into Ontario insects. The award is intended as a travel
grant to defray costs of travel to field sites used for research.
The award will be made on the basis of merit and quality.
Applicants must be a graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university and a member of the Toronto Entomologists'
Association. To apply, submit a properly completed application
form (available from the T.E.A.) postmarked no later than March
25,2003.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per year for students) gives the
following benefits: subscription to Ontario Insects (published
3x per year); opportunity to submit articles for Ontario Insects;
publication: annual summary ofLepidoptera in Ontario; discounts
on book sales. The T.E.A. holds monthly meetings from
September to April, including a student symposium in March.
We run field trips over the summer months.

Charmaine Condy

An application form for the award, or for membership in the TEA
may be requested by writing to: Nancy van der Poorten, President
TEA, 164 Morse Street, Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8
Tel: 416466-9013; E-mail: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

Continued on page 19...
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Upcoming

~t2~

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend! ~

Saturday September 28, J p.m.
MEMBERS'MEETING
This is an opportunity for TEA members to share their insect experiences with like-minded souls. Bring in your photos,
specimens (live or otherwise), and interesting literature. The more participants the better! Of course, non-members are welcome
as well!

Saturday October 26, J p.m.
LYDIAAITARD
BIOLOGYOFTHEWEAVERANf
Lydia Attard is the Curatorial Keeper of Invertebrates at the Toronto Zoo. As we discovered last year during our visit to the
Zoo's insect-rearing facility, she has a thriving colony of weaver ants (and lots of interesting stories to tell!). She'll be discussing
results and observations from her field study in Vietnam, including entomological diversity, environmental problems and
possible solutions.

Saturday November 23, J p.m.
CHRIS DARLING
THEROMINVIETNAM
Dr. Chris Darling is Senior Curator of Entomology in the ROM's Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Biology as well as
Professor of Zoology at U of T. The ROM has made several trips to Vietnam in recent years to study and collect insects and
Chris will be discussing some of their experiences and findings.

Saturday January 25, 2003, J p.m.
SANDYSMITH
INSECTS OF THE HALIBURTON FOREST
Sandy is an associate professor of Forestry at U of T. Over the last few years she has been supervising a census of the insects
of the Haliburton forest. She will be sharing with us what they are learning about insect biodiversity and forest structure from
this project.

Additional meeting dates: Saturday February 22, March 22 (Student Symposium) and April 26, 2003.

Meetings are at 1 PM at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).

2

See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.

Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Blockwest of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip
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Our outings this year were well-attended, great learning
experiences and lots of fun.

June
The Butterflies of Hockley Valley
This outing had to be postponed a week due to cold wet weather.
We had fine weather on June 23 and with Tim Sabo's expert eye
we tallied 17 butterfly species, including several Arctic Skippers.
Not a bad number, considering the prevailing weather conditions
in May and June. There were also at least 8 species of odonates
and an amazing spider devouring a dragonfly; the spider was
later identified as a star-bellied spider. 13 people participated in
this outing; my apologies to those who got separated from the
group at lunch time and missed butterfly-spotting at the second
location. Thanks to Tim Sabo for leading this trip.

July
Moths of Durham
We began in Brian Henshaw's garden in Brooklin with 16
participants. Brian had set up a live trap for moths the night
before; it was a great success, luring many moths into egg
cartons for easy retrieval. While it was still light out, we drove to
a spot on the Oak Ridges Moraine that Brian had selected, set
up the lights and baited some trees. It was a very productive
evening: 116 species including 3 underwings and 4 sphinxes.
Thanks to Brian for all his work to set up the evening, and to
Carolyn King and Todd Reddhead for bringing equipment and
expertise. Many many thanks to Dave Beadle for leading this
outing, identifying the moths and producing the long list of
species.

The following list is a list of moths recorded on the Oak Ridges
Moraine in Durham Region on the night of20 July 2002. The list
also includes moths trapped at 172 Way Street in Brooklin on
the night of 19120 July. Compiled by Dave Beadle on behalf of
the Toronto Entomologists' Association. The number preceding
the species is the Hodges Number. Totals are also included for
each species.
Equipment used: Two sheets with 160W MV!blended bulbs.
One sheet with several UV lights. Sugaring on several trees and
posts.
Weather: clear and calm with three-quarter moon. Temperature
between 14-16 C.

4

__

Hodges Number and Species Name
Total
1046 Callima argenticintella
1
1387 Coleophora spissicornis
2
1
2295 Trichotaphejlavocostella
2366 Plutella xylostella (Diamondback Moth)
2
3594 Pandemis limitata (Three-lined Leafroller)
1
3597 Argyrotaenia velutinana (Red-banded Leafroller)
2
3635 Choristoneura rosaceana (Oblique-banded Leafroller) few
- - - Sparganothis spp*
few
4654 Tortricidiajlexuosa
3
4747 Nymphula ekthlipsis
3
common
4949 Ostrinia nubialis (European Com Borer)
5159 Desmiafuneralis (Grape Leaffolder)
2
5241 Pantographa limita (Basswood Leafroller Moth)
2
5362 Crambus agitatellus
few
---Crambus spp.*
few
5420 Microcrambus elegans
1
5464 Urola nivalis
2
5524 Hypsopygia costalis (Clover Haywonn)
1
5533 Herculia olinalis
2
1
5552 Galasa nigridodes
5571 Condylolomiaparticipalis
1
---Platyptila sp.
2
6234 Emmelina monodactyla
1
6373 ftame pustularia (Lesser Maple Spanwonn)
2
6330 Semiothisa ulsterata
1
---Semiothisa sp.
2
6558 fridopsis larvaria (Bent-line Gray)
1
6597 Ectropis crepuscularia (The Small Engrailed)
1
6640 Riston betularia (Pepper-and-salt Geometer)
1
6724 Euchlaena serrata (The Saw Wing)
2
6740 Xanthotype urticaria (False Crocus yeometer)
1
6798 Ennamos subsignaria (Elm Spanwonn Moth)
2
6819 Metanema inatomaria (Pale Metanema)
1
6941 Eusarca confusaria (Confused Eusarca)
2
7009 Nematocampa limbata (Homed Spanwonn)
2
7046 Nemoria bistriaria
1
7114 Idaea demissaria (Red-bordered Wave)
2
7126 fdaea dimidiata
1
7132 Pleuroprucha insulsaria (Common Tan Wave)
1
7159 Scopula limboundata (Large Lace Border)
4
7189 Dysstroma hersiliata (Orange-barred Carpet)
2
7196 Eulithis diversilineata (Lesser Grapevine Looper Moth)4

*probably at least two species involved
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Hodges Number and Species Name
Total
Mesoleuca
ruficillata
(White-ribboned
Carpet)
1
7307
Orthonama
obstipata
(The
Gem)
4
7414
2
7416 Orthonama centrstrigaria (Bent-line Carpet)
Hydrelia
inornata
(Unadorned
Carpet)
1
7422
7701 Malacosoma americanum (Eastern Tent Caterpillar) 1
7787 Ceratomia undulosa (Waved Sphinx)
1
2
7821 Smerinthus jamaicensis (Twin-spotted Sphinx)
7828 Pachysphinx modesta (Big Poplar Sphinx)
1
2
7885 Darapsa myron (Hog Sphinx)
1
7895 Clostera albosigma (Sigmoid Prominent)
7920 Peridea angulosa (Angulose Prominent)
1
2
7921 Perideajerruginea (Chocolate Prominent)
1
7922 Pheosia rimosa (Black-rimmed Prominent)
7924 Odontosia elegans (Elegant Prominent)
1
2
7928 Notodonta simplaria
2
7931 Gluphisia septentrionis (Common Gluphisia)
8007 Schizura unicornis (Unicorn Caterpillar Moth)
1
8090 Hypoprepiajucosa (Painted Lichen Moth)
2
8137 Spilosoma virginicum (Virginian Tiger Moth)
2
1
8197 Grammia virgo (Virgin Tiger Moth)
8203 Halysidota tessellaris (Banded Tussock Moth)
6
1
8238 Euchaetes egle (Milkweed Tussock Moth)
1
8262 Ctenucha virginica (Virginia Ctenucha)
8319 Leucoma salicis (White Satin Moth)
2
8322 ldia americalis (American Idia)
1
8323 Idia aemula (Common Idia)
2
1
8326 Idia rotundalis (Rotund Idia)
8353 Zanclognatha ochreipennis (Wavy-lined Zanclognatha) 1
8360 Macrochilo orciferalis
1
1
8364 Phalaenostola larentiodes (Black-banded Owlet)
1
8370 Bleptina caradrinalis (Bent-winged Owlet)
1
8387 Renia sobrialis (Sobre Renia)
8692 Zale galbanata (Maple Zale)
1
2
8739 Caenurgina erechtea (Forage Looper)
2
8817 Catocala briseis (Briseis Underwing)
1
8858 Catocala crataegi (Hawthorn Underwing)
2
8867 Catocala blandula (Charming Underwing)
1
8896 Diachrysia aeroides (Dark-spotted Looper Moth)
8955 Marathyssa inficta (Dark Marathyssa)
1
1
8973 Baileya australis (Small Baileya)
1
8990 Nola cilicoides (Blurry-patched Nola)
9047 Lithacodia muscosula (Large Mossy Lithacodia)
4
9048 Lithacodia albidula
2
9049 Lithacodia synochitis (Black-dotted Lithacodia)
2
9053 Lithacodia carneola (Pink-barred Lithacodia)
few
3
9065 Leuconycta diphteroides (Green Leuconycta)
9095 Tarachidia erastrioides (Small Bird-dropping Moth) 4
I
9182 Pantheajurcilla (Eastern Panthea)
1
9193 Raphiajrater (The Brother)
9301 Eudryas grata (Beautiful Wood Nymph)
1
1
9333 Apamea lignicolora (Wood-colored Apamea)

Hodges Number and Species Name
9364.1 Apamea ophiogramma (Double Lobed)
9367 Apamea dubitans (Doubtful Agroperina)
9382 Crymodes devastator (Glassy Cutworm Moth)
9413.1 Oligiasubjuncta
9454 Amphipoea velata (Veiled Ear Moth)
9582 Nedra ramosula (Gray Half Spot)
10276 Polia imbrifera (Cloudy Arches)
10394 Lacinipolia vicina
10397 Lacinipolia renigera (Bristly Cutworm Moth)
10406 Lacinipolia olivacea (Olive Arches)
10438 Pseudaletia unipuncta (Armyworm Moth)
10446 Leucania multilinea (Many-lined Wainscot)
10462 Leucania pseudargyria (False Wainscot)
10532 Homorthodes jurfurata (Scurfy Quaker)
10578 Pseudorthodes vecors (Small Brown Quaker)
10627 Tricholita signata (Signate Quaker)
10663 Agrotis ipsilon (Ipsilon Dart)
10674 Feltia subgothica (Subgothic Dart)
10676 Feltia herilis (Master's Dart)
10805 Euxoa tessellata (Tessellate Dart)
10928 Graphiphora augur
1101O.INoctua pronuba (Large Yellow Underwing)
11064 Pyrrhia experimens (Purple-lined Sallow)

Total
2

1
1
1
2

1

6
1

6-2
2

2
10+
1
2

1
1
2
2
2

15+
1

3
1

Field Trip Reports continued on next page
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Al.Igust
Spiders of Blackwater
This outing attracted 28 participants! Since most of us know
very little about spiders but are fascinated by them, this was
truly an educational experience. One of the things we learned
was how popular dragonflies, particularly meadowhawks
(Sympetrum sp.), are as spider food. A beautiful Argiope put on
quite a show as it worked to dislodge an Eastern Pondhawk
(Erythemis simplicicollis). Tom Mason did a terrific job of finding
and identifying the spiders for us. Thanks Tom for sharing your
expertise and enthusiasm with us!

Trip leader, Tom Mason, examining one 0 the many spiders found.
Photo by Bill Mcilveen.

xcitement mounts as trip participants
spot something along the trail!
Photo by Bill Mcilveen.

SPECIESUST
Scientific Name
Family Araneidae
Araneus trifolium
Araneus nordmanni
Nuctenea cornuta
Nuctenea pagiata
Neoscoma moreli
Zygiella sp.

Common Name
The Orb-web Spiders
The Shamrock Spider

TRIP SUMMARY - by Tom Mason
Although spiders were the focus of this trip, butterflies and
dragonflies were also looked at. Over 20 species of spiders
were identified. Surprisingly, no wolf (family Lycosidae), longjawed (Tetragnathidae) or sheet-web (Linyphiidae) spiders
were found and only one juvenile nursery-web (Pisauridae)
spider was found. These are usually very common in low wet
areas. On the other hand, the orb-web spiders were wellrepresented with nine species belonging to six genera
discovered. Crab (Thomisidae), sac (Clubionidae), funnel-web
and jumping spiders were all present. Exact species are often
difficult to determine. Many spider species are close in
appearance and it is only by looking at the males' secondary
reproductive organs that positive identification to the species
level can take place. As this was a walk for educational
purposes and not a biological study, specimens were not
preserved and specimens were only identified to genus levels
in many cases.
Comments

Eustala sp.
Argiope aurantia
Argiope trifasciata

Yellow and black argiope
Banded argiope

Three specimens, one red, one white & one orange specimen.
One specimen by driveway.
Several under bridge and by paths.
A few widespread specimens found.
One specimen found on wild carrot.
Several specimens found by bridge; classic hide observed above
the web
An unusual specimen ID'ed by pattern.
Several young and adult specimens observed.
One specimen found near road.

Family Agelenidae
Agelenopsis sp.

Funnel-web Spiders
The grass spider

One specimen found in the afternoon.

Family Pisauridae
Dolomedes sp.

Nursery-web Spiders
The Raft spider possibly

A small juvenile was found near the water.
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Family Clubionidae
Clubiona sp.

Sac Spiders
Native sac spider

One juvenile found in sac on milkweed.

Crab Spiders

Family Thomisidae
Misumena vatia

The flower spider

Misumenoides jormosipes
Xysticus sps.

NCN
NCN

Family Salticidae

Jumping Spiders

Salticus scenicus
Phidippus rimator

The Zebra spider
NCN

Eris marginata
Metaphidippus sp.

NCN
NCN

Several adult females found on flowers. Two guarded eggs
within folded leaves.
One specimen found, recorded from Lake Erie area.
Two species found in shelters in grassy areas, one had eggs.

One specimen on bridge.
Several female specimens seen in sacs with eggs. This species
also known as P. clarus.
One adult male found on milkweed.
Several specimens found.

There were also two or three very small Salticidae specimens found but not identified. This was not possible with live species
and a hand held glass. Overall it was a great day and hopefully everyone enjoyed the first spider trip for the TEA.

Results of the 8th Toronto TEA Butterfly Count
by Tom Mason
On July 1, 2002, the 8th Toronto T.E.A. Butterfly Count was
held. As usual, the areas covered were primarily the Rouge and
Don Valleys. The day was one of the hottest, haziest days of a
hot and hazy summer! There were few butterflies flying so the
species count is much lower than would normally be expected.
Rouge Valley Participants: Jerry Ball, Carolyn King, Mark Kubisz,
Margaret Liubavicius, Tom Mason, Ann Millett, Chris Rickard,
Carol Sellers & Miriam Webster
Don Valley Participants: Jim Fairchild, Barry Harrison, Craig
McGlaughlin, Bev McGlaughlin, Jim Spottiswood, Micheal van
der Poorten

Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur

Volume 8, Number 1

Scientific Name
Numbers
Epargyreus clarus
10
Thorybes pylades
4
2
Ernnis iceIus
Ancyloxypha numitor
10
Thymelicus lineola
819
96
Polites themistocles
1
Polites origines
68
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
51
4
Wallengrenia egeremet
6
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
38
5
Colias philodice

Common Name
Orange Siilpliur
Harvester
Coral Hairstreak
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Kmcovered
Party Hours

Scientific Name
Numbers
Calias eurytheiiie
2
Feniseca tarquinius
1
1
Satyrium titus
Celastrina neglecta
1
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
7
Speyeria cybele
12
Phyciodes tharos
2
Phyciodes cocyta
72
Euphydryas phaeton
24
Polygonia interrogationis 1
Nymphalis antiopa
3
Vanessa atalanta
2
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 16
Limenitis arthemis astyanax 2
Limenitis archippus
6
Enodia anthedon
17
Satyrodes appalachia
1
Megisto cymela
199
Coenonympha tullia
193
Danaus plexippus
5

32

1682
102
26
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Ten Years of the Oshawa Butterfly Count
by James Kamstra
This year marks the tenth year that the Oshawa Butterfly Count
has been conducted. While this year was not particularly
noteworthy for numbers or unusual species, it is a good time to
reflect back and review the results over this period.
In 2002, the count was held on the balmy day of June 29, with
few clouds and temperatures ranging from 200 to 290 C. Thirteen
participants broke up into five parties. A total of 39 species (plus
1 additional form) and 5478 individuals were encountered. Only
the western Oak Ridges Moraine portion of the circle reported
average to good densities of butterflies, whereas all other areas
reported low numbers. Overall the count was rather uneventful
in that numbers of most species were lower than average and
there were no uncommon species reported. The reason for the
relatively low numbers may be that spring was a little late so that
the later emerging species were absent or scarce. Meanwhile all
migrant species were way down in comparison to 2001.
Participants: Bob & Mamie Bracht, Dana, Dayln, Eric & Kaylee
Bryant, Dave Cattrall, Karen Fullbrook, James Kamstra, Tom
Mason, Beverly Porter, Rayfield Pye, Norbert Woerns
Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Indian Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper
Dion Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Com. Roadside Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
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The table below summarizes the results of the ten year period,
showing all species, the number of years that they were counted,
the average number over the period, the maximum count and the
year, and the average counted per hour of field effort for the
more numerous species. The highest species count was 50 in
1999, while the lowest was 38 in the first year. The cumulative
total of all years is 67 species, plus one additional form. Thirteen
of these have been recorded in only one year while 20 species
have been recorded in all years. One interesting pattern that has
been observed consistently is that numbers of Red-spotted
Purple are roughly 10% of the White Admiral numbers.
For the most part, the counts cannot be used to gauge changes
in populations in one area, because of factors such as variation
in count dates, the lateness of the spring, and weather on count
day. Note that many ofthe all time high species counts were
recorded in 1998 (which experienced an exceptionally early
spring) and 2001 (when most migrants were in exceptionally high
numbers).

Scientific Name
2002 Total
Epargyreus clarus
6
Thorybes pylades
12
Erynnis icelus
11
Erynnis juvenalis
Carterocephalis palaemon 4
Ancloxyopha numitor
16
Thymelicus lineola
1675
Hesperia sassacus
Polites peckius
8
Polites themistocles
48
Polites origines
Polites mystic
142
Wallengrenia egeremet
6
Pompeius verna
Atrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
ffi
Poanes viator
Euphyes dion
Euphyes bimacula
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes vialis
Papilio polyxenes
2
Papilio canadensis
10
Papilio glaucus
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
14

No. of Years Max. Count Year of Max.
10
56
1998
61
1997
9
17
2001
7
2001
3
8
41
1997
6
1998
9
89
4287
199410
1
1
2000
10
50
1999
1995
10
101
5
12
1998
199410
174
1998
8
42
£998
1
1
1998
3
11
10
223
2000
249
1998
3
2
7
1998
1
1
2000
214
1998
9
2001
1
1
10
11
1997
10
641998
2001
1
1
1998
9
207
10
1405
1993

Ave. Count
27.6
15.0
7.8
1.5
8.6
30.1
1991.9
0.1
14.0
53.0
3.1
95.9
7.1
0.1
1.7
98.4
25.4
0.8
0.1
30.5
0.1
4.4
29.2
0.1
37.9
331.6
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Common Name
Common Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Harvester
American Copper
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak:
Acadian Hairstreak:
Edward's Hairstreak:
Banded Hairstreak:
Striped Hairstreak:
Eastern Pine Elfin
Eastern Tailed Blue
Spring Azure
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Aphrodite Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris' Checkerspot
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak:
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Common Buckeye
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Wood Nymph
Common Ringlet
Monarch

TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
No. of Participants
Party Hours
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Scientific Name
2002 Total
Colias philodice
4
Colias eurytheme
2
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena phlaeas
7
Lycaena hyllus
3
Satyrium titus
Satyrium acadicum
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium liparops
Incisalia niphon
Everes comyntas
Celastrina ladon
1
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
8
Speyeria cybele
3
Speyeria aphrodite
Boloria selene
8
Boloria bellona
24
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes selenis
366
Chlosyne harrisii
Chlosyne harrisii
Euphydryas phaeton
2
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
2
Nymphalis antiopa
4
Nymphalis milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Junonia coenia
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 99
Limenitis a. astyanax
9
33
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
9
Satyrodes eurydice
64Satyrodes appalachia
2
Megisto cymela
186
Cercyonis pegala
1
Coenonympha tullia
614
Danaus plexippus
8

39
3476
13
39

No. of Years Max. Count Year of Max.
10
148
1998
2<XX)
7
42
1
2
1999
2<XX)
7
46
10
40
2001
5
9
1993
4
14
1998
1
2
1998
4
9
1998
2
11
1998
1
4
1997
7
8
1997
2<XX)
1
3
10
38
1997
4
13
2001
10
188
1998
8
Tl
1998
2<XX)
9
21
7
38
1999
9
24
2002
10
865
2001
1
1
1995
2<XX)
1
3
1
1
1999
8
fJ7
2001
7
22
2001
7
34
2001
2
7
2001
9
72
2001
3
4
2001
9
319
2001
1
1
2000
10
123
199410
13
2001
10
77
1997
9
121
2001
147
1995
9
7
14
1999
2<XX)
10
1300
10
413
1998
1964
10
1997
10
123
1994-

67

50
7100
23
55

1999
2001
1996
2001

Ave. Count
38.6
8.6
0.2
10.6
8.2
2.8
2.1
0.2
1.4
1.3

0.4
2.3
0.3
12.5
4.0
52.3
4.8
6.9
11.0
6.6
482.8
0.1
0.3
0.1
12.6
3.8
9.3
1.1

11.9
0.7
42.5
0.1
71.8
6.6
26.8
40.7
84.8
4.7
354.3
76.3
606.0
43.5

44.3
4872.2
15.6
45.4
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The Karner Blue in Ontario
Some Notes on the History of its Extirpation, the Role of the Ministry of Natural Resources
- A Follow-up to Paul Catling's Article in the January 2002 issue of Ontario Insects
by Quimby Hess
I was born in Zurich, a village in Hay township, Huron
County. The Pinery in north Lambton County was twelve miles
In the January 2002 issue of "Ontario Insects", Paul Catling
to the southwest. As a nature lover I found the Pinery to be a
(Catling 2002) gives a critical review of the publication "Wild magnet. In the 1920's and the 1930's the Pinery continued to be
Species 2000" issued by the Ministry of Public Works and fairly pristine. I remember monitoring along a sandy track in my
Government Services, Canada, Ottawa (Can. Endangered Species
dad's Chevrolet through the Pinery. This track became Highway
Conservation Council, 2001).
#21. Oak savannah fauna and flora was nearly in the same
condition as left by the First Nations before the English Canada
The extirpation of the Kamer Blue (Lycaeides melissa
samuelis) in Ontario, among other species of fauna and flora
Land Company took over ownership. The Pinery was not
also extirpated or at risk, is the result of many factors, some
considered suitable for farming so it did not suffer the fate of the
known and some unknown. These factors were set into motion
farmlands sold by the Company to the settlers from Europe.
with the arrival of European settlers and on-goirig ignorance as
to the causes and effects. It is also an expression of the teachings
by educators who were influenced by the European model. The
necessity to maintain biodiversity was not emphasized,
especially in agriculture and forestry, but rather was overlooked.
At the same time, land taxation policies motivated farmers to
remove fences so as to create better conditions for mechanization
and pesticide application. Lands unsuitable for crop production
were candidates for tree plantations thus creating adverse
conditions for unique habitats such as oak savannah. As the
pine plantations matured, they blocked out the sunlight and the
land underneath became a biological desert. Sunlight demanding
plants such as Wild Lupine (Lupinus perennis) disappeared
along with the associated fauna The Kamer Blue was the canary
that told us the state of this habitat.

Introduction

Figure 2. Terry Crabe of Pinery Provincial Park at proposed Wild
Lupine propagation site in the park. May 27, 1983.
Photo by a.F. Hess

The Kamer Blue is a Wild Lupine feeder. In Ontario, Wild
Lupine has been recorded in several oak savannahs and similar
areas. The Kamer Blue has been recorded in these same areas
with a few exceptions. These areas, include the following,
Toronto's High Park and Lambton Prairie Lome Park (west of
Toronto), the St. Williams area and the Pi~ery. It may have also
occurred in the Northumberland Hills area south of Rice Lake
(Catling 2000). [it is also known to have occurred in the London
area - eds.]
The Pinery, the Wild Lupine and the Karner Blue
The Pinery area is located in the counties of Huron and Lambton.
Figure 1. The former Smith Lake, Pinery area. May 1939.
Photo by a.F. Hess

It stretches from the north end of Grand Bend south through
Port Franks to Kettle Point. It includes a belt of sand dunes

inland from the east coast of Lake Huron, then flat sandy lands
east to the shoreline of two former lakes which were drained for
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agriculture. Lake Smith, one of these drained lakes, was a unique
wetland and a stopover area for migrating birds (figure 1). Tundra
Swans still land on the site during their migration northward.
The drained lake to the south is now called the "Celery Gardens".
Pinery Provincial Park is located from the west side of
Highway # 21 to Lake Huron and from a few miles south of
Grand Bend south to north of "The Cut" and the Boy Scout
Campgrounds. Totaling 2400 hectares, the park is one of the
largest in southern Ontario. Prior to the end ofthe Second World
War the Pinery was not urbanized to the extent we see now.
The Pinery is located in the Carolinian Zone and received
higher average temper~tures caused by the moderating effect of
Lake Huron and warm sand. Until about the 1950's there were
periodic bums which opened up the vegetation and interrupted
plant succession and thus maintained the conditions favouring
plants like Wild Lupine, and New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus
americanus). This favoured the Kamer Blue and other fauna
and flora associated with the savannah habitat.

Figure 3. TEA and OMNR personnel examining the
Yogi Bear Karner Blue site. July 24, 1984.
Photo by a.F. Hess

budget permitted. He also began a public relations program to
convince the "Smoky Bear" people that prescribed bums in
selected areas of the park were necessary. Prescribed burns then
became part of the rehabilitation efforts. However, the felling of
thin pines and the prescribed bums had the effect of increasing
the White-tailed Deer population to the level that the Wild Lupine
stands were decimated due to the browsing affect of the deer.
Mr. Crabe then put on a public relations campaign to convince
the "Bambi" people to permit special deer hunts in the park. This
is a similar story to what has happened in Rondeau Provincial
Park. In 1980, I carried out a detailed study ofthe Yogi Bear and
Port Franks Karner Blue situation. This study is reported in T.E.A.
Publication #12-81 (Hess 1981). The Kamer Blue population in
this area declined drastically after 1981, due to unknown factors
but it should be noted that air pollution may have be one of the
factors. This pollution arrives periodically from the Samia
chemical industry and the U.S.A.
Terry Crabe is a well-known naturalist in north Lambton
County and through him I became acquainted with some of the
members of the local nature club such as Ben and Brenda Kulon
and Gerry Clements. The Kamer Blue has two broods annually.
It is also similar to other blues in that there is a vital association
with certain ant species. In this regard, refer to Kulon's
photograph of a Kamer Blue larva with its protective ants on
page 108 of "The Ontario Butterfly Atlas" (Holmes et al. 1991).
The Kulon's were key players in the campaign to raise funds to
buy acreage in the Port Franks area which resulted in the
establishment of the Kamer BluelWild Lupine Sanctuary. Mr.
Terry Crabe was also active in propogating Wild Lupine in the
Pinery (figure 2).
As a member of the Xerces Society I was advised that a
meeting to consider the Kamer Blue situation in the U.S.A. was
to meet in early June of 1984 at the University in Albany, New
York. The writer and T.E.A. member Bert Wigg attended. During
a social break the writer had a conversation with Dr. Dale

In the Pinery, since the 1950's, forest fire protection
became more effective and the planting of pine in the openings
was carried out, particularly in the park and the county forest
east of Port Franks. This was detrimental to the fauna and flora
in the oak savannah areas. By the 1970's, these populations of
native flora and fauna were noticeably affected. About this time
the Karner Blue population was centred in the Park, but the
highest population was resident in the Yogi Bear Trailer Park to
Port Franks area (all private property). Before the Kamer Blue
was protected by law this private land was developed and built
up, particularly the Port Franks Estates area and the eastern part
ofYogi Bear Campground (now called Florida North).
I contacted Mr. Terry Crabe, the Program Supervisor at
Pinery Park in the latter part of the 1970's to discuss the Wild
Lupine/Kamer Blue situation. He was in agreement that the
plantations in the oak savannah areas were detrimental and began
removing the planted pine over the next several years as the

Figure 4. Dr. Dale Schweitzer at the Yogi Bear Karner Blue
site doing a population census. July 24, 1984.
Photo by a.F. Hess
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Schweitzer of New Jersey who was researching the Karner Blue
situation in New Jersey and New York states. The members had
a field trip to the Karner Blue type locality near Karner, New
York. This is a so-called pine barren sandy land. Lupines were in
bloom but no Karner Blues were encountered.
After returning, the writer recommended to Mr. Crabe
that Dr. Schweitzer be invited to study the Karner Blue population
in the Pinery and report his thoughts on a recovery plan. The
invitation was sent and Dr. Schweitzer completed his fieldwork
in the Pinery in July of 1984 (figure 4). He forwarded a recovery
plan for the Karner Blue to Mr. Crabe in which he also reported
other interesting insect species associated with Pinery's oak
savannah.
Despite all the effort to maintain the Karner Blue in the
Pinery its population level in the Yogi BearlPort Franks locality
had fallen to about 50% of the 1984 level by 1989 (Hess 1990). In
1990, only one Karner Blue was seen in. the Port Franks area
(Hess 1991). In 1991, no Karner Blue butterflies were observed
in the Pinery.

The St. Williams Locality
The St. Williams Tree Nursery and Forest was the second most
important Karner Blue population centre in Ontario. Located
just north of Lake Erie in Norfolk County, this area was a former
oak savannah and is in the Carolinian Zone. The Wild Lupine
stands were present over much of the savannah lands prior to
the establishment of the nursery and the pine plantations. As
the pines matured and the canopy closed, the Wild Lupine stands
maintained themselves in the remnant open savannah and along
the township and forest roads. (see Hess 1981).

the west of it. A major environmental problem was the heavy use
of the roads and openings by ATV riders. The Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources (OMNR) was finally able to purchase some
of the Manestra property and also blocked some of the forest
roads and trails with felled pines. In the 1980's, I had several
discussions with DolfWynia, the Superintendent of the OMNR
tree nursery, forest and park near St. Williams. As a member of
the local nature club and a forester, he was very interested in a
program to improve the Karner Blue habitat within the constraints
of his budget (figure 5).
During the late 1970's and into the 1980's I had discussions
with Ms. Irene Bowman of the Wildlife Policy Research Branch
of the OMNR at Queen's Park, Toronto. One of main
responsibilities was devising policies with the objective of
maintaining "Species at Risk". She also provided the funds
needed by the T.E.A. to publish "The Ontario Butterfly Atlas".
With respect to the Ontario Lepidoptera that the T.E.A.
reported to be at risk, she employed selected companies and
persons to conduct intensive field studies as follows:
1) The status and occurrence of the West Virginia White
butterfly in Ontario (Landplan Collaborative 1989).
2) The status and occurrence of the Karner Blue in Ontario
and an assessment of why it became extirpated.
Despite these studies and policy changes and their
applications in the Karner BluelWild Lupine areas, the Karner
Blue was declared extirpated in the St. Williams area in 1991
(Hanks and Hess 1992) and shortly thereafter in Ontario.
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Figure 5. Doll Wynia, St. Williams Nursury, Forest and
Park Superintendent at proposed Wild Lupine
propagation site in the park. Juen 8, 1986.
Photo by Q.F. Hess

The Karner Blue population in the area occurred mostly
in the central portion and was in greater numbers on the privately
owned Manestra acreage and a remnant savannah locality to
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Callophrys irus). Toronto Entomologists Association Publication
#12-81: 9-23.
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Donations are welcome to support these
initiatives of the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Grant - to help
to sponsor research into Ontario insects

All donations are tax-creditable and a receipt will be
issued. Even $5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34
Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl

Holder, M. and D.A Sutherland. 1998. Tracking rare insects in
Ontario. Ontario Insects 3(2):28-32.
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Eighth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
by John Carley
On Saturday, July 13, 2002, the Eighth Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-four
counters, in nine parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection ofDundas Street West
and Bloor Street West.
This year's count took place on a sunny day, with temperatures
ranging from 21°C to 30°C. The routes censused included the
Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park, the Humber
River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview Airport, and other
parklands, ravines and so-called "wastelands" in the city.
In total 2911 individual butterflies were counted, of 36 species.
This species total is the second lowest of the 8 years in which
the count has been conducted; however the numeric count total
is the fourth highest! The overall cumulative species list remains
at 55.
Numerically, our high count was European Skipper at 1333. We
set two new high counts for butterflies: Silver-spotted Skipper
at 118 (previously 65), and Coral Hairstreak at 14 (previously 8);
while a new party beverage consumption high total was
established (no doubt due to the very hot weather)!
Compared to last year's totals, we saw only 12 Red Admirals
(439 last year), 1 American Lady (32 last year), and no Painted
Lady (19 last year). For the first time on our count, no Eastern
Commas, Striped Hairstreaks, or Great Spangled Fritillarys were
seen! With the exception of Coral Hairstreaks, satyrium species
were in low numbers. Our only Black Swallowtail was a fly-by at
the post-count party.
Compared to 2001, the overall numbers and species count were
very similar to that year's 2795 individuals and 38 species.
The 2003 Count date is set for Saturday, July 12. Those interested
in participating in the 9th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto,
M6S 4L3, (416) 766-13300rcarley.la@sympatico.ca.

Participants: S. Blayney, D. Bone, S. Campbell, J. Carley, D.
Cattrall, H. Currie, A. Farraway, S. Foss, A. Gray, V. Higgins, C.
King, C. McLauchlan, N. McPherson, D. Peuramaki, B. Porter, E.
Redrupp, A. Riley, D. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, K. Seymour, J.
Stirrat, S. van der Grinten R. Yukich.
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Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck's Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Skippersp.
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Acadian Hairstreak
Coral Hairstreak
Edward's Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Silvery Checkerspot
Question Mark
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours
Kmcovered

Scientific Name
Nwnbers
118
Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes pylades
7
Ancyloxypha numitor
3
Thymelicus lineola
1333
1
Polites peckius
4
Polites themistocles
5
Polites origenes
3
Polites mystic
ro
Wallengrenia egeremet
2
Pompeius verna
12
Anatrytone logan
1
Poanes hobomok
33
Euphyes vestris
14

Papilio polyxenes
1
Papilio glaucus
16
Pieris rapae
618
Colias philodice
129
Colias eurytheme
27
Satyrium acadicum
33
Satyrium titus
14
Satyrium edwardsii
1
Satyrium calanus
11
Satyrium sp.
1
Everes comyntos
79
Celastrina neglecta
6
17
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
2
Phyciodes sp.
2
Chlosyne nycteis
2
Polygonia interrogationis 11
Nymphalis antiopa
13
Vanessa virginiensis
1
Vanessa atalanta
12
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 2
L. a.astyhnax
2
Limenitis archippus
2
Megisto cymela
265
Cercyonis pegala
17
Danaus plexippus
32
36

2911
52
85
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The 2002 Rondeau Provincial Park Butterfly Count
by Sandy Dobbyn
The 4th Annual NABAIRondeau Provincial Park Butterfly Count
was another success. Twenty-seven participants combed the
count circle on July 14 from 8 am to 5 pm, and found a total of38
species and 1676 individuals. A summary of the effort and
butterflies seen is found in the adjacent table. A complete
summary of all four counts can be found at the Rondeau Provincial
Park website at http://www.rondeauprovincialpark.ca/
butterfly30unt.htm. I~you find any errors or omissions, please
contact me by telephone at 519-674-1768 or by email at
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca.
Butterfly numbers were distinctly down from last year, with the
lack of Red Admirals and Monarchs making up most of the
difference. Interestingly, Monarchs are not all that low compared
to the 4 year average, however, Red Admirals do seem to be
down significantly. Why was this? No one has offered up a firm
answer to that question. We did, however, see more of them later
in July, which may have been due to an increase in flowering
plants. The number of Eastern Tailed Blue's seems to have
declined over the four years of the count, however a reason for
this is still unclear.
On the flip side, there seems to be an increase in Little WoodSatyrs. These woodland butterflies were only recorded from
within the park itself. It is possible that an increased amount of
understory vegetation, which has resulted from ongoing deer
management, has benefited this species.
A big thanks goes out to the Friends of Rondeau Provincial Park
for providing the BBQ lunch for the participants again this year,
and particularly Ric and Anne McArthur for preparing it. I would
also like to thank Dale Wurker for entering all of the count data
onto computer. That task has helped me complete this report, as
well as the report to NABA.
The park count circle is centred on the intersection ofHwy 3 and
Centreline Road near Blenheim Ontario (lat/long of 4218,8203)
and includes Rondeau Provincial Park, Erieau, Blenheim, all of
Rondeau Bay and some of the surrounding agricultural areas.
Again, I would like to thank all ofthis year's participants, and I
hope that you will all return next year.
Participants: Graham Buck, Jim Burk, Keith Burk, Michelle
Camerie, Pete Chapman, Steve Charbonneau, Ian Carmichael,
Neva Carmichael, Gerry Clements, Joan Cofell, Paul Desjardins,
Janine Dewit, Myrna Dobbyn, Sandy Dobbyn, terry Gentleman,
Ramsey Hart, Olive Ireland, Deb Lane, Blake Mann, Heather
Prangley, Alf Rider, Bronwen Smith, Ann Vance, Ann White,
DaleWurker
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Common Name
Silver-spotted Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Fiery Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Mulberry Wing
Hobomok Skipper
Dion Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Giant Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Spicebush Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
American Snout
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours
Kmcovered

Scientific Name

Numbers
17

Epargyreus clarus
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Hylephila phyleus
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Wallengrenia egeremet
Pompeius verna
Poanes massasoit
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes dion
Papilio polyxenes
Papilio cresphontes
Papilio glaucus
Papilio troilus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Lyceana hyllus
Everes comyntos
Celastrina neglecta
Libytheana carinenta
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Satyrodes appalachia
Megisto cymela
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

43
168
1
8
10
26
4

1
2
4

15
2
71

3
386
137
192
1
1
25
4
7

30
43
20

2
2
1
2
19
10
18

1
17
223
76
81

38

1673
45.5

224
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The 2002 Orillia and Carden Butterfly Counts
by Bob Bowles
The 2002 Orillia Butterfly Count was held on Sunday, June 30.
The weather was sunny and warm (35 degrees Celsius) with
light winds.
Ten participants in three parties covered as much of the
circle as possible. No new butterfly species were recorded for
the count. In addition to the adult butterflies tallied, one Monarch
larva and one Baltimore Checkerspot larva were also noted. A
list of dragonflies observed during the day was also kept and
included the following:
Ebony Jewelwing (Calopteryx maculata), Eastern Red
Damsel (Amphiagrion saucium), Marsh Bluet (Enallagma
ebrium), Brush-tipped Emerald (Somatochlora walshii), Calico
Pennant (Celithemis elisa), Dot-tailed Whiteface (Leucorrhinia
intacta), Widow Skimmer (Libellula luctuosa), Twelve-spotted
Skimmer (Libellula pulchella), Common Whitetail (Plathemis
lydia)

Participants: Katherine Alderson, Jerry Ball, Adam, Bob
and Scott Bowles, Jillian and Sage Fairchild, Carolyn King, Bill
and Irene McIlveen

The 2002 Carden Butterfly Count was held on Saturday, June 29.
The weather was sunny and warm (35 degrees Celsius) with no
wind.
Eight participants were organized into four parties. A
Common Buckeye found along Wylie Road was a new species
for the count. Not a single Monarch larva was noted. A list of
dragonflies observed during the day was also kept and included
the following:
Ebony Jewelwing (Calopteryx maculata), Eastern Forktail
(Ischnura verticalis), Common Green Darner (Anax junius),
Halloween Pennant (Celithemis eponina) - at the Cameron Ranch,
Dot-tailed Whiteface (Leucorrhinia intacta), Widow Skimmer
(Libellula luctuosa), Twelve-spotted Skimmer (Libellula
pulchella), Common Whitetail (Plathemis lydia).
Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Margo Holt, Angie
Homer, Nancy Ironside, Carolyn King, Joan Rosebush, Neil
Taylor.

Common Name
Common Name
Northern Cloudywing
Juvenal's Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Indian Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Com. Roadside Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Mourning Cloak
White Admiral
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours
Kmcovered
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Scientific Name
Numbers
Thorybes pylades
8
1
Erynnis juvenalis
4
Carterocephalus palaemon
Ancyloxypha numitor
6
2037
Thymelicus lineola
1
Hesperia sassacus
16
Polites themistocles
3
Polites mystic
8
Poanes hobomok
1
Amblyscirtes vialis
Papilio polyxenes
1
Papilia canadensis
20
Pieris rapae
20
4
Colias philodice
3
Lycaena hyllus
2
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
1
1
Speyeria cybele
Boloria selene
1
Phyciodes tharos
3
Phyciodescocyta
72
19
Euphydryas phaeton
Nymphalis antiopa
1
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
40
Limenitis archippus
6
Enodia anthedon
1
Satyrodes eurydice
6
Megisto cymela
8
122
Coenonympha tullia
5
Danaus plexippus

30
2421
22.5
154

Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Com. Roadside Skipper
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Silvery Blue
Silvery Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Tawny Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
Red Admiral

Common Buckeye
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party Hours
Kmcovered

Scientific Name
Thorybes pylades
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites themistocles
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes vialis
Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Papilia canadensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Lycaena hyllus
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Chlosyne nycteis
Phyciodes cocyta
Phyciodes batesii
Euphydryas phaeton
Polygonia interrogationis
Poloygonia progne
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa atalanta
lunonia coenia
Limenitis a. arthemis
L. a. astyanax
Limenitis archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Danaus plexippus

Numbers
3
9

55,340
18

7
1
1
3
1

22
5

5
9
28
2
65

1

235
2
1
8
1

1
149
1
11

1
6
6
218
8

30
56,167

26
370
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The 2002 Carden Odonate Count
by Bob Bowles

The 2002 Carden Odonate Count was held on Saturday, July 6.
The weather was sunny and warm with some cloud cover in the
afternoon. The day was also hazy due to the prevailing winds
carrying smoke from forest fIres in Northern Quebec!
Ten participants were organized into four parties. A total
of eight species were new for the count. Those species, including
their locations,are:
l

Sweetflag Spreadwing (Lestesforcipatus) - Brush Lake
Tule Bluet (Enallagma carunculatum) - multiple locations
Black-shouldered Spinyleg (Dromogomphus spinosus)
-AlvarRd.
Dragonhunter (Hagenius brevistylus) - Victoria Rd.
Beaverpond Baskettail (Epitheca canis) - Alvar Rd.
Prince Baskettail (Epitheca princeps) - multiple locations
Elfin Skimmer (Nannothemis bella) - south of Uphill
Ruby Meadowhawk (Sympetrum rubicundulum) Thompson Rd., Avery Pt.
Butterfly-wise, an species of note was a Mulberry Wing
found by Carolyn King and Carol Sellers on Doyle Road.
Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Carolyn King, Bill and
Irene McIlveen, Carol Sellers, Neil Taylor, Michael and Nancy
van der Poorten, Dan Whittam

Scientific Name
Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes congener
Lestes dryas
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inaequalis
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes unguiculatus
Argia jumipennis violacea
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma hageni
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalenia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Anax junius
Dromogomphus spinosus
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus lividus
Hagenius brevistylus
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Somatochlora walshii
Erythemis simplicicollis
Ladona (Libellula) julia
Leucorrhinia frigida
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula incesta
Libellula luctuosa
Libellula pulchella
Libellula quadrimaculata
Nannothemis bella
Plathemis (Libellula) lydia
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum rubicundulum
Sympetrum semicinctum
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Common Green Darner (Anax junius).
Photo by Colin D. Jones
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Common Name
Total
River Jewelwing
2
100
Ebony Jewelwing
Spotted Spreadwing
2
Emerald Spreadwing
2
Sweetflag Spreadwing
1
Elegant Spreadwing
4
Slender Spreadwing
3
Lyre-tipped Spreadwing
56
Variable Dancer
37
Powdered Dancer
10
Aurora Damsel
4
Tule Bluet
4
30
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
4
Hagen's Bluet
27
Eastern Forktail
18
Sedge Sprite
5
Canada Darner
2
Common Green Darner
2
Black-shouldered Spinyleg 1
Lancet Clubtail
1
Ashy Clubtail
1
Dragonhunter
1
Racket-tailed Emerald
15
Beaverpond Baskettail
1
Common Baskettail
2
Prince Baskettail
10
Brush-tipped Emerald
1
Eastern Pondhawk
10
Chalk-fronted Corporal
14
Frosted Whiteface
15
Dot-tailed Whiteface
68
Red-waisted Whiteface
12
Slaty Skimmer
1
Widow Skimmer
32
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
62
Four-spotted Skimmer
8
Elfin Skimmer
2
Common Whitetail
39
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk 1
White-faced Meadowhawk 1270
Ruby Meadowhawk
2
Band-winged Meadowhawk 2
43

1884
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A Prelimary List of Some Insects from
Tommy Thompson Park (Leslie Street Spit)
The following list is a preliminary list of species, from some insect orders, that have been recorded at Tommy Thompson Park.
Tommy Thompson Park (aka the Leslie Spit) is located on the Lake Ontario shoreline at the foot of Leslie Street in Toronto. The
following lists have been compiled with records from Alfred Adamo, John and Robert Carley, Dave Cattrall, Bob Currie, Bev Foss,
Barry Harrison, Michael King, John Stirrat, Michael and Nancy van der Poorten, and Bob Yukich. The Spit is administered by the
Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) who have recently organized a natural areas advisory committee of which the TEA
is a member. The committee's role is to advise the TRCA on how best to maintain the area. The TRCA is very interested in hearing
from the public on insect sightings in the park as they do not have an insect person on their team. If anyone has any further insect
records that they would like to contribute, please contact T.E.A. president Nancy van der Poorten (see contact information on inside
cover).

BUTTERFLIES
Common Name
SKIPPERS
Silver-spotted Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Fiery skipper

Scientific Name
HESPERIIDAE
Epargyreus clarus
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Hylephila phyleus (rare; seen in
1999; 2 fresh males Sept 30,2001)
Tawny-edged Skipper
Polites themistocles
Crossline Skipper
Polites origenes
Long Dash Skipper
Polites mystic
Northern Broken-Dash
Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassywing
Pompeius verna (July 1999)
Delaware Skipper
Atrytone logan (July 1999)
Dun skipper
Euphyes vestris
SWALLOWTAILS
PAPILIONIDAE
Black Swallowtail
Papilio polyxenes
Giant Swallowtail
Heraclides cresphontes
(one seen July 1999)
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Pterourus glaucus
WHITES AND SULPHURS PIERlDAE
Pontia protodice
Checkered White
(rare, seen in 2001)
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
Clouded Sulphur
Colias philodice
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
Orange-barred Sulphur
Phoebis philea (vagrant, 1 seen
on June 15, 1987)
Little Yellow
Eurema lisa
GOSSAMER-WINGS
LYCAENlDAE
Harvester
Feniseca tarquinius
American Copper
Lycaena phlaeas
Bronze Copper
Lycaena hyllus
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
White-M Hairstreak
Parrhasius m-album
(one sighting, 1999)
Grey Hairstreak
Strymon melinus
(several sightings, 1999)
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntas
Spring Azure
Celestrina ladon
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Common Name
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
BRDSH-FOO1ED B-FLIES
American Snout
Variegated Fritillary
Great Spangled Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Tawny Crescent
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Grey Comma
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
Milbert's Tortoiseshell
American Lady
Painted Lady
Red Admiral
Common Buckeye
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Ringlet
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch

Moths
Common Name
Titan Sphinx
Isabella Tiger Moth
Lesser Grapevine
Looper Moth
False Wainscot
Baltimore Bomolocha
Many-Lined Wainscot

Scientific Name
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
NYMPHALIDAE
Libytheana carinenta (rare sp.)
Euptoieta claudia
Speyeria cybele
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
Phyciodes batesii (July 1999)
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Polygonia progne
(one sighting about 1985)
Nymphalis vaualbum
Nymphalis antiopa
Aglais milberti
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa cardui
Vanessa atalanta
Junonia coenia
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis arthemis astyanax
(July 1995)
Limenitis archippus
Megisto c1mela (July 2001)
Coenonyinpha tullia
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus

Scientific Name
Aellopos titan (July 11, 1998)
Pyrrharctic isabella
Eulithis diversilineata
Leucania pseudoargyria
Bomolocha baltimoralis
Leucania multilinea
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Common Name
American Idia
Forage looper
Tessellate Dart
Green Leuconycta
Variegated Cutworm
Dark Marathyssa
Pearly Wood Nymph
Common Gluphisia
Speckled Cutworm
Armyworm moth
Glossy Black Idia
j
Large Lace-Border
Bristly Cutworm Moth
No common name
No common name
The Herald
Bent Winged Owlet
Oblique Banded Leaf Roller
Black Banded Owlet
Virginia Ctenucha
The Saw-Wing
Grape Leaffolder Moth
Black dotted Brown
Texas Mocis
Green Leuconycta
Polyphemus
Cecropia
Celery Looper

Scientific Name

Idia americalis
Caenurgina erechtea
Euxoa tessellata
Leuconycta diphteroides
Peridroma saucia
Marathyssa inficita
Eudryas unio
Gluphisia septentrionis
Lacanobia subjuncta
Psuedaletia unipuncta
Idia lubricalis
Scopula limboundata
Lacinipolia renigera
Coleophora spissicomis
Urola nivalis
Scoliopteryx libatrix
Bleptina caradrinalis
Choristoneura rosaceana
Phalaenostola larentioides
Ctenucha virginica
Euchlaena serrata
Desmiafuneralis
Cissusa spadix
Mods texana
Leuconycta diphteroides
Antheraea polyphemus
Hyalphora cecropia
Anagrapha falcifera

mmon Name
Yellow-striped
Armyworm Moth
Fall Armyworm Moth
Com Earworm Moth

Scientific Name

Spodoptera omithogalli
S. frugiperda

Heliothis zea
H. phloxiphaga: scarce in Ontario
Bicolored Sallow
Sunira bicolorago
Velvetbean Caterpillar Moth Anticarsia gemmatalis
Large Wainscot
Rhizedra lutosa -: rare, few Ont
records. European introduction

Odonata (Dragonflies and Damselflies)
Scientific Name
Common Name
Enallagma civile
Familiar Bluet
Ischnura verticalis
Eastern Forktail
Aeshna constricta
Lance-tipped darner
Anax junius
Green darner
Celithemis elisa
Calico Pennant
Libellula pulchella
Twelve-Spotted Skimmer;
Libellula quadrimaculata Four-Spotted Skimmer
Pantala jlavescens
Wandering glider
Pantala hymenea
Spot-winged glider
Plathemis [Libellula] lydia Common Whitetail
Sympetrum corruptum
Variegated Meadowhawk
Sympetrum costiferum
Saffron-bordered Meadowhawk
Sympetrum danae
Black meadow hawk
Sympetrum obtrusum
White-faced meadowhawk
Sympetrum semicinctum
Band winged meadowhawk
Tramea carolina
Violet masked Glider
Tramea lacerata
Black mantled Glider

Announcements
...continuedfrom page 1
International Butterfly Breeders Association
Annual Convention - Niagara Falls
The International Butterfly Breeders Association (IBBA) will be
having their annual convention this year in Niagara Falls, Ontario,
on 1, 2, & 3 November 2002! The convention will be held at the
Renaissance Fallsview Hotel, and visits to the Butterfly
Conservatory in Niagara Falls, Ontario, and Wings of Paradise
in Cambridge, Ontario, are planned. Rick Mikula will be the
convention host. Discussions and workshops covering a wide
range of butterfly topics will be offered, including advanced
butterfly gardening techniques, as well as presenting educational
programmes in schools. Full details of all the topics to be
presented are not yet set, but will be available soon.
For more information or to be contacted when full details of the
convention are available, please write to the IBBA Events
Committee Chairman, Randy Minnehan at:
minnehan@infinet.com.
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Monarch (Danaus plexippus) catepillar on Common Milkweed
(Asclepias syriaca). Photo taken by Bill Mcilveen during the
Blackwater Spider outing (see page 6).
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What infonnation to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. You can also note how many individuals you see and whether or not
they are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the
order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by DECEMBER 1st (later sightings can be added individually). You may send a written note or
submit your sightings on diskette or by email (plain text format preferred). Please send to Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2Kl, phone 905-727-6993; a.hanks@acLon.ca

Odonata summary
What infonnation to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2002. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON KOL 2HO.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario KOA 2PO. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata.
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BOOKS FOR SALE (From the Library of Q.F. Hess)
Agriculture Canada - Forest Lepidoptera of Canada: Volumes 1 and 4

both for $25

Chapman & Putman - The Physiography of Southern Ontario (HC, 284 pp., sev. maps)

$25

Duffy & Garland - The Skipper Butterflies of the Prov. of Quebec (SC, 165 pp., 4 colour pI.) $18
Forbes, W.T.M. - Lepidoptera of New York & Adjoining States (SC, 262 pp.)

$15

Ferris & Brown - Butterflies lilf the Rocky Mt. States - Part 2 (SC, 442 pp., b&w illus.)

$18

Gould & Rutzens - An Illustrated Flora of N. US & Canada (321 pp., many colour plates)

$20

Hosie, R.C. - Native Trees of Canada, 7th edition (379 pp., many illus. and maps)

$20

Irwin & Downey - Butterflies of Illinois (SC, 60 pp., 3 colour pI.)

$10

Journal of Research on the Lepidoptera - Vol 21, No 2; Vol. 22, No 1; Vol. 24, No 2. all three $10
Kimball, c.P. - Lepidoptera of Florida (SC, 362 pp., 6 colour pI., b&w illus.)

$15

Klots, A.B. - Butterflies of the World (SC, many colour plates)

$10

Larousse Encyclopedia of Animal Life (HC 640 pp., many colour and b&w pI.)

$25

Ministry of Natural Resources - High Park Oak Woodlands (43 pp., 5 b&w pI., 2 maps)

$15

Newman, L.R. - The Fascinating World of Butterflies (HC, 93 pp., 25 colour pI.)

$18

Orsak, L.J. - The Butterflies of Orange County, Calif. (SC, 349 pp., 6 b&w pI.) '"

$15

Rothschild & Jordan - A Revision of the American Papilios (SC, 752 pp., b&w pI.)

$20

Sperling, F.A.H. - Evolution of the Papilio machaon species Group in Western Canada

$20

Many more titles available - also available: Kodachrome slides of Lepidoptera (life
histories), and habitats in Ontario from Hudson Bay to Point Pelee and Lake of the
Woods to the Ottawa Rivertaken between 1942 and 1990. Call Q.F. Hess at 416-482-1637.

Rent this Space!
•••••••••••••
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge .

•••••••••••••
Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: Reproductions at Out-at-Print Books

The Odonata ofCanada & Alaska
ByE.M. Walker
A classic!
$196 Canadian (3 volumes) includes GST & shipping; $190 for TEA members who pick it up.
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger heetles)
By J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
Another classic!
$28 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $23 for TEA members who pick it
The North American Dragonflies ofthe Genus Aeshna
ByE.M. Walker (1921), with colour plates
$65 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $60 for TEA members who pick it up.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora
By E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $50 for TEA members who pick it up.

Books: TEA publications

Ontario Odonata: Volume 2
Edited and Compiled by Paul M. Catling, Colin D. Jones and Paul Pratt
186 pages includes over 5000 Odonata sightings from the year 2000 and 16 articles on the Odonata of Ontario
$20 Canadian for TEA members; $25 Canadian for non-members
US$20 or $30 Canadian for US or overseas orders; All orders include GST & shipping in the price.
Volume 1 is also still available for the same price as Volume 2.
The Butterflies ofthe Toronto Region: 132 years of history
By Barry Harrison (1999)
$2 at meetings, $2.50 to mail.
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas
By A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
$25 Canadian includes GST & shipping; $20 for TEA members who pick it up.
Ontario Insects (TEA Newsjournal)
Back Issues $3 each
Annual Lepidoptera Summaries
(for 1987, '88, '93, '95 to present) $10 each
T-Shirt
Ontario Butterflies, original art, 100% unbleached cotton. Sizes L, XL available. $17 each.
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2Kl; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Announcements
The Butterflies of the Toronto
Region - second edition
This new checklist, complied by T.E.A.
member Barry Harrison, features all of the
butterfly species recorded within a 30 mile
(50 km) radiusof the Royal Ontario
Museum. It features the status of each
species (e.g. common, rare, accidental,
etc.) as well as the flight period. For most
species, the flight period illustrates the
peak season, the shoulder season, and
extreme dates.
It sells for $2.50 (includes postage)
or $2.00 for T.E.A. members who pick a
copy up at the monthly meetings.
To order a copy, contact:
Alan Hanks, Treasurer
34 Seaton Drive
Aurora, Ontario, L4G 2K1
Telephone: 905-727-6993
email: a.hanks@aci.on.ca

Third Annual Great Lakes
Odonata Meeting July 23-27, 2003
The Great Lakes Odonata Meeting is
an opportunity for Odonata enthusiasts
in the Great Lakes Region to meet and
share information on dragonflies and
damselflies.
This year’s meeting will be based out
of Wolf Ridge Environmental Learning
Center located atop the Sawtooth
Mountains in northern Minnesota.
Accommodations will be provided by
Wolf Ridge and will include comfortable
dormitory housing and meals either in the
Dining Hall or provided by Wolf Ridge in
the field. Families are invited to come
along and either use Wolf Ridge as a base
from which to explore the beautiful North
Shore, join us in the field or attend classes
at Wolf Ridge.
Field trips to some of the region’s most
beautiful (and Odonatically interesting)
waters will be visited, including a day trip
paddling in the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area Wilderness.
Cost: US$205 per person, which
includes all meals, four nights of housing,
linens, classes and equipment at Wolf
Ridge.
For more information call Kurt Mead
at 218-353-7378
Register online at:
www.wolf-ridge.orgThe Butterflies of
or by calling:
800-523-2733 or 218-353-7414
onto Region - second edition
Annual Student Symposium Final Call for Titles
Saturday, March 22, 2002, 1 pm at University
of Toronto

The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
or senior undergraduate students to
submit titles (include name, address,
supervisor name, email address and phone
number) for 10 minute talks or posters at
the Annual Student Symposium. All are
welcome to attend the symposium.
Please e-mail either of the following
people if you are interested in participating
or would like more information.
Provisional titles will be published in
Ontario Insects. Final submitted and
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edited abstracts will also be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium. Please pass this information
on to anyone you now who might be
interested.
Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A.
email: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer:
email: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca
Award for Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel
award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting
original field research into Ontario insects.
The award is intended as a travel grant to
defray costs of travel to field sites used
for research. The award will be made on
the basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the Toronto
Entomologists’ Association and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
properly completed application form
(available from the TEA) postmarked no
later than March 25, 2003.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($10 per year
for students) gives the following benefits:
subscription to Ontario Insects
(published 3x per year); opportunity to
submit articles for Ontario Insects; annual
summary of Lepidoptera in Ontario;
discounts on book sales. The T.E.A. holds
monthly meetings from September to
April, including a student symposium in
March. We run field trips over the summer
months.
An application form for the award, or
for membership in the TEA may be
requested by writing to:
Nancy van der Poorten
President TEA
164 Morse Street
Toronto, Ontario M4M 2P8
Telephone: 416-466-9013
email:nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday February 22, 2003, 1 p.m.
MARVIN GUNDERMAN
ONTARIO’S COMMON INSECTS CAPTURED ON FILM
Marvin Gunderman is an Instructor and Curator of Entomology in McMaster University’s Biology Department.After 27 years of
collecting insects (mostly beetles) Marvin has changed from a generalist to a specialist. He spends much of his time devoted to
his passion: the tiger beetles. In the last 15 years he has focussed (pun intended) on insect photography in the field. Marvin’s
illustrated talk is designed to celebrate the beauty of insects and photography.

Saturday, March 22, 2003, 1 p.m.
ANNUAL T.E.A. STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Please note the location: Ramsay Wright Zoology Building, University of Toronto, Room 432
Come to hear the latest research in insects from undergraduate and graduate students at our Ontario universities. Bring a friend
and join us for stimulating talks and refreshments. York University is easily accessible by car or by transit. Please note
that paid parking is available but please give yourself plenty of time to get to the meeting. For a map and directions, see
www.yorku.ca (York Maps, York Transit)

Saturday April 26, 2003, 1 p.m.
COLIN JONES
DIVERSITY AND ECOLOGY OF ONTARIO’S DRAGONFLIES AND DAMSELFLIES
Colin Jones is a contract biologist with the Ministry of Natural Resources in Peterborough and a lifelong naturalist. He has been
studying dragonflies and damselflies since 1993 and along with Paul Catling and Paul Pratt has been responsible for the latest
T.E.A. publication - the annual dragonfly and damselfly summary entitled “Ontario Odonata”. Colin will speak on the diversity of
dragonflies and damselflies found in Ontario, as well as their fascinating life history. He will also speak on how you can
contribute to the annual summary and the importance of the data to the conservation of dragonflies and damselflies.

2003 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2003 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2003 season.
If you have ideas for outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Carol Sellers, Programs and Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 416-421-7398
email: csellerstor@hotmail.com
All meetings (except March - see above) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Recent

News

submitted by Don Davis

to attract common butterfly species.
This writer visited the Humber Bay
Butterfly Habitat shortly after its opening,
and was pleased to discover that besides
the newly planted nectar sources and
food plants in the Habitat, the park also
contains abundant quantities of
goldenrod, New England aster, and other
flowering plants, upon which good
numbers of migrating monarch butterflies
were feeding.
Access to the Habitat and Humber
Bay East Park is gained via the
entranceway at Lakeshore Blvd. and Park
Lawn Road.
An interpretive panel at the Humber Bay Butterfly Habitat.

The Ontario Weed Act

Humber Bay Butterfly Habitat
Opened Sept. 24, 2002

With regard to the Ontario Weed Act,
it was my understanding from a
discussion I had months ago with the
Chief Weed Inspector for Ontario, that our
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture was
planning on changing its policies of
enforcement re: the schedule of plants
labelled as “noxious weeds”. Instead of
removing plant species from the schedule,
the Act would only apply to those plants
within a certain proximity or of concern to
agricultural crops.
It is now my understanding, from an
article that appeared recently in the
Cobourg Daily Star newspaper, that the
Ministry has implemented this policy. The
article reads as follows:

The Humber Bay Butterfly Habitat is
located in Humber Bay Park East along
the shores of Lake Ontario in Toronto’s
West End. The Habitat is an ecological
restoration project intended to provide
critical habitat for a variety of butterfly
species, by using a variety of preferred
host and nectar plants. The habitat
consists of three distinct areas: a short
grass prairie, a large natural meadow and
the “Home Garden” component. These
three components of the Humber Bay
Butterfly Habitat project incorporate a
diversity of native wildlfowers, shrubs,
trees and grasses known to support a
variety of butterfly species throughout
their various stages of development.
The Habitat provides linkages to Lake
Ontario, coastal wetland habitat,
migratory bird and butterfly staging areas,
and the valley system of the Humber River
and Mimico Creek.
The physical features designs of the
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Habitat that support butterflies include:
open sunlit areas and heat absorbent
surfaces, such as boulders for sunning;
wet meadow areas for safe and easy
access to drinking water; wind shelters
for protection and to allow easy
movement throughout the site; and
hibernacula, including stonewalls and
woodpiles, for overwintering larvae and
pupae.
Unlike
indoor
butterfly
conservatories, the Humber Bay Butterfly
Habitat is an outdoor garden. By
providing the habitat needed for a variety
of butterfly species, these creatures can
be viewed and enjoyed in a “non-captive”
way.
The development of a significant
butterfly garden on the western edge of
the park is seen as an opportunity to
educate the public about unique and
endangered habitats and wildlife, and
create a large and beautiful habitat for
butterflies. It is hoped that the Home
Garden component will demonstrate to
visitors how to create a backyard garden

“NOXIOUS WEEDS GETA BREAK”
Noxious weeks are getting a growing
break under new provincial interpretation
of the Weed Control Act
“It’s quite an interpetation change,”
Hamilton Township CAO Peggy Cramp
informed Pamilton Township Council.
“Before, anywhere poison ivy was
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growing you could spray. Now you can
only spray in very specific areas on lands
close to agriculture or greenhouse uses.”
“The purpose of the Weed Control Act
is to protect agricultural and horticlural
land from noxious weed,” Bill Ingrata,
Director, Crop Technology Dept. of the
provincial Ministry of Agriculture and
Food has written to all municipalities. “We
have also been advised to update our
interpreation of horticulture to
encompass commercial horticulture only.”
“The act does not refer to the
protection of human health as a reason
for controlling noxious weeds,” Mr.
Ingratta notes. “Therefore, we have
decided the Act can’t be used to control
noxious weeks, including poison ivy and
common ragweed, if they are far enough
away from any land used for agricultural
or horticultural purposes that they do not
interefere with that use.”
Formerly, municipalities in Ontario also
used the Act as a means to force land
owners to maintain or tidy up their
properties.

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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Meeting

Reports
September

October

TEA general meeting

Lydia Attard
Biology of the Weaver Ant

The first meeting of the season opened
with a welcome by the president Nancy
van der Poorten. There were 16 members
present. The first order of business was
elections, which we are obligated to have
every two years. The current executive
was willing to continue and there were no
other nominations. Alan gave a brief
financial report ($10,000 in the book
account, $2000 in the current account,
$8000 in the GIC).
The progress of the second edition of
the Ontario Butterfly Atlas was updated:
we have applied for a grant from the
Trillium Foundation. In the meantime,
most of the TEA summary records have
been entered into the database, and we
have secured permission from the
Butterflies of Canada project to use their
data as well.
We then went on to the members’
portion. Bill Crowley presented slides of
a number of insect species including
spiders, butterflies and dragonflies. Chris
Rickard showed slides mostly of moths
from the Bruce Peninsula. Michael and
Nancy van der Poorten presented slides
of a variety of dragonflies and moths of
Ontario.

Nancy van der Poorten, the president,
welcomed the 27 members with the news
that the 2nd revised edition of the
Checklist of the Butterflies of Toronto was
now available! You can send in for your
order ($2.50 each) or pick up copies at the
meetings ($2 each).
Carol Sellars introduced the speaker
of the day, Lydia Attard. Please see page
?? for a full report of Lydia’s excellent talk.

November
Chris Darling
The ROM in Vietnam
Our speaker for the day was Chris
Darling, Senior Curator of Entomology at
the Royal Ontario Museum. Chris treated
us to a multimedia presentation of the
insects and other animals of Vietnam.
Apart from highlighting some of the
amazing creatures of Vietnam, Chris
explained how the ROM came to be
involved with work in Vietnam. He also
covered the logistical problems the ROM
team has faced over the years in carrying
out their work, and the challenges the
country faces with respect to
conservation. We were also treated to
some spectacular scenery and insight into
Vietnamese culture.
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Rediscovery of the Lake Huron Locust in Ontario
by Steve Marshall

Only two species in the large genus Trimerotropis occur in
Ontario, both of which are restricted to the shores of the Great
Lakes and can be found on open, sparsely vegetated sand. The
Seaside Locust (Trimerotropis maritima (Harris)) has one
subspecies (T. maritima interior) that is common along the
southern shores of Lake Huron and along Lake Erie, Lake
Michigan and Lake Ontario (the nominate subspecies is Atlantic
coastal). The Lake Huron Locust (Trimerotropis huronia
Walker), on the other hand, is a rare species known from historical
records along the shores of Lake Huron, Georgian Bay, and Lake
Michigan. The Lake Huron Locust is restricted to high quality
dunes, and it has apparently disappeared from several Ontario
dunes where it once occurred. In fact, based on collections made
over the last 20 years, it was feared that the Lake Huron Locust
had disappeared from Ontario.
This past summer I made several trips along the Lake Huron
shore, sampling from Goderich north to Manitoulin Island, with
special effort expended in the extensive dunes of Inverhuron
Provincial Park, Sauble Beach, Dorcas Bay (Bruce Peninsula
National Park), Carter Bay (Manitoulin Island), and Providence
Bay Provincial Park (Manitoulin Island). I confirmed that
Trimerotropis maritima is common at all of the above sites except
Dorcas Bay, where no Trimerotropis were found. Trimerotropis
huronia was found to occur at only one site; the large, relatively
pristine private dunes of Carter Bay.
I would like to encourage the readership of this newsletter to
look for more Lake Huron Locust populations, especially along
the southern shores and islands of Georgian Bay. To that end, I
have included some photographs that should make it fairly easy
to recognize the species.

Figure 1. Lake Huron Locust. Arrows point to the two “notches” that
divide the pronotal ridge.
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Figure 2. Mottled Sand Grasshopper. Arrow points to the high
pronotal ridge with a single notch.

Trimerotropis is a genus of band-winged grasshoppers,
recognizable as band-winged grasshoppers by their large size
(24-40mm), mottled coloration, and of course the brightly banded
wings you see when they take wing. The first photograph, of
the living specimen, is recognizable as a Trimerotropis by the
two “notches” in the inconspicuous longitudinal ridge that runs
from the head back along the length of the pronotum (figure 1).
The most similar grasshoppers found on dunes are two species
of band-winged grasshoppers in the genus Spharagemon,
especially the Mottled Sand Grasshopper (S. collare).
Spharagemon species have a much stronger carina or ridge on
the top of the thorax, and it is only cut by a single notch (figure
2). Furthermore, they have bright pink or orange hind tibia
(hidden at rest, but obvious in hand) quite unlike our two
Trimerotropis species.
Once you are confident you are looking at a Trimerotropus,
you will have to catch it to decide whether it is T. huronia or T.
maritima. The photograph of the two pinned specimens shows
the differences (figure 3 - opposite page). There are subtle
differences in wing color, but the best way to separate these
species is to look inside the groove under the hind femur where
the tibia normally fits. In T. huronia, this groove is mostly black;
in T. maritima it is banded in black and yellow .
I would welcome any additional records, in the form of
specimens, good photographs (showing the above characters),
or just anecdotes (I will need good directions to check up the
latter!). Lake Huron Locusts, like many Orthoptera, are present
as adults late in the season, and you should be able to find them
from early August through to October.
Thanks for your help!
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The

Bookworm
New Books
Cannings, R.A. 2002. Introducing the
Dragonflies of British Columbia and
the Yukon. Royal British Columbia
Museum. 96 pp. $12.95
An excellent introduction to the
dragonflies and damselflies of BC and the
Yukon written by one of Canada’s leading
experts on this group of insects.
Information on ordering can be found at:
www.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca
Carmichael, I, A. MacKenzie & B.
Steinberg. 2002. Photo Field Guide to
the Dragonflies and Damselflies of
Southwestern Ontario. The Friends of
Pinery Provincial Park. 72 pp. $8.95
A nice little guide featuring excellent
photographs of a large number of
southwestern Ontario’s species. Not
comprehensive but well worth the money.
Order from The Friends of Pinery Park www.pinerypark.on.ca

Glotzhober, R.C. & D. McShaffrey. 2002.
The Dragonflies and Damselflies of
Ohio. Ohio Biological Survey. 364 pp.
US$40.
A comprehensive guide featuring a
wealth of information on the Odonata of
Ohio. Ontarians will find this book to be
very useful from many perspectives,
despite the fact that it lacks many of “our”
species.
Rosche, L. 2002. Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Northeast Ohio.
Cleveland Museum of Natural History.
94 pp. US$18.95
This excellent field guide is well written
and attractively illustrated. Although it is
not comprehensive from an Ontario
standpoint, anyone interested in this
group of insects will want a copy.
For information on ordering either of the
above two Ohio books refer to:
www.marietta.edu/~odonata/news.html

Monkman, D. 2002. Nature’s Year in the
Kawarthas: a guide to the unfolding
seasons. Natural Heritage/Natural History
Inc. 338 pp. $32.95
A month-by-month chronicle of
interesting natural history events
covering a variety of flora and fauna,
including insects. Although directed at
the Kawarthas, much of the information
is relevant across south and central
Ontairo. Available at a variety of
bookstores through-out south-central
Ontario.

Worth Reading
Mouritsen, H & B.J. Frost. 2002. Virtual
migration in tethered flying monarch
butterflies reveals their orientation
mechanisms. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the
United States. Vol 99, issue 5.
Palevitz, B.A. 2002. The March of the
Monarch: butterfly buffs and
researchers track migration after
disastrous winter. The Scientist. Vol 16,
issue 20, 26-29.
Singer, M.C. 2002. Butterflies of British
Columbia: Including Western Alberta,
Southern Yukon, the Alaska
Panhandle, Washington, Northern
Oregon, Northern Idaho, Northwestern
Montana. (Book Review). Quarterly
Review of Biology. Vol 77, issue 3, p333.
Fitzharris, T. 2002. Nature: yes, bugs and
butterflies can be photographed in
nature’s own light—forget those studio
strobes! Popular Photography. Vol 66,
issue 6, 5-10
Obee, B. 2002. Visiting monarchs: when
wind and weather conditions are ideally
aligned, these spectacular big
butterfiles make a royal stopover in
southern British Columbia. Beautiful
BC. Vol 44, No 3, 24-27.

Figure 3. Seaside Locust (left) and Lake Huron Locust (right). Arrows point to the mostly
black hind femoral groove of the Lake Huron Locust and the yellow and black groove of the
Seaside Locust.
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Weaving an Ant’s Tail
by Lydia Attard

Lydia Attard is the Curatorial Keeper of Invertebrates at the Toronto Zoo. She was the guest speaker at the October 2002 TEA
meeting. This article provides an excellent written overview of the information provided in her presentation.
GENERAL BIOLOGY
Weaver ants may be the world’s most sophisticated ants out
of a possible 10,000 known sp. (20,000 still to be discovered)
(Holldobler and Wilson, 1990; Mearns, 1995). The two living sp.
Oecophylla smaragdina and Oecophylla longinoda represent the
evolutionary pinnacle of ant behavior, they occupy and maintain
the largest territories in the invertebrate world. Mature colonies
contain as many as 500,000 major workers and are distributed
over 3-dimensional territories. These territories can encompass
1600m2 of base area. The area embraces up to 20 major trees
where they maintain up to 150 nests. Due to their aggressive
and territorial nature they are not only among the most populous
but are also one of the most successful social insects of the Old
World tropics (Holldobler, 1979, 1984d; Holldobler and Lumsden,
1980).
Geographical Distribution
O. longinoda is abundant in the tropical forested regions of
Africa from which 5 varieties have been described (Way, 1954a;
Wheeler, 1922). O. smaragdina also found in tropical forests has
varieties in southern India, Sri Lanka, Burma, Malaya and in
countries and islands lying between and including Southern
China and Northern Australia (Holldobler, 1983; Lokkers, 1986;
Way, 1954a).
Temperature and rainfall affect their range. Larval development
is inhibited at average temperatures below 17°C and above
33.3°C. The optimum average temperature for larval development
observed in captivity is ~30°C. Consequently, nests are
constructed in locations, which would come close to this ideal
temperature. Besides having to construct new nests due to the
deterioration of the leaves they also relocate the nests based on
the position of the sun which changes seasonally. In this way
they maintain an optimal nest environment by trying to obtain
the correct amount of thermal exposure (Vanderplank, 1960).
Forest woodlands which provide ideal nesting sites and
support diverse and highly dense insect fauna are only found in
tropical regions whose annual rainfall is above 500mm (Lokkers,
1986).
Foraging, Diet and Homopteran Associations
These animals are diurnal foraging during the day as long as
it is not raining (Leston, 1973; Holldobler, 1979). They forage on
insect prey, which they mainly feed to the developing larvae,
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and ranch sap-feeding homopterous insects like dairy cattle.
They defend and tend the homopterans for their excremental
secretions, which make up a large portion of the adult diet –
honeydew (Addicott, 1979; Holldobler, 1984d; Holldobler and
Wilson, 1977c; Nault et al, 1976; Way, 1954a, 1954b, 1963). This
relationship is quite important, in fact it influences the choice of
plant used for nesting. The criteria for choosing a plant depends
partly on the ease with which the leaves can be used to construct
nests and partly on the ability of the host plant to support
suitable Homoptera. Even starvation does not induce the ants
to use them for food. Although they may consume some during
these times, they still continue to raise them (Vanderplank, 1960;
Holldobler and Wilson, 1990; Way, 1954a, 1954b, 1963).
Weaver ants have acute eyesight and a keen sense of smell
(Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c). They also have powerful suction
pads or arolia between their tarsal claws, which enable the ants
to walk on smooth tropical leaves. These pads are so strong
that they can haul prey hundreds of times their size. Prey items
experience death by stretching. Sometimes the victim may be
spread-eagled for as long as half an hour until it is subdued. It
is also sprayed with formic acid as they initially try to subdue it
(Bradshaw et al, 1975; Holldobler, 1984d; Holldobler and Wilson,
1978; Hoyt, 1996).
They are one of the dominant ant species in the forest
canopies, having a significant impact on tropical forest ecology
and agriculture. Infact they are one of the oldest forms of
biocontrol used by the Chinese dating as far back as 300 AD.
The nests were collected and moved into citrus orchards before
the beginning of the fruiting season. In this way insect pests
were controlled which would otherwise severely damage the
developing fruit. Presently their use has been expanded
throughout their range to include coconut palms and other tree
crops (Greenaway, 1981; Holldobler, 1983; Holldobler and Wilson,
1977c; Vanderplank, 1960; Way, 1954a, 1954b, 1963; Wilson, 1971).

COLONY LIFE
Weaver ant colonies are models of altruistic co-operation
demonstrating “girl power” in action. All co-operative actions
center on rearing the next generation thus ensuring the
reproduction and survival of its common genes. Sisters in an
ant colony share an average of 75% of their genes. The female
worker ants sacrifice their own fertility because it is more efficient
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to help raise the eggs of a single continually laying queen than
to lay and rear their own. Likewise soldier ants automatically
risk their own lives to defend a territory needed to feed their
colony’s brood (Carlin and Holldobler, 1983; Haskins, 1984;
Holldobler, 1983, 1984d; Wilson, 1985b.
Caste System
Labour is divided into specific tasks and each task is assigned
to specialized workers which increases efficiency. The members
of a Weaver Ant colony fall into four different body forms
(Holldobler, 1983, 1984d; Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c, 1978,
1983a, 1994; Way, 1954a, 1954b; Wilson, 1971):
A. Female Major Workers: Emerge from fertilized eggs – diploid;
sterile but capable of producing males when the queen is
dead (i.e. when there is no fertility suppressing pheromone
present); up to 8mm in length; most aggressive of all body
forms – bite and secrete formic acid from their poison gland.
Duties based on age: Young tend the queen and older/larger
larvae and pupae; middle aged forage; veterans expand and
defend the territory acting as scouts and guards
B. Female Minor Workers: Emerge from fertilized eggs – diploid;
sterile; much smaller in size, seldom found outside the
proximity of the leaf nests; low numbers in the colony
compared with the majors. This is distinctive to Weaver
ants because in other ant species this caste is usually more
numerous than the larger major workers.
Duties based on age: Young specialize in the care of eggs
and small larvae; older minors tend homopterans (honeydew
producing insects).

The four different body forms of Weaver Ants. A=female major
workers, B=female minor workers, C=males, D=female virgin queen,
E=queen.

COMMUNICATION
C. Male body form: Emerge from unfertilized eggs – haploid;
winged.
Duties: Reproductive functions – to breed with virgin
queens; also contribute silk to the nest when in its larval
stage.
D/E. Female Virgin queen/Queen: Winged, large and heavy
bodied, emerge from fertilized eggs – diploid
Duties: Reproductive functions: Founders of new colonies;
a mated queen produces an average of 900 eggs/day; a mated
queen produces a fertility suppressing pheromone which
restricts the development of eggs laid by major workers to
trophic eggs. This pheromone can persist up to 4 months
even after the queen is dead. Once it has dissipated some
worker eggs will develop into males since they have not
been fertilized - in effect it is the colonies last ditch effort to
pass on its genes.
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The Weaver ants possess one of the most complex and
advanced communication systems known among the social
insects. Their ability to orchestrate their intricate behavioral
repertoires have enabled them to have exceptional control of
their arboreal environment. They are thus considered classic
social insects. These sighted “chemical factories”, inspite of
having no voice or ear, have achieved, through a sophisticated
combination of pheromones (chemical secretions from
specialized glands) (Fig. 3) and body language (tactile signals),
an ability to transmit up to 50 messages. Together the recruitment
and alarm systems constitute the most complex of such
repertoires thus far discovered in ants (Holldobler, 1984d;
Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c, 1978, 1990).
Recruitment System
They utilize 5 recruitment systems to “call” nestmates from
the leaf nests to the remainder of the nest tree and to the foraging
areas beyond; each entails a distinct combination of chemical
and tactile signals as well as locomotory communication patterns
(Holldobler, 1979; Holldobler and Lumsden, 1980; Holldobler and
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Wilson, 1977c, 1978, 1990).
It should be noted that there is no clear distinction between
territorial defense and predation. When intruders are killed, they
are treated as prey and carried back to the nest to be eaten. The
close similarity between recruitment to intruders and recruitment
to food makes more sense if they are regarded as merely ends of
a single continuum i.e. signal economy in the evolution of social
insect communication (Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c, 1977d, 1978,
1990).
Recruitment systems involve various exocrine glands of
which the rectal (unique to Weaver ants) and sternal glands are
the primary contributors (Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c, 1977d,
1978, 1990).

Weaver ants recognize their territory primarily through
olfactory cues and to a lesser degree through visual landmarks.
They are one of the only social insects to actually have a colonyspecific territorial pheromone to advertise territories and deter
invasion by alien workers. This pheromone is deposited
throughout their territory by major workers and is thought to
originate partially and perhaps exclusively from the rectal sac.
Colony specific chemical markers play an important role in
orientation within the nest territory and aids in the defensive
organization of the territory (Holldobler, 1979; Holldobler and
Lumsden, 1980; Holldobler and Wilson, 1977a, 1977c, 1978, 1990;
Hoyt, 1996).
NEST CONSTRUCTION

Alarm Communication
Used to alarm nestmates, to defend the foraging area, to
collect food and to explore and dominate new terrain. Mainly
mediated by the mandibular gland pheromones and to a lesser
extent by secretions of Dufour’s gland and the poison gland
(Holldobler and Wilson, 1977c, 1978, 1990; Wilson and Regnier,
1971).
Mandibular gland secretions of major workers release a
complex pattern of behaviour in other major workers, which
includes components of alerting, attraction and biting. In
combination therefore, various chemicals produce a complex
sequential message in space and time, dependant on the type,
amount of chemical used to make up the signal, their volatility
and the threshold concentrations for behavioural responses
(Bradshaw, 1981; Bradshaw et al, 1975,1979; Holldobler and
Wilson, 1994; Hoyt, 1996; Wilson and Regnier, 1971).
Territoriality
The territories are fiercely guarded tolerating almost no other
ant species in the trees they occupy. These aggressive
interactions create narrow, unoccupied corridors that are in effect
“no-ant’s land” (Leston, 1970, 1973; Holldobler, 1979, 1983, 1984d;
Holldobler and Lumsden, 1980; Holldobler and Wilson, 1977a,
1977c, 1977d, 1978, 1990; Room, 1971).
The phenomenon of “enemy identification” occurs when
Weaver ants upon encountering “enemy” ants as opposed to
other ant species react with a massive defense response. The
“enemy” ants are mainly conspecifics or any ant species, which
competes for the same resources (nesting sites, honeydew
sources and hunting grounds). The “enemies” are usually first
perceived by guard ants, which then transmit an alarm or defense
recruitment signal to other nest mates. It is possible that these
guard ants learn or become sensitized particularly to these ant
species in the community which challenge their territorial border
most frequently (Holldobler, 1983). This selective “enemy
identification” is the major behavioral mechanism by which the
distribution of dominant ants is regulated (Leston, 1970, 1973;
Holldobler, 1979, 1983; Room, 1971; Holldobler and Wilson, 1977a,
1977c, 1977d, 1978, 1990).
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The Weaver ants have evolved the most advanced form of
weaving. Their nest construction demonstrates their spectacular
co-operation and division of labour. Once constructed leaf nests
last about 4-6 weeks and can be completed within 24 hours.
They serve as retreat outposts and nurseries. The ability to
create these nests and thus inhabit an arboreal environment has
provided them with distinct advantages, which in turn has
contributed to their success (Holldobler, 1984d; Holldobler and
Wilson, 1983b, 1994; Holldobler and Lumsden, 1980)

Figure 1. Weaver Ants forming a chain in order to pull leaves
together during nest construction.

Advantages of an Arboreal Existence:
1. Colonies are able to attain large populations despite the large
size of the major workers.
2. It has allowed the ants freedom from spatial restrictions
experienced by other ant species that must live underground,
between stems of leaves or other preformed vegetative
cavities.
3. It allows nests to be constructed in the peripheral canopy of
the trees in their territory as opposed to having a central
nest. The territory can then be patrolled simultaneously
over much of its volume. Consequently harvesting benefits
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are kept at a maximum as the workers monopolize the interior
volume of the territory. Defense costs however, are kept at a
minimum in that it is confined to just along the margins of the
colony (Holldobler, 1983; Holldobler and Lumsden, 1980;
Holldobler and Wilson, 1983b, 1994).
New Nest Construction:
1. Individual workers explore promising sites within the
colony’s territory, pulling at the edges and tips of leaves.
2. Once a worker has successfully turned a portion of a leaf
back on itself or draws one leaf edge toward another, other
workers in the vicinity are attracted to the area in question
and join in.
3. They line up in a row and pull in unison. Sometimes if the
gap between the leaves is too wide, the ants will form a chain
by seizing one another’s petiole (waist) and pulling as a single
unit. Often rows of chains are aligned so as to exert a powerful
combined force (figure 1). The formation of such chains of
ants to move objects requires intricate maneuvering and a
high degree of coordination and is unique to Oecophylla
among the social insects.
4. More ants join the effort until many leaves are pulled together
to form a tentlike configuration.
5. Once this has been accomplished other workers, each
carrying a 3rd instar larva (last instar before pupation) arrive
at the area (figure 2). They each move their rigid larva back
and forth, over the held leaf edges, stimulating it with their
flexible antennae, to secrete a silken thread from glands below
their mouth (Holldobler, 1983, 1984d; Holldobler and Wilson,
1977c, 1983b, 1994; Wilson, 1971).
Consequently, the silk is the property of the colony and has
lost its use as a personal cocoon. The major workers have taken
control of the spinning movements of the larvae, such that the
larvae have become passive dispensers of silk. The workers
have thus enormously increased the speed and efficiency with
which the silk can be applied to critical sites on the nest
(Holldobler, 1984d; Holldobler and Wilson, 1983b; Wilson and
Holldobler, 1980).

Figure 2. Several worker ants hold the leaves together as another
worker uses the silk from a third instar larvae (the whitish object) to
hold the leaves together.
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A nest under construction by a group of Weaver Ants.

CAPTIVE COLONY SET UP AND HUSBANDRY
PROTOCOL
Set-Up
Citrus trees were offered to the ants since the leaves did not
deteriorate as quickly as other varieties e.g. Hibiscus. The tree
was put on bricks to keep the tree roots dry. The bricks sat
inside a large shallow container, which was filled with water to
create a moated area so as to prevent escapes. The ants were
fed at the base of the tree. Two food dishes were provided one
containing nectar, the other freshly killed insects and a gel made
for ants. An orange slice was also offered as well as live 1/16
crickets which were put into a plastic box the ants could enter
through a tube.
Husbandry Protocol
A daily recording sheet was filled out (e.g. temperature,
humidity as well as the number of food items offered and
consumed). The following were recorded in the comments section
of the recording sheet:
- Record daily misting of the trees and nests. This provides
water, cleans off any debris and loosens any dying leaves.
This is very important because if a leaf were to fall and float
on the moat the ants could use it as a bridge to escape.
- Record watering and/or fertilizing the trees
- Record location and date of any new nests
- Record any nuptial flights
- Record replacement of trees
The following was not recorded but performed daily:
Ensure that there are no branches or leaves within 2 inches of
any surface that they could possibly build a bridge to.
Over flow moats to remove any debris (possible bridges out)
and provide fresh water. Remove scale where possible.
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Problem
The queen’s life span and hence that of the colony’s can
exceed 5 years (Vanderplank, 1960). Our main problem is that
our colonies lived just over a year after being captured.
The following are possible reasons each of which or in
combination may explain the demise of our captive colonies:
- The trees became infested with scale and were not replaced
often enough. This may have led to a bacterial build up,
which may directly have caused the queen to die, or,
indirectly, she may have been moved excessively as they
tried to move her into cleaner nesting areas. She therefore
may have been torn apart or experienced undue stress,
shortening her life and hence that of the colony’s.
- We may not have fed enough variety, initially we offered
primarily crickets, ant gel and nectar since then we have
increased the diversity but it may have been too late.
- Temperature on a few occasions rose above 33.3°C and
decreased below 17°C, we may also have not provided them
with the correct environmental conditions from which to
choose the best nest location.
- The sperm retained in the queen may have died when exposed
to the high temperature levels.
- The last explanation may be that all the colonies captured
may have been old - with an old queen. The colonies
therefore had been approaching the end of their lives when
we captured them.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
WONDERFUL WEAVERS!!!
14.
These animals are truly wonderful and it would be worthwhile
to try to refine their husbandry and presumably, if they were
young colonies, extend their life. They have great exhibit potential
being large and active with remarkable repertoires from which to
tell a great story. Consequently they would be a fascinating
ambassador species to introduce visitors to ants and other social
insects.
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2002 Presqu’ile Butterfly Blitz
by Philip Careless
A big thanks to all the volunteers who accepted the thankless
task of running though the forest and fields of Presqu’ile, both
human (14) and not so human (4500). The weather (rain the day
before and blue skies on the count) helped with the number of
butterflies and smiling faces. As with most of the province,
however, the cool spring may have reduced the numbers of some
more common species. Red Admirals, after an unbelievable year
in 2001, choose not to participate this year.
Due to the time of year all crescents where assumed to be
Northern Crescents (Phyciodes cocyta). Early and late season
is when Pearl Crescents (P. tharos) are active. Also all tiger
swallowtails where assumed to be Canadian Tiger Swallowtails
(Papilio canadensis).
The B-fly hunters attacked the following locations: Paved
Newcastle Trail, North of Day-use #2, Chatterton Point, Bike
Trail East of Park Store, Calf Pasture, Jobe’s Wood Trail,
NorthWest Pioneer Trail, Owen Point Trail, Fingers Trail, Back
Dunes, and Marsh Boardwalk Trail.
The non-lepidopterin participants are as follows: Andrew
Critwill, Sarah Banting, Jerry Ball, Mark Conboy, Philina English,
Robbie Boyed, Julie Impey, Fiona Boyed, Rick Boyed, Bill Gilmore,
David Gilmore, Bill, Boyed, Gord Vogg, Mike Boyed, and Philip
Careless.

Common Name
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Dun Skipper
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Northern Crescent
Question Mark
White Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

Scientific Name
Numbers
Ancyloxypha numitor
2
Thymelicus lineola
4018
Polites origenes
1
Polites mystic
8
Euphyes vestris
1
Papilio canadensis
33
Pieris rapae
20
Colias philodice
5
Colias eurytheme
4
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
2
Speyeria cybele
16
Phyciodes cocyta
156
Polygonia interrogationis 1
Limenitis a. arthemis
14
Limenitis archippus
2
Satyrodes eurydice
151
Megisto cymela
8
Cercyonis pegala
46
Coenonympha tullia
4
Danaus plexippus
8
20
4500

For more information contact:
Philip Careless 613-475-4324 or pcareles@uoguelph.ca
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Results of the 2002 Pelee Island Insect Counts
by Bob Bowles
The 5th annual Pelee Island butterfly count was held on
Saturday, August 3, 2002 under sunny skies. Due to engine
problems with the ferry to the island, it was difficult to get
vehicles onto the island. Participants were therefore shuttled
from location to location with the two cars we had available.
Nine observers reported 29 species and 3,414 individuals. No
new species were reported for the count.
The 3rd annual Pelee Island Odonate count was held on
Sunday, August 4, 2002. Five observers reported 16 species
and 949 individuals. No new species were reported for the
Pelee Island list.
A few other insects were observed during the weekend.
Full count summaries and additional insect lists are included
here, beginning with the odonate count results.
BUTTERFLY COUNT RESULTS
Common Name
Scientific Name
Numbers
Common Sootywing
Pholisora catullus
2
Least Skipper
Ancyloxypha numitor
121
Northern Broken-Dash
Wallengrenia egeremet
cw
Dun Skipper
Euphyes vestris
4
Black Swallowtail
Papilio polyxenes
77
Giant Swallowtail
Papilio cresphontes
59
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Papilio glaucus
19
Spicebush Swallowtail
Papilio troilus
1
Cabbage White
Pieris rapae
2428
Clouded Sulphur
Colias philodice
22
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
132
Juniper Hairstreak
Callophrys grynea
1
Eastern Tailed Blue
Everes comyntos
5
Summer Azure
Celastrina neglecta
133
American Snout
Libytheana carinenta
56
Variegated Fritillary
Euptoieta claudia
3
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes tharos
8
Northern Crescent
Phyciodes cocyta
4
Question Mark
Polygonia interrogationis 19
Eastern Comma
Polygonia comma
11
Gray Comma
Polygonia progne
1
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
2
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
13
Common Buckeye
Junonia coenia
4
Red-spotted Purple
Limenitis arthemis
104
Viceroy
Limenitis archippus
36
Hackberry Emperor
Asterocampa celtis
27
Tawny Emperor
Asterocampa clyton
26
Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pegala
9
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
87
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
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ODONATA COUNT RESULTS
Common Name
Scientific Name
Numbers
Slender Spreadwing
Lestes rectangularis
1
Blue-fronted Dancer
Argia apicalis
9
Tule Bluet
Enallagma carunculatum 107
Familiar Bluet
Enallagma civile
417
Fragile Forktail
Ischnura posita
9
Eastern Forktail
Ischnura verticalis
123
Darner sp.
Aeshna sp.
2
Common Green Darner
Anax junius
20
Twelve-spotted Skimmer Libellula pulchella
39
Blue Dasher
Pachydiplax longipennis 175
Common Whitetail
Plathemis lydia
15
Eastern Amberwing
Perithemis tenera
11
Wh-faced Meadowhawk Sympetrum obtrusum
4
Ruby Meadowhawk
Sympetrum rubicundulum 2
Saddlebags sp (red)
Tramea sp.
1
Black Saddlebags
Tramea lacerata
14
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS

16
949

OTHER INSECTS OBSERVED
Common Name
Scientific Name
MOTHS
LEPIDOPTERA
Hummingbird Clearwing Hemaris thysbe
Milkweed Tiger Moth
Euchaetes egle
Chickweed Geometer
Haematopis grataria
False Crocus Geometer
Xanthotype urticaria
Gypsy Moth
Lymantria dispar
8-spotted Forester
Alypia octomaculata
Ailanthus Webworm
Atteva punctella
BEETLES
COLEOPTERA
Southern Lady Beetle
Harmonia axyridris
Red-headed Ash Borer
Neoclytus acuminatus
WASPS
HYMENOPTERA
Great Golden Digger
Sphex ichneumoneus

Numbers
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
4
1
10

Butterfly Count Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Carolyn
King, Tim, Kim, Cameron and Carter Leah,Trish Murphy, Anne
Staquet

Odonate Count Participants: Jerry Ball, Bob Bowles, Carolyn
King, Trish Murphy, Anne Staquet

29
3414
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2002 Sunderland Butterfly Count
by James Kamstra
The Sunderland butterfly count, was carried out on July 7 th,
2002. The count circle is centred on the village of Udora and
encompasses parts of Brock, Uxbridge and Georgina townships.
Members from South Lake Simcoe Naturalists, Durham Region
Field Naturalists, Pickering Naturalists and others participated
in the count. After a hard day’s butterflying, most participants
met up at Digger O’Dells Restaurant in Uxbridge for dinner, the
tally and a pint or two.
Butterfly emergent dates were slightly delayed in 2002,
resulting from a rather cool spring. The conditions on the
Sunderland count were ideal with temperatures ranging from 20º
to 30º C. and about 90% sunshine. This year 28 observers in 8
parties recorded 49 species, plus one additional form. The
butterfly densities along the rail trails through the extensive
wetlands along the Beaverton River were lower than some years.
However, some wet meadows were found to harbour exceptional
densities and varieties of butterflies. The migrant species were
all in low numbers, in marked contrast to the record numbers
witnessed in 2001. There were record high numbers of Long
Dash (which may turn out to be the all time high North American
count for this species).
Two new species were added which gives a cumulative total
of 66 species for the six years of the Sunderland butterfly count.
Single Little Glassywings were found independently by Dave
Cattrall, Ed Poropat and James Kamstra. The specimens were all
scrutinized carefully because it can be easily confused with
several similar species. Little Glassywings are a southern or
Carolinian species that was not formerly documented this far
north in Durham Region. Either the species is expanding, or it
has been overlooked in the past. The other new species was
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail, which is very similar to the more
northern Canadian Tiger Swallowtail. One particular large
specimen was caught and examined closely by Brian Henshaw
and Dale Leadbeater. The count totals are provided below.
Common Name
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck’s Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dion Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
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Scientific Name
Total
Thorybes pylades
1
Ancyloxypha numitor
161
Thymelicus lineola
11,400
Polites peckius
125
Polites themistocles
159
Polites origenes
6
Polites mystic
289
Wallengrenia egeremet
3
Pompeius verna
3
Anatrytone logan
24
Poanes hobomok
12
Euphyes dion
9
Euphyes bimacula
1
Euphyes vestris
72

Common Name
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Bronze Copper
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed Blue
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Great Spangled Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Baltimore Checkerspot
Question Mark
Eastern Comma
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
White Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Viceroy
Northern Pearly-Eye
Eyed Brown
Appalachian Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Common Ringlet
Monarch
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party-hours
Km covered

Scientific Name
Total
Papilio polyxenes
1
Papilio glaucus
1
Papilio canadensis
47
Pieris oleracea
75
Pieris rapae
245
Colias philodice
75
Colias eurytheme
3
Lycaena hyllus
15
Satyrium titus
1
Satyrium acadicum
9
Satyrium calanus
1
Everes comyntos
3
Celastrina neglecta
16
Glaucopsyche lygdamus 2
Speyeria cybele
27
Boloria selene
35
Boloria bellona
3
Phyciodes tharos
31
Phyciodes cocyta
322
Euphydryas phaeton
184
Polygonia interrogationis 4
Polygonia comma
6
Polygonia progne
6
Nymphalis antiopa
10
Vanessa virginiensis
1
Limenitis a. arthemis
43
Limenitis a. astyanax
3
Limenitis archippus
20
Enodia anthedon
22
Satyrodes eurydice
459
Satyrodes appalachia
15
Megisto cymela
22
Cercyonis pegala
28
Coenonympha tullia
99
Danaus plexippus
25
49*
14,200
83
405

* species total includes both forms of Limenitis arthemis (White
Admiral and Red-spotted Purple)
Participants: J. Ball, D. Barry, D. Bishop, S. Blanchard, D. Bryant,
D. Bryant, E. Bryant, K. Bryant, D. Cattrall, T. Clarke, K. Clute, P.
Clute, D&D Harpley, B&J Henshaw, J. Hopkins, D. Janas, J.
Kamstra, C. King, D. Leadbeater, T. McDougall, L. Pauze, E.
Poropat, B. Porter, R. Pye, M. Welch, N. Woerns
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2002 Haliburton Highlands Butterfly Count
by Ed Poropat
On Saturday, July 13, 2002, twelve avid lepidopterists
gathered in the highlands of Haliburton for the 3rd annual
butterfly count. By the end of the day, a total of 50 different
species (including 4 new to the count) were found, consisting of
9692 individuals!
The Haliburton Highlands count circle is located on the
Canadian Shield and is roughly centered around the town of
Minden, Ontario on Hwy 35. It encompasses small towns and
hamlets such as Lochlin, Gelert, Kinmount, Ingoldsby, and Moore
Falls. The circle consists largely of deciduous and mixed forest
cover, interspersed with many lakes, a variety of wetlands (beaver
ponds, cattail marshes, sedge meadows, bogs, swamps) and
occasional fields and meadows. This diversity of habitats
produces an abundance of lepidopteran species, particularly
skippers.
2002 was a rather interesting year for butterflies in this area.
A cooler than normal spring and early summer caused many
species to emerge later (eg. Hobomok Skipper, Arctic Skipper),
many in lower numbers than usual. Conversely, early July was
hot and dry, allowing for many of these earlier species to linger,
as well as later varieties to emerge “on time” and in good numbers
(eg. hairstreaks, greater fritillaries). Thus, count day had an
intriguing combination of species. In general, diversity was rich
once again, but numbers somewhat scant.
The weather cooperated for most of the day, being warm,
mainly sunny, but with a steady breeze.
This year, several species experienced significant increases
in population including Compton Tortoiseshell, Meadow
Fritillary, and Viceroy. White Admiral, Clouded Sulphur, and
Eyed Brown were especially abundant this past summer. Of
particular interest was the noted population surge in many species
associated with sedge meadows. All these sedge specialists
showed dramatic increases in number (Two-spotted Skipper,
Broad-winged Skipper, Mulberry Wing), as well as some other
species often found along the periphery of these areas (Long
Dash, Peck’s Skipper). This increase is likely attributed to
favourable conditions this past year (amount of moisture,
temperature, winter conditions, etc.) but also in part to refined
searching techniques, familiarity with habitat and habits, and
scouting of new colonies prior to the count.
Some butterfly species showed significant declines in
population this past year. Most apparent in this group were the
non-existent migrants - NO Lady’s or Red Admirals were
recorded. Not one could be found despite the banner numbers
the year before! Also Monarch, Summer Azure, Northern Pearlyeye, and most of the anglewings seemed particularly scarce.
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The cooler spring and early summer, however, allowed some
early species to continue flying into the second week of July.
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Hobomok Skipper, Little Wood Satyr,
and our first ever Arctic Skipper were all good finds.
Following a full day in the field, we met at a quaint local Thai
restaurant for some excellent cuisine and some number crunching.
Special thanks to the following people who made this count a
great success….again: Jerry Ball, Dennis Barry, Dave Bishop,
Margaret Carney, Jim Hopkins, Angie Horner, James Kamstra,
Thom Lambert, Rayfield Pye, Ron Tozer, and Norbert Woerns.
The 2003 count is on July 12…..hope you can make it!

Common Name
Columbine Duskywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck’s Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Northern Broken-Dash
Delaware Skipper
Mulberry Wing
Hobomok Skipper
Broad-winged Skipper
Two-spotted Skipper
Dun Skipper
Arctic Skipper
Skipper sp.
Can. Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White

Scientific Name
Total
Erynnis lucilius
3
Ancyloxypha numitor
84
Thymelicus lineola
7708
Polites peckius
89
Polites themistocles
14
Polites origenes
3
Polites mystic
107
Wallengrenia egeremet
10
Anatrytone logan
1
Poanes massasoit
61
Poanes hobomok
1
Poanes viator
28
Euphyes bimacula
18
Euphyes vestris
62
Carterocephalus palaemon 1
5
Papilio canadensis
1
Pieris oleracea
6
Pieris rapae
63
Pieris sp.
1
Clouded Sulphur
Colias philodice
274
Orange Sulphur
Colias eurytheme
2
Pink-edged Sulphur
Colias interior
8
Bog Copper
Lycaena epixanthe
2
Coral Hairstreak
Satyrium titus
26
Acadian Hairstreak
Satyrium acadicum
37
Banded Hairstreak
Satyrium calanus
2
Striped Hairstreak
Satyrium liparops
3
Summer Azure
Celastrina neglecta
7
Great Spangled Fritillary Speyeria cybele
28
Aphrodite Fritillary
Speyeria aphrodite
9
Atlantis Fritillary
Speyeria altantis
5
Speyeria sp.
6
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Common Name
Scientific Name
Total
Silver-bordered Fritillary Boloria selene
23
Meadow Fritillary
Boloria bellona
26
Pearl Crescent
Phyciodes tharos
4
Northern Crescent
Phyciodes cocyta
87
Baltimore Checkerspot Euphydryas phaeton
36
Question Mark
Polygonia interrogationis
5
Eastern Comma
Polygonia comma
9
Green Comma
Polygonia faunus
1
Grey Comma
Polygonia progne
5
Compton Tortoiseshell Nymphalis vaualbum
24
Mourning Cloak
Nymphalis antiopa
2
White Admiral
Limenitis arthemis arthemis 179
Viceroy
Limenitis archippus
14
Northern Pearly-Eye
Enodia anthedon
7
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
483
Appalachian Brown
Satyrodes appalchia
1
Little Wood-Satyr
Megisto cymela
4
Common Ringlet
Coenonympha tullia
10
Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pegala
48
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
49
TOTAL SPECIES
TOTAL INDIVIDUALS
Party-hours
Km covered

50
9692
118
348

New species for the count are featured in bold-face type.

Migratory Tendencies of the Cabbage White (Pieris rapae)
by Barry Harrison
On July 27, 1999 I observed a significant northward
movement of Cabbage White butterflies (Pieris rapae) from
across Lake Ontario and progressing north through
Scarborough, Ontario. This phenomenon continued throughout
that day (Ontario Insects, January 2000). Since then, I had not
noticed any kind of directional movement in this species.
Certainly, to observe the Cabbage White in one’s garden or in a
field, it appears to fly randomly from one flower (or area) to
another, and in any direction. Other than occasional individuals,
this species is apparently not considered a migratory species in
North America.
On August 5, 2002, as I was driving north through Toronto,
I became aware of a way to detect directional flight in this species.
While it is difficult to detect direction in the normal random
flight pattern, I noticed that when individuals approached a northsouth corridor, such as a roadway, they were forced to reveal
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that they were moving in a westerly direction (and to a lesser
degree a south-westerly direction)! I noticed this trend from
August 5 into September of 2002. On mentioning this trend to
Don Peuramak, I discovered that he also noticed a westerly
movement in this species. He noted Cabbage Whites flying
along the north shore of Lake Ontario, in the city’s West End.
It was likely that the July 1999 northward movement was
caused by a population explosion to the south, and individuals
were dispersing. The movements noted this past fall, however,
may be a pre-winter push towards warmer climes (perhaps
breeding along the way) as a means of surviving the winter.
Armed with the current information, it will be interesting to
watch for directional movements of the Cabbage White in the
future to see how often, and just when these movements occur.
Are they happening on an annual basis in both spring and fall,
or are these movements less frequent?
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The Ontario Butterfly Atlas - 2nd Edition
A Request for Records
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas was printed in 1991. The stated
purposes of the atlas were three-fold:
1) To summarize what is presently known about the
distribution and some characteristics of Ontario’s
butterflies,
·2) To encourage lepidopterists and others who may be
interested in further study to explore the distribution of
Ontario’s butterflies,
·3) To provide a reference for planning efforts to conserve
our rarer species and those that are in danger of
extirpation.
It is has been over 10 years since the atlas was produced and
since then, a lot of new data has been gathered (e.g. those records
published in the annual TEA Lepidoptera summaries) and a good
deal of older information has become more accessible. For
example, collection data for all of the specimens in the major
institutional collections (as well as many in private collections)
were entered into a large database as part of the “Butterflies of
Canada” project. This project culminated in the publication of
the excellent book “The Butterflies of Canada” by Ross Layberry,
Peter Hall and Don Lafontaine in 1998. In the interest of remaining
current, and in order to incorporate the additional records, the
TEA has committed to producing a Second Edition of the Ontario
Butterfly Atlas.
As part of the preparation phase, all of the records from the
TEA annual lepidoptera summaries are being databased and
assigned geographic coordinates. This stage is important in order
for the records to be mapped using computer-based GIS
(Geographic Information System) software. A fully databased
set of records acts as an important benchmark and is a very
valuable and powerful tool. The printing of the revised atlas and
the associated database will aid in the conservation of species
by identifying areas where rare species are found so that
responsible land-use planning decisions can be made. Ontario’s
Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) is assisting with the
project by providing technical assistance and database support.
This past summer, Ian MacIsaac, a summer student working at
the NHIC, performed a monumental task. Over the course of the
summer, Ian entered and assigned geographic coordinates (by
referring to topographic maps) for all of the butterfly records in
the TEA summaries from 1986-1995 - a total of nearly 24,000
records! The records from 1969-1985 and from 1996-present still
need to be databased and georeferenced and the plan is to have
this phase completed by the end of 2003. In addition to the
above, Tony Holmes, long-time TEA member and co-author of
the first edition of the atlas, is databasing his own personal
records and those records accumulated for the first edition that
are not featured in the annual summaries.
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How can you help?
Obviously, the accuracy and the usefulness of the Ontario
Butterfly Atlas are only as good as the records provided. Over
the course of the preparation for this atlas, I may be contacting
those of you who have submitted records to the annual
summaries in the past in order to verify the location of some of
your records (to ensure their proper placement on the maps). In
addition, if you have records that have not been submitted in
the past, I would encourage you to submit them so that they
may be incorporated into the second edition of the atlas. Finally,
if your records have been submitted to the past summaries, but
you happen to have them in your own database or spreadsheet
at home, please consider re-submitting them in the Ontario
Butterfly Atlas database format. This will save someone else the
time of re-entering them from the printed version of the annual
summaries and will therefore also reduce the chances of data
entry errors.

What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine
Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of individuals
seen (and whether a sight record or collected), observer(s) and
observation date. An accurate UTM and/or Latitude/Longitude
reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps is extremely useful
but not essential. Additional useful information includes
behavioural notes, habitat, and the repository of any collected
material (e.g. personal collection, Royal Ontario Museum, etc.).
As mentioned above, it is strongly encouraged for contributors
to submit their data electronically in the form of a spreadsheet or
database. A more detailed “Notice to Contributors” as well as a
copy of the database fields will be emailed or mailed to potential
contributors that we have contact information for. We encourage
those of you who may not receive this package, as well as those
of you who may be a new contributor, to contact Colin Jones
and he will be more than happy to send you a copy.

All submissions should be received by November 30, 2003.
Send to:
Colin D. Jones
Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0
Tel (home): 705-652-5004
Tel (work): 705-755-2166
email: naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2003. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jeff Crolla (2-642 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, ON M6H 2W6. Home: 416-533-2267, jeff@primus.ca).

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2002. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata.
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: Volume 1-3 (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literatre and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks,
natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae
of eastern Canadian Stylurus.
Volume 2 (16 articles plus summary). Articles discuss significant range extensions ecology, regional lists,
conservation and information on a museum collection.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems.
Cost per volume: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Flea

Market
Wanted:volunteer to do
an afternoon session on
insects with kids
Joanna Angus is camp director for Talents
Within, a charitable organization that runs
a six week summer day camp in High Park
for underprivileged children. Last summer
was their first summer and it was a great
success. Many of the children were very
interested in insects and brought in
containers to capture crickets and other
bugs. They thought that it would be great
for them to learn more about these bugs
that they are seeing in High Park.
The timing for this would be either the
14th of July or the 28th of July in the
afternoon from 1 to 3 pm.
Please contact Joanna directly for more
information or if you are interested:
Tel: 416 979-2635
Email: campdirector@talentswithin.ca

FOR SALE
Hand Painted Butterfly Replicas
With wire legs
With magnets
With wood frames
available also as pins, hair clips,
and earrings.
Monarch ‘T’ shirts, full colour
cotton – adult medium to large.
Afghans, cushions and other
Items hand made in Canadian
Yarns from original designs.
TEA Member Bill Martin
Tel: 416-255-1541

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.
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Announcements
Ontario Weed Control Act
In October 2002, the Ministry of
Agriculture and Food issued a
clarification of the Weed Control Act: “it
has been clarified that the intent of the
Weed Control Act is to protect agricultural
and horticultural [i.e. commercial
horticultural] land from noxious weeds.
The Act does not reference human health
as a reason for controlling noxious weeds.
... As a result, under section 22 of the Act,
control of any noxious weeds, including
poison ivy and common ragweed does not
apply if they “are far enough away from
any land used for agricultural or
horticultural purposes that they do not
interfere with that use.”
Bill Ingratta, Director, Crop
Technology, Agriculture and Rural
Division, OMAF has also informed me
that “the only change we have made is in
respect to where and when a Weed
Inspector should or can issue an order to
destroy noxious weeds under the Weed
Act. It does not change personal choices
of weed control. Municipalities can still
develop local bylaws to deal with their
issues. Individuals can still control weeds
on their property by spraying or cultural
practices if they choose. Some
municipalities are considering bylaws to
ban spraying of weeds but this does not
affect the Weed Control Act since the Act
does not specify how the weeds must be
controlled.”
OMAF is having training sessions for
their Weed Inspectors in April in which
they will discuss the issue of how
municipalities deal with weeds in urban
settings.

Arctic and Boreal Entomology
Field Course
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:
- the ecology of insect communities
across one of the world’s most important
ecotones?
- the diversity, taxonomy and evolution
of the northern insect fauna across the
northern limit of trees, from the boreal
forests to the arctic tundra?
GENERAL SCOPE OF COURSE:
Interactions of the northern entomofauna with biotic and abiotic elements (e.g.
plant/insect relations; entomopathogens; insects and wildlife; coastal
and freshwater habitats).Behavioural
adaptations of the northern entomofauna. Effects of disturbances such as fire,
vehicles (soil compaction),and human
habitation.
INSTRUCTORS:
Peter Kevan - Professor University of
Guelph
Rob Roughley - Professor University of
Manitoba
Others are expected to join the team
WHERE:
Churchill Northern Studies Centre
(CNSC), Churchill, Manitoba.
Churchill is situated on Hudson Bay
at the northern limit of trees. The CNSC is
in the ecotone between the boreal forest
and the tundra. Some few kilometers
south, is the boreal forest proper, to the
north is sub-arctic tundra, sparsely treed
with krumholz.
COST:
$1,000 US ( around $1500 CND) which
includes room and board at the CNSC,
supplies, use of equipment and laboratory
space. Accommodations are modest, but
comfortable. The laboratory space is
spare, but functional. Cost does NOT
include travel to and from Churchill.
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FORMAT:
Dates: August 9-24, 2003
Evening lectures:
- (about 5) and discussions.
Field excursions to:
- tundra and krumholz
- rock outcrops and seasides
- boreal forest and glacial moraines
- tree-line
Field & related exercises:
- collecting and trapping methods (pitfalls, Berlese / Tulgren funnels, malaise
traps, etc.)
- insect/plant identification and curation;
adaptations
and
behavioural
observation and quantification;
diversity and abundance relationships
Individual Projects:
- to be according to personal interests
If you are interested in this course, please
contact Peter Keven directly
(pkevan@uoguelph.ca) with the e-mail
header “arctic entomology course”.
Peter G. Kevan - Dept. of Environmental
Biology, University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario, N1G 2W1, Canada

Oops!
In Steve Marshall’s excellent article
The Rediscovery of the Lake Huron
Locust in Ontario in the Januray
2003 issue of Ontario Insects, I
created embarassing errors in all of
the photographs and captions.
Figures 1 and 2 are switched. In
addition, in Figure 3, the Seaside
Locust is actually on the right and
the Lake Huron Locust is on the left
(not the other way around!). I
sincerely apologize to Steve and to
the readership. Included with this
issue of OI are those two pages
printed over correctly. Please paste
them over the existing pages.
Your red-faced editor, Colin
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Upcoming

Field Trips
Saturday June 7, 2003, 10 AM
DRAGONFLIES & OTHER INSECTS OF THE ROUGE VALLEY
LEADER: MICHAELVAN DER POORTEN
The Rouge Valley has many different habitats - forest, pond, meadow - so this will be a great opportunity to hone our odonate
and other insect ID skills early in the season. Meet at 10 a.m. on the road outside the Pearse House - Rouge Park Interpretive
Centre. From Sheppard Ave, go north on Meadowvale Rd . Take the exit to the Toronto Zoo but turn RIGHT at the first turn
(turning left will take you to the Zoo itself). The Interpretive Centre is just ahead on the right; park on the road shoulder. No
colleting in Rouge Park. Bring nets, containers, binoculars, lunch, water, hand lens.
Tuesday, July 1, 2003, 9 AM
T.E.A. EAST TORONTO BUTTERFLY COUNT
COORDINATOR: TOM MASON
Come out and count butterflies in the Rouge or Don Valley areas. This is an official NABA count and the T.E.A. will pay your
participation fee to NABA. Meet at the Pearse House (see directions under June 7) at 9 a.m. Please call Tom Mason (905- 8396764) if you plan to participate. Bring nets, containers, lunch, water.
Saturday July 19, 2003, 6 PM
MOTHS ON THE MORAINE
LEADER: DAVID BEADLE
We’re going to repeat our highly successful (over 100 species) outing that starts in T.E.A. member Brian Henshaw’s garden and
moves to the Moraine before dusk. Meet at 172 Way St. in Brooklin at 6 p.m. to check the moths Brian has lured in overnight.
Brooklin is just north of the junction of Hwy 7 (Winchester Rd.) and Hwy 12 (Baldwin St.). Turn northwest onto Way St. from
Baldwin. No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight and wear something warm: it gets cool at night on the Moraine.
Tuesday, July 22, 2003, 8:15 PM
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
LEADERS: DAVID BEADLE & TOM MASON
This is a joint outing with the Friends of High Park. Members of the public are invited to join T.E.A. members Dave Beadle,
Carolyn King, Tom Mason and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth catching and identification. A $2 donation is requested.
Meet at the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15. Children especially have enjoyed this outing in the past. For
more information contact Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca. No collecting. Bring insect containers and a
flashlight.
Saturday August 23, 2003, 10 AM
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
LEADER: TOM MASON
Blackwater is a very productive spot for birds, lepidoptera, odonates and SPIDERS. We had a great time here last year and we’re
going back to see how the number and diversity of spiders compare to last year. Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek
flows under Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring insect containers, nets, hand lens, water, lunch.
NOTE: The purpose of these outings is educational. For all outings, except the TEA Butterfly Count and the High Park Moth
Night, please contact Carol Sellers at 416-421-7398.
Meeting Dates for 2003/2004 are as follows: Saturdays at 1 PM; September 27, 2003 (member’s meeting, bring slides, photos,
specimens etc), October 25, 2003, November 22, 2003, January 24, 2004.; Speakers and topics will be printed in later issues of OI.
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2003 Ontario

Insect Counts
Compiled by Bob Bowles, North American Butterfly Assosication Eastern Canada Regional Editor.
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
DATE
June 7
June 21
June 22
June 28
June 28
June 29
July 1
July 5
July 5
July 5
July 5
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 9
July 10
July 12
July 12
July 12
July 12
July 13
July 13
July 13
July 19
August 2
August 9
date unknown
date unknown

LOCATION
East Side Algonquin
McGregor Point
Muskoka Bala
Pinery Prov. Park
Orillia
Oshawa
Toronto T.E.A.
Lake Dore
Windsor
Severn Township
Long Point
Skunk’s Misery
Sunderland
Manion Corners
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Presqu’ile Prov. Park
Hog Island
Toronto Centre
South River
Haliburton Highlands
Clear Creek
Carden Plain
Rondeau Prov. Park
Petroglyphs
Pelee Island
Point Pelee
Bruce Peninsula
Misery Bay

CONTACT
Colin Jones
Mary Rapati
Lou Spence
Ben & Brenda Kulon
Bob Bowles
James Kamstra
Tom Mason
Chris Michener
Paul Pratt
Nancy Ironside
Chauncey Wood
Ann White
James Kamstra
Peter Hall
Colin Jones
Philip Careless
Chris Michener
John Carley
Martin & Kathy Parker
Ed Poropat
Steve Robinson
Bob Bowles
Sandy Dobbyn
Jerry Ball
Bob Bowles
Park Office
Cindy Cartwright
Nancy Ironside

TELEPHONE
(705) 652-5004
(519) 389-6231
(705) 765-6072
(519) 869-2833
(705) 325-3149
(905) 985-4497
(905) 839-6764
(613) 625-2263
(519) 966-5852
(705) 326-4384
(519) 426-0039
(519) 457-6586
(905) 985-4497
(613) 733-0698
(705) 652-5004
(613) 475-4324
(613) 625-2263
(416) 766-1330
(705) 386-1722
(705) 457-3018
(416) 444-8419
(705) 325-3149
(519) 674-1772
(705) 745-3272
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700
(519) 389-2585
(705) 326-4384

EMAIL
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
tony.rapati@sympatico.ca
louspence@muskoka.com
bkulon@cogeco.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
tmason@torontozoo.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
nancy.ironside@encode.com
cwood@kwic.com
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
hallp@agr.gc.ca
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
pcareles@uoguelph.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
carley.la@sympatico.ca
mkparker@onlink.net
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
vfn@ontarionature.org
rbowles@rogers.com
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca

CONTACT
Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carey Purdon
Bob Bowles

TELEPHONE
(705) 652-5004
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2610
(705) 325-3149

EMAIL
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
purdon@renc.igs.net
bowles@bconnex.net

rbowles@rogers.com
sarah_rupert@pch.gc.ca
pom@bmts.com
nancy.ironside@encode.com

ODONATE COUNTS
DATE
July 10
July 19
August 2
August 3

LOCATION
Algonquin
Carden Plain
Lake Dore
Pelee Island

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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Tracing the Big Carpenter in Ontario
by Tatiana Romankova

Spring has arrived so let’s speak about bees. Everyone is
familiar with the Honey Bee (Apis mellifera Linnaeus). Then
there is the bumble bee - actually 25, since in Ontario we have at
least 20 species of nest-building bumble bees (genus Bombus)
and 4 species of cuckoo bumble bees (genus Psithyrus). All of
them, as we know, are social insects, but while the honey bee
family survives for several years, the bumble bee family passes
away at the end of the warm season. Only fertile females will
over-winter in some hidden place to begin new life early next
spring.
In spring, the female bumble bee will be feeding on the first
flowers, building a new nest, laying eggs, and providing the
first larvae with pollen and nectar. The weather at that time is
tricky. The bumble bee-mother may be in trouble because of
frosts, insufficient blossoms, and not enough sunshine hours
to accumulate energy just sitting under the sun’s rays. Therefore,
the first members of the new family are much smaller in size than
their younger brothers and sisters. Consequently, in early spring
you can see the major bumble bees, with a body length about 30
mm, and the minor ones, about 4 to 5 mm long. In spite of their
serious look, bumble bees are remarkably peaceful folk. They do
not sting even to protect their nest when you are annoying
them while discovering it. Every biologist would say that it is
impossible to overrate the role of bumble bees as pollinators.
What could be more exciting than watching the first bumble
bees floating above the newly warmed-up earth, working on
ephemeral flowers of violets, colt’s-foot, dandelions, and
hepatica in that fragrant spring air! You can close your eyes and
enjoy listening to the life-asserting buzzing, which can not be
drowned out even by a choir of birds.
Let us get back to our business. In Ontario we have more
than 240 species of solitary bees. About 40 species among them
are cuckoo bees (laying eggs in the nests of other bees) and the
others are nest-building species. By the time of their nesting
activity, we can distinguish spring-early summer, summer, and
late summer bee species groups occurring in Ontario fauna. Most
species have only one generation per year. At the end of their
flight period, which lasts 40 to 60 days, all adults die.
The following year, after coming out from the nest, the female
nest-building solitary bee works on her nest and provides her
progeny with food all on her own. The substrate for nesting,
nest material, and the architecture of the nests are specific for
each species. Bees nest in soil, in dead wood, or build nests in
the open on some surface. Materials used for the nest might be
clay, pieces of leaves and petals cut by the female using her
jaws, resin collected from trees; or it might be plant down (cotton)
collected from such plants as fire weed, mullein, helichrysum,
and others.
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When the cell is built, the female provides it with pollen and
nectar, lays an egg on the surface of the food, and closes the
cell. The new bees will emerge from the nest next year (in the
case of one generation per year, like most species in Ontario).
As a result, the solitary bees never see their progeny.
Please stop and stay at a flower - better if the flower colour is
yellow, purple, or blue, but some white ones are very good too and watch the flower visitors. Most of them will be solitary bees,
but only if no pesticides have been used around there. The bee
might be from 4 to 30 mm in size; black, reddish-brown, metallic
shiny blue or green, ornamented with yellow or white spots and
bands; abundantly pubescent with bright yellow, orange, white
or black hairs. The biggest solitary bee in Ontario is the Big
Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa virginica Linnaeus; “xulon” - wood in
Greek and Linnaeus was the scientist who described the species
first). The carpenter bee has a dark, bluish metallic luster on the

Figure 1. Carpenter bee face: male (top) and female (bottom).
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body and wings. On the thorax
and the base of the abdomen, the
pubescence is more or less bright
yellowish. Carpenter bees are
often confused with bumble
bees. However, it is not difficult
to distinguish them if you look
carefully. First of all, the
individual with a bright white face
will always be a male carpenter
bee (Figure 1). There are no
bumble bees with a coloured
face, only black. The abdomen
of the carpenter bee at the middle
of the dorsal side is scarcely
pubescent, naked, and shiny
Figure 2. Female Big
(Figure 2), whereas a bumble
Carpenter Bee
bee’s abdomen is usually deeply
(Xylocopa virginica)
pubescent. If it is possible to
examine the bee more closely,
pay attention to the malar area - the space between the eye and
the base of the mandible. The carpenter bee has a narrow space
between the eye and the base of its mandible, while the bumble
bee has a wide space (Figure 3).
In Ontario, you can encounter the first carpenter bees in late
March, and they disappear with the first cold weather in late
September or early October. Please remember that they are
peaceful animals. Occasionally, males may chase you (all male
bees are stingless). Do not be offended. They are just patrolling
their nest territory and driving away any invader.
.The world fauna of the genus Xylocopa includes 469 species
(Michener, 2000). Two species occur in eastern Northern America.
Only one species resides in eastern Canada. Sometimes, locally,
we can see the carpenter bee in great numbers. Their tendency
to nest in aggregation causes a special sensitivity of local
populations to pesticides and other destructive factors.

Figure 4. Distribution of Big Carpenter Bee in Ontario based on
specimens in major Ontario collections.

Recent studies of the major Ontario collections reveal that
for now it is difficult to outline the northern boundary of the
species. Among 120 studied specimens, only two represent
locations above 45°N latitude (47° 07’N, 80°22' W, and 48°10’N,
79°24’W) (Figure 4 ). There is not enough information on
ecological and biological peculiarities of the carpenter bee
population in Canada.
‘The more we know them, the more we’ll love them”, and the
more chances of ensuring the well-being of the Big Carpenter
Bee. Any observations on distribution and behaviour would be
very welcome, especially from the northern regions. Please
address the information to my attention at:
The Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Royal Ontario Museum
100 Queen’s Park
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2C6
I am grateful to Drs. D. Currie and C. Darling, Royal Ontario
Museum, S. Marshall and M. Buck, University of Guelph, and J.
Huber, Canadian National Collection, who made their collections
available to me. I am happy to express my deep appreciation to a
great amateur of all living creatures Ms. Maraya Raduha, for her
interest in the bees and priceless help in writing of the paper.
REFERENCES
Michener, C. D. 2000. The Bees of the World. Baltimore & London:
Johns Hopkins University Press. 913 pp.

Figure 3. Malar area of bumble bee (left) and carpenter bee (right).
The eye appears on the right side of each photograph.
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Algonquin Park Butterfly Counts: results from 2002
by Colin D. Jones

Fifth Annual Algonquin East Side Butterfly Count
On Saturday, June 1, 2002, the Fifth Annual Algonquin East
Side Butterfly Count took place – it would have been the Sixth
Annual Count had last year’s not been cancelled due to weather.
The 15-mile diameter count circle is centred at Pretty Lake, Edgar
Township, and includes the Barron Canyon Road from Lake
Travers in the northwest to Forbes Lake in the southeast. The
day was very pleasant with sunny skies and moderate
temperatures but the morning was a little slow-going on the
butterfly front due to cool temperatures. By the afternoon,
however, things had picked up quite a bit but certainly not
enough to break any records.
In total, 16 observers put in 35.5 party hours, and yet only
recorded 428 butterflies of 26 species – far below average for
this count. The cool spring and resulting delayed flight season
was certainly a factor in the lack of numbers and species this
year. The highlight of the day were two Olympia Marbles found
by Jeff and Angela Skevington along the hydrocut between the
Grand Lake Marsh and the Barron Canyon Rd. Olympia Marble
was new for the count and is rare in Algonquin Park, represented
by only a handful of records. Other highlights included a single
Harvester found by Jason Dombroskie, John Klymko and Mike
Burrell, and eight Grey Hairstreaks (found by three parties at
multiple locations). Although it was a Macoun’s Arctic year
(the adults only fly in even numbered years in Algonquin Park)
it was obvious that they were not yet flying.
Participants: Ethan Andermann, Jean Brereton, Mike Burrell,
Jason Dombroskie, Colin Jones, Jenny Kellar, John Klymko,
Chris Michener, Chris Robinson, Jeff and Angela Skevington,
Brad Steinberg, Rick and Kelly Stronks, Nancy and Michael
van der Poorten.

Eighth Annual Algonquin Highway 60 Butterfly
Count
On Saturday, June 29, 2002, the eighth annual Algonquin
Highway 60 Butterfly Count was held. The 15-mile diameter
count circle is centred at Rutter Lake, Sproule Township and
includes the Highway 60 corridor from Jake Lake in the west to
the Park’s boundary in the east.
In total, 39 observers put in 83.5 party-hours – a record high
number of participants and effort. During the day, 1499 individual
butterflies of 35 species were tallied – not a bad result for a
pretty poor year overall for butterflies. Although the numbers
weren’t too bad, the butterflies per party-hour tied with 2000 for
an all-time low of only 18. In fact, this year’s count was very
similar to that of 2000, the delayed spring resulting in early
species still being present in relatively high numbers. Such
species include the duskywings, Pepper and Salt and Common
Roadside Skippers, Spring Azure and Silvery Blue. Every year
is different, however, and this year had several interesting
highlights. We obviously hit the peak of several species with
new count highs for Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, Silver-bordered
Fritillary, Common Ringlet and Little Wood-Satyr. Single
Harvesters (rare in Algonquin) were found at two locations.
One species was new for the count. Area A found a total of six
American Coppers (rare along the Highway 60 corridor) in the
vicinity of the East Gate. Noticeable absentees were the Speyeria
fritillaries, represented by only 10 Atlantis Fritillaries, and the
Polygonia anglewings, represented by only a single Eastern
Comma.
Participants: Dennis Barry, Christian Benjamin, Chris Boetger,
Mike Burrell, Margaret Carney, Marianne Clark, Bev, Kevin and
Peter Clute, Hugh Currie, Jason Dombroskie, William Godsoe,
Sunita Hilton, Ashley Howatt, Colin, Shan and Klara Jones,
Jenny Kellar, John Klymko, Alison Lake, Gordon Lewer, Ethan
and Lori MacKay, Lee Pauze, Carl Rothfels, Lou Spence, Ron
Stager, Brad Steinberg, Dan and Matt Strickland, Kelly and Rick
Stronks, Ron Tozer, Devon Turner, Michael and Nancy van der
Poorten, Brad Welch, Cheryl and Rob (sorry I didn’t get your
last names!).
A full species list for both counts, with totals, is found in the
table on the next page. Species shown in bold face are new
species for the respective counts.

Spring Azure. Photo by C.D. Jones

Those interested in participating in either of the year 2003 Algonquin Butterfly Counts
(Saturday June 7 - East Side and Wednesday, July 9 - Hwy 60) should contact the author at
P.O. Box 248, Lakefield, ON, K0L 2H0, 705-652-5004 or by email at colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca.
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ENGLISH NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Dreamy Duskywing
Juvenal’s Duskywing
Columbine Duskywing
Arctic Skipper
European Skipper
Peck’s Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Pepper and Salt Skipper
Common Roadside Skipper
Skipper sp.
Canadian Tiger Swallowtail
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Olympia Marble
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Pink-edged Sulphur
Harvester
American Copper
Brown Elfin
Hoary Elfin
Eastern Pine Elfin
Western Pine Elfin
Pine Elfin sp.
Grey Hairstreak
Spring Azure
Summer Azure
Silvery Blue
Blue sp.
Atlantis Fritillary
Silver-bordered Fritillary
Meadow Fritillary
Silvery Checkerspot
Harris’ Checkerspot
Northern Crescent
Eastern Comma
Green Comma
Grey Comma
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
White Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood Satyr
Common Ringlet
Chryxus Arctic
Monarch
Total Number of Species:
Total Number of Individuals:
Number of Observers:
Number of Party-hours:
Butterflies/Party-hour
Cumulative Total Species
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EAST SIDE

HWY 60

Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Erynnis lucilius
Erynnis sp.
Carterocephalus palaemon
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris
Amblyscirtes hegon
Amblyscirtes vialis

22
2
4
6
1

17
16

Papilio canadensis
Pieris oleracea
Pieris rapae
Pieris sp.
Euchloe olympia
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Colias interior
Colias sp.
Feniseca tarquinius
Lycaena phlaeas
Callophrys augustinus
Callophrys polia
Callophrys niphon
Callophrys eryphon

5
12

Strymon melinus
Celastrina ladon
Celastrina neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Speyeria atlantis
Boloria selene
Boloria bellona
Chlosyne nycteis
Chlosyne harrisii
Phyciodes cocyta
Polygonia comma
Polygonia faunus
Polygonia progne
Polygonia sp.
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Limenitis arthemis arthemis
Limenitis archippus
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Coenonympha tullia
Satyrid sp.
Oeneis chryxus
Danaus plexippus

12

2
44
241
2
13
60
56
3
3
13
24
199
3
1

2
42
3
8
1
4
2
39
1
2
8
74
97
21

15
1
3
5
2
6

8
6
19
4
10
80

2

2
2
5
7
7
9

10
45
2
1
1
2
2
247
1
3
113
217
1

24
1

11

26
428
16
35.5
12
51

35
1499
36
83.5
18
57
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Additions to the Butterfly List of Presqu’ile Provincial Park
by Philip Careless

Presqu’ile Provincial Park is a 10 kilometre peninsula
jutting into Lake Ontario south of Brighton, a few kilometres
south of Highway 401. Although Presqu’ile has no shortage
of butterflies, it does posses an assemblage unlike that of the
“mainland”. While Red-spotted Purples, Bronze Coppers and
Sliver-spotted Skippers are a regular component of mainland
fauna, they are scarce or absent from Presqu’ile.
The less diverse fauna of Presqu’ile is commonly
attributed to the peninsular effect or what Park staff term
“Tombolo effect”. The beach, dunes and interdunal slack or
“Panne” area of the Park act as a deterrent towards mainland
populations dispersing into Presqu’ile. Many reproductive
individuals that drift into the Park find little suitable habitat in
this portion of Presqu’ile and turn back. Individuals that
cross the beach/panne/dune area, entering the field and
deciduous forest that constitute the southern half of the Park,
must exist as populations isolated from the mainland.
This low level of immigration from mainland populations
(bottlenecking), makes small Park populations vulnerable to
extirpation in unfavorable years. This isolated nature of
Presqu’ile (from the perspective of butterflies) has resulted in
fewer species in the Park then found on the mainland.
Despite the above, the last four years since the printing of
the Butterflies of Presqu’ile (Gurr 2000), has shown that many
species visit the Park (all be it in small numbers). Since early
1999, eight new species, and one subspecies, have been
added to the Park Checklist and are reported here. Some were
expected and others exceptional.

Checkered White (Pontia protodice)
Date: Aug 27, 2001
Location: The junction of Beach 4 and the Natural Beach.
Sighted by: Philip Careless
Note: One specimen collected. It was with a number of
Clouded Sulphurs (Colias philodice) and Cabbage Whites
(Pieris rapae) flitting over short mustard plants in flower.
Specimen is in poor condition and resides in the Park
Collection.
Hickory Hairstreak (Satyrium caryaevorum)
Date: July 21, 2001
Location: Open field in between the north end of the Paved
Newcastle Trail and the Cottages
Sighted by: Bill Gilmore
Note: One specimen collected and initially misidentified. The
specimen is in good condition, and resides in the Park
Collection.
Grey Hairstreak (Strymon melinus)
Date: July 7, 1999
Location: Roadside north of Chatterton Point
Sighted by: Philip Careless and Heather Robertson
Note: Two specimens where collected while feeding on Cow
Vetch. In early September Mike Gurr collected another poorer
specimen in the foredunes of Beach #1. The first two
specimens are in good condition, and reside in the Park
Collection.

Leonard’s Skipper (Hesperia leonardus)
Date: August 21, 2000
Location: Visiting a butterfly bush at a cottage backyard at the
north end of the paved Newcastle Trail.
Sighted by: David Gilmore
Note: One specimen captured, clearly identified by Park
Naturalists and released at the request of David Gilmore.

Baltimore Checkerspot (Euphydryas phaeton)
Date: July 16, 2001
Location: Old Field on north side of Day Use #1
Sighted by: Bill and Mike Boyd
Note: One individual in good condition was seen and
photographed. Oddly, no Turtle Head (the larval host plant)
grows in the area where it was sighted, but Red Ash (a host
plant for later instars) is common there. The excellent photos
taken are in the park collection.

Little Glassywing (Pompeius verna)
Date: July 30, 2001
Location: Amongst Cow Vetch north of Chatterton point.
Sighted by: Philip Careless
Note: One specimen collected among many Dun Skippers.
The specimen is in poor condition, and resides in the Park
Collection.

Milbert’s Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis milberti)
Date: September 8, 2000
Location: Owen Point Trail
Sighted by: Ian Shanahan
Note: One individual was seen among many Red Admirals.
Mr. Shanahan was unable to collect the specimen but
sketched it in his notebook.
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American Snout (Libytheana
carinenta)
Date: July 28, 2002
Location: Open Field in between the
north end of the Paved Newcastle Trail
and the Cottages
Sighted by: Bill Gilmore
Note: One specimen was collected and
has a damaged hindwing. The
individual kept alighting on an arbor
that Mr. Gilmore was reading under. The
specimen resides in the Park Collection.
Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis
astyanax)
Date: July 2, 2002
Location: Along Lighthouse Lane about
1km north west of the Lighthouse
Parking-lot.
Sighted by: Bill and Margaret Gilmore
Note: David Bell recollects seeing this
species in the late 1990’s, sunning on a
grape leaf at the confluence of the north
Pioneer Trail and Paxton Rd. This 2002
sighting is the first confirmed sighting
since then.
These new records and the pre-existing
fauna bring up many curious questions
about Ontario’s butterfly fauna. What
is it about some species that allows
them to thrive in Presqu’ile while others
have such a hard time getting a
foothold? Do similar “peninsula
effects” occur at other Ontario
locations? Hopefully someone will
further examine these Lepidopteran
puzzles.
Literature Cited:
Gurr, M. 2000. Butterflies of Presqu’ile
& Southern Ontario. Friends of
Presqu’ile Park. 108 pp.
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Meeting

Reports
January
Sandy Smith
Insects of the Haliburton Forest
The first meeting of the year featured
an excellent talk by Sandy Smith, associate
professor of Forestry at U of T. Over the
last few years she has been supervising a
census of the insects of the Haliburton
forest. Her talk included not only some of
the results of their study but also the
importance of sampling design in order to
portray an accurate picture of the insect
biodiversity within a forest.
Following Sandy’s talk, there were
many questions for Sandy about this
fascinating study.

February
Marvin Gunderman
Ontario’s Insects on Film
Our speaker for the day was Marvin
Gunderman, a TEA member and curator
of entomology at McMaster University.
Marvin told us of his passion for spiders
and insects as a kid that was fueled by a
summer job at the ROM, where he worked
with experts in the field and did a lot of
travelling and collecting. He gradually
developed an interest in photographing
insects. He brought his equipment and
some gorgeous slides to show us. He
recommended the book, The Nature
Photographer’s Complete Guide to
Professional Techniques by John Shaw
as being the best.
Marvin uses a system that includes a
135 mm lens and extension tubes and
flash. If you use a macro lens, you need
to be fairly close to your subject (a few
inches), which as we all know, can be

difficult with insects. With the system that
Marvin uses, he can be about 3 feet away
and still get the 1:1 size. However, when
you use the extension tubes you lose a
lot of light and so must use flash. The
advantage of using flash, though, is that
you don’t need a tripod and once you
have your system set up, you can take
photos with little thought. He usually
shots at F16, using Kodachrome 64 slide
film. Focusing is done by moving the
camera itself. The whole system is put
together using a custom-made bracket.
After the technical aspects, Marvin
showed us his slides. He brought a
selection that covered the whole of the
arachnids and insects, mostly of Southern
Ontario. And Marvin didn’t just show us
his slides, but gave a little talk about each
creature, giving us info about
identification,
habitat,
habits,
reproduction and feed strategies etc. He
also had some SEM (scanning electron
microscope) photos that were quite
stunning. It was a great show for a gloomy
winter day!

March
TEA Annual Student Symposium
This meeting was our annual student
symposium where students from Ontario
universities presented their research on
insects. We had four excellent talks
(abstracts are in this issue of OI - see page
) and lively questions from the audience.
Thanks to Peter Hallett, Chris Darling and
Carolyn King for their help in making the
symposium a success.
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Toronto Entomologists’ Association Student Symposium
A dreary March 22, 2003 was livened up by interesting talks
given by students from York and Brock Universities as well as
the University of Toronto. We heard about Large Carpenter Bees
and how social behaviour might arise, Karner Blue butterflies
and the possibility of seeing them in Ontario again, Spruce
Budworm larvae and the factors that affect their health and its
implications for management, and the effect of forestry practices
on insects. The prize for Best Talk was presented. Merne Powers
was given the honour of choosing the best talk in the absence
of Peter Hallett who usually chairs the meeting. The Best Talk
2003 was presented to Christina Campbell who presented a lively
and focused discussion of her research on the horizontal
transmission of a protozoan pathogen within Spruce Budworm
populations. The abstracts of the four talks are presented here.

Horizontal Transmission of a Protozoan
Pathogen within Spruce Budworm Populations
Christina Campbell (Supervisors: S.M. Smith and K. Van
Frankenhuyzen)
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto
Abstract: The spruce budworm Choristoneura fumiferana
(Lepidoptera: Tortricidae) is a major forest pest throughout the
boreal forests of North America. During outbreaks, extensive
feeding on spruce and fir foliage results in massive tree mortality
and economic loss. The cyclic nature of budworm populations
may be driven by natural biotic factors. A parasitic protozoan,
Nosema fumiferanae (Microsporida: Nosematidae), is often
found at high levels during a budworm outbreak and delays
budworm development and reduces fecundity. This sublethal
pathogen is thought to be involved in the collapse of budworm
populations. The participation of Nosema in the budworm
population dynamics is complicated by two means of
transmission: per os (horizontal) and transovarial (vertical). In
the current paper, I explore the rate of horizontal transmission
and spore production of Nosema in relation to spruce budworm
population dynamics by examining differing levels of infection
and larval instars. To mimic infection at different budworm
densities, I will rear larvae in five infection ratios (infected to
uninfected individuals). These ratios will provide critical
knowledge on how the pathogen spreads and results in high
infection levels during budworm outbreaks. My work will expand
our current state of knowledge about insect-pathogen population
dynamics in general, and help integrate information on disease
transmission with current management plans for budworm
monitoring and control. Most insect literature focuses on lethal
pathogens and the involvement of sublethal pathogen in the
system has largely been ignored.
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Plant communities in Oak Savannahs in
Ontario: Are we ready for reintroduction of the
Karner Blue Butterfly (Lycaeides melissa
samuelis)?
Pak Kin Chan (Supervisor: L. Packer)
Department of Biology, York University
Abstract: The population of the Karner Blue Butterfly (Lycaeides
melissa samuelis) has dropped by more than 99% in the past
century due to destruction and fragmentation of the oak savannah
habitat in North America. In 1991, the butterfly was extirpated in
Ontario, which is the only Province where it was found in Canada.
Restoration work has been performed on several oak savannahs
in Ontario since then. Promising results have been obtained, but
no systematic scheme has been employed to evaluate the quality
of these restored sites to see if they are ready for reintroduction
of the Karner Blue. This study tries to evaluate several potential
Karner Blue reintroduction sites in Ontario by looking at both
biotic (vegetation—especially the larval host plant Lupinus
perennis, 1st and 2nd brood adult nectar source plants, and tending
ant species) and abiotic (temperature, relative humidity and light
intensity) aspects. Also, by comparing the biotic and abiotic
aspects of these sites with those of the largest Karner Blue sites
in the USA, recommendation can be made upon where butterflies
should be taken in the USA for reintroduction in Ontario based
on the degree of similarity among different sites in terms of
vegetation community and microhabitat. Furthermore,
comparison will be made when sites are grouped according to
their management history so that the effects of different
management methods (such as prescribed burn and thinning of
the shrub layer) are compared. Recommendations will then be
made upon future management strategies of the Ontario sites.

Social and Nesting Behaviour in the Large
Carpenter Bees, Xylocopa sp.
Sean Prager (Supervisor: M. Richards)
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
Abstract: Members of the bee genus Xylocopa, the large
carpenter bees, are traditionally considered solitary. Solitary
bees are characterized in part by a limited acceptance of intruders
in their nests. Observations, however, suggest that some species
are tolerant to conspecifics, suggesting an initial step towards
the evolution of sociality. The construction of branched nests
is also a factor leading to social interactions. In branched nests,
females must share a common entrance and thus limited tolerance
is required. It can therefore be expected that tolerant species
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will coincide with branched nests, while intolerant species will
be found in unbranched nests. A comparative approach was
used to examine the evolution of branched nests and conspecific
tolerance across the genus Xylocopa. In such an approach,
traits are mapped onto an existing phylogeny and analyzed for
possible trends. Due to conflicts between existing phylogenies,
we created a new total evidence phylogeny. This phylogeny
unambiguously accounts for 22 of the 53 commonly recognized
subgenera. These analyses suggest that construction of
branched nests and tolerance to conspecifics are ancestral traits
in the large carpenter bees. Further, it is shown that there have
been multiple reversions in both these traits. Finally, this
information is used to make predictions for Xylocopa virginica
in Ontario.

Family Safe Forestry: Effects of single-tree
selection harvesting on Hymenopteran
diversity
João M. Sousa (Supervisor: S.M. Smith)
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto
Abstract: Insects are a diverse and critical component of forests
providing essential services such as pollinating plants, recycling
nutrients, and being food items for many organisms. The most

important forest herbivores are the Lepidoptera (moths and
butterflies), which are important pests and can cause widespread
forest defoliation. Their most important natural enemy are
parasitoids (Hymenoptera and Diptera), which place their eggs
on or within the body of a host, ultimately killing it. Parasitoids
aid in regulating lepidopteran population levels and potentially
decrease the populations of species that are harmful to forest
growth and survival. Single-tree selection logging is promoted
as an ecologically sound silvicultural system within shadetolerant mixed-wood forests of eastern North America, yet effects
of such harvesting on insect diversity have not been considered.
Many insect species are vertically stratified in habitat use, and
so the effects of tree harvesting on abundance and richness
within the canopy may be different than effects within the
understorey. The current research examines the impact of singletree selection logging on Hymenoptera abundance, family
richness, and family diversity within the canopy and understorey
of sugar maple-dominated stands in the Haliburton Forest &
Wildlife Reserve. Specifically, the objectives are to: 1) determine
if parasitoid communities differ between single-tree selection
harvested and unharvested stands; and 2) compare differences
in the parasitoid community between the canopy and
understorey. This will provide essential information, not only
on the possible mechanism for changes in diversity, but as well
on the long-term sustainability of single-tree selection in terms
of overall faunal diversity and forest health.

The

Bookworm
New Books
Butterflies of North America
Kaufman Focus Guides
Edited by Kenn Kaufman, Jim P. Brock
ISBN: 0618254005; $30.00
Hardcover; 384 pages
Publication Date: 03/02/2003
More than 2,300 illustrations. Now
available in bookstores.
For more information:
www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/
catalog/
titledetail.cfm?titleNumber=688330
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Milkweed, Monarchs and More - A field
Guide to the Invertebrate Community in
the Milkweed Patch
By Ba Rea, Karen Oberhauser, Michael
A. Quinn
Soft Cover, 96 pages, 300 full-color
photos.
Bas Relief Publishing Group
$9.00 US plus $2.50 postage and
handling. Sets of 20 for $7.50 each.
For further information, contact Dr.
Karen Oberhauser karen.s.oberhauser1@tc.umn.edu
For a detailed description of the book
and its contents, go to the
MonarchLarval Monitoring Website at:
http://www.mlmp.org/ and read pages 15
and 16 of the “MLMP 2003 Newsletter”.
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Monarch

News
Monarch Update
Researchers have found that North
America’s monarch butterflies have at
least partially recovered from last year’s
devastating mass die-off in their
overwintering sites, which killed
approximately 80 percent of the wintering
population in Mexico.
Tens of millions of the butterflies were
killed as the result of an unusually cold
and wet storm in January 2002. For years,
scientists have argued that monarchs are
more vulnerable to severe weather if the
forest canopy in the sanctuaries is
thinned, leaving them exposed to the
elements.
Data collected this winter by
researchers in the Monarch Butterfly
Biosphere Reserve show that the monarch
colonies at their overwintering sites
occupied an area of approximately 8
hectares, or nearly 20 acres. The average
area occupied by the monarchs every year
from 1993 to 2001 has been approximately
9.6 hectares, according to a team of
scientists who study the monarch
colonies.
Monarch colony sizes are determined
by measuring the perimeter and
calculating the area occupied by the
butterflies in their overwintering habitat.
Before last year’s storm, in December 2001,
reserve biologist Eligio García reported an
occupation of 9.35 hectares. Given the
estimated mortality of 75 to 80 percent that
occurred on January 14, 2002, the area
occupied by the survivors after the storm
would have been approximately 1.9 to 2.3
hectares. Thus, this year’s reported 8
hectares may be considered a recovery in
the mid range in comparison to annual
averages in past years.
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submitted by Don Davis

Once again this year, Dave Kust from
Minnesota has been purchasing tags for
the Monarch Watch program, while his
family stays in the small town of
Angangueo. Dr. Orley Taylor reports that
few tags from the 2002 tagging season
have been recovered, but in all, 1,100 tags
were purchased. Most tags were from
monarchs tagged in 2001, and recovered
in the spring of 2002 after a bad spring
storm killed millions of monarchs. A lack
of funds prevented Monarch Watch from
purchasing more tags from the local
guides at the various monarchs
sanctuaries in Mexico. Dave Kust recently
wrote about finding tag number BGQ 604
on a trail at the Chincua Colony, and
commented that “it’s probably one of
those Canadian taggers, eh?”. That
monarch was released on Sept. 6/02 in east
Toronto by T.E.A. member Don Davis.
Another tag purchased has been been put
on a monarch in Iowa in 1993 by an
associate of Dr. Fred Urquart.
Migrating monarchs were reported in
extreme south Texas in early March and
by April 4th, had reached Oklahoma,
Kansas, North and South Carolina and
Georgia. Local monarch enthusiasts were
also finding eggs and larva on young
milkweed. T.E.A. Past President Dr. Phil
Schappert reported seeing his first
monarch at the Stengl “Lost Pines”
Biology Station south-west of Austin on
March 16th, earlier than usual.
Over the last 10 years ,PROFEPA
(Mexico’s Attorney General for the
Environment), has demonstrated its
resolve to look after the well-being of the
monarch and its habitat in Michoacán and
Estado de México.
An article that appeared in the March
30th issue of the Mexican newspaper

“Reforma” indicates that PROFEPA will
temporarily close the reserves to tourism,
until there are indications that the impact
of tourism can be diminished. Some
suggest that there are political motives to
this announcement. PROFEPA’s press
release may indicate that they are trying
to demonstrate that they are working hard
in the Monarch Reserve, when in fact,
illegal logging continues. One observer
notes that this was announced 1 day
before the scheduled closing for the
season, This observer didn’t see anything
on the recent trip that justified these
allegations or shutting down these sites.
NB: Excellent maps showing the
progress of the monarch butterfly
migration are posted at the Journey North
Website - www.learner.org/jnorth

Monarch Butterfly Researcher
Recipient of NSERC Award
Dr. Barrie Frost, Professor,
Departments of Psychology, Biology and
Physiology, and Centre for Neuroscience
Studies, Queen’s University, Kingston,
was a finalist of the Gerhard Herzberg
Canada Gold Medal for Science and
Engineering of the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Sciences Research Council
of Canada. As a finalist, Dr. Frost was the
recipient of The NSERC Award of
Excellence and received $50,000.00
towards his research.
With another colleague, Dr. Frost
developed a remarkable flight simulator
for monarch butterflies. This butterfly
research has already made international
headlines by demonstrating that
monarchs use a time-compensated sun
compass, and not a magnetic one, to
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navigate on their incredible 3,500-kilometre
journey to Mexico. Dr. Frost is now
exploring the brain processes that enable
monarchs to migrate.
Dr. Frost is currently carrying out
similar research, noted above, with
monarch butterflies in his native New
Zealand.
More information about Dr. Frost’s
research can be found at the following
two websites:
www.nserc.ca/news/2002/win_frost.htm
pavlov.psyc.queensu.ca/~frostlab/

Dr. Barrie Frost

Monarch Larval Monitoring Project
The Monarch Larval Monitoring
Project is a citizen science project
involving volunteers from across the
United States and Canada in monarch
butterfly research. It was developed by
researchers at the University of
Minnesota to collect long-term data on
larval monarch populations and milkweed
habitat. The overarching goal of the
project is to better understand how and
why monarch populations vary in time
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and space, with a focus on monarch
distribution and abundance during the
breeding season in North America. More
specific questions we are addressing
include:
1. How do larval monarch population
densities fluctuate throughout the
breeding season in different parts of
North America?
2. At what larval stages does the highest
mortality occur?
3. What is the net reproductive potential
for summer breeding monarchs?
4. What plant qualities affect female
monarch host plant choice and how
does this vary between milkweed
species?
5. What is the timing of movement of
reproductive monarchs throughout
their breeding range?
6. How does monarch recruitment vary
with larval habitat size and degree of
disturbance?
To answer these questions, we have
recruited volunteers to conduct weekly
monarch and milkweed surveys,
measuring per plant densities of monarch
eggs and larvae and milkweed quality. The
results of these volunteers’ efforts will aid
us in conserving monarchs and their
threatened migratory phenomenon, and
advance our understanding of butterfly
ecology in general.
The second, equally important focus
of this project is to provide citizens with
hands-on experience in scientific research.
It is our hope that, through this
experience, volunteers will enhance their
appreciation and understanding of
monarchs, monarch habitat, and the
scientific process in general. The
Monarch Larval Monitoring Project is a
potential model for future citizen science
endeavors.
In the five years since the project
began, more than 400 participants have
monitored 264 sites in 32 US states and 2
Canadian provinces.

TEA Member Rearing Monarch’s
“This City” column of the February 2003
issue of “Toronto Life” magazine featured
a brief article and large photograph of
T.E.A. member Ken McGrath. Ken has
successfully converted a 42-square-foot
walk-in closet into a monarch butterfly
rearing facility, complete with mesh cages,
275 potted plants, grow lights, and nectar
sources. The article indicated that Ken’s
roommates are small and quiet – all 160 of
them!

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

For more information, go to:
www.mlmp.org
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
“Code for Insect Collecting” for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the “Code for Insect Collecting” issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists’ Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the exact
locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by January 31, 2004. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jeff Crolla (2-642 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, ON M6H 2W6. Home: 416-533-2267, jeff@primus.ca).

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2003. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata.
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: Volume 1-3 (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literatre and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks,
natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae
of eastern Canadian Stylurus.
Volume 2 (16 articles plus summary). Articles discuss significant range extensions ecology, regional lists,
conservation and information on a museum collection.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems.
Cost per volume: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
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Flea

Market
FOR SALE
Hand Painted Butterfly Replicas
With wire legs
With magnets
With wood frames
available also as pins, hair clips,
and earrings.
Monarch ‘T’ shirts, full colour
cotton – adult medium to large.
Afghans, cushions and other
Items hand made in Canadian
Yarns from original designs.
TEA Member Bill Martin
Tel: 416-255-1541

Montreal Insect Show
October 26-27, 2003
Tundra Hall, Pavillon du Canada
(On Notre-Dame Island, near the
Casino)
Everything about insects
- Societies and Associations
- Museums, Insectarium & Insect
zoo
- Entomological Supplies
- Dead insects for collection
- Dead insects for display
- Live insects and Arthropods
- Books & Other Publications
- Education
- Frames
- T-shirts & Collectibles
Open from 9 AM to 5 PM
Fee : $5 adults and kids over 14
$2 kids under 14
Parking is FREE.

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

For more information, log onto our
web site :
http://www.insect-trade.com

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.
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Announcements
Students receive
W.J.D. Eberlie Award

2004 Student Symposium First Call for Titles

The TEA is pleased to announce
that the W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Award for 2003 has been presented
to Tara Stephens and Melanie Youngs,
undergraduate students at the University
of Guelph. They will be conducting their
research at the Wildlife Research Station
in Algonquin Provincial Park. The title of
the project is: Influence of substrate cues
in the absence of prey stimuli on the
hunting site selection of adult Misumena
vatia (crab spiders). This is a follow-up
to a study that they did last year in order
to shed light on the specific cues that crab
spiders use to select their hunting sites.
Last year’s studies suggested that M.
vatia females selected hunting sites based
on the architecture of the flower.

The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
or senior undergraduate students to
present a talk or poster at the Annual
Student Symposium, scheduled for
Saturday, March 27, 2004 at 1 pm
(location to be announced). Everyone is
welcome to attend the symposium.
Please e-mail either of the following
people if you are interested in participating
or would like more information.
Provisional titles, final submitted and
edited abstracts will be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium. Please pass this information
on to anyone you know who might be
interested.
- Nancy van der Poorten, President T.E.A.
email: nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca
- Peter Hallett, Symposium Organizer:
email: peter.hallett@utoronto.ca

onto Region - second edition

TEA now has a generator
available for rent!
The TEA recently purchased a
portable generator that is now available
for rent to TEA members. Its a Coleman
portable that weighs about 22 pounds and
can power one or two 150 watt lamps for
about two hours - perfect for mothing!
For more information, contact us.

Call for Applicants:
The W.J.D. Eberlie Award for
Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award 2004.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel
award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting
original field research into Ontario insects.
The award is intended as a travel grant to
defray costs of travel to field sites used
for research. The award will be made on
the basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the Toronto
Entomologists’ Association and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
properly completed application form
(available from the TEA) postmarked no
later than March 25, 2004.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per year
for students) has many benefits including
a subscription to Ontario Insects
(published 3x per year), the annual
Lepidoptera summary and discounts on
book sales.
An application form for the award, or
for membership in the TEA may be
requested by writing to:
Nancy van der Poorten, President TEA
164 Morse Street, Toronto, On M4M 2P8
Telephone: 416-466-9013
email:nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

Junior Entomologists Page
You’ll notice that we now have a Junior
Entomologists page in OI. Thanks to the
Bug Lady, Jean Godawa, for preparing it.
We hope to have it as a regular feature.
Let us know what you think!
Canadian Tiger Swallowtails at Eels
Creek - Michael van der Poorten
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Upcoming

Meetings
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
Saturday, September 27, 2003 1 PM
MEMBERS’MEETING
This year the members’ meeting will be in two parts. For the first part, members are encouraged to bring in slides, photos, etc of
what they’ve seen over the summer. The second part will be devoted to discussion of insect rearing. Many of us rear insects and
have developed our own techniques for maximizing success; this will be an opportunity to learn from each other. If you have
slides of your rearing facilities, please bring them.
Saturday, October 25, 2003 1 PM
ALDERVILLE - PRESERVING OUR NATURALHABITAT
Rick Beaver
Rick Beaver is a biologist, band member and Natural Heritage Co-ordinator of Alderville First Nation’s Black Oak Savannah/
Tallgrass Prairie. Alderville is north of Cobourg and contains the largest remnant of tallgrass prairie in central Ontario. Under
Rick’s guidance, studies are being conducted which encompass a wide range of botanical and entomological surveys. The
entomological focus is on butterflies, including studying the potential for reintroducing the Karner Blue. Rick will give us an
overview of how this special place is being restored and preserved.
Saturday, November 22, 2003 1 PM
STRANGE THINGS DONE ‘NEATH THE MIDNIGHT SUN: SEARCHING FOR MILUGIAK (AKA. BLACK FLIES) IN ARCTIC
CANADA
Doug Currie
Doug is the Curator of Entomology in the Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario Museum and Associate
Professor in the Department of Zoology, University of Toronto. His research is on the systematics and comparative biology of
aquatic insects with special reference to black flies (Diptera: Simuliidae). His current research focuses on the diversity and
biogeography of black flies from arctic Canada. Doug will discuss the logistical- and physical difficulties associated with fieldwork
in the far north, and will include copious images from some of the most remote- and wild regions of Canada. Four seasons of
collecting reveals that arctic black flies are far more diverse than previously supposed. Patterns of insect diversity in the far north
will be discussed.
Saturday, January 24, 2004 1 PM
FORENSIC ENTOMOLOGY
David Gibo
David Gibo is a professor of Biology at U of T, Mississauga, teaching forensic entomology, evolution and invertebrate zoology. He
has spoken to the TEA before about his inventive studies related to monarch migration (remember the flying lawn chair powered by
chainsaw engines?). This time he will be bringing us up to date on forensic entomology: how it works, what’s being done in the field,
and the limitations of forensic entomology. It promises to be a lively talk.
Future dates 2004: February 28 - Steve Marshall; March 27 - Student Symposium (Location TBA); April 24 - TBA
All meetings are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.
To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.
Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip

Reports
by Carol Sellers, Field Trip & Program Coordinator
Once again we got lucky and had perfect weather for the TEA
outings. About 16 people attended each outing and with so
many sharp eyes and varied interests, there was always
something neat to look at.

June 7
Dragonflies and other insects of the Rouge Valley
Leader: Michael van der Poorten
On one of the few nice days of early summer, we met at the
Pearse House and headed down to the pond. Teneral damsels
seemed to be everywhere! Michael and his hand lens were
kept busy identifying them. We got a good list of odonates
and a respectable number of butterflies for so early in a slow
season. Clwedd Burns found a humungous nursery web
spider on the way and Ellie Kubisz caught many interesting
insects, including a large black-and-white one we’d never
seen before. Thanks to Michael van der Poorten for scouting
the location and sharing his expertise.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Numbers

Common Name

Spring azure
Eastern tailed blue
Silvery blue
Little wood satyr
Dreamy duskywing
Juvenals duskywing
Cabbage white
Common ringlet
Pearl crescent
Silver spotted skipper

Grape Leaffolder moth
Toothed Somberwing

Nursery web
Crab
Jumping

Pygmy grasshopper

Northern bluet
Enallagma cyathigerum
– about 8 seen, mature blue colour

July 19

Common whitetail
– one male and one female

Plathemis Lydia

Amber-winged spreadwing
– one very fresh female!

Lestes eurinus

Common green darner
Anax junius
– about 6 males patrolling the pond
- unknown anisop nymph
- unknown zygop nymph, Lestes sp?

4

few
few

few

Desmia funeralis
Euclidia cuspidea

Spiders

Other

Dot-tailed whiteface
Leuchorrhinia intacta
– many teneral males and females

Celastrina argiolus
Everes comyntos
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Megisto cymela
Erynnis icelus
Erynnis juvenalis
Pieris rapae
Coenonympha inornata
Phyciodes tharos
Epargyreus clarus

Moths

Eastern forktail
Ishnura verticalis
– many mature males, immature (orange) females, mature females
(pruinosed blue) and hundreds of tenerals

Enallagma civile

Numbers

Butterflies

Dragonflies

Familiar bluet
- 3 mature males

Scientific Name

Pisaurina mira
Xysticus sp (ferox?)
Phidippus clarus

Moths on the Oak Ridges Moraine
Leader: Dave Beadle
Once again, we started the outing in TEA member Brian
Henshaw’s garden in Brooklin. Brian’s overnight trapping had
captured some beautiful moths, including very fresh tiger
moths (Virgin and Arge). After Dave and Brian had identified
and released the moths, we moved to a lovely private estate
on the Moraine. We set up sheets in 2 locations and waited
for the moths to find us. We had great luck: even more species
than last year, and several species of Sphinx. We were joined
for a while by the home owners and their guests who seemed
to appreciate the beauty of the moths we were attracting.
Thanks to Dave Beadle for organizing and leading
the outing, and for patiently identifying the moths for us.
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Thanks also to Brian Henshaw for his overnight trapping, use
of his garden, and for knowing where the great spots are on
the Moraine.
Scientific Name
Coleophora spissicornis
Choristoneura rosaceana
Archips purpurana
Sparganothis sulfureana
Tortricidia testacea
Tortricidia flexuosa
Apoda y-inversum
Euclea delphinii
Nymphula ekthlipsis
Munroessa icciusalis
Ostrinia nubilalis
Fumibotys fumalis
Pyrausta signatalis
Desmia funeralis
Pantographa limata
Herpetogramma pertextalis
Crambus agitatellus
Microcrambus elegans
Urola nivalis
Pyralis farinalis
Hypsopygia costalis
Herculia olinalis
Galasa nigrinodes
Pterophoridae sp.
Itame pustularia
Semiothisa bisignata
Semiothisa pinistrobata
Protoboarmia porcelaria
Hypagyrtis unipunctata
Euchlaena serrata
Ennomos subsignaria
Plagodis phlogosaria
Eusarca confusaria
Tetracis crocallata
Eugonobapta nivosaria
Idaea dimidiata
Pleuroprucha insulsaria
Scopula limboundata
Dysstroma hersiliata
Eulithis diversilineata
Xanthorhoe lacustrata
Orthonama obstipata
orthonama centrostrigaria
Horisme intestinata
Calledapteryx dryopterata
Malacosoma disstria
Malacosoma americanum
Sphinx canadensis
Lapara bombycoides
Smerinthus jamaicensis
Paonias myops
Pachysphinx modesta

5

Common Name

Numbers

Oblique-banded Leafroller

Spiny Oak-Slug Moth

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
4
1

European Corn Borer Moth

Grape Leaffolder Moth
Basswood Leaffolder Moth

Meal Moth
Clover Hayworm Moth

Lesser Maple Spanworm
Red-headed Inchworm
White Pine Angle
Porcelain Gray
One-spotted Variant
The Saw-Wing
Elm Spanworm
Straight-lined Plagodis
Confused Eusarca
Yellow Slant Line
Snowy Geometer
Common Tan Wave
Large Lace Border
Orange-barred Carpet
Lesser Grapevine Looper
Toothed Brown Carpet
The Gem
Bent-line Carpet
Brown Bark Carpet
Brown Scoopwing
Forest Tent Caterpillar
Eastern Tent Caterpillar
Canadian Sphinx
Northern Pine Sphinx
Twin-spotted Sphinx
Small-eyed Sphinx
Big Poplar Sphinx

1
1
1
1
10
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
3
20
1
3
1
1
2
1
10
2
10
1
2
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
2
1

Scientific Name

Common Name

Numbers

Darapsa myron
Peridea basitriens
Nerice bidentata
Gluphisia septentrionis
Heterocampa umbrata
Haploa contigua
Haploa confusa
Phragmatobia fuliginosa
Grammia virgo
Grammia arge
Halysidota tessellaris
Ctenucha virginica
Cisseps fulvicollis
Leucoma salicis
Idia americalis
Idia aemula
Phalaenophana pyramusalis
Zanclognatha ochreipennis
Epidelta metonalis
Epidelta larentioides
Rivula propinqualis
Bomolocha baltimoralis
Bomolocha palparia
Bomolocha abalienalis
Bomolocha deceptalis
Hypena scabra
Spargaloma sexpunctata
Panapoda rufimargo
Caenurgina erechtea
Catocala blandula
Autographa precationis
Marathyssa inficita
Meganola miniscula
Lithacodia muscosula
Lithacodia albidula
Lithacodia synochitis
Lithacodia carneola
Tarachidia candefacta
Tarachidia erastrioides
Charadra deridens
Raphia frater
Acronicta innotata
Acronicta morula
Acronicta haesitata
Acronicta increta
Apamea amputatrix
Oligia exhausta
Oligia subjuncta
Amphipoea velata
Balsa tristigella
Discestra trifolii
Polia nimbosa
Polia imbrifera
Lacanobia subjuncta
Lacinipolia renigera

Hog Sphinx
Oval-based Prominent
Double-toothed Prominent
Common Gluphisia
White-blotched Heterocampa
The Neighbour
Confused Haploa
Ruby Tiger Moth
Virgin Tiger Moth
Arge Moth
Banded Tussock Moth
Virginia Ctenucha
yellow-collared Scape Moth
White Satin Moth
American Idia
Common Idia
Dark-banded Owlet
Wavy-lined Zanclognatha
Pale Epidelta
Black-banded Owlet
Spotted Grass Moth
Baltimore Bomolocha
Mottled Bomolocha
White-lined Bomolocha
Deceptive Bomolocha
Green Cloverworm Moth
Six-spotted Gray
Red-lined Panapoda
Forage Looper Moth
Charming Underwing
Common Looper Moth
Dark Marathyssa
Confused Meganola
Large Mossy Lithacodia

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
10
2
1
3
2
1
4
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
15
1
1
1
1
3
2
Black-dotted Lithacodia
4
Pink-barred Lithacodia
1
Olive-shaded Bird-Dropping
1
Small Bird-Dropping Moth
1
The Laugher
1
The Brother
2
Unmarked Dagger Moth
1
Ochre Dagger Moth
1
Hesitant Dagger Moth
1
1
Yellow-headed Cutworm Moth 2
4
2
Veiled Ear Moth
2
Three-lined Balsa
1
The Nutmeg
1
Stormy Arches
1
Cloudy Arches
8
Speckled Cutworm Moth
1
Bristly Cutworm Moth
5
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Scientific Name
Leucania multilinea
Leucania pseudargyria
Anhimella contrahens
Homorthodes furfurata
Xestia praevia
Protolampra brunneicollis
Euretagrotis sigmoides
Cryptocala acadiensis

Common Name

Number

Many-lined Wainscot
False Wainscot

10
2
1
2
1
2
2
2

Scurfy Quaker
Brown-collared Dart
Sigmoid Dart
Catocaline Dart

TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES: 105

Hog Sphinx - Darapsa myron in Acton by Bill McIlveen

July 22
Moths in High Park
Leaders: Dave Beadle and Tom Mason
The TEA participated once again in the High Park moth night.
Tom Mason gave an introductory talk on moths to the
assembled adults and children while Dave Beadle and Carolyn
King set up sheets and lights to attract the moths. It had
rained that afternoon but fortunately stopped in time for the
show to go ahead. We actually got 38 species of moths
including a very fresh Elm Sphinx. Thanks to everyone who
helped out and especially to Dave Beadle for producing the
species list.
Scientific Name
Coleophora spissicornis
Dichomeris flavocostella
Croesia semipurpurana
Argyrotaenia quercifoliana
Choristoneura fractivittana
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Common Name

Numbers

Oak Leafroller
Oblique-banded Leafroller

1
2
1
1
2

Scientific Name

Common Name

Number

Archips purpurana
Sparganothis sulphureana
Nymphula ekthlipsis
Helvibotys helvialis
Hypsopygia costalis
Herculia olinalis
Crambus sp.
Pterophoridae sp.
Itame pustularia
Semiothisa pinistrobata
Idaea dimidiata
Pleuroprucha insulsaria
Scopula limboundata
Orthonama obstipata
Eupithecia sp.
Ceratomia amyntor
Halysidota tessellaris
Cycnia tenera
Idia americalis
Epidelta larentioides
Renia sobrialis
Hypena scabra
Scoliopteryx libatrix
Caenurgina erechtea
Catocala sp.
Autographa precationalis
Lithacodia synochitis
Tarachidia candefacta
Eudryas grata
Alypia octomaculata
Oligia exhausta
Cosmia calami
Euxoa tesselata

1
2
2
1
Clover Hayworm Moth
1
1
4
3
Lesser Maple Spanworm
1
White Pine Angle
1
2
Common Tan Wave
1
Large Lace Border
2
The Gem
1
1
Elm Sphinx
1
Banded Tussock Moth
1
Delicate Cycnia
1
American Idia
1
Black-banded Owlet
1
Sober Renia
1
Green Cloverworm Moth
1
The Herald
1
Forage Looper Moth
3
1
Common Looper Moth
1
Black-dotted Lithacodia
1
Olive-shaded Bird-Dropping 1
Beautiful Wood Nymph
1
Eight-spotted Forester
1
1
American Dun-Bar
1
Tessellate Dart
2

August 17
Spiders of Blackwater/Beaver Creek
Leader: Tom Mason
We started the outing by walking north from the Beaver Creek
bridge. Michael van der Poorten immediately found a mob of
brightly coloured Datana caterpillars on sumac. Then Tom
Mason found several Phidippus clarus spiders on milkweed,
guarding their nests from patrolling black cremastogaster ants.
I can attest that the ants bite when provoked. We got as far as
the pond where Tom found several bridge spiders (Nuctenea
sericata). After lunch we headed south and found several
more species including 2 fishing spiders. In all, we had a great
day: good weather, good company, and even more species of
spiders than last year. Thanks to Tom Mason for his
leadership and expertise in spider identification.
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Scientific Name

Common Name

Numbers

Theridiidae - One species unidentified, webbing on bridges.
Linyphiidae
Prolinyphia marginata
Hypselistes florens
1 unknown Linyphiidae
Araneidae
Nuctenea (Larincoides) cornuta
Nuctenea patiaga
Nuctenea sericata
Araneus trifolium
Argiope aurantia
Argiope trifasciata
Tetragnathidae
Tetragnatha laboriosa
Tetragnatha viridis
Agelenidae
Agelenopsis pennsylvanicus
Pisauridae
Pisaurina brevipes
Dolomedes triton
Lycosidae
Alopecosa kochii
Clubionidae
Clubiona riparia
Philodromidae
Tibellus oblongus ** Specimen looked closer to the European
species T. maritimus but I have not seen records of this species
in Canada as of yet.
Thomisidae
Misumena vatia
Xysticus transversatus
1 Thomisid female with eggs 5mm, brown with white tipped
abdomen
Salticidae
Eris militaris
Metaphidippus protervus
Phidippus clarus

Tiger Swallowtail nectaring on bear scat near Timmons - Bill
McIlveen

Stinkbug on Joe-Pye-Weed - Bob Bowles

Trip Summary by Tom Mason
A total of 24 species were observed covering 11 families. Orb
weavers were again the family best represented. Of note is the
Tetragnatha viridis. This species is known from wetlands
where black spruce grows. The area it was found in was
definitely wetland but black spruce was not prevalent.

Ctenucha (Ctenucha virginica) - Joker's Hill U of T property
near Newmarket, nectaring on Spreading Dogbane (Apocynum
androsaemifolium) - Bill McIlveen
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Ninth Annual TEA Toronto East Butterfly Count - July 1, 2003
By Tom Mason
July 1st was a beautiful sunny day and we had a good turn
out for the count. Here’s what we saw:

Scientific name

Common name

Number

Pterourus glaucus
Pterourus canadensis
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme
Fenisseca tarquinius
Lycaena hyllus
Everes comyntas
Celestrina l. neglecta
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Speyeria cybele
Euphadryas phaeton
Phyciodes cocyta/selenis
Phyciodes tharos
Polygonia comma
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia faunus
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa atalanta
Vanessa virginiensis
Basilarchia arthemis
B. arthemis astyanax
B. archippus
Enodia anthedon
Satyrodes eurydice

Tiger swallowtails
Canada swallowtail
Cabbage white
Clouded sulphur
Orange sulphur
The Harvester
Bronze copper
Eastern tailed blue
Summer azure
Silvery blue
Great spangled fritillary
Baltimore
Northern crescent 384
Pearl crescent
Comma
Questionmark
Green comma
Mourning cloak
Red admiral
American painted lady
White Admiral
Red spotted purple
Viceroy
Pearly eye
Eyed brown

6 *
4 *
70
11 **
6
2
3
1
14
59
16
16

Megisto cymela
Coenonymha inornata
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexippus
Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes pylades
Erynnis icelus
E. baptisiae
Anclioxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
P. themistocles
P. mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Atrytone logan
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris

Participants : Jerry Ball, Charles Heller, Tom Hanrahan, Carol
Sellers, Siglinde van der Grinten, Ann Millett, Jim Taylor, Tom
Mason, Nancy van der Poorten, Micheal van der Poorten,
Mark Kubisz , Carolyn King, Chris Darling, Roslyn Darling,
Tove Christenson, Barry Harrison and James Kamstra.
Areas Covered: Rouge Valley, Don Valley, Markham south of
Hwy 7.
Total Km. Driven: 30
Total Km walked: 75
Total time Driven: 45 minutes
Total time walked: 77 hrs

20
1
7
1
5
9 + 2 larva
1
44
13
40
18

9
Little wood satyr
344
Inornate ringlet
298
Wood nymph
4
Monarch
26 + 1 larva
Silver spotted skipper
22
Northern cloudywing
15
Dreamy duskywing
3
Wild Indigo duskywing 1
Least skipperling
17
European skipper
1150
Peck’s skipper
15
Tawny-edged skipper
117
Long dash
80
Northern Broken dash
13
Delaware
1
Hobomok skipper
153 ****
Dun skipper
7

* Specimens observed appeared to have characters of both species.
** >3 were white phase.

Bald-faced Hornet nest - Bob Bowles

Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are tax-creditable (a receipt
will be issued.)
Donations are welcome to support initiatives
of the TEA including:
W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel Grant - to help to
sponsor research into Ontario insects

Please send your tax creditable donation to: Alan
Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora,
Ontario L4G 2K1

*** >4 Pocahontas phase
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TEA

Activities
April
TEA general meeting
We had a good turnout for the last
meeting of the season for Colin Jones’ talk
about dragonflies. Colin is a biologist with
the MNR and editor of Ontario Insects,
co-editor of Ontario Odonata and coeditor of the TEA Lepidoptera summary.
Colin treated us to a cornucopia
of slides of gorgeous dragonflies while
gently educating us. He covered all the
major groups of odonata, giving the
salient characteristics of each family and
of some of the more common genera. He
pointed out some field characters that are
not widely known but that help to
distinguish similar species and opened
our eyes to the need to look carefully at
what we see (the Lake Darner has a black
line on its face which the very similar
Canada Darner does not).
He introduced us to the lifecycle
of the odonata, the adaptations that the
larval stages make to survive in different
habitats, and the reproductive behaviour
of different species (did you know that
males can scoop out of the female the
sperm that has been deposited by another
male?). We learned of the dangers that
dragonflies face and how they deal with
them – birds, spiders, frogs, fish, other
dragonflies and even plants (such as the
sundew) are all predators. We also learned
about conservation efforts and how
dragonflies are good indicators of a
healthy environment. The talk was the
perfect end to the winter season and the
perfect start to a season of seeing
outdoors what we’ve been reading about
all winter.
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TEA at the Leslie Spit
Spring Festival
On Saturday May 3, 2003, the TEA
participated in the Leslie Spit Spring
Festival. Six intrepid members of the TEA
volunteered their time to stand in the cold
to tell people how wonderful insects are.
The day was sunny but it’s usually cold
on the spit, and our table was set up
outside. We met a steady stream of people,
adults and kids, walking, biking, and
skating on the Spit who were induced to
stop at our table by the gorgeous New
Guinea butterflies we had on display! We
then showed them the butterflies they
would see on the Spit thanks to the
photographs and specimens that Jim and
Barry provided. We had lots of interest
from people and some pointed questions
about mosquitoes and West Nile virus.
At our scheduled 1 pm walk,
only one person (another TEA member!)
showed up so it ended up being a TEA
event. It was still cold, but sunny and
we managed to find the Forage Looper
moth and some beetles.
Thanks to all who helped out:
Jim Spottiswood, Barry Harrison, Sarah
Stewart, Carolyn King, Carol Sellers and
Michael van der Poorten.

TEA at the North
American Native Plant
Society Plant Sale
The TEA had a table at the NANPS
plant sale on Saturday, May 10, 2003
where the focus was on butterfly
gardening and beneficial insects. We
answered many questions about
migrating monarchs, how to attract
butterflies and butterfly releases in
schools. It was a good match for both
groups and we hope to participate again
next year.
Thanks to Carolyn King and
Michael van der Poorten for their help.

Ontario Odonata
receives praise
Just wanted everyone to know
that Ontario Odonata, Vol 3 (2000)
received a very good review in the latest
issue of Ode News, An Occasional
Newsletter about Dragonflies and
Damselflies in Southern NewEngland.
They wrote:
”The folks in Ontario really have their
act together. Although there are
relatively few people chasing odonates
in the province, the fruits of their efforts
are better documented than anywhere
else in North America”.
Great job! Thanks toPaul
Catling, Colin Jones and Paul Pratt for
co-editing and to all those who not only
go out looking for odonates but take the
time to send in their records.
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The

Things

Bookworm

To Do

New Books

Worth Reading

TIGER BEETLES
The Evolution, Ecology, and Diversity of
the Cicindelids
David L. Pearson; Alfried P. Vogler
ISBN: 0-8014-3882-9 US $39.95
Cornell Series in Art

Bugs of Ontario
by John Acorn
Lone Pine Publishing
ISBN: 1-55105-287-3, 160 pages, $14.95

Geometrid Caterpillars of
Northeastern and Appalachian Forests
by D. L. Wagner et al.
USDA Forest Service #FHTET-2001-10
September 2001
Marigold’s Wings
By Vlasta van Kampen
Key Porter, 32 pages, $21.95
A book about butterflies for children
ages 4-6 with a postscript by former
TEA president, Dr. Phil Schappert
An Obsession with Butterflies - Our
Long Love Affair with a Singular Insect
by Sharma Apt Russell
Perseus Publishing 2003 1-800-255-1514
239 pg, hard cover, ISBN 0-7383-0699-7
$37.00 Canadian
This book appears to be a general work
about butterflies. The cover of the book
bears a large monarch!
Field Guide to the Dragonflies and
Damselflies of Massachusetts
200+ full-color pages and ring-bound,
$20, postpaid. Available from Natural
Heritage & Endangered Species Fund,
MA Division of Fisheries & Wildlife,
North Drive, Westborough, MA 01581
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Finally! A book about Ontario insects.
John Acorn is a well known ‘bugster’
with a great sense of humor and an
overwhelming passion for insects. This
is a basic book that highlights the 125
‘coolest’ bugs of Ontario - it will be
perfect for kids or those new to the
subject. There’s a brief introduction to
life histories, ecology, systematics and
being a bugster. Then each of the
coolest species gets a page to itself with
a half-page colour illustration by Ian
Sheldon and a write-up in John’s unique
entertaining but educational style.

Websites and CDs
Saturniidae of North America on CD
For details, see
www.silkmoths.bizland.com/credits.htm
Includes state by state listings, county
by county distribution maps, numerous
articles by members of WLSS, etc.
Butterfly larvae of Canada and North
America Website
See an introductory page at:
www.silkmoths.bizland.com/
ButterflyIntro.htm
Adult foods, larval foods, state
and provincial distributions, rearing and
general information are available. This is
a private members site. See registration
details at the URL above or contact Bill
Oehlke at oehlkew@islandtelecom.com.

Caterpillar Rearing
Project
Dave Wagner of the University
of Connecticut is the lead author of two
wonderful USDA publications on
identifying caterpillars. He is now
embarking on an even larger project
(400+ species) and could use some help
rearing caterpillars. The idea would be
to collect the caterpillars, rear them to
maturity, and take a high-quality macro
photograph of both the caterpillar and
the moth when it emerges. He has
suggested starting with Cucullia which
feed on asters and goldenrods in the
fall; he’s also interested in Furcula and
Clostera which feed on poplar and
willows. If you’d like to help, please
contact him directly:
david.wagner@uconnvm.uconn.edu.
The current USDA
publications on caterpillars are available
free by emailing Georgia Haynes at the
USDA: ghaynes@fs.fed.us. Ask for
Caterpillars of Eastern Forests, FHTET96-34 and Caterpillars of Northeastern
and Appalachian Forests, FHTET-200110. These are such worthwhile
publications, it would be great if we
could contribute to the next one.

ESO Annual Meeting
Entomological Society of Ontario
November 28 - 30, 2003
Guelph, Ontario
The Plant Link: Insect-Plant
Interactions
- includes an Insect Expo, Job Fair, “Eat
your Work” demo and more.
Check www.entsocont.com for details.
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Royal Botanical Gardens Odonate Count 2003
by Carl Rothfels
On July 25, Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG) staff held a trial
count of the dragonflies and damselflies (Odonata) of RBG
properties. The count was set up in a similar fashion to the
popular Christmas Bird Counts and the increasingly popular
butterfly counts that now occur across much of Ontario.
Odonate counts are annually increasing in number;
to my knowledge, there were four other odonate counts held
in 2003: the Algonquin Park West Side Count; the Lake Dore
Count; the Pelee Island Count; and the Carden Plains Count
(King et al., 2003). Of these, only the Pelee Island count is in
the Carolinian Zone, and none are in the northern Carolinian
Zone area of Hamilton.
A count at Royal Botanical Gardens, then, has the
potential to fill in a gap in the study of Odonata. Aside from its
cultivated gardens, RBG has approximately 970 hectares of
natural lands, consisting of four loosely connected
sanctuaries boasting diverse ecological communities: Cootes
Paradise, Hendrie Valley, Rock Chapel, and the Berry Tract
(Smith, in press). Cootes (a coastal marsh where Spencer
Creek flows into Hamilton Harbour), and Hendrie Valley
(where Grindstone Creek enters the harbour) contain
particularly rich wetland habitats, and that is where we
concentrated our odonate counting.
I also hoped that by holding a count, we could learn
more about the Odonata of RBG, and could increase the
number of people interested in this fascinating group of
insects. Encouraged by the success of this count, I plan on
making it an annual event, and on holding an additional
Hamilton Odonate count next year.
Dragonflies and damselflies make an excellent count
group since, like birds and butterflies, they are conspicuous
animals that can generally be identified with a pair of
binoculars (with the need to catch some species for closer
examination in order to confirm their identity). They are
diverse but not to the extent of being overwhelming, and they
are excellent indicators of ecological conditions. Odonata are
dependent on aquatic environments for their larval stage,
which makes them excellent indicators of water quality, an
issue of significant interest at RBG and across the Hamilton
Harbour area as we attempt to restore the Harbour
environment.
The count was informal; it ended up being half
“count” and half “tutorial.” We spent the morning at the
western end of Cootes Paradise exploring the edges of the
Desjardins Canal and Spencer Creek and trekking through the
European Manna Grass (Glyceria maxima) wet meadow
communities. For the afternoon we hiked along the Grindstone
Creek through Hendrie Valley. This area features frequent
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shallow-water “marshes” that have been isolated from the
Creek by berms made of Christmas trees embedded in the soil
sediment. These barriers keep Eurasian Carp out of the
marshes and allow aquatic vegetation to regenerate. These
marshes were particularly rich in Odonata. To end the count,
we made a quick trip, in declining light, down to Mercer’s Glen
to pick up the last species of the day.
The count was a great success. We found 556
individuals of 28 species. The most common species of
damselfly was the beautiful Ebony Jewelwing (Calopteryx
maculata), with 82 individuals observed. They were
particularly abundant along Spencer Creek, along with the
most abundant dragonflies— the meadowhawks. Many
meadowhawks are difficult to identify to species, especially
when they are young, so most of ours are listed as Sympetrum
sp., which means that we know they were a meadowhawk, but
we’re not quite sure which one.
Everyone involved had an excellent time, and was
able to learn a great deal about odonate identification and
ecology (and improve their skills with an insect net, too!). If
anyone thinks that catching dragonflies (or even damselflies)
is easy, we invite you to come out on the count next year!

Highlights: The Halloween Pennants (Celithemis eponina)
seen over Blackbird Marsh were new for RBG. These fastflying dragonflies with orange and red striped wings often fly
low over ponds and can be extremely difficult to catch.
Fortunately, they are stunningly coloured, and easy to
identify from a distance. Also, the Cherry-faced
Meadowhawks (Sympetrum internum) were new for RBG, and
also new for Hamilton (OOD 2003) (see note for further
details). This species poses an identification challenge (it
resembles the common Ruby Meadowhawk [S.
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rubicundulum]), and so it may have been overlooked in the
past. Damselflies also delivered excitement. We found three
locations for the Blue-fronted Dancer (Argia apicalis), a
southern species of blue and black damselfly that had been
found new for RBG and Hamilton (OOD 2003) the day before
at Long Pond. This species was somehow missed last year,
but appears to be widespread in the RBG area. Two of the
locations are within Halton, and represent the first records of
this species in that region (OOD 2003). Another exciting
damselfly was the Rainbow Bluet (Enallagma antennatum),
which manages to pack black, orange, yellow, green, and blue
onto its tiny body. A population on Spencer Creek at Cootes
Drive is the first RBG population and the second RBG record
of this species (the first record being a lone individual found
resting on foliage near the Cootes Paradise Fishway). Finally,
several Band-winged Meadowhawks (Sympetrum
semicinctum) at the mouth of Grindstone creek were the
second RBG record of this distinctive small meadowhawk.

Request for sightings: I am very interested in the Odonata of
Hamilton and Halton regions. If anyone has any sightings,
please let me know. I can be reached at RBG by phone at 905527-1158, ext. 238 or by email at crothfels@rbg.ca.
Citations:
King, C., Jones, C., Bowles, B. 2003. Insect Counts 2003. Email
on behalf of the Toronto Entomologists’ Association.
Ontario Odonata Database (OOD). 2003. Database of Ontario
Odonata records on file at the Natural Heritage Information
Centre, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Peterborough.
Smith, T. In press. Flora of Royal Botanical Gardens. Royal
Botanical Gardens, Burlington, Ontario.

“Count Week” species: We only had one party in the field,
which, coupled with our relaxed pace, meant that we were only
able to cover a small area (see attached maps), and only by
foot (no canoes). Other species seen in the search areas
within three days either side of the count include Skimming
Bluets (Enallagma geminatum), Unicorn Clubtails
(Arigomphus villosipes) and one Prince Basket-tail (Epitheca
princeps). A more thorough count is sure to find more species,
and many more individuals.
Weather: Conditions were great for counting odonates, with
the day being hot and sunny, with a slight breeze.
Participants: Jeremy Adams, Hollie Clavering, Tiffany Harvey,
Gordon Lewer, Brian Pomfret, Carl Rothfels, Sean Spisani, Jen
Sylvester, and Kiirsten VanWyck. Special thanks to everyone
for making this count such a success, and so much fun.

Cootes Paradise

Party hours: Four kilometres walked, over six hours.
Note: Sympetrum rubicundulum and Sympetrum internum
were not conclusively identified in the field. The critters we
called “pale-faced Sympetrums” and “red-faced Sympetrums”
during the count were attributed to these species,
respectively, after the fact, based on close examination of
Sympetrum specimens from RBG and elsewhere in Hamilton
and Haldimond/Norfolk. Sympetrums with red-faces seem to
consistently be S. internum, and those with off-coloured faces
S. rubicundulum, but my sample size is small, and some of the
individuals placed in these species on the count may belong
to other species.
Hendrie Valley
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RGB Odonate Count 2003
Scientific Name

Common Name

Numbers

Damselflies
Calopteryx maculata
Lestes dryas
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes unguiculatus
Amphagrion saucium
Argia apicalis
Argia fumipenis
Enallagma antennatum
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma civile
Enallagma signatum
Ischnura verticalis

Ebony Jewelwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing
Lyre-tipped Spreadwing
Eastern Red Damsel
Blue-fronted Dancer
Variable Dancer
Rainbow Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Familiar Bluet
Orange Bluet
Eastern Forktail

Dragonflies
Aeshna constricta
Anax junius
Celithemis eponina
Erythemis simplicicollis
Leucorrhinia intacta
Libellula luctuosa
Libellula pulchella
Libellula lydia
Pachydiplax longipennis
Perithemis tenera
Sympetrum cf internum*
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum cf rubicundulum*
Sympetrum semicinctum
Tramea lacerata
Sympetrum sp.
Lestes sp.
Argia sp.
Enallagma sp.

Lance-tipped Darner
1
Common Green Darner
3
Halloween Pennant
3
Eastern Pondhawk
7
Dot-tailed Whiteface
2
Widow Skimmer
9
Twelve-spotted Skimmer 15
Common Whitetail
29
Blue Dasher
39
Eastern Amberwing
20
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk 7
White-faced Meadowhawk 21
Ruby Meadowhawk
11
Band-winged Meadowhawk 2
Black Saddlebags
4
Meadowhawk species
153
Spreadwing species
20
Dancer species
3
Bluet species
15

TOTAL NUMBERS:

86
1
20
2
7
11
1
5
3
34
5
11
6

556

Moth

Lore
......Richard Rowe mentioned the Norse colonists of Greenland,
and how climate change destroyed their once-lovely home. I
thought you folks might be interested in an alternative,
entomological explanation— the moth that ate Greenland. The
nocutuid moth Eurois occulta (L.), probably played a major
role here. I read about it in Louis Hanfield’s book “Les Guide
des Papillons du QuÈbec.” (Version scientifique. Broquet
Inc., Ottawa. p. 756). In short, he argues that the Vikings
accidentally introduced the moth, and that the caterpillars
became super abundant and ate every green leaf in sight. In
support of this, there are reports of caterpillars so thick on the
rocks by the sea that kayaks could not be landed due to the
slipperiness of their collective squished bodies. As well, there
are layers in Greenland peat bogs made up of almost nothing
but the remains of Eurois pupae. Interesting, no?
When I was a student, I had the good fortune to take a course
in Quaternary environments. I think that was in 1985. Back
then, no one had heard of global warming. I was taught that
the first half of the 20th century was the warmest period in the
last 1000 years, and that the climate was cooling at the time I
took the course. I was also taught that the “little ice age” and
the “hypsithermal” warm period were both slippery concepts,
and that the evidence from one site rarely corresponded with
that from another. The take home message seemed to be that
climates change a LOT, and that there is no such thing as
normal. When the global warming debate started up, I got the
impression that climatologists broke into two camps— those
who looked at evidence from the past and tried to correlate it
with predictive models (such as the Milankovitch curves
[hope I spelled that correctly]) and those who used computer
models and recent weather data to predict the future.
Whether these two groups have come together to share their
perspectives in the last 15 years, I have no idea, but surely
there is much here that we should understand before trusting
claims about odonate ranges and global warming.
John Acorn
Edmonton, Canada
Exerpted from Ode-list communications with permission of
John Acorn

Rainbow bluet - Eels Creek - Michael van der Poorten
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IN MEMORIAM: Dr. Fred A. Urquhart
Excerpted from the University of
Toronto Bulletin (7)
Monday, June 9, 2003, and other
sources
Compiled by Don Davis
Professor Emeritus Frederick Urquhart ,
an internationally renowned expert in
the field of Insect Migration, died Nov.
3, 2002, at the age of 90.
Born in Toronto, Urquhart
began his career at the university as a
student, graduating at the top of his
class in 1935. He completed his MA in
1937 and PhD in 1940. Following
graduation he joined the meteorological
division of the Department of Transport
and taught meteorology to students in
the RCAF until the end of the war. In
1945 he became the assistant director of
zoology at the Royal Ontario Museum
and in 1948 was cross-appointed as an
assistant professor in zoology. The
following year he became director of
zoology and paleontology at the ROM
and in 1961 he assumed full-time duties
as an associate professor of zoology,
becoming a full professor in 1963.
Among Dr. Urquhart’s students was
noted Canadian author Farley Mowat.
In 1966 Urquhart became one
of three initiators and organizers of the
zoology teaching and research program
at Scarborough College, retiring in 1977.
Urquhart was one of the few people at
Scarborough to produce a highly
successful television lecture series.
Although his research
interests were broad – with four books,
a monograph and 62 papers in refereed
journals and countless scientific reports
and popular articles relating to a wide
range of biological subject matter to his
credit — Urquhart’s first love was
butterflies. He longed to answer the
question: Where do monarch butterflies
go in the winter? Urquhart’s first
attempt in 1937 to follow the monarch
by marking individual butterflies met
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with limited success. But by 1940 he’d
developed a method of tagging that
worked and after the war he and his
wife, Norah, whom he married in 1945,
tagged thousands of monarchs, affixing
a tiny label to the wing, reading “Send
to Zoology University of Toronto
Canada.” In 1952 he issued the first
appeal for volunteers to assist with the
tagging and over the next 20-odd years
thousands of people had participated.
In January 1975, these efforts paid off.
In 1976 the Urquharts were able to see
the spectacular sight for themselves.
Now over a dozen sites on five
mountains have been identified as
winter habitat for monarchs and these
are protected as ecological preserves by
the Mexican government, largely
through Urquhart’s early influence and
advocacy. In Canada, Fred was an
advocate for a reduction in the use of
pesticides and herbicides, and for the
planting of milkweed, the sole food
plant of monarch butterfly larva.
“Large numbers of people were
encouraged to be citizen-scientists and
a lot of people got involved
internationally. It had quite an
electrifying effect on butterfly migration
studies,” said U. of T. Zoology
Professor David Gibo.” A number of
long-time members of the T.E.A.
participated in Fred’s tagging program
and a few are named in his 1960 book
“The Monarch Butterfly”. Many
research associates remained with the
program, tagging monarchs for 10, 20, 30
years. At least one individual who
began tagging with the Urquharts in the
mid 1950’s is still tagging monarchs with
Urquhart tags.
While the project was officially
ended in 1992, Fred and Norah
continued to support limited monarch
tagging in remote locations from where
no recoveries had been made. One such
monarch from Grand Manan Island,

Nova Scotia was recovered in Mexico
two years ago.
It is noteworthy that until later
years, when the National Geographic
Society provided grants for insect
migration research, this program
operated on very limited funding
provided by the Urquharts and their
volunteer “Research Associates”.
Fred was involved in the
formation of the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists. Until recently, a framed
collection of photos from the 1941
“Limberlost Camp” hung in the
reception area of the FON Headquarters.
In one of these photos, Fred Urquhart
was shown stirring a huge cast-iron pot
with a large staff.
Fred and Norah Urquhart were
awarded the W.W.H. Gunn trophy by
the F.O.N. In 1998, as a result of a
successful nomination supported by
T.E.A. members and others, Fred and
Norah were appointed to the Order of
Canada. The Urquhart Butterfly Garden
near Dundas, Ontario was named in
their honour.
Fred Urquhart is survived by
his wife, Norah and his son, Doug and
family from Whitehorse, Yukon.
Photo from University of Toronto
Bulletin
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Monarch

News
Illuminating the Circadian Clock in
Monarch Butterfly Migration
Oren Froy, Anthony L. Gotter, Amy L.
Casselman, and Steven M. Reppert
Science 2003 May 23; 300: 1303-1305
A screening level approach for
nontarget insect risk assessment:
Transgenic Bt corn pollen and the
monarch butterfly (Lepidoptera :
Danaidae)
Wolt JD, Peterson RKD, Bystrak P,
Meade T
ENVIRONMENTAL ENTOMOLOGY
32 (2): 237-246 APR 2003
Abstract:
Quantitative risk assessment affords an
objective approach for assessing
ecological risk from crops produced
using biotechnology. Ecological risk
assessment for plant-incorporated
insecticidal proteins necessitates
consideration of risks to nontarget
insects when species-specific hazard
information may be lacking, Screeninglevel risk assessment methods afford a
means by which risks to species of
concern may be evaluated
conservatively using exposure
estimates, host-range information, and
a probabilistic estimate of toxicity to
sensitive species. This approach was
applied to the special case of Bt corn
pollen risk, to monarch butterfly,
Danaus plexippus (L.). populations the
results were compared with more highly
refined risk assessment techniques in
terms of the risk conclusions which can
be developed with more highly certain
information. Exposure analysis based on
readily available literature showed
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submitted by Don Davis

pollen interception by the host for
monarch butterfly larvae (common
milkweed, Asclepias syriaca L.)
declined exponentially with distance
from the pollen source. Intra- and intergenera sensitivity of lepidopteran
species was used to project effect to
monarch butterfly larvae, When the
90(th) percentile of effect (LC50.) was
used to estimate monarch butterfly
sensitivity to Bt corn pollen expressing
Cry1A (b) protein, the risk of lethality to
individual larvae was negligible at > 1 in
from the edge of source corn fields.
Subsequent field measurements of
pollen distribution, interception by
milkweed. and especially effects
determinations for monarch
butterfly larvae exposed to CryIA (b)
toxin indicate that the screening-level
approach was effective in focusing the
scope of the problem to exposure from
bigh-expressing Cry1A(b) events
occurring,within source cornfields or at
the near-field edge, Screening level risk
assessment conservatively identifies
the scope of concern and the
uncertainties that need clarification so
that subsequent research can be
appropriately focused.

Temperature-induced variation in larval
coloration in Danaus plexippus
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae)
Solensky, M. S. and E. Larkin. 2003
Ann. Entomol. Soc. Am. 96: 211-216.

Addresses:
Wolt JD, Dow AgroSci, 9330 Zionsville
Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46268 USA
Montana State Univ, Dept Entomol,
Bozeman, MT 59717 USA

Michelle J. Solensky
Department of Ecology, Evolution and
Behavior
University of Minnesota
100 Ecology Building
1987 Upper Buford Circle
St. Paul, MN 55108
612-625-5735 (phone)
612-624-6777 (FAX)
wats0094@tc.umn.edu

Publisher:
ENTOMOL SOC AMER, LANHAM
IDS Number:669MB
ISSN:0046-225X

From Michelle Solensky “A few years ago, a high school student
in our lab studied the effects of
temperature on the color of
monarch larvae. We had noticed (as I’m
sure some of you have!) that when we
put larvae in a cool chamber
they got really dark. We reared
monarchs in controlled-environment
chambers and found that cool
temperatures caused an increase in the
amount of black pigment and a decrease
in the amount of white color,
whereas warm temperatures caused
more white and less black color. This
study has just been published in
the Annals of the Entomological Society
... you can visit the journal’s
website to download the PDF file for
free.”
Annals of the Entomologcal Society
website: http://esa.edoc.com/serverjava/Propub/esa/an-v96n3.contents
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and
Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to
contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries.
There are two summaries: one for Lepidoptera
(butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata
(dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries
also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of
topics covering the respective insect orders. The
Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (titled Ontario
Odonata) is not included with membership but must be
purchased separately. Either of the yearly summaries
may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that
you contact the compiler directly for more details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date
seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the
county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of
a UTM or Latitude and Longitude (read from a
topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit)
would also be beneficial but is not mandatory. Please
also note how many individuals you see and, if possible,
whether they are male or female. Distinguishing between
sight and specimen based records is also tremendously
useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order
that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2004.
Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a
spreadsheet or database application such as Microsoft
Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a
wordprocessing application (e.g. Microsoft Word or
Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten
records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L
2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jeff Crolla (2-642 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, ON
M6H 2W6. Home: 416-533-2267, jeff@primus.ca).
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Harpoon Clubtail - Eels Creek - Michael van der Poorten

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of
Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake),
number of individuals, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./
Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and
observation date. Please contact one of the compilers to
receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all
the necessary fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if
possible) you compile your data using a database file
such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be received by December 31, 2003.
Late submissions included at the compiler’s discretion.
Northern Ontario: (north of Algonquin Park, Nipissing
District and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew
and Peterborough) - Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield,
ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial
Compiler: (most of the region east of a line from the
south end of Georgian Bay, east to the Ottawa and St.
Lawrence valleys with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton and Muskoka) - Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens
Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
catlingp@agr.gc.ca). Paul is also Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: (south and southwest of a line
connecting the south end of Georgian Bay to Hamilton
and Niagara on the Lake) - Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette
Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Vol 4, No 3, May
1999, p 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata.
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The Junior Entomologists Page
Word of the Day:
We are proud and excited to be including our first-ever page for kids
only! Look for us in every issue of Ontario Insects. It will be packed
with info, games and lots of other stuff for the junior entomophile
(insect lover). We also want to hear from you. Send us your
drawings, jokes, cool facts, web site and book recommendations,
backyard experiments and anything other buggy thing that you want
to share.
Help! We need a Name! We’re looking for the best name for
this page. Got any ideas? Let us know. If we like it, you could
win a collecting jar and insect field guide to take along on your
next bug hunt!

Have fun on this bug hunt!

“Instar”
Huh?...What’s that?...
An instar is an “inbetween stage” of growth.
Sort of like you, but only
for insects. As you know,
before insects become
adults, they spend time in
other forms such as larvae
and pupae. As larvae
grow, they shed their
exoskeleton again and
again. The stages
between shedding (also
known as moulting) are
called instars.

E D E P I L L I M R L L

ant

lice

E N Y M P H I N S O E A

bee

millipede

B U T T E R F L Y A R D

bug

moth

E L H O R N E T Y C T Y

butterfly

nymph

C I O T M S A L R H A B

dragonfly

pupa

Ladybugs

K V R E I O F L E A M U entomologist

roach

A E A P O N L I C E A G

flea

spider

T E X R O T M O T H P A

grub

stick

• The number of spots on a
ladybug does not tell you its
age.

Y W N G N I T S G R U B

hornet

sting

D T A S P I D E R I P A

insect

thorax

I R T S T I C K O U S N

katydid

wasp

D B U G P S I N S E C T

ladybug

weevil

Cool web site to check out:

www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/alienempire
This web site has fun online puzzles
and lots of great info about insects.

Myths and Facts About…

• A ladybug isn’t a “bug” – it’s
a beetle!
We want to hear from you

Send us an e-mail at buglady@classinsecta.ca or mail your stuff
to Class Insecta, 91 Roanoke Road, Don Mills, ON M3A 1G5

Notice to
Contributors

Flea

Market
FOR SALE
Hand Painted Butterfly Replicas
•
•
•

With wire legs
With magnets
With wood frames

available also as pins, hair clips,
and earrings.
Monarch ‘T’ shirts, full colour
cotton – adult medium to large.
Afghans, cushions and other
Items hand made in Canadian
Yarns from original designs.
TEA Member Bill Martin
Tel: 416-255-1541

Montreal Insect Show
October 26-27, 2003
Tundra Hall, Pavillon du Canada
(On Notre-Dame Island, near the
Casino)
Everything about insects
- Societies and Associations
- Museums, Insectarium & Insect
zoo
- Entomological Supplies
- Dead insects for collection
- Dead insects for display
- Live insects and Arthropods
- Books & Other Publications
- Education
- Frames
- T-shirts & Collectibles
Open from 9 AM to 5 PM
Fee : $5 adults and kids over 14
$2 kids under 14
Parking is FREE.

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

For more information, log onto our
web site :
http://www.insect-trade.com

Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Items for Sale through the TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List By P.M. Catling and V.R.
Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including conservation status, flight period, habitat,
distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: annual summary including articles, notes and
records
Volume 1 (1999) 16 articles plus records - conservation status
ranks, natural history, migration, lists and records, and an
illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern
Canadian Stylurus.
Volume 2 (2000) 16 articles plus records - significant range
extensions ecology, regional lists, conservation and a museum
collection.
Volume 3 (2001) 18 articles plus records - county and regional
lists, range expansions, behavioural notes, conservation status
and identification problems.
Volume 4 (2002): Due soon
Cost per volume: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of
history (2nd edition) Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry
Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1 (905) 7276993; a.hanks@aci.on.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to Toronto
Entomologists’ Association
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Announcements
2004 Student Symposium An invitation to attend
The T.E.A. invites you to the Annual
Student Symposium on Saturday, March
27, 2004 at 1 pm (Room 432, Ramsey
Wright Zoological Building, University of
Toronto, Harbord & St. George).
Postdoctoral fellows, graduate
students and senior undergraduate
students will present their research with a
talk or poster.
Please e-mail us at
info@ontarioinsects.org if you are
interested in presenting or would like more
information.

Final Call for Applicants:
The W.J.D. Eberlie Award for
Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award 2004.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel
award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting
original field research into Ontario insects.
The award is intended as a travel grant to
defray costs of travel to field sites used
for research. The award will be made on
the basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be a member* of the T.E.A. and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
properly completed application form,
postmarked no later than March 25, 2004.
An application form for the award, or
for membership in the T.E.A., may be
downloaded from our website:
www.ontarioinsects.org.
*Membership is $15 per year for students
and includes a subscription to Ontario Insects,
the annual Lepidoptera summary and
discounts on books.
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Last year’s recipients, Melanie Youngs
and Tara Stephens of the University of
Guelph reported that they had a
successful project. Their report Flower
colour and architecture as visual cues
used by female crab spiders (Misumena
vatia) in hunting site selection will appear
in the next issue of Ontario Insects.

Volunteers needed
The T.E.A. will be taking part in a
number of activities this year and your
help is appreciated. The T.E.A. will supply
all the information, you just need to show
up and talk to people! It helps if you can
come for even an hour. Some of the
anticipated activities include:

Ontario Odonata 2002
(Volume 4) is now available
The fourth volume in this well-praised
series is now available. It includes records
of Odonata seen in 2002 and earlier and
12 articles including information about
notable records of Emeralds from LeedsGrenville county, Anax junius
overwintering in eastern Ontario,
dragonflies at sewage lagoons in relation
to water quality and the report of a species
that is new to Canada. Cost is $25
Canadian ($25 US).

Sunday February 22 , 10 a.m. to 5 p.m
- Get the Jump on Spring at the Toronto
Botanical Garden's Annual Horticultural
Open House (Leslie & Lawrence, Toronto)
Saturday & Sunday, May 1 & 2, 10 am
to 5 pm - Ontario Insect Fair at the
University of Guelph Arboretum
Saturday May 8, 10 am to 4 pm - North
American Native Plant Society annual
plant sale - lots of interest in butterfly
gardening!
Saturday, May 29 - FON Annual
General Meeting, Black Creek Pioneer
Village, Toronto

Junior Entomologists Page
You’ll find the second issue of the
TEA’s Junior Entomologists page in OI.
Thanks to the Bug Lady, Jean Godawa,
for preparing it. It still needs a name!
The first issue was well received and
we continue to get requests for more
copies. If you would like a copy to give to
a child, please do let us know.

TEA now has a portable
generator available for rent!
The TEA recently purchased a
portable generator that is now available
for rent to TEA members. It’s a Coleman
portable that weighs about 22 pounds and
can power one or two 150 watt lamps for
about two hours - perfect for mothing!
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Upcoming

Meetings
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
Saturday, February 28, 2004 1 PM
SPECIAL PLACES, SPECIAL BUGS
Steve Marshall
Steve Marshall is a Professor of Entomology in the Department of Environmental Biology at University of Guelph. He
also authored and provided the photographs for the marvellous booklet, Insects of Algonquin Provincial Park. Most of
his research is in fly systematics, especially acalyptrate flies. He has just finished a new book on North American insects
to be published soon by Firefly. In his presentation Steve will introduce us to some of the fascinating insects he’s
encountered along the way.

Saturday, March 27, 2004 1 PM
STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
LOCATION:
ROOM 432, Ramsey Wright Zoology Building
25 Harbord St, at the south west corner of St George St.
Near to the St. George Subway Station, St. George St. exit
Come to hear the latest research into insects! Topics may include:
The influence of pollen availability on the behaviour of spring-reared honey bee workers
To feed or not to feed: the effects of pollen availability on the development of overwintering populations of honey bees
The evolution of Glischrochilus reitter: implications for its biological control
and more....

Saturday, April 24, 2004 1 PM
BUTTERFLY CONSERVATORY FOR EDUCATION
Roy Gucciardil
Roy Gucciardi is a landscape architect and owner of Blue Willow Garden & Landscape Design Centre on Highway 48 just
north of Davis Drive and south of Baldwin.He will discuss his newest venture: the addition of a Butterfly Conservatory
to his garden centre.He rears moths as well as butterflies and is active in using the facility to teach grade school children
about butterflies and their importance to mankind environmentally and socially.
The schedule for field trips will be posted in early April. Check our website for details.

All meetings (except for March 27) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Ninth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count - July 12th, 2003
By John Carley
On Saturday, July 12, 2003, the Ninth Annual Butterfly
Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Nineteen
counters, in seven parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West
and Bloor Street West.
This year’s count took place on a discouraging, dismal
day, with temperatures ranging from 17°C to 19°C, winds from 35
km/hr to 50 km/hr from generally the south west, and with drizzle
and rain. The routes censused included the Leslie Street Spit,
High Park, the Humber River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview
Airport, and other parklands, ravines and so-called “wastelands”
in the city.
Amazingly, given the weather conditions, 38 species
were tallied. However, in total only 1473 individual butterflies
were counted. This species total is the not the lowest of the 9
years in which the count has been conducted and in fact is close
to the average (39.5); however the numeric count total is the
second lowest! The overall cumulative species list remains at 55.
Numerically, our high count was again European
Skipper at 730. We set no new high counts for butterflies. For
the first year ever, no Orange Sulphurs were counted, and only
4 Clouded Sulphurs were recorded! The Compton Tortoiseshell
recorded was only our third year, and the Eyed Brown counted
has only been seen on four counts.
Also, for the first year, no White Admiral/Red-spotted
Purples were recorded! [yet one White Admiral was reported the
next day!]
The 2004 Count date is set for Saturday, July 10 with a
rain date for Sunday, July 11th. Those interested in participating
in the 10th Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count should
contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3,
(416) 766-1330 or carley.la@sympatico.ca.
Observers: A. Adamo, M. Bates, S. Blayney, D. Bone, J. Carley,
D. Cattrall, H. Currie, S. Hawkins, N. McPherson, E. Mihalj, B.
Porter, E. Redrupp, A. Riley, D. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, J.
Stirrat, S. van der Grinten, R. Yukich.

Common Name
Black Swallowtail
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Coral Hairstreak
Acadian Hairstreak
Edwards’ Hairstreak
Banded Hairstreak
Hickory Hairstreak
Eastern Tailed-Blue
Summer Azure
Pearl Crescent
Northern Crescent
Silvery Checkerspot
Question mark
Eastern Comma
Compton Tortoiseshell
Mourning Cloak
American Lady
Red Admiral
Viceroy
Eyed Brown
Little Wood-Satyr
Common Wood-Nymph
Monarch
Silver-spotted Skipper
Northern Cloudywing
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Peck’s Skipper
Tawny-edged Skipper
Crossline Skipper
Long Dash
Northern Broken-Dash
Little Glassywing
Delaware Skipper
Dion Skipper
Dun Skipper

Scientific Name

Numbers

Papilio polyxenes
Papilio glaucus
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Satyrium titus
Satyrium acadica
Satyrium edwardsii
Satyrium calanus
Satyrium caryaevorum
Everes comyntas
Celastrina neglecta
Phyciodes tharos
Phyciodes cocyta
Charydryas nycteis
Polygonia interrogationis
Polygonia comma
Nymphalis vau-album
Nymphalis antiopa
Vanessa virginiensis
Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis archippus
Satyrodes eurydice
Megisto cymela
Cercyonis pegala
Danaus plexipus
Epargyreus clarus
Thorybes pylades
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Polites peckius
Polites themistocles
Polites origenes
Polites mystic
Wallengrenia egeremet
Pompeius verna
Anatrytone logan
Euphyes dion
Euphyes vestris

5
4
337
4
5
17
5
2
1
23
5
1
4
1
4
1
1
2
1
33
1
1
144
24
28
11
9
3
730
1
2
1
1
23
3
4
1
22

Polygonia sp - 2
Unidentified sp - 3
Skipper sp - 3
Total: 38 species, 1473 individuals.

Long dash (Polites mystic)
(Photo: Michael van der Poorten)
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The Asian Long-Horned Beetle in Ontario
By Carol Sellers
On December 15, 2003, Carolyn King and I attended a meeting
put on by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) to
educate nature groups about the Asian Long-Horned Beetle
(ALHB). The beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis or Starry
Night Sky Beetle, is a handsome 3 cm long bluish-black
longhorn with variable white spotting. Unfortunately it is a
major pest of hardwood trees in its native China and has now
surfaced in North America. The first North American
infestation was discovered in New York in 1996, followed by
Chicago (1998), New Jersey (2002) and Toronto/Vaughan
(2003). The first discovery in Ontario was in a Waterloo
warehouse in August 1998, in packing material from China.
The CFIA estimate that the beetle has been in the
Toronto area for 4-6 years. Their surveys have identified a list
of preferred host trees: maples, particularly Manitoba maples,
top the list, followed by horsechestnut. Willow, elm, birch,
sycamore, hackberry, poplar, and mountain ash are also used.
An AHLB infestation can kill a healthy mature tree in 4-5 years.
There are no known effective predators of the beetle,
even in China. Pheromones don’t work, and there are no
insecticides that are effective on infested trees. The CFIA
control strategy is removal of all host trees within a 400 metre
radius of the last known infested tree; this range could be
extended to 800 metres. A pesticide, Imidacloprid, is not yet
approved for use in Canada, but the approval process is
underway and the pesticide could be used as a soil treatment
for trees in the 400-800 metre range. Four consecutive years of
no beetle sightings are required to declare an area free of
infestation. The U.S. procedure of removing only infested
trees has not achieved this.
The Asian Long-Horned Beetle seems to have a 1year life cycle in North America. The egg, which is white and
looks like a dried cucumber seed or flattened grain of rice, is
laid in a slit in the bark, probably starting in July. It hatches in
about 11 days and the early instars feed on the cambium layer.
Then the larva moves into the heartwood and feeds until
pupation in early spring. The larva is NOT attractive: a 5 cm
white grub with some brown on the prothorax. Adults begin to
emerge in late May/early June; populations peak in early July.
The emergence hole of the adult is quite distinctive: a perfect
circle, 1 cm in diameter. Although the adults can fly 300-400
metres, the females seem to prefer to lay their eggs on their
“parent” tree. The adult beetle feeds on twigs, petioles, and
some foliage and prefers edge habitat and open stands to
forest for its feeding and breeding.
What can we as individuals do to stop the beetle in
its tracks? Most of us spend a lot of time outdoors looking for
insects. Knowing the ALHB’s host tree preferences, we can
keep our eyes peeled for signs of the beetle’s presence:
chewed bark indicating an egg has been laid, thin white eggs

in a bark slit, sawdust frass, large round exit holes, the adult
beetle itself. While the CFIA climbs trees to survey them, we
can use binoculars to check the canopy of mature trees before
the foliage emerges. Not that easy, but worth trying. From late
May on, we can be especially alert for adult beetles.
The Asian Long-Horned Beetle is really attractive
and normally we’d take a live-and-let-live approach to it.
However with no natural controls, its potential for destruction
of our hardwood trees is enormous. And the prospect of
losing 400-metre swaths of mature trees in the control effort is
hard to accept. So let’s do what we can as insect spotters.
Any sightings should be reported immediately to the CFIA at
1-800-442-2342. In the event of a find, please DO NOT move or
transport the beetle or any part of the host tree.

Photos courtesy of Tari Stock
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Plant - Insect Interactions on Joker’s Hill
By W.D. McIlveen
This article about the field trip of the Field Botanists of
Ontario to Joker’s Hill on July 12, 2003 was first printed in
the FBO newsletter and is reprinted here with permission.
Despite an overcast day and an occasional rain shower, the
weather did not prove to be any great problem for the
approximately 25 participants on the FBO outing to look at the
interactions of plants and insects. In fact, the temperature was
not too hot and there were numerous insects to be found. The
leaders for this trip were Marc Johnson, Carl Rothsfel, and
Will Godsoe. Marc is a Ph.D candidate at the University of
Toronto, Carl is employed by the Royal Botanical Gardens,
and Will is an undergraduate at the University of Guelph.
The trip took place on the Koffler Scientific Reserve
at Joker’s Hill located about 3 km southwest of Newmarket.
The 1000 acre parcel of land was recently donated to the
University of Toronto by the Kofflers (of Shopper’s Drugmart
fame) in order to support biological research. It is located on
the Oak Ridges Moraine and therefore has a rolling
topography of uplands and wet areas that form the
headwaters of streams that flow towards Lake Ontario. The
property is extensively covered in woodlands, both as natural
stands and plantations. The land has relatively few invasive
plants and measures are being taken to prevent the spread of
those species that do occur. The site therefore provides
tremendous opportunities for conducting ecological research.
The first item on the trip agenda for the day was a
taste test. The leaders handed around small samples of Mossy
Stonecrop (Sedum acre) for the participants to chew. The
slightly peppery taste was illustrative of the first of three main
types of strategies plants use to cope with herbivores. This
was an example of the mechanism known as “constitutive
defences” present in many plants; these are defences that are
always present, at the ready to thwart would be herbivores.
Examples of such defences include the presence of a chemical
compound (such as that which caused the Stonecrop to have
the peppery taste), or the development of physical barriers
such as bark, thorns, or hairs. The second response is
“induced defences” in which new chemicals are formed de
novo following an attack by insects. These chemicals are not
present unless the plants are attacked by some agent and they
are effective at reducing future herbivory. The third response
is “tolerance” to being attacked. In this situation, the affected
plant simply tries to replace or outgrow the lost tissue. A
classic case of tolerance is demonstrated by grasses that are
able to sustain repeated cutting or cropping. When it is
considered that lawns are maintained by regular mowing by
that super urban herbivore ‘the lawnmower”, one starts to
appreciate the magnitude or capacity of plants to respond in
this manner.
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Plants have other important interactions with insects
and other organisms. Parasites, pathogens, and herbivores
can regulate plant populations under the conditions imposed
through evolution. Such is the case with Garlic Mustard
(Alliaria petiolata). Because few pathogens or parasites
specific to the species accompanied it when it was introduced
to North America, Garlic Mustard has become a major pest. In
its native Europe, the situation is quite different and the plant
populations are maintained in smaller numbers. The
importance of insects as a controlling influence on this weed
are therefore evident. At one location, the effect of ant activity
in controlling vegetation around an anthill was evident (Fig.
1). The ants damage the roots of goldenrod within about 30
cm of the margin of the anthill and none of these plants could
develop, while grasses appear little affected. The sun could
therefore readily warm the colony.

Figure 1: The vegetation around the ant colony has been
controlled by the ants which damage the roots of goldenrod
plants. The ant hill is opened up to receive more sunlight.

Plant species can identify and react to individual insect
species and respond accordingly via specific defence
strategies tailored for that species. For example, flea beetles
(Chrysomelidae), Three-lined Potato Beetle (Lema trilinea;
Chrysomelidae), Tortoise Beetle (Plagiomatriona clavata),
and slugs (Limacidae and Arionidae) are all recognized
individually by Climbing Nightshade (Solanum dulcamara).
The response of plants to counter the effects of insect attacks
is a tradeoff by the plants with respect to their investment of
resources. In effect, they must either use their energy and
other resources against the herbivores by increasing the
amount of energy invested in producing a large number of
seed (to provide the greatest potential for species
propagation) or by using that energy to form defensive
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chemicals or other mechanisms that will reduce the rate
herbivore attack but give a greater assurance that seed will be
produced although the numbers of seed will be less.
The chemical constituents of Common Milkweed
(Asclepias syriaca), composed of both latex and cardinolides
(a heart-stopping compound) have been extensively studied.
It has been established that these chemicals are accumulated
in the tissues of the caterpillars of the Monarch Butterfly
(Danaus plexippus) that feed on the Milkweed foliage thereby
rendering the insect either toxic or distasteful to predators.
Less well known is the dense cover of hairs on the leaves of
these plants that act as a physical barrier to insects. Tannins,
which are present in notable concentrations in the tissues of
conifers and other species such as oak, act to protect the
plant in another way. When the plant tissue is consumed, the
tannins bind to proteins in the gut of insects and slow their
rate of food digestion. While this mechanism by itself will not
greatly influence the life of the insects involved, it will
diminish their overall performance and thus slow the rate of
growth of the insect population. Some plant species such as
grass, and notably Horsetails (Equisetum sp.), contain high
concentrations of silica. The silica acts as a physical barrier
that slows the rate of feeding by insects. In air, the latex
produced by certain plants such as Milkweed and Dogbanes
(Apocynum spp.) will start to solidify and gum up the
mouthparts of most insects that attempt to feed on the
tissues. Some species have found the means to overcome this
problem, including the Monarch Butterfly, the Milkweed
Tussock Moth (Euchaetes egle, Arctiidae), and the Dogbane
Beetle (Chrysochus auratus, Chrysomelidae) (Fig. 2), by
severing the latex carrying tissues.

Figure 2: Dogbane Beetle feeding on Apocynum
androsaemifolium. Note white latex oozing from damaged edge
of the leaf.

Recently, it has been recognized that volatile compounds
released by Solanaceous species, like Clammy Ground Cherry
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(Physalis heterophylla) attracts parasitoids that attack insects
that would otherwise feed on this plant species. This
relationship is an “indirect” means of self protection and has
likely evolved as a plant adaptation to reduce herbivory.
Work is underway at Joker’s Hill to determine whether the
phenomenon works under field conditions as well.
Herbivorous insects that feed on the surface of
plants could be quite vulnerable to attack by many predators
and many have adapted different strategies to avoid this
threat. This includes seeking shelter within the plant tissues
themselves. One group has taken to feeding within the tissues
of leaves. This necessitates that the particular insects
involved are rather small so as to fit within the narrow confine
between the upper and lower epidermis of single leaves. At
least five different leaf miners of at least three rather different
insect types were noted without taking the time to search for
others during the trip. One was a miner (unknown species)
that caused large blotches on the foliage of Leatherwood
(Dirca palustris), while the others were a fly (Phytomyza
aquilegiae, Agromyzidae) that attacks Wild Columbine
(Aquilegia canadensis L.) (Fig. 3), a sawfly (Fenusa pusilla,
Tenthredinidae) that is a common leaf mining pest of Paper
Birch (Betula papyrifera Marshall), and a moth (Phyllocnistis
populiella, Gracillariidae) that causes a distinctive Serpentine
Mine on the leaves of poplar (Populus spp.) species. Leaves
of Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum Marshall ssp. saccharum)
were injured by the Maple Blotch Leaf-miner (Cameraria
aceriella: Gracillariidae)

Figure 3: Feeding tunnels left by the leaf-mining Agromyzid
fly (Phytomyza aquilegiae) on the foliage of Wild Columbine

Some insects take the association to a greater level of
interaction and cause the cells forming the plant tissues
attacked to multiply and form swellings known as galls. A
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sample of a gall produced on Wood Nettle (Laportea
canadensis) was examined by the group. A gall formed by the
fly Chirosia betuleti (Anthomyiidae) on Ostrich Fern
(Matteuccia struthiopteris) and known as a Frond Knotting
Gall that was mentioned during the walk was discovered later
in the day. The familiar Ball Gall that forms on Tall Goldenrod
(Solidago altissima var altissima) was also discussed. Both
the plant and the gall-forming fly (Eurosta solidaginis
Tephritidae) are undergoing a co-evolutionary game of ping
pong: the plant is evolving to cause the gall to be smaller so
that parasitoids can more easily reach the young insect, while
the fly is evolving to increase the size of the gall to reduce the
probability that insects within can be accessed by the
ovipositors of the parasitoids.
One of the most interesting finds was the larvae of
the Cherry Gall Azure butterfly Celastrina sp. (Lycaenidae), a
species not previously recorded on the property. The larvae
feed on the spindle galls that are produced on the foliage of
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina Ehrh) and Choke Cherry (P.
virginiana) by the mite Eriophyes padi (Eriophyidae) (Fig. 4).
Not only was the plant supporting the mites and
consequently the butterfly as a secondary beneficiary but an
ant was observed tending the butterfly larvae. Many members
of this butterfly family have developed a relationship with
ants that obtain a sugary solution released by the larvae.

Corrections and additions to
the Leslie Spit list
By Barry Harrison
Common Sooty Wing - bred for a few years in the 1980’s at the
Western base; it likes open, freshly plowed areas and the base
has grown in so is no longer an attractive site for it
Sachem - fresh female, July 29, 2003 on the Western base
Fiery Skipper - status is ‘uncommon’; has been seen several
times over the years
Gray Comma - Bill Edmonds reported this on September 27, 1981
Red Spotted Purple - Additional sightings by Barry Harrison
and Joe Jones on August 14, 1979

The Karner Blue in Ontario
Ontario Insects Vol. 8, No. 1, Sept 2002 - Some additions and
an up-date by Quimby Hess
1. In Figure 3 the photo caption is corrected as follows: “TEA,
OMNR and local nature club members”.
2. On page 11, 2nd last paragraph - please note the following
additional name, i.e. Alan L. Patterson of Kettle Point. A
pensioner, he resided on a lot leased from the First Nation
Reserve. He was another Lambton County photographer and
his photo of a Dainty Sulphur is shown on page 76 of THE
ONTARIO BUTTERFLY ATLAS.

Figure 4: Larva of the Cherry Gall Azure butterfly Celastrina
sp. feeding on Black Cherry Spindle Galls caused by the mite
Eriophyes padi.

I am certain that I am not alone in saying that this field trip
was extremely interesting and very worthwhile and helped our
understanding of the ecological relationships between plants
and insects. Not only was the trip informative, but the leaders
demonstrated a very great ability to explain the topic. To find
such a blend of expertise, knowledge, and enthusiasm among
a rather youthful group of botanists/ecologists certainly
bodes well for the future of these disciplines in Ontario. It is
contagion that is sure to invigorate those of us who have
been around for some years. Thank you Marc! Thank you
Carl! Thank you Will!
More information about Marc’s research and that of his advisor
(Prof. Anurag Agrawal) and contemporaries can be found at
www.herbivory.com.
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3. Update on the situation which has developed at the St.
Williams Forest as reported by the retired Superintendent:
“We now have quite a thriving population of lupines in the
“Rowanwood” nature sanctuary; offspring of the St. Williams
population. The lupines probably are also suffering from the
droughts though and I suspect that even if there were Karner
Blues, their second generation would have a very difficult time
finding anything to eat.”...
“The Norfolk Field Naturalists had a speaker this year who is
an entomology professor in Guelph and he termed the
Manester Tract one of the most valuable sites in Ontario. He
had found several beetle species of which there were no
earlier records in Ontario.”
The former Superintendent also expressed concern over the
management (or lack thereof) of the St. Williams forest and its
future.
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Strange things done ‘neath the midnight sun: searching for
milugiak (AKA black flies) in arctic Canada
By Doug Currie
The black flies (Diptera: Simuliidae) of arctic Canada.
Black flies are conspicuous (and loathed) members of the
arctic insect fauna. Yet despite their notoriety as
bloodsucking pests of birds and mammals, arctic black flies
have received little scrutiny since the termination of Canada’s
“Northern Insect Survey” in 1953. To date, only 22 species
have been reported from arctic Canada west of the Mackenzie
River (Danks 1981), contrasting with the 76 species of black
flies reported from Alaska and the Yukon Territory (Currie
1997). Whether this disparity in species is the result of
biogeographical factors (i.e., the failure of black flies to
recolonize the arctic following deglaciation), or an artifact of
inadequate collecting, is unknown.
Black flies are legendary in northern landscapes
because of their large numbers and the bloodsucking habits of
adult females. Indeed, they are among the few groups of
insects (primarily Diptera) to be bestowed names by the
aboriginal peoples of arctic Canada. For example, the Inuktitut
word “milugiak” or “milugiaq” distinguishes black flies from
other groups of Diptera such as mosquitoes (kiktubiaq), nosee-ums (kirgavaitchauraq), caribou bot flies (miluyuuq), and
‘dung flies’ (anaqsiubayuk). Their unsavory bloodsucking
habits notwithstanding, black flies are important constituents
of arctic stream communities because their larvae serve as
food for other aquatic invertebrates, fishes, and waterfowl.
In association with Peter Adler (Clemson University)
and Donna Giberson (University of Prince Edward Island), I
undertook a series of 4 collecting expeditions the remote and
sparsely collected territory between the Mackenzie River and
Hudson Bay, as follows: the Horton River valley in 2000,
southwestern Northwest Territories in 2001, the Thelon River
valley in 2002, and eastern mainland Nunavut in 2003 (Currie
et al. 2000; Currie and Adler 2000; Currie et al. 2002; Giberson
and Shaverdo 2003). Given the absence of roads from most of
the Northwest Territories and Nunavut, a variety of means
were used to access collecting sites including commercial- and
chartered aircraft, canoes, motorboats, and all-terrain vehicles.
A wide variety of running-water habitats were sampled
in each of the collecting areas, and the immature stages were
fixed in Carnoy’s solution and ethanol to facilitate
chromosomal- and molecular analyses, respectively.
Additionally, adults were collected by aerial netting and
malaise trapping. In total, 240 collections were taken from
arctic- and subarctic localities, yielding more than 25,000
specimens. Chromosomal- and morphological analyses of
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these collections reveals 8 genera and 43 species, almost
doubling the 22 species previously known from arctic
Canada. Two species are new to science and two others
were previously known only from the Palearctic Region.
Despite our collecting efforts, two enigmatic and
little-known species of black flies escaped detection. One
of these species, Simulium giganteum, is known in the
Nearctic Region from a single specimen collected from the
McConnell River valley — not far from Arviat (formerly
Eskimo Point) on the western shore of Hudson Bay. The
other, an undescribed species of Simulium subgenus
Hellichiella from the James Bay region of Quebec, is
currently known only from a description of its
chromosomes. It is clear that knowledge about black fly
diversity in arctic Canada is still incomplete.

Fig. 1. Larva of Simulium vittatum (ex Currie 1986)
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Marked species-composition differences were noted
between eastern- and western sites, indicating that
community structure is far from homogenous across arctic
Canada. This probably reflects the importance of different
source areas for organisms that repopulated the north
following deglaciation. Furthermore, nearly 50% (20 species)
of arctic black flies exhibit a Holarctic distribution,
underscoring the close historical association between the
Nearctic- and Palearctic black-fly faunas at high latitudes.
In terms of feeding habits, 20 species (47%) are
mammalophilic, 13 species (30%) are ornithophilic, and 10
species (23%) are autogenous (i.e., the females do not blood
feed). The autogenous component is an order of magnitude
higher than for black flies as a whole, in which only 2.4% of
species are classified as autogenous (Crosskey 1990). The
relatively high percentage of non-biting species probably
reflects the difficulties associated with finding hosts at high
latitudes. Among anautogenous (i.e., bloodsucking)
species, virtually nothing is known about specific host
preferences other than their apparent predilection for
mammals or birds. However, the most severe anthropophilic
(i.e., human biting) species are members of the Simulium
venustum Say complex.
The results of our expeditions reveal that the arctic
black fly fauna is far richer than previously supposed. The
knowledge gained provides a sounder base from which to
interpret biogeographical patterns, and opens up other lines
of investigation including aspects of life-history
characteristics, community structure, host preferences, and
host/parasite interactions, to name a few. Future fieldwork is
planned for the Seward Peninsula of westernmost Alaska
and yet-to-be determined locations in northern Quebec and
Labrador.
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Fig. 2. Map of collecting localities (modified from D. Giberson)
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The

Bookworm
Checklist and Seasonal
Status of the Butterflies of
Algonquin Provincial Park
By Colin D. Jones
20 pages, The Friends of Algonquin
Park, ISBN 1-896709-89-X, $3.00.
Available from The Friends of
Algonquin Park, P.O. Box 248, Whitney,
ON, K0J 2M0, Tel: 613-637-2828. Order
online at www.algonquinpark.on.ca
This publication replaces the 1988
Algonquin Park checklist and includes
all of the species recorded within the
Park up to 2002 (82 species). For each
species, the status (e.g. common, rare)
on both the East and the West sides of
the park is provided, along with some
general notes on habitat, habits and
larval foodplants. In addition,
phenograms are included that indicate

the recorded flight dates within the Park.
There is also a listing of recommended
areas within the Park to look for
butterflies. Three appendices are also
featured: an annotated section on
excluded species; an annotated list of
possible additions (two species Crossline Skipper and Baltimore
Checkerspot - were added in 2003!); and
a listing of scientific plant names that
correspond to the common names
featured in the text.

Dragonflies of the North
Woods
By Kurt Mead
203 pages, Kollath-Stensaas Publishing,
ISBN 0-9673793-6-9, US$18.95. Available
from most books stores or directly from
the author at
www.dragonfliesofthenorthwoods.com
Another new regional dragonfly guide,
this one covering dragonflies within the
northern portions of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan and Ontario. The
guide begins with a general overview of
dragonfly biology and behaviour,
including information and tips on
dragonfly observation. The species
accounts cover 102 dragonflies (most of
Ontario’s fauna) and feature colour
photographs, species descriptions, and
notes on similar species and behaviour.
A few common damselflies are featured
but are otherwise not covered. The back
of the book includes a glossary, a
checklist, and flight dates.
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Websites of note
www.cbif.gc.ca/spp_pages/noctuoidea/
eastindex_e.php
Illustrated check lists of the Noctuoidea
of eastern Canada (with an image
library).
www.biology.ualberta.ca/facilities/
strickland/noctuoidea/index.htm
Contains 1700 images of the 1500
noctuoids known from Canada and is
mainly a pictorial atlas in an image
library.
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News
Canadian Photographer
Chosen for 2004 Butterfly
Calendar by National
Geographic
Some of London, Ontario’s beautiful
butterflies are being used to illustrate
the 2004 butterfly calendar published by
the National Geographic Society.
The 24 photographs are the work
of London graphic designer Jay Cossey,
whose longtime hobby is
photographing butterflies and other
insects. Cossey has had his photos
published in butterfly and insect guides
over the years. After submitting samples
of his work to the editor of National
Geographic, Cossey was asked to
provide photos for the entire calendar.
Cossey photographs his subjects
in their natural surroundings, with as
little interference as possible. He’ll
sometimes spend hours pursuing one of
his subjects, waiting for the moment to
squeeze off the perfect shot.
Cossey uses slide rather than print
film to take his pictures. His camera is an
“unsophisticated” single lens reflex
model without auto focus. He captures
his brilliant images by using a ring flash
and another flash.
Cossey’s Web address is:
www.images.on.ca/JayC.
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National Heritage Information
Centre Observes its 10th
Anniversary
In November 2003, the Natural Heritage
Information Centre (NHIC) celebrated its
10th anniversary. In those 10 years, staff
of the NHIC have found over 25 species
new to Ontario and have rediscovered
20 others thought to have disappeared
from the province. Last summer, a new
dragonfly for Canada - the Mocha
Emerald (Somatochlora linearis) - was
discovered by staff (TEA member Colin
Jones and Peter Burke) conducting field
surveys for the Sydenham River
Recovery Plan (see photo page 32) .
The NHIC connects science and
conservation through a network of
government and non-government
partners including Bird Studies Canada,
Ducks Unlimited Canada, the Federation
of Ontario Naturalists, The Nature
Conservancy of Canada and the
Ministry of Natural Resources.
This information is shared in order
to set priorities for the conservation of
natural areas, and to support NHIC
projects through technical input and
project funding. Conservation groups,
governments and corporations use the
data to make decisions about managing
natural resources, land and water use
planning, wildlife monitoring and
protecting species at risk.
The NHIC also shares information
and expertise with the global
conservation community and represents
Ontario¹s interests in many national and
international conservation matters.
For more information on the NHIC,
visit their website at:
www.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/nhic.cfm

Proposed Odonate
Symposium 2005
The Rainy River Valley Field Naturalists
may be hosting a 3-5 day odonate
symposium including speakers, tours of
various habitas and some collecting and
species indexing. We have close to 80
species of dragonflies and 15 damsels
within the Rainy River District. The area
is very much under-surveyed so there is
a good chance that we would find some
interesting additions. Because we are on
the border of Minnesota, Ontario and
Manitoba and adjacent to Rainy Lake
and Lake of the Woods, our area offers
great opportunities for collecting and
surveying a number of unique and
diverse habitats.
If you are interested in this
proposed event, please respond with
your name and contact information. We
need this info before we commit to such
an event. If you would be interested in
presenting during the symposium,
please let me know that as well. Timing
for the event would probably be JuneJuly 2005.
Bill Morgenstern, Rainy River Valley
Field Naturalists
<earthmoodsphoto@yahoo.com>

Leuchorrinia intacta (Dot-tailed
whiteface) feeding on another odonate
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Monarch

News

submitted by Don Davis

Monarch Watch
2002 Season Recoveries for Don Davis of Toronto, Ontario
Tag Number
AAR518
AAR670
AAR555
AAR702
AAR872
AAR833
BGQ531
BGR362
AAS433
AAS229
AAS580
BGQ604
BGQ904
BGR303

Tag Location and Date
Presqu’ile P.P. 8/27/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 9/1/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 9/1/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 9/1/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 9/2/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 9/2/01
Presqu’ile P.P. 8/31/02
Cobourg, ON 9/12/01
Toronto, ON 9/12/01
Toronto, ON 9/12/01
Toronto, ON 9/13/01
Toronto, ON 9/6/02
Cambridge, ON 9/14/02
Whitby, ON 9/21/02

Reporter
L. Martinez
M. Mondragon
C. Jesus
R. Hernandez
L. Gonzelez
V. Garcia
M. Mondragon
M. Gonzalez
M. Gonzalez
R. Hernandez
J. Gonzalez
D. Kust
D. Milan

Report Location and Date
El Rosario, Mx
3/7/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/3/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/6/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/7/01
El Rosario, Mx
3/7/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/24/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/3/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/6/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/6/03
El Rosario, Mx
3/7/03
Sierra Chincua, Mx 3/3/03
Sierra Chincua, Mx 3/26/03
El Rosario, MX 3/24/03
L. Swain, E. Dillan Reedsville, Ohio 9/26/02

Miles
2251
2251
2251
2251
2251
2251
2251
2110
2053
2053
2053
2053
2001
359

This data is also posted at: www. monarchwatch.org. Those monarchs noted above that were tagged in the fall of 2001
were reported late (2003) as Monarch Watch ran out of funds in the spring of 2002 to purchase tags from the guides
at the monarch overwintering sites. Tags are purchased at a rate of $5.00 American per tag. A record number of tagged
monarchs were recovered in the spring of 2002 because of the severe winter storm that struck central Mexico in
January 2002.
Conservation of Monarch butterflies in
central Mexico: -Protection of a
Biological Phenomenon in
BIODIVERSITY, Volume 4, #3,
September 03, Pages 14 - 20
Article is authored by William Toone
and Thomas Hanscom of the Zoological
Society of San Diego. You can see the
excellent cover of this journal, with a
lovely line drawing of roosting
monarchs, at:
www.tc-biodiversity.org/biopreview.htm
Also, the cover of the Fall 2003
issue of American Entomologist bears a
large photo of a monarch feeding on
yellow butterfly bush.
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International Congress of
Entomology – Brisbane
Australia, 15-21 Aug 2004
Registration and call for papers for the
Congress are currently open and details
can be found at http://www.ice2004.org
or from International Congress of
Entomology Secretariat (Carillon
Conference Management Pty Ltd)
Telephone: +61 7 3368 2644
Facsimilie: +61 7 3369 3731
Email: Ice2004@ccm.com.au
Post: PO Box 177, Red Hill QLD 4059,
Australia

Butterfly Conservatory
Closed For Renovations
The Niagara Parks Butterfly
Conservatory will be closed to the
public from January 5/04 to March Break
for renovations that include replacing
the netting that lines the interior of the
Conservatory. Other maintenance such
as plant pruning will also take place
during this time. The butterflies inside
the conservatory will be captured,
allowed to mate and be used for
educational purposes. For more
information, go to
www.niagaraparks.com
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TEA

Activities
September
TEA general meeting
Twenty-four people attended the first
meeting of the season which was a lively
one as people shared photos, specimens,
rearing tips and travel stories.
Jean Godawa, the writer of OI’s Junior
Entomologist page, told us of some of her
experiences with teaching kids about
insects and about her proposal to have
an Insectarium at the Toronto Botanical
Garden (formerly the Civic Garden Centre).
More of that in the months to come.
Bill Crowley brought slides of various
insects in different places – butterflies
from the Niagara and Blue Willow butterfly
conservatories, spiders from the August
spider walk and various critters from his
back garden.
Sarma Hanzns showed slides of various
moths and butterflies, some of which she
had raised from eggs, including Mourning
Cloak, Great Spangled Fritillery, Eastern
Black Swallowtail and Red Admiral.
Ann Millett told us of her trip to Churchill
to take the Arctic Ecology course with Dr.
Peter Kevin that was advertised in OI last
year. She highly recommends the course
as well as going to Churchill! She had
photos for us to enjoy as well.
Chris Rickard brought the rearing cage
that he uses for his moths and told us of
his successes and difficulties. Others
joined in the discussion of methods to
raise butterflies and moths at home.
Karen Yukich let us know that she is now
representing the TEA on the High Park
Citizens Committee and will bring us more
news as time goes on.
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Alan McNaughton shared some of his
findings from a trip to the Natural History
Museum in London England. He saw the
earliest pinned insect specimen from 1702
and told us of the museums’ new policy
not to use chemicals in the insect
collections. Instead, all collections are
inspected for insects and each one is
given a treatment in the freezer at least
once a year. He also told us of a new
‘baiting’ technique: take a piece of rope,
soak it in wine and sugar and drape it
across vegetation – a little easier than
painting trees.
Don Davis gave us up-to-date monarch
news including sighting of many
monarchs going down Broadview
Avenue, Toronto a few days before.
At the break, we looked at specimens,
books and shared more experiences.

October
TEA general meeting
We had an excellent turnout to hear Rick
Beaver tell us the story of the Alderville
Nature Reserve, a 100 acre black oak and
savanna tall grass prairie on the Rice Lake
plains. The Mississauga-Ojibway group
has lived in this area since the 1880’s. It is
the largest remnant of this type of habitat
in Central Ontario. It has been maintained
over the years due to the groups’ custom
of burning the land to promote vegetation
that supports ungulates, clearing of the
land to grow crops, and for “spring
entertainment” (watching the fire). The
band had the foresight to grant the area
environmental and cultural preserved
status.
This unique area has 74 species of
birds, 51 species of butterflies, 21 species
of dragonflies (there is no water on the
land itself), 111 native flowering herbs and
45 non-native ‘weeds’.

This area is being considered for the
reintroduction of the Karner blue butterfly.
It has remnant populations of lupines;
seeds have been collected, germinated and
transplanted with good success. There is
some indirect evidence that the Karner
blue existed in this area previously.
Rick is the coordinator of activities
at the reserve. He says that they welcome
visitors, especially those who can help to
add to their knowledge of the flora and
fauna of the area. They can arrange tours
as well. Please call ahead of time (905-3522402) to arrange your visit. Check out their
website at: www.aldervillesavanna.ca.
There was no other business.

November
TEA general meeting
Doug Currie seemed surprised at the good
turnout to hear his talk about those
beloved black flies! Please see his article
in page 24 of this issue.

Lepidoptera
Summary 2002
The 2002 Lepidoptera Summary is
now available. Thanks to Colin
Jones and Jeff Crolla for a great
job! You’ll find a new design,
interesting articles, summaries,
photos and a CD with all records
that were submitted.
Unfortunately Jeff is unable to
continue as co-editor - we thank
him for his time, energy and ideas
over the past two years.
The 2003 summary is in progress.
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TEA at High Park

TEA at Leslie Spit

TEA member Karen Yukich represents the
TEA on the High Park Community
Advisory Council, Natural Environment
Committee. She sends in this report:

TEA members Nancy van der Poorten and
Anne Gray represent the TEA on the
Natural Environment Committee of the
High Park Community Advisory Council.
Nancy sends in this report:

Habitat improvements in High Park
High Park, Toronto’s premier urban park
and a highly accessible site for nature
study, is undergoing significant habitat
improvements that may increase the
number and variety of insect species.
The rare Black Oak savannah
that dominates the tablelands has been
under restoration for the last ten years.
Areas that were mown for decades are
now being returned to near-original
condition with tall prairie grasses,
flowers such as Wild Lupine (host plant
for Karner Blue) and shrubs such as
New Jersey Tea, as well as naturally
regenerating young oaks. The
prescribed burn program, initiated in
1997, is well ahead of schedule in
stimulating the regeneration and growth
of suppressed oak savannah and prairie
species.
Several wetland improvements
are planned for 2004. The southern
section of the Upper Duck Pond, in the
southeast corner of the park, is
scheduled for grading and remediation
to create enhanced wetland habitat. The
entire south shore of Grenadier Pond is
slated for restoration. This will link the
previously restored southeast and
southwest corners of the pond to
provide an extensive area of continuous
shoreline edge habitat. (Both ponds
were already quite productive for a
variety of Odonata species in 2003.)
Also, in the northeast corner of the
park, the recently renovated
sedimentation ponds will be planted
with native wetland vegetation.
Will all these habitat
improvements result in greater numbers
and diversity of insect life? Only time
will tell. In the meantime, City planners
and volunteers are working on the
premise “Build it and they will come!”
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In 2000, the Toronto Region
Conservation Authority (TRCA) revived
the Natural Areas Advisory Council for
the Tommy Thompson Park and invited
the TEA to be a member. We met
informally until August 2003 when the
Terms of Reference for the committee
were formally accepted.
Tommy Thompson Park aka The Leslie
Street Spit (The Spit)
With the proposed opening of St.
Lawrence Seaway in 1959, the Toronto
Harbour Commission expected that
there would be an increase in shipping
traffic. They began a project to fill in the
lake to build an Eastern Headland that
was intended to provide the land
needed for a port and sheltered outer
harbour area. During construction,
however, the shipping industry declined
so there was no further need to use the
area for shipping purposes. Plants were
naturally establishing themselves; many
species of wildlife including birds were
now living on the site or using it as a
migratory stop-over point. The public
had also begun to use the site on the
weekends as a car-free area to walk,
cycle and enjoy nature.
In the late 1970’s, the Ontario
government handed over a portion of
this area to the Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority to develop as a
public park. The park’s Master Plan is to
preserve significant species, protect
environmentally significant habitat and
enhance aquatic and terrestrial habitat
while keeping the area as an urban
wilderness with minimal human
interference. The Tommy Thompson
Park is designated an Environmentally
Significant Area (ESA) for its rare plant
species and large variety of wildlife

species and as a Globally Significant
Important Bird Area (Global IBA) by
BirdLife International and its Canadian
partners, Bird Studies Canada and the
Canadian Nature Federation.
The Natural Areas Advisory Council
The council gives advice on many
issues with a view to keeping the Spit as
natural as possible. The waterfront is a
hot issue now and there is a lot of talk
and pressure to develop it. Keeping the
Spit natural and undeveloped is a
challenge! The TRCA however also now
has some money to spend on the Spit
for a number of items that are needed. A
new gateway and signage are proposed
and an observation area has been built.
Bird banding activities are now based at
the Spit. New bird and insect checklists
will be coming out soon. There are also
a number of problems with vandalism at
the site that need to be taken into
consideration. Anyone who is
interested in becoming involved with
activities at the Spit, please contact us.
We hope to be doing more
demonstrations and any help is
welcome.

Toronto City-Wide Tree
By-law
The former City of Toronto has a private
tree bylaw that advocates are hoping
will become the bylaw for the entire city.
You can view this bylaw at
www.city.toronto.on.ca/trees/pdfs/
municipalcodechapter331.pdf
The TEA has been asked to write a letter
of support to help get this initiative
passed. If you would also like to send
your thoughts, please contact Bruce
Sudds at bsudds@toronto.ca or 416 392
4010 or Joe Pantalone, Toronto
Councillor, Deputy Mayor and
Tree Advocate 416-392-4009.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and
Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to
contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries.
There are two summaries: one for Lepidoptera
(butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata
(dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries
also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of
topics covering the respective insect orders. The
Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (titled Ontario
Odonata) is not included with membership but must be
purchased separately. Either of the yearly summaries
may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that
you contact the compiler directly for more details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date
seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the
county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of
a UTM or Latitude and Longitude (read from a
topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit)
would also be beneficial but is not mandatory. Please
also note how many individuals you see and, if possible,
whether they are male or female. Distinguishing between
sight and specimen based records is also tremendously
useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order
that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2004.
Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a
spreadsheet or database application such as Microsoft
Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a
wordprocessing application (e.g. Microsoft Word or
Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten
records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L
2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jeff Crolla (2-642 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, ON
M6H 2W6. Home: 416-533-2267, jeff@primus.ca).
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Mocha Emerald - Somatochora linearis
Photo by Colin Jones, Sydenham River

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of
Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake),
number of individuals, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./
Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and
observation date. Please contact one of the compilers to
receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all
the necessary fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if
possible) you compile your data using a database file
such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be received by December 31, 2003.
Late submissions included at the compiler’s discretion.
Northern Ontario: (north of Algonquin Park, Nipissing
District and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew
and Peterborough) - Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield,
ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial
Compiler: (most of the region east of a line from the
south end of Georgian Bay, east to the Ottawa and St.
Lawrence valleys with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton and Muskoka) - Paul Catling at
catlingp@agr.gc.ca. Paul is also Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: (south and southwest of a line
connecting the south end of Georgian Bay to Hamilton
and Niagara on the Lake) - Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette
Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Vol 4, No 3, May
1999, p 48-52, a previous issue of Ontario Odonata or the
provincial compiler.
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Notice to
Contributors

Flea

Market
TOTALLY NEW
OPTICAL TOOL TO
FIND AND VIEW
INSECTS!!!!!!!!

.......................................................
This monocular focuses from
infinity to an unbelievable 18”!
7x magnification, 40 mm
objective lens. BaK-4 roof prism,
15 inch eye relief, nitrogen filled,
coated optics, tripod mountable,
carrying case.

ONLY $149 (US) plus shipping.
See and buy at:

www.closetoinfinity.com
“Like having a macro
lens without the camera
and without having to get
right up on the insect. At
six feet, a bee fills the
lens! And the new, intuitive
side focusing wheel makes it
ultra-easy to find and keep
even moving objects in
focus!”

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

The Ontario Insect Fair
The Arboretum
Guelph University
Guelph, Ontario

May 1-2, 2004
• Educational Information
• Books & Published Material
• Dead, Dried Specimens for
Collections or Display
• Framed Specimens for
Decoration
• Equipment & Entomological
Supplies
• Societies & Associations
• Museums, Conservatories
• Collectibles
Open from 10 AM to 5 PM
Lots of Free Parking
Fee: $5.00 adults and over 14
$2.00 under 14
For more information log onto
www.thornesinsects.com
or contact Ken Thorne at
tis@lonet.ca Tel 519-652-6696

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.

Personal Ads Free to Members

TEA Member, Mark Lurz, is
interested in the Cerambycidae
(long horn beetles) and would like
to hear from others with the same
interest.
You can contact him at:
21 Birchview Crescent, Bolton
ON L7E 3W9.

Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Items for Sale through the TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List By P.M. Catling and V.R.
Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including conservation status, flight period, habitat,
distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: annual summary including articles, notes and records
Volume 1 (1999) 16 articles plus records - conservation status
ranks, natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated
key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern Canadian
Stylurus.
Volume 2 (2000) 16 articles plus records - significant range
extensions ecology, regional lists, conservation and a museum
collection.
Volume 3 (2001) 18 articles plus records - county and regional lists,
range expansions, behavioural notes, conservation status and
identification problems.
NEW!: Volume 4 (2002): 12 articles plus records - notable records,
new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water quality.
Cost per volume: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of
history (2nd edition) Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry
Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1
(905) 727-6993; alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists’ Association
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Announcements
Volunteers needed

Ontario’s First Insect Fair

TEA needs your help!

The T.E.A. will be taking part in a
number of activities this year and your
help is appreciated. We supply all the
informatio - you just need to show up and
talk to people! It helps if you can come for
even an hour. Some of the events include:

The TEA will be having a booth at the
first insect fair in Ontario to be held at
the Arboretum at the University of
Guelph May 1 & 2, 10 am to 5 pm.

We will be having elections for the
board in September and I will not be
available to continue as president or
with the other things that I do. So if you
can help with any of the following or
have questions, please contact me
asap. Thanks! Nancy van der Poorten,
president (416)-466-9013; email:
nmg.vanderpoorten@sympatico.ca

Saturday & Sunday, May 1 & 2, 10 am
to 5 pm - Ontario Insect Fair at the
University of Guelph Arboretum. To help,
call Alan at 905-727-6993
Saturday May 8, 10 am to 4 pm - North
American Native Plant Society annual
plant sale - lots of interest in butterfly
gardening! Location: Toronto Botanical
Garden, Leslie & Lawrence. To help, call
Nancy at 416-466-9013.

Exhibitors and activities include:
• books from Sciences Nat-France and
Hillside Books, UK (specialist books
which can be found nowhere else)
• pinning and mounting demonstrations
• dried specimens for decoration &
collections
• insect frames and on site framing
services
• custom cabinets, display cases
• setting boards, pins etc.
and more.................................

• Website maintenance (update
content about 1x month)
• Answer emails (once or twice a week)
• Ontario Insects - editor; layout
(knowledge of Pagemaker 6.5)
• prepare NABA report yearly
• Leslie Spit Advisory Committee alternate committee member
• help with annual Student
Symposium
Thanks to Bill McIlveen who is taking
over the administration of the
Research Grant and Ann Gray who
will take over as the primary member
for the Leslie Spit Advisory Comm.
Thanks to everyone, especially the
board without whom little would get
done! I’ve enjoyed my 6 years as
president and feel that the association
has continued, and will continue, to
grow and prosper while promoting the
study and appreciation of insects in
Ontario

Walker’s Odonate Haunts
Directions to the Ontario Insect Fair at the Arboretum at the University of Guelph

Meeting dates for 2004/05
September 25: Member’s meeting
October 23: Gard Otis - The Emerald
Ash Borer
November 27: Darryl Gwynne Mormon Crickets
January 22: TBA
February 26: TBA
March 26: Student Symposium
April 23: TBA

Volume 9, Number 3

Mothing? TEA has a
portable generator for rent
The TEA recently purchased a
portable generator that is now available
for rent to TEA members. It’s a Coleman
portable that weighs about 22 pounds and
can power one or two 150 watt lamps for
about two hours - perfect for mothing!
Contact
Carolyn
King
at
cking@yorku.ca or 416-222-5736.

It has been more than 50 years since
Walker and others did their odonate
studies. TEA member Paul Catling has
suggested that this season we could
revisit those places: the Credit River,
Humber River, Don Valley, Grenadier
Pond and the Digrassi Point on Lake
Simcoe. Since we have reasonably good
indications of the earlier dragonfly
fauan at these sites, we can do some
comparisons. So add these to your field
locations list and send in your
observations (see p 52).
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Field Trips
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
Saturday June 19, 10 AM
INSECTS OF THE COPETOWN BOG
Leader: Marvin Gunderman
The Copetown Bog near Ancaster is a great place for
lepidoptera, including the Bog Copper. And with Marvin’s
expertise, we should also be able to find some interesting
beetles. To get to Copetown from Toronto, take the QEW to
Hwy 403 to Hwy 6 North to Hwy 5 West to Hwy 52 South.
Copetown is at the junction of Hwys 52 and 99. Continue
south on Hwy 52 past Hwy 99 (Governor’s Rd) for about a
kilometer to the large parking lot on the right side where we
will meet. Bring nets, insect containers, lunch, water and
waterproof footwear. Call Carol Sellers (416-421-7398) if you
plan to attend.
Thursday July 1, 9 AM
TEA EAST TORONTO BUTTERFLY COUNT
Co-ordinator: Tom Mason
Bone up on your ID skills and help count butterflies in the
Rouge or Don Valley. This is an official NABA count and the
TEA will pay your participation fee. For those counting in the
Rouge, meet at the Pearse House. From Sheppard Ave go
north on Meadowvale Rd; take the exit to the Toronto Zoo but
turn RIGHT at the first turn and park along the side of the
road. Call Tom Mason (905-839-6764) if you plan to participate.
Bring nets, containers, lunch and water. No collecting in the
Rouge.
Saturday July 3, 10 AM
LESLIE ST SPIT No Leader
Join fellow TEA members to look for insects at the base of the
Leslie St Spit (aka Tommy Thompson Park). The Spit is a
favourite wild spot with lots of weedy habitat and some
water. Meet in the parking lot at the foot of Leslie St (access is
from Lakeshore Blvd). Bring insect containers, water and
lunch. Use of nets should be minimal and there is no collecting.
Saturday July 24, 7 PM
MOTHS, MOTHS, MOTHS
Leader: Dave Beadle
Once again we’re off to find moths on the Oak Ridges
Moraine. TEA member Brian Henshaw will set up his
overnight trap and we’ll start the outing in his garden,
checking out what moths came to the trap. Then we’ll move to
a location on the Moraine to set up the lights and sheets and
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wait for the moths to arrive. We’ve had 100+ species on our
previous outings here. Meet at 172 Way St in Brooklin which
is just north of the junction of Hwy 7 (Winchester Rd) and
Hwy 12 (Baldwin St). Turn northwest onto Way St from
Baldwin. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, and a sweater;
the Moraine is very cool at night. No collecting. Call Carol
Sellers (416-421-7398) if you plan to attend.
Tuesday July 20, 8:15 PM
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Leaders: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
This is a joint outing with the High Park Community Advisory
Council. Members of the public are invited to join TEA
members Dave Beadle, Carolyn King, Tom Mason and Karen
Yukich for an evening of moth catching and identification. A
$2 donation is requested. Meet at the benches across from the
Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm. Children especially have
enjoyed this outing in the past. For more information contact
Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca. No
collecting. Bring insect containers and a flashlight.
Sunday August 15, 10 AM
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
Leader: Tom Mason
We’ve had such a good time here looking at spiders and
everything else, we’re going back again. Streams, ponds,
bridges, weedy vegetation: all the places spiders like to
be. Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows
under Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring insect
containers, nets, hand lens, water and lunch. Call Carol Sellers
(416-421-7398) if you plan to attend.
Saturday August 28, 10 AM
RATTRAY MARSH No Leader
Come out and explore the stream, marsh and meadows for all
types of insects. The Harvester butterfly breeds here, and
there should be lots of other insects with such a diverse
habitat. Meet in the parking lot at the south end of Jack
Darling Memorial Park. Entrance to the park is from Lakeshore
Blvd, about halfway between Mississauga Rd and Clarkson
Rd. Bring nets, containers, lunch. No collecting.
NOTE: Occasionally we have to change the date or start time
of an outing, so it’s important that we know whether you plan
to attend. The focus for these outings is educational.
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2004 Ontario

Insect Counts
BUTTERFLIES

Date (Rain date) Location
Sat Jun 5
Algonquin East Side
Wed June 23
Sandbanks PP
Sat Jun 26 (27) Pinery Prov. Park
Sun Jun 27
Oshawa
Sun Jun 27 (Jul 4) Muskoka Bala
Thu Jul 1
Toronto T.E.A.
Sat Jul 3 (4)
Lake Dore
Sat Jun 3
Orillia
Sat Jul 3
Windsor
Sat Jul 3
Long Point
Sun Jul 4
Skunk’s Misery
Sun Jul 4
Sunderland
Wed July 7
Presqu’ile Prov. Park
Sat Jul 10
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Sat Jul 10
Hamilton
Sat Jul 10
Toronto Centre
Sat Jul 10 (11)
McGregor Point P.P.
Sat Jul 10 (11)
Haliburton Highlands
Sun Jul 11
Carden Plains
Sun Jul 11
Rondeau Prov. Park
Sat Jul 17 (18)
Hog Island
Sat Jul 17 (18)
Petroglyphs Prov. Park
Sat Jul 31
Pelee Island
Sat Aug 7 (8)
Point Pelee Nat. Park

Contact
Colin Jones
Yvette Bree
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Ron Stager
Tom Mason
Chris Michener
Bob Bowles
Paul Pratt
Chauncey Wood
Ann White
James Kamstra
Philip Careless
Colin Jones
Bill Lamond
John Carley
Mary Rapati
Ed Poropat
Bob Bowles
Sandy Dobbyn
Chris Michener
Jerry Ball
Bob Bowles
Sarah Rupert

Counts held in the past but without dates for this year
Misery Bay, M.I. Nancy Ironside
(705) 326-4384
Severn Township Nancy Ironside
(705) 326-4384

Telephone
(705) 652-5004
(613) 393-3319 x227
(519) 869-2833
(905) 985-4497
(705) 684-9192
(905) 839-6764
(613) 625-2263
(705) 325-3149
(519) 978-1339
(519) 426-0039
(519) 457-6586
(905) 985-4497
(613) 475-4324
(705) 652-5004
(519) 756-9546
(416) 766-1330
(519) 389-6231
(705) 457-3018
(705) 325-3149
(519) 674-1772
(613) 625-2263
(705) 745-3272
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700 x13

Email
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
yvette.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
bkulon@cogeco.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
ronstager@sympatico.ca
tmason@torontozoo.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
rbowles@rogers.com
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
cwood@kwic.com
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
pcareles@uoguelph.ca
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
kathgard@hotmail.com
carley.la@sympatico.ca
butterfly@bmts.com
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
rbowles@rogers.com
sarah_rupert@pc.gc.ca

nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca
nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca

DRAGONFLIES
Date
Sun Jul 11
Sun Jul 11
Sat Jul 17
Thu Jul 22
Sun Aug 1
Sat Aug 7

Location
Contact
Algonquin Odonate
Hamilton
Carden Plains Odonate
Royal Botanical Gardens
Pelee Island Odonate
Lake Dore Odonate

Telephone
Email
Colin Jones
(705) 652-5004
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
Carl Rothfels
(905) 527-1158 x 238 crothfels@yahoo.ca
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149
rbowles@rogers.com
Carl Rothfels
(905) 527-1158 x 238
crothfels@rbg.ca
Bob Bowles
(705) 325-3149
rbowles@rogers.com
Carey Purdon
(613) 625-2610
purdon@renc.igs.net

Dates are subject to change! Please check with the count organizer in advance. Everyone is welcome, whatever your skill level.
Please note that many of these counts are done for the North American Butterfly Association and that there may be a nominal
charge for participating. Please be prepared for the count activity with sunscreen, water, hat and food and other items suggested
by the count organizer.
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TEA Student Symposium 2004 - Abstracts
Male and female mate choice in the white spotted
pine sawyer beetle Monochamus s. scutellatus (Say)
(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)
Aguayo1, Ingrid., P. de Groot2 and S.M. Smith1
1
Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, 33 Willcocks St.,
Ontario M5S 3B3
2
Canadian Forest Service, Great Lakes Forestry Centre, 1219
Queen Street E., Sault Ste Marie, Ontario P6A 5M7
The white spotted sawyer beetle, Monochamus s. scutellatus,
has a polygynandrous mating system. The hypothetical
advantages of polygynandry to a female may be spermreplenishment and material-benefit from the selected males, and
genetic-benefit for both sexes. We investigated the importance
of mate choice in relation to the genetic-benefit, expressed as a
phenotypic quality of body size, by examining the mating
behaviour of M. s. scutellatus. Body sizes of field-collected
insects were measured and categorised into three classes: small
(<1.8cm), medium ( 1.8, 2.0cm), and large (>2.0cm). A male-male
competition/female choice was carried out in a laboratory arena,
wherein one size class female was given a choice of two males
differing in size from each other. The inverse procedure was
carried out for female-female competition/male choice. A corollary
study was also carried out in the field by capturing mating pairs
and measuring their body size in order to compare male and
female size in natural mating pairs. In the experimental group,
neither females ( 2=1.49, P=0.47, df=2, N=135) nor males ( 2=0.036,
P=0.98, df=2, N=135) showed any significant difference in choice
of mates of different sizes. Similarly, the body sizes of naturally
mating male and female pairs were not significantly correlated
( =0.175, P=0.24, N=47), and mating pair class sizes did not differ
(Fisher’s exact test, P=0.5739, N=47). These experimental results
show a non-discriminating pattern of mate choice by M. s.
scutellatus. We speculate that there must be characteristics other
than size influencing mate preference, e.g. physiological
competence, or augmentation of genetic diversity in their
offspring, possibly chosen in a cryptic manner by females.
Ingrid Aguayo was the recipient of the prize for ‘best talk’

Phylogenetic analysis of the corbiculate Apinae based
on morphology of the sting apparatus (Hymenoptera:
Apidae)
Sophie Cardinal
Department of Biology, York University, 4700 Keele Street,
Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3

“honey bees”) against a completely new set of previously
unstudied morphological characters. A cladistic analysis
based on morphological characters derived from the sting
apparatus was performed. In all of the morphological analyses
to date, the posterior abdominal segments including the sting
apparatus have been largely ignored. Results of cladistic
analyses based on morphological characters from the sting are
congruent with most studies based on morphological and
combined morphological/molecular data, ie., Euglossini +
(Bombini + (Meliponini + Apini)), but do not support the
results based upon just molecular data.

Reintroducing the Karner Blue butterfly (Lycaeides
melissa samuelis) in Ontario — Now, Later or Never?
Pak Kin Chan
Department of Biology, York University, 4700 Keele Street,
Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3
Since the extirpation of the Karner Blue Butterfly (Lycaeides
Melissa samuelis) in Ontario in 1991, a Recovery Team was
established and restoration work has been done to various
potential reintroduction sites in Ontario, trying to improve the
quality of the habitats and prepare for reintroduction of the
butterfly from the USA. Though promising results have been
observed, no systematic scheme has been employed to evaluate
the quality of these restored sites to see if they are ready for
reintroduction of the Karner Blue. This study tries to evaluate
five potential Karner Blue reintroduction sites in Ontario by
looking at both biotic (vegetation, especially the larval host plant
Lupinus perennis, 1st and 2nd brood adult nectar source plants,
and tending ant species) and abiotic (temperature, relative
humidity and light intensity) aspects. Field data were collected
in summers of 2002 and 2003. The results show that all five
potential reintroduction sites in Ontario are of lower quality, at
least in certain aspects, compared to the three potential source
butterfly sites in the USA. This suggests that the Ontario sites
need further restoration before reintroduction of the butterfly
should proceed. Comparison of the Ontario and US sites also
reveals that Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore is the most similar
to four of the five Ontario sites in terms of vegetation community
and microhabitat structure. Indiana Dune National Lakeshore
should therefore be identified as the priority source butterfly
site for Karner Blue reintroduction in Ontario.

This paper aims to test the various competing hypotheses
regarding the relationships among the four tribes of
corbiculate apine bees (Euglossini “orchid bees”, Bombini
“bumble bees”, Meliponini “stingless bees”, and Apini
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The Nearctic Nitidulinae: evolutionary grade or
monophyletic clade (Coleoptera, Nitidulidae)?
Charmaine E. Condy
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto and Center For
Biodiversity & Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario Museum,
100 Queens Park, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2C6

Evolutionary transformations in the structure and
function of black fly wings (Diptera: Simuliidae)
Mike Spironello and Douglas C. Currie
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto and Center For
Biodiversity & Conservation Biology, Royal Ontario Museum,
100 Queens Park, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2C6

This study presents the first comprehensive phylogenetic
analysis of Nearctic representatives of nitidulid subfamilies
(Coleoptera, Nitidulidae). Seven subfamilies and 13 genera were
represented by 21 exemplar species. Forty-three characters
derived from external morphology and genitalia were identified,
and a maximum parsimony analysis yielded one most
parsimonious tree (length=130, consistency index = 0.45,
homoplasy index = 0.55, retention index = 0.70). The results
support the monophyly of the family Nitidulidae. However, the
monophyly of the subfamilies Nitidulinae and Epuraeinae is not
supported on the basis of the present analysis. Further research
is needed to test these preliminary conclusions. Additional
character systems and further taxon sampling must be explored
before implementing formal revisions to the current taxonomy.

Black fly wings are readily distinguishable from those of all
other Diptera, and exhibit characteristic form at the subfamilial, tribal-, and generic levels. Yet despite evident differences in
overall shape and patterns of wing venation, few studies have
attempted to interpret such variation in a phylogenetic
framework. The dearth of previous studies is perhaps related
to subtle- and difficult-to-quantify differences in overall wing
shape and vein position. The objective of the present study is
to quantify wing shape and wing-vein configuration using
relative warp analysis (RWA) — a landmark-based method of
geometric morphometrics that can reveal subtle (though
potentially significant) morphological discontinuities.
Analysis of 24 species representing all major lineages of black
flies reveals that overall wing shape is relatively conserved,
and that most of the variation is attributable to shifts in wingvein configuration. Major transformations include crowding
of veins toward the anterior wing margin, a shortening (or
loss) of the branch of the radial sector, and shortening of the
basal radial- and basal medial cells. The aerodynamic- and
evolutionary implications of these transformations will be
discussed. Future work will focus on how to code the
character states identified by RWA for inclusion in a
comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of black flies.

Female behaviour of Xylocopa virginica in the
northern extent of its range
Sean Prager
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University, St.
Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
Xylocopa virginica, the only species of large carpenter bees in
Ontario, exhibits unusual colony social behaviour. Egalitarian
bees live communally, they work and share reproduction.
Foundresses do equal work and have similar reproductive rates.
In caste-based colonies, one foundress dominates reproduction.
In caste-based colonies, most females (workers) have little
reproduction, but do significant work. A few females (queens),
will have reduced work but high reproduction. Xylocopa
virginica is not egalitarian, but is not traditionally caste-based.
Excavation of nests, and measures of wear and reproductive
rates, indicate that X. virginica lives in societies where one or
more foundresses dominate both reproduction and work. This
results in a situation where the same individual does the most
work, and also has highest reproductive rates. This social
environment is in contrast to egalitarian and classical caste based
societies.
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Topicals for tropicals: cheating death by inducing
imaginal diapause in butterflies
Adrienne L.E. Kistner and Gard W. Otis
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2W1
Abstract: Butterflies are believed to live an average adult
lifespan of two weeks. This limited longevity necessitates the
frequent and extensive importation of pupae from butterfly
breeding farms to butterfly conservatories. Wings of
Paradise® Butterfly Conservatory (Cambridge, ON, Canada)
spends approximately $150, 000 each year to have 2000 live
butterflies on display at any given time. The purpose of this
study is to attempt to significantly extend tropical butterfly
longevity by topical application of precocene II (6,7dimethoxy-2,2-dimethylchromene). Precocene II can induce
reproductive diapause in some insects and can suppress
production of juvenile hormone by causing necrosis of the
corpora allata. Its effects have not been investigated in
tropical butterflies. The three proposed objectives for this
study are to 1) quantify the longevity of butterflies in Wings
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of Paradise® Butterfly Conservatory, 2) evaluate the efficacy
of precocene II as a method of increasing butterfly longevity,
and 3) determine the appropriate dosage of topically applied
precocene II for five butterfly species (Parthenos sylvia,
Hypolimnas bolina, Danaus plexippus, Morpho peleides,
Papilio memnon, Caligo memnon) through bioassay guided
trials. The proposed research has the potential to significantly
increase adult butterfly longevity and thereby significantly
decrease the extensive costs associated with maintaining live
butterfly displays.

Recent systematic work in the family Clusiidae
Owen Lonsdale
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2W1
Caloren & Marshall’s 1998 revision of the New World
Clusiodes Coquillett was the first systematic work on the
Clusiidae published out of the University of Guelph Insect
Systematics Laboratory. A short paper followed this work
discussing the behaviour and taxonomy of Australian
Clusiidae (Marshall 2000). Recently, a major project on the
Costa Rican Clusiidae led to the senior author’s recruitment
and ultimately to his MSc revision of the Sobarocephala
flaviseta species group and his current PhD work on the
remainder of the genus. Now that the University of Guelph
has become a center for clusiidology, ongoing projects
include revisions or reviews for almost all genera in the family,
particularly those found in the New World. In addition to
redefining subfamilies, erecting tribes and producing the first
phylogenetic analysis of the Clusiidae at the generic level, at
least 230 species new to science (in the New World alone) will
be described in the next several years. While the vast majority
of New World clusiids belong to the extremely diverse genus
Sobarocephala Czerny (containing well over 200 species,
most of which are undescribed), 9 smaller genera are known to
occur throughout the Nearctic and Neotropical Regions.
These include Craspedochaeta, Heteromeringia,
Chaetoclusia and Procerosoma, which are discussed here.

The influence of pollen availability on the behaviour
of spring-reared honey bee (Apis mellifera) workers
Heather R. Mattila and Gard W. Otis
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2W1
Pollen stored by overwintering colonies may become depleted
in early spring as colonies begin intensive brood rearing, and if
nutritionally stressed, trade-offs are made in the quality and
quantity of workers that are produced. In a previous study,
colonies supplied with high amounts of pollen in April reared 4
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times more brood than pollen-stressed colonies and worker
lifespan was 15 days longer. To determine the cause for this
increase in longevity, the influence of colony nutritional status
on the ontogeny of brood care and foraging behaviour of springreared bees was examined. Cohorts of newly emerged workers
from colonies that were pollen-stressed (pollen trapped in the
fall), pollen-rich (provided with pollen patties in the fall or spring
or with a spring pollen substitute patty) or left with natural levels
of pollen (control) were marked and introduced to a common
observation hive in late April. In-hive behaviour and foraging
of marked bees was recorded daily from 1 to 35 days of age.
Workers from colonies that were fed in the spring were more
often seen performing brood associated tasks, and if fed pollen,
had reduced longevity and foraging capacity compared to
workers from pollen-stressed colonies. This is contrary to
previous research that suggested that increased lifespan results
from a protracted period of nursing and that the energy devoted
to foraging is static.

To feed or not to feed: the effects of pollen availability
on the development of overwintering populations of
honey bees (Apis mellifera)
Heather R. Mattila and Gard W. Otis
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1
In temperate climates, honey bee colonies survive the long winter
months by producing a population of winter bees that cluster in
the hive and maintain adequate hive temperatures through
thermoregulation. Winter bees are characterized by greatly
increased lifespan relative to their summer counterparts (8
months versus 25 days, respectively) and enlarged
hypopharyngeal glands and fat bodies that store high levels of
proteins and fats. Colonies begin rearing brood in early spring,
at which time the proteins and fats that workers have stored in
their bodies and in the hive itself as pollen are mobilized to rear
brood. As the population of winter bees was reared in the fall,
we manipulated pollen levels (3 treatments: pollen-fed, pollentrapped and control) to determine the effect of pollen availability
on the size and timing of development of the overwintering
population, worker longevity and brood rearing ability in the
spring. Pollen-fed colonies reared 1.4 times more brood in the
fall than pollen-trapped colonies, but pollen-trapped workers
from cohorts that made significant contributions to the
overwintering population had increased survivorship and
relatively long lives compared to the other treatments. Cohort
survivorship and longevity of pollen-fed workers were generally
lower and closer to that of the control colonies. This made
trapped colonies functionally equivalent to the other treatments
in terms of the size of the winter bee population and “bee days”
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available to the colony. It is possible that the anticipated effects
of pollen deficit were counteracted by lower nursing loads for
workers due to reduced brood rearing, which is known to extend
worker longevity.

The beetle that kicks ash: controlling Emerald Ash
Borer with Imidacloprid trunk injections
Nicole G. McKenzie1, Blair Helson2, Dean Thompson2, and Gard
W. Otis1
1
University of Guelph, Department of Environmental Biology,
Guelph Ontario, N1G 2W1
2
Canadian Forest Service, Natural Resources Canada, 1219 Queen
St. East, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, P6A 2E5
The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) (Agrilus planipennis Fairmare) is
an invasive exotic pest that was discovered in Windsor Ontario
in summer 2002. The beetle has the potential to damage all ash
trees (Fraxinus spp.) and a substantial part of Canada’s $1.4
billion hardwood forest industry. Trials began summer 2003 for
testing imidacloprid trunk injections as a potential method of
controlling adult EAB. Potted green ash trees were injected by
pipette with six concentrations of imidacloprid to determine those
that provide control of adult EAB. Foliar and stem tissue samples
were collected periodically throughout the summer to examine
temporal trends in uptake, translocation, and distribution of
imidacloprid residues. Initial trials indicate imidacloprid is
effective at providing 83% control of adult EAB at the injected
concentration of 0.015g active ingredient/tree. Residue samples
from the foliar and stem tissue indicate imidacloprid is persistent
within the tree for the duration of the natural beetle feeding
period.

Effects of nectar robbing on nectar dynamics and
bumblebee foraging strategies in Linaria vulgaris
Mill. (Scrophulariaceae)
Daniel A. Newman and James D. Thomson
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5S 3G5
Abstract. Inefficient pollinators are likely to use holes made by
nectar robbing bees, and may therefore contribute to negative
effects of this type of parasitism. We observed various aspects
of the pollination and nectar robbing ecology of Linaria vulgaris
in the Colorado Rocky Mountains with emphasis on the impacts
of differences in proboscis length. We found that, although L.
vulgaris flowers are apparently adapted for pollination by longtongued bees, short-tongued bees that could not reach the nectar
standing crop visited them legitimately nonetheless for traces
of nectar, but switched to secondary robbing in the presence of
primary robbers. Long-tongued bees were more efficient than
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shorter-tongued bees, and did not switch to secondary robbing
even when ~ 100% of flowers had holes. Robbing affected nectar
standing crop and the proportion of empty flowers per
inflorescence, but the upper part of inflorescences were robbed
less and visited by more legitimate pollinators that the lower
part. We discuss some of the reasons that L. vulgaris’ pollination
ecology and growth form might temper the potentially negative
effect of nectar robbing.
Daniel A. Newman was the recipient of the prize for ‘best poster’

Sexual selection on age- and condition-dependent
traits in the ambush bug Phymata americana
(Heteroptera: Phymatidae)
D Punzalan, L Rowe and FH Rodd
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5S 3G5
A series of studies were conducted to determine the strength of
selection on various morphological traits in the ambush bug
Phymata americana, as well as the ontogeny of these traits.
The first part of the study measured the sexual selection on
traits in both sexes during two (early vs. late season) sampling
periods. It was shown that though there was no significant
directional selection on male lateral colouration early in the
season, this trait experienced significant positive directional
selection in the late season. No directional selection was
detected on male dorsal colouration or body size (pronotum
width) in either sampling period. For females, reproductive
condition (residual body mass) was a good predictor of female
mating status in both early and late sampling periods. There
was no significant directional selection on female body size
(pronotum width) during either sampling period. The second
part of the study demonstrated the effects of age and condition
on the expression of colouration and body size in either sex. It
was shown that larval condition (food availability) had a
significant effect on adult body size in both sexes. Colour pattern
changed (darkened) with age in both sexes, but condition also
had a significant effect on male lateral colouration – highcondition males became darker than low-condition males. The
directional selection and strong condition-dependence of male
lateral colouration suggests that this trait may be a sexual
ornament, conveying information regarding male age and
condition.
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Patterns of richness at various taxonomic levels in bee
communities
Amy C. Rutgers-Kelly & M. H. Richards
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University, St.
Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
For some taxonomic groups, such as bees (Hymenoptera:
Apoidea), identification skills take many months to develop. For
some groups (e.g. Dialictus sp.), members of the same subgenus
are lumped together since identifications at the species level are
nearly impossible to achieve. Problems of identification combined
with inadequate sampling have made understanding the patterns
and processes that shape the diversity of communities difficult.
However, when estimates of various taxonomic richnesses are
considered, a remarkably consistent pattern emerges: higher level
taxonomic groupings (at least at the level of genus) can
accurately predict species richness. This comes as great relief
for scientists as it provides some assurance that patterns of
richness are consistent at higher levels of taxonomy. If
identifications are incorrect at the species level but correctly
identified to genus, then there is a great deal of valuable
information in these data sets. Moreover, this means that studies
can move forward in their research programs with identifications
at a higher taxonomic level if highly skilled taxonomists are
required but unavailable. It is also interesting that taxonomic
organization reflects some ecological relationships in bee
communities.

Giant Swallowtail, Point Pelee
Photos by Michael van der Poorten

Historical Records for the Giant Swallowtail in the GTA
Compiled by Craig S A McLauchlan
Location

Observer

Date

Loran Park, Toronto
Unwin Av, Toronto

1900
July 30, 1999

Quebec Av, Toronto

Pall Hahn
Barry Harrison, Mike
King, Leon Schlichter
Dennis Barry
Dennis Barry
Satu Pernanen
Garth Riley
Alan Wormington, Erin
Blenkhorn, Erin James
Bev & Craig McLauchlan

Lichen Place, Toronto
Beaver Creek Ravine, Richmond Hill
Speyside (north of Milton)
Oakville

Jean Iron
Ron Stager
Seabrooke Leckie
Donna Sheppard

Aug 15, 2003
Aug 18, 2003
Aug 19, 2003
Aug 21, 2003

Brounty Harbour, Oakville
High Park, Toronto
Park Lawn Av, Toronto

Don Davis
Bob Yukich
Ray Geras

Aug 23, 2003
Aug 28, 2003
Aug 30, 2003

Thicksons Woods, Whitby
Thicksons Woods, Whitby
Cranberry Marsh, Whitby
Sheridan Nurseries, Mississauga
Markham
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Aug 7, 2000
Aug 29 2000
Aug 21, 2002
June 22, 2003
June 26, 2003
Aug 15, 2003

Notes

Seen after 3 days of strong south–west winds

Condition: ragged
Also seen on Aug 16 & 20 (and believed to be
the same butterfly). Condition: Fresh
Also possibly seen on Aug 29, 2003
Also seen on Aug 20, 2003
Seen laying eggs on Rue plant. Also seen on
Aug 22, 2003
Captured and re-released
Condition: ragged
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Sandbanks Provincial Park Butterfly Survey - 2002 & 2003
By Yvette Bree
Sandbanks Provincial Park is located along the south-western
shoreline of Prince Edward County, approximately 25 kilometres
south of Belleville. Known for its sandy beaches and summer
recreational opportunities, this Natural Environment park is,
nonetheless, a spectacular natural landscape.
The first butterfly survey was conducted in June
2001 (Ontario Insects May 2002, Volume 7, #3, pg.56); surveys
followed in 2002 and 2003. The purpose of the surveys is
twofold: to determine butterfly species within the park; and to
provide a training opportunity for park staff. Small teams (3-4
people), led by a more experienced individual, were sent to
different areas of the park to survey for butterflies. Following
are the results from the last two years.
Butterfly Survey 2002 - July 17th
This survey was conducted from 1PM - 4PM on a very hot
day. 445 individuals were seen, representing 25 different
species. Most numerous were Canadian/Eastern Tiger
Swallowtail (76), Clouded Sulphur (72), Cabbage White (48)
and Common Wood-Nymph (47). Species for which only one
individual was recorded were Leonard’s Skipper, Long Dash
Skipper, Black Swallowtail, Viceroy and Eyed Brown. A total of
36 person hours was spent on this survey. In an effort to be
more consistent, butterfly surveys in the future will be
conducted during the last week of June.
An interesting species, new to Sandbanks, was
identified later in the summer of 2002. An American Snout
(Libytheana carinenta) was seen on several occasions in
August by park naturalist staff Joanne Dewey and Angela
Doxsee, and visiting naturalist David Bree.
Butterfly Survey 2003 - June 23rd
This survey was conducted from 10AM - Noon and from 1PM
- 2:30PM. It was approximately 23C & quite windy, which
probably kept butterflies low. A total of 880 individuals were
seen, representing 22 species. Most numerous species were
Common Ringlet (309), Little Wood-Satyr (167), Hobomok
Skipper (144) and Pearl/Northern Crescent (87). Species for
which only one individual was recorded were Least Skipper,
Painted Lady and Red Admiral. A total of 66.5 hours were
spent on this survey.
Thanks go to the participants: Meghan Babin,
Christina Baldasti, Joanne Dewey, Corina Brdar, David Bree,
Yvette Bree, Vicki Clowater, Angela Courneyea, Carrie Crane,
Bill Crowley, Angela Doxsee, Josiane Dufault, Walter Frey,
Karen Hartley, Shannon Harvey, Ed Heuvel, Wendy Hookey,
Jane Hurst, Patricia Jamieson, Nathan Luffman, Casey
Ringham, Agneta Sand & Lisa Solomon.

Common Name

Scientific Name

2002 2003

Skippers
Silver-spotted Skipper
Least Skipper
European Skipper
Leonard’s Skipper
Long Dash Skipper
Hobomok Skipper
Dun Skipper
Skipper spp.

Epargyreus clarus
Ancyloxypha numitor
Thymelicus lineola
Hesperia leonardus
Polites mystic
Poanes hobomok
Euphyes vestris

26
31
3
1
14
25
1
1 prob.
11
144
2
32
7

Papilio polyxenes
Papilo glaucus/canadensis

1
76

Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Colias philodice
Colias eurytheme

3
48
72
10
9

Swallowtails
Black Swallowtail
Tiger Swallowtail
Whites & Sulphurs
Mustard White
Cabbage White
Clouded Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
White spp.

Hairstreaks & Coppers
American Copper
Lycaena phlaeas
Summer Azure
Celastrina neglecta
Silvery Blue
Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Blue spp.

8

3
3

6
4
2

5
9
45
17

Brush-footed Butterflies
Great Spangled Fritillary*Speyeria cybele
2
Pearl Crescent**
Phyciodes tharos/cocyta 21+1 dead 87
Northern Crescent**
Phyciodes cocyta
1
Eastern Comma
Polygonia comma
3
Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
1
Red Admiral
Vanessa atalanta
1
White Admiral
Limenitis arthemis
14
3
Viceroy
Limenitis archippus
1
6
Northern Pearly-Eye
Enodia anthedon
2
Eyed Brown
Satyrodes eurydice
1
Little Wood-Satyr
Megisto cymela
167
Common Ringlet
Coenonympha tullia
9
309
Common Wood-Nymph Cercyonis pegala
47
2
Monarch
Danaus plexippus
13
5
Crescent spp.
11
Fritillary spp.
2
2
Brown spp.
8
Other unknowns
4
* Great Spangled & Aphrodite Fritillaries are not separated.
** Pearl & Northern Crescents are not separated except for one
confirmed Northern Crescent.

Butterfly Survey 2004 - Wednesday June 23rd. For more information and to verify timing, please contact Sandbanks Provincial
Park at (613) 393-3319 or e-mail Yvette Bree at yvette.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
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Singing Insects in the Toronto Region
By Charles Heller
During the past summer I have been fascinated, not to say
deafened, by the sounds of crickets chirping in my backyard
in Toronto. As Darwin (1874, p.291) noted, these sounds, as
well as being attractive to others of the same species, are “not
unmusical even to the human ear”. I give here the names of a
few species that I was able to positively identify, and would
be pleased to hear from anyone else who has worked on the
crickets and grasshoppers in the Toronto area. Carolyn King
and Colin Jones kindly directed me to two important key
works: Vickery and Kevan (1985), and the “Singing Insects”
website at http://buzz.ifas.ufl.edu/. (Note that the species
listed here were all found at numerous other places in the
Toronto region in addition to the localities mentioned.)
Grylloptera
Oecanthus fultoni T. J. Walker: on trees and bushes in
Bayhampton Court (North York)
O. nigricornis F. Walker: on trees and bushes in Bayhampton
Court, Darcel Ave. (Malton, Mississauga) and the Country
Day School (King City)
Gryllus pennsylvanicus Burmeister: at Ross Lord Park (North
York)
Orthoptera
Schistocerca sp.: at Darcel Ave. and Ross Lord Park
Dissosteira carolina (L.): at Darcel Ave. and Ross Lord Park
Oecanthus fultoni (commonly called the Snowy Tree Cricket
because it is almost colourless) is particularly interesting for
several reasons. It is known as the “thermometer cricket”
because its chirp rate is directly related to the air temperature.
Vickery and Kevan (1985, p. 264) give the formula as:
temperature (degrees F) = n + 40
where n = number of chirps in 13 seconds. Some authorities
use a time period of 14 seconds. I was able to match the
temperature derived from this formula (using a time period of
14 seconds) to the temperature according to CITY-TV. Some
books give this formula:
temperature (degrees C) = N + 4
where N = number of chirps in 8 seconds.
I have heard two O. fultoni males when in proximity
synchronizing their chirps something like this (Fig. 1):
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Fig. 1: A rough transcription of two O. fultoni males chirping
synchronously
I take it that this is what Vickery and Kevan (1985 p.263) mean
by “synchronizing their chirps but not their pulses” (i.e. the
individual clicks which together form a “chirp”).
This raises the question, what is the advantage to a male of
singing to attract a female if this occurs in groups where other
males are also singing at the same time and therefore
presumably competing for the females? One theory is that in
this way an “increased peak signal output” is produced by a
group of males that is competing for mobile females with
another group of males elsewhere (Merker, 2000 p.317). This
theory also applies to the question of why humans like to
dance in groups. Music and dancing evolved in humans as a
mechanism for males to attract females, as pointed out by
Darwin (1874, p.593). A large group makes it more efficient for
the sexes to congregate in the first place. The females select
the “best” dancers and musicians, who are identified as those
who can best entrain their movements to the beat of the group
- in musical terms, we say they can “keep time”. As a result,
genes for musical and dancing ability have evolved in
humans. Note that group behaviour provides the
environment for the sexual selection through which music has
evolved; there is no need to invoke any “group selection” for
musical ability.
References
Darwin, C., The Descent of Man, and Selection in
relation to Sex. (2nd U.S. ed., 1874). Reprinted: New York:
Prometheus Books, 1998
Merker, B., “Synchronous Chorusing and Human
Origins”, in: Wallin, Nils L., et al., The Origins of Music.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000
Vickery, V. R., and Kevan, D. K. McE., The Insects
and Arachnids of Canada Part 14: Grasshoppers, Crickets
and Related Insects of Canada and Adjacent Regions.
Ottawa: Biosystematics Research Institute, Agriculture
Canada, 1985.
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Flower colour and architecture as visual cues used by female
crab spiders (Misumena vatia) in hunting site selection
W.J.D.Eberlie Research Award Report
Melanie Youngs and Tara Stephens, University of Guelph
January 2004
Abstract
According to the optimal foraging theory, predators may
increase their net energy intake and subsequently their
lifetime fitness by selecting the best hunting sites based on a
variety of cues. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the use of floral colour and architecture as visual cues used
by female crab spiders (Misumena vatia: Thomisidae) to
select hunting sites in the absence of prey stimuli. Spiders
were run through two independent trials. Trial 1 tested colour
(yellow versus white) and Trial 2 tested floral architecture
(simple versus complex) as visual cues by providing the
spiders with a choice between two flowers of the same
architecture but different colour and two flowers of the same
colour but different architecture, respectively. Experiments on
flower selection were conducted over a two year period in
Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario using fresh flowers in the
first year and artificial in the second. The results of this study
suggest that colour is not used by female M. vatia as a visual
cue in selecting hunting sites; however, M. vatia exhibited a
strong preference for complex flowers suggesting that floral
architecture is an important cue. The extended length of time
that complex flowers are attractive to pollinating insects may
enable M. vatia to optimize its net energy intake by remaining
at a profitable hunting site for a longer period of time.
Choosing complex flowers may therefore improve the lifetime
fitness of M. vatia and thus make it an optimal foraging
strategy.
Introduction
Most animals inhabit patchy environments and consequently
face formidable challenges in choosing the best hunting sites
(Pyke et al. 1977, Krebs et al. 1981). By selecting the best
hunting sites, predators are able to optimize their net energy
intake and increase their lifetime fitness. This foraging
behaviour is passed on to future generations, resulting in the
evolution of an optimal foraging strategy. The hypothesis that
animals forage optimally is central to the optimal foraging
theory (Pyke 1984). To test this hypothesis many
investigations have focused primarily on predicting how
foragers should utilize various types of prey, types of patches
or move most efficiently between patches (Pyke et al. 1977,
Krebs 1978).
Anthophilous ambush predators, such as the crab
spider Misumena vatia (Thomisidae), provide an excellent
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opportunity to study the optimal foraging behaviour of
individuals that inhabit patchy environments (Morse 1985).
Morse (1999) reported that female M. vatia make non-random
patch choice decisions by utilizing simple cues that require
little or no learning. In accordance with the optimal foraging
theory, Morse (1988) reported that female M. vatia select
patches with the highest rate of insect visitation. However
under various conditions, such as inclement weather or
chance alone, insect stimuli may not be available as a cue for
selecting an optimal hunting site. In most circumstances when
the quality of a hunting patch is unknown, a predator resorts
to sampling and abandoning patches until a high quality
patch is found. M. vatia has limited mobility, however, and
must descend the stem of their current hunting site, walk
along the ground to the chosen flower and ascend that stem.
Because of the substantial investment in time and energy
required to switch hunting sites, M. vatia can not afford to
sample and abandon patches until a suitable site is found.
Consequently, in order to maintain an optimal foraging
strategy crab spiders must use other cues in the absence of
prey stimuli to improve their chances of selecting a higher
quality site.
Greco and Kevan (1994) investigated flower species,
plant parts and floral colour as botanical cues used for floral
patch choice by M. vatia and Phymata americana (an
ambush bug: Phymatidae) in the absence of prey stimuli.
Although they found that M. vatia preferred goldenrod over
the other flower species tested, they did not test what specific
visual cue was used by M. vatia in making that selection.
When plant parts were investigated, M. vatia preferred
flowers with intact inflorescences and leaves over flowers
with incomplete leaves or inflorescences. When M. vatia were
presented with paper discs of different colours (yellow, white,
blue and red) they preferred yellow discs over the other
available colours. However, Greco and Kevin (1994) did not
report the colour of the spiders tested nor did they record the
flower the spider was collected from. Consequently, it could
not be determined if the spiders were choosing flowers that
complemented their body colour or if they were choosing
based on prior experience. Aside from flower species, plant
parts and floral colour, another botanical cue that could be
used by M. vatia in hunting site selection is floral
architecture. This cue has never been investigated.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the use
of floral colour and architecture as visual cues used by female
M. vatia to select hunting sites in the absence of prey stimuli.
Specifically this study addressed the following questions and
their associated hypotheses:
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Question 1: Is flower colour a visual cue used by adult female
M. vatia in hunting site selection?
Hypothesis A: Female M. vatia will exhibit a preference for
yellow or white flowers.
Hypothesis B: Female M. vatia will prefer flowers that
complement their body colour over flowers that contrast
with their body colour in order to be less visible to
potential prey and predators.
Question 2: Is flower architecture used as a visual cue by
female M. vatia in hunting site selection?
Hypothesis: Female M. vatia will exhibit a preference for
simple or complex flowers.
Question 3: Is there an effect of most recent experience on
flower selection?
Hypothesis: M. vatia females will exhibit an affinity for the
flower species that they were found on.
Experiments on flower selection were conducted over
a two-year period in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario. There
was a progression of ideas and methodologies throughout the
study period as the results from one experiment led to further
questions that were tested in subsequent experiments.
Methods
The first set of experiments on flower selection was
conducted in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, at the
Wildlife Research Station (45.59 N, 78.52 W) in the third week
of August 2002. Adult female M. vatia were collected from
Oxeye Daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum), Black-eyed
Susan (Rudbeckia serotina), Narrow-leaved Meadowsweet
(Spiraea serotina), Yarrow (Achillea spp.), and goldenrod
(Solidago spp.) along the Highway 60 corridor. These flowers
were chosen because M. vatia are readily found on them and
because they can be grouped by colour and architecture.
Oxeye Daisy, meadowsweet, and Yarrow have white
inflorescences whereas Black-eyed Susan and goldenrod have
yellow inflorescences. Oxeye Daisy and Black-eyed Susan
consist of a solitary, terminal disk of tubular florets encircled
by radiating petals (Schmalhofer 2001) which we have defined
as a simple architecture. Meadowsweet, Yarrow, and
goldenrod on the other hand consist of a terminal
inflorescence composed of multiple recognizable subunits
(Newcomb 1977) which we have defined as a complex floral
architecture.
The collected spiders were housed in plastic vials
with a portion of the flower that they were collected from
(“host flower”). A number was randomly assigned to each
spider and the species name of the spider’s host flower and
the spider’s colour were recorded. Each spider was run
through two independent trials. Trial 1 tested colour and Trial
2 tested floral architecture as visual cues. In Trial 1, spiders
were given a choice between their host floral species and a
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flower with a similar architecture but different colour. In Trial 2,
spiders were given a choice between their host floral species
and a flower with a similar colour but different architecture. By
using their host flower as one of the flower choices in each
trial we were able to test for an effect of previous experience
on hunting site selection.
Each spider was randomly assigned to a separate
arena consisting of two defoliated fresh flowers connected by
a stick bridge. The order in which the spiders completed Trial
1 and Trial 2 was randomized. In each trial, the spiders were
placed on the bridge facing a neutral direction equidistant
from each flower. The spiders were given the entire day to
make a flower selection and then their choice was recorded.
Statistical Analysis - Statistical analyses for this and all
subsequent experiments were carried out using the Chi Square
test on SPSS statistical software for Windows Standard
Version (2002). In order to maintain an overall experimental
alpha level of 0.05 we applied a Bonferroni correction to the
independent trials to account for the fact that the same
spiders were used in both trials.
Results
There was no evidence that female M. vatia preferred
flowers that complemented their body colour over flowers that
contrasted with their body colour (n=39, X2=3.103, p=0.078)
(figure 1) nor did they exhibit a significant preference for
yellow or white flowers (n=39, X2=1.256, p=0.262) (figure 2).
The spiders did however exhibit a strong preference for
complex floral architectures over simple architectures (n=39,
X2=11.30, p<0.001) (figure 3). There was no evidence that
female M. vatia preferred their host flower over the other
flower choice in either the colour or shape trial (n=39,
X2=0.231, p=0.631 and n=39, X2=0.231, p=0.631, respectively).
New Problem
The use of real flowers prevented us from eliminating
the possibility that the spiders were using another floral cue
that we had not accounted for, such as odour, in their
substrate selections. This problem prompted us to ask the
question: Will female M. vatia still use architecture and not
colour as a visual cue when artificial flowers are used in place
of real flowers? Furthermore, the strong preference exhibited
by M. vatia for complex floral architectures led to another
question: Do female M. vatia consistently use architecture
and not colour as a visual cue for substrate selection when
tested in different months of the summer?
Method
The second set of experiments was conducted in
Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, at the Harkness
Laboratory of Fisheries Research (45.63 N, 78.37 W) in the
third week of July and August 2003. The spiders were
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collected and housed according to the methods set out in
2002. These experiments differed from the 2002 experiments,
however, in several ways. The first difference is that artificial
flowers were used in 2003 to control for any confounding
effects associated with the use of real flowers in 2002. Silk
artificial flowers exhibiting simple and complex architectures
were spray-painted yellow or white with Design Master®
floral paint in order to simulate all the combinations of flower
colour and shape.
The second major difference between the 2002 and
2003 methodologies was the initial placement of the spiders
before making their floral selection. It is frequently cited in the
literature that when crab spiders switch flowers they descend
the stem of their current site, walk along the ground to a new
flower, and ascend that stem (Greco and Kevan 1994, Greco et
al. 1995, Kevan and Greco 2001). Consequently, many studies
investigating the substrate choices of crab spiders place them
on the ground and allow them to make a choice (Morse 1993,
Greco and Kevan 1994, Greco et al. 1995, Kevan and Greco
2001). This knowledge caused us to question the validity of
our 2002 methodology because it did not seem realistic that
spiders would ever make substrate choices at the level of the
inflorescence in nature. Consequently, we altered our
methodology so that the spiders were placed on the ground
rather than on a bridge between the two inflorescences.
Each spider was randomly assigned to a separate
arena that was lined with artificial turf. Two defoliated artificial
flowers of the same height were erected equidistant from the
centre of the arena. The spiders were placed in the centre of
the arena facing the flowers and were left for one hour. At the
beginning of the second hour the floral choice of the spider
was recorded and those spiders that were neither at the
starting position nor on a flower were placed back at the
starting position. The spiders were checked at regular
intervals for another hour. At the end of the second hour the
position of the spiders was recorded and the artificial flowers
and the turf were washed with water to ensure that possible
scent markings or silk residues from the spiders in the
previous trial would not influence the flower choices of
spiders in successive trials. The length of time that the spiders
were given to choose a flower was shortened from a full day in
2002 to a two hour period in 2003. This was based on the
findings of Morse and Fritz (1982) who reported that M. vatia
made most of their flower choices in the first two hours of a
six-hour observation period.
Results
July - Similar to our findings in 2002, there was no
evidence that female M. vatia preferred flowers that
complemented their body colour over flowers that contrasted
with their body colour (n=71, X2=1.704, p=0.192) (figure 1).
They also did not exhibit a significant preference for yellow or
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white flowers (n=71, X2=0.014, p=0.906) (figure 2). Unlike our
findings in August 2002, however, the spiders did not exhibit a
strong preference for complex floral architectures over simple
architectures (n=37, X2=3.270, p<0.071) (figure 3). There was
no evidence that female M. vatia preferred their host flower
over the other flower choice in either the colour or shape trial
(n=71, X2=0.014, p=0.90 and n=37, X2=0.027, p=0.869,
respectively).
August - Once again there was no evidence that
female M. vatia preferred flowers that complemented their
body colour over flowers that contrasted with their body
colour (n=70, X2=1.429, p=0.232) (figure 1). And again, they
did not exhibit a significant preference for yellow or white
flowers (n=70, X2=2.800, p=0.094) (figure 2). Similar to August
2002, the spiders exhibited a strong preference for complex
floral architectures over simple architectures (n=65, X2=12.938,
p<0.0005) (figure 3). As in all other trials, there was no
evidence that female M. vatia preferred their host flower over
the other flower choice in either the colour or shape trial
(n=70, X2=2.800, p=0.094 and n=65, X2=0.015, p=0.901,
respectively).
Discussion
In both 2002 and 2003, there was no evidence of a
host effect in either the colour or shape trial, increasing our
confidence that the spiders were making clear choices of
flower colour and shape and were not simply responding to
floral cues that they had recently experienced.
There was no evidence that female M. vatia prefer
flowers that complement their body colour. It is possible that
the spiders do not need to choose a flower of complementary
colour because they are able to change colour, as observed by
Gabritschevsky (1927). During the course of the study,
however, yellow spiders were commonly found on white
flowers and white spiders on yellow flowers. It is therefore
possible that camouflage by cryptic colouration is not a
necessary adaptation for hunting success in M. vatia.
Furthermore, a study by Morse (2000) reported finding M.
vatia successfully hunting on Pasture Rose (Rosa carolina)
and Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca). Both of these
flowers are pink and therefore out of the colour range of M.
vatia, illustrating that these spiders can be successful on
flowers that do not match their body colour. Morse (1988) also
provided evidence to suggest that the presence of crab
spiders on flowers does not influence pollinator foraging
behaviour and that pollinators show no sign of avoiding
flowers occupied by spiders. Heiling et al. (2003) have even
suggested that the presence of crab spiders on flowers
creates a colour pattern in the ultra-violet spectrum that makes
the flowers more attractive to pollinators by exploiting the
insect’s pre-existing preference for flowers with colour
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patterning. In addition to exhibiting no preference for flowers
that match their body colour, M. vatia did not exhibit a
preference for yellow or white flowers. These results conflict
with Greco and Kevan’s (1994) findings that female M. vatia
prefer yellow flowers. Due to the fact that M. vatia did not
exhibit a colour preference nor did they choose flowers that
complement their body colour in 2002 or 2003 using two
different methods, it is likely that colour is not a visual cue
used by female M. vatia when selecting flowers.
Although colour was not used as a visual cue by
female M. vatia, there was consistent evidence to suggest
that shape was an important cue used in hunting site
selection. Female M. vatia exhibited a strong preference for
complex floral architectures in August of both years and this
may be because spiders are able to hunt more efficiently on
complex flowers. Morse (1981) reported that although more
bumblebees attend flowers of simple architecture, such as
Pasture Rose, the proportion of successful attacks was
approximately four times greater on flowers of complex
architecture, such as goldenrod and milkweed. On simple
flowers the prey landed so close to the spider that the spider
attacked before orienting itself to the prey, resulting in many
unsuccessful attacks. Conversely, on complex flowers prey
land a short distance away from the spider, forcing the spider
to first orient towards the prey and then strike. This resulted
in a much greater proportion of successful attacks on complex
flowers. Because the same number of bumblebees can be
caught on both flower types despite the fact that twice as
many prey attend simple flowers (Morse 1981), there must be
another attribute of complex flowers that make them a more
attractive hunting site to M. vatia. In Oxeye daisy, and Blackeyed Susan disk florets mature from the outer edge of the disk
inward over a period of several days (Gilbert 1983), whereas, in
goldenrod the inflorescence is indeterminate and matures over
a period of ten or more days (Morse 1981). Not only do
complex flowers have nectar-secreting florets available for a
longer period of time but, because they are visited by fewer
insects than simple flowers, their nectar resources are not
depleted as rapidly. This may enable the spider to remain on
complex flowers much longer than simple flowers, reducing
the time and energy used to find a new hunting site.
Although there was no statistically significant
evidence to suggest that M. vatia selected flowers based on
shape in July, more spiders chose complex flowers than simple
flowers. This is consistent with the trend seen in August in
both 2002 and 2003 and the lack of statistically significant
evidence may be attributed to the small sample size in July.

flowers suggests that floral architecture is an important cue.
The extended length of time that complex flowers are attractive
to pollinating insects enables M. vatia to optimize its net
energy intake by remaining at a profitable hunting site for a
longer period of time. Therefore, choosing complex flowers
may improve the lifetime fitness of M. vatia and thus make it
an optimal foraging strategy.

Figure 1: Percentages of spiders that chose flowers that
complemented and contrasted their body colour in August 2002, July
2003, and August 2003.

Figure 2: Percentages of spiders that chose yellow and white
flowers in August 2002, July 2003, and August 2003.

Conclusion
The results of this study have suggested that colour
is not used by female M. vatia as a visual cue in selecting
hunting sites; however, the strong preference for complex
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Krebs, J.R., Houstaon A.I., and Charnov, E.L. 1981. Some
recent developments in optimal foraging, p. 3-18. In: Kamil.
A.C. and Sargent, T.D. Foraging behavior. Ecological,
ethological and psychological approaches. Garland, New York.
Morse, D.H. 1981. Prey capture by the crab spider Misumena
vatia (Thomisidae) on three common native flowers. The
American Naturalist 105: 358-367.
Morse, D.H. and Fritz, R.S. 1982. Experimental and
observational studies of patch choice at different scales by
the crab spider Misumena vatia. Ecology 63: 172-182.

Figure 3: Percentages of spiders that chose flowers complex
and simple architecture in August 2002, July 2003, and August
2003.

indicates a significant difference.
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
“Code for Insect Collecting” for the
TEA, summarized and paraphrased from
the “Code for Insect Collecting” issued
by the Joint Committee for the
Conservation of British Insects in 1971
and also from the statement of the
Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists’ Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and
other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people,
particularly children to an awareness
and study of an important part of their
natural environment.
2. It has an essential role in the
elucidation of scientific information,
both for its own sake and as a basis
from which to develop rational means
for protecting the environment and its
resources.
3. It is a recreational activity that can be
pursued in a manner not detrimental to
the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for
study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity,
frequency and variability of species and
as voucher material for published
records. This includes the important
matter of monitoring the fluctuation of
populations.
3. To document faunal representation in
environments threatened with alteration
by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of
regional checklists and institutional
reference collections. The Canadian
National Collection and collections in
museums and universities have
depended to a large extent on the efforts
of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research
endeavour.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be
limited to sampling the population
concerned.
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2. Insects should be examined while
alive, and if not required, released where
they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken
in numbers year after year from the same
locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be
taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for
commercial purposes; for such
purposes, they should be reared or
obtained from old collections.
6. Species which are listed as
threatened, vulnerable or rare should be
collected with the greatest restraint. It is
suggested that one pair is sufficient.
Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms
should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or
fragility of the population is unknown,
great caution and restraint should be
exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare
species should be reported, e.g. to the
editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary,
but the exact locality should not be
published, only the township or nearest
town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable
and should be visited regularly and the
catch should not be killed wholesale for
subsequent examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on
collecting in national and provincial
parks, nature reserves and conservation
areas. Cause as little damage to the
environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized
female, or from pairing in captivity is
preferable to taking a series in the field,
if for personal collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can
be supported by the available food
supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need
should be released in the original
locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not
be used by amateurs. In any case, they
should be limited to planned studies.

TEA field trip Rouge Valley 2003
Photo by Karen and Bob Yukich

Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved
with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from
physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for
examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data,
should be willed or offered to an
appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a
museum or university, in case of lack of
space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes
or allotypes, should be deposited in
appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes
regarding habitat, weather conditions
and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of
behaviour and biological interactions
should receive as high a priority as
collecting; such observations are
particularly welcomed for inclusion in
TEA Seasonal Summaries or
Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be
encouraged, but it is emphasized that
full data for each photograph should be
recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding
collecting and conservation as
reciprocally beneficial activities should
be undertaken whenever possible.
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Monarch

News

submitted by Don Davis

Current Position of the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources Regarding the Use of Monarch Butterflies for
Instructional Purposes in Schools

Status of the Monarch Butterfly Population
(Excerpts from a recent report provided by Dr. Orley “Chip”
Taylor of Monarch Watch)

“Dear Mr. Davis:
Re: Use of Monarch butterflies as a teaching aid in schools
In response to your email sent to Barbara Card
dated Feb. 24, 2004, I would like to thank you for your interest
in promoting wildlife in the class rooms of Ontario schools. As
you outline in detail, the use of invertebrates such as
butterflies can provide excellent teaching aids and do cross
many different academic areas. However, the use of Monarch
Butterflies is controlled under the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Act (FWCA), where they are listed as Specially
Protected Invertebrate (SPI). A revision to this act to remove
Monarch Butterflies is not likely to occur any time soon. The
Monarch Butterfly is listed in Canada under the COSEWIC
listing as a Species of Special Concern and is therefore
protected under federal Species at Risk legislation.
In Ontario, you are correct in saying that the
Monarch Butterfly is not endangered but this does not
preclude MNR from providing this species some protection
and specifically from commercial operations. The FWCA does
provide for an individual to possess one specimen of a SPI,
however to allow classroom butterfly projects to utilize
scheduled species, a wildlife scientific collectors authorization
is required. It is suggested that an individual school, or to cut
down on numbers of authorizations, an individual school
board could apply for the scientific collectors authorization.
Another suggestion is to utilize an invertebrate species that is
not listed as an SPI under the FWCA, such as Painted Ladies,
which can be obtained from some facilities that produce
biological materials for educational purposes. I realize that this
does not provide answers to some of your concerns, however
the process for classrooms to be legitimate with Monarch
Butterflies is to have a Wildlife Scientific Collectors
Authorization. If you would like to discuss the details of the
FWCA and the Scientific Collectors Authorization further, I
suggest you contact Tom Cumby, Wildlife Services
Coordinator, (705) 755-1825, who is very knowledgeable with
regard to the history and processes of this legislation.

“This is another good news/bad news report. The good news
is that the monarchs are headed north from their overwintering
grounds and have been reported from a number of inland
localities in southern Texas. The bad news is that the number
of returning monarchs is low due to the massive mortality
resulting from two winter storms in Mexico in January 2004.
In most years, the first monarchs sighted inland
from the coast are reported toward the end of the first week in
March, usually around the 5th. The first sighting in 2004,
away from the coast or the lower Rio Grand Valley, was in
Eldorado, Texas about 150 miles NW of San Antonio. This
observation was followed by another sighting on the 2nd in
Boerne, TX and one on the 5th in Austin. The distances from
the overwintering sites to the first locations in Texas usually
exceed 650 miles, giving rise to speculations in the past that
these monarchs are not from the overwintering sites but have
overwintered elsewhere. The assumption has been that the
monarchs do not leave the colonies until the middle of March;
this probably isn’t the case.
Some years ago Eligo Garcia Serrano, who spent
many years monitoring the overwintering monarch population,
stated that monarchs began to move north in the second half
of February. Such departure times are consistent with the
small numbers of arrivals reported in the first two weeks of
March each year in Texas. This points to the fact that little is
known about when and how monarchs leave the
overwintering sites. Do they have specific routes they take on
the way north?
A critical question each March is: how many
monarchs survived the winter? Unfortunately, because some
of the colonies move after catastrophic storms such as those
that occurred this year and because the newly formed
colonies are not measured (indeed some of them may not even
be found), it is difficult to arrive at any quantitative
assessment number of surviving monarchs. Roughly, very
roughly, only 30% of the population appears to have
survived. This works out to 1,222 trees with monarchs, or 3.37
hectares.

Yours truly, Original Signed by/John Boos, A/Regional
Wildlife Biologist, Southern Region Planning Unit”
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Fortunately, winter rainfall in Texas has been abundant and
well distributed and conditions should be favorable for
monarch reproduction. I expect monarchs to do well in Texas
in March and April. A check of the drought monitor site
www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.html shows that moisture
conditions are favorable throughout the breeding area with
the exception of the Dakotas, eastern Nebraska, and
Minnesota. However, monarchs will not reach these areas
until mid May or later and spring rains could improve
conditions in these areas before their arrival.
The storms of January 2004 produced an
abundance of tags. In all, we purchased 2,377 tags at a cost of
nearly $12,000. This exceeds the 1,900 tags purchased after the
winter storm in 2002. The number of records for recovered
tags this year will exceed 2,600. Although tag recoveries
following winter storms produce masses of data, they also
increase our costs in other ways, since there are increased
mailings (certificates), higher communication costs, and we
need to hire hourly students to help collate the data.
Therefore, we are still in need of contributions to the Tag
Recovery Fund. Our funding for tag purchases has now been
depleated, and the Ejidos in Mexico still have hundreds of
tags for us to purchase.”

Forthcoming Book:
THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY: Biology and Conservation
Edited by Karen S. Oberhauser and Michelle J. Solensky
Published by Cornell University Press; Available June 2004
The knowledge of citizen scientists, biologists, and naturalists
informs this book’s coverage of every aspect of the monarch
butterfly’s life cycle (breeding, migration, and overwintering)
from the perspective of every established monarch population
(western North American, eastern North American, and
Australian). In addition to presenting the most recent basic
research on this species, The Monarch Butterfly contains the
first publication of data compiled from two established citizen
science projects, Journey North and the Monarch Larva
Monitoring Project. It also reports for the first time on two
major events of long-term importance to monarch
conservation and biology: the creation of a larger protected
area in the Mexican overwintering sites and a weather-related
mortality event during the winter of 2002.
Monarch butterflies are arguably the most
recognized, studied, and loved of all insects, and the attention
that scientists and the general public have paid to this species
has increased both our understanding of the natural world
and our concern about preserving it. The unique combination
of basic research, background information, and conservation
applications makes this book a valuable resource for
ecologists, entomologists, naturalists, and teachers.
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The

Bookworm
Newest Moths of North America (PHYCITINAE) fascicle is
published
The Wedge Entomological Research Foundation announces
publication of the most recent fascicle in the Moths of
America North of Mexico (MONA) series of monographs. The
fascicle (number 15.5) revises 47 genera of Phycitinae
(Pyralidae) in North America. Authored by Dr. H. H. Neunzig,a
recognized authority on this gourp, this 338 page fascicle
includes 10 color plates, ten black-and-white plates and 116
line drawings text that illustrate morphological characters of
adults and larvae.
The Phycitinae, a large subfamily in the family
Pyralidae, are a diverse and important group of Lepidoptera
faunistically and economically. This fascicle includes the
descriptions of 22 species and 4 genera new to science. Of
particular interest are the genera Dioryctria, which includes
many economically important species, and Pyla, which has
many day-flying species. A synonymic check list of the
described species updates the Check List of the Lepidoptera
of North America.
In 33 years of publication, the MONA series has
documented the occurrence of 2,589 species. Three hundred
seventy-eight species and forty-four subspecies were
described as new to science in the series. The MONA series is
meant to be an authoritative replacement for the long out-ofdate W. J. Holland’s The Moth Book, originally published in
1903 and reprinted in 1968. This publication and previous
fascicles are available from the publisher and many natural
history book dealers. For more information, please contact
The Wedge Entomological Research Foundation, Dr. Ronald
Hodges, 85253 Ridgetop Dr., Eugene, OR 97405-9535 USA.
(541) 684-0484. rwhodges@earthlink.net. Shipping for fascicle
15.5 from the publisher is $4.00 US per copy (U. S., Canadian,
and Mexican orders) or $5.00 US per copy (all other countries).
“Beauty with Brains” in National Wildlife, April/May
2004, Vol. 42 #3, Pages 39 -47 written by Doug Stewart
Article makes note of a certain monarch researcher who
transported monarchs in his carry-on luggage during a
flight from Kansas to Washington with the purpose of
releasing the monarchs in Washington to see which way
the insects would try to migrate when they reached
Washington.
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TEA

Activities
January
TEA general meeting
David Gibo presented a fascinating but
graphic account of Forensic
Entomology. He challenged us - is it an
art or a science? How much do we really
know that can be applied confidently in
helping to solve a case? We know that
different insects come to a dead body at
different times but climate, microclimate,
and other factors can greatly affect the
progression and make definite
determinations difficult. It was an
interesting account of a growing field of
study.
TEA board meeting
The board met for the first time in a
while with a large slate of items. We
agreed to write letters of support for the
Toronto Tree Bylaw and for David
McCallum who is proposing to do a
movie on Monarch Migration. David is
a TEA member who did the movie The
Secret Life of Butterflies. We agreed to
participate in the upcoming activities as
outlined in the January 2004 issue of OI.
Finances: our membership fees do NOT
cover all costs of membership; we have
a shortfall of about $600. One reason is
that the Lepidoptera summary costs
about $16 per unit rather than our
estimated $10. We agreed that this
publication is extremely important and
that we want to do it well. Therefore, we
will keeps costs contained but will
supplement any excess with money from
the book account which continues to
grow as we continue to sell the
publications. A similar situation exists
for Ontario Odonata which, while not a
member publication (ie not included in
membership), is expensive to produce
and it is difficult to recover costs. Any
surplus will be paid for from the book
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account. We are trying to find a sponsor
for Ontario Odonata and any
suggestions are helpful. We also want
to increase our membership, which will
help our finances. Any suggestions as
to how to do so are welcome. If you are
able to promote the TEA in any way,
please let us know. We can supply you
with membership brochures and meeting
flyers. All these issues led us back to
the issue that we need to change our
name. ‘Toronto’ is too restrictive as
people assume that our focus is Toronto
only, which it is not! The board agreed
in principle to change our name. One
suggestion is: Ontario Insect
Association. Let us know what you
think.

February
TEA Jump into Spring
The TEA had a booth at the Toronto
Botanical Garden’s show in February.
TEA members Carolyn King, Barry
Harrison and Jean Godawa manned the
table, anwering questions. We had
photos and information about
gardening for butterflies. It was a
successful day for all. Thanks to
everyone for their help.
TEA general meeting
Steve Marshall whetted our appetite for
the spring about to come with gorgeous
photos of special bugs from special
places. He had just returned from a trip
to southwestern Australia and Tasmania
where he had the enviable task of
finding and identifying flies and other
insects. Australia is known for its
different mammalian fauna and its insect
fauna is also unique. We saw photos of
decaying seaweed (and flies) that is
home to a genus of flies, found
worldwide, but only in decaying

seaweed. The ‘upside down fly’ finds its
home only in the Grass Tree in western
Australia where it is common. A rare
species of pitcher plant houses a
micropezid fly that looks just like an ant.
Steve also recommended us to Tasmania
and its myrtle forests. Steve then
showed us special bugs in special
places in Ontario – orthopteroids that
are relatively rare and newly recorded or
relatively rare hemiptera, true bugs, from
St. Williams, Clear Creek, Ojibway Park,
Point Pelee and the Bruce Peninsula
among others. We saw pink katydids,
shield back grasshoppers, tree crickets
and bark beetles.

March
TEA general meeting
Our annual Student Symposium was
well attended by both student
participants and an audience of
interested people. We had a full
afternoon with 6 talks and 8 posters the abstracts are printed in this issue.
Thanks to Doug Currie,
Carolyn King, Chris Darling and Peter
Hallett for helping to make such a
successful meeting.

Eristalis dimidiatus (a Syrphid fly) on
Salix sp., Harmony Valley Conservation
Area, Oshawa, April 2003, C.D. Jones
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and
Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to
contribute sightings to the annual summaries: Ontario
Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) and Ontario
Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). Both summaries
list all records submitted and also feature papers, articles
and notes on a variety of topics. Ontario Lepidoptera is
sent to members as a benefit of membership. Ontario
Odonata is not included with membership but must be
purchased separately. Both of the summaries may be
purchased by non-members. Please contact the compiler
directly for more details.
Suggestions for locations to visit in 2004
York County for dragonflies
Petroglyphs Park for butterflies and dragonflies
Alderville Nature Reserve
Walkers’ haunts: Credit River, Humber River, Don Valley,
Grenadier Pond and the Digrassi Point on Lake Simcoe

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date
seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible
indicating at least a city/town/conservation area and the
county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of
a UTM or Latitude and Longitude (read from a
topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit)
would also be beneficial but is not mandatory. Please
also note how many individuals you see and, if possible,
whether they are male or female. Distinguishing between
sight and specimen based records is also tremendously
useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order
that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2005.
Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a
spreadsheet or database application such as Microsoft
Excel or Corel Quattro Pro; wordprocessing applications
(e.g. Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine
as are handwritten records. Please send records to:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L
2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: tba
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Eastern Comma, Warsaw Caves Conservation Area,
Peterborough Co., April 27, 2003, C.D. Jones

Odonata summary
What information to send
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of
Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake),
number of individuals, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./
Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and
observation date. Please contact one of the compilers to
receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all
the necessary fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if
possible) you compile your data using a database file
such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send
Submissions should be received by December 31, 2004.
Late submissions included at the compiler’s discretion.
Northern Ontario: (north of Algonquin Park, Nipissing
District and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew
and Peterborough) - Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield,
ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial
Compiler: (most of the region east of a line from the
south end of Georgian Bay, east to the Ottawa and St.
Lawrence valleys with the exceptions of Peterborough,
Haliburton and Muskoka) - Paul Catling at
catlingp@agr.gc.ca. Paul is also Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: (south and southwest of a line
connecting the south end of Georgian Bay to Hamilton
and Niagara on the Lake) - Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette
Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Vol 4, No 3, May
1999, p 48-52, a previous issue of Ontario Odonata or the
provincial compiler.
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Flea

Market
TOTALLY NEW
OPTICAL TOOL TO
FIND AND VIEW
INSECTS!!!!!!!!

.......................................................
This monocular focuses from
infinity to an unbelievable 18”!
7x magnification, 40 mm
objective lens. BaK-4 roof prism,
15 inch eye relief, nitrogen filled,
coated optics, tripod mountable,
carrying case.

ONLY $149 (US) plus shipping.
See and buy at:

www.closetoinfinity.com
“Like having a macro
lens without the camera
and without having to get
right up on the insect. At
six feet, a bee fills the
lens! And the new, intuitive
side focusing wheel makes it
ultra-easy to find and keep
even moving objects in
focus!”

The Ontario Insect Fair
The Arboretum
Guelph University
Guelph, Ontario

May 1-2, 2004
• Educational Information
• Books & Published Material
• Dead, Dried Specimens for
Collections or Display
• Framed Specimens for
Decoration
• Equipment & Entomological
Supplies
• Societies & Associations
• Museums, Conservatories
• Collectibles
Open from 10 AM to 5 PM
Lots of Free Parking
Fee: $5.00 adults and over 14
$2.00 under 14
For more information log onto
www.thornesinsects.com

Arctic and Boreal
Entomology Field Course
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Where: Churchill Northern Studies Centre
(CNSC), Churchill, Manitoba.

Cost: $1,000US (inc. room/ board, supplies
etc but NOT travel to/from Churchill).
Date: July 31 - August 14, 2004
Format: Evening lectures and discussions;
field excursions; field exercises; individual
projects
Contact:
Peter
Kevan,
pkevan@uoguelph.ca.
Dept.
of
Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph N1G 2W1.

or contact Ken Thorne at
tis@lonet.ca Tel 519-652-6696

ESO meeting
Entomological Society
of Ontario
5-7 November 2004
Brock University
St. Catharines, ON
www.entsocont.com

Commercial Advertising Space 10 cm x 5.5 cm $10 per issue or $20 for 3 issues.
Personal Ads Free to Members

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Items for Sale through the TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List By P.M. Catling and V.R.
Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including conservation status, flight period, habitat,
distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: annual summary including articles, notes and records
Volume 1 (1999) 16 articles plus records - conservation status
ranks, natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated
key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern Canadian
Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 2 (2000) 16 articles plus records - significant range
extensions ecology, regional lists, conservation and a museum
collection. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (2001) 18 articles plus records - county and regional lists,
range expansions, behavioural notes, conservation status and
identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
NEW!: Volume 4 (2002): 12 articles plus records - notable records,
new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water quality.
Cost: $30 Can; In USA/overseas, $32 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of
history (2nd edition) Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry
Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1
(905) 727-6993; alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists’ Association
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DEADLINE INFORMATION - Members Please Note:
The deadline for submissions to the January issue of Ontario Insects is December 1. Late
submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor. If there are any questions or
concerns regarding submissions, please feel free to contact Colin Jones at the address
below.
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Membership Information:
Annual dues are as follows:
Individual

$25

Student

$15

Family

$30

All membership queries and payment of
dues can be directed to Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora,
Ontario, Canada, L4G 2K1. (905) 7276993. alan.hanks@sympatico.ca

Submissions to: Colin D. Jones, Editor of Ontario Insects, Box 182, Lakefield, ON, K0L
2H0, naturalist@algonquinpark.on.ca, (705) 652-5004

Publications received as part of a TEA
membership include:

TEA members are welcome to submit any entomologically relevent materials. Please see the
inside back cover for Notice to Contributors for more information. Deadlines for submission are
1 month prior to publication..

• 3 issues of Ontario Insects per year

For general inquiries about the TEA contact: Alan Hanks, Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton
Dr. Aurora, ON, L4G 2K1, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca, (905) 727-6993 or check our
website at: www.ontarioinsects.org

• annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summary
THE TEA IS A REGISTERED CHARITY
(#1069095-21); ALL DONATIONS ARE
TAX CREDITABLE.
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Be a part of TEA’s future
Dear TEA members,
It has been my pleasure to be entrusted
to the position of president for 6 years
but it is now time for me to ‘retire’. My
heartfelt thanks to the many members
who have served on the board and who
I could always count on to do what
needed to be done. I believe that the
TEA plays an important role in
protecting the insects of Ontario
through our publications, field trips,
public education activities and
affiliations with other organizations. I’m
sure that we will continue to move
forward in many areas.
We do need help for a number
of activities. A few hours of your time
every week or every month or once a
year adds to what we accomplish. Please
let us know what you can help with:
1.Answering emails (1 or 2 people)
We get only 2 or 3 emails a week; very
little spam. You can reply to the ones
that you can and forward the others to
the appropriate person.
2. Student symposium coordinator;
liaise with the academic coordinator
- from Sept to Mar, send notices
advising the university community of
the symposium (contact information is
available)
- book room for the symposium (usually
the U of T Zoology seminar room)
- prepare agenda
- on the day of the symposium (end of
March), set up room, chair the meeting,
order lunch for students etc.
- send out thank you notes
3. Ontario Insects newsjournal
a. Editor - Solicit articles, proofread etc
b. Layout (knowledge of Pagemaker 6.5)
OI is published for Sept/Jan/Apr meetings.
Thanks to the following who have
already offered to take on some duties:
Bill McIlveen – Research Grant
coordinator
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Announcements
Ann Gray – Leslie Spit Advisory
Committee – main member
Barry Harrison – Leslie Spit Advisory
Committee – alternate member
Alan McNaughton – Website update
and administration

Call for Applicants:
The W.J.D. Eberlie Award
for Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award 2005.
The T.E.A. offers an award of $300
to assist graduate or undergraduate
students conducting original field
research into Ontario insects. The award
is intended as a travel grant to defray
costs of travel to field sites used for
research. The award will be made on the
basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the TEA and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
completed application form postmarked
no later than March 25, 2005.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per
year for students) includes a
subscription to Ontario Insects and the
annual Lepidoptera summary.
An application form for the award or
for membership in the TEA may be
downloaded from the TEA website:
www.ontarioinsects.org.

Meeting notices
• Ontario hosts the Annual General
Meeting of the Dragonfly Society of the
Americas - July 8-12, 2005 (see p 12)
• 2004 Entomological Society of Ontario
Annual Meeting, Ancient Insects. Nov
5-7th, Brock University, St. Catharines.
• Montreal Insect Fair - Oct 16/17 (see
inside back cover)
• Dr Lincoln Brower Oct 23-25 (see pg 9)

Student receives
W.J.D. Eberlie Award
The TEA is pleased to
announce that the W. John D. Eberlie
Research Travel Award for 2004 was
awarded to David Punzalen,
Department of Zoology, University of
Toronto for the project
“Thermoregulation and sexual
dimorphism in the ambush bug Phymata
americana”. This award will help
subsidize David’s travel costs to his
study site, the Koffler Scientific Reserve
at Joker’s Hill, King Ontario. His
supervisors are Dr. Locke Rowe and Dr.
Helen Rodd. Congratulations David!
Abstract: “The ambush bug Phymata
americana exhibits a puzzling example
of sexual dimorphism where the sexes
express different components and levels
of colour pattern. Although previous
work suggests that components of male
colour pattern are subject to sexual
selection, its proximate function remains
unclear. Here I propose that colour
pattern in P. americana is a
thermoregulatory adaptation that
mediates competition for mates and
speculate on its potentially broad
implications for explaining sexual
selection and sexual dimorphism.”

Student Symposium
2005 - First Call for Titles
The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
and senior undergraduate students to
present a talk or poster at the Annual
Student Symposium on Saturday,
March 19, 2005 at 1 pm. Everyone is
welcome to attend the symposium.
If you are interested in participating
or would like more information, please email the TEA (info@ontarioinsects.org).
Provisional titles, final submitted and
edited abstracts will be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium.
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday, September 25, 2004 1 PM
MEMBERS’MEETING
How was your summer!? Bring in your slides, photos, specimens etc of what you’ve seen over the summer. We hope to have a
computer so that those of you with digital photos can also show us your photos. We’ll also be hearing about the status of
monarchs and ‘the year of the cicada’.
Saturday, October 23, 2004 1 PM
ASH TREES AT RISK: THE BIOLOGY, EFFECTS AND CONTROL OF THE EMERALD ASH BORER
Gard Otis
Gard has been a professor at the University of Guelph since 1982 in the department of Environmental Biology. His research has
focussed mostly on honey bee ecology, behaviour, evolution, and pests. His current interests concern breeding honey bees for
resistance to parasitic mites, the biology of honey bee sperm, all aspects of the biology of Asian honey bees, butterfly ecology
and the Emerald Ash Borer and its effects on natural ecosystems. He’ll speak to us about this fairly recent introduction from Asia
that is killing ash trees in the US and the Windsor area.
Saturday, November 27, 2004 1 PM
MORMON CRICKETS: WHEN GOOD KATYDIDS GO BAD
Darryl Gwynne
Darryl is Professor of Biology at the University of Toronto in Mississauga. His research concerns sexual selection and mating
behaviour for which he uses insects and spiders to test the hypotheses. He will discuss his own and his collaborative research
on a well known katydid found in western North America - the Mormon cricket. This flightless species appears to form both
“solitary” and “gregarious” phases (partly revealed through great differences in sexual behaviour). He will discuss recent
research on genetic differences between the two types of Mormon cricket as well as their well-known “marching” movements.
Saturday, January 22, 2005 1 PM
HOT ON THE TRAIL OFTHE MIGRATORY MONARCH
Don Davis
Don is a TEA member who has been fascinated by the migratory Monarch butterfly since high school. He has: worked with the
Urquharts; tagged Monarchs annually at Presqu'ile since 1985; visited the overwintering site in Mexico twice; and contributed to
documentaries, books, TV and radio programs. Interest in the migratory Monarch has grown substantially over the years and
Don has kept his pulse on all the discoveries about it as they have emerged. He will bring us up to date on the new research as
well as issues and concerns.
February 26, 2005 - TBA; March 19, 2005 - Student Symposium – Location TBA (NOTE: because of the Easter holiday, this is
earlier than the usual date); April 23, 2005 – Glen Richardson – Insect Rearing
All meetings are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip

Reports

by Carol Sellers, Field Trip & Program Coordinator

This year we doubled the number of TEA outings and wonder of wonders - it didn’t rain on any of them! There is so
much to learn about insects and not nearly enough good field
guides so outings are a terrific way to expand our knowledge.
Many thanks to our capable leaders and to all TEA members
who shared their expertise to make the outings a success.

June 19
Insects of the Copetown Bog
Leader: Marvin Gunderman
The day started off really cold (10C), overcast and windy but
within an hour it was a beautiful sunny day. The water level in
the bog was high so we took a lovely wooded trail and made
forays to the edges of the bog. Four students from York
University joined us at the bog and were amazed by the
diversity of insects. In addition to odonates (thanks, Michael,
for the list) we saw 10 species of butterflies and several other
interesting insects. Scariest was the Bumble Bee-mimic Robber
Fly - very convincing! After lunch in Marvin’s very pleasant
back yard, we took a short excursion to nearby Tiffany Falls to
round out a fine day in the field. Thanks, Marvin.
Butterflies
European skipper
Hobomok skipper
E. Tiger Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Spring Azure

Northern Crescent
Red Admiral
Red-spotted Purple
Ringlet
Little Wood Satyr

Odonates
Ishnura verticalis
Erythemis simplicicolis
Aeshna canadensis
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Sympetrum internum
Libellula semifasciata

Libellula luctuosa
Libellula pulchella
Pachydiplax longipennis
Plathemis lydia
Nehalennia sp
Damsel sp (blue)
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Marvin and TEA members at Copetown (photo by Ann Gray)

July 1
Toronto NABA Butterfly Count
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason
Although 43 species were caught representing a good
number, only one species, Phyciodes selenis were actually
good numbers of individuals. The rest appear much weaker in
numbers. Several areas that once held good populations now
produce practically nothing. This year I purposely walked
through these areas and Dog Strangler Vine, almost entirely
fills them. This is quickly becoming critical in the Rouge and
the Don River valleys.
Species that are of particular concern would be
Euphyes vestris, the Dun skipper, (It was once the commonest
small brown skipper in the region.) and Pompeius verna, the
Little Glassy Wing, (the first sightings in 3 years). Most
skippers seem down as a whole. Fields that in the past were
filled with skippers now appear quiet. Hopefully it is just a
low cycle that will rebound in the next couple of years.
This year we added the Lucas farm to our survey and it has
only been the last two or three years that we have included
the fields to the east of Meadowvale. Several areas on the
Toronto Zoo property are not included anymore because of
the overgrowth of meadows and difficulty in surveying them.
The participants were: Ann Gray, Steve Laforest,
Carolyn King, Carol Sellers, Siglinde Van Der Grinten, Nancy
& Michael van der Poorten, Roger Sutton (Vacationing from
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England), Mark Kubisz, Darcie & Cameron McKelvey, Jim
Fairchild, Roger Sutton, Glen Richardson, Tom Mason.
For a complete list of species, see Ontario Lepidoptera 2004.

July 3
Leslie St Spit
No leader
It was a nice sunny day with a cool breeze. There was lots of
cow vetch in bloom, and though we diligently checked most
of it, butterflies were scarce: 11 species, nothing in abundance
and only 1 Monarch. However, it was a nice day, the company
was good, and the Spit is a great place to spend a summer’s day.
Butterflies
Silver-spotted skipper
European skipper
Cabbage White
Common Sulphur
Orange Sulphur
Monarch

Spring Azure
Silvery Blue
Mourning Cloak
Painted Lady
Ringlet

July 20
High Park Moths
Leader: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
Report by George Bryant
In conjunction with the High Park Citizen’s Advisory Council,
our annual urban moth night attracted about 30 human
participants and 42 moth species. Tom Mason provided a
splendid introduction to moth study while David Beadle
pronounced assuredly on all identifications. Amongst the
various Idias, Waves, Owlets and Spanworms, three Eurasian
immigrants stood out. Double-lobed Moth (Apamea
ophipogramma) a rather rare species, Large Yellow
Underwing (Noctua pronuba) too new to be included in
Covell’s Field Guide to the Moths but now common
everywhere and Gypsy Moth (Lymantria dispar), interesting
because only two individuals were noted. For diversion,
Michael van der Poorten demonstrating his net prowess by
capturing a Small-eyed Sphinx (Paonias myops) which was
perched 20’ directly over our heads in the rafters.

High Park moth table

July 24
Moths, Moths, Moths
Leader: Dave Beadle
The evening was clear and cool and so was the previous
evening so moths were not quite as abundant as in previous
years. But we still got 84 species! Agian we started at Brian
Henshaw’s house in Brooklin to look at the moths he had
trapped overnight. Then we headed to the Oak
Ridges Moraine near Balsam to set up the sheets and lights
and bait some trees. The beauty of the sheets is that the
moths stay still long enough for everyone to get a really good
look. Thanks, Dave, for leading and identifying; Brian, for
trapping and organizing the Moraine location; and Carolyn/
Steve for bringing the generator.
See Ontario Lepidoptera 2004 for a complete list of species.

See Ontario Lepidoptera 2004 for a complete list of species.
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August 17
Spiders of Blackwater/Beaver Creek
Leader: Tom Mason
It was a perfect day for our third annual spider outing at
Blackwater. There was a shortage of the big orb weavers Araneus and Argiope - but we had 18 other species including
a nest of nursery web youngsters. In addition to the spiders
there were a few late butterflies - Dun Skipper, Acadian and
Striped Hairstreak - and lots of meadowhawks. Gray tree frogs
and Succinia snails were abundant. We found several
interesting bugs and beetles, including a Wheel Bug with red
mite attached. Identifying spiders is a challenge, to say the
least, so thanks, Tom, for sharing your expertise again.

I think the idea of returning to the same site over the years
and walking the same transect at approximately the same time
could be very interesting. If done over five years, it could
leave a record similar to the nesting bird studies. I've been
quite amazed at the differences in species that we are seeing
over the years and look forward to seeing more changes in the
future.

Family Linyphiidae
Platform spider - Microlinyphia sp.
Bowl and Doily spider - Frontinella pyramitela
Family Aranaedae
Barn spider - Araneus cavaticus (web only)
Furrow spider - Nutenea cornuta
No common name - Nuctenea patagiata
Bridge spider - Nuctenea sericata
Family Tetragnathidae The long-jawed spiders
No common name - Tetragnatha laboriosa
No common name - Tetragnatha elongata
Family Agelenidae
Grass spider - Agelenopsis naevia
Family Pisauridae
Rafting spider - Dolomedes triton (also known as 6 -spotted
fishing spider)
Family Lycosidae
Wolf spider - Hogna frondicola
Family Clubionidae
Sac spider - Clubionus riparia
Family Thomisidae
Flower spider - Misumena vatia
Pale crab spider - Misumenops oblongus
No common name - Xysticus elegans
No common name - Xysticus sp.
Family Salticidae Jumping spiders
No common name - Phidippus clarus
No common name - Metaphidippus galathea

Report byTom Mason
We found 18 species, one more than the first year we did this,
but the species were quite different. The main difference is the
decrease of orb weaving spiders which is very likely due to
the increase in wasps in the region since spiders are a
favourite food. The nicest sighting was probably the nursery
web spider nest that we saw at the end of the north walk.
There were also a few small jumping spiders in the tall sedges
not caught and identified that would probably have added a
couple of species. As specimens are not actually collected,
identification would be very difficult.
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Rafting spider - Dolomedes triton (photo by Bill McIlveen)

Caligrapha beetle (photo by Bill McIlveen)

August 21
Bronte Creek Moths
Leader: Dave Beadle
With permission from staff at Bronte Creek Provincial Park we
were able to add this outing to the schedule. We were joined
by 9 campers from the park, which brought our numbers up to
27! Again it was a cool, clear night, not ideal for moths, but
some Underwings were lured to the baited trees. We also
found a Camel cricket lurking at the base of a tree, and a
Bombardier beetle. A large Hangingfly appeared to be foraging
at the lighted sheet: probably scooping up small insects.
Again, thanks, Dave, for leading and Carolyn & Steve for
bringing the generator.
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951 Machimia tentoriferella
6740 Xanthotype urticaria
6796 Campaea perlata
6798 Ennomos subsignaria
7196 Eulithis diversilineata
7390 Xanthorhoe lacustrata
7399 Euphyia unangulata
7423 Hydrelia albifera
8090 Hypoprepia fucosa
8784 Catocala obscura
8788 Catocala retecta
8801 Catocala ilia
9382 Apamea devastator
9638 Amphipyra pyramidoides
10937 Lacinipolia renigera
10438 Pseudaletia unipuncta
10459 Leucania inermis

Gold-striped Leaftier
False Crocus Geometer
Pale Beauty
Elm Spanworm
Lesser Grapevine Looper
Toothed Brown Carpet
Sharp-angeld Carpet
Fragile White Carpet
Painted Lichen
Obscure Underwing
Yellow-gray Underwing
Ilia Underwing
Glassy Cutworm
Copper Underwing
Bristly Cutworm
Armyworm
Unarmed Wainscot

August 28
Rattray Marsh
No leader
It was a muggy, overcast day that started auspiciously with a
low-flying adult Bald Eagle. Spiders were plentiful, especially
the large Garden spider (Araneus diadematus). Our best
spider find was the uncommon Orchard Spider (Leucauge
venusta) which was ID’d later by Tom Mason from a photo by
Bill McIlveen. Other interesting insects finds were Progressive
Bee Fly, Scorpionfly, and Locust Borer. Highlight of the outing
was the Silver-spotted Skipper caterpillars hiding between the
hog-peanut leaves. Thanks to Glenn Richardson for finding
these and the Azure caterpillar. Thanks to Steve for keeping
the list.

Orchard spider (Leucauge venusta) - (Photo by Bill McIlveen)

Continued from inside back cover...Age forces disposal of...
(4) Books, Field Guides etc.
(5) Framed autographed paintings of butterflies by Wm. H.
Howe (author of The Butterflies of North America).
Contact Quimby Hess at phone: (416) 482-1637
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and
Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute
sightings to the annual summaries.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send: Make note of the name of the
butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be
fairly specific if possible indicating at least a city/town/
conservation area and the county. Including geographic
coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude and
Longitude would also be beneficial. Please also note how
many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they
are male or female. Any particular behaviour such as
nectaring, egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
When and where to send: Submissions should be sent by
February 28, 2005. Electronic submissions are encouraged,
preferably in a spreadsheet or database application such
as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro; wordprocessing
applications (e.g. Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect)
are also fine as are handwritten records. Please send
records to: Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield,
ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca). Moths: tba

Odonata summary
What information to send: Species name, county, precise
location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of
Little Turtle Lake), number of individuals, an accurate
UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1
inch maps, and observation date. Please contact one of the
compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy)
containing all the necessary fields. It is strongly
encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using
a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send: Submissions should be received
by December 31, 2004. Late submissions included at the
compiler’s discretion. Northern Ontario: Colin D. Jones
(Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166,
home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca). Central
Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler):
Paul Catling at catlingp@agr.gc.ca. Paul is also Provincial
Compiler. Southwestern Ontario: Paul Pratt (7100
Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Vol 4, No 3, May
1999, p 48-52, a previous issue of Ontario Odonata or
contact the provincial compiler.
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Monarch

News
Notes on the European Paper
Wasp (Polistes dominulus,
Vespidae)
Following up on a posting to the
Monarch Watch Update that stated
that
European paper wasps presented a
new threat to monarch butterfly larva, I
decided to learn more about this
species.
Polistes dominulus was first
reported in Massachusetts, near
Boston in 1981. It apparently has the
potential to colonize much of North
America. This species ranges
throughout most of Europe and south
to the Mediterranean including North
America. It is also found in much of
Eurasia and reaches China. Before its
arrival, the northern paper wasp,
Polistes fuscatus, was the most
frequently encountered species.
Whitney Cranshaw, an
economic entomologist and specialist
on garden insects at Colorado State
University, reports that the wasp ha
spread rapidly over the past 5 years in
Colorado. “It has extirpated essentially
every caterpillar in Ft. Collins by midJuly in the past 2 years and I am sure is
having a major ecological impact.” He
further states, “I don’t think there
has been any introduced insect that I
have observed in my 20 years here
that has so rapidly spread and
impacted insect life in Colorado.”
Speculations for the rapid
expansion of range include:
- earlier seasonal establishment of
colonies allowing P. dominulus to
establish workers before our native
species, thereby benefiting forage
activities and colony expansion
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submitted by Don Davis

- avoidance of native bird predators by
early nest establishment. Early
establishment provides the nest with
more workers to protect the larvae
- a more varied diet
There are various reports on
the ferocity of the species. Some state
that the species only becomes
aggressive if interfered with. One
American bluebird enthusiast reports
that they are highly aggressive, and
more aggressive than native species
when he probes their nests out of
nestboxes with a stick.
Noted Canadian entomologist
Dr. David Gibo at Erindale College,
University of Toronto, reports: “I first
noticed Polistes dominulus foraging in
goldenrod on the campus of the
University of Toronto in Mississauga in
the late 90’s. By 2001, their colonies
were common, both on campus and in
the surrounding suburbs, and the wasp
had largely displaced our native
species, Polistes fuscatus. Although P.
dominulus has declined in abundance
somewhat since the summer of 2001, it
has remained the dominate Polistes
species, at least locally.”

Where are all the Monarch
Butterflies?
Considerable concern has been raised
concerning the scarcity of monarch
butterflies in Ontario this summer. The
number of monarch butterflies counted
on almost every Ontario butterfly count
was down considerably. Reasons given
for this decline include:
- two severe winter storms in January in
Mexico
- continued illegal logging in Mexico,
resulting in a thinning of the forests

- less than ideal breeding conditions – a
cool damp summer in the northern range
- global warming
For those of us who have
monitored the monarch butterfly
population for many years, there have
been many years in the past when the
number of monarch butterflies has
appeared low. Some feel that there is no
need for concern and that the
population will rebound, as it did after
the disastrous winter storm in January
2002. Noted monarch researcher Dr.
Lincoln Brower is particularly concerned
that the combined impact of the above
noted factors and other factors merit
continued observation and study. The
September 2004 article on Global
Warming in National Geographic refers
to possible climate changes in the area
near monarch overwintering sites in
Mexico. As of early September 2004,
teachers and other educators were very
unhappy that they were having great
difficulty finding monarch eggs and
larva for study purposes in their
classrooms.

Spring Migration
The spring 2004 migration appeared to
go well and monarchs gradually arrived
in Ontario. There were many Ontario
sightings noted, including:
May 6 – Point Pelee National Park
May 15 – Rondeau Provincial Park
May 15 – Pelee Island
May 27 – Waterdown, Dyers Bay (Bruce
Peninsula)
May 29 – Port Hope
May 30 – Mansfield, Toronto,
Camlachie, Carden Plain (Kirkfield)
May 31 – Monarch eggs (Scarborough)
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June 1 – Long Point
June 2 – Sauble Beach
June 5 – Tobermory
June 8 – Elliot Lake,
June 9 – Thunder Bay
June 10 – Port Carling, Bracebridge,
Sandbanks Provincial Park
June 11 – Pancake Bay Provincial Park
June 12 – Killaloe, Bolton, Uxbridge
Township
June 14 – Presqu’ile Provincial Park
June 15 – Algonquin Provincial Park
June 18 – Kingston
June 20 – Perth
June 26 – Pinery Provincial Park
June 28 – Agawa Bay (Lake Superior
Provincial Park)
Other reports – June 16 – Trail, B.C.;
June 17 – Winnipeg, MB

Illegal Logging in Mexico
Escalates
Continued illegal logging in the
monarch overwintering sites and the
buffer zone in Mexico was carried out
this spring in an extensive, clandestine
manner. Headlines about this situation
appeared in the June 2/04 New York
Times after Times reporters in Mexico
were detained, had their cameras and
recording equipment confiscated by
illegal loggers, and one of their crew
members was beaten. Local citizens
have also been threatened and
assaulted. Subsequently, the Mexican
army moved into the Mariposa Monarca
Biosphere Zone and recently, hidden
camera have been installed in these
forests to monitor the situation. There
are also plans to purchase a large
helicopter so that enforcement
personnel can be quickly moved into
areas where illegal logging is taking
place. Unfortunately, these illegal
loggers often work quickly by night and
use cell phones to communicate when
authorities are approaching. There are
concerns that these measures will only
have a temporary impact on the illegal
logging issue
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2003 Recovery Data
Monarch Watch is continuing to
compile the results of tagged monarch
butterflies recovered in Mexico this past
spring. To date, Don Davis has had 29
tagged monarchs recovered in 2003 – an
amazing figure given that in the past,
one had to tag about 1000 monarchs
before one recovery was obtained.
Some of these 29 tags were placed on
monarchs in the fall of 2001 and 2002.
They were primarily recovered at the El
Rosario site, with a few being found at
the Chincua and Pelon sites.

Monarch Watch Update
Monarch Watch issues a monthly
update by e-mail, describing various
issues and developments related to the
monarch butterfly and Monarch Watch.
These updates are archived at:
www.monarchwatch.org/update. To
receive these updates each months,
register at: http://
www.monarchwatch.org/update. About
9000 people have signed up to receive
this update!

Use Care in Handling Tropical
Milkweed
There have been a few reports this
summer of individuals handling tropical
milkweed (A. currasavica), wiping away
perspiration on their foreheads with
their hands, and then having
perspiration and milkweed sap run into
their eyes. These individuals had to
subsequently seek medical attention as
their corneas damaged by this sap. One
person lost his cornea. Due to the
possibility of allergic reaction or toxic
effects from many plant species, it
makes sense that one take precautions
by wearing gloves and washing hands.

Dr. Lincoln Brower,
world renowned
Monarch Butterfly
Researcher, visits
Ontario
Professor Lincoln Brower has
conducted research at the monarch
overwintering sites in central Mexico
since 1977. In his lecture, entitled “THE
GRAND SAGA OF THE MONARCH
BUTTERFLY”, Dr. Brower will illustrate
how monarchs may find their way to
Mexico, the importance of the high
altitude Oyamel fir forest ecosystem and
how monarchs recolonize their northern
breeding ranges. Massive illegal
logging endangers this remarkable
biological phenomenon.
Joining Dr. Brower will be Jose Luis
Alvarez of Mexico. Sr. Alvarez will
describe how the Michoacan
Reforestation Fund and the La Cruz
Habitat Protection Project, with almost
1.5 million trees planted since 1997, is
playing a crucial role in the survival of
the monarch butterfly and local
communities.
Tickets for the lecture at the Royal
Ontario Museum on Sunday, October
24, 2004, are now available at:
www.rom.on.ca.
They will also be making appearances
on Saturday, October 23rd at Wings of
Paradise Butterfly Conservatory
(Cambridge) and at the Royal Botanical
Gardens (Hamilton) and on Monday,
October 25th in Kingston, Ontario.
For further information, contact Don
Davis at donald_davis@yahoo.com
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The

Bookworm
The Last Monarch Butterfly
by Phil Schappert
ISBN: 1552634051
Phil Schappert, PhD, is the editor of the
News of Lepidopterists’ Society, author
of A World for Butterflies and professor
at the University of Texas at Austin and
past president of the TEA.
“The Last Monarch Butterfly is the
definitive environmental reference on
this endangered species. It provides a
thorough and essential overview of
these delightful creatures and helps
readers to understand their plight. The
book documents the monarch’s life
cycle to provide a clear understanding
of its natural condition including its
migratory nature.
The western butterfly winters in
California and the eastern butterfly
winters in Mexico. Natural disasters
such as a recent cold snap in Mexico
imperil the already depleted monarch
populations. Areas in California that
once hosted the monarch are now being
used for residential and industrial
development. Even the vast fields of
flowering weeds that supported the
monarch in the northern states are
depleted for new development.”
The Monarch Guide: Attracting
monarchs and creating monarch
habitat
A new 18 page booklet about attracting
monarch butterflies and creating
monarch habitat is available from the
Canadian Nature Federation. Order from
Kate McNeil, CNF Stewardship
Programs Coordinator at (800) 267-4080,
Ext. 245. cnf@cnf.ca
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The Monarch Butterfly: Biology &
Conservation.
Comstock: Cornell Univ. 2004. c.336p. ed.
by Karen S. Oberhauser & Michelle
Solensky. ISBN 0-8014-4188-9. $39.95.

The Black Flies (Simuliidae) of North
America
Peter H. Adler, Douglas C. Currie, and D.
Monty Wood

Where do North American monarch
butterflies fly to each fall? Though
millions watch their annual migrations, it
was not until 1975 that the spectacular
overwintering locality was discovered in
the mountains of central Mexico. Since
then, four international conferences have
been held to formulate protection policies
for overwintering monarchs; thousands
of people have tagged, monitored, and
studied monarchs to understand every
aspect of their biology. Ecologists
Oberhauser and Solensky (both Univ. of
Minnesota) have assembled the results
of those efforts into 27 chapters written
by 46 authors. Covered is every facet of
monarch breeding, migration, and
overwintering, as well as population
modeling and management; the results of
several important studies are being
published here for the first time. The text
is clearly written, and the mathematical
formulas included in certain chapters are
not essential to understanding the main
ideas. The most up-to-date and
comprehensive publication on monarch
butterfly biology, this will be an important
reference tool in high school and public
libraries and for interested citizens and
scientists.

This book compiles everything known
about black flies, including basic
biological facts, keys to all life stages,
aquatic and terrestrial ecology, behavior,
control, social and economic impacts,
and taxonomy. It is copiously illustrated
in color, showcasing the new work of
some of the best insect illustrators.

Review by Annette Aiello, Smithsonian
Tropical Research Inst., Panama

New publications on Entomology from
China: please visit www.hceis.com;
www.hceis.com/product/index/
Insects.htm

Cornell University Press/ROM, 2004,
1072 pages. 255 distribution maps, 888
line drawings, 97 black-and-white
photos, and a 24-page color folio. Cloth
ISBN: 0-8014-2498-4 * Price: $99.95
Caterpillars/butterflies poster available
from the CWF: A CWF volunteer,
Christine Sharma (416-236-7234), left a msg
with the TFN that they have 4 types of
posters available: birds, bats, wildflowers,
and insects.

Newsletter of the Entomological Society
of Ontario: The newsletter of the ESO is
now available on-line at:
www.entsocont.com/.
“Beauty with Brains” in National
Wildlife, April/May 2004, Vol. 42 #3,
Pages 39-47 written by Doug Stewart
Photo Field Guide to some Caterpillars
of Southern Ontario:
St. Thomas Field Naturalist Club Inc.
Box 23009, St. Thomas, ON N5R 6A3.
72 page color guide is $10.00 plus $2.00
shipping.
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TEA

Activities
April
TEA general meeting
Roy Gucciardi is a landscape architect
and owner of Blue Willow Garden &
Landscape Design Centre on Highway
48 just north of Davis Drive and south
of Baldwin. He told us of his journey
from landscape designer to expert
butterfly breeder and educationalist.
The idea to build a Butterfly
Conservatory started off as a simple
plan but he quickly learned that it was
not that straightforward. He had to deal
with government regulations, weather
conditions and the vagaries of the
market. The Butterfly Conservatory is
his passion though. He rears moths as
well as butterflies and is active in using
the facility to teach grade school
children about butterflies and their
importance to mankind environmentally
and socially. Roy helped us all to see
how one person can do a lot to raise
awareness and appreciation of the
insects that we love.

TEA at the North
American Native Plant
Society Plant Sale
The TEA once again had a table at the
NANPS plant sale on Saturday, May 8,
2004 where the focus was on butterfly
gardening and beneficial insects. We
answered many questions about
migrating monarchs, how to attract
butterflies and butterfly releases in
schools.
Thanks to Carolyn King, Steve
Laforest and Michael van der Poorten
for their help.
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Give us your ideas!
Programs: Carol Sellers is the Programs
Coodinator and welcomes any ideas for
speakers for the Oct - Apr meetings.
Who would you like to hear from?
Please write to her at:
programs@ontarioinsects.org.
Field trips: Steve LaForest and Carolyn
King are the Field Trips Coordinators
and also welcome ideas for places to go
and leaders. Do you have a favorite
spot to share with others or is there
somewhere you’d like to go? Please
write to them at:
fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org.

Ontario Insect Fair
The first Ontario Insect Fair was
sponsored by Thorne’s Insect Shop and
held on May 1 & 2, 2004 at the
University of Guelph Arboretum. There
was a dazzling array of insects of all
types – butterflies, moths, beetles etc
etc as well as dealers selling
entomological supplies, frames and
other enticing items.
The TEA had a booth and fielded many
questions from the public. Thanks to
Alan Hanks, Carolyn King and Steve
LaForest for manning the booth!

Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are taxcreditable (a receipt is issued).
Any amount is welcome but the
following suggested amounts
support these TEA initiatives:
$300: W.J.D.Eberlie Research
Travel Award
$50: Help to sponsor the printing
of Ontario Odonata
$40: Sponsor the printing of the
Kid’s Page in Ontario Insects
$34: A copy of Damselflies and
Dragonflies (Odonata) of
Ontario: Resource Guide and
Annotated List can be donated
to a university library
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario
Lepidoptera (annual) can be
donated to a university library.
Note: The University of Guelph
library has indicated their interest
in receiving TEA publications. If
you have contacts at other
universities, we would be happy to
pursue those options as well.

Please send your tax creditable
donation to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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2005 Dragonfly Society
of the Americas
meeting to be hosted
in Ontario July 8-12
Organizers: Paul Catling, Colin Jones
and Brenda Kostiuk
With great pleasure, we would like to
announce that the annual Dragonfly
Society of the Americas (DSA) meeting
will be held in Arnprior, Ontario on 8-12
July 2005. This meeting draws
professional and amateur
Odonatologists from across North
America. It promises to be an excellent
opportunity to meet many of the leading
North American experts and to visit
some outstanding areas in the Ottawa
valley in search of Odonata.

Plans for the meeting
Attendees will arrive and register in the
evening of 8 July and depart on morning
of 12 July. Two days will be devoted to
field trips while another day will be
devoted to both popular and scientific
presentations and workshops. Although
the field trips have not yet been
completely arranged, we will likely visit
the Petawawa River, the Mississippi
River, White Lake Fen, Beachburg Pools
and Westmeath bog as well as small
woodland springs and lake shores.
Insect repellant, bug jackets, sun
screen, lunch, drinks, appropriate
clothing and extra (dry) clothes will be
needed on field days, as well as
cameras, binoculars and nets.
Within 80 kilometres of
Arnprior, 110 of the 169 Ontario species
of dragonflies and damselflies have
been recorded. Species often associated
with rivers such as Gomphus fraternus
(Midland Clubtail), Gomphus notatus
(Elusive Clubtail) and Gomphus vastus
(Cobra Clubtail) are present on the
Ottawa River as is the dusk-flying
Neurocordulia yamaskanensis (Stygian
Shadowdragon). Several dragonflies
with rather restricted North American
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distributions are present in the area
including Arigomphus cornutus
(Horned Clubtail), Arigomphus furcifer
(Lilypad Clubtail), Gomphus borealis
(Beaverpond Clubtail), Neurocordulia
michaeli (Broad-tailed Shadowdragon),
Ophiogomphus anomalus (Extrastriped Snaketail), and Cordulegaster
diastatops (Delta-spotted Spiketail).
Bogs, fens and a variety of wetlands in
the immediate vicinity will produce
many other species including the
smallest dragonfly in the north, the
Elfin Skimmer (Nannothemis bella). We
will be watching for Gomphus
ventricosus (Skillet Clubtail) last seen
on the Ottawa River many decades ago.
On other rivers we will be looking for
the first Ontario records of
Ophiogomphus howei (Pygmy
Snaketail) and Ophiogomphus asperses
(Brook Snaketail).
On 12 July, a 2-3 day postconference field trip will depart,
probably for areas to the north. The
plans will be finalized by participants
just before and during the meeting. It is
likely that the group will be studying
diversity in particular habitats such as
fens and /or rivers.

Accommodation
The main conference facility will be the
Quality Inn on 70 Madawaska Blvd
(#27 on the website “townmap” - http://
www.arnprior.ca - click on
“community” for the map). The cost of
the double occupancy rooms is $95.20
which includes 12% taxes. Sixty rooms
have been reserved for attendees (July
8 to 11 inclusive) but the reservations
will only last until 8 May (60 day hold).
Call 613 -623-7991 to book a room. For
more information visit the Inn’s website
at www.arnpriorqualityinn.com.
Attendees should confirm costs with
the Inn nearer to the meeting date since
there is always a possibility that the
cost of accommodation will be reduced
somewhat. It is also necessary to
indicate your attendance at DSA in
order to qualify for the reasonable deal
that has already been negotiated.

Alternative motel accommodation
several blocks away includes Twin
Maples Motel (613-623-4271) and
Arnprior Motor Inn (613-623-7906).
There is also the Country Squire Motel
(613-623-6556) on the edge of town near
the Trans-Canada Highway. These
alternatives are about $20-30 less per
night but they have fewer facilities.
Camping is available in Fitzroy
Harbour Provincial Park
(www.ontarioparks.com/english/
fitz-facilities.html)10 miles NE of town.
Electrical sites are $27.25, non-electrical
$23.25 (2004 rates) and showers, laundry
facilities, park store and playground are
available. Campsite reservations can be
made up to 5 months beforehand (and
reservations should be made months
ahead) by calling the reservation
number 1-888-668-7275. The $12.00
reservation fee is non-refundable. For
more information on the park and map,
see the website.

About the DSA
The Dragonfly Society of the Americas
was organized during 1988 by several
US Odonatologists. Membership
consists primarily of US and Canadian
Odonatolgists, but the DSA serves all of
North, Central and South America. It is
open to anyone in the world, however,
who has an interest in Odonata.
Purposes of the DSA are to
encourage scientific research, habitat
preservation and aesthetic enjoyment of
Odonata through (1) cooperation and
comradeship among odonatologists
worldwide; (2) fostered interchange
between amateur and professional
enthusiast; (3) establishment of
publications to disseminate information
relating to Odonata; (4) support for
wetlands and habitat preservation as
the most effective manner for odonate
conservation; and (5) cooperation with
organizations sharing common goals of
environmental preservation.
For more information on DSA
publications and membership consult
the website www.afn.org/~iori/
dsaintro.html
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Market
TOTALLY NEW
OPTICAL TOOL TO
FIND AND VIEW
INSECTS!!!!!!!!

.......................................................
This monocular focuses from
infinity to an unbelievable 18”!
7x magnification, 40 mm
objective lens. BaK-4 roof prism,
15 inch eye relief, nitrogen filled,
coated optics, tripod mountable,
carrying case.

ONLY $149 (US) plus shipping.
See and buy at:

Montreal Insect Show
Oct 16-17, 2004
9 to 17 o'clock
Maisonneuve College
2700 Bourbonniere
Montreal
(Close to Pie-IX subway)

AGE FORCES DISPOSAL
of
○ ○ ○ of○ 35
○ ○mm
○ ○Kodachrome
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ slides
(1) hundreds
of butterflies, moths, beetles, etc, plants,
habitats, life histories, people, forest fires,
aerial shots of the Hudson Bay Lowlands,
the Boreal & other forests, etc., taken
between 1940 to 1995 from Hudson Bay to
the Amazon River
(2) World butterflies, moths, beetles, etc.,
with data, in cases. Includes O. victoria &
Titanus gigantus.
(3) Collection of voles, shrews, & mice of the
Kapuskasing area, all with scientific data

>>>continued on page 7>>>>>>>

Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice

• Societies and Associations
• Museums, Insectraium and
Insect Zoo
• Meetings and workshops

Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers

You will also be able to see and
buy • Entomological Supplies
• Dead insects for collection
• Dead insects for display
• Live insects and arthropods
• Books and other publications
• Frames
• T-shirts and Collectibles

Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members

You are all welcome: Amateur &
Professional Entomologists,
Collectors, Breeders,
Companies, Publishers,
Artworkers and all other insect
fans

Format for Submissions:

General admission: 6$
Under 14 years old: 3$

All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

For more information log onto
our website
www.insect-trade.com

Contact Quimby Hess at phone: (416) 482-1637

Commercial Advertising Space 10 cm x 5.5 cm $10 per issue or $20 for 3 issues.
Personal Ads Free to Members

Who Can Contribute:

Everything about insects

www.closetoinfinity.com
“Like having a macro
lens without the camera
and without having to get
right up on the insect. At
six feet, a bee fills the
lens! And the new, intuitive
side focusing wheel makes it
ultra-easy to find and keep
even moving objects in focus!”

Notice to
Contributors

Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.

Items for Sale through the TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List By P.M. Catling and V.R.
Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including conservation status, flight period, habitat,
distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: annual summary including articles, notes and records
Volume 1 (1999) 16 articles plus records - conservation status
ranks, natural history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated
key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of eastern Canadian
Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 2 (2000) 16 articles plus records - significant range
extensions ecology, regional lists, conservation and a museum
collection. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (2001) 18 articles plus records - county and regional lists,
range expansions, behavioural notes, conservation status and
identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
NEW!: Volume 4 (2002): 12 articles plus records - notable records,
new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water quality.
Cost: $30 Can; In USA/overseas, $32 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of
history (2nd edition) Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry
Harrison.
$2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1
(905) 727-6993; alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists’ Association
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President’s
Message

Announcements

As of September 2004, there have been
several changes to the Toronto
Entomologists’ Association Executive.
Alan Macnaughton has joined the
executive as Secretary. Clwedd Burns is
our new Vice-President, and Steve
Laforest has taken on the role of Field
Trips Coordinator. Starting in December
Carolyn King will assume the role or F.O.N.
Representative. I have taken on the role
of President.
On behalf of everyone at TEA, I would
like to congratulate Past-President Nancy
van der Poorten, outgoing Vice-President
Jim Spottiswood, outgoing Field Trips
Coordinator Carol Sellers and outgoing
F.O.N. representative Tony Holmes on
their achievements during the past few
years. I am very optimistic that the
leadership of our new executive will ensure
that TEA continues to make a positive
contribution to the field of entomology.
Congratulations to all newly elected
members.
Our new executive will remain
committed to TEA’s goals of educating
the public about the importance of insects
to the natural environment, and protecting
their habitats as much as possible. New
members are always welcome at our
meetings.

Saturday, March 19, 2005, 1 pm at University
of Toronto

Glenn Richardson, TEA President
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onto Region - second edition
Annual Student Symposium Final Call for Titles

The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
or senior undergraduate students to
submit titles (include name, address,
supervisor name, email address and phone
number) for 10 minute talks or posters at
the Annual Student Symposium. All are
welcome to attend the symposium.
Please e-mail either of the following
people if you are interested in participating
or would like more information.
Provisional titles will be published in
Ontario Insects. Final submitted and
edited abstracts will also be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium. Please pass this information
on to anyone you now who might be
interested.
Doug Currie, Symposium Organizer:
email: dougc@rom.on.ca
Carolyn King, Symposium Committee:
email: cking@yorku.ca

Award for Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel
award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting
original field research into Ontario insects.
The award is intended as a travel grant to
defray costs of travel to field sites used
for research. The award will be made on
the basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the Toronto
Entomologists’ Association and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
properly completed application form

(available from the TEA) postmarked no
later than March 25, 2005.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per year
for students) gives the following benefits:
subscription to Ontario Insects
(published 3x per year); opportunity to
submit articles for Ontario Insects;
Ontario Lepidoptera: the annual summary
of butterflies and moths in Ontario;
discounts on book sales. The T.E.A. holds
monthly meetings from September to
April, including a student symposium in
March. We run field trips over the summer
months.
An application form for the award, or
for membership in the TEA may be
requested by writing to:
Glen Richardson
President TEA
18 Mcdonald Street West
Listowel, Ontario N4W 1K4
Tel: 519-291-3544
email: richard@porchlight.ca

Fifth Annual Great Lakes Odonata
Meeting July 15-18, 2005
The Great Lakes Odonata Meeting is
an opportunity for Odonata enthusiasts
in the Great Lakes Region to meet and
share information on dragonflies and
damselflies.
This year’s meeting is coming back to
Ontario and is being hosted by the Rainy
River Valley Field Naturalists in
Northwestern Ontario.
The meeting largely consists of field
trips to survey the region’s dragonfly and
damselfly fauna but also features a variety
of presentations on Odonata.
Registration costs are $75 per person
and includes all of the events and two
evening meals.
For more information and registraion
contact Bill Morgenstern:
Email: earthmoodsphoto@yahoo.com
Tel: 807-274-7314
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday February 26, 2005, 1 p.m.
CHRISTINE BAHLAI
CHASINGTHE ORANGE-EYED CREATURES: PERIODICALCICADAS
Christine Bahlai recently began her master’s degree at the University of Guelph, studying the ecology of the Multi-coloured
Asian Lady Beetle, Harmonia axyridis. Her research interests include biological controls of plant pests and multi-trophic level
interactions. She avidly pursues adventures with insects and her talk will focus on one such adventure: chasing the Brood X
cicadas. Periodical cicadas have a major impact on North American forests because of their numbers and so Christine will also take
a brief look at their biology and social history.

Saturday, March 19, 2005, 1 p.m.
ANNUAL T.E.A. STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Please note the location: Ramsay Wright Zoology Building, University of Toronto, Room 432
Come to hear the latest research in insects from undergraduate and graduate students at our Ontario universities. Bring a friend
and join us for stimulating talks and refreshments.

Saturday April 23, 2005, 1 p.m.
GLENN RICHARDSON
TECHNIQUES FOR REARING BUTTERFLIESAND MOTHS
Glenn Richardson is our TEA President, who has been rearing and photographing Ontario Lepidoptera for more than 30 years. He
will be discussing successful methods of raising native butterflies and moths. In addition, Glenn will share his knowledge with
respect to attracting our species to the backyard garden, locating eggs or caterpillars and photographing the life cycles of these
fascinating insects.

2005 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2005 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2005 season.
If you have ideas for outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Steve Laforest, Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 905-720-2784
email: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org

All meetings (except March - see above) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Monarch

News
Four Wings and a Prayer – The
Movie
The book “Four Wings and a Prayer”
by Sue Halpern is all about monarchs and
those who are passionately involved in
their pursuit and conservation. This book
is now in production as a movie by a team
of Canadian and French filmmakers.
This past fall the team visited various
sites and experts along the monarch’s fall
migratory route with filming planned for
this winter at the overwintering sites in
Mexico. The film crew flew to Lawrence,
Kansas and filmed in the field and at the
lab. Unfortunately, wild monarchs were
scarce, at a time when the migration should
have been at or near its peak, and some of
the story may focus on the decline in the
monarch population rather than a normal
migration.
TEA member Don Davis was filmed
tagging monarchs near Creemore, Ontario
in early September. The film has a $1.2
million budget.

Monarchs in Spain
In September and October in most
years, monarchs are seen in coastal areas
in Ireland, England and sometimes France
and Holland. These sightings often give
rise to speculations as to the origins of
these monarchs. Most of the speculation
focuses on a North American origin with
passing mention given to the possibility
that the butterflies might also have
originated from monarch populations
established in the Canaries, Azores, or
possibly Spain and Portugal.
Unfortunately, little seems to be known
about the distribution and abundance of
monarchs and their host-plants in
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submitted by Don Davis

Southern Europe and the islands off the
north west coast of Africa.
A few years ago we received an email
from a resident in Gibraltar indicating that
monarchs are established on this small
island and more recently an email arrived
from Peter MacEwen indicating the
presence of a monarch population in Spain
some 15 miles east of Gibraltar. Excerpts
from Peter’s message follow. This is
another case of “plant milkweeds and they
will come”:
“We have a local plant, which we call
Spanish Flag because of the color of the
flower, and research shows that this is the
Tropical/Mexican Milkweed. I cannot say
the butterflies have thrived, but they are
established and seem to be increasing
in number, maybe limited because there is
not a great stock of these plants. Last year
we collected a number of seeds and the
plants were spread around our garden. —
—— Now, our wildest dreams have been
met and two mature plants, purchased to
supply seed stock, are now covered with
Monarch caterpillars happily stripping
them of their leaves. There are over 30 in
action as of today and a Monarch was
back this afternoon laying more eggs. We
expect other areas to follow suite. Our
climate is O.K. on the temperature front,
but we do get very heavy rain and the
winters are inclined to be quite wet. In
‘summer’ we get at least 5 months of no
rain at all. The Monarchs do not seem to
feel any need to migrate to satisfy their
instinct and remain all year round. The
area is well wooded.”
Illegal Logging in Mexico
As you may know, there was an
outbreak of illegal logging in 10-12

Mexican states at the end of the dry
season last spring. In the Monarch
Reserves, the illegal activities appeared
to begin in March and
continued for 2-3 months before they
were brought to a halt. In the months since
the illegal logging in the Reserves, we
have been unable to obtain any first hand
accounts of the extent of the
deforestation. An account by Lincoln
Brower was not quantitative but indicates
that the area of deforestation at Sierra
Chincua was quite substantial.
Presumably, a quantitative assessment of
the damage, similar to those in the WWF
Mexico report, will be forthcoming.
In Memory of Bob Small
With the death of Bob Small on the
17th November, those of us concerned
about the conservation of monarch
butterflies lost a good friend as well as an
ardent advocate for monarchs and the
restoration/conservation of forests in
Mexico. Bob served as the fund-raiser and
coordinator of the Michoacan
Reforestation Fund from his home in
Alemeda, California. His friendship and
partnership with Jose Luis Alvarez
resulted in the planting of more than 1.4
million trees in the vicinity of the
overwintering monarch colonies. One of
the goals of this project has been to
provide income for the residents and
wood products for the local markets thus
reducing the inclination to remove trees
from the monarch reserve. There is no
question that this program represents the
most successful privately funded
conservation effort on behalf of
monarchs. To learn more about this
program, please visit:
www.michoacanmonarchs.org
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Queen’s University Psychologist
Featured in Winter Issue of ON
Magazine
Retired Professor Barry Frost has
spent a career studying how the brain
perceives movement. Along the way, he
put butterflies into flight simulators and
invented a flirtatious virtual pigeon. Dr.
Frost’s award winning research
demonstrated that monarch butterflies use
the sun as a compass. Read Peter
Christie’s article in the most recent issue
of ON (Ontario Nature). In October 2004,
T.E.A. member Don Davis, with Dr. Lincoln
Brower and Jose Luis Alvarez of the La
Cruz Habitat Project (Mexico) visited Dr.
Frost’s research site north of Kingston
and examined the unique experimental
apparatus in which tethered monarchs are
placed to study their movements in
relation to the sun.

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

The

Bookworm
Reviews
Damselflies of the Northeast: A guide to
the species of eastern Canada and the
northeastern United States. Written and
illustrated by Ed Lam. 2004. Biodiversity
Books, Forest Hills, New York. 96 p. $20US
Finally, a field guide to the damselflies!
Ed Lam’s jewel of a work covers 69 species
and subspecies, including all 47 species
currently known for Ontario. It is superbly
illustrated, with over 300 paintings,
drawings and photographs. The text is of
equal quality, accessible to the beginner,
yet detailed enough for the specialist.
Lam begins with a general introduction
to the taxonomy, life cycle, anatomy, and
identification of damselflies in general. For
family and genus, there is also a very
useful introductory section focusing on
identification. Each species has a full
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page with notes on identification,
distribution, habitat, and similar species.
Paintings include a dorsal view for males
and lateral views for both sexes, as well
as different colour forms. Inset drawings
illustrate key diagnostic features, colour
variations, and male terminal appendages.
Icons for each species (and sex), indicate
whether it can usually be identified by
binoculars, requires a hand lens, or if it a
microscope is needed. For the hard core,
the back of the guide even has annotated
photographs of mesostigmal plates for
American bluets (Ennalagma) and male
cerci for northern and vernal bluets (E.
cyathigerum).
It is difficult to criticize such an
excellent work. A minor limitation for those
of us in northern or extreme southwestern
Ontario is that the range maps and
distribution notes focus on the
northeastern states. However, this book

is all that is needed to begin the
appreciation and study of damselflies, and
is still an essential guide for those who
already have such heavy tomes as Walker
or Westfall & May.
To order see:
http://homepage.mac.com/edlam/
book.html
Rob Foster
Common Butterflies and Skippers of
Eastern North America. Dick Walton and
Greg Dodge. 2004. Brown Bag
Productions. DVD.
Dick Walton, known as one of the
architects and coordinators of the Cape
May Monarch Monitoring Project http://
www.concord.org/~dick/mmp02.html has
developed a new DVD designed to
introduce beginners to butterflies and
skippers.
The digital videography is excellent
and each species is represented by clear
images as it forages for nectar, water or
liquids or just rests on the vegetation or
the ground. Given that images are closeups and you can see the specimens from
a variety of angles it is probably easier to
learn to recognize each species on sight
through this medium than with a book. A
companion book on the other hand will
be of value since it can provide details on
host-plants, distributions, habitats and
seasonality knowledge of which makes the
study of butterflies even more interesting.
The DVD also includes a section on the
monarch migration as viewed from Cape
May. This section is brief and only tells
part of the story but it does provide a sense
of the Cape may habitat and the difficulty
monarchs encounter when their course
funnels them to the end of a peninsula.
For more information or to order a
copy please visit:
www.brownbagproductions.com
Don Davis
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Celastrina Comparison: Ottawa Area vs. Bruce County
by Tony and Mary Rapati
A unique circumstance has occurred. Celastrina data from
two completely different parts of the province have been recorded
such that they can be compared. These data involve three
species: Spring Azure (Celastrina ladon), Summer Azure
(Celastrina neglecta) and the Cherry Gall Azure (Celastrina sp.).
Ross Layberry has data from the Ottawa area for the past 36
years and coincidentally, we have done the same for the Bruce
County area for the last five years.
Bruce County has a lot of shoreline on Lake Huron and
Georgian Bay. MacGregor Point Provincial Park, which offers a
variety of habitats, is nearby and we naturally do most of our
butterflying there. We also visit many areas near the shoreline
of Lake Huron from Inverhuron Park near Kincardine up to
Singing Sands near Tobermory. In addition, we drive the country
roads in our area and there are quite a few spots that we visit
that are mainly old rail beds, farmland and ditches. Near the lake
we have beaches, forest, swamp trails and fens.
Ross’s records for the last fifteen years are centered on his
home, near Fitzroy Harbour, about 50 km west of Ottawa. In that
time he has collected and recorded butterflies in several hundred
Ontario localities, in every conceivable habitat, mostly within
about 50 km of home. A large proportion of records are from his
own property, where he records butterflies almost every day
throughout the flight season, and has found all three species of
Celastrina, adults, larvae and eggs, within 50 yards of his house.

Spring Azure (left) and Summer Azure (right) – (photos by Tony and
Mary Rapati)

The following graphs (Figures 1-3) were compiled from
Celastrina count data for the last five year period and compare
the Ottawa area to Bruce County.
From these graphs it is extremely interesting to see that peak
counts of the three butterflies were consistently later by about a
month for the Bruce data. I graphed the average temperature for
2004 (Figure 4) for both areas because I thought that temperature
would account for the shift. I was surprised to see that
temperature did not seem to be the culprit. Then I thought
about lingering snow cover. Near Lake Huron the winds can be
very fierce in winter and a large amount of snow builds up. It

Figure 1. Spring Azure flight data (2000-2004).

Figure 3. Summer Azure flight data (2000-2004).

Figure 2. Cheery Gall Azure flight data (2000-2004).

Figure 4. Average Temperature in 2004.
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takes a long time to melt in the spring, especially in shady areas
and there is no doubt that this keeps the temperature cooler near
the ground. Does this account for the peak shift? We have not
kept track of this in the past but will check it next spring.
There are other possibilities that may account for the
difference between flight dates in Bruce Country, compared to
the Ottawa area. Perhaps cold humidity in the air (being near

Lake Huron) and/or cool soil temperatures (great for orchids)
play a role. Maybe these factors cause a slight shift in flowering
times and therefore emergence times for butterflies.
This article was written in the hope of advancing further
discussion on this topic and to get others to look at their data in
a similar way. It would be very interesting to see how Celastrina
data in other areas compare.

T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary (Ontario Lepidoptera) is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at
a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the
compiler directly for more details.
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps (not completely mandatory
for Lepidoptera but preferred), and observation date. Distinguishing between sight and specimen records is also
tremendously useful. Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the
necessary fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database or spreadsheet
application such as dBase, Access, or Excel.

Lepidoptera summary
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2005. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jason Dombroskie (mothboy@canada.com).

Odonata summary
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by January 31, 2005. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler): The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of
the region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions
of Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (catlingp@agr.gc.ca). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata or
contact a compiler.
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When Good Crickets Go Bad:
The Diverse Life History of Mormon Crickets
by Darryl Gwynne
Darryl Gwynne is at the University of Toronto at Erindale in Mississauga. He was the guest speaker at the November 2004 TEA
meeting. This article provides an excellent written overview of the information provided in his presentation.
Familiar katydids (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidae) are long-winged
green leaf mimics. However, a diverse group are the flightless
shield backed katydids which possess a prominent pronotal
shield and very short wings. A notorious shield backed katydid
is the Mormon cricket (Anabrus simplex), named for the early
report of this species devastating the crops of Mormon settlers
in the Great Salt Lake area of Utah. This species can reach very
high population densities. It inhabits the high sagebrush country
of Western North America and can cause economic problems
when bands of crickets march into crop fields. The species is
also found at much lower densities in alpine meadows and
mountain canyons.
Given theses economic problems it is surprising that relatively
little is known about the species. I first studied Mormon crickets
in the early 1980s focussing on its mating behaviour. I found
that in high-density bands, sexual behaviour was role-reversed
because females competed aggressively to mate with males and
males were choosy. I showed that role reversal occurred because
intense competition for food caused female to compete for large
proteinaceous sperm packages (spermatophores) that females
eat after mating (Gwynne 1981; Gwynne 1984; Gwynne 1993;
Gwynne 2001).
In a study of reproductive behaviour, a graduate student
(Patrick Lorch) and I used radio telemetry to track individual
crickets in bands. This technique turned out to be very useful in
showing that band-forming gregariouscrickets migrated in fixed
directions over long distances whereas solitary crickets did not.
Our results (Lorch and Gwynne 2000) have now lead to a long
term collaborative study with Greg Sword of the USDA
(Montana) investigating the biology of migration in Mormon
crickets. Among other things, our recent radiotelemetry studies
have supported the safety in numbershypothesis for band
formation at high densities. None of our radiotagged crickets in
bands were preyed upon, whereas 50-60% of tagged crickets
released away from bands were eaten by predators.
A concern with my early work showing distinct differences
in sexual behaviour for solitary and gregarious populations was
that solitary and gregarious crickets not only behaved quite
differently but also were very different in size and colouration.
Was this an example of phase differencesas in solitary and
gregarious African locusts or could the populations of Mormon
crickets be genetically distinct, even different species? A
collaborative study with Nathan Bailey and Mike Ritchie
(University of St Andrews, Scotland) has tested this hypothesis
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by studying mitochondrial DNA from many populations of
crickets in Colorado and Utah, including my original study sites.
While the results show distinct genetic differences between my
original solitary and gregarious study populations, this is simply
due to the distances between the populations rather than any
inherent genetic difference between solitary and gregarious
phasesof crickets.
References
Gwynne, D. T. 1981. Sexual difference theory: Mormon crickets
show role reversal in mate choice. Science 213:779-780.
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Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are tax-creditable (a receipt is
issued). Any amount is welcome but the following suggested
amounts support these TEA initiatives:
$300: W.J.D. Eberlie Research Travel Award
$50: Help to sponsor the printing of Ontario Odonata
$40: Sponsor the printing of the Kid’s Page in Ontario Insects
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata (annual) can be donated to
a university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario Lepidoptera (annual) can be donated
to a university library.
Please send your tax creditable donation to:
Alan Hanks, Tresurer, TEA
34 Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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Ash Trees at Risk: The Biology, Effects and Control
of the Emerald Ash Borer in Ontario
by Dr. Gard Otis
Dr. Gard Otis is a professeur at the University of Geulph. He was the guest speaker at the Octerber 2004 TEA meeting. This article
provides an excellent written overview of the information provided in his presentation.
The Emerald Ash Borer was discovered in early summer of
2002 in SE Michigan and adjacent Essex County, Ontario. It is a
very aggressive pest of true ash trees (genus Fraxinus). In the
nine years it is believed to have been present in North America,
it is estimated that it has killed approximately 12 million ash trees
in Michigan and another 1 million in Ontario.
Adult beetles are about a centimetre in length and bright
metallic green. They begin to emerge from infested trees in late
May-early June, depending on the temperatures in early
spring. The adults eat ash leaves, and females lay eggs in cracks
and crevices of trees after mating. The larvae create distinctive
serpentine galleries as they feed on the nutrient-rich tissues
under the tree bark. They overwinter as larvae, complete
pupation in early spring, and thus begin another
generation. Most evidence indicates that they have a single
adult emergence per year, although some larvae may take two
years to complete development.
When first initiating their use of a tree, females oviposit more
frequently on the smooth bark of smaller trunks and
branches. This usually leads to initial attack in the crown of a
large tree and associated crown dieback. They work their way
to ground level over subsequent years. Beetle galleries
eventually girdle the trees completely. The tree usually responds
by sending up leafy “epicormic” shoots before the tree dies. Tree
death can take up to several years, but in areas with large numbers
of beetles they can overwhelm and kill a tree within the first year
of infestation.
There is some data from researchers in Michigan on host
species preferences. As a general rule of thumb, the order of
preference is green/red ash white ash black ash blue ash. Green
and white ashes in the Detroit and Windsor area lack resistance
to the EAB. In contrast, although some blue ashes planted in
Windsor have been killed, many still appear healthy and
unaffected despite the large EAB populations. Some foreign
ash species seem to be considerably more resistant to the beetles
than our native species. These include flowering ash (F. ornus),
European ash (E. excelsior), and Manchurian ash (F.
mandschurica). Trees in open settings (e.g., city parks, street
margins) are more heavily utilized than those in forests.
Monitoring for this species is difficult as is it small and
inconspicuous on green vegetation. All work with host volatiles
and pheromones to date has been negative. A report in 2003
that Buprestid beetles in general are highly attracted to purple
panels led to a flurry of trapping studies utilizing purple sticky
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traps. My own studies suggest that green and magenta objects
(especially stripes) may enhance catch rates, but that in general
purple sticky traps are not much more effective than simple clear
sticky bands around trees.
The Ash Free Zone was created last winter in the ChathamKent Region. In this ~10 km wide area stretching from Lake St.
Clair to Lake Erie every ash tree was removed in an attempt to
slow the spread of the beetle; in total over 100,000 ash trees of
all sizes was removed. Unfortunately, there have been ~20 new
infestations found to the east of the AFZ near Chatham. Options
for how to handle these infestations are currently under
discussion. Although the EAB has now been found in several
places close to the St. Clair River, they have yet to be found in
Lambton County despite extensive surveys in both 2003 and
2004. It is estimated that there are a billion ash trees at risk in
Ontario, 2 billion at risk in all of Canada, and perhaps 8 billion
ash in eastern North America. The U.S. Forest Service estimates
the value of these trees at $20-60 billion. They provide ~2% of
the leaf cover in the USA; this value is likely higher in Canada
because ash is more common here. Clearly the EAB promises to
disrupt natural and urban ecosystems over most of Ontario. It
will be extremely interesting to track these changes to our
ecological landscape and to document the associated changes
in various plant and animal species.

Emerald Ash Borers usually mate about a week after emergence as
adults. This older unmated female (12 days of age) repeatedly
extended her wings and exposed her magenta-coloured abdomen in
a visual display that may serve to attract males (photo by Gard Otis)
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Insect Notes from Sri Lanka
by Nancy van der Poorten

Nancy van der Poorten is the TEA Past-President. She and her husband Michael recently moved to Sri Lanka, where Michael is from
originally. Nancy prepared an excellent account of the insects one can encounter during a typical day in the Sri Lanka countryside.
More information on the insects of Sri Lanka can be found at Michael and Nancy’s wonderful website: www.srilankaninsects.net
Do you really love insects? So much that having them share
your life intimately every day is a joy? Try living in the
countryside in Sri Lanka for a while....
The day starts with mosquitos singing in your ears; they
probably sang all night long as well! Use the flashlight to check
the floor before you put your slippers on – you never know
what creature might be there. Potential surprises await you in
the bathroom – a few moths, caterpillars, some beetles, mole
crickets or katydids. Check for the tree frog that makes its home
in the toilet. I would normally not mind a frog in my toilet but tree
frogs are a little different. Not only do they have the habit of
excreting a substance that burns you but they seem to eye you
as potential prey. I’ve had a few frogs actually jump at me!
Into the kitchen to make coffee. The kitchen also contains
insects of interest with the activities continuing all day. Ant
activity predominates in the kitchen – a small black species is
the most common. Throughout the day, trails of them are
scouting for food and carrying bits back to the nest. Sugar is a
favorite food as is any kind of meat product, most fruits and
even some vegetables. Chili powder does not deter them. They
also feed on other insects and you’ll often see a dead (or only
half-dead) insect being carried off to the nest. The tiny red ants
are a real nuisance and have a terrible smell when you crush
them. They tend to go for rice so you need to keep your rice in a
tight container in order to avoid attracting them. There’s the
occasional larger red and brown ant that doesn’t cause too many
problems.
Check the rubber gloves before you put them on – some
creature may be inside, perhaps a millipede or a colony of ants if
you’ve been gone for a couple of days, or even a no-see-um that
gives you a good bite.
Let’s go to the verandah to enjoy our coffee and the view of
the pond (called ‘tanks’ in Sri Lanka). Present may be one or two
crepuscular dragonflies – the Tholymis tillarga male is a medium
sized, flame-orange dragonfly with brown and white patches on
the wings. You’ll be hard pressed to get a good look at him – he
flies very quickly, close to the water, looking only like a dark blur.
If the light is right, you might catch a glimpse of the white on the
wings.
The sun is now up and some butterflies are on the wing – the
Common Rose flies early morning to late in the day. Black and
red, majestic in its slow flight – nothing will eat it since it contains
toxins from its larval host plant, Aristolochia. The Grass Yellows
are also early fliers but have no particular protection from
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A Baron (Euthalia acontheae vasanta) at our bird feeder.

predators; they fly low and fast with a zigzag flight; those flying
any higher in the open may get caught by a bird.
Now your attention is diverted to the birds – so many voices
singing and calling – the twitter of the sunbirds, the melodious
call of the orioles, the ca-ca-ca of the water hens greeting each
other, the squawking of the parakeets, and the loud call of the
Stork-billed Kingfisher. You might also hear the one-shot whistle
of the migrant Indian Pitta, the beautiful song of the Southern
Magpie-robins and the caw-caw-caw of the ubiquitous crows.
Back to the kitchen to prepare breakfast; dust the ants off
the bananas, rescue a beetle from the sink, put the millipede
outside.
The rest of the day can be spent mostly just enjoying the
insects (with some caveats) – the right habitat and full sun means
that they are lots of butterflies and dragonflies to watch. The
crows (Euploea sp.), a genus of Danaid butterflies, are common.
They are large, brown, slow fliers and love to nectar on Duranta,
an introduced ornamental shrub. The Lemon Emigrants also love
the plant. Even the high flying Common Jezebel (that lays its
eggs in mistletoe growing high up in the canopy) stops to nectar
on Duranta blooms, showing off its lovely orange and yellow
markings on black and white. You might catch a glimpse of one
of the small brown skippers as it darts from flower to flower.
Other nectaring plants attract the butterflies as well – the tiny
white flower of Tridax is a favorite, as is Crotolaria whose flowers
and seed pods exude a chemical that the Danaids cannot resist.
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A hummingbird moth flits from flower to flower, nectaring so
quickly you wonder how it gets any. The Monkey Puzzle, Lesser
Grass Blue, Dark Wanderer, Angled Castor all enjoy the nectar.
Flying high overhead, you’ll see at least a dozen dragonflies
– Pantala flavescens, the Wandering Glider (the same species
that occurs in Ontario), Tramea limbata and the slow-flying
Rhyothemis variegata with its orange and black wings. You’ll
find more dragonflies at the tank – Brachydiplax sobrina – a

Spot the mantid feeding on the butterfly in this photo!

small darkish libellula that is quite gorgeous before the pruinosity
sets in; Crocothemis servilia, brilliant red; and the ubiquitous
Ceriagrion coromandelianum – a yellow-coloured damsel.
Occasionally some very large dragons patrol past you: Anax
guttatus with its brilliant blue-green thorax, though the main
thing that you notice when its on the wing is the silvery blue of
segment 2; Ictinogomphus rapax, a large black and yellow
gomphid, is a regular, perched on any protrusion in the pond;
Epophthalmia vittata, a large dark dragonfly that patrols very
swiftly just above the water surface. Neurothemis tullia,with its
black and white striped wings, hides in the longer grasses along
with Brachythemis contaminata, an orange libellulid. The most
spectacular dragonfly has to be Trithemis aurora – a riot of
colour – neon red face, neon purple shoulders, neon pink
abdomen, red anal appendages, dark red patches at the base of
the wings and bright red along the margins of the wings.
There’s always some action to watch – mating rituals, egg
laying, nectaring, basking, territorial disputes. There are a lot of
other insects as well – some brightly coloured and hard to miss;
others so well camouflaged. Various beetles, green, gold and
silver; the praying mantis that looks just like the dried plant it is
on. Spiders of all shapes and sizes from the palm-sized tarantula
that you might find in your bedroom to the tiny spider that
mimics a red ant.
But as you walk along the trails, keep an eye on your feet
and the ground. Don’t step on the black ants, the kadia, as they
trail from one place to another – their bite is very painful. Avoid
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the red ants, the dimia, as well – their bite is equally painful and
they are tenacious – you can quickly be swarmed by them. You
must also watch out for the snakes who rarely attack but who
are there, somewhere in the grass.
When you bring in your laundry, you’ll probably need to
fight off the red ants who have been using the clothesline as a
convenient route from A to B; make sure there are none inside
the clothes or you’ll get a shock when you put them on!
As the day draws to an end, the insect entertainment stays
in full swing. Depending on the season and weather, your lights
attract a variety of creatures – moths of all shapes and sizes,
flying ants, beetles, katydids, mantids etc. And of course,
mosquitoes continue to bite, each species at its appointed hour,
and the ants are still in the kitchen cleaning up all the bits of
debris......
You can end the evening with a fireworks display put on by
the fireflies flashing their signals to each other. Remember to
check underneath your pillow and sheets before you get into
bed to be sure that there are no unwanted creatures (I once
neglected to do so and was stung by a bee in my bed!) Then let
yourself be serenaded to sleep by the song of the mosquito
singing lullabies in your ears.
P.S. Four weeks after writing this, the insect life continues to
entertain and annoy us. We’ve seen so many interesting things.
The tsunami that hit Sri Lanka is, I’m sure, on everyone’s mind.
We are far from the sea and so were not at all affected but much
of the north, east, south and west coasts have been devastated.
Interestingly, in areas where the coral reefs and mangroves were
intact, the damage has been far less. Areas where the coral reefs
and mangroves were badly degraded were hard hit by the swell
of water. It appears that no wild animals were killed by the tsunami
though elephants and other mammals frequent the beaches in
the south; perhaps they sensed that something was wrong.
Humans certainly didn’t, as all reports say that it was a beautiful
day with no hint of the disaster to come only minutes later.

A sphinx moth catepillar on Ahu - a native tree.
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Meeting

Reports
September
TEA general meeting
This was our annual members meeting,
at which members report on activities of
the past summer. An innovation at this
meeting was the use of a digital projector,
since so many members are using digital
cameras these days.
Members
participating included: Bill McIlveen, with
slides of TEA outings; Bob Yukich, with
slides of hairstreaks and an albino
viceroy; Glenn Richardson, with
animations from time-lapse photography
of caterpillars pupating and butterflies
emerging; and Michael van der Poorten,
who showed pictures from the Butterflies
of Sri Lanka website which he and Nancy
have created www.srilankaninsects.net.
As a departing present to Nancy van der
Poorten on her move to Sri Lanka, she
was given the book “For Love of Insects”
by Jacob Eisner. An election replaced
Nancy as president with Glenn
Richardson. Other board members and
officers continued in their positions,
except that Clwedd Burns became VicePresident and Alan Macnaughton became
Secretary.

October
Gard Otis
Ash Trees at Risk: The Biology,
Effects and Control of the Emerald
Ash Borer
Gard Otis of the University of Guelph
spoke to us about the emerald ash borer,
a fairly recent introduction from Asia. This
beetle has spread from Michigan into
Essex County and has the potential to kill
millions of ash trees, particularly native
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species. Gard gives a full report on this
pest species in this issue of Ontario
Insects.

November
Darryl Gwynne
Mormon Crickets: When Good
Katydids Go Bad
Daryl Gwynne of the University of
Toronto in Mississauga spoke on
Mormon Crickets. This well-known
katydid from Western North America was
named for the problems it caused for
Mormon pioneers, and is the subject of a
monument in Temple Square in Salt Lake
City. Even now, during their migratory or
“marching” periods, the massive numbers
of squished bodies can even make roads
slippery. It occurs in two phases – solitary
(green) and black (gregarious). Daryl’s
research concerns sexual selection and
mating behaviour for which he uses
insects and spiders to test the
hypotheses. Daryl also discussed recent
research on genetic differences between
the two types of Mormon cricket.
Board Meeting
The board met for the first time without
its departing president, Nancy van der
Poorten.
Tony Holmes is stepping down as
TEA representative to the Federation of
Ontario Naturalists, and Carolyn King has
volunteered to replace him.
An invitation has been received from
the FON to participate in producing an
event with them. Possibilities discussed
include: an outside speaker; an event
centred on insect rearing, possibly with
the Toronto Zoo; and a 24-hour bio-blitz
for insects, at which the public would be

invited to collect insects and bring them
in for identification by experts. Steve
Laforest is considering possibilities.
Most of the meeting was devoted to
discussion of the updated Ontario
Butterfly Atlas. Colin Jones has a lot of
data ready to go, because of work by
himself, Tony Holmes and several others
over the past couple of years. More data
compilation is required, however, before
the maps are produced. Funding would
help to expedite the process. Potential
sources of funding include MNR funding,
and/or support from private foundations.
Suggestions are welcome.
The TEA has been invited by Ken
Thorne to have a booth at the Insect Fair
at the Wings of Paradise butterfly
conservatory in Cambridge on April 9 and
10. We decided to participate. Perhaps
the different location this year will attract
more people interested in the TEA.
The University of Guelph library has
expressed interest in our publications and
we have decided to provide most of them
free of charge
The TEA has received two requests
for presentations to children, one from a
school and one from a Scout troop. Glenn
will probably do the presentations.
Carol is preparing a list of the material
in the TEA library so members can borrow
from it.
About 60 of 162 members have not
paid their membership dues. Alan Hanks
will contact them by e-mail or letter.
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Market
2005 Dragonfly Society of the
Americas Meeting
The annual Dragonfly Society of the
Americas (DSA) Meeting will be
hosted in Arnprior, Ontario on 8-12
July 2005. This meeting draws
professional and amateur
Odonatologists from across North
America. It promises to be an
excellent opportunity to meet many
of the leading North American
experts and to visit some outstanding
areas in the Ottawa valley in search
of Odonata.

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice

For more information on the meeting,
consult the website:

Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers

www.afn.org/~iori/oinevent.html

Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: Volume 1-4 (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literatre and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
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Volume 2 (16 articles plus summary). Articles discuss significant range extensions ecology, regional lists,
conservation and information on a museum collection. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 4 (12 articles plus summary). Articles include new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water
quality. Cost: $30 Can; In USA.overseas, $32 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Announcements
and Short Notes

2. If there are noticeable directional
migrations of these species this year, we
would appreciate your reports of these
migrations. Observations of both
spring and fall migrators are welcome.

Ontario Lepidoptera
TEA members will have undoubtedly
noticed that the 2003 issue of Ontario
Lepidoptera
did
not
appear.
Unfortunately, Jeff Crolla had to step
down as the compiler and editor of the
moths section and it took some time to
find a replacement. We are happy to report,
however, that Jason Dombroskie has
agreed to take on this role.
As a result of the delay, we have decided
to combine the 2003 summary with the
2004 summary into one volume. It has
taken some time to get things organized,
but we are working towards production
of the finished version which should be
ready later this summer.
We apologize to all members for our delay
and thank all of our contributors for
continuing to submit their observations!
We would also like to thank Jeff for an
outstanding job during his time as
compiler and editor.
Colin Jones and Jason Dombroskie

2005 Vanessa Butterfly
Migration Project
Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta)
Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui)
American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis)
West Coast Lady (Vanessa annabella)
1. We are looking for observers to tell us
the first date that they see (or have
seen) any of these butterflies in their
area, and the numbers seen that day. If
the butterfly was a permanent winter
resident in your area this year, please
tell us likewise.

3. Reports of presence or abundance of
these butterflies later in the season are
also welcome. We encourage multiple
observations from the same region, both
to show the species’ month-by-month
distribution and to show how long they
remain in particular locations.
Please include your full name, e-mail
address, the location from which you
observed, and the date or dates when
you see these butterflies. For evident
directional migrations, please include
also the direction toward which they
seem to be moving. A rough estimate of
how frequently they are passing
through (for example, 10 butterflies over
20 minutes) would also be helpful, as
would notes on temperature, wind
speed and direction, and type and
extent of cloud cover.
For more information about this project
and how to report your observations,
see the Red Admiral and Painted Lady
Research Site
http://www.public.iastate.edu/
~mariposa/homepage.html
Select the links, “Help track the 2005
North American Migrations” and “How
to Report Your Observations.”
If you have observations from previous
years that you would like to share,
please feel free to send these to us also.
We will add them to our database (or
you can add them through our reporting
form).
We are now developing a new real-time,
interactive mapping system. When this
is complete and running, you’ll be able
to send observations and have them
appear on the map within a short time.
You’ll also be able to view observations
from a selected location or time period.

I’ll send another notice out when the
map interface is available.
Many thanks to all of you who sent in
observations in previous years!
Please pass this message on to others
whom you think might be interested in
this project.
Thank you for your time and interest,
Royce Bitzer
mariposa@iastate.edu
Department of Natural Resource
Ecology and Management
83 Science I
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011-3223

Occurences of the American
Snout in Toronto
Over the years the American Snout
(Libytheana carinenta bachmanii) has
been an uncommon migrant to the
Toronto region. It has been much more
frequent in extreme southwestern
Ontario. In 2004, however, there were
more occurences than normal in
Toronto. It started with an individual at
the Metro Zoo on July 6 (T. Mason),
followed by another on the Leslie Street
Spit on August 14 (C. McLaughlan).
Then along the waterfront in a very
uncharacteristic sequence they were
seen on August 17 (4), 18 (1), 19 (3), 20
(1), 23 (2), and 24 (2) (D. Peuramaki).
These latest were a mix of worn and
fresh specimens. It would be hopeful to
think that perhaps some bred here, but it
is more likely that there was an
unprecented migration involved.
However slowly, as more of the main
host plant, American Hackberry (Celtis
occidentalis) gradually becomes
artificially incorporated into this region,
then it will become more likely that this
rather unique butterfly will indeed
actually come to breed here.
Barry Harrison
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Upcoming

Field Trips
Saturday June 11, 1 PM*
HUNTING CATERPILLARS & PHOTOGRAPHING BUTTERFLIES
LEADER: GLENN RICHARDSON
Glenn will be taking us out to his favourite spots for finding caterpillars. He will also show us how he raises butterflies from eggs
and larva and takes those great shots of chrysalid creation and emerging adults. (followed by a potluck BBQ) We meet in
Listowel.
Saturday June 18, 11 AM*
BUTTERFLYREARING
We will be visiting Rod Parrott’s butterfly-rearing facilities in Port Hope, where he raises butterflies and moths for the Montreal
Insectarium and other conservatories and butterfly houses. Rod has a wealth of knowledge on all kinds of Lepidoptera, in the
wild as well as in captivity. In the afternoon we will go to several local butterfly and odonate habitats. Bring lunch, water, nets
and guides.
Tuesday July 12, 8:15 PM
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
LEADERS: DAVE BEADLE, TOM MASON
This is a joint outing with the High Park Community Advisory Council. Members of the public are invited to join TEA members
Dave Beadle, Carolyn King, Tom Mason and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth-catching and identification. A $2 donation is
requested. Meet at the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm. This outing is especially good for children –
bring the whole family!
For more information contact Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca.
No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have them.
Saturday August 13, 10 AM*
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
LEADER: TOM MASON
We’ve had such a good time here looking at spiders and everything else, we’re going back again. Streams, ponds, bridges, weedy
vegetation: all the places spiders like to be. Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows under Hwy 12 just south of
Blackwater. Bring insect containers, nets, hand lens, water and lunch. (Note: Easy walking)
Saturday August 27, 7:30 PM
RAVEN LAKE MOTH NIGHT
LEADER: DAVE BEADLE
TEA member Dale Leadbeater has invited us to check out the moths at her new house on the east side of the Carden Alvar.
There should be all kinds of interesting species in this “unexplored territory”. Follow County Rd. (formerly Hwy.) 48 east off Hwy
12 just north of Beaverton, about 26 km to County Rd. 41. Turn left and go about 1 km north to Dale’s driveway in Courson’s
Siding. You can’t miss the Leadbeater sign and the cardinal.
For more information contact Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca.
Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have them.
*NOTE: Occasionally we have to change the date or start time of an outing, so it’s important that we know whether you plan
to attend. Please contact the organizers: Carolyn King (416)222-5736 cking@yorku.ca or Steve LaForest (905)720-2784
For more details and for updates, visit www.ontarioinsects.org
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2005 Ontario

Insect Counts
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
DATE (rain date)
June 4
June 20
June 25 (26)
June 25 (26)
June 26
July 1
July 2
July 2
July 2
July 2
July 3
July 3
July 6
July 9 (10)
July 9
July 9
July 9
July 9
July 10
July 10
July 16 (17)
July 16 (17)
July 30
August 6 (7)
date unknown
date unknown

LOCATION
East Side Algonquin
Sandbanks Prov. Park
Pinery Prov. Park
Muskoka Bala
Oshawa
Toronto T.E.A.
Orillia
Lake Dore
Windsor
Long Point
Skunk’s Misery
Sunderland
Hwy 60 Algonquin
McGregor Point
Toronto Centre
Hamilton
Haliburton Highlands
Clear Creek
Carden Plain
Rondeau Prov. Park
Hog Island
Petroglyphs
Pelee Island
Point Pelee
Severn Township
Misery Bay

CONTACT
Colin Jones
Yvette Bree
Brenda Kulon
Ron Stager
James Kamstra
Tom Mason
Bob Bowles
Chris Michener
Paul Pratt
Doug Timpf
Ann White
James Kamstra
Colin Jones
contact the Park
John Carley
Bill Lamond
Ed Poropat
Heather Prangley
Bob Bowles
Sandy Dobbyn
Chris Michener
Jerry Ball
Bob Bowles
Sarah Rupert
Nancy Ironside
Nancy Ironside

TELEPHONE
(705) 652-5004
(613) 393-3319
(519) 869-2833
(705) 684-9194
(905) 985-4497
(905) 839-6764
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2263
(519) 966-5852
(519) 586-9964
(519) 457-6586
(905) 985-4497
(705) 652-5004
(519) 389-9056
(416) 766-1330
(519) 756-9546
(705) 457-3018
(519) 674-3200
(705) 325-3149
(519) 674-1772
(613) 625-2263
(705) 745-3272
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700
(705) 326-4384
(705) 326-4384

EMAIL
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
yvette.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
bkulon@cogeco.ca
ronstager@sympatico.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
tmason@torontozoo.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
cmichener@renc.igs.net
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
timpf@nornet.on.ca
dwhite@odyssey.on.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
fompp@bmts.com
carley.la@sympatico.ca
kathgard@hotmail.com
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
rwc@ciaccess.com
rbowles@rogers.com
sandy.dobbyn@mnr.gov.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net

CONTACT
Carl Rothfels
Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carl Rothfels
Bob Bowles
Chris Michener

TELEPHONE
(905) 527-1158
(705) 652-5004
(705) 325-3149
(905) 527-1158
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2263

EMAIL
crothfel@yahoo.ca
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
crothfel@yahoo.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
cmichener@renc.igs.net

rbowles@rogers.com
sarah_rupert@pc.gc.ca
nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca
nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca

ODONATE COUNTS
DATE
July 3
July 7
July 16
July 21
July 31
August 6 (7)

LOCATION
Hamilton
Algonquin
Carden Plain
Royal Bot. Gardens
Pelee Island
Lake Dore

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTACT COUNT CO-ORDINATORS PRIOR TO THE COUNT DATE
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Toronto Entomologists’ Association Student Symposium
On Saturday, March 19, 2005 several talks and posters were
presented by students from Brock University as well as the
University of Toronto and the University of Guelph. Abstracts
of the talks and posters are featured below.

Explaining the evolution of sexual colour
dimorphism in the ambush bug Phymata
americana
D. Punzalan, L. Rowe and H. Rodd
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto

Wintering strategies of the large carpenter
bee, Xylocopa virginica
Dimitri Skandalis, Sean Prager, Glenn Tattersall
Department. of Biological Sciences, Brock University,
St.Catharines, Ontario
Abstract: Insects may experience difficulty surviving the winter
because of their small body size and ectothermic nature. The
large carpenter bee, Xylocopa virginica, is a compelling study
organism because it hibernates above ground in wood, which
offers little protection against sub-zero temperatures. The genus
Xylocopa, which is neotropical in origin, is not predicted to
survive the formation of ice crystals in its tissues, and so members
of that genus must employ some other strategy to avoid freezing.
This may involve increasing the concentration of solutes in the
haemolymph and allowing tissues to supercool, i.e. to decrease
in temperature far below the usual freezing point without freezing.
Two methods are currently being explored to quantify the extent
of X. virginica’s supercooling abilities. The first method involves
the use of invasive thermocouples, wherein a thin-wire probe is
inserted directly into the inner tissues of the thorax of the test
subject. We also make use of a thermal-imaging camera to
visualize the rate of tissue cooling and non-synchronous thermal
events. The test subjects are placed in a Falcon tube and lowered
into a -30°C antifreeze bath to measure response to extremely
cold temperatures. Our results suggest that X. virginica
supercools to temperatures (about -16°C) never experienced by
other neotropical bees. This species also is able to supercool to
a temperature several degrees lower than non-hibernating
workers of Bombus impatiens. However, we have not yet
observed supercooling temperatures consistent with the
minimum temperature (-25°C to -30°C) needed to survive winters
in the Niagara region.

Abstract: The ambush bug Phymata americana exhibits sexual
dimorphism in colour pattern. Despite being a relatively unusual
occurrence in true bugs, the dimorphism has gone relatively
unnoticed in previous studies—which is surprising given that
colouration in P. americana is often attributed to crypsis. The
pattern of trait expression (some components of colouration are
apparently limited to males, and are completely absent during
the juvenile stages) is suggestive of colouration playing a role
in sexual reproduction. Here, we provide evidence that male
colouration is indeed subject to directional sexual selection in
the wild and that colouration is costly to produce/maintain.
Although the interaction between sexual and natural selection
provides an ultimate (evolutionary) explanation for the
dimorphism, it is unclear what proximate mechanism generates
the correlation between the trait and mating success. We failed
to find any evidence that colour pattern is subject to preference
by females. We propose an, alternative explanation for the
function of these sexual traits—thermoregulation. Although
thermoregulation has been invoked to explain colour
polymorphisms and polyphenisms in other insects, this is the
first study to invoke thermoregulatory colouration as a proximate
explanation for sexual selection and sexual dimorphism. We
provide experimental evidence of colouration mediating mate
searching performance and sexual selection. Implications and
future studies are discussed.

Diagnostics of mosquitoes from Ontario with
the use of the DNA barcoding method
Alina Cywinska1, Fiona F. Hunter1, and Paul D.N. Hebert2
1
Department. of Biological Sciences, Brock University,
St.Catharines, Ontario, 2 Department of Zoology, University of
Guelph, Ontario

Abstract: Given the recent arrival of West Nile virus (WNv) in
Canada, it has become imperative to be able to correctly identify
genetic varieties of mosquito species and particularly vectors of
WNv in this country. Although, mosquitoes, black flies and other
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biting dipterans, have been studied more extensively than most
other insect groups, new species are continually being
discovered and reliable natural system of classification is yet to
be agreed upon. Currently, most taxonomists recognize three
subfamilies in the family Culicidae: Anophelinae, Culicinae and
Toxorhynchitinae. The subfamily Anophelinae usually forms the
most basal monophyletic clade in morphological and molecular
phylogenies. However, the position of genus Toxorhynchites
has been disputed. The authors of two most recent phylogenetic
studies proposed a tribal status for these mosquitoes within the
subfamily Culicinae. The genomic methods used in the study
offer expeditious data collections, reproducible results, and
constitute a valuable resource for reconstructing phylogenetic
relationships and for testing hypotheses of phylogenetic
classifications. Furthermore, molecular approaches to species
diagnosis is a particularly attractive option for eggs and other
life-stage transformations and even for some adults which are
currently difficult or impossible to identify.

Chemical endocrine manipulation in
butterflies: the quest for the
fountain of youth
Adrienne L.E. Kistner, Gard W. Otis
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario
Abstract: Increasing butterfly longevity is advantageous to
the butterfly conservatory industry because it would enable
them to reduce the extensive costs of maintaining live butterfly
displays. Endocrine manipulation is a potential technique for
extending the lifespan of adult butterflies. Precocene is a plantderived compound that suppresses juvenile hormone (JH)
production in some insects by having cytotoxic effects on the
glands that produce JH (corpora allata). In adult butterflies, a
reduction in JH titers causes reproductive diapause, which is
associated with extended adult longevity. The effects of
precocene on adult insects, specifically butterflies, have not yet
been investigated. We will discuss the potential of using topically
applied precocene to extend the longevity of tropical butterflies
commonly used in live
displays.
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Development of a predictive model and
comparison of trapping methods for adult
swede midge
Sheila A. Goodfellow and Rebecca H. Hallett
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario
Swede midge (SM), Contarinia nasturtii (Kieffer) is a serious
pest of Brassica crops in Ontario. This pest was identified in
Canada in 2001 and little is known about its life history under
Ontario growing conditions. The present study evaluated a
predictive degree-day model for SM in Europe, along with various
trapping techniques. The model was shown to be invalid;
therefore, a new predictive model is being developed. Trap
efficiencies are also reported.

Endoparasitoid assemblage of the pea
leafminer, Liriomyza huidobrensis (Diptera:
Agromyzidae), an exotic vegetable pest in
southern Ontario
C. A. Bahlai, S. A. Goodfellow, D. E. Stanley-Horn and R. H.
Hallett
Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario
The pea leafminer (PLM), Liriomyza huidobrensis (Blanchard)
(Diptera: Agromyzidae) is an important pest of leafy greens in
the Holland Marsh, near Bradford Ontario. Concerns about
pesticide resistance have led to the study of the PLM’s
parasitoid complex with hopes of developing an integrated pest
management program involving biological controls. This twoyear study examined larval-pupal endoparasitoids reared from
PLM pupae collected from eight host plants: celery (Apium
graveolens L.), spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.), lettuce (Lactuca
sativa L.), mustard greens (Brassica junea L.), pea (Pisum
sativum L.), potato (Solanum tuberosum L.), and Asian broccoli
(Brassica oleracea L.). Members of three families of
Hymenopteran parasitoids were collected: Eulophidae,
Pteromalidae and Braconidae. The Eulopid found was identified
as Chrysocharis oscinidis (Ashmead) and Pteromalids collected
appear to all belong to the same species, Halticoptera circulus
(Walker). The Braconids were found to be of two genera:
Dacnusa spp.(subfamily Alysiinae) and Opius spp. (subfamily
Opinae). Parasitism rates were found to vary from 4% to 13% by
host plant, and distribution of parasitoid families varied
dramatically with host plant as well.
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My Noisy Cicada Adventure
by Christine Bahlai
Christine Bahlai is a M.Sc. candidate with the Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph, and a periodical cicada enthusiast.
The following is a brief synopsis of the talk she gave at the Feburary 26, 2005 TEA meeting.

Once every seventeen years, various broods of periodical
cicada emerge throughout the eastern United States. In 2004,
the largest brood, Brood X, emerged over a large geographic
area including Ohio, Indiana, New Jersey and southern Michigan.
At this time, I was a beginning entomology student: hearing of
such an important entomological event inspired me to take a trip
to witness it.
Periodical cicadas (genus Magicicada) are slightly smaller
than the cicadas we are most familiar with in Ontario: Dog day
cicadas (genus Tibicen). They have a dark brown head and
thorax, slightly lighter brown abdomen and legs, bright orange
wing veins and darker orange (or very rarely, blue) eyes, unlike
our mostly green dog day cicadas. Like the dog day cicada, the
males generate mating songs by vibrating their tymbal, a
membrane located on the first abdominal segment, just behind
the hind wings. These mating songs differ from species to species
of cicada: the familiar dog day cicada’s song is best described
as ‘the sound of high tension power lines,’ while the periodical
cicada is more froglike. Periodical cicadas employ a predator
satiation tactic to ensure their survival: These large bugs are
somewhat clumsy and do not evade predators well on an
individual basis; thus having mass emergences is crucial to their
survival. There are so many of them that predators can fill their
bellies without putting a substantial dent in the population
Cincinnati, OH, was my first choice to visit: the area is known
to have an extremely impressive population density of cicadas.
In addition, the city is known to actually embrace the arrival of
the periodical cicada with cicada related events. In the last major
emergence in 1987, a local pizza chain, Snappy Tomato Pizza, ran
a catchy acapella radio ad, for their “Snappy Cicada Pizza.”
Recipes were made available all over the internet for preparing
cicadas, and a group of local Cincinnati artists joined together
to create an album: “Seventeen Year Itch: Mating songs of
Cincinnati USA.” Photos are available on the web of cicada
enthusiasts in cicada costumes, and a wide line of cicada inspired
merchandise was made available in Cincinnati stores in summer
2004. Cincinnati newspapers published articles to help panicked
brides plan their outdoor weddings around the cicadas, because
nothing ruins an outdoor wedding like a plague of large, noisy
insects.
The distance to Cincinnati, however, was proved prohibitive,
so I settled on a weekend trek to Ann Arbor, MI, on a weekend
in early June of last year. Ann Arbor is about as far north as
established populations of periodical cicadas have been
observed and also halved the required travel time. I packed up
three friends from my high school days and made a reunion road
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trip out of this awe-inspiring natural event. In a forest not far
from the University of Michigan’s Matthaei Botanical Gardens,
we found separate mating and emergence swarms of periodical
cicadas. The sight was amazing, and the song surrounded us in
the forest. The ground in the forest was covered in holes left by
cicada nymphs emerging from the chambers where most of their
development had taken place over the last 17 years, and cast
nymphal skins covered every surface. I easily grabbed about 20
specimens for personal, university and friends’ insect
collections.

Mating periodical cicadas. Ann Arbor, Michigan, June 2004.
Photo by Christine Bahlai.

Brood X periodical cicadas have come and gone now for anther
17 years. Their next mass emergence will be in 2021. I’ve promised
my friends we’ll get together and make the trek again that summer.
I encourage all interested parties to do the same. If you’re less
patient, however, Brood XIII will be emerging in the summer of
2007 in parts of Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, and Wisconsin.
Happy hunting!
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The

Bookworm
New Books
FIELD GUIDE TO GRASSHOPPERS,
KATYDIDS,AND CRICKETS OF THE
UNITED STATES
JOHN L. CAPINERA, RALPH D.
SCOTT AND THOMAS J. WALKER
A wealth of additional information on
330 of these fascinating and important
acoustic insects can be found in this
definitive new field guide. Many species
that have never been pictured in natural
history publications are presented here
in color. The guide introduces the biology,
behavior, and ecological significance of
one of the most obvious (abundant, large,
and colorful) and important (ecologically
and economically significant) insect
groups in North America, the order
Orthoptera.
John L. Capinera is Professor and
Chairman of the Entomology and
Nematology Department at the University
of Florida. Ralph D. Scott, who resides in
Billings, Montana, is a professional
scientific illustrator and biologist. Thomas
J. Walker is Professor Emeritus in the
Entomology and Nematology Department
at the University of Florida.
Cornell University Press, February 2005
249 pages
Cloth $65.00 USD ISBN 0-8014-4260-5
Paper $29.95 USD ISBN 0-8014-8948-2
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CATERPILLARS OF EASTERN
NORTHAMERICA:AGUIDE TO
IDENTIFICATIONAND NATURAL
HISTORY
DAVID L. WAGNER
Available in August of 2005.
Publisher’s Note:
* A compact guide to nearly 700
caterpillars east of the Mississippi,
from forest pests to garden guests
and economically important species
* 1,200 color photos and 24 line
drawings enable easy identification
* Full-page species accounts with
image of adult insect for almost 400
species, plus succinct text on
distribution and other vital
information
* Many caterpillars illustrated here for
the first time
* Current information on distribution,
biology, and taxonomy not found in
other popular works
* A section geared toward educators,
Caterpillar Projects
* An indispensable resource for all who
seek an easy-to-use guide to the
caterpillars of this vast region
Princeton University Press, August 2005
496 pp., 1,200+ photos., 24 line illus.
Cloth $60.00 USD, ISBN: 0-691-12143-5
Paper $29.95 USD, ISBN: 0-691-12144-3

A FIELD GUIDE TO CATERPILLARS
(BUTTERFLIES THROUGH
BINOCULARS SERIES)
THOMAS J. ALLEN, JAMES P. BROCK,
JEFFREY GLASSBERG
This new book contains all the information
necessary to find and identify the
caterpillars of North America. Caterpillar
seekers will learn how to distinguish
between butterfly caterpillars and moth
caterpillars, where and how to find
caterpillars, and the visual differences
between young and older caterpillars.
Each species section describes how to
identify the caterpillar, complete with
brilliant photos—many published for the
first time. To make for easy field use, each
caterpillar’s key physical features,
abundance, habitat, and major hostplants
are listed on the same page as its photo.
The book also contains a special section
on butterfly gardening, offering valuable
information on how to set up a butterfly
garden and raise healthy butterfly
caterpillars, and provides a thorough list
of the plants butterflies most like to feast
on.
Oxford University Press, May 2005
240 pages; 413 color maps, 496 color
photos
Cloth $49.50 USD, ISBN 0195183711
Paper $29.95 USD, ISBN 0-19-514987-4
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The
BOOKWORM
Continued

FIELD GUIDE OF CUBAN-WEST
INDIES BUTTERFLIES
DR. LUIS ROBERTO HERNÁNDEZ
This Field Guide provides data on the
composition of the butterfly fauna of the
Cuban Archipelago with the most recent
information about distributions,
synonyms, description of the early stages
of each species, host plants, adult food
plants, new records, habitats, range, sexual
dimorphism, seasonal differences, color
varieties, field marks and others biological
aspects. Include also a biological table
with the ecological and field observations
about the all West Indies butterflies
species and subspecies and maps with
the Cuban butterflies distributions in a
century. The thirty-one accurate
butterflies color plates drawings are based
on fresh specimens. The book size are 6"
x 8.5" (15.3 cm x 21.5 cm). Writing in English
language.

Help Needed to Locate Nesting Sites
for Beetle-hunting Wasps
by Steve Marshall

Our group at University of Guelph is studying nesting aggregations of Cerceris
fumipennis, a buprestid-hunting wasp first recorded from Ontario in 2004 (Buck, 2004).
We need your help in locating further nesting aggregations! Aggregations are easy to
recognize since C. fumipennis is the only large (male: 10-12 mm, female: 12-15 mm) wasp
in our area that you will see flying to ground nests with buprestid beetles slung under
their bodies. The wasps are also distinctive for their dark wings, and a single, broad,
pale yellow, abdominal band on tergite 2 (see appended photographs). Nesting
aggregations should occur from late June until mid September on patches of hardpacked, open soil in wooded areas such as the edges of sport fields or little-used
parking spots on dirt roads (our main study site at the moment is perennial nesting site
on the bare ground near an infrequently used campfire site). This wasp occurs in
southern (Carolinian) Ontario, with most current records near the lakeshore. If you
spot prey-carrying wasps that fit this description please call or email Steve Marshall
(samarsha@uoguelph.ca; 519-824-4120 X52720). Thanks for your help!

Apollo Books – July 2004
352 pp.
Paper $35.85 USD, ISBN 980-12-0793-0
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
“Code for Insect Collecting” for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the “Code for Insect Collecting” issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists’ Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the exact
locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.
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Monarch

News
Update on Monarch Numbers
The overwintering monarch colonies
have been measured and the news is bad.
In aggregate, the colonies only measure
2.19 hectares. This is the all time low
recorded since the monarch overwintering
areas became known to science in 1975.
There were no new colony sites and all
the colonies had low numbers. The
largest population, 1.3 hectares (59% of
the total), was found at El Rosario, the
site most often visited by tourists.
In an effort to provide an explanation
of the low numbers of monarchs to the
authorities in Mexico and the public, Dr.
Lincoln Brower of Sweetbriar College in
Virginia took the lead in enlisting a group
of monarch scientists to draft a report
summarizing the available evidence
pertaining to the decline in numbers. The
Brower, et al. report puts most of the blame
for the low numbers of monarchs this year
on the loss of monarchs due to the winter
storms in early 2004, the low numbers of
monarchs in the spring migration, and the
extremely cold summer but also points to
the ongoing degradation of the forests
and the extensive illegal logging in several
of the core areas of the Reserve
The good news is that this winter has
been favorable for the overwintering
monarchs. There has been a generous
rainfall in the southern states and
milkweed is thriving. Monarch butterflies
are now flowing into Texas. T.E.A. past
president Phil Schappert reported his first
monarch at Smithville Texas on March 25,
2005.
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submitted by Don Davis

Biology and Conservation of
the Monarch Butterfly: A
Symposium
A monarch butterfly symposium was
presented by the Pacific Branch of the
Entomological Society of America on
Wednesday March 2 2005 at Pacific Grove,
CA. Dr. David James of the University of
Washington organized this event. T.E.A.
member Don Davis was invited to
participate but was unable to attend.
Speakers included many of the current
monarch butterfly researchers in North
America, including Dr. Robert Pyle, Dr.
Lincoln Brower, Dr. Chip Taylor, Dr.
Kingston Leong, Dr. Dennis Frey, Dr.
Andrew Davis, Dr. Linda Fink, Dr. Sonia
Altizer, and Dr. Karen Oberhauser.
Unfortunately Pacific Grove’s
Monarch Sanctuary remained closed. The
City had reopened a small portion of the
Sanctuary to the public after the late
November tragedy (a death of an 85 year
old visitor from New York State resulting
from the falling of a pine tree) but again
closed it indefinitely for public safety.

Journey North
Naturalists and butterfly enthusiasts
are again invited by Journey North and
Monarch Watch to report their first
sighting of a monarch butterfly, first
monarch egg, first monarch larva and first
milkweed plant. Reports can be made
directly by registering at www.learner.org/
jnorth, or by sending your data, including
date of sighting, name of observer, place
of sighting and particulars to T.E.A.
member
Don
Davis
at:
Donald_davis@yahoo.com.

Monarch Teacher Training
Course
Teacher training courses on using the
monarch butterfly in the classroom will
be again taking place in Ontario this July
at Kingston and Merrickville . Information
about this course and a registration form
can be found at:
http://www.eirc.org/content/
global_connections/
teaching_with_monarchs/
info_ontario_teachers.html
Registration deadline is June 1st. The
instructor is Eric Mollenhauer of New
Jersey, assisted by Kingston-area teacher
Anne Powers (powersa@limestone.on.ca.

New Evidence Concerning
East-West Monarch Migration
and Interaction
Until recently, east was east, and west
was west, as relates to monarch butterfly
migration. It was generally thought that
the monarchs west of the Continental
Divide were a distinct population that
migrated to California, while those from
east of the divide headed to Mexico.
Scientists strongly advised against so
called “transfer experiments” – shipping
monarchs from one part of the continent
and releasing them in another. A number
of Ontario associates of the late Dr. Fred
Urquhart, including Don Davis of
Toronto and Audrey Wilson of Cobourg,
participated in such experiments.
This past fall, 600 California-reared
monarchs were tagged and released at the
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Boyce Thompson Arboretum near
Superior, Arizona. While some of these
monarchs reached the California coast
overwintering sites, at least one was later
recovered in Mexico. This result
duplicates the findings of another
California monarch tagger. Add research
findings by Andrew Brower and Miranda
Jeansonne that geographical populations
and “subspecies” of new world monarch
butterflies share a recent origin and are
not phylogentically distinct, and this
raises a number of interesting questions.

to her advising Prince Charles and Lady
Bird Johnson. During the war, she worked
on breaking the German Enigma Code. She
was a strong advocate for human rights.
Her research on fleas led to a species being
named after her. Her more recent projects
included butterfly gardening. As late as
1997, she co-authored a monarch butterfly
research paper!

Noted monarch butterfly researcher
Dr. Lincoln Brower hypothesises that
some monarchs from Mexico may actually
migrate to California and regenerate the
population there. Dr. Brower provides as
evidence a westward shift one year in bird
migration routes – a shift of many
hundreds of miles.

The 2005 Monarch Watch tagging kits
are now available from www.
monarchwatch.org. There is a limited
supply of tags available, so please order
early. Please be reminded that in Ontario,
the new Ministry of Natural Resources
policy requires under the new Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act that individuals
rearing or tagging monarch butterflies
must apply through their local MNR
Regional Office for a “Wildlife Scientific
Collector’s Authorization” permit.

The recovery of the Arizona monarch
in Mexico has generated some heated
debate between professional and amateur
butterfly enthusiasts. Dr. Robert Pyle
points out the lack of scientific controls
and use of non-native monarchs.
However, the questions raise are worthy
of further research.

attract males to sticky traps or poisoned
baits. This research was described on the
front page of the Toronto Star on February
18, 2005. A researcher used insect
antennae – which remain alive for hours
after being removed from the insect – to
help identify which specific compound
was the pheromone.

2005 Monarch Watch Tagging
Kits Now Available

OTHER ITEMS
Wasps Spread Range With
Global Warming

Death of Dame Miriam
Rothschild
Dame Miriam Rothschild died on
January 20/05 at her home, Ashton Wold,
in Northamptonshire, England. She was
96. Obituaries noted her extensive
scientific and conservation achievements,
matched by the might of her will and her
eccentric personality. While she viewed
herself as a naturalist, she was taken
seriously as a scientist. Her well-known
work on monarch butterflies was done
with chemist Tadeus Reichstein, a Nobel
Prize Winner. The late Dr. Fred Urquhart
once noted his discussions with her and
while disagreeing with her findings, he
respected
her
integrity
and
accomplishments, which were many.
Dame Miriam’s interest in wildflowers led
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Canadian Wildlife (Volume 10, #4 –
Special Issue – reports that yellow jackets
are staking out new territory on the Arctic
Circle. A specimen of Vespula intermedia
was found outside Arctic Bay, Baffin
Island, in August 2004 by the Inuit
community’s mayor Noir Ikalukjuak. Brian
Brown of the Natural History Museum in
Los Angeles verified the species.

Roach Pheremone
Discovered
Cornell University Researchers have
uncovered the chemical composition of a
pheromone that attracts male German
cockroaches. They have now synthesized
it and this pheromone could be used to

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by January 31, 2006. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jason Dombroskie (mothboy@canada.com).

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2005. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata.
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Flea

Market
Ontario Odonata Atlas Website Now Online!
The Ontario Odonata Atlas website
features distribution maps (plotted by
10x10km squares) for each of the
167 Odonata (dragonflies and
damselflies) species known to occur
in Ontario. The species maps will be
updated at least on a yearly basis,
following the completion of each
year's Ontario Odonata summary.
The site also features background
information on the Ontario Odonata
Atlas and the annual Ontario
Odonata summary, information on
how people can contribute records, a
list of contributors,
acknowledgements, and the
conservation ranks for each of
Ontario's Odonata. With time, photos
will be added as well.

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on a 600 dpi laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: Volume 1-4 (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literatre and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 2 (16 articles plus summary). Articles discuss significant range extensions ecology, regional lists,
conservation and information on a museum collection. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 4 (12 articles plus summary). Articles include new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water
quality. Cost: $30 Can; In USA.overseas, $32 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news news, reviews and recent literature. Cost: $25 Can; In
USA.overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Announcements
Be a part of TEA’s future

hand written documents.

Dear TEA members,
It has been my pleasure to be elected
president for the past year.

Please send records to: Butterflies:
Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON
K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: tba

We do need a new vice-president and
will be accepting nominations beginning
at our September 2005 members meeting.
The Vice President’s role is mainly as an
advisor to the president, although
addtional requirements may arise
occasionally. Anyone interested in this
role should contact Glenn Richardson,
TEA President at (519) 291-3544 or by
emailing to richard@porchlight.ca.
Sincerely,
Glenn M. Richardson
President

T.E.A. Lepidoptera and
Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and nonmembers to contribute sightings to the
annual summaries.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send: Make note
of the name of the butterfly or moth, the
date seen, and where it was seen. Be
fairly specific if possible indicating at
least a city/town/conservation area and
the county. Including geographic
coordinates in the form of a UTM or
Latitude and Longitude would also be
beneficial. Please also note how many
individuals you see and, if possible,
whether they are male or female. Any
particular behaviour such as nectaring,
egg-laying etc. is also of interest.
When and where to send: Submissions
should be sent by February 28, 2006.
Electronic submissions are encouraged,
preferably in a spreadsheet or database
application such as Microsoft Excel or
Corel Quattro Pro; wordprocessing
applications (e.g. Microsoft Word or
Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are
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Odonata summary
What information to send: Species
name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km
W of Mine Centre on south shore of
Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals, an accurate UTM and/or
Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS
or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to
receive an electronic form (or a hard
copy) containing all the necessary
fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if
possible) you compile your data using a
database file such as dBase, Access, or
Excel.
When and where to send: Submissions
should be received by December 31,
2005. Late submissions included at the
compiler’s discretion. Northern
Ontario: Colin D. Jones (Box 182,
Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-7552166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca). Central
Southern and Eastern Ontario
(Provincial Compiler): Paul Catling at
catlingp@agr.gc.ca. Paul is also
Provincial Compiler. Southwestern
Ontario: Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd.,
LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects,

Meeting notices
• 2005 Entomological Society of Ontario
Annual Meeting
This year our own TEA meeting for
October will be held in conjunction with
the ESO. Please check this isssue for
further details.

Call for Applicants:
The W.J.D. Eberlie Award
for Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award 2006.
The T.E.A. offers an award of $300
to assist graduate or undergraduate
students conducting original field
research into Ontario insects. The award
is intended as a travel grant to defray
costs of travel to field sites used for
research. The award will be made on the
basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the TEA and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
completed application form postmarked
no later than March 25, 2005.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per
year for students) includes a
subscription to Ontario Insects and the
annual Lepidoptera summary.
An application form for the award or
for membership in the TEA may be
downloaded from the TEA website:
www.ontarioinsects.org.

Student Symposium
2006 - First Call for Titles
The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
and senior undergraduate students to
present a talk or poster at the Annual
Student Symposium on Saturday,
March 18, 2006 at 1 pm. Everyone is
welcome to attend the symposium.
If you are interested in participating
or would like more information, please email the TEA (info@ontarioinsects.org).
Provisional titles, final submitted and
edited abstracts will be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium.
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday, September 24, 2005 1 PM
MEMBERS’ MEETING
It was a long, hot summer (lovely change from last year) and this meeting is your chance to share your sightings with other members. We
plan to have a laptop and digital projector as well as a slide projector for you to show your favourite photos. Specimens, new books you’ve
found, interesting experiences with insects . . . share your discoveries at this meeting.
Saturday, October 22, 2005 9:30AM-12:30AM Bahen Centre, U of T, 40 St George St
INSECTS in URBAN ENVIRONMENTS
In place of our usual TEA meeting, we’ll be joining the Entomological Society of Ontario (ESO) at their annual general meeting. The TEA is
covering the fee for TEA members to attend.
PLENARY SESSION
9:30 – Dr. Sherah vanLaerhoven, University of Windsor FORENSIC ENTOMOLOGY (title TBA)
10:00 – Dr. Tim Myles, University of Toronto “Area-wide urban termite management in southern Ontario”
10:30 – 11:00 Refreshment Break
11:00 – Dr. Jean Turgeon, Canadian Forest Service ASIAN LONGHORNED BEETLE (title TBA)
11:30 – Dr. Laurence Packer, York University “Bees in the urban landscape”
Please plan to attend one or all of these informative sessions.
BANQUET (U of T Faculty Club) Tickets: $30.00. Contact: Laura Timms (416) 908-8962 if you plan to attend
Saturday, November 26, 2005 1 PM Room 113 Northrop Frye
WINGS OF PARADISE BUTTERFLY CONSERVATORY: a behind the scenes look at exhibit curating and butterfly research
Adrienne Kistner Brewster
Adrienne is an MSc graduate student at U of G studying entomology in the Department of Environmental Biology. She has been working on
an NSERC industrial grant at Wings of Paradise researching butterfly longevity. She has recently developed a keen interest in the challenges
of curating insect displays. Adrienne has worked for the butterfly conservatory as their curator for the past 3 years and will present a behind
the scenes look at the conservatory. Her talk will include flora and fauna in the facility, the challenges of importing butterfly pupae from
Costa Rica and Malaysia, and she will also present her research findings to date.
Saturday, January 28, 2006 1 PM Room 113 Northrop Frye
IT’S GOOD TO BE QUEEN: SOCIAL BEE-HAVIOUR AND THE MYTH OF THE HAPPY SLAVE
Miriam Richards
Miriam is an Associate Professor in the Department of Biological Sciences at Brock University.Her primary research is on the evolution of
reproductive altruism in colonial social insects. The existence of altruism in insects and other animals poses a fascinating ecological
conundrum: how does reproductive altruism evolve when altruists contribute fewer genes to succeeding generations than the selfish
individuals that they help? Miriam’s talk will focus on the social behaviour and sociogenetics of one of Europe’s most common bee species,
Lasioglossum malachurum.

Additional Meetings to be Arranged
All meetings are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip

Reports
For a complete list of species, see Ontario Lepidoptera 2005.
This year we held a total of 6 outings. There is so much to
learn about insects and not nearly enough good field guides
so outings are a terrific way to expand our knowledge. Many
thanks to our capable leaders and to all TEA members who
shared their expertise to make the outings a success.

June 11
HUNTING CATERPILLARS & PHOTOGRAPHING
BUTTERFLIES
Leader: Glenn Richardson
Report by Glenn Richardson
The weather was extremly hot for this first outing of the year. After
several photo opportunities in TEA President Glenn Richardson’s
rearing “studio”, we embarked on two short field trips. Highlights
included numerous Arctic Skippers and a colony or Milberts
Tortoiseshell larvae (which are common in Listowel). Also, a Silvery
Blue was seen in the Maitland River valley for the first time.

June 18
BUTTERFLYFARM
Leader: Rod Parrott
Rod Parrot amased everyone with the diversity of his rearing
greenhouse, in which he is able to support large numbers of butterfly
and moth species. The day concluded with a look at Rod’s collection
of Insects from around the world.

Wild Indigo
Duskywing
Photo by
Glenn Richardson

July 12
High Park Moths
Leader: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
Report by Karen Yukich
Calm, hot, humid, lightly cloudy weather on July 12th provided
perfect conditions for the annual High Park Moth Night. A
smudgy sickle moon was no competition for the white sheets
lit up by mercury-vapour lamps, strategically positioned near
the forest edge east of the Forest School to attract the moths.
Fermented bait made of sugar, ripe bananas and other treats,
smeared on nearby trees, also drew them to the area. And the
moths did not disappoint – a total of 58 species were
identified and passed around in jars for everyone to see, then
released into the night. Among the showiest were five species
of Underwings, such as the Ultronia pictured here –
apparently drab brown until they spread their forewings to
reveal lipstick-bright coloured hindwings.

July 1
Toronto NABA Butterfly Count
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason
This year Common Wood Nymphs were extremely abundant in
the Rouge Valley. As in previous years, meadow loss,
contributing butterfly species decline to was observed.
The participants were Carol Sellers, Ann Millett, Siglinde van
der Grinten, Carolyn King, Steve La Forest, Jim Fairchild, Alan
Hanks, Bob & Karen Yukich, Margaret Liubavicius, Charles
Heller, Tove Christensen, Hydrogen Chan, Laura Timms, Tom
Mason, Glenn Richardson, Chris Ritchie, Sarah Fordham,
James Kamstra and Barry Harrison.
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Ultronia Underwing - Photo by Glenn Richardson
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This event is jointly sponsored by the HPCAC Walking Tours
and the Toronto Entomologists’ Association. Tom Mason,
Curator of Invertebrates & Birds at Toronto Zoo, introduced
the evening by explaining the ecological significance of moths
as valuable pollinators of many plants and a key food source
(in their larval form) for many birds. He noted that the
diversity of moths found in High Park is another indicator of
its special significance as a remnant of a rare ecosystem.
Thanks to Tom Mason, Dave Beadle, Carolyn King and all the
other TEA members for contributing their expertise in
attracting and identifying the moths, and sharing their
knowledge and enthusiasm with about 30 other participants.
Also published in the High Park Community Advisory
Council Newsletter - Summer 2005
See Ontario Lepidoptera 2005 for a complete list of species.

Identifying Moths - Photo by Glenn Richardson

August 15
Spiders of Blackwater/Beaver Creek
Leader: Tom Mason
It was a warm but overcast day for our fouth annual spider
outing at Blackwater. In total we had 22 species including a
nest of nursery web youngsters. In addition to the spiders
there were a few late butterflies - including Mustard White
and Bronze Copper. Painted Lady larvae were observed on
the low thistles.
Report byTom Mason
In all 22 species of spiders were seen. One species of Araneidae was
not identified while in hand and from memory I can only see it being
a member of the Neoscona sp. This genera has been identified at
Blackwater before. Other than that the Tetragnatha laboriosa has
been put down. I put the specimen we found under this species
because it is a species that was caught there last year and this years
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specimen was still a juvenile and thus difficult to identify.
The two species of Xysticus identified as X. triguttatus & X.
transversatus were changed to sp 1&2 because of my reading further
into the genus. It turns out that X. transversatus has not been
identified in Canada and the other is possible but not for sure. There
are 40 species in Canada of which almost half are in Southern
Ontario. Most species are identified by one, pattern and then by the
shape of the males secondary sexual organs. So, I settled for a
species one and two. Possibilities that I narrowed them to were: X.
ferox, X. elegans, X. emertoni, X. triguttatus, X. ampullatus, and X.
gullosus. Strangely enough none of them have been caught on leaves
protecting eggs. So identifying the two species we saw could add to
the information presently known.

Spiders Collected in Blackwater
August 13, 2005
Theridiidae
Spitharis flavidus

Tiny yellow spider under leaf

Tetragnathidae
Tetragnatha elongata
Tetragnatha laboriosa

On old bridge
Juvenile in grass

Araneidae
Araneus marmoreus
Marbled orbweaver, one specimen near
road
Araneus trifolium
Shamrock spider, one red & one white
Eustala anastera
One specimen along trail
Larinioides cornutus (Nuctenea cornuta) Found in shelters by orb
web
Larinioides patagiatus(Nuctenea patagiata) Found under shelters
along trail
Larinioides sclopetarius
Gray Cross spider Under bridge and
by barn
Mangora gibborosa
Yellow orbweaver in web
Araneidae possibly Neoscona sp. On trail near old bridge
Pisauridae
Dolomedes triton
spider

Six spotted fishing spider/Rafting

Agelenidae
Agelenopsis naevia

Grass spider One specimen beside trail

Dictynidae
Dictyna annulipes

Many on dead flower heads along trail

Clubionidae
Clubiona riparia
grass

Nesting sac spider found in folded

Thomisidae
Misumena vatia
trail

Flower spider Large adult seen along
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Mesumenops oblongus
Xysticus sp 1
Xysticus sp.2

Two specimens seen on flowers.
**
**

Salticidae
Phidippus clarus Females with eggs or young on milkweed
Pelegrina galathea (Metaphidippus galathea) On milkweed
Eris sp.
On stalks of flowering plants near flowers

August 27
Raven Lake Moths
Leader: Dave Beadle
Although the weather was wet for this outing, the rain proved
to be of benefit by concentrating most of the moyjhs under a
shelterd porch. Several large underwings were observed,
most natably the Yellow Banded and Once Married Underwing
moths.
List of Species:
Caloptilla sp. 1
Machimia tentoriferella Gold-striped Leaftier Moth 1
Mompha sp. 1
Plutella xylostella Diamondback Moth 5
Phaneta tomonana 1
Epiblema otiosana Biden’s Borer Moth 1
Ancylis sp. 2
Choristoneura rosaceana Oblique-banded Leafroller 2
Ptycholoma peritana Strawberry Garden Tortrix 1
Sparganothis sp. 2
Cochylis sp. 3
Scoparia biplagiata 1
Synclita obliteralis 4
Loxostege cereralis 6
Pyrausta acrionalis 1
Nomophila nearctica 1
Desmia funeralis Grape Leaffolder Moth 2
Crambus leachellus 1
Crambus albellus 2
Agiphila vulgivagellus Vagabond Crambus 1
Pediasia trisecta Large Sod Webworm 15
Hypsopygia costalis Clover Hayworm 1
Semiothisa pinistrobata White Pine Angle 1
Semiothisa mellistrigata 1
Hypagyrtis unipunctata One-spotted Variant 1
Xanthotype urticaria False Crocus Geometer 2
Campaea perlata Pale Beauty 10
Ennomos magnaria Maple Spanworm Moth 6
Scopula inductata Soft-lined Wave 3
Eulithis explanata White Eulithis 1
Xanthorhoe alternata White-banded Toothed Carpet 1
Orthonama centrostrigaria Bent-line Carpet 1
Eupithecia sp. 4
Pheosia rimosa Black-rimmed Prominent 1
Notodonta simplaria 1
Schizura unicornis Unicorn Caterpillar Moth 1
Cisseps fulvicollis Yellow-collared Scape Moth 1
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Orgyia leucostigma White-marked Tussock Moth 1
Idia americalis American Idia 1
Rivula propinqualis Spotted Grass Moth 1
Hypena manalis Flowing-line Bomolocha 1
Catocala cerogama Yellow-banded Underwing 3
Catocala unijuga Once-married Underwing 1
Catocala grynea Woody Underwing 1
Allagrapha aerea Unspotted Looper Moth 1
Autographa precationalis Common Looper Moth 1
Marathyssa inficta Dark Marathyssa 1
Lithacodia carneola Pink-barred Lithacodia 1
Archanara oblonga Oblong Sedge Borer Moth 1
Papaipema pterisii Bracken Borer Moth 5
Phlogophora periculosa Brown Angle Shades 8
Enargia decolor 10
Ipimorpha pleonectusa Even-lined Sallow 1
Nedra ramosula Gray Half Spot 1
Amphipyra pyramidoides Copper Underwing 1
Crambodes talidiformis Verbina Moth 1
Ogdoconta cinereola Common Pinkband 1
Discestra trifolii The Nutmeg 2
Melanchra adjuncta Hitched Arches 1
Lacinipolia meditata The Thinker 6
Lacinipolia renigera Bristly Cutworm Moth 4
Pseudaletia unipuncta Armyworm Moth 2
Leucania phragmitidicola Phragmites Wainscot 1
Leucania multilinea Many-lined Wainscot 1
Nephelodes minians Bronzed Cutworm Moth 12
Agrotis ipsilon Ipsilon Dart 1
Feltia jaculifera Dingy Cutworm Moth 25
Euxoa albipennis 2
Ochropleura plecta Flame-shouldered Dart 2
Xestia dolosa Greater Black Letter Dart 8
Xestia normaniana Norman’s Dart 2
Xestia smithii Smith’s Dart 15
Xestia bicarnea Pink-spotted Dart 3
Xestia badicollis Northern Variable Dart 4
Xestia youngii 1
Noctua pronuba Large Yellow Underwing 10
Rhynchagrotis sp. 2

Yellow Banded
Underwing
Photo by
Glenn
Richardson
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Eleventh Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count
July 9th, 2005
By: John Carley
On Saturday, July 9, 2005, the Eleventh Annual Butterfly Count for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-two counters,
in eight parties, censused butterflies in the 15 mile diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West and Bloor Street
West.
This year’s count took place on a hot sunny day, with temperatures ranging from 33°C to 35°C. The routes censused included the
Leslie Street Spit, the Toronto Islands, High Park, the Humber River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview Airport, and other parklands,
ravines and so-called “wastelands” in the city.
In total, 2655 individual butterflies were counted, of 43 species. This species total is the second highest of the 11 years in which the count has
been conducted; yet the numeric count total was below average. The overall cumulative species list has increased by one (Harvester) to 57.
A species new to the count, the Harvester, was spotted and photographed in Cedarvale Ravine. This brings our overall species tally for
the eleven years to 57 species.
The 973 Cabbage Whites spotted set a new high total for that species: the most numerous species for the count. In addition to the
Harvester mentioned earlier, there was a record high, for our count, of ten Wild Indigo Duskywings. These ten were seen on two
routes in two distinct locations. The only other occurrence was in 1999, when one was seen. European Skipper numbers were quite
low at 437, compared to a high of 3597 (1996), while Striped Hairstreak, at 16, more than doubled the previous high of 7 in 1998.
Last year, the 62 Acadian Hairstreaks seen were a continent high total. This year, 37 were spotted. Similarly, the 9 Compton
Tortoiseshells seen last year were also a continent high: only one was seen this year!
Finally, Common Wood-Nymphs were everywhere in great profusion. Our total of 246 was well above the previous high for the species
(last year’s total of 163). Before last year, our highest total had only been 69.
The 2006 Count date is set for Saturday, July 8. Those interested in participating in the Twelfth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly
Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330 or carley.la@sympatico.ca.
Observers: A. Adamo, S. Blayney, M. Bates, D. Bone, J. Carley, S. Fordham, A. Gray, J. Iron, C.
King, S. LaForest, T. Mason, N. McPherson, A. Millett, D. Peuramaki, R. Pittaway, A. Riley, D.
Riley, G. Riley, C. Ritchie, C. Sellers, J. Stirrat, R. Yukich.

Harvester (Feniseca tarquinius)
- first record for the
Toronto Centre Butterfly Count.
Photo by Jean Iron.
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Toronto Center Butterfly Count Cont...
Harvester – Feniseca tarquinius .................................................................................... 1
Coral Hairstreak - Satyrium titus ................................................................................. 9
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadica ...................................................................... 37
Edwards’ Hairstreak - Satyrium edwardsii ................................................................... 9
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus ....................................................................... 25
Hickory Hairstreak - Satyrium caryaevorum ............................................................... 2
Striped Hairstreak – Satyrium liparops ...................................................................... 16
Eastern Tailed-Blue - Everes comyntas ....................................................................... 13
Summer Azure - Celastrina neglecta .......................................................................... 56
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria cybele ................................................................ 8
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos ............................................................................... 13
Northern Crescent – Phyciodes cocyta ........................................................................ 11
Question mark - Polygonia interrogationis ................................................................. 4
Eastern Comma – Polygonia comma ............................................................................. 9
Compton Tortoiseshell – Nymphalis vau-album .......................................................... 1
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa ....................................................................... .28
American Lady - Vanessa virginiensis ........................................................................... 1
Painted Lady – Vanessa cardui ..................................................................................... 10
Common Buckeye – Junonia coenia ............................................................................. 1
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta .................................................................................... 29
White Admiral - Limenitis arthemis arthemis ............................................................. 6
Viceroy - Limenitis archippus ...................................................................................... ..1
Little Wood-Satyr - Megisto cymela ........................................................................ …53
Common Ringlet – Coenonympha tullia inornata ...................................................... 1
Common Wood-Nymph - Cercyonis pegala .............................................................. 246
Monarch - Danaus plexippus .................................................................................... …65
Silver-spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus .............................................................. 108
Northern Cloudywing - Thorybes pylades .................................................................. 14
Wild Indigo Duskywing – Erynnis baptisiae ............................................................... 10
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor…………………………….14
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola ................................................................. ..437
Tawny-edged Skipper - Polites themistocles .............................................................. 13
Crossline Skipper - Polites origenes ........................................................................... 12
Long Dash – Polites mystic ............................................................................................. 3
Northern Broken-Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet ................................................... 110
Little Glassywing – Pompeius verna .............................................................................. 1
Delaware Skipper - Anatrytone logan ........................................................................... 7
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris ..................................................................................... 54
Satyrium sp ....................................................................................................................... 3
Blue sp ............................................................................................................................... 7
Polygonia sp ...................................................................................................................... 2
Lady sp ............................................................................................................................... 5
Crescent sp ........................................................................................................................ 3
Skipper sp………………………………………………………
23

Insects in Urban
Evironments
October 21-23, 2005
Bahen Centre,
University of Toronto
– plenary session:
– awards for student papers
and posters
– banquet and reception at
the Faculty Club
– cockroach races
student travel awards
– silent auction
– and MORE!
Contact:
Laura Timms
ESO 2005 Program Chair
c/o Faculty of Forestry
University of Toronto
33 Willcocks Street
Toronto, ON
M5S 3B3
Phone: 416-908-8962

Total: 43 species, 2655 individuals.
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The

Bookworm
Review of Caterpillar
Books:
by Kerry Jarvis
Caterpillars of Eastern North America.
David L. Wagner, Princeton University
Press 2005. ISBN: 0-691-12144-3
Photo Field Guide to some Caterpillars
of Southern Ontario. Ian Carmichael
and Ann Vance. St. Thomas Field
Naturalist Club Incorporated. 2004.
ISBN: 0-9733179-1-4
Caterpillars in the Field and Garden.
Thomas J. Allen, Jim P. Brock, Jeffrey
Glassberg. Oxford University Press.
2005. ISBN: 0-19-514987-4
For years the store book shelves have
been filled with field guides on
butterflies, yet there has been little
information on the larvae of butterflies
or moths. The wait is finally over.
Caterpillar admirers have been rewarded
with three new books to satisfy their
curiosity.
The Photo Field Guide to some
Caterpillars of Southern Ontario is a
handy 72 page spiral bound book that
fits nicely into your pocket while hiking.
It is an easy to use guide that displays
over 80 moth and butterfly caterpillars.
The authors include numerous
photographs of each caterpillar –
including some with the different
instars, their chrysalis/cocoon, adult
stage and eggs. Prominent identification
features of each caterpillar are indicated
with arrows and information on the Life
Cycle and the authors Field Notes
nicely compliments the photographs.
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Following his successful series of guide
books of Butterflies and Dragonflies
Through Binoculars, Glassberg has
compiled an impressive collection of
images for Caterpillars in the Field and
Garden.
His book focuses on butterfly
caterpillars with an accompanying range
map and a brief description of their
distinguishing features, location, host
plants and some comments. While this
book is a welcome addition to those
interested in caterpillars it focuses only
on butterfly caterpillars and a large
number of these are found only in the
American south.
Caterpillars of Eastern North America,
published this August is a
comprehensive guide to caterpillar
identification and natural history to
almost 700 moth and butterfly
caterpillars. Wagner has a passion for
caterpillars and it spills over to his
writing. His combination of factual, field
observations and anecdotal writing
make for an interesting read.
Often times we see caterpillars in our
yard and in the field and wonder what
the adult looks like. Wagner has
answered this by providing excellent
caterpillar images accompanied by the
adult stage. Each species is given one
page that includes: images, caterpillar
identification, food plants, location and
the authors anecdotal field comments.
The book is over 500 pages in length
limiting its use as a guide to take into
the field.

For caterpillar admirers all three books
would make a welcome addition to home
libraries. For practical purposes I have
found that the Photo Field Guide to
some Caterpillars of Southern Ontario, is
a handy portable reference that fits
nicely into my pocket on hikes.
The definitive book, without a doubt, is,
Caterpillars of Eastern North America. It
would be wonderful if all field guides
would follow Wagners’ lead by sharing
the passion for nature and all its
wonderful creatures.

BUTTERFLIES OF THE
GREAT LAKES REGION
Matthew M. Douglas and
Jonathan M. Douglas
University of Michigan Press
2005
ISBN 0-472-06884-9 (also in hard cover)
345 pages

Publisher's description:
The Butterflies of the Great Lakes
is the first of its kind to present an
overall picture of the biology of
butterflies inhabiting the Great
Lakes region. The straightforward
approach and clear writing style
make this book very
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TEA

Activities
Letter to the
Editor
I am back from the NWT, and received my
copy of Ontario Insects yesterday. I was a
bit surprised, and very disappointed, by the
wording of a headline in Other Items:
“Wasps spread range with Global Warming”.
You must surely understand that there has
been so little collecting in the NWT and
Nunavut in the last 50 years that finding a
wasp proves absolutely nothing. The
headline is just another politically correct (in
other words almost certainly untrue) piece
of propaganda, as opposed to the kind of
scientific statement that one would expect in
any publication of
the TEA. It makes me a bit reluctant to
inform you that I found 5 species of
butterflies never previously reported from
the NWT, in addition to one sent me last
year. And I also found several other northern
range extensions of species. I believe that
they result from collections being made in
places, and at times, where no-one has ever
collected before. I would hate to have my
discoveries exploited for political
propaganda!
Ross A. Layberry
Response from Colin Jones
I hope your trip up north was successful
and you had a wonderful time - I’m looking
forward to hearing more about it!
The piece you mentioned in the most recent
issue of Ontario Insects is contained within
Don Davis’ section on Monarch News. Don
is one of the
few people that contribute to Ontario
Insects on a regular basis and as such I am
always happy to receive his material (as it’s
often hard to round up articles and notes for
OI). I must admit, however, that I included
this piece without perhaps giving the most
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critical eye that I could/should have in my
role as editor. I don’t believe, however, that
there was any political intent from Don
Davis in including this as a news item.
Please feel free to write a “letter to the
editor” on this one if you feel strongly about
it pointing out that records such as this may
not necessarily be a result of Global
Warming.
Colin Jones
Natural Heritage Project Zoologist
Ontario Natural Heritage Information Centre
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Give us your ideas!
Programs: Carol Sellers is the Programs
Coodinator and welcomes any ideas for
speakers for the Oct - Apr meetings.
Who would you like to hear from?
Please write to her at:
programs@ontarioinsects.org.
Field trips: Steve LaForest and Carolyn
King are the Field Trips Coordinators
and also welcome ideas for places to go
and leaders. Do you have a favorite
spot to share with others or is there
somewhere you’d like to go? Please
write to them at:
fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org.

Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are taxcreditable (a receipt is issued).
Any amount is welcome but the
following suggested amounts
support these TEA initiatives:
$300: W.J.D.Eberlie Research
Travel Award
$50: Help to sponsor the printing
of Ontario Odonata
$40: Sponsor the printing of the
Kid’s Page in Ontario Insects
$34: A copy of Damselflies and
Dragonflies (Odonata) of
Ontario: Resource Guide and
Annotated List can be donated
to a university library
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario
Lepidoptera (annual) can be
donated to a university library.
Note: The University of Guelph
library has indicated their interest
in receiving TEA publications. If
you have contacts at other
universities, we would be happy to
pursue those options as well.

Please send your tax creditable
donation to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1

September 2006

Flea

Market
Ontario Odonata Atlas Website Now Online!
The Ontario Odonata Atlas website
features distribution maps (plotted by
10x10km squares) for each of the
167 Odonata (dragonflies and
damselflies) species known to occur
in Ontario. The species maps will be
updated at least on a yearly basis,
following the completion of each
year's Ontario Odonata summary.
The site also features background
information on the Ontario Odonata
Atlas and the annual Ontario
Odonata summary, information on
how people can contribute records, a
list of contributors,
acknowledgements, and the
conservation ranks for each of
Ontario's Odonata. With time, photos
will be added as well.

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purvue of research papers
Book reviews -preferrably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easliy reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members

Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in Paint Shop
Pro 5.0 or Adobe Photoshop LE with final
page layout in PageMaker 6.5. The original is
printed on a 600 dpi laser printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however, submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk or
email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$196 Can ($190 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $145 US surface; $150 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$65 Can ($60 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $50 US surface; $53 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$55 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $43 US surface: $46 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $34 Can; In USA: $25 US.
Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $20 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: Volume 1-4 (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literatre and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 2 (16 articles plus summary). Articles discuss significant range extensions ecology, regional lists,
conservation and information on a museum collection. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 4 (12 articles plus summary). Articles include new species for Canada, ecology, dragonflies and water
quality. Cost: $30 Can; In USA.overseas, $32 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news news, reviews and recent literature. Cost: $25 Can; In
USA.overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, a.hanks@aci.on.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Announcements
T.E.A. to Support Karner Blue
Project
The T.E.A. has announced that it will
be providing financial support for a project
to produce educational materials related
to the Karner Blue Butterfly (extirpated in
Ontario) and other endemic species of
Black Oak savannah. The Toronto Zoo
will also be participating in the project,
which is also seeking funding from the
World Wildlife Federation (WWF).
Notable areas of natural Black Oak
savannah vegetation in Southern Ontario
include Pinery Provincial Park and also
High Park in Toronto.

Melissa Blue Lycaeides melissa,

photographed June 29, 2003 near Quetico
Provincial Park Ontario. The eastern
supspecies Lycaeides melissa samuelis,
also known as the Karner Blue has been
extirpated in Ontario since the late 1980’s
Photo by Tony Rapati

Annual Student Symposium Final Call for Titles
Saturday, March 25, 2006, 1 pm at University
of Toronto

The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
or senior undergraduate students to
submit titles (include name, address,
supervisor name, email address and phone
number) for 10 minute talks or posters at
the Annual Student Symposium. All are
welcome to attend the symposium.
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Please e-mail either of the following
people if you are interested in participating
or would like more information.
Provisional titles will be published in
Ontario Insects. Final submitted and
edited abstracts will also be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium. Please pass this information
on to anyone you now who might be
interested.
Doug Currie, Symposium Organizer:
email: dougc@rom.on.ca

Award for Original Research
into Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now
taking applications for the W. John D.
Eberlie Field Research Travel Award.
The T.E.A. is offering a research travel
award of $300 to assist graduate or
undergraduate students conducting
original field research into Ontario insects.
The award is intended as a travel grant to
defray costs of travel to field sites used
for research. The award will be made on
the basis of merit and quality. Applicants
must be members of the Toronto
Entomologists’ Association and a
graduate or undergraduate student at an
Ontario university. To apply, submit a
properly completed application form
(available from the TEA) postmarked no
later than March 25, 2005.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per year
for students) gives the following benefits:
subscription to Ontario Insects
(published 3x per year); opportunity to
submit articles for Ontario Insects;
Ontario Lepidoptera: the annual summary
of butterflies and moths in Ontario;
discounts on book sales. The T.E.A. holds
monthly meetings from September to
April, including a student symposium in
March. We run field trips over the summer
months.

An application form for the award, or
for membership in the TEA may be
requested by writing to:
Glenn Richardson
President TEA
18 McDonald Street West
Listowel, Ontario N4W 1K4
Tel: 519-291-3544
email: richard@porchlight.ca

Toronto Zoo Bugzibitz - The
World of Fascinating Bugs
(March 10-19 2006)
The Toronto Zoo has announced a
week long insect event during March 1019, 2006. The T.E.A. plans to particpate in
Bugzibitz with a booth set up for most of
the week. Enjoy bug-tastic cookie treats
or pose with one of our many six legged
friends. Enjoy Indo Malayan butterflies a
plenty and colourful and fragrant tropical
flowers.

Spring Butterfly Count
An early spring butterfly count will be
held May 23, 2006 Raindate-Wed May
24, 2006 (Tuesday) at MacGregor Point
Provincial Park.
Meet at 9:30am at the Visitor Centre
MacGregor Point Provincial Park
(MacGregor Point is one hour north of
Goderich, just outside of Port Elgin). We
will be covering MacGregor Point and
Inverhuron Provincial Parks looking for
spring butterflies, including the Hoary
Elfin (Callopyrus polio), which is common
to abundant in the area. Please bring
lunch, net and books. Some areas will be
wet, so appropriate footwear is
recommended.
Contact Tony or Mary Rapati by email:
birdfest2006@bmts.com if you plan to
attend.
****
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday February 25 1 PM Room 302 Emmanuel College 75 Queen’s Park Crescent E
NOTE LOCATION CHANGE
THE LONG REACH of the GENE: INSECT/PLANT INTERACTIONS
Marc Johnson
Marc is in his final Ph.D. year at U of T studying the ecology and evolution of plant-arthropod interactions. His research is part of a new
discipline called community genetics which is quickly changing the way we think about the community ecology of insects.
He will discuss his research on how plant genes and genetic variation in plants shape the diversity and abundance of the arthropods who
depend on plants.
Information on Marc’s research is available at www.evoeco.org.
Saturday March 25 1 PM Room 432 Ramsay Wright Building 25 Harbord St (SW corner of St George & Harbord)

ANNUAL STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Graduate students from Ontario universities present results of their research in entomology through brief talks and posters. The presentations
cover a variety of insects and topics such as behaviour, ecology and genetics.
Coffee and refreshments will be served.
Saturday, April 22, 2006 1 pm

PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE: A BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SUCCESS STORY
Jim Corrigan
Jim Corrigan runs a biological consulting and services company, Bio-Logical Alternatives. From 1994 to 2000, he worked at the University of
Guelph with the Ontario Biological Control Program against Purple Loosestrife, directing the program from 1996-2000.
In 1992, two species of Chrysomelid beetles (Galerucella calmariensis and G pusilla) were introduced into Ontario ecosystems as classical
biological control agents against Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria). Jim will review the biological history of the Ontario Programs to 1997,
summarize the 2004 observations for the Greater Toronto Area, and discuss the current status of this biological control initiative across
southern Ontario

2006 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2005 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2005 season.
If you have ideas for outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Steve Laforest, Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 905-720-2784
email: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org

All meetings (except February and March - see above) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 119
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Alan Hanks at
(905) 727-6993
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Monarch

News
Monarch Butterfly News
Observations noted from all over
eastern North American suggest that the
monarch butterfly population rebounded
from the all-time low population masured
in Mexico during the winter of 2004/2005.
Mild conditions revailed though much of
the northern half of the monarch’s range,
allowing any monarchs, who would
otherwise might have emerged too late,
to join the journey to Mexico. On
September 15th, there was a strong
movement of monarchs along the Toronto
waterfront, with thousands stopping to
feed on the goldenrod and other flowering
plants at the Leslie Street Spit. A week
later, hundreds of thousands of monarchs
were found roosting near Long Point.
Digital photographs taken at this
undisclosed location suggest that one
observer’s estimate of one million
monarchs at this site might not have been
far off. T.E.A. member Barry Harrison
spotted a very late monarch on November
12th at East Point Park, Toronto.
Weather conditions play a significant
role during the migration. It is assumed
that the strong residual winds from
Hurricane Katrina blew one Clevelandtagged monarch northeast to Oakville,
Ontario, where it was re-captured by Don
Davis. The 70-year old tagger from
Cleveland was delighted to hear of this
recovery.
Migrating monarchs began arriving at
the Mexican overwintering sites in good
numbers at the end of October and a few
days prior to The Day of the Dead.
The Papalotzin Team – a group of
Mexicans lead by ultralight pilot Vico
Gutierrez – followed the monarch
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submitted by Don Davis

migration from Montreal, through Ontario,
and then through the U.S.A. and Mexico.
During their stopover in Breslau, Ontario,
T.E.A. member Don Davis was taken up
for a flight in this remarkable aircraft,
whose wings bore a design resembling a
monarch butterfly. Vico arrived at the
Chincua overwintering site in Mexico on
November 3rd, and this accomplishment
was front- page news in the New York
Times. Film footage taken during the
expedition will be used to produce a onehour documentary. Their trip log with
many pictures can be found at
www.papalotzin.com. Don Davis hopes to
see Vico in Mexico in March 2006.
T.E.A. member Don Davis attended
the annual meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Michoacan Reforestaton
Fund in Alameda, California on November
12, 2005. This foundation is dedication to
the reforestation of private lands near the
monarch overwintering sites, providing
local citizens with an alternative source
of income and taking some pressure off
forests located at higher elevations. The
foundation raises funds that are then
directed to the La Cruz Habitat Protection
Project to pay for the development of
seedlings. Through 2005, over 2 million
trees have been planted. With the passing
of founder Bob Small, our meeting focused
on the organization’s leadership and steps
to be taken to ensure that its mission is
fulfilled. Dr. Orley “Chip” Taylor of
Monarch Watch has accepted an
appointment to act as Executive Director
and the organization’s operations will shift
to the University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas.
Illegal logging remains a serious
problem in both the protected buffer and

core zones of the monarch overwintering
areas. Combat with illegal loggers is
dangerous. On Sept. 22/05, 10 agents of
the Angangueo municipal police
intercepted various trucks loaded with
lumber. More than 100 armed men later
liberated these trucks. On November 3rd,
during a ceremony organized for the arrival
of the Papalotzin ultralight, Michoacan
governor Lazaro Cardenas Batel
announced the creation of a State
Forestry Police Force of 26 with all-terrain
vehicles to protect the biosphere. At this
event, commune members from Sierra
Chincua accused a justice official from the
nearby city of Ziticuaro of having freed
from detention an illegal logger who was
in possession of thousands of logs.
The Monarch Waystation Program,
founded by Dr. Chip Taylor of Monarch
Watch, now has over 300 registered and
certified Monarch Waystations in Canada
and the U.S.A. Habitats for monarchs
have been created at home and public
gardens, nature centers, butterfly houses,
schools, zoos, park districts, botanical
gardens and funeral homes. To learn how
you can create, conserve and protect
monarch habitat, go to: http://
www.MonarchWatch.org/ws/.
The 12th annual Symbolic Migration
of paper monarch butterflies – a project
of Journey North (www.learner.org/jnorth)
- was a complete success, with over 40,000
paper monarchs being shipped to Mexico.
In the springtime, those students who
created a paper monarch will receive a
returning paper butterfly, but one made
by a student from Mexico, U.S.A., or
Canada.
...continued on page 16
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The

Bookworm

moth. There may be effects on other
Lepidoptera as well. (Research on luna
moths (S. Kellogg et al., Population
Ecology 2003) also found high parasitism
rates, although without the clear
population-level effect.).

Reviews

Alan Macnaughton.

Butterflies of the Great Lakes
Region by Matthew M Douglas;

New Books

Jonathan Douglas: Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2005.
ISBN: 0472098845 0472068849
The Butterflies of the Great Lakes
Region, co-written by the father and son
team of Douglas and Jon Douglas, is a
regional butterfly reference as well a field
guide that is illustrated with award winning
photographs of butterflies under natural
conditions. The information in this 400page book is concise and easy to
understand, and includes sections about
the geographic features of the Great
Lakes; climate factors that have affected
butterfly fauna and their distribution;
descriptions of ancient environments;
recent information concerning each
species’ taxonomy, identification, food
sources, behaviour and ecology; life
history and description of larval host
plants; a section on insect collection and
preservation; extended reference section
and glossary.
This book will give even novice
butterfly enthusiasts the skills necessary
to identify species found in the Great
Lakes region, but will also be useful
reference for professional biologists and
those interested in natural history in
general.
Matt Douglas is head of the biology
department at Grand Rapids Community
College. This is his third book. Matt is
also the author of The Lives of Butterflies,
also available through Michigan
University Press. John Douglas will be
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graduating from the University of
Chicago with a degree in evolutionary
biology.
(A tagged monarch butterfly, released
by Matt Douglas on the shore of Agawa
Bay, Ontario, in 2001 was later recovered
at Sierra Chincua, Mexico. Source:
MONARCH WATCH – On-line Tag
Recovery Database from 1992-present)
Don Davis.

Insights from Insects: What Bad
Bugs Can Teach Us by Gilbert
Waldbauer, Prometheus Books, 2005,
311 pages. $23.50.
This is a fascinating book reporting on
recent research on 20 economically
important or “pest” species of insects.
The author is a great storyteller and the
book is a fun read, perhaps because the
author is often reporting on his own
research. Two things I learned are:
-Corn earworm moths migrate from the
US and their caterpillars can be abundant
in southern Canada, even though their
pupae seldom survive winters north of a
line drawn from St. Louis to Virginia.
-Experimental evidence suggests that
the notable declines in cecropia and
promethea silkmoth populations since the
early 1980s in the northeastern United
States could be due to a parasitic Eurasian
fly (Compsilura concinnata), which was
introduced largely to control the gypsy

Damselflies of Alberta - Flying Neon
Toothpicks in he Grass, by John
Acorn: University of Alberta Press,
2004. 156 pp., softcover,
(www.uap.ualberta.ca) $29.95
Canadian
ISBN: 0-88864-419-1

Damselflies of the North Woods, A
Field Guide to all 46 Northern
Damsels, by Bob Dubois, photos by
Mike Rees. 2005. North Woods Naturalist
Series, Kollath+ Stensaas Publishing,
Duluth, MN. 132 pp. &18.95 US
ISBN:0-9673793-7-7

****

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Alan Hanks,
Treasurer, TEA, 34 Seaton Drive,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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Monarch News continued...
T.E.A. member Don Davis was unable to attend a monarch
conference held on December 8 and 9th at the California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, California.
However, Dr. Chip Taylor indicated that he would be making a
major announcement at this conference, describing how spring
weather conditions in Texas play a major role in the success of
the monarch breeding population for that year.
Information on sexing monarch pupae can be found at: http:/
/www.MonarchWatch.org/biology/sexing.htm. The text is
accompanied by a line drawing showing the anterior-posterior
line on the ventral side of the abdomen on the 8th sternite
(abdominal segment) that distinguishes a female from a male,
which has only a slight depression at this location. While this
verbal description is clear, unless you are put off by the
terminology, and the line drawing shows you what needs to be
seen, there is nothing like a good picture. Ron Brancato sent
Monarch Watch a wonderful photomontage that clearly shows
the differences between male and female pupae.
Pupae image: http://www.MonarchWatch.org/update/2005/
0830_pupae.html
The Monarch Teacher Network Canada will be holding
workshops in Canada in 2006: 1) Winnipeg, Manitoba - August
1 - 3, 2006), 2) Ottawa, Ontario - August 9 - 11, 2006, 3) Orillia,
Ontario - August 14 - 16, 2006. Registration forms will be posted
at: www.monarchcanada.org

Board of Directors of the Michoacan Reforestation Fund
in Alameda, California on Nov. 12/05
Front from Left: Mia Monroe, Don Davis, DJ Agnew, Bob
Small Jr.
Back from Left: Gary Small, Chip Taylor, Jose Luis Alvarez, Ed
Rashin, Sue Sill, Lincoln Brower, Maraleen Manos Jones
Photo by Don Davis
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Monarch researchers Dr. Lincoln Brower and Dr. Orley
Taylor in Alameda California
Photo by Don Davis
Why We Still Tag Monarchs by Dr. Orley “Chip” Taylor,
Monarch Watch, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
Given the obvious success of the tag recovery program, one
might ask: why do we continue with the tagging program? Don’t
we have enough recoveries to learn all there is to learn about the
migration? The simple answer to the questions is that we learn
something new each year. When we started this program in 1992,
only 99 monarchs tagged by Fred and Nora Urquhart and their
associates had been recovered in Mexico. The number of
recoveries from Mexico now exceeds 6800 with approximately
75% of those coming from the winters of 2002 and 2004 when
severe January storms killed an estimated 75% and 70% of the
population respectively. Yes, in general terms, we know where
the monarchs come from that overwinter in Mexico but there are
many details that are still not clear. One of the puzzles is why the
recoveries are not a linear function of distance. In other words,
given that the distance from St. Paul, MN to El Rosario (1791
miles) why does Don Davis have to tag more than 2.5 times as
many butterflies for each recovery when the distance from
Toronto, Canada to El Rosario (2053 miles) is only 1.1 times
greater?
We have learned a great deal about the migration to date
from all of your tagging efforts. The tagging data have revealed
that there is a pattern to the timing and pace of the migration.
When we initiated this program there were no data on the time
course of the migration. It appeared to be primarily driven by the
weather. We now know that the migration is intrinsically driven
by an interaction of the monarchs with the changing celestial
conditions in the fall such that the pace of the migration across
the latitudes is remarkably predictable. This pattern is so robust
that it allows us to anticipate the arrival of the wave of southerly
...continued on page 19
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings are
published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary (Ontario Lepidoptera) is sent to members as a benefit of
membership. The Odonata summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at
a discounted price. Either of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the
compiler directly for more details.
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps (not completely mandatory
for Lepidoptera but preferred), and observation date. Distinguishing between sight and specimen records is also
tremendously useful. Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the
necessary fields. It is strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database or spreadsheet
application such as dBase, Access, or Excel.

Lepidoptera summary
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by February 28, 2006. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Jason Dombroskie (mothboy@canada.com).

Odonata summary
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by January 31, 2006. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler): The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of
the region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions
of Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (catlingp@agr.gc.ca). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see Ontario Insects, Volume 4, Number 3, May 1999, pages 48-52 or a previous issue of Ontario Odonata or
contact a compiler.
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Address to The Michigan Entomologists Society
by Alan Hanks, Treasurer Toronto Entomologist Asociation
July 2005
Early in 1967, there was a group of mostly amateur
enthusiasts in the Toronto area, plus their mentor, Father Charles
Riotte, who worked at the Royal Ontario Museum. Father Riotte
was already a member of the M.E.S. and suggested that a branch
might be formed in Toronto, so a letter was dispatched to Julian
Donohue, the M.E.S. Secretary. He replied that this was not a
problem under the M.E.S. Constitution, so the Toronto Branch
of the M.E.S. was “formed”.
However, although the first membership list I have from
May of 1968 is titled “M.E.S. Toronto Branch”, the 42 member
group was never formalized as such and in early 1969, the Toronto
Entomologists Association was formed. I noticed that one
member on that first list was Dr. Paul Syme of the Forestry Insect
Laboratory in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario and Paul is still a member.
In those early days, we had a good relationship with the
entomology department at the Royal Ontario Museum and Father
Riotte. Later on the head of the department was Professor Glen
Wiggins, whose area of expertise was caddis flies, but he was a
good friend to the association. I think that I joined the association
in 1971 or 1972.
A Checklist of Ontario Skippers and Butterflies was
produced by Father Riotte and published together with a 1969
Seasonal Summary and these summaries have been produced
annually since that date. The first efforts were assembled
handwritten by Quimby Hess and then typed on an old singlecarriage machine by yours truly. Quimby continued producing
the notes until 1990, and I continued producing the summaries,
although I graduated first to an I.B.M. machine liberated from
the Government when the computer started to take over and
finally my own computer. I produced the summaries from 1991 to
2000 and now we have Colin Jones and Jeff Crolla doing the
work, with the records also being made available on a floppy.
One thing that became apparent to the membership through
the summaries was the fact that there were several butterfly
species in Ontario that appeared to have low numbers of reports.
One of these was the West Virginia White and in 1970 the only
known locality, the Currie Tract in Halton County Forest, was
under threat of quarrying by the Aggregate Producers
Association of Ontario. A letter was sent by Paul Catling to the
Dept. of Lands & Forests in Toronto apprising them of the
situation and the potential quarrying operation was halted. In
1974, another letter was sent to the Ministry of Natural Resources
requesting the butterfly be protected under the Endangered
Species Act and in 1975, a publication was produced on the
butterfly with all relevant data. In 1976, the butterfly was listed
as an endangered species. Then, in 1977, a new Hydro corridor
was proposed to pass through the Halton Co. Forest and letters
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were sent to the Ontario Hydro Chairman and the M.N.R. A task
force was set up within Ontario Hydro and in 1978, the proposed
corridor was diverted around the area of concern.
Later, in 1979, a colony of the butterfly was discovered in
Frontenac County north of Kingston, followed by colonies being
found in Elgin County near London and a location near Sault
Ste. Marie. The butterfly was later taken off the Endangered list
and some aggregate development has occurred at the original
site with tree-cutting and other damage.
The Karner Blue and Frosted Elfin, both reliant on Wild
Lupine, comprise another sad story, with two sites at St. Williams
in Essex County and the Pinery at Grand Bend in Huron County
being the only known locations in Ontario. Considerable work
was carried out by the T.E.A. on both species, with reports
appearing in our annual summaries and field studies carried out
by many of the members. In 1979, the Karner Blue was nominated
as a threatened species in the United States and the T.E.A. was
writing letters to the M.N.R. Problems at the Pinery site included
development and the advent of all-terrain vehicles tearing up
the dune habitat where the wild lupine thrived.
Management plans were created for both sites and lupine
seed collection and re-planting were attempted. At the Pinery,
the deer population suddenly started to flourish and were not
kept out of the Karner Blue areas. Since deer consume everything
green within their reach, even the few lupine patches eventually
disappeared. In June of 1990, the M.N.R. issued a press release
placing both the Karner Blue and Frosted Elfin on the
Endangered list, but by then it was almost certainly too late to
do anything.

Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are tax-creditable (a receipt is
issued). Any amount is welcome but the following suggested
amounts support these TEA initiatives:
$300: W.J.D. Eberlie Research Travel Award
$50: Help to sponsor the printing of Ontario Odonata
$40: Sponsor the printing of the Kid’s Page in Ontario Insects
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata (annual) can be donated to
a university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario Lepidoptera (annual) can be donated
to a university library.
Please send your tax creditable donation to:
Alan Hanks, Tresurer, TEA
34 Seaton Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 2K1
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Getting on to other publications, work was started in 1975 by
Tony Holmes on an Annotated Checklist of Ontario Butterflies
and Skippers, with distribution maps, life history timetables and
other data. In 1976, the first section appeared dealing with the
Hesperiidae, followed in 1978 by the second section on Danaidae,
Satyridae and Nymphalidae. A third section on the Lycaenidae,
Papilionidae and Pieridae appeared in 1981, but it was not until
1990 that work was started to put the three sections into book
form and the idea of the “Ontario Butterfly Atlas” was born.
There were four “authors” for the Atlas. Tony Holmes, who of
course had done much preliminary work on his three volume
checklist, with input from all the annual summaries. Next was
Quimby Hess, who had an encyclopedic knowledge of Ontario
butterflies in the northern and southwestern areas. Dr. Ronald
Tasker contributed a good deal of sage advice and helped with
finding the necessary funding. For myself, I acted as the nuts
and bolts of the endeavour, dealing with the printer and publisher
with regard to the maps, tables and photographs. Many other
members made contributions and the association was very proud
of the result. The funding consisted of close to $25000 raised
from the Ontario Heritage Foundation, World Wildlife Fund and
a few others. The printer already had a good record with natural
history publications, but was located in Manitoba, which posed
a few logistical problems. However, the finished work appeared
in 1991, with production costs for 1000 books and cardboard
mailers being approximately $24500.
Strangely, the W.W.F., who had partially funded the Atlas,
sent us a listing of Canadian Endangered Species with mammals,
birds, fish, amphibians and plants, but no insects! At the same
time, a flyer for a commercial product appeared under the W.W.F.
banner, asking for help protecting Canada’s Endangered Species
and illustrating the Karner Blue!
A recent increase in interest in Dragonflies has led to the
T.E.A. publishing a series called “Ontario Odonata”, with five
annual releases to date, together with a Resource Guide. In
addition, through the efforts of Nancy van der Poorten, our past
president, we have been having reprints made by the University
Press in Toronto of three publications on Dragonflies by E.M.
Walker and a book on Cicindelidae by J.B. Wallis. These are outof-print works which were highly sought after on the second
hand market and as soon as the titles appeared on our website
and that of the Dragonfly Society, demand was brisk for the
three volume set “Odonata of Canada and Alsaka” and to date
we have sold 177 sets in the U.S., 86 sets in Canada and 27 sets
overseas in Europe and Asia.
These efforts, plus our journal “Ontario Insects” illustrates
that the T.E.A., in similar fashion to the M.E.S., shows that
amateur enthusiasts can have an important role in natural science
study.
****
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Monarch News continued....
moving monarchs at each latitude. We are presently engaged in
an extensive study of all the tagging data to date and anticipate
that additional insights concerning the migration will result from
this analysis.
One of our goals for the tagging program was to use this
mark and recapture effort to derive estimates for the size of the
fall migratory population, the amount of mortality during the
migration and the size of the overwintering population. To be
able to arrive at such estimates, traditional mark and recapture
methods require that the number recaptured or viewed (in the
case of dead butterflies on a forest floor) is known. In other
words, we need specific measures of the number of untagged to
tagged butterflies for each population estimate. Because the
ratio of untagged to tagged may be 10s of thousands to one,
establishing a true measure of the population using this method
has eluded us. We’ve tried to estimate the number “viewed” in
the winter population for each recovery and to use the total
hectares occupied by overwintering monarchs, and the various
estimates of the number of butterflies per hectare suggested by
various studies, but none of these methods has yielded a
satisfactory estimate of the total population. Estimates of the
number of monarchs per hectare varies from 10 to over 50 million
- too broad to be of much use particularly since the measurements
of hectares varies (usually declining by 30% or more) from
December to January at the same site. It remains that we are
going to have to devise a way to establish the ratio of untagged
to tagged monarchs to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the
number of overwintering monarchs. This is doable but it will
take some technological innovations to accomplish this
objective. At present, we are limited to collecting thousands of
dead monarchs from the overwintering sites and scanning them
visually for tags. This is too time consuming as we discovered
last winter since it took 4 of us many hours over 4 days to scan
40,000 dead monarchs for tags. We are confident that once we
have developed and perfected the technique we have in mind,
we will be able to arrive at consistent estimates of the number of
untagged to tagged monarchs that can be used to arrive at more
accurate population estimates.
There are two other reasons for continuing the tagging
program. The involvement of thousands of taggers has created
a veritable army of observers in the field. The reports from this
large cohort of collaborators provide us with insights on the
dynamics of the migration and the size and quality of the
population each season. Perhaps of even greater importance is
the fact that this program brings at least 100,000 people into
intimate contact with one of the worlds most remarkable natural
events each fall. Once people become familiar with monarchs,
...continued on page 21
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Email Inquiries to the T.E.A.
by Alan Macnaughton
Alan Macnaughton is the Secretary of the Toronoto Entomologists Association
Our website lists one of the TEA’s goals as “to educate and
inform non-entomologists about insects”. Perhaps as a result of
that reference, about 60 people over the past year have sent in
insect-related inquiries to the email address listed on our website,
info@ontarioinsects.org. As website administrator, I have
forwarded these inquiries to quite a number of TEA members.
Thanks to all of you who have helped with this, especially Sheila
Goodfellow, who until August was a grad student in entomology
at the University of Guelph, and Glenn Richardson, TEA
president.
Most people are asking for identifications of insects they
have seen. We answer as best we can, since only about onethird of the emails contain photos. We usually also provide a
link to a website which contains pictures and further information.
Most inquiries concerned bees, mosquitoes, crane flies,
beetles, dragonflies, leafhoppers, aphids, ants, cicadas, wasps
and crickets. Only 5 have been about butterflies and moths.
Giant water bugs attracted attention because of their size, and
midges have spurred interest because of their large swarms.
Many inquiries are about household critters, such as spiders,
centipedes and pseudoscorpions.
Some of the more interesting inquiries ranged far beyond
insect identification:

-

-

-

A person organizing an insect-themed variety night at
the Poor Alex Theatre wrote: “I am interested in having
people bring in some specimens to put on display and
if you’d like you can get up on stage and say a few
words about what you do and about the specimens.”
An organization interested in promoting environmental
careers among young people asked us to comment on
a profile they had prepared on entomology as a career.
The Toronto Star asked for “a count of the number of
monarch butterflies over the GTA in August.” The
story was to be about airports and things that are in
the air. Although Don Davis understandably couldn’t
answer this directly, the Star later published a story
quoting him about the increased number of monarchs
last year.
****

2005 Butterflies
From Across the Detroit River
by Roger Kuhlman & John Swales

As regular readers of Ontario Insects, we thought TEA
members might like a few notes on butterfly highlights from the
2005 season in SE Michigan.
Ocala Skipper (Panoquina Ocala)

-

-

-

-
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For a Valentine’s Day article, the Toronto Star contacted
us about the idea that “if you want to find someone
special, your best bet is to join a group where people
share something in common with you, such as a
common interest or hobby or favourite activity.” The
TEA and its demographics were mentioned in the
resulting article.
A yacht chartering company asked about interest in a
special trip for butterfly lovers to the eastern
Mediterranean Sea near Turkey.
One person sought information about wasps in
Algonquin Park because of a life-threatening allergy to
stings.
The Discovery Channel asked for information about
the medical effects of insect stings.

A pair found and collected by Roger Kuhlman at Petersburg
State Game Area in Monroe County on 2 October. ID was certified
by Mogens Nielson at Michigan State University. These are the
first Michigan records for this skipper, although Layberry et al.
note a few S. Ontario records, most from Point Pelee and the last
in 1995.
Mitchell’s Satyr (Neonypha mitchellii).

27 of this federally-endangered species on 7 July at an
undisclosable fen west of Ann Arbor. The DNR hopes to
restoration work at the site to improve the habitat for this very
rare species.
Powesheik Skipperling (Oarisma powesheik)

21 of this state-threatened species found on the NABA Chelsea
Count on 2 July. (The 2005 Chelsea count tallied a total of 56
****
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Monarch News concluded...
the value of preserving the monarch migration in eastern North
America becomes apparent. Saving the monarch migration is
possible but the threats to the migration posed by a variety of
human activities, e.g., illegal logging at the overwintering sites
in Mexico, are such that the public in Canada, the United States
and Mexico will have to lobby their politicians to enact and fund
measures that assure the preservation of the migration.
****

The Silver-bordered Fritillary in Toronto
by Barry Harrison
This is a relatively common species across Ontario. In the
Toronto Region it had been considered as extirpated (not having
been recorded since 1933), until one was seen up Westney Road
North by B. Harrison and J. Spottiswood (June 18, 2002).
Despite some searches of the immediate area in the next few
years, no others turned up. Then on July 3, 2005, R. Yukich
glimpsed a suspicious lesser fritillary in the general area, but on
private property. On July 9, I returned and found a small colony
of Meadow Fritillaries, with at least one Silver Bordered amongst
the group. It is not uncommon for the two species to fly together
in low damp fields. So, by a joint effort the Silver Bordered
Fritillary can now be seen in at least one Toronto location.
****
Silver-borderd
Fritillary
Near Boshkung
Lake, Haliburton
Co. ON
Photo by Glenn
Richardson
2002

Emerald Ash Borer Range Increases in
Southwestern Ontario
Only three years after it was first identified in the Windsor/
Detroit area, the emerald ash borer continues to expand its range
in Ontario, and this expansion has not been halted nor have
pesticides been successful in eradicating it. Less than a year
ago, 50,000 healthy ash trees were cut to create an “ash-free
zone” in order to contain the infestation to the Chatham-Kent
area.
This insect can now be found in Lambton County, from
Sarnia south 40 kilometres to Lake St. Clair. This past October,
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Sault Ste Marie, Michigan, and near a Highway 401 service centre
near Dutton, just west of London, Ontario. At Dutton, 200 infested
trees were found. It has been estimated that there are over 15
million dead and dying ash trees in Michigan, and about 1 million
in southwestern Ontario.
Foresters are concerned humans are aiding the spread of
this insect when they transport wood out of the quarantine areas.
There is one report of emerald ash borer being found in firewood
taken to Banff National Park, Alberta. In Michigan, the maximum
fine for breaching the quarantine is now $250,000.00 US. The
Canadian Food and Drug Agency has spent $20 million over the
past two years to contain the outbreak. Scientists are currently
studying a range of natural predators, including birds, other
insects and bacteria.
Summarized from an article written by Pat Currie entitled
“So far, the little bug is winning big”, and published on
December 10, 2005 in the Toronto Star
****
Emerald Ash
Borer
Photo provided
by the Canadian
Food Inspection
Agency

Nevada Buck Moth in Ontario
by George Bryant
On a warm sunny afternoon - September 9, 2005, a group of
us were exploring a meadow at the end of Wilson Rd about 5 km
north of Rainy River. In June this site harboured several Yellow
Rails but by the time of our arrival it had dried out sufficiently to
be mowed.
On the ground near willows edging the field, we discovered
two impressively large black and white moths in copula. From
Covell it was obvious that they were Buck Moths (Hemileuca
sp.) in the Saturnid family. The range for Nevada Buck Moth
(Hemileuca nevadensis), the most likely candidate, was given as
“Western U.S. and Canada now extending east to Manitoba.”
This species is included in the Lepidoptera of Minnesota.
Hwang Miao took a picture of the unusual moths and I
submitted it to Don Lafontaine of Agriculture Canada for his
comments. He generously provided the following information:
- (From the photograph), the black thorax, white collar, and
white central area of the wings, black outer area and the size and
resting posture are all characteristic of this species.
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Meeting

Reports
Nevada Buck Moth cont...

Nevada Buck Moth, Hemileuca
nevadensis
Photo by Hwang Miaofor

Thanks are due to several people:
-to Bill Lamond and Alan Wormington
for providing preliminary information on
Buck Moths
-to Don Lafontaine for confirming the
identification and providing information
on the status of Buck Moths (Hemileuca
sp.) in Ontario
-to Hwang Miao for photographing the
moths.
Little did we know this was a first
record for Ontario!
****

There have been several anecdotal
reports from people saying they thought
they saw something like a Nevada Buck
Moth in NW Ontario but this is the first
confirmed Ontario record.
Generally Nevada Buck Moth
(Hemileuca nevadensis) has been treated
as a separate species from Bogbean Buck
Moth (Hemileuca maia) but apparent
introgression between the two in
Minnesota and Michigan, and the
intermediate nature of the populations in
eastern Ontario have many thinking that
all these populations may be geographic
and host plant races of maia.
The Bogbean Buck Moth is only known
from four colonies, two near Ottawa
(White Lake and Richmond fens) and two
near the shore of Lake Ontario west of
Syracuse New York. The early stages are
restricted to Bogbean (Menyanthes) but
later instars will feed on woody plants like
other Hemileuca.
Don Lafontaine also pointed out the
food plant of H. nevadensis is willow
whereas that of H. maia is Bogbean, an
unlikely plant to occur in Yellow Rail
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September
T.E.A. Members Meeting
The September meeting was our
tradional “Members Meeting” with T.E.A.
individuals showing photos or slides of
ther summer activities. Among the
presenters were Glenn Richardson
(Currently President), who had
successfully reared Summer Azures dring
the summer. Don Davis gave a Powerpoint
presentation of the Papalotzin Project, in
which two ultralights bearing the image
of a monarch butterfly followed the
monarchs to Mexico.

October
Joint T.E.A. ESO Meeting
In October we held out first joint
meeting with the Entomological Society
of Ontario, at the Bahen Centre on St
George Street. In total, 13 T.E.A. members
attended the plennary sessions in the
morning and heard some very interesting
talks.

Perhaps the most interesting speaker
was Prof. Sherah VanLaerhoven of the
University of Windsor, who provided an
introduction to forensic entomology in
Canada. One of the important uses of
forensic evidence is to establish the time
of death, which can be used to establish
whether or not a suspect had a window of
opportunity to commit the crime. One case
in which she was able to provide this type
of evidence concerned the killing of black
bears for their gall bladders, which are
used in traditional Chinese medicine. In
this case the absence of blowfly eggs
onthe carcasses provided that the
slaughter occurred after sundown, since
blowflies do not lay eggs at night.

November
Wings of Paradise Butterfly
Conservatory: A Behind-TheScenes Look At Exhibit
Curating And Butterfly
Research
At our November meeting Adrienne
Kistner-Brewster gave us an inside look
at the Wings of Paradise Butterfly
Conservatory, in Cambridge Ontario. A
large part of Adrienne’s research involves
various attempts to lengthen the life-span
of butterflies in Conservatories.
Achievement of this result is desirable
because butterflies in captivity typically
live only a few days to a week, and the
cost of purchasing and transporting
tropical butterflies from overseas on a
regular basis is extremely high. Several
chemical treatments have been tried to
allow butterflies to live longer.
****
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Flea

Market
ONTARIO INSECT
FAIR
Exhibit & Sales of Preserved
Worldwide Insects, Equipment,
Associations…….
Combined with the Ontario
Reptile Expo

Sunday, April 23, 2006
St. John's Hall, 2185 Stavebank
Rd., Mississauga, ON
9 am to 4 pm
Admission $5.00 adults
$4.00 Children/Seniors
www.thornesinsects.com
or call 519-652-6696

For Sale
6 glass-topped drawers
19" x 16 1/2" x 2 1/2" deep
with a pinning bottom.
All contain specimens
many North American
and some exotics.
Also other assorted boxes (Schmitt
type) plus a glass-topped box
with examples of insects
used for TEA display meetings.

Offers wanted
1 copy of
“Basic Techniques for Observing
and Studying Moths & Butterflies”
by W.D. Winter. Lep.Soc.
Memoir No 5.
Original cost US$35.

Can$30 takes it
(905)727-6993

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
There are no page charges, however, submissions from non-members will require a membership purchase prior to publication.
Classified ads may be placed by non-members at the rates outlined in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal fomat
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
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Announcements
and
Short Notes
Spring Butterfly Count
An early spring butterfly count will be
held May 23, 2006 (Tuesday) RaindateMay 24, 2006 (Wednesday) at MacGregor
Point Provincial Park.
Meet at 9:30am at the Visitor Centre
MacGregor Point Provincial Park
(MacGregor Point is one hour north of
Goderich, just outside of Port Elgin). We
will be covering MacGregor Point and
Inverhuron Provincial Parks looking for
spring butterflies, including the Hoary
Elfin (Callopyrus polios), which is
common to abundant in the area. Please
bring lunch, net and books. Some areas
will be wet, so appropriate footwear is
recommended.
Contact Tony or Mary Rapati by email:
birdfest2006@bmts.com if you plan to
attend.

There are 2 excellent websites associated
with the project:
http://www.universityaffairs.ca/issues/
2006/april/barcode_life_01.html gives an
overview of the project as a whole. This
project is a real coup for Paul, Guelph
and Canada.
www.barcodingleps.org shows gaps in
the species collected so far. They now
have records for nearly a quarter of the
12,500 lep species known in North
America.
Guidelines for specimens:
. prefer pinned but papered is OK
. no more than 3 specimens of a species
from any single locality
. captured within the last 2 years and
stored dry
. exposure to mothball or Vapona strips
not a problem
. killed by cyanide, ammonia, freezing
or squeezing
. no need to identify specimens
. do not ship in vials
. Paul’s lab can reimburse for shipping
costs, and provide pins, glassine
envelopes
. specimens should be donated so that
they can be placed in the Canadian
National Collection. Collectors will be
credited.
For those TEA members interested in
collecting for this project, please direct
further questions to Paul Hebert
(phebert@uoguelph.ca).
Carol Sellers

Hoary Elfin Callophrys polios at
MacGregor Point Prov. Park, May 16, 2004
Photo by Glenn Richardson

DNA Barcoding Project
Paul Hebert, an evolutionary biologist at
U of Guelph, has embarked on an
ambitious and well-funded project to
barcode all lepidopteran species very
quickly. With prime lepidoptera season
approaching, he has asked if any TEA
members would be able to provide
specimens for the project.
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Eberlie Field Research Travel
Award for 2006
The TEA has announced that the 2006
W. John Eberlie Field Research Travel
Award, has been awarded to Aynsley
Thielman for her morphological and
cytogenetic studies of Anopheles
mosquitoes in a variety of habitats in four
regions of Ontario.

spread of West Nile virus in Ontario.
Details of her research can be found in
the TEA Student Symposium Abstracts
on page 27 of this Issue
There were two excellent applications for
the award, which were adjudicated by
TEA member W.D. McIlveen.

2006 Vanessa Butterfly
Migration Project
The Vanessa Migration Project is
underway for 2006. For more information
about this project and how to report your
observations, visit the Red Admiral and
Painted Lady Research Site at:
http:/www.public.iastate.edu/~mariposa/
homepage.html
Additional Contact Info:
Royce Bitzer:
mariposa@iastate.edu
Department of Natural Resource
Ecology and Management
83 Science I,
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011-3223

BUGS! A Rainforest
Adventure
BUGS! A Rainforest Adventure, is liveaction nature drama filmed in awe
inspiring totally immersive 3D. This film
follows the life-cycles of a Butterfly and a
Praying Mantis and ends with the
inevitable consequences.
BUGS! A Rainforest Adventure opens at
The Ontario Science Centre’s
OMNIMAX® Theatre in Toronto, ON,
April 3, 2006.
****

A major factor favouring Aynsley’s
research was its potential to control the
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Upcoming

Field Trips
HUNTING CATERPILLARS & PHOTOGRAPHING BUTTERFLIES
Saturday June 18, 1:00 PM, Leader: Glenn Richardson
Glenn will be taking us out to his favourite spots for finding butterfly caterpillars and eggs. This is a good time of year to see Red
Admirals, Painted Ladies and Monarchs beginning their life cycles. He has a local Milbert’s Tortoiseshell colony too! At this event
last year we saw thirteen species of butterflies and several kinds of dragonflies on the wing. He will also show us how he raises
butterflies from eggs and larva and takes those great shots of chrysalis creation and emerging adults (see www.ontarioinsects.org
“Techniques for Rearing Butterflies and Moths”). You will have an opportunity to photograph some of the butterfly larvae and
pupae he has been raising indoors. Bring sunscreen & water, and you may need boots for some areas. Optional: digital or regular
cameras with close-up capability.
Directions: From Hwy.401 take Hwy.8 (exit 268) north to Kitchener. Exit at Hwy.86 and follow it north and west to where it meets
Hwy.23 at the main intersection in Listowel. Turn right on Hwy.23 (Wallace Ave. N.) to McDonald St. W., near the edge of town (at
Tim Haines Chev-Olds). Turn left on McDonald St.W. to Number 18.

INSECTS OF THE COPETOWN BOG
Saturday June 24, 10:00 AM, Leader: Marvin Gunderman
The Copetown Bog near Ancaster is a great place for lepidoptera, including the Bog Copper. With Marvin’s expertise, we should
also be able to find some interesting beetles. Bring nets, insect containers, lunch, water and waterproof footwear.
Directions: Take the QEW to Hwy 403 to Hwy 6 North to Hwy 5 West to Hwy 52 South. Copetown is at the junction of Hwys 52 and
99. Continue south on Hwy 52 past Hwy 99 (Governor’s Rd) a little over a kilometre to the large parking lot on the right side.

TEA EAST TORONTO BUTTERFLY COUNT
Friday July 1, 9:00 AM, Co-ordinator: Tom Mason
Bone up on your ID skills and help count butterflies in the Rouge or Don Valley. This is an official NABA count and the TEA will
pay your participation fee.
Directions: For those counting in the Rouge, meet at the Pearse House. From Sheppard Ave go north on Meadowvale Rd; take the
exit to the Toronto Zoo but turn RIGHT at the first turn and park along the side of the road. Bring nets, containers, lunch and
water. No collecting in the Rouge. Call Tom Mason (905-839-6764) if you plan to participate.

HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Tuesday July 11, 8:15 PM, Leaders: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
This is a joint outing with the High Park Community Advisory Council. Members of the public are invited to join TEA members Dave
Beadle, Carolyn King, Tom Mason and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth-catching and identification. A $2 donation is requested.
Meet at the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm. This outing is especially good for children – bring the whole
family! No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have them.

SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
Saturday August 12, 10:00 AM, Leader: Tom Mason
This has been a popular outing for a number of years. The Beaver Creek rail trail has a wealth of habitats for all kinds of insects and
spiders. Streams, ponds, bridges, weedy vegetation: all the places spiders like to be. Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver
Creek flows under Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater. Bring insect containers, nets, hand lens, water and lunch. (Note: Easy
walking)
*NOTE: Occasionally we have to change the date or start time of an outing, so it’s important that we know whether you plan
to attend. Please contact the organizers: Carolyn King (416)222-5736 cking@yorku.ca or Steve LaForest (905)720-2784
For more details and for updates, visit www.ontarioinsects.org
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2006 Ontario

Insect Counts
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
DATE (Rain Date) LOCATION
Sat. June 3
Algonquin East Side
Mon. June 19
Sandbanks Prov. Park
Sat. June 24 (25)
Pinery Prov. Park
Sun. June 25
Oshawa
Sat. July 1
T.E.A. Toronto East
Sat. July 1 (2)
Lake Dore
Sat. July 1*
Long Point
Sun. July 2
Skunk’s Misery
Sun. July 2
Sunderland
Sat. July 2
Muskoka Bala
Mon. July 3
Orillia
Wed. July 5
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Wed. July 5
Presqu’ile Prov. Park
Sat. July 8
Hamilton
Sat. July 8
Toronto Centre
Sat. July 8
Haliburton Highlands
Sat. July 8
Windsor
Sat. July 8*
Clear Creek
Sat. July 8 (9)
McGregor Point
Sun. July 9
Carden Alvar
Sun. July 9
Rondeau Prov. Park
Sat. July 15 (16)
Hog Island
Sat. July 15 (16)
Petroglyphs Prov. Park
Sat. July 15
Cambridge (rare)
Sat. August 5
Pelee Island
Sat. August 12 (13) Point Pelee Nat’l Park
* date not confirmed

CONTACT
Colin Jones
Yvette Bree
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Tom Mason
Chris Michener
Doug Timpf
Ann White
James Kamstra
Ron Stager
Bob Bowles
Colin Jones
David Bree
Bill Lamond
John Carley
Ed Poropat
Paul Pratt
Heather Prangley
contact the Park
Bob Bowles
Emily Slavik
Chris Michener
Jerry Ball
Larry Lamb
Bob Bowles
Sarah Rupert

TELEPHONE
EMAIL
(705) 652-5004
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
(613) 393-3319 x227 yvette.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
(519) 869-2833
kulon@cogeco.ca
(905) 985-4497
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
(905) 839-6764
tmason@torontozoo.ca
(613) 625-2263
cmichener@renc.igs.net
(519) 586-9964
timpf@nornet.on.ca
(519) 457-6586
doug.ann.white@rogers.com
(905) 985-4497
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
(705) 684-9194
ronstager@sympatico.ca
(705) 325-3149
rbowles@rogers.com
(705) 652-5004
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
(613) 475-4324 x225 david.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
(519) 756-9546
kathgard@hotmail.com
(416) 766-1330
carley.la@sympatico.ca
(705) 457-3018
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
(519) 966-5852
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
(519) 674-3200
rwc@ciaccess.com
(519) 389-6231
birdfest2006@bmts.com
(705) 325-3149
rbowles@rogers.com
(519) 674-1774
emily.slavik@mnr.gov.on.ca
(613) 625-2263
cmichener@renc.igs.net
(705) 745-3272
(519) 888-4567 x2646 lelamb@fes.uwaterloo.ca
(705) 325-3149
rbowles@rogers.com
(519) 322-5700
sarah_rupert@pc.gc.ca

Counts held in the past but without dates for this year
Misery Bay, Manitoulin I. Nancy Ironside (705)326-4384 nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca
Severn Township Nancy Ironside (705)326-4384 nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca

ODONATE COUNTS
DATE
Sun. July 9
Thu. July 6
Sat. July 15
Thu. July 20
Sun. August 6
Sat. August 5 (6)

LOCATION
Hamilton
Algonquin
Carden Plains
Royal Bot. Gardens
Pelee Island
Lake Dore

CONTACT
Carl Rothfels
Colin Jones
Bob Bowles
Carl Rothfels
Bob Bowles
Chris Michener

TELEPHONE
(905) 527-7684
(705) 652-5004
(705) 325-3149
(905) 527-7684
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2263

EMAIL
crothfels@yahoo.ca
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
crothfels@yahoo.ca
bowles@bconnex.net
cmichener@renc.igs.net

Dates are subject to change! Please check with the count organizer in advance. Everyone is welcome, whatever your skill level.
Note that many of these counts are done for the North American Butterfly Association and that there may be a nominal charge
for participating. Please be prepared for the count activity with sunscreen, water, hat, food and other items suggested by the
count organizer. This list has been compiled by Carolyn King and the Toronto Entomologists’ Association.
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Toronto Entomologists’
Association Student
Symposium
On Saturday, March 25, 2006 several talks and posters were
presented by students from Brock University, York University
and the University of Toronto. Abstracts of the talks and posters
are featured below.

The ecology and conservation of eastern North
American bumble bees (Bombus spp.).
Sheila Colla
Department of Biology, York University
Toronto, Ontario
Abstract. Bumble bees have been declining rapidly in many
temperate regions of the Old World. Despite their ecological and
agricultural importance as pollinators, few surveys have been
performed to precisely determine the conservation status of
North American bumble bees. As a result of this lack of data, no
bumble bee species in North America has received federal
protection as endangered or threatened despite strong anecdotal
evidence suggesting dramatic declines in four of five North
American species in the subgenus Bombus (i.e. Bombus
occidentalis, B. franklini, B. affinis and B. terricola). In fact, B.
franklini seems to have become extirpated in its native habitat
of California and Oregon. I present preliminary data on two
approaches using temporal and geographical replication
techniques to determine the conservation status of eastern North
American bumble bees. First, surveys conducted throughout
the summers of 2004-2006 in southern Ontario will be compared
to surveys conducted in 1971-1973 in the same area to look at
changes in relative species abundance in one of the most Bombus
diverse areas in North America. Second, the extent of range
decline for a focal species (Bombus affinis Cresson) will be
determined by surveying over 50 sites throughout eastern
Canada and the USA. This species was chosen because it is
most closely related to B. franklini, it seems to be declining
throughout its range, and it was previously among the top four
most common bumble bee species in the east. The loss of any
Bombus species may result in substantial changes in wildflower
populations, availability of fall berries for birds and small
mammals and reduced agricultural production. The remaining
populations of rare species urgently need to be found and
protected to avoid cascading impacts on native flora and fauna.
Only once these populations are located and the causes for
decline outlined can management plans be designed and
implemented.
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Restoration, degradation and maintenance: a study
of annual variation in Niagara Region bee population
dynamics.
Sandra Rehan
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
Abstract. In 2001 the Glenridge Quarry landfill was closed and
converted into a naturalization site of Carolinian grassland and
meadow. From 2003 to 2005, bees were collected in six to nine
sites at the naturalization site and the adjacent Brock University
campus using standardized collection methods. Bee specimens
were identified, counted and measured to examine population
dynamics and response to annual weather and disturbance
changes. In years with hot and dry weather, ideal foraging
conditions, bee brood should be larger in terms of abundance or
body size. In cold wet years, brood should experience reduced
abundance or body size. I found a significant effect of annual
variation on bee abundance but not body size. In 2003 collection
sites were established and classified by disturbance levels. Since
2003, two high disturbance landfill sites have decreased in
disturbance accompanied by an increase in bee abundance. Two
low disturbance old field sites have experienced an increase in
surrounding disturbance leading to a decrease in bee abundance.
Meanwhile, an intermediate disturbance meadow has maintained
both interference level and relatively stable bee abundance
through three years of collection with slight variation accounted
for by annual weather conditions. Annual abundance
fluctuations show how rapidly bee populations respond to
anthropogenic impacts through both restoration and
degradation. Abundance does vary with annual weather change
but patterns are noticeable only in relatively stable landscapes
where the impacts of ongoing habitat alterations do not override.

A Cytogenetic Analysis of the Mosquito Genus
Anopheles (Diptera: Culicidae) in Ontario
Aynsley Thielman
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
Abstract. Mosquitoes of the genus Anopheles are worldwide in
distribution (except Antarctica) and many species are involved
in the transmission of malaria and other diseases around the
world. Although morphological identification of species has
been difficult in the past, studies of the polytene chromosomes
found in the salivary glands of fourth instar larvae (and the
ovarian nurse cells of gravid adult females), have been
instrumental in the discovery of isomorphic species. Cytogenetic
studies of Anopheles in regions where malaria is endemic have
revealed the existence of morphologically similar or identical
species complexes, the members of which have been found to
vary in their degree of vectorial capacity. Chromosomal
inversions are believed to be involved in the speciation process
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and can be used to infer phylogenetic relationships among
species. It is apparent that an integrated approach to anopheline
systematics is required for accurate species identification.
Therefore, cytogenetic studies of the Anopheles of Ontario could
provide insight into the taxonomy of Anopheles in Ontario.
Larvae were collected from a variety of habitats in 4 regions of
Ontario (Niagara, Windsor, Ottawa, Manitoulin Island). Fourth
instar larvae were examined cytogenetically to: a) determine the
presence of any new species or changes in known distributions,
and b) to elucidate any sibling/isomorphic species.

Social Structure of Xylocopa virginica in southern
Ontario
Sean Prager
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
Abstract. One technique for understanding the factors leading
to the evolution of eusociality is to examine and compare the
behaviour of species that exhibit different colony social
behaviour. These include communal, quasi-social and semi-social
colony structures. Xylocopa virginica, the species of large
carpenter bee native to eastern North America, can be used for
such comparisons. My studies of this species in Ontario suggest
that is has a colony social structure that resembles, but is not,
semi-sociality. Semi-social colonies, as defined by Michener,
exhibit division of labour, cooperative work on cells, progressive
feeding, structurally similar females, and are matrifilial. I collected
nests of Xylocopa virginica and examined the female inhabitants
for evidence of wear and reproductive status. I also conducted
behavioural observations of foraging females to determine if
nests contain multiple foraging females. Finally, video
observation was used to determine the number of females
contained in a nest. These results suggest that Xylocopa
virginica does have division of labour and structurally similar
females, as in most semi-social bees. However, the division of
labour is peculiar – dominant females seem to monopolize
oviposition but also monopolize colony work. This suggests a
rather unique colony social structure, which currently has no
name, and presents another point of comparison in studies of
social evolution.

Identification of the morphologically monotonous
taxon Dialictus (Halictidae: Lasioglossum) using
DNA barcodes
Jason Gibbs
Department of Biology, York University
Toronto, Ontario
Abstract. Bees play a vital role as pollinators of both wildflowers
and agricultural crops worldwide. But pollination services
worldwide are in decline. Evidence also suggests that bees may
be excellent predictors of ecosystem health, because they are
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more extinction prone than almost all other organisms. Despite
their importance, our knowledge of bee species richness is poor.
Identification and classification of species is integral for the
understanding of biology and so an efficient taxonomy is a
prerequisite for the development of sustainable use of natural
and anthropogenically altered systems. There are approximately
250 known species of the bee subgenus Dialictus in Canada
and the United States. Dialictus are the most commonly collected
bees in North America, representing over 50% of specimens in
some bee biodiversity surveys. Dialictus remains one of the
most difficult problems in bee taxonomy. Dialictus are so
morphologically monotonous that even experienced bee
taxonomists cannot confidently identify them to species. The
use of molecular methods, such as DNA barcoding, in
conjunction with traditional taxonomic approaches, can be used
to resolve existing taxonomic problems within such difficult
groups. Resolution of the Dialictus problem would be of
enormous benefit for the study of North American bee
biodiversity and conservation and pollination biology. As part
of an international effort to allow the identification of all life, I am
generating DNA barcode sequences for all 250 species of
Dialictus in Canada and the United States. Dialictus barcodes
are being uploaded to the Barcode of Life Database (BOLD;
www.barcodinglife.org) to provide a tool for identifying Dialictus
specimens. Preliminary evidence from DNA barcodes shows a
high level of misidentifications among Dialictus. DNA barcodes
were used to test the reliability of identifications by the leading
Dialictus expert, revealing that over 15% of specimens were
misidentified. Dialictus specimens in museum collections would
likely show higher rates of misidentification. However, due to
the difficult nature of this taxon museum specimens often remain
unidentified at the species level. Comparisons of DNA barcode
sequences suggest the possibility of cryptic species within
common and widespread Dialictus ‘species’. DNA barcodes of
Dialictus demonstrate the potential of molecular evidence to
both resolve long standing taxonomic problems and to discover
new ones that warrant further study.

Introducing the ‘Not So New’ Insect Order:
Mantophasmatodea or Heel-Walkers
Julio Rivera
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto &
Royal Ontario Museum, Department of Natural History
Toronto, Ontario
Abstract. In 2002, a totally new group of insects was discovered.
Previously thought to belong to an extinct member of the order
Orthoptera, the Mantophasmatodea (as they were officially
named), were found alive and crawling around in southern Africa.
This order resembles a sort of hybrid between walking sticks
(order Phasmatodea) and praying mantises (order Mantodea).
This discovery brought new enthusiasm to the entomological
community around the world, because it was back in 1915 when
the last insect order, the Grylloblattodea (discovered in the
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Canadian Rockies), was described. Very few details of these
insects are known to the general public and insect enthusiasts,
mostly due to a combination of their ubiquitous distribution and
information which remains primarily within the boundaries of
formal science. In this presentation, the mystery that surrounds
the Mantophasmatodea will be revealed.

Overwintering of the large Carpenter bee, Xylocopa
virginica, at the Northern extent of its range
Dimitri Skandalis
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
I presented at the 2005 TEA meeting preliminary data in a study
of the overwintering strategy employed by the large carpenter
bee, Xylocopa virginica. Since this species’ closest relatives,
X. arizonensis and X. californica are native to the desert of
Southwestern United States, X. virginica might not be expected
to have great overwintering capacity. However, X. virginica is
the only member of the lineage to have extended its range into
Canada, and in Southern Ontario, we are likely at its northernmost
extent. Sub-zero winter temperatures induce intra-tissue ice
crystals which are always fatal to this bee, so it must employ a
strategy that prevents this occurrence. Supercooling is the main
opposing strategy employed by invertebrates, allowing survival
of sub-zero temperatures in their tissues. Our current focus has
been to quantify the range of supercooling available to an
individual, and ultimately to a population. Since freezing takes
place in the tissue, we hypothesized that this range of
supercooling capability (from 0°C to the induction of ice crystals)
should be proportional to the amount of tissue present (an
individual’s body size). Insofar as a population exhibits a certain
body size distribution, we then expected the range of
supercooling to be reflective of a given population, and
ultimately reflective of latitude. Unfortunately, in a comparison
of X. virginica populations from the Niagara, Ontario and
Beltsville, Maryland regions, we cannot show a statistical
difference in the range of supercooling and have begun
investigating more complex physiological interactions.

POSTERS
DNA barcoding for constructive taxonomy and
diversity evaluation of black fly populations from
Manitoba.
Alina Cywinska1, Mike Spironello2, Fiona F. Hunter1
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University,
St.Catharines, Ontario
2
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Ontario

1

Classification of simuliids is still a work in progress and
cytological analysis is often needed to resolve taxonomic
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relationships. In this study we utilized the DNA barcoding
technique (using mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit1),
as it allows not only the rapid collection of data needed to obtain
effective taxonomy but also to test congruence between
morphological taxonomy and sequence divergence thresholds.
The mt CO1sequence diversity allowed us to assign unique sets
of DNA barcodes to most of the simuliid species from our study.
All species formed tight monophyletic clusters. The CO1
sequence differences among congeneric species were on average
almost 14 times higher than the total average difference within
species and slightly higher than those among other insects,
such as mosquitoes (by 0.3% and 2.7% respectively). Patterns
of species richness were not significantly different when using
morphological taxonomy vs sequence divergence thresholds.
Diversity of simuliid species in the surveyed area of Manitoba
didn’t changed significantly between 1986 and 2005 in terms of
average number of species per site. However, the standard
deviation of the species richness was significantly higher in
2005 than in 1986 which indicates a more uneven distribution of
species in recent years.

Influence of body size on egg size in solitary and
eusocial bees.
Marianne Peso
Department of Biological Sciences, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario
Fully developed bee oocytes (eggs) are sausage-shaped, slightly
curved and variable in size. Egg size varies across bee species
in accordance with the level of sociality (Michener 1974), solitary
bees laying the largest eggs and highly eusocial bees laying the
smallest eggs relative to their body sizes. I examined bees from
different taxa exhibiting different levels of sociality. Since most
solitary bees produce only one brood per season, they may be
able to invest more resources into each egg than eusocial bees
that have several broods per season. I recorded a number of
body size measurements, including head width, subcostal vein
length, intertegular width, abdomen width, and femur length as
well as egg length and egg width measurements. Egg volume
was approximated by using egg width and length measurements
to calculate the volume of a cylinder. Preliminary results from
Augochlorella striata, Halictus ligatus and Osmia conjuncta
indicate different relationships between egg size and body size
across species. In A. striata, abdomen width is significantly
correlated with egg length and width and head width is
significantly correlated with egg length. In H. ligatus, head width
and subcostal vein length are also significantly correlated with
egg length. In O. conjuncta, there are no significant correlations
between any of the measurements of body size and egg size
measurements. A principle components analysis including all
three species showed no overall relationship between measures
of body size and egg length and no obvious interspecific
relationships. Further investigation will include information on
two other bee species.
****
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Meeting Reports
Saturday, January 28, 2006

IT’S GOOD TO BE QUEEN:
SOCIAL BEE-HAVIOUR AND THE MYTH OF THE
HAPPY SLAVE
Miriam Richards
In her primary research, Miriam Richards from the Department of
Biological Sciences at Brock University is interested in the
evolution of altruism in colonial social insects. Her model species
are sweat bees with much of her studies being done on the
European species Lasioglossum malachurum. The question
raised is what does advantage does an individual worker
contribute to furthering the genetic stock of the species if it
does not actually reproduce itself. The key is the fact that the
closer one individual is related to another individual, the more
genetic information that is shared between them. One’s offspring
or a sibling typically share half the genetic information with any
individual. Grandchildren share only a quarter of the genetic
information and so on. Parental love notwithstanding, the more
close kin one has, the higher the probability of having one’s
genes continue to be represented in subsequent generations. It
is therefore genetically advantageous to ensure that as many as
possible of one’s kin survive and reproduce, not through
offspring alone. From a genetic perspective, the question
becomes one of where one places effort and resources – to
reproduce one’s self or to ensure that their close kin reproduce.
Because of the special fertilization and reproductive patterns in
social bees, sister bees actually share three quarters of their
genetic information. It therefore is of some added advantage to
worker bees to participate in the social structure of the colony
through raising sister bees, thus ensuring that the colony
survives, rather than to live a solitary life. The queen does obtain
the greatest genetic advantage through exploitation of her
offspring; however, she does play an important role by
maintaining order in the colony. A number of worker bees in the
species studied have the potential to lay their own eggs. This
could potentially offer a means for colony survival if the queen
bee is lost; however, chaos often ensues without the presence
of the queen. Colony structure is not always fully prescribed
into the typical castes in L. malachurum. Using microsatellite
tracking techniques (genetic markers), it was possible to show
that colony composition could vary in a number of nests. It was
shown some colonies existed where more than queen had
contributed to the population in the nest, that a worker had laid
eggs, and that stray workers had entered the hive, among other
situations. The social and genetic implications of all these
relationships are still under study. As well as the inherent drive
to preserve one’s genes in the population, whether it is in bees
or in other organisms, there is also a need to ensure that the
species survives. Evolution of the species will always continue,
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perhaps only extremely slowly (sweat bees have existed for about
30 million years), but this slow evolution will be controlled by
the selection of the fittest. In the case of the sweat bees, it may
be through the survival of the fittest colony and not the fittest
individual.

Saturday, February 25, 2006

THE LONG REACH OF THE GENE: INSECT/
PLANT INTERACTIONS
Marc Johnson
At our February meeting, Marc Johnson of U of T introduced us
to his research in the new discipline of community genetics. His
work uses the common Evening Primrose (Oenothera biennis)
to study the ecology and evolution of plant-insect interactions.
At his study site he has established plots with varying numbers
of plant genotypes and tallied the arthropods that use the plants.
A full discussion of his findings to date is available at his website
www.evoeco.org but, in brief, genetically diverse patches had
more arthropod species. So far he has identified 177 different
species using the Evening Primrose.

Early Spring Butterflies

Milbert’s Tortoiseshell, Nymphalis milberti (Top) and Eastern
Comma, Polygonia comma (Bottom). Photographed at Listowel,
ON, April 11-13, 2006, by Glenn M. Richardson.
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NEXT MEETING
TEA Members Meeting
Saturday September 23, 2006
1:00 PM
Rm 113, Northrop Frye Hall

****

The

Bookworm
New Books

Insects: Their Natural History and Diversity
With a Photographic Guide to Insects of Eastern
North America
by Stephen A. Marshall
hardcover with jacket
Firefly Books $95.00
ISBN: 1552979008
http://www.fireflybooks.com/advance/bookdetail.asp?id=8760

Sweetness and Light
“The Mysterious History of the Honeybee”
by Hattie Ellis
Trade Paperback
Three Rivers Press
Nature, History
April 2006
978-1-4000-5406-0 (1-4000-5406-0) $ 13.95 US
http://www.randomhouse.com/crown/catalog/
display.pperl?isbn=9781400054060

The Life Cycles of Butterflies
by Judy Lynn Burris, Gary Wayne Richards
160 pages, 9 3/4 x 7 1/2 trim size, full-color
photographs throughout.
paperback - $16.95 US
ISBN# 1-58017-617-8, Order# 67617
http://www.storey.com/books/book.php/y/9/p/0/isbn/1-58017617-8

Insect Ecology - An Ecosystem Approach
(Second Edition)
by Timothy Schowalter
ISBN# 0-12-088772-x $79.95 US
http://books.elsevier.com/us//elsevier/us/
subindex.asp?maintarget=&isbn=
012088772x&country=United+States&srccode=
&ref=&subcode=&head=&pdf=&basiccode=&txtSearch=
&SearchField=&operator=&order=&community=elsevier

Kaufman Field Guide to Insects of North America
by: Kenn Kaufman; Eric Eaton
Paperback; 384 pages
Publication Date: 11/13/2006
Illustrations: More than 2,000 digitally enhanced
color photographs
ISBN-13/EAN: 9780618153107; $18.95 US
http://www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/catalog/
titledetail.cfm?titleNumber=688009
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
“Code for Insect Collecting” for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the “Code for Insect Collecting” issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists’ Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the exact
locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.
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Monarch

News

submitted by Don Davis

March 2006 Expedition to Mexico
to Observe Overwintering
Monarchs
From March 6 to 13, 2006, TEA member
Don Davis traveled through Mexico to
observe the migrating monarch butterflies
and visit other points of interest.
Monarchs and monarch people were
everywhere. I was accompanied by Dr.
Lincoln Brower, Dr. Karen Oberhauser, Dr.
Dick Vane-Wright (British Museum of
Natural History) and Dr. Michael Boppre
from Germany. During our visit to Mexico
we also spoke with Dr. Chip Taylor, Dr.
Bill Calvert, Vico Guttierez and Gregory
Allan from Papalotzin, Carlos Galindo-Leal
of WWF Mexico, and the famous Mexican
writer and founder of the Group of 100,
Homero Aridjis. Jose Luis Alvarez, of La
Cruz Habitat Protection Project, was our
knowledgeable and experienced trip
leader. What an amazing gathering of
monarch butterfly enthusiasts and
researchers.
Weather conditions in the vicinity of the
monarch overwintering sites remained
exceptionally dry and warmer than usual
in this the dry season. There is an extreme
risk of forest fire, and we could smell smoke
from one such fire burning on the
mountain Sierra Chincua.
During our trip, we made 2 visits each to
the mountains Sierra Chincua and Pelon.
To reach these sites meant driving slowly
up extremely rugged dirt roads and at one
point, we actually had to build a ramp out
of wood and flat stones in order to
continue. The hikes took us though
jagged, steep, rock-filled pathways
sometimes covered with inches of fine
dust, while at other times our path doubled
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Monarch Cluster at Pelon (March 2006). Photo by Don Davis
as a flowing stream. We walked an hour
and a half or more, stopping to catch our
breath in the thin air at 9,900 feet.
The monarchs were moving down the
mountains from the oyamel fir trees at
higher elevations. The monarchs were
now clustered on pines, cedars and oaks.
When clusters warmed up, they would
sometimes explode like fireworks and a
mass of orange butterflies would flee in
all directions. A great deal of mating
behaviour was observed. We found
various flowering shrubs and plants,
including clusters of yellow senecios. The
sanctuary guides called vigilantes
reminded us to speak in a quiet voice.
At the base of some mountains, we were
greeted at mid-day by a river of monarchs,
soaring effortlessly down the mountain
ravines in search of moisture. In some
locations, masses of monarchs were
photographed foraging for water on the
ground.

We saw evidence of illegal logging in the
core zone, and we came upon one illegal
logger trimming a fallen tree with a portable
mill. He fled into the forest, leaving behind
his equipment.
During our last trip to Pelon, we sat and
reflected on the magnificence of the huge
clusters of hundreds of thousands of
monarchs that surrounded us, and the
amazing voyage they had traveled. For
me, this was a special moment. Thirty
years earlier, my mentor the late Dr. Fred
Urquhart and his wife, Norah had also
walked on this very mountain. (After the
trip, I wrote to Mrs. Urquhart, who will be
88 years old this summer. She thanked me
for the memories my letter brought back).
Of course, Mexico has a great deal to offer
visitors. We visited the copper artisans at
Santa Clara de Cobre and hiked through a
mammoth lava field to view the volcano
Paricutin, that emerged from a farmer’s field
in 1943, destroying a town except for the
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top of it’s huge church.
Two pages of photographs taken during
this trip can be viewed at:
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/
monarch/DavisDonMX031706.html. Click
on each photograph to enlarge it. Click
on “More Images” to see the second page
of photos.

Journey North 2006
Over 17,000 classrooms representing more
than 440,000 students are participating in
the 2006 Journey North Program. These
students are from 55 U.S. States and 7
Canadian Provinces. The journeys of a
dozen migratory species are tracked each
spring. Students are linked with scientists
who provide their expertise directly to the
classroom. Several migrations are tracked
by satellite telemetry, providing live
coverage of individual animals as they
migrate. As the spring season sweeps
across the Hemisphere, students note
changes in daylight, temperatures and all
living things as the food chain comes back
to life. Journey North is a free online
educational service, established in 1991.
We invite your active participation by
sharing your observations! Please go to:
www.learner.org/jnorth. After registering
your e-mail address, you can report your
observations directly to Journey North on
the form provided for following target
species or phenomenon.

Monarchs in the Classroom
Newsletter 2006
This excellent educational newsletter was
recently mailed out and will soon be
available for viewing in color and for
downloading in PDF format at:
www.monarchlab.org. This site also offers
many other resources for monarch
enthusiasts and teachers. In the
meantime, you can also go to the above
noted website to register and be mailed
your own personal 16-page copy of the
newsletter
The Monarch Lab Director is Dr. Karen
Oberhauser, co-editor of “The Monarch
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Butterfly - Biology and Conservation”
(Cornell University Press, 2004)

Teaching and Learning with
Monarch Butterflies Workshop
Each summer, volunteers from the
Monarch Teacher Network Canada offer
workshops to all interested educators. It
is a three-day combination of classroom
and field experiences. Participants learn:
-the life cycle, ecology and

conservation of monarchs
-to raise and tag them
-to teach effective, cross-curricular
lessons
-to develop a school butterfly garden
and natural classroom and more!
The goal is to provide teachers with the
knowledge, experience, materials and
confidence to raise monarchs in their
classroom in September and produce an
outstanding learning experience for
students.
Workshops in 2006

Military Applications for Insects?
The April 1/06 edition of the Toronto Star
carried a front page story entitled “Uncle
Sam’s Scientists Busy Building Insect
Army”. This story concerns research to
create landmine-sniffing insects.
When the story continues on page A18,
the monarch butterfly is offered as an
example. The color diagrams show that a
microchip with the ability to control,
monitor and transmit, is inserted into the
larval stage of metamorphosis and organs
then grow around the chip. The adult
insect, controlled remotely through the
MEMS chip powered by the insect’s body
heat or movement is ready to track
explosives or transmit conversations.
The complete story can be found at:
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/
ContentServer?pagename=thestar/
Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=
1143846635791&call_pageid=
968332188492&col=968793972154&t=TS_Home
****
*

1) Winnipeg, Manitoba - August 1 - 3, 2006
(location to be determined)
2) Ottawa, Ontario - August 9 - 11, 2006
(Cairine Wilson High School, Orleans)
3) Orillia, Ontario - August 14 - 16, 2006
(location to be determined)
Similar workshops may also be attended
in various locations in the United States.
The deadline for applications is June 15,
2006. Last year, all workshops were
completely filled.
For more information and an application
form, go to: www.monarchcanada.org

Monarchs Covering a Tree Trunk at
Pelon Mexico (March 2006).
Photo by Don Davis
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by January 31, 2007. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Compiler needed. See details on inside front cover

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2006. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see http://nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/odonates/atlas.html
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Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Viceroy (Limenitis archippus) 3rd stage larvae emerging from winter diapause in a rolled willow
leaf (hibernaculum). Photo April 11, 2006 by TEA President Glenn Richardson

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$210 Can ($195 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $160 US surface; $170 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$115 Can ($105 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $100 US surface; $110 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$60 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $48 US surface: $51 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $40 Can; In USA: $35 US.

Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $25 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literature and news)
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For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
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Announcements
Call for Applicants:
The W.J.D. Eberlie Award
for Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The T.E.A. announces that it is now taking
applications for the W. John D. Eberlie Field
Research Travel Award 2007.
The T.E.A. offers an award of $300 to assist
graduate or undergraduate students
conducting original field research into
Ontario insects. The award is intended as
a travel grant to defray costs of travel to
field sites used for research. The award
will be made on the basis of merit and
quality. Applicants must be a graduate or
undergraduate student at an Ontario
University. To apply, submit a completed
application form postmarked no later than
March 23, 2007.
Membership in the T.E.A. ($15 per year
for students) includes a subscription to
Ontario Insects and the annual
Lepidoptera summary.
An application form for the award or for
membership in the TEA may be
downloaded from the TEA website:
www.ontarioinsects.org.

Student Symposium 2007 First Call for Titles
The T.E.A. is pleased to invite
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students
and senior undergraduate students to
present a talk or poster at the Annual
Student Symposium on Saturday, March
24, 2007 at 1 pm. Everyone is welcome to
attend the symposium.
If you are interested in participating or
would like more information, please e-mail
the TEA (info@ontarioinsects.org).
Provisional titles, final submitted and
edited abstracts will be published in
Ontario Insects. Longer reports are
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optional. We look forward to your
participation and attendance at the
symposium.

November 2006 Insect Fair
and Reptile Expo
Preparations are under way for the
combined Insect Fair and Reptile Expo.
By popular demand we are incorporating
a second Insect Fair for 2006. The April
19, 2006 was a great success. This one
will be held on Sunday Nov 19, 2006.
Details can be found by going to
www.thornesinsects.com and clicking on
the link for the Ontario Insect Fair. Vendor
participation forms can be downloaded
here.
If you are considering being a vendor now
is the time to sign up as space is limited.
Costs, details and contact information can
be found at www.thornesinsects.com
Oct 31 is the deadline for commitments.
We look forward to haveing you join us.
Ken Thorne

Record Monarch Count in
Algonquin East
Despite less than perfect conditions
(overcast for most of the day) the
Algonquin Park East Butterfly Count
(June 3, 2006) tallied 34 Monarchs, which
is more than quadruple the previous high
of 8 in 1999 (previous count average was
less than 2)
Colin Jones

Journal of the
Lepidopterists Society
Online
All of the issues of the Journal of the
Lepidopterists Society from its start in
1947 to the last 5 years is now available
on the web in full text. You can browse to
particular issues or do in searches for
particular terms. For example, searching
for “Toronto Entomologists Association”

produces 7 hits, including a review of our
book “Ontario Butterfly Atlas” in 1994.
Online at: (http://facweb.furman.edu
%7Esnyderjohn/lepsoc/)
Alan Macnaughton

Meeting Notices
143rd Annual Meeting

ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF
ONTARIO
October 27-29, 2006

OMAFRA
Conference Centre
Guelph, Ontario
Full schedule details can be
downloaded from the ESO
2006 conference website
(www.uoguelph.ca/eso2006)
or contact the Program Chair
Dr. Gard Otis
(gotis@uoguelph.ca or 519824-4120 Ext. 52478).
Questions regarding
registrationcan be directed to
Dr. Rebecca Hallett,
Registration Committee Chair
(519-824-4120ext. 54488) or
Lisa Conroy, Registration
Committee at
eso2006@uoguelph.ca

Registration Fees and Dates:
Before Sept. 30
After Sept. 30
Regular $95
$110
Student $55
$70
Banquet only
$40
$45

Special Rate
$30.00
For TEA Members
attending the Plennary
Session only
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday, October 21, 2006 1 PM Room 113 Northrop Frye
EXTINCTION OF INSECTS
W.D. McIlveen
Bill is presently employed as an environmental consultant after a career with the Ontario Ministry of the Environment. He has a
diverse set of interests that spans just about everything in the natural world extending from the flora and fauna to the physical
environment. He is interested in all things that affect the functioning of the environment and the interactions among the components
that make up the natural world. In particular, he is interested in the way the human species and its activities has altered the natural
order. His talk will discuss what little we know about insects that are near or are believed to be extinct, and the role of human
activities in the population declines of certain insect species.
Saturday, November 25, 2006 1 PM Room 113 Northrop Frye
VIGNETTES OF INSECT NATURAL HISTORY
Chris Darling
Chris is Senior Curator of Entomology in the ROM’s Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Biology as well as Professor of
Zoology at U of T. He’ll be discussing a number of interactions between insects and their hosts (parasitism) and insects and plants
(herbivory) using examples from Ontario and Vietnam. Examples include: goldenrod gallmakers and their parasitoids, a local
parasitoid of wood-boring beetles, a Vietnamese caterpillar that produces cyanide, and a Vietnamese beetle that attacks the leaves
of elephant ear plants. Chris will also talk about the importance of natural history in the generation of new research questions in
biology.
Saturday, January 27, 2007 1 PM Room 113 Northrop Frye
A JOURNEY INTO THE JUNGLES OF MONTEVERDE, COSTA RICA:
LIVING AMONG THE CREEPY CRAWLIES
Jessica Grealey
Jessica Grealey is a graduate from the University of Waterloo’s Environment and Resource Studies Honors Co-op program with a
minor in biology. For two of her five co-op work terms she traveled to the cloud rain forest of Monteverde, Costa Rica to work at
an insect and butterfly education centre. Currently, Jessica has been contracted by Environment Canada’s Ecological Monitoring
and Assessment Network Coordinating Office (EMAN CO) to develop a citizen science butterfly monitoring protocol and an
additional protocol to monitoring the abundance and diversity of butterflies in Canada. As well, she has been sub-contracted by
the rare Charitable Research Reserve in Cambridge, Ontario to test her methodologies on the property and engage local community
members in monitoring butterflies.
Monteverde is an area rich in diversity. Tens of thousands of insect species inhabit the area, including over 4000 species of moth.
The number of butterfly species occurring on the mountain in which it is located outnumbers all the butterfly species of North
America. Jessica’s presentation will provide a look at the education centre where she worked and highlight some of the insects and
arachnids she encountered while staying in the area.
Additional Meetings to be Arranged
All meetings are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Carol Sellers at
(416) 421-7398
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $8 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip

Reports
This year we held a total of 6 outings. Many thanks to our
capable leaders and to all TEA members who shared their
expertise to make the outings a success.

June 17
HUNTING CATERPILLARS & PHOTOGRAPHING
BUTTERFLIES
Leader: Glenn Richardson

This was a successful field trip, with paticipants noting a large
number of early season Lepidoptera and Odonata species..
Monarch eggs and larvae were seen in greater than usual
numbers. Other butterfly highlights included Question Mark
and Viceroy caterpillars. Among dragonflies, Widow Skimmer,
Twelve Spotted Skimmer, Green Darners and Dot Tailed White
Face were also obseved. A Silver Bordered Fritillary was
sighted and photographed early in the morning before the
start of the field trip, for the first time since 1984.

Red-Waisted Whiteface (Leucorrhinia proxima)
Photo by Glenn M. Richardson

July 1
TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason
This year the July 1 Butterfly Count did not record any new
species. However, a large colony of Baltimores was discovered
in the Don Valley. As has generally been observed in 2006, the
Monarch was found in greater than expected numbers (127
counted). The Eastern Tailed Blue was also counted in
abundance (157 counted). A single Broad Winged Skipper was
sited at the mouth of the Rouge River. (For a complete list of
species please see Page 8)
Silver Bordered Fritillary (Boloria selene)
Photo by Glenn M. Richardson

June 24
INSECTS OF THE COPETOWN BOG
Leader: Marvin Gunderman
Although no one sighted a Bog Copper at Copetown, this proved
to be a rewarding field trip. Milbert’s Tortoishell caterpillars
were found in abundance with 5 colonies spotted on one nettle
plant. Also, Painted Skimmer and Frosted Whiteface (both
relatively uncommon odonates in Ontario) were sighted.
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July 12
HIGH PARK MOTHS
Leader: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
The High Park Moth Night was well attended, with a number of
children enjoying the evening Excellent summer weather
contributed to our finding a wide variety of moths, both by light
luring and tree baiting. Thanks to Dave Beedle and other members
of the TEA for indentifying the moths, and also to members of
the High Park Community Advisory Council (HPCAC) for cosponsoring the event.
....continued
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Caenurgina erechtea (Forage Looper Moth)
Catocala lineella
Autographa precationis (Common Loper Moth)
Leuconycta diphteroides (Green Leuconicta)
Apamea amputatrix (Yellow-headed Cutworm)
Apamea ophiogramma (Double Lobed)
Oligia exhausta
Amphipoea velata (Veiled Ear Moth)
Ogdoconta cinereola (Common Pinkband)
Cosmia calami (American Dun Bar)
Lacinipolia renigera (Bristly Cutworm Moth)
Pseudaletia unipuncta (Armyworm Moth)
Leucania multilinea (Many-lined Wainscot)
Leucania pseudargyria (False Wainscot)
Euxoa tessellata (Tessellate Dart)
Noctua pronuba (Large Yellow Underwing)
Girlfriend Underwing (Catocala lineella)
Photo by Glenn Richardson

July 23
BRANCHTON
Leader: Carolyn King
Report By: Carolyn King

List of Species
Coleophora mayrella
Dichomeris flavocostella
Apotomis funerea
Olethreutes melanomesa
Croesia forskaleana
Choristoneura rosaceana (Oblique-banded Leafroller)
Archips packardiana
Clepsis melaleucana
Sparganothis pettitana
Eudonia strigalis
Phlyctaenia coronata
Nomophila nearctica
Plume Moth sp.
Crambus agitatellus
Chrysoteuchia topiaria
Urola nivalis
Dolichomia olinalis
Itame pustularia (Lesser Maple Spanworm)
Ennomos subsignaria (Elm Spanworm)
Eusarca confusaria (Confused Eusarca)
Nematocampa limbata (Horned Spanworm)
Idaea dimidiata (Single-dotted Wave)
Pleuroprucha insulsaria (Common Tan Wave)
Scoparia limboundana (Large Lace Border)
Eulithis gracilineata (Lesser Grapevine Looper)
Haploa confusa (Confused Haploa)
Cisseps fulvicollis (Yellow-necked Scape Moth)
Idia americalis (American Idia)
Idia aemula (Common Idia)
Idia lubricalis (Glossy Black Idia)
Phalaenophana pyramusalis (Dark-banded Owlet)
Bleptina caradrinalis (Bent-winged Owlet)
Plathypena scabra (Green Cloverworm)
Zale galbanata (Maple Zale)
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Arge Moth (Grammia arge)
Photo by Ann C. Gray
Despite threatening clouds, our small group of eager insecthunters gathered at a Tim Horton’s south of Cambridge, then
travelled south to the rail trail near Branchton, the home of a
very large number of butterfly species. Unfortunately, both
butterflies and odonates were discouraged by the ensuing drizzle.
We identified 5 butterfly species and several odonates. Two
striking moths were caught and released, an Arge Moth (see
photo) and a Confused Haploa (H. confusa). We continued in
the rain, to locate and observe some of the area’s rich insect life,
until it became a downpour and we were forced to return to the
cars. The field trip was not at an end, however, as Adrienne
Brewster of Wings of Paradise had arranged for us to get free
admission there for the day
(A complete species list (including Black-billed Cuckoo!) is
available on request.)
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August 14

Araneidae

SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason
Lycosidae
Agelenidae
Dictynidae
Thomisidae

Salticidae

Argiope aurantia
Argiope trifasciata
Larinioides patagiatus
Mangora gibborosa
Neoscona domicilorum
Schistocosa sp.
(probably a pardosa, my apologies)
Agelenopsis naevia
Dictynia sp.
Misumena vatia
Mesumenops asparatus
Xysticus transversatus
Bassaniana sp.
Eris militaris
Pelegrina galathea

One Word or Two?
by Alan Macnaughton
When I was putting this year’s student symposium paper titles
on the website, something didn’t look right when I saw the
spellings ”black fly” and “bumble bee” instead of the one-word
spellings ”blackfly” and “bumblebee”. My Canadian Oxford and
Funk & Wagnalls dictionaries listed only the latter spellings. On
the other hand, a check of the Lexis Nexis database of
newspapers showed both spellings were commonly accepted.
For the entomological perspective, Carol Sellers put me in touch
with Doug Currie of the ROM.

A total of 18 species were found this trip. The count this year
was very low in orb weavers. Five species were observed but
there was no representation of the genus Araneus. Webs of
Araneus cavaticus were observed on the wooden bridges but
no living specimen was observed. Pompilid spider wasps were
observed searching the bridges. This would account for missing
or at least hiding spiders. Sac spiders and nursery web spiders
both were not observed this year. Hides and sites were well
covered but specimens were not seen. One sac spider hide
resulted in finding a Neoscona orb weaver inside. As the main
concrete bridge was under construction, it was not part of the
collecting area this year.

Doug tells me that the entomological standard is for two words
for true flies; hence, black flies, horse flies, deer flies, house
flies, etc. This contrasts with “flies” of other orders, such as
butterflies, dragonflies, mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies.
Bumble bees are true bees, so entomologists prefer that this
name should also be spelled as two words. R.E. Snodgrass’s
(1956) book Anatomy of the Honey Bee puts it nicely:
“Regardless of dictionaries, we have in entomology a rule for
insect common names that can be followed. It says: If the insect
is what its name implies, write the two words separately;
otherwise run them together…The honey bee is an insect and is
pre-eminently a bee; ’honeybee’ is equivalent to ‘Johnsmith.’ .”
The official list of common names of insects published by the
Entomological Society of America (http://www.entsoc.org/Pubs/
Common_Names/search.asp) follows this policy.

In all 9 families were represented. Actual species identity was
difficult in assessing due to the juvenile status of some
specimens. Many of the families were only represented by a
single specimen. Species collected (in order of family) were:

So it appears that confusion reigns: the entomologists want
“black fly” and “bumble bee” as two words, the commonly-used
dictionaries want both of them as one word, and the general
public accepts either spelling.

Theridiidae
Linyphiidae

I looked for some way out of this using the authoritative 20volume Oxford English Dictionary. No luck. It sides with the
entomologists on “black fly”, but then goes its own way on the
other issue, using “bumble-bee”.

(Argiope aurantia)
Photo by Ann C. Gray

Theridion sp.
Neriene sp. Domed webs in low bushes.
Microlinyphia sp. Sheet webs in grass
Tetragnathidae Tetragnatha elongata
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The Cherry Gall Azure (Celastrina
serotina) in Toronto
by Barry Harrison
and Bob Yukich

(Celastrina serotina) adult female
Photo by Bob Yukich

Cherry Gall Azure (Celastrina serotina) ovipositing
Photo by Bob Yukich
On June 5, 2006 at 1pm (Temp, approx, 25C), I was with R. Yukich
on the Oak Ridges Moraine (near Glen Major) when we came
across a small group of five or six Cherry Gall Azures around
some Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) saplings.
These trees were springing up in normally sunny openings of
maturing Red Pines (Pinus resinosa). It was noticed that while
most of the other butterflies nearby had retired (during this
temporary cloudy period of an otherwise sunny day); these
azures remained quite active. They were all females and were
constantly flying to and from the Cherry leaves to oviposit on
the upright leaf galls.

Leaf Galls on Black Cherry (Prunus serotina)
Photo by Bob Yukich
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There were some Chokecherry bushes (Prunus virginiana) in the
general area, but these showed no signs of either leaf galls or
visiting Cherry Gall Azures. Although one individual showed the
marginata form below, the rest were the typical violacea forms.
Also, instead of being approximately as light as Spring Azures
(C. ladon) below these butterflies were all a uniform light gray,
presumably indicating some wear from the advancing season,
The upper hind wings showed whitish borders, which was very
significant as there were Spring Azures in the area with their
more even blue pattern above. The Summer Azures (neglecta)
with variably lighter upper hind wings had not yet put in an
appearance.
The Cherry Gall Azure had been reported in the Toronto area
before by W. D. McIlveen (Ontario Insects 2004) and has now
been reported from various locations across this province. It is
very probable that with the increasing awareness of its
appearance, habits and flight period (roughly the latter part of
May through early June) that more observers will be participating
in the future.

Typical Cherry Gall Azure Habitat
Photo by Bob Yukich
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SPRING BUTTERFLY COUNT
MacGregor Point Park & Inverhuron Park
also New Park Addition ({NPA)
of MacGregor Point Park
23 MAY 2006, 10am to 6:30pm
Overcast, partly sunny in the morning, sunny all afternoon. Cool
in the morning, warm in the afternoon with a high of 18 deg C.
Note that on Sunday the weather was cold and there was a very
heavy west wind (we had some snow in the air). On Monday it
was cold with a heavy west wind.
Butterflies
Black Swallowtail -1 on roadside
Mustard White -1 male on NPA Forest Trail
Cabbage White - 2 females in NPA Large Dune Field, 1 male in
NPA Large Dune Field, 2 in NPA Large Dune Field, 3 on Lakerange
drive from NPA to Inverhuron.
Hoary Elfin - 3 at 5:30pm on the Visitor Centre Beach - while
searching the far end, a mating pair fell at my feet and we all got
a great look and lots of pictures.

Hoary Elfins (Callophrys polio) mating on the beach
Photo by Glenn Richardson

TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT
Rouge Area Scarborough ,Don River Valley
July 1, 2006
Species List
Tiger Swallowtail (Pterourus glaucus)
25
Cabbage White (Pieris rapae)
366
Clouded Sulphur (Colias philodice)
101
Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme)
14
Coral Hairstreak (Harkenclenus titus)
4
Acadian Hairstreak (Satyrium acadicum)
83
Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus)
18
Striped Hairstreak (Satyrium liparops)
2
Eastern Tailed Blue (Everes comyntas)
157
Summer Azure (Celastrina l. neglecta)
105
Spring Azure (Celestrina ladon)
1
Silvery Blue (Glaucopsyche lygdamus)
14
Great Spangled Fritillary (Speyeria cybele)
66
Baltimore (Euphadryas phaeton)
70
Northern Crescent (Phyciodes selenis)
256
Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos)
3
Comma (Polygonia comma)
22
Question Mark (P. interrogationis)
21
Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa)
5
Compton Tortoiseshell (N. vau-album)
2
Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta)
2
American Painted Lady (V. virginiensis)
6 larva
White Admiral (Basilarchia a. arthemis)
74
Red Spotted Purple (B. arthemis astyanax)
14
The Viceroy (Basilarchia archippus)
23 + 26 larva
Pearly Eye (Enodia anthedon)
27
Little Wood Satyr (Megisto cymela)
83
Inornate Ringlet (Coenonympha inornata)
75
Wood Nymph (Cercyonis pegala)
268
Monarch (Danaus plexippus)
127 + 9 larva
Silver Spotted Skipper (Epargyreus clarus)
41
Northern Cloudywing (Thorybes pylades)
38
Dreamy Duskywing (Erynnis icelus)
1
Least Skipper (Ancyloxypha numitor)
7
European Skipper (Thymelicus lineola)
2686
Peck’s Skipper (Polites peckius)
18
Tawny-Edged Skipper (Polites themistocles)
54
Long Dash (Polites mystic)
61
N. Broken Dash (Wallengrenia egeremet)
88
Little Glassywing (Pompeius verna)
14
Delaware Skipper (Atrytone logan)
10
Hobomok Skipper (Poanes hobomok) 38 + 1 pocohontas
Broad-Winged Skipper (Poanes viator)
1
Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris)
40

Spring Azure - 2 females on NPA Forest Trail, 10 males on NPA
Forest Trail, 2 males in NPA Small Field, 3 males in NPA Large
Dune Field, 3 males on Inverhuron Forest Trail, 4 males on
Inverhuron Swamp Trail, 1 male (may have been female) on the
Inverhuron Beach Trail. Note that some of these may be Cherry
Gall Azures but without some way to tell, for now we will call
them Spring Azures.

Total43 species + 2 colour morphs 5,123 butterflies

Other Species
Hummingbird Moth - 1 on Lilac Flowers on the Inverhuron Forest
Trail - it sat still (no fluttering at all) while we took a picture.
Dot-Tailed Whiteface - 1 female on the Inverhuron Forest Trail.
Striped Coralroot Orchid - on the Inverhuron Forest Trail.

Observers: Tom Mason, Bob Yukich, Karen Yukich, Glenn
Richardson, Daryl Stewart, Siglinde van der Grinten, Carol
Sellers, Sharon Lamers, Zack Lamers, Gail Trenholm, Ann
Millett, John Stirrat, Ann Gray, James Kamstra, Steve LaForest,
Carolyn King, Barry Harrison
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TWELFTH ANNUAL TORONTO CENTER
BUTTERFLY COUNT
July 8, 2006
By: John Carley

On Saturday, July 8, 2006, the Twelfth Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-five
counters, in nine parties, counted butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West
and Bloor Street West, Toronto.
This year’s count took place on a warm temperate day, with
temperatures ranging from 20°C in the morning to 28°C later in
the day. The routes censussed included the Leslie Street Spit,
the Toronto Islands, High Park, the Humber River, the Lambton
prairie, Downsview Airport, and other parklands, ravines and
so-called “wastelands” in the city.
In total, 4915 individual butterflies were counted, of 44 species.
This species total ties the high count of 2004; the numeric
count total is the second highest (1996 is the high count leader
at 6069). The overall cumulative species list increased by two
(Gray Comma and Meadow Fritillary) to 59!

Baltimore (Euphydryas phateon) adults mating
Photo by Jean Iron
The 1455 Cabbage Whites spotted set a new high total for that
species: the most numerous species for the count. In addition
to the Gray Comma and Meadow Fritillary (singles of each
spotted) mentioned earlier, there was a record high, for our count,
of 601 Eastern Tailed-Blues. All nine routes recorded these, to
eclipse the previous high of 95 (2000). European Skipper numbers
were low at 946, compared to a high of 3597 (1996), while
Mourning Cloak, at 79, almost doubled the previous high of 40
in 2000.
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19 Eastern Commas edged out the previous high of 17 (2001);
while 16 Limenitis arthemis doubled the previous high of 8 (1996).
[4 were Red-spotted Purples while 11 were White Admirals, and
one was an intergrade!]
On our first count in 1996, one Baltimore Checkerspot was
counted. Until this year, they had not been seen since on count
day. With the addition of a new route (within our count circle, at
Sunnybrook Park) a staggering 82 were counted!!
The 336 Monarchs spotted set a new high (249 in 1997 was
previous high), and, notably, for the first year in 12, no Viceroys
were seen.
The 2007 Count date is set for Saturday, July 14. Those interested
in participating in the Thirteenth Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest
Blvd., Toronto, M6S4L3, (416) 766-1330 or
carley.la@sympatico.ca.
Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenes
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail - Papilio glaucus
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
Clouded Sulphur - Colias philodice
Orange Sulphur - Colias eurytheme
Coral Hairstreak - Satyrium titus
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadica
Edwards’ Hairstreak - Satyrium edwardsii
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus
Hickory Hairstreak - Satyrium caryaevorum
Striped Hairstreak – Satyrium liparops
Eastern Tailed-Blue - Everes comyntas
Summer Azure - Celastrina neglecta
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria cybele
Meadow Fritillary - Boloria bellona
Silvery Checkerspot- Chlosyne nycteis
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
Northern Crescent – Phyciodes cocyta
Baltimore Checkerspot – Euphydryas phaeton
Question mark - Polygonia interrogationis
Eastern Comma – Polygonia comma
Gray Comma – Polygonia progne
Compton Tortoiseshell – Nymphalis vau-album
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa
American Lady - Vanessa virginiensis
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
Limenitis arthemis
White Admiral (11)
Red-spotted Purple (4)
Intergrade (1)
Northern Pearly Eye – Enodia anthedon
Little Wood-Satyr - Megisto cymela
Common Wood-Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Silver-spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudywing - Thorybes pylades
Wild Indigo Duskywing – Erynnis baptisiae

31
16
1455
142
15
9
57
2
32
1
11
601
290
3
1
5
44
42
82
26
19
1
3
79
3
7

16
2
73
216
336
67
23
5
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Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
Tawny-edged Skipper - Polites themistocles
Crossline Skipper - Polites origenes
Long Dash – Polites mystic
Northern Broken-Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassywing – Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper - Anatrytone logan
Dion Skipper – Euphyes dion
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris
Sulphur sp.
Satyrium sp.
Blue sp.
Anglewing sp.
Crescent sp.
Skipper sp.

1
946
5
8
3
126
2
7
1
59
1
2
16
2
6
15

Total: 44 species, 4915 individuals.
Observers: A. Adamo, S. Blayney, D. Bone, S. Campbell, J. Carley,
T. Christensen H. Currie, A. Gray, J. Iron, C. King, S. LaForest,
N. McHugh, S. McHugh, N. McPherson, A. Millett, D. Peuramaki,
R. Pittaway, A. Riley, G. Riley, C. Sellers, K. Seymour, J. Stirrat, G.
Trenholm, K. Yukich, R. Yukich.

Spectacular Spring
Monarch Migration
by Don Davis

“It means there aren’t going to be any flowers. It means there
isn’t going to be any water, and there isn’t going to be any
nectar,” Taylor said.
“They’re going to be going through what looks like about 1,000
miles of really dry habitat,” Taylor said. “So unless there is rainfall
in this region between now and October, the death toll for these
butterflies going through Texas is going to be pretty severe.”
The first migrating Monarchs to arrive in Ontario were observed
in late April 2006 in extreme south-western Ontario by Allan
Wormington. By late May, Monarchs had arrived in Thunder
Bay, about the same time they were being spotted in the Toronto
area. Interestingly enough, also at the end of May, numerous
Monarch butterflies were spotted in Winnipeg, Manitoba and
vicinity. Residents and visitors in the northern section of
southern Ontario, including Muskoka, reported seeing many
Monarch caterpillars on individual milkweed plants.
From a national perspective, Monarchs were observed across
the nation, first in Saskatchewan, followed by Quebec and the
Maritime Provinces and lastly southern British Columbia. While
Monarchs are not native to Newfoundland and milkweed does
not grow there, a few are reported here each year and one observer
e-mailed TEA member Don Davis a photograph of a specimen
she observed on the Avalon Peninsula. One of the more northerly
reports, deemed to be accurate, came from Edmonton, Alberta.
Larva were also found at Brook, Alberta, east of Calgary.
Let’s hope for a strong fall migration and favourable weather.

Most Ontario residents and butterfly observers noted a sharp
increase in the number of Monarch butterflies observed this
spring and summer. According to Dr. Orley “Chip” Taylor,
Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Director of
the Monarch Watch program at the University of Kansas, justright weather conditions during the spring trip out of Mexico
contributed to this year’s expanded population.

(See page 12 for a spectacular photo of the fall
Monarch migration in Ontario)

In a telephone conversation with TEA member Don Davis, Taylor
reported that “the temperatures were perfect, the moisture
conditions were perfect. It was neither too hot, nor too dry, nor
too rainy or too windy,” he said. The returning butterflies
produced a large number of offspring, who reproduced even
more as they traveled north. “So every step of the way this year
has been favorable for the butterflies, and that doesn’t happen
often”.

(condensed with permission of the author
by Don Davis)

This year’s population is probably the biggest Monarch watchers
have seen in 10 years. Record Monarch numbers were found on
many Ontario butterfly counts.
However, summer’s extreme temperatures and lack of rain have
left dry conditions in Texas and some of southern Oklahoma and
could present dire consequences for the southbound Monarchs.
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Description of Butterfly
Metamorphosis
Dr. Karen Oberhauser, University
of Minnesota

A recent Gainesville newspaper printed an often-cited
misconception about insect metamorphosis, that has become
my personal “fingernail on a blackboard.” The cells inside the
pupa DO NOT break into butterfly soup; this idea is printed
over and over in the popular literature, and could not be more
wrong.
Here is a brief description of the process (from the Monarch Lab
website (www.monarchlab.org/default.aspx).
“While the process of complete metamorphosis looks like four
...continued on Page 12
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The

Bookworm
Book Review:
Insects: Their Natural History and Diversity
With a Photographic Guide to Insects of Eastern North
America by Stephen Marshall (Firefly Books, 2006)

June 2006 (and available for reading on-line at the ESC
website). As Jeffrey Cumming points out, this book “is the most
comprehensive photographic overview of insects ever
published”.
Dr. Marshall describes “Bugwatching” as “The Natural History
Frontier for the 21 st Century”. Noting the popularity of
birdwatching, Dr. Marshall suggests that insects should be
designated as “honourary birds”!
Advances which have promoted the study of insects include
new digital cameras (and digital collections of insects), new books
and papers on taxonomy (including the Canadian Journal of
Arthropod Identification), and the World Wide Web (i.e.
BugGuide.net).

Steve Marshall at Wings of Paradise
Butterfly Conservatory, July 23, 2006
Photo by Don Davis
On July 23, 2006, members of the TEA attended a book signing
and reception for Dr. Stephen Marshall at Wings of Paradise
Butterfly Conservatory near Cambridge, Ontario. Dr. Marshall, a
professor in the Department of Environmental Biology at the
University of Guelph, is the author of “Insects – Their Natural
History and Diversity”, lauded as a landmark tool for the study
of insects. As pointed out by publisher Firefly Book, the reader
will find:
-

Detailed chapters covering all insect orders and insect
families of eastern North America
Brief examinations of common families of related
terrestrial arthropods
4,000 color photographs illustrating typical behaviours
and key characteristics
Expert guidance on observing, collecting and
photographing insects

An excellent book review was written by Jeffrey Cumming,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Ottawa, and published in
Bulletin of the Entomological Society of Canada, Volume 38(2),
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Dr. Marshall notes that several small, obscure families were not
illustrated in the book, including some microlepidopterans and
an extremely rare family of minute beetles. The family Hydraenidae
was represented only by pinned specimens, and the small beetle
family Agyrtidae (one rare species in eastern North America)
was in the key but not represented by a photo. Live photos of
both will appear in the next edition. Such a large collection of
insect images necessarily requires a great deal of organization,
facilitated by Dr. Marshall’s array of 4 hard drives!
Dr. Marshall has been studying insects for 50 years and has
been a University of Guelph professor since 1982. In a University
of Guelph news release, Dr. Marshall states, “Although many
new discoveries were made while writing this book (including
the bee fly discovered for the first time in Canada), I initiated this
project to provide something badly needed by naturalist and
students….”. In light of the increasing number of “Citizen
Scientist” programs, Dr. Marshall writes in his introduction that
“Entomology is both an absorbing hobby and scientific frontier
we can push forward through backyard observations.”
We were indeed fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet
Steve Marshall. His passion for insects is infectious, and he is
extremely generous in sharing his knowledge and enthusiasm
with others. His important book will no doubt generate a new
generation of “Bugwatchers”.
by Don Davis
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TEA

Activities
Do you know?
All donations to the TEA are taxcreditable (a receipt is issued).
Any amount is welcome but the
following suggested amounts
support these TEA initiatives:
$300: W.J.D.Eberlie Research
Travel Award
$50: Help to sponsor the printing
of Ontario Odonata
$40: Sponsor the printing of the
Kid’s Page in Ontario Insects
Migrating Monarchs Roosting at Thicksons Woods, ON
August 26, 2006
Photo by Harvey Medland
...continued from page 10
very distinct stages, continuous changes
actually occur within the larva. The wings
and other adult organs develop from tiny
clusters of cells already present in the
larva, and by the time the larva pupates,
the major changes to the adult form have
already begun. During the pupal stage
this transformation is completed.”
I like to compare this process to what
happens to a mammalian embryo - we have
many forms during the process from single
cell to newborn baby; at times looking like
a fish or reptile, but continually
developing. The same is true for a
butterfly, but it just spends part of that
time
outside
its
mother,
getting nutrients from its host plants. At
no time does it break down and start over.
Dr. Sonia Altizer dissected several pupae
in various stages of development, and it
was quite amazing to see the monarch
progress towards the fully-formed adult.
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There are lots of very scientific references.
My favorite is a book called The Insects:
Structure and Function, by R.R. Chapman.

Give us your ideas!
Programs: Carol Sellers is the
Programs Coodinator and welcomes
any ideas for speakers for the Oct Apr meetings. Who would you like
to hear from? Please write to her at:
programs@ontarioinsects.org.
Field Trips Steve LaForest and
Carolyn King are the Field Trips
Coordinators and also welcome
ideas for places to go and leaders.
Do you have a favorite spot to share
with others or is there somewhere
you’d like to go? Please write to them
at: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org.

$34: A copy of Damselflies and
Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario:
Resource Guide and Annotated
List can be donated to a university
library
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario Lepidoptera
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
Note: The University of Guelph
library has indicated their interest
in receiving TEA publications. If
you have contacts at other
universities, we would be happy
to pursue those options as well.
Please send your tax creditable
donation to: Chris Rickard,
Treasurer, TEA, 1606 Crediton
Parkway, Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 3X3
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Flea

Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Viceroy (Limenitis archippus) adult male. This is the same individual, which was featured as a
hibernating larvae, in our May 2006 issue (see inset). Photo taken May 27, 2006 (5 days after
release in the same location) by TEA President Glenn Richardson

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$210 Can ($195 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $160 US surface; $170 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$115 Can ($105 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $100 US surface; $110 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$60 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $48 US surface: $51 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $40 Can; In USA: $35 US.

Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $25 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literature and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $20 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 6 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $25 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Announcements
Toronto Zoo Bugzibitz - The
World of Fascinating Bugs
(March 9-18 2007)
Unleash your creative side in our BEE
CREATIVE Activity Centre, Enjoy the
colourful and fragrant flowers and freeflight butterflies in the Malayan Woods
Pavilion. Learn about how bugs play a
part in our daily diets including the animals
and join us for a special Bugzibitz meerkat
enrichment feeding 12:30pm daily. While
you're there why not try a bite of cricket
cookies or bug brittle! Follow the special
clues and discover which bugs make the
Wetlands their home in our Americas
Pavilion. Discover which Crusty Critters
live inside a shell at Indo Malaya Pavilion
and find out why bugs are our friends and
how YOU can help them at the
Conservation Connection. Don't forget to
check out all the bug-tastic deals at our
Main Gift Shop and see the special Spider
display! 10AM-4PM daily.

Graduate students, senior undergraduates
and post-doctoral fellows are eligible to
present either a talk or a poster. Everyone
is welcome to attend the symposium. The
audience is usually a mix of professional
and amateur entomologists.
Students interested in participating
should contact Doug Currie, academic coordinator
of
the
symposium
(dcurrie@zoo.utoronto.ca) with a
provisional title. He will discuss with them
the feasibility of a talk or poster. We would
like to cover a broad range of topics in the
limited time available for talks.
Talks will be restricted to 10 minutes, plus
5 minutes for questions. Posters must be
self-standing, without damage to walls
and of a reasonable size (3 - 4 feet).
Abstracts for the talks and posters (250
words) will be published in Ontario
Insects.
Participation in the Symposium with either
a talk or a poster will make students
eligible to apply for the Eberlie Travel
Research Award. This $300 award is
intended to assist students with travel
expenses associated with their research.
Relevance to Ontario entomology and
contribution to scientific knowledge are a
few of the criteria used in making the
award. Further information is available on
the TEA website www.ontarioinsects.org.

Ontario Insect Fair
(April 29, 2007)

Plain Tiger, Danaus chrysippus at 2006
Toronto Zoo Bugzibitz.
Photo by Glenn Richardson

The Ontario Insect Fair is being held in
conjunction with the Ontario Reptile Expo
in Mississauga, Ontario.

Annual Student Symposium Final Call for Titles

Two great shows all under one roof and
all under one admission fee. A great day
for all Insect and Reptile lovers. A special
event to take the family to.

The Toronto Entomologists’ Association
(TEA) is pleased to annouce that the
annual Student Symposium will be held
Saturday March 24, 2007 at 1PM.

The Insect Fair is an event which allows
individuals who have the same
enthusiasm and passion for the study of
insects to gather under one roof to meet
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and share in a unique event. It is a forum
where enthusiasts can:
-see thousands of different insects from
all over the world
-purchase specimens for the collection or
simply for decoration
-obtain equipment to maximize the
enjoyment of your interest
-find out about societies and
organizations dedicated to Entomology
-find out about this growing industry in
Canada
-be educated about these fascinating
creatures
-enjoy the camaraderie and meet others
with the same interest
WHEN: April 29, 2007
TIME: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
WHERE: Right in the heart of
Mississauga. St Johns Hall is located at
2185 Stavebank Road. Just west of
Hurontario Street ( HWY #10 ). See
directions from the 401, 403 or QEW.
HOW MUCH: Admission is $5.00 for
adults and $4.00 for children.

2006 Ontario Nature
Conservation Awards
Ontario Nature (Federation of Ontario
Naturalists) annually presents a number
of awards to recognize the service and
commitment of individuals and
organizations towards conservation in
Ontario. The deadline for nominations
this year is March 9, 2007. Nominators
must be a member of Ontario Nature, but
non-Ontario Nature individuals or
organizations may be nominated.
Nominations must be submitted on an
official form, available from Ontario Nature
(800-440-2366) or downloaded from
www.ontarionature.org. The awards will
be presented this year at the Annual
General Meeting in June in Peterborough.
There are nine awards and a camp
scholarship for children.
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Upcoming

Meetings
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
Saturday February 24, 2007 1 PM
THE QUEST FOR SPECIES IDENTIFICATION
Paul Hebert
Paul Hebert is the Canada Research Chair in Molecular Biodiversity at the University of Guelph who has been much in the news
lately. He is the Director of the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario and of the Canadian Barcode of Life Network. His laboratory has
developed a speedy method of identifying species by DNA barcode. As a result The Consortium for the Barcode of Life has been
established with the aim of barcoding as many of the world's 100+ million species as possible. More than 100 organizations in 39
countries are participating.
Paul's laboratory is concentrating on identifying all the known North American species of lepidoptera and has made excellent
progress so far. He will be sharing his experiences on this fascinating project with us.
Saturday March 24, 2007 1 PM
ANNUAL STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Room 432 Ramsay Wright Building 25 Harbord St (SW corner of St George and Harbord)
Graduate students from Ontario universities present short talks and display posters of their research in entomology. They cover
a variety of topics - from mosquitos to heel-walkers - and topics such as identification and behaviour. Come out and support our
future entomologists!
Coffee and refreshments will be served.
Saturday April 28, 2007 1 PM
BUGS ARE COOL: PIQUING PUBLIC INTEREST
Margaret Pickles
Margaret Pickles is a part-time professor at Niagara College and former Assistant Curator of the Niagara Butterfly Conservatory. She
is an entomologist who has spent most of her career encouraging the public to look at bugs with a positive and curious attitude.
Margaret will share with us some of her experiences with the public and bugs, including her recent adventures in China and Thailand
where she went looking for bugs as food in the markets.
2007 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2007 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2007 season.
If you have ideas for outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Steve LaForest, Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 905-720-2784
email: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org
All meetings (except March - see above) are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 113
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Carol Sellers at
(416) 421-7398
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $5 or more depending on the lot.
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Monarch

News
submitted by Don Davis

Monarch Larvae Pictured
on Canadian Postage Stamp
TEA member Don Davis has learned that
the Monarch caterpillar will be pictured
on a Canadian stamp. The forthcoming
series of stamps from Canad Post will
depict beneficial insects, including a
bumble bee, a lady bug, a dragonfly, a
lacewing, a moth and a monarch
caterpillar.

Sign at the entrance to the NABA Butterfly Park in
Mission Texas, with offices and gift shop in the background

These stamps, in the amounts of 1 cent, 2
cents, 4 cents, 5 cents, 10 cents, and 25
cents will be available beginning in
October 2007.

TEA Members Don Davis and
Chris Darling Featured in
Cottage Life Article
Two long time members of the TEA have
been featured in a recent article
highlighting the largest Monarch
migration since 2001.
Don Davis, and Chris Darling both
provided comments for the story, which
appeared in the November/December 2006
issue of Cottage Life.
Don Davis is a renouned naturalist, who
has been studying Monarch butterflies
for most of his life.
Chris Darling, is curator of insects at the
Royal Ontario Museum.
Photograph taken by Don Davis of a Queen sitting in his hand. This
butterfly was too cold to fly. Don also saw a Soldier in the park.
See full story on page 18
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The

Bookworm
Reviews
Butterflies of the East Coast:
an Observer’s Guide
by Rick Cech and Guy Tudor:
Princeton University Press, 2005.
ISBN: 0-691-09055-6
Butterflies of the East Coast differs from
other recent field guides in providing a
more comprehesive discussion of the
ecology of each species. Although the
scope is limited to the US coastal plain
and New England, most butterflies likely
to be encountered in Eastern North
America are featured. The exception are
species entirely limited to the taiga or
tundra north of the US-Canada border.
There are few photos of larvae or pupa
(unlike several recent guides). However,
the emphasis on habitat and behavioural
aspects of butterlies, will be extremely
helpful for the serious enthusiast.
Review by Glenn Richardson

New Books
Hazards of Butterfly Collecting.
Torben B. Larsen.
A compilation of previously published
accounts, with 147illustrations and
photographs. 256 pages. Softcover.
ISBN 0-9548375-0-9
Price: £11.99 UK, £13.99
Overseas, including postage. Available
from the publisher, Cravitz Printing Co
Ltd, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex
CM144TA.
Tel: 01277 224610 or:
cravitzprinting@btconnect.com
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A Swift Guide to the Butterflies of
Mexico and Central America
Jeffrey Glassberg
Sunstreak Books, New Jersey
Available December 2006/January 2007

Articles
Non-lethal way of Securing
Insect Specimens in the Field for
Morphometrics Studies.
Neve, G; Descimon, H-Bulletin de la
Societe Royale Belge d'Entomologie/
Bulletin van de Koninklijke Belgische
Vereniging voor Entomologie [Bull.
Soc. R. Belge Entomol./Bull. K. Belg.
Ver. Entomol.]. Vol. 141, no. 7-12, pp.
185-187. Jul-Dec 2006.

A new Species of Plusia
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) from
North America.
Daniel Handfield, Louis Handfield.
Canadian Entomologist. Ottawa: Nov/
Dec 2006.Vol.138, Iss. 6; pg. 853, 7 pgs.

Patterns in the Within-tree
Distribution of the Emerald Ash
Borer Agrilus planipennis
(Fairmaire) in young, Green-Ash
Plantations of South-Western
Ontario, Canada.
Laura L. Timms, Sandy M. Smith, Peter
de Groot. Agricultural and Forest
Entomology. Oxford: Nov 2006. Vol. 8,
Iss. 4; p. 313

What Are Bugs Worth?
Cynthia Berger. National Wildlife.
(World edition). Washington: Oct/Nov
2006.Vol.44, Iss. 6; pg. 36

Research offers clues to butterfly
migration: Student proves
insects store iron in brains to
navigate 3,000 miles.
Bill Sloat, The Cleveland Plain-Dealer.
The Grand Rapids Press. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Oct 27, 2006.p. D.14

Introduced Carabidae
(Coleoptera) from Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island: new
records and ecological
perspectives.
Christopher G Majka, Joyce Cook,
Susan Westby. Canadian
Entomologist. Ottawa: Sep/Oct
2006.Vol.138, Iss. 5; pg. 602, 8 pgs

Simple rules guide dragonfly
migration.
Wikelski, Martin; Moskowitz, David;
Adelman, James S; Cochran, Jim;
Wilcove, David S; May, Michael L
Biology Letters [Biol. Lett.]. Vol. 2, no.
3, pp. 325-329. Sep 2006.

Crougching Scientist, Hidden
Dragonfly.
Susan Milius.
Science News. Washington: Aug 12,
2006.Vol.170, Iss. 7; pg. 104, 2 pgs

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:
W. John D. Eberlie Research
Travel Grant - to help to sponsor
research into Ontario insects
All donations are tax-creditable
and a receipt will be issued. Even
$5 will help!
Please send to: Chris Rickard,
Treasurer, TEA, 1606 Crediton
Parkway, Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 3X3
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Visit to the NABA International Butterfly Park
by Don Davis
The NABA International Butterfly Park is the culmination of a
decade of dreaming of a special facility devoted to wild
butterflies. NABA President, Dr. Jeffrey Glassberg, whose
passion for butterflies goes back to early childhood, is the
driving force behind the Park’s development. The subtropical
climate of the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas and its unique
diversity of butterflies kept drawing Dr. Glassberg back..
Dr. Sue Sill, a noted botanist, oversees day to day operation of
the Park and is in charge of its development. The Park is located
southwest of Mission, Texas, on about 100 acres of land donated
by Bentsen Palm Development and is designed to be the largest
outdoor butterfly park in the world. It is an outdoor park with
intensive planting of native species to attract large populations
of butterflies. Special attractions include paths and trailways
through the gardens in addition to a riverwalk along the Rio
Grande River. About 30 acres are situated north of the City of
Mission’s Main Canal and Levee where the welcome center,
education facilities and a botanical garden of native plants are
being developed. Another 72 acres in the south tract of the Park,
between the levee and the Rio Grande River, are being revegetated with native Valley plants that have disappeared from
most areas. This will give the public an opportunity to explore
and learn about the Valley’s unique flora and fauna. A beautiful
Visitors/Education Center is planned for the area and will provide
experiences for both the general public and more advanced
butterfliers. The park opened in 2004.
An important, long-term benefit of NABA International Butterfly
Park is its impact on public awareness of the role that natural
habitats play in human well-being. As a world-class facility
committed to environmental education, the Park will encourage
the public’s commitment to stewardship by demonstrating the
value of native plants and wild areas to small wildlife, such as
butterflies, while stressing the importance of individual species,
and of native habitat to the health of the planet.
By July 2006, nearly 170 species of butterflies had been spotted
at the Park, including Yellow Angled-Sulphur, Lantana ScrubHairstreak and Two-barred Flasher, uncommon or rare in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley. A broad-tipped clearwing, spotted on
December 7/05, was a new U.S. record. NABA officials stressed
that the Valley was chosen as the park site because of the large
number of butterfly species that inhabit the area. Approximately
40 percent or 300-plus of the 720 species of butterflies found in
North America have been spotted in the Valley. The Park’s logo
butterfly is the Mexican Bluewing. Observers watch for at least
another 25 species known to live within 50 miles of the Park.
TEA member Don Davis, along with Dr. Sue Sill, toured this Park
on December 8/06. While temperatures hovered about 10 C and
it was overcast, past TEA president Dr. Phil Schappert arrived
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and helped locate an amazing array of adult butterflies, larva and
pupa readily found on and hiding in the vegetation, including
Queens, Gulf Fritillary and Zebra Heleconian. Phil later
photographed a “smudged Queen” spotted by Don Davis, noting
that it was in fact a Soldier!
Other species that had been recently spotted in this remarkable
park included Malachite, Red Rim, Marine Blue, Tailed Orange,
Mexican Bluewing, Red-Bordered Pixie, Silver-Banded Hairstreak,
Banded Peacock, Xami Hairstreak, Mournful Duskywing, Lacy’s
Scrub-Hairstreak, Brazilian Skipper, Guava Skipper.
For more information about this remarkable park, go to: http://
www.naba.org/nababp/Index.html

Picture of Zebra Heliconian found on the path at the NABA
International Butterfly Park.
Photo by Don Davis

Delegates attending the Monarch Flyway Conservation
Workshop at the Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley State Park
and in the headquarters of the World Birding Centre, Mission,
Texas. In the picture you will see Don Davis and past TEA
president Dr. Phil Schappert.
Photo by Unknown
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by January 31, 2008. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Compiler needed. See details on inside front cover

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2006. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see http://nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/odonates/atlas.html
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Extinction of Insects
W.D. McIlveen
(Based on a presentation made to TEA, October 21, 2006)

Introduction
The number of species of all living things that presently live on
the planet is quite uncertain but the best estimate seems to fall at
about 13.6 million species. There is little doubt that insects form
the largest group of organisms on earth (approximately 64% of
all organisms). Estimated insect species numbers have ranged
as high as 31 million but the true range is likely between 4 and 9
million insect species. Of this, just over one million have been
formally described.
Current thinking suggests that the organisms presently alive
represent only 5% to 10% of those ever to have existed. The
unsaid consequence of this is that 90% to 95% of species have
gone extinct. Because the true number of species is still far from
being known, extinctions rates can only be estimates. Based on
the fossil record, the average lifespan of a species is typically a
few million years though some may remain for many millions of
years. Human activities are causing species to be lost at
estimated rates of 100 to 1000 times faster than background.
Naturally, because insects make up so many of the species, we
would expect a large number of these to be among the species
that have come and gone. In fact, the number of insect species
that are known to have gone extinct in recent times is remarkably
low.
If we consider that a taxon (species) is ‘extinct’ when there is no
reasonable doubt that the last individual has died, we are left
with the difficulty of responding to that doubt. Extinction can
be rather difficult to prove, especially in the case of insects that
are relatively small, may have very limited population information
due to limited numbers of field investigators or expertise in
identification, not to mention that insects may be less than
charismatic in the public mind. Proving extinction may be a
challenge but we can learn something from the basic
understanding that the population of species must decline to
very low numbers before the last member dies out. A review of
the literature leaves a great deal of uncertainty in that different
data sources indicate different numbers of species that are
considered extinct or endangered. Furthermore, some species
that still appear on the list may have been rediscovered; therefore,
the data with regards to extinction among insects is in a state of
flux.
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of animal species that have been
designated extinct in the 2004 ICUN Red Book. This includes
some species that exist only in captivity. The list is dominated
by the mollusks (41.3%) followed by birds (18.1%), fish (12.7%)
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and mammals (10.5%). The insects rank as fifth with 8.2% of
animals listed as extinct.
Figure 1

The ICUN Red Book for 1994 lists 60 species that are considered
extinct (Table 1). Of these, extinct Lepidoptera make up close to
half of the list. The second highest total represents the
Coleoptera while the remainder is distributed among seven other
insect orders.
Table 1 – Numbers of extinct insect species by Order
Order

Species

Coleoptera
Diptera
Ephemeroptera
Homoptera
Lepidoptera
Odonata
Orthoptera
Plecoptera
Trichoptera

16
3
2
2
27
2
3
1
4

Total
Source: ICUN Red Book 2004

60

Of the 27 species of extinct Lepidoptera, the largest
representation is from the Noctuidae (Table 2). This is probably
a reflection of the relatively large number of species in this family.
The weevils (Curculionidae) make up the largest group while
the Diving Beetles (Dytiscidae) have a significant representation.
Such a listing is likely a reflection of the people studying these
groups rather than numbers of beetles that have disappeared.
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Table 2 – Numbers of extinct species of Lepidoptera and
Coleoptera by Family
Lepidoptera

Species

Coleoptera

Species

Argyresthiidae
Coleophoridae
Geometridae
Libytheidae
Lycaenidae
Nepticulidae
Noctuidae
Pyralidae
Tischeriidae
Zygaenidae

1
1
3
1
3
2
12
2
1
1

Carabidae
Curculionidae
Dytiscidae

1
9
6

Total

16

Total

27

Source: ICUN Red Book 2004
Some insects appear to be genuinely extinct. This includes the
Antioch Dunes Shieldback Katydid (Neduba extincta).
It was discovered in 1960s in a collection made in the 1930s. It
was never seen again and its original sand dune habitat has
been destroyed. Pollution and dredging hastened the demise
of the Pecatonica River Mayfly (Acanthametropus pecatonica)
that is known only from few rivers in Mississippi and Wisconsin
River area. The species is known only from nymphal specimens
retrieved from shallow sandy-bottom rivers. It was classed
extinct in 1994.
The most spectacular crash of any insect populations was that
of the Rocky Mountain Locust (Melanoplus spretus). The insect
took extremely high tolls on the crops grown on the Great Plains
of the United States as agriculture was expanding into the
western parts of the continent. In the outbreak year of 1874, it
was estimated that the locust swarm consisted of 12.5 trillion
insects. Thirty years later the insect was extinct! The last known
specimens were collected in 1902 but some can still be found
frozen in glacier ice high in the Rocky Mountains. The mountain
glaciers themselves are in retreat thus reducing the potential for
doing additional research into this species. The decline in the
locust population coincided with the disappearance of the Eskimo
Curlew. That bird was believed to rely on the grasshopper
nymphs as they were on their northward migration to the Arctic.
Other factors including excessive market hunting may have been
involved. Many theories have been advanced to explain the
cause of the locust decline but these have generally be
discounted upon examination. The most plausible explanation
is that the critical habitat that sustained the insects between
outbreak years was destroyed. That critical habitat was the
fertile mountain river valleys that were so attractive to the settlers.
Once these lands were brought into cultivation, the species was
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no longer able to sustain itself through the critical periods.
One of the most famous extinctions of a butterfly involves the
Xerces Blue Butterfly (Glaucopsyche xerces). Its name is
memorialized by the conservation group the Xerces Society.
Although the butterfly was noted as being common in certain
places, even after 1875, it was suggested in that year that the
Blue was rare and likely to go extinct . The Xerces was last seen
alive in 1945. Closer to home, the Karner Blue (Lycaeides melissa
samuelis) is one of five subspecies of the Melissa Blue. Once it
was found in six oak savanna habitats in southern Ontario. By
early 1980s, only two of Ontario’s six sites remained - Port Franks
& St. Williams. Since the early to mid-1980s, the Karner Blue
declined by up to 90% across its range. Efforts are underway to
re-introduce the species to Ontario by improving the stocks of
its host plant, the Wild Lupine.
One of the highest rates of insect extinctions is reported from
Hawaii (Table 3). Although a few species have been found
since this listing was created, the numbers reveal a sorry state
on those islands. A total of 77 species are extinct, half of which
are Lepidoptera. (Note the disparity of numbers with the ICUN
Red Book classification). Some species disappeared in the late
1800s while some are more recent. Much of the species loss has
been due to the changes in land use and the introduction of new
species of plants and animals.
Table 3 Extinction of species in Hawaii.
Order

Extinct Species

Coleoptera
Diptera
Hemiptera
Homptera
Hymenoptera
Lepidotera
Odonata
Orthoptera

15
5
1
2
13
38
1
2

Total

77

Last Seen Oldest
1964
1973
1936
1913
1925
1970’s
1917
?

1908
1893
1936
1913
1894
1890’s
1917
?

At least two species were once listed as being extinct but that
was a mistaken extinction. These were the Lord Howe Island
Phasmid (Dryococelus australis) and the Fabulous Green Sphinx
Moth (Tinostoma smaragditis). The former was thought to have
been eliminated by 1920 by rats introduced two years earlier. In
2001, it was found living on a desolate rock island lacking trees
though it had been suspected of living cavities of large trees.
The latter moth species had been sought by 80 different
collecting expeditions to Western Kauai, Hawaii, but only 15
specimens were ever found in the last 110 years. In 1996, species
was assessed as Extinct. The discovery of four individuals since
1998 has caused the status to be changed to Data Deficient.
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These examples illustrate the difficulty in proving that a species
is no more. Happily, these two were proven to still be alive.

If parasites are host-specific, then parasites should also become
extinct along with host species. In this case, the host species
was the Passenger Pigeons. The co-extermination theory was
alive and well when thirty years after the hosts went extinct, a
feather louse was described from three preserved individuals in
a German museum. The louse was identified as Columbicola
extinctus. In 1999, C. extinctus was later identified as really being
Columbicola columbae, a species that occurs on other pigeons.
In 1969, a down louse Campanulotes defectus was described
from a Passenger Pigeon. In 2000, C. defectus was found to
have been misidentified and was really Campanulotes flavens.
C. flavens still occurs on Bronzewing Doves in Australia. The
problem was likely that the source specimen was mislabeled
from an Australian collection. The original collector was poor at
managing the collection and his successor may have been no
better. To make matters worse, part of the collection was bombed
during World War II.
The co-extermination theory was applied to the loss of the
American Chestnut. The Chestnut Blight Fungus
(Cryphonectria parasitica) appeared in North America at New
York City in 1904. The disease wiped out the major hardwood
species in Eastern North America and an estimated 4 billion trees
were killed. The tree still persists as sprouts from old stumps
that survive for several years before they are killed back by
fresh infections. Several insects specific to the Chestnut host
were investigated. The first was the Large Chestnut Weevil
(Curculio caryatrypes). The larvae of the weevil feed on
developing Chestnut fruit, over-winter in the soil, and adults
emerge in August.
Prior to the blight, extraordinary numbers of weevil larvae were
produced each year. With the loss of chestnut crop, insect
numbers (& biomass) fell precipitously. The weevils managed
to persist in small colonies that became established in scattered
plantings of Asian and hybrid chestnuts introduced for breeding

blight-resistant chestnuts.
In post-blight years, the weevil moved from their various
“refugia” to feed on its original host. By contrast, three Chestnutspecialist moths were not so fortunate. They have not been
collected since the host species disappeared and are considered
to be extinct. The species are Chestnut Ermine Moth (Argyresthia
castaneela), American Chestnut Moth (Ectodemia castaneae),
and Phleophagan Chestnut Moth (Ectodemia phleophaga).
At least two noticeable species are in steep population declines.
One is the Nine-spotted Lady Beetle (C-9) (Coccinella
novemnotata). Up until the mid-1980’s, C-9 was the most
common lady beetle in northeastern U.S. It was last collected in
1992. Competiton from the introduced Lady Beetles C.
septempunctata, Harmonia axyridis, Propylea quatuordecimpunctata and Hippodamia variegata is likely main cause of
decline. Another example is the American Burying Beetle
(Nicrophorus americanus). It was once wide-spread across
the eastern U.S. and Canada. Now it occurs only in a few
isolated populations in Rhode Island, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Nebraska, and South Dakota. It was placed on the federal U.S.
endangered species list in 1989. A number of theories exist to
explain the demise of this beetle. Habitat changes, pesticide
use, and installation of lights in rural areas have been mentioned.
The loss of insect species, in whole or in part might be due to a
myriad of causes. The most common causes mentioned most
frequently are habitat destruction, alien species, over-collecting,
and other potential threats such as pollution, pesticides and
climate change. If a species is identified as being at risk, certain
measures may be helpful at slowing or reversing the declines in
population. Recognizing the decline is a first and difficult step.
If no monitoring is being done, declines will never be detected
except anecdotally. Some measures that can be taken to preserve
a species especially the protection of habitat. Legislation at all
government levels (classification, law, and resource allocation
for enforcement & recovery efforts) restoration of damaged areas
are essential. That needs to be backed with scientific information

Table 4. Comparison of insect or invertebrates species rarity designation in several jurisdictions
Jurisdiction

Number

Base

Category

West Germany
Austria
United Kingdom
USA
USA
Canada
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario

34%
22%
10.8%
42 species
165 species
10 species
20 species
12 species
90 species
59 species
2.7%

10,290 species
9,694 species
14,634 species
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
175 butterflies
3835 beetles
2559 moths
165 Odonates
6569

Invertebrates
Invertebrates
Insects
USFWS
Natural Heritage Program
Lepidoptera listed in SARA
Listed as very-extremely rare
Listed as very-extremely rare
Listed as very-extremely rare
Listed as very-extremely rare
Based on above groups
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(research, surveys, systematics, taxonomy, & population
ecology). Education of the public and land managers is required.
To date, reintroduction of species at different locations around
the world has met with varying degrees of success. Provision of
habitat will always be the most critical factor. Without preserving
critical habitat in size suitable to a species and its biological
needs, the species cannot restore its population. Not only will
habitat protection assist the species of interest, it will ensure the
existence of a host of other species as well. Table 4 illustrates
the relative differences in recognition of species rarity between
the North American and European jurisdictions. While the data
may not be entirely comparable, it nevertheless points out that
North America is lagging in its assessment of rarity among insect
species.
It must be understood that, even if a species is able to avoid
some imminent crises such as those caused by the human race,
it will, in time, still disappear through natural processes. Some
species may remain unchanged for very long periods perhaps
tens of millions of years. A species can change through genetic
selection, hybridization, or through some other means to form
one or more new species. This is a natural process of evolution.
On the other hand, there is a moral imperative that we humans
should take our responsibility for the planet and all its inhabitants,
human and non-human, seriously. That responsibility is to share
the available resources on the planet with all creatures and not
cause their extinction at rates that are far beyond what the natural
world intended.

Occurrence of Phyciodes cocyta
and Phyciodes tharos in
Listowel, Ontario (Introduction)
Glenn M. Richardson
*A more complete version of this article is planned for the
Spring 2007 edtion of Ontario Insects

Figure 1

These individuals are very few in number and have a “textbook”
resemblance to P. tharos. Following this early spring flight,
around June 1st, a flight of large bright orange Cresecents, which
I believe to be P. cocyta appears in numbers and continues flying
into early July.

No sooner has the first flight of cocyta waned, then a new
brood of smaller Phyciodes spp.appears and these butterflies
fly for about one month until mid-August. Males of these
“summer crescents” pose the greatest challenge to identify.
While many resemble the tharos pictured in field guides, many
others resemble cocyta except for their smaller size.

A large number of observers, regardless of their expertise
continue to have difficulty identifying the recently separated
Northern Crescent (Phyciodes cocyta) and Pearl Crescent
(Phyciodes tharos).
The insect season of 2006, afforded me the opportunity to observe
Phyciodes spp. in close (i.e. 200 metres) proximity to my home in
Listowel, Ontario. Hence, I made it a daily mission to observe
and photograph as many individual butterflies as possible. Based
on my observations from mid-May to mid-October 2006, I have
concluded that there are two flights of Phyciodes cocyta, and
three flights of Phyciodes tharos. Although, the butterflies are
very similar, it is possible to separate them reliably by careful
observation. The timing of P. cocyta and P. tharos flights in
Listowel is approximated by Figure 1.
The first Phyciodes sp. appear in Listowel around May 21-24.
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In mid-August a smaller flight of P. cocyta appears again and
they fly until the end of the summer. Some of these individuals
linger until the first killing frost, and continue to fly with the
third flight of P. tharos (See Back Cover of this Issue). While,
the two species occurring together makes identification more
interesting, late summer examples of P. cocyta are usually larger
and more faded than those of P. tharos.
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Meeting

Reports
Saturday, November 25, 2006

TEA MEMBERS MEETING
As in past years, our TEA members
meeting was an opportunity for members
to share their experiences with insects
over the summer months. This year there
were several members sharing their photos
and expertiences over the summer. A
couple of highlights were:
Bob Yukich showed photos of a his trip
to Cape May, NJ in early September 2006,
where he observed and photographed the
annual butterfly migration.
TEA President Glenn Richardson shared
his life cycle photos of the Wild Indigo
Dusky Wing. The eggs were collected at
Eglinton Flats park in Toronto and were
reared to adults during July and August
2006.
Saturday, October 21, 2006

EXTINCTION OF INSECTS
W.D. McIlveen
W.D. McIlveen’s excellent presentation
onthe Extinction of Insects, is detailed in
his full article (see pp. 20-24) of this issue.
Saturday, November 25, 2006

VIGNETTES OF INSECT
NATURAL HISTORY
Chris Darling
The November monthly meeting
presentation was given by Chris Darling
who holds appointments as both a Senior
Curator of Entomology in the ROM’s
Department of Natural History as well an
Associate Professor of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at U of T. He used
the opportunity of his talk to show how
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naturalists can and have contributed to
scientific discoveries. He emphasized that
fieldwork is every bit as important as the
highly focused hypothesis-testing
research that predominates in laboratories
of academic institutions. He expressed
concern that there is increasing emphasis
on the latter at the expense of the former
types of investigation. Chris used the
approach of presenting studies in four
vignettes – two from Ontario and two from
studies in Vietnam. All involved some
aspect of the interaction of insects with
plants and with other insects. Two of these
vignettes are summarized below.

inside the host. The Perilampus larvae
then enter the Macrocentrus larva while
it is still inside its host caterpillar. In the
spring the Macrocentrus larva emerges
from the host caterpillar and only then does
the hyperparasitic wasp emerges from their
Macrocentrus host. It is interesting that
the hyperparasites are present in the gall
before the parasites appear. This is
certainly a case of speculative investment
in biology because there is no assurance
that the Macrocentrus female will choose
to lay her eggs on the particular Epiblema
caterpillars where the Perilampus are
present.

Chris pointed out that there are three gallforming insects on Ontario goldenrods –
one fly (Eurosta solidaginis) and two
moths (Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis
and Epiblema scudderiana). The latter
was the focus of his investigations. The
insects over-winter in the galls as
caterpillars, emerging in the spring to start
a new generation. The Epiblema caterpillar
feeds in the upper stems of plants where
it induces a sizable gall. The caterpillar
produces an opening in the gall through
which it disposes of the frass. This opening
is the entry point for the larvae of a
parasitoid wasp that is of particular interest
in the story — Perilampus fulvicornis.
The young larvae of this wasp crawl into
the central cavity of the gall via the frass
hole. Once inside, they attack the caterpillar
inside. The young Perilampus wasp larvae
cannot complete their life cycle without
the presence of a second parasitic wasp.
This second wasp, Macrocentrus
pallisteri, is too large to enter the gall but
instead inserts its ovipositor through side
of the gall and lay eggs on the caterpillar.
The larvae of this second wasp are armed
with large mandibles that are used to attack
their siblings so that only one matures

A second vignette involves the largeleaved elephant ear plants in the family
Araceae from Vietnam. The large circular
holes in the leaves were a puzzle until it
was discovered that a leaf beetle,
Aplosonyx ancora, was responsible. The
beetles perform a feeding activity that is
known as ‘trenching’. This involves
cutting a narrow strip through the surface
of the leaves in the form of a circle. The
trenches effectively isolate the tissue
within the circle from fresh supplies of the
protective latex from the surrounding
tissues. The latex “bleeds out” and the
tissue becomes palatable to the beetle.
The beetle consumes all the leaf tissue
within the circle leaving the conspicuous
circular holes. It was subsequently
discovered that most, if not all, of the other
beetles on the genus cut trenches in the
foliage of Araceae. Trench feeding on
Araceae is not confined to these beetles.
Trenching has also been documented on
Xanthosoma plants by a geometrid moth
in Panama. Obviously, the evolution of
trenching by groups as diverse as moths
and beetles in different parts of the world
must have occurred separately (parallel
evolution).
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Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Difficult to Identify? Northern Crescent (Phyciodes cocyta) at left, and Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes
tharos) at right. Both are males flying together in late summer. Photos taken September 4th, 2006
(tharos) and September 9th, 2006 (cocyta) by TEA President Glenn Richardson
See story on Page 23

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$185 Can ($170 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $160 US surface; $170 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$115 Can ($105 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $100 US surface; $110 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$60 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $48 US surface: $51 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $40 Can; In USA: $35 US.

Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $25 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literature and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $20 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 6 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $25 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Announcements
and Short Notes
Eberlie Field Research Travel
Award for 2007
The TEA has announced that the 2007
W. John Eberlie Field Research Travel
Award, has been awarded to Jen Perry
who is studying mating systems in water
striders .
Jen needs to travel to Ottawa to examine
the collection there and to collect field data
on live specimens and examine ecological
variables at various sites across Ontario.
Details of her research can be found in
the TEA Student Symposium Abstracts
on page 30 of this Issue.
There were four excellent applications for
the award, which were adjudicated by
TEA member W.D. McIlveen

2007 Vanessa Butterfly
Migration Project
It’s spring again, and time to announce
the 2007 season of the Vanessa Migration
Project. In a way similar to Journey
North’s Monarch tracking, we are
mapping seasonal distribution and
migration of four Vanessa butterflies in
North America:
Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta)
Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui)
American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis)
West Coast Lady (Vanessa annabella)
We are seeking several types of
observations:
1. First sighting of the year. The first
date when you see (or have seen) any of
these butterflies in your area, and the
numbers seen that day.
2. Noticeable directional migrations. If
there are noticeable directional migrations
of these species in your area, we would
appreciate your reports of these
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migrations.
3. Presence or abundance during the
upcoming season. Observations in your
own area besides or following your first
sighting, multiple observations from a
particular location, and sightings during
your travels are also welcome.

Many thanks to all of you who sent in or
forwarded observations last year!
Considering the low abundance of
Vanessa butterflies in most parts of North
America during 2006, we still received a
substantial number of observations last
year.

4.
None of a particular species seen
during the entire season. Negative
observations are also helpful in defining
the extent to which butterflies migrate or
otherwise distribute themselves each
year.

So, when you’re watching for Monarchs,
we would appreciate it very much if you
could also keep an eye out for Red
Admirals and Painted Ladies at the same
time. Or please pass this message on to
others whom you think might be interested
in this project.

Please include your full name, e-mail
address, the location from which you
observed, and the date or dates when you
see these butterflies. For evident
directional migrations, please include also
the direction toward which they seem to
be moving. A rough estimate of how
frequently they are passing through (for
example, 10 butterflies over 20 minutes)
would also be helpful, as would notes on
temperature, wind speed and direction,
and type and extent of cloud cover.
For more information about this project
and how to report your observations, see
the Red Admiral and Painted Lady
Research Site
http://www.public.iastate.edu/~mariposa/
homepage.html
Once there, select the links, “Help Track
the 2007 North American Migration” and
“How to Report Your Observations.” We
are taking observations either directly via
e-mail (mariposa@iastate.edu) or through
our reporting form and database.
We now have an interactive map that
opens from the map images on our home
page, as well as complete instructions for
viewing and working with the map (“How
to Use Our Interactive Map”).
If you have observations from previous
years that you would like to share, please
feel free to send these to us also. We will
add them to our database and interactive
map.

Thank you,
Royce J. Bitzer mariposa@iastate.edu

Butterfly Monitoring and Nature
Walk July 1
Meet at the Butterfly Gazebo in Bronte
Heritage Waterfront Park and learn how
to identify and count native butterfly
species.
Bronte Butterfly Foundation
2368 Lakeshore Road West
(905) 825-4400
www.butterflys.ca

Consultation on Amending the
List of Species under the
Species at Risk Act
The Government of Canada proclaimed the
Species at Risk Act (SARA) on June 5,
2003 as part of its strategy for the
protection of wildlife species at risk.
Canadians are invited to comment on
whether all or some of the species
included in this document should be
added to the SARA list.
Please submit your comments by March
16, 2007 for species undergoing normal
consultations and by March 14, 2008 for
species
undergoing
extended
consultations.
Consultation period:2006-12-28 to 20083-14. For complete information, go to:
www.sararegistry.gc.ca/public/
showDocument_e.cfm?id=1258
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Upcoming

Field Trips
EARLY BUTTERFLIES (PETERBOROUGH)
Saturday May 26, 8 AM, Leader: Jerry Ball
Jerry has a lot of great butterflies in Peterborough County, especially in the spring. He will show us some of his favourite places,
in a variety of butterfly habitats. We expect to see Eastern Pine and Brown Elfin, Chryxus Arctic, Olympia Marblewing and
Common Roadside Skipper as well as 2 or 3 early Duskywing species, Canadian Tiger Swallowtails and a number of other early
spring butterflies. If we’re lucky we may catch sight of a Hoary Elfin or even a Henry’s Elfin. Bring lunch, water, sunscreen &
insect repellent. Meet at the Peterborough Zoo parking lot. From 401, follow Hwy 115 north to Peterborough. Take The
Parkway north 2 km to Lansdowne St. Turn right (east) on Lansdowne 2 km to George St., then left (north) on George until it
becomes Water St. Follow Water St. along the river to the Zoo (about 10 min.)
T.E.A. EAST TORONTO BUTTERFLY COUNT
Sunday July 1, 9 AM, Co-ordinator: Tom Mason
Bone up on your ID skills and help count butterflies in the Rouge or Don Valley. This is an official NABA count and the TEA will
pay your participation fee. For those counting in the Rouge, meet at the Pearse House. From Sheppard Ave go north on
Meadowvale Rd; take the exit to the Toronto Zoo but turn RIGHT at the first turn and park along the side of the road. Bring
nets, containers, lunch and water. No collecting in the Rouge. Call Tom Mason (905-839-6764) if you plan to participate.
BRANCHTON BUTTERFLIES
Sunday, July 22, 10 AM, Leaders: Members of the TEA
This wonderful rail trail near Cambridge used to be a favourite spot for field trips. Last year we started walking the trail under
threatening clouds. We found some good insects before drizzle turned to heavy rain, so we’re heading back there this year. It’s
an easy walk through a variety of habitats, yielding a phenomenal number of butterfly species, including Tawny Emperor. There
should be plenty of dragonflies and damselflies too. We will meet in Cambridge. Contact us for directions. Bring nets, insect
containers, lunch, water.
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Tuesday July 24, 8:15 PM, Leaders: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
This is a joint outing with the High Park Community Advisory Council. Members of the public are invited to join TEA members
Dave Beadle, Tom Mason, Carolyn King, and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth-catching and identification. A $2 donation is
requested. Meet at the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm. This outing is especially good for children –
bring the whole family! No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have them. For more
information contact Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca.
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
Saturday August 11, 10 AM, Leader: Tom Mason
This has been a popular outing for a number of years. The Beaver Creek rail trail has a wealth of habitats for all kinds of insects
and spiders. Streams, ponds, bridges, weedy vegetation: all the places spiders like to be. Bring insect containers, nets, hand
lens, water and lunch. (Note: Easy walking) Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows under Hwy 12 just south of
Blackwater.
RAVEN LAKE MOTH NIGHT
late August (date TBA), 7:30 PM Leader: Dave Beadle
TEA member Dale Leadbeater has invited us to check out the moths at her off-the-grid house on the east side of the Carden
Alvar. We had a moth night there two years ago, and despite continuous rain we had over 70 species! Follow County Rd.
(formerly Hwy.) 48 east off Hwy 12 just north of Beaverton, about 26 km to County Rd. 41. Turn left and go about 1 km north to
Dale’s driveway in Corson’s Siding. You can’t miss the Leadbeater sign and the cardinal. For more information contact
Carolyn King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have them.
NOTE: Occasionally we have to change the date or start time of an outing, so it’s important that we know whether you plan to
attend. For all events except the T.E.A. Butterfly Count, please contact the organizers: Carolyn King (416)222-5736
cking@yorku.ca or Steve LaForest (905)720-2784 For more details and for updates, visit www.ontarioinsects.org
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2007 Ontario

Insect Counts
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
Date (Rain date)
Sat. June 2
*Mon. June 18
Sat. June 23 (24)
Sun. June 24
Sat. June 30
Sat. June 30 (July 1)
Sat. June 30 (July 1)
Sun.. July 1
*Sun. July 1
Mon. July 3
Wed. July 4
Sat. July 7
Sun. July 8
Sun. July 8
Sun. July 8
*Sat. July 8 (9)
Sat. July 14
Sat. July 14
*Sat. July 14
Sat. July 14 (15)
*Sat. July 21
Sat. July 21 (22)
Sat. Aug 4
*Sat. Aug 11 (12)

Location
Algonquin East Side
Sandbanks Prov. Park
Pinery Prov. Park
Oshawa
Long Point
Lake Dore
Muskoka Bala
T.E.A. Toronto East
Skunk’s Misery
Orillia
Hwy 60 Algonquin
Windsor
Sunderland
Carden Alvar
Rondeau Prov. Park
McGregor Point Prov.
Toronto Centre
Haliburton Highlands
Clear Creek
Hog Island
Cambridge (rare)
Petroglyphs Prov. Park
Pelee Island
Point Pelee Nat’l. Park

Contact
Colin Jones
Yvette Bree
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Doug Timpf
Chris Michener
Ron Stager
Tom Mason
Ann White
Bob Bowles
Colin Jones
Paul Pratt
James Kamstra
Bob Bowles
Emily Slavik –
Contact Park
John Carley
Ed Poropat
Heather Prangley
Chris Michener
Larry Lamb
Jerry Ball
Bob Bowles
Sarah Rupert

Telephone
(705) 652-5004
(613) 393-3319 x227
(519) 869-2833
(905) 985-4497
(519-586-9964
(613) 625-2263
(705) 684-9194
(905) 839-6764
(519) 457-6586
(705) 325-3149
(705)652-5004
(519) 966-5852
(905) 985-4497
(705) 325-3149
519-674-1774
(519) 389-6231
(416) 766-1330
(705) 457-3018
(519) 674-3200
(613) 625-2263
(519) 888-4567 x2646
(705) 745-3272
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700 x13

Email
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
yvette.bree@mnr.gov.on.ca
kulon@cogeco.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
timpf@nornet.on.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
ronstager@sympatico.ca
tmason@torontozoo.ca
doug.ann.white@rogers.com
rbowles@rogers.com
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
ppratt@city.windsor.on.ca
jkamstra@gartnerlee.com
rbowles@rogers.com
emily.slavik@ontario.ca
birdfest2006@bmts.com
carley.la@sympatico.ca
edporopat@halhinet.on.ca
heather.prangley@sympatico.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
lelamb@fes.uwaterloo.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
sarah_rupert@pc.gc.ca

* Counts not confirmed
Counts held in the past but without dates for this year
Misery Bay, Manitoulin I. Nancy Ironside (705) 326-4384 nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca
Severn Township Nancy Ironside (705) 326-4384 nancy.ironside@sympatico.ca
DRAGONFLY COUNTS
Date (Rain date)
Thu. Jul 5
*Sun. Jul 8
Sat. Jul 14
*Thu. Jul 19
Sat. Aug 4 (5)
Sun. Aug 5

Location
Algonquin Odonate
Hamilton Odonate
Carden Alvar Odonate
Royal Botanical Gardens
Lake Dore Odonate
Pelee Island Odonate

Contact
Colin Jones
Carl Rothfels
Bob Bowles
Carl Rothfels
Chris Michener
Bob Bowles

Telephone
(705) 652-5004
(919) 943-0227
(705) 325-3149
(919) 943-0227
(613) 625-2263
(705) 325-3149

Email
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca
crothfels@yahoo.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
crothfels@yahoo.ca
cmichener@renc.igs.net
rbowles@rogers.com

Dates are subject to change! Please check with the count organizer in advance. Everyone is welcome, whatever your skill
level. Note that many of these counts are done for the North American Butterfly Association and that there may be a nominal
charge for participating. Please be prepared for the count activity with sunscreen, water, hat, food and other items suggested
by the count organizer. This list has been compiled by Carolyn King and the Toronto Entomologists’ Association.
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develop as a result of lifestyle changes that males and females
experience at maturity. Finally, observations that male spiderlings
have thicker pedipalps than females even at the 2nd instar,
provides a reliable means for sexing juveniles.

Sensory physiology of vibration detection in spiders
On Saturday, March 24, 2007 several talks and posters were
presented by students from Brock University, York University
the University of Guelph and the University of Toronto.
Abstracts of the talks and posters are featured below.

TALKS
Does gypsy moth invasion affect the natural mortality of native
caterpillars?
Laura Timms and Sandy Smith
University of Toronto
Abstract:
Research on the detection and management of the gypsy moth
has been extensive; however, very few studies have addressed
the ecological implications of its introduction into North
American forests. With a wide host range and a large assemblage
of natural enemies, the gypsy moth has broad potential to both
indirectly and directly affect native species. Gypsy moth and
native caterpillars were reared from areas in Ontario where the
gypsy moth had either been recorded at outbreak levels or had
never been observed. Parasitoid species composition and
abundance were assessed to understand how the presence of
gypsy moth indirectly affects the natural mortality of native
caterpillars.

Sen Sivalinghem, Norman Lee and Andrew C. Mason
University of Toronto at Scarborough
Abstract:
Spiders rely heavily on vibrations to sense their environment.
Vibrations are used for prey detection, courtship signaling, and
fending off rivals, and are detected via two main sensory organs
(trichobothria and the slit sense organs). Vibrations must travel
via the substrate that spiders occupy in order for them to be
detected, but different substrates are likely to alter the physical
properties of the signals. The habitats of different species of
spiders vary: from solid surfaces, such as plant leaves, rocks,
and sand; webs, such as, orb-webs, cob-webs, and funnel-webs;
to water surfaces. The purpose of the present study was to
compare species of spiders that live on various substrates to
determine whether there is corresponding variation in the tuning
or sensitivity of their sensory system to substrate-borne
vibrations. In this study, we compared the tuning curves of adult
females of eight different spider species. Extracellular leg nerve
recordings were obtained by vibrating the tarsus of each spider’s
legs at varying frequencies and intensities. We then created
global threshold-frequency tuning curves for each spider species
by counting the number of action potential spikes at each
frequency and intensity. We compared the frequency tuning
curves between species to address the question of whether spider
vibration senses are specialized to different habitats.

Development of sexual dimorphism in morphology and allometry
in the redback spider (Latrodectus hasselti).
Female control over sexual receptivity in male redback spiders
Nagissa Mahmoudi, Yoni M. Brandt and Maydianne C.B.
Andrade
University of Toronto at Scarborough
Abstract:
Sexual size dimorphism (SSD) is a common phenomenon across
many taxa, with insects showing a pronounced skew towards
larger females. However, no published studies have yet examined
the juvenile development of sexually dimorphic characters, which
could provide a non-destructive method to sex juveniles. In this
study, we examine the development of sexual dimorphism in the
Australian redback spider (Latrodectus hasselti) by tracking
development from the egg to maturity. Latrodectus hasselti
shows a high degree of SSD with females being substantially
larger than males. We show that females have a larger prosoma,
opisthosoma, and leg width than males, and show sex differences
in the growth rate of prosoma and leg width. Thus, SSD may
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Kuhan Permapaladas, Jeff Stoltz and Maydianne C.B.
Andrade
University of Toronto at Scarborough
Abstract:
Chemical communication is one of the oldest forms of
communication. One of the primary uses of chemical signals is
in mate attraction, where males seek out sexually mature,
receptive females through pheromones that females release. It
has been shown in Australian redback spiders (Latrodectus
hasselti) that male activity in response to web based pheromones
decreases on newly mated females relative to virgin females.
However, if reproductive output is limited by sperm availability,
females limited to a single mating are expected to re-advertise
their receptivity later on in the season to maximize their
reproductive potential. To test whether females can alter the
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productivity of their attractive pheromone, we extracted
pheromonal compounds from webs built by females: (1) prior
to mating, (2) immediately after one sided copulation, and (3)
three months after first copulation. We exposed virgin males
to each web extract and compared their activity to determine
whether female pheromonal production was altered.

Morphological and cytogenetic studies of Anopheles
(Diptera: Culicidae) mosquitoes in Ontario
Aynsley Thielman and Fiona F. Hunter
Brock University
Abstract:
Specimens of the Ontario species of Anopheles were collected
over two field seasons and examined morphologically and
cytologically. Of the five known species from Ontario (An.
barberi, An. earlei, An. punctipennis, An. quadrimaculatus,
and An. walkeri), all but the latter were collected in large
numbers. The possible occurrence of two other species
known from the United States (An. crucians, and An.
perplexans) is also being examined. Specimens were analyzed
to determine whether isomorphic sibling species occur in
Ontario and whether An. crucians and An. perplexans now
have their ranges extend northward into Canada. Cytogenetic
analysis of the polytene chromosomes (present in the salivary
glands of fourth instar larvae) of preserved specimens
revealed the need for slides to be prepared using healthy live
specimens. Thus, the second field season was dedicated to
producing high-quality slide preparations from live larvae
obtained from: a) field collections, b) gravid females collected
in the field and induced to oviposit in the lab, and c)
established laboratory colonies. Morphological examination
of larvae and adult females is currently underway.
Photographs of taxonomically important characters will be
taken using an automontage imaging system and used to
develop photographic keys. One particular larval character
(the presence of additional tergal plates on abdominal
segments IV through VII), previously known only in British
Columbian specimens of An. freeborni, has now been found
in many Ontario specimens of An. earlei.

Post-glacial re-colonization of western North America: a tale
of black flies and genes (Diptera: Simuliidae).
Julio Rivera and Douglas C. Currie
University of Toronto & Royal Ontario Museum
Abstract:
Thick layers of continental ice covered most of northern North
America during the last (Wisconsinan) glaciation. Widely
distributed pre-glacial populations were confined to
unglaciated (refugial) areas north and/or south of the ice sheet.
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As the ice sheets receded after the last glacial maximum (18,00010,000 years ago), populations from these refugial areas began
to reinvade the newly available terrain. In this study we explore
the recolonization history of western North America using
black flies (Diptera: Simuliidae) as model organisms. Using
a portion of the mitochondrial gene Cytochrome Oxidase I
(COI), we studied the relationship between 55 populations of
the high elevation Cordilleran species Prosimulium travisi
sampled throughout its entire range. Our results suggest that
populations of P. travisi were confined to two different refugial
areas during the Wisconsinan glacial maximum: one in the
north (Beringia) and one in the south (i.e., south of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet). Following deglaciation, these founding
populations dispersed southward and northward,
respectively, and are now sympatric in the area straddling the
49th parallel. The implications of these findings, and their
relationship to the present-day distributions of other highaltitude simuliids, will be discussed.

POSTERS
The effects of various diluents, diluent:semen ratios, and
cryoprotectants on the viability and motility of cryopreserved
honeybee (Apis mellifera L.) spermatozoa.
Megan A. Taylor and Ernesto Guzman-Novoa
University of Guelph
Abstract:
The goal of this study is to provide a successful method to
obtain highly viable cryopreserved honeybee (Apis mellifera
L.) spermatozoa for instrumental insemination of queens.
Previous attempts have mixed semen with an extender (diluent)
and a cryoprotectant (glycerol or DMSO), before placing
samples directly into liquid nitrogen. However, these relatively
simple freezing protocols allow for little control of the sample’s
freezing rate, resulting in poor post-thaw viability. We
assessed multiple diluents, cryoprotectants and diluent:semen
ratios as a means of improving these techniques. Initially,
semen was collected and pooled from mature drones for each
diluent at a 1:1 ratio. Samples were analyzed for viability
using the dual SYBR-14 and Propidium Iodide (PI) staining
method, and visually assessed for motility. Although all
diluents produced similarly viable cells, there was a significant
difference between the diluents and their corresponding
motility levels (P<0.0001). Two of the seven diluents were
chosen based on their elevated viability counts and ability to
maintain high spermatozoa motility. These diluents were
therefore used to extend semen collected at a 1:1 and 3:1 ratio,
along with one of three cryoprotectants (DMSO, glycerol,
DMA). Specific protocols were then developed to control
the freezing and thawing rates of these samples. There was
no significant difference between the two collection ratios
(P=0.0796), however, the cryoprotectant DMSO and type of
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diluent had a significant impact on increasing spermatozoa postthaw viability, P=0.0001 and P=0.0154, respectively. These results
are consistent with the hypothesis that the manipulation of
diluent components and cryoprotectants improve post-thaw
viability of honeybee spermatozoa and provide vast potential
for selecting specific genetic characteristics to directly influence
colony fitness.
The acaricidal effect of plant essences on Varroa destructor
Oud. under laboratory conditions
Hanan Gashout and Ernesto Guzman-Novoa
University of Guelph
Abstract:
Experiments were undertaken to screen the acaricidal effect of
23 herb essential oils at six different doses on the honeybee mite
Varroa destructor, using a residual laboratory assay. Results
showed that thymol, origanum oil, menthol, and clove oil were
the most toxic products, causing between 87% and 100% mite
mortality. It was difficult to estimate the LD90 for thymol because
it killed 100% of the Varroa mites, even with the lowest dose.
But the LD90 for origanum oil, clove oil, and menthol, were 0.59,
0.56, and 1.33 µl/mg, respectively.
Diversity and distribution of benthic invertebrates in lakes and
ponds of Nunavut, Canada.
Armin Namayandeh and R. Quinlan
York University
Abstract:
Limnological characteristics can determine habitat availability
for aquatic organisms, and thus influence their distribution. The
limnological characteristics of lakes and ponds are strongly
determined by climate conditions and watershed characteristics.
The distribution and abundance of aquatic macroinvertebrate
taxa, particularly midges (Chironomidae), among Canadian
climatic regions is strongly determined by temperature,
particularly in Arctic and alpine environments. Arctic regions
are ecologically sensitive and have recorded dramatic shifts in
aquatic community structure due to anthropogenically-enhanced
climate warming. However, compared to temperate aquatic
ecosystems, Arctic aquatic ecosystems are still sparsely studied
and their ecological structure and dynamics are not well known.
Consequently, in order to better understand how future climate
warming may influence Arctic ecosystems, there is a need to
further study the ecology of Arctic aquatic communities. We
assessed, via D-net sampling, the diversity and distribution of
aquatic benthic invertebrate communities of lakes and shallow
ponds near Iqaluit and Rankin Inlet, Nunavut. Via analysis of
water chemistry data and gradients of limnological variables (e.g.
July water temperature, oxygen concentration, lake size and depth)
we will identify which measured environmental variables most
strongly influence and determine macroinvertebrate community
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composition and functional feeding group structure in these
aquatic systems in the Arctic.
Spermatophore ingestion affects female reproduction, but not
re-mating behaviour or longevity, in the two-spot ladybird beetle
Adalia bipunctata (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae).
Jen Perry and Locke Rowe
University of Toronto
Abstract:
In many insects, males provide edible material – a nuptial gift–
to females before or after copulation. Gifts of seminal material
are particularly intriguing, because many of the effects of
ejaculate proteins seem detrimental to female fitness. We
hypothesize that seminal gifts will induce the same kinds of
changes in females that seminal proteins cause when transferred
to the reproductive tract: increased oviposition, shorter lifespan,
and decreased mating receptivity. We tested this hypothesis in
the two-spot ladybird beetle (Adalia bipunctata; Coleoptera:
Coccinellidae), an aphidophagous predator native to Canada
and broadly distributed in Ontario. Female A. bipunctata
normally eject and consume the spermatophore within minutes
following mating. We allowed or prevented females on a low- or
high-food diet from consuming the spermatophore. We predict
that if spermatophores contain only calories and nutrients, lowfood females will show the strongest response to spermatophore
feeding, whereas if spermatophores contain stimulant seminal
proteins, the effect of spermatophore feeding will be similar in
both food treatments. Eating a spermatophore caused females
to oviposit sooner than if they did not eat a spermatophore, an
effect that did not depend on female diet. The other responses
we tested – fecundity, egg fertility, egg mass, resistance to remating and longevity – were not affected by spermatophore
feeding. These results indicate that spermatophore feeding
transfers signalling proteins to females and that spermatophores
provide little, if any, nutritional value. We know of only a few
other studies that have demonstrated similar effects from feeding
on seminal products.
Integrative taxonomic methods discover new (and old) species
of Dialictus (Halictidae: Lasioglossum).
Jason Gibbs and Laurence Packer
York University
Abstract:
Integrative taxonomic approaches that combine molecular
methods, such as DNA barcoding, with morphological studies
promise to greatly improve our knowledge of biodiversity.
Currently our knowledge of bee species richness is poor, largely
because there are so many species (over 800 in Canada alone)
with many of them extremely difficult to identify. This is
unfortunate because bees provide vital pollination services
(Buchmann and Nabhan, 1996) and have utility as monitors of
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ecosystem health (Zayed et al., 2004). Dialictus is the most
commonly collected subgenus of bees in North America. They
are also the most difficult subgenus to identify to species
because they are so monotonous. The taxonomic difficulties of
this group are particularly unfortunate because, not only are
they extremely common, they are also one of the most ideal
groups for studying the evolution of social behaviour in insects.
Nearly the full range of bee social behaviour is found in this
group, including but not limited to, solitary, eusocial and even
cleptoparasitic forms (Michener, 1974). Lasioglossum (Dialictus)
tegulare (Robertson) is one of the few species in this group that
can easily be identified. However, such easily identified “species”
may be more likely to be comprised of cryptic species (Packer
and Taylor, 1997). DNA barcoding provides an independent test
of morphological assessments that can potentially recognize
cryptic species complexes. DNA barcode sequences suggest
that five distinct species are currently recognized as L. tegulare.
By comparison to type material, it can be shown that two of
these cryptic species correspond to the erroneously
synonymized names, L. ellisiae (Sandhouse) and L. lepidii
(Graenicher). One cryptic species, known only from Florida is a
new species that requires formal description. The last of the five
species is of unclear taxonomic standing. It may be a new species
but might also be a related Western species at the edge of its
range.
Condition dependence of sexually selected colouration and
longevity in a sexually dimorphic bug.
David Punzalan, Mohan Cooray, F. Helen Rodd and Locke
Rowe
University of Toronto
Abstract:
Sexually selected traits are predicted to be more condition
dependent than non-sexually selected traits. We tested this
prediction in the colour dimorphic ambush bug Phymata
americana. We experimentally manipulated adult diet and
compared the degree of condition dependence of two male traits
(sexually selected versus non-sexually selected) as well as a
sexually homologous trait in males and females (non-sexually
selected in both sexes). We also evaluated the effects of
condition on longevity in both sexes. We found that expression
of colour pattern was strongly influenced by both diet and age.
The strength of condition dependence was much more
pronounced in the sexually selected, male-limited trait but the
non-sexual trait (in both sexes) also exhibited significant
condition dependence. The sexually selected trait also exhibited
a higher coefficient of variation than the non-sexually selected
traits. Diet had opposite effects on male and female longevity;
increased food availability had a statistically significant positive
effect on female survival but a non-significant negative effect
on male lifespan. These results are consistent with the prediction
that sexually selected traits are costly and that investment in
such traits may come at the expense of other components of
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fitness.

Meeting Reports
Saturday, January 27, 2007
A LIFELONG INTEREST IN INSECTS
Alan Hanks
Owing to the sudden illness of the scheduled speaker, Alan
Hanks, a long-time member of TEA, stepped in to fill that role.
He provided the audience with stories of his experiences with
insects over his life to date. At least most of the talk dealt with
insects but he did delve into some other interesting tidbits in his
personal history - things like his skill at ‘tickling trout’.
His childhood interests in nature date back to at least the age of
five. He had the opportunity to see butterflies of various sorts
on the chalk downs of the Isle of Wight, to visits to the Epping
Forest and to different natural habitats around the homes of
relatives. In one of these instances, he noted that a field of
cabbage had been wiped out by a heavy infestation of Cabbage
White caterpillars. Having consumed their food supply in that
field, they went looking for more. They were moving in a mass,
not unlike tent caterpillars in our part of the world, and were
crossing the road. That nearly caused a crash of a double-decker
bus when the driver applied the brakes in an attempt to avoid
the army of caterpillars. Such a situation with migrating Cabbage
White caterpillars in our part of the world seems exceedingly
remote and all the more so any similar involvement with doubledecker busses!
Alan went on to talk about how he came to live in Canada and
his experiences with work in different locations. He mentioned
that when he first moved to Aurora in the late 1950s, he could
find Checkered White butterflies in fields in the area. Since then,
the species had mostly disappeared though a few have
reappeared in recent years. He talked about his early experiences
with TEA, the meetings that used to be held in the basement of
the ROM Planetarium, and his role on the TEA executive and in
getting out the TEA butterfly summaries using old mechanical
typewriters. He also described how he and a few other TEA
members took part in some of the last surveys when Karner Blue
and Frosted Elfin butterflies were still present at Pinery and at
St. Williams.
At some point, he decided that collecting specimens was no
longer to his liking. Instead, he revived a former interest in stamp
collecting and he eventually decided to focus on collecting
stamps showing butterflies and insects. That interest eventually
led to heavy involvement with the American Topical Association
and he moved up to be the only non-American President of that
group. While that position no doubt carried a lot of
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responsibilities, it nevertheless gave him great opportunities to
travel to many points around the United States. He used those
trips to advantage and visited many locations where he was
able to see many diverse types of North American butterflies
that most of us will never see.
We would like to thank Alan for stepping in on short notice and
filling in for the ailing planned speaker. The audience enjoyed
hearing Alan’s stories and older information about the TEA that
newer members would not be familiar with.
Saturday February 24, 2007
THE QUEST FOR SPECIES IDENTIFICATION
Paul Hebert
Paul Hebert is the Canada Research Chair in Molecular Biology
at the University of Guelph, Director of the Biodiversity Institute
of Ontario and of the Canadian Barcode of Life Network. As an
evolutionary biologist he is intrigued by when and how species
developed and diverged.
His interest in Lepidoptera began as a child but in his formal
education he studied first fruit flies and then water fleas. He got
involved with molecular biology in his studies in England and
continued in Australia and then back in Canada. At that time
technology wasn’t available to do the type of detailed DNA
analysis now possible. It took increased knowledge of the
genome and development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
technology to advance the use of DNA for species identification.
Paul pointed out that the sheer number of species of animals,
plants, protists and fungi outstrip the capabilities of the human
mind to identify using traditional taxonomic research. This
is where DNA barcoding can assist. The term “DNA barcoding”
is defined as ” a short standardized sequence enabling species
discrimination in a large block of life”.

Canadian Barcode for Life project. Paul appealed to TEA members
to help advance his Lepidoptera analysis by submitting
specimens (see elsewhere in this issue for details).
His vision of the future includes a hand-held DNA analyzer, which
would allow on-site rapid analysis. His hope is that the DNA
barcoding system will provide additional impetus and
information to assist conservation and control efforts.
For more information, visit www.barcodinglife.org

NEXT MEETING
TEA Members Meeting
Saturday September 22, 2006 1:00 PM
Rm 113, Northrop Frye Hall

The

Bookworm
Forthcoming Books:
Butterfly Gardens: Luring Nature’s Loveliest
Pollinators to Your Yard, edited by Alcinda
Lewis(illus.) 112 pages, paper back, $9.95
(ISBN 978-1-889538-32-7(9) - Brooklyn Botanic Garden
(available April 2007)
Secret Weapons: Defenses of Insects, Spiders,
Scorpions & Many-Legged Creatures, by Thomas Eisner et
al, 304 pages, paperback, $18.95
(ISBN 978-0-674-02403-8(6), Belknap Pr.) Harvard
University Press (available April 2007)

His approach to identifying species quickly is to analyze a
segment of mitochondrial DNA. Each cell has thousands of
mitochondria whose DNA evolves much more quickly than the
DNA in the cell nucleus. The first 650 base pairs of a protein
coating gene (CO1) can be analyzed in a single scan. The work
completed so far shows that the DNA sequences of CO1 are
99.75% identical within members of a species. If the coincidence
drops blow 97.5%, the species are probably different.
Paul’s work is concentrated on identification of North American
Lepidoptera. Other groups are working on fish and birds. They
expect to complete their barcoding campaigns within 5 years.
Some surprises have come up form the bird group: the whiteheaded gulls cannot be separated by barcodes and neither can
the Common and King eiders.
Currently there are 44 researchers from 16 universities, 2
government departments and 2 museums involved in the
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Phyciodes coctya adult male. Photographed June 3, 2006 at
Listowel Ontario. Story Page 35
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TEA Insect Collecting Code
“Code for Insect Collecting” for the TEA, summarized and paraphrased from the “Code for Insect Collecting” issued by the Joint
Committee for the Conservation of British Insects in 1971 and also from the statement of the Committee on Collecting policy of the
Lepidopterists’ Society in the USA.
Benefits of collecting Lepidoptera and other insects:
1. It is a means of introducing people, particularly children to an awareness and study of an important part of their natural
environment.
2. It has an essential role in the elucidation of scientific information, both for its own sake and as a basis from which to develop
rational means for protecting the environment and its resources.
3. It is a recreational activity which can be pursued in a manner not detrimental to the environment.
Purpose of collecting:
1. To create a reference collection for study, appreciation and education.
2. To document regional diversity, frequency and variability of species and as voucher material for published records. This
includes the important matter of monitoring the fluctuation of populations.
3. To document faunal representation in environments threatened with alteration by man or natural forces.
4. To participate in the development of regional checklists and institutional reference collections. The Canadian National Collection
and collections in museums and universities have depended to a large extent on the efforts of amateur collectors.
5. To complement a planned research endeavor.
Ethics of collecting:
1. A collection of adults should be limited to sampling the population concerned.
2. Insects should be examined while alive, and if not required, released where they were captured.
3. The same species should not be taken in numbers year after year from the same locality.
4. Specimens for exchange should be taken sparingly.
5. Insects should not be collected for commercial purposes; for such purposes, they should be reared or obtained from old
collections.
6. Species which are listed as threatened, vulnerable or rare should be collected with the greatest restraint. It is suggested that one
pair is sufficient. Likewise, one pair of distinct local forms should also be regarded as sufficient.
7. When collecting where the extent or fragility of the population is unknown, great caution and restraint should be exercised.
8. Previously unknown localities for rare species should be reported, e.g. to the editors of the TEA Seasonal Summary, but the exact
locality should not be published, only the township or nearest town or village.
9. Light traps: live traps are preferable and should be visited regularly and the catch should not be killed wholesale for subsequent
examination.
10. Always respect restrictions on collecting in national and provincial parks, nature reserves and conservation areas. Cause as
little damage to the environment as possible.
11. Rearing from a captive fertilized female, or from pairing in captivity is preferable to taking a series in the field, if for personal
collection.
12. Never collect more larvae than can be supported by the available food supply.
13. Insects reared in excess of need should be released in the original locality.
14. Malaise traps probably should not be used by amateurs. In any case, they should be limited to planned studies.
Responsibilities for collected material:
1. All specimens should be preserved with full data attached.
2. All material should be protected from physical damage and deterioration.
3. Collections should be available for examination by qualified researchers.
4. Collections, with their full data, should be willed or offered to an appropriate scientific institution, e.g. a museum or university,
in case of lack of space, loss of interest, or death.
5. Type specimens, especially holotypes or allotypes, should be deposited in appropriate institutions.
Related activities:
1. Collecting should include field notes regarding habitat, weather conditions and other pertinent information.
2. Recording of observations of behaviour and biological interactions should receive as high a priority as collecting; such
observations are particularly welcomed for inclusion in TEA Seasonal Summaries or Newsletters.
3. Photographic records are to be encouraged, but it is emphasized that full data for each photograph should be recorded.
4. Education of the public regarding collecting and conservation as reciprocally beneficial activities should be undertaken whenever
possible.
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Monarch

News
North American and Canadian
Monarch Conservation Plans
The North American Monarch
Conservation Plan is being developed at
the direction of participants of the
Monarch Flyway Conservation
Workshop, held on December 6th and 7th,
2007 in Mission, Texas. This workshop
was initiated and planned by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. A subsequent
meeting of Committee Members from
Canada, the United States and Mexico
was held during the Foro Monarca, held
March 14-16, 2007 in Morelia Michoacan.
The three Committee Members from
Canada, not all of whom could attend the
Morelia Meeting, are Don Davis (Life
Member, Federation of Ontario
Naturalists), Jean Lauriault (Canadian
Museum of Nature, Ottawa) and Mary
Rothfels (Canadian Wildlife Service HQ,
Ottawa).
Many individuals and groups with
experience working with Monarchs, in
conservation biology, and with
connections to university, NGO and
government agencies and perspectives
will be working together to create this
plan. Their expertise and range of
perspectives will make this plan unique,
and will ensure coordination,
communication and collaboration between
the wide variety of entities interested in
Monarch conservation. Primary
responsibility for creating this plan will
rest with the Monarch Conservation
Committee members, who will solicit input
from participants in the Monarch Flyway
Conference, the Foro Monarca, and other
individuals and organizations.
At the recent meeting in Morelia, Mexico,
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submitted by Don Davis

chaired by Dr. Karen Oberhauser of the
University of Minnesota, the Committee
drew up a draft mission statement,
identified plan components, made initial
recommendations, set initial timelines
(short term and long term goals),
discussed the responsibilities and skills
of a North American Monarch
Conservation Plan Coordinator, identified
key partners, and discussed funding
required to complete the Plan.
The next meeting of the Committee will be
held in May 2007 during the Trilateral
Committee Meetings in Quebec City,
Quebec.
Canada is also required to establish a
Monarch Butterfly Conservation Plan
under the Species at Risk Act by June
2008. A Core Management Committee has
been established, and members include
Don Davis, Jean Lauriault and Mary
Rothfels. Other Core Management
Committee members may be added. An
initial meeting of this Committee was
recently held at the Canadian Museum of
Nature in Ottawa. The Core Management
Team will work to develop draft
management plan for review by a broad
Monarch Advisory Group and all
jurisdictions responsible for the species.
The Canadian management will be closely
aligned with the North American
conservation plan, but with major focus
on activities that will improve the
conservation status of Monarchs in
Canada.
It must be stressed that developing a North
American and Canadian Monarch
Conservation Plans will necessarily
involve a great deal of work and effort on
the part of the participants, and that we
are only in the very early preliminary

stages of developing strategies and a
framework by which to accomplish these
goals.

Tips and Resources for
Propagating Milkweed
Milkweed is the sole food plant for
Monarch butterfly larva. Agriculture
Canada does not object to naturalists and
others growning milkweed in their
butterfly gardens, provided it is not grown
in close proximity to agricultural or
horticultural crops. Thanks to Mona
Miller, Herndon, VA, for posting this
information on the Dplex-l monarch
butterfly discussion group
http://www.monarchwatch.org/
milkweed/prop.htm

Planting Milkweeds
There are a variety of online resources to
assist butterfly gardeners in the the
planting of Milkweeds.
http://www.bbg.org/gar2/topics/
wildflower/2000su_milkweeds.html
http://www.countrysidemag.com/issues/
2_2003.htm
http://www.monarchcanada.org/
milkweed.htm
http://plantsdatabase.com/go/40130/
http://www.pfaf.org/database/
plants.php?Asclepias+syriaca
http://admin.wildflowerfarm.com/
Merchant2/merchant.mv?
Screen=PROD&Store_
Code=1&Product_Code=11270
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Specimens Needed
for Research
Carol Sellers and Alan Macnaughton
At our February meeting, Prof. Paul Hebert
of the University of Guelph talked about
his “Barcode of Life” project. Basically,
the idea is to collect a small DNA sequence
which will uniquely identify each species
of life and ultimately help in conservation.
Lepidoptera are one aspect of the project,
and a key aspect for Paul given his own
keen interest in butterflies and moths. The
database has already been used to
discover that a Costa Rican skipper,
Astraptes fulgerator, is not one species
but 10 species. (To find the full text of the
article, do a web search for the species
name.)
How can the TEA help? Although many
of us are not normally collectors, this
might be the time to make an exception.
Paul would like to obtain 5 specimens of
each species, from which his team will
extract the DNA information. The
coverage is intended to be all butterflies
and moths of Canada and the United
States, so the specimens can be collected
anywhere in these two countries.
Silkmoths and sphinx moths from
elsewhere in the world are also welcome.
The project is just getting started and
almost every species is needed – even
red admirals, mourning cloaks, orange
sulphurs, viceroys, pearly eyes and
hobomok skippers. Specimens can be
newly collected or they can be from a
collection, as long as they have been
captured in the last 5 years.
Since TEA members are likely to make the
most contribution in the area of Ontario
butterflies, a list of the many species of
butterflies occurring in Ontario for which
the required 5 specimens have not yet
been is provided in an Excel spreadsheet
linked to the
TEA homepage
(www.ontarioinsects.org). For butterflies
occurring outside Ontario and for moth
species, the directions at the bottom of
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the spreadsheet indicate how to check if
a species is needed.
Other guidelines for specimens:
- prefer pinned and spread since
photographs of the specimens will be
posted on the web, but papered is OK
- no more than 3 specimens of a species
from a single locality
- exposure to mothball or Vapona strips
OK
- killed by cyanide, ammonia, freezing or
squeezing
- species identification is useful but not
necessary
- do not ship in vials
- The TEA may be able to pick up and
deliver the specimens to Guelph.
Alternatively, Paul’s lab can reimburse for
shipping costs. Paul’s lab can also provide
pins and glassine envelopes.
- specimens should be donated for
eventual placement in the Canadian
National Collection. Collectors will be
credited.
- include the usual collection data.
Georeferencing with the GPS location in
decimal format is desirable, but we are
working on a way for the TEA to translate
verbal descriptions of location into GPS
locations using Google Earth. Locations
do not have to be exact.
If you are interested in participating, please
contact Carol at csellerstor@hotmail.com
or Alan at amacnaug@uwaterloo.ca. By
working together we can reduce the
burden on any one person, make sure as
many species as possible are covered, and
avoid over-collection of specimens.

Occurence of Phyciodes
cocyta and Phyciodes
tharos
Glenn M. Richardson
…continued from February issue

Recently researchers have speculated
that Phyciodes tharos may consist of more
than one species. In Ontario Alan
Wormington (1995) has suggested that the
summer broods of tharos are actually a
separate species Phyciodes diminutor.

In Listowel, these Crescents are always
smaller than cocyta, and are usually
smaller than spring and fall flights of
tharos. They also tend to have a more
open orange wing pattern (see individual
pictured on back cover), than spring or
fall tharos. Superficially the butterflies
resemble Phyciodes cocyta (see photo
on page 32) but individuals are found in
dryer fields than cocyta and almost never
in partially shaded habitats, which are
perfectly acceptable to cocyta. “Summer
Crescents” are much nore numerous than
spring tharos. Hence, it is difficult to
imagine how so many summer brood
butterflies could be produced by the
uncommon tharos seen in late May.
Identification of Phyciodes is further
complicated by the official description
(Gartrelle, 2004) of Phyciodes incognitus
in Southern Appalachia, having various
forms which mimic both tharos and cocyta.
However, there is no evidence that
incognitus occurs as far north as Ontario.
At present, diminutor has not been
officially described. Some researchers,
such as Glassberg (1999) even continue
References
to question the validity of cocyta as being
*
distinct from tharos.
Attempts to clarify the species in Listowel
by rearing the caterpillars of one brood to
another have not been successful
because the specific foodplants, eggs and
larvae continue to elude the author.
References
Gatrelle, Ronald R. “Description of a
multilevel cryptic new species of
Phyciodes (Nymphalidae: Melitaeinae)
from the Southern Appalachian
Mountains.” The Taxonomic Report.
Volume 4, Number 8; 25 September 2004
Number 8
Glassberg, Jeffrey (1999). Butterflies
Through Binoculars: The East, New York,
Oxford University Press.
Wormington, Alan (1995). Notes and
personal comminucation with Ronald
R.Gatrelle.
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T.E.A. Lepidoptera and Odonata Summaries
T.E.A. invites all members and non-members to contribute sightings to the annual insect summaries. There are two
summaries: one for Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths); and one for Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). The sightings
are published in two separate publications. Both summaries also feature papers, articles and notes on a variety of topics
covering the respective insect orders. The Lepidoptera summary is sent to members as a benefit of membership. The Odonata
summary (entitled Ontario Odonata) is not included with membership but is offered to members at a discounted price. Either
of the yearly summaries may be purchased by non-members. We recommend that you contact the compiler directly for more
details.

Lepidoptera summary
What information to send:
Make note of the name of the butterfly or moth, the date seen, and where it was seen. Be fairly specific if possible indicating
at least a city/town/conservation area and the county. Including geographic coordinates in the form of a UTM or Latitude
and Longitude (read from a topographic map or derived from a handheld GPS unit) would also be beneficial but is not
mandatory. Please also note how many individuals you see and, if possible, whether they are male or female. Distinguishing
between sight and specimen based records is also tremendously useful. Any particular behaviour such as nectaring, egglaying etc. is also of interest. Please send in the order that the species are listed in the summary.
When and where to send:
Submissions should be sent by January 31, 2008. Electronic submissions are encouraged, preferably in a spreadsheet or
database application such as Microsoft Excel or Corel Quattro Pro. Records submitted in a wordprocessing application (e.g.
Microsoft Word or Corel Wordperfect) are also fine as are handwritten records. Records should be sent to the following
compilers:
Butterflies: Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0. work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004,
colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Moths: Compiler needed. See details on inside front cover

Odonata summary
What information to send:
Species name, county, precise location (e.g. 1 km W of Mine Centre on south shore of Little Turtle Lake), number of
individuals seen, an accurate UTM and/or Lat./Long. reference either using a GPS or 1 inch maps, and observation date.
Please contact one of the compilers to receive an electronic form (or a hard copy) containing all of the necessary fields. It is
strongly encouraged that (if possible) you compile your data using a database file such as dBase, Access, or Excel.
When and where to send:
All submissions should be received by December 31, 2007. Late submissions will be included at the discretion of the
compilers.
Northern Ontario: The regional compiler for northern Ontario (all parts of Ontario north of Algonquin Park and Nipissing
District, and including Haliburton, Muskoka, Renfrew and Peterborough) is Colin D. Jones (Box 182, Lakefield, ON K0L 2H0.
work: 705-755-2166, home: 705-652-5004, colin.jones@mnr.gov.on.ca).
Central Southern and Eastern Ontario (Provincial Compiler: The regional compiler for this part of the province (most of the
region east of a line from the south end of Georgian Bay east to the Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys (with the exceptions of
Peterborough, Haliburton, and Muskoka) is Paul Catling (2326 Scrivens Drive, RR 3 Metcalfe, Ontario K0A 2P0. 613-821-2064,
brownell@achilles.net). Paul is also the Provincial Compiler.
Southwestern Ontario: The regional compiler for this region (the south and southwest of a line connecting the south end of
Georgian Bay to Hamilton and Niagara on the Lake) is Paul Pratt (7100 Matchette Rd., LaSalle, ON N9C 2S3. 519 966 5852,
prairie@netcore.ca).
For more details, see http://nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/odonates/atlas.html
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Flea

Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Pearl Crescent? (Phyciodes tharos) or Summer Crescent? (Phyciodes diminutor) adult male. Photo
taken July14th, 2006 by TEA President Glenn Richardson (Compare with an extremely similar
Phyciodes cocyta male on Page 35). See story on Page 35

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad: $10 per issue OR
$20 for 3 issues
Layout can be vertical or horizontal.
Ad must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$185 Can ($170 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $160 US surface; $170 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$115 Can ($105 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $100 US surface; $110 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$60 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $48 US surface: $51 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $40 Can; In USA: $35 US.

Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $25 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literature and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $20 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 6 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $25 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association
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Richardson at the address below.
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Student Symposium 2008
The annual TEA Student Symposium will
be held on Saturday March 29, 2008. A
formal call for applications to speak or
present a poster will be issued in January
2008. Graduate students, senior
undergraduates and postdoctoral fellows
are eligible to participate in the
Symposium. Participation in the
Symposium is a pre-requisite for applying
for the W.J.D. Eberlie Travel Research
award (see below). We expect up to 6 short
presentations (10 minutes) and 10 posters.
Abstracts of the presentations and
posters will be published in Ontario
Insects.

W.J.D. Eberlie Award for
2007
The TEA is pleased to announce the
recipient of the 2007 W. John D. Eberlie
Field Research Travel Award for Original
Research into Ontario Insects. The
recipient is Jen Perry of the Department
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at
the University of Toronto. The proposed
title of her Ph.D. project is “Sexual conflict
and divergence in mating phenotypes
among populations of water striders
(Gerridae)”. Anyone who witnessed the
high quality of the presentations and
posters at the TEA Student Symposium
last March will understand why it was hard
to select from among the applications to
decide which one should receive the
award. The TEA wishes to congratulate
Jen for her application and wishes her and
the rest of the applicants all the best in
their current and future studies of insects.

W.J.D. Eberlie Award for
Original Research into
Ontario Insects
The TEA offers a $300 award in memory
of John Eberlie to assist students
conducting original field research. The
award is intended to help defray travel
costs incurred in travelling to field sites
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Announcements
used for research. To be eligible to apply
for the award, the student must participate
in the 2008 TEA Student Symposium with
either a presentation or a poster.
A formal announcement of the award will
be issued along with the call for
Symposium participants in January 2008.

Former TEA President
Phil Schappert returns to
Canada
After living for 10 years in Central Texas,
former TEA President Dr. Phil Schappert
will return to Canada. in mid September
2007. He and his wife Pat will reside in
Halifax, NS.

Montreal Insect Show
College du Maisonneave
3800 Sherbrooke E.
Montreal

Insect Rearing Workshop –
Mississippi State University, Starkville,
Mississippi
21 – 26 October 2007
http://www.msstate.edu/Entomology/
resources/Rearingwksp.html
55th Annual Meeting of the
Entomological Society of America
– San Diego, California
9 – 12 December 2007-07-17
http://www.entsoc.org/annual_meeting/
index.htm

144th Annual Meeting

ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF
ONTARIO
Holiday Inn and Great Lakes
Forestry Centre
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
26-28 October 2007

October 20th, 2007
9am-6pm
Visitors entrance on
Bourbonniere St.
Admission $6
Under 14 $3
www.insect-trade.com/catalog/
salon.php

Meeting Notices
Joint Meeting of the
Entomological Society of Canada
and the Entomological Society of
Saskatchewan – Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan 30 September – 3
October 2007
http://www.sfn.saskatoon.sk.ca/science/
ess/ESS-ESC/intro.html

For program information,
contact Barry Lyons (Program
Chair) blyons@nrcan.gc.ca
705-541-5617
Questions regarding
registrationcan be directed to
Kathryn Nystrom (Registration
Chairperson)
knystrom@nrcan.gc.ca
705-541-5763

Registration Fees and Dates:
Before Sept. 30

After Sept. 30

Regular $95
Student $55

$110
$70

Banquet only
$40

$45
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday September 22, 2007 1:15 PM Room 006 Northrop Frye
MEMBERS' MEETING
This meeting is a chance for TEA members to share photos and articles and find out what's new in books. Summer is a wonderful
season for those of us who are partial to insects but it's awfully short. Help prolong it by bringing along your favourite images to
the meeting.
Saturday October 27, 2007 1:15 PM Room 006 Northrop Frye
A JOURNEY INTO THE JUNGLES OF MONTEVERDE, COSTA RICA
Jessica Grealey
Jessica works for the environmental consulting firm Natural Resource Solutions Inc in Waterloo. While she was in the University
of Waterloo's Environment and Resource Studies Honours Co-op program she spent two of her co-op programs in the cloud rain
forest of Monteverde working at an insect and butterfly education centre.
Monteverde is an area rich in diversity: tens of thousands of insect species inhabit it. There are more than 4000 species of moths
and more butterfly species than in all of North America. Jessica's presentation will provide a look at the education centre where she
worked and highlight some of the insects and arachnids she encountered in the area.
Saturday November 24, 2007 1:15 PM Room 006 Northrop Frye
FUNGOUS DISEASES OF INSECTS
Bill McIveen
Bill is a long-time TEA member presently employed as an environmental consultant after a career with the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment. He has a diverse set of interests that spans just about everything in the natural world.
Like all living creatures, insects are subjected to an assortment of predators, pathogens and parasites. Bill's presentation will focus
on the interactions of one group, the fungi, with insects and spiders. He will look at the possibilities for use of fungal diseases in
biological control of pests and at the potential for use of insect pathogens in special applications such as medicine.
Saturday January 26, 2008 1:15 PM Room 006 Northrop Frye
PROVEN TECHNIQUES AND TIPS TO CAPTURE INSECT IMAGES
Kerry Jarvis
Kerry is a TEA member and outstanding photographer. In this presentation he will share his expertise on taking insect photos.
Content will include:
- a series of before and after shots to illustrate proven techniques that work in the field.
- tips on taking better images
- Sssshhh!!! secret equipment techniques that ensure better quality images
- samples of quality images
- what to do with the 1,000s’ of images on your computer. A quick overview of a leading program to assist
photographers in cataloguing images.
All meetings are held at:
Northrop Frye Hall Room 006
Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Carol Sellers at
(416) 421-7398
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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Northrop Frye Hall

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Northrop Frye Hall by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Northrop Frye Hall is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Northrop Frye Hall:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $8 or more depending on the lot.
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Field Trip

Reports
This year we held a total of 8 outings, of which 4 were “Moth
Nights”. Many thanks to our capable leaders and to all TEA
members who shared their expertise to make the outings
a success.

July 1

May 26

This year a Southern Cloudy Wing was seen for the first time on
this count. Relatively high numbers of Monarchs and Wood
Nymphs were reported, but the most abundant species was the
European Skipper.

EARLY BUTTERFLIES (PETERBOROUGH)
Leader: Gerry Ball
Report by Carolyn King
On a perfect spring day, Jerry Ball, assisted by long-time local
naturalist Tony Bigg, led us to many of his favourite butterfly
spots on Sandy Lake Road and other backroads in northeast
Peterborough County. We observed a total of 22 butterfly species.
We were delighted to get good looks at Brown Elfin, Hoary Elfin,
Henry’s Elfin and Chryxus Arctic. Other good finds were Gray
Hairstreak, Indian Skipper and Common Roadside Skipper.
American Lady and Red Admiral (both regular spring migrants)
had already arrived in this northern location. One large fresh
female Monarch was observed laying eggs on Common
Milkweed. Among the expected spring butterflies there were 17
Canadian Tiger Swallowtails, and a Meadow Fritillary. Although
we didn’t take time to identify all the dragonflies, we did 7 of the
more common species. Spiny Baskettails were plentiful, as were
some of the early bluets.
Altogether this was an exhausting but exhilarating day, at a great
location that we are eager to revisit.

June 16
LONG POINT MOTHS
Leader: Dave Beadle
Report by Alan Macnaughton
On Saturday, June 16, Dave Beadle led a moth night near
Walsingham, in the Long Point area of Ontario. The event was
called on short notice when the weather promised to be good,
and a half-dozen TEA members attended. The event started slow
with few species at the beginning of the evening, but ultimately
it was an amazing night -- a total of 249 species were identified,
with others remained to be sorted out. None of the big silkmoths
appeared, but there were 6 species of sphinx moths: Waved,
Pine, Small-eyed, Big Poplar, Lettered and Hog.
The full list of species wil be posted on the TEA website at
www.ontarioinsects.org.
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TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason

As in previous years, meadow habitat destruction caused by
tree planting was noted in the Rouge Valley.
Tiger Swallowtail - Papilio glaucus
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
Clouded Sulpher - Colias philodice
Orange Sulpher - Colias eurytheme
Harvester - Feniseca tarquinius
Coral Hairstreak - Satyrium titus
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadium
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus
Striped Hairstreak - Satyrium liparops
Eastern Tailed blue - Everes comyntas
Summer Azure - Celastrina neglecta
Silvery Blue - Glaucopsyche lygdamus
Great Spangled Fritillary - Speyeria cybele
Baltimore - Euphydryas phaeton
Northern Crescent - Phyciodes cocyta
Eastern Comma - Polygonia comma
Question Mark - Polygonia interrogationis
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopia
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
American Lady - Vanessa virginiensis
White Admiral - Limenitis arthemis
Red Spotted Purple - Limenitis astyanax
Viceroy - Limenitis archippus
Pearly Eye - Enodia anthedon
Little Wood Satyr - Megisto cymela
Inornate Ringlet - Coenonympha tullia
Wood Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Polygonia sp.
Vanessa sp.
Silver Spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Northern Cloudywing - Thorybes pylades
Southern Cloudywing* - Thorybes bathyllus

12
253
50
32
2
8
127
4
5
94
21
13
31
68
80
24
23
70
163
13
34
7
9
40
88
37
422
199
2
1
16
21
1
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Dreamy Duskywing - Erynnis icelus
1
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
3
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
3342
Peck’s Skipper - Polites peckius
7
Tawny-Edged skipper - Polites themistocles
37
Crossline Skipper - Polites origenes
3
Long Dash - Polites mystic
20
Northen Broken Dash - Wallerngrenia egeremet
56
Little Glassy Wing - Pompius verna
28
Delaware Skipper - Anatrytone logan
11
Hobomok Skipper - Poanes hobomok
11
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris
55
Total 45 species
* the southern cloudywing was observed closely and with book
in hand. No confirming second person.
Attendees:
Jim Fairchild, Siglinde van der Grinten, Barry Harrison,
Gareth Harte, Rebeca Harte, Charles Heller, James Kamstra,
Carolyn King, Bob Kortright, Steve La Forest, Tom Mason,
Chris McIlhinney, Carol Sellers

July 22
BRANCHTON BUTTERFLIES
Leader: Carolyn King
Report by Glenn Richardson
The weather was almost perfect for this well attended outing on
a warm sunny Sunday. Sedge marshes are prolific on both sides
of the abandoned rail trail. As a result, three of Ontario’s more
local Sedge Skippers were observed. Most common was the
Broadwinged Skipper (Poanes viator) but Black Dash (Euphyes
conspicuus) and the much rarer Dion Skipper (Euphyes dion)
also in ocurrence.
Although their foodplant, Turtlehead was not in evidence, two
Baltimore females were sighted. Additional Lepidoptera species
of interest included the Silver Spotted Skipper, Northern Broken
Dash, Delaware Skipper, Dun Skipper, Appalachian Brown, Eyed
Brown, Striped Hairstreak, Acadian Hairstreak, Hummingbird
Clearwing Moth and Confused Haploa Moth. Unfortunately,
two butterfly species known to occur in the vicinity, the Tawny
Emporer, and Hickory Hairstreak were not seen.
A number of less frequently encountered Odonate species were
identified on this outing. These included Brush Tipped Emerald
(Somatochlora walshi), Four Spotted Skimmer and Band Winged
Meadowhawk. Common Odonate species such as Green Darner,
White Faced Meadowhawk, Eastern Forktail, Blue Dasher and
Ebony Jewelwing, also were present. A large number of
Meadowhawk sp. could not be identified with certainty.
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Black Dash Euphyes conspicuus (adult male) at the
Branchton Butterflies Field Trip. Photo by Glenn
Richardson

July 24
HIGH PARK MOTHS
Leaders: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
Report by Glenn Richardson
The High Park Moth Night had the highest attendance ever,
with many children enjoying the evening Excellent summer
weather contributed to our finding a wide variety of moths, both
by light luring and tree baiting. Thanks to Dave Beadle and
other members of the TEA for identifying the moths, and also to
members of the High Park Community Advisory Council (HPCAC)
for co-sponsoring the event.
Parectopa robinella
Oegoconia quadripuncta
Coleophora trifolii
Metzneria lappella
Aristotelia roseosuffusella
Athrips mouffetella
Telphusa latifasciella
Chionodes bicostomaculella
Dichomeris flavocostella
Dichomeris leuconotella
Plutella xylostella Diamind-back Moth
Ypsolopha dentella Honeysuckle Moth
Apotomis funerea
Olethreutes furfurana
Olethreutes inornata
Eucosma derelecta
Suleima cinerodorsalla
Sonia canadana
Proteoteras moffatiana

1
2
2
2
6
1
2
4
6
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
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Cydia pomonella
1
Cydia latiferreanus
1
Acleris forskaleana
15
Argyrotaenia velutinana
2
Argyrotaenia juglandana
1
Argyrotaenia quercifoliana
1
Choristoneura rosaceana Oblique-banded Leafroller 1
Archips purpurana
1
Archips packardiana
4
Ptycholomia peritana
1
Sparganothis sulphureana
2
Sparganothis quercana
2
Perispasta caerculalis
1
Pyrausta orphisalis
1
Nomophila nearctica
2
Lyprogia rivulalis
1
Chrysoteuchia topiaria
2
Microcrambus elegans
2
Urola nivalis
2
Aglossa cuprina Grease Moth
1
Dolichomia olinalis
1
Galasa nigrinodes
1
Acrobasis sp.
2
Vitula broweri
1
Itame pustularia Lesser Maple Spanworm
1
Ennomos subsignaria Elm Spanworm
1
Idaea dimidiata Single-dotted Wave
1
Pleuroprucha insulsaria Common Tan Wave
1
Scoparia limboundana Large Lace Border
2
Eulithis gracilineata Greater Grapevine Looper
1
Xanthorhoe lacustrata Toothed Brown Carpet
1
Orthonama obstipata The Gem
1
Orthonama centrostrigaria Bent-line Carpet
1
Halysidota tessellaris Banded Tussock Moth
1
Lymantria dispar Gypsy Moth
6
Idia americalis American Idia
2
Idia aemula Common Idia
5
Zanclognatha sp.
2
Phalaenostola larentioides Black-banded Owlet
1
Renia sp.
1
Plathypena scabra Green Cloverworm
1
Caenurgina erechtea Forage Looper Moth
1
Catocala blandula Charming Underwing
2
Catocala amica Girlfriend Underwing
1
Catocala lineella
1
Autographa precationis Common Loper Moth
2
Lithacodia carneola Pink-barred Lithacodia
1
Apamea amputatrix Yellow-headed Cutworm
1
Apamea devastator Glassy Cutworm Moth
1
Oligia exhausta
1
Cosmia calami American Dun Bar
2
Pseudaletia unipuncta Armyworm Moth
1
Leucania multilinea Many-lined Wainscot
3
Euxoa tessellata Tessellate Dart
4
Pyrrhia umbra Bordered Sallow
1
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Identifying Moths at the High Park Moth Night (Pictured
here: Girlfriend Underwing Catocala amica). Photo by
Glenn Richardson

July 29
RONDEAU MOTHS
Leader: Dave Beadle
A total of 221 species of moths were identified, during this
overnight event at Rondeau Provincial Park. Perhaps the most
conspicuous moths observed were the Waved Sphinx
(Ceratomia undulosa), Pawpaw Sphinx (Dolba hyloeus), Hog
Sphinx (Darapsa myron), Little Underwing (Catocala minuta)and
Copper Underwing (Amphipyra pyramidoides). Several
uncommon or local species: Black Bit Moth (Celiptera
frustulum), The Pink Streak (Faronta rubripennis) and Thinwinged Owlet (Nigetia formosalis) were also seen. The most
common moths were as follows:
Lymantria dispar Gypsy Moth
Udea rubrigalis Celery Leaftier
Atteva punctella Ailanthus Webworm Moth
Microcrambus elegans
Eulithis diversilineata Lesser Grapevine Looper
Halsydota tessellaria Banded Tussock Moth
Neodactria luteolella
Itame pustularia Lesser maple Spanworm
Idia lubricalis Glossy Black Idia
Microcrambus biguttellus
Euplexia benesimilis American Angle Shades
Metzneria lappella
Anavitrinelia pampinaria Common Grey
Prochoerodes transversata Large Maple Spanworm
Orthonama obstipata The Gem

40
30
24
25
21
20
20
16
16
11
11
10
10
10
8

The full list of species wil be posted on the TEA website at
www.ontarioinsects.org.
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August 14
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER/BEAVER CREEK
Leader: Tom Mason

species in Ontario, were also identified. The most common moths
for the night are listed below.
Noctua pronuba Large Yellow Underwing
Pseudaletia unipuncta Armyworm Moth
Catocala relicta White Underwing
Agrotis ipsilon Ipsilon Dart
Xestia dolosa Greater Black Letter Dart
Euxoa detersa Rubbed Dart

20
15
10
8
8
6

The full list of species wil be posted on the TEA website at
www.ontarioinsects.org.

Shamrock Orbweaver (Araneus trifolium) at Blackwater
Creek Field Trip. Photo by Ann C. Gray

White Underwing Catocala relicta. Photo taken August
23, 1995, at Listowel ON, by Glenn Richardson

Meeting Reports
Saturday, April 28, 2007
BRINGING INSECTS TO THE PUBLIC
Margaret Pickles
Lepidophora lutea ( A Bee Fly) at the Blackwater Creek.
Field Trip. Photo by Ann C. Gray

September 5
LESLIE STREET SPIT MOTHS
Leader: Dave Beadle
A total of 55 moth species were identified at the Leslie Street Spit
Moth Night. While the season was too late for Sphinx moths, 3
species of Underwing including White Underwing (Catocala
relicta), Once Married Underwing (Catocala unijuga) and the
Sweetheart (Catocala amatrix) were observed at sugar baits.
Obtuse Brocade (Oligia obtusa), Civil Rustic (Platyperigea
montana) and Abagrotis orbis, all of which are uncommon
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The presentation for the day consisted of two distinct parts.
One concerned the speaker’s, Margaret Pickles, experiences while
traveling in China and Thailand. The second dealt with her main
passion of making the public aware of the ecological importance
of insects.
In China, Margaret was surprised at the relative lack of insects
in Chinese cities such as Beijing. She thought that this might
have been a consequence of the history of eradication of certain
animals and insects in a program waged against these creatures
during the era of Mao Tse Tung. She speculated that insecticides
were widely used in the eradication program with the
consequence that insect populations are being adversely
affected. By contrast, there were many more insects to be seen
in Thailand. In that country, many insects are available as food
for humans in the marketplace. Nearly any sizable insect – cicada
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nymphs, grasshoppers, silkworm pupae, dragonfly nymphs,
crickets and scorpions among others – are available to consumers.
It was not always clear whether these insects were caught in the
wild or were raised on insect ‘farms’.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL TORONTO CENTER
BUTTERFLY COUNT
July 14, 2007
By: John Carley

In the second part of the presentation, Margaret talked about
her experiences as an entomologist bringing the good news about
insects to the public. She started off by having the audience
create hats from paper plates complete with insect antennae.
She described how she has many items with insect designs –
from doorknockers to jewelry, from ornaments to clothing with
insect designs on them. She described her career from being a
ROM technician to teacher of entomology. Much of her time has
been spent in the Niagara area. This included being an assistant
Curator at the Niagara Parks Butterfly Conservatory as well as
being a teacher at the Niagara School of Horticulture. She has
become known as “The Bug Lady” who tries to convince children
and adult that “Bugs are Cool!”, though we, the converted,
probably think that “Bugs are Hot!”. She has introduced insects
to thousands of schoolchildren through her “Science is Alive”
programs including a hands-on approach. She went on to
describe the many ways that can be used to bring insects to the
public so that they go away with a new and positive impression
of these small animals. She also went on to list the many ways
that she has found particularly effective in changing people’s
minds. That could include things like having live insects or insect
models on display, bringing people together in family activities
or completing ‘buggy’ crafts.

On Saturday, July 14, 2007, the Thirteenth Annual Butterfly Count
for the Toronto Centre count circle took place. Twenty-eight
counters, in nine parties, counted butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West
and Bloor Street West, Toronto.

TEA would like to thank Margaret for the presentation and for
sharing her great enthusiasm for “Bringing Insects to the Public”
as the title of her talk so aptly described. The world needs more
people like her to inform the public about insects so that they
can appreciate the importance of insects, among other things,
that form part of our environment. Thank you Margaret!

However, even in a poor count year, there is always data! The
most widely reported species were Monarch (121), Common
Wood-Nymph (91), and Red Admiral (51). Quite a change from
the years of Cabbage White and European Skipper dominance!

This year’s count took place on a cool overcast day, with
temperatures ranging from 16°C in the morning to 21°C later in
the day. Heavy rain at 2:30 generally ended the fieldwork. The
routes that were counted included the Leslie Street Spit, the
Toronto Islands, Midtown ravines, the Don River, High Park,
the Humber River, the Lambton prairie, Downsview Airport, and
other parklands, ravines and so-called “wastelands” in the city.
In total, 448 individual butterflies were counted, of 23 species.
This species total is the lowest to date (highest count is 44
species recorded in 2004 and 2006); the numeric count total is
also the lowest (a high count of 6069 was registered in 1996).
Last year's count saw us record continent high totals for Summer
(Spring) Azure of 290 [the NABA still classifies these as one
species: no split yet!], and for Eastern Tailed-Blue of 601. This
year, we recorded 4 of the former, and 46 of the latter.

Interestingly, the Monarch total was our third highest ever (!),
while the Common Wood-Nymph and Red Admiral totals were
our fourth highest ever!
The 2008 Count date is set for Saturday, July 12. Those interested
in participating in the Fourteenth Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count should contact the writer at 218 Humbercrest
Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330 or
carley.la@sympatico.ca.

Margaret Pickles leads an insect walking demonstration
at the April 28, 2007 TEA Meeting. Photo by Kerry
Jarvis.
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Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenes
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
Clouded Sulphur - Colias philodice
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadica
Eastern Tailed-Blue - Everes comyntas
Summer Azure - Celastrina neglecta
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
Northern Crescent – Phyciodes cocyta
Baltimore Checkerspot – Euphydryas phaeton
Eastern Comma – Polygonia comma
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa

3
39
3
18
46
4
19
1
3
1
1
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American Lady - Vanessa virginiensis
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
White Admiral - Limenitis arthemis
Little Wood-Satyr - Megisto cymela
Common Wood-Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Silver-spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clarus
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
Northern Broken-Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassywing - Pompeius verna
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris
Polygonia sp
Skipper sp

4
51
2
6
91
121
1
1
18
7
1
4
1
2

Total: 23 species, 448 individuals.
Observers: A. Adamo, D. Barnett, M. Bates, S. Blayney, D.
Bone, S. Campbell, J. Carley, T. Christensen, H. Currie, S. Eadie,
A. Farraway, A. Fust, C. King, R. Kortright, S. LaForest, C.
McFarlane, N. McHugh, S. McHugh, N. McPherson, D.
Peuramaki, G. Platt, G. Riley, C. Sellers, K. Seymour, P. Scott, J.
Stirrat, K. Yukich, R. Yukich.

Hine’s Emerald (Somatochlora hineana)
Photo by Colin D. Jones
those states. This summer, a population of Hine’s Emeralds was
discovered in the Minesing Wetlands in Simcoe County , Ontario,
west of the City of Barrie.
The Hine’s Emerald is a relatively large dragonfly with brilliant
green eyes, and prominent yellow spots on the sides of the
thorax (the middle portion of the body bearing the wings and
legs). They occur only in spring-fed wetlands overlaying
dolomite bedrock. Such sites occur on the Bruce Peninsula and
Manitoulin Island and have been the focus of several
unsuccessful attempts in the past to find Hine’s Emerald in
Ontario.
On June 20, 2007, Chris Evans of Midhurst, Ontario was looking
for dragonflies along the roadside adjacent to the Minesing
Wetlands when he caught a dragonfly he initially assumed was
the Clamp-tipped Emerald (Somatochlora tenebrosa), a species
known to occur in Ontario and one that is very similar to the
Hine’s Emerald. Photos were taken and were sent to Colin Jones
of the Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC), Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources. It was then realized that the
individual was actually a Hine’s Emerald.

Polyphemous Moth (Antheraea polyphemous) spotted on
July14th, 2007 at Leslie Street Spit, Toronto. Found by
C. McFarlane. Photo by John Carley.

One of North America’s Rarest
Dragonflies Discovered in Canada
The only dragonfly protected by the U.S. Endangered Species
Act, and one of North America ‘s rarest, is the Hine’s Emerald
(Somatochlora hineana). Prior to this year, the Hine’s Emerald
was only known from small sites in the United States , specifically
Wisconsin , Michigan , Missouri and Illinois. It was also once
found in Ohio and Indiana but seems to have disappeared from
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On June 27, Colin Jones, along with Mike Oldham and Wasyl
Bakowsky, who are also biologists at the NHIC, and Mike’s son
Robert visited the Minesing Wetlands and located several more
Hine’s Emeralds. Since then, Colin Jones, Chris Evans and Bob
Bowles have been working together to gather as much
information as possible on the habitat of this rare dragonfly in
the Minesing Wetlands. This information will be compiled into
a scientific note and will be submitted for consideration to one
of several possible entomological journals.
The Minesing Wetlands is a vast wetland of international
significance spanning an area of over 6,000 hectares (15,000
acres). Minesing contains a complex of different wetland types
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including fens, marshes, swamps and bogs, each supporting a
number of sensitive flora and fauna, some of which are rare or
endangered.
The Hine’s Emerald is yet another rare species of the Minesing
Wetlands and an indication of the extreme value of these
wetlands to the conservation of Ontario’s biodiversity!

TEA Member Quimby Hess Celebrates
90th Birthday
Long time TEA member Quimby Hess recently celebrated his
90th birthday on April 22, 2007, and had a grand party.
Quimby’s contributions to the TEA have been of great value
over the years. From 1978 to 1992 he co-authored, with Alan
Hanks, the Annual TEA Butterfly Summaries, which continue to
be compiled and published to this day by Colin Jones and Ross
Layberry. Quimby had a long career with the Ministry of Natural
Resources (MNR), holding many jobs and acting in various
roles. Also, he has worked extensively with the Quetico
Foundation.
Sadly, Quimby’s hearing and sight (macular degeneration) have
deteriorated in recent years. However, he still appreciates
receiving visitors.

Monarch

News
submitted by Don Davis

Don Davis Interview with CBC News
TEA member and Monarch enthusiast Don Davis was
interviewed July 30th, 2007 by CBC New reporter Robert
Sheppard. The full text of the article, in which Don talks about
the increasing numbers of Monarch butterflies seen in the
Canadian North and Praires in this year can be read at
www.cbc.ca/news/background/nature/monarchs.html

Monarch Video on NBC Today Show
NBC’s Today Show has produced video documentary with host
Merideth Vieira, which contains excellent footage of the
Monarch’s winter roosting site in Mexico. The video, entitled
“Merideth’s Wild Flight with Butterflies”, is available for viewing
at: www.today.msnbc.msn.com/id/18589782/

Scientists Discover Unique Chemical
Defense Mechanisms in the Viceroy
Butterfly
Recent research has discovered that the Viceroy (Limenitis
archippus) butterfly both sequesters nonvolatile defensive
compounds from its larval host-plants and secretes these volatile
compounds when disturbed. This is an unusual situation, in
which a mimic of the Monarch butterfly also employs chemical
defenses of its own, but not the same cardiac glycosides as the
Monarch does. It lends support to the re-classification of the
Viceroy as a “Mullerian Mimic” (meaning the Viceroy has adopted
the Monarch’s warning colouration because it is itself also
unpalatable), rather than a “Batesian Mimic” (which would imply
that the Viceroy has no defense of its own except the ruse of
pretending to be a Monarch).
The title of the research paper is: Isolation, identification, and
quantification of potential defensive compounds in the viceroy
butterfly and its larval host-plant, Carolina willow (Prudic,
K.L.a b , Khera, S.c , Soìlyom, A.c , Timmermann, B.N.d.).
TEA Member Quimby Hess.
Photo taken August 28, 2007 by Don Davis
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Both the abstract and full text of this article are available online
from www.springerlink.com/content/bk318w80n60h4840/.
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Moths Magnified at Wings of Paradise
Butterfly Conservatory

The

Bookworm
Available November 2007:
THE HAWK MOTHS OF NORTH AMERICA, A Natural
History Study of the Sphingidae of the United States and
Canada by James P. Tuttle
Approx. 300pp.
ISBN 978-0-9796633-0-7

Jim Devries Moths Magnified Presentation, July 2007
Photo by Kerry Jarvis
Moths Magnified is a photo exhibit of Ontario moths by Ottawa
photographer, Jim des Rivieres. The exhibit runs until January
5 at the Wings of Paradise Butterfly Conservatory in Cambridge.
On Saturday, September 29, from 11:00 am - 4:00 pm, des Rivieres
will be presenting his techniques on how he collects, captures,
mounts and then uses a scanner to create stunning detailed
images of moths. This is a most interesting exhibit and is well
worth attending. Detailed information can be found on the Wings
of Paradise web site: http://www.wingsofparadise.com/
Also, check out Jim des Rivieres web site for scanned images of
moths. http://www.moths.ca/galleries.html

The Hawk Moths of North America by James P. Tuttle is an
upcoming publication from the Wedge Entomological Research
Foundation. According to the publisher, it covers all of the 127
species of hawk moths in North America, illustrates both adults
and larvae, and is liberally enhanced with life history and
distributional notes. This hard cover book will be approx. 300
pages, with 19 colour plates of adults and larvae, 70 figures, and
30 maps. Jim Tuttle spent several years locating all of the species
of North America, and he reared most of them.
There is a pre-publication price of $75 (U.S.) for orders before
Nov. 1 ($90 after Oct. 31).
Details at www.wedgefoundation.org

Dr. Charles L. Remington Co-founded
The Lepidopterists’ Society
by Don Davis
Charles Lee Remington, emeritus professor of ecology and
evolutionary biology, field naturalist and museum curator, died
on May 31, 2007 at age 85 in Hamden, Connecticut.
His lifelong love was butterflies and moths. At Harvard he became
friends with the author Vladimir Nabokov, who was curating
lepidoptera at the university museum. Also while in Boston,
Remington and Harry Clench, another close associate, founded
The Lepidopterists’ Society in 1947.

Melitta Jarvis with a 6 foot “magnified” Luna Moth
Photo by Kerry Jarvis

In 1948, Remington joined the Department of Zoology at Yale.
During the next 44 years, he held appointments in a number of
departments, and also served as curator of the Entomology
Division at the Peabody Museum, where he assembled a worldclass insect collection numbering more than one million
specimens.
...continued next page
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Do you know?

In addition to The Lepidopterists’ Society,
Remington helped found the Connecticut
Entomological Society and the Xerces
Society, and was a member and officer in
a variety of other scientific organizations.

All donations to the TEA are taxcreditable (a receipt is issued).

Carol Yoon wrote an excellent obituary of
Charles Remington for the New York
Times, published on June 17:

Any amount is welcome but the
following suggested amounts
support these TEA initiatives:

www.nytimes.com/2007/06/
17obituaries17remington.html?r=1&ref
=obituaries&oref=slogin

$300: W.J.D.Eberlie Research
Travel Award

You can also hear a National Public Radio
audio story about him at:

$50: Help to sponsor the printing
of Ontario Odonata

www.npr.org/templates/story/
story.php?storyId=11145351&sc=emaf

According to Dr. Robert Pyle, Remington
was one of the most influential
lepidopterists and Lep teachers of the 20th
century.

Give us your ideas!
Programs: Carol Sellers is the
Programs Coodinator and welcomes
any ideas for speakers for the Oct Apr meetings. Who would you like
to hear from? Please write to her at:
programs@ontarioinsects.org.
Field Trips Steve LaForest and
Carolyn King are the Field Trips
Coordinators and also welcome
ideas for places to go and leaders.
Do you have a favorite spot to share
with others or is there somewhere
you’d like to go? Please write to them
at: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org.

Long Time TEA Member Anthony
Holmes Sends Greetings from Port
Hope. Photo by Don Davis
Don Davis had the pleasure chatting with
Tony Holmes on September 2, 2007. Tony
had been driven to Presqu’ile Provincial
Park by his daughter, to watch the
Monarch tagging taking place there.
Tony has had a long slow recovery from
his serious illness, yet remains positive
and cheerful as ever. Tony rarely refers to
leps by their common names, something
we will always remember about this
remarkable man. Tony reports that some
countries do not even have common
names for butterflies!
Tony is a co-author of “The Ontario
Butterfly Atlas” and among the
noteworthy sightings attributed to Tony
is the first sighting for Canada of Duke’s
Skipper on July 11, 1968 in Essex County.

$34: A copy of Damselflies and
Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario:
Resource Guide and Annotated
List can be donated to a university
library
$25: A copy of Ontario Odonata
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
$15: A copy of Ontario Lepidoptera
(annual) can be donated to a
university library.
Note: The University of Guelph
library has indicated their interest
in receiving TEA publications. If
you have contacts at other
universities, we would be happy
to pursue those options as well.
Please send your tax creditable
donation to: Chris Rickard,
Treasurer, TEA, 1606 Crediton
Parkway, Mississauga, Ontario
L5G 3X3

Good to hear from you, Tony!
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Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Meadow Fritillary (Boloria bellona), last stage larvae on Northern White Violet
(Viola pallens). Photo taken September 11th, 2007 by TEA President Glenn
Richardson.

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
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are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
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Meadow Fritillary (Boloria bellona)
larvae pupating. Photo taken September 15, 2007 by Glenn Richardson
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
$185 Can ($170 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $160 US surface; $170 US airmail
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
$28 Can ($23 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $23 US surface: $26 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
$115 Can ($105 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $100 US surface; $110 US airmail
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M.Walker (1925)
$60 Can ($50 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $48 US surface: $51 US airmail
Books: Other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List
By P.M. Catling and V.R. Brownell 2000. Annotated list of 168 species of odonata in Ontario including
conservation status, flight period, habitat, distribution and identification. $40 Can; In USA: $35 US.

Books: T.E.A. publications
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
ISBN: 0921631111 $25 Can ($20 for TEA members who pick it up); In USA: $25 US
Ontario Insects – T.E.A. Newsjournal
Back Issues: $5 Can each; In USA: $5 US; Subscription: $25 Can; In USA: $25 US
Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summaries (for 1987, ’88, ’93, ’95 to present)
$10 each; In USA: $10 US surface; $15 US airmail; (free with T.E.A. membership)
Ontario Odonata: (annual summary or Odonata including articles, notes, recent literature and news)
Volume 1 (16 articles plus summary of records). Articles cover topics such as conservation status ranks, natural
history, migration, lists and records, and an illustrated key to the mature nymphs and exuviae of
eastern Canadian Stylurus. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 3 (18 articles plus summary). Articles include county and regional lists, range expansions, behavioural
notes, conservation status and identification problems. Cost: $25 Can; In USA/overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 5 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $20 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Volume 6 (6 articles plus summary). Also includes news, reviews and recent literature, Cost: $25 Can; In USA/
overseas, $25 U.S.
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region: 135 years of history (Second edition)
Includes flight seasons. Compiled by Barry Harrison. $2.50 Can ($2 for TEA members who pick it up);
In USA: $3 US
For complete details and to order, contact:
Alan Hanks, 34 Seaton Drive, Aurora Ontario L4G 2K1; (905) 727-6993, alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
Please make cheques or money orders payable to the Toronto Entomologists' Association

